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Yichudim
Yichudim (Hebrew: "Unifications") is a specific form of Jewish meditation in Kabbalistic Jewish mysticism,
especially denoting the complete meditative method developed by Isaac Luria (1534–1572). The term Yichud
is found in Halakha (Jewish law), denoting male-female "seclusion". In the esoteric anthropomorphism in
Kabbalah, Yichudim denote unifications between male and female Divine aspects in the supernal sephirot.

In the Zohar
Hasidic explanation of the Zohar

Lurianic meditation system
Example of Lurianic Yichudim meditation

Kavanot of prayer in Hasidism
See also
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The Zohar speaks of two types of Yichudim in general, a Yichud Mah u Ban and a Yichud Ava. These divine
names derive from esoteric expansions of the Tetragrammaton, representing different supernal forces.
Kabbalistic theosophy explores the esoteric function of Yichudim in the unfolding creation of the spiritual
realms, while meditative Kabbalah experiences and influences these supernal forces through the human
psyche, as mystical Kavanot intentions during prayer, Jewish observance, or isolated practice. Kabbalistic
doctrine sees unifications in the divine realm among the sephirot, and between God and lower creation, as the
theurgic restorative task of man. Among the sephirot this is symbolised by the unification of the revealed male
principle Tiferet ("The Holy One Blessed be He") and the female Malkuth (which descends immanently into
creation as the exiled Shekhina divine Presence).

Yichud Mah u Ban in the human psyche is the unification of one's emotions with action.

Yichud Ava is the process whereby a Kabbalist traces an object or concept in this physical world, up through
the various levels of God's creative process of that object or concept. The goal of a unification is twofold. One,
to uncover the inherent Godliness in the subject that is being meditated on, and second, to bring the Godliness
"back home", so to speak. Once the Godliness of the thing is uncovered, the Kabbalist will endeavour to
conceptually understand how all the levels that once separated him and God are actually all one. Hasidic
thought describes two levels of this Divine Yichud (Unity) with Creation: Yichuda Ila'ah (Higher Unity) in
which Creation is nullified within the Divine totality, Yichudah Tata'ah (Lower Unity) in which Creation
perceives its own existence dependent on God.
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Isaac Luria, the father of modern Kabbalah, developed the Zoharic references to Yichudim into a complete
esoteric system of meditation, based on the new mythological scheme of Lurianic Kabbalah. Outwardly, the
Zohar appears to be solely a theosophical text. However, through Luria's theosophical description of the
cosmic structure as a complete interacting dynamic system, the soul of man embodies and dynamically
interacts with the supernal processes of creation. Where Moses Cordovero previously developed a linear
Zoharic method of meditation based on his conception of the sephirot as discreet powers, Luria's Yichudim
meditation method is based on the sephirot as anthropomorphic mutually enclothing Partzufim (divine
personas). His systemisation of Zoharic doctrine into a comprehensive process, enabled him to extract
Yichudim meditation practices from the most esoteric descriptions in the Zohar. These elite meditative practices
engaged the attention of subsequent Kabbalistic worship, and were further expanded, and practiced in a
communal setting by Shalom Sharabi and the Beit El circle.

In the same way that the Lurianic partzufim interact and enclothe within each other, so in Lurianic Yichudim
meditations these supernal processes are theurgically enacted in the psyche by combining, and usually
enclothing the letters of particular divine names within each other. A simple Yichud meditation example:

"The lower soul (nefesh) is from the Universe of Assiah, which is associated with the name
Adonay ("Lord" the divine name associated with the Sefirah Malkuth). One should therefore
meditate on the name Adony (ADNY) binding it to the name YHVH (Tetragrammaton name
associated with the Sefirah Tiferet) in the Universe of Assiah. He should then bind this to the
name Ehyeh (AHYH "I Am" associated with the Sefirah Keter) in the Universe of Assiah.

He should then meditate on this, elevating the name Ehyeh of Assiah, and binding it to Adonay of
Yetzirah. Adonay of Yetzirah should then be bound to YHVH of Yetzirah.

One proceeds in this manner step by step, until he reaches Ehyeh of Atziluth. He should then bind
Ehyeh of Atzilut to the very highest level, which is the Ein Sof."[1]

Luria instructs many detailed and advanced Yichudim meditations for particular purposes. As well as Kavanot
for prayer and to accompany Jewish observances, these include meditations enacted while prostrated on the
grave of a saint, a practice of the 16th century Safed Kabbalists in order to commune with the righteous soul.

The elaborate esoteric Lurianic Yichudim to accompany liturgical prayer were replaced in early 18th century
Hasidism by new Jewish meditation forms taught by the Baal Shem Tov, based on its concern with deveikut
direct internal consciousness of divinity.[2] However, a very small number of extant Yichudim for other
purposes, taught by the Baal Shem Tov, are recorded in early Hasidic texts.[3]
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1. Meditation and Kabbalah, Aryeh Kaplan, p.225
2. Studies in East European Jewish Mysticism and Hasidism, Joseph Weiss, Littman Library:

chapter "The Kavvanoth of Prayer in Early Hasidism".
3. Meditation and Kabbalah, Aryeh Kaplan, section on Hasidism records a Yichud to be practiced

during immersion in a mikveh.

Meditation and Kabbalah, Aryeh Kaplan, Weiser New York
Gate of Unity by Dovber Schneuri
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Yichud
Halakhic texts relating to this

article

Torah: Deuteronomy
13:6 (https://w
ww.mechon-m
amre.org/p/pt/
pt0513.htm#6)

Babylonian Talmud: Kiddushin 80b
and Sanhedrin
21

Shulchan Aruch: Even HaEzer
22 and 24

The Biblical story about Joseph and Potiphar's wife
is an example of the risks with yichud.

Yichud
In Jewish religious law (halakha), the laws of yichud (Hebrew: איסור
issur yichud, prohibition of seclusion) prohibit seclusion in a  ייחוד
private area of a man and a woman who are not married to each other.
Such seclusion is prohibited in order to prevent the two from being
tempted or having the opportunity to commit adulterous or
promiscuous acts. A person who is present in order to prevent yichud
is called a shomer.

The laws of yichud are typically followed in Orthodox Judaism.
Adherents of Conservative and Reform Judaism do not generally
abide by the laws of yichud.

The term "yichud" also refers to a ritual during an Ashkenazi Jewish
wedding in which the newly married couple spends a period secluded
in a room by themselves. In earlier historical periods, as early as the
talmudic era,[1] the marriage would be consummated at this time, but
that practice is no longer current.

Source of the prohibition
Laws
Leniencies

Baaloh B'ir – in town
Pesach Posuach – open door
Shomrim – guards
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According to Talmud, Amnon's
rape of his half-sister Tamar led
King David to extend the
prohibition of yichud to unmarried
girls. 17th-century painting.

If your very own brother, or your son or daughter, or the wife you love, or your closest friend
secretly entices you, saying, 'Let us go and worship other gods, gods that neither you nor your
ancestors have known...'

The Talmud gives an explanation to the passage, which is supposed to be a hint of yichud:

Said Rabbi Johanan on the authority of Rabbi Ishmael, Where do we find an allusion to yihud in
the Torah? - For it is written: If thy brother, the son of thy mother, entices thee [etc.]: does then
only a mother's son entice, and not a father's son? But it is to tell you: a son may be alone with his
mother, but not with any other woman interdicted in the Torah.[2]

The Talmud also claims that after the rape of Tamar, daughter of David,
when she was left alone with her half-brother Amnon, David and his
high court extended this prohibition to unmarried girls as well. Later, in
the times of Shammai and Hillel the Elder, the prohibition was extended
to include a non-Jewish woman. These rules are discussed in the
Talmud.[3]

Most rishonim define the prohibition of yichud as a Torah law. Although
Maimonides writes that the prohibition of yichud is derived from divrei
kabbalah (Bible texts later than the Pentateuch), many interpret his words
as meaning that it is a Torah law, though some regard it as a rabbinic
prohibition.[3][4][5]

Rashi maintained that insofar as the prohibition of yichud is mandated by
the Torah, it is an essential prohibition, whereas rabbinical extensions of
the prohibition are enacted as a fence meant to distance a person from
forbidden relationships. Hence, leniencies would apply only to the
rabbinic additions to the laws of yichud. Halachic consensus, following Maimonides, is, though, that leniencies
apply even to Torah-mandated yichud laws.[4]

The laws of yichud provide for strong restrictions on unrelated members of the opposite sex being secluded
together, and milder ones for close family members. Different opinions exist regarding application of these
laws both in terms of situation and in terms of the individuals involved. Prohibition of yichud applies to men
over 13 years and, generally, girls over three, and a woman over twelve may not be alone with a boy over
nine.[6] Even seclusion of short duration is forbidden, if it could potentially last longer.[7]

There are a number of circumstances, under which the prohibition of yichud may be circumvented. Typically,
these apply fully to yichud with an observant Jew. Meeting a non-Jew or a secular Jew may require more
scrupulousness.[6]

Laws

Leniencies

Baaloh B'ir – in town
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Yichud applies also out of doors.
Illustration from Eliza
Orzeszkowa's novel Meir
Ezofowicz, which deals with the
conflict between Jewish
orthodoxy and modern liberalism.

If the husband is in town (Baaloh B'ir, or Baala Bair), or, more precisely,
if it is possible that he can appear suddenly, a woman may be secluded
with another man in her home. The fear of his sudden appearance is
considered a deterrent to engaging in illicit behavior. If the husband
works fixed hours, or if they meet where they are not likely to be found,
the husband's presence in town does not circumvent yichud. A close,
long-standing relationship (Libo Gas Boh) between the wife and another
man also proscribes yichud in spite of the husband's presence in town.
The lenience caused by the man's presence in town does not, however
apply to his being secluded with another woman when his wife may
appear suddenly.[6] Paradoxically, if a husband gives his wife permission
to be secluded with a man, the lenience does no longer apply, since she
does not fear his sudden entrance.[4]

Rashi believes that the husband’s presence in town only mitigates the
prohibition, rather than abrogating it. The Shulchan Aruch, following
Tosafot, however, rule that when the husband is in town the yichud
restriction does not apply at all.[5]

Maimonides and Shulchan Aruch write that the rationale for Baaloh B'ir
is that "her husband's fear is upon her." This does not imply a concrete
fear that her husband will enter unexpectedly, but rather that she feels a
natural inhibition, in the knowledge that her husband is close by. As a
consequence of this, she can be in yichud with another man in a large
city, like London or New York, where the chance that he suddenly appears is non-existent. Neither does her
husband's permission undermine the leniency, according to this interpretation. Rashi interprets Baalo B'ir as
referring to a concrete fear of sudden exposure. So does rabbi Moshe Feinstein, who consequently rules in a
stricter way.[4] Another issue of debate is whether cities who have grown together to form a continuous area
are to be treated as one city. Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach argues that if the wife is in Ramat Gan and the
husband is in Tel Aviv he is still considered to be "in town". Since there are no significant uninhabited areas
separating these cities, they are defined as one city from a Halachic perspective.[5]

Yichud is alleviated when the door is open. This principle is known as pesach pasuach lireshus harabim (lit.
an open doorway to the public domain). The Shulchan Aruch rules: "If the door is open to the public domain,
there is no concern of yichud."[8] This ruling has been interpreted and enlarged in various ways: 1. the door is
actually open[9] 2. when the door is closed but unlocked 3. then door is locked, but somebody with a key is
liable to come in at any time 4. the door is locked, but there is a reasonable possibility that people may knock
on the door and expect to be answered (according to Moshe Feinstein). A woman being secluded with another
man is also justified when people outside can see through the window what is going on inside the house. In
case of a close, long-standing friendship between the man and the woman, however, a more stringent behavior
is expected.[6] The leniency usually does not apply late at night, as there is little or no chance that people
would come in unexpectedly then.[8]

Yichud can be circumvented by the presence of other individuals (shomrim, guards or Chaperones), who
would serve to provide a check on the man's behavior. Generally, Torah-observant Jewish men qualify as
shomrim. Female relatives that permit yichud are: a man's mother; his daughter or granddaughter; his sister; his

Pesach Posuach – open door

Shomrim – guards
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The door is considered open as
long as it is not locked, and the
prohibition of yichud is
circumvented.

A woman may be secluded with a man if
one or more additional men are present.

grandmother; and a woman's mother-in-law, daughter-in-law and sister-
in-law. Children aged 6–9 also qualify.[8]

Although yichud with a
woman and two or more
men, according to most
poskim, is permitted during
day time and in the evening,
the presence of at least three
men is required during
nighttime sleeping hours.
The same goes for
situations when children are
present instead of adults.[6]

Sefardic Jews require the
presence of the wife of one
of the men for a woman to

be secluded with them.[7]

Shulchan Aruch, though, follows Maimonides in ruling that yichud with
one woman is prohibited even with many men. The disagreement is
based on a passage in Gemara, which states that the permission for two men to be secluded with one woman
applies only to kosher people, and tells a story where two acharonim met a woman in a secluded place, and
one of them preferred to leave, since perchance only tzaddikim are defined as kosher. Nissim of Gerona
considered this an excessive stringency, and thought that regular people are defined as kosher. Moses Isserles
follows this view, and states that yichud with one woman and several men is prohibited only for promiscuous
people.[10]

According to Rashi, yichud is permitted when at least three women are present, but most poskim follow
Maimonides, who ruled that no number of women present circumvents the prohibition of yichud. Many
poskim permits yichud in the presence of the man's grandmother, mother, daughter, granddaughter or sister
[over seven years], but do not accept the woman's daughter, granddaughter or sister.[6] Avraham Danzig writes
that the prohibition for one man to be in seclusion with two women is only rabbinic, whereas Torah law only
prohibits a man from being secluded with one woman.[4]

It is preferable that a brother and sister who have reached the age of six should not sleep in the same room.[11]

Yichud between a brother and a sister above the age of Bar and Bat Mitzvah is considered appropriate for a
short term, but not when their parents are away for an extended period of time. There are various opinions
about the duration of a permitted yichud. Some poskim allow only up to three nights; others allow up to thirty
days. If the brother and sister live separately and one comes to visit the other, yichud is permitted as long as
they do not stay longer than the normal stay of a house guest (where circumstances like the distance of their
residence is taken into account). However, when a sibling moves in on a permanent basis, yichud is forbidden
even for one day.[7][12]

Opinions among Poskim are divided about yichud between adoptive parents and their children of the opposite
gender, who were adopted at a very young age. Rabbis Moshe Feinstein, Eliezer Waldenberg, Hayim David
HaLevi, and Nahum Rabinovitch all ruled that adoptive parents are permitted to engage in yichud with their

Siblings

Adopted children
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Yichud with one's own children is
legitimate, but if they are adopted,
restrictions apply. 18th-century painting.

adopted children since sexual attraction normally does not occur
in such situations. Feinstein, though, restricts the permission to
situations when both adoptive parents are alive and married to
each other, and Waldenberg only permits yichud if a girl was
adopted before the age of three and a boy was adopted before the
age of nine. Ovadia Yosef is essentially lenient about this issue,
though he believes that it is preferable to adopt a girl so that the
wife who is home most of the time can prevent yichud with the
husband from occurring.

The lenient view is strongly opposed by others, particularly in
Haredi Judaism. Menachem Mendel Schneerson vigorously
argued that yichud is forbidden in the adoptive situation. He
insists that this was common custom in earlier generations. Dov
Berish Weidenfeld, Yaakov Yisrael Kanievsky, Ezra Ettiah,
Avrohom Yeshaya Karelitz, and Shmuel Wosner take the same
position.[12]

Yichud with biological children is fully permitted. The Gemara explains that God was moved by the prayers of
the Great Assembly to curtail the yetzer hara for incest so there is no need for a prohibition when it comes to
biological parents and children.[12]

A man and woman who are engaged to be married may not dwell together unless other people are in the same
house and the door is unlocked. Leaving the door slightly ajar is commendable. They may not stay together
even on a temporary basis, such as in a hotel.[7][11] According to some poskim, sleeping in the same house if
other family members are present does not violate yichud laws, but should be avoided due to tzniut
considerations.[11] Others, including Moses Isserles and Joseph Soloveitchik, however, disagree about this and
would not permit sleeping in the home of their future in-laws.[5]

Although mingling of men and women does not violate the prohibition of yichud, it should nonetheless be
avoided, even if it is for the purpose of fulfilling a mitzvah.[7][13] Regardless of whether yichud takes place or
not, girlfriend/boyfriend relationships are forbidden, since dating, according to halacha, should not serve other
purposes than finding a suitable marriage partner.[14]

Unless it is one's own child, grandchild or sibling, a female over the age of 12 should not babysit a boy 9 or
older, and a male over the age of 13 should not babysit a girl 3 or older. The prohibition of yichud makes some
natural solutions problematic, e.g. when a teenage girl who might babysit her sister's son has to consider the
possibility of getting into yichud with her brother-in-law. The situation may be evaded by the presence of
another boy or girl aged 6–9, or, such children lacking, by giving a key to the neighbors and asking them to
come in unexpectedly.[15][16] If a father is single, or his wife is away, and he employs a female babysitter, he
has to take care that he does not enter the house before the babysitter has exited, unless there are shomrim
present; or else, at least he should leave the door open.[15]

Visiting a doctor's office is allowed during regular office hours, when people may enter unexpectedly.
Otherwise, a shomer is required. Mortal danger always overrides yichud laws, although there are authorities
who disagree with this.[5][17] Serious illness, on the other hand, does not alleviate the prohibition of yichud.
An exception is, according to Moshe Feinstein, a male patient who has been diagnosed as impotent, but in this

Unmarried couples

Babysitting and caregiving
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Visiting a doctor's or dentist's office has to
occur during regular office hours, when
people may enter unexpectedly.

Yichud situations may arise if other
passengers get off the bus or taxi, and a
woman is left alone with the driver.

case marit ayin calls for carefulness. A dependent adult person in
need of care should take a caregiver of the same gender. This
applies also to very old men.[17] During daytime, an opposite
gender housekeeper and medical staff may visit if the door is
unlocked, or the neighbors have a key and are asked to come in
unannounced from time to time.[7] Some poskim are lenient
when it comes to a doctor's interaction with his patients, since he
is supposedly consumed by his work and not likely to think
sinful thoughts. They invoke Gemara, which applies this
reasoning to allow a professional to mate animals, although it is
otherwise forbidden to watch animals mate.[5]

Therapists of the same sex are preferable, but when there is no
one else as qualified as a therapist of the opposite gender, there is
green light as long as leniences of yichud are in place. Since the
client develops a close relationship with the therapist, Baaloh B'ir
does not count.[17]

Two unrelated, opposite-gender persons may travel in a vehicle
together within the local area, but should not take out-of-town
trips together, particularly if they are traveling to an area where
they are not known to anyone, and will not be able to return on
the same day. For tzniut considerations, the woman had better sit
in the rear if the man is driving (or vice versa), and engaging in
prolonged conversation is not advisable.[18]

If a woman is traveling in a bus or taxi, and the other passengers
get off, leaving her alone with the driver, she should leave the
vehicle, unless they drive where there are passersby or a steady
stream of traffic.[18] On a bus, train or airplane, sitting adjacent to
a member of the opposite gender is permitted, but many
Orthodox Jews follow stringencies to avoid this due to the laws
of negiah and tzniut.[19] According to most poskim, there are no restrictions on being secluded together
momentarily in a temporary environment, such as an elevator. Since elevators are boarded constantly, there is
always a chance that anyone could enter without warning.[20]

In a location of business, a male and female may be together for business purposes provided that the location
where they are has the potential to be viewed from outside. Otherwise, the door has to be unlocked or people
with a key allowed to come in unexpectedly. This applies also if they have separate rooms in the same office.
A close working relationship excludes the possibility of relying solely on Baaloh B'ir. A man may temporarily
be secluded with three women, but not on the basis of a permanent relationship. Two men who are prutzim
(fail to keep the laws of tznius) are not allowed to work with two women. Neither may a woman work
together with three non-Jewish men.[21]

A male teacher should take heed that he does not become overly familiar with the girls. A male teacher who is
single should not teach young children of either sex, since he may associate with their mothers when they
come and pick up their children. In schools with many staff members, however, one may be lenient, and some

Transportation

Business
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If a location can be viewed from the
outside, there is no concern for yichud.

poskim take the position that this halacha applies only to
situations where the teaching takes place in the private home of
the teacher.[3][21]

Jewish view of marriage
Negiah (guidelines for physical contact)
Niddah (menstruation laws)
Rebbetzin (rabbi's wife)
Role of women in Judaism
Shalom Bayit (peace and harmony in the relationship
between husband and wife)
Shidduch (finding a marriage partner)
Tzniut (modest behavior)
Billy Graham rule (similar practice of some Christians)
Khalwa (similar prohibition in Islamic law)
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(KTAV Publishing House, Inc., 1980), p. 32.
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THE PURPOSE OF HEBRAICA .

By WULLAM R. IIARPER .

I.

The study of the llebrew language, except for distinctly theological uses, and

the study of the other Semitic languages , except for the assistance derived from

them for the Hebrew , receive but slight attention at the hands of American

scholars . These studies are carried on almost exclusively in the divinity hall,

where they are necessarily secondary. Nor even here are they emphasized as they

deserve . The time of both instructor and student is occupied largely in the dis

cussion of questions strictly theological Discussions of a philological nature

are neither required , nor expected . The professor is crowded with work of one

kind or another ; he cannot engage in original investigations. The time at his dis

posal is short . It must be given to the Old Testament, and not to Hebrew . He

cannot afford to be a professor of language merely. Ile studies the language, only

so far as he is obliged to do so , to fit himself for a tolerable performance of his

duties as a theological instructor . He teaches the rudiments of the language a

few hours a week during a portion of the Junior year. The remainder of the

course , so far as concerns Hebrew , is given to exegesis , an exercise in which , be

cause of the lack of preparation for it on the part of the pupil, the professor

works, while the student rests .

Is there no work to be done in Semitic philology ? When we remember that Amer

ica has yet to produce a Hebrew lexicon , that almost nothing is accessible on the

subject of Hebrew synonyms , that the meaning of a large number of IIebrew words

is as yet not satisfactorily determined, that for our grammars and for our texts we

must go to England and Germany, that no comparative Semitic grammar has yet

appeared , that practical text - books for the study of Chaldee, Syriac, Ethiopic,

Arabic and Assyrian are yet to be written , that we have no texts of separate

books edited with notes, that no genuine work in textual criticism has yet been

done , that the texts of the ancient versions are in a deplorable state , that great

and important questions in Semitic ethnology are yet unsettled , that biblical

chronology is a matter of the greatest uncertainty , that a critical Introduction in

English to the Old Testament, is demanded by the times , -when we recall these

facts , we realize certainly that there is work to be done. And that it is a great

and growing work , will not be questioned by those who, for a moment, reflect .

Who will do this work , if not the Professors of Hebrew ? Is it not demanded of
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the men who occupy the Old Testament chairs of our theological seminaries that

they throw themselves with energy into these literary and philological fields , and

mot devote all their strength to “ discussions as to technical minutiae of the Jew

ish schoolmen ?” Shall not American scholars take hold of this work , in larger

numbers and with greater zeal than ever before ?

HIEBRAICA will endeavor to furnish a medium for the publication of some of the

results of this study . It will aim to serve as a means of inter-communication be

tween scholars engaged in the various departments of Semitic work . It will par

ticularly encourage original investigation . Its pages will be open to the discussion

of all topics relating to the Semitic languages, literature, or history . It will urge

those whose profession calls them to undertake the investigation of such topics to

do their duty in this matter by using the opportunities afforded them , to render a

valuable and a lasting service to the cause of higher education and learning .

II .

That Christian ministers ought to know Hebrew , is a generally accepted truth .

It is necessary now in but few cases to enlarge upon the reasons for this study .

In the case of those clergymen who do not have at least some knowledge of

the language, it may be supposed that they earnestly desire it , and , indeed ,

would have it , but for unfavorable circumstances in the past or present. One will

not go far wrong in saying that at least eighty out of every hundred ministers are

alive to the importance of this subject. Of these eighty, however, not more than

ten, probably , endeavor to do any systematic or consecutive work . Of the remain

ing seventy , there are ten , not more , who may reasonably satisfy themselves that

they ought not to do such work . These are men who are physically or mentally un

able . After deducting from every hundred cases , twenty who are not sufficiently

interested in their work to make that preparation for it which may justly be

regarded as indispensable, ten who may be supposed to be carrying on such study ,

and ten who may reasonably be excused from it , there remain sixty , who will con

fess that such study is desirable , and , indeed , necessary , yet do not undertake it.

These sixty men have either commenced the study and dropped it , or they have

never taken it up. In the former case , they may have had an instructor , who was .

a scholar, and an exegete , but not a teacher ; or, a sufficient amount of time may

not have been given in the curriculum of study to this department, and hence

they did not attain that degree of knowledge which would have enabled them to

carry on the study without further assistance ; or, they may have regarded the

study as of no importance, and consequently have shirked it at every possible op

portunity. In the latter case , they may have entered the ministry without the

ordinary preparation , laboring under the delusion , that without their immediate

help the Kingdom of God must perish ; or, they may have studied in the semi

nary , everything but the Bible .

Whatever be the reason assigned , the fact remains that sixty ministers out of

every hundred, although they ought to have a living acquaintance with this lan

guage, and acknowledge this to be so , and desire the same , yet do not have it , and

take no steps toward obtaining it . And why ? Because they have formed a dis-

taste for the study and cannot overcome it ; or, because they are pressed with

other claims of a more immediate nature, and have not the will-power needed to

push them to one side ; or , because they find it difficult to carry on such study

alone and cannot, in the nature of the case , withdraw from their work to attend
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a school where instruction may be obtained ; or, because they have not had that

encouragement which was needed to bring them to decide to undertake the study .

HEBRAICA will endeavor to interest these ministers, sixty out of every hundred ,

more deeply in the study of Hebrew ; to stimulate them , if possible , to engage in

such study , and to aid them , if possible, in its prosecution . These things it will

aim to do by publishing words of incitement and encouragement from men who

are in the midst of the work , and by means of actual help, afforded in the pages

of the Journal, toward a better understanding of the principles and structure of

that language in which is written three -fourths of God's revelation to man .

III .

Hebrew being a professional study, and being taught , consequently, only in the

theological seminary, it might be supposed that a reasonable amount of time

would be given that department in connection with which it is studied, that the

best methods would be adopted by those who give this instruction , and that at

least a fair knowledge of the language be gained by those who undertake the

study. What are the facts ?

( 1 ) The time spent in the entire Old Testament department, in the majority of

our seminaries, is not quite equivalent to that which is spent in the study of

Latin or Greek during two years of a preparatory course . Classes average one

recitation a day , for four days in the week . In the course, about two hundred

and ninety hours of recitation are included . If the same amount of time were

spent consecutively it would amount to about four and a half or five months of

work . During this time , the student must master the Hebrew language, of which

at the beginning of his course he is wholly ignorant; he must also learn the

Tramaic , and must read as large a portion as possible of the Hebrew Bible. He

must, likewise, become acquainted with the geography and archaeology of Pales

tine. The ancient versions of the Old Testament must receive some attention .

A thorough grounding must be received in the three great sub-departments , Old

Testament Hermeneutics, Old Testament Introduction , Old Testament Theology .

To the department of the New Testament, the same amount of time is given , al

though the student is , from the beginning , thoroughly versed in the language

which forms the basis of work . It is true , also , that the matter to be studied ,

although in some respects confessedly more important, covers but one-third as

much ground, and is of a nature far less difficult . ( 2 ) Of the time spent in the Old

Testament department , short as it is , probably not one-third is usually given to

work of a linguistic character . The teaching of the principles of the language is

regarded as drudgery . Few instructors take much interest in it. The work assign

ed from day to day is a task , burdensome alike to pupil and teacher. These tasks

are prepared , but in many cases , only because they are required . The class is hur

ried into exegesis . Three chapters of Genesis, in some cases , have been painfully

gone through with , when the Psalms, or Job, or one of the minor Prophets is tak-.

en up . From this time , the work is of a theological character and no longer lin

guistic. Is it supposed that the study of exegesis can be carried on with no ade

quate knowledge of the original language ? (3 ) When we consider then the small

amount of time given to the study of Hebrew and the injudicious method followed

by many teachers in the study, we may be prepared for the statement that only a

very small proportion of our seminary graduates take away with them a respecta

ble knowledge of the language. This will pass undisputed. Theological students
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not seldom sell their Hebrew books. Few ministers , as stated above, give any

time to this study. We have a comparatively small number of Semitic scholars

in our country. The Semitic work is being done in Germany. Is this as it should

be ?,

That the present constitution of our seminaries is perfect is not to be supposed .

Within a decade , great changes have been made in regard to these very matters .

Instead of one man performing the labor of both Old and New Testaments . two men

now perform that service ; and in the more wealthy seminaries, an associate prof

essor also is appointed . There is still room for advance . Much can be gained by

the judicious use of better methods. At all events, either more instruction must

be given the student, and greater acquisitions made by him , or the study of the

Old Testament in the original tongues must be given up . In eight cases out of

ten , the time spent by theological students in the study of Hebrew is time lost .

HEBRAICA will endeavor to increase the interest in Hebrew study among theo

logical students ; and it will work to advance the interests of that department in

the theological seminary which has too often been regarded as the least import

ant, and which has suffered greatly from indifference and neglect .

IV .

Universities and many colleges aim to teach everything. Almost no department

of study is unrepresented in the curriculum . It is true, however, that with two

or three notable exceptions , Semitic languages have no place . The literature ,

which of all literatures, has most influenced human thought and action , the his

tory of the people to whom the world is indebted for its religion , that family of

languages which is second in importance only to the family of which our own

tongue is a member, -the Bible , Jewish history, and the Semitic languages pass

unnoticed . This is a condition of things which should not long continue. It is

not the place here to assign reasons why these subjects should be recognized in the

University and College curriculum , at least as electives. Nor is there space to

show why the theological seminary should not be left alone to do a work, which

can no longer be regarded as strictly professional. It is sufficient to say , that if

America is to perform her share in the great and important departments now , for

the first, opening up in the remote districts of the East , if American scholars are

to be prepared to take their part in deciding the vital questions that have arisen

concerning the integrity of the Old Testament, if American scholarship is to take

an active part in that rapidly developing science, the Science of Comparative Re

ligion, surely Oriental studies, and particularly Semitic studies, must be intro

duced into the curriculum of non-professional schools. These studies must be

encouraged in a more active manner than they have ever been . Instruction must

be provided for those who desire it . Investigation must be encouraged on the

part of those who have the ability and the taste for it .

What HEBRAICA can accomplish in this direction , it will do . Such changes in

the established order of things are always slow . But if this is a thing to be done,

it will in time be accomplished. If those who believe that IIebrew should be

taught in colleges would but unite in an effort to introduce the study, they

would soon succeed , for the number would be large and influential. It is possi

ble that such a union of effort may be obtained . This, it will be understood, is

one of the purposes for which IIEBRAICA has been instituted .
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V.

Within three years there has been organized and carried into successful opera

tion a School for the study of IIebrew by Correspondence. This School, at this

writing, includes over six hundred clergymen and students. The members of

the School are of every evangelical denomination . They reside in almost every

State in the Union , in Canada, in England, in Scotland, in Ireland, irr Turkey, in

China, in Japan , in India . Their sole aim in this work is to attain a thorough

acquaintance with the IIebrew language. They are interested in all that pertains

to this department of study. They desire aid which is not to be found in diction

aries and grammars. They will appreciate and obtain profit from the discussion of

topics, as it comes fresh from the hands of instructors and students. They feel

bound together by a common tie . For this class of men , as well as for those

clergymen and students who are to -day carrying on regular and systematic study

by themselves, HIEBRAICA is intended . If rightly conducted , it cannot but prove

to them invaluable .

To furnish a medium for the discussion of Semitic topics by Semitic scholars,

to encourage and aid those who are in the ministry to engage in Semitic study ,

to advance , if possible , the interests, and to increase the efficiency of the Old Testa

ment department in our various seminaries , to advocate the introduction of Sem

itie studies into our Universities and Colleges, and to form a bond of connection

between the widely scattered members of the Hebrew Correspondence School,

HEBRAICA is sent forth . May it not receive thė sympathy and cooperation of all

who have at heart the cause of higher learning ?

THE HIGHER CRITICISM , A WITNESS TO THE CREDIBILITY

OF THE BIBLICAL NARRATIVE,

BY HERMANN L. STRACK , Ph . D. , TH . LIC . ,

Professor of Theology in the University of Berlin .

Not a few orthodox theologians in Europe, very many in England and America,

see in the application of the so-called lIigher Criticism to the Holy Scriptures of

the Old and New Testaments , a danger to the faith , and consequently by principle

stand aloof from all such work .

Now, it is indeed noteworthy, that the Higher Criticism has had its origin and

first accomplishment mostly through suggestions which have come from those who

were heterodox . It were easy to enumerate many examples. In this periodical

devoted to the study of the Old Testament and the Hebrew Language , I

give only three of the many names well known in the history of the Pentateuch

criticism : Thomas Hobbes , whom Thorschmid * has called the “ grand - father of

all free -thinkers in England,” the author of the “ Leviathan , or the Matter, Form ,

and Power of a Commonwealth ," etc. ( London , 1651, Part III . , chap. 33 ) ; the in

ventor of the strange Pre- Adamite hypothesis , Isaac la Peyrere (Systema theolog

icum ex Praeadamitarum hypothesi, 1655 [ sine loco) , IV . , cap. 1 ) ; and the Jewisli

* “ Versuch einer vollstaendigen Engellaendischen Freydenkerbibliothek, 1765-67.”
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pantheist , Baruch Spinoza ( Tractatus theologico -politicus, 1670 , in particular cap . 9 ) .

But we are not warranted in concluding from this, that the Higher Criticism is

necessarily opposed to a positive , orthodox view ; and least of all may we Protest

‘ ants be , from principle , opponents of the Higher Criticism . On the contrary ,

criticism is inquiry, and it is a holy duty of Protestantism to inquire after truth ;

we should not believe what has been once handed down simply upon authority,

but we should always still test it for ourselves. He to whom the truth of the

Christian religion is a fact of experience, independent of external evidences, will

be able to devote himself to the struggle for knowledge without anxiety respect

ing the issue. One is not to despair if it many times seems that the results

of science work injury to the positive Christian faith . For the fact sug

gests itself : either what is now regarded as the result is not true and then will

come the time of correction or refutation ; or the result is true and then it will

be made plain that the traditional view was in reality deficient, it may be in the

dogmatic premises or in the exegesis or in some other relation .

It has, therefore, given me much joy , that, just as I was about to write this

short contribution for this new periodical , I should find essentially the preceding

thoughts expressed in a book just received by me from New York. Charles

Augustus Briggs, Davenport Professor of Hebrew and the Cognate languages in

the Union Theological Seminary, New York City , closes the preface of his latest ,

and very recommendable book* with these words : “ With an implicit faith in the

God of the Bible and the power of grace contained in the holy Word ; and with an

unwavering recognition of the supreme excellence of the written word as the

mirror of the eternal Logos : and with an entire submission to its authority as

supreme over all doctrines of men and ecclesiastical decisions, this biblical study

is submitted to the judgment of the intelligent reader." He who speaks thus is

sheltered from the reproach of rationalism , of unbelief. And the same eminent

scholar writes , p . 246 , “ There is also a prejudice in some quarters against these

studies and an apprehension as to the results . This prejudice is unreasonable.

This apprehension is to be deprecated . It is impossible to prevent discussion .

The church is challenged to meet the issue . It is a call of Providence to conflict

and to the triumph of evangelical truth . The Divine Word will vindicate itself

in all parts. These are not the times for negligent Elis or timorous and presump

tuous Uzzahs. Brave Samuels and ardent Davids who fear not to employ new

methods and engage in new enterprises and adapt themselves to altered situa

tions, will overcome the Philistines with their own weapons.”'

In the following lines, which others , it may be , will follow with more and better,

I would now seek to show that the results of the Higher Criticism can be used

in many ways in favor of the credibility of the biblical accounts.

The historian rightly considers a fact to be better proved , and therefore to be

more credible , when testified to by several independent authors, than when only

one isolated account is at hand. The reports of a single unbiased and intelligent

eye -witness are , to be sure , worth more than the accounts of several later witness

es . But so soon as we concede that the Pentateuch was not written by Moses, the

very dissimilarity of the original documents incorporated into the Pentateuch is

serviceable for the re -establishment of its credibility:

* Biblical Study, its Principles, Methods and History , together with a Catalogue of Books of

Reference . New York : Scribner's Sons, 1883. XV ., 506 pp . 8vo .
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A redactor who welds together what is entirely contradictory is an irrational,

injudicious man . Now , those who admit the Pentateuch to have been construct

ed out of three or four great codes, extol , almost in a body and on numerous

occasions, the circumspection , the care, the tact of the redactor. They come,

therefore, into evident conflict with themselves when they, in many other places ,

affirm that between the individual original documents there are discrepancies and

even fundamental contrarieties which are irreconcilable . They do not notice what

follows. A redactor or author (which name may also be preferred ) who compiles

from three or four codes a greater work , will take from each of his sources that

related in it , which is most evident , most complete , and most suitable to the pur

pose of the new work ; he will partly shorten , partly omit the parallel accounts of

the other sources , in order that there may not be too many, and too long, repeti

tions. Out of that document, naturally , which was most detailed in its treatment

of the priests and ceremonial law , was that exclusively or particularly taken which

has reference to the priest and the ceremonial law ; and what alluded to the pro

phetic spiritual contemplation of history, peculiar to the Jehovistic document, will

have been mostly omitted , because this last document, was in this respect , more

detailed and clearer .

If, now , we have analyzed the Pentateuch , according to determined criteria ,

into its original elements , there will appear to be a greater difference than origi

nally existed , between the Priest-codex and the Jehovistic , to speak only of

the two sources already named ; for of each of these two sources there is wanting

to us , according to all probability, the most of that wherein it was closely at one

with the other source. The circumstance that an intelligent man has wrought to

gether these diverse documents, is proof that he did not believe in the existence

of essential differences . Further, we will be able to perceive, in spite of the in

complete state in which the original documents are preserved to us, that, as

regards many an important matter of fact , it was related in more than one of the

sources (the calling of Moses, the passage of the Israelites through the Red Sea,

&c . ) ; and that is to us weighty testimony in behalf of the historical reality of the

leading facts , inasmuch as the diverse sources of the Pentateuch are , if not alto

gether, still partly , independent of one another . Weighty testimony, we say ; for,

in modern times, many inquirers have gone so far as to combat the historical re

ality of the unique legislative and prophetic labors of Moses.

· In relation to the Pentateuch analysis, that is , in relation to the question , which

parts of the Pentateuch belong to the individual original writings, there has

been lately much progress effected . But even , at the present, unproved state

ments are very frequently made ; and the analysis has not come to that degree of

trustiness and certitude which is necessary , if far-reaching conclusions are to be

built upon it.

The results with reference to Genesis are best assured. We may, in particular,

consider it as beyond doubt, that the beginning of this book , the so -called first

creation -record ( 1. , 1-11., 401 ) comes from the Priest- codex, and is only continued

in chap. v .; on the contrary the section , II. , 46 , sqq . , has its origin in the Jehovist .

We will not here, at this time , canvass the oft discussed question , as to whether

and how far differences between these two records of the creation are to be ac

knowledged ; but would rather call attention to something else .

According to the assertion of most of the representatives of the critical tend

ency , the Priest- codex knows nothing of a Fall, and stands in this respect in
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*

opposition to the Jehovist account. We believe, on the contrary, it may be

affirmed that the Priest -codex originally contained an account of the entrance of

sin into the creation and that this was only omitted by the redactor in favor of

the account of the Jehovist in Gen. III . , an account alike detailed and instructive .

This assertion we will now seek to prove .

Six times does it say in the first creation -record , speaking of the separate works

of God , “ It was good ” ( 1. , 4 , 10, 12 , 18 , 21 , 25 ) ; of the entire creation , in consider

ation of its completeness, on account of the harmony in which the individual parts

exist ,* and because of the character of the whole which arises from the fact that

the parts belong together, there occurs the predicate " very good ” 789 210 , (I.,31).

This " good ," occurring seven times , contains a protest against the view that God

is the author of evil. † This word therefore points to the time following, points to the

fact that the creation has not remained very good , or even good . Now, it is , ac

cording to my conviction, altogether impossible to accept that in the Priest -codex

the fifth chapter of Genesis followed directly upon this “ good ” seven times

asserted . At the beginning of this chapter it is said : This is the book of the

Toldoth ( generations) of Adam . When God created Adam , he made him in the

likeness of Godio728 7127))..... ; and when Adam was 130 years old , he be

gat in his own likeness, according to his own image ( 192732 171372 ) and called

his name ( the name of the begotten ) Seth .” Seth's likeness to Adam is not, to be

sure , expressly set in antithesis to Adam's likeness to God ; nevertheless the

acceptance of a distinction [between them ] agrees very well with the wording (of

the account ]. And that in reality a distinction must be made, that between

this chapter and the first creation -record there comes the loss of the predicate

* good, " of this , ign, repeating itself throughout the entire fifth chapter with

shuddering monotony, furnishes proof. The constant repetition of this word

in each succeeding sectioni [Glied] is certainly intentional. It reminds that

death and together with it evil and sorrows have pressed into the world

and that death ruled (;; 3asil Froe , Rom . V., 14 ) , even over him who should gov

ern the earth (Gen. 1. , 26–28 ), over man . A genealogical register with this

refrain cannot have formed the immediate continuation of the first creation

record . The origin of evil and sorrow , hence the origin of sin , must also have

been originally related in the Priest-codex, between the account of the creation

and Adam's genealogical register.

Attentive consideration of the fourth verse of the second chapter of Genesis

likewise furnishes us with proof of this. It is acknowledged by all who concede

an authority to the critical analysis, that 11. , 5 , 899. , is drawn from the Jehovist ,

and that i . , 1-11 . , 3 , belongs to the Priest- codex. But how is it with II . , 1 ? Does

this verse belong wholly to the Priest -codex or wholly to the Jehovist ; or is it to

be so divided that the first half of it may belong to the Priest -codex , the seconil to

the Jehovist ?

In order to arrive at a correct judgment, we must take into consideration the

following points :

1. The word Toldoth is constantly a superscription not a subscription . This is

* Compare the Greek kóruoc, the Latin mundus.

+ The passage , Is . xlv ., 7, is not inconsistent with the above. The interpretation of this verse

would lead too far here .

# Only with Enoch does there occur a necessary exception .
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also true as to Num . III . , 1 , and Ruth iv . , 18 , in which two places alone, outside of

Genesis, does Toldoth occur with a following genitive.* According to this ,

V. 4 would belong wholly to the following.

2. Toldoth is found otherwise only in Elohistic sections, but the following is.

undeniably Jehovistic ; therefore the word Toldoth could not have belonged , at

least originally, to the following.

3. Toldoth signifies “ begettings ” , the following genitive designates the beget

ter; for example xi., 27 , 070 nghi 7587 " et hæc sunt ea quæ generata sunt

( orta sunt, originem ducunt) a Tarah ” [and these are those who were begotten by

(arise from , derive origin from ) Terah ]. In what follows upon 972 77210 ( 50 )

and so] the begetting of the 1950 is never treated of ; but what comes after

declares : whom 350 begat, and mostly indeed through several sections

[Glieder) ; what may have become of the begotten or the most important of

them ; and beside this, how it may have issued with 359 after the mentioned be

getting or begettings. According to this constant usage of the language, 1977

J'7871 D'Own cannot denote “ the origin of the heavens and the earth ,” can

not therefore be the subscription of the section (which latter has been assumed in

order to avert the conclusion which follows from the fact remarked above sub. 1 ) ,

Rather must these words allude to what has its origin from them ( the heaven and

the earth ).

But does that which follows , as to its contents , answer to this requirement ? I

believe : Yes . Plants and animals, as we know from chap. I. , originated conform

ably to God's will by the co - participation of the earth . Man also is created out of

earth (according to chap. II . ) . But it might be objected , that of hearen nothing

whatever is further said in what follows. Against this , it is to be noted that

the transposition d'un paydo in v. 4b intimates beforehand that the chief con

sideration in the mind of the redactor rests upon the earth . And further, we have

with the very word Toldoth another instance indicating that in the following gen

itive something superscriptive is mentioned , of which no further notice will be

taken in the text : I mean the entirely analogous passage Num. III . , 1 , sqq ., which .

so far as I know, has never yet been put to this service by any one . The chapter

with

Aaron in the superscription, because both together were at that time the heads of

the tribe of Levi , of whose muster record is made in Num . III. But only the

sons of Aaron are named ; because these only , as forefathers [ Stammvaeter ) of the

priests were of significance for the future of the tribe of Levi , while the sons of

Moses stand back because they belong to the Levite division of the tribe : they are

not even called by name among the Kohathites (v . 27 ) .

If we now ask how these three points, which , in the present state of the case .

stand in opposition to one another, can be equally right, I see no other possibility

than the supposition that, in the Priest-codex, v ., 1 did not follow immediately

upon the account of the creation ( 1. , 1-11 . , 3 ) , but that a section , which 77787

7775777 began , stood between them and related, in other words, what after crea

tion first of all befell the thing created , related the Fall of man , an epoch -making

incident for all the creation . This section has yielded to the Jehovistic account :

the redactor has left only the superscription and indeed so that he used it as the

superscription of the Jehovistic narrative, taken up by him and made to follow

There Moses is mentioned along witli.השמוןרהאתדלותהלאוbegins

* Elsewhere it invariably has a suflix .
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immediately after. Why the account of the Priest-codex concerning the fall of

man , has been omitted , we naturally cannot now specify ; it can only be presumed

that it occurred because the Jehovistic account was more detailed and clearer .

In any case the fact that two written statements of the fall of man , &c . , lay be

fore the redactor of Genesis, serves to enhance the credibility of the account

respecting the history of these primitive ages.

THE INTERMEDIATE SYLLABLE .

BY PROFESSOR T. J. DODD ,

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn .

Questions about the Intermediate Syllable arise in the minds of all beginners

whose attention has once been called to the subject. There are numbers who

have no difficulty here because they have never learned the existence of such a

syllable. Many of the grammars in common use make no mention of it ; -others

merely signify that the syllable exists , but do not give sufficient information even

to arouse curiosity or to stir up difficulty . It is not surprising that the older

Manuals such as those of Buxtorf, Reineccius, Opitius, and the like , should have

nothing to say about the subject,-nor need we expect to find a treatment of it in

such brief compends as those of Jones, Wolfe, Tregelles, Arnold , Merowitz, Mann

heimer and Deutsch ; but that such authors as Lee, Nordheimer and Kalisch

should have passed the matter by in absolute silence or have given it so little re

cognition that one is at a loss to seek it in their books, may well excite astonish

ment. Of those writers, such as Ewald, Gesenius, Bickell , and Green , who have

mentioned this syllable, Green alone seems to have recognized its importance , and

he fails to give a complete , satisfactory account of it . Ewald has only a few lines

devoted to it , telling us in general terms that “ half shut syllables always arise at

the resolution of a vowel by flexion ....or with very loosely attached and separate

pre- and postfix syllables." Gesenius, improved by Roediger and translated by

Davies, barely alludes to the syllable in saying , -after having mentioned a few

words in which it occurs , —that “ the Shºvâ sound is especially slight in con

sequence of the very short syllable preceding it ," — and, in a foot note, “ that this

faintest sort of vocal Shºvâ may well be indicated by a mere apostrophe.” In Mit

chell's Gesenius we have a few more words , but nothing that amounts to a real

consideration of the subject. Here we find two kinds of vocal Shévâ distinguished ,

* the Sheva mobile, and the Shºvâ medium placed under such consonants as stand at

the end of a syllable with a short vowel, and thus effecting at least a slight close of

the same , while at the same time they serve as appoggiatura to the following syl

lable . ” A line or so upon the pronunciation of this Sh‘vâ medium , and we have no

more either of it or of the syllable preceding. Even in the few words given , we must

note an unguarded expression : at the end of a syllable with a short vowel ” is too

loose a definition either for Gesenius, or for his representative. According to this,

the Sh‘vâ may be medium in any one of the words 9997 , 1907, 322273, 107,

--and , waving all criticism of mere looseness or inaccuracy of detinition of the

66
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ex

Sh'vâ , we must call attention to the fact that the intermediate syllable itself is not

so much as named. Bickell, in his " outlines,” called by Dr. Curtiss, the translator,

" the most scientific discussion of the Hebrew language which has yet been pro

duced ,” shows very plainly in the Reading Exercises at the close of his treatise ,

that he recognizes the syllable as belonging to the language , -shows this in his

pronunciation of the Imv . sing. 2 fem .opop, yet he makes no mention of it in

his discussion of syllables. Vibbert's Guide, though treating especially and only

of the Hebrew pronunciation, seems to know nothing at all about the matter. We

have said that Dr. Green alone, so far as we know, has given real attention to this

subject, yet he has not considered it of sufficient importance to give it a place in

his classification of syllables. He brings it up under the heads of Vocal Sh * vâ and

Dāghēsh -lene, and nearly all that he says of it is placed among his fine-print obser

rations . What he there says is , however, very full and satisfactory , with the

ception of his omission of the article 17 or ny as forming, with the following letter,

an intermediate syllable , and perhaps a few other omissions. Having collected , in a

single paragraph , the different classes of this syllable , and given rules for deter

mining, so far as practicable, in each given case , when the syllable occurs, he dis

misses the subject , as if it had nothing to do with the general subject of IIebrew

grammar, -and that, too , immediately after an observation to the effect that

-- these rules are sometimes of importance in etymology.”

In etymology and in the pronunciation of the language is to be found the sole

importance of these rules , and from certain standpoints of view , we might be con

tent to pass it by with a mere recognition . But if the pronunciation be a matter

of any consequence at all , we should certainly see to it that our pronunciation be

correct . Thus considered the intermediate syllable appears to be on a perfect

level with the open and the closed ,-or the pure and the mixed . The Massorites

evidently so regarded it , for they were careful to keep it distinctly in view , at

least in all cases where the Bºghădh -kºphăth letters were concerned, and this por

tion of their work they carried to such minuteness as to indicate its presence even

in the most exceptional cases , as in 1710 instead of 1722.

The fact that in all construct plurals where the vowel has been dropped,-in all

Infinitives and Imperatives of the Qăl when additions are made that draw the

tone , -in all cases where and the inseparable prepositions, are prefixed,

and in many others that need not be named ,--the Dāghēsh -lene is with but few

exceptions carefully excluded from the Bøghădh -kºphăth letters following the

Sh'vâ , shows most clearly that the punctators of the text considered this syllable

as of equal importance with any other part of their work . That the sound which

uce give to the intermediate syllable is hardly to be discerned from that of the

open or the closed is no reason why we should either ignore it or give it inade

quate consideration , especially if we undertake to represent the pronunciation of

the language in its other characteristics. We can give no sound whatever to the

letter 'Aleph , and no man certainly knows what was the power of 'Ayîn , and yet

in all attempts to present these letters to the English eye , we either carefully em

ploy some written symbols, or we write the IIebrew form itself. A little practice ,

however, will enable us to give about as accurate sound to this syllable as to any

other in the language. For instance, in such a word as D3727 we may touch ,

as it were , they but lightly, dividing it into two partial sounds, using the one in
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closing the first syllable of the word, the other in beginning the next syllable . We

can thus make a sound intermediate between what would be 02727 on the one

hand, and 2277 on the other.

As regards the inseparable prepositions prefixed to the Inf., it would seem that

the rule is to make an intermediate syllable when and are used,but that ?

makes the syllable mixed or closed . Besides the remarks and the examples given

by Dr. Green , p . 27 , see intermediate syllables in dinge Ps. LXXXVII., 6 ; 4522

Job XXXIII . , 15 ; 95.17 Isa.xxxiv . , 4 ; 91239 2 Sam . 111. , 34 , with many others

that might be given , --with 2 and 3. Yet here, it must be remarked , exceptions

will be found. For mixed syllables made by , take Fuerst's Concordance, and

look for the Inf. const. of any verb whose second radical is one of the B‘ghădh

képhắth ;-then find 1737 Num . VI . , 2 ; 71937 Neh . X. , 32.

There seems to be a very good reason for this difference between and the

other prepositions. As observed by the Editor in the SUPPLEMENT of the April

No. of the STUDENT, “ it forms a closer union ” -- and - is treated as part of the

grammatical form .” This is because in signification it is more closely allied to

the Infinitive than are the other prefixes in question . Like the English to it fits

into the uses of the Infinitive so nicely that in all probability it became to the

Hebrew mind a part of the verb , just as many consider to a part of the Infinitive

mood in English .

Inasmuch as we have allowed that Dr. Green has given us, in his treatment of

the Shévâ and of Dāghēsh -lene, a satisfactory view of the intermediate syllable, as

it there appears , and yet assert that he has not given to the subject the considera

tion which it demands, we must beg space for one or two remarks additional .

Unless we are greatly mistaken we find in this author's work no further mention

of the intermediate syllable after he passes on from Dāghēsh -lene. And yet this

syllable runs all along through the Hebrew language. There are many turns or

angles in our course through the study at which our way may become somewhat

darkened or perplexed , unless we keep it continually in view. Thus we read , not

only in Green’s, but in the other grammars likewise, that the suffixes 77, 03 , i?

must always be preceded by vocal Sh‘vâ (Green , p . 219 ), but soon the student finds

such forms as -7777 and 3737,and he is at a loss to know how it comes that

if the Sh “vâ be vocal, there is no Měthỏgh in the latter word, making it 0577

If the Shivâ be vocal, they must begin the second syllable , leaving the first as

27, which being open and toneless must take the Měthěgh . But there is no

Měthěgh , and the student's perplexity is never removed unless by his own insight

into the matter, he discovers the error of the grammars at this point, and sees that

the Shºvâ is not a vocal Shºvâ, but what Gesenius, before alluded to , calls the Sh‘vâ

medium . Before we had observed this nomenclature of Gesenius, we had made

for ourself a threefold division of the Sh‘vâ as silent, vocal, and intermediate, cor

responding to the closed , open , and intermediate syllablés . By such a threefold

division , quite a number of the minor points of Hebrew grammar may be more

clearly presented, as well as a more accurate and consistent pronunciation of the

language. With such divisions we see that the rule just given for the suffixes

17. Da , i needs to be modified. These are preceded by rocal Sh‘vâ when the

preceding vowelis long , as in -7727-1970 DIJN3, etc., but intermediate when
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saidםֶכְרַבְדְךְרָמְׁשְךְמֶלַׁשְיםֶכְלְקַמםָכְלַאְנָךְבַהֹא vowel is short ,as in, , , , , , ,

and, from the examples given , it will be seen that the rule is applicable both to

nouns and verbs, when receiving these suffixes.

Since writing the above our attention has been kindly called by Prof. Harper

to the treatment of the intermediate syllable by Dr. Davidson . On turning to the

grammar of the latter, we find that we had indicated , by pencil marks upon the

margin , our appreciation of his comparatively full exposition of the subject . Yet

here there are the same defects as those just considered , when we come to view

many of the etymological processes of the language. And besides , the Doctor's

definition of the intermediate or , as he calls it , the half- open syllable is very defec

tive . He tells us - p . 10 —— that “ another kind of syllable, not uncommon , is the

half-open . It has a short unaccented vowel , but the consonant that would natur

ally close it is pronounced with a slight vowel sound after it , and thus hangs

loosely between this syllable and the one following — e. g . , 50073 which is not

biq -tõl nor bằ-q *tõl." This definition does very well for all such examples as that

given ,-those in which the closing consonant has Shºvâ under it , but will not an

swer for those in which such consonant has a vowel, as in O'nx, 70X, and the

like , together with many which are formed by some of the prefixed particles, 1970

etc. Green's definition--p . 27 - is equally at fault because it likewise proceeds

upon the idea of a Sh‘vâ being always under the closing consonant of the syllable.

Had these authors taken into consideration the acute or sharpened syllables as a

separate class , they had doubtless discovered their defective definitions ,--the acute

syllable terminating with the same letter that the next syllable begins with , -in

other words , a double letter, as in Sop? On a little consideration it will be seen

that the intermediate syllable partakes of the nature both of the open and closed ,

as in 0.9727, and of the open and acute or sharpened,as in Ding .

CONTRIBUTIONS TO HEBREW SYNONYMY .

By Rev. P. A. NORDELL ,

New London , Ct .

ןיִד-טָּפְׁשִמ

I.

?

The Septuagint translates both j'? and pova by xạipa, kpious, and even by

dikn, and the Vulgate by causa and judicium . In Hebrew the words are by no

means used indiscriminately. 1°?, a common Semitic word , has the primary

meaning to rule, to govern . In the East executive and judicial authority are

often vested in the same official, and hence executive administration is intim

ately blended with the function of a lawgiver or a judge, as when Darius says ,

di-na - a - tav at- tu - u - a kul-lu ’, “ my laws (or decrees ) they fulfilled ” (Nashi Rus

tam Inscr. 11 ) . The word soon passed from its primary meaning into that of

judging or deciding suits affecting property or civil rights . This general ref

erence to matters affecting individuals it retains in post-biblical Hebrew, where

the Great Sanhedrin is called the 1979' , a judicial sentence 19? 77 , a fine

, a andשפנןיִּד a capital sentenceאָסָנְקןיד
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yox , with the fundamental thought of erecting, setting upright, gives the

verbal substantive oua, which designates the establishment of truth or jus

tice in a cause on trial. It differs from 1'7 by having an implied reference

to an objective standard of right. A pun is a judgment in harmony with

justice and truth ; a j'? should be just and equitable, but it has no inherent

moral reference . The former is a judicial embodiment of absolute rectitude ,

the latter of legal justice which may be far from being equitable ; the one is

an infallible righteous judgment, the other a fallible judicial utterance . These

distinctive meanings are exhibited in Ps. IX . , 4. 7! 'DOW! pwy ,

“ For thou hast maintained my right and my cause,” i e . , assisted him in se

curing a righteous judgment and a favorable decision. See also P's . CXL ., 13 ;

Is . X. , 2 . The moral element of you appears conspicuously in passages

like Job XXVII . , 2 , where the Almighty is charged with taking away, not the

patriarch's j'? but his just judgment; and Is . LIII . , 8 where the Messiah is said

to be snatched away, not from a legal, but from a righteous sentence. While ,

then , 7°? is used in biblical Hebrew almost exclusively to designate judgments

in respect to disputes or grievances arising between man and man,pvp, by

virtue of its moral reference , is used almost as exclusively to designate the

judgments of God , these being understood to embrace not only the exhibitions

of his compensative justice, but the entire corpus juris divini of laws, statutes,

regulations, precepts, etc.

BOOKS FOR THE STUDY OF ASSYRIAN .

BY PROFESSOR D. G. LYON , Ph . D.,

Harvard University, Cambridge .

1. FRIEDRICH DELITZSCHI . - Assyrische Lesestuecke Ed . 2. Leipzig : J. C.

Hinrichs, 1878. Price 24 marks ( = $6 ) .

WILHELM LOTZ.- Die Inschriften Tiglathpileser's I. Leipzig; J.C. Hinrichs,

1880. Price 20 marks . ( Contains a long text transcribed , with translation ,

commentary and glossary .)

3 . EBERHARD SCHRADER . - Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament . Ed.

2. Giessen : J. J. Richer , 1883. Price about 15 marks. (Contains numerous.

translations and a long and valuable glossary .)

1. “ A selection from the Miscellaneous Inscriptions of Assyria .” Edited by

II . C. Rawlinson and T. G. Pinches. London , 1880. Price 10 shillings

( = $ 2.50 ). ( This is the first half of Vol. V. of “ The Cuneiform Inscriptions

Western of Asia , ” and contains the finest Assyrian inscription yet published .).

5. D. G. LYON . - Keilschrifttexte Sargons Koenig's von Assyrien ( 722-705 , v .

C'hr .). Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs, 1883. Price 24 marks . ( Contains the origin
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al texts in cuneiform character, together with transliteration , translation .

commentary and glossary .)

FOR FURTHER INDEPENDENT STUDY OF THE LANGUAGE .

6 . " The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia ." Edited by H. C. Rawlinson

and others . London , 1861-1875 . Vols. I.-IV. Price 20 shillings a volume.

Vol . IV . is said to be out of print.

7. HENRI POGNON . - L'Inscription de Bavian . Paris : F. Viewey , 67 rue Rich

elieu , 1879. Price about 15 francs (= $3 ) .

8. PAUL HAUPT.-- Sumerische Familien Gesetze . Leipzig : J.C.Hinrichs, 1879 .

Price 12 marks.

9. CARL BEZOLD . - Die Achaemenideninschriften . Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs .

Price 24 marks.

10. PAUL HAUPT . - Akkadische und Sumerische Keilschrifttexte ( in five parts ,

of which four have appeared ). Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs, 1881. Price 36

marks (for the four parts ).

There are several Assyrian grammars, but these are necessarily quite imperfect.

The best are :

11. A. H. SAYСE.— “ An Elementary Grammar ; with full syllabary and prog

ressive reading book, of the Assyrian language . ” I ndon : Sam . Bagster &

Sons. Has had two or three editions. Get the latest . Price about 10

shillings.

12. J. MENANT. - Manuel de la Langue Assyrienne. Paris : L'Impremerie Na

tionale. Price about 15 francs. Well worth having.

> GENERAL : NOTES.

The Ethical Dative. - An unemphatic pronoun in the dative, joined to the verb

in the same person with it , may very palpably express the way in which the action

returns upon itself, is terminated and completed ; as 12 :7277 he is gone (Ger. er ist

sich gegangen ), i . e . , he has taken himself off, made off with himself, is quite vanish

ed , as it were , Cant. II . , 11 ; Gen. XII . , 1 ; nay, such a pronoun may even accompany

a reflexive verb as 05 2017 Ps. LVIII ., 8 ; a similar expression is 13 op he fled

for himself, i . e . , betook himself to flight , Isa . XXXI . , 8 ; Cant. VIII ., 14 ; Amos

VII. , 12,though, in prose, D .; and ny alone [i . e . , without the reflexive pronoun)

are always used in the same meaning. In most cases , however, this mode of ex

pression rather indicates a special participation in the action by the agent or

speaker, a certain earnestness or zeal with which he acts ; but it occurs, as an ex

pression of heartiness, more in the diffuse and easy - going popular style, both in

poetry and in unimpassioned prose ; thus, 197 137 they hoped for themselves ( i . l .,
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almost our earnestly ), Job Vi., 19 ; with an intransitive participle , which is at the

same time applied to an inanimate object , as , the cart 75 7x797 which is full

for itself ( i . e . , which has quite filled itself) with sheares, Amos II . , 13 ; and espec

ially in sentences in which advice is tendered or a question asked , such a dative

is apt to intrude itself , Isa. II . , 22 , XXIII . , 7 . The strong liking on the part of

certain later poets for the use of the particle, in the Aramaic fashion , is clearly

evidenced by Ps. CXX . , 6 , CXXII . , 3 , CXXIII . , 4. On the other hand , the extensive

accumulation of pronouns having a reflex reference produces a degree of pleas

antry,such as is found in the Lat. ipsissimi, Ger. hoechstselbst : 17907 ... 7977

077, Eccles. III . , 18. - Ewald's Hebrew Syntax.

The word 71. - This word, meaning “ river " or " channel , " commonly regard

ed as an Egyptian word and explained by the Egyptian aur " Vile ,” is undoubt

edly a genuine IIebrew word . This opinion is supported by the passage Job

XXVIII., 10 , where in means “ fountains in the rocks” or, according to some

commentators, “ subterraneous passages hewn out in the rocks.” See also my

remarks in Paradies, p. 312. The Assyrian form of the word , ya ûrê “ streams, ''

occurs in an inscription of Ramannirari I. ( c . 1320 B. C.). Another derivative of

the same root 78 or 789, which I believe means “ to send , ” may be seen in the

large inscription of Nebuchadnezzar ( col. VI ., 46) , where the vast ocean ti'âmtu

gallatu , is called ya -ar -ri, i . e . , yâri marti “ the bitter stream " on account of its

salt - water . The IIebrew name of the Nile , 7 (Assyr. Yaru - ' u - u ) is probably

an adaptation of the Egyptian word to the good Semitic name for stream , ” ya'll

ru , yâru . 73.-Frederic Delitzsch , in Hebrew and Assyrian.

Davidson on Delitzsch's Hebrew New Testament. In the fifth edition of the

IIebrew New Testament, edited for the British and Foreign Bible Society , by

Prof. Delitzsch of Leipzig - a work carefully executed — there are several things

still which need alteration and correction . We have dipped into the volume in

several places and have found words incorrect or unsuitable . Thus for ångelo1 bɛov

in Hebrews 1. , 6 , Elohim is put ; a plural which never signifies angels. In Gala

tians VI ., 18 , 'NX “ my brethren ,” with a pause accent, is not the proper represen

tative of userpoi alone. In Matthew xxII . , 37 , and Luke x . , 27 , 272 is given for

dároua , which is not the best word . The Septuagint has for it ovvednoic in Ecclesi

astes X. , 20. In John VIII., 44 , 21277 is introduced after ' x at the end of the

verse , giving an interpretation more than doubtful. The uncertainty of the orig

inal Greek should have been retained .

In Acts 11., 16 , 1721787 is not the best equivalent for i okinpia; the proper

word is pha. In Romans 11. , 4 , for parpottupia (there should be D'IN :77X not

1717.774 In Philippians 11. , 6 , the difficult word åprayuós is rendered Splena

which fails to give the true sense. In Jude 19 , the rendering 793307-19 D'm7907

- who separate from the congregation," is too free , being an interpretation rather

than a translation . And the interpretation is an incorrect one , for, according to

the true reading , the meaning of the Greek is , “ who create schisms. " In He
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, , "

.shouldbe usedדסיits foundation , whereas the plural of*

,stands for 32dopounia ,whicli is too mild a word2,םיִפּודְנ,.InRevelation XIII

";הצאנ.,

does not occurםֵמָׁשThe IHithpa'al ofהַמָּתwould beםֵמָׁשa better verb than

is the wrong word11רֹוא,.afterit . In Revelation XXLירחאin the Bible with

זז:

brews XI. , 10 , the word “ foundations” is rendered by a singular noun mo?

- ," .

., 2, , which a ,

since it means “ reproaches;" 75X) is a better substitute . In Revelation XIII . , 4

a .

.,

for the Greek quotúp; it should be nix . The text, taken as the basis , is the El

zevir of 1624 ; but several various and better readings are indicated in different

parts. A critical text should have been adopted , such as Tischendorf's last , to

which Delitzsch himself is favorable. But the Bible Society seems to stand in

the way of such an innovation, however desirable at the present day.-- From Mod

ern Review ..

Rules of Life . *

רֵבְקדַעםֹולָׁשרֵחׁששיִאָההֶזיִמ

,רַעַּפִמויָמָי־לָּכחַטְּבתֶבֶׁשְל

,רבעלֶאטִּתלַאְךֵלִהיִכְרִדְּבהפ

:רעשההזףַא,בוט־לָּכלכיִההזיכ

רבֶׁשלַעתַחֵתאלקַר,ׁשיִׁשָּתןוהלע

,רַעַּבׁשיִאזּובָהאֹלקַר,םָּכְחִּתהָּתַא

רָבְנ־לָּכתאַרְקִלהֶאָרְתִּתםענב

:רַעַּנַהןֹוחָּת,רָּדְהִּתׁשיִׁשְיַה־תֶא

,רְמֹא־לָכטּפְׁשִתאֹלםִאהגהִהאָנלַא

םעַט־לָּכרקְחַתאֹלםִאטֿפְׁשִתאָנלַא

:רֶמֹחֵמבָגְׂשִּנַה־תֶארקִחַהאָנלַא

,חַכּתלַארַחַא,ְךָּבהָתָלְוָעשֵיםִא

םַעָּנַּבטַּתלַאץֵאִנְךְמִׁשרָזםִא

:חכנלאידשתַאְרִידיִמָתהָתיִׁש

* From D'713N nx, by Ephraim Luzzato . This work is vory scarce , and is deservedly

esteemed for its elegant diction and poetic beauties.
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~ EDITORIAL : NOTES.

The publication of HEBRAICA has been undertaken , because it is believed that

such a journal may be the means of aiding study in the department to which it is

devoted . The responsibility involved in the undertaking is very great, and the

factors which must be utilized to insure success are numerous . But such a jour

nal seemed to be called for, and in the absence of any other effort, this one is made .

Whatever may be the result , those interested are to be assured that every reason

able exertion will be put forth to accomplish the end proposed.

The Associate - editors, Drs . Strack and Haupt have most kindly consented to

share the burden of the editorial responsibility. It is but justice to them , how

ever, to say that since they reside at so great a distance from the place of publica

tion , they cannot be regarded as responsible for minute details , such as those of

typography, etc. Each will do certain specified work in connection with the jour

nal, the nature of which will be announced in another place . Their interest in

the undertaking is very great, and their hearty co-operation is assured .

It is understood that the name of each editor will be signed to the matter of

which he is the author, and that the editors are personally responsible only for

their own publications. All matter published will be such as has been prepared

expressly for HEBRAICA , except the selections printed under the head “ General

Notes.” Contributions written in German will be translated . In this work the

Managing -editor desires to acknowledge his indebtedness both for what has been

done and for what shall yet be done to Rev. 0. 0. Fletcher, of Ottawa , and to Mr.

Ira M. Price, of Morgan Park .

The general purpose of the journal has already been indicated. To make it

what it ought to be in point of character, will be difficult . If profitable to one

class, viz ., Old Testament Professors and IIebrew scholars , it will be beyond the

reach of those who are mere students. Will not both classes bear with us patient

ly until once the journal is fairly started ? The consideration , aid and encourage

ment of all who are in any way interested in Semitic studies, is requested.

The field which the journal is intended to occupy is a large one . Many depart

ments , and these quite distinct, are included . Articles on topics in all of these

departments cannot be furnished at one time ; even if it were possible to obtain

them , there is not sufficient space . Care will be taken to introduce as great a

variety as possible . Short articles or “ Notes” touching upon interesting and im

portant points will be a prominent feature.

The number of pages will be increased from twenty -four to thirty -two, and

even to a greater number, as soon as the size of the subscription - list will seem to

justify such an enlargement .

The present will never be fully understood until the Orient be made to yield up

her stores of ancient treasures. This is equally true of the moral and religious ,

as well as of the secular history of man . This explains the present activity of

oriental scholars, in turning and overturning, unravelling and deciphering the

records of the past. In the interests of this work , three new Journals for oriental

study have come into existence within six months. In October, 1883 , appeared

the first number of Literatur - Blatt fuer Orientalische Philologie , edited by Prof. Dr.

Ernst Kuhn of Munich , aided by Johannes Klatt of Berlin . This, Journal takes
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up discussions of Oriental Languages in the broadest sense . In January, we

received the first number of Zeitschrift fuer Keilschriftforschung und Verwandte

Gebiete, edited by Drs. Bezold and Hommel, Privat-docenten in Munich , with the

co-operation of Amiaud and Babelon of Paris , Lyon of Cambridge, and Pinches of

London . This number contains articles by Schrader, Sayce , Guyard, Oppert and

others . The intimate relationship between Assyrian and the other Semitic

tongues and a strong corps of editors , bespeak a useful and profitable future

for this Journal . Articles in both of these Journals are printed either in English ,

German , French , or Italian .

In March, HIEBRAICA ventures to claim recognition as a periodical with a definite

end in view , with a distinct and important work to accomplish . It shrinks from a

comparison with the others just mentioned , or with those older Journals of which

Germany is rightly so proud. It would be judged by what it desires and hopes to

be , rather than by what it is . But what department of study can show the insti

tution of three such Journals within six months ?

The question of the Intermediate Syllable probably never before formed the sub

ject of an article. It may be inquired , why consider a matter of comparatively so

small importance ? It may be answered that no question , however insignificant,

is a matter of small importance, when accuracy is desired . No student of Ilebrew

has, in any sense , mastered that language who is unable to pronounce it correctly

and without hesitation . But this is something no student can do , without a clear

and intelligent understanding of the intermediate syllable.

He who pronounces 1507 qxt-lû , and nipa bằdh -găth has evidently made an

incorrect pronunciation. Why is it not better to pronounce such words correctly ,

qi-tólû, bi-dh‘ghăth ? It is true, some deny the existence of this syllable. We

confess that the term intermediate is liable to be misunderstood , especially by

beginners. Dr. Green defines the term clearly and is consistent in his use of it ,

but many who study his grammar misinterpret his meaning. In % 20. 2. a the

syllable is called intermediate, as “ being in strictness neither simple nor mixed ,

but partaking of the nature of both.” Everything in % 22. a is in accordance

with this . The term is used , therefore, not, as many suppose , to indicate the

position of a certain syllable , but to indicate the nature. In many respects, the

term half-open is preferable . The question has been asked us , what do the old

Jewish grammarians say about the so-called intermediate syllable ? We have

referred this question for answer in our next number to two learned IIebraists of

Chicago , Rabbi B. Felsenthal, and B. Douglass, Esq .

It seems certain that we are on the eve of a new era in Semitic studies. This

is due, we believe , more to the prominence now being assumed by the Assyrian

than to all other causes combined . Assyrian is to do for Semitic what the San

skrit has done , and is doing for Indo -Germanic . The work done by Bopp , Mueller,

Williams, Whitney and many others, in the one family, is being done in the other

family by Delitzsch , Haupt, Schrader, Sayce , Lyon , Pinches and others . But the

field is a very broad one. There is a loud call for men to come forward and devote

themselves to this study . Could a more attractive work present itself to the mind

of one who really desired to accomplish something ? Why is it that so many

students are entirely satisfied to do over what has already been done many times
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before ? It is said , that the difficulties which one must overcome who would learn

Assyrian are so many and so great that such work is entirely out of the question .

This may have been true five years ago , but it is not to -day. With Prof. Haupt

at Baltimore, Prof. Brown at New York, and Prof. Lyon at Cambridge, what better

advantages could be desired ? We are assured , moreover , by an eminent Assyri

ologist, that the language is not so difficult as it is popularly supposed to be. To

a man well-acquainted with Hebrew , Assyrian is no more difficult than is the

llebrew to one , who, for the first time , takes up Hebrew. At our request Profes

sor Lyon has kindly furnished a list of books for those who desire to begin the

study of Assyrian . Not all of these books need be purchased at once . The list

includes the most valuable books yet published in this department. Why should

not every well furnished public library, whether of college or city, purchase a set

of these books, and thereby render it possible for some one to take hold of this

study, who for lack of means would otherwise be prevented ?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS .

Vithבשוהforבשוה, this is to be compared\בֵּבְסִהis forבַסּוהTlle form

theּו origin ofבשּוהInםּוקfromםַוְקִהforםקוהand(בֵׁשָו)בַׁשָיfrom

1. lIow is the vowel û in the Hóph'ăl of y'Y verbs to be explained ? G.

The ,

! ( ) ,
'

(= +v) is evident . In the case of 62177, it has been suggested that Dip ?, by

the transposition of 7 , becomesop ! 7, and this 02117. It may be, however, that

both verbs " y and yy merely follow the analogy of verbs " .. The difficulty

lies in the fact that while ă of the Qăl, Myph ., and Hỳph , is heightened to ā , and ì

of the Hîph. to ē, the ŭ is lengthened to an unchangeable û , rather than heightened

to a changeable õ . Unless some such explanation as the one given , which , in

deed , is only an expedient, is adopted , the û must be regarded as irregular, and

may be compared with the î of the Hîph ., where in accordance with the laws of

the language, we should have expected ē .

2. On what principle is the Article prefixed to the construct Infinitive nyn, as

, , ? y , and .., , ?

It being understood that neither an Infinitive construct nor a noun in the con

struct state may receive the article , it may be said :

1) That four times out of seven ( 1 Kgs . VII ., 14 ; Hos. IV . , 6 (twice ) ; Dan .

XII . , 4 ) ny treated as an abstract verbal noun , and not as an Infinitive con

struct , receives the article according to Ges., 109. 3. c ) . Here may be compared

( a ) the nominal form 787 which is also sometimes used as an Inf. ( Ex . 11. , ) ;

and

( b ) the two cases of nen ( 1 Kgs . X. , 19 and 2 Chron . IX . , 18 ) ; the former case

showing that while ny] , the Inf.,may be used as a noun , 797 the noun (cf.

also 1777, Gen. XLVI., 3 ) may be used as an Inf .; the latter showing the possibil

ity of the q'' Infinitive being used substantively .

2 ) In Gen. 11. , 9 , 17 , where ny is found not only with the article but also
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with a following noun in some manner dependent on it, it is insufficient to say eith

er (a ) that , contrary to the rule , nyt has the article simply to make ry definite

(Green's Chrestomathy), or ( b ) that this is one of twenty - five cases in which a noun

in the construct state has the article (Kalisch ), or ( c) that ny, an Infinitive, has

the article because yn 10 nvy is regarded as one word ( Keil ). The true expla

nation is that ny , a verbal substantive, receives the article as expressing an

abstract idea , and governs an object in the accusative just as the verb from which

it is derived would do. Although the verbal nouns , having the form of an Inf.,

are found both with the article and with the accusative, but never with both at

the same time , ny , inasmuch as it is used as a substantive more than the other

Infinitives, and receives in these texts (Gen. II . , 9 and Jer. XXII . , 16) a special em

phasis, not only as a noun has the article , but also as a verbal noun takes an

accusative .

3. Is the use of nx as the sign of the definite object constant or somewhat

variable ? McC.

In answer to this question it may be said : 1 ) mx is necessary only with pro

nominal suflixes where they must be separate from the verb ; (2 ) its use with 'nouns,

is variable, being used more commonly before names of persons than of things ;

3 ) it is used much more rarely in poetry than in prose , and in the earlier literature

than in the later. The fullest treatment of the particle will be found in Ewald's

Hebrew Syntax, pp . 36-39 .

4. What is the force of the construct state in 739? 7 - hy, Ps . cxxi., 5 ?

C. C. H.

Compare the same phrase in Judg. xx . , 16 ; 2 Sam . XX., 9. The exact force of

this case is expressed in English by a noun and an adjective , thy right hand ; e . g.

lang pin the right leg; js ?? 12.-h all the right eyes,1 Sam . xl. , 2. The relation

is the 'explicative or appositional , Ges . 114. 3 , 116. 5 ; Mueller, 79 ; Ewald , p . 88 .

→ BOOK : NOTICES.<

DELITZSCH'S HEBREW AND ASSYRIAN. *

This book is a reprint of seven articles printed in the Athenaum , May -August,

1883. The purpose of the book is a definite'one, viz ., to show that not from Arabic ,

as hitherto, but from Assyrian , must be obtained the assistance needed in explain

ing ( 1 ) many Old Testament passages which have not yet been settled ; (2 ) many

single words, such as the names of certain animals referred to in the Levitical law,

the names of plants, nouns and verbs of rare occurrence, and even verbs of com

mon use , some of which have several derivatives; (3) some grammatical questions.

It is claimed that the value of Arabic, for Hebrew lexicography, has been greatly

exaggerated , and that Assyriology is actually inaugurating a new era in this depart

* The Hebrew Language, viewed in the light of Assyrian Research . By DR . FREDERIC DE

LITZSCH, Professor of Assyriology in the University of Leipzig. London : Williams & Norgate.

799x5. Pp. XII ., 71. Price , $ 1.27 .
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ment. The reasons urged why Assyrian ought to be , and indeed is , more valuable ,

are ( 1 ) the fact that the Babylonian and Hebrew peoples at one time dwelt together

in long continued and close intercourse , and (2 ) the fact that the Assyrian and

Hebrew literature were co -existent, while Arabic literature dates only from the

seventh century of our era. Without entering into any criticism of the book we

cite, for the information of those students whose attention has not been called to

this subject, a few of the many examples presented : ( 1 ) 973 (P. 973 ) is usually

explained by the Arabic 77.) to drink , hence to give to drink, lead to water, lead ,

guide. Assyriology shows that it is a synonym of a lie down, and 171) rest. Cf.,

in view of this, Ps. XXIII., 2 , and 2 Chron . XXXII., 22 with 1 Chron . XXII . , 18. ( 2 )

DX7 or D'? (Job XXXIX. , 9–10) is neither (a ) unicorn (cf. Ps. XXII ., 21 ) , nor ( 6 ) a

kind of antelope ( last two editions of Gesenius ) , nor ( e) buffalo (Ges. ) , but is ( 1 )

the Assyrian rîmu, “ a strong -horned, fierce -looking wild bull , skilled in climbing

mountains, and whose colossal and formidable likeness was placed by the Assyrian

kings, before the entrance of their palaces to ward off and terrify the approaching

enemy. " (3) 10') is not the budding-month ( cf. y's bud ,flower),but = the Assyrian

nisanu, the starting month, cf.YD depart. (4 ) jon, whence in father - in -law ,

is not from the Arabic meaning to cut, cut into (Ges. 8th ed. ) , the father- in -law

gaining entrance to another family, but from Assyrian hatânu, to surround , protect,

help, support; the parents-in -law , according to this, being those who support the

young family. Cf. ON father - in -law , nian mother - in -law , from On surround,

protect, whence also pin wall. (5 ) Asflock , is not from an Arabic root mean

ing to be small, sick (Ges . 8th ed . ) , but is the same as the Assyrian sênu, from a

root which is synonymous with a 10 , to be good, kind, the flock being so called be

cause of the tameness and gentleness of the animals composing it. ( 6 ) DX is

from a root 17.30 build , beget, and is the same as 12 son from 17.07. while

is the cultivated ground. (7 ) Ox mother, JPX cubit, and 79x nation , are from

an Assyrian root meaning be wide, whence ummu ( = DX ), the womb, a roomy re

ceptacle for the child , mother; ammatu (= 7°N ) , width, length ,enbit; ummn (

JPN) , nation, a vast or numerous body of men. Space forbids the insertion of

other examples. Professor Delitzsch has completed a Hebrew dictionary along

with his Assyrian dictionary , but is uncertain whether he shall publish it at once.

TT

הָמָדֲא

LEHRBUCH DER NEUHEBRAEISCHEN SPRACHE. *

We have before us only the Prospectus of this volume from which we gather the

following facts. To do thorough work in the study of post-biblical literature is

rendered possible only by having a knowledge of the variations of the modern from

the post-biblical Hebrew . No good assistance in this department of study has been

furnished. Nor has there existed any bibliography of the subject such as would be

of service to a Christian student. For a long time, Dr. Strack has been intending

to supply the demand by furnishing a text-book which should serve both as a gram

mar and as a reading -book . The prominence which the study of Rabbinica has

* Lehrbuch der Neuhebracischen Sprache und Literatur, von HERMANN L. STRACK und CARL

SIEGFRIED . 1. Grammatik der Neuhebraeischen Sprache, CARL SIEGFRIED ; II . Abriss der

Neuhebraeischen Literatur, HERMANN L. STRACK . Karlsruhe und Leipzig : Il. Reuther.
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recently assumed in the German Universities has compelled a more speedy com

pletion of the book than was originally proposed. It the request of Dr. Strack,

therefore , Carl Siegfried has prepared in accordance with a general outline furnish

ed , the grammatical portion of this volume. Dr. Strack's work in the literature of

the department is intended to give a general survey of the most important writings

and to furnish the student a motive and basis for still further study. Only a few

articles that appear in Journals have been included in the list. If the undertaking

meets with favor Dr. Strack promises to enlarge this second part into a small vol

ume. A third part which is yet to follow will contain a Chrestomathy, Vocabulary,

and a list of the most important abbreviations. The preface closes with the

expression of a hope that by means of this volume the study of Jewish literature,

in many respects so important, which in Buxtorf's time was zealously pursued, and

has produced rich fruits, may bloom into a rich and vigorous life .

BALLIN'S HEBREW GRAMMAR.*
*

The noteworthy feature of this grammar is the fact that the " Exercises ,” Eng

lish into Hebrew as well as Hebrew into English, consist almost entirely of phrases

and sentences taken from the Bible. This is certainly a better plan than that of

manufacturing short meaningless clauses, adopted in many grammars ; but it is in

many respects impracticable. We do not believe that the ordinary student will be

able to do satisfactory work with this grammar. The principles are stated in a

confusing and disconnected manner. There is no uniformity of statement, and no

continual reference, as there should be, to the great underlying laws of the language,

which govern the inflection throughout. Vumerous instances might be selected of

faulty, misleading and even incorrect statements. One will suffice : “ % 123. In verbs

having one of the letters , 2 , 7 , 2 , 3 ory in the root, those letters take dagesh

lene when preceded by a silent shěva, excepting:-(a ) In the construct infinitive

Kal with the prefixes ) ) , as 2nd, ; ( 6 ) verbs with the aspirate as the

third radical never take a dugesh lene in it ,as 'ang, ang." Here ( 1 ) the Sh “vâ

is not silent but vocal, and (2 ) such a statement as ( 8 ) , the only reference to this

peculiarity of the Imperative, is manifestly inaccurate and insufficient.

With every sentence in the Exercises , there is given the book , chapter and verse

of the Bible in which this is found. This, it seems, would be sufficient to render

the Exercises, valuable though they are , of little service to the learner. It is

better to place the “ key " to grammatical exercises only in the hands of teachers.

The typography is accurate, and the book itself is a model of beauty so far as ex

ecution and arrangement go. It is an interesting fact that it is prepared by a

sister and a brother.
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THE SYLLABLES IN THE HEBREW LANGUAGE.

BY HERMANN L. STRACK, Ph.D.,

Professor of Theology in the University of Berlin .

It is not my purpose, at this place, to take part in the discussion on

- Intermediate Syllables,” commenced by Professor Dodd and Rabbi Felsenthal,

but, rather, merely to show how the whole subject of syllables in Hebrew can be

clearly put forth for the beginner, so that he may be sufficiently prepared for a

real understanding of the various forms of the language. I hope that, through

such a discussion of the various points that come into play in the matter of

syllables in Hebrew, some light may also be thrown on what are called “ Inter

mediate Syllables.” It will be clear, from what follows, why I make use of the

technical term “ loosely - closed syllable ” ( lose geschlossene Silbe ) . Right here may I

be permitted to call the attention of the reader to the term “ opened syllables ,”

which , so far as I know, is a new term. For the purpose of getting a better

general view of the subject, I have almost entirely omitted all mention of

exceptions. The majority of exceptions are to be explained on the basis of

euphony ( 78"?PD 7789n?, as the Jewish grammarians say ) ; because the

sacred writings of the Old Testament were, and still are , chanted in solemn

rythm in the synagogues . I wish to add , further, that the following explanation is

not contained in my Hebrew grammar, and is , thus , an important addition to it .

A. BEGINNING OF SYLLABLES.—Every syllable , and hence , also , every

word, must begin with a consonant, that is ,

( a ) Neither with a vowel (an exception is found only in :, conjunctive , e . g . ,

) ;

NOTE. — Before labials, the Babylonian system of punctuation has 7, i. e., ! .

B. Nor with two consonants . When the first letter of a syllable (or of a

word ) has no vowel of its own, then it receives sh'wâ mobile ( cf. my grammar,

25 , b), and,in the case of y ' n 7 X, Hātěph ( X5 , c ; & 10 , a , 3 ) .

& C. CLOSE OF SYLLABLES.-Here we distinguish

I. Open Syllables, i . e . , syllables closing with a vowel , e.g. ,

inx ng (on 7 cf. 62 , 6 ) . These syllables always have 'long vowels .

ְךֶלֶמּו..תִיַבּו..רַבְדּו);
.

ּומוק..ָתיִׂשָא

i Hebraeische Grammatik ; mit Uebungsstueken, Literatur und Vokabular. Zum

Selbststudium und fuer den Unterricht. Von Hermann L. Strack. Karlsruhe und Leipzig :

H. Reuter. New York : B. Westermann & Co. Chicago : American Publication Society of

Hebrew. xvi . , 163 pp. 2 Mark 70 pf.
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ָּתְלַטָק. ּונֶמִמ

Exceptions are found in the verbal suffixes ( 876 , e ) 's _ ănî), in which the liquid

can be regarded as virtually doubled .

NOTE . - Syllables closing with x are considered open, e. g. , Sop, but XI? (cf. $ 10,c, 1).

% D . Unaccented syllables , with long vowels , are open ; the shºwâ following

them is the sh‘wâ mobile , e . G. , D'nin shô -mºrîm .

ČE . II. Closed Syllables, i . e . , those ending in a consonant, e.g. , 50-17 (second

syllable ) . They are called doubly closed , when the consonant closing the syllable

is followed by another consonant in the same word , e . 9. , 177-39 ( first syllable ) ,

mrop (second syllable ). When the two consonants are the same, i . e . , when the

vowel is followed by a consonant with a dāghēsh , this syllable is also called

sharpened, e . g . , 'WW (first and second syllables ) .

{ F. Unaccented closed syllables always have short vowels, e. g. , 597-33

( first syllable ), 72; ( first), op? wăyyāgõm ( first, third ) , na?) (first, third ).

& G . Unaccented syllables with short vowels are closed ,e.g.,on-50 (first).

XH . In closed Penultima with tone, we find only the following vowels :

( 1 ) the tone-long vowels ā , ē , ā ; hence neither î nor û , nor the vowels naturally

long, or long by contraction , namely , â , ê , ô ; ( 2 ) the short vowels ă , ě , e . g . ,

.

XI . In closed Ultima with tone, any long vowel may occur ; of the short

vowels, sometimes the i, e.g. , the two particles Ox ( if ) , Oy (with ) , which ,

however, often (as is always done in the case of "ja ) becomes toneless when

măqqēph is used , and the form 30 ( 872 , n , a ) .

Especially worthy of note are

ÅK. III . The Opened Syllables , i . e . , syllables which really close doubly , but

in which this is avoided by means of a helping vowel .

( 1 ) At the end of words. An ordinary helping-vowel ( exceptions, 211 , i ) ,

generally S‘ghôl , but also (especially if the last, or next to the last syllable , is a

guttural ) Păttăḥ . Then the vowel of the open syllable , if with tone , generally is

lengthened , namely , ð to ,as,e.g. , wyp .. 397..1 X , for qödhsh , rðþb ,

örḥ ; ï to ē , e . 9. , 190 .. yow, for săphr , shịm ' ; ă to ě , e . g . , :799 .. 97 , for

mălk, zăr' (cf. $ 27 , c , d ) .

L. If the next to the last letter is a guttural, then ă remains unchanged in

the open syllable , e . g . , WYJ ( 27,e ) , nyt..ndJn ( 335 , a ) , hy ! (8 72,n . 8),

hence short vowel .

M. In the apocopated imperfect of the verbs 77 ' , the lengthening of y to

ē frequently does not take place, e. g. , for yřgl, 12 ") ( cf. &72, n . y ) .

% N . If the next to the last letter is , then Hîrēq is used as a helping -vowel,

Păttăḥ is retained in open syllables,as,e . g . , 1 Y ( 828 , a ) ; thus also in the suffix

form 72- , e. g. , 77778, “ your (fem. ) God ; " as also in the dual ending D!--

20. ( 2 )( 2 ) In the middle of words. The first closing consonant , if it is a

guttural , frequently , in order to ease the pronunciation , receives the ḥātěph

corresponding to the preceding vowel ; and, in this case , this vowel is not length

ened . Examples in g 10 , a , 4 ) ; 11y ), to be divided 17 - y ), nă“ -rô.

P. The vowel is also not lengthened , when , instead of the ḥātěph ,
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- :1

-hir-bhoםֶהיֵכְלַמ(9,327);ְךִיַּתבְרָחfor malakhim ,snflixםיִכָלְמ,(d,224)

on account of a sh'wâ following it, the corresponding short vowel is employed

(cf. 35, e ) , e.g ., pint', first plural pints, to be divided piny: věhěz- qû ; örn

,

IQ . IV. Loosely -closed Syllables we call those which were originally followed

by a vowel , which , however, in accordance with the laws of etymology, ( 8811 , c , 2 ,

and 11 , d ) fell away. The “ loose close ” can be seen , from the fact that the

letters ns27 remain aspirated . The shºwâ cannot be heard , and is not sh'wâ

mobile . Examples (in ( 11 , c , 2), 177 , dual , with suffix , DT'OID, kăn -phê -hěm

( , d ), , ( , 9); ,

thăyỉkh (234, a ). In 211 , d , e . g. , Toy ', plural1707", to be divided yă ăm -dhû

( , e ) ; ), ( , ) ; ', ( , f ).

& R. Loosely closed are also those syllables which originated from the union of

the prefixes 3.3.5 with words whose first consonant had a shºwâ under it, e.g. ,

7272 ( 811,9, 2), from 72 7 + lă. Exceptions are found with before the Inf. Qăl .

( cf. 53, c, where maps, from 122+1ă (”) is mentioned ).

& S. Very rarely is a loosely closed syllable found where no vowel has been

omitted ( cf. 327 , m ),cf. also n . ( accus. loci ), for which word , according to

& 19 , b , a , the ground - form , băyt , is to be presupposed . A fixed closed syllable is

found , contrary to the rule, in ne (stat . const .), of 172 73 ( 33 , d ) , and in

nig ? (stat . const . ) , of niann (234 , c) , cf. also -7009 (853, d ) .

.(f,638)ּודְרִחְיpluralּופְסֶאנ(9,632);דרחיpluralףַסֱאנ;(e,63%)

т т .

METHODS IN HEBREW GRAMMARS.

BY PROF. GEORGE H. SCHODDE, PH.D.,

Columbus, Ohio.

To understand and master a language implies more than the mere mechanical

acquisition of its facts. It means the study of a language from a philological

standpoint , an examination of its grammar and lexicon for the purpose of learning

its inner character and being, and in order to be able to understand rationally and

philosophically the phenomena of the speech . Whitneyl says of the linguistic

student : “ He deals with language as the instrument of thought, its means of

expression , not its record ; he deals with simple words and phrase not with sen

tences and texts . He aims to trace out the inner life of language , to discover its

origin , to follow its successive steps of growth , and to deduce the laws that govern

its mutations , the recognition of which shall account to him for both the unity

and variety of its present manifested phases ; and , along with this, to apprehend

the nature of language as a human endowment, its relation to thought, its influ

ence upon the development of intellect and the growth of knowledge, and the

history of mind and of knowledge as reflected in it .” Necessary as it is to acquire

thoroughly and well the data of a language , and to learn these for practical

purposes, it will be readily seen that the most interesting and , in many respects,

most profitable problems of linguistic study reach out above and beyond these

i Language and the study of Language , p . 6.
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individual facts. Especially has this been recognized in the past few decades ,

since the comparative method of study , which has been so abundantly fruitful in

all departments of learning, has been applied to languages also , and comparative

philology has been found so great a power in historical, ethnographical, myth

ological , and other researches. The soul and life of language has never been so

much studied, or so well understood , as at present.

And what is true of language in general is true also of the Semitic tongues in

particular; they , too, and here again the Hebrew in particular, have been reaping

the benefit of the revolution in method and manner introduced into philology in

general. As new problems and aims assumed prominence , new methods in

research were adopted , and the departure from the old mechanical systems in

grammar and lexicon became more and more radical. In statu quo is , at best , a

relative phrase , and scarcely anywhere is this more the case than in the depart

ment of Semịtic studies ; here advance and improvement have been decided and

marked, and scarcely any feature of this study has made it more attractive than

the fact that it (and especially is this true of Hebrew grammar) has , in our leading

works on the structure of the language, left the more practical stage, and entered

upon that of philosophical and theoretical discussion , in which the philological

principles as such , the Hebrew as a special language, as one member of a group

or family of tongues , is studied objectively , and for strictly grammatical purposes .

While all grammars of the present day , as was the case in the old works, still

have the practical aim of making the language of the Old Testament intelligible

to the student of God's Word , yet they no longer are written for the sole and

only purpose of rendering hand -maid services to exegesis and other theological

disciplines . Hebrew is studied now also for its own sake, and its bearings on

philology in general and Semitic philology in particular ; and has thus assumed

an independence and new dignity.1

This change in the basis and aim of Hebrew grammars is contemporaneous

with the introduction of more rational methods into philological discussion in

general, and is no more than five or six decades old. It was introduced by a

German ; and the work of building upon the foundation thus laid has been done

almost exclusively by Germans : to the present day there is not in the English

language, not even as a translation , a work which can fairly be called a

philosophical grammar of the Hebrew language. The nearest approach to it is

probably Kalisch . As yet , about all our grammars are rudimentary and element

ary , confining themselves strictly to the facts of the language, and only sporad

ically endeavoring to explain these facts.2

The father of higher Hebrew grammar is Wilhelm Gesenius, who was born

in 1786 , and, in 1843 , died as professor of theology, at Halle. Theodore Benfey:

calls him “ the original founder of an independent Semitic philological science ,

and among the most important representatives of a critical and unprejudiced

1 It must not be forgotten that such methods and problems have not a mere abstract or phi

losophical value ; in fact, some are productive of many important practical and exegetical re

sults, e. g. , the discussion as to whether the interchange of Xin and X7 in the so -called Priest

Codex is a sign of antiquity or of a later date, and similar points .

2 We shall not, however, forget to mention that a number of excellent monographs on special

points of grammar have appeared in English , based upon a most thorough study of the language

in its whole length and breadth, and facile princeps among these is Driver's Use of the Tenses

in Hebrew. 2nd Edition. Oxford , 1881 .

3 In his Geschichte der neueren Sprachwissenschaft, 1869, p. 685.
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Semitic philology . ” It is with Gesenius, both as a lexicographer and a gram

marian , that English students of Hebrew are better acquainted than with any

other of the leading authorities in this department ; and this is , at least partly ,

due to the fact that some of his works have been translated into our language ,

and his empirical system finds more acceptance among us than do the more

abstract systems of others. And yet English scholars apparently make but little

use of his two greatest works, namely , his grammatical Lehrgebäude and his large

lexicon , the Thesaurus, which , according to the opinion expressed lately by so

good an authority as Professor Strack , of Berlin , is still the best at our command.1

Gesenius began with the publication of a Hebrew lexicon , in 1810 ; and out of

this grew both his smaller dictionary , in 1815, of which the ninth edition , by

Mühlau and Volck , recently appeared , and of which Robinson has made an

English translation , as also the Thesaurus, a large Hebrew -Latin dictionary of

1522+166 folio pages , completed by Rödiger, in which is collected all that the

languages , literature , geography, history , etc. , of the Orient could contribute to

the explanation of the Old Testament idiom. Both in method and results he was

apparently more successful , at least found less opposition , in his lexicographical

work than in his grammars . Of these, the first edition of the smaller and best

known appeared in 1813 ; and, at the author's death , thirteen editions had made

their appearance . A number of further editions were published by Rödiger, and

now the editorship has been entrusted to the capable hands of Kautzsch , who has

brought down the work to our own days , in scientific character, and has also

added an exercise book. Out of this smaller grammar grew , in 1817 , his Aus

fuehrliches grammatisch -kritisches Lehrgebäude der hebräischen Sprache, an elabor

ate and exhaustive treatise on Hebrew grammar, comprising 908 closely printed

octavo pages ; and it is in this work that we find his system and method both

explained and carried out. It is the empiric method, the collection of all the data

that the language as such offered , and the deduction of the principles from

these data . True , his Lehrgebäude makes it a special point to compare, wherever

possible, what the cognate tongues have offer in explanation of Hebrew forms

and words , but to these is nowhere given a decisive , but only an illustrative voice .

He confines himself to the analysis of the language as found in the Old Testament

literature , and has very little sympathy for any abstract, philosophical theorizing .

In the introduction to his larger grammar (p . III ) , he says that it was his object to

make a complete and critical collection of the grammatical forms, and , on the basis

of these , to give a rational explanation. His Lehrgebäude is a faithful expression

of this aim , and is a work worthy of much more attention than it receives.

Allied in spirit, though later in date , are the massive two volumes of Bött

cher (died in 1863 ) edited by Mühlau, in 1866–68 . There is in no language a more

complete collection of the data of Hebrew as given in the Old Testament than in

this work . While independent in his treatment of the subject, especially in the

use of a new nomenclature in the place of the traditional grammatical termini tech

nici, Böttcher too insists upon explaining the IIebrew on the basis of Hebrew

alone , and differs from and advances upon Gesenius, chiefly in his protest against

the authority of Arabic grammar in the arrangement and explanation of the

Hebrew .

A linguistic genius, such as appears but once in a generation , was Georg Hein

1 Theol. Literaturblatt, June 20 , 1884 .
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rich Aug. Ewald , whose career, as remarkable for its excentricities as for its brill

iancy, reads almost like a fable . He was born in Göttingen, in 1803 , and died there

in 1875. His grammar appeared in 1827 , as Kritische Grammatik der hebräischen

Sprache ; but from the fifth to the present eighth edition it bears the title Ausfuehr

liches Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache des Alten Bundes, 935 pp . Of all the He

brew grammars that have appeared this is certainly the most philosophical ; his

method is synthetic and speculative. Not only are the results of Semitic study,

but also the principles of philology in general, here allowed to show their influ

ence, and the factors and agencies that combine in the growth and development

of the language put into requisition for the explanation of the etymology and

word formation in Hebrew . He does not take the facts of the language and

then by the process of analysis show how these facts became such , as is the

method of Gesenius, but rather, on the other hand, he assumes philological data ,

and shows how , from the basis of the roots and stems of the language , the gender,

cases, tenses and moods grew into what they are now . With Gesenius he er

deavors to explain Hebrew from Hebrew alone, at least treats it chiefly as self

explanatory , but, in doing so , follows a course exactly the opposite from the one

pursued by his great co-laborer. His views can best be learned in his Introductory,

from p . 17–39. His standpoint is further illustrated by the position he takes

over against the claims made for the Arabic , in reference to antiquity of form , and

utility in the explanation of Hebrew . He says , p. 19 :

“ Over against the Aramaic languages, which are known to us only in the

form they appeared in the last few centuries before Christ, the Hebrew , as it ap

pears in the powerful and mighty language of the prophets and the great poets , is

distinguished by a greater fulness and more developed structure , over aginst the

Arabic , which is, indeed , more developed in some points, but in its structure of

words and sentences has become as peculiar and inflexible ( starr ) as the Arabic

desert , and which appears on the stage of history only 400 years after Christ, it is

distinguished by greater antiquity and by its mobile and youthful character. ...

Many features , which in the younger languages have been divided , and in this or

that dialect have undergone a peculiar development, the Hebrew still retains in

an undivided state. Therefore, the study of the Semitic as a family of languages ,

must begin especially with the Hebrew , because this language exhibits to us the

oldest form of the Semitic in its connection and originality .”

The system of Justus Olshausen ( died 1884) is like and unlike that of Ewald .

In its general features his Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache, the first and only

volume of which appeared in 1861, is similar to Ewald's in its synthetic character ,

in building up the grammar from philological and philosophical premises , and en

deavoring to follow its gradual growth ; but it differs from Ewald in its endeavors

to show this procession in its historical unfolding from the original Semitic lan

guage , and in finding the materials for this historical basis in the Arabic. His

antithesis to Ewald finds expression already on p . 2 , where he says , “ In reference

to the primitive character of the whole linguistic structure , both as to sounds and

words, the Hebrew is surpassed by the Arabic.” This he proceeds to prove from

historical and linguistic arguments; and concludes with the remark , “ that it is

evident from what precedes , that the comparison of no cognate language throws

so much light upon the Hebrew as does the Arabic.” Proceeding from this stand

point, he gives in his grammar from page 8 to page 30, a complete grammatical

scheme, based upon the Arabic, of what he would consider original Semitic forms,
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and , in his grammar proper , starts out from these philosophicallycons trued forms

to explain the character, origin and meaning of the forms as found in the Old

Testament . This principle gives form and character to his whole grammatical

work . His system can be called the linguistic -comparative, combined with the

historical method. Quite a successful attempt to popularize the method and

results of Olshausen , we find in Bickell's Grundriss der hebräischen Grammatik ,

1869 , translated by Professor Samuel Ives Curtiss , Jr. , as “ Outlines of Hebrew

Grammar," 1877 .

A synthesis of Ewald and Olshausen we have in the Lehrbuch der hebräischen

Grammatik, published 1879 , by Professor B. Stade , in Giessen , who thus endeavors

to do for Hebrew what Nöldeke has done for the Aramaic languages. He seeks

to work only with the acknowledged correct principles of philology , but at the

same time takes into consideration only the materials that are really at hand in the

Old Testament, and has quite successfully combined the principles as advocated

by these two great grammarians. His object, in doing so , was to give a correct

picture of the Hebrew language as really existing. ( Vorwort, p . v .)

The last on the list is the Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebäude der hebräischen

Sprache, by Dr. Friedrich Eduard König, of Leipzig, of which the first volume,

treating of the script, the pronunciation, the pronoun and the verb , appeared in

1881 . His method is partly new and partly old . He virtually returns to the

analytic manner of Gesenius and Böttcher, but with many improvements , and is

more scientific ; he is , further , historical, inasmuch as he endeavors to trace the

development of existing forms out of the older, which he , too , finds, for the most

part, in the Arabic ; he follows out the principles of the physiology of sound

( Lautphysiologie ), which seeks to explain on a rational basis the nature of the

letter-sounds, their influence on each other, their changes, etc. A distinguishing

feature of the work is the fact that it is a commentary on all other grammars ,

by presenting the status controversiae on all the disputed points of grammar, and

by the discussion of the pros and cons offered by the various grammarians . There

is no other grammar that gives so clear an insight into the real questions of He

brew grammar, its interrogation points and problems, and in general such a com

plete survey of the whole field of inquiry, as does the work of König.

It may not be out of place here to remark that the studies of Assyriologists

have as yet produced but few , if any, tangible or important results for Hebrew

grammar ; their treasuries have yielded good gold for Hebrew lexicography

chiefly , and not for Hebrew grammar. The discussion now going on between

the “ Arabic ” and the “ anti-Arabic,” or Assyrian schools, is almost entirely in the

department of the dictionary . The protest raised by the younger Delitzsch and

others against the methods of the editors of Gesenius? Dictionary is exclusively

against the use , or abuse, of Arabic for the explanation of the meaning of Hebrew

words , and the antithesis of the protestants is that rather the Assyrian should

utter the decisive voice in this regard, whenever comparisons with the dialects

are made. But in no perceptible manner have the recent Assyrian researchers

influenced the methods of Hebrew grammarians.
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ON A HEBREW MANUSCRIPT OF THE YEAR 1300 .

BY CYRUS ADLER.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore ,

Manuscript copies of the Hebrew Bible are comparatively rare , and, consider

ing the antiquity of the books which compose it, extremely modern . Writers

vaguely allude to a manuscript of the 9th century, but its existence cannot be

verified.1 The oldest MS. in the Erfurt Library , and, according to Lagarde , the

oldest extant copy of the Massora , has been assigned the date of 1100 (Symmicta ,

p . 137 ) . The oldest Hebrew MS. Bible in the Bibliotheque Imperiale ( Derenbourg's

Catalogues des Manuscrits Hebreux et Samaritains de la B. I.) is 1286. Moreover,

many of the early MSS ., and even some of the early prints , are unpunctuated .

The most complete MS. of the Pentateuch and commentaries in the Bibliotheque

Imperiale is in this condition. Such also is the case with the large number of

MS. copies of the Pentateuch now extant, and they labor under the additional

disadvantage of all being multiplications of one original . This unfortunate state

of affairs leaves us no facts on which to study the history of the vowel points,

and makes textual criticism a hazardous undertaking.

With this preface , a MS. of considerable interest may now be introduced . It

is at present the property of Mayer Sulzberger, Esq ., of Philadelphia, and was

purchased by him from the late Dr. Wickersham , who had himself bought it from

Professor Vincenzo Gustale, now living at Florence , Italy . It was sold as a MS.

of the year 1300 , and was pronounced , from an examination of the handwriting

(by Rabbi Iesi , of Ferrara ), to be of that date. Our first purpose is to ascertain

whether there be any internal evidence to corroborate these statements .

The MS. contains 71170, or rather D'I1307 , that is , supplicatory prayers

recited by Jews between New Years day and the day of Atonement. Its first

part agrees exactly , even to the arrangement, with a collection made by the great

Italian scholar, Samuel David Luzzato , except that, where his edition reads " here

the reader says any prayer which he pleases,” ourMS. has always inserted one - a

confirmation of both the correctness of the editor and the antiquity of the MS.

That it was the custom to insert poetical invocations at these places is proved by

a MS. (No. 630 of the Catalogue) preserved in the Bibliotheque Imperiale. Its title

is D'INN 770 ; and, of the six poetical invocations inserted , five correspond

with those in our MS., viz :

יהלא...יתמקרחש יתמקרחש...הריעא...ינויערינוריעי...ירעיריצמ
.

1

Our MS. possesses three such poems which can be recognized (two from their

acrostics , and the third from its having lived even to our own time) and which

may furnish some evidence in regard to its date . The first, the acrostic of which

is 580997, is a poem of no merit. It was probably written by an Italian of the

twelfth century, though the single name of Daniel is so common , that nothing

positive can be asserted concerning him . The next is the famous "203 27 of

1 Such a MS. was reported to exist in the Parma Library. An inquiry concerning it has not

elicited a reply from the Librarian, Abbe Perreau .

2 In the celebrated collection of MSS. of Rabbi David Oppenheimer, now a part of the

Bodleian Library, the oldest MS. is an unpunctuated one of the Pentateuch, of the year 1288.

No. 107 of the catalogue is the oldest punctuated text in his collection . It is a copy of the

Pealme, no older than the fourteenth , and possibly as late as the sixteenth century .
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Reganatiןמאוןמאץמאוקזחןמינביבר'בןטקהםחנמ . The acrostic is

יטאנאקירשאלצייזםחנמ'רברהאנברואנרמהרבחשהנחת

Bahya ibn Bakoda, who flourished about the year 1100. The third, and for us

most important , connects itself, in three ways , with the name of Menahem

.
)

“ Menahem , the little one being the humble way in which people ordinarily

describe themselves. The poem has a superscription ,

9

and lastly we have the subscription , or signature , of the author, giving his name

as it occurs in the acrostic.

Before attempting to draw any conclusions from these statements, it will be

fitting to describe, in detail, the arrangements of the MS. It consists of thirty

four leaves, of 'mingled parchment and vellum , and is written by a hand which

can unhesitatingly be pronounced as that of a professional scribe. The leaf is 87

inches long, and 12} inches broad ; and, from the ageing of the edges , this would

seem to have been their original size. The formation of the letters is , to some

extent, peculiar. The aliph is formed thus, X ; the pe thus, 3-so that pe and fe

are not distinguished except by the raphe mark ; the he thus , 7–he with mapiq

not being differentiated ; there is no distinction between 7 and 7 ; , and ; are

distinguished only by the shading of the latter, which makes it identical with the

printed ) ; J is followed very closely by 1 orº , especially the latter, the two almost

appearing to form a compound letter. On the top of the first page there are two

lines and a half written in a style of Hebrew known as Cursive Italian . They

are much blurred and obscured , and were not written by the person who wrote the

MS. As far as the inscription could be deciphered , it reads as follows :

ןמאהוהיבוטןורכזל

השמ....ידימלבקוםינונחתההזילרכמ....יטנאקירמקחציר"הכ...

(?)בשתורג....ע"נףסויאפורהרר"הומכןבליאפר )

The top line is merely an invocation , “ May this be for a good memorial . Amen ; " ?

then a break ; then , “ Rabbi Isaac , of Reganati ; ” another break ; then , “ sold me

this book of supplications , and received from me ; " another break-probably the

price ; then comes the name , " Moses Raphael , son of Rabbi Doctor Joseph , son

of — ( ?)"

The above inscription warrants us in concluding that Isaac Reganati either

wrote the MS. himself , or, if he was not a scribe , hired one to do it for him . That

Isaac Reganati was a contemporary and immediate successor of Menahem ,
we

may infer from the fact of his having preserved the poem ; for nothing short of

filial affection could have induced him to that step. Menahem Reganati died in

1290, and is known to the modern world only as a great Kabbalist. From these

facts , as well as from the inscription , from the poem of Bakoda and that of

Daniel, joined with the tradition and the opinion of the expert referred to , I

think it safe to assume that the MS. before us is one of the latter part of the

thirteenth , or of the earlier part of the fourteenth century.

And now the question arises , Does any more interest attach to this than to

any other antiquarian curiosity ? In view of the statements made above , con

cerning the rarity of early MSS. of the Bible , even unpunctuated, the discovery ,

in so old a MS. as this, of some part of the Scriptures punctuated, however small

that part of it may be , must be of some value.

Scattered among these supplicatory prayers are thirteen Psalms ; and a
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though the latter is givenin the;יניעישותוfor,ינזחאתוCXXXVIII .,7 ,it reads

isםיהלא. written

,.InXLVIןיראoccursin place of7,ץראה,.InPs .XLVIהשנמילדעלגיל

and with;לוקבfor6,לוקל,.Ps.LxxxVIL.הוהיis inserted after9,םיהלא

comparison has yielded some points which are of considerable importance from

a historical , as well as grammatical , point of view .

The variations in the text , while not very numerous , are striking. In Ps .

., 7, ), ;

margin . In Ps . XXVIII . , 7 , we read "191 Y , for '3121 " Y ; and the former is

certainly the more poetical expression. In Ps. cxlI. , 8 , the quadralitarum , 17117 ,

In Ps. CvII . , 9 , for sy , we have 79, in the passage

. ., , .,

, . LXXXVI., 6, ;

175'vpn this is an allowable construction (cf. Ps. V., 3 , and Is. XLVIII., 18).

Ps . XXVIII . , 3 , the whole passage -077 Dy 01709927718yo Dyn — is

omitted in the text, and is added above in a different handwriting. 'J7X is

frequently abbreviated to double yod . We have fifty -six scriptiones plenæ , and

eight defectivce, which do not occur in the ordinary text .

If we but remember the extreme strictness of the rules which bound the

scribes , the Massorah ,1 which counted the letters , the notions about the mystical

value of writing the name of God in a certain way, we cannot but conclude

that the writer of this little work had before him a text of the Bible differing

materially from the textus receptus .

An examination of the vowel points proved even more interesting. The

appended notes show over five hundred variations ; and the table will give some

idea as to where they lie . Three hundred are taken up in a confusion of qames ,

pathah , and hatef-pathah . The pre-tonic qumes, as in 7171717..parany ,

is unknown ; the article frequently does not take a qames before the gutturals;

90X is written with qumes, instead of hatef pathuh ; on the other hand, y

followed by maqaf, is pointed with hatef-pathah .

It may be suggested that all this results from pure ignorance ; but the fact

that all the nond, without the dagesh , have the raphe marked , is itself

sufficient evidence that the MS. has been carefully written . Of course , it would

be ludicrous to suppose that one MS. of this kind could overthrow a well estab

lished system ; nor do I attempt to draw any definite conclusions from the facts

gathered . Yet it would seem that we have here an absolutely phonetic system of

representation , without a knowledge of some of the rules of Hebrew Grammar

which , at best, seem arbitrary.

A study of the consonantal characters, and a comparison with a MS. of the

twelfth century, have suggested another point. It seems rather unusual that the

Hebrew characters should , with the exception of five terminals, consist entirely of

initials ; but these two MSS. seem to show that the MS. style , at least , possessed

medials as well. The present square characters correspond exactly to the initials,

and have only been in exclusive use since the invention of printing.

The peculiarities of punctuation seem to show that Qamħi's2 grammatical

system was not without opponents. Aben Ezra asserts that there were but seven

1 In Ps. cxlii. , 7, there is a punctuation which shows an absence of Massoretic tradition . The

word '9179, with the note nina) nno, is punctuated P7 ?. Cf. also note to Ps. cxxxviii . , 2.

? I write the name Qamhi, because there are three MSS. of his bobos in the Bibliotheque

Imperiale, in which it is pointed in that way. See the interesting discussion in the Athenæum ,

March 22, 1884.
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vowels ; and Judah ha Levi confirms this statement.1 Luzzato's studies resulted

in the same conclusion.2 Comparative grammar will also militate against this

system . Even such a complex language as Ethiopic has but seven vowels.

As was remarked before , one MS. is not enough to warrant any positive

inferences. Yet I think that these facts are important enough to deserve the

attention of editors of future critical editions.

NOTE . In the following presentation, the English spelling of Hebrew words is that of the

author of the article ; an exception was made in the case of this article for reasons apparent to

all . Tsadhe, however, is represented by 8 , and not by c with Cedilla, as the author would have

had it.-[Ep.]

הס
.PSALMLXV

ּואבָי

.Scriptioplenaתנוע

ܐܕܕ

רחבת
5.

.

1. 173324 Dagesh wanting in 3.

2 .
? Hatef-fames ( ) under 7 for qibbus (?) .

obri Qames (7) under 5 for pathaḥ (=) .

.

77 Hatef -pathaḥ (=) under y for qames ( ). Sere (-) under 7

for seghol (=).

1X2 Scriptio plena.

4 .
.

Sere ( - ) under for seghol (=).

Qames () under for pathaḥ (=) . Delitzsch points ) with

ḥatef- pathaḥ ; our MS. follows the ordinary shewa simplex.

77') Sere ( ---) under for seghol ( = ). Daghesh wanting in ).

.

P73 ) Dagesh wanting in ).

Qames (7) under for pathaḥ (=) .

7 . Dagesh wanting in ».

Hatef-seghol ( 5:) under " X for shewa simplex (7) . Dagesh

wanting in

8.
Qames () under for pathaḥ (=) .

017 ' Qames (1) under for pathah. Sere ( --) under 7 for seghol (=) .

1127 Pathaḥ ( = -) under 7 for ḥatef -pathaḥ ( = - ).

?
.

.

Shewa simplex (=) under 3 for qames ( ).

Shewa simplex (7) under , for qames ( ).

.

6.

ְךֵתיֵּב

.Scriptioplenaשדק

קֶדֶצְּב

ּונְנַעַּת

וחכב

רזאנ
T : ****

םימי

9.תֹוָצְק

ןֹומֲהַו

.Scriptioplenaתֹוָצְק

.Scriptioplenaְךיִּתתֹואֵמ

יאצומ

ברעו

Dageshת wanting inןיִנְרַּת

1 See the scholarly article of Dr. Felsenthal, in the HEBRAICA for May, p . 64. A discussion of

the pre-Qamhi school is beyond the scope of the present paper. May we not hope for a fuller

discussion of the subject from Dr. Felsenthal ?

? Cf. his " Vehoah ' al hagabala ," against the antiquity and authenticity of the Zohar.
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Dageshת. wanting inןיִכָּת

Dageshת. wanting inהְניִכָּתTָI

11 .

12 .

10. M729 Pathaḥ (= ) under 5 for qames. Dagesh wanting in 5 and in .

1787 Pathaḥ ( = -) under 7 for qames ( ) ; hatef -pathaḥ ( 5 :) under X

for qames ( ) .

PROM! Scriptio plena ; dagesh wanting in ; shewa simplex (7) under

p for hatef-pathaḥ ( =:); sere ( = -) under for seghol (7 ) .

na Qames (7) under for pathaḥ (= ) ; qames ( ) under >

for pathaḥ (= ) .

Seghol (7) under 5 for sere (---).

.

.

ON) Qames ( ) under y for pathaḥ (= ) .

17172 Scriptio plena ; sere ( - ) under 7 for seghol ( ).

D ???? Scriptio plena ; dagesh wanting in

navan Shewa simplex (7) under 4 for hatef-pathaḥ (=) ( given as a

variant ) . Sere (- ) under for seghol ( ). Scriptio plena.

nu Qames ( ) under y for pathaḥ ( =-).

792io Scriptio plena ; sere ( = -) under for seghol ( 7 ).

7 ayat Sere ( = -) under for seghol (7 ) .

quum Pathaḥ ( = -) under 7 for qames (F) .

13.72 nn Scriptio plena .

way Pathaḥ (= ) under for qames G ) ; þolem ( 1 ) with wj for

shureq ( :1 ).

O'?? Pathaḥ (=) under , for qames (7).

Pathaḥ (=) under , for dames ( ) .
- 7

PSALM LXXXVI . 13

1 .

1737X Hatef-pathaḥ (+ ) under x for qames (7 ) ; seghol (7) under 3

for shewa simplex ( ).

Y Pathaḥ (=) under y for games ( 7 ) .

0772 Hatef-qames (7.) under w for games ; pathaḥ ( = -) under 7 for

qames ( ).

Qames ( 1) under ) for pathah ( -- ) .

TON Hatef-pathaḥ (5 ) under n for qames ( ). ·

Hatef-pathaḥ (5) under X for qames ( ) .

-7739 Seghol (7 ) under 7 for shewa simplex (7) .

17 ? Seghol (= ) under x for sere (= - ).

14 .

רב

2 .

ינא
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3.

םויה

יִנֵּנָח

Dagesh wanting in

- ( . (

sere ( -- ).

for qames . Seghol ( - ) under } forחHatef -qames ( - ) under

Writtenיוו

.(.)for sereאSeghol ( . ) under

4 .

יָנדַא

ְךיֶלֵא

ְךיֶלֵא

יָנדֲא

יִׁשְפַנ

.(-)for sereאSeghol ( - ) under

'יי.

Qames ( ) under ) for pathaḥ (= ) .

.5.

יָנֹדֲא

Written '99
ז:

( ( ).

Qames ( 7 ) under 7 for pathaḥ ( --).

חַלָסְו

ברו

לֹוקְּב

יָתֹונּונֲחַּת

6 .

.(-)for pathahסQames (7 ) under

)ו(-).

Ourלוקל. MS .reads

.(-)for pathahהQames ( - ) under

)ר(-. - )

)ו(). -

7 .
יִתָרָצ

Pathah (- ) under for qames ( ) .

Pathaḥ (=) under 7 for qames ( 7 ).

8 .

ְךֵאָרְקֶא

ןיֵא

םיִהלֵאָר

.(-)for sereאSeghol ( - ) under

forאfor games ( ; ). Seghol ( - ) underבPathah ( - ) under

Written'יי.
יָנדֲא

ןיֵאְו

ְךיִׁשֲעַמְּכ

.(-)for sereאSeghol ( - )under

forעfor pathah ( - ). Pathah ( - ) underמQames ( - ) under

9.
רשא

ואובי

ּווֲחַּתְׁשִיְו

יָנדֲא

ודבכיו

10.הָׁשעְי

ְךיֶדַבְל

( = ) X (-) .

( ( ). ( = )

hatef- seghol (= ) .

' .

( ( - ).

( ( = ). ( = )

hatef - pathah ( -: ) .

( ) ( ).

( = ) · ( ).

( ( = ).

'

Shewa simplex (7 ) under " .

Scriptio plena. Seghol (=) under ing for sere.

Qames ( ) under for pathah ( ---).

17277 Qames (1) under 7 for pathaḥ ( --). Pathaḥ under 7 for

qames ( ).

( ) - ( = ). - ( 5 )

.

( 7 ) ( = ).

ז:

.(-)for hatef -pathahאQames (7 ) under

.(;)for qamesיPathah ( - ) under

.(-)for pathahתQames ( - ) under

Written'יי.

)י. )

)ש - )

)ב(-). )

)ו - ).
( + )

ְךֵּלַהֲא (-)for hatef -pathah ( - :) . Hatef -pathahאPathah ( - ) under

forל. pathah . Dagesh wanting inהunder

ְךִּתִמֲאַּב .(-)for liatef -pathahאQames ( - ) under
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12 .

Jari Seghol (7 ) under vi for șireq. Seghol (7 ) under y for shewa

simplex ( = ).

78 Written .

2 Qames (7 ) under 17 for pathaḥ ( 5- ).

1772382 Pathaḥ ( =-) under x for ḥatef- pathaḥ ( =:). Qames (+ ) under

for pathaḥ (= ) .

by Pathaḥ ( = -) under y for qames (5 ) .

" Qames (7) under y for pathaḥ (-).

197 Pathaḥ ( = -) under p for qames (7 ) .

by Hatef-pathaḥ (= :) under y for qames (F) . Qames ( 7.) under

y for pathah (- ) .

ny Qames ( ) under 7 for pathaḥ ( = ) .

13 .

14 .

Punctuatedּושְקְב thus Delitzschּוׁשְקִב

15.

T :

תמאו

16 .

va 7 ) )
Qames ( ) under for pathaḥ (=) .

7100 Pathaḥ ( =-) under ing for qames ( = -).

! Qames ( ) under x for pathaḥ (=) .

78 Written "'.

Din Qames ( ) under for pathaḥ (=) .

71307? Qames ( 71) under 7 for pathaḥ (---).

O'px Qames (7) under 5 for pathaḥ (=) .

3?! Qames (7) under 7 for pathaḥ ( = - ).

Shewa simplex (7 ) under for seghol. Seghol ( ) under X

for hatef-seghol (= ).

7 Seghol (7 ) under X for sere ( -- ). Qames (+ ) under for

pathaḥ (- ) .

' 3317? Hatef-qames ( 73 ) under 17 for qames ( 7 ) .

71 % Seghol (7) under ; for shewa simplex . Dagesh omitted in 3.

Jays Hatef-pathaḥ (= ) under y for pathaḥ (=) .

is? Sere ( = -) under 3 for seghol (= ).

ex Qames (7) under x for ḥatef-pathaḥ (= ) .

RIW Qames ( 7 ") under x for pathaḥ ( = - ); scriptio plena.

Inny Qames ( ) under for pathaḥ ( =- ) .

PSALM CXXXII. The MS. gives it (037.

1.nigyan . Qames ( 7.) under ny for pathaḥ ( = - ).

17 .
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2 .

3 .

Seghol (= ) under X for sere - ) .

wx Qames (~ ) under x for hatef -pathaḥ (= ) .

Qames ( ) under for pathah (- ) .

XIX Pathaḥ (=) under x for qames (7 ) .

nyx Seghol ( 7 ) under y for hatef-seghol ( ).

y Hatef-pathaḥ (3) under y for pathaḥ (- ) .

'Y93 Pathaḥ ( = -) under y for qames ( ) .

inx Sere (- ) under x for seghol (7) . Seghol (= ) under , for4 .

sere

5.

ָהּונֲעַמְׁש

:TTהָתָרְפֶאְב :

yay There is a 1 before , which was afterwards stricken out . Qames

(-) under for pathaḥ (-) .

7 Hatef-pathaḥ (= ) under y for pathaḥ (- ) .

Tax Qames ( -) under for pathaḥ ( = -).

6 . 731 Seghol (= ) under , for sere (-) .

Qames (1) unker for pathaḥ (=) . Shewa simplex (7 ) under
7

y for ḥatef-pathaḥ (= ) . Pataḥ (-) under for qames ( ) .

Pathaḥ (=) under for qames ( ).

Hatef-pathaḥ ( =) under y for pathaḥ ( = ).

7. $12) Pathaḥ ( = -) under y for games (7) .

Qames ( ) under for pathaḥ (= ) .

077 Scriptio plena .

Qames ( 7 ) under 7 for pathaḥ (=) .

8.7nmen ? Hatef- pathaḥ ( =:) under 17 for qames (7) . Scriptio plena.

9 . 77373 Shewa simplex (7) under 7 for qames (7 ).

10.574 Hatef-pathaḥ ( = :) under y for pathaḥ ( = - ).

5x Qames (-) under x for pathaḥ (=) .

11. yaviy Qames (7 ) under , for pathaḥ ( =-).

nox Seghol (=) under X for hatef-seghol ( 5. ).

Jivi Pathaḥ (=-) under · for Qames (F).

792 Seghol (5) under y for shewa simplex (7) .

XDƏ oSeghol (7 ) under for sere (-) .

? .

07078 Qames ( ī ) under for pathaḥ ( = -). Seghol (= ) under for

sere (+ ) .

אֵסִכְל

.Scriptioplena12.יתדֶעְו
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םג

םֶהיִנְּב

Qames ( ) under for pathah (=) .

Sere (=) under for shewa simplex (7 ) . Seghol ( = -) under
-

for sere (-) .

79 Pathaḥ ( = -) under y for hatef- pathaḥ ( = ) .

7 Hatef-pathaḥ (3) under y for pathaḥ (=) .

14. 'nmu Hatef-pathaḥ (+) under n for games (7) .

'72 Pathaḥ ( =-) under y for hatef -pathaḥ (=) .

7 Hatef-pathaḥ (5) under vi for pathaḥ ( = ).

UX Seghol (=) under for sere (-) .

15 . MTI Scriptio defectiva.

1:722 Qames ( 7 ) under x for þatef-pathaḥ (=) . Pathaḥ ( = -) under

for qames (F) .

TTOMI Pathaḥ (=-) under for qames (7) .

1297? Qames (7) under 7 for pathaḥ (=) .

Ş'IN Qames (7) under 17 for pathaḥ (=-).

PSALM XLVI. 10

3 .

4 .

1. 1333 Qames (7) under 3 for pathaḥ ( = - ). Dagesh wanting in 3.

map Qames (7. ) under 7 for pathaḥ ( =- ).

y Hatef-pathaḥ (= ) under y for pathaḥ ( = - ).

2. Diz Seghol (=) under for hatef-seghol (= ) .

non? Qames ( 7 ) under y for pathaḥ ( =- ). Shewa simplex ( 7 ) under

for hatef -pathaḥ ( ).

iyy Scriptio plena.

Sy Hatef-pathaḥ ( 7 ) under y for pathaḥ ( - ).

Pathaḥ ( - ) under for seghol ( -:-).

Qames ( 1) under à for pathaḥ ( =) . Pathaḥ ( = ) under X for

hatef-pathaḥ (= ) .

777 17
Pathaḥ ( -- ) under for dames ( ).

1979 Pathaḥ ( =-) under j for dames ( 7 ).

na Qames ( 7 ) under for pathaḥ ( -- ) .

Qames (---) under for shewa simplex ( :-) . Scriptio plena.

52 Qames ( 7 ) under ) for pathaḥ (= ) .

714: Hatef-pathaḥ ( - :-) under Y for shewa simplex (+) . Pathaḥ ( - )

under 17 for qames ( ).

IPathahּורמחי

ותואגב

5.

ּוחְמָׂשְו

ׁשדְק ק

6 .
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Dig Seghol under X for hatef-seghol ( - ) .

7. nigro ? Qames (7 ) under y for pathah ( = ).

Jan Pathah ( = ) under for ( 7 ).

. .

Qames ( ) under for pathah ( = ) .
8 .

Ourץראה MS.readsץרא

בגשמ

hasהוהי. been added afterםיהלאThe word

רשא

10-תֹומָחְלִמ

9 .

ץיִצְקְי

0x Qames (1) under X for hatef-pathah (5 ) .

Hatef-pathah under n for dames (7 ) .

7 Hatef-pathah (= ) under y for pathaḥ ( =) .

1737?
Seghol ( = ) under 3 for sere (- ) .

1 ? $ 7 Pathah (= ) under 17 for qames ( ).

nawi! Qames ( ) under " for pathah ( - ) .

Seghol (7 ) under 3 for sere ( -- ).

n'ın Qames (7 ) under for hatef- pathah ( -: ) .

nigay Qames ( 7 ) under y for hatef-pathah ( =) .

Pathaḥ (=) under > for dames ( 7 ). Seghol (=) under for

sere (- ) .

Hatef-pathaḥ (5 ) under X for qames ( 7 ).

Pathaḥ (-) under for dames ( ).

Qames (1) under , for pathaḥ (= ) .

Qames ( 7 ) under · for pathaḥ (=) .

שאב

11 .
יִכֹנָא

12 .
בגשמ

בקֲעַי

PSALMLI.אנ

1.ַחֵצַנְמַל

2 .

.

?
Qames ( 7 ) under , for pathaḥ (= ) .

xida Scriptio defectiva.

Seghol (= ) uuder X for sere ( - ) .

Pathaḥ ( =) under for dames ( ).

Qames ( -) under for pathah (- ) .

Qames ( 7) under for pathaḥ ( = ) .

Hatef-qames ( 77 ) under for qames ( ). Seghol ( =) under )

for sere ( - ) .

Seghol ( = ) under X for hatef-seghol ( = ) .

770N Shewa simplex ( 7 ) under 7 for seghol (7) .

Scriptio plena.

'yon Pathaḥ ( =-) under y for qames ( 7 ) .

? The nn is not found in the MS.

ויָלֵא

אב

הב

עַבָׁש

יננח
3.

םיִהֹלֱא

ברכ

4.הברה
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ינרהט forהfor pathah ( - ). Pathah ( - ) underטQames (t ) under

.()( )

.forhireqׂשHatef -pathah (- ) underיִתיִׂשָע

.(-)for pathahעandמQames (+ )under bothןַעַמְל

)ו(). + קַּדְצִּת(

.(;)for gamesוHatef -games (-:)underְךֶרְבָדְּב

.(;)for gamesׁשHatef -games (r )underָךֶטְפָׁשְב

(-)for shewa simplex ( -). Hatef -pathahבPathah (- )underןֹווָעְּב

,for qames ( ; ). Scriptio defectiveעunder

forמ hatef -seghol ( . ). Qames ( - )underחSeghol ( : ) underיִנְתַמְחִי

7 .

( ) ( ). ( )

hatef - pathah ( -:) .

6. 773 ? Seghol (= ) under 7 for shewa simplex (5 ) .

(= ) ( ).

177! Pathaḥ ( = - ) under 17 for qames (5 ) . Qames ( 7 ) under 7 for

pathaḥ ( -- ).

+7 ?'y ? Sere ( ---) under ) for seghol (= ) .

- (5 ) i .

( 7.) y (- ).

PISA Qames ( 7 ) under 7 for pathaḥ (---).

- (+ 7 ( .

? -qames ( 7 ( 7 ).

( -) ) (5) . - (= )

( ). .

' ( ) 7 - ( = .

for pathah (- ) .

8 . ( - ( ).

Scriptio defectiva.

(1) ( )

- ( ( ).

Seghol (5 ) under X for sere ( - ).

( ) ) .

( ( ).

( ) ( ).

10.'Youn Seghol (7 ) under y for sere ( -- ).

( ) ( F ).

? (= ) ( ).

[In order to save space, the remaining variations of the MS . under consideration, are placed
in tabular form.-Ed.)

11 .

.: |:

ז:ז

תמא .(...)for hatef -segholאSeghol ( - ) under

תוחטב

.(+)for qibbusתShureg (1 )withםֶתָפְבּו

.(-)for gamesחHatef -qames (7 )underהָמְכָח

9.ינאטַחַּת .(.)(

for sereאSeghol ( - ) underבוזאב

.(-)for pathahכQames ( - ) underינסבכת

.(-)for pathahאQames ( ; )underןיִּבְלַא

10.)ע().

.(;)for gamesתPathah ( - ) underהָנְלִגָּת

.(;)for gamesתPathah ( - ) underָתיִּכִה

14.

יִאָטָחֵמ

יָתֹונֹוֲע

החמ

שדח

1
5
.

יָאָטֲחֵמ

יתנוע

החמ

שדח

לא

ְךְׁשְדָק

לא

12 .

חַקְּת

הָביִׁשָה

הָדְמַלֵא

םיעשפ

ָךיֶכָרְּד

ְךיֶלֵא

ובושי

חָּקִּת

הָביִׁשַה

הָדְמָלַא

םיעְׁשֹופ

ְךֶכָרְּד

ְךיֶלֶא

ובושי

13 .

ְךְׁשְדָק

א
ֵ
ל
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16 .
הָנְּתֵאְו

םיהלא

ץֹוְּפחַּת

19.

םיהלא

יהלא

יִתָעּושְת

21 .

הָנְּתֶאְו

םיהלא

ץפְחַּת

זַא

לע

ךֲחַּבְזִמ

םיהלא

יהלא

יִתָעּוׁשְת

יָנדֲא

יַתָפְׁש

ץפְחַת

17 .

ז:

יָתָפשלַע

ץופְחַתְךֵתָּבְזִמ
18 .

ָבְז
ח

חַבְז

1 .

ת
ִ
ּ
ת
ֵ
ּ
ן

2 .

9 .

TT :

לֵאָה
3 .

4 .

10.5 .

ןֵּתִּת

ונל

העמשא

הָמ

לאה

ויָדיִסַח

ובושי

ויאדיל

ןֹוּכְׁשִל

תמאו

םולש

ּוקָׁשָנ

תֶמֱא

ףָקְׁשִנ

ּונֵצְרַאְו

םשיו

ְךֶרֶדָל

ויָמָעְפ

PSALMLXXXV.הפ.

ַחֵצָנְמַל

ְךֵצְרֶאּונָל

ָּתְבָׁשהעמשא

הַמ
תּובְׁש

ְךָּמַע

ויָדיִסֲח
תפסא

ובושי
ָתֹוביִׁשֵה

רֶפַהְוויָאֵריִל

םָלֹועְלַהןּכְׁשִל

ףָנֵאֵּתתמאו

ְךֹוׁשְמִּתםֹולָׁשְו

ְךֶּפַאּוקָׁשָנ

תמא

ףָקְׁשִנ
רֹודְו

אלהונצראו

םֶׂשָיְו
בושת

ְךֶרֶדְל
ונייחת

ְךַעְׁשִיְווימעפ

6.

חצנמל

ָךְצְרַא

תבש

(keri)תיבש

ְךָּמע

ָּתְפַסָא

ָתֹוביִׁשֲה

רַפָהְו

םָלֹועְלַה

ףָנֵאֵּת

ְךֹׁשְמִּת

ְךְפַא

רדְל

רֹדָו

אלַה

בּושָת

וניחת

ְךַעְׁשִיְו

ֹודְל
ר

13 .7 .

14 .

8.

4 .2 .

.5לעֵמ

חק
.PSALMCVIII

הָריִׁשֲאםיִּמַעָב

ףֲא

הרועםִיַמָׁש

לבְנַהְךֶדְסַח

הָריִעֲא

םיִקָחְׁש

םיִמָעָב

לַעֵמ

םִיָמָׁש

ְךֶדְסֶח

דַעְו

םיִקֲחְׁש

3 .

הָריִׁשָא

ףַא

הָרּוע

לָבְנַה

הָריִעָא

רַחָׁש

דַעְו

רחש
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6 .

10.

7 .

םירפאו

יִקְקֹוחְמ

יצחר

לע

םודא

עעורתא

יִנְלְבֹוי

דע

םודא

אלה

אצת

וניתואבצב

הָבַה

אוָׁשְו

םיהלאב

ליח

סובי

ָךֶּתִמַא

לע

םִיָמָׁש

לעו

ץֶרָאַה

ןַעַמְל

ןּוצְלַחְי

יננעו

רְּבִּד

ֹוׁשְדָקְּב

הזלעֵא

11 .

םירפאו

יִקְקֹחְמ

יִצחר

לע

םודא

עֶעֹורְתֶא

ינליבוי

דע

םודא

אֹלֲה

אצה

וניתאבצב

הָבָה

אושו

םיהלאב

לִיָח

ְךִּתִמֲא

לע

םִיַמָׁש

לעו

ץֶרָאָה

ןַעַמְל

ןּוצְלָחְי

יננעו

רֶּבִּד

ֹוׁשְדָקְּב

הזלעא

הָקְזַחֲא

קֶמֵעְו

תֹוּכְס

רדמא

8.

12 .

13 .

הָקְלֲחַא

קֶמֵעְו

תכס

רדמא

יִלְו

הֶׁשָנְמ

9.

השנמסּובָי

2. יביוא

ויִּתְלָכְי

יָרָצ

ינאו

לגי

לָמְג

PSALMIXIII.גי

דֶעיביא

ְךיִנָּפויתלכי

יניממיַרָצ

ינאו
יָניֵע

ןָׁשיִא

דע

ְךיִנָּפ

ינממ

יניע

ןַׁשיִא

רמא'

6.4 .

לֶגָי

ַמָג
ל

רָמאי

5.

1הרעמב .

( Some late erasure has been made in the

punctuation of , and , with what object

does not appear .)

במק
.PSALMICXLII

הָרָעְּמְבילע

חראב

ְךֵלַהֲא

טיִּבַה

הארו
יִתָרצ

ויָנָפְלריכמ

דיגאשרוד

ףַטַעְתִתְּבְךיֶלֵא

5 .

יָלע

חרואב

ְךֵלָהַא

טֵּבָה

הארו

ריִּכָמ

שרוד

ְךיֶלֵא

ְךֹוּפְׁשֶא

3.

ךּפְׁשֶא

יתרצ

ויָנָפְל

דיגא

ףֶטעְתִתְּב
6 .4 .
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7 .

וצמא

ינממ

וריתכי

לומגת

ּוצְמָא

ינממ

ּורִּתכי

למגת

8 .

םייחהםייחה

הָביִׁשְקַההָביִׁשְקַה

יתולדיִתֹולָד

יַפְדֹרְמיָפְדֹרֵמ

Iereחנתאבחתפ is a note

PSALM CXXXVIII. In the MS. it is numbered 'Sp.

1 .

2 .

as a correction .

.זלק .

דִוָדְלדִוָדְלקַחְרֶּמִמקַחְרֶּמִמ

The MS . contain
sָךֶרְמִזֲאָךֶרְמְזָאעדי

probablyי forיand aboveהוחתשאהוחתשאערי

ְךְׁשְדָקְךְׁשְדָק

ְךִּתִמֲאְךֵּתְמַאיניחתינייחת

יַבְיֹא
The Massoret .noteלכ

ְךֵרָיָךֶדָי
yet we have itםלוחב'כis

In placeof this wordיִנעְׁשֹותְו

theיִנְזִחאתְוthe MS .contains
יננעתויננעתו

ינבהרתינביהר

זוע

ּוריִׁשָיְוָךֶניִמְיָךֶניִמְי

רמגירומגי
לָפָׁשְולַפָׁשְו

הבָגְוָהֹובָגְויִׂשֲעַמWrit.inst.השֲעַמ

7 .'

pointed with qames.

3 .

. ' ,

other word being given as a var

.iant.

ּורְׁשָיְו
5 .

8 .6 .
2.

5 .

3.

.iswritten by another handאמקPSALM CXLI . The number

תאׂשִמתֵאְׁשָמלָבּוWrittenלבו

יָּפַּכםַחְלִאםָחְלֶא
יפכ

תחנמתחנמםהיִּמענִמְּבםֶהיֵמעְנָמְּב

בֶרֶעבֶרֶעקיִּדַצקיִּדַצ

הָרְצִניניWrittenאיִנָי
הרצנ

לעלַעעלסעָלֶס

םֶהיִטְפֹוש
םהיטפש

לד
לד

יִרָמַא
יתפשירמא

לאלַאחְלֿפ

עֶקבּוַעֵקֹובּו
ערער

צְרָאָבץראב
עָׁשֶרְּב

עשרב

ילעפיִלֲעֹוּפּוניֵמָצֲעּוניֵמָצע

6 .

יָתָפְׁש

ַחֵלֹופ

7 .4 .

**ז-
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ְךיֶלֵא

8.

10 .

ילעופ
יִלָעפ

וירמכִמְּבויָרמִכָמְּב

דחידחי

יכנאיכנא

Omitted in textדע

ְךיֶלֵא

Writ.in.םיִהֹלֱא MSהִוְהִי

יניע

יִׁשְפַניִׁשְפָנ

יִנֵרְמָׁשיִנֵרְמָׁש

חָפ
חפ

תֹוׁשְקמּותֹוׁשְקֹומּו

9.

and added above the line.

רובעא
רובעֶא

1 .

5 .

תֶלֶעְּפ

2.

6 .

7 .

3 .

חכ.
.PSALMXXVIII

בשהבשה
ְךיֶלֵאְךיֶלֶא

שרחהשרחתםהלםֶהָל

השחתהשחתּוניִבָיוניבי

יִּתְלַׁשְמִנְויִּתְלָׁשְמִנְותֹולֲעְּפ

יַנּונֲחַּתיָנּונֲחַּתהֶׂשֲעַמהֶׂשַעָמ

ויָדָי
וידי

ְךיִלֵאְךיֶלֶא

יאשנביאשונבםסרהיססרהי

יָדָייָנּונֲחַּתיָנּונֲחָּת

ְךֶׁשְדָקְךֶׁשְדָק

יִזֲעָמּו
.Inour MSלַאלַאיִנְנָמּו

םעםֹולָׁשיֵרְבִּדןֶוָאיֵלֲעפםעְויִּתְרזענויִּתְרָזענו

Thisזלעיוזולעיו sentence is not in.םֶהעו

זוע

Inour.ונ MSּומָל

הָעָרְוהָעָרְוהָעיִׁשֹוההעיִׁשֹוה

םָבָבְלִּבםָבָבְלִּבְךֵרָבּוְךֵרָבּו

ןֵּתְךֶתָלֲחַנְךֶתָלַחָנ

םאׂשָנְו
םֵאְׂשִנְו

עורכו
עַרְכּו

םֶהֵלְלַעַמםֶהֵלְלַעַמדעדַע

הֶׂשֲעַמְּכהֶׂשֲעַמְּכםָלֹועָהםָלֹועַה

םֶהָלםהל

8.

.

the text but is added in the mar

gin in Rabbinical characters.

9 .

4 .

3 .1 .

יִתָגַאָׁשְּב

םָמֹוי

הָלְיַלְו

PSALMXXXII.בל

עֶׁשֲאיִתָנֲאַׁשְּב

םָמֹוי
הָאָטַח

בשָחְיהָלְיַלָו

4 .

עשפ

האטח

בשחי

זז־:

2 .
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5.

יַלָע

ָךֶדָי

ץיק

יִנֹועו

יֵלֲע

יַעָׁשְפ

יִתאָטַח

לֵלַּפְתִי

ְךיֶלֵא

יָלָע

ָךֶדָי

ץִיָק

יִנֹועְו

יֵלָע

יֶעָׁשְפ

יִתאָטָח

לֵּלַּפְתִי

ְךיֵלֲא

תֵעְל

אצמ

ףֶטְׁשִל

םימ

םיִּבַר

ּועיִּגַי

הָּתַא

רתס

רצמ

תֵעְל

אוצמ

ףֶטֶׁשְל

םִיָמ

םיִּבָר

ּועיִגָי

הָּתָא

רתס

רְצִמ

7 .

6 .

The last page of the MS. is so blurred that it was impossible to continue the

notes to this Psalm .

TABULAR VIEW.

ז:

for 141 for 13 for 90
.
ר
| |י

13 2 - 24

2

for , 13 for 26 for 47 for 3

|
:

|
:

[
:

|
:

|.
|

|
|
::

T 36 23 6

9 3

There are eighteen differences occurring once each .

Scriptiones plenæ , 56

Scriptiones defectivæ , 8
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םיכלמםיתרשמ. - .

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE TERMINOLOGY OF HEBREW GRAMMAR.

BY PROFESSOR DR . WILHELM BACHER ,

Budapest, Hungaria.

notםיכלמ,says:המהוםתלשממתחתהלמהןוכתו using the expression

set:םהילעםירטוששי.....תויתואההלא over the letters and their rulers

In the May number of HEBRAICA (p. 64 ) Dr. Felsenthal says of the oldest

ante -Qimḥi grammarians: “ They called them the seven kings (D'970) , and the

shºwâ they called the servant (nown).” This remark is based upon the common

view that the appellation “ kings ” for vowels was used by the ancient Hebrew

grammarians to mark the contrast with the “ serving ” sh‘wâ . That this view is

erroneous I have already shown in my work Abraham Ibn Ezra als Grammatiker ,

( Strassburg i . E. , 1882 ) p . 61 , Anm . 1 . What I have stated there I will briefly

repeat here and supplement this with some further considerations .

Already Ben Asher calls the vowels D350 , cf. Digdugê ha-ț'amim , ed .

Baer and Strack , % 10 : D'3019 2 " Dishonylu 071, “ they (the vowels)

are the seven kings , appointed as rulers over the twenty-two consonants .” They

are accordingly called “ kings,” because they are the lords of the consonants and

the sounds giving them motion . Mónahem b. Sarug , in the same sense , though

, :

1790189 79219 , “ the word is confirmed under their government, and they

are its rulers and possessors.” (Maḥbereth ed . Filipowski , p. 4a) . According to

M'naḥem then , the vowels are the rulers of the word ; they determine its pro

nunciation and meaning ; but at another place ( 1. c . p . 7b ) he calls them “ those

:

Onix D:90199. " The same thing, although from another point of view , we find

also in Dunash ben Labrât the opponent of Menahem , who in his anti-critique of

the latter calls the vowels “ the seven fathers of speech ” -nyu xo207nIX

( criticae vocum recensiones , p . 5 ) . In Jehuda Hayyug, the founder of the new

science of Hebrew grammar, there appears in the midst of the Arabic text the

traditional Hebrew term Di3500 nyan (cf. my work über die grammatische

Terminologie des... Hajjug [Wien , 1882] , p . 18 ; also Derenbourg , Opuscules et

Traités d'Abou'l Walid , p . 274 ) . But neither in him nor in Ibn Ġanâh is there the

least indication that sh‘wâ is considered as “ serving ” and the vowels, over against

the shºwâ , as " rulers . ” The contrast between D's and Dinnen is known to

the old grammarians in reference to the root-letters and function-letters. The

former are called D'350, the latter Dinne by Dunash ben Labrât , 1. c . p . 5b ,

as also by his pupil Jehudî ben Shesheth, in his criticism of M‘nahem's pupils

(Liber Responsiorum , ed . Stern , p . 28 , 1. 22 ) cf. Die grammatische Terminologie

etc., p. 25, Anm . 2 .

Joseph Qimḥi with whom a new theory of Hebrew vowels begins to assert

itself , namely the division into five long and five short vowels , cannot emancipate

himself entirely from the old terminology. His definition of sh'wâ begins with

the following words : “ Know that the sh'wâ is not a vowel by itself, and that it has

not been made a ruler among the seven kings , for the glory of kingship was not

(

. I

bestowed(הוכילמהאלוהמצעינפבהעונתהניאאבשהיכעד upon it

I quote this passage from.תוכלמדוההילעןתנאליכםיכלמהעבשב
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the 1971 190, from the manuscript copy kindly put at my disposal by Mr.

S. J. Halberstam .

The sh®wâ then is for him also not yet a “ servant ” of the vowels ; it is

only not a king like them, simply because it is not a vowel . In Moses Qimḥi's

short handbook ny77 34 7700 no definition of the shºwâ is found..

David Qimủi , however, says in his 50529, in the beginning of the section on

the sh‘wa (ed. Lyck , fol . 138 b ; ed. Fürth , fol. 154 b ) , but without any reference

to the term o's , “ The shºwâ is not a vowel , but serves the vowels.” (8107

nivann MN X 7X NYIIN 733X) . With this the term “ servant”

came to be used for the shºwâ in the same degree as Qimḥi exerted an influence

on the later grammarians. Benjamin ben Jehudâ , of Rome, who lived at the close

of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth centuries, says concerning

the sh'wâ in his little work , which is often printed as an introduction to Moses

Qimủi's grammar (cf. the collection of D'p1727 , edited by Elia Levita , in Bom

berg's printing officin , Venice, 1546 ) : n'vo'xn po nyijn nay 13

" (
,

or to be emended into annuo) . Two hundred years later, Elia Levita , next to

the Qimḥis the most influential grammarian , transferred the name of “ kings,”

which formerly was the designation of the seven vowels in the old system , to the

ten vowels of the new system , and he says in his grammar (which is partly

) (
.

,15,.isto be read_as feminine ,as in 1 Kgs .Iתרשמprobably)תועונתהתא"

.mentionedabove )p .55 ,Dםיקודקדinthe collection of)הילאיקרפ(metrical

הרבהבםיכלומה
הרשעהםיכלמהלא

הרושכלודגלןוטק שמחלתותרשמשמח

ארבנךכלואושומשו
םלכלתרשמדחא

read:םיכלמלתרשמארקנרשא of the sh *wd

That is , of the ten kings, the five short ones serve the five long ones ; but all

are served by the shºwâ set apart for this purpose . P. 58 a, of the same book we

: .

We will refer here only to Abraham Balmes, who in 17738 1732a (Venice,

1523) introduces section three ( 77171739 17e ), with a long explanation of the

division of the vowels into Diss9 and Oity. Also Prophiat Duran ( Efodi )

may be referred to, who ascribes the use of the word d'70 for the seven

vowels to Ibn Ezra (Ma'sé Efod , ed . Friedländer and Kohn , ( Wien , 1865 ) p . 34 ,

ןבאהםתואארקוהעבשםימכחהתצקהזינפמםתואוחינהרבכו

but he still has the correct,(םהיפלעםינמיסהתעונתגהנתהלםיכלמארזע

signs,תולוק of the sounds

),

idea that the vowels are called kings “ because the letters (D'O'D = nInix ,as

, ) are governed by their command,” i . e . , just as Ben

Asher expressed it , because the vowels govern the consonant signs.

I will improve this opportunity to refer also to an appellation of the seven

vowels which is found in the Arabic commentary of Saadya on the book Jetsira ,

quoted in Derenbourg's Manuel du Lecteur, p. 207. rixi3 yo28 , the seven

. = .
.:has in other connections a musical meaningהמיענ.IIeb=המגנ,Sounds
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THE ARAMAIC LANGUAGE.

BY PROF. E. KAUTZSCH , D. D. ,

Tuebingen , Germany.

TRANSLATED FROM KAUTZSCH'S GRAMMATIK DES BIBLISCH -ARAMÄISCHEN .

By Professor Charles R. Brown, Newton Centre, Mass.

81. THE RELATION OF BIBLICAL ARAMAIC TO THE REMAINING SHEMITIC

LANGUAGES.

The Aramaic dialect occurring in a few sections of the Old Testament ( Dan .

II . , 4b-VII. , 28 ; Ezra IV. , 8 — VI., 18 ; VII . , 12-26 ; Jer. X. , 11 , as well as in two

words of Gen. XXXI. , 47 ) is a member of the West - Aramaic group of dialects.

The latter, together with the closely related East -Aramaic group , forms the Ara

maic branch of the Shemitic, or more narrowly , of the North -Shemitic family of

languages.

Concerning the ramification of the Shemitic family generally, cf.: E. Renan,

histoire générale des langues sémitiques . 4. ed. Paris 1864; Gesenius-Kautzsch,

hebr. Grammatik 8% 1 , 2 , and the literature there under & 1. No. 6 ; B. Stade, Lehr

buch der hebr. Gramm ., Leipzig 1879, 88 2-11 ( with searching consideration of the

later literature ); E. König, histor.-krit. Lehrgebäude d . hebr. Sprache, Leipzig

1881, & 3. Concerning the Aramaic in particular: Th. Nöldeke, “Aram " in

Schenkel's Bibellexicon I , 229 sq. , as well as in the “ Ausland," for 1867, p. 778 sq .

(“ Namen und Wohnsitze der Aramäer ” ) and in Ztschr. der deutschen morgenl.

Gesellschaft, Vol.XXV. ( 1871) , p . 113 sq. (“ Die Namen der aram . Nationund

Sprache ” ); Schrader , “ Aram ” in Riehm's Hdwörterb . des Bibl . Alterthums, p. 79

sq .; Volck , “ Aram ” in Herzog- Plitt's Protestant. Realencyklopädie, 2. ed . , I, 601

sq.(with copious references to theliterature ); H. Strack, Einleitung ins A. Test.,

in Zöckler's Handb . der theolog. Wissenschaften I , 191 sq. (Add to these : David ,

grammaire de la langue araméenne [in the Syriac language) , Paris 1880 ; R. Dural,

traité de grammaire syriaque. Paris 1881 ) .

The above definition presupposes a division of the Shemitic dialects into ( 1 )

the Arabic -Ethiopicbranch, as the South - Shemitic, as distinguished from (2) the

North -Shemitic, including the other three chief-branches ofthe Shemitic family

(the Canaanitic , the Aramaic and the Assyrian- Babylonian ).

§ 2. GRADUAL EXTENSION OF THE WEST-ARAMAIC DIALECT .

The home of the West -Aramaic dialect was the territory between the upper

Euphrates and the Mediterranean Sea (with the exception of course of the Phæni

cian coast-line ) . This territory includes the regions South and South -West of Da

mascus, extending, therefore, as far as the boundaries of the kingdom of Israel

( cf. 1 Sam. x . , 6 , concerning the conflict of David with the Aramæans of Beth

rehob, who, according to Judg. XVIII . , 28, lived in the immediate neighborhood

of Dan) . In early times, however, the Aramaic began to advance further South

and to dispossess the Canaanitic dialects (including Hebrew) until finally - about

the middle of the second century B. C.-it became the common language of the

country in Syria, Palestine and the adjacent countries on the East.

Detached points of contact with the Aramaic , not all borrowed directly there

from , however, canbe established even in pre-exilic books of the Old Testament

composed on the soil of the Northern kingdom, certainly, e . g. , in the Song of Sol

omon and in certain parts of Judges. A direct influence of Aramaic was doubt

less opened by the deportations of Israelites spoken of in 2 Kgs. XV. , 29 and

XVII., 6 ( 734 and 722 B. C. ) ; for after that, according to 2 Kgs., XVII. , 24, ( cf.

also Ezra IV . , 2, 10 ) the thoroughly depopulated land was occupied by colonists

who had come in part from territory where Aramaic was spoken (e . g . Hamath) .
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In Judah, as far as we can judge, the written language was maintained ,

almost without Aramaic influence, until the close of theseventh century. It is

shown by 2 Kgs. XVIII ., 26 , however ( cf. Isa. XXXVI., 11), that toward the end of

the eighth century (the occurrence relating thereto falls in the year 701 ) Aramaic

was understood, at least bythe principal men in Judah, and, consequently, already

was a language of internationaltrade, or, at any rate, of diplomacy. This fact is

confirmed in the Aramaic legends which have been preserved (beside an Assyrian

text) on tablets of clay, as well as on fragments from the ruins of Assyrianand

Babylonian palaces(afterwards, also, on old Persian coins); cf. Schrader ,ZDMG ,

1872, p. 167 , and the literature there ; further, Levy, Gesch . der jüd. Münzen,

Lpz., 1862, p . 147 , sq.; de Vogue', Mélanges d'archéologie orientale , Paris, 1868, p.

193, sq.1 The first direct influence of Aramaic on the Hebrew is to be found in

Jeremiah2 (cf. Zimmer, Aramaisme Jeremiani I , Halle, 1880 ) , more certainly, and

already of a grammatical sort, in Ezekiel ; while the writers of the last part of

the Exile (Isa . XIII . , sq ., xxxiv ., XXXV. , XL . - LXVI.) and shortly after the same

(Haggai, Zechariah , and even Malachi and the memoirs of Nehemiah worked

into the book of Nehemiah) are distinguished by a comparatively pure Hebrew.

In the exilic and post-exilic parts of the Pentateuch and of Joshua, which

formerly were designated as the Original Writing, or Elder Elohist (now as the

Priests.Codex , or Q ) the influence of Aramaic is shown more in the domain of

lexicon thanof grammar (cf. concerning this especially Riehm , in the Theolog.

Studien u. Kritiken, 1872 , p . 283 , sq . , and V. Ryssel, de Elohista Pentateuchici

Sermone, Lpz ., 1878 , both holding fast to the pre-exilic composition of the Priest's

Codex, though Ryssel especially, by his careful and profound investigations, has

produced much evidence for the opposite view ) ; Giesebrecht opposes Ryssel (" Zur

Hexateuchkritik ,” in the Ztschr. f. die Alttest. Wissensch ., 1881, p. 177, sq.) and

his conclusions are modified again , in some particulars, by Driver, “ On Some

Alleged Linguistic Affinities of the Elohist ” (in the Journal of Philology, Oct.,

1882, p. 201 , sq .). Still stronger is the Aramaic coloring in several post-exilic

books; in particular, Chronicles, Esther and , to the most marked degree, in

Koheleth and certain Psalms ( cf. for Koheleth the commentaries of Franz

Delitzsch , Lpz . , 1875 , p . 197 , sq. and C. H. Wright, The Book of Koheleth ,

London, 1883, p. 488 , sq .; concerning Books II.-v. of the Psalms, ef . Giese

brecht, “ Ueber die Abfassungszeit der Psalmen,” in Ztschr. f . die Alttest. Wis

sensch ., 1881, p. 276, sq .).

3. CONTEMPORANEOUS USE OF ARAMAIC AND HEBREW .

It is presupposed by documents in Ezra (IV ., 8-22 ; V. , 6–17 ; VI . , 6–12 ; VII. ,

11-26) that, under the Persian supremacy , Aramaic was used in diplomatic

intercourse with Western Asia. The fact , however, that the author of the

present book of Ezra (toward the end of the fourth century B. C. ) , after giving

the Aramaic documents ( IV. , 8 , sq. ) , carries on his own narrative in Aramaic, and

that the author of Daniel (about 167 B. C. ) , after the conversation between

Nebuchadnezzar and the Chaldeans ( II . , 4-11), continues, up to the end of chapter

1 Of course we must not conclude from these Assy . Baby. parallels, with v. Gutschmid (Neue

Beitraege zur Gesch. des alten Orients, Leipzig, 1876 , p . 18, sq .) that the business world in Nine

veh then spoke Aramaic and no longer understood the official ( Assyrian ] language. (As it is

said to follow also, according to v . Gutschmid , from 2 Kgs. XVIII ., 26, that a dialect of the Ara

maic was the popular language in the territory of the Euphrates and the Tigris already in the

eighth century ). For the contrary cf. Schrader , Keilinschriften und Geschichtsforschung

(Giessen , 1878 ), p. 62 sq . - Least of all may we conclude from the above facts that the Aramaic

idiom naturalized in Palestine in the last centuries B. C. could only have been imported from

Babylonia ; cf. concerning that below $ 6, 2.

2 In this statement, we designedly leave out of consideration the Book of Job, as linguistic

ally peculiar;besides unquestionable Aramaisms (such as the frequent yang and op instead of

the Hebrew O '????) the book contains no less frequent points of contact with the Arabic store of
words.
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VII . , in Aramaic , satisfactorily show that, at that time, both writers and readers

must have been equally familiar with both dialects.

The above conclusion would still remain valid , if we had presupposed, with

Strack (Einleitung ins A. T. , p . 165 ), that, at least after Alexander the Great,

there was an Aramaic book of the narratives of Daniel, which , at the time of

Antiochus Epiphanes , was interwoven with the recently written book of visions .

Similarly affirms v . Orelli, die Alttest. Weissagung von der Vollendung des

Gottesreiches ( Wien , 1882 ) , p. 515 , sq . On the contrary, Merx (" Cur in libro

Danielis juxta Hebræam Aramæa adhibita sit dialectus ? " Hal., 1865 ) explains

the occurrence of two languages in the book on the assumption that the Aramaic

text was for the people, and the Hebrew for the learned men . In that case ,

however, the same would have to be affirmed of Ezra, which , in regard to the

Hebrew chapters in that book , is impossible . We here mention , further, the

ingenious fancy which the so - called Græcus Venetus (ed. by 0. Gebhardt, Lpz . ,

1875 ) realized in his translation of Daniel, by rendering the Hebrew parts into

Attic , and the Aramaic into the Doric dialect.

4. HEBREW SUPPLANTED, AS A LANGUAGE OF INTERCOURSE, BY ARAMAIC .

The actual dispossession of Hebrew , as the language of conversation , by

Aramaic , must be dated from the end of the third century B. C.; previous to

that an influence had been exerted, through the government of the Ptolemies and

of the first Seleucidæ , in favor of Greek rather than Aramaic. For a time , two

languages may have had sway , even in ordinary intercourse, as they do to-day

upon the border of territories where different languages are spoken , until finally

Hebrew was preserved only as the language of the schools, and , at last - perhaps

after the last pre -Christian century - only as the language of worship. As late as

the first century A. D. , however, IIebrew as such was understood , even by the

people , at least in Palestine. This can be proved by such passages as Luke iv . ,

17 sq .

That acquaintance with Aramaic on the part of the post-exilic colony at

Jerusalem must take place, as it were , of itself is shown by a glance at the con

figuration of its territory. On the North , a population speaking Aramaic extended

tolerably near to the gates of Jerusalem ; in someplaces, the new Jewish settlers

were evidently entirely surrounded by neighbors speaking Aramaic. Add to this

the fact that, for the satisfaction of most their wants , the Jews were dependent

upon foreign traders , with whom business could be transacted hardly otherwise

than in the common language of the rest of Palestine ; cf. Neh. XIII., 16 , 20, ac

cording to which even Tyrians were then settled in Jerusalem ,andother traders

from abroad were accustomed to come to the city . That a common familiarity on

the part of all the inhabitants of a district where two languages are spoken

(even though they be quite different from each other) is possible,may be observed

to-day in certain regions of Switzerland , Belgium (especially in Brussels ) and

elsewhere.

That Hebrew was understood for a long timeafter the decided victory of the

Aramaic as the language of conversation , was due, on theone hand, to the zeal

of the learned men and, on the other, to the significance of Hebrew as the sacred

language of the entire people. The first is attested by the fact that much which

is undeniably old in the language has been handed over to the post- biblical He

brew . The exclusive use of Hebrew in the reading of the Old Testament is at

tested by the uniform Jewish tradition that, in the public use of Scripture , the

most that was allowed , for a long time , was the oral interpretation of the same

into Aramaic . From the latter fact, it might be explained how the hearers gradu

ally became familiar with the Aramaic form of certain parts of the divine Word ,

as appears to follow from Matt. XXVII . , 46 and Mark xv ., 34 ( cf. also Reuss Gesch .

der hi. Schriften des A. T. , p . 723 ) ; but the demonstrative force of such passages

as Luke iv . , 17 sq ., where there is not the least intimation of an interpretation after
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the reading is not thereby annulled . It is true that in the Mishna, the habitual

interpretation of what is read appears presupposed, when, in Megilla iv . , 4 the

reader of the Law is directed to read no more than one verse to the translator,

while three are permitted in the prophetical reading( cf. also IV. , 6 regarding the

reading and interpretation of the Law by minors, and iv ., 10concerning the parts

which may be read indeed , but not translated ). But it is another question whether

this mode of procedure had arisen at the time of Jesus. We might decide cer

tainly, only if we were accurately informed as to the nature of the “ verses

(D2109 ) here intended and the date of their introduction . Just as little may

we conclude with Zunz (gottesdienstliche Vorträgeder Juden , p.61 sq. ) from the

existence of a written Targum of Job about the middle of the first century and

still older Targums of Esther and the Psalms, all of which are affirmed in the

Talmud, that therewas already a Targum of the Law on record. Cf. on this sub

ject Bleek - Wellh . Einleitung ins A. Test ., p . 606 and the citation there from the

Jerusalem Talmud, in which it is forbidden to read the interpretation from a book.

Concerning the ( infrequent) prayers in the Aramaic language, as e . g. the so-called

Qaddiš, originally “ Concluding prayer after haggadic discourses in houses of

mourning," cf. Delitzsch , Gesch . der jüd . Poesie, p . 136 ,Note.

& 5. THE REMAINS OF THE WEST -ARAMAIC DIALECT.

Whether a pagan and profane literature ever existed in the West-Aramaic (or

indeed in any Aramaic) language ,2 must remain undecided . The remains of

West-Aramaic yet existing belong chiefly to the domain of Jewish ( including

Samaritan ) religious writings. Here belong :

1 . The Aramaic portions of the Old Testament (cf. above & 1 and below & 7 ) .

Whether anyone of theso -called Apocryphal books of the Old Testament was

composed originally in West -Aramaic, it is entirely impossible to show . Jerome

i Compare the very noteworthy treatment of this question by Franz Delitzsch in " The Hebrew

New Testament of the British and Foreign Bible Society ” (Leipzig , 1883), extracts from which (in

Translation (German T.] ) might be of interest in regard to other questions. It is said there on pp.

30,31: " A friend of mine does not cease to entreat me to translate theNew Testament into the Ara

maic idiom which was spoken in Palestine in the days of Christ and his apostles ; that is, into the

language of the Palestinian Talmud and the Palestinian Targums. But his desire rests on an

illusion . The Hebrew remained even after the Exile the language of Jewish literature . The

Ecclesiasticus of Jesus Sirach was written in Hebrew, as its fragments in the Talmud show. The

original of the first book of Maccabees and of the so - called Psalter of Solomon was Hebrew. The

inscriptions on coins, the epitaphs, the liturgic prayers were Hebrew . The form of the laws was

Hebrew , as appears from their codification in the Mishna, also the book, in which, as Papias

says, Matthew had collected the sermons of the Lord , was written &Bpaidi diarékTQ. It is true,

that in that time šßpaïoti and faldaïori [? cf. concerning this below $ 6, 1 , Rem. ) were not
accurately distinguished . Nevertheless it is quite unlikely that Matthew wrote in Aramaic ; for

the Aramaic dialect of Palestine - which in the Talmud is called ' D710 ....-was the language of

daily life, the vulgar language, in which the people and also the learned were wont to converse

and to hold controversies, but 7 'EBpaiç diá )EKTOS, in which St. Paul was accosted by the exalted

Savior, Acts xxvi., 14, and in which he himself addressed the people of Jerusalem, Acts xxi. , 40 ;

xxii . , 2, [cf. below $ 6, 3] was the holy language, the language of the temple worship, of synagog

ical and domestic prayer ; of all formulas of benediction , of the traditional law ; further, the

parables, the animal fables, the lamentations for the dead in the Talmuds and Midrashim are

mostly Hebrew ; the holy language continued to be the language of the higher form of speech,

even the popular proverbs were only partly Aramaic. Josephus stating in the preface of his

work on the Jewish war, that his narrative was originally drawn up for his compatriots of inner

Asia in the common mother-tongue, certainly means the Hebrew , not the Aramaic language.

Knowledge of Hebrew was then, as now, universal among the educated of the nation . Aramaic,

on the contrary, was understood only by a small portion of the Diaspora [ Dispersion T. ) ....

Therefore it would be a useless attempt to translate the New Testament into the Palestinian

Sursi . The Shemitic woof of the New Testament Hellenism is Hebrew , not Aramaic. Our Lord

and his apostles thought and spoke [?] for the most part in Hebrew .”

2 Renan (Histoire generale, p. 259) regards this as at least probable .
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(see the proof passages in E. Schuerer's article, “ Apokryphen des A. Test.” in

Herzog's protest. Real-Encykl. 12, p. 491 sq . ) names the books of Tobit and Judith

as composed Chaldaico sermone (i. e . West Aramaic) and translated them from

this idiom into Latin , but that by no means shuts out the conclusion (which in

the case of Judith is almost indubitable, cf. Schuerer p . 505 and in other places ),

that the actual original ofboth texts was Hebrew, the Aramaic text consequently

itself a translation. (For the more recent discussions of this controversy, occasion

ed by Ad. Neubauer's issue of an Aramaic text of the book of Tobit from a Bod

leian MS. , Oxford 1878 , see in my report of 0. T. studies of 1878 in the “ Wissen

schaftlichen Jahresbericht der deutschen Morgenländ. Gesellsch.” [Leipzig 1881],

p. 23 ; Graetz declares himself in favor of a modern Hebrew original of Tobit.

See his essays on “ The Book of Tobit ” etc. in “ Monatsschr. für Gesch. u . Wis

sensch . des Judenth.” 1879 , p. 145 sq . ) . Likewise the Aramaic proverbs of Sirach ,

which have been handed down to us , partly in Talmudic citations and partly as

a compilation by themselves (as the so -called “ small Sirach ” or “ Alphabet of the

son of Sirach ” in connection with an alphabet of the Hebrew proverbs of Sirach )

prove nothing against a Hebrew original of the Greek book of Sirach . These

proverbs are , rather, in part translations of Hebrew matter, in part independent

additions of a later compiler ; cf. Delitzsch, zur Gesch. der jüd. Poesie (Leipzig

1836 , p . 20 sq . ) , L. Dukes, Rabbinische Blumenlese (Leipzig, 1844), p . 31 sq . , and

especially p. 67 sq. (where may be found more details concerning the literature of

these proverbs); according to the text of Paul Fagius ( Isny, 1542 ) Dukes gives here

twenty -three Aramaic proverbs of Sirach (besides forty -two Hebrew ones ).

2. Detached Words and Clauses in the New Testament and in the writings

of Josephus.

The samples of the language of intercourse in Palestine at the time of Jesus

and the apostles, which appear occasionally in the N. T. , would of themselves be

sufficient to contradict any fables which have arisen concerning the idiom spoken

by them. Cf. with regard to this Reiske, de lingua vernacula Jesu Christi,Jen.

1870, and particularly deRossi, dissertazioni della lingua propria diCristo e degli

Ebrei nazionali della Palestina da tempi Maccabei in disamina del sentimento di

un recente scrittore Italiano, Parma, 1772.'4. By the latter is meant the Neapol

itan Domin . Diodati and his book de Christo Graece loquente (Neap. 1767 ).

Further : H. F. Pfannkuche “ Ueber die palästinische Landessprache in dem Zeit

alter Christi und der Apostel, ein Versuch , zum Theil nach de Rossi entworfen "

in Eichhorn's Allgem . Bibliothek der bibl. Litter. Vol . VIII. ( 1798 ) 3 , p. 365 sq .

H. E. G. Paulus, verosimilia de Judaeis Palaestinensibus, Jesu etiam atque apos

tolis, non aramaica dialecto sola , sedgraeca quoque aramaisante locutis. Jena 1803 .

Winer, Gramm . des neutest. Sprachidioms 3 (Hebrew -Aramaic coloring of the

N. T. diction ; with many references to the older literature ). Franz Delitzsch

“ Ueber die palästinische Volkssprache, welche Jesus und seine Jünger geredet

haben ” in the year 1874 , No.27 of the “ Daheim ” (also in the Zeitschrift “ Saat

auf Hoffnung ” 1874 , p. 195 sq .); the same, “ Traces of the vernacular tongue in

the gospels ” in the Hebrew Student ” (Chicago ), Nov. , 1882 , p. 81 sq .; Dec., p .

104 sq ., Sept., 1883 , p . 1 , sq . Concerning the bad pronunciation of the Galileans

indicated in Matt. XXVI. , 73 , Mark XIV ., 70 (Acts 11. , 7 ) , which appeared especially

in the complete ignoring of gutturals, cf. the Talmudic proofs in Wetstein, Nov.

Test. , on Matt. xxvI., 73; Meuschen, Nov. Test. ex Talmude etc. illustratum (Lipz.

1736) p . 119. The reproach was raised in particular with reference to the Galilean

pronunciation of Hebrew.

Below we give an alphabetical list1 of the samples of Palestinian Aramaic

found in the N. T. with the addition of the most important witnesses, namely, the

Codex Sinaiticus (S) , Alexandrinus [A] , Vaticanus [ B ], Ephraeme Syri [C] , Can

tabrig . [D] ; WHsignifies the readings which are adopted in the critical edition

of Westcott and Hort (London 1881 ) , Tisch . the readings of the editio octava cri

tica major of Tischendorf.

1 This list, sifted critically , seemed so much the more necessary , as, up to to -day, not only in

the New Testament commentaries, butalso in the excellent Clavis novi test. of W. Grimm , many

errors and inaccuracies in reference to these words have been dragged along.
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weהמדהריס, conclude that there was a misunderstanding of the writing

A. Single Appellatives and Proper Names.

' A 33ā ( Tisch ., on the contraryWH á33á; the same fluctuation regarding the ac

centuation of final a of the so - called Emphatic state is seen elswhere - cf.

below ya33avā, yożyoðā ,pauwvā — although properly speaking, only the circum

flex is justifiable ? XOX • tatúp , Mark xiv ., 36 and elsewhere.

'Akɛzdauáx ( so WH with B ; on the contrary Tisch. axendapax with S A. In favor

of ακ, against αχ however is also ακελδαιμαχ of codex D and ακελδαμα of codex

E, i. e .Laudianus Oxoniensis ; cf. the same difference , in the transcription

of p, below in oaßaxvavei = 'IMPIN and in paxa) = X ?? 220 xwpiov aiyaroo

· Acts 1. , 19 .-- akea (for akan ) is probably due simply to the influence of a upon

the preceding vowel, dața for deưa to the inclination elsewhere shown to con

form the sound of the Sh'wâ mobile to that of the following vowel ; cf. Gese

nius-Kautzsch, hebr. Gramm. & 10 , 1 , 2 ) , Rem . and the literature in Note 3 ).

Aquáx instead of dauá (so cod . E ) reminds us of Eelpáx = 87'D . If the Greeks

here actually heard such a sharp sound, why not in similar cases ? or must

a , ,

if not even that not occurred as an error of the copyist ? Concerning the

addition of K ( e . g . Zapadak , Num . XXXIV ., 8 = 1773 ), elsewhere of 8,0, H, v ,

o to final vowels in the Septuagint cf. Frankel, Vorstudien zu den LXX .

( Leipzig 1841), p . 97 sq .

Βαραββάς , Βαρθολομαίος , Βαριησούς, Βαριωνά , Βαρνάβας , Βαρσαββας , Βαρτιμαίος, all proper

.

Beeceßoul (so WH Matt. X. , 25; XII., 24 ; Mark 111., 22 ; Luke x1 ., 15 , 18 sq . with

SB while ACD [also S in Mark III . , 22] present BeaceBobh, the reading

adopted by Tisch .; the suppression of the 2 in the popular pronunciation, how

, = (

it) . Now 527 is certainly not equal to the modern Hebrew 52; dung, but

only the signification dwellingcan be supported. In spite of this, the meaning

of Beens. as “ Master of the dwelling, or of the kingdom ” (so e . g. Meyer on Matt.

X. 25 , who finds a confirmation of this empty appellation in the preceding oikodeo

Tórns) is to be rejected . Zebûl is rather a modification of zebûb ( cf. 312 : ya 2

Kgs. I. , 2 and elsewhere ) , although in this modification may have co -operated

not merely convenience of pronunciation (so Baudissin, art. “ Beelzebub " in

Herzog's PREI),but also thethought of 53.dung, 5921 dunging (andalso the
offering of idolatrous sacrifices ! ) .

Brzodá (more correctly, according to what was remarked under åßßāsā ) =

XIDN MS, House of Grace, is the reading of A C in John V. , 2 ; for X70m

( instead of the elsewhere usual X 7ON )one need not appeal to the Syriac

chesdā : reference to the Biblical-Aramaic pain dream is sufficient. On the

contrary Tisch . and WH according to cod. Sin . have adopted Broçadá (WH

place Boarda in the margin , as the reading of B). In the appendix p. 76 ,

WH express the opinion that both readings (of S and B) are perhaps only bad

.sonרָּבnames compounded with

ever)=לּובְזלֵעְּב(notלַעַּב , would be scarcely striking
as even Grimm hasלעבnot)לּובזלעב

1 Cf. deLagarde, gesammelte Abhandlungen (Leipzig, 1866 ), p. 39, Note : “ I always change the

accents of foreign words according to my judgment; in 1 Cor., xyi . , 22, one must write papàv

adā, or renounce the reputation of being an intelligent man.” This accentuation for XIX, and

similar words restored without doubt the actual tone as it existed in the living language, but it

is to be remembered, on the other hand, that, when the penult is closed (not merely sharpened )

the acvent is carried over as paroxytone, cf. Táoxa, Mápva ; properly speaking oikepa also is

clearly for oikpa ( x720 ) . Do these examples rest upon an accommodation to the Greeks and

Romans, or may we derive from them a law (the accentuation of a closed penult hefore an open

ultima), which afterwards had been entirely ignored by Jewish tradition ? It is to be remarked,

moreover, that, contrary to the above, in Jos. Antiq. , 3, 7, 1 xavaias (891773) and 3, 10, 16 åoapvá

(Xņ739 ), appear to be transferred .
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modifications of the same name, whose correct form is probably Brocautá

[NON ' House of Olives ); nevertheless Broadá equalling X79 n'a ( cf.

thelocal name in John 1. , 45 ) place of fishery is not impossible.

Boavnpyéç ( so Tisch . and WH with S ABC) is explained in Mark III. , 17 by viol

Bpovrns. The word offers, however, manifold difficulty. That Boavn is impure

pronunciation for 'ID , which the uncultivated Galileans spoke for '22.(so e.g.

Bretschneider in his Lexicon novi testamenti ), is a monstrous assumption ; not

much better is the assertion ,which Lightfoot,appealing to Broughton ,has made

current ( Horae hebr. on Mark III . , 17 ) , that the Jews had always pronounced

sh‘wâ as oa , e . g . noabhyim for D'R'; and that hence Strabo writes Moarada

for Masada [X750 ?) . As little does w17 mean thunder , but a noisy crowd

of people and the Aram . win and 0117 is rustling, noise, not thunder.

Jerome is right in demanding for the meaning “ son of thunder" Benereem

(DY!? 13, commonly , to be sure, Dyd) . It is another question, however ,

whether Jerome(on Dan. 1. , 8 ) on this account has a right to affirm : “ Non ut

plerique putant Boanerges, sed emendatius legitur Benereem ,” especially as

he himself on Matt. x . , 4 explains the name boanerges “ ex firmitate et mag

nitudine fidei.” It appears to me in every way most probable that ?? (197)

anger, angry impetuosity, rather than v27, is contained in the word, and it is

conceivable that this mightbe expressed by viol Bpovrns. Or are weto assume

with Delitzsch (Saat auf Hoffnung 1874 , p. 208 ) a peculiar provincialism ?

Ta33atā ( Tisch .; WH yaBBadá , cf. above on á 33a ) John Xix . , 13 = XD) (emph .

state of X2 hill, which is fem. of 2.) . Concerning the transcription of shºwâ

by a cf. above åkeadauáx.

Toyodā (so Tisch.; WH yoyová ) with S ABD in Matt. XXVII . , 33 ; for the elision

of the a cf. above under BeenseBoía ; according to Levy, neuhebr. und chald.

Wörterbuch , the pronunciation xmbaza as emph. state of Xaya had been

usual. ' In the Syriac gāgultā , the first i is elided and compensated by length

ening the vowel .

' Eopatá (WH and Tisch .) Mark VII . , 34 with the best witnesses (S3 D éppeva, which

) = thyself ! It is true that the

Pattaḥ under could be for the purpose of conforming shºwâ to the full

vowel( see above on akendajax) and the form consequentlycould be Ethpeel ;

but in favor of Ethpa'al is the fact, that this form anyway is in use as passive

to nng, and not less, that the Targum on Is . XLII . , 7 expresses the opening

of the eyes by Pa'il. With regard to o for n (with Dag. ) cf. yokyoda. Since

moreover this Imperative, properly speaking , can refer only to the eyes, we

must ask whether originally annanx (with a suppression of the unaccented

final vowel in Syr. fashion ; cf. below kovu in Mark V. , 41 ) was not intended .

Kjøaç John 1. , 43 and elsewhere Xo's, emph . state of q'a rock .

Aeytáv Mark v. , 9 withS B C D , the Latin legio , but probably first by accommoda

?

Majsvă ( so Tisch.; WH pausvá, see above on å / 3,3ā ) = xpian emph. state of pipa.

The etymology is uncertain ; for the writing Xiaxa (s0 Grimm ) rests upon

the very doubtful derivation from jºx (= object of confidence). The root

assumed by Levy , ( = '39, 739 to 'allot) does not exist.

tionןֹויְגִל of the Aramaic

ןּומ

1 Did Jerome have évepyns in mind? We can suppose a great deal in his case !
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ܕ

weakensןומאמ, toטֿפ;ןומעמcorresponds to the Arabicןמעstem

De Lagarde , Gött. gel . Anz., 1884 , p. 278 , refers pauwvas to paya, whose

cond ; ,

which is authenticated in one instance, becamean or ara, in a way sim

finallyרמאי. toרמאיilar to the change of

רָמ

anointedַחיִׁשְמemph .state fromאָחישמ

whichחַסְּפ; would correspond to the Hebrewחַסְּפemph .state ofאָחְסַפ

15 =

Mápua ( cf. for the accentuation the Note under å33ā) Luke x. , 38 and elsewhere

Xņ ? the mistress, emph . state from x79, the fem . of 'n lord .

Merouac John I. , 42 and elsewhere
.

( Hebr. 'up); for the transcription, Nöldeke reminds us of leccai for "ut":

Ilao xa ( cf. for the accentuation the Note under á 337) Matt. XXVI . , 2 , elsewhere

. , ;

Jewish tradition , on the contrary, demands XIDO to which the Syr. peschā
also corresponds.

Pa 3 Zovvi (so Tisch . Mark x. , 51 and John xx. , 16 with S A C ; on the contrary

WH paßBovvelwith B ; far more badly attested is the reading pa3Jovi, although

in John xx. , 16, D also presents paßßwveí) my Lord. The vocalization is sur

prising, for all other tradition knows onlythe forms 127 and 7197. Is pa 3,3ovvi

also a Galilean provincialism ?

*Pará ( so WH Matt. v. 22 with S2 B , on the contrary Tisch . paxá with Si D ; cf.

for this vacillation in the transcription of what wassaid above on axeadauax.

according to what was remarked on aßßā, the word must be accented pakā ) ;

The word is not emph . state from p'y, but abbreviation from I??? empty , as

Xuniº (proper name) from 7ami'. ' The vocalization is again surprising.

Laravāç Matt. IV . , 10 and elsewhere , emph. state of 790 ; the form oarāv adopted

by Grimm , with the Textus Receptus , 2 Cor. XII . , 7 , is only attested by S3 A2

D2 and 3.

Likepa ( cf. for the tone under åßßā ) Luke i . , x730 , emph. state of a presup

(
as Grimm states ).

Tapidá (more correct would be again -0a ) so WH Acts ix . , 36 with B C, on the

contrary Tisch. TaButá with S A ( cf. concerning the vacillation between i and

et above in paßBove) = xu emph . state of 20 sopkás ( cf. Hebrew 23 ).

That instead of tabhyetha people spoke ţabhitha with a resolution of the con

sonant Yodh , or to the Greek ear appeared so to speak , is not improbable ; on

the contrary,theform xD'Io , with which Grimm identifies taßiðá , is rather

Syriac ( cf. below at tanwa).1

I am reminded by Siegfried's Miscellanea 11. , 10 (in Hilgenfeld's Ztschr. f .

wissensch . Theol. XXVII., 3 , p . 358 sq. ) that, after raſeda, woavva (in Matt.

XXI . , 9 and other passages) should have been established . Cf. Siegfried in the

passage cited : “ In the New Test . Commentaries, as far as we have observed,

"Soavvá is reduced to the many vin of Ps. CXVIII . , 25 ( cf. also Grimm, Lex.

N. T. 1879 , p . 4734). No doubt this was the passage intended, but the form

woavvá can not be identified with X 7. As follows from Elias Levita's ex

position in his Sefer Tisbi , the word is the Greek rendering of an abbreviated

pronunciation of that petition, Xywin , with which may be compared

Lisdol in Payne Smith , Thes.Syr. T. I.,1879 , p . 1639." In a Note Siegfried

says : “ Since writing the above, my attention having been called to Hilgen

feld, Nov. test. extra canon. receptum , fasc. IV . , p . 26 , I see that others also

have taken exception to the derivation of soavvá from the form in Biblical

Hebrew , and that Anger with Hilgenfeld's approval has referred to the Aramaic

1Levy in the neuheb. W B writes * 7' ? and explains this from the Arabic Sabbijjat maid,

girl ( ! ) , citing in addition to his own opinion Fleischer, who set the matter right already in a re

mark to Levy's Chald. WB ueber die Targumim (I. , 426 ), with the formula “ according to F. & c ." !

notרָכֵׁש however directly for the Iebrew)רַכְׁשposed
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Salomeהָיִּתַמfrom whicli Matthaios ,Matthäus )for)רָזָעְלֶאיַּתַמfor(רזעַל)

-in)יִהֹלֱא,in which of course the Iebrewיִנַּתְקַבְׁשאָמְלֹואיִהלֶאaccordingly

XIyVix. There appears to be no doubt, therefore, as to the correctness of

such an explanation .” Cf. with this also Hilgenfeld (Evangeliorum secundum

Hebraeos, etc. quae supersunt, Lips. 1884, p . 25 ) , who gives the meaning

serra nos , and appeals to A. Merx for the same.

As a characteristic of the popular language of thattime , we may mention

the striking abbreviations of many names,such as Jose for Joseph, Lazaros

( ?) , , ) ,

for ipse and others ; cf. Delitzsch , in the place mentioned, p. 206 sq.

B. Aramaic Sentences.

In Matt. XXVII ., 46 , Jesus cites from Psalm XXII . , 2 , according to WH, 'Elwi,

i wi ( so S, B on the contrary i wel, Anh , D nnel, hence Tisch. inci) jeuà (S B; more

correct would be,moreover, again 7 £uă ) ca 3axvavei (S A ;B has oa JakTavel, cf. above

on ake2.8. and paka ) ; the same in Tisch. leaving jnei out of account. This would be

, , (

stead of the Aramaic, '778) before the Aramaic, “voj y is very striking, since

elsewhere, the pronunciation of ā like 7 can not be established ; on oa3, for ‘ cf.

above under ake dapax. Of the oldest Uncials, only D gives the citation in Hebrew :

11.£ t, ndet , hapa (aquavei (= ' Indy ). This reading is adopted by WH in the margin

and, in the Appendix p . 21 , is designated as “ Western ” ( Gr. Lat. ) ; probably it is

an attempt to reproduce the Hebrew as distinguished from the Aramaic forms.

In the parallel passage

Mark xv., 34 , SABC give eiwi (henceWH inwi, Tisch . Zwi), next S C hepà

(so also Tisch ., on the contrary WH with B D give hapà , although this in Aramaic

would be xy nothing ); finally, cazaxvavei (so WH and Tisch .) with S3 C ; Si

oaſpartavel, as in Matthew, on the contrary D again Çapdavel, which also has got

into the twisted reading of B (ča 3aovavel).

According to this condition of things, the oldest tradition appears to be that

the verse was cited by Jesus in Aramaic, and indeed with 28 at the beginning ;

for £7w1, testifies moreover the circumstance that it agrees far lesswith the play

upon Elias which was united with it than ηλι or ηλει .. De Lagarde GGA, 1882 , p.

329 , finds in all this a proof of early and systematic corrections in the N. T. text.

Mark v., 41: Tahwà ( more correct would be once more—ā, as well as kovų

afterwards) Tisch. with SAC (WH taheuvá with B) kovu (so WH and Tisch. with

SB C ; on the contrary A D kovu ). Tantá is nevertheless again (cf. above in

ta 3vda) not equal to Ni (so Grimm ), which would be Syriac, still less to

( ), , , , . .

best attested reading koíu points to the suppression of the toneless final vowel in

pronuciation , as in Syriac .

1 Cor. XVI . , 22 : papàv áðá (better ådā , cf. above on å33ā ) WH and Tisch . ac

cording to all old witnesses : ourLord is coming, (or has come, see Appendix. T. )

i . e . not ong x??? (Grimm ), with the confluence of the a of both words when

these words were combined (papavata), but probably '8779, as the form also

sounds in Syriac ; it is not in consistent with that, that in fact X3 was written

( cf. Bib. Aram . X ; perhaps more correctly X3_), the toneless final vowel being

suppressed in pronunciation .

Concerning the traces of the West-Aramaic dialect in Josephus, cf. B. de Rossi

in the work already mentioned p . 55 sq.; Pfannkuche p. 459 sq. (both needing sift

ing) ; Bleek , Einl . ins A. Test . , 3. ed ., p . 54 sq . Concerning the influence which

West-Arama exercised upon Josephus in his use of the Old Testament, an essay

in Joh . David Michaelis' oriental. und exeget. Bibliothek V. ( 1773 ) , p. 221 sq . con

tains something.

juvenis . Theאָיִלַטfem .of,אָתְיְלַטMeyer ),but ,properly speaking ,to)אָתיִלָט
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3. The so -called Targums or Translations of the Old Testament. The most

important are : The Targum on the Pentateuch ascribed to Onkelos and the Tar

gum to the prophets named after Jonathan ben Uzziel. There exist still , in addi

tion to these , two Targums to the Pentateuch , called Jerusalem I. , or Targum of

Pseudo - Jonathan and Jerusalem II .; the latter is preserved only in fragments, or

originally, was qnly a collection of Glosses belonging to an older Targum , a

remodeled form of which lies before us in Pseudo - Jonathan (so Geiger, Urschrift

und Uebersetzungen der Bibel , Breslau , 1857 , p. 455 ) . On the Hagiographa also

(except Ezra, Nehemiah and Daniel) there are Targums by different, some of them

by very late , hands. The foundation may have been laid for the older Targums

( Onkelos , Jonathan ) as early as in the first century B. C. , since , at the reading of

the Scriptures in the Synagogues, single words and expressions which were no

longer understood (see above, & 4 ) were to be orally interpreted by so-called

D'pino, or Translators. Nevertheless , the process of fixing these interpret

ations in writing, and the gradual extension of them unto whole books continued

for centuries , and was first brought to a comparative conclusion in the Babylonian

Schools of the fourth century A. D. On the other hand, the final compilation

of Pseudo - Jonathan was not earlier than the seventh century, and other Targums

were still later. Even to -day we are far from having a critically -sifted consonant

text of the Targums, to say nothing of a unified and in a measure plausible vocal

ization .

Concerning the Targums generally, cf. the introductions to the 0. T. , espec

ially Bleek - Wellhausen, p . 287 sq ., and Strack, in Zöckler's Handbuch der theol.

Wissenschaften I. , 172 sq. (with abundant and careful references to the litera

ture ) ; further Volck, Art. “ Thargumim ” in Herzog's PRE ,1 1862, Vol . XV.;

Th. Nöldeke, die alttestam . Literatur (Leipzig , 1868), p . 255 sq.; Schuerer, neu

testam . Zeitgeschichte (Leipzig, 1874 ), p. 475 sq ., likewise with abundant specifi

cations of the literature ; Weber, System der altsynagogalen palästinischen Theol

ogie (Leipzig , 1880), p. xi .-xix. A survey of the editions of the Targums is given

by Petermann, porta chaldaica , ed . II . (Berlin , 1872 ) , p . 82 sq . Noteworthy

Bemerkungen über die Vocalization der Targume are given by Merx in the

Abhandlungen des Berliner Orientalistencongresses, I. , 142 sq.

4. Single sentences of the Mishna , the Gemaras of the so - called Jerusalem

Talmud and detached traces in the Babylonian Talmud and the Midraschim .

For finding one's way in regard to the Mishna and the Talmuds in general ,

we refer here only tothe excellent survey in Schuerer's Neutestam . Zeitgeschichte,

p. 37 sq. In the Bab. Talmud, the Tractat Nedarim approaches the West

Aramaic idiom , and, in certain peculiarities , the Tractat Nazir also ; cf. Luzzatto,

Gramm. der bibl.-chald . Sprache und des Idioms des Thalmud Babyli (German

by Krüger, Bresl., 1873 ) , p . 54. There belongs here , from the Midrash -literature,

the Megillath Ta'anith, or book of fasts cited already in theMishna: cf. Schuerer,

p. 54 ; Strack , art. “ Midrasch ” in Herzog's PREP, Vol. IX. , 759 ; Braun , “ Ent

stehung und Werth der Meg. Taanit” ” in the Monatsschr. f . Gesch . und Wissen

schaft des Judenth . , 1876 , p. 375 sq . , 410 sq. , 445 sq.

5. The Samaritan Targum to the Pentateuch . This was probably composed

in the first century A. D. , though the final compilation , as far as we can speak of

such a thing, may have been delayed until the fifth or sixth century. Besides this,

there have been preserved only scanty remains of the Samaritan -Aramaic, in

liturgies and songs.

This Aramaic Translation of the Pentateuch must not be confounded with

the Samaritan Recension of the Hebrew Pentateuch . For the literature on the

Samaritan Targum and the linguistic character of the same , cf. Kautzsch , art .
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“ Samaritaner ” in Herzog's PRE ,2 Vol. XIII. ( 1884 ) , especially p . 349 sq . In this

place, also, it may be permitted to remind the reader emphatically, that every

judgment of the Samaritan - Aramaic dialect based upon the editions of the Tar

gum which have hitherto appeared, must fall necessarilyinto thegravest errors.

This is true , alas, of the expensive Pentateuchus Samaritanus ofH. Petermann

( Fasc . I. Genesis , Berol . 1872 ; II . Exodus, 1882 ; III . Leviticus , 1883 , the last

edited by C. Vollers ), after that, Kohn ( “ . Zur Sprache, Litteratur und Dogmatik

der Samaritaner,” p . 103 sq . and 206 sq. ) had proved conclusively that the usual

assumption of peculiar ( so -called Caucasian ) roots and words in Samaritan-Ara

maic, rests solely upon such a corruption of the MSS. of the Targum , as

is incredible; according to Kohn, we possess, of the original Targum , perhaps

only a few fragments( a relatively pure text is given only in the Petersburg

fragments edited by Kohn, p. 215 sq ., in the fragments of a Samaritan Targum ,

which Nutt, London, 1874, issued from a codex of the Bodleian Library and

one of the Cambridge City Library , and, finally, in the “ Pessach -Haggadah ”

edited by Kohn, on p . 1 sq ., from a codex belonging to Franz Delitzsch). The

original Samaritan - leaving out of account, perhaps, a somewhat large admix

ture of Hebraisms , as well as of Greek and Latin words — is as good as identical

with the Palestine- Aramaic otherwise known to us.

6. The Written Remains of Aramaic on Stone and Papyrus, which originated

(at least in the majority of cases) with Jews in Egypt.

Cf. Gesenius, scripturæ linguæque Phæniciæ monumenta, I. 226 sq. , III. tab.

4 ( Alphabet) and tab. 29–33. Concerning the written characters cf. Euting, in

the large table of characters in Chwolson's Corpus inscriptionum Hebraicarum

( Petersb ., 1882 ) , col. 10–16 , according to inscriptions dating from 482 to about

100 B. C.-—The most important monuments of this kind were lately published by

the Palæographical Society, Oriental Series, and they are ; Part II . Table xxv.

and xxvi., Papyrus cvi. of the British Museum(from the collection belonging

formerly to the Duke of Blacas), with a description by Wright and Nöldeke, and

the literature down to 1877. According to these men , this document dates from

the last part of the Ptolemaic, or the earlier Roman period, composed either by a

pagan Aramæan , or ( more probably) by an Egyptian Jew , as a sort of Haggada to

Exod . 1. The Aramaic is stronglyalloyed with Phænician and Hebrew . - Further,

Part V. , Table LXIII . , the column found in 1877 , at Sakkara, now in the Royal

Museum at Berlin , which represents a libation before Osiris, and bears a parallel

Egyptian-Aramaic inscription, dating from the fourth yearof Xerxes (482 B. C. ) ;

cf. Lepsius, concerning eine ägyptisch -aram . Stele, Ztschr. für ägypt. Sprache und

Alterthumskunde , xv. ( 1877 ), p . 127 sq.; Lauth , ägypt.-aram . Inschriften, Report

of the Session of the Munich Academy,1878, I. , philosophical-histor., class II ., p .

97 sq . and 148 ; Prætorius, ZDMG XXXV., 442 sq . – Table LXiv : the celebrated

stone with a four-line inscription , which is now kept in the Museum at Carpentras,

in Southern France, and represents, above the inscription, a female mummy,and

over this an adoration before Osiris. According to Lepsius and others, the stone

belongs to the time of the Ptolemies ; according to Clermont-Ganneau (see below )

these Egypt.-Aram . monuments belong to the time of the Persian dominion over

Egypt, i. e . , 527–405, or 340–332 , when Aramaic was the official language in

Egypt ; and the person named Taba upon the stone was daughter of a Persian

officer andnative Aramæan who had married an Egyptian woman. [ If so, it is

true that Hebraisms such as 'X and 'm? await an explanation ). Discussion

over the stone has lately become animated again , since Schlottmann (ZDMG

XXXII., 187 sq . and 767 sq.; XXXIII., 252 sq . ) supposed that metre and rhyme are

to be found upon the same; cf. Halevy, ibid. , XXXII. , 206 sq.; de Lagarde, Nach

richten der Gött. gel. Ges. , 1878 , p. 357 sq. (also Symmicta , II., 56 sq. and 79 sq. )

Of further documents, we mention the inscription upon a vase of the temple of

Serapis, now in the Louvre ( cf. Levy, ZDMG XI., 65 sq.; Merx, ibid ., XXII., 693

sq.; Pretorius,ZDMG , XXXV. , 442; Clermont-Ganneau, Rev. Crit. , 1883, No. 21 ,

p .415 sq . ) ; for the Egyptian-Aramaic inscriptions generally.cf. Clermont-Ganneau ,

origine perse des monuments araméens d'Egypte, Rev. archéolog. , vol . 36 , p. 93

sq . and 37, p. 21 sq . ( also separately, Paris, 1880 ) .
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Of extra -Jewish origin are :

7. The Palmyrene Inscriptions found in the ruins of Tadmor ( Palmyra) and

for the most part bi-lingual ( Aram .-Greek ).

Facsimiles of these inscriptions were given first by R. Wood , The Ruins of

Palmyra (London 1753 ; see the older literature in de Wette- Schrader, Einl. ins

A. T., p. 79 ) ; in later times : Levy ZDMG XV. , 615 sq . and XVIII . , 65 sq. , where

nineteen inscriptions are given , dating from 396-578 of the Seleucidan era ( 85–267

A.D. ) ; an addition thereto ibid. Vol . XIX . , 314 and XXIII . , 282 sq.; further in

Count de Vogue’’s Syrie centrale ( Paris 1868 sq .), as well as in extract 5 of the

Journal asiat. 1883 ; more than all however by Euting in the Corpus inscriptionum

Semiticarum II . , Table 17–28 ( Inscriptions from 9 B. C. to 270 A. D. ) . Blau

ZDMG XXVIII ., 73 sq. (über ein palmyr. Relief mit Inschrift); Mordtmann, Neue

Beiträge zur Kunde Palmyras in the Report of theMunich Academy 1875, Vol. II.,

Suppl.-Number III . , 1-88 ; Ed. Sachau , palmyr. Inschriften , ZDMG XXXV. , 728

sq ., Remarks thereupon by Nöldeke XXXVI. , 664 sq. For other matter see Euting

in the report of the DMGfor 1878 , p. 63 and in Baethgen's Report for 1880 , ibid .

p. 154. Concerning the linguistic character of this inscription, cf. Merx ZDMG

XXII . , 674 sq. and especially Nöldekeibid . XXIV. , 85 sq .; Sachau ibid . XXXVII., 562

(without any notice of Nöldeke's previous work ). In content, they are partly

pagan dedicatory inscriptions, partly inscriptions in honor of deserving persons

and partly epitaphs.

8. The Numerous Inscriptions and Coins of the Nabateans on the Sinai

Peninsula, in Idumea, the Hauran and elsewhere, from the last century B. C. and

the first A. D.

Misled by the numerous Arabic names, which occur in these inscriptions,

they were regarded by scholars, for a long time, as Arabic. So particularly Tuch,

ZDMG 11. , 395 sq ., ill . , 129 sq. and so yet Böttcher, Ausführl. Lehrb . der heb .

Sprache 1 , p . 6 , where these inscriptions are explained as North -Western Arabic

( set right by Muehlau in the Supplement p. 644, where also is the older literature).

A more correct judgment on this question was established by Levy, ZDMG XIV. ,

363 sq .; XVII . , 82 sq., XVIII., 630 ; XXII., 261sq.; XXIII . , 435 sq.and 652 sq .; XXV. , 429

sq . and 508 ; XXVII., 133 ; further Blau ibid .XVI . , 331 sq . , Meier ibid . XVII . , 575 sq .;

and in particular Nöldeke ibid . XVII ., 703sq . and xix .,637 sq . , as well as de Vogue'

in the Revue archéol . 1864, p . 284 sq. ( Inscriptions from the Hauran ); the same

in the Mélanges d'archéol. orient. , p . 149 sq. and Appendice p. 21 sq. (Coins of the

Nabatean kings from 95 B. C. to 104 A. D .; concerning two such from Petra, cf.

also de Saulcy in the Mél. de Numism. 1878, 193 sq . ) and in Syrie centrale ( 1868)

p . 89 sq. , finally Euting in the Corpus inscriptionum semiticarum 11. ( Paris 1883 ),

tab. 29–35 ; and Table Lxv ., Partv. of the Oriental Series issued by the Palaeo

graph . Society.

9. More voluminous remnants of the West -Aramaic dialect and likewise of

extra - Jewish origin lie before us in a translation of the Bible , preserved in a

Vatican MS. of the Gospels, which was completed 1030 A. D. , as well as in London

and Petersburg MSS. (These last contain it in union with other fragments of

religious matter ).

The text of the Vatican MS. , which embraces about two -thirds of the Gos

pels, was edited by F. Miniscalchi Erizzo, 2 tomi, Verona 1861 and '64 . For the

* Christian -Palestinian " dialect of this version, cf.Nöldeke, ZDMG XXII., 443 sq .;

accordingto him, the translation originated between the third and the sixth cen

turies A. D. and probably upon Judaean soil ( Blau, ibid . XXIII ., 266 sq . , seeks to

refer the localities mentioned in the annotations of the Vat. Codex to the ancient

Decapolis ). Further fragments of this version ( for the most part Palimpsests) are

to be found in London and St. Petersburg ; the latter were collected by Tischen

dorf upon his secondand third journeys (59and 70 leaves). All these fragments

(except the Vat. Codex ), with fragments of Biographies of Saints, Hymns etc. ,

were edited by Land as “ fragmenta syropalaestina ” in Tom . iv . of his Anecdota

syriaca ( Lugd. Bat. 1875 ) , including fragments from the Psalms (which are trans
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lations from the Septuagint, as the arithmetical figures [ Bezifferung] show), from

the London and Petersburg Gospels (of which the London exhibits , according to

Land , a Melk-[a celebrated Benedictine Abbey founded in 1089. T.ſ Ritual older

than the Roman Codex , while, in the Petersburg Bible , an older and quite peculiar

and a younger Codex are to be distinguished ), finally London fragments from

Deuter., Isaiah, Proverbs, with Petersburg fragments from the Gospels, Deuter.,

Isaiah and Job. According to Land , the Roman Codex is later than almost all

the other fragments. TheLondon ones are placed by Wright betweenthe eighth

and the thirteenth centuries. ) At the time of its origin, accordingly, at the

beginning of the eleventh century , Aramaic was no longer the language of

intercourse in the circles concerned with it, as the Arabic inscriptions show . The

writing, according to Land,is a variety of the capitals used for books at Edessa ,

which withal the Greek capitals have imitated in the rude and angular character

of the letters.

10. Living remains of this dialect, once so widely diffused , are found at

present only in Ma'lula and two neighboring villages upon the Eastern decliv

ity of Anti-Lebanon , of course in a bad state of decay and, as the entire

population speaks Arabic as well, near its end.

This fact was made clear long ago by Brown and Volney ( cf. Renan, histoire

générale p. 268 ) . Closer information with reference to the language itself was

first given by the missionaryJules Ferrette in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society xx. , 431 sq .; Nöldeke discusses the same (“ über den noch lebenden syri

schen Dialekt im Antilibanon ” ) ZDMG XXI. , p. 183 sq .; cf. the remarks of Merz

thereupon ibid . XXII., 271 sq . Á farther list of words of the Ma'lula-dialect was

published by Cl. Huart , who visited Ma'lula in the autumn of 1877 , in the Journal

asiatique, Ser. VII . , Vol. XII . , 478 sq. ( Oct.-Dec. 1878 ; cf. the notice of R.Duval

ibid . XIII., 465 sq . and L'universe Israélite , 1879,No. 16 ) . Accurate and compre

hensive disclosures are still to be expected from Socin and Prym, who passed sev

eral weeks in Ma'lula in the latter part of the summer of 1869, and carefully tran

scribed, from the mouth of a Christian womanl of the Greek confession , a series

of narratives with Arabictranslation . The following sample, forwhichIam in

debted to Prof. Socin , may give an idea of the condition of this Aramaic : võt

áhād , i. e ( 0 ( )

) there was a man whose name was Faragh 'allah, he has (had ) a little

brother etc.

CONCERNING THE CORRECT NAME FOR THE ARAMAIC DIALECT FOUND

IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

1. In the designation of the Aramaic dialects generally , and of the Bib

lical-Aramaic in particular, such confusion prevails even yet in many ways ,

that it is necessary to supplement what has been said with a confirmation of

the terminology employed ( 1 ) . The view derived from Dan. II . , 4 , that the

Aramaic dialect in Daniel and Ezra was the language of the Chaldean people ,

has, as its first consequence , the misconception that , not only this dialect, but

also the nearest related dialect, that of the Targums, etc. , were designated as

“ Chaldaic ;" secondly , however, there flowed out of it the inverted distinction

of this pretended Chaldaic, as the East-Aramaic , from Syriac , as 66 West- Ara

maic,” while the reverse is correct. The distinction proposed by Fürst2 of the

( so - called ) Chaldaic and of the Syriac as “ Jewish and Christian Aramaic ,” is

1 One of these villages has gone over to Islam , but speaks its Aramaic dialect . Moreover,

the tradition of the language is maintained chiefly by women ; the language of the men is

already greatly corrupted by the influence of the Arabic.

2 Lehrgebaeude der Aram . Idiome, Chald. Gramm. (Leipzig, 1835 ) p. 5 ; there again , however,

Fuerst distinguishes Jewish East-Aramaic ( the language of the Bab. Talmud ) as “ Bab .- Aram ..

Heb." from the " Palest.-Aram .-Hebrew ,” as well as from the Syriac .

ihadהל(תיא(א)הלאלגרפהמשאדחאתוה) ishme froz lalo ile hona ,i .e

אנוח(א)

% 6.
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72

not altogether suitable , according to what is laid down in 85 ; for to the East

Aramaic dialects belongs , not only the dialect of Edessa used by the Christian

Syrians , but also the language of the Babylonian Talmud ; it follows no less

from & 5 , No. 7-10 , that extra - Jewish monuments have been preserved , which

belong to the West-Aramaic group . More suitable is the designation of the

West-Aramaic as Palestinian Aramaic,1 inasmuch as the remnants of this dialect

yet existing arose for the most part (except the Palmyrene, the Egyptian and

almost all the Nabatean inscriptions) upon the soil of Palestine . In the list

of these ( South ) West-Aramaic or Palestinian Aramaic dialects belongs now

the dialect lying before us in Daniel and Ezra , which we most fitly designate

as “ Biblical Aramaic. "

In Daniel 11. , 4* , we are informed that the Kasdim , or Chaldeans , summoned

by Nebuchadnezzar, addressed him in Aramaic ( 797x ), and, in fact, their

dialogue with the king (v . 4b sq . ) is reported in the Aramaic language. Accord

ingly, it was plainly the opinion of the author of the book of Daniel (or of ch .

1. - VII.) that this Aramaic dialect was the language of conversation at the court

of Nebuchadnezzar and his successors, instead of the East-Semitic dialect

whose Babylonian form lies before us in numerous inscriptions - among others,

those of Nebuchadnezzar himself. This real " Chaldaic ,” which is mentioned in

Jer. V. , 15 , as a language unintelligible to the Jews (cf. the similar verdict of Isa.

XXVIII., 11 and XXXIII., 19 , with regard to Assyrian ) , the author of Daniel

conceives as the secret or learned language of the Magians, since he ( 1. , 4 ) lets

the Jewish boys be instructed in the language and literature of the Chaldeans;

O'70 , is here used surely in no other sense than everywhere else in Daniel

(except v. , 30 , in the connection “9779 and 1x . , 1 , 'J 713?a ) ; and the dialect

designated correctly in Dan.II. , 4 ( also Ez. IV . , 7 ) max has been termed, since

Jerome (on Dan . II., 4 ) , the “ Chaldaic ,'' just on account of a misunderstanding

of the word ' 903.2" The author of Daniel uses the word as a title for the

members of the Babylonian guild of priests, as already Herodotus regards

oi Xaldaiol as a designation of the priests of Baal, and the name was subsequently

the customary one for the Magians, Astrologers, Soothsayers, etc. , of the East.

Jerome, however, and those who followed him , confused therewith the use of

as name of the people ; and since, in Dan . II . , 4 , the “ Chaldeans” speak

Aramaic, so “ Chaldaic " and " Aramaic ” were held to be identical . And the

matter has stood thus in the “ Chaldee grammars” and the “ Hebrew and Chaldee

lexicons , ” in spite of all protests ,3 up to this day.

2. In possession of the correct terminology there falls to the ground the fable

( still stated up to the latest date) , that the Jews in the Babylonian exile forgot

their Hebrew and, instead of it, brought the “ Chaldaic , ” the language of con

versation , with them to Palestine ( cf. e . g . Zunz, die gottesdienstl. Vorträge

םיִּדְׂשַּכ

1 This terminology has already been proposed by Pfannkuche in Eichhorn's Allg. Bible . , viii . ,

3, p. 469 .

2 It is, to be sure , questionable , whether this misunderstanding comes upon Jerome him

self or upon his Jewish teachers . For the latter, might be cited the fact that, in the Massora to

the Targum of Onkelos (cf. Berliner's Edition of the same, p . xviii . sq . ) , the Targum-Aramaic

(as distinguished from the Biblical) is designated repeatedly as "87037 XJwb language of the

Chaldeans. Without doubt, the composition of this Massora belongs, according to Berliner (ibid .,

p. ix . ) , as late as about 900 A. D., though Berliner at this point reminds us of the passage Chullin

24 a, according to which d'Ivonios in Dan. i. , 4, means the Aramaic language .

: Cf. already Schloezer in Eichhorn's Repertorium, viii . ( 1781 ! ) , p . 118 sq .; the correct distinction

of East - Aramaic (Syriac) and West -Aramaic ( Biblical Aramaic and the language of the Targums)

was expressly drawn again by Geiger ZDMG , xviii . , 654, and Noeldeke, ibid . xxi . , 183 sq ,, and par

ticularly xxv., 113 sq . (die Namen der aram. Nation und Sprache .)
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der Juden , Berl . 1832 , p . sq.; Herzfeld, Gesch. des Volkes Israel III. , 44 sq .;

Böttcher, ausführliches Lehrb. der hebr. Sprache i . , 18 ) . Leaving out of account

that it was the normal practice in Jerusalem about 430 B. C. , according to Neh .

XIII ., 24 , to speak 1707377 °,1 and that the slow overthrow of Hebrew by Aramaic

may be shown upon valid grounds (cf. above p. 4 sq . ) , the Jews could not take

a dialect from Babylon which was not spoken there .

3. With regard to the designations of the West-Aramaic dialect used in

antiquity , the following is yet to be brought forward :-In the New Testament,

this dialect is designated as éßpaïori Hebrew (so certainly in John V. , 2 ; XIX . ,

13 , 17 , perhaps also in xix . , 20 and with the obscure apuayedwv Rev. XVI . , 16 ) ,

although the same word is elsewhere applied (so surely in Rev. ix . , 11 , perhaps

also in John XIX. , 20 and Rev. XVI . , 16 ; certainly, moreover, already in the

Prologue of Jesus Sirach ) to designate the old Hebrew language. The meaning

of the expression 3paiç diárektoS, Acts XXI . , 40 and XXII . , 2 , as well as XXVI. ,

14 , (as already the épais ouvh 4 Mac. XII . , 7 and xvI . , 15 ) is doubtful. In the

first two passages , the deep silence of the people reported in XXII . , 2 favors

the old Hebrew , for this silence is less easily explained , if the Apostle used

the vernacular familiar, for the most part, to all hearers in the neighborhood ;

on the contrary, he could place on record his Pharisaic education and his future

zeal for the Law (cf. v . 3 ) no better than in the use of the sacred tongue. In

Acts XXVI . , 14 also , it corresponds more to the importance and solemnity of

what is recorded , to think of the old Hebrew and not of the Aramaic vernac

ular.2 With the New Testament, Josephus also uses Hebrew (yaõtta Tūv ' E3paiwv) ,

as well of old Hebrew , as of the Aramaic vernacular of his time.

4. Further on , within the Christian era, Syrian and Syriac, which , for a

long time, had been used for the purpose almost invariably by the Greeks , were

fixed as designations of the whole department of Aramaic just as , already ,

the LXX. had everywhere rendered nunx by ovplori . According to Nöldeke

(ZDMG XXV. , 116 ) , this name was adopted by the Christian Aramæans and for

the reason that , to a Jew, “ Aramean ” had become identical with " Heathen ”

and , in the same sense , bad passed over to the Syriac translation of the New

Testament (e . g . , Acts xvi . 1 and xix . , 10 , for 'EXÀMV ; Gal. 11. , 14 , n'X278 for

εθνικώς).
). Just so , the Palestinian Jews called all Aramaic 'O?id , while the

( [ ])

the Babylonian Jews ; see the evidence in Nöldeke, 116 sq . as well as the proof,

the same p. 117 sq . , that the form 'armâjê is to be regarded as the original desig

nation of the nation : " as however the idea of " Heathen ' was united with

this form , 'arâmâjê was artificially set apart from it as name of the people

-a distinction which can be proved from the Jewish sources ( cf. Lery , neu

hebr. u . chald . W.-B. under og and 'X978) . The Aramaic portions of

the Old Testament (including Jer. X. , 11 and the two words in Gen. XXXI . , 47 )

by(ימראןושלנ]was preserved (at least for the languageימראdesignation

i Quite mistaken is the appeal of the Talmud to Neh . viii . , 8 as proof that the people then needed

an " interpretation " of the Law : pop does not mean in that passage any more than in Ezra

iv. , 18, " interpreted ,” but simply “ clearly , distinctly " ( Vulg. manifeste ).

2 So also Delitzsch, the Hebrew New Testament, p . 30 (cf. above $ 4 , Note) ; in "Saat auf Hoff

nung " 1874, p . 210 Delitzsch still supposed that : “ with a call in this (Palestinian Aramaic) lan

guage Schaul, Schaul, lema redaſt jathi, the ascended Lord brought Saul of D: cus his

senses. "
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are curtly called Dinn in the Mishna and Talmud ( see the proofs in Nöldeke

p . 128 ) , because written in the language which is elsewhere employed for the

interpretation (targům ) of Scripture, as contrasted with x???, the Scripture

composed in the sacred language.1 * The designation of the vernacular of Pales

tine at the time of Jesus as the “ Syro -Chaldaic ,” which was for a long time

customary ( though of course very unfortunate ), might likewise be traced to

Jerome; cf. Jerome adv. Pelag. III . , 1 : The Gospel of the Hebrews is “ chal

daico syroque sermone , sed hebraico literis scriptum .”

27. CONCERNING THE BIBLICAL-ARAMAIC TEXTS IN GENERAL.

Of the remnants of the West-Aramaic idiom in the Old Testament enum

erated in % 1 , the two words transmitted in Gen. XXXI . , 47 might reach back

to sometime in the ninth century B. C. , in case the verse containing them

belonged to one of the old sources of the Pentateuch . Even if this verse can

be shown to be an addition by the last ( post-exilic) redactor of the Penta

teuch however -- and, in fact, an activity in the direction of redaction is very

prominent in the welding of the sources of vv . 45 sq.—we should have in it

probably the oldest sample of the Biblical- Aramaic dialect, since there can be

no doubt that Jer. x . , 11 is a gloss, introduced at some time or other into the

text of the prophet, and the redaction of the present text of Ezra can not be

placed earlier than the last quarter of the fourth century B. C.

1. If Gen. XXXI., 47 originated from one of the ancient sources of the Pen

tateuch (Jor E) it could not be shown ,from the form of the two words in question ,

thattheir use as words of Laban the “ Aramæan ," (cf. vv . 20 and 24 ) from Haran

in Mesopotamia , prove them to be East- Aramaic; for the Massoretic writing

xņiar with Qāměts in the first syllable might be vowelled correctly for West

Aramaic (as for Syriac); from initial in ( instead of D in the Targums and in

Syriac, cf. & 9 , Rem . 2 ) , no conclusion can be drawn ; moreover the same corres

ponds in this root regularly to theArabicšîn . The noun 7 ? may be verified as
well from the Syriacas from the Targums.

2. That Jer. x . , 11 , in spite of the LXX. , who seem to have had the verse

before them , is a gloss introduced wrongfully into the text, follows directly

from the troublesome interruption of the original connection between vv. 10 and 12 ;

indirectly, however, from the factthat no reasonable ground for the sudden inser

tion of an Aramaic verse can be discovered ; for that this verse was meant to in

dicate to the Jewshow they must answer the Chaldeans, towhom they could have

spoken only in “ Chaldaic ,” is too trifling an argument to deserve serious refuta

tion . It is striking that, in this gloss , togetherwith the usual Xy the Earth

is found the form N)77 ,which seems to have belonged to the East-Aramaic and

perhaps was intruded into the verse at some time in Babylonia.2 The remaining

forms, such as "7 ( almost invariably 7 in East- Aramaic), 197pm (Syr. Oxm ,

in Babylonian also 'us'm ), 07 ? ( cf. Ezra v . , 3 and elsewhere) correspond to the

1 In the Midrasch Beresith rabba to Gen. xxxi. , 47, is ascribed to Samuel bar Nachman the

verdict that the “ Persian " language should not be lightly esteemed, since God has honored it in

the Law (here, at Gen. xxxi. , 47), the Prophets (Jer. X. , 11 ) and the Kethubhim (Dan. ii., 4 sq .,

Ezra iv. , 8 sq.). Here 'ono pres .

* This Talmudic terminology might be cited as evidence for the opinion of Lenormant, follow

ed by Dr. W. H. Ward, that Daniel and Ezra were originally written entirely in Hebrew , and

that portions of them being lost, their place was supplied by the corresponding Aramaic Trans.

lation (Targum ). See Ou Testament Student for Nov. , 1883 , pp. 90 , 91. [T. ]

2Xp7X is not protected , indeed, from the suspicion of an ancient copyist- error, a suspicion

which'lies near at hand, by the fact that it is enumerated by the Jews ( naturally according to

canיסרוסיל. be only an ancient error of the text for
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West - Aramaic idiom . The clearly Hebrew word 78 added at the close , if it

belongs to the gloss at all , must have been added by aHebrew copyist.

The Aramaic sections in Daniel and Ezra are distinguished more by lexical ,

than grammatical peculiarities. At all events ,the few differences, which wewill

mention in their proper places, do not justify the verdict, that in the book of

Daniel, the decomposition of the Aramaic has already advanced much further

( Renan, hist . générale, p . 219 ) .

28. THE TEXTUAL TRADITION AND GRAMMATICAL TREATMENT OF THE

BIBLICAL ARAMAIC.

The Aramaic texts, of a religious content , proceeding from Jews and

Samaritans, are all , in the nature of things, originally more or less strongly

influenced by the Hebrew ;1 and , in this sense , the distinction mentioned above

(26,1 ) , of Jewish and Christian Aramaic ( the latter largely influenced by the

Greek ) is justified . Similarly, the Biblical Aramaic also bears strong traces of

the Hebrew influence ; only , a great part of the Hebraisms might be placed to

the account of later copyists , of whom some were ignorant of Aramaic, and

some designedly adjusted it to the Hebrew . The text has suffered no less

corruption in the printed editions , however ; until such a multitude of asserted

variations has arisen as, e . g. , the stereotype edition of Hahn finds it necessary to

present. The prevailing confusion was very recently checked , for the first time ,

by the superior text which S. Baer fixed in his edition of Daniel , Ezra, Nehemiah

( Lpz. , Tauchnitz, 1882 ) on the basis of the best manuscript and other witnesses.

Hence, we have everywhere based our assertions upon it . In so doing , it must

never be forgotten that even this text is only the relatively oldest and most certain

form of the Massoretic tradition , and in no wise offers security that we have before

us , in all particulars of writing and pronunciation , the texts intended by the

authors of Daniel and Ezra. This assumption is impossible ; because the Mas

soretes, in certain cases , have , without reason , substituted another pronunciation

for the one demanded by the consonant text ; in other places, have nspicuously

wavered in the vocalization of the same form , and sometimes have made mistakes

which may be demonstrated. Not rarely , also , reference to the form of West

Aramaic, acquired from the Targums, may have influenced the pointing ( cf.

Renan , in the work mentioned , p . 220 ) . Although, therefore, the grammatical

exposition must everywhere proceed from the critically fixed Massoretic tradi

tion , it must, nevertheless, at least not withdraw from a criticism of this tradi

tion , when the text, by its deviation from analogous phenomena of the Biblical

Aramaic , or of West-Aramaic in general, is suspicious.

The literature of grammars for Biblical Aramaic is considered in Steinschneider's

“ bibliograph. Handbuch über die theoret. und prakt. Liter. für hebr. Sprachkunde ”

(up to 1850 ) , Lpz. 1859. Cf. , further, the survey in Petermann's Porta Chaldaica ,

ed . II. , p . 80 sq.; by Volck , in Herzog's PREPI, 604 sq.; Reuss , Gesch . der hl.

Schriften des A. Test. , p . 511 ; Strack , Einleitung ins A. Test. , p . 191 sq.

Jer. x . , 11 ), among the four, seven, or ten names of the earth , but is so by its unquestionable

occurrence upon the large fragments brought from ths Assyrian Royal-palaces to the British

Museum (cf. Levy, Gesch . der jued. Muenzen, Leipzig, 1862, p . 149) . For in Mandaic, cf.

Noeldeke, Mand. Gramm ., p . 73. The change of sound appears sufficiently' guaranteed by the

Aramaic 193, to 8moke, beside the Hebrew hp, to burn incense.

i For the Hebraisms in the Targum of Onkelos, which is commonly regarded as the most gen

uine monument of the South -Western Idiom, cf. Geiger in ZDMG , xviii . , 653 sq .
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There have been added , since these were published : the Paradigms placed

at the beginning of the edition of Daniel, Ezra and Nehemiah by Baer ( see

above ) ; tolerable caution is necessary in using these, since , for the sake of com

pleteness , many forms are adopted which cannot be made good , and which even

contradict the remaining analogy ; further, the third edition of Winer's “ chalda

ische Grammatik für Bibel und Targummim ,” enlarged by directions for the

study of the Midrasch and Talmud , edited by Rabbi B. Fischer, Lpz. , 1882 .

Fortunately, the editor has distinguished his own additions by cursive type , and ,

in that way, has facilitated the omission of them, which , for the beginner, is , in

the highest degree, necessary .

CORRECTION . - P . 102 , 1. 5. For " cf. Schuerer p. 505 and in other places, " read “ cf. Schuerer in

the place mentioned p. 505. "

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES .

BY PROF. JOHN P. PETERS, PH.D.

Philadelphia, Pa.

64

In the 9th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica , in the article " Amalek

ites , " occurs what seems to be a curious case of the propagation of error . We

read : It has been generally supposed that the Haman of the Book of Esther ,

called “ the Agagite," belonged to the royal line of the Amalekites ; but it is now

found , from Assyrian records, that Agagi was the name of a country east of As

syria , from which it may be assumed that the title was derived. See Lenormant,

Lettres Ass. I. , 45. ” M. Lenormant mentions as eighth among the minor cantons

of Media “Agazi .... , called Agagi .... in the inscriptions of the Fastes. It is

the Agagi of the Book of Esther. ” In the Fastes M. Oppert gives the cuneiform

characters for Agazi, but transliterates falsely Agagi. M. Lenormant has copied

his error , and on that error the article in Enc. Brit. has based a new theory regard

ing Haman. It is curious to observe that at Esther 111. , 1 , the Septuagint reads for

MIN17, Bovyalov, while in III . , 10 ; VIII . , 3 , 5 , the Gentile name is omitted, and in

IX . , 24 , ó Makedáv is used . Josephus Ant. Jud. , XI . , 6 , 5 , translates Agagite by

'Auainkitns. M. Lenormant cites from Ptolemaeus the name ' Açaya or 'Açağa as

probably the Median canton called Agazi by the Assyrians .

Prof. Noeldeke , in the Sitzungsberichte der koeniglich preussischen Akademie

der Wissenschaften, gives a provisional account of an Aramæan inscription discov

ered bp Prof. Euting at Teima (hu , Xan) , in an oasis of Northern Arabia, on

the borders of the Syrian desert. In Gen. xxv. , 15 ; 1 Chron . 1. , 30 , Xan appears

as a son of Ishmael . It is mentioned in Is. XXI . , 14, in the 272 xia. In Jer.

xxv ., 23 and Job Vi. , 19 (800) it appears as a commercial place or people . The

Septuagint writes it Oalpáv, confusing it with the famous Edomite canton of that

name. Ritter and Wetzstein identify Xon with Taimâ in the Haurán , whom

Cheyne has followed in his commentary on Isaiah . A somewhat similar confusion

will be found to exist regarding 177, which is connected in Isaiah and Jeremiah

with xam . The inscription , which is confidently assumed to antedate the Persian

conquest, belonging to a period between 500 and 800 B. C. , has been , so far as pre

served , transliterated into Hebrew characters , as follows :
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( Lines 1–9 are gone almost entirely . )

10 .
יהלאןהלםגה

ירסטפרבבושםלצלןצחי)אמית11.

רבגוםגהיזםלצתיבבהערזלו12.

אמיתיהלאןזאתוסלבחייז13.

יפנאןמהמשוהערזויהוחסני14.

.יזאתקדצא[ז]אהואמית15.

א.ןשא..אלגנשו.רחמיזםלצ16.

.אםגה[ז]םלצלאמיתיהלא17.

אתמישןמו...ןלקדאלקחןמ18.

ןלקדלכווווווןלקדאכלמיז19.

.20IZ...[שנאוןהלאוהנשבהנוש

ירסטפרבבזשםלצבינהיאל21.

המשוהעורזנלו.ןזאת.בןמ22.

אל
•ןמכ23.

For this is suggested the translation :

But may the gods.10.סגה

,son of Petosiri,בזשof Teima protect ( ?) the image of.11

theםגה: gods of Teima to the image of.17

.sonof Petosiri,בזשshall derive no profit from the image of.21

Imageבזש, of",ארמכבושםלצing at an altar ,underneath which is written

Teimâ (?) , ,

12. and his seed in the house of the image of Din. And a man

13. who injures this ? ..... may the gods of Teimâ

14. remove him and his seed and his name from the surface

15. of Teima ! And this is the duty which

16. the image of ....

:

18. from the field ten date-palms and from the treasure

19. of the king ten date -palms, altogether of date -palms

20. twenty-one . year by year. And gods and men

, .

22 . ... and to his seed and his name

To the left hand , above, is a sceptre -bearing image, which Euting describes as

the portrait of king in pure Assyrian costume.” Below this is a priest offer

, , “ ,

the priest.”

The language of the whole is Aramæan , and the characters are said to belong

to the oldest type , resembling those on the Babylonian contract tables and the lion

of Abydos. For the wide-spread use of the Aramæan language , in the time of the

Assyrian supremacy , Noeldeke and Landauer compare 2 Kgs. XVIII. , 26 , and Is .

XXXVI., 11. The name Petosiri is explained as the Egyptian Pet-Osiri. The

stone itself is now on the way to Germany.

In the possession of a gentleman in New York is a fragment of a synagogue

roll which claims a romantic history. In the last Kurdo-Persian war the little

town Meyandop was sacked by the Kurds, and among the other plunder was a

synagogue roll . This was purchased by a shoemaker, who used the greater part

of it in his trade. Before it was entirely destroyed , however , a missionary from

Oroomiah saw and bought it. From him part passed into the hands of an Armen
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VI. , 3.

ian student, who brought it to this country , but the larger part is said to have gone

to the St. Petersburg Museum . The part in this country contains Ex . XXIX. , 32 ,

to end of book. The length of the roll is twenty inches , about six inches of which

are margin. There are fifteen columns of manuscript. It does not seem to be old.

In his Keilschrifttexte Sargon's , Dr. Lyon adds one word to our knowledge of

the Hittite language . In the Stier - Inschrift, 67-69, we read : " bît appâtê tamšil

êkal Hattê ša ina lisân mât aḥarrê bît șilâni išassûšu ušêpiša mêḥrit bâbêšin .” (A

portico after the manner of a Hittite temple, which in the language of the West

land bît -hilâni they call , I caused to be built before their doors . ) For this partic

ular form of architecture compare also 1

In his latest work , Die Sprache der Kossäer , note on p. 61 , Prof. Friedrich

Delitzsch practically announces his acceptance of the view of Schrader and Hom

mel , that the wig in Gen. II. , 13, X. , 8 , is a mistake for w's. Such a mistake would

be a natural and easy one to make , both being originally written W) . In Assyr

ian inscriptions we find Ku-u-šu or Ku-su, Ethiopian, the wild of Gen. X. , 7, and

Kaššu , which is the we (or 2 ) of x . , 8. In Wo lag das Paradies, Delitzsch

maintained a different view , supposing 13 of Gen. x. , 7 to be identical with woo

of Gen. X. , 8 , and similarly connecting the Kûšu and the Kaššu. The Kaššu were

the “Elamite-Sumerian " stratum of peoples to the north and west of the Persian

gulf. He was also inclined to connect them with the Kašda or Kaldu (D'IVO) .

In the present work , on the other hand , he attempts to prove , from an examination

of the forty or more Kossæan words now known , that no linguistic connection ex

isted between the Kaššu and either the Sumerian -Accadians or the Elamites. Mr.

Theo G. Pinches writes, in opposition to this view , in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Vol. XVI . , Part 2 , maintaining the linguistic connection of Kos

sæan and Sumerian-Accadian . Prof. Haupt , writing in the Andover Review

(July) , also seems to think that the little we know points in the direction of such

a connection . Prof. Delitzsch holds that the Kaššu came from the mountains of

the north- east, and gained control of Babylonia about 1500, B. C. Karduniaš (his

wyja) was the special seat of their settlement. The nine kings of an Arabian

dynasty , mentioned by Berosus, he regards as Kossæan, and , like Karduniaš, they

have names ending in aš. He still inclines to connect the Kašda, or Chaldees ,

with the Kaššu . Mr. Pinches , on the other hand, seeks the origin of the Kaššu in

the north-west. “ The cuneiform style of writing was in use in early times in Cap

padocia , and the country around seems to have borne the name of Cush.” Thence ,

in his opinion , the Accadian race, including the Kaššu , emigrated to Babylonia.

On the ground of some newly discovered texts , Prof. Delitzsch also deals consider

ably with the difficult subject of early Babylonian chronology . In the May number

of the Proceedings of Biblical Archæology, Mr. Pinches also deals with the same

subject , on the ground of still more recent discoveries. The two together leave the

matter in a very unsatisfactory condition .

By the liberality of Miss C. L. Wolfe , of New York, an American expedition

to Babylonia has at last been rendered possible . The main object of the expedi

tion is exploration. One of the members is the Rev. W. H. Ward , D. D. , of the

Independent.

In his Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels, p. 118, Prof. Wellhausen says :

“ As a lunar festival , undoubtedly the Sabbath also reached back to a great antiqui

ty. Among the Israelites , however , this day acquired a quite peculiar significance ,
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by which it was distinguished from all other festivals; it became the day of rest

kar' ¿foxhv . Originally the rest was only a consequence of the festival , etc. ” With

this compare the following from the summing up in Dr. Lotz's Quaestionum de

Historia Sabbati: “ 11) Sabbata [apud Babylonios] non erant dies atri sed otii

severe quidem imperati , verum minime tristis . 12 ) Non ad Lunae cultum sabbata

principio pertinuerunt. 13) Sunt fortasse ex eo orta, quod numerus senarius Bab

yloniis numerus principalis (Grundzahl) mensurarum erat, quare senum dierum

laboris quasi plenus videbatur esse laboris modus, quem subsequi diem quietis

consentaneum esset. 14) Israelitae Sabbata a Babyloniis acceperunt, etc.”

Dr. Carl Abel , of Dresden , the well-known Coptic scholar , has in the press a

book on the relations between the Japhetic , Semitic and Hamitic families of lan

guages .

W. A. I. , vol . V. , 2nd part, has appeared. Among its plates is an edition of

the " Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar I., ” published last year by Dr. H. Hilprecht

as " Inaugural-Dissertation " under the title " Freibrief Nebuchadnezzar's I.” It

is in archaic characters ; and, in addition to the original , the editors have , therefore,

given us a transcription into the common later Babylonian characters. A similar

transcription of this inscription , together with transliteration and translation , the

latter differing in some particulars from those of Dr. Hilprecht , were published by

Messrs . Pinches and Budge, in the April number of the Proceedings of the Society

of Biblical Archæology. Messrs. Pinches and Budge , as well as Dr. Hilprecht,

have assigned Nebuchadnezzar I. to the middle of the 12th century B. C. Prof.

Friedr. Delitzsch did the same in his Sprache der Kossäer, on the ground of the so

called synchronous history in II . R , 65, where a Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon seems

to be the cotemporary of Aššurešiši, father of Tiglathpileser I. , king of Assyria .

In the list of Babylonian kings , published by Mr. Pinches, in the Proceedings for

May, we find the 12th century filled up from 1175 onward. From 1154 to 1146

ruled a king whose name Mr. Pinches has failed to transliterate . Unless this

should turn out to be Nebuchadnezzar , it would seem as though the synchronous

history, the list of Babylonian kings , or the Assyriologists had made a mistake.

In the July number of the Andover Review , Prof. Haupt ascribes to the monarch

in question the date 1300 B. C. , but does not give his reasons . The above mention

ed list also seems to show that the name which Prof. Delitzsch ( p . 15 ) conjectured

to be Nabûkudûrusur was Ninipkudûruşur, who reigned in the 10th century B. C.

This is important, on account of the ingenious use Prof. Delitzsch made of this

conjecture in the work above referred to. Besides Nebuchadnezzar, the most im

portant king affected by the change is Simmas-sigu , whom Delitzsch placed about

1175 B. C. , now dated 1003–985 .

Among the texts published in the new part of V. R. , which have been already

described or discussed , in the Transactions or Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archæology, we notice especially Plates LX. and LXI. , a stone tablet from the

temple of the Sun-god at Sippara, containing an inscription of Nabû-bal-iddina."

Of this stone there appeared a photo -lithograph, with description and general

summary of contents, in Transactions, Vol . VIII. , Part 2 , and in the Proceedings

for May will be found a further notice of the same.

Plate XLIV. contains the “ list of names of ancient Sumerian and Accadian

kings," of which Prof. Delitzsch has made such large use in the Sprache der Kos

säer (cf. pp . 20, 21 ) , and which was discussed by Mr. Pinches, in the Proceedings for

January , 1881.
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The famous Nabonidus cylinder from Sippara , which carried us back to the

date 3800, B. C. ( Sargon of Akkad ) , a portion of which was published and discussed

in the Proceedings for November, 1882, appears as Plate LXIV.

The texts of this latest publication are almost, if not quite , all from the dis

coveries of Mr. Rassam , and are chiefly Babylonian , in distinction from Assyrian .

A new edition of IV. R is now in press.

In the Independent of September 4th , Dr. I. H. Hall gives some account of a

valuable Syriac MS . , belonging to Mr. R. S. Williams , of Utica, N. Y. Its chief

value lies in the fact that it contains 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John , and Jude. The date

of writing is 1471, A. D. The text is in substantial agreement with the “ Bodleian

manuscript , as reported by Pococke . It is also a little closer to the Greek text of

the critical editions than is the text of Pococke . ” It comes from Further Asia,

where it was probably written by a trinitarian Christian ; but it is written " in a

rather western Syrian hand.” It attempts to be critical , and has a number of

Syriac and Arabic marginal notes about points, vowels , and the like , " which give

the manuscript a high value in linguistic science."

PIRKE ABOTH ; or, SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS.

BY REV. B. PICK , Ph. D. ,

Allegheny, Pa.

Translated from the Hebrew Edition of Prof H. L. Strack , of Berlin, Germany.

(What is included in brackets is by the translator.]

CHAPTER II .

1. Rabbil saith , Which is the right way that a man should choose for himself?

All such as is honorable to him who treads therein , and gets him honor from

man. Moreover, be as careful about the performance of light precept as of a

weighty one , because thou canst not estimate the award due to the respective

precepts. Compute always the temporal damage sustained by the performance

of a duty by its eternal reward, and the temporary gain acquired by transgres

sion by the damage in eternity. Contemplate three things, and thou wilt avoid

the occasions for transgressions. Consider what is above thee : an All-seeing eye ,

and an hearing ear,3 and all thy deeds are written in a book.4

2. Rabban Gamaliel, the son of Rabbi Judah , the prince, said : The study of

the law accords well with worldly pursuits ; the twofold occupation causes sin

1 Rabbi plainly is Rabbi Jehuda ha -nasi, also Rabbenu ha-gadosh, son of Simeon, mentioned

i ., 18, editor of our Mishna, flourished in the last quarter of the second century , A. D. On him

comp. Abr. Krochmal, Hechaluz ii . , 63-94 ; A. Bodek , Marcus Aurelius Antoninus als Zeitgenosse

und Freund des Rabbi Jehuda ha -nasi, Leipz. 1868 ; S. Gelbhaus, Rabbi Jehuda Hanasi und die Re

daction der Mishna, Vienna, 1876 ( in fact 1880, only to be used with precaution ). [Comp. Strack's

review in Schuerer's Theolog. Literaturzeitung, 1881 , No. 3. ]

2 Phil. iv. , 8 : και εί τις έπαινος ταύτα λογίζεσθε.

3 Ps. xxxiv. , 16, 17 ; 1 Peter iii . , 12 .

+ Dan . vii. , 10. (Comp. Rev. iii . , 5 ; xiii . , 8 ; xx . , 12 ; xxi . , 27. Comp. also the word in the dies

Irae : Liber scriptus proferetur, In quo totum continetur, Unde mundus judicetur) .

5 [ About 210-225 A. D. , He was named Bathraa, i . e . , the “ Last,” because he terminated the

long dynasty of the house of Hillel .]

6 Study ; so also iv. , 13a ; vi . , 5, 6 ; different v. , 21 .
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to be forgotten . And all the study of the law , that is not supported by business ,

will become of none effect, and will be the cause of sin . And whoever is engaged

in the service of the congregation ought to act for God's sake; then will the

merit1 of their ancestors support them, and their righteousness endure forever.

As for you , I entitle you to great reward as if ye had performed them .

3. Beware of the powers that be , for they do not patronize except for selfish

purposes ; they appear as friends while men are useful2 to them , but they do not

stand by a man when he is in distress.

4a. He used to say : Make His ( God's) will3 as if it were thine own, that He

may make thy will as if it were His will.4 Nullify thy will on account of His

wil1,5 so that He may nullify the will of others on account of thy will .

46. Hillel6 said : Separate7 not thyself from the community ; and have no con

fidence in thyself until the day of thy death ; and judge not thy fellow-man until

thou art placed in his position ;8 and utter not a word that is incomprehensible ,

( under the impression) that it will eventually be comprehensible ; and say not,

When I shall be at leisure , I shall study ; mayhap thou wilt not have leisure.

5. He also said : A boor cannot be fearful of sin , nor can a rustico be a saint ;10

the bashfulll will not become learned , nor the passionate man a teacher ; nor will

the engrossed12 merchant be a sage ; and where there are no men, strivel3 thou to

be a man .

6. He having also seen a skull floating on the water, said : “ Because thou hast

caused others to float, thou hast been floated ; and the end of those who floated

thee will be that they will be floated . ” : 14

1 Merit nodi ; on the midi comp. F. Weber, System der altsynagogalen palaestinischen Theologie.

Leipz. 1880 , chap. 10 ; on midx 7 (i . e ., merit of the fathers] especially pp. 280-285.

277x1n use, profit ; 720 (Niphal of 77377 ) iv. , 5b , vi., 1, to profit by .

3 [Comp. Matt. vii., 21.]

4 [Comp. Matt. xxi. , 22.)

5 (Comp. 1 John ii . , 15, 17. In Xenoph . Memor . ii. , 1, 28 we read : “ Wilt thou have the favor of

the gods, serve the gods. " ]

6 With Hillel's maxims 8 4h - 7 (others, see above i. , 12-14), the traditional chain is again taken

up, which was interrupted by the inserted sentences of men from the house of Hillel ( i . , 16-2, 4a ).

un to separate . Heb . X., 25 uit éykata helmovTEÇ KTÀ. [ Dean Stanley quotes Ewald as say

ing on this maxim : “ Separate not .... death .” “ This," Ewald remarks, “ is a strange truth for a

Pharisee to have uttered ; one which, had the Pharisees followed, no Pharisee would have ever

arisen . Yet," he adds, with true appreciation of the elevation of the best spirits above their

party , “ it is not the only example of a distinguished teacher protesting against the fundamental

error of his own peculiar tendencies. "]

8 [Comp. Ecclus. xi . , 7 : Blame not before thou hast examined ; think over first, and then re

buke. ]

1787 Dy (an expression already occurring Ezek. vii., 27, though not in that same significa

tion) 'denotes the great mass devoid of the knowledge of the law, John vii . , 49 : ó oxios oúros ó

un YevúckWV TÒV vòpov. Here, as in other passages, e. g. V., 10, an individual is meant (comp.

9 ] = gentile ), then plur. Y787 DV iii . , 10b . Observe the special prominence which is attached

to the intellectual above the ethical.

10 Only a seeming contradiction with Shabbath , fol . 63, col . 1, towards the end : (when the rustic

is a saint] live not in his neighborhood .

11 Bashful, here : he that is ashamed of putting a question.

1977ino also vi . , 5 traffic) cf. Ezek. xxvii . , 15 ) , comp. Eruvin fol. 55, col. 1 , where it is said on

Deut. xxx.; 13 : Rabbi Jochanan said : D'ava s7 [not in heaven] , the law is not found among

the high -minded ; ( neither is it beyond the sea ), neither is it found among the merchants . [ Comp.

also Ecclus. xxvi., 29 : “ A merchant will hardly keep himself free from doing wrong , and a

huckster will not be declared free from sin ." ]

13 The same maxim is given in the Aramaic Berathoth , fol . 63, col . 1 .

Comp. Sota i . , 7 : “ With the measure ye mete, it shall be measured u you," and Hillel's

dictum Shabbath , fol. 31 , col . 1 : " What is hatefulto you , do not unto thy neighbor."

9
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7. He also said : He who increases flesh increases worms; he who increases

riches , increases cares ; he who increases wives , increases witchcraft ; he who

increases maid-servants , increases lewdness ; he who increases men -servants ,

increases robbery ; he who increases his knowledge of the law , increases life ; he

who increases his study in college , increases wisdom ; he who increases counsel ,

increases prudence ; he who increases justice , increases peace ; if a man has

gained a good name, he has gained it for himself ; if he has gained the words of

the law , he has gained for himself eternal life .

89.1 Rabban Jochanan , the son of Zaccai , received the tradition from

Hillel and Shammai. He used to say : If thou hast studied the law much , do

not consider it as a good deed on thy part , since thou wast created for that very

purpose.3

86. Rabban Jochanan , the son of Zaccai , had five disciples , and these are they ;

Ribbi Eliezer, the son of Hyrkanos ,4 Rabbi Joshua, the son of Hananya, Rabbi

José , the priest, Rabbi Simeon , the son of Nathanael, and Rabbi Eleazar, the

son of Arach . He thus estimated their worth : Rabbi Eliezer, the son of

Hyrkanos , is as a well-plastered cistern, which loses not a drop ; Joshua , son of

Hananya, happy are his parents ; R. José , the priest , is a saint ; R. Simeon , the

son of Nathanael, fears sin ; and Rabbi Eleazar, the son of Arach , is an ever

flowing spring. He used to say : If all the sages of Israel were in one scale of

the balance , and R. Eliezer, the son of Hyrcanos , in the other, he would out

weigh them all . Abba Saul5 said , in his name: If all the sages of Israel were in

one scale , and Eliezer, the son of Hyrcanos, with them , and Eleazar, the son of

Arach , in the other , he would outweigh them all .

9. He said to them : Go forth and consider which is the good path to which a

man should cleave . Rabbi Eliezer said ; A good eye ;6 Rabbi Joshua said, A

good comrade ; Rabbi José said , A good neighbor ; Rabbi Simeon said , One who

perceives the future ; Rabbi Eleazar said , A good heart.7 He said to them : I

prefer the words Eleazer, the son of Arach , to your words ; as his words

include yours. He also said to them : Go forth and consider which is the bad

ways that man should shun. Rabbi Eliezer said : a bad eye! ; Rabbi Joshua said :

A bad comrade ; Rabbi José said, A bad neighbor ; Rabbi Simeon said , The bor

rower who does not repay, for when one borrows from man , it is as if he borrows

from God,10 for it is said : “ The wicked borroweth and payeth not again ; but the

i Continuation to i . , 15.

2 A disciple of Hillel; according to Rosh ha -shana , fol . 31 col . 2 , he became 120 years old , the

same age - the Mosaic - which was ascribed to Hillel and R. Agiba.

* Comp. Luke xvii. , 10 ; 1 Cor. ix . , 16 .

+ 'Ypkavós. The meaning of this name, which already occurs in the second century B.C.

(John Hyrcanus, 135-105 ) is not yet ascertained .

5 In the first half of the second century A. D.

6 According to v., 19, the disciples of Abraham have “ a good eye , " those of Balaam " a bad

eye." Comp. also Prov. xxii . , 9 [ and Matt. vi . , 22 ].

7 [i . e . , susceptible of every good, comp. Matt. v. , 8 ; Luke vi . , 45.]

8 [ i . e. the way which leads to destruction . In the Scriptures 79,7 means often " darkness , "

for the evil one likes the darkness. Thus Prov. ii . , 13 : " who leave the paths of uprightness to

walk in the way of darkness;" comp. also 2 Peter ii . , 15.]

9 [the eye is themirrorof the soul, comp. Matt. vi., 23.) y? 1 '» meansto be envious, malicious.

10 [Literally, 'place, ” which is often used in Jewish writingsfor God , because there is no place

which is not pervaded by His presence . Philo de somn . says : ó JEÒç KaneTTaL TÓTOS TV TEPLEP XEīv ,

*T2 . ]
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righteous showeth mercy and giveth .” ] Rabbi Eleazar said : a bad heart.2 He

said to them : I prefer the words of Eleazer, the son of Arach , to your words , as

his words include yours .

10. They also said three things : Rabbi Eliezer4 said : Let the honor of thy

companion be as dear to thee as thine own ; and be not easily provoked , and re

pent one days before thy death , ande warm thyself by the fire of the sages , and be

careful that their coal does not burn thee , for their bite is as the bite of a jackal ,

and their sting like the sting of a scorpion , and their burn is the burn of a fiery

serpent , and all their words are as fiery coals .

11. Rabbi Joshua said : The bad eye , the bad thought and misanthropy draw

man out of the world.8

12. Rabbi José said : Let the property of thy companion be as dear to thee as

thine own, and prepare thyself to study the law , for it will not be bequeathed to

thee by inheritance ;9 and let all thy deeds be to promote the name of God.10

13. Rabbi Simeon said : Be careful of reading the Shemall and the Prayer ;12

and when thou prayest consider not thy prayer as fixed ,13 but pray for mercy and

supplicate for grace in the presence of God , " for he is gracious and merciful ,

slow to anger , and abundant in mercy, and repenteth him of the evil , ” ? 14 and be

not impious in thine own sight.

14. Rabbi Eleazer said : Be diligent to study the law , and consider what thou

mayest rejoin to an epicurean ,15 and consider also for whom thou workest, and

who is thy employer,16 who is to pay the wages for thy labor.

15. Rabbi Tarphon17 said : The day is short, 18 and the labor vast,19 but the

221 sq .

i Ps. xxxvii. , 21 .

2 Mark vii ., 21, 22 .

3 Each of them.

4 Comp. C. A. R. Toetterman , R. Eliezer ben Hyrcanos sive de vi qua doctrina Christiana primis

seculis illustrissimos quosdam Iudaeorum attraxit . Leipzig , 1877 (comp. Theol. Literaturzeitung

1877 , col. 687–689 ).

5 One day, i . e . to -day , since you may die to -morrow , Shabbath , fol. 153, col . 1. Comp. Hillel's.

words, I. 14 and II . 4b toward the end.

6 The words " and.... flery coals " probably a later addition, comp. Aboth Rabbi Nathan.

7 There are two inclinations in man, a good and an evil one. The good is to conquer the evil,

and can do so , according to Jewish teaching. Comp. Weber, Altsyn . Theol. esp. p. 208 sq . ,

The evil inclination is also called 79' without addition, see Aboth , IV. , 1 .

8 " Draw out of the world, ” refers here, III. , 105 and IV. , 21, to the physical life . Comp. Prov.

xiv. , 30 .

9 Comp. Deut. xxxiii . , 4 .

10 [Comp. 1 Cor. x . , 31.]

11 The prayer, which every grown -up male Israelite (exceptingwomen , children and slaves) has

to recite twice every day in the morning an the evening). It contains the three sections of

the law, Deut. vi . , 4-9, xi . , 13-21; Num. XV. , 37-41, and bears its name from the first word you.

[Comp. also Pick, art. Shema in McClintock and Strong's Cyclop . ]

12 ( It is the eighteen benedictions or Shemonch Esreh . Comp. Pick , art. Shemonch Esreh in Mc

Clintock and Strong, l. c .)

13 Comp. Berachoth IV. , 4, where we read as R. Eliezer's word : " If one makes his prayer fixed,

his prayer is not supplications."

14 Joel ii . , 13.

15 Freethinker, i . e. , the non-Israelitish freethinker, according to Sanhedrin , fol. 39, col. 2.

16 God , see $ 16.

17 Tpvowv, a contemporaryof the five disciplesof Jochanan, often mentioned as the opponent

of Agiba. [Some maintained that he is the same Trypho , who is the interlocutor in Justin Mar

tyr's Dialogue. Comp. Pick, rt. Tarphon in McClintock and Strong's Cyclop . ]

18 (Comp. John ix. , 4. ]

19 [Comp. ibid . iv . , 35.]

1 )
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laborers are indolent, though the wages be large and the master of the house ?

is pressing .

16. He used to say : It is not incumbent upon thee to finish the work ,3 and

yet thou art not at liberty to be idle about it. If thou hast studied the law

much , great reward will be given thee ; for faithful is thy employer, who will

award to thee the hire of thy labor ; 5 but know that the reward of the right

eous is in the future .

> CONTRIBUTED : NOTES.

Remarks on the Ethiopic. — That a magazine which is devoted to the interests

of Hebrew study , which looks at the language of the Old Testament rather from

a philological standpoint than as the medium of pre-Christian revelation , should

not pass by unnoticed the claims of the cognate tongues , will probably be accepted

without debate. Indeed it is one of the objects of HEBRAICA to encourage such

discussions. According the language and literature of Ethiopia, “ the Switzer

land of Africa ,” have a right to a hearing in its columns from time to time. And

this they richly merit. Both the character of the Ethiopic language , in that it

has worked out the common Semitic genius in its own peculiar way , and thus

contributes its portion to the solution of the problems of this group of lan

guages , as also the large literature which is treasured up in this language, are

well worthy of study. Ethiopic is not a mere twig from some larger limb , not a

mere dialect of which only fragmentary remains or a few enigmatical inscriptions

have been preserved ; but possessing an extensive literature , it has a complete

grammar and a full lexicon , and thus offers ample material for wide research.

It is not a matter of difficulty to assign to this language its position in the

Semitic group . Geographical reasons point to a closer affinity between the Ethi

opic and the Arabic, an affinity which would appear all the closer from the histor

ical reason that both languages about the same time became the vehicles of an

extensive literature, and that they thus would have reached about the same stage

of development. Of course this latter feature, in consideration of the well known

conservatism of the Semitic languages, as this is apparent, e.g. , in the virtually uni

form character of Biblical Hebrew and in the primitive character of the Arabic,

would seem of little moment, yet for the purpose of comparing the two languages

it has its importance. An examination of the language shows that what his

tory and geography suggest is correct. The Ethiopic language belongs to the

Southern Semitic group , of which the Arabic is the representative and most im

portant member. This connection is evident e. g. in the partition of u and y into

two letters of different intensity ( like the Arabic
T

and ¿ for 7, and

for 17, and wo and a

for 3 although it no longer splits the , 7 , and y into two each , as is the

i [ Comp. Matt . ix. , 37, 38.]

2 God ( oikodeOTTOTIS, Matt. xx . 1] .

3 [ Comp. Rom . xii. , 4, 5. ]

* [Comp. Matt . xx ., 6. ]

5 ( Comp. ibid. xx., 8, 9.)
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case in Arabic, but in the room thereof has developed an emphatic p sound and a

number of u -containing gutturals and palatals ); further , in the frequency of the

short vowels at the end of words, in the wealth of verbal forms , making use of

every possibility offered in this connection , and thus producing twelve regular and

full conjugations of the triliteral verb ; in the large number of verb roots of four

and more letters; in the inner, or broken and collective plural and formatonis ; in

the regular accusative ; in the separating of the subjunctive and voluntative from

the imperfect ; in the possibility of suffixing two personal pronouns to a single

verb, and in a number of other less important grammatical peculiarities. In the

lexicon the relation is equally close and apparent. The copia verborum indeed con

tains quite a number of what are probably African vocables, or at least can as yet

not be explained from a Semitic basis, but yet the great mass of words and mean

ings are the same as in Arabic ; and in many cases where the latter has developed

roots and significations of its own , not found in the North Semitic branch , the

Ethiopic has the same peculiarities as its southern neighbor. One very marked

feature of the Ethiopic language is its syntax. The Arabic has surpassed exceed

ingly the stiff and stereotyped character of Hebrew and Syriac syntax, but the

pliability of the Arabic is nothing compared with the elegance and variety of the

grammatical structure of the Ethiopic. The latter language, probably because

its literature was nourished under Greek example and Greek incitement, has a

fineness of syntax unequalled by any other of its sister Semitic languages , and yet

it cannot be said that any of its syntactical features are unnatural or un-Semitic .

While the Greek may have furnished the models and idea , the syntax of the Ethi

opic grammar exhibits only the development of what is contained in germ in the

structure of the other languages , partly in the Arabic and partly in the North

Semitic .

And yet the Ethiopic is by no means merely a dialect of the Arabic . Already

the fact that many of the words for the most common objects in existence and for

the most frequently occurring acts are in Ethiopic not the same as those used in

Arabic, shows that at a comparatively early period the Ethiopic language entered

upon a development of its own . Its vowels are not so abundant, ă and ě being

its only short vowels ; its nominal and adjective formations are not as varied and

numerous ; its prepositions and conjunctions are nearly all peculiar ; it has no

diminutive or elative forms , and no genitive ; its alphabet is syllabic and reads

from left to right, although this is a later development , the older inscriptions still

showing the Bovotpoondóv style , and thus pointing to an original method from right

to left . And while a number of facts seem to show that the language of Ethi

opia occupied an independent position over against the Arabic, which was the

classical tongue at least of Northern and Middle Arabia, whatever its nearer

relation may have been to the comparatively unknown but nearer languages of

Southern Arabia ; a number of other facts , both in grammar and lexicon , point

to a closer connection with the North Semitic languages, or , rather, indicate

that the Ethiopic retained and developed some features of the one original and

undivided Semitic tongue which the northern branch also developed, but which

the Arabic did not develop , or at any rate dropped . Still another class of pecu

liarities show that in the Ethiopic the process of decay had already commenced

when it became a literary language. All these features combined will aid in

giving the language its proper position as a branch , but one marked by indi

viduality in character and development , of the Semitic family.
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The Ethiopians call their tongue “ lezâna Geěz,” the language of the free.

Originally it was the language spoken in Tigre , a district in the northern part of

Ethiopia; but when a powerful government was established at Uxum, the capital

of Tigre, and spread over the rest of the country, the language of the district be

came the language of the country. This is a phenomenon often observed in his

tory . The Arabic of the Koran and of literature was originally the dialect of the

tribe Kinânâ , to which the Kuraisch family , of which Mohammed was a member,

belonged . With the conquests of the new religion it spread also. In the Ger

many of the reformation period a similar transformation took place through

Luther's Bible and other writings. Although the alphabet and beginnings of

Ethiopic literature cannot be ascribed to Christian influences , as is proved from

the fact that these old inscriptions date back to pre -Christian days and convey

sentiments decidedly heathenish , yet the literature of the language as such is

entirely of a Christian and ecclesiastical sort . And to the present day, although

the Amharic and other dialects have supplanted it in the mouths of the people,

and even the priests and educated people understand but little of it , it continues

to be used in the services of the Church as the lingua sacra .

At the head of Ethiopic literature stands the version or versions of the Bible ;

and with these words the two chief characteristics of this literature have been

expressed — it is kar' çoxy churchly, and a literature of translations partly from the

Greek and partly from the Arabic . The position here assigned to the Ethiopic

translation of the Bible is based not only or chiefly on chronological grounds, but

rather on the fact that this translation gạve character and form to all the litera

ture that followed . Dillmann, the greatest of Ethiopic scholars, in the Prolego

mena to his Lexicon , says , “ Inter ea ( i . e . Ethiopic literature) primum locum

obtinent Biblia Æthiopica, quæ omnium literarum Abyssiniarum fundamentum

sunt et norma, et quam reliqui scriptores suum dicendi scribendique genus con

formaverunt." These words in nowise overestimate the importance or influence

of this version for the literary life of Ethiopia. . This translation made from the

Septuagint soon after the Christianization of Ethiopia, is a fair and reliable one ,

and should be heard in settling one of the vexed questions of old Testament Sci

ence, viz . , the text of the LXX. As yet the whole Old Testament has not been

published. In 1701 Job Ludolph published the Psalms, and in 1853 Dillmann

issued a critical edition of the Octateuchus (i . e . the Pentateuch , Joshua , Judges

and Ruth) and of 1 and 2 Kings , and lately also of the prophet Joel. The New

Testament was published in Rome as early as 1548 by the Abyssinian Tesfa -Zion ,

which version was received into the great London Polyglot Bible , and in 1830 Th.

P. Platt issued an edition for the British Bible Society ; but neither of these can

be called critical. About the same time with the Bible , or soon after, a number

of other books were translated, which , owing to the vague ideas of Biblical canon

among the Ethiopians are sometimes found among the canonically received books .

Fortunately a large number of these translations are of works of which the

originals have been lost, and in this case the translations have a greater than the

mere literary value of aiding in determining or understanding the original texts.

A number of Pseudepographi of the Old Testament have thus been preserved to

the church . Without doubt the chief of these is the enigmatical Book of Enoch ,

of which a new translation, with extensive introduction and notes , by the writer

appeared at Andover in 1882. Dillmann has published the Ethiopic text and a

German translation . Allied in spirit to Enoch is the haggadistic production
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called the Kufale , or the Book of Jubilees , or also the Smaller Genesis , CH LETTÌ

YÉVEols, in which the contents of Genesis are reproduced under the scheme of

Jubilee periods, and filled out with all kinds of rabbinical stories. Dillmann pub

lished the Ethiopic texts in 1859 and a German translation in the Goettinger

Gelehrter Anzeiger, but no English translation has as yet been made. Other works

of this kind, well known through the patristic citations , are the Ascensio Isaiae

and the Apocalypse of Ezra . The Ethiopic text of the former was published by

Dillmann in 1876 , and of the latter by Platt in 1820. A most peculiar work is the

Physiologus, the representative of a strange class of Christian literature in the

early middle ages , in which the objects of nature are used to teach and illustrate

Christian doctrine and morality , and of this Hommel edited the Ethiopic text and

made a German translation in 1877. The latest work of this kind issued is the

contest of Adam, edited in Ethiopic by Trumpp , and translated into English by

Malan . The literature is also rich in liturgical work , of which , however, but lit

tle has been translated . Trumpp in 1878 published the Ethiopic Baptismal Book

of which the present writer soon after made a translation in the Luthern Quarter

ly , Gettysburg, Pa.; and Rodwell, in 1864 and 1867 , published in London ,

chiefly from MSS ., a large collection of Ethiopic Prayers and Liturgies. Some few

works are extant on other subjects , such as exegesis , mostly translations from

Chrysostom ; a collection of Monastic commands called the Rules of Pachominy ;

confessions of faith , both of the Church as a whole and of prominent individuals ;

and one or two works on philosophy, law and medicine. The ascetic literature,

as can be expected , is very large , the lives of the saints being described in extenso.

The Ethiopic almanac has a saint for every day , and a biography of every saint . .

Wüstenfeld recently published a German translation of this saints' biographical

calendar, called the Synaxarium. Poetry also is to be found , but it has stood in

the service of the Church , consisting chiefly of antiphones, prayers and laudations

of Mary and the saints. A kind of a Specilegium Æthiopice in English transla

tion was given by the writer in the Bibliotheca Sacra of January 1882. Of course

we have not given here anything like a complete list of Ethiopic works, not even

of all that have been published , but have endeavored to furnish only enough

material for readers to form a judgment as to the character and scope of this lit

erature .

The facilities for studying Ethiopic are very good for any one who understands

German , but very poor for a person who does not. And this is nearly all the

work of a single man , Professor A. Dillmann, of Berlin , a pupil of Ewald. It is

true that before his day we had the grammar and lexicon of that enthusiastic

scholar Jób Ludolf, the author of the very valuable Historie Æthiopica and the

accompanying Commentarius in Hist.Æthiop.; but Dillmann's work threw all this

into the shade. His Grammatik , Lexicon Æthiopic Latinum and Chrestomathia

Æthiopica offer not only the beginner, but also the advanced student vast material

for work. They are all the fruit of ripe scholarship, written upon the solid basis

of comparative Semitic philology , and will repay study. Other aids also are at

hand. Schrader, the well known Assyrian scholar, has written a well digested and

careful treatise on the relation of the Ethiopic to the other Semitic tongues, en

titled “ De Linguae Æthiopicae Cum Conatis Linguis Comparatae Indole Unirersae;"

Stade , now Professor in Giessen and the author of a new and excellent Hebrew

Grammar, wrote a dissertation on the pluraliteral stems in Ethiopic ; Hommel

has made some contributions to the Ethiopic lexicon in his Physiologus and his
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Namen der Längethieres beiden Suedsemit. Völkern ; Trumpp has also done some

thing in this direction in his various contributions to Ethiopic ; König , the author

of the new Hebrew grammar based on Qimủi , has published two series of stud

ies on the alphabet, pronunciation and forms of the Ethiopic language, and others

have done similar work. From this last, which of course is by no means exhaust

ive , it is apparent that there is plenty of material at the disposal of scholars for

both the critical and the literary study of the Ethiopic language . It is only to be

regretted that so few find inclination and time to devote more attention to this

interesting subject. G. H. S.

Inי some the plural of masculine nouns endsinאָיַמorןיִיַמby 7

Kautzsch's Aramaic Grammar . — This work deserves special commendation

from the fact that the author has restricted himself to the Aramaic as presented

in the Old Testament , and that he did neither intend, nor pretend, as some others

before him have done , to write a grammar of the Aramaic in general. The

Aramaic dialects, as we have them preserved in Daniel and Ezra , in the various

Targums, in the two Talmuds, in the Midrashic and in some other branches of

the ancient Jewish literature , differ very considerably , grammatically as well

as lexically. In time and in place the remains of the Aramaic literature lie

almost as widely asunder as the writings of Chaucer and of Macaulay , as the

Scotch dialect and that of Wales. Could we now reasonably expect that one

grammar of the English language should give us at the same time the rules

governing modern English and old English , the English of Northumberland

and the English of Sussex County ? Any attempt to do so , would result in our

confounding one dialect with another, and would be misleading.

So we find in some of the Aramaic dialects the verb x ?n? (to see),while in

others only XIN is used. In some , water is designated by the noun ja , in others

, 2. • in others the

ending is
com . 72 and 7'7210 (men ) . In some the 1 p . Sing. Perf. of the

verb ends in N'_, in others in ( I ),

and 'XIN (I have seen ). And thus there are hundreds of differences to be found .

Facts enough are recorded proving that even in Judea the dialect of the

neighboring Galilee was understood with diffculty in the Talmudic age , and vice

versa . In Talmud Babyl. Erubhin 53b , for instance, we find several anecdotes

showing this . For example : A Galilean had come to Judea , and there he asked ,

Who has an 70X ? Who has an 70X ? And they answered him , Thou foolish

Galilean, what dost thou desire with thy 70X ? Dost thou mean a pion (donkey )

to ride upon , or man (wine) to drink, or way (wool) to clothe thyself with , or

Ta'x (a lamb) to kill it ? In Genesis Rabba, chap . xxiv ., Rabbi Eliezer is quoted

as having made the remark that in Galilee they say 'y instead of XY'N (ser

pent). If such grammatical and lexical differences were prevailing in the speech

of the inhabitants of Southern and of Northern Palestine, how still more marked

must have been the difference between the Eastern Aramaic spoken in the

Euphrates valley and the Western Aramaic spoken on the shores of the lake of

Genesareth ?

On page 16 of his grammar, Prof. Kautzsch gives a specimen of the Aramaic

as still spoken in three villages on the eastern slope of the Anti -Lebanon mount

.
I),תיזח have said)יִרָמֲאandתיִרְמַא-comp
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itתו. pas )they say)תוהfor,אנוחbrother )they say)אנוחאoften dropped . For

.andso forth,רזעלthe shortened formרזעלאfor the proper noun,רמform

ain . If from this short specimen we would be justified in determining the char

acteristics of the Aramaic as still living in the mouths of a few hundred Syrians

of the present day , we might say that in that dialect even radical letters are

( ) , ( was) .

The same peculiarity we find in the old Aramaic literature , especially in the Jeru

salem Talmud, where for 138 (nce ) the form ja appears, for 7OX (to speak) the

, , .

In & 5 , No. 3 of his book, Prof. Kautzsch says that we are still lacking a good

critical edition of the Targum , both in regard to the consonant-text and to the

vocalization thereof. This complaint has now happily become groundless, at least

in part. For within a few months, A. Berliner's excellent edition of the Onkelos

Targum has left the press (Berlin , 1884 ) , accompanied by notes, introduction , and

indexes ,-an edition which will satisfy the demands of every student.

B. FELSENTHAL .

The Study of Arabic in the University of Cincinnati . - The study of Arabic

has been carried on in the University of Cincinnati for more than five years. The

whole number of students that have taken it as a part of their curriculum ,

amounts to twelve or thirteen . The course , as laid down in the catalogue , is one

of two years , but in many instances students have given four or five years to

Arabic, making it a main or a secondary branch in a post- graduate course. The

authorities of the Hebrew Union College strongly urge those under their charge

to engage in the study thereof as long as possible.

At first the students were supplied by the instructor with different books in

Arabic , by which aids they were taught to read the text. By means of dictation,

paradigms and a vocabulary were acquired , and this was followed by the transla

tion of simple sentences from Arabic into English and vice versa. A knowledge

of the most common rules of Syntax was imparted in the same way. The students

then took up Wright’s Arabic Grammar and Arnold's Chrestomathy , omitting

much in the former as being unnecessary. At least two thirds of the Chresto

mathy were read, and it was succeeded by the Muallakat, with commentary

( Arnold's edition ) . There was some doubt about the expediency of laying before

young students a text so difficult. It was very hard , for a while ; but in a short

time, there were very few passages that they could not translate . There were

four of the Muallakat read .

The last book that is given to the students is the Koran , with Beidhawis ?

Commentary ( Fleischer's edition ). The most important Suras with commentary

are selected , translated , and the commentary pointed . It is best to accustom

students very early to unpointed text. They will not find it, by any means , so

difficult as they would think.

Every other year a course of lectures is given on the Semitic languages.

These are more of an encyclopedic than philological nature.

Hebrew is not taught in the University of Cincinnati , on account of the ad

vantages offered by the Hebrew Union College . Nearly all of the students that

take Arabic have already received instruction in Hebrew , Chaldee and Syriac .

The University of Cincinnati has not yet any professor that devotes his time ex

clusively to teaching the Semitic languages. It will , without doubt, not be very

long before such a chair has been established.
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One great hindrance to the study of Arabic is the cost of books , and , it might

even be added , the lack of the right kind of books at any cost. There is not one

grammar that gives, in a succinct and clear form , such an insight into Arabic as

is furnished by fifty Latin, or Greek grammars to those wishing to pursue either

of these languages. W. SPROULL.

.plןֶדֵעhad originally nothing to do with(ןֶרֶע-IIeb)יEden*-ןְרעְּב-ןֶּב

םיִנָדֲע

. “ ” ( ) j y , .

D'ITY: The Hebrews received the word (meaning " field," " plain " ) from the

Babylonians. The usual Assyrian ideograph for “ field ,” “ Steppe," " plain ," is

explained in the syllabaries (vid . Haupt, ASK , 18, No. 312 ) by 1 -di-n u , i . e. , 1979,

and as this word appears , at the same time , in the left column of the syllabary

( as 1-di -in ) , it may be supposed that it was an old (uraltes ) , non-Semitic word ,

which later passed over into the Semitic (Del . ) . Eden , as used by the Hebrew

writer, is , of course , a proper name, which the Hebrews, as often happens in such

cases, interpreted after their own etymology, and which they probably connected

with 17 in the meaning “ joy , ” “ pleasure .” — In this “ field ” Jahveh planted a

“ garden ,” in which he placed the man . The ideograph in Assyrian for the

conception “ garden , " read kar and gan , is explained , as regards its meaning in

the syllabaries (vid . III . , R, 70 , 96 ; ASK, 15 , 217 ) by Assyr. ginû (g i-nu -u ) ,

Accad. g a -na , and , aside from this , it is , for the Assyrian , made clear through

ik-lu , i.e., Spn,“ field.” It must remain undecided whether this word which

is found in all the Semitic languages, also in the Ethiopic, is to be regarded as

non - Semitic, but Sumero -Accadian (Sayce, Haupt, Del. ) , i . e . , as a foreign word

in these languages, as " Park " in ours . The possibility that this word passed

from the Semitic into the Accadian is , in our opinion , equally as probable, because

(vid. F. Del . PD. 135 ) the proper and , at all events, older word for “garden, ” in

the Accadian, seems to have been kar ; gun, gin replaced kar, as far as we

now see , for the first in the time of Asurbanipal (Assurb. Smith , 183 ) . The

etymology of the word is also , to say the least, made no less satisfactory by the

acceptance of its Semitic origin than by the acceptance of its coming out of the

Accadian . - Schrader's KAT.2
R. F.

Spin ( Gen. 11. , 14 ) , the Hebrew name of the Tigris, occurring also in Dan .

X. , 4.'Noteworthy , as is known, is the pronunciation with prefixed hi , which we

meet neither in the Aramaic, nor in the Arabic, nor, finally , in the Persian form

of the name. It is, however, not specifically Hebraic. It is found also in the

Assyrian , but not , however , in the usual texts ; these also present only the form

“ Diglat, " e . g. , the Behistun ( l. c. ) inscription , Babyl. text l . 35 (Di-ig -lat ).

We meet it, however, in the more complete syllabaries. One of these ( II . Rawl.

50 , 7 ) explains the ideograph in Beh. 34 , and known to represent the Tigris

(BAR.TIK.KAR) by I -di-ig -lat, i . e . , as the syllables a, i , u , in the Assyrian

represent also ha, hi , hu ,=Hidiglat, a form which , as proposed , corresponds

very nearly to the Hebrew pronunciation , and joins itself with the Samaritan

5p77. The hardening of h (i) to ļ ( i ) , in transfer from one language to another,

is, in general, not infrequent. As the Persian Ahuramazdâ, in the inscription

of Naksch -i-Rustam, certainly became the Babylonian Aḥurmaz d a '

(together with Urimizda or Uram a zda, also Urimizda’ of the

Behistun inscription ) , and as the same probably holds good in the Assyrian
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isלקדה)- only hardened in pronunciation from an original(ח)לקדAramaic

itself in the case of the foreign names H a mattu and A mattu “ Hamâth , "

Ha-mídi and A midi “ Amid , " so it is also probable that this Assyrian and

(

and that the pronunciation with | goes back to a still earlier form with 4. Prob

ably the matter stands thus , that I diglat, especially Diglat ( the latter in

the Behistun inscription ) was the weaker Babylonian pronunciation , as reflected

in the Persian Tigrâ, and as retained to the present day in the Arabic älso,

while, in the Hebrew and (cf. A$) Aramaic , the specifically Assyrian pro

nunciation received precedence. In other cases it is also known that, in Assyrian ,

a hard, emphatic corresponds to a weak , in the Babylonian , and that, in stil

other respects, differences exist between the Assyrian and Babylonian pronun

ciations, is no less well known . Worthy of notice is the rejection of the fem .

ending (a ,t ) in the Hebrew and Aramaic ; while the Assyrian and the other

languages mentioned above , including the Neo-Persian , have constantly retained

it . Cf. the reverse in the Assyrian - Himjaritic - Aramaic ney, püs, ny, in

contrast with the Hebrew - Canaanitic ney.-- SchradersKAT.2

R. F.

~EDITORIAL : NOTES.

The Study of Assyrian.—The impression prevails that, unless one has a life-time

to devote to it , little can be accomplished in the study of Assyrian . This impression

is a mistaken one. It is true , of course , that one's entire life might profitably be

devoted to the study ; that, to become recognized as an authority in Assyrian , one

must give himself up exclusively to this and kindred subjects . But are we to take

it for granted that, unless a man is to become a specialist in a given department,

there is nothing in connection with that departmentwhich he may profitably study ?

Shall no man study Latin except the prospective professor of Latin ?

It is probable that the difficulties of Assyrian study have been exaggerated .

Or , perhaps the statement may better be made thus : The difficulties which origin

ally existed ,-and, it must be conceded , they seemed almost insuperable , -thanks

to the arduous labors of such men as Delitzsch , Schrader, Oppert, Sayce , are now

largely removed . Difficulties, to be sure , still remain ; but , compared with those

which have been overcome, they are of a minor character. The greatest difficulty

for the student is the mastery of the syllabary , now that it has been quite defi

nitely determined . But we think that an important and helpful step in advance

was made during the past summer, when it was decided by an eminent Assyriol

ogist - a practical instructor — that it was expedient , first to get some knowledge

of the language through transliterated texts , and then , gradually to master the

signs. This method has two advantages : it will encourage the student ; and it

will enable him to acquire the syllabary all the more rapidly and thoroughly , be

cause he will know the meaning and signification of the roots and formative

elements for which the signs stand .

The adoption of this method will induce five men to take up Assyrian where,

otherwise, one would have hesitated . Nor need we fear that men will not learn

the syllabary , after having gained some knowledge of the language. Surely that
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which he would earlier have been compelled to do, will now be done all the more

willingly ; for not only will the student find it more easy, but he will be more

fully persuaded of its importance.

The question arises : For whom is a study of Assyrian important ? Whom will

it pay ? We answer :

1 ) The professor's of Hebrew . We cannot understand how any one whose

business it is to instruct in Hebrew, or to teach the Old Testament, can well

afford to be without some knowledge , at least , of that language and literature

which has already affected so largely the very questions which he is called upon

daily to discuss in the class -room , viz. , the fo of Hebrew words, the meaning

of Hebrew words , the history of a nation so closely connected with that of

Israel . The example of a learned professor of Hebrew , nearly sixty years of age ,

in a Southern seminary , who has spent his vacation , just closing, in the class

room study of Assyrian , because, indeed, he felt that a knowledge of this lan

guage was necessary to fit him for the better performance of his duties as a

professor of Hebrew , -- the example of this man deserves to be imitated by younger

men. There is much time spent in these days by our theological professors in

the discussion of questions which are of no possible moment, however they may

be settled . Why not devote a portion of this time to the study of Assyrian ? We

profess to follow the historico - grammatical method in our interpretation of Scrip

ture . Are there any questions then so fundamental as questions of grammar, of

lexicography, of history ? Is there any one source from which so much aid may

be gained as from Assyrian ?

2 ) Ministers who know Hebrew . There are some clergymen , let us thank

God , who are familiar with Hebrew , who read the Hebrew of the Old Testament,

as they read the Greek of the New. These , as compared in number with those

who do not possess this knowledge, are , it must be confessed , few . But they are

growing more numerous. Ten years ago they might be counted by tens. To-day

they may be counted perhaps by hundreds . For this class of men , we can think

of no more profitable linguistic study . Even a slight knowledge of Assyrian will

enliven their IIebrew , and make it again as fresh as when first learned . Besides ,

who ought to be more fully equipped for the study of the Divine Word than the

minister ? Not even the specialist. If the Assyrian language and history will

assist one in understanding the Hebrew language and history , shall it not be

studied ?

3) Students of Ancient History and of Comparative Religions. The discov

eries in Assyria have opened a new field in Ancient History. What student in

this department or in that of Comparative Religions , -now a science in itself,

can well afford to be ignorant of a language, of a literature , and of a history

which promise so much to the investigator. Nor need one suppose that he can

understand the history or religion of a people , any more than its literature , with

out an acquaintance with its language. The greatest of all Hebrew historians,

Ewald , was likewise the greatest of all Hebrew scholars.

It is objected, first, that the books for the study of Assyrian are very expen

sive . This is true ; but what library is worthy of the name that has not an Assyr

ian apparatus ? and , besides , what are a few dollars in a matter of this kind . It

may not be long, perhaps, until we shall have Assyrian text-books prepared by

American professors , and then the objection of expense will no longer exist .

It is objected , secondly , that it is impossible to obtain instruction . This was
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true three years ago , but is no longer true. At Cambridge, Professor D. G. Lyon

has classes in Assyrian ; in New York City , Professor Francis R. Brown ; in

Philadelphia , Professor John P. Peters ; in Baltimore, Professor Paul Haupt.

There was, during the past summer, and there will also be , the coming summer,

an opportunity for gaining this instruction . Shall all this kind of work be done in

Germany ? Shall not American scholars show that they have a deep interest in

whatever concerns the Word of God , or the language in which that Word is

written ?

Unaccented Open Syllables with a Short Vowel. - With Professor Strack's

admirable treatment of “Syllables in Hebrew " the discussion in HEBRAICA of

the so - called “ Intermediate ” Syllable will close. We regret that we cannot take

space for the publication of other articles on this subject which have been received .

In closing the discussion, a few words may be regarded as in place :

From the lack of a clear treatment of this subject by grammarians, and from

the opinions of eminent teachers expressed orally and by letter to the writer, it is

inferred that the subject is one not deemed worthy of attention . But what are

the facts ?

1 ) The Hebrew vowel -system , “ while not authentic, and by no means to be

regarded as an intrinsic part of the text,” is not merely valuable, but indeed neces

sary , as an aid in learning the language. No accurate knowledge of the Hebrew

can be obtained aside from an absolute mastery of the principles of the Massoretic

system of punctuation , whether these be regarded as natural or artificial, real or

imaginary. And the regularity of the system is all the more a reason why seem

ing departures from it should be closely examined .

2 ) There are in the first chapter of Genesis 454 syllables ending with a vowel ,

including those ending with a quiescent letter. Of these , 181 are accented , 273

unaccented (the Měthềgh not being regarded as an accent). In all grammars the

law is laid down that unaccented simple (or open ) syllables must have a long

vowel ; but of the 273 unaccented syllables, 39 , i . e . , one in seven , has a short

vowel. There is , of course , a clear reason in every case for this seeming violation

of the rule. But why, when so large a number of such cases occurs, should no

mention be made of them ?

3 ) That student who fails to notice this deviation , and to classify the in

stances of it, cannot be called a critical student. That teacher who will not take

into account a fact which , in violation of a most fundamental principle , occurs at

least twenty times on every page of the Hebrew Bible , is not a critical teacher.

4 ) In our study of the Hebrew upon the basis of the Massoretic pur ctuation ,

we find , as a matter of fact, repeated instances of unaccented syllables ending in

a short vowel . Why not, for the sake of convenience , designate these syllables

by some definite and appropriate term ? Professor Green has used the expression

“ intermediate;" Gesenius (Kautzsch ) “ half -open ; " Strack suggests for some

“loosely closed," for others, “ opened .” For our own part, any one of these terms

would be satisfactory.

[In the article on “ The Aramaic Language,” 1 , the spelling “ Shemitic ” was

allowed to stand , by an oversight, instead of “ Semitic.” Hereafter 1 will be

transliterated by w, and wj by š.-Ed.]
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→ BOOK : NOTICES.

KAUTZSCH'S GRAMMAR OF THE BIBLICAL -ARAMAIC .*

noun .

This is a complete Reference -grammar for Biblical-Aramaic, and will make a

convenient companion volume to the edition of Gesenius's Hebrew Grammar by

the same author. It is about half as large as that work , and follows, in the main ,

the arrangement pursued there . The Introduction (a translation of which is

given in this number) contains twenty-three pages ; Orthography comprises seven

teen pages ; Etymology, ninety -one; and Syntax, forty -one. The real excellence

of the book consists in the thoroughness with which the comparison with Hebrew

is maintained , and differences noted , and in the free communication of the

author's opinion on difficult questions. In dealing with the latter, everything

which may shed light upon the matter in hand seems to have been consulted.

The Index to Scripture passages shows that all but forty -seven Aramaic verses

have been cited in the body of the work , and one passage has eleven such

references.

For details , it may be sufficient to refer to what our author has done for the

This subject , so difficult of treatment and, hitherto , so loosely treated , is

here handled with scientific accuracy and with a fullness never attempted. Forty

pages, more than half of them in minion type , are given to the Etymology alone.

In this division of the grammar, the Biblical citations are very numerous, at least

one passage being referred to in the case of every form , and all forms occurring

in Biblical Aramaic are said by the author to be enumerated in the classification

which he gives. The general method of classification is like that in Gesenius,

except that feminine nouns of a particular class are discussed with the masculines

of the same class. Many interesting facts are here brought into prominence , as ,

e . g. , in the statement , on p . 84 , that 1 of the fem. and emph . masc . is not used

by Hebraism for X__, but is to be regarded as just as good Aramaic and at least

as old as the latter ; and in the one on page 91 , that forms like Dhy are really

Segholates of the A-Class , while forms like Jiny are I-Class Segholates . The

remarks on foreign words , though brief, are , for the most part, satisfactory . In

the discussion of the noun , as everywhere else in the book , forms not actually

occurring in the Bible are distinguished by a special sort of type .

The Syntax of the Noun may be so estimated by the following list of sections

printed in the contents . They are : -- The Genders ; The Numbers ; The Emphatic

State ; The representation of the Genitive relation by the so-called Const. State ;

The Genitive by circumlocution with '7 ; The Noun in exclamation ; The Noun

in apposition ; The Noun governed by Verbs; The Adjective as attributive and

the expression of it by circumlocution ; The Numerals.

For purposes of reference the volume before us renders all other books of the

sort wellnigh useless , so far as concerns Biblical Aramaic ; and the author deserves

the thanks of all friends of Semitic study . C. R. B.

* GRAMMATIK DES BIBLISCH -ARAMAEISCHEN , MIT EINER KRITISCHEN EROERTERUNG DER

ARAMAEISCHEN WOERTER IM NEUEN TESTAMENT. Von E. Kautzsch , Ord. Professor der Theol

ogie in Tuebingen. VIII and 182 pp. Leipzig : F. C. W. Vogel, 1884.
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BROWN'S ARAMAIC METHOD . *

In the title to his work , Professor Brown seems to have been obliged to

choose between unscientific inaccuracy and a correctness that is slightly indefinite .

For he has rejected the old , but really inaccurate, name of Chaldee, and substi

tuted for it the more correct , but also more indefinite name Aramaic. Yet his

book is only designed to be an introduction to the more thorough study of the

so - called Chaldee of the Bible and the Targums. It is not easy to see , however,

how one possessed of the scholarly spirit of which Professor Brown's book gives

evidence , could have done otherwise.

It is certainly to be regretted that we cannot have some name more true to

the philological facts of the case than the old name of Chaldee, by which to dis

tinguish the language of the Targums from that other offshoot from the old com

mon stock , i . e . the language , or dialect, known as the Syriac .

Professor Brown's excellent book consists substantially of three parts; ( 1 )

Selections from the Targums, ( 2 ) scholarly and helpful Notes on these selections,

and also on the Aramaic portions of the Old Testament (for the text of these the

student is referred to the Hebrew Bible ) , and (3 ) a carefully prepared Vocabulary.

Thus the book is essentially , as is stated in the Preface , a Reading Book , or

Chrestomathy. The Preface also informs us that it is only the First Part of a

work yet to be completed by the issue of Part II , which will consist of a Gram

mar. The Chrestomathy is published before the Grammar, because the design of

Professor Brown is that his completed work shall be used in the " acquisition of

the elements of Aramaic by the so -called Inductive Method .” In this method , the

student is first led to see the facts in the language itself, and learns the principles

and laws underlying these facts afterwards.

To aid in the accomplishment of his purpose, Professor Brown has printed in

his book the text of the first ten chapters of the Targum of Onkelos , with the

corresponding portions of the Hebrew text on the opposite pages. By this means,

the student will be able, with the help of a skilful instructor, to discover for him

self all the important resemblances and differences between the Hebrew and the

Chaldee, and thus become prepared for a systematic study of the Chaldee Gram

mar. As a partial compensation for the yet unpublished Part II , Professor Brown

has inserted in this Part I , before the title page , a complete set of Chaldee

paradigms, so that the book , as it now stands , will form , in the hands of a com

petent teacher, a complete apparatus for giving the student command of the

Aramaic portions of the Old Testament, and such a knowledge of the language of

the Targums, as will fit him to enter upon the more thorough 'study of them .

The print, both English and square character (Hebrew and Chaldee) is good

and clear, and the appearance of the pages is very pleasing to the eye. To those

who know anything of the difficulty of securing good work of this sort in our

country, the press-work reflects no small credit upon the publishers.

Professor Brown has made a real and valuable contribution to the study of

the so - called Chaldee ; and one proof of the excellence of his work is , that his

book already, so soon after its publication , has been adopted as a text-book in at

least five important Theological Seminaries. S. B.

* AN ARAMAIC METHO Class -Book for the study of the Elements Aramaic fro Bible

and Targums, by Charles R. Brown . Part I. Text, Notes, and Vocabulary. Chicago : American

Publication Society of Hebrew , Morgan Park, 1884.
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THE MASSORETIC VOWEL -SYSTEM ,

BY CRAWFORD H. TUY,

Professor in Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

There is little or no doubt as to the actual use of the Massoretic vowel-signs ;

this is fixed by the readings of our Hebrew Bibles. The only question is as to its

proper statement and explanation, about which there are considerable differences

of opinion ; and , as a contribution to the subject, and in the hope of eliciting

further discussion , I give the substance of what I have been in the habit of

teaching on this point. I shall refer to the historical genesis of the sounds only

where it seems to throw light on the Massoretic system . As to the explanations

of the old Jewish grammarians , they are to be taken as testimony , but not as

final authority.

THE SOUNDS .

I transliterate as follows : Kāmeş, ā ; Pattaḥ , a ; Segöl , e ; Sērē , ē ; the two

sounds of Hirek , i and i ; Kāmes Hāțūf, o ; Hõlem , ā ; the two sounds of Sūrek

Kibbūş, u and ū ; Š®wā simple, « suspended, composite, š, č , č .

The vowel- sounds are usually described as “ long ” or “ short; " but these

terms seem to me to be objectionable. They are likely to be misleading : they

may convey the impression that one sound differs from another only in the length

of time given to its utterance -- and there is no reason to suppose that this is true

in IIebrew. But if they be understood to indicate merely a natural difference of

length in sounds of different articulate quality, it is still an objection to them that

they define the vowels by a secondary and uncertain characteristic - secondary,

because it is merely a consequence of the essential articulate quality - uncertain ,

because it belongs largely to elocution , and is apt to be fixed by the speaker's feel

ing at the moment, which may lead him to make an i longer than an ā . For these

reasons I shall avoid these terms , and use those mentioned below.

As there is no recognizable phonetic difference between mutable and immuta

ble Kāmes, Hõlem , and the rest , I shall not distinguish them in transliteration ,

but write kām as dābār, and kõțēl as yikțõl. This is an etymological and not

a phonetic difference , and need be mentioned only in explanation of vowel-move

ments ; though certainly it may be useful to mark it for beginners.
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The vowel -sounds may be described as follows :

Kāmeş , ā , in its original form , is the sound produced when the vocal cavity is

opened very wide , the tongue depressed and drawn back as far as possible,

and the column of air issues unchecked and unmodified by the articulating

organs — the ā in fāther. At some time , however, which it would be hard to

fix with certainty , the sound seems to have been modified into that of English

a w ; we may probably infer this from the fact that, in both the Massoretic and

the Babylonian systems , the o is regarded as a modification of Kāmeş. But,

as its phonetic relations , long before established , were unaffected by this

change of pronunciation, we may continue to mark it ā .

Pattaḥ , a , differs from Kāmes in that, in making it , the vocal cavity is not so wide

open , the tongue is slightly raised, and the ictus is further forward ; it is not

English a in pat, but more nearly German a in mann .

Segāl , e , begins the series of linguo -palatal sounds ; to form it the lips are kept

moderately open and parallel , the tip of the tongue is about as high as the top

of the bottom row of teeth , and the ictus of the column of air is made well

back against the hard palate - about as e in met .

Sērē , ē , in the same series , keeps the lips a little farther apart, and the middle of

the tongue raised toward the roof of the mouth , with the ictus farther for

ward , as a in mate, perhaps a diphthongal sound.

Hirek , i , ī , seems to represent two sounds, both made with lips farther apart and

teeth nearer than in Segõl and Sērē , the tongue also being nearer the roof of

the mouth , and the ictus further forward : the second of these ,the outermost

of the linguo-palatals , found usually in open syllables , is i in pique ; the first,

occurring usually in closed syllables , is midway between this and i in pit .

About this latter i I am not sure ; its syllabic relations give ground for sup

posing that it differs from e only, or principally , in having the ictus further

forward , the elevation of the tongue being less than in ē.

Kāmes Hātūf, o , begins the series of labials, in which the lips are arched or

rounded , and the tongue depressed ; its ictus is farther back than that of e .

It is not the o in blot , that is , nearly a, but midway between this and a w.

The next sound in the series , proceeding forward , is this a w, made with lips

rounded, yet well apart, and tongue drawn far back - apparently the later

sound of Kāmeş, more closed than a , from which it does not stand very far.

Hõlem , ā , the next member of the labial series, diminishes the rounded aperture

of the lips , and draws the tongue farther back ; it is o in note.

šūrek-Kibbūş , u , ū , represents two sounds , one lying just behind , the other just

in front of õ ; the former has the lips more open , and the tongue further for

ward , the latter the lips more closed , and the tongue more arched , than 7 ;

first is nearly u in full , the second, u in rule. But about the second there is

the same sort of doubt as in the case of o and i , though the doubt will not

affect the syllabic movements.

šºwā simple , e , is a very slight i , e or u ; the composites are slight forms of a , e ,

The vowels may be arranged in several different ways :

1. According to the place of the ictus on the line from throat to lips :

ā е е i i ō ū

This list indicates the relation of the vowels to the consonants Alef, Hē , Yöd ,

Wāw.

the

0.

a 0
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0 u .

2. According to the position of the organs of speech :

á , a .. .vocal cavity open ;

e , ē , i , i . ..tongue raised , lips parallel ;

0 , 4 , 6 , ũ . ..tongue depressed , lips rounded .

This table shows, further, the interchanges of the vowels , both the pre-his

toric (ā , ā ; u , ā ) and the historic , living movements (a , e , i ; o , ā , etc.)

3. According to the ease with which the sound may be sustained :

ā ē i ō ū .... .heavy

a ei... ..medial

.light

šéwā, as the lightest sound , belongs in a category by itself.

The facility of prolongation seems to be in proportion to the friction of air

against the walls of the cavity, which again depends on the extent of closure of

the cavity , except in case of the a-sounds , so that the names closed and

“ open " might be used . I prefer those given above, because they suggest the dif

ference in friction and volume that may be felt by trying the vowels. It is pos

sible that there is some other difference here besides friction , but I have not been

able to discover any other. This table gives the ground for the preference for

certain vowels in open syllables, and for others in closed syllables ; its correctness

must be tested by the facts of the Massoretic pointing.

EMPLOYMENT OF VOWELS IN SYLLABLES.

When we come to examine the functions of the vowels in syllables, their

statics and dynamics, we must bear in mind that these are not governed by abso

lutely inflexible rules. The sounds themselves were probably not absolutely fixed ;

for each one of our actual sounds represents a certain area in the vocal cavity

within whose limits it is susceptible of changes . The laws of euphony and con

venience also , which so largely determine the use of the vowels , are by no means

unbending, but may vary with circumstances , or may yield to other considerations.

Whether or not Sewā shall be regarded as forming a separate syllable is a good

deal a matter of expression or convenience. The Jewish grammarians did not so

regard it , but attached it to the succeeding syllable , and their example has been

generally followed in modern works . The other view seems to me the better one.

That the šéwā was a real vowel- sound there can be no doubt, and it is almost as

certain that the language treated it as forming a syllable. The indisposition of

the Semitic languages to begin a syllable with two consonants is well known :

Syriac writes ’estadon for orádia , and Arabic 'ismit for Smith . The Massoretic

pointing itself recognizes the vocalic character of Šéwā in never dageshing a mute

after it, and its syllabic character in those cases, as the interrogative he , the

article , and the conjunction wa, where it writes a metheg in the syllable before the

pretonic Šewā. Etymologically Šewā always represents the lowest point of a full

vowel, and the recognition of its syllabic character helps to make plain inflectional

vowel-changes, and also, as it appears to me, helps to simplify the presentation of

the whole vowel-system . Undoubtedly this mode of looking at it is more in keep

ing with our phonetic ideas , and for that reason alone would be preferable, pro

vided it does not go counter to some phonetic principle of the language - and this,

I think , is not the case.1

1 Pattah furtive also is a true vowel ; but, as it does not in any way affect tone or vocal

ization or other pointing, it may be dismissed with a remark to that effect.
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I shall , therefore, consider only two sorts of syllable : open , consisting of con

sonant + vowel; and closed , consisting of consonant + vowel + one or two conso

nants. I do not see that there is any need of making a third class of “ half-open ”

or intermediate ” syllables , a syllable that is neither open nor closed , but ends in

a consonant to which is attached a vowel that belongs neither to the preceding

nor to the succeeding syllable , but remains unpleasantly suspended between them .

It seems decidedly simpler to treat the consonant with Šewā as a simple syllable .

Whether this is so will best be tested by applying the theory to the explanation

of the facts .

The primary physiological division of syllables is into open and closed , under

each of which heads we have the secondary, in Hebrew partly artificial, division

into toned and untoned .

A. OPEN SYLLABLES.

In general, it may be said that open syllables prefer the heavier or more easily

extensible vowels , for an obvious physiological reason . But heavy and light ,

closed and open , are only relative terms as applied to vowels , and the difference in

ease of pronunciation is not so great but that it may be made subordinate to other

considerations. We may examine the various sorts of open syllable separately .

1. With the tone.

The general rule here needs no illustrations. The favorite vowels are ā , ē , ī ,

ō , ū . The toned open syllable is perhaps oftenest final, but is found abundantly

in penult in suffixes to nouns and verbs, in verb - forms, and in pause.

Other vowels , however, especially e and a, occur in these syllables . Thus, in

the demonstratives ze “ this , ” ēlle " these,” out of za , and ēlla , or zaya and

ēllaya ; in ge “ valley ” ( also written gē ) ; in nouns of the form gāle , from

verbs third radical Yod or Waw . These last come from i -forms, as gõli , out of

gõliya , and the presence of the e is to be referred to a feeling of euphony in the

language . The construct shows the fuller vowel , as gālē .

Further, in the a -class of Segolates, as mé - lek, out of the monosyllabic

malk, where the old accentuation of the word was retained when the a became e.

It was only in the special stress of pause that it was felt to be necessary to

strengthen the a into ā . If the second radical is a guttural , the first yowel is a.

So in the feminine with segolate or toneless et ending, as kõțélet , out of

kõțēlet for kāțēlat. The Hebrew impatience of the ending at in the abso

lute form of the noun has led to two modes of treating the participle : the at has

gone into toned ā , before which the ē of the stem has sunk into šéwā , kõț.ºlā ; or

the tone has receded from at, which then becomes et , and the tonedē has been

assimilated to the following e . The large number of Segolate forms shows a

fondness for e in a toned open syllable.

A stem - e is retained before the atonic petrified Accus. termination ā , as

karmé.lā , where the e is felt to be an essential part of the stem . So in the

pause-form of the noun with suffix kā , as dºbāré.kā, the retraction of the tone

to the penult necessitates a full vowel, and the old case -ending a is retained in

the form of e . The e in su.se.kā , su.se.hā, the plural noun with suffixes kā

and hā , probably represents the old diphthong ei, out of ai a y , from the full

plural susay, out of susaya .

An example of toned a in an open syllable is found in the 3 sing . masc . Perf.

with 1 pers . sing. suffix , as kºtālá.ni: in obedience to a law of euphony the tone
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is retracted , and the primitive third vowel of the verb-stem is retained , but , per

haps by reason of the phonetic weight of the ending nī , is not advanced to ā.

Also , in the plural noun with 2 sing. fem . suffix, as susá.yik, which seems

to be a phonetic degradation of original susa.y a.k , susa being the accus . stem,

ya the plural sign and k the pronoun ; the tone is drawn back ,in accordance with

a general euphonic principle in Hebrew . The same explanation would apply to

the dual ending áyim : kºnāfáyīm is for kanafa.ya.m , where m is the

mimation .

2. In pretone.

The two considerations, besides the preference for a-sounds , that determine

the pretonic vowel , are the syntactical position of the word as not needing or

needing definition (absolute and construct) ; and the phonetic weight given to a

final added syllable. In a word regarded as needing definition by a succeeding

word or suffix the tendency is to depress the pretonic to its slightest form-- in the

contrary case it will retain its vowel . If the final added syllable be heavy, so as to

take the tone, the pretone will be light , otherwise not. The pretonic vowel is

always either very heavy , ā , ē , ī , ā , ū , or the lightest , šéwā , never a, e , o, u .

In the following cases , then , a full vowel is found :

In the absolute noun , as dābār, zākēn , kāțõl ;

The Kal Perf. 3 sing. masc . , Nifal Impf. 3 sing. masc. , and certain Hifīl

forms;

A sing. noun whose final syllable has ā, or ē with mutable pretone, when it

takes a suffix which forms one syllable with the old third vowel of the noun-stem ,

or which is not heavy enough to attract the tone to itself , that is , any suffix except

ka, kem, ken , as debārī for debāra ya, zekēnā for z®kēna.hū , dbārēnū ;

Kal Perf. 3 sing. masc. with any suffix except ka , kem, ken , as keţālánī,

kºtālām ;

Kal Perf. 3 sing. fem . with any suffix except kem, ken , as : kețālátnū ,

kºtālátºkā . In the last example the ordinary rule , that the tone cannot go

farther back than the penult, is abandoned , for the sake of maintaining the very

slight vowel-sound before the kā . The importance of the fem . ending at here

prevents the tone from going over to the ultima , and preserves a trace of the old

Semitic antepenultimate tone ;

An inseparable preposition , as bā.hem , lā.hēn, lā.máyim , out of ba

and la, whence come bº and 1 % .

On the other hand , the result of rapid pronunciation is to put šéwā in pretone

in the following cases, in all of which the šowā represents an original full vowel

which it is desired to preserve :

The construct sing. and plur. of Nouns, including the abstract noun of action

(Infin .) and the noun of command (Imperative ), as dºbar, di.be.rē, kºțõl ;

The sing. noun with the suffixes ka, kem, ken , the Inf. with all suffixes,

the Imperat. with all endings and suffixes, as dº bārº ká, for dabara ,kā ;

kot lī, ki.te.lū. The Inf. shows recollection of its ancient form kuțul,

which likewise belonged to the Imperative , these both being merely rapidly pro

nounced nouns. The suffix kā carries so great weight that it retains before it the

old accus. ending, only degraded to š®wā ;

The Perf. 3 sing. masc. with the suffixes ka, kem , ken , as kº țālºkā,

kit.te.lº.kém , ke ţa.l'.kem , precisely as the noun ;
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The Perf. 3 sing. fem . , with suffixes kem , ken, as ke ţā.la.tº.kem . The

identity of action of noun and verb in this case is noteworthy - the form dºbārºkā

might be either of the two. The reason is that the suffix . kā, attracting the tone ,

produces the same changes in the primitive noun - verb stem dabara ;

Verb- forms, except Hifīl, whose final syllable contains any vowel but a, when

suffixes are added at the end , as yik.telā.nī;

Verbs Pē guttural with open -syllable preformative, as ye.ḥě.zak ;

All verb - forms, except Hifil, in which the afformative consists of a vowel , as

kā. te.lā , nik.tº.lū, te kuț. tº.li. The verb here differs from the noun ; the

former is dā.bº.rā, the latter dº bā.rī. But the verb-form with accus. suffixes

agrees with that of the noun ; both are , for example , dº.bā.ro. The real differ

ence , therefore, is between the verb with subject-suffix and the verb with object

suffix ; the former degrades its pretonic syllable , the latter maintains it. The

explanation of this fact is connected , perhaps, with the more complete sense

transformation that the original noun - verb stem underwent with the assumption

of subject - suffixes, a construction that was probably later than the form with

object-suffixes. But this belongs to general Semitic grammar.

3 . In antepretone, or farther back.

Wherever the pretone has a full vowel , the antepretonic vowel , if mutable ,

becomes Šowā , as dºbārīm ; the cases are so numerous, and the reason so obvi

ous , that no further remark is necessary .

When the pretone has Šewā , there are two classes of cases , in the first of

which a light vowel , and in the second a heavy vowel , is found in antepretone.

First , a light vowel in antepretone .

a. From additions at the beginning of the word.

Monosyllabic words with slender vowels are often prefixed to words having

Šiwā in pretone. If, now, this š'wā is held to be essential to the word , it must be

retained , and the light vowel will then stand in the antepretonic syllable. For

example , an inseparable preposition with a construct form , as bi , out of ba

(before a syllable with full vowel , bé ) , with d bar or keţõl, makes bi.debar

or bi.keţõl ; wa with yºhī, the usual dagesh forte being omitted , makes

wa.yºhi. Here bike is not a half-open syllable , but is composed of two syl

Jables, the second of which is very light ; or, if one prefers to consider ke ţõl as

a single syllable , it must be defined as compound , consisting of a full syllable pre

ceded by a consonant with a slight vowel- accompaniment. The case is different

with li (out of la) and the const. Inf.: the fusion of the two words, so far as the

sense is concerned , is so complete (as in the similar English form “ to kill ?? ) that

the Infin . gives up its first syllable , and the combination is pronounced lik.tol .

b . From additions at the end of the word .

When inflectional endings or suffixes are attached to the Inf. Const. and

Imperative Kal , as kotelī, kițlū, kib'di ; kotli is out of original kutul.ī or

kotol.i, kibdi from kabadi, and kit-lū follows the analogy of kibdū. The

original second vowel maintains itself in the form of Šéwā , and the first vowel

keeps its original form . The peculiarity here is the retention of the second vowel ,

a contrivance of the language, apparently , to difference the abstract noun of

action from the ordinary concrete noun . ' In one case , beged, which makes

bi.gºdī, the same procedure has been adopted in a concrete noun ; and this last

example may lead us to suspect that this pronunciation was more frequent in

early times than appears in the Massoretic pointing.
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When the suffix kem is added to nouns , as de.ba.re.kem , di.bº.rē.kem ,

where the antepretonic ba and the preantepretonic di have slender vowels. Before

kem the primitive sing. dabara becomes débare , just as before ka ; but while, in

the latter case , the comparative lightness of the final syllable leads to the hight

ening of a into ā , debā.re.kā, here the greater weight of kem retains the ā , so as

to avoid the accumulation of heavy syllables . The earlier plu . construct dabarē,

out of dabara.ya, sinks its ba, which becomes antepretonic on the addition of

the toned kem , into be , and must then retain a full vowel in the preceding syllable ,

only diminishing the da to di .

This procedure of the noun with kem is in striking contrast with that of the

verb in the addition of tem : the verb drops the third vowel of the old stem , and

then dabar.tem becomes débar.tem . Why the noun keeps the third vowel ,

and the verb drops it, is not clear.

In the const. plu . of nouns also the light antepretonic vowel is found , as

di.b'.rē, ma.le.kē. The sense of the second vowel in the primitive dabara is

so strong, as to cause its retention in the diminished form of Šewā , and the ante

pretone then naturally has its own full vowel , which is sometimes a, sometimes i ,

sometimes o , as in the segolate forms malékē, siførē , k odešē ; the full plural

form malakīm (ordinarily now existing in the form mºlākim ) becomes malakē,

and then malék ē .

With this we may connect the pronunciation of certain feminines in ūt, as

malkūt, yaldūt. The explanation of these forms may be the same as that of

bigedi , above mentioned ; we may have here another survival of an ancient pro

nunciation , which retained the second vowel in the sing. stem . Or, with Bickell

(Outlines of Hebrew Grammar, Eng. translation by S. I. Curtiss , p. 61 ) , we may

suppose that the ground -form of such feminines is the plu . mala kū, to which t

is added , and the pretonic vowel diminished . But not all feminines in ūt retain

the second vowel ; we find , for example, mar.đūt and 'aš.tūt. It may , there

fore , be better to refer the cases in question to the more general fact above stated.

Finally , we have to mention the case of a heavy vowel in open antepretone.

This occurs in both noun and verb : in the former, when suffix kā is added to a

sing. , not segolate, having an a-vowel in the last syllable , or an ē-vowel preceded

by a mutable , as dºbā rºkā, zekē nºkā ; in the latter, in those Kal Perfect forms in

which the subject-suffix consists of, or is preceded by , a vowel , as kāțʻlā, kāțlū,

kāțlūn. The noun-form has already been referred to ; the third vowel being

retained before kā , in the shape of Sewā, the second vowel remains full , and ,

because of the lightness of the two following syllables with š‘wā and ā , its vowel

is increased to ā. The verb acts in the same way ; out of dabarat, dabarū

come dābérā, dābrū, in contrast with the noun-form dºbārā .

B. CLOSED SYLLABLES.

1. In tone.

The absolute noun , with one or two exceptions, takes a heavy vowel in a

toned closed syllable , as dābār, mišpāt, zākēn, niktāl , mokļāl , m'kattēl.

This full pronunciation is , perhaps, due to the sense of completeness in the

meaning of the noun . The exceptions are : a few monosyllabic words , like bat

and 'am , contracted from fuller forms ; and particles, such as ‘al , 'ad , løbad ,

similarly contracted .

In lām . mā the heavyā is retained , in spite of the euphonic doubling ofthe m.
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The noun in construct state lightens an a-vowel , if possible , as . d'bar, miš

pat, z'kan , yam-a consequence of the rapid pronunciation resulting from the

dependence of such a noun on a following word . In this category we may prob

ably include the relative pronoun a šer, as the construct form of a noun āšār,

“ place.” Perhaps, also , the prepositions come under the same head of construct

nouns .

The verb also frequently shows a in closed syllables with the tone , as in Perf.

of Kal , Nifal , Pual , Hofal , Hithpaal, and Imperf . of Pual , Hofal and Hithpaal .

Whether this is due to a feeling that the verb stands in a sort of construct relation

with the following word , I shall not undertake to decide . In Piel and Hifil , on

the other hand , the heavier vowels are found , though even here the a is retained

in Perf. before a subject-ending beginning with a consonant, and in several Piel

Perfects , 3 sing. mas. The Piel form with e , as dibber, instead of dibbēr, is

found in several verbs , and shows that e was not far from a or ē.

Further, e is found in the pronouns ’at.tem , kem , ken , hem , hen, having

come from original u ; and in such forms as 'ē . n én.ni, “ I am not,” where 'ēnen

is for 'ēnan , accusative with added demonstrative n , for primitive na.

It is to the dependent sense of the preposition and conjunction that we owe

the i of the almost proclitic min and ’im.

2 . Without the tone.

The vowel here is , without exception , light. The plural of bayit, “ house ,” .

is to be pointed either bottim or bā.tīm , better the latter, bøyā. tīm .

This is what has seemed to me the best statement of the Hebrew vowel -system .

The general method and results remain the same , if we prefer to treat the šéwā as

not forming an independent syllable ; and any one who takes this view may make

for himself the necessary changes in the wording.

[The writer's own method of transliteration has, for obvious reasons, been employed in this

article . - ED . )



THE DAGHESH IN INITIAL LETTERS.1

the earlier grammariansתפכדגבRespecting the pronunciation of the

submit:קיספמקיפמןמרב,יפרויהילךימסדת"פכדגבלכ this rule

letters immediatelyתפכדגבthat is ,if any one of the2;קיחרמיתאוקיחד

andיתא

[ Translated from Dissertation in the Baer and Delitzsch edition of Proverbs, by Rev. 0. O

Fletcher, Ottawa, Ill . ]

"

: ,

;a , "

follows a word 'which ends in one of the quiescents 9'7', it is to be pronounced

without aspiration ( rāphé ) ; but it is not so pronounced :

1. If the letter W'07 with which the preceding word terminates is not quies

cent , but retains its consonantal sound (p:52 ) ;

2. If the two words under consideration are not closely joined but are , on

the contrary, separated 2 day );

3. If the first word ' is a Milră' and the second a Mil'êl or, so to speak , two

ictus or åpgerç come in contact (p :17);

4. If the first word , to be pronounced with the accent on the penultima ,

joins to itself,as if “ e longinquo.”[ from afar], pinna ing) , the second word ,

and the latter is either a monosyllable or a Milel.

Of these four exceptions, the first two are made sufficiently clear in the gram

mars ;3 but whatever is there found concerning the last two , pint

pini , deals with these only partially and with insufficient accuracy, and hence

is not without an admixture of errors. Wherefore it will not be superfluous to set

forth in one conspectus the laws , newly examined and more accurately stated , by

which the dagessation of the initial letters of words is regulated , especially since ,

in assigning the reasons for the accepted methods of writing in this edition of

Proverbs, we will here and there appeal to these same laws by a mere token .

% 1 .

Whenever those two words, of which the latter begins with one of the mutes,

that is , with one of the nad “ 72 which are pronounced either hard [ unaspirated]

or soft (aspirated ],4 are interpunctua
ted

with a distinctive accent , the nas " 72

[1 I have taken the liberty of correcting errors in biblical references to be found in the orig.

inal, without making special note where I have so done. Of these there were about thirty . It is,

of course , known that the references here given are to the best Massoretic text, which will be

found to be , in not a few instances, quite different from that contained in the commoner edi

tions of the Hebrew Bible . Just here, it may be well to call the attention of readers who have

the Baer-Delitzsch text of Isaiah, to two needed corrections in that most carefully edited work .

., ., , ? ]

2 So Moses Kimchi in 75013 chap. 3, and David Kimchi in Michil, 89. Solomon Hanau , in

7000 977 % 25, and others adduce this rule as by the authority of the Massora ; and this is in a

measure correct, since Ben-Asher already makes mention of it in Didyon P7278 29. But in

the Massora which we are accustomed to call by this name ( i . e . the printed) , 'the rule does not

appear reduced to thisform . The same is true with respect to the related rule: pipot npr.53

.

3 Delitzsch has discussed the second quite fully in a dissertation in the Lutherische Zeitschrift,

1878 , pp. 585-590, under the title Die Dagessirung der Tenues .

4 Because of this peculiarity, the book Jezird calls these six letters, to which it adds

( 1770 17713 ), D : 519) . See Delitzsch's Physiologie und Musik in ihrer Bedeutung fuer die Gram

matik , besonders die hebraeische ( 1868), p . 11 ss .
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always , without a single exception , receives the Dāghēsh, i . e . , loses the aspiration ,

) ( , ); ( , ); ( , );

( ., ); ( , .

;(13,.II)ןוחיִגינשה;(28,.L)תגרְּבודרו;(28,.Gen.I)ונתומדכונמלצבas

.(5,.IV)וינָּפולפיו;(15,.III)ונפושְּתהתאו

1.2,.XV)רבדהיה <T

But when a word beginning with one of the nas " 72, coheres more closely

with the preceding word and is annexed to it, either by Măggēph or by a con

junctive accent, the mute does not receive Dāghēsh, unless the word preceding

terminates in a consonant and thus in a closed syllable ; e.g. , ' n ry.(Gen.1. , 11 ) ;

) ( , ); ( ., ) 1( , 6); ( . );

( ., ); ( ., 8); ? ( , ); "

03'XIM ( VII . , 30 ) ; "171871 (1 Chron. XI . , 17).

On the contrary, when the word preceding ends in one of the quiescents and

this letter quiesces , that is , when it ends in an open syllable , the mute which fol

lows is aspirated and does not have Dāghēsh : e . g . , win 7 (Gen. 1. , 2 ) ;

nan i17) ( 1. , 26 ) ; n5 i? ( 1. , 29 ) ; D 1999 (IV .,22 ) ; jysh q7" (1x . , 26 );

( ,

If these two words under consideration are logically united by an accent, but

it is indicated by the interjected line Pésiq that , in the reading they are to be

somewhat disjoined , this little separation also causes the mute with which

the second word begins to have Dāghēsh ( § 1 ) . The following are examples :

( ., ); ( ., ); ( .

VI . , 2 ) . Ony(1Chron. XXI., 3); D'37717771 '. (Neh. XIII . , 15 ) .

23 .

There are , however, other conditions which may abrogate this general law ,

that is , by which it is effected that, even after an open syllable , a mute is not as

pirated but is hardened by Dāghēsh. The first of these conditions is the concur

rence of similar letters (11017 ninix ); the second , the concussion of tones

pin77 ) ; the third , the attraction of a following word by a preceding, the latter

having a remote tone (1779 ing). Under the second and third of these con

, " , ) " ,

Dāghēsh .

excepted , receiveעחו"הא,but all lettersתפכדגבditions ,not only the

& 4 .

If a word begins with two )'s or with two y's , or even with , and , or )

and y3 [or , and 2) ,4 and the first of these letters has š'wâ , the letter which

1The Massorites called such a termination p'on , that is, having the force of a consonant.

By the very name of He Mappig, we can see that it belongs here ; hence, d'oņ7733 (Gen. vi . ,

16) ; ona ) ( Ezek. vii . , 11 ) ; 7"Dobi (Dan. vii . , 6) . Only three times does it occur that,though

the first wordends in a consonarit, the mute following retains theaspiration: 1776-12 (Is. xxxiv.,

11 ) ; 70 190 (Ezek. xxiii . , 42) ; D3 178 (Ps . Ixviii . , 18) . See Massora to Ps. Ixviii., 18, Diqduge

Hateamim $ 29.

2 By reason of this, either ? X'S ( 1 Kgs. iii . , 22, 23 ; 2 Kgs. xx . , 10) or ' x's (Gen. xviii . , 15 ;

xix . , 2 and often ) is written , according as 8 has a conjunctive or disjunctive accent. See De

litzsch in Luth . Zeitschr. , 1878, pp . 589 sq.

3 Ben-Naphtali adds ) and ( dd ), Ben -Asher on the contrary opposing; the textus receptus

follows the latter. See argument on Ps. xxiii . , 3. Diqduqe Hateamim , p. 30 .

+ [The author has omitted the combination ) and D ; probably through oversight, since he

gives examples of it. See references to Lev. xxv. , 53 ; 2 Sam . xviii ., 25 ; Isa . lix . , 21 ; Zeph. iii . , 13 ;

Ps. xxxiv . , 2 ; Job xxiv. , 5 : 2 Chr. xxix . , 36.7
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has Š'wâ takes Dāghēsh , in order that the pronunciation may not be too much

suppressed by the concurrence of two aspirates. This pointing obtains even

though the first word has a conjunctive accent and terminates in an open syllable .

: ( ., ); ) ( . 7);

IT

;(7,.Deut.VI)ךתיבְּבָךתבשב;(12,.Gen.XXXIX)ודגבְּבּוהְׁשפתתו:Examples

.Sam1)םאובְּביִהיו;(14,.Judg.L)האובְּביִהיו;(24,.Josh.viii)תולכְּכיִהיו

XVI.,6);ףכְּבהָנטק(Kgs.XVIII1.,34);שימכרכְּכאֹלה(IS,X.,9);הבכשנ

.Gen)ילקמְּביִּכ;(23,.Chron,VII1)ותיבְּבהָתיה;(25,.Jer.III)ונתשבְּב

XXXII);1רמשמְּבֹוָתא(XL.,7);םירצמְּבֹוֹל(XLVI.,27);ךרפְּבּונֶדרי .,il

;(36,.XXXIII)רבדמְּבּונחיו;(8,.Num.XII)השמְּביִרבעב;(53,.Lev.XXV)

ויפְּבהֶדשב(Sam.xVIII2.,25);ךיפְּביִּתמְׁש(Is.LIx.,21);םהיפְּבאצמי

(Zeph.III.,13);רושימְּבהָרמע(Ps.xxVI.,12);יפְּבותלהת(XXXIV.,2);ּוליגי

;(5,.JobxXIV)םלעפְּבּואצי(3,.CXLIX)לוחמְּבֹוְמש;(2,.CXLIX)םכלמְּב

.(36,.Chron.XXIX2)םאתפְּביִּכ

Dagheshis.,הילותבבהשא(Lev.XXI.,13);ינבבותיחשיו withheld :e .g

(Judg.xx.,25);תומָכיֵנהכ(Kgs.XIII1.,33);לבָבהָתיה(IS.XIII.,19);אֶרֶי

.(23,.1v)וליהבבּולזא;(9,.EzraIV)אילבב:וכרא:(17,.Jobxx)תוגלפב

But if the first of these two letters beginning the [second] word has a full vowel,

85.

The rule pinta pertains to words taken two at a time whose accents meet,

in consequence of which they are joined by Măqqēph ; in particular as follows :

a) If the first of two cohering words ends in 1 and the second is either a

monosyllable or has the accent on the first syllable , the mute with which the sec

. : ( ., ); ond:ףֶסֶּכ־הָנשמו((Gen.XLIII.,15);־הֶׂשעת begins has Daghesh . Examples

;(12,.Deut.XXII)6);ּהָּב־הָּמכת,.Num. XXII)ֹוּב־הֹּכַו;(17,.Exod.IV)ֹוּב

,.Ezek.XVIII)דנָּב-הֶסכי;(13,.Sam.VII2)תיֵּב־הֶנבי;(24,.xxxII)םָּב-הֶלכא

.Job)אמג-הֶאגיה;(9,.Prov.XVII)עשֶּפ־הסכמ;(3,.Ps.XIX)17);תעָּד־הֶיחי

;(.ib)ונָּל־הֶׂשענו;(4.Gen.XI)וִנָּל־הֶנבנ;(16,.xxxv)11);והיִפ־הֶנפי,.VIII

ֹול־הֶאְרִי(XXII.,8);םָׁש־הֶׂשעאו(xxxv.,3);םָעְל־היהי(XLVIII.,19);ֹול־הֶיהי

;(6,.Jer.XXXV)ןָּי־הֶּתשנ;(11,.Deut.XI)םיָמ־הֶּתשת;(32,.Exod.xxVII)

ולהושי(IIos.x.,1);ךָּל־הֶיצי(IPS.XCI.,11);רעָנ־הכזי(CXIX.,9);־הֶּברת

דח®(Prov.VI.,35);דֹוס־הֶלגמ(XI.,13);ךַּב־הֶנעמ(xv.1);ָךְל־הֶׂשעת

.(4,.xxVI)0);ֹול־הֵושת,.XXIV

Exod .xx .,28 )is not to have)תֹולֲעַמְּבinבAccording to the opinion of some punctuators11 ( . ., )

Daghesh , since Ga'ya (Methegh) gives it sufficient weight.

2 [ For the letters affected by this rule , see 8 3, last sentence. ]

In,הֶּז־הַמ,תאז־הַמ, [some ] grammars the vowel Pattah is brought under this rule3

just as after,־הַמbeing adduced as examples ,but without cause ;for afterעצב־הַמיִרְּב־הַמ

-withMaqqeph , Daghesh always follows , even if the subsequent word is not ac־הֶז

centedon.אָרֹוּנ-הַמ(Gen.xxviii.,17);יעְׁשִּפ־הַמ(xxxi.,36);ָּתְצַרָפ־הַמּו the frst syllable ; e .g

(xxxvi.,23);קֶדְטְצִנ־הַמּורֵּבַדְנ־הַמרַמאנ־הַמ,(xliv.,16);ינֵאְרִי-הַמ(Num.xxiii.,3);רַמאּת־הַמ

.(1,.Chron.xxii1)ַחֵּבְזִּמ־הֶז;(27,.Num.xiii)הָיְרִּפ־הֶזְו;(9,.Cant.V)ְךֵדֹוּד־הַמ;(4,.Sam.xx1)

Hence 777 and 71 are somewhat peculiar. And aside from 79 there is no word which , when

followed by Maqeph ends in 172.
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b ) Moreover if the first of two words closely attached ends in 17_ and the

second is either a monosyllable or a Milēl , the first letter of the latter receives

Dāghēsh , but only under this condition , that the final syllable of the former be

gins:תאז־הָחָקְל(Gen.II.,23);יִל־הָקְׁשּו-הָׁשְג witliSwa mobile . Examples

אָנ(XXVII.,26);אנ־ְךְל(Num.XXIII.,13);ּונָל־הָנְּת(XXVI.4);ּהָּב־הָׁשְרדאו

(Sam.xxVIII1.,7);תלס־הָאְס(Kgs,VII2.,1);ול־הָנְּתנ(xxv.30);םָׁש־הָמְדנו

;(17,.Ezek. xxVIII)ְךָּב־הָוֲארל;(9,.xxxII)ֹול־הָלַקשאו;(14,.Jer.VIII)

;(1,.IV)הפ־הָבְׁש;(7,.RuthII)אָנ־הָטָקלא;(Cant .III .,il)ול־הָרְטעש

;(12,.Prov.xIII)בֶל-הָלֲחמ(;23,.LXXI)ְךָּל־הָרְמזא;(6.Ps.LXVI)ֹוּב-הָחְמשנ

.(4.Jobxxxiv)ונָּל־הָרֲחבנ;(22,.xx)ער־הָמְלשא(;17,.XV)םָׁש־הָבֲהאו

But if the final syllable of the first word does not begin with šéwâ mobile,

the rule piny is not applied , hence a mute at the beginning of the second word

is aspirated , [and a letter other than mute is written without Daghesh]: e . g.

,.XXXIIL)ּונָל־הָוצ;(22,.Deut.XI)ובהקבדלו;(23,.Lev.xVI)ּהָב־הָאמטל

.Ezek)ֹול-החלש;(1,.Isa.XXIII)ומָלהָלגנ;(5,.Sam.XXI2)4);ּונָל־הָמד

;(11,.Mic.I)תשב־הָירע;(10,.XXII)ךָבהָלג;(16,.xVIII)7);דגָנהָסכ,.XVII

;(10,.JobxXXI)יִל־הָעמש;(20,.LxxVIII)רוצ-הָּכה;(5.Ps.XLV)קדֶצ-הָונעו

.(25,xxVII)אשֶד-הָארנו;(1,.xVII)ּהָב־הָולשו;(17,.Prov.xv)ֹוב-האנשו

ל

* e 2 [ קיחרמיתא,[

takes place under theseקיחרמיתאa distance . Dagessation on account of

)

26 .

If the first of two words closely attached is Mil'ēl and has an open final syllable

ending in Qāměç or Sěghôl , and the second word is accented on the first syllable ,

the mutel with which the latter commences has Dāghēsh. This rule is called

pina 'nx, that is “ veniens e longinquo” (coming from afar], because the accent

of the first word is remote from that of the second and attracts it powerfully from

a .
conditions:

a ) If the accented syllable of the first word is the one on which , according to

the law of its formation , the tone would fall : e . g. , nxit p'WY (Gen. III., 14 ) ;

T

,,תאזָתיִׂשע(,); : .g

יִלָּתְדְגה(XI.,18);וסָנהָרֶה(XIV.,10);אָנהָבָה(xxxVIII.,16);ץרָפְךיִלע

(xxxvill.,29);ואָּבְךיֶדבעו(XLI.,10);עבָׁשהָרֲאב(XLVI.,1);ץיִצָתישעו

;(1.Deut.XVI)חסֶפָתיִׂשעו;(10,.XXXII)יִלהָחיִנה;(36,.Exod.xxVIII)

;(14,.XXL)הָּבָּתְצַפח;(13.XXII)המָׁשָתאָציו;(2.XVI)חסֶפָּתְחַבזו

;(10,.Judg.xVI)יִּבָּתְלַתה;(8,.Jos.I)ֹוּבתיגהו;(28,.XXXI)םָּבהָדיִעאו

.Is)דחָיהָנֵתיצא;(32,.Sam.XIV2)10);יתאָּבהָּמָל,.Sam.XXL1יִלהָנְנִּת

XXVII.4);ּהָּבהָניֵארת(Mic.VII.,10);הכָּכָתיִמד(Ezek.xxxI.,18);ָּתְרַקפ

;(14,.CXIX)יתשַׁשְךיֵתֹודע;(16,.XCII)ֹוּבהתָלֹוע;(3,.Ps.xVII)הליל

Ruth)הנבׂשהָנְכֶל;(5,.JobXXXVIII)וָקהילע;(13,.Prov.VII)ֹוּבהָקיִזחהו

I.,8);עָרהָמּואמ(Jer.xxxix.,12);ׁשאֹרָּתְצַחמ(IIab.III.,13);ׁשאֹרהָלֲעַמל

,(3.Deut.v)הּפהֶלֵא;(5,.Gen.xxxIII)ְךָלהֶלֵא;(6,.EzraIx)

T < T

T

1 [See $ 3 last sentence , for the letters affected by this rule . ]
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and,(רוחאגסנ)b ) If the tone of the first Word recedes to the penultimab ) ( ),

this syllable is lengthened and its accent takes the place of the firm Měthěgh ,1

. :

YT

then:ןֶּבהָדְלָי a mute commencing the second word receives Daghesh . Examples

Gen,הָדְלָי);יִלהָעְבָּׁשִה .xix .,38 ,whereas without the recession of the tone)

{xXL.,23);ֹוּבהָעבָרְו(Deut.XXIX.,19);םָההָאְלֶמ(Isa.xxxIV.,6);ֹוּבהָבְׁשָנ

,.Ezek.xxxVI)ונָלהָתְיָה;(19,.Lxrx)ֹוּבהָלֲחַנ;(10,.XL)ֹוִלהָלְׁשִמ;(7,.XL)

;(16,.1.ILam)םִיִמהָדְרִי;(14,.RuthL)ּהָּבהָקְבָּד;(13.JoelTv)2);תַגהָאְלָמ

..Lxxxiv)תִיַּבהָאְצָמ;(13,.Ps.LxxxIII)ונָלהָׁשְריִנ;(9,.Eccl.II)יִלהָרְמָע

,.Prov.VI)ֹוֹלהָקְׁשָנְו;(26,.Jer.XXXI)יִלהָבְרֶע;(23,.cxVIII)4);תאֹּזהָתְיָה

.(16,.XXXI)םרָּכהָעְטָנ;(16,.XXX)13);םִיַמהָעְבָׂש

ofreceiving.הָרָח Methégh ,the dagessation of the mute is not admitted :e .g

ךל(Gen.IV.,6);םָׁשהָׂשָע(XIII.,4);חסֶפהָׂשָעְו(Num.IX.,10);ֹובאָרָקְו

.Ezek)בֹוטהֶדָׂש;(19,.xxII)ףסֶכהָאֵמ;(1,.XXIV)ּהָבאָצָמ;(19,.Deut.XVII)

;(21,.RuthI)יבהָנָע;(3,.JonahI)יִלהָרָעמ;(14.xxxiv)8);בֹוטהֶזָנְב,.xVII

;(46,.Dan.I)ּהֶלהָכֶסנל;(12,.Ps.LxxVIII)אלֶפהָׂשֶע;(8,.Lam.it)וָקהָטָנ

.(27,.Jobxx)ֹולהָמָמּוקתמ;(15,.RuthIv)ְךָלהָבֹוְט

TJT

If, on the contrary , the receding accent occupies a syllable which is incapable

.

/T

TIT

Imperfects and participles of verbs are, however, excepted ; after these

the mute of the subsequent word has Dāghēsh , even though the receding accent

may occupy a syllable in which Měthěgh does not belong : as :77 7WY (Gen.)ְךָלהֶׂשֶעa

XXXI.,12);ֹולהָׂשָעֵי(Exod.xXI.,31);הֹּכהֶרָקָא(Num.XXIII.,15);לּכהֶׂשע

(Isa.XLIV.,24);ּהָּבהֶנָּבִי(Zecli.I.,16);רקָׁשהֶרֹומּו(IIab.II.,18);עָרהֶקָּנִי

;(27,.XXVI)תחָׁשהֵרֹּכ;(19,.xx)דֹוסהֶלְג;(8,.XIX)בֶלהֶנְק;(21,.Prov.XI)

.(9,.JobxxxIx)םיֵרהֶכאיה

AT

c ) Likewise , if Měthěgh occupies the place of the accent in the first word ,

the mute at the beginning of the second word has Dāghēsh , according to the rule

) ; . (

T IT

-Gen.XXI .,3 ,where Méthigh fills the place of the ac)ֹול־הדלי.e.g;רוחאגסנ

cent;cf.ןֵּבהָדְלָיxIx.,38);יִל־הָנְתָנ(ILL,12);אָנ־הָדַרֲא(XVIII.,21);יִל־הָבָה

.Exod)אָנ־הָכָלֵא;(16,.xxxVI)אָּנ־הָדיִּגַה;(33,.xxx)יִּב־הָתְנָעְו;(1,.xxx)

;(19,.Jer.IV)יִל־הֶמֹח;(11,.xXII)יִל־הָנָק;(6,.Num.XXII)18);יִל־הָרָא,.IN

.(22,.Prov.xxXL)הָּל־הָתְׂשֶע;(6,.Ps.cxx)ּהָל־הָנְכָׁש;(3,.Chr.II2)תִיַּבהֶנֹוב

d ) Also , if the first syllable of the second word does not have the primary

tone, but only Měthegh indicating the secondary tone, nevertheless the letter by

), " whichרוחאגסנ,the"דגב it begins has Daghesh from the analogy of the law

-being,however ,excepted ,since they reject this looser condition of dagessaתפכ

;(1.Exod.xv)ייַלהָריִׁשא;(31,.Gen.XLIX)ּורְבָקהָּמָׁש:tion . Examples

,.XIX)ָךיֶהֹלאֵמָתאֵריו;(28,.Lev.XI)הָלֲעַמהָנְניא;(3,.xxvir)ויָתריִסָתיֶׂשעו

,.XXXILּונֵתָלֲחַנהָאָב;(19,.XXXI)ּואְׂשָנְךיֶדבע;(11,.Num.xv)14);הֶׂשָעֵיהָכָּכ

- 8 1i(גתמ),) Concerning the firm and indispensable Methegh (pon iny) , see Metheg -Setzung $ 10 (Merz ,

Archiv I. 1869) (and Kautzsch's Gesenius Heb.Gram . $ 16 , 2. b)] .
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.Deut)ְךִיִנֲעַלָךיֶחאל;(27,.xxxII)ּורְבַעַיְךיֶדבעו;(25,.xxxIL)19);ּוׂשֲעַיְךיֶדבע

XV.,11);הֶקֲעַמָתיִׂשעו(xxII.,8);שֹונֱאֵמהָתיִבשא(XXXII.,26};הָּתְסעכו

;(21,.Is.XLIV)בקֲעהֶלֵא;(19,.xv)ָּתעַמָׁש־אֹלהָּמָלְו;(1.,6.Sam1)הָתָרָצ

,.Ps.XXXI)ולְכאֹיהָכָּכ(1.,13);ָךיֶאֵריִלָּתְנַפצ;(2,.Ezek.IV)תֹוָנֲחַמָהיֶלָע

..LXVI)הָקָעּומָּתְמַט;(6,.LX)ָךיֶאֵריִלהָּתַתנ;(9,.XXXVII)20);ּוׁשְריִיהָּמֵה

11);םיִרָׁשיֵמָּתְנַנֹוּכ(XCII.4);םֶהיֵתֹובֲאַלָּתְרַמא(Neh.IX.,23);הָּתַתָנ

.(36,.Ix)ּוניֵתֹבֲאַל

That dagessation does not take place in those cases in which the letter having

Měthėgh is one of the six mutes , is readily discerned from the following examples :
Q Q

...Lev .XII)דמַעָהָהיִּתחת;(31,.xxIv)דמַעַההָמָל;(4,.Gen.II)תֹודְלֹוּתהֶלֶא

28);ְךיִׁשְרְדָּתְבֹוע(Ps.IX.11);םֶהיֵמיִבָּתְלַעפ(XLIV.,2);םיִּמַעָבָּתְעַדֹוה

.LXXXIX.11 ). The cause is easy to perceive)לָלָחְבָתאָּכד;(15,.LXXVII)( ., ); (

Dāghēsh in these six letters not only sharpens, but changes, the pronunciation ;

but where the tone of the first syllable of the second is only secondary , which

Měthėgh indicates , the dagessation does not have sufficient force to harden an

aspirate. There are, however, two places where , nevertheless, a mute assumes

: ) ( . ., ) ., )

e) If the second word, either a monosyllable or Mil'ēl, begins with a letter

, ,

even

.(28,.Jos.VII)םלוע־לֵּתהמישיוExod .xv .,11 )and)םלאָּבהָכְמכ:Daghesh

beingלכיובhaving Swa ,this letter itself receives Daghesh ,the four serviles

excepted-יִרְפהֶׁשֶעיֵרְפהֶׁשֶע(Gen.1.,11,12);ןעַגְּכהָצְרַא(XII.,5);הָביִחרה :e.g

;(1,.CIV)דאְמָּתְלַדג;(8,.Ps.CXXXIX)לֹואְׁשהָעיִצאו;(14.Isa.v)לֹואְׁש

Neh .IX .,7 );and)ֹומְׁשָּתְמַׂשְו;(255,.IV)אָטְמאָלְּכ;(10,.Dan.III)םֵעְטָּתְמָׁש

do nottakeלכיובExod .xxv .,29 ). That the letters)ויתרָעְקָתיִׂשעeven

Daghesh:ְךיִּתעדי [under these conditions ], will appear from these examples

,.xxVIIםָעְלָתייהנ;(15,.Deut.xxI)שיִאְל,ןייהת;(12,.Exod.xxxII)םֵׁשְב

9);קדַצְבָךיִתארק(Isa.XLII.,6);ןהירֹוחְבהָנְקִּמת(Zech.XIV.,12);ָהיֶרצ

.ָךְל ,5 .)

,.xxlr)ְךְלָךיֶהלא;(1.Deut.x)ָךְלָתיִׂשעו;(25,.Gen.xVII)ְךִלהָליִלח

;(11,.1kgs.III)ָךְלָּתְלַאש;(9,.XII)ְךְלָּתחָקָל;(8,.Sam.XII2)6);ְךִלהָפְסאו

.Ps.xix .,3 )follows this analogy)הליַלְלהָלְיְלו-.(35,.XI)ְךְלָהיִּתתנו

WXT5 ( Lam ..., 5 ) . The particle 57 ? which constantly receives Dāghệsh is except

8 7 .

From this mere statement of the rules , we gather that the second of two

,
unless

wordsקיחדorקיחרמ, taken together does not receive Daghash by reason of

or

icalםיניערואמ. commentary Heidenheim has added to his edition of the Pentateuch entitled

1 So in the Spanish codices, says Hayyug, according to Jequshiel the punctator, whose crit

.

Delitzsch says this is the Daghesh orthophonic, inasmuch as it preserves the distinct pronuncia

tion of the initial letter . Some codices as Erfurt. 3 (see Delitzsch's Complutensische Varianten ,

1878 p. 12 ) use this Daghesh orthophonic too much. But really the Daghesh orthophonic is more

extended in its use than has been hitherto acknowledged. Indeed it is doubtful whether the

is rightly classified by the grammariansקיחרמיתאand especially the DagheshקיחדDaghesh

under the species Daghesh forte conjunctive .
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1. This word has the primary tone , or at least the secondary tone, on the

first syllable ; and

2. The first word which joins the second to itself by Dāghēsh, ends either in

Qāměç or Sěghôl . Hence the following remain rāphé: .772 mg7] (Num . XXIII ., 11 ) ; .:ְךֶרָבָּתְכַרב(.);

.Sam2)רתֶסַבָתיִׂשע;(9,.Deut.VIII)לֶזְרַבָהינבא;(9,.xxiv)ְךּורָּבָךיֶכרבמ

xIL.,12);הָּמָׁש־ּולְפִּיַו(Gen.XIV.,10);אלפהֶׂשע(Exod.xv.,11);ייַלּוריִׁש

(XV.,21);רֹוביִדְרֹוי(Ezek.XXXI.,14);בֶל-הְוַענ(Prov.XII.,8);ןֵכיִתיִׂשע ** :

(Neh . V., 15 ) ; and of this sort elsewhere. It has, however, come to be usage that,

if any Mil'ēl ends in the vowel û , a sibilant or liquid beginning the following

word may have Dāghēsh. Examples : 183 1297 (Gen. XIX . , 14 , Exod . XII . , 31 ) ;;(,., :ּואְצ(,

,.Sam.xv1)ּודְרּורָס;(24,.Deut.II)ּועְסּומּוק;(15,.Exod.XII)ראְׂשּותיִּבשת

IIosאל .VIIL .,10 ). Also the particles)טעמולחיו;(30,.Jer.XLIX)6);ודְנוסנ

,.infour places :Gen. XIX .,2 ;1 Judg .XVIII,ורמאיוreceive Daghesh afterולand , .,

19; 1 Sam. VIII . , 19 ; Est. VI. , 13.

The following are anomalous, inasmuch as they cannot be arranged under

the laws expounded above , but are confirmed by the authority of the Massora :

*
הָאָנהאג-יכ(Exod.xv.,1,21);הכמָּכימ(XV.,11);תלֶאָנוזסע(XV.,13);ומדי

ןבָאָּכ(XV.,16);ךִנָקךיבא(Deut.xxxII.,6);תיִׁשָּכתיבע(xxxII.,15);יִּתמָׂשְו

,.Ps.LxxVII)עֹורְזִּבתלאג;(9,.Jer.xx)לכְלַּכיִתיאלנו;(12,.Is.Llv)דוכְרַּכ

;(18,.CxVIII)ּהָייִנְרסי;(5,.CXVIII)ּהָייִתארק;(12,.XCIV)16);הָיּונרסית

איִה־ןֶּבָהּוָנרקח(Jobv.27);אירבתְדאירבדג(Dan.II.,3,2);המכחו

2.(11,.v)יתמכחכ

)

but also inתפכידגבto the teaching of the ancients ,is written ,not only in the

% 8

It remains for us to add something concerning that Dāghēsh which , according

, ,

other letters, after words terininating in a consonant. For, if the first of two words

taken together ends with the same consonant with which the second commences,

the consonant which begins the second word takes Dāghēsh lest it be confounded

: - (
3

.Gen)טוחמםא:with the preceding in the more hasty reading.3 Examples

XIV.,23);םחָל־לכאל(xxx.,34);בֶל־לע(xxxIV.,3);סשלשמ־םג)יסג

למתמ(Exod.1V.,10);ןּונ־ןב(xxxIII.,11);ונממםלענו(Lev.V.,2);ךָמ־םאו

.Kgs2)הינתנ-ןב;(1.,50Sam.XIV)רֵנ־ןב;(7,.Josh.III)השמ־םע;(8,.xxVII)

;(18,XL)םיַמ־םגאלרבדִמםישא;(17,.Isa.XLI)23);םיַמםשקבמ,.xxv

1 Cf, Delitzsch's commentary on this passage and xix . , 14 (4th Germ. ed . pp . 337, 339).

2 Cf. the Massora on Dan. , V. , 11 , Digduge hateamim 8 29. The Daghesh in the Yodhs, Ps.

cxviii . , 5, 18, can be explained by a rule proposed above (see Delitzsch's commentary on these

. , : , ; ( .,

6, 19), it is more satisfactory to account these two instances of 77 as exceptions. For the rest ,

see what Parchon (p . 4) and Norzi (on Ex. xv. ) say.

3 The use of this Daghesh , to which Delitzsch has given the name orthophonic , has been

omitted by editors of the text of the Bible, through ignorance rather than through negligence .

We show, in our Psalter ( Brockhaus 1874, p . ix) that the employment of this Daghesh has the

force of law even with the older Massorites.

,.Ps.cxvi]עישוהְיילו,םלשורייככותבpassages ). But since Daghesh is omitted elsewhere ,as in

8,]ּהָי.,
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ןוׁשָל־לכו(LIV.,17);םהֶמ־םגו(LXVI.,21);יתמ־סע(Ps.XXVI.,34);יִללוחמל

,.Prov.III)חול־לע;(7,.XCV)ותיערםע;(5;.LXVII)רשימםימע;(12,.xxx)

;(6,.III)ארונןותא;(10,.Dan.II)אכלַמםדק;(2,..Lam)3);היחֶל־לע

5.1,.Eccl.XII)הבגמםג;(24,.VII)ןיעדוהמםכלו;(5,.EzraVI)לבבְללביהו

inasmuch asולאלcome together thusולandאלWherever the particles ,

these are similar in sound but different in signification , has Dāghēsh , and by

it the reader is admonished to enunciate the negative with emphasis and to dis

tinguish it carefully from the pronoun ; as in Gen. XXXVIII . , 9 ; Hab . I. , 6 ; Prov .

., tten in Deut . XXXII . , 5. And the

;

e. g . Exod . VI . , 10 , 29 ; XIII . , 1 ; XIV . , 1.2

isאֹלֹולXXVI .,17. With the same intent

;precedes itהשמhas Daghesh whenever the nounרמאֵלLamedli of the word

1 Very often the little line Pesiq , placed between two such words, is substituted for the

Dagheshךינפִמםיבר(Deut.vii.,1);החנִמיםיוגהלכְמיםכיחא(Is.lxvi.,20);יסילגְלילבב ;as

;(33,.xi)המרירוצח;(12.Neh.ii)טעְמיםישנאו;(3,.Chron.xxii1)ברָלילזרבו;(1.,37.Jer)ןועְמ

,, .g(הדמעה)[, , [

.(14,.Prov.xx)ֹוללֹואו;(23,.Num.xvi)ץיצץֵציו

2 Cf. Lonzano in Or thora , on Exod. vi. , 10.
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21. THE CANON.

The word canon (kaváv) occurs first in the third century of our era. A

corresponding word for canon , now used , is nowhere found in Jewish writings.

The different expressions for Bible are 700 or 73077, “ the Book ” kar' ¿šo xin

( Sabim v . , 12 ; Sabbath, fol. 13 , col. 2 ; Pesachim , fol . 19 , col. 2 ) , wypo 'and ,

“ Holy Writings ” ( Yadaim III . , 5 ; Sabbath xvi. , 1 ) , Xpa, i.e.,reading ( Taanith ,

fol. 27 , col . 2 ) , D'1 D'X X " 71 , i . e. , the 'Law , Prophets and Hagio

grapha (Kiddushin , fol . 49 , col . 1 ) .

The Talmud also does not profess to impart information respecting the

manner in which the Old Testament canon was formed . It does , however, con

tain a list of all the books regarded as canonical, as the following passage , which

may be regarded as the locus classicus, shows : “Our rabbis have taught” 1 ( thus we

read in Baba Bathra, fol . 14 , col . 2 , and fol . 15 , col . 1 ) " that the order of the prophets

is Joshua and Judges, Samuel and Kings, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, Isaiah and the Twelve.

“ (Question ) Hosea is the first ; because it is written , “ The beginning of the

word of the Lord to Hosea ' ( Hos. 1. , 2 ) . But how did he speak in the beginning

with Hosea ? Have there not been many prophets between him and Moses ?

Rabbi Jochanan explains this as meaning that Hosea was the first of the four

prophets who prophesied at that time - Hosea , Isaiah, Micah , Amos. Why, then ,

was he not put first [ i . e . , before Jeremiah] ? (Reply) Because his prophecy stands

next to that of Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi ; and , as these are the last proph

ets, he is, therefore, counted with them. (Objection ) But, then , should it (Hosea )

have been written by itself, and placed [before Jeremiah] ? ( Reply ) No; because

it is so small , and could have easily been lost. ( Question ) Since Isaiah lived before

Jeremiah and Ezekiel , Isaiah ought to have been placed before them ? (Reply)

Because the book of Kings closes with desolation , and Jeremiah is entirely full

of desolation , Ezekiel commences with desolation , and closes with desolation ,

whereas Isaiah is all consolation, we combine desolation with desolation , and con

solation with consolation .

" The order of the Kethubim [i . e. , Hagiographa] is Ruth and Psalms, and Job

and Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs and Lamentations , Daniel and Esther,

Ezra and Chronicles . According to him who says that Job lived in the time of

1 With this phrase (9327 130 or abbreviated 7 " ) is introduced what is called Beraitha, a kind

of supplement to the Mishna, and which we have put in Italics, in order to distinguish it from the

observations made thereon by the late Talmudists. As the Beraitha was only the private opin

ion of some individual teacher, its directions were not regarded as binding.

. This paragraph on the Hagiographa is entirely omitted in the Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia

s. v. Canon of the Ou Testament. Indeed this whole Talmudical passage is there reproduced in

such a mutilated form as to convey no idea of what Prof. Strack intended by quoting this pas

sage in his article Kanon in Herzog's Real Encyklopædia . I can only account for this by sup

posing that the translator was not familiar enough with the Hebrew , and thought it best to omit

it entirely.
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Moses, ought Job to be put first ? ( Reply ) We never commence with misfortune.

(Objection ) But Ruth , too, contains misfortune. (Reply ) But misfortune with a

happy end , as Rabbi Jochanan said [cf. Berachoth , fol. 7 , col . 2) . Why was she

called Ruth ? Because she was the ancestress of David , who refreshed the Holy

One, blessed be he ! with hymns and psalms.

" (Question ) And who wrote them (viz. , all the holy writings] ? Moses wrote

his book and the section of Balaaml and Job ; Joshua wrote his book and the eight

verses of the Law (Deut. XXXIV. , 5-12] . Samuel wrote his book and Judges and

Ruth . David wrote the book of Psalms , with the assistance of (or in the place of]2

the ten elders, with the aid of Adam, the first man, of Melchizedek , of Abraham ,

of Moses, of Heman , of Jeduthun , of Asaph and of the three sons of Korah.

Jeremiah wrote his book and the books of Kings and Lamentations. Hezekiah

and his assistants wrote Isaiah , Proverbs, Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes, the

symbol of which is wri.3 The men of the Great Synagogue wrote Ezekiel and

the Twelve [Minor Prophets), Daniel and the roll of Esther, the symbol of which

is 1733.4 Ezra wrote his book and the genealogies of the book of Chronicles

down to himself. This is a support for the saying of Rab ; for Rab Jehuda said ,

in the name of Rab, ' Ezra did not leave Babylon (for the Holy Land) , till he had

written his own genealogy, and then he went up . Who finished it ( the book of

Ezra ] ? Nehemiah , the son of Hachaliah .”

This is the famous passage in the Babylonian Talmud , which has no parallel

in the much older Jerusalem Talmud ; and its understanding depends entirely

upon the signification assigned to the word an>, to write, which, in one form or

other , occurs so frequently within its compass. Herzfeld has strangely endeav

ored to show that it is used here in five distinct significations ; but his views on

this point have rightly been rejected by scholars . “ It is also putting violence on

the word to regard it , without some qualifying statement in the context , as sig

nifying to write in , or to introduce into , the canon .” Strack rightly maintains that

Rashi , in his commentary on the passage , in Baba Bathra , has given the correct

1 That Moses wrote this section is expressly stated , although its parts are not necessary ele

ments of Moses and his Law , and the series of his doings.

? "" abbreviated for you by with the help of, " which signification this phrase often has.

But it also occurs in the sense of “ in the room of" (cf. Shekalim i . , 6, 7, " he who pays the temple

shekel on behalf of a woman " 708 7 hy etc.; Megilla, fol . 24, col. 1: " and if he is young, his

father or his teacher shall do it in his stead ” 173 5p ) . Hence Bloch explains the passage above

to mean that David wrote the Psalms in question for the ten elders whose names are foundmen

tioned in their titles ( i . e . , Adam, Ps. cxxxix.; Melchizedek, cx.; Abraham, Ps. lxxxix.; Moses,

Ps . xc.; Heman, Ps . lxxxviii.; Jeduthun , Pss. xxxix . , xlii . , lxxvii.; Asaph , Pss. I. , lxxiii .-lxxxiii .;

sons of Korah , Pss. xlii . -xlix . , lxxxiv . , 1xXXV . , lxxxvii . , lxxxviii.) i . e . , he put these Psalms in their

mouths, and wrote, as it were, from their several standpoints. “ If this be the meaning of the

passage, it shows that the Talmud recognized such literary devices as perfectly lawful and in no

way inconsistent with divine inspiration."

the mnemonic sign for the following books : = " = ;

; p = .

' ; 3 = ; 7 - ;

1 - .

59573. Rashi explains the clause to mean “as far as his (Ezra’s) own genealogy . But Rabbi

Chananel says that is here stands for 151 , the first word of 2 Chron. xxi . , 2,which verse Ezra had

prefixed to his own genealogy. See Levy, Neuhebr. u . Chald . W. B., s . v. 3n) .

8קשמי
-Isaiahהיעשי;מ=Proverbsילשמ;ש

songםירישהריש;andק-Ecclesiastesתלהק. of Songs

;Danielו-לאינד;The Twelve Minor Prophetsנ=רשעםינש;Ezekiel4גדנק-ק-לאקזחי

.Estherג-רתסאתלגמ
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interpretation of the word : “ The college of Hezekiah wrote the book of Isaiah ;

for Isaiah was put to death by Manasseh ; but the prophets wrote their books first

before [i . e . , not until immediately before] their death.... The men of the Great

Synagogue, Haggai, Zechariah , Malachi, Zerubbabel , Mordecai, and their associ

ates, wrote the book of Ezekiel. I know not any other reason why Ezekiel himself

did not do it (write his book] , except that his prophecy was not designed to be

written outside [of Palestine) . They wrote , therefore , his prophecies after they

went to the [Holy ] Land. And so with the book of Daniel, who lived in exile,

and with the roll of Esther. The Twelve Prophets, because their prophecies were

short , did not write them, [that is) each prophet (did not write] his own book.

When Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi arose and saw that the Holy Spirit was

departed [from Israel], and that they were the last prophets , they wrote their

prophecies [i . e . , those of the Minor Prophets ), and they united together the short

prophecies , and they made a large book , that they (the books of the lesser proph

ets) might not perish because of their small size."

As has already been remarked , the Talmudic passage says nothing about the

close of the canon , but speaks only of the composition of holy writings.

22. ORDER OF THE BOOKS.

The order of the books , according to the Talmud , is : 1 ) Genesis ; 2 ) Exodus ;

3 ) Leviticus ; 4 ) Numbers ; 5 ) Deuteronomy ; 6 ) Joshua ; 7 ) Judges ; 8 ) Samuel ;

9 ) Kings ; 10) Jeremiah ; 11 ) Ezekiel ; 12 ) Isaiah ; 13 ) the Twelve Minor Prophets ;

14 ) Ruth ; 15 ) Psalms ; 16 ) Job ; 17 ) Proverbs ; 18 ) Ecclesiastes ; 19 ) Song of Songs ;

20 ) Lamentations ; 21 ) Daniel ; 22 ) Esther ; 23 ) Ezra and Nehemiah ; 24 ) Chron

icles . A comparison of this list with that of our present Hebrew Bibles shows a

difference in the position of some books . Thus, our Hebrew Bibles , which have

the massoretic order, put Isaiah before Jeremiah , Esther before Daniel, etc. Their

order is as follows : 1 ) -9 ) Genesis to Kings ; 10 ) Isaiah ; 11 ) Jeremiah ; 12 ) Eze

kiel ; 13 ) Twelve Minor Prophets ; 14 ) Psalms ; 15 ) Proverbs ; 16 ) Job ; 17 ) Song

of Songs ; 18 ) Ruth ; 19 ) Lamentations ; 20 ) Ecclesiastes ; 21 ) Esther; 22 ) Daniel ;

23 ) , 24 ) Ezra , Chronicles.

% 3. NUMBER OF THE BOOKS.

The number of books constituting the Old Testament is , according to the

Talmud , twenty-four. Thus we read in Taanith, fol . 8 , col. 1 : “ Rab Ada bar Ahaba,

before he came before Raba, repeated his lesson twenty-four times , corresponding

to the number of the biblical books.” Exod. Rabba , sect. 41 : “Rabbi Levi said ,

in the name of Rabbi Simeon ben Lakesh : As the bride is adorned with twenty

four kinds of ornaments, so also must the scholar be acquainted with the twenty

four books." Numb. Rabb. sect . 14 : “ Rabbi Berachja, the priest , said , in the

name of Rabbi : We read niTODO [i . e . nails) , but it is not written so , but

1990 (watches of the temple) . As there were twenty -four watches of priests

and Levites , so there are also twenty-four books [of Scripture],” and on Eccl . XII . ,

12 , we read there also : ' God said , Twenty -four books have I written for thee, be

careful not to add to them , for of making many books there is no end, and who

ever reads one verse which is not contained in the twenty-four books is like one

who reads in extraneous books.'" In Midrash Koheleth , on XII . , 11 , we read with

reference to the nails fastened , “ Rabbi Chiya puts eleven (nails) upon the one
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66 66
VI . ,

VII., 10

IX . ,

and thirteen upon the other, together twenty-four, corresponding to the twenty

four books and the twenty-four watches of the priests,” and on XII. , 12 we read

there , “ He that brings more than twenty -four books into his house [i . e . , the

canon ) causes confusion."

The quotations made in the Talmud are , of course , from the twenty-four

books, but we also find citations from Ben Sira, commonly known as Ecclesias

ticus , which are introduced by “ as it is written ” (and , Berachoth , fol . 48 ,

col . 1 ) , “ for it is said ” (19XIV, Erubin , fol. 65 , col.1 ) , or - this matter is written

in the Law, repeated in the Prophets, reiterated a third time in the Hagiograpba "

( Ba Kama, fol . 92 , col . 2 , where a passage is quoted fro Ben Sira as hagio

graphic ) .1 For the benefit of the reader, we subjoin a list of passages which occur

in the Talmud and Midrash :

Ecclus. III . , 21 , 22 cf. Chagiga, fol . 13 , col . 1 ; Jerus. Chagiga 11. , 1 .

6 Sanhedrin , fol . 100 , col . 2 ; Yebamoth , fol . 63 , col . 2 ,

VI . , 32 (Syriac) “ Jerus. Berachoth vii . towards the end ; Jerus. Nazir,

V. , 3 ; Berachoth , fol . 48, col. 1 ; Bereshith Rabba,

sect . 91 .

" Eruvin , fol . 65 , col . 1 .

VIII . , 10 (Syriac) “ Succa, fol . 21, col . 2 ; Aboda rah , fol. 19 , col . 1 .

8-13
“ Yebamoth , fol. 63 , col . 2 ; Sanhedrin , fol . 100 , col . 2 .

IX . , 12 ( Syriac) 5 .

1
“ Jer. Berachoth , fol . 29 , col . 1 ; Nazir, fol. 18 , col . 1 .

27 “ Sanhedrin , fol. 100 , col . 2 .

XIII . , 15 ; XXVII . , 9 “ Baba Kamma, fol . 92 , col . 2 .

XIII . , 25 , 31 " Bereshith Rabba, fol . 82 , col . 3 .

11-19 “ Eruvin , fol . 54 , col . 1 .

XVIII . , 23 “ Midrash Tanchuma, fol . 13 , col . 1 .

XXV . , 3 , 4 “ Pesachim , fol. 113 , col. 2.

XXV. , 17 “ Sabbath , fol . 11 , col . 1 .

XXVI. ,
1

“ Sanhedrin , fol . 100 , col . 2 ; Yebamoth , fol. 63 , col . 2 .

XXVII . , 9 see under XIII . , 15.

XXVIII . , 14 cf. Wayyikra Rabba , sect. 30 .

XXVIII . , 22 “ Sanhedrin , fol. 100 , col . 2 ; Yebamoth , fol . 63 , col . 2 .

XXX ., 22 , 23 Sanhedrin , fol. 100 , col. 2 .

XXXVIII . , 1 “ Jer. Sanhedrin , 44 ; Jer. Taanith , fol. 9 , col . 1 .

XXXVIII. , 4 , 8 “ Bereshith Rabba, fol . 12 , col . 1 , Yalkut, in Job , 148.

“ Betza , fol . 32 , col . 2 ; Aboth de Rabbi Nathan , ch . 24 .

XLII . , 9 , 10 Sanhedrin , fol . 100 , col . 2 .

From these frequent quotations, it must not be inferred that the Talmud

regarded the book of Ben Sira as belonging to the collection of sacred books , as

“ Aboth I. ,

Sl . ,

XI . ,

XIV . ,

66

XLI. , 30

66

1 The passage runs thus : “ Rabba said to Rabban bar-Mare : Where have the people that

saying “ a bad palm -tree wanders about and goes along with lazy, or barren , trees ?' He replied :

This matter is written in the Law, repeated in the Prophets, and reiterated a third time in the

Kethubim (or Hagiographa) and banded down in the traditions, and again in the Beraitha .

Written in the Law , as it is written ( Gen. xxix. , 9 ) , ' and Esau went unto Ishmael;' repeated in the

Prophets, as it is written , (Judg. xi. , 3), and there were gathered to Jephthah vain men, and

they were with him ;' and reiterated a third time in the Kethubim, as it is written , ' every bird

dwells by its kind , and the son of man by one who is akin to him .'” The last passage is found in

Ecclus, xiii . , 15 ; xxvii . , 9.
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the following statements will show :-thus we read— “ All Israel has a portion in

the world to come . But these persons have no portion in the world to come,

namely , he who says , there is no resurrection of the dead in the Torah , or that

the Torah is not from heaven , or ſhe who is) an Epicurean . Rabbi Akiva says ,

He also who reads in the extraneous books ” ( Sanhedrin x . , 1 ) , which latter clause

the Jerusalem Talmud ( chap . X. , 28*) explains to mean “ the books of Ben Sira

and the books of Ben Laanah,” etc. The Midrash on Koheleth , XII . , 12 , says :

“ Every one who brings into the middle of his house more than the twenty- four

books (of the canon] brings confusion into his house, as , for example , the book of

Ben Sira and the book of Ben Tiglah ,” etc. And in the Tosefta Yadaim (ed.

Zuckermandel , p. 683 ) we read : “ The gospels and the books of heretics do not

defile the hands , the book of Ben Sira , and all the books which were written from

that time onwards do not defile the hands.” 1 Accordingly Ecclesiasticus is not

included in the canon of Melito, Origen , Cyril, Hilary, Rufinus, etc. , and though

St. Augustine , like the Talmud and the Midrashim , often quotes this book , yet

he also , like the ancient Jewish authorities, distinctly says , that it is not the

Hebrew Canon ( De civitate Dei xvII . , 20 ) . St. Jerome ( Prol. in Lib. Sol .) says ,

that Ecclesiasticus should be read “ for the instruction of the people (plebis ), not

to support the authority of ecclesiastical doctrines ,” and Epiphanius ( De mensuris

et pond ., p 534 ) states that “Siracidem in arco foederis non fuisse asservatum ,

nec proinde canonicis adscriptum .”

& 4. DIVISION OF THE BOOKS.

The twenty - four books of the Old Testament are divided into the Law ,

Prophets and Hagiographa . The Law, or Torah , consists of five books , viz.:

1. Bereshith , so called from the first word of the book ,2 also called Sepher

Yezira 677 730 ) i . e . , book of creation ( Sanhedrin , fol . 62 , col . 2 ; Jerus.

Megilla , ch . 7 ) , or the book of the Patriarchs (J1X7 750 ) , also “ the book of

Abraham , Isaac and Jacob ” (32 " phy' D77X 750 - Aboda Sarah , fol.
25 , col . 1 ) .

2. Shemoth (199w 7789 or 10u ), so called from the commencement of

the book ,3 also called the second fifth [of the five books] ( " V U21n - Halachoth

Gedoloth , fol . 36 ) . A certain part of the book , treating of the laws of damages , had

the specialname “ book of damages.” (I'p3 790 or 199 ?7 ' D ) , and another “ a

book of redemption " x 90 ).

1 As this phrase is often used in the Talmud concerning the books of the Old Testament, it

may be well to speak of it here. In the Talmud , Sabbath , fol . 14 , col . 1 , the question is asked , Why

Holy Writ is reckoned among the eighteen subjects which are decreed as defiling the hands ?

The answer there given is , because the Theruma food and the Torah , both being regarded as

holy, used to be placed near each other . When it was afterwards discovered that the sacred

books were thereby exposed to danger (damage by mice ), the Rabbis decreed that they should

henceforth be regarded as unclean , in order to prohibit them from coming in contact with those

sacred eatables. Hence the decree " All holy Scripture pollutes the hands," which exclusively

applies to holy , i . e. , inspired books. Wherever, therefore, it is said that a book is O'777788307

defiling the hands, it means that the book is canonical; and when it is said D'7'07 OR X303 **,

does not defile the hands, it means that the book is not canonical .

2 Origen , in his catalogue ( Euseb. Hist. Eccl . vi . , 25 ) says that the book which the Christians

call γένεσις , 1s called by the Hebrews βρησι , from the first word of the book.

3 Origen 1. c. ovaleouo .
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3. Wayyikra (87p's) , from the first word of the book ; 1 more common , how

ever, is the name Torath Kohanim , i . e . , the law-book for the priests ( Menachoth

III . , 4 ; Sifra , col. 99 ) , or sometimes “ book of the priests ” (D'n D - Halachoth

Gedoloth , fol . 36 ) .

4. Bammidbar (1279 ), from the most conspicuous word of the first verse ;

also, after the first word , Wayedabber (7279 - Mishna Yoma , ch .VII . ) ;? more usual

was the name Chumash Happekudim (D'71p9n - Menachoth iv . , 3 ) , i . e . , one fifth

of the five books about the numbering, corresponding to åpco poi and numeri.

5. Elleh Haddebarim (D'72777777x ), after the first word of the book ;4 often ,

however, Mishneh Hattorah ( Aboda Sarah , fol . 25 , col . 1 ) , corresponding to devtep

ovóulov. A large part of the book is also called Sepher Tokachoth (indin 720)

( Sifré in Deut. initio ), i . e . , the book of admonitions. These five books together,

since each book was named Chumash (Sofrim 3 , 4 ) , were called the five Chumshin or

merely Chumshin ( 'Won 7VIN – Jerus. Megilla 1. , 8 ; j** 910—Menachoth ,

fol. 30 , col. 1 ; or also 7710 10 7"win - Menachoth, l . c.).

Besides the division of the Law into five books, there also existed a division

into seven books . Thus we read Midrash Bereshith Rabba, sec. 64 ( Gen. XXVI . ,

17 , 18 ) : “ How many wells did our father Isaac make in Beer-sheba ? Rabbi

Judah said , four wells. Wherefore his children became four cohorts in the wilder

The rabbis said five, corresponding to the five books of the Law. The first

well he called Esek , corresponding to the first book , Bereshith .... The second he

called Sitnah , corresponding to the second book , Shemoth .... They found there

a well of living water,' corresponding to the third book , Wayyikra .... The [fourth

well] he called Shebah , corresponding to the fourth book , Wayedabber, because it

completes the seven books of the Torah . But there are only five ? (Yes ) but Bar

Kapra divided the book Wayedabber into three books, viz. , Num. 1. , 1-X. ,

X. , 35 , 36 ; XI . sq.”

In Midrash Wayyikra Rabba , sect. 11 ( Lev . IX . , 1 ) we read (concerning Prov.

IX . , 1 ) : “ Bar Kapra referred this to the Torah . · Wisdom hath builded her

house ;' this is the Torah , as it is said , “ For the Lord giveth wisdom ' ( Prov . II . ,

6 ) and “ The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way ' ( ibid. vIII . , 22 ) . “ She

has hewn out her seven pillars ;' these are the seven books of the Torah . But

are there not five only ? ( Yes) but Bar Kapra divided the book [i . e . , Numbers]

into 1. , 1-x . , 35 etc.” [as above) . Cf. also Talmud, Sabbath , fol . 115 , col. 2 ; 116 ,

col. 1 , further on .

The second part of the twenty-four books comprised the Prophets, which were

( ) ( )

D'J708 ). The former comprised Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings; the latter,

Jeremiah , Ezekiel, Isaiah and the Twelve Minor Prophets.

The third part, the Hagiographa, the Talmud also knows in a more definite

ness.

35 ;

and(ינ Later Prophets(םינושארםיאיבנ)subdivided into Earlier Prophets

1 Jbid. ovikpa .

2 Jerome in Prol. Galeat.: “Primus apud eos ( Judaeos) liber vocatur Beresith , quem nos Gen

esin dicimus. Secundus Veele Semoth, tertius Vaicra , id est Leviticus. Quartus Vajedabber, quem

Numeros vocamus , etc.

3 Origen aupedofkudel , which he could not interpret.

4 Ibid . are adde3apı .

5 It is interesting to know that Philo too quotes Deuteronomy by the name of “ hortatory

admonitions, ” thus De Agricult. $ 39: év toiç POTPETTIKOIS;De Mutat. Nom . $ 41 ; De Profug. & 25 .
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-Bera-םילודגםיבותכandםינטק)rubrication ofsmaller and larger Ketlaubim (

choth, fol . 57 , col . 2 ) : the former , as Psalms , Proverbs , Job - called ring by a

mnemotechnic sign ; the latter, as Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles and the

five Megilloth , i . e . , Esther, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations , Ruth , Song of Solomon

(cf. Abboth de Rabbi Nathan , ch . XL.; Sotah , fol . 7 , col . 1 ) .

It is noteworthy that we are told, in the Talmud , Baba Bathra , fol . 13 , col . 2 ,

( towards the end ) that between each book of the Pentateuch and of the Prophets

four lines must be left blank , but three lines between each book of the Minor

Prophets.

25. THE SMALLER SECTIONS OF THE PENTATEUCH.

In our Hebrew Bibles , which follow the Massoretic text, the Pentateuch is

divided into 669 Parashahs or sections , of which 290 are open ; and 379 are closed .

Of these Parashahs mention is already made in the Mishna, viz.:

1. Taanith , ch . IV . , § 3 , the history of creation is divided into seven sections,

viz . , Gen. 1. , 1-5 ; 6-8 ; 9–13 ; 14–19 ; 20–23 ; 24–31 ; 11. , 1-3 .

2. Berachoth , ch . II . , & 2 ; Taamid , ch . V. , 81 ; Menachoth , ch . III . , 87-the

sections of Prayer and Phylacteries are mentioned , viz . , Exod. XIII . , 1-13 ; Deut.

VI. , 4-9 ; XI . , 13–21 ; Num . XV. , 37–41.

3. Megillah, ch . III . , 4–6 ( cf. also Yoma vii . , 1 ; Sota VII. , 7 ) the following

sections for the Sabbath and Festivals are given , viz . , Exod . xxx. , 11-16 ; Deut.

XXV. , 17–19 ; Num . XIX. , 1–22 ; Exod . xII . , 1-12 ; Lev. XXII . , 26–33 (for the first

day ofthe Passover) ; Deut. XVI., 9-12 (for Pentecost) ; Lev. XXIII . , 23–25 ( for the

New Year) ; Lev . XVI. , 1-34 ; XXIII . , 26–35 ( for the day of Atonement ); Num.

VI. , 22–VII . , 18 (for the day of Dedication of the Temple) ; Exod . XVII . , 8–13 (for

Purim ) ; Num . XXVIII . , 11–15 (for the New Moon) ; Lev . XXVI . , 3 sq.; Deut.

XXVIII. sq. (for Fast Days ) .

4. Taamid v ., 1 ; Sota VII . , 2–6 :--Num . VI. , 22–27 .

5. Yadaim III . , 4 :-Num . X. , 35 , 36 .

6. Sota vii . , 1 :—Deut. XVII . , 14–20 ; Num. V. , 11-31 ; XIX. , 1-22 ; Deut.

XXI . , 1-9 ; XXVI., 1-11 ; XIV . , 22–27 ; XXVI. , 12–15 ; XXV. , 5–10 ., etc.

7. Berachoth , fol. 12B , we read that the Parashahs were invented by Moses

himself : “ Said R. Abuhu , the son of Sotarti, in the name of R. Jehuda , son of

Sebida, they intended to add the Parashah of Balak [i . e . , Num. XXII . , 2 – xxv ., 9)

to the reading of the Shema. But why did they not add it ? Because they did not

wish to trouble the congregation . But what was the reason [i . e . , for such an

addition ] ? Perhaps, because it is written there , ' God brought them out of

Egypt ? ' But then , why not say the Parashah treating of usury [i . e . ,
Lev. XXV. ,

35-38] and that of weight [i . e . , Lev . XIX. , 33–37] , in which it is written of the

Exodus . But, said R. Josi , son of Abin , [The reason why the Rabbins intended to

add this section is) that the verse is written there . He couched , he lay down as a

lion , and as a great lion : who will stir him up ? ' [Num . XXIV . , 9] But why not

say this verse , then , alone ? Because it is a rule among us that any Parashah

which Moses , our teacher, divided , we also divide ; and anyone which Moses did

not divide , neither do we . But why have they added the Parashah of the fringes ?

I'vis, Num. XV . , 37-41 ) . R. Jehuda , the son of Chabiba, said , Because it

contains five things ; the law concerning fringes, the exodus, the yoke of the com

mandments [i . e . , the execution of the same) , the opinion of heretics [i . e . , the

warning against the opinion of those who reject all teachings of the Talmud , and
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verses.];םיאמטחולישתשרפו[Num.V.,144];תשרפו form no section to -day

.Ley]ןייייותשתשרפו;[Lev .XVI .,concerning the High Priest]תומירחא

do not recognize the Deity) , the lust of sin , and lust of idolatry ” etc., etc.

8. Ibid. , fol. 63a, we read the following : “ We have the tradition , Rabbi

says , Why is the Parashah of the Nasir [Num . VI. , 1-21 ] so near to that of the

adulterous wife ? [Num. V. , 11-31 .] To teach you that every one who sees the

woman suspected of adultery in her degeneration , should abstain from wine. R.

Hiskiah , son of Rabbi Parnach, said , in the name of R. Jochanan, Why is the

Parashah of the woman suspected of adultery so near to that of the offering ?

[Num . V. , 9 , 10. ] To teach you," etc., etc.

9. Baba Bathra , 14B : “ Moseswrote his book and the Parashah of Balaam"

(which is the sam that of Balak ].

10. Gittin , 60A : The eight sections are mentioned, which were publicly read

at the erection of the tabernacle; “ R. Levi said eight sections were said on the

day when the tabernacle was erected , viz.: O'37) nung [Lev. XXI . , 1-24] ;

D'15 V ) [Num . VIII . , 5-22 ]; D'X20 nm [Num . ix ., 6 sq . But these

- .); [ . ];

( . ., ]; ) ( .

X. , 8-11 ]; 1173 095 ) [Num . viii . , 1-4 ]; 72178 179 num)[ Num. Xix . ) .

, ,

we already read in Tr. Sabbath , fol. 103B, An open section should not be made

closed , and a closed one not open ; cf. also Jerus. Megilla , fol . 71 B. In Tr.

Soferim 1. , 13 , we also read that an open section is an empty space , the width of

three letters, at the beginning of a line ; and the closed is as much in the middle of

a line.

In Midrash Bereshith Rabba (ad Gen. XLVII . , 28 ) sect. XCVI. , fol. 107 , 3 , we read

the following : “ And Jacob lived in the land of Egypt'lganxa apy" 7 "

D'730) . Why is this section closed before all the sections of the law ? Because,

when our father Jacob died, the bondage of Egypt commenced for Israel. Again ,

why is it closed ? Because our father Jacob intended to reveal the end , and it was

kept secret to him. Again , why is it closed ? Because all troubles in the world

were kept secret to him . "

In the Talmudic period , the Parashahs were not separated by the letters 5

and D , but by a small space, which seems to have been called poo , and of which

mention is made in Berachoth 11. , 2 ; Cholin X. , 4 ; Taamid vii. , 3 , 4 .

someתומותס, closed,תוחותפThat some of these Parashahs were open

26. THE LARGER SECTIONS.

Different from the smaller Parashahs, or sections , which were formed by open

spaces , and are of later origin , are the so -called larger Sections or Parashahs of the

Pentateuch (marked in our Bibles by an and DDD) , now read on successive

Sabbaths, which are not mentioned in the Talmud , and are , consequently , ignored

in the synagogue rolls . They were introduced solely for the purpose of securing

the public weekly reading of the whole Pentateuch within a certain period of

time. The practice of publicly reading sections of the Law in the synagogues is

very ancient , as may be seen from Acts XV ., 21 , Mwions yàp èk yeveāv åpxaiov katà

πόλιν τους κηρύσσοντας αυτόν έχει εν ταις συναγωγαίς κατά παν σαββατον αναγινωσκόμενος , and

Josephus contra Apion II . , 17 fin . , Ουκ εις άπαξ ακροασάμενους ουδε δις ή πολλάκις αλλ '

εκάστης εβδομάδος των άλλων έργων αφεμένους επί την ακρόασιν του νόμου εκέλευσε συλλέγεσθαι

kai toutov ákpu,3ūç ekļavdáveiv. But the arrangement of these readings, and the

division of the portions read, being of later origin , were pot always and every
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where alike ; for, in Palestine , the whole Pentateuch was read in three years, or

three years and a half, being divided into a hundred and fifty -five sections ;

whereas, in Babylonia , this was done in a single year, the whole Pentateuch being

divided into fifty - four sections.1

87. HAPHTARAHS.

After the reading of the Law in the synagogue, it was also the custom , from

an early period , to read a passage from the Prophets (of which custom we already

read in Acts XIII . , 27 , τας φωνές των προφητών τας κατά πάν σάββατον αναγινωσκομένας and

Luke IV . , 16 , εισήλθεν κατά το ειωθός αυτώ εν τη ημέρα των σαββάτων εις την συναγωγήν, και

ανέστη αναγνώναι' and 17 , και επεδόθη αυτώ βιβλίον Ησαίου του προφητού), and with that to

dissolve the meeting (averv TÌv ovaywyiv, Acts XIII. , 43 ; Hebr. 70an ). Hence ,

the reader who made this conclusion was called 709 , and the prophetic passage

read 77997. The Mishna repeatedly speaks of the Haphtaroth, and even men

tions several of them ; yet, in general, they cannot then have been fixed deter

minately ; and , even now, different usages prevail among the Jews of different

countries, as may be seen from the niuan M715, or table of Haphtaroth

appended to our Hebrew Bibles , where the sections adopted by the DDUX , or

German Jews, and the D'7750 , or Spanish Jews, are marked .

8 8. VARIOUS READINGS.

are,(ןביתכוןיירק.plur,ביתכוירק)Hebrew Bible ,knownas Ori and Kethiba
are

and(אלוירק the reading of words which are notin the text,ירקאלוביתכ)

The various readings so frequently found in the margins and foot notes of the

, Qeri ( , . ),

very ancient. The Talmud traces the source of these variations to Moses himself ;

for, as we are distinctly told in Tr. Nedarim , fol . 37 , col . 2 , “ that the pronuncia

tionof certain wordsaccording to the scribes (D'7510 877 ),the emendations

of the scribes (D'710 710Y) , the not reading of words which are in the text

( ),

n ), etc. , are a law of Moses , from Sinai (" 'DO 700 772577 ).” According

to the Massorah , as printed in the first Rabbinic Bible , the sum total of Qeris and

Kéthibhs, occurring in the Bible , is 1359 , viz .:

Genesis .. .25 2 Kings . 80 Habakkuk ...... 2 Lamentations .. 28

Exodus 17 Isaiah .. 55 Zephaniah . 1 Ecclesiastes.... 11

Leviticus . 6 Jeremiah . .148 Haggai ... 1 Esther ... 14

Numbers... .11 Ezekiel .. 143 Zechariah 7 Daniel . 129

Deuteronomy..... 23 Hosea . 6 Malachi . 1 Ezra .. 33

Joshua.. .38 Joel . 1 Psalms. .74 Nehemiah .. 28

Judges 22 Amos 3 Proverbs .70 1 Chronicles... 41

1 Samuel .. .73 Obadiah . 1 Job....... .54 2 Chronicles.... 39

2 Samuel. 99 Micah .
4 Song of Songs .. 5

1 Kings.... .49 Nahum . 4 Ruth .13 Total..... 1359

But the number is larger , as may be seen from Table VIII , appended to the

several parts of the Hebrew Bible edited by Baer and Delitzsch . We will only

mention some instances, where they occur in the Talmud.

1 Cf. Fuerst, Kultur - u . Literatur-Gesch . d . Juden in Asien , pp. 61 , 62 ; Zuntz , Gottesd . Vortr .

pp. 4 , 329 sq .
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Gen. VIII . , 17 :-88777, Midr. Bereshith Rabba , in loco , sec. XXXIV (Wünsche's

German ed. , p . 151 ) ; '72 X30 J'N) 881717937" X , i.e.,Rabbi Judan

says , It is written X997, but read X37. Rashi remarks on this passage ,

The Qºrî is X3707, the Kºthîbh X977, because he was first to tell them to

go out ; but, if they should refuse to go , he was to make them go.

Lev. XXI.,5 :-The Kethîbh is 7072 ,but the Qʻrî is inpe : cf. Maccoth , fol . 20,

col . 1 ; Kiddushin , fol . 36 , col.'1.1

Lev. XXIII. , 13 :—The K‘thîbh is 7203) , but the Qörî 12031 : Menachoth , fol. 89 ,

col . 2 .

1 Sam. XVII . , 23 :—The Kºthîbh is ninyon, but the Qörî minyoo : Sotah , fol .

42, col . 2 , and is followed by Sept. and Vulg.

Esth . ix.,27:- The Köthîbh is 321, but the Q -rî 153031:2 Jerus. Berachoth , fol.
14 , col . 3 ; Bab. Sabbath , fol.'88, col . 1 .

Job xIII. , 15 :—The Kºthîbh is %, but the Qerî 15 : Sotah v ., 85.

Prov . xxxi., 18 :—The Kºthîbh is 452 , but the Qerî is 77952 : 3 Pesikta (ed .

Buber, Lyck , 1868 ) , fol . 65, col. 1 .

Eccl . ix . , 4 :—The K‘thîbh is ', but the Qerî 14:4 Talm . Jerus. Berachoth,

fol. 13 , col . 2 ; so also in the Sept. , Symmachus, Syriac , Chaldee , and in ten

of Kennicott's and thirteen of DeRossi's MSS.

Hag. I. , 8 :—The Kºthîbh is 72x, but the Qerî 7728: Yoma, fol . 21 , col . 2 ,

where we read the following : Rabbi Samuel ben Enia saith , Why has the

), ?

? It is because of the tive things which made the difference between the

first and the second temple , viz. , the ark with the lid and the cherubim upon

it , the fire, the Shechinah, the Holy Ghost and the Urim and Thummim .

To these variations belong also the substitution of euphonisms (nw ')) for

cacophonisms ( '8208) . Thus we read in the Talmud ( Megilla , fol. 25 , col. 2 ),“ Our

sages allow all the verses wherein are written indecent expressions to have decent

expressions read in their stead , as 73200 instead of 73720 (Deut. xxvIII . , 30 ;

Isa. XIII . , 16 ; Jer. 111. , 2 ; Zech . XIV ., 2 ) , d'11770 for D'ay (Deut. xxvIII . , 27 ;

1 Sam. V. , 6 , 9 , 12 ; VI . , 4 , 5 , 17 ) , D'J127 for D'JVY (2 Kgs. VI. , 25 ) , Onxis

( ., ), (

Kgs . XVIII . , 27 ; Isa . XXXVI. , 12 ) , 1x30 for mixin2 (2 Kgs. X., 28 ). Cf.

also Talmud Jerus. Megilla iv.; Tr. Soferim ix . , 8 .

These passages , the number of which could be greatly increased , prove that

the reading , '97 , owes not its origin to various manuscript readings , but is of

great antiquity.5

What is meant by the absence of?הדבכאוand the Q *ri,דבכאוKethibh

1 On this word the Massorah remarks, “ Fourteen words have a 7 at the end, which is read and

considered as 1 , viz .: Lev . xxi. , 5 ; Deut. xxi., 7 ; 1 Kgs. xxii . , 49 ; 2 Kgs. xxiv. , 10 ; Jer. ii . , 15 ; xxii.,

6 ; 1. , 6 ; Ezek . xxiii . , 43 ; xxxv ., 12 ; xxxvii., 22 ; Ps. lxxiii., 2 ; Job xvi. , 16 ; Lam, iv., 17 ; Dan . iii ., 29."

2 This word , according to the Massorah , belongs to a class of eighteen words which want the

suffix ) in the text. These words are found in Gen. xxvii., 29 ; xliii . , 28 ; Judg. xxi., 20 ; 1 Sam . vii.,

9 ; xii . , 10 ; xiii . , 19 ; 1 Kgs. ix . , 9 ; xii . , 7 ; 2 Kgs. xx . , 18 ; xxii . , 5 ; Isa . xxxvii., 30 ; Jer. xlviii . , 7 ;

Ezek, vii . , 21 ; Dan. v . , 21 ; Ez . iii . , 3 ; Neh . iii . , 30 , 31 ; Esth . ix . , 27. These instances are also enu

merated in Tr. Sopherim vii., 1, with the exception of Gen. xliii., 28 ; Judg. xxi . , 20 ; Neb . iii . , 30 .

3 This word, according to the Massorah, belongs to a class of twenty -nine words which have no

17 in the textual reading, but have it in the marginal reading.

This word belongs to a class of sixty-two words in which two letters following each other are

transposed .

5 Danzius, Sinceritas Scripturae Vet. Test. praevalente Keri vacillane, Jenae, 1713 .
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whereasירקreadsתדריו the,יתדריוCracow ,1588 ,fol .)reads

For the most part, the Rabbis follow the reading of the 'gp , often that of the

2nd, especially when they can elicit a new interpretation from the reading of

then . Thus , at Ruth III . , 3 , the Midrash ( Ruth Rabba , sect. V. , fol . 47 , 3 ,

, , .) , .

In the treatise Soferim , instances of different readings are given , which we put

in the following order :

a) Written and Read .

Under this head, in chapt. VI. , 5 , instances are enumerated where it is written

15, but read 15. Such words are fifteen , and are found in Exod . XXI . , 18 ( cf. also

Bechoroth 1., 7 ) ; Lev . XI. , 31 ( cf. Cholin , fol . 65 , col . 1 ) ; XXV . , 30 ( cf. Megilla , fol .

10 , col . 2 ; Erachin , fol 32 , col . 1 ) ; 1 Sam. II . , 3 ; 2 Sam. XVI. , 18 ; Isa . IX . , 2 ;

XLIX . , 5 ; LXIII . , 9 ; Ps . C. , 3 ( cf. also Midrash Tillim , sect. 100 ) ; CXXXIX . , 16 ;

Job XIII. , 15 ( cf. Sotah v . , 5 ) ; XLI. , 4 ; Prov . XXVI., 2 (cf. Maccoth, fol. 11 , col . 1 ) ;

XIX . , 7 ; Ez . IV . , 2 .

Ch . VI . , 6 , we read of two instances where the reverse takes place , i . e . ,

where 95 is written , but 8% is read , viz . , 1 Sam . 11. 16 ; XX . , 2 .

b ) Read and Written .

Ch . vi., 7 , we read that the word 2899 , which , in four instances , is

written 5x9 ',is read 58 %Y ", viz . , 1 Chron. 1x ., 35 ; XI . , 44 ; 2 Chron . XXVI. , 11 ;

XXIX ., 13 .

c ) Read and not Written .

This class , comprising ten instances ( cf. also Nedarim , fol. 37 , col . 2 ) , is

enumerated in chapt . VI . , 8. The passages are, Judg. xx. , 13 ; 2 Sam. VIII . ,

XVI . , 21 ; XVIII . , 20 ; 2 Kgs . XIX . , 37 ; Isa. XXXVII . , 32 ; Jer. XXXI. , 38 ; L. ,

Ruth III . , 5 , 17 .

To this class also belong those instances in which the , is not written , but

read . The instances are given in chap. VII . , 1. See also note 2 to Esth . IX . , 27 ,

given above.

In chap. VII . , 2 , we read of twenty -nine words which have no , in the textual

reading , but have it in the marginal reading, viz. , Josh . xxiv . , 3 ; 1 Sam . , IX . , 26 ;

XXIV. , 19 ; 2 Sam. XXI. , 9 ; 1 Kgs. I. , 37 ; 2 Kgs . IX . , 37 ; Isa. XLI . , 23 ; LIV . ,

Jer. XVII . , 8 ; XL. , 16 ; Ezek. XXIII . , 16 , 43 ; xlv. , 3 ; Hag. I. , 8 ; Ruth 1. , 12 ; iv . ,

4 ; Ps . VI. , 4 ; LXXIV ., 6 ; XC . , 8 ; Prov . XXX. , 18 ; XXXI., 16 , 18 ; Job 1. , 10 ; XLII . ,

16 ; Lam . II . , 19 ; V. , 1 , 21 ; Eccl . VII . , 22 ; Neh . ix . , 6.

d ) Written , but not Read .

Eight such words are given in chap. VI . , 8 ( cf. Nedarim , fol . 37 , col . 2 ) , viz . ,

2 Sam . XIII., 33 ; XXV. , 21 ; 2 Kgs. V. , 18 ; Jer. XXXVIII . , 16 ; XXXIX . , 12 ; LI . , 3 ;

Ezek. III ., 12 ; Ruth III . , 12 .

To this class also belong eleven words in which the , is written , but not read

(chap . VII . , 1 ) , viz . , Josh . VI., 7 ; IX . , 7 ; 1 Sam . XV . , 16 ; 2 Sam . XXII., 34 ; 1 Kgs.

XII . , 3 , 21 ; 2 Kgs. IX. , 33 ; XIV . , 13 ; xvi., 15 ; Ezek. XLVI., 9 ; Neh . III . , 15.

We also read , chap. VII . , 2 , of twenty words which have a n written , but not

read , viz. , Josh . VII . , 21 ; XXIV. , 8 ; 2 Sam . XXIII . , 20 ; 1 Kgs . VII . , 23 ; Jer. III.,

7 ; XV . , 9 ; XVIII . , 10 ; XXVI. , 6 ; XXXI., 39 ; XLIII . , 11 ; XLVIII . , 27 ; Mic . III . ,

Zech . 1. , 16 ; Ruth 1. , 3 ; Ps. LI . , 4 ; Prov . VIII . , 17 ; XXVII., 10 ; Dan . ix . , 18 ;

Lam . 111. , 10 ; Ezra V., 15 .

3 ;

29 ;

16 ;

2 ;
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e) Written as one word , but read as two.

The fifteen words belonging to this class are mentioned in chap. VII . , 3 , viz. ,

Gen , xxx . , 11 ; Exod. iv. , 2 ; Deut. XXXIII. , 2 ; Jer. Vi . , 29 ; XVIII . , 3 ; Ezek.

VIII . , 6 ; Isa. III . , 15 ; Ps. X. , 10 ; LV . , 16 ; CXXIII . , 4 ; Job XXXVIII . , 1 ; XL . , 6 ;

Neh . II . , 13 ; 1 Chron . IX . , 4 ; XXVII . ,
12 .

The reverse is the case in eight instances, where words are written as two , but

read as one.

f) Written as two, and read as one.

6 ;Judg. XVI. , 25 ; 1 Sam . IX . , 1 ; XXIV. , 9 ; Isa. IX . , 6 ; XLIV. , 24 ; Lam. I. ,

IV . , 3 ; 2 Chron . XXXIV . , 6 .

Another class of words is also mentioned , chap. VII . , 4 , which have

20 ;

6 ;

18 ;

19 ;

g) A written in the middle of the word, where ) is read.

This list not being given very correctly in Soferim , we give according to the

book Ochloh w Ochlah.1 Gen. XXXIX ., 20 ; 1 Sam . XXV. , 18 ; 2 Sam. XV . , Isa.

XLV . , 2 ; 2 Kgs. XXIV. , 15 ; Jer. L. , 44 ; 2 Sam. XVI . , 12 ; Jer. VI . , 7 ; Nah. II . ,

1 Chron . VII . , 31 ; Prov . XXIII . , 24 ; Ez . IV . , 9 ; Gen. VIII ., 17 ; Jer. xix . , 2 ;

XLVIII . , 5 ; Zech . XI . , 2 ; Ezek. XLII . , 9 ; 2 Chron . XXXV . , 3 ; Ps. V. , 9 ; Prov.

XXIII . , 5 ; Ez . VIII . , 17 ; Jer. xxv. , 7 ; 2 Chron . XXVI. , 21 ; Num . XIV ., 36 ; Josh .

XIX . , 22 ; Isa. LXII . , 3 ; Jer. XIV . , 14 ( twice ) ; VIII . , 7 ; Ezek . XLI . , 15 ; 1 Chron .

IV . , 20 ; XII . , 3 ; 2 Chron . XXXV . , 4 ; Ps . LXXIV. , 11 ; 1 Kgs . VI . , 5 ; Ezek. XLVIII. ,

14 ; 1 Chron . XX . , 5 ; 2 Chron . XXIX. , 14 ; Ps. LIX . , 16 ; CXL. , 10 ; Prov. IV. , 16 ;

2 Sam . III . , 15 ; Jer. XVI . , 16 ; Judg. XXI . , 22 ; 1 Sam. XVIII . , 6 ; Ezek. XXII . ,

Isa. XLII . , 24 ; Ps . CXXIX . , 3 ; 1 Sam . xx. , 1 ; Jer. XLVIII . , 21 ; Isa. LVII . ,

Neh . X. , 20 ; Isa. III . , 16 ; Neh . VII . , 52 ; 2 Sam . XIV . , 7 ; 1 Sam . xxv. , 18 ; Jer.

XL . , 8 ; Amos viII . , 4 ; 2 Chron . XIII . , 19 ; Esth . VIII . , 13 ; Jer. XIV. , 3 ; XLVIII . ,

Ezek. IV. , 15 ; Num . XXVI., 9 ; 1 Kgs. XIV . , 25 ; Jer. XVIII . , 16 ; xv . , 11 ; XLIII . ,

10 ; 1 Chron . XXIV . , 24 ; Zeph . II . , 7 ; Ps. LXXXV. , 2 ; Prov . XXII . , 20 ; Num.

XXXII . , 7 ; Prov. III . , 30 ; Job. xxx . , 22 .

In connection with these variations , we will only mention that, in the Mishna,

Megilla iv . , 10 , we read of some passages which may publicly be read , but not

interpreted. Thus, “ the occurrence of Reuben [ with Bilhah, Gen. XXXV . , 20]

may be read without being interpreted ; that of Tamar [ibid. chap. XXXVIII . ,) is to

be read and interpreted ; the [ first part of the) occurrence with the golden calf is to

be read and interpreted , but the second part [commencing Exod . , XXXIV ., 21 ] is to

be read without being interpreted . The blessing of the priests [Num. VI . , 22 ff. ),

and the occurrence of David and Amnon [2 Sam. XI . , XII . , XIII. ] are neither to be

read nor interpreted ."

& 9. ABLATIO SCRIBARUM , OR O'TDIO 7403.

The ablatio scribarum , or removal of the Scribes , consists in the removal of a

superfluous , which has crept into the text , and which has been erroneously pre

fixed to 70% , viz . , Gen. XVIII ., 5 ; XXIV ., 55 ; Num . XXXI . , 2 ; Ps. LXVIII., 26 .

They note , also, that it has been erroneously prefixed to the word 7050 , in

Ps . XXXVI., 7. Cf. Tr. Nedarim , 37B .

1 Cf. a description of this work in my art. Ochlah w'Ochlah, in McClintock & Strong's Cyc . , s. v.
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2 10. SCRIBARUM ,

In the Talmud , nothing is said of these so called “ Tiqqûn Sôphºrîm ," or

“ emendations of the Scribes ; ” and yet these corrections must be very old , since

reference is made to them in the Mechilta , a commentary on Exodus ( chap. XV . , 7 ) ,

the first compilation of which was probably made about 90 A. D.; in the Siphri, a

commentary on Numbers and Deuteronomy (Num. X. , 35 ) , compiled by Rab ( A.

D. 219–247 ) ; in the Tanchuma, fol . 26 , 1 , compiled by Tanchuma ben-Abba ( fl . cir.

A. D. 440 ) ; in the Bereshith Rabba (in Gen. XVIII. , 22 ) , sec . XLI , fol . 54 , 4 fin . ;

and Shemoth Rabba , sec. XIII . , fol . 128 , 4 ; XXX . , fol . 146 , 4 in medio ; XLI. , fol.

156 , 1 initio ; both ascribed to Oshajá b . Nachmani ( fl. A. D. 278 ) .

As these corrections are , in general, only alluded to in our books called

“ Introductions to the Old Testament,” but not given , we will give them here .

The Massorites mention eighteen “ Tiqqûn Sôphºrîm ," or emendations of the

Scribes, and refer to eighteen alterations which the Scribes decreed should be

introduced into the text, in order to remove anthropomorphisms and other infe

licities of expression . These eighteen emendations (or 170 17 '' ) are as follows,

according to the order of the Hebrew Bible :

1. Gen. xvII . , 22 , where, for the original reading 395 Tay 1714 1717)

0773Nand Jehovah still stood before Abraham , isnow substituted 01728

7179 393 72y '71 and Abraham still stood before Jehovah, because it

appeared offensive to say that the Deity stood before Abraham.

2. Num. XI . , 15, for hyn ) thy evil , is substituted 'n vra my evil.

XII . , 12 , VOX our mother, 13X its mother.

flesh , ) .

5. 1 Sam. III . , 13 , 0728 God ( Sept. Jeóv ) ,
.

6. 2 XVI . , 12 , eye, nyo at my affliction .

7. 1 Kgs. XII . , 16 , " m2 to their God,, 9:27785 to their seats .

8. 2 Chron . X. , 16 , “

9. Jer. II . , 11 , "712) my glory , 1712) their glory.

10. Ezek. VIII. , 17 , 'OX my nose ,
.

11. Hos . IV . , 7 , "712) my glory , .

12. Hab. I. , 12 , nion thou diest not,
) .

13. Zech . II . , 12 ,
V , .

14. Mal. 1. , 13, Dix ye make me expire , inix ye weary it .

15. Ps. CVI. , 20, "712) my glory ,
| their glory ( cf. Jer.

11. , 11 ; Hos. IV ., 7 )

16. Job VII. , 20, , 9X to myself.

17 .

XXXII., , “ ,

.

18. Lam . 111. , 19, 72293 zy 'en thy soul will mourn over me, is substituted

.

3, 4.

,our flesleונרשב .itsfleshורשב

.themselvesםהל

.ינועב,

,

66

•

.theirnoseספא

.theirgloryםדובכ

.eshall not dieתומנט

.hisegeוניע

ותוא

07133

,to theeךילע

God or the divine justice ,isןידהתאor4,3םיהלאתא,.XXXII

.Jobבויאsubstituted

.andmy soulis humbled within meיִׁשְפַניַלָעַחּוׁשָתְו

On these emendations of the Scribes, Bleek , in his Introduction (pp . 803 , 4 ) ,

says : “ These remarks [of the Rabbins ], as I believe , have been , in general, too

little thought of, and , as a whole , have not been judged correctly. It is usually

assumed that what are named Tiqqûn Sôphºrîm are only alterations of the false

readings of many manuscripts, in conformity with other manuscripts which were

more correct ; and it is at once taken for granted that the readings preferred by
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he Scribes , which are just those of our present manuscripts and editions , have

been the genuine original readings..... Much rather,we are moved , partly by

the statements of the Massorites , partly by the nature of several of the readings

set aside by the Tyqqûn Sôphérîm , compared with the readings introduced by them ,

and at present found in the text, to look upon the matter thus: that, in these

passages, other readings were actually accepted universally at an earlier time , or,

at all events , were to be found in most of the common manuscripts, which the

Scribes considered themselves justified in altering, because they presented what

created scruples or gave offense in certain respects . Hence, this earlier reading ,

which is noted as having been altered , is always to be held in high estimation ,

critically considered ; and we may actually assume, with great probability , in sev

eral cases at least, that it is the original reading.” 1

11. PUNCTA EXTRAORDINARIA.

Over single letters , partly over entire words, we find dots or points , generally

called “ puncta extraordinaria .” The first instance is mentioned in the Mishna

Tr. Pesachim ix. , 2 , over the 7 of the word op07, Num . IX. ,

10. Ten such

words , which have these extraordinary points, are enumerated in Midrash Bemid

bar Rabba on Num . III . , 39 , sec. III . , fol . 215 , 4 , cf. Pirke de Rabbi Nathan c. 33 ,

Sifri ad Num. IX . , 10 ; Tr. Soferim VI. , 3 ; Massora Magna on Num. III . , 39 ;

Ochlah w'Ochlah , sec. 96 ; Trägard De literis textus S. Hebraei insolitae quantitatis

formae situs et punctationis, Gryph . , 1764.

1. Gen. xvi.,5 733'31''3 7717. The Massorites note on this word : There is

a point on the last ' , and it is one of the ten pointed words , which occur in

the Law, four in the Prophets and in the Hagiographa. It is worthy to be

noticed, that in the whole Pentateuch the word in question is nowhere

written plene, i . e . , with two yodhs, except in our passage.

2 . Gen. XVIII. , 9 j2 . On this passage the Midrash Bereshith Rabba ( sec.

XLVIII. , Wünsche's Germ. tranl. p. 227 sq. ) remarks : 5X are pointed , but

not the S. R. Simeon ben Eliezer saith, Wherever you find more letters than

points, you must explain the letters , i . e . , what is written ; but where you

find more points than letters, you must explain the letters. In this case,

where there are more points than the written text, you must explain the

points, viz ., 1'8 " Where is Abraham ? ” The meaning is, that the points

over these three letters intend to indicate that the three angels did not ask,

“ Where is Sarai? ” na 17X, but “ Where is Abraham ? " 27X 1X

Cf. Tr. Baba Meziah, fol . 87a .

1 Geiger, in Urschrift, p. 331, remarks on the first case : " The subordinate , it was thought,

stands before the superior, not the superior before the subordinate . For this cause, the original

reading, ' and Jehovah stood, etc. , ' was changed into and Abraham stood .' Not only the whole

connection , but also the Talmud and Midrashiin , indicate that the first reading is the more correct

one. For, in explanation of Lev. xix., 32 , ' before the hoary head thou shalt rise ,' we read, in

Jerus. Bikkurim iii . , 13 , ‘ I, the Lord , have exercised the rising before the hoary head first ,' prob

ably with reference to Gen. xviii . , 22. As for the literature, cf. Hackspan, De usu librorum , etc.,

appended to his Nizzachon , Altorf, 1644 ; Bornitz De Tiqqun Sopherim , Viteb ., 1644 ; Walton, Proleg.

vii . , 10 ; Hottinger, Thes . Philol., pp. 434 sq.; Wachner, Antiq. Ebr. i. , pp . 110, 111 ; Delitzsch , Hah

akkuk, Lips. , 1842 , pp. 206-208; Wedell, De emendationibus a Soferim , etc., Vratisl . , 1869 ; Raym .

Martin , Pugio fidei; Frankel, Vorstudien , pp . 172, 219 .
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3. Gen. XIX . , 33 779ip31. In the Talmud , Tr. Nazir, fol . 23 a , we read : Why is

there a point over the 7 in the word 721221 ? To indicate that when she lay

down, he (Lot) did not perceive it, but when she arose , he perceived it . Cf.

also Tr. Horayoth , fol . 10A . St. Jerome , Quaest. in Genesin : “ Appungunt

desuper quasi incredibile et quod rerum natura non capiat , coire quem

piam nescientem ."

4. Gen. XXXIII. , 4 inpers. There are different interpretations on these points.

The Midrash Bemidbar in loco explains it by 125 spus x509.“ that

he (Esau ) did not kiss him sincerely ;" the Bereshith Rabba sec . LXXVIII. ,

( Wünsche l . c . p . 382 ) thinks “ That Esau's kiss was sincere ; ” a third

authority says , that these points are meant to indicate, that Esau did not

intend puss i . e . , to kiss him , but 15v35 i.e. , “ to bite him . ”

5. Gen. XXXVII., 12 nå, Beresh . Rabba in loco, sec. LXXXIV. ( Wünsche l . c .

p . 412 ) : The points over x indicate that “ they only went away to feed

themselves,” or as Bemidbar Rabb. in loco says : “ They went away not to

feed the flock , but to eat and drink,” etc.

6. Num. 111. , 39. j77år. Bemidbar Rabb. in loco , says the Waw of 110787 is

not pointed , because he did not belong to that number (or census of the

Levites). In the Talmud, Tr. Bechoroth , the question is why the word

1778 is pointed ? and the same answer is given.l

7. Num. 1x . , 10. iipon. This instance is already mentioned in the Mishna

Pesachim ix. , & 2 , where we read thus : " What is a distant journey ? R.

Akiba says from Modaim and beyond , and from all places around Jerusa

lem , located in the same distance . R. Eleazar says , from the threshold of

the court of the Temple and outward . R. José says , the reason for the

point on the 77 [in our word) was to denote that it is not necessary to be

actually on a distant road , but only beyond the threshold of the Temple ."

This idea the Sept. probably intended to express by év ódý pakpàv i . e . , dis

tant on the way, while év ódý pakpą would be “ on a distant way.”

8. Num. XXI . , 30. 10x. The Baal Hatturim on this passage , says that by the

point on the 7 in the word UX only ⓇX is left , which means “ fire ,” and

which destroyed the place. In the Talmud Baba Bathra 79a we read X

andרשא. not

9. Num. xxix.,15. pinwyr. Bemidbar rabba in loco : “ It is to teach us that

there was only one tenth.” Cf.Tr. Menachoth, fol. 87ß where the one 1990y

is not read . The Sept. cod. Vatic. omits the first word .

10. Deut. XXIX . , 28. osw - ný ij's si ijs . Bemidbar rabba in loco answers

the question concerning these points by : “ You have made manifest, hence

I will also manifest unto you hidden things,” cf. also Talmud Tr. Sanhedrin ,

fol . 433 in fine , and Norzi in Jos. VII . , 21 .

1 If this interpretation is correct, then the word Aaron is superfluous, and thus it is wanting

in some codd ., also in the Syr. and Sam. Cf. our Horae Samaritanae in Bibliotheca Sacra, Jan

uary, 1878 (Andover).

2 The Copt. Vulg. read esh , and so also the Sept. and Sam . Cf. Horae Samaritana ibid . in loco .
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11-14 . 2 Sam . xix . , 20 X54 ; Isa. XLIV. , 9 non ; Ezech . XLI . , 20 5347 ; ibid .

XLVI . , 22 niyypra. On these words nothing is to be found in Rabbinic

writings. Cf. Surenhusius 3i3hos katarhayis , p. 73 .

15. Ps . XXVII. , 13. $575. On this the Talmud Tr. Berachoth , fol . 41a says :

But how could David call himself holy ? and it is written : Unless I had

believed to see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living ." And

we have a teaching in the name of R.Josi : Why are there points on 295 ?

David said before the Holy One (blessed be he ) : Lord of the universe, I am

aware that thou greatly reward the just in future ages , but I know not if I

shall have a part of it with them , or not. Perhaps that he had offended

Him by any sin .” Buxtorf remarkson this passage , that is Dyosa DYO

i . e . , “ a sense without a sense.” The meaning probably is that 85773

without the points means if not, like the Latin nisi, but with the points it

signifies a doubt. " 1

As to the origin and signification of these points nothing certain can be said .

According to the Rabbins, Ezra is said to have been the author of these points .

In Bemidbar Rabba ad Num . III . , 39 , sec . III . , fol . 215 , 4 ,we read that “ when Elias

will come and ask Ezra , Why hast thou written thus ? he will answer, I have long

ago pointed these letters ; but when Elias will say to him , Thou hast written well ,

then he will remove these letters.” The same we also read in Aboth de Rabbi

Nathan, ch . 33. This much may be taken for granted that these points were known

long before the time of the Talmud. Cf. also Hüpeden , neue wahrscheinliche

Muthmassung von der wahren Ursache der ausserordentlichen Punkte, Hannov . 1751 ,

& 4 sq.; Hiller, De arcano keri et kethib , Tubing. 1692 , p . 156 ; Geiger, Lehrbuch der

Mischnah , Vratislav. 1846 , II . p . 87 , 88 ; the same, Urschrift pp . 257–258.

& 12. INVERTED NUNC.

Before Num. X. , 35 and after x . , 36 , we find in our Hebrew Bibles the letter

Nun ) inverted (. In the Talmud , Tr. Sabbath fol . 1153 ; 116a , we are told that

the section commencing 1787 YDJI 77' (Num . X. , 35 ) was made by God with

signs below and above , to indicate that it is not in its proper place. But Rabbi

said , This is not so, but this book was counted by itself . How do you know it ?

Rabbi Samuel bar Nachman said , R. Jonathan said , [ It is written ] “ She hath

hewn out her seven pillars (Prov . IX . , 1 ) , this means the seven books of the law .”

It may be that the statement “ that this section is not in its place," was still

known in the time of the Sept. , for the Codex Alex . and the Vatican read this

part before the 34th verse .

Besides the inverted nun mentioned in Sabbath, we also read in Rosh hashana,

fol . 1173, of inverted Nuns found in Ps . 107. But on examining some thirty -eight

editions of the Psalms , which we found on our shelves, only seven have the

inverted Nun , viz . , Hahn's Hebr. Bible of 1839 and 1867 ; Rosenfeld's Hebr. Bible

1836 ; Letteris' Bible ed . by Abrahamson, Berlin 1866 , and the Psalm editions of

Baer and Delitzsch, Leipzig 1861 , 1874 , 1881 .

1 In the most recent edition of the Psalms, ed. by Baer and Delitzsch, Lipsiae, 1874, this word

is marked with three points above and four below . The reason why the Waw is unpointed is

stated ( p . 13a ) “ Vav caret puncto , quod metuendum foret ne cun Cholem commutaretur. " The

same remark we also find in edition of 1880 , p . 93. We may also add that the word in question is

wanting in the Sept. , Syriac, Arab. , Vulg ., Symm. , and in some Hebr. MSS.
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Ofthisאעיטקויו

is(איההעיטקויו). cut offםולשman ,the Van in

% 13. THE WAW Q'ti'A ' IN NUM . XXV . , 12 .

or Waw cut off, which is written in our Hebrew Bibles : ,

the Talmud Tr. Kiddushin fol . 66,3 states the following : Whence do we have it,

that a person having some defect is unfit for the sacred ministry ? R. Jehudah

said , that R. Samuel taught that it is because the Scripture says , " Wherefore say ,

Behold I give unto him my covenant of peace," a perfect peace and not an imper

fect one . But said one, it is written 01709, i . e . , “ peace,” but answered R. Nach

, Waw ( 1)

2 14 . THE CLOSED OR FINAL MEM ( D ) IN THE MIDDLE OF TIIE WORD.

ISA . IX . , 672705 .

In the Talmud , Tr. Sanhedrin , fol . 94,3 we find the following : Why is it that

all the Mems in the middle of a word are open [i . e . , ], and this one is closed

[i . e . , D] ? The Holy One (blessed be he ! ) wanted to make Hezekiah the Messiah,

and Sennacherib Gog and Magog ; whereupon Justice pleaded before the presence

of the Holy One (blessed be he ! ) , Lord of the Universe , ' What ! David , the king

of Israel, who sang so many hymns and praises before thee, wilt thou not make

him the Messiah ; but Hezekiah, for whom thou hast performed all these miracles,

and who has not uttered any song before thee, wilt thou make him the Messiah?'

Therefore has the mem been closed ."

SUSPENDED LETTERS .% 15 .

The suspended Nun we find in 7wan, Judg . XVIII . , 30. The Talmud Baba

Bathra, fol . 109,3 , states the following : “ Was he ( i . e . , Gershom ) the son of Man

asseh ? whereas the Scripture says , 'the sons of Moses were Eleazer and Gershom. '

But because he did the deeds of Manasseh [2 Kgs. XXI .) , the Scripture appended

him to the family] of Manasseh.” The meaning is that the prophet did not like

to call Gershom , the son of Moses , because it would be ignominious that Moses

should have had an impious son , hence he calls him the son of Manasseh , with

the suspended letter, which may mean either the son of Manasseh or that of Moses.

The suspended Ayin we find in plovy, Job XXXVIII . , 15. In the Talmud,

Tr. Sanhedrin fol . 1033, we read : Why is the y in O'yw , suspended ? [It is to

teach ] that when a man is 'n “ poor” in this world ,he will also be w7 in the

world to come, or lit. “ poor below , he will also be poor above."

Of the suspended Ayin in uing Ps . LXXX. , 14 we read , Tr. Kiddushin , fol .

303, that this letter is the middle letter in the Psalms .

16. MAJUSCULAR AND MINUSCULAR LETTERS.

Of the words written with large and small letters in our Hebrew Bible , we

find nothing in the Talmud itself, but some instances are mentioned in the Tr.

Sopherim chap. ix . , which prove that this mode of writing must have been very

ancient and served a certain purpose.

The instances mentioned in Soferim ix . are as follows :

1 majuscular in Inj Lev. XI. , 42 because it is the middle of all the letters in

the Pentateuch (min 50 X 37470, Kiddushin 30a) ; • majuscular in

? ., ; .,

Deut. XXIX. , 27 .

לדגיNum.xiv.17;לmajuscularלארשיDeut.xxxiv.,12-םכלשיו
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· minuscular in Un Deut. XXXII . , 18, the Yodh in een must be smaller than

any in the Pentateuch , cf. also Midrash Vajikra Rabba sec . XXIII . fin . fol . 192 , 3 .

As to the letter 1 in Ni ) ( Esther ix . , 9 ) whether it should be written majus

cular or minuscular, is a matter of dispute, cf. Talmud , Tr. Megillah , fol . 163 .

Besides these letters mentioned above, we find nothing more in the Talmud,

although there is no doubt, that the writing of the other letters was known in the

time of the Talmud. Thus, e . g . , the word nza871 (Lev . XIII . , 33 ) which is now

written with a majuscular , is mentioned as the middle of the verses of the Pen

tateuch (Kiddushin fol . 303 ).

For the benefit of the student we give here according to the alphabet, all pas

sages where, according to the Massorah, words with majuscular letters are found :

1 Chron . 1. , 1 ; Gen. 1. , 1 ; Lev . XIII., 33 ; Deut . VI . , 4 ; Deut. XXXII . , 6 ;

Esth . IX . , 9 ; Mal . 111. , 22 ; Esth . I. , 6 ; Job ix . , 34 ; Num. XIV . , 17 ; Ps . LXXX . ,

16 ; Deut. xxix., 27 ; Prov . I. , 1 ; Exod. XXXIV. , 7 ; Ruth III . , 13 ; Num . XXVII . ,

5 ; Eccl . XII . , 13 ; Deut. VI., 4 ; Dan . VI . , 20 ; Gen. XXX. , 42 ; Isa. LVI. , 10 ; Ps.

LXXXIV . , 4 ; Exod . XXXIV ., 14 ; Song of Song I., 1 ; Esth . ix . , 29.

This is the list as given in the Massorah marginalis on Gen. I. , 1 ; in the Mas

sorah marginalis on 1 Chron . 1. , 1 , however, where this list is repeated , the fol

lowing alterations are made ; for Esth . IX . , 9 is substituted Lev. XI . , 42 ; for Job

IX . , 34 is substituted Eccl . vii . , 1 ; Num. XXVII . , 5 and Gen. xxx. , 42 are omitted ;

for Esth . IX . , 29 is substituted Deut. XVIII . , 13. In the Ochlah w Ochlah again ,

where the list is also given , sec. 83 , p . 88 , Lev . XI . , 42 is substituted for Esth . IX . ,

9 ; Dan . VII . , 10 , representing final mem , is added ; Ps . LXXX. , 16 is given instead

of Exod. XXXIV. , 7 , and Gen. xxx. , 42 is omitted . The same book, moreover,

sec . 82 , p . 88 , gives another alphabetical list of majuscular letters contained in the

Pentateuch alone , which is as follows:

Deut. XXXIII . , 29 ; Gen. I. , 1 ; Lev . XIII . , 33 ; Deut. Vi , 4 ; Deut. XXXII . ,

6 ; Lev . XI . , 42 ; Gen. XXXIV . , 31 ; Gen. XLIX . , 12 ; Exod . 11., 2 ; Num . XIV . , 17 ;

Deut. XXVIII . , 68 ; Deut. 11. , 33 ; Deut . XXIX . , 27 ; Num. XXIV . , 5 ; Gen. L. , 23 ;

Exod. XXXIV . , 7 ; Num . XXVII ., 5 ; Num. XIII . , 30 ; Deut. VI . , 4 ; Deut. XXXII. ,

5 ; Gen. xxx . , 42 ; Exod . XI . , 8 ; Exod. XXVIII . , 36 ; Deut. XXII . , 6 ; Exod .

XXXIV. , 14 ; Deut . III . , 11 ; Deut. XVIII . , 13 .

The alphabetical list of the minuscular letters , as given in the Massorah fin

alis under the letter Aleph . and in the Massorah marginalis on Lev . 1. , 1 is in the

following passages :

Lev. I. , 2 ; Prov . XXX . , 15 ; Job VII . , 5 ; Prov . XXVIII . , 17 ; Gen. II . , 4 ; Ps.

XXII . , 30 ; Num . XXV . , 12 ; Ps. XXIV . , 4 ; Esth . ix . , 9 ; Job XXXIII . , 9 ; Lam.

II . , 9 ; Num . XXXI . , 24 ; Deut. XXXII . , 18 ; Gen. XXIII . , 2 ; Lam. I. , 12 ; Deut.

IX . , 24 ; Lev. VI. , 2 ; Neh . XIII . , 30 ; Nahum 1. , 3 ; Prov. XVI., 28 ; Jer. XXXIX . ,

13 ; Isa . XLIV. , 14 ; Nahum 1. , 3 ; Ps. XXVII . , 5 ; Lam. III . , 36 ; Dan . VI . , 20 ;

Jer, XIV . , 2 ; Job xvi . , 14 ; Exod. XXXII . , 25 ; Gen. XXVII . , 46 ; Exod . XXXIV . ,

26 ; Esth . ix . , 7 ; Esth . ix . , 9.1

& 17. THE PASEK OR SPACE BETWEEN SINGLE WORDS.2

When proper names occur twice in an address, they are separated by a small

space, as in Gen. XXII . , 11 : 077X10770X ; XLVI., 2 :277 37 '; 1 Sam.

i Cf. Engestroem , De litteris Massoreth , majusculis. Lond. , Goth . 1738 ; Geiger in Ozar Nechmad

II ., pp . 87-89 (Vindob. ed . Blumenfeld ) .

: A list of all the passages where this Pasek occurs is given by Baer and Delitzsch in the parts.
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Pasekקיִסְּפ (and notקֵסָּפcaled by the Massorites,10:לאומשלאומש,IL

3 :

, : i , (

Pösik , as it is generally written and pronounced ). No such space or pasek , how

ever, is found in Exod. III . , 4 between 70'anywa, vide Midrash Shemoth Rabba,

sec . II . fol . 120, “ You will find a space between Abraham Abraham , Jacob

Jacob , Samuel Samuel , but none between Moses Moses . Why this ? it is like a

man who bears a great burden and calls to N. N. who is near him , Take off from

me this burden , ” etc. Norzi , who also quotes this passage, remarks that some

say , “ that with the other prophets he ceased sometimes to speak , but with Moses

he never ceased , while he was alive.”

% 18 . THE ALPHABET.

At what time the square character of the Hebrew alphabet was perfected , it

is now difficult to determine with precision. Origen (died 254 A. D. ) , and Jerome

(died 420 ), who probably followed Jewish tradition ascribe it to Ezra , and thus

also José ben Halaſta , who flourished between 138 and 164 A.D. But there can be

no doubt that our present Hebrew alphabet was already known before the time of

the Talmud, since the descriptions and allusions to the form of the Hebrew let

ters, which we find in the Talmud precisely suit the present square characters.

In the treatise Sabbath , fol 103 , col . 2 we are told very distinctly not to inter

change x with y, with ), , with 3 , 7 with 7 , 7 with 17, 1 with ', ; with j ; o

with D , D with D. That such a pre-caution was necessary , may be seen from

what Origen mentions, that in his time the Tetragrammaton 17177 ' was rendered

IIIIII ,1 the 7 being interchanged with 17 , and 1 with , and in the Mishna ( Sabbath

XII . , 5 ) , the case is mentioned of two zayins (79 ) being written for cheth (17 ). More

striking are the mistakes which have crept into the Alexandrian version , on account

of mistaking one letter for a similar one , thus, e . g. , X fory, as 1 Sam. XVIII . , 22 ,

kaì où , . , ., 1 ,

Tòv vórov; 2 Sam. XII . , 19 X ?!), Sept. Y7") kaì įvónoɛ ; ) for ) , as Nahum 11. ,

, 1 . ., 2 , s ;

XI . , 6 WOW ), Sept. Wows us ikovoɛ etc., etc.

The Talmud already knows the five final letters 79110 ( 1.c. fol. 104 , col . 1 )

which were probably used to render reading more easy by distinguishing one word

from another (thus e. g. , nx0728 - the third and fourth word of the first

chapter of Genesis-might be read nxan78).

entבגנ־לַע.Sept,1בגנ־לֶא,.andnono ;XXXIהָּתַעְו.IIebrהָּתַאְוSept. kai c

14

of the Hebrew Bible hitherto published , viz ., Genesis p. 91 ; Job p. 63 ; Psalms ( ed . 1880) p. 153;

Proverbs p. 62 ; Isaiah p. 84 ; Twelve Minor Prophets p. 97 ; Libri Danielis , Ezrae et Nehemiae

p. 129.

1 Jerome in his 136th letter to Marcellus, where he treats of the ten names of God, says :

“ nonum ( sc . nomen Dei ) est tetragrammum , quod ávek óvntov i . e. , ineffabile, putaverunt, quod

his literis scribitur Jod , E, Vaw , E. Quod quidam non intelligentes propter elementorum simili

tudinem , quum in Griecis libris repererint Pi Pi legere consueverunt ” (Opp. ed . Vallarsi I. 131 ;

III. 720 ). Similar is the statement found in a fragment of Evagrius treating of the ten Jewish

names of God , that the ineffable Tetragram, which kataxonotekūç is pronounced by the Jews

ådwvaī, by the Greeks kiploc, according to Exod . xxvii., 36 was written on the plate of the high

priest αγίασμα κυρίω ΠΙΙΙΙ (in some codd. πι πι)....τουτοις γραφόμενους τους στοιχείοις ιωθ ηπ

ovav int IIIII , o dróg ( cf. Cotelerius Monum . Eccles. Graecae III . , 216, by Vallarsi III . , 726 ;

Lagarde, Onomastica Sacra p. 205 sq .) For more on this subject, cf. my art. Shem Hammephorash

in McClintock and Strong's Cyclop .
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1 ) ,

The Talmud also not only mentions the so- called taggin (Jan , O'rn )), or

calligraphic ornaments on the letters q* 2730 V W (Menachoth, fol. 29 , col. 1 , 2 ;

Sabbath , fol. 89, col . 1 ; 105 , col . 2) , but also mentions different combinations of

the alphabet, as Athbash , Achas, Albam ( 2x -DX -02 7 ).

This system is the more remarkable on account of Jerome having so con

fidently applied it to the word Sheshak 70w, in Jer. XXV. , 26 ( which according

to the Athbash winx, as the first combination from its two initial words is

called),it beingthe same as 422Babel. According to the same rule 'ap 35

stands for Digw) , as Sept. translates Xandalovc ( ibid. LI . ,

19 . THE VOWEL POINTS .

It is now generally acknowledged that the vowel points which are found in

our Hebrew Bibles , did not originally belong to the text, but are of later origin,

and were added by the Massorites . The very fact that there existed two kinds of

vowel-systems , the Babylonian or Assyrian and the Palestinian or Western ,

proves that the vowel- points could not have originated at one and the same time ,

otherwise the Babylonians would not place the vowels above the letters, as the

Prophetorum Posteriorum Codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus ( from the year 916 A. D.

and ed . by Strack , Petropoli , 1876 ) shows, and the Palestinians would not place

the vowels under the letters, as we now have it in our Hebrew Bibles. That

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries some should have defended the

divinity of the vowel- points , and even went so far as in Switzerland to make it a

confessional article of belief in the Formula Consensus, art. IV. can . II. according

to which in 1678 a law was enacted that no person should be licensed to preach

the Gospel in their churches unless he publicly declared that he believed in the

integrity of the Hebrew text and in the divinity of the vowel-points and accents

(" codicem Hebr. Vet. Test. tum quoad consonas tum quoad vocalia sive puncta

ipsa sive punctorum saltem potestatem JEÓTVEVOTOV esse ” ) may surprise us at present

like a good many other things of past ages.

The letters of the Hebrew, like those of the Arabic , Syriac , Chaldee and

Samaritan , were only consonants , and as the letters X for ā , 1 for ū, for ī , were

sometimes used as vowels , it is evident that a word without these vowel-letters,

and when simply written with consonants, with different vowels attached to it,

would yield different meanings. Thus 727 when vowelled can be 727 word,

, , ,

A comparison of the Alexandrian version with our present voweled text

shows that the Seventy or rather seventy-two translators had an unvoweled text

from which they translated . Even in the first centuries of our era , the Hebrew

text had no vowel points , as can be seen from the Greek translations of Aquila ,

Symmachus and Theodotion , as well as from the Peshito and Jerome's Latin

translation . Thus the latter says : “ Idem sermo et iisdem litteris scriptus

diversus apud eos et voces et intelligentias habet , e . c . pastores et amatores iis

dem litteris scribuntur res, 'ain, yod , mem (D'y7): sed pastores ro -im (D'Y '))

leguntur, amatores re-im (D'Yl). ” In Epist. 126 , ad Evagriuni : “ Non refert,

utrum Salem an Salim nominetur, cum vocalibus in medio litteris perraro utantur

.sanctuary,etcרבד,pestרבד,to speakרבד,he has spokemרבד,speakingרבד

1 Cf. Sepher Taghin , Liber coronularum ed . J. I. L. Barges, Paris 1886 , and Derenbourg Notes

epigraphiques (ibid . 1877 ) p. 134.
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Hebraei, et pro voluntate lectorum atque varietate regionum eadem verba diversis

sonis et accentibus proferantur." In comment. ad Hab. 111. , 5 : “ Pro eo , quod

nos transtulimus mortem in Hebraeo tres litterae sunt positae, Daleth , Beth , Resh ,

absque ulla vocali , quae si legantur dabar (727) “ verbum ,” significant ; si deber

1727) "pestem ; " Hab . III. , 4 : verbum Dw pro qualitate loci et posuit (DV)

intelligitur, et ibi (DX) . Cf. also ad Gen. XLVII., 31; S. Epist. 125 and Damasum . ”

Some have supposed that a certain vowel-system must have existed in the

time of the Talmud, and based their argument upon the phrases 7 pbx

70 35x “ read not so , but so” (e . g . , do not read 7:39 “ thy sons ” but :7:33

" thy builders ” ; do not read Do? " and prepare ” but'd " and there ” ( Ps. L. ,

), " a

of the text, and there is a solid root for the traditional pronunciation ,” which

occur so often in the Talmud. But these phrases prove the contrary . The Jews

were in the habit of reading without points , and this they could do , since accord

ing to the statement of the Talmud ( Pirke Aboth v. , 24 a boy five years old

should commence with the reading of the law ” ), Josephus and Philo , from the

very childhood the Jewish youth was made acquainted with Holy Writ, and there

fore they said , “ do not read so, but so ” which they would not have said , had the

words in question been pointed in a certain manner.

there is a solid rootfor the reading*תרוסמלםאשיוארקמלםאשיand,(23

& 20. DIVISION OF WORDS.

Hebrew was originally written , like most ancient languages, without any

division between the words, in a scriptio continua , which fact accounts for the

various readings in the Septuagint. But there is no doubt that a division of words

already existed in the time of the Talmud , at least the final letters which were

already mentioned ( 18 ) , may have served such a purpose , and in Menachoth , fol.

30, col. 1 , the space between the words in the sacred manuscripts is fixed with

precision . Whether or not this division of words by points -- as used in the

Samaritan Pentateuch - was applied, must be left undecided.

% 21. DIVISION ACCORDING TO THE MEANING - VERSES.

There is no doubt that at a very early period a division according to verses

(D'PID)) existed. “ Every verse divided by Moses may not otherwise be divided ”

(Megilla, fol. 22, col. 1 ) is an old axiom . The reason for such a division was prob

ably twofold :

1. The reading of the Scriptures, especially in the synagogue , led to such a

division . Already the Mishna Megilla IV . , & 4 mentions the Dipibo in relation

to this, for we read , " not less than three verses of the Law may be read in the

synagogue to any person (called to read ). One verse only of the Law may

be read at one time to the meturgeman or interpreter ; but it is lawful to read

three consecutive verses to him from the Prophets ; but if each verse should

form a separate section , one verse only may be read [to the interpreter) at a time.”

The Gemara forbids the leaving of the synagogue before the ending of such a

section (Berachoth 8a ), introduces the injunction of Ezra (Neh. VIII. , 8 ; Megilla

3a ; Nedarim 373) and prescribes in reference to the Prophets, how many sections

are to be read on the week-days ( Baba Kama 82a ) .
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66 7
or

2. The study of the Law, the instruction and teaching of the same in the school

produced such sense -divisions. These were distinguished from the former, which

,
clauses,” “ sententiae,

also D'ayu Dios clause-sections. To instruct in the dividing of clauses

(Disyo piD'S was a special part of Rabbinical teaching (Tr . Nedarim 37a ) ; in

Berachoth fol . 62a the teacher is said to point it out to his scholars with the right

hand, and disputed points of the law were settled accordingly ( Chagigah 68 ) .

As to the sign of this division , which is now found in the Hebrew Bible [ :),

it is not found in the Synagogue -rolls, nor is it mentioned in the Talmud , and is

of later origin , and we must conclude it as highly probable that these divisions

into verses and periods were not first externally designated , but were merely

transmitted by oral tradition , as may be seen from the following quotation (Kid

dushin , fol . 30a ) : “ Therefore are the ancient called Soferim , because they counted

all letters in Holy Writ. Thus they said that the Vaw in pina (Lev. XI . , 42] is

the half of all the letters in the Pentateuch ; 977977 (ibid . x .,16) is the middle

word ; zand ) [ibid . XIII. , 33) the middle verse ; that Ain in 73009 [Ps. LXXX. ,

14] is the middle letter in the Psalms , and Ps . LXXVII ., 38 the middle verse.” In

the same passage we also read that the Pentateuch contains 5888 verses , the

Psalms 8 more and Chronicles 8 less . Now, if we compare this with the number

as given by the Massorites, we will find that the Talmud counts 43 verses more

than the Massorites in the Pentateuch , a difference which can only be explained

from the statement made in the Talmud ( Baba Bathra , fol. 143 ) “ That Joshua

wrote his book and 8 verses of the law ( viz . , Deut. XXXIV . , 5-12 ( nd yº17

ninu opina 7100 175D ) , and that the Occidentals, as we read ( Kid

dushin l . c . ) dívided the verse in Exod. xix. , 9 into 3 verses. This much is certain ,

that in the time of the Talmud, there was a division according to verses , but

whatever this mark of division was, if there was any at all--at least Tr. Sopherim

chap . 3 , 5 is against it-is difficult to point out.

% 22. STIXOI .

The poetical passages in Exod. xv .; Deut. XXXII.; Judg. V .; 2 Sam. XXII.

were in the time of the Talmud already written oriXypoc ( i . e . , in broken lines , cf.

Tr. Sabbath fol . 103 , col . 2 in fine ; Sopherim XII .; the same may be said of the

poetical books nox, i . e . , Job , Proverbs, Psalms. Also the decalogue was orig

inally written in ten series O'O'V , orixou , as is intimated in the Targum on the

Song of Songs V., 13 : “ The two tables of stone which he gave to his people were

written in ten rows ( shittin ) resembling the rows or beds ( shittin ) in the garden

of balsam .” In the Synagogue scrolls this rule is carried out up to this day , thus

Exod . xv . is found written in this way :

)

D )

)

סוס האגהאגיכהוהילהרישא

יליהיוהיתרמזויזע םיב המר

יהלא והונאו ילא הז

הוהיהמחלמשיאהוהי
והנממראו

רמאל

וככרו

העושיל

יבא

To complete our subject we ought to speak about the quotations of the Old

Testament in the Talmud . This ve reserve for a future article .
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in:אבגוזחטכלמנספצקרשת Hebrew transeription

Aramaic)בֶלָּכ;(ןיִפְנַאAramaic)םִיַּפַא;(אָנְבַאAramaic)ןֶבֶא,Cf .Hebrew

Aramaic)לָלָׁשתֶׁשֶק;(ILXX.Idpid,*הָרָׂשforהָרָׂשfeminine)אָּבְלַּכ);רָׂש

from,*הראמfor,אָּתְׁשְק);תֶלְּד;הָּמַא;בַהַל;דֹאְמ;הָרֲאמSyriacאָּתְׁשַק

.cfרַכְדאָרְכִּד Aramaic)רָכָז;(attaאָתְּתְנַאSyriac)רַרָאׂשַרָפּוהָּׁשִא

ram);רָכֵׁש;דַמְלִי;הָנָּכְרֶמ(pluralתֹובְּכְרַמAramaicאָּתְבַּכְרַמ);בַּכְרִי;

Arabicלאשי yamrad ); Hebrew)עָרְמִיIsa .xxx .,26 );Aramaic,ץַחְמִי(ץַחַמ

( 1. THE ASSYRIAN LANGUAGE HAS THE FOLLOWING SOUNDS :

I. Vowels : â î û ; e .

II . Consonants : .
b 8 d z hţ k l m n P $ 9 t ;

: .

Examples :

a ) abnu (construct a ba n ) stone ; appu, face ; kalbu (construct kalab )

dog, feminine kalbatu, bitch ; šarru ( construct šar, plural šarre or šarrâni)

king, feminine šarratu ( construct šarrat, plural śarrâti ) queen ; šallatu

(from šalâlu , imperfect išlul , to plunder) spoil ; qaštu (construct qašat,

plural qašâti) bow ; daltu (construct dalat , plural dalâti ) door; ammatu,

cubit ; la'abu , flame; ma'adu (feminine ma'adtu , ma'attu) much ( plural

ma'ad ûti, feminine , ma'a dâti ) ; arratu ( from arâru , imperfect erur, present

irrar, imperative arur) curse ; rapšu ( feminine rapaštu or rapaltu) expand

ed, wide ; aššatu , wife ; zikaru ( or zikru ) male ; šikaru (or šikru ) strong

drink ; ilmad (imperative lámad ) he learnt ; narkabtu (plural nark a bâti)

chariot, from irkab, he rode ; imḥaş, he wounded (imperative mahaş); imraş ,

he was ill ; iš’al , he asked.

, ( ); ( ); (

); ( , *,LXX Láppa); : (

, ; ; ; ; ; ,

; ; , ); ; ( , ,

) ; ; ( , ; ;

( . . ); ya ; .

i ) libbu , heart ; šinnu, tooth ; šibbu, girdle ( cf. Delitzsch , Assyr. Studien ,

132) ; bintu, daughter ; milku (construct milik ) counsel (from malâku , imper

fect imlik ) ; libittu ( construct libnat) brick ; şindu (for şimdu, construct

şimid) and şimittu (for şimidtu, construct sindat) yoke , span ; nimru,

leopard ; rihşu ( construct rihiş) and rihiştu or rihiltu (construct rihşat )

inundation , from rahâşu ( imperfect irhiş ) ; sidru (construct sidir) and

sidirtu (construct sidrat) array ; şiḥru (construct șihir, feminine șihirtu )

small ; sihirtu , totality ; sikiptu (from sak â pu , imperfect iskip, present

isákip, to cast down) defeat; gimru (construct gimir) and gimirtu, totality ;

[In the foot-notes an italicized a , i , or u represents à, i , ú ; an italicized t , h or s represent t , h ,

or g. It has been impossible to secure in time the Nonpareil type for these letters.-W. R, H.] |

1 Cf. Arabic ' indi = Hebrew ' 70 ' with me.
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myתַּביִּתְּב;....;(אָנְׁשAramaic)ןֶׁש;(אָּבְלAramaic)בֶלCf. IIebrew

Aramaic)דֶמֶצ;רֵמָנ;(אָּתְניִבְלאָּתְבִלAramaic)הָנֵבְל;(consilium1אָּכְלִמ

niklu ( nikil ) and nikiltu (V. R. 3, 85 ) deceit ; ilu ( plural ilâni ) god ; işu ,

wood ; tilu ( not tillu ! ) ( plural tilâni ) hill ( = Akkadian dul , du ) ; iddin

( = yandin = yantin ) he gave ( present in adin , imperative idin , for nidin ) ;

irbiș , he couched ; itkil ( present itákil ) he trusted ; illik ( present illak ,

imperative alik) he went , from alâku , to go ; ihliq (present i háliq ) he fled ;

iššiq and unaššiq, he kissed ; ikkir , he was hostile ; išlim , it was completed ;

ikkis and unakkis, he cut off.

( ); ( ); ; ,

daughter; Arabic bint, plural ba nât); 7793 ( 9 ? 779'), Neh.v . , 7 ; Aramaic

, ); ( ?, ); ; (

* 791); 17 ; 01770 12 Kgs. XI . , 8 , 15 ; 2 Chron . xx111., 14 ; cf. also 1 Kgs.

v1., 9) and D'70 , Job X. , 22 (Aramaic X770 ); 7'y * ; ...; ....; 10

PDIP ( Ps . VII . , 10 ; x11 . , 2 ; 1V11 ., 3 ; LXXVII . , 9 ; cxxxvIII., 8 ) ; 523 ( 392

, .., ; );; ry ; ; ( ,

); ' ( ); ; ; ;

Ethiopic yěhlěq ; Hebrew pens,pes?; no ; ów?.

u ) ummu, mother ; šumu, name ; kupru (construct kupur) asphalt ;

urhu (construct uruh) road ; quýru (construct qutur, Sanh . IV . , 68) smoke ;

lubšu (construct lubuš) and lubuštu or lubultu ( construct lubšat) gar

ment; uznu (construct u zun) ear ; zumbu (for z ubbu) fly ; şumbu ( for

şubbu , şu b'u ) finger ; uzzu , might ; pulhu and puluhtu, fear ; uduntu

(II. R. 48 , 35 f. ) for udumtu (construct udmat) blood ; buțnu ( construct

butun) pistacia ; uklu ( construct ukul) and ukultu ( construct uklat) food ;

gullatu , district ; kullatu , totality ( from kalâlu , shaphel šuklulu , imper

fect ušaklil , imperative šuklil , to complete,ef. Chaldee S500, Pass.Sonux

= Assyrian Ištaphal imperfect uštaklil ) ; uggatu, anger ; mutu, husband ;

1 Also hp in the biblical proper names

meaning. The Assyrian transcription of these names is Abi-milki, Ahi-milki, not Abi

malki and Ahi -malki!

2 Cf. 11. R. 20, 37 d ; IV. R. 10, 2 and 49 a ; 12, 38 etc. Uggatu comes from the stem agagu to

burn , to glow ( used only of anger, as the Hebr. 1777 ) II . R. 36, 31 g ; IV . R. 28, 16 b ; impf. egug

(2 p . tagug . tagugi ASKT. 123, Obv. 21 , agug ; plur. egugu IV. R. 55, 17 b, fem . eguga ,

2 p . tagugu, taguga, 1 p . nigug ; infinitive Niphal nangugu - na'gugu II . R. 36 , 32 g (cf.

ASKT. 76, 2 and 10 ) ; adjectivum verbale aggu (adverbium aggis) angry . Cf. Guyard $ 48 ;

ASKT. 177, No. 43. Delitzsch (Assyr. Lescstuecke, p. 31) considers aggu a Sumerian loan -word ,

Schrader, KAT. 373 combines the stem with Hebr. 2107, 77007. Agagu, however, is evidently

the Arabic ajja (or agga) to burn, to fame, impf. y a'ujju, infinitive ajij . Cf. lib batu

anger in libbati imtali he wax filled with fury ( = xonano Dan. iii . , 19) Deluge IV. 8 (see

my commentary , KAT. 78 , and my glossary to the Deluge, KAT. 507 , 8. v . 3 % ), prop. he wasfilled

with fames ( libbatu = lih batu ; cf. 70 = 779,79 Exod. ill . , 2) . Also xan , xpn anger (Hebr.

non , construct nan ) comes from the stem on' (cf. Arabic wahim a) to get warm , to become

inflamed , cxcited, then espec. to rut. The construct of Syriac non anger (whence the denom

inative Ithpael nonnx to get angry ) non is based on the analogy of the stems " v like nu

(absolute XIV) sleep from 10 (Arabic wasina). Cf. Noeldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 105.

3 Cf. Ethiopic met (plur. amtat) maritus, vir, Hebr. Dir?. The word is like su mu name,

seems to have the sameְךֶלֶמיִחֲאandְךֶלֶמיִבֲא
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Arabic);םש(Aramaicםש);1רפכ um m,אמאAramaic)םאCf. IIebrew

(Aramaicארפָּכ);חרא(Aramaicאָחְרָא);

-Ara)בּובְז;(אָנְרִאSyriacאָנְדִאAramaic)שּובְל;ןֶזֹא;(אָרְטְקAramaic)83

withיזע,Aramaicאָזֲע); suflix)זע;(אָעְבְצAramaic)אָבָּבִּד);עַּבְצֶאmaic

.dienםיִנְטָּב;(bloodםֹדֱאPunicאָמְדַאto be red (Aramaicםֹדָאakin toםָּד

for)הָליִלְג;לכfeminine,הָלְכָאליִלָגfeminine,לֶכֹא;(Arabic but mאָמְטְּב

kuli);ְךפְׁשִי;ףרְׂשִי;לכאי(dissimilationforלכאי,Aramaicלכאי);לקְׁשִי;

Aramaicץַחְרִי(cf.יִהֹולֲעּוצִחְרְתִהיִדDan.III.,28);רציandרצְנִי;ְךְׂשִי

Aramaic,תַּכְנִיandתַּכִי);דמָי ,with transposition)ְךֵׁשִיand

išpuk, he poured out ; išrup , he burned ;. ekul (= yekul, imperative akul )

he ate ; išqul , he weighed ; irhuş, he trusted ; işşur (from naşâru, imperative

uşur, for nuşur) he protected ; iššuk, he bit ; imdud, he measured.

( , m ); ( );

( ); ( ) ; 710'7, Gen. XIX . , 28 ; Ps. cxix . ,

( ); ?; ( , ); ? (

); ( ); ( , );

, , ( , , ); ?,Gen.

XLIII., 11 ( Aramaic, with partial assimilation of the final ſ to the initial ),?

?, ); ; , ; (

); : ( , ); ;

( , , ; ;

? ( , , ?);

a) dâmu, blood ; tâbu (feminine tabtu, construct tâbat, plural ţâbûti,

feminine tâbâti ) good ; mâru, child ( plural mare, feminine mârtu, construct

mârat, plural mârâti, daughter ; kâlu , totality ; bâbu, gate ; râšu , head ; lâ,

not ; mâtu ( plural mâtâti ) country (= Akkadian mada ); dâdu, beloved ; nâru

( = * nahru, plural nârâti) river ; šâru (= * sa'aru , plural šâre ) wind ; gâtu

(plural qâtâ or qâte ) hand ; pâdu side ; pânu, face ; harrânu ( plural

harrânâti, road ; lidânu (from alâdu 779) child ; um mânu ( plural

um mânâti) people, army ; lišânu (plural lišânâti ) tongue ; kišâdu (plural

kišâdâti ) neck ; timâli, yesterday ; ti'âmtu (with partial assimilation of the

feminine to the preceding 2, ti’âmdu) or tâmtu, tâm du ( plural tâmâti)

sea ; išâtu, fire ; burâšu, cypress ; qurâdu, warrior ; bu'll nu, ulcer ; bu halu,

male ; hušâhu,famine ; turâ hu, steinbock ; şu bâtu, garment; mah âzu (plu

ral mah â zâni) city ; manâh tu , resting place ; âšipu , enchanter ; şâ'idu,

hunter ; dânu, judge ; šarrâni , kings ; šarrâti, queens ; bâbâni or bâbâti ,

gates ; bâ’u , to enter ; nâh u , to rest ; târtu (construct târat, from târu ,

imperfect it ûr, present itâr) return ; Nam târu , a demon .

; ( ; ;3 (

a bi- consonantal noun of the shortest formation ; the stem is not 7na , nor, in spite of the Ethi

opic plural amtat, nna (cf. Noeldeke, Mandaeische Grammatik , p. 95 ).

1 Ethiopic sem ( = sum or sim) plur. asmat, which is evidently based on the analogy of

amtat, plur. to met husband .

2 Cf. Arabic ibham (plural abahim and abah im ) thumb, Hebrew ima, Assyrian , with

transposition , ubanu hubanu .

s From the stem 552 ; Jer. xxxiij . , 8,'7'no :503. Cf. also the Western Syriac bye-form of

ha : 52, Noeldeke, Syrische Grammatik, p . 32 . The stem of Assyrian kalu , totality , cannot

be 553 (Schrader, KAT. 568 s. v . ) nor 7750 (Lyon, Sargon 87) . Kalu , totality, is = *kawalu

just as Aramaic 57, voice (also Ethiopic qal, plur. qalat) – *qa walu and tabu , good =

* a ya bu . Cf. also Noeldeke, Syr. Gram. $ 98, B ; Stade, Hebr. Gram . 8 201 , c.

· For nga in 2. na Zach . ii . , 12 sce Fleischer's remarks in Levy's Chald . Woerterbuch ueber

die Targumim , vol. I. p . 419 , col . b. Bab, entrance, gate, is of course akin to Xi2 (Assyrian ba'u ,

Ethiopic bawi' , Perf. bo'a to enter.

Arabic)אָבָּבAramaic3;לּכ;....;(בָטAramaic)םָּדבֹוטCf. Hebrew
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bab);ׁשאֹרpluralםיִׁשאָרforםיִׁשָאְר*(Aramaicאָׁשאֵרּו , plural abwab

•ܕ

, ); , ?*(

modern Arabic râs ) ; X'S ( Aramaic ?, also Arabic lâ) ; Aramaic xnpa city,

village ; 917 ; 777 (plur. 7177 }); , Isa. XXVIII . , 2 ; 177yw , Job ix . , 17 ;

Nah . 1. , 3 , and lyd , 77yd ; ...; ...; D'Ip ; 179 for 190 ,* Káppu (which

does not mean parched ); 1973, 075 ; DY ; piu (plural nijw's, Aramaic 10 1974);

( . kěsâdât);' ( . ); ( . );

UX ( Aramaic Xux, Dan . VII . , 11 , or Xux, feminine XnUX, XNUX, Syriac

; ěsât , ; ( ,

xņi) ; ...; 1119, Ps. cvil.,30 (Aramaic prinə, cf.Nöldeke, Syrische Gram

, ( , 8) , , ; ( ,

); , ., ; 7; ; 3; .

î ) ši , she ; kî or (with the emphatic ma) kî -m a , like ; pî (genitive and

construct state of pû) mouth, pî'a, my mouth ; ittî'a or ittî,5 with me ; attî , thou

( feminine) ; nîru (from nâru = narâru, to bind ) yoke ( cf. (vyóv from Ceirvou ;

jugum and jungo); dîn u , judgment,from dânu ( = *dayânu, imperative din ,

imperfect idînu, present idâ nu = * y adáy a nu ) he judged ; pîru , elephant

( plural pîrâti); mîtu (= *mawîtu) dead ; šib u ( feminine šîbtu) gray -haired

old man , elder ( abstract noun šîbûtu, old age, eldership ); bišu (= bi'i šu) evil ;

nihu (feminine nîhtu , construct nîh at) quiet (= *n a wîh u from nâhu, imper

fect in û h = Hebrew 17:13 , to rest ); dîku (feminine dîktu ? ) killed (from dâku,

imperfect id û k ) ; šimu, price, feminine šîm tu ( construct šîmat, plural š îmâti )

fate (from šâmu = *ša yâmu, imperfect išîmu, to establish , to determine, to fix ,

רָהָנ,Aram.אָריִנאָרְקְנ;Hebr.רעיׂשרֵאְׁשרֹוׁשרַחׁש.

Both are.ׁשׁשָלisןְׁשִלthe sten of the Aramiran;ׁשּולbut,הָׁשֹלis notןֹוׁשָלThe stem of4

I Also in Assyrian the usual form is resu, not rasu . The latter is to be met with e. g. Sen.

nacherib V.50 : apira rasu'a I covered my heud instead of epira resu’a. The Assyrian eperu

to cover corresponds to the Arabic ghafara ; cf Guyard, Notes de Lexicographie Assyrienne,

Paris, 1883, 87. The Impf. Piel of eperu is uppir - u'appir - yughappir; the Ifte'al,

itepra or ite pira - etepir, etapir, yetapir, yatapir, ya't apir. Cf. Haupt, Nimrod .

epos, 42, 5.

2 Cf. Noeldeke, Neusyr. Gram . p . 92, n . 1 ; Mandaeische Gram, p . 99 ; Syr. Gram . p . 50 , 2 .

3 For the Assyr. naru, river ; saru , wind = nahru, sa'aru ; cf. the modern Syriac nara,

river and sara ( pro) hair , Noeldeke Neusyr. Gram. p. 86. Observe naru, river ; niru , yoke;

ou ru , light; neru , vñpoc; saru , wind ; siru, fesh ; 8uru , bull; seru , morning - Hebrew

], . ). ); . , , ,

* , ; .

akin to vn\, Assyrian la su (ASKT. 11 , 75 and 214 , 75 ), Arabic lahisa to'lick. For the meaning

of the Hebrew ün, cf. II . R. 32 , 59 a . b.; V. R. 12, No. 4 , 41. For uns – cf. Lagarde,

Materialien zur Kritik und Geschichte des Pentateuchs, Leipzig, 1867, II ., p. 4, 19, where the Hebrew

Opn? 9-5 non diss ņi ?! is rendered by Arabic wa-ruh(u ) allah ( i) turiff ( u ) 'ala

wajh (i ) a l-ma'(i); also Voyages d' Ibn Batoutah , ed. Defremery & Sanguinetti, Tome IV. ( Paris,

1858), p . 16, 8 : wa -kana fauqaha ta'irun yurafrifu bi-janahaihi, cf. also Aramaic

077 to run
; ; – 3 ( );

= 543, 53;; Syriac pirts Zion (also Arabic wgrzo = y *** (from jis to protect, Delitzsch, Gen

esis, p. 578, 2 ) ; etc., etc. See Gesenius' Hebrew Lericon , ed . Muehlau & Volck, Leipzig , 1883 , p. 199,

and Stade's Hebrew Grammar, & 146.

. Ittu side is = idtu, fem . of idu ( Ethiopic ed ) hand, side, Heb. 7, Aram . X7X.

6 Hence niraru ally, nirarutu alliance , succor .

7 Diktu means also military forces , army, e . g. , diktas u ma'atta aduk, I killed many of his

soldiers.
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to stipulate, etc. ) ; hîrtu (construct hîrat, plur. hîrâti ) wife, fem . of *hîru

(= *hayîru ) selected , from hâru ( = *hayâru) to select ( nomen agentis hâ'iru ?

= *hâyiru, husband) , qištu (plural qîšâti ) present, gift, from qâšu ( imperfect

iqiš , Piel u qâ'iš) to present ; zîqu, blowing, wind , from zâqu, imperfect izîq ,

present izág (= * y azayaq) to blow ; itîbu , he was good (= Arabic yaţibu,

Hebrew 30 " ); izîru , he was hostile (participle zâ'iru, enemy , adversary, cf.

D ’ ??, Ps. LIV . , 5 , etc.; idîšu , he crushed ( nomen agentis d â'išu * = *d âyišu) ;

igîru ( V. R. 4 , 50 ) he revolted ( participle gâru,4 enemy, cf. Hebrew and 79,

stranger, from 719 ) ; i hîšu ( imperative hiš ) he hastened ; iş în u (Deluge III . , 49 ;

cf. Assyr. Lesestuecke, 80 , 90 ; Haupt, ASKT. 89, 25) he smelled ; zaqîpu, pole,

from za qâpu, to erect (imperfect izkup) ; mahîru , price, from mahâru to re

ceire ( imperfect imh ur ) ; bikîtu, weeping, from bakû (= *bak â yu) to weep ,

imperfect i bkî , he wept, present ibákî,imperative bikî ; maštîtu or maltîtu.

drink , from šat û to drink (imperf. ištî or iltî, impv . šitî , present išá tî) ;

mašqitu, watering place, from šaq û to water (imperfect išqî , present išáqî ,

impr. šiqî); şabîtu , gazelle, ASKT. 71 , 13 ; tanšilu (= *tamšilu ) likeness,

like; tarbitu , produce, product, offspring, from *rubbû (=*rubbuy u) imperfect

urabbî , to make to grow , to bring up ; Tašrîtu or (with assimilation of the a

to the following î ) Tišrîtu , T'ishri, the seventh month, or the first month of the

second half of the year,5 infinitive of šurrû (= šurruyu) to begin ; tişlîtu

(= * taşliy atu)prayer, infinitive to şullû ( imperfect uşalli , present uşalla)

to pray ; širu (= *ši'ru ) flesh ; rîmu (= ri'm u ) wild bull (plural rîmâni) ;

zibu, wolf, ( = zi'bu ) ; hitu (= hittu, hit'u ) sin , from hatû (= hatâ'u ) to sin ,

imperfect ihţî ; șîlu ( plural șîlâni) rib (= șillu , şil’u ) .

1 Cf. Ethiopic haraya or harya, selegit , part. pass. heruy, fem. herit (= heregt, heruyt,

heruyt) selectus, akin to her, fem . hert egregius, præstans, bonus (plur. heran, fem . herat) =

Arabic hair and haiyir (= hayir) bonus, from hara, impf. yahiru elegit, selegit. Cf. also

Hebr. 1707 , which seems to go back to a bi-consonantal root n .

2 Besides ha'iru , we find also hamiru or haviru (not hawiru !) e.g., Haupt, Nimrodepos

xlii . , 7-9 : alka-m a Izdubar luha'ir atta, inbika asi qasu qisa-ma (Gesenius $ 131,3 ,a) atta

lu muti-ma anaku lu assatka - Come, Izduhar, be my husband , give me thy love (inbu = ibbu

=hibbu ), thou shalt be myhusband and I thy wife. Here Fragment No. 14 of my edition (p .30) has,

instead of ha'ir, the form ha - me - ir (as in IV. R. 27 , 2 a) i . e . , ha mir (Delitzsch in Lotz's Tiglath

pileser, p. 141 ) or (with e, on account of the following r, as in umdassera, they were deserted ,

ustesera, I directed , u ma'era, 1 sent, etc. ) hamer, haver. Cf. also ha - mer, Descent of Ishtar,

42, b, and my remarks in Schrader's KAT. 66, note 3.

3 The stems of za'iru and da'isu are 77, 97, not 781, 087 ( Lotz ). Cf. Schrader, KAT.

550, note .

+ Garu and giru, II . R. 48, 41 and 42 h ( Lotz , 108, 45 ) are = *garayu, girayu. Cf. mahru (fem.

mahritu ) first = mahrayu (from mahru, front, like '???, from otp) , daru, eternal (fem .

daritu ) (= dabra y u) from daru (plur. darati) eternity, restu ( Lotz, 92 ; Schrader, KAT. 607)

chief, principal, etc. (= restay u) from restu, fem . of resu, head ( Istar resti ilani is Istar

the princess of the gods) sulumu treaty of peace , V. R. 1 , 124 , ,

peace, etc. , etc.

5 Cf. Dillmann , Veber das Kalenderwesen der Israeliten vor dem babylonischen Exil, Monats

berichte of the Berlin Academy, Oct. 27 , 1881.

Sulumayuםולס,םולש ,from
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Aramaic;יּפ;יִּתִא;יִּתַאְּתַאconstructאיה;ּכֹומְּכ;הָּפCf. Hebrew

-Ara)הָביֶׁשfeminine,ביִׁש:(תֵמHebrew)אָתיִמAramaic;(םיִּבַהְנֶׁשHebrew

; ; , ; ; , ;

*7') , Arabic nîr ( cf. Hebrew 7'3 Day 17? , Jer. 1v . , 3 , Hos. x . , 12 ; also 119

D'ITN jugum textoris, liciatorium , Aramaic ??), Arabic nauland minwâl) ;

197; Aramaic x79, Arabic fîl ( sinnu -'l -fili, sinn-el-fil, ivory, Chaldee 1997

59710, Assyrian šinni pîri or šin pîri , Akkadian ka-amsi,'cf. also

) ; ( ): , (

maic XD, feminine xD senex, Arabic šaib senectus ); Aramaic xua (fem

) . , . ., ); } ; , 727,

X27, 1797, to crush , etc.; Aramaic XP'd positus , constitutus, feminine xDa'd

(Hebrew DIV ); ...; ...; Aramaic x ]???; ...; ...; VIT, (but Deut. xxv . ,

4. , jugoza in Dong -x')); ... ; v'nt, Ps.XC. , 10 ; Ethiopic şênáwa odorem

exhalavit, aşênáwa odoratus est , şên â odor (Prætorius); Aramaic x ??? Cruz ,

passive participle from 021 to raise up (77 ?, Ez. VI . , 11 ); HebrewTimo; nisa,

Gen. L. , 4 ; nnua (Aram. Minu ); 17202; 1799 }, Cant . IV.,5; VII.,4 (Ara

maic XņJU , Acts iX. , 36 , Taßešá, i . e . , Aopkás ); Arabic tamthil, infinitive Piel

= ; = (

1 Sam , II . , 33 ) Tókos, fenus ; num = nun infinitive of 70 initium fecit

(Toome , Ez. v. , 2 ) ; Aramaic enigy, Arabic şalât (infinitive of şalla - wa-l â

yuqâlu şallâ taşliyatan ) ; 780 ; OX), Job xxxix. , 9 Din, plural Ps.

XXII., ( ; ( XX ), ( ),

( Chaldee plural guy ?y, Dan. VII. , 5 ; Syriac XY ?x, Arabic dila'un, dil'un .

û ) šû , he ; mû ( plural me or mâmi) water ; šamû, heaven ( plural šame or

šamâmi); p û (genitive pî , accusative pâ) mouth (plural pânu , pâni , face, plur.

plur. pânâti or pânâtu) ; nûru, light ; nânu , fish ; tûbu,? goodness ; sûqu ,

street ; šûmu, garlic ; dûru ( plural dûrâni) circle, wall, castle ; Kûšu, Ethio

pia ; Kûtu , Kutha ; Ulûlu , Elul, the sixth month ; atâdu, he-goat ; šarûru,

splendor ; a bûb u , deluge (plural abû bâni ) ; tûdu (plural ţûde or ţûdâti )

road ; bûru (= bu'r u , also feminine bûrtu3) pit ; mûru (= muhru) foal, cub,

etc.; rûqu ( = ruh û qu,Ethiopic rēķûq , Amharic rûq ) remote (feminine rûqtu ,

m
fromלַׁשָמּותיִּבְרַּת=תיִּבְרַמ(cf.ְךְתיֵּבתיִּבְרַמ־לָּכ mathala = Hebrew

תיִרְׁשִּתיִרָׁש

i Tubu is also infin . Piel of ' U , -*tuyyubu, cf. turu to bring back (= tuwwuru), nuhu

to calm (= *n uwwuhu) , ku nu to fasten ( = *kuww unu) etc. See Delitzsch in Lotz's Tiglathpileser,

P. 98 .

It might be.יִניִמְׁש+חַרֶי)Assyr .Arahsamna eighth month=ןָוְׁשֶחְרַמ.cfאof the Assyrian

2 KAT. 66, note 3 I have combined abubu with the Hebrew nomen proprium of the Deluge

5239, cf. Budde, Die biblische Urgeschichte,Giessen,1883, p.259, 1. For the initial D in Saap instead

= ( .

well to note that according to Wetzstein the Syriac Bedouins say mahidh, makil, mamir,

instead of ahidh , akil, amir, part. of ahad h(a) to take, akal(a) to eat, amar(a ) to command

Hebr. inix , 50%, 70X. In the Arabic dialect of Egyptwefind instead of ahidh , akil the

forms wahid, wakil ( Spitta , p . 16) ; cf. Hebr. 1 ' = 77X etc., etc.

cf. also Halevy, Melanges de critique et d'histoire relatifs aux peuples semitiques. Paris, 1883, p.3,

note 4.

3 ASKT. 127, 35, cf. II . R. 9, 32 h . The well-known stem baru (impf. ibaru ) to hunt, to catch

(inf. Piel bu’uru ) may be a denominative verb from this buru pit and mean originally to catch

in pits. Sadu sa lame (Akkadian nigin ) ASKT. 32, 761 , on the other hand, is battue, cf. Le

normant, ESC. 216. In the texts , however, baru is used especially of fowling and fishing.

Forןָוְׁשֶחְרַמ the name
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plural rû qâti, masculine rûqûti) ; kussû, throne (= Akkadian guza) ; sîs û ,

horse ; šad û ( plural šade) mountain , also east ; 2 qanû (= Akkadian gin , gi )

reed ; kir û ( plural kirâni ) park (= Akkadian kar) ; gin û garden (= Akkadian

gan3) ; šân û (fem. šânîtu = *šâniyatu ) second ( plural šânûti , fem . šânâti ) ;

rabû ( feminine rabîtu) great ( plural rabûti , feminine rabâti ) ; Elamû (=

*Elamayu ) Elamite (feminine Elam itu ); ilûtu , divinity; a hûtu or ahhutu

(cf. Hebrew Onx, with Dāghēsh -forte implicitum ) brotherhood ; šarrûtu , king

dom ; belûtu , lordship ; abûtu , paternity ; mârûtu, filiation ; ardûtu , serv

itude ; dan nûtu, power, from dannu , feminine dannatu (plural dan nûti,

feminine dannâti ) powerful; in û bu (imperative nôh ) he rested ; id û ku (imper

ative dûk) he killed ; imûtu ( imperative mût) he died ; illikûni , they came;

ûbilûni, they brought ; û şûni, they came out ; erubûni , they entered , etc., etc.

Cf. Hebrew X977 ; DO; DD ; 10 ; 13 (Arabic nûr , light, plural nîrân

and anwâr) ; Aramaic X293 ( Arabic n ûn, plural nînâ n and anwân ; cf. also

the name of Joshua's father 113); 310 ; prvi (Arabic sûq ) ; Oke (Aramaic

NOM, Arabic thûm, dialect. f û m ) ; 7:17, circle , Isa. xxix. , 3 ; 099 ; ms,

2 Kgs. XVII . , 30 ; 1978, Neh . vi . , 15 ; Tiny ( Arabic 'atûd) ; ... ; ...; ... ;

, , ); ; ?; ( ));

);
( ; );; ; ' ,

feminine n ° 10 ( Arabic thânin = *th â niyun, feminine thâniyatun )..

Of the vowel e I shall treat in a following article .

Assyrian);...;קֹוחָראֵסִּכ(Aramaicאָיְסְרְּכ):סּוס biruרֹוּב(=ראברֵאְּב

(Aramaicאיסוס);
Arabic);רַּכְגןַגְויִנֲא, qanat;אָיְנָקAramaic)הֶנָק;..T :

1 Sadu mountain might be identical with Hebrew 1770 field . Cf. Ethiopic dabr (plur. adbar

plur. plur. adbarat) mons, regio montana and Aram . * 777 campus (Hebr. 177, 1977) . Cf.

Halevy, Melanges, etc. p . 43.

2 In the Talmud (Gittin 31 b) : *7W east-wind . South -wind is sutu = xnid ( Yebamoth 72 a ;

Shabbath 116 b ; Erubin 65 a ; north-wind iltanu (for istanu) = XIAO'X ; west-wind aharrru

Tix. Cf. Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien , Leipzig, 1874, p . 140.

3 For ginu = gan and kiru = kar cf. kitu = kat, gad linen II. R. 44,7 g. h . Also Arabic

kattan linen (Aram. Xiņo, cf. Hebr.nina xıtóv) as well as qutun cotton may come from

this Akkadian gad, kat. The d in Ethiopič kedan ( plur. kedanat) tunica is owing to a par

tial assimilation to the following n ; cf. Assyr. nadanu to give = int . Ethiopie kadana to

Assyrian katamu, cf. Mandaic x7350 (Syriac 877") = Assyrian 8 alam tu corpse.
cover is =



ASSYRIOLOGICAL NOTES.

BY FRANCIS Brown, Ph. D. ,

Professor in Union Theological Seminary, N. Y.

Bezold and Hommel's Zeitschrift fuer Keilschriftforschung, contains, in the

number for April , 1884 , an article by R. Dvorák , which is of great importance for

Semitic lexicography. It is entitled “ Ueber tinûru des Assyrisch -babylonischen

und die entsprechenden Formen der übrigen semitischen Sprachen .” No more bril

liant philological article has recently appeared ; and if the new periodical which

contains it can assure us of many such contributions , it will become indispensable

to every student of ancient language. The author of this article begins by

showing the occurrence of the word (Hebrew 7:937 , oven , furnace, Aramaic

717 , X71377, Syriac ligž, Arabic tann ûr , Assyrian tin ûru ) in the Semitic

languages. He then gives a summary of the attempts to explain its form , e . g. ,

some Arab grammarians making it a taffûl form from nûr, others — and the larger

number—a derivative from tnr , and, in the absence of that root in Arabic , a

foreign word , Gavâlîkî specifying the Persian language as its source . The deri

vation from 793 has been advocated by modern Semitists, as well as the com

position of 790n (773+in , etc. ) . The latter theory hardly needs discussion ; the

former is opposed by the author, on the ground that the taf'ûl formation gives

abstracts, and that these are , accordingly , feminine , or plural,-neither of which

suits tan nû r. The presence of the word, in the form tinâru , on a cuneiform

tablet of Ašurbanipal's time , does not indicate, according to Dvorák , that it

belongs to the older elements of Semitic language , since Ašurbanipal lived in the

seventh century B. C. , and we are not at liberty to infer that the word is older

than the document in which we actually find it .
,

occurring in Isaiah and the Jahvist narrator of Genesis , must be considered older

than tin ûru , and cannot be , according to the theory of Assyriologists , borrowed

from the Assyrians. After examining the shades of meaning of the word in the

Semitic languages, the author calls attention to the tanûra of the Zend, the

tanûr of the Pehlevi, the tonir of the Armenian , etc. , ( having the same

meaning with 7:13M ), and endeavors to show that the Zend form is the original,

whence the word passed to the Semitic peoples ( the Aramaic exhibiting the

earliest Semitic form ), and thence back again to the modern Persian , where it is

also found . He would assign it to the root tan , extend , expand, and explain

" oven ,'”? “ furnace ” from that root , by the hollow , extended (distended ) form of

the fire-pot.

It will be seen that this discussion is of far -reaching significance. The theory

brings back , in a new and striking form , that dependence of the Semitic on the

Indo-Germanic-more specifically, on the Persian - language and people , which

the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions has been thought to disprove.

The author has certainly exposed , with great clearness, the difficulties attending

the current explanations of the form 7100 , and produced a model of suggestive,

Henceרונת the IIebrew
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well grounded philological discussion . We pass over some detaile questions ,

which need still more elucidation , to notice one or two general features of the

subject that seem to have been inadequately considered by the writer. (a) It is

wrong to claim that tin û ru , found in Ašurbanipal's time , may not be considered

older than that date . Words do not suddenly appear in a literary language,

developing according to natural laws , without previous existence in the spoken

language. Least of all is it so in a written language where the changes are as

slow as in the literary Assyrian . It is one thing to argue that a document is late ,

because it contains words not found in old documents, and another thing to

argue that words are new , because they occur only in a late document. (b ) The

author does not hold to his own principle ; for he can maintain his argument for

the priority of the Zend ta nûra only by saying that this word “ mit grosser

Wahrscheinlichkeit älter ist als seine schriftliche Fixirung im Avesta” ( p . 150 ) .

( c ) As to the time and mode of the borrowing , the author ventures no hypothesis ,

though holding that the Aramaic is the earliest Semitic form . Now, we indeed

know very little of the movements of the Aramæans, and it is possible , of course,

that they , somewhere and sometime, came into contact with Persians, and got

from them the name of the fire - pot. But, from all we now know of the ancient

Persians, and their position in Asia before the sixth century B. C. , such a contact

is not likely . The likelihood is diminished , when we remember that the borrow

ing of the name would strongly hint at the borrowing of the article also , and all

the indications are opposed to the theory that the Assyrians were indebted either

to the Persians or to the Aramæans for the arts and appliances of their civilization .

While, then , Dvorák is to be heartily thanked for his most suggestive examin

ation , it must not be forgotten that these general considerations have their part to

play in the final settlement of the questions as to tin ûru , and as to early Indo

Germanic influence on Semitic language.

In the new Calwer Bibellexicon , just completed , there are many contributions

from Friedrich Delitzsch . His articles contain a number of new etymologies of

Assyrian and Babylonian proper names. There is a decided tendency to regard

the verbal element in these names as Imperative, wherever this is possible. In

the case of Sargon , indeed , Delitzsch gives the choice between “ He (God ) has.

established the king ,” and “ The king is true ” (righteous or just ),with “ Righteous

king ” as a third possibility. But Sennacherib ( Sin-ah i-êrbâ ) he renders “ O Sin

(the Moon - god) multiply brothers;" Sanballat (Sin -ballit ) “ Sin , bestow (or sup

port) life ; " Shalmaneser (šalmânu -uššir), “ Shalman, guide aright” (or " let

it succeed " ) —this is not wholly new ,-etc. Nebuchadnezzar (N a b û-k u dûrî-

u zur , so Del . ) is translated “ Nebo, protect my territory ” (“ Nebo, schirme mein

Gebiet ! ” cf. Hilprecht, Freibrief Nebukad. I. ) . This translation has never been

publicly explained and justified , so far as we are aware.

It may be added, in this connection , that the difficulty which Delitzsch , in an

earlier part of the same lexicon (art. “ Asnaphar ” ), feels in identifying Ašurbani

pal with the Kineladanos of Ptolemy is obviated by Schrader's present theory , that

Kineladan was a specifically Babylonian name for Ašurbanipal, and not at all a

corruption or modification of the latter. ( E. Schrader, Kineladan und Asurbana

ipal, Zeitschr. f . Keilschriftforschung , July , 1884.)
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By John P. PETERS, Ph. D. ,

Professor in the Protestant Episcopal Seminary, Philadelphia .

On page 25 of Babylonian Life and History Mr. Budge says : “ It has been

recently shown that the correct reading of the cuneiform sign for Akkad is Uru ,

and I think that there is no doubt that this is the Ur from which Abraham came."

This situation of Ur of the Chaldees would agree better with Prof. Delitzsch's

theory of the origin of the Chaldees than the received location at Mugheir.

In the last number of HEBRAICA I pointed out certain difficulties concerning

the date of Nebuchadnezzar I. There are some peculiarities in the large inscrip

tion of that monarch which I do not remember to have seen mentioned . Col. 1. ,

10 , he is spoken of as ka-šid mat A -har -ri-i “ subduer of the West-land,” i . e .

Phænicia . Did the Babylonians in the twelfth century actually penetrate to the

Mediterranean ? Again , in this inscription he is nowhere called by the proper

title of a king of Babylon. In Col. 1. , 2 , Hilprecht reads, it is true , malku Bâbili

(the regular title , on the other hand , should be šar Bâbili ) but Pinches and

Budge agree in reading the same şi - it Tin -tir-ki (B â bili), i . e . , “ offspring of

Babylon ." Neither does Babylon play otherwise an important part in the inscrip

tion . Col. 11. , 3 , it is mentioned along with Nipur as free from conscription , and

Col. 11. , 18 , the governor of Babylon appears in the list of witnesses. Col. 1. , 3 ,

Nebuchadnezzar is called sakkanakku Eridi , governor of Eridu, " and Col.

II . , 24 , among the witnesses , we find Nabî-ku-d u r -ri-uşur amêlu êzzu mat

Namar , “ Nebuchadnezzar prince of the land of Namar." This inscription

seems to have settled , as Hilprecht points out, that the name which some Assyri

ologists were inclined to read Zimri , with reference to ???? in Jer. XXV. , 25 , is

in fact Namar. This country or district lies in the north-eastern part of Baby

lonia.

Among the archives which Mr. Hormuzd Rassam discovered in Ešarra, the

temple of the Sun at Sepharvaim , a document of Nebuchadnezzar II . was missing.

In his account of the very thorough search after ancient archives which he caused

to be made by his army , as also a restoration of the temple , Nabonidus mentions

Nebuchadnezzar II . as having been active in a similar manner. Now while Mr.

Rassam found an inscription of Nabû-bal -iddina , and also documents of Nabopo

lassar, no inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II . seems to have come to hand . Within

a short time the Metropolitan Museum of New York has obtained possession of

what appears to be the missing document. It is a clay barrel- cylinder, eight or

ten inches in length , perforated , about four inches in diameter at its middle point,

and tapering to a diameter of approximately one and a half inches at the extrem

ities ( unfortunately I have mislaid my note of the exact measurement of the

cylinder and have no cast by me) . This was found at Aboo-Habbah ( Sippara,

Sepharvaim ) , and is an account of the restoration of Ešarra , the temple of the

Sun, in Sippara . The script is archaic, the characters being strikingly similar to
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those in the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar I. as copied by Hilprecht. There are

three columns, of which the first contains twenty -seven , the second forty-two ,

and the third thirty lines. As one line in the second column is double , the actual

number of lines is a hundred . Almost, if not quite , every line in the inscription

can be read entire or supplied satisfactorily from parallel lines in other places.

The first sixteen lines contain the titles , beginning ( 1 ) Nabû-ku-dur-ru-u-su -ur

(2 ) šar mi-ša-ri-im (king of righteousness) and ending

( 12 ) z a -ni-in E-sagili .. (restorer of Esagili)

( 13 ) u E -zi-da .. ( and Ezida)

( 14 ) mâru ki- i -num ( true son )

( 15) sa Nabû-pa l-u -su-ur of Nabopolassar)

( 16 ) šar Ka-dingir-ra -ki a-n a-ku (king of Babylon am I ) .

It then proceeds to state how , by the orders of “ Marduk , the great lord who

has raised me to rule over them ," Nebuchadnezzar restored the temple of Šamaš

Ešarra which is in the midst of Sippara , which had fallen into decay . This sec

tion of the inscription ends at line 67 with the statement : E -ša r -ra ša ki-ri-ib

Sip para i -na hi-t a -a -ti u ri-ša - a -ti lu e -pu - u š “ Ešarra, which is in the midst

of Sippara, on account of sin and transgression had made.” The remainder is an

invocation and prayer to Šamaš , who is , of course. besought to accept favorably

this work , to bless the king's deeds , prolong his life , and give him victory over

his enemies. To the best of my knowledge this is the most important cuneiform

inscription which has yet reached this country.

In the Zeitschrift fuer die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, Heft I. of the year

1884, the editor , Prof. B. Stade of Giessen , makes an acute suggestion for the

emendation of the text of the fourth chapter of Isaiah which certainly deserves

careful consideration, if not unqualified adoption . Presumably every student

appreciates certain difficulties in that chapter in its present form . There is no

proper connection between the Messianic conclusion , 1V . , 2–6 , and the section

11. , 1-1V ., 1 , which it closes. The Messianic X77777 019 seems to refer to the

period described in iv . , 1 , rather than to the Messianic epoch. Then , too , verses

5 and 6 appear to form an anticlimax . Moreover, the construction of verses 4 , 5

and 6 is unintelligible , no proper conclusion existing for the condition expressed

in the Ox of verse 4. Prof. Stade also notices certain doctrinal difficulties of the

last two verses . He suggests this arrangement: 4 , 2 , 3a, omitting 3b , 5 and 6 .

The passage would then read : ( 4 ) “ When the Lord hath purged the filth of the

daughters of Zion , and cleansed the blood spots of Jerusalem from her midst,

with a breath of judgment, and with a breath of destruction ; (2 ) In that day the

growth of Jehovah shall be a beauty and a glory , and the fruit of the land a pride

and an adornment for the escaped of Israel ; (3 ) And it shall be , the remnant in

Zion , and the remainder in Jerusalem , Holy shall it be called ." This makes,

probably , a far more forcible and logical Messianic conclusion than that offered

by the present text. It brings the passage into immediate connection with verse 1 ;

assigns to X9777 019 its proper Messianic reference without the intervention

of an ellipsis ; and affords an intelligent conclusion to the condition contained in

DX. Even if we can follow Prof. Stade merely in the transposition of verse 4 to

a position immediately after verse 1 , without subscribing to his proposed omis

sions, much will have been done towards the elucidation of the difficulties of this

important chapter.
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I suppose the curious stanza formed by the names of the female luxuries

mentioned in Isa. III . , 18–23 must have been observed by commentators, but I

have not been able to find any notice of it :

םינרהשהוםיסיבשהוםיסכעה(1)

תולערהותורשהותופטנה(2)

תודעצהוםיראפה(3)

םישחלהושפניתבוםירשקהוונ(4)

ףאהימזנותועבטה(5)

תוחפטמהותופטעמהותוצלחמה(6)

םינידסהוםינילגהונםיטירחהוונ(7)

םינידרהותופינצה](8)

shouldםיטירחה read7,םיטירחהוand similarly in verse,םירשקהshould read

) ( 1 )

( 2 )

) ( 3 )

(

( 5 )

) ) ( 6 )

) ( 7 )

( )

Verses 1 , 2 , 3 and 6 , 7 , 8 correspond , with an exact reversal of the order of

masculines and feminines. The strophe and epistrophe, if they may be so called ,

are separated by two verses ; 4 , containing two masculines separated by a broken

phrase , and 5 , containing a feminine followed by a broken phrase . These two

verses do not , therefore , correspond to one another after the manner of the

remainder of the stanza , and I suppose that a feminine plural has been lost from

the text at the end of verse 5 (v . 21). At the beginning of verse 4 , O'nepni

, 7, ) .

and in verse 8 0153377 should be put for m1093771 , and , on the other hand , in

the seventh verse Dºgz007 must be read D34007 ). The analogy of all the

other words in the last two verses shows that we must point this latter word

D'g'any and not o'zizan , as in the Massoretic text. This involves its transla

tion , as in the LXX . apparently, as thin silken tissues , rather than , as in the

Targum of Jonathan , by mirrors . The former translation also harmonizes better

with the context. The peculiar character of this stanza raises the question

whether it was an original composition of Isaiah , or a popular song existing ready

to his hand .

This last question forces itself still more strongly upon us, as it seems to me,

in reference to the lyrical snatch contained in the fifth chapter of Isaiah . I

believe commentators are reasonably well agreed that Cant. II . , 15 is a fragment

of a popular vintage song . Is not the same the case with Isa. V., 1 , 2 ? Has not

the prophet used a snatch of some popular vintage song as the text of a scathing

sermon , in the form of a poetic parable , delivered or published probably at the

vintage season ? This would also account for the apparent play on words in the

phrase '717 07'0, a play which becomes still more apparent when we compare

saperty with the name 7'7'7' given to Solomon , 2 Kgs . XII. , 25. It may be said,

in passing , that if we point, instead of '717, '717, the assonance with ??????,

required by the verse , is all the more striking. If my suggestion be correct , and

we have a fragment of a vintage song with a punning allusion to David and his

psalms, perhaps also to Solomon , the difficulties of commentators regarding the

interchange of 777 and '7'7' , as also concerning the exact sense of the verse ,

would vanish . (Or is it possible that we have here no vintage song with a pun

ning allusion to the great Psalmist , but rather a reference to Ps . LXXX ., which is

admittedly prior to Isaiah's time ? )
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tentsטיִלָּפַהדָּיַואֹבָּיַוGen.XIV.,13,12;יִרֲאָהאָבּו . The illustrations are

.GenםִיַמַהןיֵעGen. XII .,2 ;and34;בָהָזָבּוףֶסָּכַּבהֶנְקִּמַּב,.Sam.XVII1

Gen. XII .,2 ,is explainedבָהָזַבּוףֶסָּכַּבהֶנְקִּמַּבדאְמדֵבָּכםָרְבַאְו,Grammar)

A Question in Hebrew Grammar . - In Müller's Hebrew Syntax section 68

reads thus : “ In Hebrew a peculiar kind of determination is customary, when

individuals of a class-conception , which of themselves are indeterminate, or even

a class-conception as a whole, are to be represented as determined by the con

.” ) ., , ;

1 ., ; XIII., ; .

XVI . , 7. Apparently Gen. XIV., 12 , 13 and 1 Sam. XVII . , 34 denote individuals of

a class -conception , and in Gen. XIJI. , 2 and xvi. , 7 the class- conception as a whole

is to be regarded as determined by the context. Is this the best mode of explain

ing these passages ? In Green's Grammar, third edition , and in Nordheimer's

, , .,2,

otherwise, also 1 Sam. VII . , 34' in Green . In Gesenius ' (Mitchell's) Hebrew Gram

mar & 108 , Rem . lb, where Gen. XIII . , 2 is mentioned , the ordinary use of the

generic article seems implied . In Nordheimer, % 720 , II. 2 , we find the following :

“ The article is also prefixed , by way of emphasis, to nouns not used to

denote individual objects, but as general terms. It is thus prefixed :

" a. To common appellatives, not designating individuals, but employed

simply as generic terms asapplicable to any individual or individuals of the class

mentioned; in which case itserves to render prominent the nature and properties

of the class of objects denoted rather than the objects themselves ..

“ b . To material nouns used emphatically in a general sense .

Under this last head Nordheimer places the passage before us, Gen. XIII . , 2 .

In Green & 245 , 5d , “ It is said , Gen. XIII . , 2 , that Abram was very rich ..

since these are viewed as definite and well- known species of property .” The

citation from Nordheimer gives a good definition of the generic use of the article.

The statement in Green elucidates the application of Nordheimer . It is a more

natural explanation of the passage than that mentioned in Müller's Grammar.

Perhaps Müller means the same thing ; if he does , his language is infelicitous.

The article in D'A7, Gen. XVI . , 7 , can be explained by reference to Nordheimer,

720, II . 2b , just as well as in the preceding passage. The use of the article after

in comparisons is put by many grammarians under the head of generic article .

The note in Riehm's edition of Hupfeld on Ps . XVII . , 12, translated also at the

foot of page 33 of Ewald's Hebrew Syntax , shows that we must regard this use

of the article as in a strict sense the generic use . The last edition of Gesenius

Grammar acquiesces . It remains to be proved that the instances just discussed need

any different explanation from the generic article as used after comparationis.

1 Sam . XVII . , 34 is thus explained in Green 245 , 5d : “ In speaking of the

invasion of his father's flocks, David says "787, the lion, and 3177, the bear ,

came , 1 Sam . XVII . , 34 , because he thinks of these as the enemies to be expected

under the circumstances.” This is in accord with & 245 , 3 , the article is used to

particularize an object spoken of “ when it is obviously suggested by the circum

stances . ” Nordheimer, % 720 , II. 1 , states the same usage as follows : " In Hebrew

an article is frequently prefixed to a noun which , although not otherwise directly
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specified , is definite in the writer's mind, and which , owing to the context, or to

a general knowledge of existing usages and circumstances, is also rendered defi

nite by the use of the article to the mind of the reader. " This use of the article is

not generic, but restrictive . To the writer it seems a more adequate explanation

for both Gen. XIV . , 13 and 1 Sam . XVII., 34 .

It is but just to add that Ewald 277a refers to these two passages in such a

way that we are probably to regard his explanation as that of the generic article .

Also Nordheimer, in a foot-note under the section quoted above on the generic

article ( 720 , II . 2a ) , gives the same explanation of 1 Sam . XVII ., 34 that is found

in Müller. This is , indeed, a peculiar use of the generic article , if there be such

a use , and may perhaps throw a side-light on the 179 ?y of Isa . VII . , 14. The

use of the article to restrict or determine the noun as especially connected with

the circumstances of the subjet of discourse, particularly as natural, usual, proper ,

necessary, expected , and similar, is a use of the article which is only imperfectly

recognized . The use is as much rhetorical as syntactical. The syntax of Green ,

and the yet more complete discussion in Nordheimer give a satisfactory statement

of this use of the article . In Gesenius , Ewald and Müller this use is overlooked .

Indeed it is a matter of serious regret (to teachers , at least) that a manual,

otherwise so full and symmetrical as Müller's Hebrew Syntax , should be almost

totally silent on the use of the article . F. B. DENIO,

Bangor.

Additional Aramaic Words in the New Testament. - In his Grammatik des

Biblisch - Aramaeischen , Professor Kautzsch gives an excellent list of Aramaic

words and sentences found in the New Testament ( see also HEBRAICA, pp . 103

sq .). But it seems that the learned author has overlooked a few words. We

may be permitted to complement his list by the following :

SAPPHIRA . — Sarpeipn ( Acts v ., 1 ) = xyou the beautiful. The corresponding

masculine name 794 was also in use . One 75 is mentioned in Talm . Moed

qaton, fol. 11 , a .

BETHPHAGE . — Briday" ( Matt . XXI . , 17 , and elsewhere) = '39 n'a house of

figs. So Winer, Kitto , Delitzsch , and others. Bethphage, a place very near to

Jerusalem , is also often mentioned in the Jewish literature of the first centuries

of the common era . The name, however, is as often spelled 'jxan as 'da n .

See Pêşahim 63 , b ; Babha M «tzi'a 90 , a ; Sifré Num. sec. 191 ; Tosiphta Pêşahim

chap . VIII . , and many other passages . But why shall we translate Bethphage by

house of figs ? I means unripe figs or unripe grapes . If we adopt xa as the

correct spelling, we must give up that translation altogether, and another one

must be looked for. Was perhaps Benjamin Musaphia on the right track when

he (in his Additamenta to the ' Arukh s . v . Na nd) explained and to be

derived from the Greek pa, eiv to eat ?

BETHANY. — Bpdavía (Matt. XXI . , 17 , and elsewhere ). Was perhaps the Pales

tinian Aramaic original of this name = Xay n'd , house of poverty ? A place by

that name, it is true , is nowhere mentioned in the literature of the Jews ; but this

may be accidental. And the rendering of the name in the Greek gospels makes it

plausible that the original Aramaic name was that given above . It was a fanciful

guess of Lightfoot to identify the Bethany of the New Testament with J977 nig,

a place mentioned several times in the Jewish literature of the first Christian
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centuries, as, for instance, in Peşahim 53 , a ; Hullin 53 , a ; Babha Metzia 88 , a ( in

which latter place the name is spelled 1397 nia) , etc. , and to translate that name

by house of dates . Winer ( in his Bibl. Realwörterbuch s. v . ) , Kitto ( Cyclop. of Bibl.

Knowl. s . v . ) , Neubauer (La Geographie du Talmud p . 150 ) , and others, have

adopted the guess of Lightfoot as correct. So also did Delitzsch ; for , in his

Hebrew translation of the New Testament , he constantly renders Bethany by

' nn's . But one must hesitate to consider the talmudical Beth -hiné as equiv

alent to Bethany. In the first place , the exact location of Beth -hiné, though in

close neighborhood to Jerusalem , is not so very certain . Secondly, ' n n')

would have been transliterated differently , and would not appear as “ Bethania. ” '

As to the meaning of ' n house of dates , it must be remarked that the tal

mudical '977 , a shortened form of '978 , means not dates in general , but only

unripe dates, B. FELSENTHAL.

Chicago.

The Religion of the Kassites. — This chapter ( 11.), closely related to that on

the Language of the Kassites, will discuss somewhat more fully than it does the

first sixteen lines of Rassam’s Kassite- Semitic glossary , which are as follows:
1 .

wanting

] [ilu] [

3. ši ilu Sin .. " Moon -god "

4. sa aḥ | ilu Šamaš. " Sun -god "

5. šú - ri - ia a s ilu Šamaš. “ Sun-god ”

6. ub - ri- ia aš ilu Râmân. Air -god ”

7. ḥu - ud ha ilu Râmân . Air - god ”

8. ma-rad daš ilu Adar... “ God Adar"

9. gi dar ilu Adar.. " God Adar"

la | ilu Gu - la . Goddess Gula "

11. ka -mul la ilu Ê -a .. " Water-god"

ilu Vêrgal.. “ Lion -god ”

13. šú -ga -mu
“Lion-god as god of

ilu Nêrgal ilu Nusku
the noon -day sun ?

14 . dur ilu Nêsgal. Lion-god "

ilu ? “ God Merodach ... "

16. mi- ri- zi ir ilu Belet ... " Goddess Beltis "

The glossary begins with the names of twelve Kassite divinities , of which the

first two are yet wanting. That the national god of the Kassites stood in the first

line is to be accepted as certain , and that this god probably bore the name Kaššu

was already shown on page 29.1 If these were the twelve highest divinities of the

Kassites, the goddess Š ûmalî'a , Šî malî'a, the goddess of the snow-peaks ,

may have followed in the second line, as she is expressly mentioned as a chief

divinity of the land Namar, and, further, also appears in very close connection

with the great god of the Kassites , šuk a muna . Generally speaking, this

Kassite divinity-list is not exhaustive. šiņu , as one of the names ofMerodach ,

is wanting ; also Hardaš and Bugaš, if these, as is most natural, represent

names of gods ; and , finally , Harbê, the name of Bel , as well as Duniâ š , if

the last not only a sort of by-name of one of the twelve great gods .

The order of succession , Moon - god , Sun -god , Air-god (lines 3-7 ) , is the usual

one in the Assyrian texts . Vid . Tig. I. , 5–10 , etc.

10. 'ga

12. šú - ga a b

na

15. šú -gur ra

| A god Kassu is attested by the name of a king of the Semitic -Kassite period mentioned on

p . 15, Rem. , viz. m ilu Kas- su - u -nadin - ahu . If Kassu was the national-god of the people

of Kassu, we have a similar concurrence of the name of a people and god as in the case of

Assur, Asur, and, perhaps, Susan , Susinak .
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By the Kassites the god A dar was called Maradda š ( line 8 ) or Gida r ( line

9 ) . As regards the nature of the Bab .- Assyr. god Adar, there is still great obscu

rity , although the cuneiform literature has long since given us the right clue .

The god Adar, which , with its two oft-occurring ideographs Bar and Nin - ib ,

is preferably designated as the “* Decider” ( Entscheider ) or " Lord of decision ” is

the god of the all- consuming and scortching South- or Noonday.sun ; in reality,

the same divinity as the Sun-god , however, only when viewed from its exclusively

destructive side , as the destroying, devastating Sun-flames . Also the Fire - god

Nusku , who is preferably named mâlik milki ilâni rabûtē , “ the one who

has the power of decision among the great gods ” and is also expressly attested as

the god of the South- or Noonday - sun , is in reality one with the god Adar.1 That

Saturn , Bab. Kaivânu , is directly dedicated to the god Adar, is easily intelligi

ble . Adar, Gibil ( the Fire-god ) , Nusku, Malik -Moloch are , in reality , the same

divinity ; and the fact that the inhabitants of the Sun - city, Sippar-Sepharwaim ,

burned their children with fire , in honor of Adrammelech , i . e . Adarmalik , “ Adar.

the decider, ” ' needs no further commentary (2 Kgs. XVII. , 31 ) . Finally, it is of

special interest that our Kassite-Semitic glossary ( line 13 ) proves also the god

Nêrgal as identical with Nusku. This also is easy to be explained. The lion ,

under whose likeness the god Nêrgal is worshiped, is the symbol of the destructive

Sun -flame, and as the fourth month , the hot month Tammûz, is dedicated to the

god Adar, so the lion is that sign of the zodiac in which the sun is found in the fifth

month , which last, through its Sumerian ideograph , is placed in closest connection

with the fire . Adar (Nusku) and Nêrgal otherwise show a number of traits which

still reveal their original identity. As the Assyrians worshiped their Nêrgal,2

so the Kassites their Šugamuna, chiefly as the god of War and of the Chase .

After Adar follows , as frequently in the Bab. -Assyr. texts his wife , the god

dess Gula , Kassite Hala (line 10 ) . She bears , in the Bab.-Assyr. cuneiform

texts , the by-names “ the great mistress," " the wife of the god of the Noonday

sun ,” “ the mother," " the bearer of the black-headed creatures ” ( i . e . men ) , “ the

mistress who awakens the dead , " etc.

The two signs dir - ia in line 15 , which follow the frequently -used ideograph

for the god Merodach , I do not understand .

The Babylonian goddess designated in line 16 by the ideograph for beltu,

“ mistress , " who is placed to correspond with the Kassite goddess Mirizir, is at

once to be understood as the goddess Beltis, i . e . Ištar, the evening star. But as

Beltis ( as well as Anunit, the goddess of the morning star ) is , in reality , one with

Ištar, the Venus-star, and Ištar, on the other hand , is often confounded with

Nana (Nanai), who originally only personified a special quality of the goddess

Ištar - perhaps, as a bow -armed huntress-s0 may the Kassite goddess Mirizir

confidently be set over against the Babylonian Ištar -Nanâ. It would well

correspond to this that the records of the gifts of Nebuchadnezzar I. , on the one

hand, make mention of the Moon - god Sin and belit álu Ak - ka - di , “ the mis

tress Akkad ,” i . e . perhaps Išta r -Anunit of Agadê, as divinities of the house

1 The identity of the Fire-god Gibil and the god Nusku is made clear by the Hymn IV . R.

26 , No. 3, and is emphatically confirmed by the Table published in my “Assyrische Lesestuecke,”

1st ed . p. 39, under the title “ Goetter und Goetterzahlen ."

2 For Nergal as the god of war, see Salm . Ob . 11 , where he is called sar tamhari, “ King of

the Contest or War " and chiefly III. R. 38 , No. 1 , Obv. 1 sq .: for Nergal as also Adar, as god of the

chase, see , e. g. , Tig. VI . , 58.
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Habban ; on the other side , of Sûmalî'a, Râmân, Nêrgal and ilu Na - na - a, i . e.

Nanâ , as divinities of the land Namar.

The religion of the Kassites , as represented according to our glossary , has,

perhaps, not remained free from the influence of that of their new home, Babylo

nia . However, that the Kassites worshiped the Moon , Sun , Storm , Thunder and

Lightning, Fire and Water as gods , and that they , in the goddess of the snow

covered mountain tops , have originated a goddess peculiar to themselves, is, at

all events, certain . But whether this worship of a goddess corresponding to the

Babylonian Gula , or of a god Merodach , is older than their removal into Babylo

nia is doubtful . Proper names , at least , as Harbišiņu, i . e . “ Lord (Bel ) is

Merodach," appear to me to be Kassite only in their outer shell , and, as far as

their meaning is concerned , to have clearly arisen on Babylonian soil . - Friedrich

Delitzsch in “ Die Sprache der Kossüer."

A Chaldee Hymn by Israel Nagara.

( The poet, who lived in the latter part of the sixteenth century , was a native of Damascus and

died as Rabbi in Gaza. He was very prolific in his productions. Some of them have considere

able merit .. It will be noticed that thehymn herefollowing has the poet's name has an

acrostic .)

אָּיַמְלֶעְוםֶלֶעןֹוּבִרּה

אָּיַכְלַמְךֶלֵמאָּכְלַמאּוהְּתְנַא

אָיַחְמִתְוְךֵּתְרּובְגדֵבֹוע

אָּיחַהְלְךָמָדָקרַפְׁש

אָׁשְמַרְואָרְפַצרֶדְסַאןיחבש

אָׁשְפַנלָּכאֵרְּבאָׁשיִדָקאָהָלֵאְךָל

אָׁשָנֲאיִנְבּוןיִׁשיִּדַקןיִריע

אָיַמְׁשיִפֹועְואָרָּבתַויֵח

ןיִפיִקַתְוְךָרָבֹועןיִבְרְב

ןיִפיִפְּכףֵקָזאָיַמָרְךֵכָמ

ןיִפְלַאןיִנְׁשרַבְגיִחְיּול

אָיַנְּבְׁשּוחְּבְךִּתְרּובְגלּועִיאָל

אָתּובְרּורָקְיהֶליִדאָהֹלא

אָתָוָיְרַאםּופְמְךָנָעתַיקֹורְפ

אָתּולָגֹוגִמְךֵמַעתַיקַּפַאְו

אָיַמֶאלָּכִמְּתְרַחְביִדאָּמַע

ןיִׁשְדּוקׁשֶדקְלּובּוּתְךֵׁשְּדְקַמ

ןיִׁשְפַנְוןיִחּורןּודֹדְיהֵּביִדרַחַא

ןיִׁשֲחַרְוןיִריִׁשןּורְמִזיִו

אָיַרְפּוׁשְדאָּתְרָק-םֶלְׁשּוריִּב
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The Institute of Hebrew.-The organization known heretofore as “ The

American Institute of Hebrew ," will hereafter be called “ The Institute of

Hebrew .” This “ Institute,” as will appear from the statement made in the Sup

plement to this number, includes, as members, thirty-seven professors of Hebrew

and of related departments . The Schools of the “ Institute " will be The Corres

pondence School of Hebrew , and the Summer Schools held at Philadelphia,

Chicago, at some point in New England , and at Chautauqua .

It is but reasonable to inquire, What will this organization accomplish ?

It will eventually raise the standard of scholarship in the Old Testament

department of the theological seminaries. If only a small proportion of the men

about to enter the seminary have acquired beforehand a knowledge of IIebrew , a

great thing will have been accomplished,-provided, of course , this preparation is

thorough. As the course of study is arranged, it will soon be seen that only those

who come thus prepared are able to do what they themselves desire to do in this

department .

It will not be a long time until, through the influence of this organization , in

struction in Hebrew will be furnished by our better class of colleges . There can

only be offered two objections to this : the difficulty of securing and defraying the

expenses of a suitable instructor, and the fact that already the college course

includes too much . But such objections are by no means insuperable. If there

is demand for this instruction , the colleges will be compelled to furnish it . It

will be the work of “ The Institute of Hebrew ," and of those connected with it , to

demonstrate that the demand exists, and indeed to assist in creating it . Through

the influence of this organization , there will be aroused a greater interest among

clergymen in the study of Hebrew and the Old Testament. This interest has

already been excited in some measure ; but what has been done in this direction

will appear insignificant in the light of what shall be done within five years .

It can fairly be said , that there are but few organizations in existence which

have before them a work , so definite , so important, and so assured of success .

The present number of Hebraica.-- A single number of a journal devoted to

the interests of Semitic study , with articles, notes and reviews by C. H. Toy ,

FRANZ DELITZSCH , B. Pick , PAUL HAUPT, FRANCIS BROWN, J. P. PETERS,

B. FELSENTHAL , F. DENIO, H. P. SMITH , and G. H. SCHODDE, may certainly

be regarded as a most valuable number. We believe that in America there is

room for such a journal. Whether those who ought to stand by the undertaking

will do so , remains, in part, to be seen . The April number will be the fourth and

last number of the first volume. If encouragement, from the right sources, of

the proper kind, and in a reasonable measure, is received , the Managing Editor

will undertake the issue of Volume II . If he does not receive this encourage

ment, he will regard the issue of Volume I. as an experiment, and will not

repeat it .
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Professor Haupt's Series of Articles. --This number contains the first of a

series of articles by Professor Haupt on Assyrian grammar. In the April number

he will treat of the e-vowel in Assyrian . In later numbers he will take up in

order ( 1 ) the Changes in the Consonants, (2 ) the Noun, (3 ) the Verb. When these

articles are completed , he will likewise furnish an epitome of Ethiopic grammar.

All this is written with special reference to the Hebrew , and is designed chiefly

for those who have a knowledge of Flebrew only. Its purpose will be to interest

students of Hebrew in the Assyrian and Ethiopic. There is no scholar in this

country , or indeed in Europe, who is better able to carry out this plan . It is one

in which , we are assured , all readers of HEERAICA will be greatly interested .

Hebrew Texts with Notes.-- There is no lack of grammars for the study of

Hebrew . With each passing year one or more new treatises appear in this line.

It is quite rare to find a teacher of Hebrew who has not written , or planned to

write , a grammar. Each generation furnishes its score or more . But why has

not something been done in the way of editing the text of the various books of

the Hebrew Bible with grammatical notes, and references to a standard

grammar ? After a few weeks of elementary drill, the student is plunged into

Deuteronomy, or Isaiah , or the Psalms , with no helps, but those of the most in

jurious character, viz . , the King James translation and a commentary. He is , in

this way , educated to rely upon the former, and is seldom able to make an inde

pendent translation ; while so much of his time is taken up in reading what for

his purpose is worse than trash , that he fails wholly to obtain any considerable

familiarity with the Hebrew text . The time which should have been used in the

close and critical study of the text of a Psalm , for example, is given to the perusal

of the compilation on that Psalm found in Spurgeon's " Treasury of David ."

Ought we not to have editions of the more important books of the Bible with

such notes as are furnished in connection with an edition of Homer, or Horace ,

and perhaps with a vocabulary ? Howmuch better work , how much more work ,

a class would do in the study of Isaiah , if there existed such a text.

At a recent gathering of Hebrew professors , this question came up , and much

interest was manifested in it . It was learned that some such work had been

thought of , and indeed planned by several. May we not hope that some of our

energy may be expended in this direction , and that for a time , at least , we may

be spared the appearance of another Hebrew grammar ?
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PROFESSOR MITCHELL'S HEBREW LESSONS.*

In noticing a book of this kind , a larger allowance than usual must be made

for the personal equation . Teachers differ in their capacity and in their methods .

A book which suits one would be no help at all to another. It is moreover diffi

cult to test a text - book thoroughly without use in the class-room, in fact even a

year's trial might be insufficient to bring out all its merits. Especially is this the

case where a new book displaces one long familiar to the teacher. It is possible

that the book before us would stand this test and so reverse some of the judg

ments expressed below . It need hardly be said , therefore, that the present

reviewer expresses only an opinion formed by careful reading of the book-and it

will give him great pleasure to be convinced that his opinion is wrong - wherever

it is unfavorable to the book .

It is not uniformly unfavorable, however, and such an impression would be a

mistake. There are features of conspicuous excellence which ought to receive

due mention . One of these is the handsome dress in which it appears . We have

rarely seen a Hebrew book , or a school book of any kind , so well printed. The

binding is tasteful also , and the whole make -up calculated to enhance the reputa

tion of the publishers. The printing seems to be correct ; we have not read all

the exercises to be sure , or the vocabulary. In what we have read we have

noticed but a single instance of error, and that was only the loss of a Hölēm (p .

57 , line 13 ) -- a kind of accident ( the breaking off of a point) almost unavoidable .

A question ought to be raised just here , however. Ought a lesson book to be

so handsomely printed ? We think not, if ( that is to say) the cost of the book is

increased . The student needs many books. To the large proportion of our theo

logical students the cost of text-books is something of a burden . The difference

between two dollars and one dollar as the price of a grammar would enable the

student to buy another book, and this other book might well be one extremely

useful to him . Gesenius' grammar in the last edition ( by Kautzsch ) is put at the

list price of four Marks ( a dollar , or rather a little less) and the usual discount

can be had from this . The “ Uebungsbuch " which goes with it costs 55 cents ;

Strack’s grammar, with exercises, costs 62 cents. I know it will be said there are

various reasons for this . But surely the discrepancy is too great. One way of

reducing the size of such a book would be to leave out the Chrestomathy, i . e . , the

Scripture selections and their vocabulary. There is no reason why a class that has

gone through an elementary grammar should not be put at once into the Bible

with the lexicon in hand .

In the plan of the “ Lessons ” we notice with approval the giving of a distinct

chapter to the subject of new syllables. This is one of the points obscure to the

* HEBREW LESSoxs: a Book for Beginners. By H. G. Mitchell , Ph. D. , Professor in the

School of Theology of Boston University . Boston : Ginn , Heath & Co., 1884 . vi and 164 and 68

pages.
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beginner, and the teacher cannot bring it up too often . No more effective way of

enforcing it could be found than that taken by Dr. Mitchell - giving a separate

chapter to it with illustrative examples. The same is true of the lesson on the

orthotone prepositions, and of the one on the so-called verbal particles. In both

these cases the learner is apt to be confused , and he needs special instruction as

we find it here given .

We are also favorably impressed with the plan of giving some unvocalized

passages - Dr. Mitchell prints the book of Ruth without points. For the more

advanced student reading without points is a valuable exercise . The unpointed

sentences in the lessons (beginning on page 140 ) seem well calculated to lead up

to the continuous text .

And now we have some questions to raise on points which strike us less

favorably . Hebrew teachers may not agree about them ---perhaps it would be well

if they could be discussed by others than ourselves in order to mutual edification .

First, in regard to the vowel letters . Would it not be well to make the statement

about 'Aleph a little different in form from the others ? The statement is

- The Hebrews originally had no signs to represent vowels ; when , therefore,

they wished in certain cases to express such sounds, they used some of the con

sonants for the purpose. The ambiguity of these letters led to the invention of

distinct characters .

“ 1. The consonants thus used were, etc.

X stood for a when this vowel (rarely) needed a representative ,especially

in the middle of a word ; sometimes also for other vowels ? " ( p . 3 ) .

In the first place , the sentence relating to distinct characters (points ) ought to

be removed to a later paragraph . It is only confusing where it now stands.

Secondly, it must be very puzzling to the student to read that the same letter

was used occasionally for one vowel and occasionally for another . Lastly , it

conveys a mistaken impression to say that the Hebrews ever chosel this letter to

express these vowel sounds. The cases in which X is used (apparently) as a vowel

are all cases in which it was at one stage of the language a consonant and sur

vived in spelling (as in our own silent letters ) after it became quiescent. In

Onx , for example , we can hardly doubt that we have a form at one time pro

; , .

all such instances the x was not used as a vowel , but the pronunciation changed

after the form of the words was fixed . The words are very rare (like 10x7) in

which , by a false analogy, this letter has been introduced as a vowel letter. Opin

ions will differ of course as to how much of this should be stated to the beginner.

Our own observation is that students will have clearer ideas of the whole subject

if the historic process is laid before them somewhat fully.

An elementary grammar should be clear. On the whole Professor Mitchell's

statements are easy to understand . Exceptions are the following :

“ In such a case the word represented by the consonants is called kºtbîbh

( written ') while that represented by the vowels , and usually found in the mar

gin , is called kêrî ( * read ' ) ” .

The words we have italicised should surely be “ whose consonants are usually

found in the margin ,” for just above the word is spoken of as represented by con

In these and nearlyְׁשִאֹרwasםישָאְרשארwasםתִאַּב;80םישאָרnounced

i Dr. Mitchell does not say that they chose the vowel letters for this purpose,but this impres

sion will almost inevitably be made upon a student who is accustomed to think of the vowels as

letters like the consonants.
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sonants . Even with this change the sentence needs to be expanded , in order to

give a good idea of the phenomena under discussion .

“ The daghesh is often omitted from other letters when they are followed by a

vocal sh‘wa, yet not from ) , 2 , 7 , 2 , 3 , 7 , since their value would thus be

affected .”

Some other word than value would be better here .

“ It [a syllable] may have two [consonants at the beginning ), but no more ,

without an intervening vowel. In the latter case , however, the pronunciation of

these consonants is assisted by the introduction of a sh‘wa ."

The words in italics ought to be omitted altogether. The statement concern

ing the š'wâ is misleading. The student having learned here that this sign is

introduced to assist in the pronunciation of the consonants ( to do which it has a

sound of its own ') is soon informed that there is such a thing as a silent Š'wâ . It

would be better to make a general statement that the S'wâ was invented to denote

the absence of a full vowel , and then to show when it is vocal and when it is silent.

Prof. Mitchell describes syllables as simple and mixed , dividing the latter into

closed and intermediate , We prefer the terms open , half -open and closed , because

they are descriptive.

A radical innovation is made in the treatment of the verb . The stems are

reduced to five by putting the two passive forms with their respective actives.

The usual names Qăl, Viphål, etc. , are discarded , and the five species are num

bered , as in the usual Arabic grammars, I. , II . , etc. Now we are not convinced of

the desirability of this innovation . Conformity to the Arabic grammar would be

well enough if the cases were alike . But the cases are not alike . Arabic regu

larly makes a passive to all the active species , and indeed on occasion it can make

a passive to the reflexive species. It is not so in Hebrew . The passive of the

simple stem has disappeared , and the reflexives have themselves become passive

in meaning in a large proportion of cases . It seems to us better , therefore , either

to reduce the stems to three , each having (theoretically ) a passive and a middle

voice, or else to range all seven forms side by side , as is the traditional method .

This being done, we should not be strenuous as to the technical names. The only

point to be considered is that the names are already established . The student can

read no other Hebrew grammar with profit without knowing them , he will find

them in his lexicon on every page and they will meet his eye whenever he takes

up a critical commentary. For these reasons it would be better to introduce them ,

at least in a subordinate way , in every grammar.

The exercises in reading Hebrew and translating English into Hebrew are

copious-- possibly too copious, but that is a fault easily remedied . It seems to us

that longer sentences might be introduced earlier in the book . A large part of

the exercises consist of single words. This is more wearisome to the student

than if he had something more connected . Then the real unit with which we

have to deal in learning a language is the sentence. Some of Prof. Mitchell's sen

tences seem to us not happily chosen--as illustrations, that is , of normal Ilebrew

syntax.

And now , in closing , a few general questions. Ought we to make a difference

in the sound of Sěghôl, as is done by our author, who makes it correspond to e in

pet or (when written plene) in there ? Is it correct to say that a helping-vowel

( p . 9 ) * does not always cause the removal of Dāghēsh -lene and the silent S'wâ ?

In other words, does not the fact that the point in noru does not cause the
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isךלמְלןב the son of a king as distinguished fromךלמ-ןב

removal of the daghesh prove that it should be classed rather as a Păthăḥ - furtive

than as a helping vowel ? Is it not too broad to say ( p . 14 ) that the Relative Pro

noun ( ? Particle ) is “ usually supplemented by a personal pronoun representing

the antecedent ? " This statement is not very clear without illustrative examples,

which are not given either in direct connection with it or in the exercise which

follows. Is it true that (p . 47 ) “ a construct followed by a definite genitive may

be either definite or indefinite ? ” We have on the other hand the impression that

a construct followed even by an undefined genitive is to some extent definite.

a son of a king. In

the verb with suffixes shall we say (p. 54) that many loses its last vowel? Is it

not rather true that the suffix is attached directly to that vowel , as in land ?

In the notes (p. 35 ) the point in x in the word 12') is called a dagesh . Is it

not really a Măppiq ?

The Syntax would be made clearer by a few examples . There is no hint that

the verbs with a double medial are found uncontracted as well as contracted in

the simple species. H. P. SMITH.

HISTORISCH-KRITISCHES LEHRGEBÆUDE DER HEBRÆISCHEN SPRACHE. *

The author of this grammar is one of the most active among the younger

generation of Semitic scholars in Germany. A number of philological and theo

logical works have shown him to be a man of rare erudition in this department,

and of indefatigable industry. His best-known writings are probably his “ De

criticae Sacrae argumento e linguae legibus repetito,” published in 1879 , and his

" Offenbarungsbegriff des Alten Testamentes," published in 1882 , while his “ Studien ”

both in Hebrew and Ethiopic, have proved him well acquainted with the minutiæ

of the dialects. Naturally we expect that a grammar from such a source would

have rare merits, and in this we are not disappointed. It is true that no gram

marian of the Hebrew language can hope, at this date , to enlarge the materials of

which a grammatical system is to be constructed ; nor are the modifications of

the traditional text , made by a closer critical study of the Massorah and other

aids, of such a character and extent as to offer the grammarian new matter of any

importance, as is shown by the texts issued by Baer and Delitzsch . Our Hebrew

grammars can , accordingly , differ only in manner and method , but not in matter.

A new candidate in this field can hope to receive recognition and favor only by a

new and better arrangement and more rational explanation of the data and facts

of the language. And in this regard König's work has some features that entitle

its author to the thanks of Semitic and Old Testament students everywhere.

Especially is there one important characteristic in which his book is distinguished

from all the rest and in which he supplies something that scholars have been in

need of for a long time . To read only this or that grammar of Hebrew , one gets the

impression that there are no points of doubt or debate in the whole field , and that

none of the phenomena of the language admit of more than one explanation , the

* HISTORISCH -KRITISCHES LEHRGEBÆUDE DER HEBRÆISCHEN SPRACHE. Mit steter Bezie

hung auf Qimhi und die anderen Autoritaeten ausgearbeitet v. Dr. Friedrich Eduard Koenig,

Licentiat und Privatdocent der Theologie an der Universitaet Leipzig Erste Haelfte : Lehre

von der Schrift, der Aussprache, dem Pronomen und dem Verbum . Leipzig : J.C. Hinrichs'sche

Buchhandlung, 1881. 710 pp. 8vo .
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one offered by the author we happen to be reading. That such is not the true

state of affairs is known to all who have gone a little beyond surface investi

gation ; and that the different grammarians do not explain the facts of the

language in the same way , but that each has his theory here and his hypothesis

there , is known to all who have taken the trouble to compare two or more of

the larger Hebrew grammars. Yet in all of these grammars, from the days

of Gesenius on , the method has been in vogue of simply giving the explana

tion that best suited the author, taking no consideration or making no mention

of what other authors have thought on these points. This rather one-sided

method we find in all our larger grammatical systems. König , in this regard ,

supplements all of his predecessors by stating fully and clearly , on all points,

the status controversice, giving the reasons pro and con wherever different views

have been given by grammarians. He thus gives a vast amount of valuable

information ; and this is of such a character as to stimulate the student to

further study and to independent investigation. On debatable ground he cites

the authorities from Qimḥi on , and then gives the reasons for his own conclu

sion in the matter. This principal peculiarity of the work has brought with

it a lengthy discussion of points that are elsewhere not brought out so prom

inently , as , for instance , the use of the the discussion of which reaches

from p . 44 to 49 ; the pronunciation of the Qāměç-Hāțûph, from 90 to 111. As

the book grew out of the author's work in the school-room, he has elaborated

especially those points which cause the student the greatest trouble . In this

manner he has endeavored to combine practical utility with a philosophically

correct method of investigation , namely , the historical and analytical . It is

to be hoped that König's work will be completed in the near future . Olshausen

did not live to write a Syntax ; Stade has promised to do so, but has not done

it ; we have nothing exhaustive and thorough in the Syntax of the language

since Ewald's work. Certain it is that the researches in the Indo -European

languages and the comparative method will offer a fine field for the student

of Hebrew Syntax . From the industry of König in the past we have reason

to hope that he will not disappoint us as did the others.

G. H. SCHODDE.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

The present number of HEBRAICA closes the first volume. The Managing

Editor feels warranted in continuing its publication .

The first number of Vol . II . will be issued October 1st . This postponement

(from July ) is made, in order that the subscription -years of THE OLD TESTAMENT

STUDENT and HEBRAICA may be the same; the new volume of the former begin

ning in September, that of the latter in October . It is hoped that the friends of

Semitic study in America will manifest, in a practical manner , their interest in

this undertaking. With the support which it ought to receive , HEBRAICA will

grow more and more valuable. Shall it not receive this support ? For such help

as may be rendered by those interested in its success, the Editor and Publisher

will be greatly obliged .

It is understood that subscriptions already paid are extended in accordance

with the new arrangement.

WILLIAM R. HARPER ,

Managing Editor.

MORGAN PARK , ILL . , May 1st , 1885 .
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THE CYLINDER OF NEBUKADNEZZAR AT NEW YORK . *

BY J. F. X. O'CONNOR, S. J. ,

Professor in Woodstock College, Maryland.

Having learned that a collection of cuneiform inscriptions had arrived at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York , I visited the Museum during the month

of August , 1884 , to examine the new collection and to practice copying the cunei

form contract tablets at the east end of the building.

Among the valuable pieces of the new collection was a cuneiform Babylonian

Cylinder. Upon expressing a wish to copy it, I was informed it could be done

only on two conditions. The first was the permission of General L. P. di Cesnola,

Director of the Museum ; the second was the permission of the owner of the

collection , as it was not yet Museum property. With kindly courtesy , facility for

study and the privilege of copying the Cylinder was granted by the Director of

the Museum. Mr. Bernard Maimon , the actual owner and original collector, also

consented with the restriction that no publication should be made until the pur

chase of the Cylinder by the Museum .

I began my work of copying the inscription in the Museum on August 27th ,

and completed it during the first week of September.

On October 7th , a communication was sent to me, by the Director's orders,

that the Cylinder was now Museum property and the publication open to me, but

no restrictions would be placed on any one, and a cast would be forwarded as soon

as possible . Towards the end of October I received a cast of the Cylinder, with

* The following is an explanation of the abbreviated references in the article :

I R. , IJ R. , III R. , IV R. , V R. = WAI. = Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia . Sir Henry

Rawlinson . The numerals before R., indicate the volume ; after, the page. (London, 1861-70-75

80.) Del., Assyr. Lesest. Friedrich Delitzsch , Assyrische Lesestuecke. (Leipzig, 1878. ) Del.,

Assyr. Stud. = Friedrich Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien . ( Leipzig , 1874.) Del . , Wo lag das Para

dies ? = Friedrich Delitzsch . (Leipzig, 1881.) ASRT. = Paul Haupt, Assyrische Sumerische Keil

schrifttexte. (Leipzig , 1881–82 .) SFG . = Paul Haupt, Sumerische Familiengesetze . (Leipzig, 1879.)

BAL. = Paul Haupt, Beitraege zur Assyrischen Lautlehre. ( 1883.) KAT. = Eberhard Schrader,

Die Kellschriften und das Alte Testament. (Giessen, 1883.) Neb. = Inscription Nebuchadnezzar,

I R., 53-58 . Neb. Bab. Cylinder -inscription from Babylon , I R. , 51 , No. 2. Neb. Senk. = Cylin

der -inscription Senkereh ., I R., 51 , No. 2. Tig. I. Lotz = Tiglathpileser , I. Wm. Lotz. (Leipzig ,

1880.) Sarg. Cyl. David G. Lyon, Keilschrifttexte Sargon's. (Leipzig, 1883.) Menant. Manuel

de la langue Assyrienne. (Paris, 1880.) AVAAW , = J. N. Strassmaier, S. J. , Alphabetisches Ver .

zeichniss der Assyrischen und Akkadischen Woerler. (Leipzig , 1882-83-84-85 .) ABVW. = J.N.

Strassmaier, S. J. , Altbabylonischen Vertraege aus Warka. (Berlin , 1882.) Cont. Tab. 17 Nab. =

J. N. Strassmaier, S. J. , Contract Tablet, 17th year of Nabonidus. (London, 1882.)
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a note stating that the first one made was forwarded to me according to promise .

After taking precautions to be assured that the text was as perfect as could be

under the circumstances , the translation was announced on November 17th.

With the full text in hand, I began the work of translation and collation with

other Babylonian texts , and towards the end of December the work was com

pleted .

The writing, in the peculiar Babylonian archaic character, is divided into

three sections. On the terra-cotta cylinder, a smooth band , unmarked by charac

ters, running from end to end , indicates the beginning of each column. Unlike

the Semitic languages , Ethiopic excepted, the Babylonian , as well as the Assyrian

cuneiform , is read , like our English , from left to right.

This particular Cylinder is of interest, less from any new historical fact that

it reveals than from its being, as far as known , the first unpublished original that

has found its way from that ancient empire of Babylon to the city of New York,

there to tell its story of the work of the mighty king, and confirm anew the facts

made known by the other inscriptions of this same monarch .

Every new document, whatever its value , is an additional link in the chain

that binds us to the history of past nations. The question is often asked , “ Of

what practical use are these inscriptions ? ” For the Semitic student no answer

is required , but it may be worth while for those not professionally interested in

these new and important researches to glance at the significance which these dis

coveries and interpretations bear in the eyes of leading Assyriologists. We have

but to look at the works of Delitzsch , Haupt, Schrader, to see how this language,

hidden for centuries , now comes forth to help us reconstruct the history of for

gotten nations. The results of cuneiform studies have given rise to a literature

full of the deepest interest to men of all opinions and pursuits. These studies

may be looked upon from a two- fold point of view, that of philology and history ;

but both have the same end--the practical use of the results of interpretation .

“ The excavations of Mesopotamia , during the last few years," says a paper ,

read before the Philosophical Society of Great Britain , “ have been productive of

especially good results. Not only has Assyrian grammar and lexicography been

enriched by magnificent ‘ finds ' of bilingual and grammatical tablets , but a con

siderable quantity of history has been made known to us through the discovery

of Cylinders which were inscribed during the latter years of the Babylonian em

pire . They are peculiarly valuable, because they are the productions of those who

lived at the time when the events happened which they record.” The contract

tablets , and the Egibi tablets give an insight into the commercial affairs of Baby

lon , and reveal their great loan and banking system . Some of these contract

tablets, or notes of legal transfer, are now in the New York Museum . ( Cf. E. A.

Budge, On Recent Inscrip. of Neb .)

As to the discovery of this Cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar, the writer learned

the facts from Mr. Maimon personally , who gave him the following details :

Amid the ruins at Aboo Habba, (the site of Sippara , Sepharvaim of the Hebrews,

situated between the Euphrates and the Tigris , north of Babylon and southwest of

Bagdad) , while searching in the ruins and thrusting into them a spear he held in

his hand , Mr. Maimon found considerable resistance in the loose rubbish . Work

ing the spear around the object , he found it to be of considerable size , and , upon

digging it out, discovered this Cylinder, bearing an inscription in cuneiform char

acters .
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The name Nebuchadnezzar has been variously explained . It is found in the

cuneiform writings as Nabu-kudurri-usur, written also Na-bi-uv-ku-du -ur-ri-u -su

ur, ( V R. 34 , Col. II . , 67 ) . In Hebrew it becomes Nebî-khodr-eşşôr, and by suc

cessive modifications and corruptions is written and spoken Nebu-chad-neşşor.

Nebuchadnessor. The transition is easy to the German Nebukadnezzar, and the

English Nebuchadnezzar. In the Naşov yodovooop of the Septuagint, we find the

origin of Nabuchadonosor. (Ant. Jud . X. , 6. ) The name has three elements-

Nabû “ Nebo,” kudurru “ crown,” uşur “ protect.” ‘ Nebo, protect my crown.”

Others give to the word kudur , the meaning “ landmark.' ( I R. 52 , 5 and 6.)

( Cf. Schrader, KAT. 362. ) ( Fleming , East India Inscription , p . 22 , -- Budge ,

Recently Discovered Inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, p . 3.)

The word Nebo, nabû “ to speak,” “ prophesy,” “ prophet,” appears as a

usual element in the names of Babylonian Kings , Nabopolassar, Nabu -pal-uşur,

“ Nebo , protect my son.” From them it passed to members of the royal house

hold , as the general Nebu zardan , and even to persons whom the Babylonians

held in honor, as the Jewish captive youth Abednego, signifying “ servant of

Nebo,” so named by the feast -master of Nebuchadnezzar, from the Hebrew

“ Abed ," servant,” and “ Nebo," which the Jews , either not understanding or

rejecting through contempt, changed to Nego . ( KAT. p . 429. ) This use of the

name of the deity in the names of individuals, appears, as is well known, in the

IIebrew names of the Angels , Mi- chael - who is like God .

This would hardly be the place to give the history of Nebuchadnezzar and his

works. ( Cf. G. Rawlinson , Seven Monarchies, Fourth Mon., c . VIII . , c . VII. ,

notes 12 , 13. ) Suffice it to say here, that unlike the Assyrian Kings , Assurbanipal

and Sennacherib , who glory in their battles and conquests, and in the recital

thereof, Nebuchadnezzar's chief glory , if we judge from his inscriptions, seems to

be the building and restoring of the temples of his gods.

The temple referred to in the inscription with which we are concerned , is the

temple of E Parra , the temple of the Sun at Sippara. Sippara or Aboo Habba, is

situated on the left bank of the Euphrates, and being one of the earlier cities , the

river Euphrates itself is called the “ river of Sippar.” The name appears with

varied spelling, Si-par , Si-ip-par, Sip-par, ( II R. 13 , 26 , d . - V R. 23 , 29.—II R. 48 ,

55 , a, b ) , and with and without determinative .

The god of Sippara was Samas, the Sun god. His temple was called E Parra ,

the temple of the Sun. Another city sacred to Samas was Larsa , called in the

non-semitic text , babbar-unu -ki, " dwelling of the sun " ( I R. 2 , No. 111 , IV. , 4 , 3 ) .

In Semitic phonetic spelling it is found La -ar -sa -am -ki. The temple there was

E-babbara. ( Neb. Grot., II . , 42. ) ( Cf. Del . , Paradies, P. 223. Assyr. Stud .,

Akkad. Glos ., p. 174. IIaupt, ASKT. , p . 37 , No. 41. )

The other temples mentioned in this inscription , E -Saggil and E-Zida, were

erected , the one to Merodach at Babylon , the other to Nebo at Borsippa, the sister

city of Babylon . Both were subsequently restored by Nebuchadnezzar. E -Sag

ila was the “ temple of the lofty head ," and was also named “ the palace of

heaven and earth , the dwelling of Bel, El , and Merodach .” ( Neb . Borsip ., I. ,

15 ff .) E -Zida , in Assyrian , bîtu kenu , means the “ everlasting dwelling.”

The name Babylon occurs in many different forms in the Babylonian inscrip

tions. Commonly it is written KA-dingir-RA “ the gate of god," Bab -ili,

Bâbîlu ; ka , being the Akkadian for “ gate," and dingir, the ideogram for “ god.”

( IV R. 12 , 13. ) The oldest non -semitic form appears as Tintir. ( IV R. 20 , 3. )
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We find the name of the city as a pure ideogram : ( a ) Ka-dingir -( -ra ) (ki), (Khors,

2 , 6. I R. 48 , No. 5 , 3 ) ; ( b ) as a phonogram : Ba -bi-lu (ki), ( I R. 52 , No. 5 ) ; ( c ) as

combined ideogram and phonogram : Ba -bi -dingir, i . e. Ba-bi-ilu . ( Neb ., IV . , 28 ) .

( Cf. Del . , Paradies, p. 212. Schrader, KAT. p. 121. ) Babylon is the Greek form

of Babel or Bab - ili, and Ba -bel is the Semitic translation of the Akkadian KA

dingir -RA

Instead of the Assyrian ilu , in Babylonian we read dingir ; thus ilu-šu , his

god , becomes dingir -na ; abu -šu , his father, adda-na. The syllable ra suffixed

takes the meaning, “ to ,” “ for," as adda -na-ra to his father. Ka-dingir-ra =

the gate to god . ( Cf. Haupt, SFG . p . 3. ) The passages where this name occurs

are endless, thus : ina ka -dingir-ra epuš. ( I R. Neb ., Col. IV. , l . 17 ; VI . , 11. 26 , 29 ;

Col. VII . , 11. 1 , 4 , 34 , 40. ) Again : ina Babili epuš. ( I R. Neb ., IV . , 28 , 31. ) Bab

ilu and Si-par are both found in the Syllabary . ( II R. 13 , 25. )

Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar, reigned in Babylon from about B. C.

604 to B. C. 560. The first king of Babylon was Nobonassar, B. C. 747 ; the last,

Nabonidus, B. C. 555 , who reigned 1 ” years until the time of Cyrus. According

to the Babylonian canon of Ptolemy, the first year of Nebuchadnezzar's reign is

placed at 604 B. C. , his father Nabopolassar's at 625 , and that of Evil-Merodach ,

561. ( Cf. Schrader, KAT. p . 490. )

These observations are deemed sufficient for the understanding of the mean

ing of the inscription.

The substance of the inscription is as follows :

I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon , lawful son of Nabopolassar. I , the

King of righteousness, the interpreter, the spoiler, filled with the fear of the gods

and loving justice , have placed in the hearts of my people the spirit of reverence

towards the gods , and as a devout worshipper, have rebuilt their temples E Saggil

and E Zida .

This proclamation we issue :

My great Lord Merodach singled me out as the restorer of the city and the

rebuilder of its temples, and made my name illustrious.

This proclamation we make :

The temple of E Parra, the temple of Samas, which is at Sippara , and which

long before my reign had fallen to ruins , I rebuilt.

The great god Samas hearkened to no king before me , and gave no command

to do this work . But I , his servant , filled with awe of his divinity , in piety and

wisdom built his temples , at his inspiration.

I lifted up my hands in constant prayer, for the building of his temple E

Parra. The god Samas accepted the lifting up of my hands, he heard my prayer

for the building of his temple . Samas, Ramanu and Merodach heard me. My

prayer was heard by Samas my Lord , the judge of heaven and earth , the warlike ,

the great hero , the supreme, the glorious Lord , who governs the decisions of

justice. The temple of my great Lord , the temple of Parra , at Sippara , in joy and

jubiliant exaltation I built.

O great god Samas , when thou dost enter in joy into the work made by my

hands, grant that it may be lasting ; look with favor upon me, and may I receive

a blessing from thy lips.

Let me sate myself with glory, and grant me a long life and the establish

ment of my kingdom forever. Let me be an everlasting ruler, with a righteous

sceptre , true power , governing my people in peace and prosperity forever.
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By the power of my arms , give success to my warriors in battle ; send me, O

Samas , prosperous omens - peace and prosperity, and let my armies disperse the

power of nine enemies.

In the cuneiform text as here given , the lines marked with the numerals are

the copy of the Archaic Babylonian , the original text of the Cylinder. The lines

marked b . are the transcription, character for character, of the old Babylonian into

the later Babylonian of the sixth century B. C. The lines marked a . are the

Assyrian characters of the seventh century B. C. , as we find them in the inscrip

tions of the Assyrian kings.

Thus, the triple text may serve as a useful reference for the study and com

parison of the Babylonian and Assyrian characters.

In the transcription , the method has been to keep as closely as possible to the

syllabication of the original. The marked letters in the transcription have the

usual values of the corresponding letters in Hebrew :

š = sh , s ts , h ch hard, ț k koph.

The work upon the Inscription has been done in the intervals of other serious

study, and if it be allowed " parva componere magnis, ” the writer would conclude

in the words of Friedrich Delitzsch in his introduction to the Paradies : “ It was

a difficult work , difficult in itself , and much more difficult from external circum

stances ; and now that I have reached the end , and look back , there arise before

me many defects ....which are pardonable, indeed , but still remain imperfec

tions . Nevertheless , in the rough ore brought with patience from the depth of

the mine, some pure metal may be found . May the science of Archæology, and

especially Biblical science, sift this out ; may they make subservient to their

advancement that wide field and promising perspective of language , culture and

religion which has been opened to them by the researches of Assyriology ."

teth ,

TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION.

COL . I.

1. Nabû -ku-dur-ru -u -şu -ur

šar mi-ša -ri- im

pa -að- ru , ša -ah - tu

ša pa -la -ah ilâni mu-du-u

5. ra -'-im ki - it-ti

u mi- sa -ri- im ,

mu-us-te -'- u ba-la -tam

mu-ša -aš-ki-in

ina bi - i ni- ši- im

10. pu - lu -uh -ti ilâni rabûti

mu- uš -te-ši - ir eš-ri-it ilâni

za-ni-in E-Sag-gil

u E-Zida

aplu ki- i-num

1. Nebuchadnezzar,

King of righteousness,

master of life and death ,

who knoweth the fear of the gods,

5. loving justice

and righteousness ;

seeking life ,

establishing

in the mouth of the people

10. the fear of the great gods ;

seeker of the temple of the god ;

restorer of the temple Saggil,

and the temple Zida ;

true Son
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e -mu - u

COL. II .

15. sa Nabû-pal -u-su-ur 15. of Nabopolassar

Šar Bâbîli a-na -ku King of Babylon am I.

Ni-nu : il Marduk We (proclaim ) : the god Merodach

belu ra-bi -u my great lord

ana be- lu -ut ma -da to rule the country

20. iš-ša-an-ni -ma 20. raised me up ;

a -na za - nin -nu -ti ma -ha -za for the restoration of the city ,

u ud-du-uš eš - ri - e -ti -šu and the renewing of its temples

šu -ma şi-ra-am my lofty name

ib -bi-u he gave forth .

25. ni-nu -mi-šu E -Parra bît il Šamas 25. We (proclaim ) this : The temple of

Parra , the temple of the Sun
ša ki- ri - ib Sippar

which is in Sippara ,

ša u -ul-la -nu -a .. which long before me (had fallen to

ruins ? )

and decay .. ... ( I built ?)

il Samaš en -ui ra -bi- u The god Šamaš my great lord

30. a - na ma -na -ma šarri ma-ah -ri-im 30. not to any former King

la im - gu -ur-ma had he hearkened and

la ik-bi -u e -bi- šu had not commanded to do ( this )

â -ši ... ? I ............ (his servant ?)

e - im -ku mu -ut -nin -nu - u wise and pious,

35. pa - li-ih i -lu-ti -šu 35. (was in ) fear (of) his divinity.

a -na e-bi -eš eš -ri- e -ti to build the temples

li - ib -ba (uštallit ) : he (directed ) my heart :

u -ga -ru am -sa -as -si ( ? ) I cleared the grounds ( ? )

aš- ši ga -ti I lifted up my hands,

40. u - sa -ap -pa -ša aš-ši ( ?) 40. and I made supplication ( ? )

a -na e -bi-eš bîti E -Parra for the building of the temple Parra ,

u -mi-šu um -ma day by day (to )

Šamaš en - ni ra- bi- u
the god Šamaš, my great lord .

ni-iš ga - ti -ia im -hu -ur -ma the lifting up of my hands he accepted ;

45. iš-ša-a su -pi-e - a 45. he received my prayers

a - na e -bi-eš bîti šu - a -ti for the building of that temple ,

e -bi - eš biti ša il Šamaš
the building of the temple of Samaš.

il Šamaš il Ramânu u il Marduk Šamaš, Ramanu and Merodach

ip - ru -us-ma........ ( ?) turned ( ? ) and (hearkened ).
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50. il Šamaš il Ramanu u il Marduk 50. Šamaš, Ramanu and Merodach

ša e-bi-eš bîti E - Parra for building the temple Parra

an -num ( ? ) ki-i-num true mercy

u - ša -as-ki-nu -um established

i-na te-ir-ti -ia during my reign .

55. a-na il Šamaš en -ni 55. Unto Šamaš, my lord ,

da -a - a -nu si - i - ru-um the supreme judge

ša ša-me-e u ir-şi-ti of heaven and earth ,

kar- ra -du ra -bi- u the warlike , the great hero ,

it -lu ka -ab - tu ... the supreme , the glorious lord ,

60. be- lu mu -uš- te -ši-ir 60. the lord who directs

pu -ru -us -si- e ki- it - ti the decision of righteousness,

beli ra -bu - u beli-ia to the great lord, my lord , '

bit-su E- Parra his temple E Parra ,

ša kirib Sipar which is in Sippara,

65. ina hi-da-a-ti 65. in joy

u ri -sa-a-ti and jubilant exaltation

lu e -pu -uš I built .

ilu Šamaš beli rabu - u
The god Šamaš, my great lord

a-na E- Parra biti-ka nam-ru into the temple E Parra , thy glorious

temple ,

70. ha- di- iš i -na e -ri -bi-ka 70. upon thy joyful entering therein

li -bi- it ga -ti-ia šu-ul -bi - ir the brickwork of my hands let it endure.

ki-ni-iš na-ap-li -is-ma look with grace ( upon me) and

dam -ga -tu - a li- iš -šak - na mercy, may it (be ) established ( by)

ša -ap - tu -uk -ka thy word (lip ) .

75. i-na ki -bi - ti -ka ki-it-ti 75. by thy righteous command,

lu -us-ba- ' li - it - tu - ti let me sate myself with glory ;

ba-la -tam ana û-um ru -ku - u -ti life unto days remote ,

ku-un kussî lu -si- ri -ik -tu -um -ma stability of my throne mayest thou

grant.

li-ri -ku li -iš-ša-libu
may they be long (the days of my reign )

80. ri-'- u - u a-na dâra -a -ti 80. lordship for eternity,

hattu i -sa-ar-ti a righteous sceptre ,

ri - e - u - ti ta -ab -ti just sway ,

ši-bi- ir - ri ki -i-num true insignia of sovereignty,

mu-ša-li -im ni-ši
prosperity to my people

COL. III .
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85. lu-i -ba ( ? ) hattu šar-ru-ti-ia

a-na dara -a - ti

i-na kakkê ez-zuti

te -bu -ti ta -ha -za

lu-zu-lu-ul um-ma-ni- ( ia? )

90. il Šamaš atta-ma

ina di- i-num u bi- i -ri

i -ša -ri-is a -pa-la-an - ni

ina a-ma-ti -ka

85. giving peace ( ?) to the sceptre of my

royalty

unto eternity.

with mighty weapons,

with a successful battle

let me adorn my troops.

90. The god Šamaš thou ,

in judgment and oracles,

in righteousness , bind me

in thy word .

grant success ,

95. a lasting prosperity.

May they draw near , may they sting,

the weapon ; my weapon ,

ša-li-mu

95. ša-la-ma bi-e- ri

lu-ti -bu -u lu-za-ak-tu

kakku kakkua

kakke

na-ki-ri -im

li-mi -e-si

the weapons

of the enemy

let it disperse.



THE SCRIBE .

By H. L. STRACK, Ph . D. , D. D. ,

Translated from advance sheets of Realencykl. f. Prot. Theol. u. Kirche. 2d Edition . Vol. XIII.

Leipzig , 1884 , by 0. 0. Fletcher.

The order of the Scribes, i . e . , of the doctors of the law, first appears among

the Jews , after the Babylonish exile . At that time the authority of the law bad

taken the place of the authority of the king ; the law, and indeed principially the

Pentateuchal law, had become the absolute norm of the common life.

Ezra, whose work it was to give the law this position , bears the title 700.

( See , especially , Ez . VII ., 6-10 nin 770 70D ; 12 , 21 - X07 20 .

Cf. also Neh. VIII. , 1 , 4 , 13 ; XII . , 36 ; VIII . , 9 ; XII . , 26. ) We may conclude ,

partly from the former use of the word 790, partly from the additional expres

sions in the places cited (particularly 779), that this title was accorded him

because of his care for the restoration and dissemination of manuscripts of the

law. ( Cf. likewise Neh. XIII . , 13–Shelemiah , the kôhēn , and Zadoq , the sôphēr ;

and 1 Chron . 11. , 55-0'950 ningun who dwelt in Yă'bēç . )

The translation of the Old Testament word nad is the frequent ypaupateus

of the New Testament. Matt. 11. , 4 ; v . , 20 ; IX . , 3 ; xv ., 1 ; XVII . , 10 ; XXI . , 15 ;

XXIII . , 2 sqq.; XXIII . , 34 , etc.

Two other features of the Scribe's employment, which in course of time

became most prominent, gave occasion for the synonymical Greek designations

vouckós (Matt. XXII . , 35 ; Lk . VII . , 30 ; X. , 25 ; XI . , 45 sq . , 52 ; XIV . , 3 ; Tit. III . , 13 )

and voodidáckahos (Lk . V. , 17 ; Acts V. , 34 - Tarpiov ésnyiral vópw Josephus , Antiq.

XVII . , 6, 2 ) .

So far as we can judge from the Pentateuch , the Mosaic law was never a

corpus juris ecclesiastici, answering to our conceptions of system ; still less was it a

corpus juris. And yet when this law had received its unique position , old customs,

which had up to this become no more than unwritten law [Gewohnheitsrecht ],

could be advanced to the rank of official, statutory law ; but new law , properly so

called , might be no longer produced .

Then it became the main purpose to search out and interpret the letter of the

written law ; so to interpret it that it could find application to the present, and

indeed to as many of the relations of the present as possible . Even of Ezra him

self we read (Ez.VII . , 10 ) : “ He had prepared his heart to seek (w77 ?) the law

of Yahveh , and to do and teach (7379) in Israel statutes and judgments [Obv,

Recht].” If we take into consideration the condition of the Torah as just men

tioned, if we recall further that , from the time of Malachi, the prophetic spirit had

departed from Israel , that, with the death of the generations which returned from

the exile , the impulse to an independent religious life , which lay in the specific

experience of divine help , was extinct , that the feeling of peculiar weakness

drifted toward a slavish , literal service of God , and that the slow , but constant,

change in the social and other relations made the formation of new legal axioms

1 From an earlier age. Cf. Jer. viii . , 8 — D '? 90 powy.
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-Theyre.םָקְוךיתובאםעבכושךְנִההשמלא'הרמאיו,there we find

requisite, we cannot be surprised that many of the interpretations of the law given

by the Scribes , and more particularly by those of the later time , remind us of the

Lord's denunciation of those who " strain out gnats and swallow camels ” (Matt.

XXIII . , 24) . One example in lieu of many. Let us compare the proof of the

resurrection of the dead which Christ rests upon Exod . 111. , 6 (Matt. XXII . , 23 sqq . )

with the way in which Deut. XXXI . , 16 is applied in the Babylonian Talmud (San

hedrin , fol . 90, col . 2 ) : “ The Sadducees asked Rabban Gamaliel how he would

prove that God would raise the dead . He answered them : Out of the Torah ; for

, .

plied : But perhaps we are to join D?? with 7 ??? nn Dy ? And immediately

after we read that the celebrated authorities Jehoshua' ben Hananya and Shim'on

ben Yohay explained the cited verse just as Rabban Gamaliel did ! The Middoth ,

the hermeneutical rules, contributed some method , at least in appearance , to these

interpretations (see my article “ Hillel,” PRE. , l vi . , p . 115 , col . 1 ; further, J.

Hamburger, Realencyklopædie fuer Bibel u . Talmud, Part 11. , pp. 206,208 ; still

later in PRE. ,1 article “ Thalmud ” ).

In the almost infinite variety of cases arising in the daily life within the civil ,

criminal and ritual law, new questions were constantly calling for answer. There

fore a cessation of the work of interpretation was impossible . After Jehuda ha

nasi had codified, in the Mishna, the interpretations which had found recognition

up to the end of the second century after Christ ( the oral law ) , the discussions of

the Amoraïml were only the more zealously carried on .

To this activity of the Scribes , looking to the ascertainment of the law , an

addendum forms, the purpose of which is to secure the observance of the law. In

order to prevent transgression of its prohibitions, they make supplementary pro

hibitions, in observing which there was not left to the Israelite any possibility ,

much less any enticement, to become disobedient to a single statement of the

written or oral law . Pirqe Aboth (Sayings of the Fathers) 1. , 1 : The men of the

Great Synagogue said......Make a hedge about thelaw , 77ins no vvy. In

the Talmud, Mo'ed qaton , fol. 5 , col. 1 , and Y bamoth , fol . 21 , col . 1, Lev.XVIII . ,

30 is explained was nowny, i . e . , “ Add a guard to my law . ”

The Scribes were , therefore, not so much theologians as jurists. Consequently

we are to assume that the members of the Synedria , at least the more prominent

ones , were chosen , as far as possible, from their number ; compare for Jerusalem ,

among others, the following common expressions: “ The high - priests and scribes

and elders ” (Mk. XI . , 27 , et cet . ) , “ the high -priests and scribes ” (Matt. XX . , 18 ,

et cet. ).

If the Jews were to remain the people of the law , the knowledge of the law

once acquired must be preserved in all coming time , and care for true tradition

must be had among the succeeding generations. The pedagogic activity requisite

for this purpose ( especially in the earlier age when there was as yet no written

Mishna) was a further essential task of the Scribes . The instruction was oral;

only in particular cases was a codex of the Bible consulted . The exercise was

constant repetition ; hence 1700 (repeat ) signifies freely learn , study ( Pirqe Aboth ,

11. , 46 ; III . , 76 ) and teach ( ib. , VI . , 1 ) . The formal statement of propositions and

the holding of discussions thereupon occurred mostly in certain “ houses of learn

TT

1 [ The Amoraim were the expositors of the Mishna, the oral law reduced to writing. )
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ing ” (1972'09, 07797'] ); in Jerusalem , halls and rooms of the outer temple

court were used for this purpose ( cf. Matt. XXI. , 23 ; XXVI., 55 ; Mk. XIV . , 49 ;

Lk. II . , 46 ; xx. , 1 ; XXI . , 37 ; John XVIII. , 20 ). Teachers (Matt. XXVI., 55 ) and

pupils (Lk. II . , 46 ; Pirqe Aboth , V. , 15) sat ; the teacher upon a somewhat ele

vated place (Acts XXII. , 3 ; cf. Pirqe Aboth , I. , 4 ; Aboth de R. Nathan , 6 ) .

The religious addresses on the sabbaths and at other times were , in no small

part , by Scribes ( cf. Hamburger as cited above , pp . 921 sqq. , especially 924 , 926 ) .

Many Scribes busied themselves likewise with the IIaggada ( cf. Hamburger, pp.

19-27 ; W. Bacher, Die Agada der babylonischen Amoräer, Strassburg i . E. , 1878 ;

the same author, Die Agada der Tannaiten, in the Monatsschrift f. Geschichte u .

Wissenschaft des Judenthums, 1882 ff.) The Halacha was , however, the peculiar

field of their professional labors.

Most of the Scribes belonged to the party of the Pharisees (cf. Mk. II . , 16 ,

γραμματείς των φ.: Lk. V. , 30, οι φ. και οι γρ . αυτών Acts XXIII . , 9 , τινες τωνγρ. του μέρους

TÜV 0. ) , as was quite natural, from the essential character of Phariseeism ; conse

quently they lived mostly in Judea, and especially in Jerusalem ( Scribes of Galilee ,

e.g. , Lk . V. , 17 ) . But since the high -priests were Sadducees, there must also have

been Sadducæan Scribes .

The Scribes did not receive either salary or fee for their judicial or pedagogic

labors. Many maintained themselves by the work of their hands (cf. Franz De

litzsch , Juedisches Handwerkerleben zur Zeit Jesu , 3d edition , Erlangen , 1879 ; S.

Meyer, Arbeit u . Handwerk im Talmud, Berlin , 1878 ) ; many were so wealthy that

they could live upon the income from their fortune ; not seldom did it occur that

some one entertained a Scribe , either through pity , or as a guest for a time . It

was considered wrong for any one to make any profit whatever out of his acquaint

ance with the law : cf. Pirqe Aboth , I. , 13 : “ He who uses the crown of the study

of the law for his own profit, shall perish ; ” Baba Bathra, fol. 8 , col . 1 : In the

time of a famine , Rabbi [ Jehuda ha -nasi] declared that one should desire to feed

those learned in the law , but not the ignorant. Then said Jonathan ben Amram ,

refusing to name his share in the knowledge [of the law] , Feed me as thou would

est feed a dog, a raven .” But there must have been many exceptions to this

commendable principle ; for Jesus says (Mk. XII . , 40 ; Lk . XX . , 47 ) of the Scribes ,

“ You devour widows' houses, and in pretence make long prayers ; ? and (Lk . XVI . ,

14 ) the Pharisees are characterized as ocháp ; upoi. " The fact also that the Scribes

lay claim to an altogether unbecoming amount of esteem , goes to prove the sup

position that the disinterestedness of the Scribes was not so universal as it seems

to have been , according to Jewish sources .

LITERATURE.-A. Th . IIartmann , Die enge Verbindung des Alten Testaments

mit dem Neuen , Hamburg, 1831 , p . 384 sqq .; Gfroerer , Das Jahrhundert des lleils, i

( 1838 ) , p . 109 sqq .; Winer, Realwörterbuch [in this also the older literature , as : Th .

Ch . Lilienthal, De voulkoiç juris utriusque apud Hebræos doctoribus privatis, Halle,

1740 , 4vo] ; A. Hausrath , Neutestamentlich . Zeitgeschichte? 1 , Heidelberg, 1873 , p . 76

sqq.; E. Shuerer, Lehrbuch der neutest. Zeitgesch . , Leipzig , 1874 , X 25 ; Ferd . Weber,

System der altsynagogalen palästin. Theologie, Leipzig, 1880 , cap. VIII .—X .; also

the historical works of L. Herzfeld , J. M. Jost , II . Graetz (vol . 111. ) , and H. Ewald .
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CHAPTER III .

1. Akabya ,l the son of Mahalalel, said : Consider three things and thou wilt

not be led into transgression ; bear in mind whence thou hast come , and whither

thou art going, and before whom thou must be ready? to render3 judgment and

account. Whence hast thou come ? from a polluting substance ; and whither art

thou going ? to a place of dust, vermin and worms ;4 and before whom hast thou

to render judgment and account ? 5 before the King of kings, the Holy One,

blessed be he !

2a . Rabbi Chanina,6 suffragan7 of the priests , said : Pray for the peace of

the government ; 8 for, were it not for the fear of it , man would devour his fellow

man alive .

26. Rabbi Chanina,' the son of Teradyon , said : Two persons sitting together

and are holding no conversation about the law, such is an assembly of scorners ;

for it is said , 10 “ Nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful;" but when two persons

are sitting together , and are holding converse about the law , the divine presencell

rests in their midst ; for it is said ,12 “ Then they that feared the Lord spake often

one to another; and the Lord hearkened , and heard it , and a book of remembrance

was written before him for them that feared the Lord and that thought upon his

name.' This refers to two ; but suppose only one is sitting engaged in the study

of the law, will the Holy One (blessed be he !) appoint him a reward ? (certainly ),

for it is said , “ He sitteth alone and keepeth silence , because he hath borne it

upon him . " 13

withoutת,asעַטְלאָׁשְלחַקְל

1 He belongs to the oldest authorities whose names are given, probably contemporaneous

with Gamaliel I.

27ņY Bibl . ready; in later Hebrew , to denotewhatshall certainly come to pass in the future.

sips, also iv. , 10-22;v ., 1. The verbs 349 and ag form , in theMishna, the infinitive with 5.

, , , .

* [ Vermin and worms, a év dià dvoīv, worms of all kinds.]

[Cf. Matt. xii . , 36 ; xviii . , 23 ; Heb.ix., 27.]

6 Another reading is Hananya.

. In the Bible only the plural D'ID , “ suffragans of the priests.” He must have lived before

the destruction of the temple. From the fact that Chanina is always mentioned with that title ,

we may infer, with certainty, that he was the last incumbent of that office .

% 1 Tim. ii . , 1 , 2 ; Jer. xxix. , 7.

9 Another reading is Hananya. His daughter was the famous Berurya , wife of Rabbi Meir.

[The Talmud contains many stories concerning her. Herend was tragic. She had ridiculed the

saying of the Rabbis, that women were light minded. “ By thy life,” said her husband, “ thou

wilt one day admit the truth of their assertion .” By his order, one of his disciples laid a snare

for her, into which she fell at last; and the consequence was, that she strangled herself.]

10 It is to be observed that the Talmud, in quoting Scripture, mostly cites only a few words,

and not the whole verse ( section ) , and leaves it to the hearer (reader) to supplement the words

necessary for the argument. Thus, here, the first two verses of the First Psalm are used as an

argument.

1179??? , cf. Weber, Altsynagog. Theologie, p . 179 sq . 12 Mal, iii . , 16. 13 Lam. iii . , 28.
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3. Rabbi Simoni said : Three who have eaten at the same table and have not

discoursed on the words of the law thereat, are to be considered as if they had

eaten of the sacrifices to the dead ;? for it is said ,3 “ All tables are full of vomit

and filthiness , so that there is no place clean .” But three who have eaten at the

same table and have discoursed on the words of the law thereat, are to be consid

ered as if they had eaten of the table of the Lord ; for it is said ,4 " And he said

unto me, this is the table that is before the Lord .”

4. Rabbi Chanina ,5 the son of Hachinai, said : He who is wakeful in the night,

and walketh on the highway by himself, and giveth his heart to vanity, such an

one is guilty against his soul .

5. Rabbi Nehunjah ,6 the son of Ha-kanah, said : Everyone who takes upon

himself the yoke of the law , the yoke of the powers that be is removed from him ,

as well as the yoke of conventional manners. But he who casts off from himself

the yoke of the law, then the yoke of the powers that be , as well as that of con

ventional manners , is laid upon him .

6. Rabbi Halaphta ," the son of Dosa, of Cephar Hananyah ,8 said : Ten who

sit and are engaged in discoursing on the law, the divine presence rests in their

midst ; for it is said ,9 “ God standeth in the congregation of the mighty.” Sup

pose only five are assembled , ( is it the same as with ten ? Yes) ; for it is said ,10

“ He hath founded his troop in the earth . ” And suppose only three (are assem

bled , it is the same) ; for it is said ,11 “ He judgeth among the gods.” Is it so with

two ? (Yes ) , for it is said ,12 “ They that feared the Lord spake often one to

another, and the Lord hearkened and heard.” And is this the case with one ?

(Yes) , for it is said ,13 " In all places where I record my name, I will come unto

thee and bless thee. "

7a. Rabbi Eleazar, of Bartotha ,14 said : Give to him15 of his own ; for thou

and what thou hast are his , and thus it is said 16 by David ,17 " For all things are

from thee , and of thine own have we given thee.”

i Simon ben Yochai (cf. also iv. , 13b ; vi . , 7) , famous pupil of R. Aqiba. For a long time he

was regarded as the author of the Sohar, which was, however, composed in the second half of

the thirteenth century , by Moses ben Shemtobde Leon. [Cf. Pick arts . Simon ben Yochai, in

McClintock & Strong's Cyclop ., ix ., p . 757 ; also the art . Moses de Leon , ibid., vi. , p. 689.]

2 See Ps. cvi . , 28. [Cf. Num . XXV. , 2.)

3 Isa.xxviii., 8. The word “ place, " Dipo , means here “ God . ”
4 Ezek . xli . , 22.

5 A pupil of Rabbi Aqiba.

6 Teacher of Ismael, a cotemporary with Aqiba. [Cf. Pick, art. Nechunjah ben Ha - Kanah , in

McClintock and Strong's Cyclop. s. v . ]

7 A cotemporary with Hanina ben Teradyon . & 2b .

8 A place in Galilee. Cf. Ad. Neubauer, La geographie du Talmud , Paris, 1868, p . 178, 22b .

9 Ps. lxxxii . , 1. That ten are necessary to form a congregation (177 )!) is inferred from Num.

xiv ., 27 ( where the ten spies are called 1773 ]. Cf. also Megilla , fol. 23, col. 2.

10 Amos vi . , 9.

11 Ps. Ixxxii., 1, D'obe are judges. Three belong at least to a court.

12 Mal. iii . , 16. 13 Exod. xx . , 24 .

14 According to I. Schwarz, Das heilige Land (Frankfort a . M. 1852), p . 161 , in Upper Galilee.

15 i . e . , God .

16 Supply “ in the scripture . ” On the mode of Talmudic quotation cf. W. Surenhusius Bifhos

katarhayhs. Amst. , 1713. (Also Pick, art . Quotations of the Old Testament in the Talmud , McClin

took and Strong's Cyclop. . v. ] The passage referred to here is from 1 Chron. xxix . , 14 .

17 In a similar way Jonah iii . , 10 is quoted in Thaaniyoth , II . , 1, by 71943 'VIX VOX) [ " con

cerning the men of Nineveh it is said " ). Cf. Rom. xi. , 2, ¿ v 'Thelạ tí héyel í ypaon ;
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76. Rabbi Jacobl said : He who is walking on the way musing (on the law) ,

and pauses in his musing, and says, How beautiful is this tree ! how beautiful is

this farm !-is, according to the Scripture , worthy of death .

8. Rabbi Dosetai ,2 the son of Janai ,3 said , in the name of Rabbi Meïr :4 He

who forgets a single subject of his studies is considered by Scripture as having

incurred guilt against his soul ; for it is said ,5 “ Only take heed to thyself, and

keep thy soul diligently , lest thou forget the things which thine eyes have seen . ”

Possibly his study may have overmatched his strength , (what then ? ); but it is

said ,5 “ And lest they depart from thy heart all the days of thy life.” Hence he is

not worthy of death , except he deliberately lets it depart from his heart.

9. Rabbi Haninah ,6 the son of Dosa,7 said : Whosoever's fear of sin takes

precedence of his wisdom , his wisdom abides ; but whosoever's wisdom takes

precedence of his fear of sin , his wisdom does not abide . He also said : Whoso

ever's works exceed his wisdom, his wisdom abides ; but whosoever's wisdom

exceeds his works, his wisdom will not abide.

10a . He also said : With whomsoever the spirit of mankind is pleased , the

Spirit of God is also pleased ; but with whomsover the spirit of mankind is not

pleased , the Spirit of God is also not pleased.

101. Rabbi Dosa,8 the son of Harchinas, said : Sleep in the morning ,' wine

at noon ,10 and puerile conversation and spending time at places where the igno

rant sit , draw a man out of the world .

11. Rabbi Eleazarli Hammudai12 said : He who profanes holy things, and

observes not the holy days ,13 and offends his neighbor in public , and sets at naught

the covenant of our father Abraham,14 and gives explanations not in conformity

with tradition , though he has in his favor a knowledge of the law and15 good

works, he has no share in the world to come.16

12 . Rabbi Ishmael17 said : Be humble before thy superior, gentle towards

youth , and receive all men with joy.

13 . Rabbi Aqiba said : Jest and frivolity train men for immorality . Tradition

i Generally regarded as father of Rabbi Eliezer, the son of Jacob . Another reading is Simeon.

2 Dositheus.

3 Abbreviated from Jonathan.

4 Rabbi Meir was a famous disciple of R. Aqiba. [Cf. Pick , art. Meir, in McClintock & Strong. )

5 Deut. iv . , 9.

6 Legend ascribes to him the power of miracles. Cf. Berakhoth , fol . 33, col , 1 ; Thoanith, fol.

24 , col . 2. He lived at the time of Jochanan , the son of Saccai.

7 Abbreviated from Dositheus.

& Cotemporary of Jochanan , the son of Saccai.

9 When the Shema is to be recited .

10 Not the use of wine itself is forbidden ; but the fact that one sits at the wine, instead of

working while it is day.

11 He lived at the time of the Adrianic war.

12 Of Modiim, a place situated two hours east of Lydda, often mentioned in the first book of

the Maccabees.

13 n1777 already occurs in 2 Chron . viii . , 13.

11 Jerus. Pea, i. , 1 , ohny is qui sinu ni. 1 Maco. 1. , 15, kaì énoincav Ćavroiç åkpoßvoriac

kai aréornoav årò diadhang dyias. [ Reference is to those who, belonging to the Grecian party,

were ashamed of circumcision . ]

16 The words 1711n, “ a knowledge of the Law and," are not in the Cambridge codex .

16 Cf. Mishna, Sanhedrin , ch . x, where those are enumerated who have no share in the world

to come .

17 Ishmael, a cotemporary of R. Aqiba and R. Tarphon.
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is a fence for the law ; giving tithes forms a fence for riches ;1 vows form a fence

for abstinence ; the fence for wisdom is silence .

14. He also said : Man is beloved , because he was created in the image (of

God) ; a greater love was made known unto him, because he was created in the

image ;' for it is said ,3 “ That in the image of God made he man . ” Israel are

beloved ,because they are called children ; the love was enhanced by it being made

known to them that they were called the children of God ; for it is said,4 " Ye are

the children of the Lord your God.” Israel are beloved , for to them was given a

precious instrument ; 5 the love was enhanced by it being made known to them

that a precious instrument was given to them , by which the world was created ;

for it is said ,6 " For I give you good doctrine, forsake not my law .”

15. Everything is foreseen ,7 and free will is accorded , and the world is

judged beneficently , and all according to the majority of works.

16. He used to say , Everything is given on pledge , and a net is spread over

every living creature. The mart is open , and the merchant credits, and the

ledger is open , and the hand writes down, and whoever desires to borrow , let him

come and borrow , but the stewards10 make constantlyli their daily rounds, and

make man refund , whether he consents to or does not consent, and they have that

on which they may support ( their claim ) , and the verdict is a veracious verdict,

and everything is prepared for the banquet.12

17. Rabbi Eleazar,13 the son of Azariah , said : Where there is no learning,

there can be no proper behavior; where there is no behavior, there can be no

learning ; where there is no wisdom, there is no reverence ; where there is no rev

erence , there is no wisdom . Where there is no prudence , there is no discretion ;

where there is no discretion , there is no prudence. Where there is no meal , there

is no learning ; where there is no learning, there is no meal . He used to say : To

what is every one to be compared whose wisdom is in advance of his actions ? To

a tree whose branches are many, but whose roots are few ,14 and the wind comes

and uproots it and overturns it ; 15 for it is said ,16 “ And he shall be like the desti

tute one in a desert plain , and shall not see when good cometh ; and he shall sit

amongst the things parched up in the wilderness, a salt land and not inhabited .”

But to what may he be compared whose actions are in advance of his wisdom ?

To a tree whose branches are few, but its roots many ; and though all the winds

in the world come and blow at it , they cannot make it stir from its place ; for it is

1 Cf. Sabbath, fol . 119, col. 2, towards the midst : hynna sawa nay. [i.e. , give tithes that

thou mayest become rich . ]

. The words “ a greater love . .image" are wanting in ancient MSS. and editions, and are

probably spurious,

3 Gen. ix . , 6. 4 Deut. xiv. , 1.

5 Here is meant “ the Law. " !

6 Prov. iv . , 2.

7703 used of the eyes of God, Prov. xv . , 3. [Cf. Matt. x . , 30 ; Heb. iv . , 13. ]

& [Cf. Matt. xii . , 36. ] 9 [Cf. Heb. ix . , 27. ]

10 ( a pártop, Lk. xii . , 58 ; útmpétns, Matt. v . , 25. ]

. ., , , .

12 Cf. Rev. xix . , 9, μακάριοι οι εις το δείπνον του γάμου του αρνίου κεκλημένοι .

13 President of the Sanhedrim at Jabneh, after the deposition of Gamaliel II .

14 [Cf. Matt. vii . , 26.)

15 [Cf. Matt. vii . , 27.]

16 Jer. xvii . , 6.

Cf.Dan.,21,17,אָריִדְתִּב. .vi.דיִמָּתconstantly like the biblical11ריִדָּת
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said ,1 “ For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters , and that spreadeth out

her roots by the river, and shall not see when heat cometh , but her leaf shall be

green ; and shall not be careful in the year of drought, neither shall cease from

yielding fruit.”

18. Rabbi Eleazar Hisma said : Nesting, and the observance of the menses3

are important constitutions ; astronomy and geometry are ornaments of wisdom .

2

1 Jer. xvii ., 8.

19p “nesting , ” a Talmudic treatise in the 5. order of the Mishna, treats of birds for sacri.

fices in accordance with Lev. V. , 1-10.

3777), a treatise of the 6. order of the Mishna. [It treats the subject of the menstruating

woman, and occupies 145 pages of the Babylonian Talmud .)



WÂTEH-BEN-HAZAEL,

Prince of the Kedarenes about 650 B. C.

BY PROFESSOR PAUL HAUPT, Ph . D.

COL .

VII .

In the account of his expedition against the country of Arabia , king

Sardanapalusl relates the severe punishment which he inflicted on Wâteh, the

son of Hazael, the sheikh of the Kedarenes. After his cousin and namesake,

Wâteh , the son of Birdadda, had fled before the victorious Assyrian armyunto the

Nabatheans, Wâteh -ben - Hazael had come to Nineveh ana kullum tanitti ili

Ašûr. Thereupon , the account goes on to say , Sardanapalus placed him in a

cage , and bound him with the asi of dogs . Thus, like a watch dog , Wâteh had to

keep watch at the great gate of the rising sun ”, that is , at the east side of the wall

of Nineveh , which bears the name Nerib-masnaqti-adnâti.

The cuneiform text of the annals which give us the account of this humiliation

of Wâteh, is contained in Vol. III . of Sir Henry Rawlinson's Cuneiform Inscrip

tions of Western Asia , London , 1870 , pl . 24 , 11. 7-20 ; in George Smith's History of

Assurbanipal, London, 1871 , p . 260 , 11. 7–18 ; and finally in Vol . V. of Rawlinson's

work , pl . 7 , 11. 123/4 , and pl . 8 , 11. 1-14 . The last named text is taken from the

new decagon cylinder4 Rm . 1 , which was found by Hormuzd Rassam in the north

ern palace at Kouyunjik. In transcription , this text reads as follows :

11123. DIŠ5- U -a -a -te- ma - ru - uš - tu im -hur-šu - u -ma

e-diš-ši -šu in -na -bit a -na KUR Na-ba-a-a- ti

cou: 1. DIŠ - U - a- a- te-' TUR -DIŠ -Ha-za -DINGIR

TUR-ŠEŠ-AD ša DIŠ - U -a -a -te-' TUR -DIŠ-Bir -DINGIR -IM

ša ra -man -šu iš -ku -nu

i Sardanapalus (Greek Lapdaváralhos) reigned at Nineveh from B. C. 668-626. The Assyrian

form of the name is A šûr-bânî-abla or Ašûr-b â n - a bla, i.e. , “ the God Assur (is) the

begetter of the son ." In Ezra iv . , 10, the name appears in the corrupt form 700x (with Aleph

qamezatum et metheghatum ) Asnappar (not Osnappar) . 70DX stands for 793 [37]DR =

50-32-708 . See Bosanquet, in Smith's Assurbanipal, p. 337 ; Schrader KAT. 376 ; Delitzsch in

Libri Danielis, Ezræ et Nehemic , ed . Baer, Lipsiæ, 1882, pp. vii-ix . Sardanapalus was (cf. V R. 1 ,

8 ; 62 , 4) the son of Esarhaddon (681—668), the grandson (V R. 1 , 25 ; 4, 126 ; 62 , 7 ) of Sennacherib

( 705—681), the great- grandson of Sargon II . ( 722—705 ). Esarhaddon (Hebr. janzor, 2 Kgs. xix . ,

37 ; Isa . 38 ; Ezra iv . , 2) is Assyr. Ašûrahaddina, Ašûr-a ha-iddina, i. e. ,

“ the God Assur gave a brother;" Sennacherib (Greek Eeva xupußos, Herod . ii . , 141 Sava zápißos,

Hebr. J'ind) = Assyr. Sinaheriba, Sin-ahe-erib (or erba) i. e. , “the Moon -god

Sin increased the brothers;" Sargon (Hebr. jij?o , Isa. xx., 1 ) =
Assyr. Šarru-kenu «"the

legitimate king,” in Akkadian Šar-gena.

: Hebr.
172-33, Isa. xxi. , 17; Pliny, V. , 12: Cedrei; Greek Kedpaivı or Kedapmoi.

3 Cf, abulli' Shamash, Lyon, Sargonstexte, pp . 38 , 67 and 44, 84.

+ Cf. American Oriental Society : Proceedings at New York, October, 1882, p . ix , No. 5.

• The words printed in capitals are Akkadian ideographs. Dish means in Akkadian " man,"

kur " country " and " mountain ," tur " child ,” dingir " god," shesh “ brother," ad " father,"

im " wind," lugal " king,” shar " totality, " mesh "multitude," gal " great,” sha " and," en

“ lord," gish " wood , " urku “ dog," ka “ gate," murub " waist" or “ zone, " uru “ city ," ki

* place." Cf. my Akkadische und Sumerische Keilschrifttexte, Leipzig, 1881/2, p . 164, & 8, and my

Akkadian Glossary , ib. , pp. 148-156 ,

1
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a- na LUGAL-u-ti KUR A - ri -bi

5. DINGIR-ŠAR LUGAL DINGIR -MEŠ KUR-u GAL - U

te -en -šu u - ša -an - ni -ma

il - li -ka a- di mah - ri-ia

a-na kul-lum ta -nit -ti DINGIR-ŠAR

ŠA DINGIR-MEŠ GAL-MEŠ EN-MEŠ-ia

10. an -nu kab-tu e-mid-su-ma

GIš ši-ga -ru aš-kun-šu-ma

it-ti A-SI-UR-KU ar-ku-us-šu-ma

u-ša-an -şir-šu KA-GAL MURUB URU-NINÂ-KI

ni- rib mas-naq - ti ad -na - a - ti.

In Assyrian this is to be read :

COL,

VII .

COL .

VII.

123. U'âte'a maruštu imhuršû -ma

ediššišu innabit ana mât Naba'âti .

1. U'âte'a mâr Haza ili,

mâr ahi abi ša U'âte'a mâr Bir -Dadda,

ša râmânšu iškunu

ana sarrûti mât Aribi ,

5. il Ašûr, šar ilâni, šadû rabû ,

tenšu ušannî-ma

illika adî mahri'a

ana kullum tanitti il Ašûr

u ilâni rabûti belê'a.

10. annu kabtu emidsû -ma

šigâru aškunšû-ma

itti ASI kalbi arkusšll-ma

ušanşiršu abulli qabal al Ninu'a

Nerib -masnaqti-adnâti.

George Smith , in his History of Assurbanipal, p. 260, translates as follows :

“ Vaiteh , misfortune happened to him , and alone he fled to Nabatea . Vaiteh ,

son of Hazail , brotherl of the father of Vaiteh son of Birvul,2 who himself

appointed to the kingdom of Arabia ; Assur, king of the Gods,3 the strong

and mighty ,3 a decree repeated , and he came to my presence. To satisfy the

law of Assur and the great Gods my lords , a heavy judgment took him , and

in chains I placed him , and with Asi and dogs I bound him , and caused him

to be kept in the great gate in the midst of Nineveh Nirib -barnagti-adnati.”

was brother.

2-2 Bir -daddi, whom the people of his country appointed .

3-3 The strong mountain.
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66

This translation is repeated in George Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, seventh

edition , London , 1883 , p. 136 , 11. 7–18 . The unessential corrections which are

made there I have indicated in the foot -notes.

M. Joachim Ménant, in his Annales des rois d'Assyrie, Paris, 1874, p . 271,

renders this passage : ‘ Shamaïti , atteint par les revers , s'enfuit vers le pays de

Nabaïti ( les Nabathéens ) . Shamaïti, fils de Haza-ilu , frère du père de Samaïti,

fils de Bir-bin , s'étant mis de lui-même à la tête du royaume d'Aribi, Assur le

puissant, le terrible , le roi des Dieux , lui donna un ordre et il vint en ma présence .

Pour satisfaire aux décrets d’Assur et des Grand-Dieux, mes Seigneurs, il subit un

jugement sévère . Je l'ai chargé de chaînes, je l'ai lié avec des Asi et des chiens

et je l'ai fait conduire devant les grands portiques de Ninua."

From these translations, it is not clear why Sardanapalus should have inflicted

such a cruel punishment upon Wâteh. For, apparently , the Arabian sheikh was

guilty only of having come to Nineveh . At other times , Sardanapalus, like his

royal ancestors, showed mercy even to obstinate rebels , when they voluntarily

presented themselves at the Assyrian capital.

The king says that he imposed upon Wâteh a heavy annu . Annu is

punishment for sin . It corresponds to the Hebrew pix (Num. XXIII . , 21 ; Job

XXXVI. , 21 ; Isa. 1. , 13 ) , and means primarily “ worthlessness , iniquity, sinful

ness , ” then also the punishment for this ; even as in Hebrew jiy ( from 7pY) Isa.

V., 18 ; 777) Hos.X. , 13 ; and Axon Zech . xiv . , 19 and Prov. xxi.,4 also mean

“ punishment for sin .”

What sin had Wâteh committed ? The mention thereof must be contained in

the words kullum tanitti il A šûr. Wâteh came to Nineveh , to kullum

the majesty of Assur. It is clear that kullum in this connection cannot mean

“ satisfy ,” but “ insult, slight.” Kullum is the construct state of the Infinitive

Px * ēl of 072.2 Cf. Hebr. D'pas 2 Sam . x . , 5 and 1 Chion. XIX . , 5 (LXX .

ήτιμωμένοι) .).

But what induced Wâteh to go to Nineveh and insult the national deity of

Assyria in the presence of the Assyrian king ? The royal annals say , il A šûr

tenšu ušann i. This does not mean, “ Assur a decree he repeated ” ( ? ! ) or

“ Assur lui donna un ordre," but “ The god Assur had smitten him with insanity."

It is true that ušann î may mean “ he repeated,” corresponding to the Hebr .

1 Assyrian annu, of course, does not come from a stem 11X, mediæ 1, butfrom a stem mediæ

geminatæ , 1Jx . Instead of annu we also find ( with resolution of the doubling by the insertion

of a :)) arnu, construct state aran (e . g. Sennach . Sm. 60, 6) . Cf. Hebr. narx hare , Lev. xi . , 6 ;

Deut. xiv ., 7 ( Arabic arnab) = annabtu , feminine to Assyr. annabu, an intensive form of

the stem 3JX to spring (Delitzsch, Hebrew and Assyrian , London, 1883, p . 65 ); Aramean X0713

throne (Arabic kursiyy)for xD , Hebr. XD3, Assyr.kussâ (= Akkadian guza) : punti in

the book of Chronicles for pupi, Assyrian Dimashqu or Dimmashqu (genitive, i or a),

Arabic. Dimashqu and Di'mishqu. The construct state of arnu = annu, aran , is Analo

giebildung. Cf. my remarks in Schrader's KAT. pp .498 and 532/3.

2 On another stem oho see Lyon, Sargonstexte, p . 73, and Delitzsch, Hebrew and Assyrian, p.51.
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הָנָׁש,
, e . g . , II R. 39 , 9 f , šun n î-š û -m a ' repeat it , say it a second time, Akkadian
,

ša-m unni-gu-tab ; or he reported , corresponding to the Aramæann, é . g .

allâku hanțu illiká -ma ušan nâ âti ( cf. Hebr. 'nx) a courier came and

reported to me ; ušan nî, however, like the Hebrew 7 ” , means also “to

change , to alter . ” In ÅSKT. 51 , 58/9 , therefore, ušan n î appears as the synonym

of unâkir, from the stem 7. According to the notations which I have intro

duced in my Sumerische Familiengesetze , Leipzig , 1879 , p . 20 , n . 3 , šunn û to

repeat , to report, has a wi ( = Arabic ) , while šun nû to change , to alter,

has a 03 ( = Syriac ). With š,un nû is connected šinâ two , šân û . ( =

šâniy u ) second (feminine šân îtu ); with š,u n n û to change, šattu ( construct

šanat, plural šanâ ti) year (Aram . Xne ,constr . ng® ) .

Tenšu2 stands for temšu ; 3 before 7 , 0 , 0 , 0 and ini was pronounced like

j in Assyrian . Hence we find șindu team ,span , for şimdu ( 109) ; mundahse

warriors, for mu mda hşe , plural of mundahşu = mundahişu = mum

dahişü , Participle to amd á his = amtáhişt I fought, from 173, Aramaic

899 ;5 in nindu he was placed, for innim du, yan'amidu, Hebr. Tala;

mand ûdu length , for m a m d ûdu, from madâdu to be extended ;6 nind'ágara

let us listen to each other , V R. 1 , 125 , for nim dágara ; undînâ, Nimrod Epic ,

45 , 85 , for um dînâ, yumtanni'a ; perhaps also sându shoham stone, for

sâmdu, sâmtu, sahmatu (IIebrew OTV) ;? uduntu blood , for udumtu

(D7x ) , burrûntu dark - colored ( feminine of burrûmu) ; hantu swift, for

hamtu , from Opn, ham â tu ( Imperfect u , see Haupt's Nimrod Epic, 78 ,

arkišu nu ard -ud ahmut urrih , cf. urriha kakkešu , V R. 4 , 8 ,

a denominal Pă " ēl from urhu road , march ) to flare, to tremble, to hasten ;

ušantil I extended, Imperfect to šum tulu (ASKT. 175 ) to extend, Shaphel of

1

1 Var. tagh . See Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archæology of June 6 , 1882 , p . 112, and

my Akkadische Sprache, Berlin , 1883, p . xxxiii .

2 Cf. tenšunu, Assurbanipal Sm.249,j; işbat țenšu, Haupt, Nimrod Epic, 60, 12.

3 Cf. Arabic Solis = Hebrew ' 72 '; HEBRAICA , P. 175, n . 1 .

* Cf. amdá har I received , for a m tá har , Ifte'al of 172 ; umdallû they filled , for

yum talli'û ; um daššer (Assurb . Sm . 198 u ndiššer) I wasdeserted for umtaššer,

umtaššir (e on account of the following 7),reflexive-passive stem of the Pa'el muššuru

( see my BAL. 21, 2);tâm du sea = tâmtu, tâmatu , tah matu, a by-form of tiâ m du

ti'ă mtu , tih âmatu, feminine to the Hebrew dinn. Ti’âmdu may be the same

word as the Arabic äolej Tih â me,the name of the sandy stretch of coast along the Red

Sea. Cf. the Assyrian name mât Tâmdim or mât Marratim (Hebr. O'ngo , Jer. l . ,

:21 ) for the southernmost part of Lower Babylonia ( Delitzsch , Paradies, p . 182) , and the Greek

Iſóvtoç , Latin Pontus, for the district in the north -east of Asia Minor, on the coast of the Pontus

Euxinus.-- For the e in umdaššer instead of umdaššir,cf. umaššera, V R. 1 , 45 and 112 ;

uštešera V R. 1 , 68 ; 2, 127 ; 3, 28 ; 4 , 113 ; 5, 65 ; Haupt, Nimrod Epic , 10, 46 ; ugammeru, Tig .,

vi . , 57; namerišu, Tig., vii . , 100; unammera I made brilliant, Esarhaddon (Budge), 74, 48 ;

za'erî'a , Tig. , viii., 32; za'erût, Tig. , viii . , 41 , etc., etc.

5 See my “Beitraege zur assyrischen Lautlehre " in the Goettingen Nachrichten of March 3 ,

1883, p. 97. I cite this essay as BAL.

6 777 to measure (Imperfect imdud, ASKT. 65, 27 ) is a denominal verb, and means properly

"to determine the extension , the length , of a thing."

See Delitzsch , Paradies, p . 131 , 27.
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Soo ; šanšu sun , for šamšu ; l tanšilu likeness, for tamšilu, Infinitive PX" el

of yvo ; hanšâ fifty, for ham šâ ( Ethiopic ham sâ ) and hanšu fifth , for

hâm ( i ) šu , kansaku for kamsak u? I bow from k am â su, (Impf. ik mis) , etc.

Temu is the form qatl of the stem Oyu , and stands for ța'mu , like belu

lord ( fem. beltu, construct belit, plural beleti belâti ) for ba'lu , Hebr.

Sya ; remu mercy, for raḥmu, Hebr. O'M7 ; šeru morning , for šahru,

Hebr. 9770 ; şeru wilderness, field , for şahru , Arabic sl suo şahrâ' , plural

gsco Sahara ; rešu head, for ra’šu, Hebr. WN'], Aram .XⓇX7; şenu

flock , for sa'n u , Hebr. 183. Cf. my Familiengesetze, p . 66 , and my BAL. p . 94 , n. 2 .

Ordinarily the Assyrian temu means “report , message, order,” e . g. temu .

utîr û ni they brought the message, cf. IIebrew DYM, Jonah III ., 7.3 In the

combination temu ušan nî, however, temu, like the Hebr. Dyo, means

derstanding , intellect.??4 Tenšu ušan n 15 accordingly means “ he altered his

intellect, ” or “ alienated his reason ," " deprived him of reason .” The expression

answers exactly to the Hebr. inayo -nx , 1 Sam . XXI . , 14 ; cf. 7777

- . So also in Syriac

we have the expression Hoyo ' mutavit saporem suum , for " he pretended

to be insane, " and the Participle Qal X'juj means insipidus, delirus , insanus,

whence in amentia , insania .

un

.inthe superscription of Ps .XXXIVומעטתאותונשב

T : T

1 Cl . Hebrew 70J to forget = Assyrian mašû, Imperfect im šî he foryot; jwpfat = Arabic

dasim , etc. The ) in these stems is due to a partial assimilation of the to the dentalsibilant.

2 See my remarks in Dr. Flemming's Nebukadnezar, p . 38 , 62 .

3 Cf. also IV R. 67, 58a (SFG . 64, 7 ) and ib . 54, 8-12a =Smith Assurbanipal, 297 : ana elî ša

šarru belia te- e-me iškunannîumma : tem ša Arabi mala tašim mû

- ( "

Hivi noho novi yoon So ) on account of the fact that the king my lord gave orders to me, saying :

“News of the Arabians, which thou hearest, send here (properly this way).” Compare moreover

Assurb . Sm . 38, 13: urruḥištemu a škunšunûti ; ib. 124 : išákanka temu ;

134 u q â'û pân šikin temía ; 154 idagalû pân šakân țemî'a ; 172 iškun

šunûti temu ; 180 ušannušu šikin temî'a ; 198 and 248 ţ e -e-mu ša Elamti;

Haupt's Nimrod Epic 1,6 u b -la te-e-m a.

4 Cf. Š a lâ îſ û temu u milki , Sennacherib Sm . 116, 23 ; lâ râš temi u milki,

ib, 111 , 3 ; temi u milki Assurb. Sm. 9, 2 (V R. 17 , 4 and 5 c),etc. , etc.

5 Cf. also tenšu tušan nû III R. 35, No. 6. 1. 60 = Smith , Assurbanipal . 292 x.; ušan n î

tenša Delitzsch, Assyrische Lesestuecke, Leipzig, 1878, p. 83, 5 ; III R. 38, 12 and 13 :-Kudur

nanhundi Elam û ša niš ilâni rabûti lâ [işşuru) ša ina ša - ni - e te - e - me

ana em ûq râmânišu [ittaklu] Kudurnanhundi, the Elamite, who did not [keep) the oath .

of the great gods, who, in the distortion of his mind, [ trusted ] in his own power. Assurbanipal Sm .

135: nikis qaqqadi Te’um man belišunu qirib ali Ninu a emur û -m a

ša-ni-e te -e -mi işbats unûti. Um bad a râ ibquma ziq nâš u (cf. ibáqa m

zik n âšu ib. 142 and q a qqaru ušešir ina ziqnišu ib. 161and V R.4,29; for the form

ziqnâšu with long â before the suffix cf. ar nâš u V R.3, 17, and hîțâš u Deluge IV, 15)

Nabû-damiq ina pațri parzilli šibbišu ishula karassu When they

s (tw the cutting off of the head of Te'umman , their lord , in the city of Nineveh , fury overcame

them : Umbadara tore his beard, Nebodamiq with the iron sword of his girdle pierced through his

own body. Cf. also Sennacherib Sm. 119, 23: ušann û milik temisu.

6 with Dagesh orthophonicum ; cf. Stade, Hebr. Grammatik , $ 40 .
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The e in Uate'u represents.حناوorعتأو

or

هنوریو afterwards)קָחְצִיןָטְקָיבקֲעַיףָלְדִיׁשָּבְדִיםָׂשְבִיריִאָיa name like

Accordingly I translate the whole passage as follows : When misfortune

overtook Wâteh ( the son of Birdadda) he fled alone to the land of the Nabatheans.

Wâteh , the son of Hazael, however , the cousin of Wâteh -mâr- Birdadda, who had

made himself king of Arabia — the god Assur, the king of the gods , the great

mountain , alienated his reason , so that he came into my presence to slight the

majesty of the god Assur and the great gods , my lords. A heavy penalty I

imposed upon him , placing him in a cage and binding him fast together with

young ( ? ) dogs. Thus I made him watch at the great gate of the wall of Ninua

(which bears the name) Nerib -masnaqti -adnâti.

I add a few words for the explanation of the text.

Col. VII . , 1. 123.-- The name Wâteh is written in Assyrian V' - a - a - te- ' . It is

evidently the nomen agentis of an Arabic verb primæ and tertiæ gutturalis

( i , o , T : E, or ė ) perhaps
. é

the pronunciation of the i before a guttural. Instead of U - a - a - te - 'u we find in

other passages I - a - u -ta -' u , e.g. III R. 34 , 23 and 28a, 34 and 37b (Assurbanipal

Sm . , 283 , 87 ; 287 , 22 and 27 ) . Iauta'u seems to correspond to an Arabic form

a ?? ; , , , , (

789,3 i . e . the frequent name of German Jews , Meyer ), also 1717. Cf. also the

name of the Arabian tribe I -sa -am -met - ' u ( this was read Isháme'u, with 2,

at the time of Sardanapalus, see my BAL .) V R. 8 , 1. 110 , i . e . come , with an

accented a -vowel after the first stem - consonant, a formation like the Assyrian

išábir he breaks , inadin he gives, irábiş he couches, etc. ( BAL. 98 ) , or the

Ethiopic isámě, isáběr, etc. Accordingly this oldest Semitic verbal forms

of which I have treated in my article in vol . x . of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society , London , 1878 , p . 214 seq . , was still in existence, at least in proper names ,

at the time of Sardanapalus not only in Assyrian and Ethiopic, but also in Arabic

dialects . The name I sáme'u is a positive proof for this fact .

U - a - a - te - ' u is the form qâtil or Participle , and l - a - u - ta - ' u the form

yaqtalu or Imperfect , of the stem x71 ; the relation is the same as between

789 and 783. But that I - a- ? i - lu - u , Ia'ilû on the Esarhaddon Cylinder

( I R. 46 , 20a) , as is generally assumed ,7 is only a modification of the same name,

1
y auja'u ,

,

2 Cf. F. Dietrich , Abhandlungen zur hebracischen Grammatik, Leipzig, 1846 , p . 140 ; Stade ,

Hebracische Grammatik , Leipzig , 1879, 8 259a .

3 Cf. Lagarde, Psalterium juxta Hebræos Hieronymi, Lipsiæ, 1874, p . 154.

1 E instead of i again , on account of the following guttural .

5 Delitzsch, Paradies, 298 , reminds us of the biblical name igwa Gen. xxv. , 14 ; 1 Chron. i . , 30 ;

cf. also 1 Chron . iv. , 25 .

6 Cf. also Koenig, Acthiopische Studien, Leipzig 1877, pp. 82/3 .

7 See , e . g. , Smith, Assurbanipal, 298 ; Budge, Esarhaddon, 52; Eduard Meyer, Geschichte des

Alterthums, vol. I. , Stuttgart, 1884 , p. 550. Cf. , on the other hand , Schrader, KGF. 54.

عمسي

,yaujaluلجوي,saura'u1عرويCf .the Arabic imperfect forms
عجوي

.yauhamu,etcمدوپ,yaujaیجوپ
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I regard as impossible. U - a - a - te - ' ul mâr Ha - za - ili was evidently a brother

of Ia'ilû. The latter name is combined by Schrader (KAT. 25 , n . ) . with the

Hebr. 21° ; ilû, however, cannot be 28, but represents , as appears from

the long û at the end , A2 , Arabic ilâh un ; so that Ia'ilû is = 7 + A ',

i . e . “ Yah is God . "

maruštu corresponds to the Akkadian nin - giga ( Sumerian am - giga) ;

see ASKT. 43 , 38 , and compare Lotz, T'iglathpileser, p. 186 , 76. It is a form like

šamuktum , II R. 32 , 32c , or anuntu , V R. 9 , 82 .

imh uršû -m a means literally “ it was over against him , it faced him .” On

the stem 700 see Delitzsch , Assyrische Studien , Leipzig, 1874 , pp. 12415. The

length of the u in the suffix š û is owing to the influence of the enclitic ma and.

That the suffix š u also in other cases has a long vowel cannot be proved.

Line 124.-edišši - šu he alone is a denominative derivative from edu one (=

âdu, a'adu, aḥadu ) Hebr. 788 (= aḥḥad) .

innabit is the Imperfect Niphal from abâtu to perish = Hebr. 738, where

the 7 is due to a partial assimilation of the r to the ), as in a heavy Assyr.

kab (i ) tu. See my article in the Andover Review of July, 1884 , " The Language

of Nimrod , the Kashite ,” p . 98 , n . 1. innabit stands for nax ) in'abit, see

my Familiengesetze, p . 10 , 1. This regressive assimilation of the first stem -conso

nant takes place only with stems jeb ; cf. innamir he was seen , from 9x ,

innitqa (= pOXI') he wascarried away, from pox =phy (Delitzsch,Paradies,

304 ) , in nirišu it is planted = cüyeis (y a n'arašu, yan'erašu, yan'erišu,

innerišu , innirišu) IV R. 7 , 53á, innimmedu it is placed = Hebr. TY!

IV R. 7 , 54a.2 In other cases the prefix ) is assimilated to the first stem -conso

nant, even in the case of stems 1''b , e . g . i'ald û they were born (IV R. 15, 22a

and 2b ) for iwwald û (Hebr. 1777') inwalid û.3 We find also the same

formation from nax, with a somewhat different signification , however : ek al

lâti i'abtâ the palaces were ruined ( Tig. VI. 99 , sing. ’ i - a - bit, VIII . 4 ) . i'a btâ

is = XNX', with tešdîded X, and this ,

vowelless ) to the following X. Cf. also Haupt, ASKT. 76 , 2 and 10 .

Na -ba - a - a - ti is to be read neither Nabâti nor Nabaiti , but Nab a’â ti ;4

so also ta - a - a - ar - ti - ia my return ta'ârtî'a , da -a - a-nu judge da'â nu, ha

a- a - al - tu arny (KAT. 74) h a'âltu, da-a -a -a š-tu treading da'âštu, not târtî'a,

dânu, hâltu , dâštu . - a , after a syllable ending in a , is not the sign of pro

longation only , but â with preceding hiatus.5 Naba'âti stands for Naba yâti,

with assimilation of the,אהבאני

1 Schrader, in the Monatsberichte of the Berlin Academy of March 4, 1880 , p . 276 , reads Uaiti '

and considers it a diminutive form.

2 Cf. Zeitschrift fuer Keilschriftforschung, vol . I. , Munich, 1884, p . 286, 11. 53 and 54 .

3 Cf. V R. 1, 7 : ' ashar Assurahaddin abu bani'a qiribshu i'aldu , where Esarhaddon

the father my begetter had been born ; Haupt, Nimrod Epic, p. 5, 1. 23 .

* Cf. the form Ni - ba -'- a- ti, Niba'âti , IV R. 54, 13a (Smith , Assurbanipal, 297, 13).

• Cf., however, sa- a - a - i - d u ( with JD) ASKT. 32 , 762 ; SFG . 64 , 6 .
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Hebr. niya ? In Assyrian , intervocalic · becomes & ; cf. â'u who ( SFG. 64, 7 )

ayyu , zâ'iru enemy, hâ'ira husband , dâ'išu crushing, = zayiru, hayiru,

dâyišu ;' uqâ'iš I presented = uqâyiš, uqayyiš ; qâtầ’a my hands, în â'a my

eyes , šepâ'a my feet, birkâ'a my knees, dîm â'a my tears, id â'a my arms, = qâtâ

ya, în â y a , etc.; pânâ'a my face, abû'a my father, râš û'a my head, (Sennach

erib , V. 56 ) = pânú y a, abúya, ra'šúya ; Kald â'a Chaldean = Kašdaya ;2

re'u shepherd = reyu , ra'yu ; 3 išâ'u (V R. 8 , 88 ) or iše’ut he seeks = išây u

(iša'yu , iš a'a y u ) etc. , etc.

Col. VIII . , 1. 1. - On mâru child (fem . mârtu daughter ) see my remarks in

Schrader's KAT. 508 , s . v . 79.

Hazâ'ilu is = 5871 , also written 58771n . See Schrader, KAT. 551 , s . v .

xin . The writing Ha-za - a - ilu (Delitzsch , Paradies, 304 ) III R. 24 , 9a , is a

mistake for II a - za - ilu - a ; and a in this case is the Akkadian ideogram for

ablu, construct abil , bil , bal (= Aram. 7 !) son ( Akkadian ibila ).

Line 2.--Whether the Akkadian ideogram tur - šeš -ad or a -šeš - ad child

(or son ) of the brother of the father , was read in Assyrian mar ahi abi , or whether

it was reproduced by a single word for " cousin , ” cannot be decided .

Birdadda is the Old Testamentname 7777. The name signifies “ son

of Dadda,” the Syrian god of the atmosphere , Adad in Macrobius, sat. 1 , 23

( Preller , Römische Mythologie, p. 750 ) . Cf. Schrader, KGF. 539 ; KAT. 454 ; Theo .

G. Pinches “ Upon the name Ben -hadad , ” in the Proceedings of the Society of

Biblical Archæology of Feb. 6 , 1883 , p . 71. Delitzsch ( Paradies, p. 298 ) combines

the name Birdadda with the name of one of the three friends of Job, 7772

niunt. Bil in Bildad represents the intermediate steps between the Assyrian

ablu , (a) bil , and the Aramean 72.5 In the latter the vowel a is due to the

influence of the ; cf. Nöldeke , Mandäische Grammatik , % 17 ; Syrische Gramma

tik , / 51. The Aramean 73, therefore , is not a dialectical modification of 13,6

but an Akkadian loan-word. That Assyrian ablu son, is of Akkadian origin ? I

.etc,ביתכ:אָיָרְׂשַּכאָיָרְׂשַּכfor the,יֵאָּדְׂשַּכpluralיֵרְקהָאָּדְׂשַּכCf. the Biblical Aranean3

i Cf. HEBRAICA , p . 179.

2 : , , : ,

See Kautzsch , Grammatik des Biblisch -Aramacischen , Leipzig, 1884, 8 11 , 1b.

3 See my article in the Andover Review , l . c . , p . 97, n . %.

4 The X in ish e'u stands for ' , but the x in the imperfect tash'u-m Deluge, I. , 7 (ASKT. 55, 4 ),

is an Xi = j). The X in the Infinitive Ifta''al shite'u or shute'u and in theParticiple mushte'u

or multe'u , again is = ' , multe'u is = multeyu, multa'('i) y u . multene'u is = mul

tane'u multaneyu, multana'yu , mushtana'iyu .

6 Cf. the Syriac forms: ' ? my son , , (

a) ; the i here is the original vowel, Noeldeke's Syrische Grammatik , 68 146 and 54.

6 Cf. Fleischer, in Levy's Neuhebraeisches Woerterbuch , vol . I. , Leipzig , 1876, p . 287.

7 Friedrich Delitzsch in his review of Dr. Hommel's essay Die sumero -akkadische Sprache und

ihre Verwanıltschaftsverhaeltnisse (Separatabdruck aus der Zeitschrift f. Keilschriftforschung ) in a

recent number of the Leipzig Literarisches Centralblatt thinks ablu a genuine Semitic word, as

well as gushuru beam , labiru old, turah u steinbock , qanu read , etlu and etelu lord , etc.

I , however, still maintain that a blu is of Akkadian origin .

withןוכְרַּבןֹוהְרַּבtheir 8on (notןֹוהְרִּב,your sonןֹוכְרִּב
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have already maintained in SFG . 9 ; cf. also Lotz, Tiglath pileser , p. 2 ; Haupt,

ASKT. 184. The word ibira, which in Akkadian means “ field -laborer," seems

also to be related to this Akkadian ibila son ; cf. ASKT. 214 , No. 70.

Lines 3 and 4.—ša râmânšu iškunu ana šarrûti mât Aribi who had

made himself king of Arabia (a na šarrûti literally to the kingdom ) refers not to

Wateh the son of Hazael, but to Wâteh the son of Birdadda, who had fled to

the Nabatheans . The successor of Hazael had been , first, his son I a'il û. After

the death of the latter, as it seems , his brother Wâteh -ben -Hazael had the next

claim to the throne ; but the cousin of Ia’ilû and Wateh -ben -Hazael, Wâteh-ben

Birdadda, usurped the dominion .

râmânu means literally “ highness” (stem 017) and then like nafs soul , in

Arabic , or rees head , in Ethiopic , it is used as a reflexive pronoun . Cf. , e . g . ,

Arabic ökoos sme wëll alqaitu nafsî (or bi - nafsî) fî Dijlata

I threw myself into the Tigris ; Ethiopic rassáya rees ô kám a za - id áwî

he gave himself out to be ill, pretended illness (German , er stellte sich an wie einer,

der krank ist), Dillmann , Ethiopic Chrestomathy , p . 24 , 1. 4. See also Siegfried ,

Lehrbuch der neuhebräischen Sprache , Karlsruhe, 1884 , 2 31 and 90d .

ša dû rabû (Akkadian kur - gal , IV R. 27 , 15a ) the great mountain or rock ...

is a common epithet of Assur and Bel in Assyrian , e . g . , Sennach. Sm . 2 , 4 ;

4 , 2 ; 6 , 10 , etc. Cf. Ps. xvII . , 3 :-10-700X7137 717 ,

Yahveh is my rock . .my God , my mountainl wherein 1 find refuge. 713 is = Aram .

790 mountain.2 Delitzsch , Hebrew and Assyrian , London , 1883 , p . 48 , calls atten

tion to the Assyrian proper name Ilušadû’a God is my rock or mountain . He

also regards the Hebrew '70 as only an intensive form of this Assyrian šad û .

But this I still consider doubtful.

Line. 7. - illik a he came , does not stand , as is commonly assumed , for

i’lika, with assimilation of the aspirate, but it is an analogical formation after

the stems J" ) . The Hebrew :79, on the other hand, is an analogical formation

after the stems 15.

Line 8.-tanittu majesty , stands for tanidtu , tanidadtu, tanihdatu,

stem 777 ), from which we have na’idu lofty. Cf. SFG . 29 , 4 ; Assurb . Sm.

7 , 36 ; 248 ; 318 ; V R, 1 , 36 ; KGF. 165 , 27 , etc. , etc. Alongside of tanittu

there also occurs ta nâtu. This stands for ta nâttu = ta nâdtu tanâdatu

= tanah datu. The plural is tan â dâti .

Line 10. - kabtu is syncopated from kabitu ( intransitive participle of

kabâtu ) whence its construct state is kabit, and the feminine kabittu . Cf.

namru (construct namir, feminine namirtu ) bright, clear Arabic

رمن

.49.Psalmxviii5;יִנֵמַמֹורְּתיַמָק־ןִמ.Psalmxxviiיִנֵמֵמֹורְירּוצְּבin1םֵמֹורCf .the use of ' . 5; ., .

2 Cf. the name Tavpos, Taurus, Kiepert, of An Geography, London, 1881, p . 20 ..

See also Olshausen, in the Monatsberichte of the Berlin Academy of July 10, 1879, p . 559 .
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theרגוס:- form
רָגּוס:-לֶבָּבְךֶלֶמ-לֶאּוהֵאיִבְיַוםיִחַחַּברָגּוסְבּוהְנְתִיְו

O

punctuatesערלמירַגּוּפַּב;ילתפנןב this away asydiuerovas

howeverרגיס ,weshould read,רגוסInstead ofליעלמירגוסב

or

namir, damqu, feminine damiqtu propitious, gamru , feminine gamirtu

complete, qardu, feminine qarittu valiant ; batlu, feminine baţiltu ceasing,

šadlu, feminine šadiltu wide, etc., etc.

Line 11.-In ši -ga - ru the a is long, as appears from the orthography

ši - gar - ru , col . VIII. 111 ( Smith , Assurbanipal , 281 , 93 , si - gar - ru with D ( ? ) ) ,

hence šigâru . The word is not of Semitic origin , as is supposed by Delitzsch ,

Assyrische Studien , p. 46 , but is an Akkadian loan -word . The Akkadian form is

sigar = Sumerian simar. Cf. ASKT. 43 , 40 ; II R. 23 , 32c ; IV R. 17 , 5a ;

18 , 28b ; 20 , No. 2 , 3 . In Ezek . xix . , 9 this Akkadian sigar cage , appears in

:

posueruntque eum in cavea cum uncinis (per nares transfixis) et duxerunt eum ad

regem Babyloniæ . cf. Liber Ezechielis, ed . Baer, Lipsiæ , 1884, p . xv . 10X 12

heyóuevov ya ; , on the other hand , as

. , , D.

Line 12.- itti asi kalbi arkusšu I bound him with the asi of dogs. itti

can only mean “ along with ,” . 6 at the side of,” not “ with the aid of.” For the

latter we should have ina, not itti . Accordingly asi cannot mean “ chain

* collar,” but must be a particular kind of dog, perhaps the young of dogs, pups ,

puppies.1 The Assyrian word for “ pup ” seems to be mîrân u ( for ulofo) a

derivative of mâru, m îru, mûru young , child ; cf. Delitzsch , Assyrische Studien,

p . 36 ; Schrader, KAT. 346 , 8. mâru and mîrânu are connected with the verb

u mâ'eru, Participle mumâ'er, etc. Whether asi be an Akkadian ideogram ,

or an Assyrian word phonetically written , cannot be decided .

ittu (Hebr. 88) is, as I pointed out in the last number of the HEBRAICA, P.

178 , n . 5 , the feminine to idu hand, side, and therefore stands for idtu ; cf.

şimidtu team , for şimittu , ilittu birth , for ilidtu , kišittu property, for

kišidtu, abuttu field -labor, for abudtu ( Hebr . 1773y ), ma'attu for ma'ad

tu, fem . of ma'adu much (cf. Hebr. 79), Hebr. 90X aḥþát ( Geez, aḥattî )

for aḥhádt, fem. of 70x one, Ethiopic walatt daughter = waladt, 72),

Arab . ' abattu I have served for wichis ' abadtu. idtu is a form like bintu

daughter , V R. 2 , 70. The plural itâti alongside of idati ( cf. Delitzseh , in

Lotz's Tiglathpileser, 116 ) is an analogical form . Cf. ove our remarks on aran ,

construct state of arnu = annu , p . 219 , n . 1. That the Hebrew ng cannot

be the feminine of the Assyrian in a (Lagarde, Mittheilungen , Göttingen , 1884 ,

p. 226 ) I have already remarked , ASKT. 194 .

arkus - šu I bound him . Generally s+š, just like štš, stš, z+š, becomes

Ss ; e . g . ulabbissu I clothed him for ulabbiš - šu , murussu ( IV R. 29 , 50c ;

SFG . 26 , 7 ) his sickness for muruş - šu (murşu, = Arabic voyo marad, Aram .

XY??) , izûssu he allotted to him for iz û z -šu, iqîssu I presented to him for

i Cf. on the other hand Budge, The History of Esarhaddon , London , 1880, p . 133 , 8. v . ASI, and

Delitzsch's Assyrische Studien , p . 35 ; Lotz, Tiglathpileser, p . 198, n . 3.
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uşur.

Arabic,אָתְּתְנַא.Aram)אָתְנְׁשהָּׁשִא.Aram)הָנֵׁש(אָּתַׁש.Aram)הָנָׁש

iq iš - šu ( ASKT. 46 , 35 and 36 ) , rupussa her width for ru puš - ša ( Deluge, I.

26 ; Sennacherib Sm . 163 , 23 ) etc., etc. The verb on to bind together , to bind to ,

which is quite common in Assyrian , occurs in the Old Testament in only two

places, namely, Exod. XXVIII . , 28 ; xxxix. , 21 :- myzon lungnx D ??!!

non sono 787 nyay - 7x , and they shall bind the Hoshen (i. e. the

breast - plate of the high-priest) from its rings to the rings of the ephod with threads

of violet- purple.

Line 13. - ušanşir is the Shaphel of n aşâru , Imperfect işşur, Imperative

As a rule, vowelless J , as in Hebrew , is assimilated to the following con

sonant ; e . g. appu face, šattu year , šuttu sleep , dream , aššatu wife, n ap pašu

air-hole , maşşartu watch , maddattu tribute ( = mandantu ), zib batu tail,

libittu brick , imittu right side (feminine to im nu yaminu), kettu right

cousness, akkis I cut of', a qqur I destroyed , assuh I carried away, a bbîI called ,

taššuka she bit , iššiq he kissed , iddin he gave, aššî I lifted up , ikkir he was

hostile, izziz he established himself, etc., etc. Cf. Hebrew D'ON (Aram. 1'98),

( . , ( . ), ( . ),

cmeio manfas, Aram . X7702, IIebr. 1779 Neh. y . , 4 ( Aram . Ezra IV . , 13 ;

V11 ., 24 7739, SyriacxņixiTO SFG . 16 , 4 ) , IIebr . 23,77937 ( Aram . xmas,

?) ( . ),? ), ., ,,

Tei? (Aram . Aɔɔ),peso, ina , ?, 72) , Ethiopic n â zá z a (KAT. 511 , s . v . 173).

Instances in which the is retained as in enzu goat (Hebr. 1Y., Arabic jis)

bintu daughter, enšu feeble, mandattu tribute, manzazu resting placé, si

nûntu or (with partial regressive assimilation of the feminine n) sin û n du

swallow ( Aram . X ? ID ), etc., are relatively rare . In the stem 753 we find also

in Hebrew , as is well known , alongside of 7 % (with assimilation of the 3 ) the

.

ka - gal means in Akkadian “ large gate.” In the vocabulary Sm. 12 ( V R.

13 ) which treats of the different kinds of watches, this word is rendered in

Assyrian by abullu. We find , in line 19 , Akkadian ennun -kagal Assyr.

mâșarti abulli . mâşartu is = maşşartu, manşartu, like mâdattu trib

ute = maddattu, mandantu, from nad â nu to give. abullu is the Aram .

Xna8 city-gate, entrance in the city -wall, which has usually been wrongly con

nected with the Greek čußoań. Cf. Delitzsch , in the Additions to the German

edition of George Smith's Chaldean Account of Genesis, Leipzig, 1876 , p . 298 ;

Hebrew and Assyrian , p . 24 , n . 1 .

qablu ( Akkadian murub, synon . i b ) is usually translated “ midst ,” being

probably regarded as a metathesis of the Arabic qalb heart. But how can an

39908 be in the midst of a city ? In the bilingual fragment IV R. 29, No. 2 ,

qablu is found along with qaqqadu head ( cf. Hebr. 727 ), na pištu (plural

uncontractedרצני. form
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napšâti) ( . ), . ; . , , . ),

kišâdu (plur. kišâdâti = Ethiopic késâdât) neck, irtu2 breast, and gâtu

hand . In the legend of the descent of the goddess Istar into Hades (IV R. 31 ,

54a ) we read that, after having passed through the fifth gate, the keeper of the

Under-world took from the goddess šibbu ša qabliša . šibbu is , as we have

already mentioned in the HEBRAICA , p . 175 , the “ girdle ;" qablu must therefore

mean , as a part of the body , “ waist.” The qablu of a city , however, is the

enceinte or surrounding wall . In Assurbânipal, Smith , 317a, ( cf. III R. 34 , col . b ,

50) , therefore, qablu has the determinative BAD wall, Assyr. dûru : dûr qabal

ali ša Ninua. qabal tâmdi , likewise , does not mean the midst of the ocean ,

but the zone of the sea immediately surrounding the continent, the sea near the

shore. This is important for geographical statements in the cuneiform inscrip

tions. The Phænician city Arados (Hebr. 7178 ) for example , is called al Ar

mada ša qabal tâmdim , i . e . it was situated on an island near thecontinent.

Also the island of Cyprus to be sure is frequently called mât Atnâ na ša

qabal tâmdim ; see Delitzsch , Paradies , p . 291 .

1 Vp) is not = wa) , and this = nafsh, but stands for nafish, the regular construct state of

napishu , whence x soul is syncopated , just as kabitu heavy, gamiru complete , namiru

clear, etc. ( fem . kabittu , gamirtu, namirtu ; constr. state masc. kabit, gamir, namir )

become in Assyrian kabtu, gamru , namru , etc. Similarly 72 king is not = 7 ??? = malk,

but = malik and xap the king is syncopated from malika ( = Assyr.ma -li -ki, Lyon, 13, 17 ) ;

cf. also Stade , Hebr. Grammatik, $ 191 a , n . 1. Both V9) , XP9) and :?? , xoan are formations like

, ( ) shoulder. ( )' ,

known , as malikun, and for xvn, we have still in Assyrian the intransitive feminine form

napishtu , plural napshati for napishati.

Noeldeke, in his Syrische Grammatik, $ 93, says : “ Die einsylbige Grundform qatl, &c. , wirft,

wo keine Endung antritt, bei starken Wurzeln den Vocal hinter den 2. Radical (!),z. B. :? fuer

malk ; u77 qedosh fuer qudsh.” This is not correct. The iin melik, as we have seen, is

not the attenuation of the characteristic vowel of the first syllable, but rather the characteristic

intransitive vowel of the form qatilu ; and gedosh stands not for godsh , qudsh, but for

qudush . As I have remarked in my BAL. P. 90, the Assyrian Segholate forms qatlu , qitlu ,

qutlu have in the construct state qatal, qitil, qutul, e.g. abnu stone, a ban ; pagru corpse ,

pagar (e. g. V R. 2, 116 and 118 ; 3, 9) ; karshu stomach , karash ; qarnu horn , qaran ; zikru

name, zikir ; ziqpu point, ziqip ; niklu art, nikil ; riksu band, rikis ; kibsu step, kibis ;

uznu ear, uzun ; mursu (with wo) sickness, murus ; lubshu garment, lubush ; puhru

totulity (with ¿
- ) puhur, etc. , etc. Syriac forms like yış, xi?n dvor, 9 , 87.9 corpse , 193 ,

*79% morning, etc., correspond exactly to such Assyrian formations as pagru , pagar, etc.;

similarly 5??, ?? foot, and 299 , sasa half, to Assyrian zikru , zikir ; riksu , rikis, etc. , etc.

, , , , , , , , ,

on the other hand, are based on the analogy of vəJ , NUD) , 799 , xana, 5?, nasm , etc. , etc.

Kautzsch's statement (Grammatik des Biblisch - Aramaeischen , & 54) “ Die Hauptform des Singular

pflegt den charakteristischen Vocal hinter den zweiten Stammconsonanten zu werfen " is, there

fore, not accurate . I shall treat of this question shortly in a special article.

2 Irtu ( construct irat) could be a formation like biltu ( construct bilat, cf.j39 Ezra iv. , 13 ,

20; vii . , 24 ) tribute (KAT. 377 ) from ba' , or rather 521. Cf. 777 (Prov. xxi . , 24 ; Hab. ii . , 5) = Germ.

sich bruestend, sich in die Brust werfend. Cf. also Flemming, Nebukadzenar II., Goettingen , 1883 ,

p . 33 , 36 .

3 Cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, p . 281, and for the p in the Assyrian form Armad , my BAL. 88 , 2.
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[While correcting the proofs, I have noticed that Mr. Ernest A. Budge, in his

History of Esarhaddon , London, 1880 , p . 41 , 1. 3 , has already translated , " In front

of the great gate at the border of the city of Nineveh ; ' ' Assyrian (according to his

transcription ) : ' ína di-khi ABULLI GABAL AL-sa NINUA , D. A.; and

in the foot -note on the same page he adds, “ Compare ina BAB tsi-it , D. P. ,

Sam - si GABAL, D. P. , NINUA, D. A. u - sa -an - tsir - su , D. P. , si - ga - ru .

“ In the gate of the rising sun , at the border of Nineveh , I caused him to be

guarded in wooden bonds." Similarly , p . 33 , 1. 9 : Ca - sid D. P. , Tsi -du -un -ni

sa ina GABAL tam - tiv “ the conqueror of Tsidon , which ( is ) upon the border

of the sea .” In the glossary , p . 139 , Mr. Budge combines this GABAL with the

Hebrew 1933 or 7512 ). P. 35 , 11. 15 and 16 , on the other hand , he translates

sa la -pa -an I. P. , CACCI - ya ina KABAL tam - tiy in -nab - tu “ who

from before my weapons into the midst of the sea had fled ;" similarly, p . 79 , 1. 12,

sa a -khi tam - tiv u GABAL tam - tiv “ of the sea-coast and the middle of

the sea ; ' ' and p . 159 , s . v . Yātnana, ina kabal tamti erib Samsi “ in the

middle of the sea of the setting sun ” ( i . e . Mediterranean ). He seems to assume

two different words ; one gablu , with 3 ( cf. V R. 28 , 81h ), and the other qablu ,

with
P.

Since Mr. Budge's laborious work has been censured beyond measure, I

take pleasure in being able to state that I consider The History of Esarhaddon fully

as good as George Smith's History of Assurbanipal and the History of Sennacherib

by the same scholar. I could not, I am sorry to say , study Mr. Budge's book

before the beginning of April of this year. Of his remarks which seem to me

worthy of note, I should like to point out among others, the combining of citu

or kitû with Chaldee XIINI, Greek xıráv (p. 137), um mânu army with Hebrew

7127 ( p . 158),2 š a dû mountain with Arabic Üú or thú ( p. 152 ) ,3 dadme dwel

ling places with DTX ( p . 137 ) , and lalû4 with Akkadian lal to fill ( p : 145 ) , etc.)

Nerib -masnaqti-adnâti was the name of the eastern gate of the wall of

Nineveh . Col. IX . 108 , king Sardanapalus relates of Wateh-ben-Hazael's

cousin , Wâteh -ben - Birdadda, who at last had fallen into the hands of the Assyr

ians : ulli kalbi addîšû -ma ina abulli șit šanši ša qabal ali Ninua

ša Nerib -masnaqti-adnâti nabû zikirša ušanşiršu šigâru I placed

on him a dog -collar, and at the gate of the rising of the sun of the wall of the city of

Nineveh , (the gate ) whose name they call Nerib -masnaqti- a dnâti I left him

to keep guard in a cage .

i Compare my remarks on p . 181 of the HEBRAICA, n . 3 .

2 Cf. Lyon , Sargonstexte, Leipzig, 1883, p . 77, 71 : " Das Wort um manu Heer, welches seinen

Plural um manati bildet, wird getrost dem hebr . jiDom, das ja auch von Kriegsheeren ge

braucht wird , gleichzusetzen sein ! "

3 Cf , my remarks, HEBRAICA, p . 181 , n . 1 .

4 Cf. Flemming's Nebukadnezar II. , p . 44 .
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ullu is the Hebrew yÝ , Arabicjs ghull, which means not only “ yoke ,

but also “ iron collar. ” cf. Deut. XXVIII . , 48 : 77813-7y na by jng and

he will place a chain of iron on thy neck .” Alongside of ullu there also occurs

allu with the same meaning, just as we have urhu (Hebr. 17, Aram . X078 )

and arbu alongside of one another with the meaning “ road .” That the first

stem -consonant of this allu is not Xi (Lyon, Sargonstexte, pp. 72/3) but $5 = Ė;

has been already remarked by Dr. Jensen , p . 299 of the first volume of the Munich

Zeitschrift fuer Keilschriftforschung. With the frequent imperfect alul , allu has

nothing to do ; âlul does not mean “ I bound,” but “ I hung ;" for example ,

pagrešanu (Hebr. O'9) ina gašíše âlul I hung their corpses on boat -hooks.

For âlul see my essay on the Sumerian dialect in the Göttingen Nachrichten of

Nov. 3 , 1880 , p. 514, n . 3. gašišu is a boat-hook , that is , a pole with an iron

hook at one end (German Staken ), Talmudic wina. Cf. Fleischer in Levy's

Neuhebräisches Wörterbuch , vol . I. , Leipzig, 1876 , p . 438 , additions to p . 386 , Col. I.

line 17 .

addî is Imperfect from nad û ; see my glossary to the cuneiform account of

the Deluge in Schrader's KAT. p . 510 , s . v . '73 , and my Akkadische Sprache, pp.

33 and xxxviii .

sit in şît šanši is exactly the Hebrew x3, Infinitive construct of Xy *

(Gen. XIX . , 23 ; Ps. XIX . , 6 ; Neh . VI . , 15 ) ; șît stands for și't with quiescing of

the X, as rîmu wild bull ( Hebr. DX, O ) for ri'mu, širu flesh ( Hebr. 780 )

for ši’ru , etc., etc.

zikru (construct zikir) name, is a synonym of šumu ( Chald . Dw) , and

, : ?

nagt? this is my name for eternity and this my tille for all generations; so also

Hos. xii . , 6 : 1737 1717 mixen 778 7717° Yahweh is the god of hosts ,

Yahweh is his name.

nabû (= n abâ’u, stem x2), cf. Ethiopic nabába to speak ) has in Assyrian

. = .

same meaning we find also qebû. (stem yap) šuma or zikra, also zakâru

šuma .

neribu ( plural neribeti for neribâti) means “ entrance,” from the stem

erêbu to enter, cf. erêb šanši entrance of the sun, i . e . evening, Hebr. 27 .

neribu stands for nerabu, naghrabu. In Syriac the word appears as

x37x ), see my BAL. 97 .

masnaqti (not barnagtu ! ) comes from the stem sanâqu, Imperfect

is niq to be narrow, and means therefore “ strait, passage.” In Syriac the stem

, ,

Cf.Exod.,15:יִרְכִזהֶזְוםָלעְליִמְׁשהֶז .III.רכזcorresponds to the IIebrew

With tlieםֵׁשאָרָק=nabi zikra isארקthe meaning of the IIebrew

hasthe.קְנִּתְסִאindiguit,קיִנְסindigens,אָתּוקיִנְס meaning of indigere ,cfקנס

1 Cf. Delitzsch, Hebrew and Assyrian , pp. 6 and 7.
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or

and xpo indigentia ( Assyrian sungu) .1 In Hebrew we have the áraš Deyouevov

., :

put him in the stocks and in prison . Others combine päry with the Arabic jl ;

zinâq , and translate " collar . ” pj's means properly “ straits .” The 3 from D

arises from a partial assimilation to the final p. Cf.pny in Genesis and Exodus

( as well as in Judg. XVI . , 25 and Ezek. XXIII. , 32) for pov to laugh. In -Arabie

we have for this usw. dahika, and similarly instead of pup to be narrow ,we

find Jio danuka. p3D and 78,pro and 773 have,in the mouths of the

Orientals, almost thesame pronunciation. The stem PUD pyy is , moreover,

only a modification of the stem 218, Arabic slio dâg'a, cf. pornt. In Aramæan

this Yg appears asan y, cf. Syriac x ?? angustia. Accordingly, p'yo (= Hebr.

) , , , ., , ( .,

11, are Aramaisms.

adnati stands for ad mâti , as Hebrew 7 fut, for W7, Arabic dasim,

and means " dwelling-places,” as it seems , especially “ dwelling -places of the

gods, temples.” It is a synonym of the well known word admân u.4 Nerib

maşn aqti - ad nâti is, therefore, “ the entrance to the passage to the temples,"

a Ninevite “ Cathedral Street Gate. "

,.Ps.LXVIII(קצומ..Hebr)4,הָקָעּומ,.Ps.LV13,עָׁשָרתַקָע,.AmosII(קיִצֵמ

1 In Ethiopic the Assyrian sunqu (construct sunug) appears in the form seng (written

Cöli or jiw ). Ethiopic seng , however, does not mean indigentia , fames, but rather kar'

avriqpaowv commeatus, viaticum , just as Assyrian bubu'tu means not only hunger but also food .

For bubu'tu see Lotz , Tiglathpileser, 186 , 85 ; my essay on the Sumerian dialect, p . 517, n . 2 ;.

Schrader, Berliner Sargonsstele, p . 35, 70. Cf. also sungu bubuti V R. 3, 135; 4, 59 .

2 Cf. the transposition of the aspiration in Neoionic KlV6v tunica Attic χιτών , ένθεύτεν

thence = εντεύθεν, etc.

3 Compare for this word : Pognon , L'inscription de Bavian , Paris , 1880 , p. 26 and p . 217. Pog

non says : adnati est un pluriel . Ce mot m'est inconnu et je le traduis d'apres le sens de la

phrasepar lieux, endroits. On le trouve encore a la ligne 20 (de l'inscription de Bavian) . See

also II R. 67, 86 and Strassmaier, Woerterverzeichniss , p. 36, No. 191 .

4 Cf. e . g. Neb. VII, 39 ; VIII, 23 ; Tig. VII, 74 and 90 ; VIII, 17 ; Sennacherib Sm . 150, 77 ; Lyon,

Sargonstexte 36, 49. Akin to ad manu from the stem 078 ( 107) is the frequent plural dadme

dwelling places, countries, from the stem 077 (= 0707) an incomplete reduplication of the bicon

sonantal root 07. For dadme see e . g. Neb. VIII, 22 ; IX, 55 ; Sennacherib Sm. 6, 17 ; 52 , 16 ;

86,23 ; 40 , 54 ; Assurb . Sm. 95 , 76 ; Esarh . Budge 34 ; Lotz, Tig. 194, No. 1 , 9. Cf. also Delitzsch ,

Hebrewand Assyrian , p. 59.



SYRIAC VERSION OF EPISTLE OF KING ABGAR TO JESUS .

BY PROFESSOR ISAAC H. HALL, Ph. D. ,

New York City .

The following Syriac Version of the Apocryphal Epistle of King Abgar

to Jesus, and Jesus' reply, is from a parchment leaf lately sent to the writer

by the Rev. William Hayes Ward , D. D., who obtained it , with a number

of other fragments, from a monastery in the Tûr in Mesopotamia . The leaf is

9. x6 inches in dimension, is written in very old Estrangela in two columns

to the page, each column 7 to 7 } inches high and 2 to 2 } inches wide . One

corner of the leaf is mutilated, causing a few small gaps in the writing. As to

age , it seems to belong to the eighth century , but it may be older by a century

more. The other matter on the leaf is the end of a homily on the love of poverty ,

or , as the matter itself seems to interpret the title, love to the poor and wretched .

The copy here given corresponds with the manuscript, line for line, letter for

letter , and point for point ; except that some of the points may be faded out , and

those I do not venture to supply. In line 59 , however, the scribe added above the

line , as a correction to the last word of the line, a waw between the olaf and pi.

This , as at least unnecessary, I have not copied .

Lines 1-4 are at the end of the second column on the first page of the leaf ;

lines 5-35 occupy the first column of the second page , and lines 36 to 66 occupy

the last column.

Lines 1-5 , with an undecipherable word in line 6 , as well as the last two

words of line 39 , with lines 40-42 , are in red .

In line 5 , the parchment is wholly gone as far as the word that appears in the

copy below ; in line 6 , the mutilated undecipherable word in red at the beginning

is followed by a place torn away, so that the body of the Epistle here begins in the

middle of a word. But it probably began Leses r- , with only three more Syriac

letters to be supplied . The gap in lines 7 and 8 I do not venture to supply...

All that has hitherto appeared in print of these Epistles , in the Syriac version ,

is to be found in Cureton's Ancient Syriac Documents (London, Williams & Nor

gate, 1864 ) , and Phillips' Doctrine of Addai ( London , Trubner, 1876 ) ; but I have

not access to those works , and cannot tell how they agree with this text. But

they mention Addai ( i . e . Thaddeus) as the disciple sent, or to be sent, by Jesus

to Abgar ; while this fragment clearly names Judas instead .

1 .
ܪܟܐܕܐܬܪܚܐܒܘܬ

ܐܡܟܘܐܪܟܐ.:.ܐܟܠܡ

.ܟܘܝܝܠܐܪܬܐܝܝܪ

ܝܕܚܬܐܕܐܟܛܐܩܘܪܦ ,

5.
ܡܠܫܝܪܘܐܕ
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ܝܠ

ܐܬ̈ܘܣܐܠܠܗ

.ܟܝܕ̈ܝܐܒܐܝ

܆ܐ̈ܕܩܠܗܐܢܩ̈ܡܣܐܠܘ

ܪܝܓܪܲܡܐܬܡܕܟܝܐ
IO.

ܐܝܡ̈ܣܠܬܢܐܕܟ

ܐܵܕܝܓܚܠܘ܆ܢܟܪܚܢܕ

ܐܒ̈ܪܓܗ܇ܢܘܟܠܗܢܕ

ܐܚܘ̈ܪܘ.ܬܢܐܐܒܕ̈ܡ

ܩܦܠ̇ܡܐܕܝܘܐܬܦ̈ܠܛ

ܝܟܝܬܫܥܡܕܢܝܠܝܐܠܘ.ܬܢܐ

ܐܵܕܝܓܢܐܝܗ̈ܪܘܒܟ

15

ܐܬܝ̈ܩܘ.ܬܢܐܐܣܐܡ

ܕܒܗ܀ܬܢܐܟܢܝܟܠܡ

ܢܝܠܗܟܝܠܠܗܠܡܫ

ܢܝܠܪܟܐܬܠܡܤ.ܢܝܗܠܒ

20.

ܬܢܐܢܝܠ̈ܓܬܢܡܐܕܚ

ܐܗܠܐܢܡܬܢܐܕ

ܐܝܠܟܫܢܡܬܬܚܢܕ

25.ܢܝܠܗܬܢܐܕܒܿܥ̄ܗ .

ܐܗܠܕܬܢܐܡܪܟܕܗܐ

.ܬܢܐܕܟܺܠܢܝܠܗܘ

ܠܝܟܗܐܢܗܨܡ

܆ܟܢܟܬܝܥܟܬܒܪܒ

ܐܬܬܘܟܚܬܫܬܕ
30.

ܐܢܗܐܣܐܬܘܝܬܘܠ
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܂.ܝܠܬܝܐܕܐܒܐܒ

ܬܥܡܫܦܐ
ܪܝ

ܟܝܠܠܢܝܢܛܪܐܝܕܘܗܝܕ

35ܢܘܝܟܐܢܕܢܝܒܲܨܗ

ܢܝܕܐܬܢܝܕܡ.ܟܠ

ܐܪܝܦܝܗܐܬܪܘܠܙ

ܐܩܦܤܕ܆ܝܠܬܝܐ

ܢܝܠܠܝܐܕܐܡܶܚܒ܀ܢܝܪܬܠ

.40ܠܘܫܢܡܟܬܟܬܐܕ

ܐܪܠܘܟܛܐܢܢܕܝܒ

ܐܪܬܐܝܝܪܪܒܐܠ

ܢܡܝܗܕܐܢܝܐܠܝܗܕܟܕܛ

ܟܝܐܒ.ܝܢܕܚܐܠܕܟܝܒ

45 ܢܝܠܝܐܕܝܬܠܛܡܪܝܓ

ܢܘܢܡܝܗܢܐܠܝܠܢܝܙ̇ܚܕ

܇ܝܢܘܐܙܚܐܠܕܢܝܠܝܐܘ.ܝܒ

ܺܢܘܚܐܢܘܢܘܢܡܝܗܢܢܘܢܿܗ

ܬܒܬܒܕܢܝܕܝ݀ܗܠܠ

܆ܟܬܘܠܐܬܐܠܕܝܠ
50.

ܐܠܡܲܫܹܐܕܘܗܐܠܿܗ

ܡܕܡܠܒܐܪܗ

.ܬܚܠܬܫܐܢܿܡܠܛܡܕ

ܐܠܡܫܡܕܢܝܕܪܬܒܢܡܘ

ܐܠܠܬܐܢܝܕܝܗ
55 .

ܐܡܗ.ܝܢܚܠܫܕܢܿܡܐܬܘܠ

ܐܢܐܪܕܫܡ.ܬܝܠܬܐܕ
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.ܝܕܝܡܠܬܢܡܕܚܟܠ

.ܦܐܘܐܤܐܢܟܟܐܒܕ

60.ܢܝܠܝܐܠܘ.ܟܠܠܬܢܐܝܵܚ

ܢܝܗܠ.܀.ܟܡܠܬܝܐܕ

ܐܵܝܓܐܢܝܠܗܠܢܝܕ

ܢܝܗܠܢܦܝܩܢܢܝܠܗܦܐ

ܢܡܕ.ܐܝܡܪܐܐܢܝܠܟ

ܟܠܬܤܐܕܪܬܒ

ܐܕܘܗܝܗܠܪܕܝ:ܠܘܝܝ

65 .

The same day that I received them I sent a translation of these Epistles to

The Independent; but in my haste I missed some letters, so that that translation

has here a few corrections.

One word in the title of the Letter of Abgar , rendered " blessed ” below, is

evidently the common abbreviation for that word , though not specially marked as

such in the manuscript. If not an abbreviation , it is to be rendered “ good.”

The following is a translation ; italicizing the words that are written in red

in the manuscript:

“ Begins the Letter of King Abgar ; Abgar, the black , Prince of the region , to

Jesus the blessed Redeemer who appeared .... of Jerusalem .... [Whereas it has

been hjeard by me .... and of the healings (wrought ( ? ) ] by thy hands , and not

with perfumes and medicaments ! For as it was said thou makest the blind to

see , and the lame to walk , and cleansest the lepers , and castest out the unclean

spirits and devils , and healest them that are led captive in lingering diseases , and

thou raisest the dead ; and since all these things are rumored of thee, I thought

that thou wert one of the crowned ( ?) that thou had descended from God from

heaven , and therefore) thou doest these things ; or that certainly thou wert of God

and [therefore] thou doest these things. For this reason , therefore , I wrote ,

entreating from thee that thou wouldst be persuaded and come to me, and heal

this sorrow (or, disease ) which I have . For also I have heard that the Jews mur

mur against thee, and desire to vex thee. But I have a city , small and beautiful ,

that is enough for two .

“ Copy of the matters that were written from Jesus by the hand of Hanania ,

tabellarius, to Abgar, prince of the region . Blessed is he that believeth in me, though

he hath not seen me ; for it is written concerning me that they who see me will

not believe in me, and they who have not seen me shall believe and live. But as

to that which thou didst write me, that I should come to thee ; it is fitting that I

should fulfill here everything for which I was sent ; and after that I shall have

fulfilled [ it ], then I shall be taken up to him who sent me. And when I shall have

been taken up , I will send to thee one of my disciples to heal thy sorrow (or, dis

ease) , and also to give life to thee.-But after these letters, also , those follow

them (that are written ) in the Syriac tongue , [to the purport] that after Jesus had

ascended he sent to him Judas . ... '



PLEIADES, ORION AND MAZZAROTH .

Job XXXVIII . , 31 , 32.

BY JOHN G. LANSING, M. A.

Professor of Old Testament Languages and Exegesis in the Theological Seminary ,

New Brunswick, N. J.

.

as theןרֶעis manifestly derived fromתֹוּנַדֲעַמ,Without transposition

The first word to be considered is Nity . It is translated in the E. V.

“ sweet influences," as derived from joy. Lexicons and commentaries generally

make hity , by transposition , equivalent to nizayn. This transposition

word is derived from 1 to bind, Arabic dis
A anad vicinage, nearness,

a thing at one's side. This word is used twice as a verb (Job XXXI. , 36 and Prov .

VI . , 21 ) , and nowhere as a substantive , save in this place according to the trans

posers. According to this transposition , the word in the passage is variously

rendered “ bands, bindings , " " twistings," " clusterings,” etc. , of the Pleiades.

But the transposition is demonstrably wrong. The feminine plural noun ninyo

occurs only in this passage . But the masculine form 17y occurs in four places.

To translate the masculine form in these places as derived from 7y, shows the

absurdity of translating the feminine form in this passage as derived from that

root.
,

root. Gesenius says of jy“ a root not used in Kal , which appears to have had

the signification of softness, laxity ; Arab. uds = Ghadan to be flexible , to

vacillate , uká softness , laxity , languor, üldé a cane , or reed, a tall rod (pr.

vacillating, vibrating in the air).” Butuds = Ghadan is not the Arabic word

that corresponds to the Ilebrew jIY, but an entirely different word , having a dif

ferent spelling and a different meaning. The Arabic word that corresponds to the

Hebrew 17 exists under precisely corresponding letters : Hebrew 19 , Arabic

= Aadan. So much is unmistakably shown by the usages of the words in

Hebrew and Arabic . Now the Arabic word uds Aadan means to remain ,

to stay , to keep a thing to a certain place without allowing it to quit that place ,

and to do so by some gentle , sweet , harmonious influence or power ; as when

camels tied to a certain stake in a certain spot move around it in a comparatively

large circle , contentedly feeding upon the luxuriant grass that abounds. The

strict accuracy and unquestionable force of this meaning as the true meaning of

both the Hebrew and Arabic words jy and wils appear from the usages of the

words, and will further appear when we come to apply it in the interpretation of

this passage , after we have considered the lexical meaning of 19's .

is a noun fem . sing. from the root dig . Of this root Gesenius says,

** An unused root. Arabic pLS Kam to heap up , čoy} = Komatun,a heap, like the

llebrew 79??), which see . ” Turning then to 70's, Gesenius defines ,-— " A heap,

نلع=

הָמיִּכ
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-

ای

ايرثلا

cluster ( from the root D12, which see ) ; specially of stars , hence the Pleiades, or

the seven stars , consisting of seven larger stars , and other lesser ones closely

grouped ; Arab.63 = Thuraya ( plenty, multitude),more fully los üldés

Ookd -eth - Thuraya the bundle of the Pleiades.” But Gesenius does not give us .

the full meaning of the Arabic pB = Kam ,and his other Arabic references to the

Pleiades are incomplete . The Arabic has a number of names for the Pleiades ,

indicating their appearance in the heavens, their significance in the economy of

nature, etc. Among these names we have the one mentioned by Gesenius, viz . ,

Eth -Thuraya, which means the Pleiades as comprising, in appearance ,

many stars in a small space ; for it is said that, amid its conspicuous stars, are

many obscure stars , the number altogether being said to be twenty -four, according

to an assertion of Muhammad .

Lo mas also means a cluster of lamps , resting in

holes in the bottom of a lantern . The lamps are so called as being likened to the

Pleiades in the heavens. The Pleiades are also called by the Arabs sul = En

Nagmoo, that is , The Asterism , because it was regarded as being the most bene

ficial and excellent of all star -groups in its influences on the weather. And

because the setting of one star and the simultaneous rising of another, that is the

Pleiades , indicated approaching rain , and took place just before the rains began to

fall in Arabia ; therefore the Pleiades were also called No -un . Alluding

to the copiousness of the tears he had shed because of the absence of his divine

friend , the matchless Ibn -Il-Fared says

عون

يخطقسيذافرطلا ءوننضنأداج

“ Still in a parched land would torrents flow ,

Though on earth's rim the Pleiades had failed to glow ."

But the word used by the Almighty in calling Job's attention to the Pleiades

was 77'), root D1D, Arabic pH = Kam , and äogs = Komat corresponding

to nas. But Gesenius does not give us the radical and full meaning of the

Arabic. The Arabic po Kam means something more than “ to heap up,”

and žogs = Komat more than “ a heap, " as see Butris Bustani’s Arabic Lex

icon, et al. The word pk Kam is used with reference to many particles of

sand being gathered together and heaped up so that they stand upright , like a

pillar , upon a certain place , socket , or pivot. The word is also used with refer

ence to a thing or person standing upon and turning around upon a certain point

or pivot , as when a person stands or turns round upon the tip of his foot. This

is the meaning of the wordGod employs . God employs it to indicate a certain

group of stars. That group of stars is none other than the Pleiades , because

precisely this is the truth about the Pleiades, and about them alone. By a series

of calculations independent, and indeed ignorant of the truth contained in this

passage in Job, the science of Astronomy has recently discovered that the heap or
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cluster of stars called the Pleiades constitute the standig-place , the point, socket ,

pivot about which the whole solar system revolves. They have discovered that

Alcyone, the brightest star of the Pleiades , is the center of gravity of our vast

solar system , the starry pivotal point on which and about which worlds and

systems of worlds go moving through space . There is a plain intimation of this

fact when we consider the number of stars there grouped together in compara

tively so small a space . Now it becomes apparent what is the true meaning and

peculiar force of the word niggy as derived from 179, Arabic uds Aadan ,

to keep or hold a thing to a certain place without allowing it to quit that place ,

and to do so by some gentle , sweet , or harmoniously working influence or power,

as when camels tied to a certain stake in a certain spot move around it in a com

paratively large circle , contentedly feeding upon the luxuriant grass that abounds .

So the Pleiades keep and hold in their places the worlds and systems of worlds as

they go moving in their circling orbits around that starry stake, that pivot of

power. In their revolutions around the Pleiades these worlds and systems of

worlds move most harmoniously. There is not a deviation , not a disturbance .

So the holding and keeping influences or powers of the Pleiades are gentle, sweet ,

harmoniously working. It is the harmonious operation of God's great laws

reigning throughout the universe . Did not such harmony prevail, were the

Pleiades to let go or loosen for a moment their constant and harmonious holdings

and keepings of the worlds of the solar system , destruction and disturbance

would come to those worlds , and cosmos be turned to chaos. And so the wisdom ,

power and goodness of God are mightily and magnificently manifest. The force

of the challenge to Job and the glorious truth contained in the same are apparent.

Canst thou bind together, stop , bring to naught these constant and powerful and

harmonious holdings of the Pleiades ? And so understand, moreover, that God

reigns in and over human affairs, wisely, beneficently , omnipotently ,-making

every thing to work together for good .

The bands of Orion are his nigvin, from Wip, Arabic w = Masak,,

that is , the drawings, the takings hold, the drawn bandings, the girdlings of 90 .

According to the Hebrew and Arabic usages of the word Soy, it refers to the

constellation of Orion . The three stars about midway in the constellation , and

arranged somewhat obliquely as to the rest of the constellation , constitute the

bands or girdlings of Orion . From these girdlings three other stars are ranged

downward , constituting Orion's pendent sword . The interpretation which repre

sents Orion as a giant chained to the skies , etc. , is a comparatively modern myth

which is utterly without foundation in the language, and utterly unworthy being

thought of in this connection . God is speaking ; and God is speaking about past

and present and eternal facts , and not about the possible and passing and puerile

.

be “ to be fleshy, to be fat, " whence sop loin , flank. The word is applied in a

wlhose primary meaning appears toלֶסָּכis alerived fromליִסְּכ.fanciesof mein
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Arabicwordلسک

good and bad sense. In a good sense, as meaning “ strength , firmness, boldness."

In a bad sense , as meaning "languor, inertness, folly .” The corresponding

Kasal comprises both of these meanings, and not simply

the meaning of " languor and inertness," according to Gesenius. According to

the first meaning, and the root of the word , we have the signitication of giant,

and hence Orion , a constellation or set of stars representing in full outline a giant

figure. But we must go to the Arabic, and to the ideas of the old Arabian

Astronomers, to be confirmed and further informed in the interpretation of 407

by Orion . As in the case of the Pleiades , so the Arabs have a number of names

for the constellation Orion . It will suffice to mention two or three of these as

illustrative of the passage. Orion was and is called , 31 Al - gabbaro, that

is , " the great, mighty , gigantic one.” This is the word used in the Arabic ver

sions. Orion was so called because the relative position of the stars constituting

that constellation represented the form of a kingly and gigantic personage en

throned in the heavens and marching through the skies . The constellation of

Orion was also called # ), 3 != Al - Goza, from jo? = Goz, meaning “ to pass

in or along , to traverse or cross the middle , and pass through it.” The constella

tion of Orion was so called because of the three very bright stars disposed

obliquely in the midst thereof, constituting the bands or girdlings of the starry

giant Orion , as passing along and about his middle or waist or loins , and so called

by the Arabs = En -Nazm, and - - ,

Fakar - ul - Goza . The word God employs is you. It is

derived from 507 to be fleshy, large, strong, firm , bold ; hence giant; hence Orion .

The precisely corresponding Arabic word is cm = Kasal , which has the same

meanings and additional meanings : as, for example , a person strongly taking and

firmly holding a certain position ; and again , the strong cord or band of a bow as

wound around one end and strongly pulled across the middle , and firmly wound

around the other end. These definitions refer plainly and can refer only to the

constellation Orion . How so ? What is the fact about that constellation ? Just

this : that those three brilliant stars which constitute the bands or girdlings of

Orion never change the form . They preserve the same relat position to each

other and to the rest of the constellation from night to night , and year to year,

and age to age ; so that they present precisely the same appearance to us now that

they did to Job in the land of Uz milleniums ago . In the vast firmament of starry

hosts, where constant and stupendous changes are going on , these stars constitu

ting the bands of Orion do ceaselessly , changelessly maintain their relative posi

tions. And so as to the force of the challenge ,-Canst thou loosen , open , disband

these firm bands ?-Canst thou bring change, disturbance, disorder as to the

relative positions uniformly and uniquely occupied by these stars in all time ?

Alter these unvarying positions, annul the law which binds them together in these

ءازوجلاراق
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eternal relations, burst open those blazing bands—if thou canst . And so as to the

truth set forth ,-Understand, O Job , understand , O man , that the All -wise, All

mighty, All-good God is uniformly, unchangeably, unendingly so .

Job's scientific knowledge, as well as spiritual appreciation of these astro

nomical allusions, can scarcely be a matter of doubt . If any one doubt it , let me

remind him that he is making God to darken counsel by using words without

knowledge in thus addressing Job with language of which Job had no true or

adequate comprehension . Let me remind him that Job's spiritual appreciation

of such language as this was such as to overwhelm him with penitence, humility

and awe ; and the production of such an effect is conceivable only on the ground

that Job's scientific knowledge was very accurate and very profound. Let me

remind him of the preeminent position occupied by the Arabians from the very

earliest times as to the science of Astronomy. Let me remind him of the mean

ings of those three ancient Arabic expressions before mentioned as used to

andءازوجلاقاطنandءازوجلاماظن,designate Orion and his girdlings or bands

oljeti, lës, that is , the regularly ordered , the eternally ordered ,theeloquently

and magnificently ordered bands of Orion . Let me remind him that there are

numerous passages in the poetry of the old Arabians that display a remarkable

knowledge of Astronomy, similar to that revealed and displayed in these passages

of Scripture, which were , I doubt not, thoroughly understood by the great

Arabian patriarch Job . I quote a couplet from an old Arabian poem at hand,

a poem celebrating the matchless and immemorial hospitality of the Arabians :

“ I looked to the sky's azure tent , where Orion already

Stood watching by night, and his sword in its belt glittered steady."

Beha Ed Deen Zoheir, an Arab poet of Egypt who flourished in the thirteenth

century, says,

هتابنجيفءازوجلاةتالك

هتامسبهفالسأىلإومسي

ةرات

كنم

هدهم
يف ادغیدهملك نم

“ Well mayest thou rest ! three sons are thine ,

Who shall perpetuate thy line,--

Like those three brilliant stars that shine

On old Orion's breast .

Who in their very cradle bore

Marks of God's guiding hand, and wore

Signs of that worth, with which of yore

Thy ancestors were blest."

“ Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season ? ” The word is nie.

We are advised to change the p into , and derive the word from 7 to separate
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According to this latter change we are to render the wordתֹולָזַמintoתֹורָזַמ

oneself, abstain, consecrate. We are advised to change the into and convert

.

by “ lodging places," from the Arabic Jjio = Manzal, and refer it to the signs

of the Zodiac . But all this is so arbitrary and unnecessary , so utterly without

any reasonable foundation , that it becomes irreverent and preposterous to think

of God, who is here speaking ,—to think of God as thus changing, accommodating,

corrupting language in its usage ,-God , who all through this chapter has been

using words that corresponded with the utmost truth and accuracy to the actual ,

scientific, creative facts about those phenomena concerning which he was speak

ing. 112 is an unused root in the Hebrew , but it is not an unused root in the

Arabic . The root exists under precisely the same letters in Arabic, viz . , ; juo =

Mazar. One of the principal definitions of this root in Arabic refers to the

perforated piece of wood at the top of the tent into which the upper extremity of

the tent pole is thrust as a button into its loop , and also to the pulling of the

ropes that join this piece of wood at the top of the tent to the stakes all around

the tent about which the several ropes are looped or buttoned . Now it is utterly

impossible to give this language any other interpretation than that which refers

it to the satellites as they move about their planets, held to the planets by the law

of gravitation ; to the planets and their satellites (as they move about the sun ,

held by it and to it according to the same law of gravitation ; to the sun and the

planets and the satellites and the whole solar system moving about Alcyone of

the Pleiades , held by it and to it according to the same wonderful law . And so

as to the force of the challenge ,-What does man know about the movements of

these bodies, about the law of gravitation ? How much less can he effect as to

the sending forth of these planets, each in its appointed time , each to its appointed

sphere, each with its appointed velocity , and thus maintain them ? Here is a

complexity of bodies, a complexity of relations, a complexity of movements. And

yet in the midst of all this manifold and marvelous complexity , there is a marvel

ous harmony. In all this complexity and harmony the infinite wisdom , power,

and goodness of God are transcendently manifest. And the teaching, - the same

is certainly and gloriously true as to man in the complexity of human affairs .
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By John P. PETERS, Ph . D.

Professor in the Protestant Episcopal Divinity School, Philadelphia.

The prophet Isaiah (x . , 8 ) makes the Assyrian king say, 171. '**77

dig . I do not know that attention has been called to the reference which is

here made to the difference of usage of the related Hebrew and Assyrian , in the

words for “ king ” and “ prince . ” The Hebrew ? has the signification of the

Assyrian šar, and , vice versa , Assyrian malaku corresponds in sense to Hebrew

hing. The prophet plays upon this difference of use.

Amos 1.,6 – Gaza is to be punished nami nina onizan -hy. Gesenius,

Handwörterbuch , 9th edition , would render this “ because they took captive , ” die

gefangenen in voller Zahl. The LXX . explain apavi 1999 by aixparvoiav toi

Earwuóv. The translation of the LXX . makes no sense , but suggests a change of

pointing for the Hebrew which makes an unintelligible passage intelligible , viz. ,

nohu7924. What the prophet seems to mean is, that Gaza is to be punished

for its breach of a professedly friendly relation , in kidnapping Hebrews to be sold

as slaves. It means “ because they carried captive them who were at peace.”

The same meaning belongs to the phrase in the 9th verse , where Tyre is guilty of

the same crime. Perhaps it is not necessary to change the pointing of age in

order to justify such a rendering. A glance at Digue and in a llebrew

lexicon will show any one that, at least according to our Massoretic pointing, the

two words have been somewhat confused in use. So , in our English Bibles , at

Gen. XXXIII . , 18 , we read, “ And Jacob came to Shalem , a city of Shechem ,"

where the real sense is , “ And Jacob came in peace to the city of Shechem .” At

. , , (

Smith , Prophets of Israel , p . 427 ) .

Isa . XI . , 15.— The sense of this verse seems to be , “ As Jehovah laid under the

ban the tongue of the Egyptian sea ; so will he wave his hand against the Euphra

tes with a blast of his breath , and smite it into seven rivulets , and make a way for

sandaled feet.” The comparison throughout the passage is one of the past and

the future . The rescue from Egypt is made the text of a promise of rescue from

Assyrian bondage. This comparison is carried so far that, in imitation of the

Song of the Sea , ( Exod . xv .) we have here ( Isa. XII . ) a similar song to be sung

after the new deliverance , Isa . XII . , 2 even being quoted partly from Exod . XV ., 2 .

Amos V., 25–27 . — The use of tenses and conjunctions, as also the connection

of thought, in this passage , seems to me to be the same as in the passage from

Isaiah just quoted . Sacrifices and meat offerings ye offered unto me in the wil

derness forty years , O house of Israel; so shall ye take up Sikkuth , your king,and

Kiun , your star-god , your images which ye made for yourselves, and I will carry

you captive beyond Damascus.” The wandering out of captivity in the past is

compared with the wandering into it in the future ; the worship of the true God

.cf)הָמְלַׁשforהָמֹלְׁשMic .II .,8 ,it has been suggested that we should read

66
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explaining the former,ןָויִּכandתּוּכַסIIe would pointםֶכיֵהֹלֱאposition after

לֶאּונָּמִע

in the past, with that of idols in the future. In the translation of the passage I

have transposed 0978, as suggested by Professor Schrader (KAT. 442 ) to a

,

as Sa k -kut, a Sumerian-Akkadian name of Adar, and the latter as the Assyrian

Ka-a i-va-nu, or Saturn , making them thus nearly identical . The former name

reminds us involuntarily of nije niso of 2 Kgs . XVIII . , 30 , which latter Mr.

Budge says is the god Zarpanituv.

Isa. VII . , 14.—The best commentary to this passage is , it seems to me , Mic.

IV . , 10. In the latter passage , the Daughter of Zion is in travail with the birth of

a purified remnant. The capture of Jerusalem itself is represented as part of the

throes of labor. “ Writhe and twist, Daughter of Zion, like one that giveth birth ;

for now shalt thou go out of the city and dwell in the field .” In Isa. VIII . , 8 , 11 ,

seems to be used to indicate the purified remnant which shall still

remain after the Assyrian river has overflowed the land, against which no counsel

or might of the foe shall prevail, because it is a god -with - us. In Isa. VII . , 14 , in

,

spoken of. She is pregnant with the pujay', the purified remnant, and in the

distress that is at hand the prophet sees the pangs of birth . It is quite possible

that we owe the unusual word here used, 179? y , to the unoriginal form in which

the prophecy has been preserved to us , as a mere abstract put into shape appar

ently by some one other than the prophet, at some period posterior to the events

recorded . On the other hand , it is quite possible that the LXX . , 1 Tapy évoc, may

represent the original reading ; so that we should substitute , in the Hebrew ,

.

the Daughter of Zion ( cf. Jer. XVIII . , 13 ; XXXI., 4 , 21 ; Amos V., 2) . Is it pos

sible that we have in the Hebrew a doctrinally modified text , the LXX . testifying

to the true original ? The Targum of Jonathan , usually so free in its use of

XV , even in Isa. LIII . , gives no hint, of a Messianic character, of the prophecy

in Isa. VII . , 14. nor, where y vay is again used, in Isa.VIII . , 8 , 11 .

isןֹויִצ־תַּבI believe that theהָמְלַעָה,spite of the very unusual word used

This would be the natural word to use with reference toהָמְלַעָהforהָלּותְּבַה
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BY PROFssor F. B. DENIO ,

Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor, Me.

THE REPETITION OF THE CONSTRUCT STATE BEFORE A SECOND GENITIVE .

The language of the grammars on this subject is pretty harmonious. Gesen

ius ( % 114 : 1 ) : “ The language avoids, also , letting a noun in the construct state be

followed by several genitives connected by and (, ) , and prefers in that case to

repeat the nomen regens ; e . g. , Gen. XXIV. , 3 1787 7581 Ding Pos

the God of the heavens and the God of the earth .” Ewald (339: 6) : “ If a noun in the

construct state or a preposition refers to several nouns, it is always to be repeated

( see % 289 ) , unless those which follow attach themselves readily , in accordance

with the meaning, to the first; as w271 2nd flowing with milk and honey,

Exod . III ., 8 , and other examples in Judg. 1. , 6 , 7 ; 1 Chron. XXIX . , 2 ; Prov . I. , 3 .

[ Judg. I. , 6 , 7 , and 1 Chron , XXIX . , 2 , give four instances of a pair of genitives

after a single construct noun. Prov.1., 3, is more noteworthy : 720p D13 nopy

: Onepi Daun Pis to receive the instruction of wisdom , justice, and

judgment and equity . Four genitives, the last two of which are joined by 1 ] .

When there are several nouns the construct state is often repeated with every

one, or with every two, Jer. VIII . , 1. , Isa. II . , 2.” Jer. VIII . , 1 , gives five gen

itives , each preceded by its own construct state, which is niasy bones in every

instance . Again , Isa. II . , 2 , gives three pairs of genitives after the thrice repeat

ed 17:17 spirit. An examination of this passage will show that the two genitives

attached to the same construct are closely united to form a single idea . Ewald

( & 289 : c ) seems to furnish an explanation for the non- repetition of the construct

in the instances where it is not repeated with each genitive. “ Similarly, a poetic

writer may only mentally resume the construct state in the case of a subsequent

member of the sentence, whether this be in the beginning of the following part,

Prov .1. I. , 3 , or after some other words in the middle of it , Job . XXVI., 10.” That

is, in Prov. 1. , 3 , cited above , 7013 is to be repeated after the áthnāḥ,
because

there is no ļ before 273 [?] . In Job XXVI.,10 , the explanation is good for the

somewhat peculiar translation of Ewald , which , however, seems both unnecessary

and harsh . In any case this seeming explanation in Ewald ( % 289 : c ) is applied

only to poetic constructions, and therefore will have no value for a frequent occur

rence of the construction in prose. There are several instances where this expla

nation has no value, and another may be suggested which is to the mind of the

writermuch better ; it is an explanation which is in accord with the citation from

Ewald ( % 339 : b ) . The translator of Ewald's Hebrew Syntax ( after % 289 : c )

inserts a passage as follows: “ Nor does the Hebrew even like to have two or

more nouns co -ordinated after one construct noun ; the governing word is rather

repeated before the second subordinated noun ; thus, the God of heaven and the

God of earth , Gen. XXIV ., 3 ; the God of Abraham , and the God of Isaac , and the

God of Jacob , Exod . III . , 6 , 15 ; but the shorter mode of expression is also
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So.

used , see verse 16.” In Müller's Hebrew Syntax ( % 75 : c) the same statement is

made as in Gesenius. A remark is added , however , ( 75 : c . Rem . a ): “ Rarely as

in Gen. XIV . , 19,yox? Did 1735 Possessor of heaven and earth , ' where,

however, both genitives are still of the same kind , viz . , possessive."

The liking of the Hebrews to repeat the construct noun is doubtless caused

by the tendency to circumstantiality in narrative. This tendency has powerfully

colored the New Testament diction (Winer's New Testament Grammar, 65 : 4 ) .

The exceptions to the rule cited from the grammars, however, are far too numer

ous to be called rare . They are so numerous as not to prove the rule , but to break

it down . It is not said that the exceptions are more numerous than the instances

of conformity , though the general impression of the writer would lead him to say

The following references show something of the frequency of the violation of

the rule : Deut. XII . , 6 ; XXVIII . , 4 , 51 ; XXXII . , 19 ; Isa. I. , 28 ; X. , 28 ; XLV ., 14 ;

LX ., 6 - give illustrations of genitives in pairs. Deut. VIII . , 7 ; Isa . 1. , 11 ; XXXVII . ,

3 - give illustrations of genitives in groups of three. Isa . XXXVI. , 17 gives two

pairs. Deut. VIII . , 8 gives five genitives after one construct . This list is not

exhaustive , and is purposely confined to these two books. The writer doubts

whether as many instances of accordance with the rule will be found as he has

noted exceptions. Of course these two books cannot prove universal usage .

Their usage , or lack of usage , is enough to raise the question how extensive an

usage the rule records .

A more important question is , What is the difference in thought between the

phrase in which the construct is repeated and the phrase in which it is omitted ?

One suggestion has been noted above , viz. , that the construct was repeated in

thought with the second genitive . This was suggested only for the usage in

poetry. Without doubt , this is a correct explanation of some cases , but not of

most . Another suggestion is to be found in the quotation above from Ewald

( 8 339 : b ) , in the words " unless they attach themselves readily, in accordance

with the meaning, with the first.” The citation from Müeller ( ² 75 : c , Rem . a ) is

in harmony with this. To put it in another form , it is like the mode of conception

in the New Testament Greek , when a preposition is expressed with only the first

of several nouns governed by it . Cf. Winer's New Testament Grammar (50 : 7 ) ,

“ When two or more substantives dependent on the same preposition immediately

follow one another, joined together by a copula, the preposition , if the substantives

in question denote things which are to be conceived as distinct and independent,

.. but not repeated , if the subtantives fall under a single category , or ( if

proper names) under one common class.” To the same effect Buttmann's New

Testament Grammar ( 8 147 : 30 ) , “ By omitting to repeat the preposition , the

writer gives an intimation that he regards the members rather as homogeneous,

belonging together , or united into one whole ; by repeating it, that he wants to

have them taken as independent, of a dissimilar or even contrary nature." Sim

ilar are the explanations given of the repetition or non - repetition of the article

after the first of two or more nouns of the same number, gender and case and

connected by kai . Buttmann , % 125 : 15 , 16 and 17 ; and Winer, % 19 : 3 , 4 and 5 .

The principle involved is rather a necessity in the nature of thought than a

mere usage . It is likely , therefore, that the same phenomena and the same mode

of expression might occur in languages so widely dissimilar as the Greek and the

Hebrew . Therefore, it would seem that, where the Hebrew wished to portray with
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which:בקֲעַייֵהֹלאֵוקָחְצִייֵהלֶאםָהָרְבַאיֵהלֶא has been mentioned above т т :

circumstantiality the individual relations or properties of that which was expressed by

the construct noun, he repeated it with each genitive, or sometimes with each pair of

yenitives. If he wished to unite these relations in a group and to ignore the individual

relations, he did not repeat the genitive . To illustrate the point take an example

:
". ? !

Exod . III . , 6 , 15 ; iv. , 5. In Exod. 111., 16 , we find only one construct : x

gjy? Pmy? 0773N. This same form is found in 1 Kgs. XVIII., 36 ; ï

Chron. xxix. , 18 , and 2 Chron. xxx. , 6 . In these last references XD!? is

used inthe place of the apenofthe earlier expression. Where loisg is not

repeated it shows more clearly the idea of the one God in his relations with the

race - ancestors. Where 728 is repeated it brings out the idea of God in relation

to each of the great ancestors of the race. This may account for the fact that

the later expressions all group the three names together. In the earlier concep

tion , because, perhaps , the writer had the three individuals more distinctly in

mind, Abraham, Isaac and Jabob are individualized by the repetition of 1758

In the later writings the three ancestors were conceived in their common relation

to the race rather than in their individual relation. Some confirmation of this

conception is found in the phrases in Exod. II . , 24 , -78 077x -nx in

px :nN? PITY !, and 2Kgs. XIII . , 23 , where the preposition niş is used withi

O77X and omitted with the following genitives. It is worthy of note that this

group ofnames occurs with after 8787 in Exod. VI . , 3 ; with after you ?

or 'myavi in Gen. L., 24 ; Exod . xxxIII., 1 ; Num . XXII. , 11 ; Deut. xxxiv. ,

4 ; after 71 in Deut. ix . , 27 ; as appositives after a preceding noun in Deut. I. ,

8 ; VI., 10 ; ix . , 5 , 27 ; XXIX. , 12 ; xxx. , 20. In all these cases the preposition

is repeated with each of three names. This group of words occurs but

one other time—in Lev. XXVI . , 42 , and this passage seems more than almost any

other to verify the opinion that the repetition is for the sake of circumstantiality .

- ?

Then will I remember my covenant with Jacob; and

also my covenant with Isaac and also my covenant with Abraham will I remember,

and the land will I remember.

orלא

םָהָרְבַאיִתיִרְּב-תֶאףַאְוקָחְצִייִתיִרְּב-תֶאףַאְובֹוקֲעַייִתיִרְּב־תֶאיִּתְרַכֶז

רֹּכְזֶאץֶרָאָהְורָּכזא

ITT :
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On the Semitic Languages In General.—All the Semitic languages constitute

a strictly peculiar and individual family, which is most sharply distinguished from

all other human tongues by definite laws and peculiarities. Among these pecul

iarities the following may be mentioned as the most important :

1 ) So far as inflection is concerned , all inflectional roots are at least triliteral,

or are so considered . The triliteral character is the rule . The indicative roots

( Deutewurzel ) , which are capable of inflection only in a very imperfect manner ,

are an exception to this rule. ' They constitute a very ancient portion of the lan

guage. These and a number of concept roots ( Begriffswurzel) which yield to the

ordinary inflection only with great difficulty , and very clearly show the marks of

having originated from biliteral roots, point to an older period of the language,

when the law of triliterality did not yet exist. This is not to be understood to

mean that then no triliteral roots existed at all . In the case of many triliteral

roots, every attempt to reduce them to a biliteral character ends in a failure . In

that period of the language, the triliteral roots probably occupied the same position

with reference to the biliteral that the pluriliteral now hold by the side of the trilit

eral . Gradually their number increased , as by augmentation of sound the bilit

eral roots were raised to the position of triliterals, until finally the latter constituted

the majority , and caused the biliterals that remained to take their inflection .

The present system of both nominal and verbal formation can in its fundamental

types—but only in these-easily be older than the law of triliterality.

From this law of triliterality , it follows that the union of a consonant with a

vowel does not suffice for the formation of a complete and inflectional root, as,

e. g. , is the case in the Indo -European and the Tartaric languages. For instance,

to be ; do to give ; Turkest. ko-make to place, etc.

2 ) The position of a vowel within the root does not contribute to the mean

ing of the root.

3) The variations of the vowels within the three - root consonants does not

effect a difference in the meaning of the roots . Roots with the difference in mean

ing which the German language has in haben , heben ; laben , leben , lieben loben ;

Last, List, Lust , could not exist side by side in any Semitic language.

4 ) Since then the meaning of the root clings to the group of consonants, the

changes in consonants is accordingly restricted to very narrow limits. The dif

ferent derivatives from the roots can therefore, in the various Semitic languages,

not be so unlike each other, as , e . g . , is the case in the Indo -European language ;

for instance, eiui for équi, Sanskrit asmi, Lat. sum for es -um , Gothic im for is - m . On

the other hand, the Semitic makes a most extensive use of vowel changes, in

order to bring out the finer shades of meaning which the word conveys over

against its root as also over against other words. In this manner the vowel a

characterizes, in the perfect, the active transitive meaning ; a in conjunction

with i and u , the intransitive ; u with i, or a , the passive . In the same manner

the imperfect is distinguished by a peculiar vowel from the perfect. From this it

is also plain that the possibility of the mechanical change of vowels is a very lim

as =
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ited one , and is found more in connection with prefixes and suffixes than with

roots . In consequence of this , the Semitic languages differ from each other in

grammatical features scarcely more than do the Germanic or the Slavonic .

5 ) The Semitic languages have a number of peculiar sounds that are wanting

in other languages. These are the emphatic sounds 3, 0 , p and yy. Beside 3

there seems at one time also to have existed a ġ da, beside y a Ý Rain.

6) The Semitic languages have indeed passed beyond the agglutinative stage,

and have become inflected languages ; however they lack the ability of distin

guishing in the verb the time in which the action takes place. In the place of

this , the distinction between completed and non - completed action is a substitute

of less value , and the distinction between the genders that is carried almost

throughout the verb , is , strictly speaking, a luxury. The inflection of nouns,

however, especially when compared with the Indo -Germanic, the Tartaric, and

the Finnish languages, is very meagre . The richest of the Semitic languages

knows only three cases , and cannot everywhere keep even these apart in form .

7 ) A further want is the inability to form new verbs by the union of a prepo

sition and a verb , or of a noun and a verb . From this is explained the varied and

often abrupt transfers of meanings in the Semitic roots. Every outward sign of

a transfer of a general meaning upon something special is wanting, or vice versa ,

how one special meaning is applied to another special , or a general to another

general. To a small extent this lack is made good by the possibility of deriving

new verbs in the form of various verbal stems from nouns ( verba denominata ),

whose meanings then contain the special ideas of the noun .

The Semitic languages, on account of their peculiarities as just explained ,

could most aptly be called the Triliteral languages. The name Semitic , by which

they are now known , is a very recent designation . It is first found printed in an

article of August Ludwig Schlözer on the Chaldees , printed in the Repertorium fuer

Bibl. und Morgenländ. Literatur in 1781. The honor having given the name

wide acceptation belongs to Johann Gottfr. Eichhorn , who also claims to have

invented the name. Before that these languages were called simply oriental.

The name Semitic is based upon the fact that, as far as was known then , those

nations that, according to Gen. X. , 21 seq ., descended from Shem, spoke languages

related to the Hebrew . That the Phænicians , who according to verse 6 were a

Hamitic tribe , spoke such a tongue was explained by their having adopted a new

language. However, this latter view is in the highest degree improbable. And

then Genesis x . gives us only geographical notices in a genealogical garb. There

fore the designation Semitic is inappropriate and misleading. However, since

Eichhorn's day it has been generally in vogue, and in scientific discussion it has

gradually received a definitely fixed idea . For this reason it is best to retain the

name, although not what a correct exegesis of Gen. XI . 10 would suggest as to the

linguistic relationship of the children of Shem .

The Semitic languages, by the marks that have been noticed above , are

sharply distinguished from all other classes of languages. Especially is it a fixed

fact that between the Semitic and the Indo - European groups no genealogical

relationship exists . To such a relationship the agreement not only in roots is

necessary , but also in the grammatical structure . The latter is in the two families

essentially different, and just as little can the former be found . The attempt has

often been made to show the connection as far as roots are concerned . But
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no other roots except the onomata poetica agree . And if the variety of mean

ings did not exist in the Semitic roots, probably no attempt at an agreement

would have been made. All attempts to show such an agreement do not stand

the test of criticism . For the present a comparison of Semitic and Indo-Euro

pean roots is not possible , because in both groups important preliminary questions

are still unsolved . Comparisons between Semitic and Indo -European words is a

mark of dilettantic misdemeanor (Unfug ). Whenever the same words are found

in both the one has borrowed from the other.

According to the opinion of other scholars a certain original relationship

exists between the Semitic and the neighboring languages in North Africa, or

the Berber languages together with the Egyptian . In reality there is found

here not only a similarity in the roots , but also likenesses in grammatical points,

as , e . g . , the formation of the feminine by a t , of the causative by sibilant sounds

(Zischlaute ), the repetition of the root in order to form the intensive, etc.

lIowever, we are too little acquainted with these North African languages to

pass a sure judgment. Above all , it must not be overlooked in the discussion

of the question as to the relationship of the Semitic with the Indo -European

or the African languages, that the same causes have the same results, i . e . ,

that similarly disposed people spontaneously produce similar characteristics in

their languages.- Translated from Stade's Hebr. Grammatik , by G. H. Schodde.

The Relatives • vj and X - There are three views as to the relation of these

to each other ; viz. , ( 1) The view of F. Hommel,1 that the two are of independent

origin , 10X being the construct of an original Tox ( Assyr. ašru ) , and .

(deflected to : v ) being an original sign of relation ; ( 2) What may be called the

old view , represented by Ewald and the grammarians generally , which reckons

was the original relative, and derives .w or •' by aphæresis of X and

assimilation of 7 ; ( 3 ) That of Sperling, who makes .w the original relative , and

derives 70x from it by prefixing an independent pronominal stem a , and affixing

lă (which appears also in the Arabic relative alladi ) , 5 being then hardened to 7.

The second view has been sufficiently refuted by Sperling. Of the first and

third , the third seems to the present writer to contain the essence of the truth , in

deriving ex from • v. Hommel's objections may be reduced to three ;-1st.

There is an ašar in Assyrian, the construct of the noun ašru , and this word

is used relatively . In reply, it may be stated that ašar is frequently used

relatively where place is referred to (and this may be explained as a loose mode

of expression with the relative omitted (cf. Isa. XXIX. , 1 ; perhaps also Job

XVIII . , 21 ) , or as a natural extension of the idea of place to place where);

but no well attested instance has been cited to prove an extension of its mean

ing to other relations.3 Hommel indeed quotes I R. 59 , II . , 14 seq.:-(14 )

Šadim nisâti ( 15 ) ištu tamti iliti ( 16 ) adi tamti šapliti, ( 17 ) urhum

ašţûtim, ( 18 ) padanim piḥûti , ( 19 ) ašar kibsišu arrusu (20 ) Šipila

1 In ZDMG . , 1878, pp . 708-715 .

2 Die Nota Relationis im Hebraeischen , Jena, 1876 .

3 This point seemed so important, and the writer's knowledge of Assyrian so meagre, that he

has consulted his friend Dr. Lyon on the subject, who informs him that he has found no passage

where ašar is used relatively save in respect to place .
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ibášu , ( 21 ) ḥarânam namraşam , (22 ) ur'uḥ zumami (23 ) írtidi-as an

example of a wider use ; but ašar in this case may be regarded as having its

primary meaning, with the relative understood before it, and used just as it is in

Lotz , Tiglathpileser , p. 28 , 1. 38. The fact that kibsi ends in i , though not

demonstrative evidence of it , has its bearing in this direction ; for the termination

i is very rarely found in the nominative of nouns. The similarity between a šar

and 72 :X may be explained, then , as a mere coincidence.

The further objections of Hommel, namely , that I and r in Semitic are never

exchanged for each other, and that r is never found as a pronominal stem - if true ,

are not vital to the essence of Sperling's claim . It would seem , however, that

nux might be more naturally derived from the shorter relative than is attempted

by him . Hommel is right in maintaining that .w is original, and . derived ;

but having • ® , the transition to w is not difficult, whether we suppose the

Dāghēš to have arisen simply to make prominent the previous sound (as Sperling

claims) , or as compensation for the 5 of ; for the use of 7 to avoid Dāghēš

forte is not unknown in Semitic , but is found, not only in Aramaic and Hebrew

, , ,

punt. After the addition of 7 , the word might easily take on the character of

a separable, and then prosthetic X would be appropriate . Cf. the Samaritan de ,

but with suffixes ed . For the change of aq inseparable into a separable cf. ioa,

, .

According to this explanation, then , the original wj was supported by Dāghēš

forte and deflected to • *. For the Dāghēš, 7 was afterwards substituted , and

the word thereby formed received prosthetic &, an increase familiar in the

Semitic tongues. C. R. BROWN,

Newton Centre, Mass.

besideאֵסִּכקֶׂשֶמְרִּבforאֵסְרָּכ.Quadriliterals,but also in other words ,as ,e .g

ֹומְּכֹומְל

Genesis xx . , 16.—It is shown by Dillmann, in his Kommentar, that nhau

is found in the Nịph'ål Perf. 2d sing. f . , with wāw consecutive , and his translation

may be rendered into English as follows : And with all ( that are with thee)—thus

thou art proved one to whom a wrong has been done or ......thus thou art justified .

1 is consecutive, and introduces the conclusion from the preceding statement. A

Participle is out of place in such a connection , and a feminine noun no less so.

We might suppose the word to be Perf. 3d fem. in ___, and concerning the whole

matter thus it is settled ; but this idea would be expressed with the masculine, not

the feminine. Hence our author feels himself shut up to the second person fem . ,

? So far Dillmann . In the occurrence of such

a form , however, is there not a key to the solution of the problem of the helping

-- of Lāmědh Guttural verbs in the 2d person feminine ? Some writers regard it

as furtive, while others regard it as a full vowel ; but this reading ( if correct)

in s seems to be nearly decisive for the second hypothesis, for it gives us a form

which is just what we should expect the verb to assume under the influence of

helping vowel, and similar to :729, VI, 37. In such cases as these, a final

aspirate, if preceded by the helping vowel , loses its hard sound, though it is quite

andְּתַחְכִנְו he corrects the text to

1 Cf. C. H , Toy, in American Journal of Philology , Vol. V. , No. 4 .
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usual to retain the hard sound and go without the helping vowel , and we have

such forms as muing and even a noun 77) . It is a singular fact , however, that ,

in very rare instances , the hard sound is retained after the helping vowel has been

inserted, e. g. in 717", Job III.,6 ; 977, Ps. VII.,6. Now yn being a form pre

cisely analogous to 27 and especially to Tym ), Hos. II . , 15 , it is idle to say that

the vowel in the first instance is furtive , and in the second a full vowel ( see, how

ever, Stade, Grammatik , p. 85 ). The possibility is thrown open , then , of retaining

a hard sound after a vowel. If so , the same is true of the vowel in the 2d person

f . of Lāmědh Guttural verbs. The hard sound of this person might very well be

retained , usually, in order to conform to the analogy of the other persons, while a

word such as we have considered in this note gives the more accurate form of

the same. IBID.

akinהָנָא),thatתֵע, to)הָנָעisתֶעthatthe root ofְּבandתֶעCommon originin

Note on yg (Dan . II . , 23 ; Ezra V. , 16 ) Ny ? ( Ezra IV . , 10 , 11 ; VII . , 12)

nya ( Ezra iv . , 17 ).-It may not seem out of place to repeat, substantially, that

which has already appeared in print, but which may not have been seen by many

readers of HEBRAICA . There can be little doubt that these three words have a

> , , ), ny.

therefore, means “ time” as that which is “ approaching ," " coming to meet one,

“ happening,” and that the word may have a local as well as a temporal significa

tion. According to this , jyo may very well mean “ now , ” as derived from the

idea “according to time,” while, in another connection , nys or nye may have

a local meaning “according to that which immediately follows this place.” No

other explanation seems appropriate in Daniel and Ezra , and so the meaning

" thus , "," " as follows " ( not , however, “ and so forth ," as given in Gesenius's Lex

icon ; for“ and so forth ” refers rather to what is omitted than to what is expressed ,

while here there is probably no question of anything in mind which might be said

in a formula , or the like , but was not ) seems the only one admissible .

IBID .

71973 or may ?—In The Prophecies of Isaiah ( ed . 3 , vol . 11. , pp . 142–3 )

I have ventured to combine both views as to the right pronunciation, suggesting

" that the original pronunciation was ans, and the original meaning black

ness ' or darkness '; but that , as no other offshoot of the same stem had survived

in Hebrew, the word passed into disuse , till Amos ( V. , 8 ) and Isaiah ( IX . , 1 ) re

vived it.” I suppose these prophets to have needed a fresh word to express " deep

gloom ," and to have assumed a didactic derivation from 48 and nya . I will not

repeat my arguments, but quote some remarks of Prof. Nöldeke , who supports

Hitzig in his opposition to the now popular theory that 1978 , i . e . , darkness,

is the true form . “ We have no right, for the sake of a root unproved elsewhere ,

to give up the ancient traditional and very appropriate pronunciation . Observe,

too , that the word occurs seventeen times in the Old Testament, but never in the

construct state ; this is much more easily explicable if the word is a compound

than if it is simple . The only passage (Job XII . , 22 ) in which the gender and

number of the word can be recognized , speaks ( though not with absolute deci

1 See the opinion of Fleischer in appendix to Levy's Woerterbuch ueber die Targumim , p . 572 .
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siveness) for the masculine singular, i . e . , for the old view . " ( Review of A. v .

Kremer's Altarab . Gedichte in Gött . gelehrte Anzeigen , 1867 , Bd . 1. , p . 456 ) .

To an inquiry made in my behalf by a friend of mine, Prof. Nöldeke thus

replies . “ The tradition is unanimous....and this view gives an excellent sense .

It is not important that, by the frequent use of the word , the signification became

somewhat weakened .” He points out that ons is always a plastic image, never

a painted one, much less a “ shade " ( as Mühlau and Volck ) . He does not, how

ever, take account of the fact that on to be dark occurs in Assyrian , and is ,

therefore , an old Semitic root. This fact , and the use of 1968 in Job XXXVIII . ,

17 , and probably elsewhere , for Hades (either by direct reference or allusively )

compel me to recognize an element of truth in the theory which Prof. Nöldeke

rejects. See my note as above. T. K. CHEYNE .

Moriah . — The Chronicles ( 2 Chron . III . , 1 ) seems to have explained the word

“ shown by Jehovah ” ( 1879), but the writer of Gen. XXII . , 14 (whether a

glossator or not) seems to me to distinguish the mountain called “ Jehovah jireh "

from the region of “ the Moriah ” specified in verse 1. In other words , it is not

provable that he interpreted “ Moriah ” like the Chronicles. Is not “ Moriah ”

probably a lengthened form of 17719 (XII . , 6 ) , as Gesenius ( Thesaurus, s. v . ) , Ewald

( Gesch . III . , 313 ) , and Grätz (Monatsschrift, 1872 , p . 537 ) have more or less positive

ly held ? There were Morehs in several districts of Palestine (see Gen. XII . , 6 ;

Judg. VII. , 1 , where, however, the Peshito reads 1977).—N . B. The versions

take no account of the final 7' . Josephus calls the mountain of the sacrifice tò

Møprov opos ( Ant. I. , 13 , 1 ) . The historical exposition of Gen. XXII . , 1-14 must be

reserved for another place. IBID .

At page 387 of the OLD TESTAMENT STUDENT, June , 1884 , Mr. Hansen refers

to the unique sense of “ conscience ” for ypp in Eccles. X. , 20. He may be in

clined to accept Klostermann's proposed correction of 72.729 into 7272

among thine acquaintance ( Studien und Kritiken , 1885 , Heft 1). How strange

the parallel between the conscience and a sleeping -chamber presupposed by the

traditional text ! IBID.

66

sex

Errata in the Baer - Delitzsch Edition of Proverbs . - For the convenience of

those who have the Baer- Delitzsch edition of Proverbs, it may be well to note

certain needed errata in the dissertation De primam vocabulorum litterarum dages

satione.

p. viii , & 1 , last line, for 12 read 13

% 2 , line 7 , 4 14

foot-note 1 , linel , quinque

2 , last line , 6 18 ( bis )

p . ix , % 4 , line 2 , after Mem insert the words “ vel Beth et Pe."

9, for 8 read 18

9 , 9 , 10 10,9

10 11

25

* 15 ,
12 2

11 ,

• 12 , 26

:
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p . ix , 24 , 1. 16 , for 24,6

66 29,6

66
11

66

19 ,

foot -note 2 , line 1 ,

p . x , % 5 , line 8 ,

8 ,
66

66 8 ,
66

5

23

6

25

“ 28,16

“ 31,16

66
3 from bot .

read 24 , 5

“ 29 , 36

21

“ 20,26

12

24

7

15

“ 28,17

“ 31,36

27

17,7

4, 13

9

, 31

49

“ foot-n.

66 5 ,

66
17

“ 17 , 6

66

66

7 ,

p. xi , text, 3 from top ,

last line ,

p . xii ,

** 15 ,

8 from bot.

lines 4 and 8

line 1 ,

66
66 21 , “ 6 21,3

66

p . xiii , sex

line 13 ,
66

5 , 5

10

3

29

quinque

29

24

Ez.

4

25

2

28

25

p . xiv , "

66 66

19 ,

6 ,

6 ,

4 from bot.

4

4

Ex .

14

26

22 , 3

64 66 66

p . XV ,

“ ft . -n.1 , “
66

** 22 ,

“ 3 , 15 662, 12

O. O. FLETCHER.

Purpose without a Connective.The simplest imaginable construction of two

verbs , one of which is dependent upon the other, is that in which they are placed

side by side without a connective. Such a construction is characteristic of infan

cy . It was doubtless very frequent in the early history of the Hebrew , as of

other languages. It is still found, especially in poetry , where it is employed to

give to a composition a vivacity not often sought in prose . The dependent verb

is oftenest in the Imperfect , the tense suited to expressing the potentiality of an

action ( Driver , & 24 ) . When this tense appears in its simplest form , there is

sometimes difficulty in determining just what is the nature of the dependence

expressed . In certain cases either of two or three interpretations may be adopted

with little variation of the sense ; e . g . Deut. XXXII., 39 ; Isa. L. , 2 ; Prov . xix .,

25. In other cases the context favors a translation by one of the forms by which ,

in English , a purpose is expressed . When the Imperfect appears in a voluntative

(jussive or cohortative) form , there is seldom any doubt with reference to its sig

nification ( Driver, % 46 ) . It is then usually best translated by a dependent clause

with a particle denoting a purpose .

I need only call attention to the fact that the voluntative is not always dis

tinguishable , when used, and that the sacred writers are not consistent in the use

of the moods . The Imperative is a few times employed after an Imperative with

out a connective.

The following are among the more striking examples under this head,

arranged according to the use ofthe moods and tenses :
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PERFECT - IMPERFECT.

Isa. XLI . , 2. The jussive 77 in this passage can hardly be equivalent to the

simple Imperfect (Driver, & 64 , Obs. Cf. the commentaries of Ewald and De

litzsch).- Job xxx . , 28. The usual construction with the Infinitive is abandoned ,

probably because a repetition of the act is to be indicated.-Neh . XIII . , 19. The

command to the guard is the apodosis.

IMPERFECT CONSECUTIVE-IMPERFECT.

Isa. XLI . , 7. The confident assertion of the workmen , ova 3, forms the

apodosis .—Job xvi . , 8. In this, as in the passage xxx. , 28 , just cited, the leading

verb is Dip , after which the usual construction is that with the Infinitive.

2 Chron . IV . , 6. The Infinitive is followed by an emphatic explanatory clause

( Ewald's Lehrbuch, % 337 b ) .

IMPERFECT - IMPERFECT.

Ex . XXVIII . , 32 ; repeated , xxxix . , 23 , witiout the verb of the protasis.- Lev.

XVI . , 30 ; an emphatic explanatory clause.-Ps. LI . , 10 : that the bones which thou

hast broken may rejoice .-LV. , 7 : that Imay fly ; after a question implying a wish.

LXXXVIII . , 11 ; really two successive questions ( see Delitzsch i . l . ) .—CII . , 14 ; like

the last example , instead of the more usual Infinitive.-CXL. , 9 ; similar to the

construction with 72 , but more striking . — Job XXIV . , 14 ( cf. XVI. , 8 ) .

IMPERATIVE - IMPERFECT.

Exod . vii . , 9 ; with the jussive .-XVIII . , 19 ; a colloquial expression.-Ps. IX . ,

21 : that the nations may know .--XXXIV ., 12 ( cf. Exod. XVIII . , 19 ).- XXXIX ., 5 ;

with the cohortative .-LI . , 16.-LXI . , 8 ( cf. Jonah 11. , 1).--- LXXXVI., 11.-CXVIII . ,

19 : that I may enter them,-may praise Yah.-cxix . , 17 (cf. verses 77 and 144 ).

CXIX:, 145 .

When the purpose is negative the apodosis regularly takes 78. Exod . x . ,

28. Ps. xix. , 14 ( cf. Job xxxIII . , 18 ) . Job XXXVI. , 21 .

ܕ

INFINITIVE - IMPERFECT.

Hab . III . , 16 : to invade it ; another construction with the Infinitive .

PARTICIPLE - IMPERFECT .

Isa . V. , 11 ( cf. 1 Sam . XXIX . , 11 , where a single act is denoted ) .-XIII . , 9 ;

where the construction with the Infinitive is once used , but abandoned for that

with the finite verb ( cf. Lev. XVI . , 30 ) .

IMPERATIVE - IMPERATIVE .

Deut. 1. , 21. 1 Sam. XX. , 36. Jer. XLVIII . , 6 There are several idiomatic

expressions containing two Imperatives which might, perhaps, be shown originally

to have implied a purpose ; e.g. those in which the first Imperative is, 75 , 017 , etc.

The foregoing examples may, in comparison with other expressions of pur

pose , be called indefinite. A particle may be supplied without changing the

quality , but not without modifying the intensity of the idea. It is, therefore,

plain that this construction cannot be said to denote a peculiar kind of purpose ,

but only to give to it a lively reality , whatever may be its peculiarity .

[ In Syriac the omission of the connective is even more frequent than in
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Hebrew ( see Uhlemann, 8% 85. 4 : d , B , and 62 , 2 ) . In this language the latter of

two perfects without a connective may denote the purpose of the former (Uhle

mann , & 60.5 , b ; Bernstein's Chrestomathia Syriaca , p. 56 , 11. 3 and 12 , and p. 78 ,

1. 3 ).] H. G. MITCHELL ,

Boston.

On the Source of the Name 1977.-Since the theory that the idea in the

tetragrammaton as already used by Moses had undergone the change of a devel

opment, might find some support in the claim that the name Y ah weh has been

taken from other religious systems , it will be necessary briefly to explain the

opinions of scholars, those of our day especially, on this subject , as also what

seems to be the correct view concerning it. Since Israel could have borrowed the

name in question only through the presupposed or real, direct or indirect, connec

tion with other nations, it will be best to consider in order the different nations

who are claimed to have made use of the name Yahweh.

That the Indo- Europeans have this Old Testament appellation for God in the

word Jovis , is considered by v . Bohlen ( Gen. p . ciii ) , Vatke ( Bibl. Theol. p . 672 ) ,

and J. G. Müller ( Die Semiten , etc. , p . 163 ) as “ a view not easily to be refuted .”

But so little direct connection between the Indo - European and the Semitic lan

guages can be pointed out, that it is out of question to find a derivative of the

Indo-European div ( to shine ) transferred into the Semitic ; but rather must the

name of Yahweh, used by one of the Semitic nations ( Israel ) , be derived from

a Semitic verb . Hitzig endeavored to prove for 77107', not an etymological and

linguistic , but rather an ideal and historico-religious connection with the Indo

European, by saying : “ From all appearances , the word Yahweh has come

from A stuads, i . e . , astuat the Existing -one, as in the Armenian lan

guage God is called . Moses modeled his name of God after this , but only because

his mind was prepared to grasp the idea, and by reflection he was able to under

stand the truth and depth of the thought in astuads.” But how is it possible ,

even if the story concerning the flood shows acquaintance with the Ararat of Ar

menia ( Gen. VIII . , 4 ) , and even if the oldest traditions of the Hebrews point rather

to a direct north -easterly than a south-easterly source , to believe that Moses,

while in Egypt, took an Armenian name of God as his model ?

If then an Aryan or Japhetic origin of the tetragrammaton is apparently an

impossibility , it seems , on the other hand , quite natural , on account of the actual

connection between the Hebrews and the Hamitic ( Gen. x . , 8-12 ) original inhab

itants of Babylon , to look for a proto-Chaldaic origin for the commonly so con

sidered ) original form of Yahweh, namely Yau. This has been done last by

Frederick Delitzsch ( Wo lag das Paradies , p. 158 sq . ) . But I must on this point

express my agreement with the criticism of Friedrich Philippi ( Ztschrift fuer Völ

kerpsychologie, 1883 , pp . 175–190 ) . The latter has shown, on the one hand, that

Delitzsch is unsuccessful in his attack on the generally accepted view , which

takes 7107 to be a Qal form of 1717 , and Y ahu, Yah, Yeho, Yo to be abbre

viations of this form , and, on the other hand, that there is no proof for Delitzsch's

assertions, that an original Yau had been transformed into a Yahu ; that there

had been an Assyrio - Babylonian god named Yau ; and that there had ever been

a Sumerico-Akkadian name i for the divinity. According to Schrader ( Keilin

schriften u . d . V. T., 1883 , p. 25 ) a Hebrew or Assyrian origin of the name 7177

seems not even a possibility . But did not the Hamitic Canaanites, who had em
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igrated from the neighborhood of Babylon and the Erythrian Sea into the Semitic

districts , possess the name Yahweh in some form ? Even if we do find scat

tered reminiscences of the name, if not in Koria, yet , e . g . , in the name of a

Hamitic king ( 2 Sam . vii., 10, and in cuneiform inscriptions ), historically , it is

more probable that these latter added the name Yahweh to their mythological

list. This is also the view of Baudissin ( Studien , I. , p . 223 ) .–Again , another

party of the IIamitic nation, namely the Egyptians, are considered as furnishing

the model for the word Yahweh, both for the word and the idea. The former

view is that of Röth , who considers the name Yahweh an imitation of Yoh ,

the god of the moon . But as there is no reason why the liebrews should select

from the Egyptian gods just this Yoh , and as Yahweh stands in no special

relation to the moon , this identification must be considered as forced and without

ground. The latter view , i . e . , a connection between the idea of Yahweh and

an Egyptian idea , has in a two-fold manner been made the actual source of the

tetragrammaton . In the first place , the Old Testament definition of the tetra

grammaton , the sentence “ I am that I am " ? ( Ex . III . , 14 ) is considered a transla

tion of an inscription on the Isis temple at Sais reported by Plutarch . It is this

(De Iside, ch . 9 ) . Το εν Σάει της Αθηνάς έδoς επιγραφήν είχε τοιαύτην : “Εγώ είμι παν το γεγονός

και ον και εσσόμενον , και τον εμόν πέπλον ουδείς πω θνητός απεκάλυψεν . But this inscription

describes the goddess Neith as the one that eternally reproduces herself, over

against which the idea lying in Yahweh is most radically contradictory ”

( Tholuck ). In the second place , the idea expressed in the name Yahweh is

regarded as a reproduction of the Egyptian nuk pu nuk. However, Le Page

Renouf ( Vorlesungen , p . 227 ) says : “ The words nuk pu nuk are indeed found

in several passages in the Book of the Dead , and it is also true that the word

nuk is the personal pronoun I, and that the demonstrative word pu is frequently

employed to connect the subject and the predicate of a sentence. But the con

nection in which the word stands must be looked at, before we can be sure of

having a complete sentence before us , especia as pu nerally stands at the

end of a sentence . A careful study of the passages in the Book of the Dead

where these words occur, shows us immediately that they contain no mysterious

teachings concerning the being of God . In one of these passages ( 78 : 21 ) the dead

person says : “ I am he thatknows the way of Nu ; ' at another ( 31 : 4 ) , • I am the

ancient in the land .' ' I am he who is Osiris, the ancient, who looked on his

father Seb and his mother Nut on the day of the great slaughter.' In another

account in this book (contained in ch . 96 ) the words nuk pu nuk, disappear,

because the report is in the third person . There we read : ' He is the bull of the

field , he is Osiris , who,'” etc.

Or is the name Yahweh an original possession of the Semitic family, but

belonging to another member than the Israelites ? However the opinion of v . d.

Alm , Tiele and Stade, that Yahwe was originally the name of the god of the

Kenites, a member of the Midianites , has no proof whatever for itself. For even

though we learn in 1 Chron . II . , 55 , that the Kenites are joined with the Rechab

ites , it is expressly stated in 1 Chron. IV ., 10 , that the Kenite Jabez , who had set

tled in Judea , had called upon the name of Yahweh . And it must also be

accepted in the case of the Rechabite Jonadab ( 2 Kgs . X. , 15 sq .) who had settled

in the Northern Kingdom, that he, since a separate motive for his action is

nowhere mentioned , maintained his fidelity to the worship of Yahweh, which

had been adopted by his forefathers, for the same reason that the 7000 Israelites
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( 1 Kgs . XIX. , 18 ) did. The descendants of Jonadab also thus maintain their fidel

ity only to the God who had been accepted by them ( Jer. xxxv. ) . But in itself

it is improbable that the Kenites , who in a political and social view were stran

gers and metics , and only an element whose presence was permitted , should , from

a religious point of view , have been the ruling element from whom the Israelites

should have adopted their most precious possession. Is it not, even from the out

start, probable that they were the gerim who had adopted the Yahweh cultus ,

and not proselytes , because, by their own voluntary act, they have accepted what

others have received from their fathers, and “ must first secure in order to pos

sess ” -generally the most zealous advocates of the possession ?

Over against the favor with which an extra - Israelitish source for the

Yahweh idea is received by a number of modern scholars, and over against the

view that in doing so the true spirit of critical prudence and historical impartial

ity is evinced , I believe the historical consciousness of the Israelites ought to be

thrown into the scales, according to which they regarded the divine appellation

in question as their own peculiar property , while they have handed down other

religious phenomena as foreign in character. The manner in which this historical

consciousness finds its expression is well expounded by Tuch ( Genesis , 1838 , p.

xl sq . ) in these words : “ The non - Israelite cannot know of Yahweh , but can have

only a corruption of the deity in general . In his mouth the word 71,7 ' would

not signify the true God, the Creator of the world and Lord of the nations , but in

a one- sided manner, only the God of the Hebrews. Yahweh would thus become

one of the gods ( cf. 1 Kgs. XX. , 23 , with verse 28 ) . With a clear conception of

the difference , the Hebrew avoids the use of the word 7107 both when he speaks

to non - Israelites and also when he introduces non -Israelites as speakers, and

employs principally the word 0728. This we find in Judg. 1. , 7 ; VII ., 14 ; 1

Sam. IV . , 7 , 8 ; Jonah III ., 3 ; cf. with 5 , 8 , 9 , 10 ; 1 Sam. XXX. , 15 ; XXII., 3. It

is characteristic that just in these cases the construction of O'72 with the

plural ( cf. 1 Sam. IV . , 8 ) is generally used , whereby the Israelite narrator entirely

places himself on the standpoint of the heathen conception of the divinity. From

this standpoint also must be explained the fact that the word 171774 is not used by

those animals that are introduced as speaking ( cf. Judg ix . , 9 , with Gen. III . ,

1 , sq .).” – Translated from König's “ Die llauptprobleme der altisraelitischen

Religionsgeschichte, 1881 , pp. 29-33."
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SOME RECENT GERMAN BOOKS.

BY PROFESSOR H. P. SMITH , D. D.

Cincinnati, O.

We shall first mention a work * which is not very recent , and which does not

belong distinctively in the field of Old Testament science , it bears so directly ,

however, on all ancient literature , that it ought to interest every one who studies

the intellectual development of the race. The author undertakes to give us as

complete an account as possible of ancient book-making. He notes first the vari

ous classical words for the book and its parts. The second chapter discusses per

gament as a book material and fixes the differences between the book and the

codex. In the next division we are informed as to the usual size of ancient books .

Stichometry is the subject of a separate chapter , while another describes the

papyrus manufacture, and this is closely followed by another on the difference in

form between books of poetry and prose books . A clear picture of the work of

the ancient publisher is given in the seventh chapter. The eighth traces for us

the change which took place as the codex took the place of the volumen , a change

with which Christianity had (strange to say ) considerable to do . The present

writer is not competent to criticize the data of the work , still less to pronounce

upon its proposed emendations in various classic texts. He can say , however,

without reserve, that it is a very interesting book , and one from which much may

be learned.

A reminder of the recent Luther- anniversary is the union in one volume of

the reformers prefaces to the different editions of the Bible,t in his translation

published during his lifetime . From the preface by Prof. Kleinert we learn that,

besides separate issues of the New Testament and parts of the Old , the whole Bible

was printed in eleven editions under Luther's own eye. In each of these he made

changes and improvements . The prefaces now before us are characteristic of

Luther, and many a sentence will stick in the memory of the reader , as this :

“ Here [in the Old Testament] thou wilt find the swaddling-clothes and the man

ger in which Christ lies , whither also the angel directed the shepherds. Poor and

meager clothing, but precious the treasure , Christ, that lies therein .” Of his

occasional difficulty in translation we hear in the preface to Job : “ I have taken

pains to give clear and good German . It often happened that we were a fort

night or three or four weeks seeking for a single word , and even then we did not

always find it . In Job Master Phillip, Aurogallus and I wrought so that some

times in four days we could scarcely accomplish three lines . Friend , now that it

is in German and finished , one can run his eye over three or four pages without

* DAS ANTIKE BUECHERWESEN IN SEINEM VERHAELTNISS ZUR LITERATUR ; von Theodor

Birt. Berlin , 1882. 8vo, viii and 517 pp.

+ Dr. Martin Luther's VORREDEN ZUR HEILIGEN SCHRIFT......neu herausgegeben auf Ver

anstaltung der Preussischen Hauptbibelgesellschaft. Berlin , 1883. 8vo, xviii and 185 pp. , with

portrait of Luther.
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stumbling ; but he will not discover what stones and stumps once lay where he

now glides along as over a planed board . We bad to sweat and fret before we

could get the stones and stumps out of the way and make so fine a walk ,” The

preface to the Psalter contains the well-known passage in which that book is

called a little Bible " in which all that is in the whole Bible is contained in minia

ture , so that it becomes a beautiful encheiridion or bandbook.” A little further

on we read “ In fine, wilt thou see the holy Christian church painted in minia

ture with vivid color and form , take up the Psalter — there thou hast a fine, clear,

clean glass that shall show thee what Christianity is.” We are tempted to further

quotation , but we forbear.

Dr. Mandelkern has ready for the press a Hebrew concordance more exten

sive than any at present in use , and more correct, as he hopes . It is difficult to

find a publisher for such a work , and he has therefore published a brief pros

pectus ,* accompanied by recommendations from those who have examined the

manuscript . These recommendations come from Professors Delitzsch , Fleischer,

Schlottmann , and others almost equally well known . The prospectus itself exhib

its the shortcomings of Buxtorf and Fürst, and explains the advantages of Dr.

Mandelkern's own work . The latter includes proper names and the most import

ant particles, corrects the errors and omissions of earlier efforts, and makes its

citations in such a way as to give the sense , instead of taking three or four words

as they come.” We cannot doubt that such a work is greatly needed , and in the

present state of Hebrew study in this country, we do not see why the author

might not count on the sale of a hundred copies here .

The Jewish question is represented by three recent pamphlets. The first is

by Dr. Joel , well known as an author. It is “ against Gildemeister .” + But we

have not been able to procure the article to which this is a response . We learn ,

however, from Dr. Joel ' statements, that Prof. Gildemeister was called as witness

in a criminal suit , which involved the character of the compendium of Jewish

usage known as the Shulchan Aruch . Gildemeister declared this work still to be

binding on the Jews , and gave what he supposed to be fair examples of the legis

lation found in it and in the Talmud . Dr. Joel replies to both counts ; and it is

evident that, for the more advanced Jews , it cannot be said that any of the

ancient codes are binding in their entirety. We might blame them ( though on

the whole we shall probably find them excusable) for not breaking more decidedly

with the traditions of the past.

Dr. Blumenstein makes a contribution to Jewish science in his discussion of

the various kinds of oath , with especial reference to the Talmud.I The work con

sists of three parts , which take up in succession the Biblical oath , the Mishnic oath

and the Rabbinical oath . It has been commended by Prof. Strack as on the whole

a reliable statement. In reading it we have not discovered anything remarkable,

except the Rabbinical thoroughness of classification , which provides for every pos

sible emergency . No reference is made to Kol Nidre, which indeed does not come

under the legal aspect of the subject.

* DIE NEUBEARBEITETE HEBRAEISCH-CHALDAEISCHE BIBEL -CONCORDANZ von Dr. S. Mandel

kern in Leipzig. Leipzig, 1884 .

+ GEGEN GILDEMEISTER. Breslau, 1884. Small 8vo, 34 pp.

#DIE VERSCHIEDENEN EIDESARTEN NACH MOSAISCH -TALMUDISCHEM RECHTE UND DIE

FAELLE IHRER ANWENDUNG ; von Dr. J. Blumenstein . Frankfurt a . M., 1883. 8vo, 32 pp.
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man .

In the next number * we find more that stirs our blood, though we desire to be

cautious in regard to every new movement . It comes, however, with the intro

duction of Prof. Franz Delitzsch , known as a warm friend of the Jews and a

clear-headed man , as well as a profound scholar. The documents are in fact the

confession of a new Judeo -Christian sect which has started in Russia . They

declare a firm belief in “ Jesus our brother," with a desire to maintain Jewish

customs and usages so far as not inconsistent with such a belief. For an extend

ed statement we must refer to the work itself. A supplement has appeared which

we have not seen . The leader of the new movement has recently been assassina

ted , as we are informed by the daily papers ; and between the intolerant govern

ment of Russia and the intolerance of Russian Jews, there is reason to fear that

the little community may be crushed at its birth . Jewish papers in this country

are rather inclined to sneer at it ; but it can hardly be further from Talmudic

Judaism than are some of the reform Jews , and one would think any movement

that looks like progress would be welcome to the latter.

The Jewish Bible Dictionary of Dr. Hamburger appears in a second edition

-partly at least ; we gather that the revision is to extend over only the first two

parts.f The work differs from others of its class , in that it is all written by one

This fact being taken into consideration , it is certainly a very creditable

performance ; but it is almost unnecessary to add that it can show little origin

ality : In the majority of articles that we have examined , nothing especially

remarkable is found . In some cases, however, we have information on Talmudic

practice or interpretation which is very welcome . So in the articles Arbeit,

Armuth ', Babel, Ehre, not to mention others. The account of Babylonia is

extended so as to include post-biblical Judaism there. We have noticed some

instances in which improbable assertions of the Talmud are given as historical

facts .

The Bibliotheca Rabbinicat reaches its conclusion with the thirty-third and

thirty-fourth part ( lieferung ). The present volume contains the Midrash to Prov

erbs . This is said to be of comparatively late origin ; but it shows the likeness

of the whole family. The completed work , containing over three thousand pages ,

is a monument to the industry of the author, and would seem to be sufficiently

extensive to give a good idea of what is meant by Ilaggada. A single example

may be introduced here. On Prov . XIII ., 20 (" He who associates with the wise

becomes wise, but the companion of fools is himself foolish ,” ') we have the com

ment- “ Like one who goes into the perfumer's, even though he buys or sells

nothing , his clothes will carry a fragrance the whole day . This is the companion

of the wise . Or, on the other hand , if one goes into the tanner's, even though he

buys or sells nothing , his clothes will carry the smell the whole day . Like him is

the one who consorts with fools."

* DOCUMENTE DER NATIONAL -JUEDISCAEN CHRISTGLAEUBIGEN BEWEGUNG IM SUEDRUSS

LAND . In Original und deutscher Uebersetzung mitgetheilt von Franz Delitzsch . Erlangen ,

1884. vi and 44 pp. in German with xxiv pp . Hebrew text .

+ REAL -ENCYCLOPÆDIE FUER BIBEL UND TALMUD. Woerterbuch zum Handgebrauch fuer

Bibelfreunde, etc. Ausgearbeitet von Dr. J. Hamburger. Zweite vermehrte und verbesserte

Auflage. Abtheilung I. , Heft 1 , 2. Leipzig , 1884, 178 pp . 8vo. The whole of this first or Biblical

division fills 1102 pp.

# BIBLIOTHECA BABBINICA. Eine Sammlung alter Midrashim zum ersten male ins Deutsche

uebertragen von Lic . Dr. Aug. Wuensche. Leipzig, 1885 .
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Prof. Schrader's essay* deals with the vexed question of the Akkadian or

Sumerian or Akkado-Sumerian origin of Babylonian civilization . As is well

known, the debate has now lasted a considerable time. The minority, headed by

Halevy , decline still to be convinced of the Akkado-Sumerian existence at all , and

of the existence of the “ Turanian " dialects in some of the inscriptions. Prof.

Schrader presents the arguments for both these points with his usual learning

and perspicuity ; and , to the layman at least, there would seem to be little left

to say in reply .

The problems of Old Testament studyt are the subject of a small book , by

Dr. Koenig , already well known as a scholar in this department. His aim is to

discover the exact point of inquiry in each case where difference of opinion exists

in the different schools . In his study he found certain things asserted by the

“ development theorists,” under the influence ( as he supposes ) of a development

bias. The chief of these theorists is Kuenen , whose standpoint is notoriously the

parity of all religions. “ The religion of Israel is to us one of the religions , noth

ing less , but also nothing more .” In contrast with this, Dr. Koenig formulates

his own view, when starting on the inquiry , thus : “ My judgment as to the

parity of all religions is not decided at the start . Rather will I draw my asser

tions concerning the relative worth of all religions from the contemplation of the

facts of history.” In consequence of this determination he puts an interrogation

point at each of several assertions of the modern school. These assertions gener

ally concern " Yahweh” as the tribal god of Israel; his identity with Moloch ; the

position of Moses as a religious teacher ; the worship of Yahweh under an image ;

the originality of the prophets ; the age of the idea of the covenant ; and the rela

tions of the priests to the Torah. Each of these is discussed at some length , and

the conclusion of the whole argument is stated as follows : “ According to what

precedes , I hold that there is reason for the assertion that the main elements of

the Old Testament religion are not changed by the written prophets , and that the

historical phases of the Mosaic religion were not alterations of its substance."

As Dr. Koenig avowed himself some time since to be a Wellhausenian in critical

questions , this study is especially interesting ; because it shows that Wellhaus

en's theories may be held along with distinct supernaturalism.

The new edition of Herzogt has reached the middle of the fifteenth volume

more exactly, three- fifths of this volume are now in our hands. In this part

there is much that is of especial interest to the Old Testament student. Prof.

Strack contributes an article on the “Great Synagogue,” and one on ' Syna

gogues ,” both characterized by his accustomed learning. Considerably longer is

the description of “ Syria ,” by Dr. Ryssel . It discusses the name, the geography,

the history and the literature of the country. Immediately following it is an arti

cle on the “ Syriac Versions of the Bible " by Nestle . Dr. Nestle confines himself

to the Peshito, as the other Syriac versions are treated in an earlier volume. He

apparently finds no reason to depart from the common view that the transla

72

* ZUR FRAGE NACH DEM URSPRUNGE DER ALTBABYLONISCHEN CULTUR, von Eb. Schrader.

Berlin, 1884. 4to ., 49 pp.

+ DIE HAUPTPROBLEME DER ALT-ISRAELITISCHEN RELIGIONSGESCHICHTE GEGENUEBER DEN

ENTWICKELUNGSTHEORETIKERN . Beleuchtet von Lic . Dr. Eduard Koenig. Leipzig, 1884. 8vo . ,

iv and 108 pp.

REAL-ENCYCLOPÆDIE FUER PROTESTANTISCHE TREOLOGIE UND KIRCHE. Heft 142-146 .

Leipzig, 1884, 1885 .
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tion was made as early as the second century. Prof. Volck has a good article on

the Targums ; but it is rather disappointing, on looking for “ Talmud ,” to be

referred to the supplement.

Lagarde has collected a number of his shorter writings in a single volume .*

The most of them have appeared in the Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen . First

in order is an essay on Lord Ashburnham's library, celebrated for the number of

rare manuscripts it contains. Secondly, the preface to the author's “ Anmerk

ungen zur Griechische Uebersetzung der Proverbien ” (now out of print) is

repeated , with additional notes. Of the rest , a number announce other publica

tions. Some discuss Semitic words. Of these the longest is concerning 1779 in

the essay entitled , ( as separately published) “ Is marriage with a deceased wife's

sister prohibited in the Pentateuch ? ” and written in English . The discussion

turns upon the meaning of the word 775 in Lev . XVIII ., 18. By elaborate com

parison of the dialects, Lagarde establishes the meaning to be a fellow -wife - co -wife

we might say.

The latter part of the volume ( pp . 242–379), contains Wisdom and Ecclesiasti

cus according to the Codex Amiatinus. It is generally known that Tischendorf

held this to be one of the most ancient MSS. of the Latin Bible (Old Latin , of

course, in these two books ) that have come down to us -- probably the most

ancient of all. Lagarde does not date it so early , placing it in the ninth instead

of the sixth century. In any case , an accurate collation of it is desirable, as

that which goes under Tischendorf's name is now generally recognized to be

sufficient.

* MITTHEILUNGEN von Paul de Lagarde. Goettingen , 1884. Large 8vo, 384 pp.
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A SOUTH -BABYLONIAN ARAMAIC -GREEK BILINGUAL.

BY PROFESSOR DR. EBERHARD SCHRADER,

Berlin , Germany.

On page 256 of his work -- Les vrais Arabes et leur pays ( Bagdad et les villes

ignorées de l'Euphrate ), Paris : 1884 — Monsieur Denis de Rivoyre gives, in connec

tion with a non-Semitic ( line 5 : mu-n a- r û indicates without doubt its character)

cuneiform inscription engraved in the old Babylonian characters, but very indis

tinct, also an inscription in Aramaic and Greek characters, to which I beg leave

to invite attention .

This inscription , consisting of four lines, was found by him in one of the

temple -walls of Tello , the site of Old -Babylonian ruins well known through the

excavations of Monsieur de Sarzec . It is engraved on a brick (burnt-brick ), which

was found built into the wall and is not the only one of this kind .

59 4 4 TTT

Heim 4

ADAA
MA

AINAXH
E

The Greek inscription is clear at first glance, and is to be read AAAANAAIN

AXHE, i . e. , ' Adadvadıváxns, and finally, by the addition of the ending ns, theGrecian
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gnesio -Babylonian name : Ada d -n â din-aḥ, i.e. , “ (God) Hadad gives a brother.”

The ends of both sides of the A in the third line , in the group NAAIN , which are

not clearly indicated in the original, I have myself completed. The name in ques

tion is formed according to the analogy of others, as e . g. Nabû-n â din-aḥ, etc.

That the other is an Aramaic inscription can also be seen at once . With the

exception that the first letter to the right in the second line, apparently Nun , is

to be completed as an Aramaic Daleth , this name is also very clear, and is to be

read : 7X373777 , i. e. Hdd nd n'h = Hadadnadinaḥ.

The two inscriptions correspond exactly, and contain one and the same proper

name . It is customarily the rule in the rendering of Aramaic, e . g. , Palmyrenean,

names into Greek, that the Greek ending ns corresponds to the emphatic X , e . g. ,

x70= Eałuns (and again Bovhevrhs = 15172 ); in this case an X is not expressed .

We meet, however, with 717 ) = Ovopádns, so that no real objection can be offered

in this case .

The foregoing Aramaic characters, in many respects, resemble the Egyptian

Aramaic characters of the third to first century B. C. This corresponds satis

factorily to the age which one would naturally conjecture. As the brick was

built into the wall - and a temple-wall at that — one would expect to find, in the

bearer of this name, a public person , a monarch perhaps , who (under the suprem

acy of a mightier ruler ( ?)) had command of a particular regiment, drafted in some

way or other.

The name itself is of especial interest as , on the one hand , it is purely Baby

lonian in its structure, and, on the other hand, it contains the name of a god ,

which is certainly not a gnesio - Babylonian , but rather a purely Aramaic name.

It, as well as its character, was long known to the Assyrians. Already Ašurban

ipal knew of a Syrian prince, Bir -dadda , i . e. 777-72 Bar-hadad , and, in a

variant, represents the god as AN.IM. i. e , as “ god of the atmosphere ,” especially

of the heaven . (Cf. the author's Keilinschriften und Geschichtsforschung, ( 1878)

pp. 538 , 539 ) . In the time of the Assyrians, however , we do not know (at least at

present) of any purely Assyrian proper name into which the name of this foreign

god enters. Not till later does the cultus of this Syrian god appear to have be

come so thoroughly settled among the Babylonians, that they did not hesitate

to compound new formed Babylonian names with the same.

Berlin , May 4th , 1885 .

P. S. - Professor Euting, of Strassburg, writes me that he judges the Aramaic

characters of the inscription “ to correspond to those of the beginning of the third,

perhaps even of the end of the fourth century B. C. (310–250 B. C.).”

Berlin , May 8th , 1885 .
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POSTSCRIPT.

On the 30th of May, Professor Euting wrote me from Strassburg that in the

Comptes rendus de l'Acad . des inscr . et belles lettres, Paris, 1884 , p . 201 ( Proceedings

of June 13, '84 )—I myself have not as yet seen these proceedings — he read the fol

lowing report :

“ M. de Vogüé fait une communication sur des briques qui ont été trouvées à

Tello , en Chaldée, par M. de Sarzec. Ces briques sont marquées d'une estampille

uniforme qui donne, en caractères araméens , puis en caractères grecs du second ou

du premier siècle avant notre ère , un même nom propre sémitique : Hadadna

din akhi. C'est problement le nom d'un roi de la basse Chaldée . ”

According to this , the priority of reading this Aramaic name belongs to M.

de Vogüé. I have only the following remarks : ( 1 ) in the copy of the estampille

which I have there is no trace of an Aramaic Jod, to which de Vogüé's -khi

refers, and (2 ) the name is not " d'origine sámitique," but rather specifically

Assyrian -Babylonish in its structure.

Berlin , June 1st, 1885.



ON THE ETYMOLOGY OF MỘTNÎNÓ.

BY PAUL HAUPT, Ph . D. ,

Baltimore, Ma.

A very common epithet of the Assyrian kings is mut (d, t)- nin -nu - u or

mu-ut( d,t )-ni- en -nu- u . Cf. , e. g. , V R. 7 , 94 and 95 : âti (Hebr. )

Ašûr - bân - abla šang û 1 ellu , re’u mu - ut - nin - nu - u me, Sardanapalus,

the pure priest king, the mutninnû chief. George Smith generally translated

this adjective by " powerful," connecting it perhaps with dannu mighty. A

derivation from danânu, however, is impossible.

Henri Pognon , in the glossary of his valuable book L'inscription de Bavian ,

Paris, 1879 , explains mu - ut-ni - en - nu - u2 as the participle of ut -nin " adresser

une prière , être dévot. ” Utnin , he thinks, is the Aphel of a stem 137 , 138 or

930 ; he says, “ j'ignore si la première radicale est un 7, un Ý, ou un 7." This

opinion is also untenable . As I have established in my Sumerische Familiengesetze

( Leipzig, 1879 ) p . 58, n. 8 , there is no Aphel in Assyrian at all. The Pael and

Shaphel serve as causative conjugations.

In the inaugural dissertation of my pupil , Dr. Johannes Flemming, Die grosse

Steinplatten - Inschrift Nebukadnezar's II. (Göttingen , 1883 ) , utnen is rightly com

bined with the Hebrew yanng to seek favor, to supplicate. Dr. Flemming consid

ers utnen the Imperfect Ifta'al of jun : “ uḥtannin, ” he says , “ became.

uttannin, uttanin , ûtânin , îtênin , and then with an irregular) syncope

of the ê in the second syllable, and change of the i in the third to è (as a sort of

compensation ), ûtnên . The same syncope of ê occurs in the well known ušziz

( for ušeziz) I placed ." 3

The weak point in this analysis is the assumption of the syncope of an

accented long vowel. Syncope takes place in Assyrian only in the case of an

unaccented short vowel after a double consonant or a long or accented vowel ; .

e .g. , martu gall (const. * marrat) = marratu (Hebr. 'n77 , Job XVI. , 13 ;

1 Lugal before sangu azag is determinative.

2 Mu - ut - ni - en - nu - u can be read in Assyrian 1)???, HIVI, 43ņa or 13 '???, J'ın , 13 ? ! ?

or 13???? , etc. For the confusion of e and i see my SFG. 68. The graphic doubling ofa consonant

in Assyrian very often indicates only the length of the preceding vowel. Cf. SFG. 68, n. 1 , and

Prætorius, Literaturblatt fuer orientalische Philologie, vol, I. , p. 200 .

3 Flemming, l. C., p. 31. [Cf. now also Heinrich Zimmern , Babylonische Busspsalmen , Leipzig ,

1885, p. 77. Dr. Zimmern considers utnen an apocopated Iftana''al form of ny. Utnen , he

says, is = utnenâ , ûtênênâ ûtanênâ = û ta nânâ = u'tananna !-Aug.12th, 1885. )
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ingran, Job xx. , 25 ; Arab . ögo mirre , Aram . X779 and xn?) fem. of

marru bitter; dimtu tear = dimmatu, dim'atui (Hebr. nynt, Aram .

xnynt, Arab. äeos dam'e ); šartu ? evil, fem. of šarru (Arab. );

tâmtu or tâmdu see ; n ûbtu bee ( Arab. Wyj nûb, Ethiopic nehb) 3 ; rûqu

(= raḥâqu, Hebr. pin) , fem . rûqtu remote; mâru child, fem. mârtu

(constr. mârat) daughter; șîru (= şahîru, Arab. sets) prominent, fem .

şîrtu ( constr. şîrat) ; nîhu ( = nawîh u ) quiet ,fem . nihtu ; dîku (= dawîku)

killed, fem. dîktu ; šímu price, fem . šîmtu ( constr. šîmat) fate ; belu lord ,

fem . beltu ( construct state belit4 for belat) lady; rešu chief, prince, fem.

reštu princess ; nešu lion , fem. neštu5 lioness ; û blûni they brought

û bilûni, ya ubilûni; ûrdûni they descended = û ridûni; iptálhû they

feared = yaptálih û ; iptahrû they gathered = yaptáhirû ; ittaklub he

trusted = yantakilu ; mugdášru strong = mugdáširu , mugtáširu ?

( 10 ), etc., etc.

But the syncope of a long accented vowel is impossible. Not even in the

case of ušeziz has this happened. Ušziz is based on the analogy of the " y

stems, and would, therefore, be more accurately written ušzîz or (with the

change of the wj before to ulzîz , a form like uštîb , the Shaphel of the Piel

from țâbu (Impf. ițîbu) to be good.8 Cf. ušmallî I filled (870) ; ušrabbî I

enlarged (27) ; ušraddî (877) I added ,etc. Ušeziz , on the other hand , is a

1 For the retrogressive assimilation of the y cf. the name of David's brother, 700, 1 Sam.

xvi. , 9 ; xvii., 13, which, as appears from 2 Sam. xiii., 3 and 32 , is = myov. Cf, also SFG . 10, 1.

Dimtu tear could be derived also from the well-known Assyrian stem 027 to weep , Imperfect

idmum . [ Cf. for this verb Zimmern , BP. 30. - Aug. 12th, 1885.]

2 Cf. šurrâti in dabâb šurrâti .

3 Cf. HEBRAICA, Vol. I. , p. 178, n . 4.

4 The i in belit is due to the influence of the e ; cf. rebitu broad way = rebatu,äusy

eklitu darkness = eklatu ält ; shellbu fox = shelabu, ulei (SFG. 16, 6) ; erritu

curse = erratu , arratu ; ezzitu (= ezzatu) fem . of ezzu mighty ; ellitu = ellatu , fem .

ellu light, pure ; erșitu (with 3) earth = ersatu , arşatu ; eqil = eqal Spn, constr . state

of eqlu field, Aram . x?pn , Arabic lës, Hebr., with transposition, pn, 2 Kgs. IX., 10, 36, 37 ;

epir dust = epar, ' apar, constr . of epru = ' apru dust, Hebr. 700,

5 Cf. Ethiopic forms, like her, fem . hert good , etc,

6 Ittakil he trusted is not the form dersl of JS, ( Schrader, KAT. 539 ), but, as appears

from I R. 35, No. 2, 1. 12 , the form deel of ds, which seems to be = Ethiopic takála fixit,

stabilivit . Natkil , l. C. , can only be Imperative Niphal, like naplis look , etc. Cf. also Delitzsch ,

Paradies, p. 144 .

7 Cf. Arabic crüşl, Lotz, Tiglathpileser, p.180 . See also Haupt, Nimrod

epos, 12, 39 : kî rîmi ugdaššaru elî niše like a wild bull, he is stronger than ( all) men .

8 (Cf. my article in Dr. Bezold's ZK. II., 3, p. 272. - Aug. 12th , 1885.]

.Cfعملجا Arabic:
for
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formation analogous to that of the verbs X “ ) . The regular Shaphel of 1731 would

be ušanziz orušazziz .

The stem of ûtnîn and mûtnîn û is not jum , but 90.2 Ûtnîn is an

Iftana " al form (II.3 according to Lotz's notation ), the reflexive stem with infixed

in from the Pael of jon . The ground - form is not uḥtannin , but uḥtanáwwin .

This , according to Assyrian phonetic laws , becomes u’tanawwin ,3 u’tana’’in ,

ûtanâ’in , ûtanîn , and then, with syncope of the short a-vowel , ûtnîn .

Mûtnîn û , as appears from the long û at the end , is not the simple participle of

ût nîn , but a further development of this with the aid of an affixed ” . It stands,

therefore, not for muḥtan awwinu , but for muștanawwinayu , and means

not one who prays,” but “ one who has to do with praying, one who is accus

tomed to pray,” therefore " pious, God-fearing.” Accordingly, šang û ellu

rešu mûtnîn û is to be translated “the pure priest -king, the pious prince .”

( April, 1885.)

1 That the Impf. Qal of nazazu , izzaz , is based on the analogy of the verbs 849 I have

already pointed out, SFG . 52, 10. In the domain of Semitic philology entirely too little attention

is paid to analogical formations. By their aid most of the irregularities in formation may be

satisfactorily explained, just as most of the instances of apparently sporadic sound - change are

due to a partial assimilation of the stem - consonants, e . g. und to deny, in Arabic with partial

assimilation to the final 7 : dsus jahada ; Arabic pwd dasim a to be fat, in Hebrew with

partial assimilation of the final ) to the preceding sibilant, jur; Syriacxņuip truth, in Chaldee

with partial assimilation of the final to the initial p. sodap (cf. ovp, Prov. xxii., 21 and Ps.

lx., 6) ; Syriac oup. Toževelv, denominal Pael from smop róšov, Hebr. nyp ; Ethiopic zabáța ,

Mai to beat, for sabáța (Prætorius, LOP. I. , 197), Hebr. MJV ; Hebr. 70, to forget = Assyrian

xun (Impf. vp:),etc. , etc. Cf. my SFG. 43, 2, and p. 74 ; my glossary in Schrader's KAT. 509, s.

v.nps, and 515, s. v, n33 ; my article in the Andover Review of July,1884, p. 98, n. 1 , and HEBRA

ICA, 177,n . 2. A clear instance of an analogical formation is, for example, the Ethiopic i bâ ,

from bô'a to enter,which is formed after işâ (with wo), the regular Subjunctive of waş'a to

go out. Im â from mô'a (Assyrian mâ'u , Lyon, Sargonstexte, 64, 30; Delitzsch , Hebr. and A8

syr, 18 , 1 ; Prætorius, Literaturblatt fuer orientalische Philologie, vol. I. , Leipzig, 1884, p. 197) to be

victorious seems also to rest on an analogy to i bâ . Cf. , however, Dillmann , Æthiopische Gram

matík, p . 147. Cf. also Ethiopic x2y3 ( alongside of my? ) entrance (Dillmann, l. c . , p . 104) formed

. , . .,; , ., .

2 The stem fin, of course , is only a by-form of fun . Cf. also j'tl (= hinn), Job xli . , 4.

3 1 appears in Assyrian as X, when it corresponds to an Arabic while the n correspond

T ',

ing to Arabic remains in Assyrian unaltered . Cf. annu mercy,alîbu milk , uddušu to

renew , imeru ass, eglu field , emu father -in - law (fem . emetu = emâtu ; the e for â is due to

the influence of the e in the first syllable, as in beleti ladies for belâti , epešu to make for

epâšu , Tig . VII. , 74 , etc.), ebru companion, eklitu (for eklatu) darkness, ilqi'll they took ,

ipti'll they opened , râ’imu loving, ri'ašu calandre, weevil, etc., ., , , ,

( ),, ( , ), , ., , ,

', ?, . ?

Ez;ךאבומ־תאךאצומ־תא,Sam.iii2.,25(ירק. .xliii .,1l,ויָאָבֹומּוויָאָצֹומ.erit,and Hebrאָצּומlike

Hebr.ןֵחבָלָחׁשֵּבִחרֹומֲח

Ethiopic,רֵבָחיִליִלְכַחGen.xlix.,12ּ,וחְקְלִי, ham ,hamat)אָלְקַחםָחתֹומָח.Aram)קֶלַח

ּוחְּתְפִיםֶחֶרAram.אָׁשְחִי



SOME PHENICIAN INSCRIPTIONS IN NEW YORK .

BY ISAAC H. HALL, Ph . D.

Metropolitan Museum , New York City .

The intention of this paper is merely to publish the text, with as little

comment as possible , of those Phænician Inscriptions of the Cesnola collection in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York , which occur on vases , alabastra

and jars. They do not appear in the first two fascicles of Renan's Corpus, where

are figured most of the Cesnola Phænician Inscriptions. Not all the figures and

renderings in the Corpus, however, are correct ; and I may present the others in a

future article . I give the numbers which the objects now bear in the Museum,

together with references to former publications. “ Ward ” refers to the article or

note of Rev. Dr. W. Hayes Ward in Proceedings of American Oriental Society at

Boston, May, 1874 , where six inscriptions are figured , including three of those

here given . “ Cesnola ” refers to di Cesnola's Cyprus, London and New York ,

1878 ; the numbers here given being those of the representations on his plates.

I may state here that, in my former rendering of the longest Phænician

inscription , published in HEBRAICA, vol . I. , p . 25 , I desire to correct the render

ing “ my (or his ) Lord's servant ” to the propername“ 'Abdelim , ” with the brack

eted addition " [son of].” The other differences from Renan must stand.

The following are the inscriptions :

XXI. (Ward, 6 ; Cesnola , 9. ) On terra -cotta vase from tomb at Idalium .

Letters painted before baking, clear, but baffling all former efforts to read . I read

ןמגי

or
66

-

ישלכ

and render it either as a proper name, “ Regman,” or “ Regmon , ” or as the in

scription “ My Friend Our Friend. "

XXII. ( Cesnola , 25. ) Incised on an alabastron about a foot high, and from

four to five inches in diameter, with a cover like a small modern butter- plate.

Found in a tomb at Citium .

ili

The numeral is 100. The word is not extant in Phænician, so far as I know,

except upon another Cesnola object ( see No. XXVIII. below ) , and its meaning I

conjecture, from Syriac and Arabic analogy, as " My (or, his ) ashes," or " My (or ,

his) urn .”

XXIII. ( Cesnola , 26. ) Incised on a red terra - cotta vase , from a tomb at

Citium .

שתנאל
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“ To Anthos,” or “ [ The property] of Anthos.” This Greek word was nat

uralized in Syriac, in different forms. This inscription was published in Trans.

Soc . Bibl. Archeology as “To (or, of ) Antosh .”

XXIV. ( Cesnola , 27. ) On the foot of an antique vase of serpentine, pur

chased in the bazar at Nicosia. The last character may be 7 instead of ' , but I

think not.

If not a proper name, it is probably an epithet, or term of endearment. I

conjecture “ My thorn -bush ,” or perhaps “My chain ."

XXV . ( Ward , 5 ; Cesnola , 8. ) A jar (nidos) of red earthenware, from a tomb

at Palæo- Paphos. Letters painted before baking. The fourth character in the

first line is uncertain .

סלפלעב

ןתי

"Ba'al-Peles (Lord of weight ( ? )) gave. He heard me (or, him ).”

XXVI. (Ward, 4 ; Cesnola, 7. ) On a jar of red pottery, like the last, from a

tomb at Citium . Letters painted before baking.

ילענ

“ Ba'ali.” Perhaps a form of the deity's name, or else the name with the

pronominal suffix of the first or third person .

XXVII. ( Cesnola, 29. ) In all respects like the last two. From a tomb at

Citium .

ילענ

Very doubtful, as the fourth character may be , instead of ! , which would

change the whole meaning. As it is here given , it may mean “ My (or, his) Lord

of the olive. "

With regard to the last three inscriptions, I am not blind to the other mean

ings that suggest themselves; but I find nothing to decide the question. One

fragment of a similar riboç had a long inscription of about thirty letters, painted

around the sloping top , of which nothing is now decipherable but the word sya.

If that inscription were legible, it might furnish a clue to these legible shorter

ones. They may only refer to a merchant, or superintendent, instead of a divin

ity ; a supposition which has its base in the fact that they are on common ribol,

which were doubtless put into the tomb with provisions for the departed . It is

reasonable to expect that more of these jars will be found by excavators in Cyprus.

XXVIII. ( Schröder, 22 ( ?) , in Monatsbericht der Königlich -Preussischen Aka

demie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, May, 1870 , pp. 264-272 .) On a rifos like the

last four, except that it has ears , or handles. From a tomb at Citium .

u sec. 240.

See No. XXII ., above.



THE USE OF Y AND ITS COMPOUNDS IN THE HEXATEUCH,

BY PROFESSOR E. C. BISSELL, D. D. ,

Hartford , Conn ,

More than two centuries ago a French critic of the Old Testament alleged

that, among other things, the peculiar use of my in the Pentateuch (Deut.

I. , 1 ) showed that Moses could not have been its author. It indicated rather

as author some one already settled in Canaan. This statement of Peyrèrel was

taken up by others and has come to have the force of a stock argument on that

side of the question . We are fully justified , therefore, in making a brief in

quiry into the actual use of my, with its compounds (2 , 9, 5) , as found in

the Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua, usually associated with it by critics.

As its verbal root would suggest, the noun nay. may mean ( 1 ) what is

beyond, the other side of something ; or (2 ) what is over against, opposite. In the

former case a limit of some sort is not only implied , but made prominent; in

the latter, the relative position of two things as being simply opposite to one

another is the thing emphasized . Moreover, in the former instance, the limit,

be it a river or whatever it may, may be in the mind to such an extent that

it will itself serve as the point of view of the writer or speaker rather than

the one or the other side of it, and so , in perfect harmony with the etymology

of the word, my be employed to mark the transit itself across the limit, whether

in one direction or the other. A third and more derived meaning of the noun

7y is shore, border, that is, of a river, like the Latin ora , ripa. It is found

not infrequently in this sense in the Bible.

We see, accordingly , that is a very flexible word and, by itself, an

exceedingly vague one . It is simply an auxiliary in conveying thought, and needs

to have something added to it in order to carry a clear sense to the mind . And

we shall be struck by nothing more forcibly , I think, in our examination of

its use in the Hexateuch , than by the fact that the writer, as if conscious of

the peculiar vagueness of the word, takes especial pains to show how to use it.

In Genesis the expression is twice found (724 ), L. , 10, 11 ) and both times

in the same sense. Of the funeral train that Joseph led up from Egypt to

Canaan for the burial of his father it is said , that it halted at the " threshing

floor of Atad which is 1770 ny ). ” Undoubtedly the writer meant to fix

the exact spot beyond a peradventure, and for his contemporaries he did so .

But we are less fortunate, as we do not know anything about this “ threshing

1 Systema Theologicum ex Pracadamitarum Hypothesi ( 1655 ), p. 185 f.

3 Cf. Ladd , Doctrine of Sacred Scripture (N. Y. 1883 ). I. p. 510 .
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floor of Atad.” Still, the context, which speaks of the " Canaanites ” as seeing

and remarking upon what took place there , makes it tolerably certain that it

was on the west side of the Jordan (cf. Num. XXXV ., 14, Josh . XXII., 11 ) .1 In

this case there would be nothing against, but much in favor of, the supposition

that the writer was on the east side. To assume, as some do , that the writer's

point of view is and must be the west side , is not only to assume what there

is no justification for in the text, but involves one in very serious difficulties

with it, besides being an assumption of the very point in debate. If yy

does not mean across, on the opposite side, in this instance, it must have the third

of the meanings given above, on the shore (of the Jordan) , and so could not be

used by itself for determining the point of view of the writer.

In Exodus ay is used three times (XXV. , 37 ; XXVIII ., 26 ; XXXIX. , 19)

and the plural construct of it once (XXXII . , 15) , but everywhere exclusively in

the sense what is over against, opposite, as of the lights on the two arms of the

the golden candlestick , the rings on the corresponding borders of the highpriest's

breastplate and the laws on the two tables of stone. These passages, therefore ,

are of no special use to us in our present inquiry. In Leviticus the expression

does not occur.

In Numbers it is found only in the form 7yn (XXI. , 13 ; XXII. , 1 ; XXXII .,

19 (twice ) , 32 ; XXXIV ., 15 ; XXXV., 14 ) the prefix having the force of marking

more definitely the boundary concerning which may is predicated. In the first

instance the Arnon is that boundary ; in all the others it is the Jordan . In

every instance the context makes clear which side of the respective rivers is

meant, but in such a way as not to fix with certainty the point of view of the

writer. That yo is not used by him in the technical sense the word sub

sequently acquired in its Greek form (rò tépav) and had in the time of our Lord

(rò répav tov ' Iopdávov ), as meaning the district east of the Jordan , is clear, from

the fact that he employs it as well of the west as of the east side in the very

same verse (XXXII. , 19) and never uses it of the east side without making it plain

from the context, just as in other instances, that he does so. He never assumes,

in other words, an acquaintance on the part of his readers with any such sup

posed settled or technical sense. As it concerns the writer's own point of view ,

as far as he gives us any hint of it, it is neither the east nor the west side of

the Jordan (excepting XXI., 13 , where the Arnon is mentioned ), but the river it

self. And in the use of the very same term ( yo) he finds himself free to

turn one way or the other, to say, across the Jordan eastward ,” or, across

the Jordan westward,” as circumstances may require.

And the same thing is conspicuously true of the Book of Deuteronomy.

We find here 72y (IV. , 49 ) , nya (1. , 1 ; III . , 8 , 20, 25 ; IV . , 41 , 46 , 47 ; XI ., 30)

1 Dillmann, Com ., in loco , declares that 'Jy3n cannot be used of the people east of the

Jordan .
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of theרבעבandרבעמhe 80 uniformly in Numbers and Deuteronomy have used

and Jaya (xxx., 13) , all employed in the same general sense of what is beyond

or near a border, and, as in the Book of Numbers, in every case but one that

border is the Jordan ( xxx ., 13 ) . As in Numbers , the expression (hy here,

nyo there ) emphasizes the border itself rather than one or the other side of

it, and in the same context is used indifferently for the east or the west side

(111. , 20 , 25 ) . And when it is used for the east side , it is accompanied , in each

instance, by some description that determines the fact, just as when it means

the west side. If the writer were really on the east side of the Jordan , as the

contents of the Book of Deuteronomy would naturally lead us to suppose , then

it is clear that y ) (like yo) meant for him no more than the Jordan limit,

with its shores stretching away on either side. If he was actually on the west

side of it , and was trying to create an impression that he was not, but on the

opposite side, he has certainly taken a very clumsy way of doing it. As far as the

expression he employs is concerned , he effectually effaces not only every sign that

he is there , but that he is on either side. He leaves himself floating in the air

over the fording-place of the Jordan .

But it might be asked , if the writer was not in fact already in Canaan , would

so

east side ? For an answer to this question let us turn to the Book of Joshua.

Here the point of view is changed , at least is assumed to be changed . The

people have crossed the Jordan , and occupied the promised land . Two and a

half tribes have returned , or will eventually return , to the east side of the river

to take possession of the land assigned them there. If the expression we are

considering had for Israel during this period any such sense as has been claimed

for it , it would certainly have it in this book, and be seen to have it. The words

nyo and may ) , that is, like the tribes inheriting east of the Jordan , would

now come into their rightful possessions also , and be no longer used for mere

purposes of mystification .

What is the fact ? In the Book of Joshua , too , we find all three forms of

the word employed : DY (XIII. , 27), y ) ( 1. , 14 , 15 ; 11. , 10 ; V. , 1 ; VII . , 7 ;

IX. , 1 , 10 ; XII . , 1 , 7 ; XIII. , 8 ; XXII. , 4 ; XXIV., 8 ) , nyo (XIII ., 32 ; XIV . , 3 ;

XVII. , 5 ; XVIII. , 7 ; XX. , 8 ; XXII. , 7 ) . It is still understood to have the same

kind of vagueness attaching to it as in the other books , and is never left un

defined . It is still used likewise of both sides of the river, and , what is still more

remarkable, it is used here a great deal oftener than in any other book of the

west side, where people and writer are now assumed to be , and notwithstanding

the fact that they are assumed to be there (V. , 1 ; ix . , 1 ; XII. , 7 ; XXII. , 7 ) .

To the question , then , Does the comparatively uniform - though not ex

clusive - use ofy , and may in Numbers and Deuteronomy for the region

1 In xxii., 11, it seems to mean " ford " and xxiv., 2, 3, 14, 15 it does not refer to the Jordan .
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answer.

east of the Jordan tend to show that the assumed point of view of the history

and historian , as themselves on the same side, is false ?—there can be but one

Most assuredly it does not. We find the same usage, indeed , when

history and historian are actually transferred to Canaan, but we find it with

considerably less uniformity. In other words, where we might expect, were

this theory true, an exclusive appropriation and application of the word in one

sense , we find it used in that sense even less commonly than before. Whether

Moses, therefore, was the responsible author of the Pentateuch or not, no reason

to the contrary can fairly be derived from the use of my in it . It is every

where employed most intelligently and with perfect frankness and consistency.



THE MASSORA AMONG THE SYRIANS. *

Freely translated and adapted from the French of the Abbé J. P. P. MARTIN

BY PROFESSOR BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD, D. D. ,

Western Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Allegheny City, Pa.

I. When the immortal J. S. Assémani was writing , in the last century , his

Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino - Vaticana, ( three parts in four volumes , folio,

Rome, 1719–1728 ), on reaching the chapter which he devoted to Bar -Hebraeus,

and coming to describe the great commentary which that author composed on the

Holy Scriptures under the title of “ Treasury of Mysteries,” — the learned Maronite

let the following lines fall from his pen : “ Versiones denique et auctores quibus

in hoc libro utitur, hi sunt. In primis Hebraïcus textus, et graeca versio Septua

ginta interpretum , passim .. .....Praeterea duae aliae Syriacae, praeter simplicem

cui poene inhoeret , versiones identidem cituntur, nimirum Heraclensis et

Jhes Karkaphensis, hoc est montana, qua videlicet incolae montium utuntur. ' ' 1

These words of Assemani gave the hint to the scholars of Europe , who

set themselves to searching for the new version that Assemani had pointed out

on the authority of Bar-Hebraeus. Though they turned out in force, and ran

sacked all the mountains of Europe and Asia, and searched every crack and

cranny , this "mountain version ” remained undiscoverable . It was to reappear

at the moment when it was least expected .

The scholars were not willing, nevertheless, to refuse themselves the pleasure

of putting forth conjectures. J. David Michaelis took it for the version which the

Nestorians used. G. Christian Adler, who undertook his journey to Rome largely

in the hope of discovering it, did not meet with it. And yet , he had it under his

eyes , perhaps even in his hands, in two libraries , —the Vatican and the Barberini.

* [ The Abbé Martin printed an essay on this subject in the Journal Asiatique, 1869, 6th Series,

vol . XIV . Afterwards he issued his book : La Massore chez les Syriens, etc., Paris , 1870. The

essay which we here translate , presents the matter more succinctly ; it is chapter III., Art. II. ,

8 VI ., pp. 276—296 of the Abbé's recent work : Introduction à la Critique Textuelle du Nouveau Tes

tament, Paris, 1882. Although the doctrines set forth in it are now somewhat generally accepted

by Syriac scholars, they are little known outside of a comparatively narrow circle . And, as the

book from which this section is taken is necessarily a rare one, it is thought that a service will

be rendered to American students of Semitic subjects by presenting it to them in an English

dress. The translation itself is very free in form and the adaptation includes some considerable

omissions. The translator hopes, however, that he has in no case either misrepresented the

learned author, or failed to convey his meaning with clearness. He is not, of course, responsible

for the correctness of the facts or the validity of the logic ; but only for the just transference of

the Abbé's meaning .)

1J. S. Assemani, op. cit. vol . II., p . 283.
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At the end of his efforts and researches, he thought he could affirm provisionally

that the Karkaphensian version was only a manuscript of the Peshito : “ Imo

haec Carcafensis,” he says, "nobis non versio diversa sed codex quidam insignis

Vulgata Syriaca versionis fuisse videtur. Quod vel ex iis varietatibus patet quae

a Gregorio laudantur. " 'i

II. The failure of G. Ch. Adler did not discourage scholars. They still con

tinued to seek the Karkaphensian version , and some are perhaps at this hour still

seeking it . They have not found it , for the very simple reason that it does not

exist. We can give assurance of this . The Karkaphensian version positively

has been discovered . Cardinal Wiseman had the good fortune to put his hand on

two MSS. that belong to what has been called the Karkaphensian version . J. S.

Assemani had had one of them in his hands ; he had even described it in two

places in his writings : ( 1 ) in the second volume of his Bibliotheca Orientalis, pp.

499 , 500 ; (2 ) in his Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vaticanae Codiicum MSS. Catalogus,

vol . III. , p . 287 ; and although the title ought to have attracted his attention, he

did not notice that he had in his hands that “ Karkaphensian Tradition " of the

existence of which Bar -Hebraeus had apprised him .

Nicholas Wiseman, in his Horae Syriacae, pp. 149 sq . , described the two

Roman MSS.; but he did not perhaps throw into sufficient relief the singular and

characteristic features of the work which they contained . All the manuscripts of

this class bear a title like the following : “ Volume of the words and readings of

the Old and New Testaments (according to the Karkaphensian tradition ) . ” The

words in brackets are wanting in some of the manuscripts.2

III . Now what is this work, thus brought to our knowledge under the name

of “Karkaphensian tradition , " or some similar name ?

It is easy to answer. It is a Massoretic work . The word which we have

translated “ tradition ” is the Syriac equivalent of the Hebrew word Massora .

The Syrians had a Massora analogous to that of the Jews, contemporary with that

of the Jews, and , moreover, like that of the Jews, divided into two currents, the

cradle of one of which was the East, in Babylonia, while the other was born and

grew up in the West, in Palestine and Syria. We have , in a word , documents

which represent two literary traditions or currents. And as the Aramaic is

closely like the Hebrew, it goes without saying that the Syriac Massora is , on the

whole, much like the Massora of the Jews. It is astonishing that so patent a fact

should have so long escaped those who had the Karkaphensian manuscripts in

their hands. A simple statement of the contents of these volumes ought , by it

self, to have shown them that they had before them, not a new version of the

Bible , but ( 1 ) a lexicographical and grammatical work ; (2) an exegetical work .

In drawing up these volumes, which contain sometimes more than 300 leaves, the

i Versiones Syriacae, p . 83 .

2 See below . Cf. P. Martin : La Massore chez les Syriens. Paris, 1870 .
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intention was, not to give a new text, but to furnish the means of conserving and

using the old texts . The impulse that led the Latin critics of the thirteenth cen

tury to draw up correctoria, led the Syrian critics of the ninth to the thirteenth

centuries to make this compilation , which ought to take its place in history here

after under the name of Life L 29,-wordshard to translate, but the sense of

which is easy to recognize in the phrase, “ Collection of Biblical words, punctu

ated and provided with their accents.”

IV. The form of this text may be understood from a view of any page of

one of the MSS. which embody it. Take, for instance, manuscript 62 of the Paris

National Library , and open at the page that contains the last portion of Mark's

Gospel. From Mark xiv. , 72 , with which the page begins, to the end of the

Gospel , no single verse is given entire. Of the 68 verses contained within these

limits, there are given fragments of only 20 ; and these fragments most frequently

consist of only a few words.

No doubt there are places where the verses are less mutilated than in this

passage. This is true, for example, of the beginning of these Syrian correctoria .

One or even two consecutive verses may be found cited entire in Genesis or Ex

odus ; we are not absolutely sure that they are , for we have never verified the

fact. In proportion as we advance, however, into the Old and into the New

Testaments , the extracts become shorter and more disconnected . The reason for

this fact is easy to discover : the object which the Syrian Massorites set before

themselves being to guide in the syllabication and rhythmical reading of the text,

they did not repeat the words every time they occurred , but, after giving them a

few times, assumed that they would be well known to their readers. This is why,

in the analyses they make of this same passage of Mark , according to the Philox

eno-Heraclensian version , they do not give more than some fifteen words.

“ Brother,” says the copyist of one of these collections of which we are speak

ing, to his readers, “ do not trouble yourself too quickly, if in glancing through

the ' chémohe and qéroïotho ' (punctuated and accented words) , collected here with

the greatest care, you do not find in certain parts of the later books the ' chémohe

and qéroïotho ’ that you are seeking. They have been already written before , in

the first or last portion of each book. The more difficult ones have been given

once, or twice, or even oftener. Take, therefore, the book, read it through , com

mencing each book at its beginning ; continue your reading without fear, and you

will discover that I tell the truth . If there are two similar expressions, and you

find one of them and not the other, know that they are pronounced alike. I have

done as I have said . " 1

To read such a note as this is enough to inform us what kind of a work we

have in hand . The Massoretic text is not continuous and it is not the same in all

1 Additional Manuscript 7183, f. 122 .
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MSS. From this we may learn the nature of the text contained in the Massoretic

MSS. It follows that if a passage is not cited in them , we are by no means justi

fied in concluding that this passage was not authentic in the eyes of the Syrian

Massorites, because it is their habit sometimes to pass over several successive

verses without drawing a single word from them .

V. It is important to observe, moreover, that all the MSS. do not contain

the same passages, or the same words in the same passages. We have verified

the fact in a number of passages, and have elsewhere given Matthew 1. , 18—11 . , 4a,

as it is extracted in four MSS.1 A single glance at the differences there manifest

to all will make the conclusions, which such a comparison demands, very plain .

Each MS. , or nearly every one, is the work of an author or of a school : of one of

those scholars who, from the seventh to the eighth centuries devoted their efforts

and lives to the clearing up of all the difficulties of the Scriptures, or of one of

those societies of “ maq'reyâne," the mission of which was to conserve the good

traditions of reading and pronunciation . This is in harmony with the language

which we have quoted from the copyist of the Additional MS. 7183.

VI. We ought not , therefore, to seek for a version in these books, but

something very different. This is so true , that not only is the Peshito analyzed in

them , but also the Philoxeno- Heraclensian version . Yet, it is worth noticing,

that the “chémohe and qéroïotho " of the latter figure only in the Massoretic

collections of the Jacobite Syrians, while the Nestorian collections (MS. Add.

12138) contain only the analysis of the Peshito .

VII. Among the numerous remarks that might be made with reference to

these volumes, we content ourselves with the four following :-( 1 ) The New

Testament is divided thus :-a. Acts and Catholic Epistles; 6. Epistles of Paul ;

c . Gospels, in the usual order. This division is adopted in the analysis of both

the Peshito and Philoxeno-Heraclensian. (2 ) The version of Thomas of Harkel

contained , therefore, the Acts and Epistles. ( 3 ) In the Peshito only three catholic

Epistles are analyzed. The fact is less clear in the Philoxeno-Heraclensian ,

because the Catholic Epistles are analyzed together, and a long search is neces

sary to find to which Epistle the words cited belong. (4) There are no " ch‘mohe”

of the Apocalypse given in either case. It would seem, then , that neither the

Nestorians nor the Jacobites accepted the Apocalypse in the ninth and tenth

centuries as authentic or canonical.

VIII. In the Massoretic collections of the Jacobite Syrians, in the same

fashion as the Bible, only somewhat more briefly , the works of the Greek Fathers

translated into Syriac have been analyzed, -especially those the translation of

which was due to James of Edessa, to -wit :-(1) the works attributed to St.

Dionysius the Areopagite — three treatises and the letters ; (2) the works of St.

Basil - twenty -nine homilies; (3) of St. Gregory the Theologian , bishop of Nazi

i La Massore chez les Syriens. Pieces Justificatives. Tableau III .
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anza - forty -seven homilies in two parts ; (4) the letters of St. Basil and St.

Gregory the Theologian ; (5) the 26you émcųpóviou of Severus of Antioch -- 125 hom

ilies divided into three parts, as in the version of them made by James of Edessa

about 700-701, A. D.1

IX. To these analyses, made from the point of view of the pronunciation

and punctuation , the following documents are adjoined : ( 1 ) the letter of James of

Edessa to George of Sarug and to the “ scribes who read this book ; ” ( 2 ) a treatise

by James of Edessa on punctuation and accentuation ; (3 ) a treatise , apparently

by a deacon named Thomas ; (4 ) the names of the Greek points according to St.

Epiphanius; ( 5 ) divers other little grammatical treatises ; (6 ) enumeration of the

orixou and phuara contained in the Holy Scriptures. For the Old Testament, the

orixou are enumerated for the whole and also book by book ; but for the New

Testament they are enumerated simply for the whole. Moreover, it does not ap

pear that the Nestorian Massora contains this enumeration . ( 7 ) Lastly , at the end

of all these documents , come very short lives of the prophets, apostles, and dis

ciples, largely taken from St. Epiphanius, and perhaps also from Eusebius.2

Sometimes, also , the last leaves of these collectanea contain treatises on vocibus

aequivocis, or tables of words written alike in their consonants, but pronounced

differently .

This, then , is the contents of these voluminous collections , subject to varia

tions of the codices. MS. 62 (formerly 142 ) of the National Library of Paris has

furnished the description above.

X. It is astonishing, we repeat , that such an assemblage of documents has

not long ago caused the true nature of the work contained in the Karkaphensian

or other le lors to be recognized . The grouping together of so disparate

a collection of pieces ought to have opened the eyes of the blind. Yet neither

Andrew Scandar nor Assemani understood the character of these collections.

They mentioned , in the Bibliotheca Orientalis and the Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vati

canae Catalogus, the work of which we are speaking, under the title of “ Onomas

ticon Jacobi Edesseni " ! Cardinal Wiseman caught but half a glimpse of the

truth . Rosen and Forschall3 advanced no further than Wiseman : they still

translated the title less liés y, secundum VERSIONEM Karkaphen

sem ! But no one has passed on this erroneous road beyond the old catalogue of

the Paris National Library, which classified a collection of this kind among the

“ HISTORIAE SCRIPTORES ! ” This is not the first time that librarians have

taken a missal for a treatise on astronomy. Very likely it will not be the last.

1 This date is reached by means of MSS. in the Vatican Library . (J. S. Assemani , Biblioth .

Orient., vol . I. , pp. 494 , 570 ) .

2 Patrol. Graec. XXII. col . 1261-1271 c .

3 Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum orientalium . London, 1838. Folio . Pars I. Codices Syr

iacos et Carshunicos amplectens, pp. 34—71.
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XI. Of the collections of which we are speaking, only two of those which

represent the Massora of the Western Syrians contain in the title the words

eris 12 s ' ,to wit , the Additional Manuscript 7183 of the British Muse

um , and the MS. 152 of the Vatican library ; but all are drawn up on the same

plan and are so much alike that a single glance will determine them all to belong

to one family.

XII. It is scarcely to be doubted that the school of philologists and gram

marians, called “ Karkaphensian Tradition,” drew its name from the convent of

" Kar kaphºtho,” in the neighborhood of Amid, not far from the great Syrian

monastery of Karthamin , in the region of Upper Mesopotamia, which , on account

of its numerous convents, received , in the history of the Middle Ages , the name

of Tûr- 'Abdîn , or “ Mountain of the Servants [of God ]," - a name which it still

bears to -day. This school represented the grammatical and philological tradi

tions of the Western Syrians.2

XIII. Who founded the Syrian Massora ? A positive answer is difficult .

No doubt the origines of the studies the results of which are collected in the vol

umes of the ninth , tenth , eleventh , twelfth and thirteenth centuries, mount up to

the fourth or fifth centuries . Few proper names , however, are found in these

MSS. , that are certainly of the fifth century. Perhaps the “ Deacon Thomas ”

who wrote the treatise on punctuation and accentuation inserted in these collec

tions , may be identified with that Thomas of Edessa, who was connected with the

Nestorian Patriarch , Mar Abdas I. , called “ the Great ” (538–552 ). The Massora

seems to have been born in Babylonia, and to have been early developed there .

Thence it passed to the West, where it made much progress , but in a somewhat

altered direction . It is evident that James of Edessa gave a strong impulse to

this kind of study . The place of honor given to his letter to George of Sarûg, to

his treatise on punctuation and accentuation, and to his translations from Greek

writers proves this past doubt. It is perhaps for this reason that the loses Wies

of his Highness Monseigneur Yûssef-ben -David, Syrian Archbishop of Damascus,

bears , at the end of the title, this addition : “Works of Mar James of Edessa ;”

not , beyond question , because the collection , such as we have it, was composed by

James of Edessa, but in the sense that this great writer was the most illustrious

popularizer of labors of this kind , the real founder of a Hellenistic and Græci

zing school.3 It is enough , moreover, to read the letter of James of Edessa and to

observe the rôle it plays in the Massoretic collections in order to perceive at once

the conclusion to which all the facts point : “Let no one omit a letter from ,"

says James of Edessa to the copyists, "and let no one add a letter to these Greek

i On all these questions see Martin : La Massore chez les Syriens, Paris, 1870. Pp. 123–130 .

2 Bar Hebraeus clearly identifies the Karkaphensian tradition with the Western Syrians.

3 See the Journal Asiatique for 1872. Vol. II . , pp . 247—256, and cf. Martin : Syriens Orienteaux et

Occidenteaux . Paris, 1873 .
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and Hebrew words : " -giving a considerable list . There is no doubt, then , but

that James of Edessa was the great promoter of the Hellenizing movement which

was wrought out in the bosom of the Monophysite portion of the Syrian race in

the eighth , ninth and tenth centuries of our era . Bar-Hebraeus even attributes

to him some Lili L like those of the Karkaphensian school, but it is prob

able that he means by this the Karkaphensian collections, of which we may per

haps regard James of Edessa as the principal author.

It is from the translations of St. Basil, of St. Gregory Nazianzen , especially

of Severus of Antioch , made by James of Edessa, that the Syrians obtained that

terminology and barbarous orthography which disfigure the MSS. of the ninth to

the twelfth centuries. It was James of Edessa, also , who enriched the Syrian

tongue with some very curious words. It need not be added that the disciples , as

always happens, outdid the master. It was a blessing that the Syrian words,

properly so called , were in great part saved from these innovations, or the Aramaic

language might have suffered a true disaster .

And let no one think that it was only a single Massorite who gave himself to

this eccentricity . All yielded to the fashion ; no one was able to withstand the

Græcizing invasion . Only the Nestorian Massora remained almost entirely shel

tered from this flood ; but we do not fear to judge unjustly , when we say that it

owed this less to good sense than to the circumstances of the times , and especially

to the places where it lived .

XIV. The description which we have given of these collections of the Syrian

Massora , suffices of itself to teach us the use that may be made of them, and the

advantages we may hope to reap from their study. ( 1 ) We are not to expect to

find a new version in them ,-whether a " mountain version ,” or any other kind.

They contain nothing of this sort ; and he will be sorely deceived who approaches

their study with such a preconception . (2 ) We are not even to expect to find ex

egesis in them ; for above all things , these works are, like the Jewish Massora ,

grammatical or philological. ( 3 ) What we may expect to find in them is the tradi

tion of the proper pronunciation , and of a correct punctuation and accentuation .

They are the Syrian counterpart of what the Jews called the “Manual for the

reader,” or a “Master of the reader.” Indeed , the title that is given to these

collections in the most ancienti MS. that has come down to us, containing the

Nestorian Massora, is just this. On folio 3096. at the head of a treatise on punc

tuation and accentuation, we read the following title : “ We are still writing, by

God's grace, the signs of the punctuation, of the ‘ Books of the Maqerʻyânâ'." The

Maqʻrøyânâ is, properly speaking, that which teaches to read. In the Indo -Ger

manic languages this is a comparatively easy thing to do. But in the Semitic

languages, where only the consonants are written , it is not an easy task to teach ,

1 The date is 899 A. D.
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or to learn , how to read a text, and to read it correctly . This accounts for the

important role of the Maqereyânâ. We have in it, therefore, an important work

that ought to be seriously studied ; but which ought to be studied entirely from

the point of view of Syriac phonology and lexicography.

XV. Is no profit to be obtained from it , then , for the study of Holy Scrip

ture ? Such a conclusion would be thoroughly mistaken . Just as the Hebrew

Massora has rendered and will render great service to those who study the Old

Testament ; so the Syrian Massora can very greatly aid those who wish to study

the Peshito and Philoxeno -Heraclensian versions of the Bible.

When we are trying to determine the canon of the Old and of the New

Testaments, for example , one of the best sources of information that we can con

sult, is certainly the Massoretic collection ; we have in these Massoretic volumes,

not indeed a witness that is definitive, supreme and complete, but at least the

witness of one of the most intelligent parts of two fractions of the Syrian race,

the Jacobite and Nestorian fractions ; the witness of learned men who had often

examined the sacred text minutely and scrupulously ; who determined its reading,

fixed its punctuation , marked its divisions, and collected all its lexicographical and

grammatical peculiarities ; and who did all this, not arbitrarily , but under the in

spiration of their language, their church and their race . Such a witness as this ,

every body will understand, has great value.

b. Likewise , if our business is the determination of a reading in a given

place, these Massoretic writings can render important service, if they contain the

passage. Their testimony helps to control that of the Peshito or of the Philox

enian , the text of which they analyze and punctuate. Moreover, when we com

bine the separate MSS. of this family , we may find that we can reconstruct from

them the whole text, since the fragments which are not in one Lojas, may be in

another.

XVI. These Massoretic manuscripts contain many marginal notes, but all

have reference to points of grammar or lexicography.1 No one of these notes,

for example , makes any allusion to the additions to the text, found in the Cureto

nian version.

XVII. There are known about a dozen MSS. of the Syrian Massora. Of

these , there are two at Rome,-one in the Vatican , No. 152 (of about the year

950 ) , and one in the Barberini library, VI . 62 , formerly 101 ( 1093 ) . The National

library at Paris has one, - No.62 , formerly 142 , ( tenth to eleventh century ). Mon

seigneur Yûssef-ben -David , Syrian Archbishop of Damascus , owned one , dated

about 1015 ,- and probably has it yet. All the others are at London , to wit :-as

representatives of the Jacobite Massora , the Additional MSS. 7183 ( twelfth cen

tury) ; 12178 (tenth to eleventh century ) ; 14182 (eleventh to twelfth century ) ;

1 Cf. Martin : La Massore, & c. Pieces Justificatives .

2 This MS . is now in the Library of the Cathedral Church of the Syrians at Mosul .
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14667, f . 1-22 (tenth century ); 17162, f. 1-14 (tenth to eleventh century ); 14684 ,

f. 1-117 (twelfth to thirteenth century ). A single MS. represents the Nestorian

Massora, to wit, the Additional MS. 12138, which belongs to the year 899. Total :

one MS. of the ninth century , one of the tenth , two of the eleventh , four of the

tenth to the eleventh , three of the twelfth ; in all eleven Massoretic collections, of

which two are at Rome, one at Paris, seven at London and one at Damascus or

Mosul.1

This then is what we had to say about the pretended Karkaphensian version ,

which is not a version, not even a recension in the proper sense of the word. If

it is to be classed with any works made in the West, it must be put with the fam

ily of Correctoria, rather than with any other category of MSS. whatever.

XVIII . Before closing, we may pause long enough to say a word as to certain

other Syrian versions that have from time to time been brought into discussion .

After having examined carefully the passages of the authors on the authority of

whom the existence of these has been affirmed , we are constrained to believe that

in some of the cases the sense of the word has been misunderstood . There are

in all languages, in Aramaic as well as the rest, some general expressions, the pre

cise sense of which is determined only by the context and analogy. It is the duty

of critics to allow weight to the circumstances which determine the sense of such

a word in each passage. We have already seen them allowing themselves to be

led into error by the word 1216seso, the proper and rigorous signification of

which is “ Tradition , ” “ Massora,” but which is very often taken as Version . "

The word generally used in Aramaic to designate a version is 1200 , although, to

speak rigorously, this term rather signifies the " edition ” of a book . There is also

another term which has been the cause of much confusion ; this is the word

“to comment,” “ explain ," " interpret.” The sense of “ to translate " has

often been given to this word ; and thus commentaries have often been trans

formed into versions. Many writers of merit bear in literary history the name of

Librés , “ commentators," “ interpreters .” Such, for example, are Paul of Calli

nicum (about 578 ) , James of Edessa (+709–710 ) , etc.; but no one seems to have

received this name for having made versions of Sacred Scripture. James of

Edessa deserved his title much more for the Greek writers whom he translated,

than for his recension of Holy Scripture .

There is, nevertheless , a collection of texts that raise the suspicion that the

Nestorians had a version made from the LXX. , and that a century (or nearly that)

before the Monophysites possessed theirs.

Of all the men who have ever lived , few seem to have had a more singular

destiny than the Catholicus of the Nestorians, Mar Abbas, called the Great (538–

552). Born in paganism , and brought up in the mysteries of Magism, he raised

ܩܶܫܳܦܕ

,

1 Cf. P. Martin : La Massore chez les Syriens; Wiseman : Horae Syriacae; W. Wright: Catalogus,

vol. I. , pp. 101–115 .
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himself by his strength of will, the force of his character, and the superiority of

his talents, to the highest dignities of his sect and the most envied honors of his

nation. What a curious history is this, of this Magian, becoming Christian,

learning Aramean in the school of Nisibis , emigrating to Edessa in order to study

Greek and literature, pushing on as far as Constantinople, some say even to

Rome, sojourning at Alexandria for the completing of his exegetical labors , at

last returning to his native land, there attaining the Catholicate, enjoying the

intimacy of the great Khosroes, and at last ,-that nothing might be lacking to

his strange fate , -dying in disgrace and irons! Singular figure, which some writer

of talent should rescue for us from the obscurity which invests it.

Now, a body of documents scarcely permits us to doubt that the Catholicus

Mar Abbas translated the Old and New Testaments out of the Greek , in the first

quarter of the sixth century , almost at the very time when Philoxenus of Mabug,

in the West, was translating the Holy Gospels by the direction of his Chorepisco

pus Polycarp (508 ) . Mar Aud-Icho , metropolitan of Nisibis in the fourteenth cen

tury ( about 1340) is explicit : “ Mar Abbas, the Great,” he says, “ translated

Kers) and explained (4433) the whole Old Testament from the Greek into Syriac.

He commented also on Genesis , the Psalms, the Proverbs ,” 1 etc. Ebed -Jesu (or

Audicho , as the Nestorians call him) speaks only of a translation of the Old Testa

ment , but other writers fill the lacuna. Bar-Hebraeus, to whom the epithet of

" the Great ” might be justly given ( 1226–1286 ), does not distinguish between the

Old and New Testaments : “ Mar Abbas,” he tells us , “ went to Nisibis to learn

Syriac letters. Desirous also of learning Greek , he went to Edessa and put him

self to school to a teacher named Thomas who knew enough Greek. Then he

went with his teacher to Alexandria, and , with his help , translated the Holy Scrip

tures out of the Greek into Syriac . "2 Lastly , two other Nestorian writers, Maris

and Amru -ben -Mathay (thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) are more explicit.

They say clearly that Mar Abbas “ composed a fine collection of Canons, which

bears his name, and that he translated (or explained ) the books of the Old and of

the New Testaments ." '3

No fragments have come down to us which confirm these statements. We

have never met with any other version than the Peshito in the liturgical books of

this sect ; and no other author known to us has mentioned the fact that we have

here brought out. We must remember, however, that the Nestorian literature

has almost entirely perished , in the invasions which through fifteen centuries

have never ceased to sweep over Babylonia. It is not surprising, then , that this

version, if it was made, has perished with so many other books, of the real exist

ence of which there is not the least doubt.

1J . S. Assemani, vol . III. , pt. I. , p . 75. Cf. II . , p . 130 , col . 1 , p . 411 and III. , part I. , pp .407_408.

2 J. B. Abbeloos and Lamy, Greg. Bar -Hebraei Chronicon ecclesiasticum , vol . II ., p . 89-91 .

3 J. S. Assemani, Bibl. Orient. II . 412 .
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It has been concluded , likewise, from a passage in the Commentaries of Dio

nysius Bar-Tsalibi (+1171 ) , citing the Historia Miscellanea of Zacharias, bishop of

Mitylene, in the island of Lesbos , that Maras, bishop of Amid , translated the

Gospels from Greek into Syriac. The conclusion does not seem to us , however,

included in the premises.

[ So far the Abbé at this place. Elsewhere he admits of course the biblical

translations of James of Edessa ; and also , on the strength of a passage to be

found in Overbeck's S. Syri Ephraemi aliorumque opera selecta , p . 172 , that Rabbu

las, bishop of Edessa up to about 436 , translated the New Testament. The passage

reads : " And he translated (1) by the wisdom of God that was in him, the

New Testament from Greek into Syriac, on account of its variations , accurately

according to what it was . '']

1 See Anecdota of Land, vol . Ill . , p . 252.
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In theology the Christological system starts from the mpūrov evayyéhov, in Gen.

III . , 15. Not so the ancient synagogue. Starting from the talmudic saying,

that “ all the prophets have prophesied only of the days of the Messiah ,” it found

references to the Messiah in many more passages of the Old Testament than those

verbal predictions to which we generally appeal. According to this maxim ,

almost every passage of the Old Testament is to be referred to Messiah. That

this was believed in the time of Jesus we see from passages like John V. , 46 , “ For

had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me.” Now ,

these words are so general, that they cannot very well be confined , as is usually

done, to Gen. III. , 15 ; XII. , 3 ; XVIII. , 18 ; XXII ., 18 ; XLIX. , Deut. XVIII. , 15 , 18 .

The same apostle also says (ch . XIX . , 36) : “ For these things were done, that

the Scripture should be fulfilled , A bone of him shall not be broken .” Almost

the same idea, as expressed in the talmudic passage quoted above, we find in the

words of Peter, when he says (Acts III . , 24) : “ Yea, and all the prophets from

Samuel and those that follow after, as many as have spoken , have likewise fore

told of these days.” Such being the ideas in the consciousness of the writers in

the time of Jesus, it is of no small interest to examine the sources , such as the

Talmud, both the Jerusalem and Babylonian , the Targumim or Chaldee Para

phrases, and the oldest Midrashim , whence we derive our information on the

subject.

GENESIS.

I., 2. “ And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters."

This is the Spirit of the King Messiah , as it is said, “ And the Spirit of the

Lord shall rest upon him ” (Isa. XI . , 2 ).- Bereshith Rabba, sec . 2 , 8. Whence

do you prove that Messiah already existed before the creation ? From “ And

the Spirit of God ," etc .; and that the Messiah is meant thereby is seen from

Isa. XI . , 2 , “ And the Spirit of the Lord,” etc.- Pesikta Rabbathi, fol. 58, col . 2 .

1 Although Dr. Edersheim , in his Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah (London, 1883), has treated

the same subject, yet a comparison of both will show the truth of the old saying, “ Duo , quum

faciunt idem, non est idem . " The reader will find it very difficult, if not impossible, to verify

Edersheim's quotations ; for to do this it requires not only a rabbinic library, but also a knowl

edge of rabbinic literature . As both these things cannot be expected of every one, it has been

our aim to give the quotations in full . And this is one feature wherein our treatment of the

subject differs from Edersheim . In Schatr -Herzog's Encyclop ., 8. v. Midrash , the reader will find

the necessary information concerning the midrashic literature ; and 8. v . Targum , all that refers

to the Chaldee paraphrases of the Old Testament.
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I. , 4. “ And God saw the light that it was good .”

Which light is it that shineth to the congregation of God ? The light of Mes

siah , as it is written , “And God saw the light that it was good ;" that is to

say, God saw beforehand, before the world was created , that the Messiah will

bring salvation to the nations. – Pesikta Rabbathi, fol 62 , col . 1. Referring to

this exposition , the author of Yalkut Shimeoni, fol. 56 , asks : What is indi

cated in the words (Ps. XXXVI., 10 ) , “In thy light shall we see light ?” what

else than the light of the Messiah , of whom it is said , “ And God saw the

light that it was good .”

III., 15. “ And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy

seed and her seed ; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.”

The Jerusalem Targum thus paraphrases this passage : And it shall come to

pass, when the children of the woman shall labor in the law , and perform the

commandments, that they shall bruise and smite thee on thy head , and shall

kill thee ; but when the children of the woman shall forsake the precepts of

the law , and shall not perform the commandments, thou shalt bruise and

smite them on their heel , and hurt them ; but there shall be a remedy for

the children of the woman, but for thee, O serpent, there shall be no remedy,

for hereafter they shall to each other perform a healing in the heel in the

latter end of the days, in the days of King Messiah . The Targum of Jonathan

goes on in the same strain , and concludes : Nevertheless there shall be a

remedy for them ; but to thee there shall not be a remedy ; for they shall

hereafter perform a healing in the heel in the days of King Messiah. The

Talmud Sota , fol . 49 , col . 2 , speaks of “the heels of the Messiah ” (

XnUO) , i . e . , of the time when the heel of the Messiah shall be bruised ' by

the serpent, with reference to the troubles in the Messianic time. As this

passage is very interesting, we give it here in full : Rabbi Pinchas, the son

of Yair , said , Since the destruction of the Temple, the sages and the nobles

are ashamed , and cover their heads. The wonder-workers are disdained , and

those who rely upon their arm and tongue have become great. There is none

who teaches (Israel), none who prays for the people, none who inquires (of

the Lord). Upon whom, then , are we to trust ? Upon our Father who is in

heaven . Rabbi Eliezer the Great said : Since the destruction of the Temple,

the sages have commenced to be like school-masters, and the school-masters

like precentors, and the precentors like the laymen , and these too grow worse ,

and there is none who asks or inquires. Upon whom , then, are we to trust ?

Upon our Father who is in heaven . In the footprints of the Messiah impu

dence will increase , and there will be scarcity. The vine will produce its

fruit, but wine will be dear. The government will turn itself to heresy, and

there will be no reproof. And the house of assembly will be for fornication ,

Galilee will be destroyed, and Gablan laid waste, and men of Gebul will

(תובקע
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49 ,

go from city to city, and find no favor. And the wisdom of the scribes will

stink , and those who fear sin will be despised, and truth will fail . Boys will

confuse the faces of old men. Old men will rise up before the young . The

son will treat the father shamefully, and the daughter will rise up against

her mother, and the daughter- in -law against her mother-in -law , and a man's

foes will be those of his own household. The face of that generation will be

as the face of a dog ; the son will have no shame before his father. Upon

whom, then, are we to trust ? Upon our Father who is in heaven . - Sota , fol.

col . a, b .

IV. , 25. “ For God hath appointed me another seed instead of Abel , whom Cain

slew ."

Rabbi Tanchuma said in the name of Rabbi Samuel , Eva meant that seed

which comes from another place . And who is meant ? The King Messiah.

- Bereshith Rabba, sec. 23. Rav Huna said, It is written , “ For God hath

appointed another seed ;" this is the seed which comes from another place .

Who is that ? The King Messiah . — Ruth Rabba, sec. 8.

XIX. , 32. “ Come, let us make our father drink wine , that we may preserve seed

of our father. "

Rabbi Tanchuma said in the name of Rabbi Samuel : The daughters said ,

“ that we may preserve seed of our father.” It is not written " a son , ” but

" seed ,” which is to indicate the seed which is to come from another place.

And what seed is it ? The King Messiah . — Bereshith Rabba , sec. 41 .

XXII. , 18. “ And in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed . ”

Why does God compare the Israelites to the sand of the sea ? Because with

out sand no plant can be planted , and thus no one could exist ; because there

would be no fruits. Thus , likewise, the world could not exist without the

Israelites ; wherefore it is also written , " And in thy seed shall all the nations

of the earth be blessed.” In this life, it is true , the Israelites are compared

to the dust of the earth , but in the Messianic age they will be like the sand

of the sea ; for as the sand makes the teeth dull , so also will the heathen be

destroyed in the time of the Messiah , as it is said : “ Out of Jacob shall come

he that shall have dominion ” (Num. XXIV. , 19 ).— Bemidbar Rabba, sec. 2 .

XXXV. , 21. “ And spread his tent beyond the tower of Edar."

The Targum Jonathan, in loco , And Jacob journeyed and extended his taber

nacle beyond the tower of Edar, the place whence hereafter King Messiah

shall be revealed in the end of days.

XLIX. , 10. “ Until Shiloh come. ”

The Targum Onkelos paraphrases, Until that Messiah shall come, whose is

the kingdom . The Jerusalem Targum , Until the time that King Messiah shall

come, whose is the kingdom . The Targum Jonathan, Until the time that
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King Messiah, the youngest of his children , shall come. The Midrash Bere

shith Rabba (sec. 98 , 99) , Midrash Echa (i . e . , on Lamentations I. , 16) refer

the expression “ Shiloh ” to the Messiah . That “ Shiloh was regarded as

the name of the Messiah, we see from the following interesting talmudic pas

sage : What is his name ? They of the school of Rav Shila said , His name is

Shiloh , as it is said , “ Until Shiloh come.” But those of the school of Rabbi

Yanai said , His name is Yinon , as it is said , “ Before the sun (was) his name

was Yinon ” (Ps. LXXII., 17 ) . They of the school of Hanina said , Hanina is

his name, as it is said, “Where I will not show you favor ” (Jer. XVI. , 13 ) .

And some say , His name is Menachem , the son of Hezekiah, as it is said,

Because he keeps far from me the Comforter, who refreshes my soul ” (Lam.

1. , 16 ) . The rabbis say, His name is the leper of the house of Rabbi, as it is

said , “ Surely he hath borne our sickness, and endured the burden of our

pains, yet we did esteem him stricken , smitten of God, and afflicted ” (Isa.

LIII . , 4 ).- Sanhedrin , fol . 98 , col . 2.1

“And unto him shall the gathering of the people be.”

The same is meant to whom the prophecy refers, “And in that day there

shall be a root of Jesse , which shall stand for an ensign of the people ” (Isa.

XI. , 10 ).-- Bereshith Rabba, sec. 99 .

XLIX. , 11. “ Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt unto the choice

vine ; he washed his garments in wine, and his clothes in the blood of grapes."

The Jerusalem Targum : How fair is King Messiah , who is hereafter to arise

from the house of Judah ! He girdeth up his loins , and goes forth to battle

against his foes, smiting kings with (their) princes, reddening their rivers

with the blood of their slain , and whitening his valleys with the fatness of

their strength ; his garments are dipped in blood ; he is like to the treader of

grapes. The Targum Jonathan speaks almost in the same words . Bereshith

Rabba, sec. 99 , remarks on the words “and his ass's colt unto the choice

vine,” This refers to him of whom it is said “ lowly, and riding upon an ass

(Zech . ix. , 9 ) . In the Talmud we read , Whoever sees a vine in his dream ,

will see the Messiah , because it is written , “and his ass's colt unto the choice

vine.” — Berachoth , fol . 57 , col . 1 .

XLIX ., 12. “ His eyes shall be red with wine , and his teeth white with milk . ”

The Jerusalem Targum : How fair are the eyes of King Messiah to look upon !

more beautiful than the vine, purer than to behold with them the uncovering

of nakedness, and the shedding of innocent blood ; his teeth are more skillful

in the law than to eat with them deeds of violence and rapine. The Targum

Jonathan uses almost the same words.

1 The same we find in Midrash Echa , or Lamentations, on i . , 16 .
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EXODUS.

XII . , 42. “ It is a night to be much observed unto the Lord for bringing them out

from the land of Egypt: this is that night of the Lord to be observed of al?

the children of Israel in their generations.”

The Jerusalem Targum paraphrases : It is a night to be kept and established

for the deliverance which is from before the Lord in the bringing out of the

children of Israel free from the land of Egypt. For there are four nights

written in the book of remembrance. The first night was when the word

of the Lord was revealed on the world to create it..... The second night was

when the word of the Lord was revealed to Abraham between the parts.....

The third night was when the word of the Lord appeared against the Egyp

tians at midnight.... The fourth night shall be when the world shall arrive

at its end to be dissolved , the cords of the wicked shall be consumed , and the

iron yoke shall be broken , Moses shall go forth from the midst of the desert,

and King Messiah from the midst of Rome, etc.

XVI. , 25. “ Moses said , Eat that to -day ; for to -day is a sabbath unto the Lord .”

Jerusalem Talmud : Rabbi Levi said , If Israel would only observe one sabbath

as it ought to be observed, the son of David would soon come, as it is said ,

“ Moses said ,” etc. - Taanith, fol . 64 , col . 1.1

XL ., 9. “ And shalt hallow it, and all the vessels thereof , and it shall be holy."

The Targum Jonathan : And thou shalt hallow the magnificent crown of the

kingdom of the house of Judah and the King Messiah , who will redeem Israel

in the latter days. "

XL ., 11. “And thou shalt anoint the laver and his foot, and sanctify it ."

The Targum Jonathan : And thou shalt anoint the laver, etc., for the sake of

...Messiah , the son of Ephraim , who is to proceed from him ; by whom Is

rael will subdue Gog and his allies in the latter days .

LEVITICUS.

XXVI. , 12. “ And I will walk among you.”

This refers to the Messianic time, as it is said , “ For they shall see eye to

eye, when the Lord shall bring again Zion ” (Isa. LII . , 8 ).- Pesikta Sotarta ,

fol . 34, col. 1 .

NUMBERS.

XI., 26. “ And they prophesied in the camp."

The Jerusalem Targum : And both of them prophesied together, and they

said, In the end of the heel of days, Gog and Magog and their army shall as

cend against Jerusalem , but by the hand of King Messiah they shall fall.

1 In the Babylonian Talmud, Shabbath , fol. 118, col. 2, we read : If Israel would only observe

two sabbaths as they ought to , they would soon be redeemed .
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XXIII., 21. “And the shout of a king is among them .”

The Targum Jonathan : And the shouting of King Messiah which he will

shout among them .

XXIV. , 7. “ And his kingdom shall be exalted.”

The Jerusalem Targum : And the kingdom of King Messiah will be magnified.

XXIV. , 17. “ There shall come a star of Jacob.”

The Targum Onkelos : When a mighty king of Jacob's house will reign , and

the Messiah will be magnified. The Targum Jonathan : When there shall

reign a strong king of the house of Jacob, and Messiah shall be anointed , and

a strong sceptre shall be from Israel, etc. Rabbi Simeon the son of Yochaï

lectured : Rabbi Akiba, my teacher, explained , “ There shall come a star of

Jacob ;' Cosiba comes of Jacob, for when he saw Bar Cosiba, he exclaimed ,

This is the King Messiah . - Jerusalem Taanith , fol . 68 , col. 4. The Israelites

said to God, How long shall we be in bondage ? He replied , Till the day

comes of which it is said , “ There shall come a star of Jacob.” — Debarim

Rabba , sec. 1. Our rabbis have a tradition that in the week in hich Mes

siah will be born , there will be a bright star in the east, which is the star of

the Messiah . - Pesikta Sotarta , fol . 58 , col . 1 .

XXIV. , 20. “ But his latter end shall be that he perish for ever.”

Targum Jonathan : And their end in the days of King Messiah.”

XXIV. , 24. “And ships shall come from the coast of Chittim ,” etc.

Targum Jonathan : The destiny of all of them is to be conquered by King

Messiah .

DEUTERONOMY.

XXV. , 19. “ Thou shalt not forget it . ”

Targum Jonathan : And even to the days of King Messiah thou shalt not

forget it.

XXX. , 4. “ And from thence will he fetch thee. "

Targum Jonathan : From thence will the word of the Lord your God gather

you by the hand of Elijah the high-priest, and from thence will he bring you

by the hand of King Messiah .

XXXII. , 7. “ Remember the days of old ,” etc.

Another explanation is this : “ Remember the days of old ” means that when

ever God brings sufferings upon you , remember how many good and com

fortable things he is about to give you in the world to come. “ Consider the

years of many generations ” denotes the generation of the Messiah . — Siphre

( ed . Friedmann) , p . 134 , col. 1 .

XXXIII. , 12. “ And he shall cover him all the day long, and he shall dwell be

tween his shoulders ."

“ And he shall cover him ” denotes the first temple ; " all the day long " de

notes the second temple ; " and he shall dwell between his shoulders ” denotes
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the days of the Messiah . Rabbi said , “ and he shall cover him ” denotes this

world ; “ all the day long ” this are the days of the Messiah ; " and he shall

dwell between his shoulders ” means the world to come.-Talm. Bab. Zeva

chim, fol. 118 , col. 2.

XXXIII., 17. “ His glory is like the firstling of his bullock .”

This passage is quoted in connection with Gen. XXXII. , 5 , " And I have oxen

and asses . According to the rabbis , ox denoted the anointed of the war,

for it is said , “ His glory is like the firstling of his bullock ;" ass denotes the

King Messiah , for it is said, “ Lowly , and riding upon an ass ” (Zech. ix ., 9 ) .

Bereshith Rabba , sec. 95.

RUTH.

I. , 1. “ Now it came to pass in the days when the judges ruled , that there was

famine in the land .”

Targum : And it came to pass....a mighty famine in the land of Israel. Ten

mighty famines were decreed from the heavens to be in the world from the

day that the world was created until King Messiah should comer

II. , 14. “ And Boaz said unto her, at meal-time come thou hither, ” etc.

The Midrash in loco remarks that Rabbi Jochanan interpreted this in six dif

ferent ways. He referred it to David, Solomon , Hezekiah , Manasseh , King

Messiah and Boaz . As to the fifth we read : The words refer to the history

of King Messiah. " Come thou hither ” means draw near to the kingdom ;

"and eat of the bread ," i . e . , eat of the bread of the kingdom ; “and dip thy

morsel in the vinegar," i . e . , these are the sufferings, as it is said , “ He was

wounded for our transgressions” (Isa. LIII . , 5 ) ; “ and she sat beside the reap

ers ” because his kingdom will once be put aside for a short time , for it is

said , “ For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle , and the

city shall be taken ” (Zech . XIV. , 2 ) .
" And he reached her parched corn , ”

i . e . , the kingdom will again be given to him , as it is said , “ And he shall

smite the earth with the rod of his mouth ” (Isa. XI . , 4 ) . Rabbi Berachia

said in the name of Rabbi Levi : “ As the first redeemer, so the last ; as the

first redeemer (i . e . , (Moses ) revealed himself and disappeared from before

them (i.e. , the Israelites )—and how long was he hidden from them ? Three

months, as it is said , “And they met Moses and Aaron ” (Exod. v . , 20 - so

also will the last redeemer appear to them and disappear from before them.

And for how long ? Rabbi Tanchuma said in the name of the rabbis, Forty

five days , and this it is what is said : “ And from the time that the daily sac

rifice shall be taken away ” and “ Blessed is he that waiteth and cometh ”

(Dan. XII . , 11 , 12 ) . And what kind of days are these ? Rabbi Isaac, the son

of Kezartha, said in the name of Rabbi Jonah : During these forty-five days

the Israelites cut up mallows and eat them, and to this refers “ Who cut up
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mallows by the bushes ” (Job xxx . , 4) . Whither does he (the redeemer) lead

them (the Israelites , before he disappears) ? From the land into the wilder

ness of Judea, as it is said , “ Behold , I will allure her, and bring her into

the wilderness " (Hos. II . , 14) . Some say, “ into the wilderness of Sihon and

Og,” for it is said , " yet make thee dwell in tabernacles as in the days of the

solemn feast ” (XII . , 9 ) . Whosoever believes in him , shall live ; whosoever

believes not in him, goes to the nations of the world , which kill him . At

the end God reveals himself to them , and sends down manna. " There is no

new thing under the sun ” (Eccl . 1. , 9 ).—Ruth Rabba, sec. 5 .

III . , 15. “ He measured six measures of barley."

Targum : And he measured six measures of barley.......and immediately it

was said by prophecy that hereafter there should proceed from her the six

righteous ones of the world , who should each of them hereafter be blessed

with six blessings ,-David , and Daniel, and his (three) companions , and King

Messiah .

IV. , 18. “ Now these are the generations of Pharez . ”

You find that the word 17700 (i. e. , generations) is everywhere in Scrip

ture written defective ( i . e . , without the waw 1 ) , except in two passages , viz. ,

“ These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth " (Gen. II. , 4) ,

and “ These are the generations of Pharez.” And there is a great reason for

this. Why ? It is said , “ These are the generations of the heavens and of

the earth ," where the word nithin is written plene . Why ? Because when

God created his world , there was not yet the angel of death in the world , and

therefore the word is written plene. But when Adam and Eva sinned , all the

097370 (generations) in the Scripture became defective ; when Pharez arose,

his 1750 became again plene , because from him proceeds Messiah , and in

his time God swallows up death , as it is said , “ He will swallow up death in

victory ” ( Isa. XXV . , 8 ) . Therefore in these two passages (Gen. II . , 4 ; Ruth

IV . , 18 ) the word 797510 is written plene.—Midrash on Exodus, or Shemoth

Rabba, sec . 30 .

IV . , 20. See Gen. IV . , 25 .

1 SAMUEL.

II. , 10. “ And exalt the horn of his anointed.”

Targum : And will magnify the kingdom of his Messiah .

2 SAMUEL.

XXII ., 28. “ And the afflicted people thou wilt save . ”

This passage is brought in connection with the advent of the Messiah in the

Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 98 , col . 1 : Rabbi Yochanan said , If thou seest a

generation whose prosperity is gradually diminishing, look out for Him , for

it is said , “ And the afflicted people thou wilt save."
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XXIII. , 1. “ Now these be the last words of David .”

Targum : Now these are the words of prophecy of David , which he prophesied

concerning the end of the world , concerning the days of consolation , which

are hereafter to come.

XXIII. , 3. “ He that ruleth over men must be just , ruling in the fear of God."

Targum : He promised to set up from me a king, who is the Messiah , that

shall rise and reign in the fear of the Lord .

1 KINGS.

IV . , 33. “And he spake of trees, from the cedar tree, etc.”

Targum : And he prophesied concerning the kings of the house of David ,

who were hereafter to reign in this world , and in the world to come of Mes

siah , and he prophesied concerning the cattle, etc.
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BY CANON S. R. DRIVER, D. D. ,
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that the,(ערובוטתעדהץעוןגהךותבםייחהץעו)verse (Gen. II .,9b

1. On Genesis II ., 9 b.

In an instructive review of Budde's Biblische Urgeschichte, in the Theologisch

Tijdschrift for last year, p . 136 , Professor Kuenen argues, from the form of the

, b ( ),

words yn 10 nyn yy) are an addition — though an addition made by the

author himself—to the original narrative. In drawing this inference , however,

the learned critic appears to have overlooked a peculiarity of Hebrew style.

When Hebrew writers have occasion to combine a double subject (or object) in

one sentence , it is their habit, not unfrequently, to complete the clause containing

one of these subjects (or objects) , attaching the other to this clause subsequently.

Examples : ( a ) Gen. XLI . , 27 a, where the seven ears are to be regarded , equally

with the seven kine, as subjects to 1731 O'JU yaw, so that they has the force

of as also " (gleich wie) ; Num. xvi . , 2 a, 18 b , 27 b ; Judg. VI . , 5 a, 's

D'A3087 199* Dnpa Dn ; Isa . LV . , 1 a. ( 6 ) Gen. 1. , 16 b , where there is

no occasion , with AV ., to supply the verb “ he made,” but, as the accents also

, ,
,

night ;1 XII . , 17 , 17'd nxi Dºs73 D'yis yna ng " " 9 yig' ); XXXIV. , 29 ;

XLIII., 15 a , 18 , 19:720 787D’day , Jnx nmp59; Num. XIII ., 23 b , 26 b,

1740 X 727 DAX 10 ); Jer. XXVII. , 7 a ; 1 Kgs. V. , 9 ; 1 Sam .

VI. , 11 ; Judg. XXI. , 10 b. (c ) Analogous examples with prepositions : Gen.

XXVIII., 14 ; Exod. xxxiv. , 27 b , 5870" nio'ra 7807) ; Deut. VII .,

14 b ( cf. XXVIII . , 54 a, 56 a) ; Jer. xxv ., 12 (53 ); XL . , 9 (5 ) , etc.

The words thus attached are not, in all these cases , to be treated (with Ewald ,

339 au) as subordinate. The order in Gen. II . , 9 b , is quite regular and natural.

,

as well as,םיבכוכה,indicate are appointed to rule over the,ןוטקהרואמה

or
Eitherערובוטתעדהץעוםייחהץעןגהךותבו,orץעוםייחהץעו

would have been inelegant and heavy . From theןגהךותבערובוטתעדה

form of the verse , at any rate, no support can be derived for the conjecture of

Professor Kuenen.

i Construe, therefore, “ And God made the two great lights; the greater light to rule the day,

and the lesser light, as also the stars, to rule the night.” Where two zacephs are repeated (in the

same half -verse ), the second always marks a less appreciable break than the first. See, e. g. , i.,

20 a ; iii., 5 a , 17 b, etc.

2 1 Sam. xviii., 6, is pretty clearly corrupt. In XXV. , 42 , noho should probably be read (cf. Ex.

ii . , 5 ). xxix ., 10, is very abnormal; analogy requires the insertion of ons after paa dun
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2. On 719 1X (Jer. X. , 6, 8 ).

In order to estimate the various explanations that have been offered on this

difficult phrase, it will be necessary to begin by examining briefly the use of 7'89),

and of the allied an, in Hebrew generally.

T'X occurs in the general sense of “ without” in a number of passages, of

which the earliest are Isa. V. , 9 ; VI . , 11 ; and an is used simſlarly, from Jer.

II . , 15. How is this use to be explained , and whatprecisely is the force attaching

to the preposition in these phrases ? Our readers will be familiar with the use of

yo after verbs implying “ cessation , ” for the purpose of defining the particular

nature of the cessation intended : — " After sixty - five years Ephraim shall be

broken by away from (being) a people” (which becomes, in our idiom ,1 so that

it be no more a people) ; “ Every house is shut up Xip away from (any) entering

in ” (= so that none entereth in ) ; “ Therefore it shall be night to you pino

away from vision ” (= that there be no vision ) ; etc. Arguing from these, and

many similar passages, we should expect in such a sentence as “ The land shall

be wasted that there be no inhabitant (or, none passing through , etc.),” to find the latter

part expressed in Hebrew by Vin (or ayo ?). Instead of this, however, we

( ), , ,

( ) ( . )

must here be pleonastic ; and it seems , in fact, that I'X is added for the purpose

of strengthening the idea expressed by 12 , just as it strengthens the idea expressed

by in a phrase which occurs in two widely separated parts of the Old Testa

ment, and carries , therefore, with it the presumption of being a genuine Hebrew

idiom :-....

.7'X977 " Is it on account of there being no ( literally , Is it from

the deficiency of no) graves in Egypt... ?” “ Is it on account of there being no God

in Israel .... ? " (Exod . XIV ., 11; 2 Kgs. I. , 3 , 6 ,16 ) .4 As thus used , however, both

and,םָדָאןיִאֵמ similarly with other words,(יִלְּבִמor)בֵׁשֹויןיֵאֵמfind regularly

Oneןמorןיא(esp,ילב) of the two negative particles3.(יִלְּבִמor)רְבֹועןיֵאֵמ

presuppose an antecedent clause expressing some negative ideaילבמandןיאמ

withןמ which forms the connecting link. If, therefore, they are rendered

“ without,” it must be recollected that this preposition is used in a pregnant

sense , expressing essentially the consequences of a preceding act.

It is only in the Book of Job that 709 is used more freely in the sense of

“ without,” the connection with a preceding verb being no longer distinctly felt.

1 Thus drawing attention not to the old state which has ceased, but to the new state which

has arrived.

2 As indeed occurs , Zech . vii., 14 ( VD1 nya ).

3 Jer. iv. , 7 ; ix . , 9 ; xxvi . , 9 ; xxxii., 43 ; xxxiii ., 10, 12 ; Ezek. xiv. , 15 ; xxxiii ., 28 , etc. These

cases will, of course, be carefully distinguished from those in which the ya has a causal

force; as Deut. ix. , 28 ; Isa, v . , 13, nyo 429 from lack of knowledge ; Hos. iv. , 6 ; Jer. vii., 32 =

xix ., 11, Dips gpx? (according to Hitz ., Ewald, Graf, Keil , and RV. margin ).

* Examples of the corresponding phrase in Syriac AS, Só) are cited by Payne

Smith, Thes. Syr ., col. 528, e . g. Ephr. i. , 11 (1200w wo ; Lagarde, Reliquiae Juris

Eccles., 141 , 6 ; 142, 8.
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-elseןיאמandילבמin Job ,andthat of bothילבמdifference between the use of

Thus , iv ., 20 , “ Withoutany heeding, they perish forever ;" VI., 6 , “ Will that which

is tasteless be eaten without salt ? ” xxiv. , 7 , “Naked they pass the night 429

wins without raiment ” (cf. verse 10, “Naked they walk about was 72 " );

XXIV. , 8 , “ Refuge-less they cling to the rock .” The analogy of these passages

makes it probable that man has the same force in iv . , 11 , “ The lion perisheth

without prey ;" and xxxi., 19 , “ If I saw one perishing without raiment," although

otherwise “ for lack of ” would here afford an excellent sense. But the general

,

where, is that , in these other instances, the clause thus introduced adds a new

feature to the description ( " The land shall be wasted , ”—how ? so that the con

dition ofpersons passing through ceases ), whereas in Job 972 expresses little more

than a concomitant of the description ( which is not even necessarily expressed in

negative terms) contained in the principal clause.

Ewald , now, explains the phrase in Jer. X. , from the use of y'xo explained

above. He supposes that the original and proper force of y'& was forgotten ,

that it was considered simply to express the sense of a strong negation, “ even

none,” in no necessary connection with a preceding or connected clause, and that

it was thus capable of standing in any part of the sentence . He translates, there

fore, 47197 1'* " there is even none like thee,” quoting, as a parallel to this free

, .,, , —

Delitzsch follows himl— “ there shall dwell in his tent even naught? of his."

Is this explanation tenable ? It is true, as we have seen , that in Job 529

is used more independently than elsewhere ; at the same time the prepositional

force of jp is never entirely lost ; it is still a link , though a weakened link, con

necting what follows with the main sentence. Upon Ewald's hypothesis, y'Xa

and appear suddenly , not merely as independent particles , but as denoting

the subject of a sentence. 1 has thus lost its negative force altogether. In this

use of p'Xo there is no analogy. in Job xvIII ., which is appealed to , is

not decisive . If it denotes there “ even naught, ” it expresses an entirely differ

ent sense from that which it bears in any other passage in the same book . And

there is no necessity to give it such a sense even there. The ſa may be partitive,

as it is understood by Hitzig, “ There shall dwell in his tent what is naught of

his. ” In the difficulty of understanding how fa, in its negative sense , can have

been treated as a mere expletive , this explanation , which gives 1 a natural and

intelligible meaning, seems preferable. The analogy appealed to by Ewald in

support of his rendering of jina l'X is thus, at best, an uncertain one , and

seems, moreover , upon independent grounds, to be improbable.

Another mode of explanation is adopted by Gesenius ( Thes. , s.v . ja) , who

regards 1712 189 as involving an extension of that partitive use of ſº which

a ”

2 Neuter, (not masc. ), on account of the feminine predicate.

aילב." strengthenedןילבמ
1
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aught(دحأنم of one

ְךיִחַאדַחַאֵמ

we meet with in Inxa in Hebrew, and which occurs more frequently in Arabic ,

“ after negative particles , and after interrogatives put in a negative sense. ' i In

Arabic : “ Ye have not st! jo aught of god (= any god) except Him ; " “ Doth

= any, ullus ) see you ? ” “ Do you perceive of them aught

of one (= a single one) ? ” “ Not aught of one (= Not one ) would hold you back ,"

etc. In Hebrew : “ If there shall be in the midst of thee a poorman ,

+

aught of one (= any ) of thy brethren , in one of thy gates,” etc. (Deut. xv. , 7 ) ;

“ If one doth 300 nog aught of any (= any) of those things ” (Lev. IV . , 2 ) ;

do aught of one (= any ) of these things " ( Ezek . XVIII . , 10) . Assuming

now that 12 is rightly explained in these constructions as partitive , let us analyze

its application to the passage in Jeremiah . yio l'8 means “ ( there is ) naught

of the like of thee,” or, more briefly ( the question of the precise meaning of not

being before us) “ (there is ) naught like thee . ” 7ipp 1'89, then , will mean

" (there is) aught of naught like thee.” Is this an intelligible sentence ? In a

sentence either stating a hypothesis, or (as in the Arabic usage formulated by Dr.

Wright) implying a negation , the use of ſo to strengthen the idea of one only, by

assuming rhetorically a part of one, the existence of which is then questioned or

denied, is intelligible ; but a sentence affirming (as would here be done by impli

cation ) the existence of a part of nothing is surely an incredible one. It is not

credible even on the supposition that, Thx being in use as a strengthened form

of 958, the ja was applied mechanically to j'Xe for the purpose of strengthening

it similarly ; for the sentences in the two cases differ so widely in form and struct

ure, that the foundation is lacking even for the operation of false analogy. Isa.

XL . , 17 ; XLI . , 24 [M. T. yoxd] Doxy babyong'X3 DNX 117 are not parallel.

It is possible to say rhetorically , “ Ye are of nothing and your work of naught ”

(whether of here means a part of” (see Hitzig ] or " consisting in " ) ; but this

does not justify the expression " ( there is) part of naught of the like of thee . ”2

At most , it would justify the punctuation 782, and the rendering, “ Part of

naught is the like of thee . ” But this , while more artificial, is not stronger than

, ,

for the purpose of declaring emphatically its equivalence with nonentity, is un

suitable when the subject is a word like 7193
Gesenius fails to show how

a

andםתאorםכלעפ, ,thoughsuitable wherethesubject isְךֹומָּכןיֵאthe normal

a

canןיֵא be intelligibly conceived as a strengthened expression forְךֹומָּכןיֵאֵמ

ָךֹומָּכ

7197 1'82 appears thus to admit of no satisfactory explanation. In

Jer. Xxx. , 7 , however , occurs the expression , “ Ho, for great is that day I'NO

17o .” The rendering of AV. ( as also of RV. ) , “ so that none is like it,” can

1 Dr. Wright's Arabic Grammar, II. , $ 48 f. (b) . See also Ewald, Gr. Ar., 8577, and the examples

cited by Gesenius.

2 The rendering “ (There is) less than naught of the like of thee " reads into jo more than it
will legitimately express .
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not be intended as a strictly literal version ; for the analogy of the phrases j'X2

301', etc. , would demand the punctuation 179 189; there is no example of

7'X being pointed as if it were in the absolute state ( 798) when it precedes the

word with which it is related.1 789 must here bear its usual sense of “ whence ?"

which agrees excellently with the context, “ Ho, for great is that day ; whence is

the like of it ? ” This is the rendering adopted by Hitzig, who also proposes (fol

lowing J. D. Michaelis) to point and render similarly in X. , 6 , 8 7193 189

" whence is any like thee ?” Nägelsbach , indeed , objects that we have always

elsewhere is 'n “ who is like thee ?” but, whatever be the explanation accept

ed, we have to deal with an unusual expression ; and a construction which is

logically and grammatically intelligible seems preferable to one which is so diffi

cult to understand or justify as either of those which have been considered above.

The recurrence of the same form in verse 8 makes it improbable , as Graf remarks ,

that the is due merely to an accidental repetition of the preceding letter

(onix, onio). The Versions (both here and in xxx ., 7 ) all render by a

simple negative, as if the reading were j'& ; but where delicate distinctions are

involved , their evidence , as regards either reading or construction , is of slight

value . In all probability , the true meaning of the phrase had been lost by the

Jews , and a false interpretation is embodied in the Massoretic punctuation.

המחררגסהוהיובהאהנחתאיכםיפאתחאהנמןתיהנחלו.

-Luther, *trau,(דבלתחאהנמהלןתונהיהסעכברמולכ,David Kimchi

3. On 1 Samuel I., 5.

y .

The difficulty in D'OX is well-known . It is rendered (1) “ heavily . ” So

Coverdale ( 1534 ) , following the Vulgate “ tristis ;” Joseph Kimchi (afterwards

, 5 ),

rig ; ” Sebastian Münster ( 1635 ) , “ facie (demissa); ” Geneva margin ( " some read

[so, in fact, the “ Great Bible ” of 1539] “ a portion with an heavy cheer ? ' ) ; and

among moderns, Böttcher and Thenius. For this sense of D'OX, however, there

is no support in the known usage of the language : D'ax) occurs with the mean

ing “ in anger ” in Dan . XI . , 20 ; but even supposing that an early writer would

use the dual , upon the analogy of D'EN 778, in that sense , the meaning obtained

; ( ., 6

Thy S 107 ( 1 Sam . 1. , 18 ) are not sufficient to justify the sense of a dejected

.

It is rendered (2 ) , in connection with yox 739 one portion of two faces ( =

two persons) , i . e . , a double portion. So the Peshito (2) , Gesenius, and Keil .

It is true that the Syriac i corresponds generally in usage to the Hebrew

D'39 ; but , to say nothing of the fact that a Syriasm is unexpected in Samuel ,

there is nothing in the use of the Syriacel to suggest that the dual would , in

countenanceםיפא. being assigned to

1 Job xxxv. , 15 (see Delitzsch) will hardly be objected as an exception .

2 Where, however, LXX. omits.
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ףַא

Hebrew , denote two persons ; el (like D'ja) is used of one person , the singular

not occurring. If D'OX means two persons, it must be implied that ,
in

Hebrew , might denote one person , which the meaning of the word obviously does

not allow . Secondly, the construction , if this rendering were correct, would be

unexampled. D'EX evidently cannot be a genitive after the compound 100

ang ; and the disparity between the two ideas (one portion and two persons) pre

cludes us from treating it as a case of apposition (as is suggested by Keil ) ; 1

Ewald, & 287 b, offers, in this respect, nothing parallel. Grammatically, therefore,

not less than lexically, this rendering is exposed to the gravest objections.

(3 ) The history of the AV. a worthy portion ( inherited from the Genevan Ver

sion of 1560 ) is curious. It is based ultimately upon the rendering of the Targum :

“
one choice portion ,” which is thus

' “

ceived with a cheerful countenance . " 7'02'in the Targum corresponds to the

Heb. D'OX ; how it was obtained from it may not be perfectly certain ; but

Kimchi seeks apparently to explain it, when he annotates the text thus, 1732

Andריחבדחקלוח to Hannah he gave*

-aportion fit to be re"תופיםינפרבסבלבקתהליוארparaphrased by Rashi

in theLatin-סעכךראםיפאךראןכוהסעכוהפאבישהל?תדבכנתחא

of Seb. Münster, “ partem unam electam : hoc est , dedit Hannae partem honori

ficam at ab ea auferet animi et vultus molestiam .” As here explained , “ worthy ”

is no translation of D'Ox, but merely expresses a characteristic of the particular

“ portion " sufficient to produce the desired result. But this explanation is only

of historical interest ; it is evident that D'ox alone cannot mean “ against ” or

“ to remove vexation .” In the Book of Roots, however (s . v . 98 ) , there is sug

This.תדבכנהנמרמולכםינפלהיוארושוריפואgested as an alternative

explanation is easier, but is open to objections, upon ground of usage and con

struction , similar to those already urged against (2 ) .

In the LXX. D'ox is represented by Thìn, i . e . , DOX. This reading at once

relieves the difficulty of the verse, and affords a consistent and grammatical

sense . DOX restricts or qualifies the preceding clause , precisely as in Num.

XIII. , 28. “ But unto Hannah he used to give one portion ; " this , following the

niso of verse 4 , might seem to imply that Elkanah felt less affection towards

her than towards her sister. To obviate such a misconception , the writer con

tinues, “ Howbeit he loved Hannah , but the LORD had shut up her womb, ” the

last clause assigning the reason why Hannah received but one portion . The

words oti ouk iv avti maidióv in LXX. before ti seem to be merely an explanatory

addition inserted by the translators , and need not be suppposed to have formed

part of the Hebrew text read by them.

1 See the Appendix to the writer's Hebrew Tenses, & 290 .

2 Cf. Abulwalid (11th century), žalos äg ? ,.



EMENDATIONS OF THE HEBREW TEXT OF ISAIAH,

BY REV . DR. K. KOHLER,

New York City.

Biblical criticism is still in its infancy. Conservative scholars still deem it a

sin to admit that the Massoretic text of the Bible has undergone great changes.

They would rather impute to the sacred writers all kinds of deficiencies in logic

and grammar, in oratory and common sense , than allow the intact state of the

Holy Writings to be questioned. A careful study of the text of all the twenty-four

books has convinced me that few chapters have escaped corruptions by mistake of

writers, as well as alterations and interpolations at the hands of the scribes. Entire

lines and columns have been misplaced and occasionally intermingled , so as to

disturb the order and harmony of the entire composition . Expressions or pro

phetic predictions which sounded too harsh and severe were altered or softened

by interpolations and additions , particularly at the end of a chapter or book .

There are many Psalms and prophetical compositions in which the verse recurring

at the end of each strophe, the refrain , has been sadly neglected and lost sight of

to such a degree that only the sharp eye of a critic can discover it anew and

restore the shattered fragments. No poetical rule has more consistently been

adhered to by authors than the Parallelismus Membrorum by the Hebrew bards

and writers. Yet even this has again and again been encroached upon by copy

ists and accentuators. And the best and most scholarly commentators have failed

to give due attention to these facts. I am well aware that such general assertions

will meet with ridicule and scorn , and unless I shall have accomplished the task of

submitting my views of the whole Bible text to the scholarly world, I cannot

expect to find many who will agree with me. Only the long array of proofs must

at the end decide in my favor. At present I can merely plead for the patience

and indulgence of my readers , as I intend to take up one chapter and one book

after the other, being not so anxious to carry my point as to help in restoring , as

far as possible , the original text. I shall commence with the book of Isaiah.

I.

a

4. Tinx 1772. These last two words disturb the parallelism , and fail to present

“ climax " (Cheyne). On the other hand , the following verse seems defect

ive , beginning in the second person , whereas no one is addressed. Read

7108 (an ' 9 ?), and begin with it the new verse : “ Ye single parts left

by Assur, on what part will ye still be smitten , whilst adding ' perversion ? ' "

The words are characteristically omitted in the Septuagint.
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46

insteadהככר, ofוככרRead.6

.SoStuder ,Protest.Jahrb ., Lagarde and Cheyne.םירז

סרְסִּכטַעְמִּכ... IIad not Jehovalh left a remnant ,almost*יֵלּול.

;ול "

.

7 .
. .

9 .
),“ a ,

like Sodom would we have become; " cf. my article on 15 in Geiger's Zeit

schrift, 1868 , p. 29.

, ),

LXX..

12 and 13 have greatly suffered at the hands of the Scribes, who felt like smooth

ing somewhat the rigid condemnations of the prophet. The LXX. offer the

is not found in the,םידותעוmore than superfluous alongside of,11.םיִׂשָבְכּו

following:תרטקאושהחנמואיבתיכופיסותאלירצחסומר reading

םכישדח:ילאיההבעתהרצעוםוצלכואאל(לודג)ארקמםויו

12The:יִּכ original reading seems to have been thus - verse.תותבשו

יִלאיִההָבֵעֹוּתתֶרטְקאְוָׁשתַחְנִמאיִבָהּופיִסֹותאֹליָנָּפתֹואְרִלּואבָת,

אָרְקִמאֹרְקתָּבַׁשְוׁשֵרֵח(13):יָרִצֲחסֹומְרםֶכְדָּיִמתאזׁשִקְביִמ

לַכּואאֹלןִיָאהָרָצֲעַו םוצ.

Translation : “ If you come to see my face , do not continue to bring meal

offerings of falsehood ; it is an incense of abomination to me.

“ Who desires this from you ? To trample my courts ? The New Moon and

the Sabbath , the calling of the assembly, the fasting and the solemn gather

ing - it is iniquity , I cannot bear it.”

. .

יו
.- , I

.theviolenced ,participle passסּומָחgives no satisfactory sense . Read17.ץֹומָח

ofסמח

.anda bandרבחו,The plural is to be replaced by the singular.23.ירבחו

I oil put my handsהָמיִׂשָאְוIepill bring back gives no sense . Read25.הָביִׁשָאְו

.andher captivity =captivesהָיְבִׁשְוRead.28.ָהיִבָׁשְו

, .

? I . Iwill

upon thee . The error was caused by the first word of the following verse.

.

29. 102. In place of the third person there oughtto be the second . Read

wn ' for you will be ashamed .

31. joņo 777) . This word “ stronghold ” does not well fit itself to the context.

Read, with Lagarde, 190g “And the sun-pillar shall be as tow , and its

a . , , ,

, .

II .

2-4 are certainly not in their right place here , if ever spoken by Isaiah . They

originally belong to the author of the fourth and fifth chapters of Micah,

probably a contemporary of Zephaniah ; and it is not impossible that some of

the scribes wanted to stamp them as Isaianic by giving them verse 1 as a

heading, while another Massoretic tradition attributed them to Micah .

5 has no connection with the following verses , either. But there can be little

ושבת

ןסָחֶה“

- ,ןָּמַחַה“,

Lagarde's conjecture ,I prefer,ולעפוHere ,forיי.a spark(ולעפו)maker

.andits Baalולָעְבּו,ֹthe Masoretic reading

doubtרַמאיהָחְכִנְוּוכְלבקֲעַיתיֵּב that the verse is corrupt . I read
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םיִּתְׁשִלְּפַּכםיִנְנֹועְוםָפְקִמואְלָמיִּכבקַעְיתיֵבָךיֶהֹלֱאָּתְׁשַטָניִּכהוהי

.hous
eof Jacob ,let us dispute together ,saith the Lord0ּופְׁשַכְיםיִרְכָניֵדְלַיְבּו ?

.

For thou hast forsaken thy God , 0 house of Jacob . For they are full of sorcery

and diviners like the Philistines, and with the children of foreigners they practice

witchcraft.

The following passage is remarkable for the obvious confusion which some of its

parts have suffered . Cf. verses 9 , 10 and 11 with verses 17 , 19 , 21 , and you

discern a refrain in the composition . Yet it has been entirely lost sight of by

the copyists ; and confusion prevails to such a degree that the last verse has

been given up by the latest commentators in utter despair. Here is the

whole passage restored :— The first word of verse 11 offers the missing frag

ment of verse 9 :

9.:םָנֹוֲע

..I shall not forgive them their sin ..

theאשא)אָׂשֶאלַאְוׁשיִאלַפְׁשִּיַוםָדָאחַׁשִּיַו LXX .read)םֶהָל

10.ץֹרֲעַלֹומּוקְּבֹונֹאְגרַדֲהֵמּוהוהידַחַפיֵנְּפִמרָפָעְּבןֵמָּטִהְורּוצָבאב

:ץֶרָאָה

11.םֹוּיַּבֹוּדַבְלהוהיבַּגְׂשִנְוםיִׁשָנֲאםּורחַׁשְולֶפָׁשםָדָאתּוהְבַגהָיָהְו

:אוהה

12.לפשו.Readהבָנְו

ofו'The.ופלְחַיליִלָּכםיִליִלֲאָהְוbelongs after verse 19 ;then let 18 read17 ; . 9

the following word caused the omission of the same letter in the preceding

one.

Read.20םיפלטעלותֹורְפְרַפַחָלתוחתשהלולהָׂשָערשא.

21 and 22 are but variant readings of verses 19 and 17 — in fact, marginal glosses,

partly corrupted.

III .

.isprobably also a glossץעויוThe word.8

It isיי.is correctly translated in the King James version *babes4.םיִלּולֲעַתְו

.12in verseלֶלעמand identical withםיִרָעְנparallel to

and the ruin , which offers no tolerable sense in theהלשכמהוInstead of.6

1. The last six words have, by various commentators , been declared to be glosses .

.

“ .

,

) ,

whole context, the Septuagint presents the reading wann) and this dish .

Taking into consideration that the following verse begins rather abruptly , I -

?

meat , the meaning being “ they will offer a coat and a meal to any one accept

" will up

that he will not accept the office, for his own household is not provided

thereby.

8, at the close , shows traces, at least , of intentional alteration ; and still more so

and take thisחַקּתתאֹּזַההָלֵׁשְבַּמַהְוsuggest that the originalreading was

he epill lift avp his hand to swearאוההםויבאשיֹודָיתֶאing an office ; "but

theיֵנְּפתֶאתֹרְמַלהוהיַּבלַעַמּולֲעָמְוםָנֹוׁשְלִּב Greek version . Read
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.

66

1713) with their tongues they commit treason against the Lord, to offend the face

of his glory. The Seventy have read 7129 their glory, a euphemistic altera

tion. The rather meaningless word D70) , in verse 9, originally may have

been a marginal note belonging to 1712 in our verse .

10 and 11 have already been pointed out by Studer as marginal notes .

12. 777!the way of thy pathsis a tautology. We expect a word analogous to

7728thy guides. Read 17971799 and thy teachers.

14 c and d belong after 15 a, b. Why do you crush my people and grind the face

of the afflicted . Ye eat up the vineyard ; the plunder of the poor is in your

houses. ” This address of the prophet, with its allusion to the vineyard , is

continued in ch . V. , which deals with the iniquities of the oppressors ,

repeating even in verse 16 the refrain of ch . II .

15 d commences a new chapter : 71x33 7107* 'ITX DR; An oracle of the Lord

Yahweh Tsóbhaoth .

) ( .). .

18. The LXX. read after the word nixon a word like D ¥ 13 ? the glory of their

dress, which was probably omitted for euphemistic reasons.

24. 1273, as parallel to po = “ rottenness, ” is not, likely, a rope, but, as Grätz

suggests, a corrupted form of 17277 = " rottenness.”

26. 17'NDE “ thy gates shall sigh and lament ” gives little satisfactory sense ; and

so is the following word (702 ) ) very obscure and problematic. Read

nina; thy fair ones :7737' and thy tender ones. The Septuagint offers

traces ofthis reading in thepreceding verse, ó záznoros, etc. 720m ponses

shall sit on the ground. This connects fitly with the following verse ( iv . , 1 ) .

..Thussaith Yahoehהוהירַמָאהֹּכcf. LXX .). Read)16.רמאיו

IV.

There can be little doubt thatthe prophet describes Godְסַלָׁשּורְייֵנְּביֵמְד

2. The words hoy and '90 , expressions used during the Exile for the expected

son of David ( cf. 529( seed planted in Babel) are missing in the Septua

gint. Besides , the whole verse betrays the hand of an interpolator or emen

dator. That the whole chapter stands in close relation to the preceding

one , can be learned from verse 4 , which has undergone only slight changes.

Cf. LXX . , which have 's before Ox and y'n ?, instead of rm ?; the word

' sons before nije may have originally belonged to the second part,

? ?

as bringing severe punishment upon the sons and daughters of Zion . Hence

(verse 2 ) Jehovah is made to appear in wrath , like a burning fire and a

sweeping storm of destruction . The expressions, however, seemed too severe

for the time of the exilic repentance, and were therefore changed . Of course

verse 3 , speaking of single remnants who should be distinguished as holy

ones , stands now rather without connection , and likewise verse 4.

5. Here the LXX. offer the older and more correct reading 17077777 X21 And
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emendationלכלעיכreadדובכלויבצל of the scribes . Instead ofםירפוס

אָמָצ

.fromthemסנממread,23.ונממ

the Lord shall come and be ....; but the rest shows again the work of 112

. d .

Cf. with the whole, ch . XXVIII . , 2-6 .

V.

1. Read , with Lowth and Cheyne, O'717 07'0 Love-song.

9. LXX. have before 'jix] the word 793} It was revealed in the ears, connecting

it in the status construct. with 7777. Cf. , however, XXII ., 14. I am inclined

to read Dix) “ the oracle of the Lord.” Geiger's explanation of it as an

oath , “ by the ears of the Lord ” (Urschrift, 325 ) , is without analogy.

12. 1949. Read 72' to the wine of their festive joy .

13. Instead of ' n read yn y (cf. Deut. XXXII. , 24 ) , and in place of 1973

read 703 “burnt with hunger and dried out with thirst.”

17 belongs after 10. When the fields have become barren , then “ lambs shall

graze as if on their usual pasture land , and the ruins of the fat the sheep shall

eat up .” Instead of O'ya read o'r fat sheep , in accordance with LXX.

, .

25. The end of the verse is a thrice repeated refrain in ix . and x. (cf. ix . , 11 and

20 ; X. , 4 ) . Hence the three chapters belong together, forming one prophet

ical composition . Indeed , a close observation will show that viii . , 21 con

tinues the thread broken off at the end of our chapter.

26. The final in Das is one of the many DITTOGRAPHICAL errors found in the

Bible . Read pima as to the people from afar. Of course Assyria is

referred to .

28. 733 like flint. This accords with the Septuagint , 1983. Perhaps a better

reading, more analogous to 7910), is yoz like storm .

29. 0773') is taken from verse 30, and must be stricken out.

30. The words 7WN 7187 are not given in LXX. , and are a gloss. Subject of

the verse is no longer the hostile invader, but the people of Judea. I , there

fore , believe that 997y is corrupt, and ought to read my my people. “ My

people will , on that day , sigh like the roaring sea , ( O2?! ) and look upon the

land , and behold distressful darkness in the clouds.” Continuation in vill. ,

21-23 and ix . , 7-X. , 4 .

VIII .

21. “ And it will pass through it hard prest and hungry, and when it will

be hungry and full of anger, it will curse its God and its king, and turn up

wards. "

22. “And again it will look upon the earth , and behold , distress and darkness of

need and affliction for the fleeing one.”

23. For 83 on read X797 “ For were there not darkness around the aftlicted

one , nya then the first one might take the easier way of escape along the
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land of Zebulun and Naphtali, and the latter might take the heavier road

along the sea and the other side of the Jordan , the province of the heathen .'

Galilee. ” Cf. my article on 95 in Geiger's Zeitschrift, 1868, p . 26.

IX.

1-6 present a strange conglomeration which no hermeneutical art is able to clear

up. Verse 1 is obviously a soothing balm for the affliction threatening in the

preceding ; but it is very doubtful whether the prophet felt like offering it in

this connection. 2 goes on in the same strain . Instead of 885 9977 , it has been

happily suggested to read, in accordance with the Peshito , san the joy, corre

sponding to 700477. 5 and 6 have certainly no relation either to the verses

preceding or to those following. They seem to belong to ch . XI ., and so

probably verses 1-3 (or 4 ? ) . About the first word of verse 6 , I cannot help

expressing surprise that so few of the commentators have found out the

plain fact that the two letters o's are simply a marginal note concerning the

previous word Dizu. A Massortic tradition existing to the effect that where

applied to God Disu should be written in full (plene),and otherwise defect

ively , the scribes were at a loss whether to write it plene or defectively. This

is the meaning of the two letters , which were by mistake added to the follow

ingהָּבַר word

IT :

toועדיו.

7 connects again with ch . VIII . The word 737, however, offers no sense . LXX.

have dávatov = 727 ( ? ) or ? Read on the sword.

8. W979 is not the right word here. Lagarde suggests 1979 ). And they shall blas

pheme. I would prefer :93279 they shall rebel, the letters being quite similar

.

10. ' ny is certainly to be corrected into in the princes (cf. Ewald and others ).

12. 1727 77. Read , with Lagarde, 1727

14 has been generally declared a gloss.

. ? >,

it after Isaiah xxx1. , 5 , oran? Jido = sparing and saving. I think

Sion' x ' preferable (= he spares not) .

17. DIXI is correctly given by the LXX. (Tüv Bovvūv) as nix '), sing. X = hill,

“ the hills are wrapped up in smoke.”

explaining,חָרְפִיאלis not the proper word . Lagarde suggests16.חמשיאל

3.לעReadלא.

X.

1. Read 'UNTO IN 'P “ Woe unto those whodecree decrees of falsehood and

who write documents of iniquity.”

.

4 is very obscure: Lagarde's conjecture ( Dx nn nyninha Beelthith ( the

goddess) sinks , Osiris is shaken ) is more ingenious than valuable . ( See also

Cheyne's Comm. II . , 135) . I believe the verse to have been purposely altered
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by:רּוׁשַאתַחַּתעַרְכִיְךֵּכְלַמ the scribes ,the original reading having been

They king shall kneel under Ashur ,and beneathּולּפִיְךיִגּורַהֹוּבְרַחתַחַתְו:

יָניֵעּואָרתֹואָבְצהוהיְךֶלֶּמַה־תֶאיִּכיִתיֵמְדִניִּכיִליֹוארֶמאֹּיַו

.andthey could notולְכָיאֹלְו,ּ.Read,with LXX.1.לכיאלו

,donom pent Aremto Ephraimאלֶאםראתַחָנ',Read2.םירפאלעםראהחנ

, : ?

: : Thy ,

his sword shall thy slain ones fall.

VI.

Isaiah's inaugural prophecy.

1. It is a noticeable feature in Isaiah that the name 717° is so often written

7X , which , I think , only gives proof of the frequent copying of the book

by writers who were scrupulous in regard to the Holy Name.

2. Supply the word yn8'y after D ' Vw the first time.

5. The last part of the verse has been purposely misplaced . Read ,

; 5 5 8

11. 7Xun . Read, in accordance with LXX ., 789m “the earth shall be left

barren . "

13.70907 77. These last words are missing in LXX. Are they a

late addition ?

VII .

This chapter is written by a pupil of Isaiah. He is spoken of in the 3d person.

. ., ; .

, went Aram ,

viz. , to join in warfare against Judah.

3 shows the son of Isaiah , by the name of 31019, 70, to be already grown up,

whereas, in ch . X. , the name 210 7Xw appears as a symbolic one, just

given to him by the prophet. Ch . x . thus proves to be of older date than

ch . VII.

,

stricken out. O189 1937 belong to verse 5, and offer a better reading for

.

. ) .

8-9 b is 'a marginal note, probably belonging to verse 20. The continuation of

verse 7 is verse 9 c where you is to be changed into ' : “If you do not have

faith in me, ye shall not stand fast,” — JORDNAJ'ORD XS OX .

. ?

oversight. “ And Jehovah continued saying to Isaiah , Go , speak to Ahaz.”

11. 1780. Read Viunto Sheol. So many old versions and comm .

13-16 belong elsewhere, connecting rather with viII. , 5–10 . By no means can the

words of the prophet be a rejoinder to Ahaz, who had just before refused to

ask for a sign . Besides , it is the whole house of David who is addressed.

21 and 22 form part of the same “Emanuel ” Prophecy , while verses 17-20

and 23-25 are prophecies predicting Assyria's invasion into Judea.

, , , ,

glosses and probably also 25 a, b.

are glosses ,and must beוהילמרןבוםראוןיצרandףאירחבThe words.4

םרא.

.andlet us setit on fireהָנְצִּתִנְוLagarde suggests to read.6.הנציקנו

have beenomitted byּוהָיְעַׁשְילֶארֵּבַּדHere the words.10.רבדהוהיףסויו

in 20 ,areרושאךלמבin 17 ,and,רושאךלמתאThe explanatory words

are
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VIII .

sharp.יי ,deep -striking chisel*שֹונָאis probably to be read1.שונאטרחב

-Isuspect the original readםכילעךלמהLXX .have6.והילמרןבוןיצר

,The people despise the slow waters of Siloahהָנָמֲאַוןֵּבְרַיתֶאing Was
TT : 1

,These words are an explanatory gloss7.ודובכלכתאורושאךלמתא

Written by Isaiah himself.

“ , - .

4. xip ? Read 180° they will carry off.

The " Maher-Shalai-Hash- Baz ” prophecy is not given here ; only in x . , 6 , allu

sion is made to it , but at a much later time.

.

. ,

and want to rejoicewith Jordan and Amana, the great rivers of Samaria and

Syria . The names of both kings formed originally but a marginal note , and

were afterwards put into the text instead .

7. . .

8. 7378. Read D37 their (Syria's and Judea's ) land .

Thefollowing 2 vay connects with the following two verses , which form part

of the Emanuel Prophecy (VII . , 13-16) , but are left in a mere fragmentary

state . In their present connection they are certainly not in their right place,

as the preceding and succeeding passages threaten Israel and Judah with

Assur's invasion, whereas the Emanuel prophecy predicts a speedy relief

from Assur.

. . ; . .,

“ Blow the war-trumpet, yet be seized with fear (1917) .”

11-20 connect with 8.

12. nep....7° p . Read, with Lagarde and others, «77, “ Do not call holy

all that this people call holy ."

14 .

.

tional one, on euphemisti
c
grounds. Cf. LXX., which have added to

903 785 and not a stumbling -block . ”

15. D. is likewise altered . Read 12 through Him . The meaning is, “ through

false prophecies the people will be ensnared into ruin. "

20 is obscure and in a fragmentary state .

The children to whom the prophet refers in 18 are , no doubt, besides Maher

Shalal- Hash - Baz, Shear- Jashub and Emanu -El. To the two former allusion

is made in ch. X. , 5-23.

,.makemoise ,vizעורfromוער,knoo ;hardly correctּועְדLXX .read9.וער

-fora snare . The alteration is obviously anintenׁשֵקֹומְלRead.14.שדקמל

X.

.andstaff on the day of my prathימעזםֹויְבהֶטַמּוRead.6.םריבאוההטמו

7–11 have undergone considerable changes at the hand of the scribes, as can be

learned from a careful comparison of our passage with the historical narra

tive ( Isaiah XXXVI., 18 and xXXVII . , 12 , 13 , 23 , 24 , and 2 Kings XVIII. and

XIX . ) . Assyria's general declared his warfare to be as much against Jehovah ,

Israel's God , as against the people , the Deity being always identified with
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the nation . This is what Isaiah is speaking against. I have no doubt the

original read thus :

7 .

8 .

ֹ(וּכְלַמּויֹוג)טָעְמאֹלםִיֹוּגתיִרְכַהְלּוֹובָבְלִּבםיִהֹלאֵוםִעדיִמְׁשַהְליִּכ

(ויָהלאֵו) :ויָּדְחַיםֶהיֵהלאִוםִיֹוגיִּתְרַמְׁשִהאֹלֲהרַמאֹייִּכ

10.םיִהֹלאְויֹוגדיִמְׁשַאןֵּכםֶהיֵהלאִוהֶלֵאָהתכָלְמַמְליִדָיהָאְצָמרֶׁשֲאַּכ

:ןֹורְמֹׁשְמּוםַלָׁשּוריִמ

11.:ָהיֶהֹלאֵלְוםַלָׁשּוריִלהֶׂשֶעֶאןֵּכָהיֶהֹלאֵלְוןֹורְמֹׁשְליִתיִׂשָערֶׁשֲאַּכאֹלֲה

ל 'ל

God.יי

Translation : - “ But he doth not think thus , and his heart does not reckon thus :

For to destroy people and their deity is in his heart and to cut off nations not a

few (nation and its king) (God ) .

For he says : Have I not destroyed peoples and their gods together ?

Is not Calno as Carchemish ? Is not Chamath as Arpad ? Or is not Samaria as

Damascus ?

As my hand hath reached those kingdoms and their gods, thus I shall destroy

people and the deity from Jerusalem and Samaria.

Truly, as I did unto Samaria and her god , thus I shall do unto Jerusalem and her

.

These blasphemous words sounded too hard even in the mouth of the heathen ,

and were therefore changed ; but they present the real case only in the form

restored here . And to judge from the historical narrative in the passages

quoted above, they had actually been uttered thus by Rabshakeh .

12. '75. “ The fruit of the high spirit of the king of Assur ” is hardly correct,

( )

. .

. “ I ,

), " I

their occupants."

ירפ"",

-theobject of God's visita(תראפת)ייnor is the glory of his haughtiness

.theboastingתּורֵאָּפְתִהthelanguage andתַפְׂשtion . Read

-andtheir fortresses I plunder , and inםֶהיֵתֹודּוצְמּוRead.13.םהיתודיתעו

and I shall putdowninto the dust*םֶהיבשוירָפָעְּבread,ריבאכוstead of

.

isףצפצמו. only a variant reading for14.הפהצופו

15.ץעאל...ףינהכReadץע-ֹולהָטַמםיִרָייִּכויָמיִרְמתֶאטֶבֵׁשףיִנָייִּכ

and translate, “ Shall the staff swing the one who lifts it ? Shall the rod lift

? him?יי to whom the wood belongs

.(.etc,תרפ־רפחלהאגהאג.asone word (cfרקְדַקְיRead.16.דקירקי

,םיִסָמֲחסֹוסְמִּכהָיָהְו

.Read,in accordance with the text offered by LXX.18

,and itshall be as toda :that melts beforethe jiture of the filameהָבָהְלׁשֵא

.isa gloss ,and not given in LXX19.ורעיץע

is also a marginal note not rendered in LXX . The rest of the21.בושיראש a .

verse belongs to the preceding one , and is the responding parallel, if, instead

of 58, Sy is read, — “ The rest of Jacob leans upon the mighty God .” Still

it is very likely that the passage before us ( 16–23 ) is rather directed against

Israel and Judah than against Assyria, and connects with XXVIII. Cf. 23 in
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Even should Israel thy people be as numerous as“ןֹויָלְּכִמRead22.ןוילכוב

gestion:יִמֲעַזהָלָכְורָעְזִמטַעְמדֹועיִּכרּוׁשַאֵמןֹוּיִצבֵׁשֹוייִּמַעאָריִּתלַא

our chapter with 22 there . Particularly is this view supported by 22, here

compared with xxvIII . , 18 , 19.

“

the sand of the sea, a remnant only will return from the certain destruction ,

the sweeping storm of justice.” If the view expressed here be correct, the

words j7 % . J'y, omitted in LXX. (verse 19) , are probably only a substitute

for Israel ( 892 ). The name of Shear - Jashub was then not a sign of com

fort, but a threat, a prediction of evil , and the giving of that name has, then ,

probably been purposely omitted.

24-26 . Here is the continuation of the prophecy against Assur (5–15 ). The latter

half of the verse , however, belongs after 25. Read thus, after Luzzato's sug

: ! !

on san Sy 'DX ). Translate:

“ Fear not my people, inhabitant of Zion , from Assur,

For yet a very little while and my anger will cease ,

And my wrath against the world shall be at an end.

He would smite thee with the rod ,

And swing his staff over thee on the road towards Egypt;

But Yahweh Ts'bhaoth shall brandish over him a scourge ,

As at the smiting of Midian at the rock of Oreb,

And (read 57707!) shall drive him toward the sea ,

And carry him on the road of Egypt.

.

. with axe.

. .

( To be continued .)

.aremarginal glosses27.ןמשינפמלועלבחו

.withthe dateהָדָצעַמְּבIRead33.הצרעמב

.withhis cedarsויָזָרֲאַּבRead34.רידאב



NOTES ON GENESIS I. , 1 , and XXIV., 14 ,

BY REV. T. K. CHEYNE, M. A. ,

Rector of Tendring, Essex , Eng.

1 . On the Rendering of Genesis I. , 1 .

“In the beginning Elohim fashioned the heaven and the earth . Now the

earth was waste and wild , and darkness was upon the face of the flood , and the

breath of God [a naïve popular phrase for the divine energy ' ]was brooding over

the face of thewaters. And Elohim said , Let light be ; and light was."

The first verse is the introduction to the story of creation . It was rendered

necessary by the frequent adoption or retention of phraseology of mythic affinities,

phraseology which needed to be guarded against misapprehension. Die has

no reference to the order of the works of creation ; Tuch has already referred to the

Peshito version of év ápxi, John 1. , 1 ; cf. also n'WX from the beginning (of a

historical period ), Isa. XLVI., 10. It has been objected to the view here taken of

verse 1 , that the special introductory formula of the class of narratives known as

Elohistic is 01751728. But we find this very formula, used retrospectively,

at the end of the section ( II ., 4 a) , for which the author doubtless had his reasons.

Verse 2 is, of course, a “ circumstantial clause ” ( Zustand, or Umstandsatz ), a

phrase no longer unfamiliar even to purely English readers. It describes the

condition of primeval matter at the moment when Elohim said , Let light be.

Followers of Ewald will call this exposition half -hearted ; there was a time

when I should have done so too . There is no grammatical objection to the ren

dering adopted from Rashi by Ewald, “ In the beginning, when Elohim made the

heaven and the earth ( and the earth was then a chaos ), Elohim said , Let there be

Similar constructions occur elsewhere in the simplest narratives, and

particularly at the beginning of new sections ; see Gen. II ., 4–7 ; V. , 1 , 2 ; Num .

V. , 12–15 ; Josh . II. , 14–16 ; 1 Sam . III . , 2-4 ; 1 Kgs . VIII. , 41-43 ; Isa. LXIV. , 1-4 .

It is more natural, however, to make verse 1 an independent sentence. ( 1 ) The

cosmogony needs a heading, and II. , 4 a, would not read easily before 1. , 1 ( where

Knobel and Schrader would place it) . (2 ) The narrative of the next section

begins in the same way, with a circumstantial clause ( 11., 4 b, 5, 6 ) which is fol

lowed by the clause relating the event (11. , 7 , corresponding to 1. , 3) . Those who

regard the whole of 11. , 4 , as belonging to the second narrative section will go

further, and point out (3 ) that we thus obtain a heading for the second section

exactly corresponding to I. , 1. I follow K. H. Graf, whose remarks near the

beginning of his paper on the so -called Grundschrift ( Archiv .... des Alten Testa

mentes, 1869 , p. 470) have scarcely been sufficient attended to . It may be worth

noting that Ibn Ezra , who held a view of Gen. I. , 1-13 , somewhat analogous to

light.”
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Rashi's ( “ When , in the beginning, Elohim made heaven and earth , the earth

was,” etc. ) , seems to have abandoned this in his later writings. See Friedländer,

Essays on Ibn Ezra , 1877 , p. 5 .

2. On Genesis XXIV ., 14 ( 7ya).

Knobel and Dillmann ( ad loc . ) simply say , " Wy) stands in the Pentateuch

for a girl , consequently instead of 7y3 (here and in verses 16 , 29 , 55 , 57 ;

XXXIV. , 3 , 12 ; Deut. XXII . , 15–29 ; also Ruth 11. , 21.)” Delitzsch objects to the

last reference, however. Lagarde considers the feminine use of my as an Ara

maism . Schrader ( in his edition of De Wette's Einleitung, p . 87 ) , considers that

the use of Wy ) for “ a girl ” is an archaism in certain passages only, while in

other places it is due to the archaizing hand of an editor . Delitzsch (Luthardt's

Zeitschrift, 1880 , p . 399 ) remarks that “ in any case wyj = nny ) is an archaism

not to be gainsaid from the point of view of the history of language. We know

it simply from the existing form of the Pentateuch text ; in the Samaritan Pen

tateuch it is removed in all the twenty-one passages. It resembles the archaism

,

it . Must we not, therefore, hold that the use of 817 for both sexes indifferently

( in spite of the already existent feminine form) is not a mere invention ? ” How

ever we may decide the difficult question as to the use of X977, I see no difficulty

in assuming that y ) is of late coinage, or at any rate that, as in Arabic paral

lels , the feminine form was not recognized by choicer writers . Cf. the use of

maidens " in early English for knights as well as dames.

in this respect ,that we have no other ancient record which attestsאוה=איה
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A NOTE ON THE RELATIVE (WW)

BY PROFESSOR A.' H. SAYCE, D. D. ,

Oxford, Eng.

The suggestion that yox is the construct of a substantive corresponding to

the Assyrian asru and Aramaic 70X is not due to Dr. Hommel, as is supposed

in HEBRAICA, April , 1885 , but is to be found in Mühlau & Volck's Hebrew Lex

icon, and had been previously made by myself in my Assyrian Grammar for

Comparative Purposes ( 1872) . I there supported it by the analogy of the Chinese,

where so place has become a relative pronoun. The chief argument in its favor

is this :

The Assyrian asru and Aramaic ? thăr imply that Hebrew also once

possessed a substantive 70x, meaning " place,” and the most probable cause

which can be assigned for its apparent disappearance is that it came to be used

with another signification . Prof. Brown's etymology is phonetically inadmissible .

He would find it hard to produce any other instances of a " pleonastic " r at the

end of a word either in Hebrew or in any other language where the trilled r is

pronounced , while the prosthetic vowel in Hebrew presupposes a double conso

nant at the beginning of a word. The Phænician relative pronoun ⓇX is ®X ,

which is already written X in the Siloam inscription .



MODERN IDEAS IN HEBREW.

BY MR. W. WILLNER ,

New Haven , Conn .

German;ףָרָׂשןיֵא Eisenbahn )railroad)לֶזְרַּבלּולְסַמfollowed . Thus we have

In order to express modern ideas in the Hebrew language, three methods are

employed : new forms are made from old roots, or two words expressing the idea

are united , or ( thirdly ) the new word is transliterated . These three methods are

illustrated in the words used for the implements, etc., of smoking ; "to smoke "

is jy, a Pről formation from the noun rey smoke; “ tobacco ” is praNO

( Ta'bbă’a); “ tobacco-pipe ” is quiy nyp raiser of smoke.

To the first method belongs also the specialization of meanings. Thus, in

the Talmud Paşāḥîm , 37 a ,we find Dan? (Greek Tútos) in the meaning of “form ; ? ”

this has, in modern Hebrew , been specialized to mean " printer's form ,” hence

“the art of printing, ” and, finally , “ printing establishment. ” This forms a

Nyph'ål Day it was printed , a Hyph'îl D'977 he has printed, and from this a Par

ticiple D'D a printer. The“ veredarius ” of the Romans,7177 , corrupted

into 787-es, gives us the word for “ post-office. ”

As a model for the union of two words, the European languages are often

. ( ) .

(German Branntwein )brandy; ny - inon (German Zeitschrift) newspaper, mag

azine . In other ideas, the combination is original, often curiously formed ; thus

797092 (pot- spoon) pot-ladie, ni ? X'yin ( bringer- forth to light) publisher,

editor ; ni'nix 770 ( PYēl from 770 to arrange letters) to set type, ni'nix 7709

a compositor, WXPEX (fire-dust)gunpowder; 1797 797 (burning-rod) fire-arm.

Words which have one form for all the modern languages, as the most recent.

inventions, or the latest investigated maladies, are transliterated . It formerly

was the fashion to do this in such a manner that the resulting form should be two

Hebrew words expressing about the same idea ; as a result, we still have yoint

(a bad sickness) for “ cholera ," and the Hammagid , a Hebrew weekly published in

Lyk , Prussia, calls the “ telegraph ” 27-2177 (great leaper ). But the best and

most accepted way is to transliterate these words, as 6782ynyo (which , by the

, , ), (

ephone) D'OXI'7 (dynamite ), etc. Often the Arabic method is followed, and

) , “ ;"" " ,

" tea .” XX213 or ' " would perhaps be used for “ pneumonia .”

-tel)ןֹופָעֶלֶטlikewise,(םֶּתְפַרְגיִלְטּופָרְגיֵלְטִי,way ,can be regularly conjugated

forעעהטandיייֵטְיעֶט;for coffeeהואקהוהקandעֿפאקwe have both



SUGGESTIONS TOWARD A MORE EXACT NOMENCLATURE

AND DEFINITION OF THE HEBREW TENSES.

BY PROFESSOR WM. G. BALLANTINE, D. D. ,

Oberlin Theological Seminary , Oberlin , O.

With the recent translations of the works of Ewald and Müller on general

Hebrew syntax, and the excellent monograph of Professor Driver on the Use of

the Tenses, the beginner cannot complain of lack of efficient help at the most dif

ficult point of the language. Still it must be confessed that the subject has not

yet been wholly freed from perplexity , and that portions of it are still enveloped

in that “luminous haze " which Ewald so often substituted for dry light. We

venture, therefore, with much diffidence, to offer for the criticism of scholars a

tentative scheme of nomenclature and definition of the Hebrew Tenses, with

some remarks in explanation . We would present the doctrine of the tenses to the

beginner in Hebrew grammar somewhat as follows :

There are in Hebrew two tenses, the Aorist and the Subsequent.

I. The Aorist Tense expresses the mere predication of a fact . It asserts

the occurrence of the action signified by the verb , without connotation of the

time of that occurrence .

1. But since most facts are now past, the proper translation of this tense in

English will oftenest be our Preterite ; e.g., D'OIS X7 ? God created , Gen. 1., 1 .

2. Very frequently the translation will be our Perfect; e. g. , 'mn I have

given , Gen. I. , 29.

3. Occasionally the translation will be our Pluperfect ; e. g. , NY, Van

which he had made, Gen. II . , 2 .

4. When the verb signifies an action or state likely to be present, the pre

sumption is that the speaker refers to the present. The translation then is our

Present; e. g. , inYT, N'S I know not, Gen. IV. , 9 ; 9777 771779 Jehovah reigns, Ps.

XCIII . , 1. ( But the context may show that the past is meant, and then the same

verbal forms must be rendered by Preterites, etc.)

5. General truths are expressed by the Aorist, and rendered by the English

Present; e. 8. , 7'yn was the grass withereth, Isa. XL. , 7 .

6. When a future occurrence is regarded as so certain that it may be

predicated as a fact, the Hebrew uses the Aorist, but the English transla

tion may require the Future or Present; e. 8. , 'Qy 1779 Naomi selleth,

3.

7. The Aorist may be used where the most precise English expression is the

Future Perfect ; e . 8. , 1777. ny. Ty until she shall have borne, Mic. V. , 2 .

Ruth IV . ,

-
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Ps. XCIII .,

II . The Subsequent Tense connotes the act predicated as following upon or

arising out of a known act or situation of affairs.

1. In independent sentences the act will oftenest be understood to be sub

sequent to the speaker's present, i . e . , future . In such sentences it is exactly

rendered bytheEnglish Future ; e.g. , :77-7ppy he shall rule over thee,Gen.III., 16.

2. Often , however, the action must be understood to supervene immediately

upon the existing situation . The Subsequent Tense is then a vivid Present , and

must be rendered by the English Present ; e . 8. , hing! IN the floods lift up,

3 .

3. When by means of the adverbs of time or place 18,078 , , or in

any other manner, a date, starting point , or scene of action, has been indicated ,

the Subsequent Tense connotes the action as following after or occurring upon

such point or scene ; e. g. , 7:17 D70 it was not yet, Gen. 11. , 5 ; 779 pup from

thence it was parted , Gen. 11., 10 ; 7718 Dj' the day I was born, Job 111., 3. The

proper translation here will often be one of the English past tenses.

4. From the idea of supervention , the transition is easy to that of liability to

occur, and thus to repetition. Accordingly, the Subsequent Tense is used in

predicating customary actions; e.g. , hy & a mist used to go up , Gen. 11., 6 .

5. By a very natural extension the Subsequent Tense is employed to express

the Subjunctive Mood, and also the Optative and Potential. It is thus used in

wishes, permissions and commands ; e . g. , 718 7 let there be light, Geń . I. ,

3 .

III . The Tenses with Waw Conversive.

1. When joined by Waw Conversive to a preceding predication (or idea) , the

Subsequent Tense connotes an action as supervenient upon or arising out of that

foregoing action .

2. When joined by Waw Conversive to a preceding Subsequent Tense (or

idea) , the Aorist falls into the temporal and modal limitations of that foregoing

predication .

In justification of this scheme, and upon the subject in general, we make the

following somewhat disjointed remarks, or rather memoranda:

1. This is but a sketch . Many important usages are not mentioned ;
but we

think that they may be appropriately
classed under the several heads and defini

tions.

2. The old names of the tenses , past and future - were after all nearer to the

truth than perfect and imperfect. The Subsequent is a future , only future to any

assigned date , not merely to the speaker's present. The name Aorist exactly fits

that Hebrew tense . In Greek the Aorist Indicative is limited to the past ; but in

Hebrew the Aorist is truly unlimited except by the possibilities of reality.

3. The application of the term moods to the Hebrew tenses is an abuse of a use

ful word of fixed meaning, as necessary in that meaning to Hebrew grammar as to

any grammar. The distinction of the two Hebrew forms is a true tense distinction .
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4. The Perfect is often defined as connoting “ finished ” or “ completed ”

action . These words are misleading. They can only fairly be used to mean

action viewed comprehensively , as in the Greek Aorist, not now completed , as in

the Greek Perfect.

5. The grammarians have great difficulty with the numerous cases in which

the Hebrew Perfect must be rendered as equivalent to an English Present. They

explain that the consequences of the finished act continue to the present. But

making the most of such classic parallels as oida and memini, the explanation fails

for a host of cases ; e . g. , MIDP 1 am little , Gen. XXXII . , 11.

6. It is a mistaken analogy to compare the Hebrew Perfect, when used in

general truths, with the Greek Gnomic Aorist. In Greek there is a reference to

past experience . In Hebrew there is no evidence of such a reference.

7. The difference between the Hebrew Aorist and Subsequent is not at all

the same as that between the Greek Aorist and Imperfect. Only incidentally,

by the extension of the usage of the Hebrew tense to connote customary acts ,

does that language reach the power to express the distinction .

8. It appears a confusion to define a tense as inceptive, and then name it the

Imperfect. An Inceptive Imperfect which expresses the future is a grammatical

jumble.

9. We believe that all that Ewald and Driver so laboriously set forth regard

ing “ incipiency,' “ nascency ” and “ progressive continuance," may be fairly re

duced to the simple idea of subsequence.

10. It appears that the conversion after strong Waw is rather of the English

translation . The Subsequent is by strong Waw only made more distinctly sub

sequent to the preceding verb , and the Aorist falls under the limitations already

expressed .



EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Second Volume.— With this number HEBRAICA enters upon its second

volume. The variety and value of the material furnished ought, we think , to

commend the Journal to all who are interested in Semitic studies.

We venture the assertion that no single Semitic publication of the same size

has ever contained contributions from so many representative Semitic scholars.

There is something encouraging in this. It means that Semitic scholars are at

work , and that they are interested in an undertaking whose purpose it is to incite

others to work .

When it seemed doubtful whether another volume of HEBRAICA would be

published, many letters were received in which the strong hope was expressed

that it might be continued . The managing editor, after much debate , concluded

to undertake the second volume. And now, will not those who declared them

selves interested in its success lend a hand in making it such ? What is needed ?

About four hundred additional subscribers. Is there not something which all

who have at heart the interests of Hebrew study can and will do to secure these

subscribers ? The Journal will improve with each succeeding number, if its

friends will but help and encourage it. Now is the time. The fact is , it is nou

or never . Shall it not be novo ?

Proof-reading. – The readers of HEBRAICA cannot but be aware of the extreme

difficulty attending the setting up of the type and the reading of the proof of the

articles and notes which make up each number. In the present number there

will be found, for example, words, sentences , or paragraphs in ten different

languages, in five different alphabets, in which there are used ten distinct fonts of

type. For use in transliteration there are , besides these, numerous special letters.

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, if occasionally there shall be discovered slight

errors. Yet, according to the testimony of those who are able to judge of such

matters, the Journal has been singularly free from typographical errors . This is

due, in large measure, to the efficient help rendered by the Rev. John W. Payne,

of which the Editor takes this opportunity of making a public acknowledgment.

As the Journal becomes older and better established , and as the facilities for

work are improved, it is hoped that, so far as mechanical execution is concerned ,

it may be made more and more perfect.

An Important Help for the Study of Assyrian . - Semitic students will be in

terested in the publication of an Assyrian Manual, by Prof. D. G. Lyon , of Har

vard College , which , but for an unavoidable delay, would now be ready. Of the
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importance of the Assyrian language for the Semitic study, and especially for the

study of the Old Testament, words too strong could scarcely be employed. But

the difficulties in the way have been until recently well-nigh insurmountable.

Until the authorities of Union Theological Seminary, of Harvard and Johns Hop

kins Universities and the Episcopal Seminary in Philadelphia, made it possible

to pursue the study at those institutions, one was forced to go abroad in order to

learn Assyrian. The great expense, and other difficulties , left the privilege to but

few. Happily, now a rapid change is taking place. The institutions above

named , and the list will be enlarged yearly, offer facilities not inferior to those

found at the German universities. But there are many eager American students

80 situated that they cannot attend the American schools . What are these to do ?

Many of them finished their college, seminary, or university courses before As

syrian study came to the front. They are now active teachers and pastors.

For such persons several courses are possible. If familiar with the German

language, they can use Delitzsch's Assyrische Lesestuecke, of which a third and

greatly improved edition has recently appeared . This book contains a short

lexicon of the most common Assyrian words, two pages of transliterated text,

with translation and notes, and should by all means be the constant companion

of every student of the language. The fact that it is written in German will un

fortunately close its pages for some, and others will find the way hardly suffi

ciently prepared . While the whole work is intended to be elementary, experi

ence in America has shown that a better method may be employed. Every As

syrian text-book for beginners must aim to reach the same goal that Professor

Delitzsch has in w. The question is, Can it be reached by shorter, and easier

methods ?

The answer to this question , it is confidently believed , will be found in Prof.

Lyon's Assyrian Manual. The fundamental idea in this work is that the lan

guage is to be acquired , not by first burdening the memory with the cuneiform

characters, but by a large use of transliterated texts. The tests which have been

made at Harvard University, and in the Hebrew Summer Schools, have demon

strated the value of this idea. It will be argued that one who learns the language

by the aid of transliterated texts can never be sure of the correctness of the trans

literation . Be it so . There are scores of intelligent pastors who cannot hope

to become Assyrian workers, but who wish to be able to form an opinion on

the utterances of those who are . There are teachers of Hebrew who can learn ,

for comparative purposes, all that is known of Assyrian grammar and vocab

ulary without committing the cuneiform signs to memory. It cannot be too

often urged that the Assyrian language, like all language, lies in the sound,

not in the signs representing those sounds.

But while Prof. Lyon's Assyrian Manual makes it possible to learn the

language without learning the written characters, the method does not contem
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plate such a course. A nearly complete list of the syllabic characters ( several

hundred in number) is given , and also several pages of cuneiform text accom

panied by transliteration and translation , and still others accompanied by neither.

The student should first take the transliterated passage which is translated , and

master it. He can also set himself a daily task of a few signs to be learned, and

can practice what he thus daily learns , and what he learns from the transliterated

passage, by turning to the cuneiform original of that passage . With or without

this work on the original signs, all the other transliterated passages , filling forty

one pages , are open to him. These are almost exclusively from the historical

records of Tiglathpileser I. , Assurnazirpal, Shalmaneser II . , Sargon , Sennacherib ,

Esarhaddon , Assurbanipal, Nabonidus and Cyrus. The originals of nearly all

these passages are easily accessible . There is no better way of learning the cunei

form signs than by reading the originals in connection with a transliteration . By

such a course there is not a three-fold effort of the mind , first to recall the sign ,

second to decide on its connection , and then to discover the meaning of the word ;

but the whole effort may be directed to the task of impressing on the mind those

signs not already familiar. Many of these selections in the Manual, in addition

to their linguistic value, are of the greatest historical and religious interest. The

passages in cuneiform are from Assurbanipal's Egyptian wars, from the Babylon

ian story of the deluge , from Ishtar's descent to Hades, and from the account of

creation .

The Assyrian Manual will also contain the necessary grammatical paradigms,

notes on the reading selections, and a glossary of all the Assyrian words. It is

believed that the book will thus be so furnished as to meet the needs of beginners

in the language, and to ease very greatly their task .

While the teacher's place can never be filled by any book , it is believed that

those who wish to know Assyrian , but who cannot have a teacher, will find in the

method of the Assyrian Manual that the greatest difficulty is removed .

Other Semitic Helps. — The announcement, elsewhere, of an Arabic Manual

by Prof. John G. Lansing, D. D. , of New Brunswick , N. J. , and of a Syriac Man

ual by Prof. R. D. Wilson of Allegheny City , Pa. , will be of interest to all Semitic

students. The plan of these books agrees in general with that of the Assyrian

Manual spoken of above . One great reason why there have been so few Amer

ican students to engage in these studies is the fact that there have been no prac

tical text-books for beginners. The series , now proposed , including Prof. Charles

R. Brown's Aramaic Method , of which the second part is soon to appear, will

supply a want experienced by many, and , at the same time , incite others to

undertake similar work .
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[Any publication noticed in these pages may be obtained of the AMERICAN PUBLICATION

SOCIETY OF HEBREW, Morgan Park , ni.]

DR . SOCIN'S ARABIC GRAMMAR .

This is a new edition of Petermann's Elementary Arabic Grammar, brought

out by Dr. Socin , translated into English by Drs. Stenhouse and Brünnow , for

merly pupils of Dr. Socin.

There is great need for a new Arabic Grammar, but there is no need for

such an Arabic Grammar as this one. There is great need for an Arabic Gram

mar midway between Wright, Palmer, and others, on the one hand, and Faris,

Bagster, and others, on the other hand ; a Grammar clear, concise , sufficient,

without taking the place of Wright's, and without degenerating to the other ex

treme. To meet this need , Dr. Socin's Grammar is largely a failure , because of

its confusions, omissions , and errors.

It would be a difficult task to enumerate the faults which appear on many

pages of this Grammar. A few specimens may be given.

Dr. Socin tells us that waw is pronounced as alif in the word ögon
and a few

other words , excepting when these words have suffixes. This is not the only

exception . There are only two other words where the waw is pronounced as alif .

Why were they not given ?

In speaking of the elision of connective alif under the orthographic sign

Wasla , Dr. Socin speaks of this elision as taking place with the article and with

two words , the words for “ son ” and “'name." Two of the most important

places in which this elision occurs are never mentioned . Besides , instead of

there being only two words , there are nine words , or rather nouns, in connection

with which this elision takes place .

Dr. Socin speaks of long and short syllables, instead of pure and mixed syl

lables with long and short vowels , etc. He says, “ A short syllable consists of a

consonant with a short vowel. ” And “ A long syllable of a consonant and a long

vowel,” etc. That is not a definition of the Arabic syllable. Both of the above

cases are included under the pure syllables ; while the mixed syllables include

the diphthong, and that composed of two consonants when the closing consonant

has sukoon or tashdeed .

* ARABIC GRAMMAR, PARADIGMS, LITTERATURE, CHRESTOMATHY AND GLOSSARY. By Dr.

A. Socin , Professor in the University of Tuebingen. Carlsruhe and Leipzig : H. Reuther. Pp.

xvi, 294. Price , $2.60.
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Dr. Socin leaves the three short vowels,-of such great importance in the

language,-with a bare mention . He has almost nothing to say about the pecul

iarities of the letters. He has nothing to say about the Pause. He does not

treat of the Article at all. A person would not know there was any Article except

as it is incidentally mentioned . Dr. Socin writes the dual of the Relative Pro

noun defectively, when only the singular and the masculine plural are written

defectively, on account of their frequent occurrence .

He classifies s as a relative pronoun, when it is an interrogative pronoun ;

and he declines the interrogative öd, which is rarely declined, while the inter

rogative si, which is declined , he leaves undeclined .

Under the Particles Dr. Socin treats of the Adverbs, Prepositions and Con

junctions. To all this he devotes two small scant pages. He tells us nothing

about the kinds of prepositions and adverbs, nothing about their formation ,

does not give a single definition . He only gives one or two examples of each ,

and then leaves the subject. Even the examples he gives contain errors. For

example, he classifies andand u as prepositions, and translates ! “ against.”

As to Interjections, Þr. Socin does not seem to be aware that there are any ,

as they are entirely left out of his Grammar.

The mistakes and omissions upon the Verb are numerous . Only two or three

can be noted . He says that the second stem or form of the Verb most usually de

notes the causative ; whereas the causative signification comes from the intensive,

which is the primary and radical signification . He says that the sixth stem or

form is reflexive of the third , and that it has a reflexive or reciprocal meaning ,

e. g. , Jólás to fight one another. This is a mistake. The idea of reciprocity

conveyed in the third form , is , in this sixth form , necessarily limited to one of

the two parties concerned ; so that, if it is said of one he fought, the other

party to such reciprocal action will become Jilé fought against ; so that the

former will have an active sense , while the latter will be passive, but passive only

as it is consequent upon the former. Between the seventh and eighth forms Dr.

Socin makes no radical difference whatever. But there is such difference : the

reflexive pronoun contained in the seventh form is never the indirect, but always

the direct object itself , and it never assumes the reciprocal signification . These

two points distinguish the seventh form from the eighth . The explanation of

the formation of derived forms, moods, etc., is most unsatisfactory and confusing

even when touched upon . The treatment of the Weak Verb is the most unsatis

factory part of the Grammar. Several different kinds of weak verbs are never

mentioned at all .

The treatment of the Noun is little better than that of the Weak Verb . We

are told that nouns are primitive and derived . But he does not tell us whence or

how they are derived , and almost nothing about their formation. Some classes

of nouns are given ; nothing is said of others which come in the same category.
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He forms the broken plural of was a branch upon the measure ofiles when

theلعف measure of

it should be upon

There are numerous errors of translation, as, 6. g. , u's translated “ away

from ;" has translated “ a flight of doves . ”

There are numerous typographical errors , as, e . g. , three in a paragraph of

two and a half lines.

The omissions are as startling as they are numerous. Two or three defini

tions, rules, classes, etc., will be given , while others of the same character and

equally important will be left out altogether. Conjectural remarks of no prac

tical use to the learner are frequently indulged in , while first essentials are found

omitted from almost every page.

As to arrangement the Grammar is confusion worse confounded . A more

difficult grammar for the learner , on account of the absence of any system , could

scarcely be found in any language.

The Grammar proper numbers about 125 pages. The book numbers over 300

pages. In a volume of half its size it is believed that more material of practical

value could have been furnished . J. G. LANSING ,

New Brunswick , N. J.

THIRD EDITION OF DELITZSCH'S ASSYRISCHE LESESTUECKE . *

This book, in its new form , is a great advance on ed . 2 , 1878 (ed. 1 , 1876 ) .

The progress is less in the matter of correction than of addition . The new syl

labic values of the signs are comparatively few ; but a large number of ideo

graphic values has been added . Nearly all the material of ed. 2 is retained ,

except the Eponym Canons, which filled pp. 87-94 of that edition . Of additions

are three pages of grammatical paradigms, Sennacherib's campaign against Judea

transliterated , translated and explained ( five pages), the Babylonian equivalents

of the signs placed beside the Assyrian form , eleven pages of cuneiform vocabula

ries (80–90 ), the cuneiform account of the Deluge (pp. 99–109 ) of which ed. 2

contained a part, a historical text from Nebuchadnezzar and one from Darius

( 123–125), a bilingual vocabulary in three columns (126–130) and a dictionary of

the most common Assyrian words (137–148 ) , the words being transliterated and

the definitions being in German . Beginners will thank the author most for pp.

IX -XVI (grammar, transliteration , etc.) and for the dictionary. Other students

will thank him most for the full text of the Deluge story and for the convenient

collection of additions to syllabaries and vocabularies.

* ASSYRISCHE LESESTUECKE, nach den Originalen theils revidirt, theils zum ersten Male

herausgegeben , nebst Paradigmen , Schrifttafel, Textanalyse und kleinerm Woerterbuch , zum

Selbstunterricht wie zum akademischen Gebrauch, von Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch , Professor der

Assyriologie an der Universitaet Leipzig. Dritte durchaus neu bearbeitete Auflage. Leipzig :

J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung. 1885. Pp. xvi, 148. Price , 35 Marks.
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Of typographical errors may be mentioned p . XVI , note to line 72 , where one

must read 9 for g in II R. 23 , g ; p . 137 , êtû for êtû ; p. 140, i hîț for ihît ; p.

147 , šikṣu for šikšu ; p . 148 , takânu for takânu. On p. 14 , no. 100, the syl

labic value ta , in col. 3 , has been omitted.

What ed . 2 called the Babylonian account of the fall of man , ed . 3 calls Texts

about the serpent Tiâmat . · This is an improvement. The Babylonians may

have had an account of the fall of man ; but if so , it still awaits discovery .

Professor Delitzsch is to be congratulated on the great usefulness of past

editions of the Lesestücke, and on having made edition 3 more indispensable than

its predecessors. The book belongs to every Assyrian library.

D. G. LYON,

Harvard College.
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THE ATTITUDE OF THE REVISED VERSION TOWARD THE

TEXTUAL CRITICISM OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

By PROFESSOR CHARLES A. BRIGGS, D. D. ,

Union Theological Seminary , New York City .

The Revision of the so-called Authorized English Version was carried on

subject to the following rule respecting the original text : 4. “ That the Text to

be adopted be that for which the evidence is decidedly preponderating ; and that

when the Text so adopted differs from that from which the Authorized Version

was made, the alteration be indicated in the margin .” This rule was for the guid

ance of the Old Testament Company, as well as the New Testament Company.

The New Testament Company gave heed to the rule , and adopted the following

principles for carrying it into effect :

“ A revision of the Greek text was the necessary foundation of our work ;

but it did not fall within our province to construct a continuous and complete

Greek text. In many cases the Englisi rendering was considered to represent

correctly either of two competing readings in the Greek , and then the question of

the text was usually not raised . A sufficiently laborious task remained in decid

ing between the rival claims of various readings which might properly affect the

translation ....... The fourth rule......was in effect an instruction to follow the

authority of documentary evidence without deference to any printed text of mod

ern times , and therefore to employ the best resources of criticism for estimating

the value of evidence .....Many places still remain in which , for the present, it

would not be safe to accept one reading to the absolute exclusion of others . In

these cases we have given alternative readings in the margin , wherever they seem

to be of sufficient importance or interest to deserve notice .... " .

These principles are sound and reliable . The New Testament Company have

achieved great success in working them out with conscientious care and pains

taking accuracy.

We see no sufficient reasons why the same principles should not have been

followed by the Old Testament Companies. A revision of the Hebrew text“ was

a necessary foundation of their work.” They ought to have decided “ between

the rival claims of various readings which might properly affect the translation .”

4
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They were bound by the fourth rule , no less than the New Testament Company,

“to follow the authority of documentary evidence without deference to any

printed text of modern times ;" and to employ “ the best resources of criticism

for estimating the value of the evidence.”

But the Old Testament Company took another view of their duty . They say ,

The task of the Revisers has been much simpler than that which the New

Testament Company had before them .” It has been simpler, because they have

emptied rule 4 of its meaning. They have not regarded a revision of the Hebrew

text as “ the necessary foundation of their work ." If they had done so , they

would have found their task vastly harder than that of the New Testament Com

pany. They have simplified their task by neglecting the rule under which they

were appointed to make the Revision .

They did not seek a revision of the Hebrew text, but adopted the Massoretic

text as a Textus Receptus. They declined to follow the authority of documentary

evidence, but adopted as their foundation the same Hebrew text essentially as

that upon which the Revisers of 1611 built. But they fail to tell us what they

mean by Massoretic Textus Receptus. Ginsburg is of the opinion that “the editio

princeps of Jacob ben Chajim's Rabbinic Bible (Venice , 1525–26 ) -alone is the

authoritative Massoretic edition of the Hebrew Scriptures, as no reliance is to be

placed on the successive reprints." If the Revisers had adopted this text as a

foundation , they would have given us a definite basis ; but when they inform us

6 with regard to the variations in the Massoretic text itself , the Revisers have

endeavored to translate what appeared to them to be the best reading in the

text, and where the alternative reading seemed sufficiently probable or important,

they have placed it in the margin , ' we cannot determine whether they mean any

more than the variants of the Massora of the Rabbinical Bibles , or whether they

mean the variants in the Hebrew manuscripts. They make no reference to docu

mentary authorities in dealing with the Massoretic text ; and they give the im

pression , from their statement and from their work , that they did not seek even a

revised Massoretic text. It is well known that the Massoretic text needs thor

ough revision . Ginsburg has not yet completed his monumental work of collect

ing and digesting the Massoretic material . He tells us :

6. Of all the MSS. which I have collated for the last twenty years for a new

edition of the Massorah, and a correct Massoretic text of the Hebrew Bible, I

have not found two alike, containing exactly the same Massorah...My experience

has shown me that each scribe has selected a larger or smaller quantity of Masso

retic materials for the MS. he annotated, corresponding to the sum which he got

for doing the work ....to edit the Massorah and to compile a glossary of its tech

nicalities , it is absolutely necessary to collate all the accessible biblical MSS.”

Baer's revision of the Massoretic text is still far from completion , and far

from satisfactory. The Babylonian Codex has been used by him only in part , and

other ancient Hebrew MSS. still remain uncollated .
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If the Revisers had considered a revised Massoretic text as “the necessary

foundation of their work " and had decided between the rival claims of various

readings, following the authority of documentary evidence so far as their work of

translation required it , after the example of the New Testament Company , they

would have rendered an invaluable service to the Christian world. But it appears

that they neglected to do even this. They tell us , “ The Massoretic text of the

Old Testament Scriptures has come down to us in MSS. which are of no very great

antiquity, and which all belong to the same family or recension ;" and yet they

appear not to have weighed the documentary evidence of these MSS. , and to have

failed to secure a correct Massoretic text of this one recension . They have taken

into consideration
certain variants in the Massoretic text ; but they do not tell us

of any standard by which these variants were measured , or of the extent to which

the consideration
of the variants was carried .

What, then , has the Revision accomplished for the Textual criticism of the

Old Testament ?

“ The Revisers have thought it most prudent to adopt the Massoretic text as

the basis of their work , and to depart from it, as the Authorized Translators had

done , only in exceptional cases.” The Textual criticism is therefore confined to

exceptional cases. But in these exceptional cases there is great difference of opin

ion among the Revisers.

“ In some few instances of extreme difficulty a reading has been adopted on

the authority of the Ancient Versions, and the departure from the Massoretic

text recorded in the margin . In other cases , where the versions appeared to sup

ply a very probable though not so necessary a correction of the text, the text has

been left and the variation indicated in the margin only."

The margin contains the greater number of departures from the Massoretic

text. The version itself contains very few of them . The American Revisers,

however, in their Appendix , assume a different attitude when they say , “ Omit

from the margin all renderings from the LXX. , Vulgate , and other Ancient Ver

sions or authorities ?,” and take exception to several of the very few departures

from the Massoretic text contained in the Revision . Dr. Chambers, a member of

the American company, defends this attitude on the ground that ,

“ All these references had in them too much of the uncertain , conjectural

and arbitrary , to be entitled to a place in the margin , as if they had some portion

of intrinsic authority. We are not sure , in any case , that the makers of these

versions did not follow their own notion of what the text ought to be , rather than

that which they found in the codices before them . And conjectural emendations

are of no value . "

Dr. Green , the chairman of the American Old Testament Company, after

magnifying the difficulties in the way of the Textual criticism of the Old Testa

ment, and showing how little has been accomplished , says :
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“ In this condition of affairs, the American Company felt that the best thing

to do , in relation to the text, was to do nothing. When competent scholars shall

have fully elaborated the problem before them , we shall be prepared to accept

their results, so far as they are satisfactorily established. But until they have

made it clear that we can , with safety and advantage, depart from the text tradi

tionally preserved with such marvelous care and accuracy , we shall adhere to it

as, for the present at least, the best that is attainable, getting along with its hard

places as well as we can , and never setting it aside unless from imperative neces

sity.”

We thus have clearly before us three attitudes represented in the Old Testa

ment Company with reference to departures from the Massoretic text : ( 1 ) The

margin represents the opinion of the more advanced scholars that the Ancient

Versions should be used , with some measure of freedom , to ascertain the original

Hebrew text ; ( 2 ) The Revision represents the official opinion of the English

Company that, in “ instances of extreme difficulty ,” a reading should be adopted

from the Ancient Versions ; (3 ) The American Revisers object to all reference to

the Ancient Versions as authorities , and will depart from the Massoretic text

only “from imperative necessity .”

We shall rise from the consideration of what has been done , to an apprehen

sion of what ought to have been done .

The Massoretic text has the three constituent parts ,-consonant text , text

pointed with vowels, and accented text. We shall consider these in the reversed

order.

( 1 ) The Massoretic system of accentuation was devised partly for the division

of the sentences into sections in accordance with the sense , but chiefly for cantil

lation in the synagogues. There are three distinct systems : ( 1 ) The Babylonian ,

as presented in the most ancient Hebrew MSS. now at St. Petersburg, which give

the same system of accents to all the Old Testament Books ; (2 ) The Palestinian

system , which is more elaborate and artificial, and which was used for all the

books except Psalms , Job and Proverbs ; ( 3 ) The Palestinian Poetic system , which

is more concise , but still more artificial ; it is confined to the three books, Psalms,

Job and Proverbs . An order of development is shown , in passing from the Baby

lonian points through the Palestinian prose system to the Palestinian poetic sys

tem. But even the Babylonian system shows traces of a long previous develop

ment , which was based upon the system of cantillation in the Syriac churches .

“ The introduction of these musical signs was , in all probability , simulta

neous with that of the vowel signs - an improvement in which , too , the Syrians

had led the way. The one notation fixed the traditional pronunciation of each

word, the other its traditional modulation . The two together furnished the need

ful direction to the Reader for the correct recitation of the sacred text ”

(Wickes , p. 2 ) .

The earliest MSS. certainly known to us have the Babylonian system . If

we had still earlier MSS. , we might have a still earlier and simpler system . If

-
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we should go back to the MSS. upon which the Ancient Versions were based , we

would find no accents whatever, except the simple divisions such as are to be seen

in the Samaritan codex. The English Company, in their Massoretic text, adopt

the Palestinian system of accentuation which is found in the Rabbinical Bibles

and in the printed editions generally , except in the Complutensian Polyglott.

(a ) The American Revisers differ from the English Revisers in Dan. ix . , 25.

The English Revisers follow the Massoretic accents, and read , “ Unto the anointed

one, the prince, shall be seven weeks : and three - score and two weeks, it shall be

built again ," etc. The American Revisers disregard the accents, and read ,

" Seven weeks, and three - score weeks and two weeks : it shall be," etc. Dr.

Green ( in Presbyterian Journal, June 25) says :

“ The most serious alteration , to my mind, in the entire Old Testament, is

the famous passage of the seventy weeks, in Dan. , ch. IX ....Instead of the semi

colon after threescore and two weeks, the text of the Revision punctuates

after seven weeks. This is in accordance with the Massoretic interpunction ,

which , however, in so difficult a prophecy, need not be decisive. It absolutely

closes the door to the Messianic interpretation ,” etc.

This , then, is what Dr. Green regards as an “ imperative necessity.” The

necessity springs from the desire to preserve the “ Messianic interpretation .” It

is not a necessity of documentary evidence , or of the authority of Versions, but

purely internal evidence which is offered for the departure from the Massoretic

text , -- and this of a somewhat slender kind.

Moreover, this change is not necessary for the preservation of the Messianic

interpretation . Keil , Kleifoth , and others, adhere to the accents, and yet are firm

in their Messianic interpretation. One fails to see any “ imperative necessity "

for a departure from the text here , such as would be recognized either by the

science of Textual criticism , or the rules of Hermeneutics.

Textual criticism has its well defined laws. The three great principles , well

nigh universally admitted, are , ( 1 ) The reading which lies at the root of all the

variations , and best explains them, is to be preferred ; ( 2 ) The most difficult read

ing is more likely to be correct ; ( 3 ) The reading most in accordance with the con

text, and especially with the style and usage of the author and his times , is to be

preferred. These principles were employed by the New Testament Company.

Why were they not employed by the Old Testament Company ? There is nothing

capricious about them. They are well tried , and lead to positive and solid results.

( 6 ) In the matter of the accents , the Revisers do not always follow the docu

mentary authority of the Hebrew manuscripts. They render Ps. XIX . , 13 :

Keep back they servant also from presumptuous sins ;

Let them not have dominion over me : then shall I be perfect,

And I shall be clear from great transgression .”
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The best MSS. divide verse 13 at 'y by the 'Olèv'jored. The documentary

evidence is supported by the internal evidence of the parallelism , which had al

ready influenced Ewald, Hitzig, Bickell , Ley , and others, to arrange

2 יבולשמילאךדבעךשחםירזמ־סג

ברעשפמיתיקנוםתיאזא*
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( c) In Isa. LIV ., 9 , the current Palestinian accentuation is n3 9- ) ( so Baer) .

But the Babylonian Codex and other Hebrew MSS. read ni 'o') ; and these

are sustained by the Peshitto , Targum , Vulgate and Saadia . The LXX. reads

O , which can best be explained as a corruption of '?' , as Delitzsch shows .

The passage, Matt. xxiv. , 37 , also points in the same direction . The external

evidence is unusually strong ; for it is varied , extensive and harmonious. ' '

has the strongest documentary evidence , and is at the root of all the readings,

and best explains them all . It is also the more difficult reading ; for the scribe

would naturally write ni o , in accordance with the next clause . The cor

rect Massoretic text is therefore y nxt ny n'y, and the translation should be,

As the days of Noah is this me, when I sware that the waters of the flood

should no more go over the earth , so I swear that I will not be wroth with thee ,

nor rebuke thee.” The margin of the R. V. gives it correctly, but the R. V. itself

neglects the documentary evidence in its favor, and the American Revisers would

blot the correct reading from the margin .

(d) The Revisers do not correct the Massoretic accents by the Ancient Ver

sions. The Ancient Versions were all made from unaccented MSS. Their read

ings must be explained. They can be explained only by blotting out the accents

from the original text, and then determining, on the principles of Textual

criticism , what is the proper divisions of the verses. If this first principle of the

Textual criticism of the Old Testament had been followed , and the third law of

intrinsic probability had been obeyed , who can doubt that the refrain of Ps. XLII. ,

5 , would have been given correctly ? The Massoretic text points : 139 nye

, .

Here again the margin gives the correction ; the R. V. itself does not obey

the laws of Textual criticism , but adheres to the Massoretic text in spite of them;

and the American Revisers would remove the correct reading from the margin .

(e ) The chief mistakes of the points are in the parallelism of Hebrew Poetry.

We have already given a number of examples of this in the Presbyterian Review

(July, '85 ) . We shall confine ourselves here to a single example .

Psalm cxliv. is made up of two distinct psalms . It is noteworthy that the

Revisers give a space between the two pieces , after verse 11. The difference is

more distinct in Hebrew ,owing to the rhythmical movement ; verses 1-11 are trim

buttheיהלאוינפתעושי. original text was certainly,יהלא

* Weinsert the Maqqephs in accordance with the requirements of the rhythm, here and else

where, and disregard the Maqqephs of the Massoretic system , which were employed for purposes

of cantillation . The lines are pentameters, composed of 3 + 2 , or 2 + 3 accented words.
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5

andץרפbetweenונוצor

eters, but verses 12-15 are pentameters. The parallelisms of the Revisers show

the increased length of the lines in verses 12 , 13 ; but in verses 14 , 15 they are

misled by the accents, and miss the rhythm . Cheyne ( Book of Psalms , 1884 ) rec

ognizes the movement, and also sees that the Massoretic text is corrupt in the

last half of the fifth line.

We venture to insert the rare word 7%, of Job V. , 5 ,

and Prov. XXII. , 5, “ thorn-hedge,” and with the suffix 13'33 after yours. The

LXX. implies some such word by its rendering karántwua opayuoú. Any one can

see how easy it would be for a copyist to leave out 13

1'81 , especially in rapid reading aloud. It is also our opinion that w in )

is a representative of an older yox used in the poem. The Revisers make the

last four lines into five, thus :

“When our oxen are well laden (two words);

When there is no breaking in , and no going forth (three words) ,

And no outcry in our streets ( three words) ;

Happy is the people , that is in such a case ( four words):

Yea, happy is the people, whose God is the Lord (four words).”

The arrangement should be,

םהירוענבםילדגמםיעטנכונינברשא

לכיהתינבתתובטחמתויוזכוניתונב

ןזלאןזמםיקיפמםיאלמוניוזמ

וניתוצוחבתובברמתופילאמוננאצ

(ונינצ)ץרפןיאםילבסמוניפולא

וניתבחרבהחוצןיאותאצויןיאו

ולהככרשאםעהירשא

ויהלאהוהירשאםעהירשא '

We would translate :

“ When our sons are as plants, -grown up in their youth ;

Our daughters as corner - stones, -hewn after the fashion of a palace ;

Our garners full , -affording all manner of store ;

Our sheep bringing forth thousands - ten thousands in our fields ;

Our kine great with young ;—there is no breaking in through our thorn -hedges ;

And there is no going forth to war , -- and no cry of alarm in our streets ;

Happy the people , -when it is so to them :

Happy the people—when Jahveh is their god ."

(2) The vowel points do not belong to the original text. There are two sys

tems, —the Babylonian and Palestinian, both represented in the MSS. now acces

sible to Hebrew scholars. They go back upon an earlier and simpler system , like

the Arabic and Syriac. The chief Ancient Versions were made from texts with

out vowel points . The principles of Textual criticism require us, therefore, to

build on a text without the points.

(a) The American Revisers agree to the change of points of " 983, Ps. XXII., for

they acknowledge that “ the Hebrew text,as pointed , reads, like a lion ,” and yet they

-IT
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propose to strike from the margin the “ Sept. , Vulg. and Syr .,” which support the

reading they have adopted . The change of points is sustained by the Versions,

but not by documentary authority of Hebrew MSS. The Complutensian text,

and a few others, read 1783. But the best accounts for all the facts of the case,

and the word , by different points, is capable of the two interpretations. But we

cannot see that there is here any “ imperative necessity ” to depart from theMas

soretic points, or even an instance of “extreme difficulty .” It is indeed nothing

more than “ a very probable ” correction of the text, such as the English Revisers

tell us they would place in the margin .

( 6 ) The American Revisers also consent to the change of the construct 127

into the absolute 7a7a, in Ps. LXXV., 6 , in order to get the rendering of the R.V.

“ Nor yet from the south cometh lifting up . ” The margin is “ Or, from the wilder

ness of mountains, cometh judgment." There is the documentary evidence of 50

MSS. and Kimchi, for this change ; Baer follows them in his text of the Psalms,

but the Massoretic MSS. are decidedly for 727. The LXX ., Vulg . and Symm.

give “wilderness of mountains," and are against the change. It was more nat

ural for the scribe to point with Qāměç here, as in the two previous words ; the

construct is the more difficult reading. Two of the three laws of Textual criti

cism count against the change . Intrinsic probability is rather in its favor. There

is no necessity , however, in this case for departing from the A. V. , and the Re

visers, according to their principles , ought not to have made the change. Cheyne,

and De Witt, two of the Revisers , rightly adhere to the Massoretic text, in their

versions.

( c) In Hos. VII. , 5 , the R.V.gives “ the princes made themselves sick with the

heat of wine ;" the margin “ According to many ancient versions began to be heated

with wine. ” The difference is in the pointing . 2007 or :170107. Hitzig rightly

says upon this passage, “ Since all the ancient versions read 1700, and the pas

sage vill. , 10 is a close parallel , we reject the Jewish points , whose sense in other

respects is not suited to the context.” The margin and the text ought to have

changed places. If, now, we turn to VIII . , 10 , we find that the Revisers reject

the A.V.“ shall sorrow a little ," and placed it in the margin , and render “ begin

to be minished . ” In order to this, they follow the usual Massoretic " 701"), (we pre

sume) , although they render it as 7 consecutive of perfect, and they take nyo as

an infinitive . But the Codices Bab . and Erfurt 3 read 150 °), and this imperfect

with weak waw is sustained by LXX. , Symm. , Theod . , Vulg. , and is best suited

to the syntactical construction of the context, and by” is an adverb . Ifwe

render the verb “ begin,” and eys as an adverb, it is necessary to regard the

clause as pregnant, and supply a verb. None more suitable can be found than

those supplied by the LXX. Komácovou , and Vulg. quiescent.

(d) But there are very many passages in which internal evidence calls for a

change in the pointing. Thus Ps. L. is a beautiful pentameter of three strophes .
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The first strophe has eight lines , verses 1-6 ; the second, ten lines , verses 7–15 ;

the third , ten lines , verses 16–23. If , now, we examine the second strophe, we

find it to be throughout an address to the people of God, with a concluding exhor

tation in two lines ,

( ךירדנןוילעלםלשוהדות(םיהלאל)*חבז

ינדבכתוךצלחאהרצםויבינארקו

The third strophe is an address to the wicked , with a concluding warning,

הדותחבזליצמןיאוףרטאןפ

םיהלאעשיבונאראךרד־םשויננדבכי

The Massoretic text points ni here as a participle , and divides the verse at

'33733 '. It also gives the clause with 75 in the previous verse. If, now, we

point na as imperative, we find that the wicked , as well as the people of God,

are exhorted to offer a thank - offering ; and if we make the second line begin with

13372 , the wicked are exhorted to glorify God, as the righteous had been in the

second line which closed the previous strophe. We see, then , that the exhorta

tion is urged in the first line by a warning which reminds us of Ps. II . , 12 , and

in the second line, in the introverted parallelism , by a promise which goes back

upon the promise of the closing line of the previous strophe. It seems, then , that

we have here two forms of a refrain, which marks the close of the two strophes,

and it would appear that the first strophe is just two lines short, on account of the

absence of this refrain , which has been omitted , as frequently elsewhere in the

Psalter. Cf. Ps. XLVI. , 3 .

( 3 ) The original Hebrew text , upon which the Ancient Versions were based ,

and which is the essential thing to be determined in Textual criticism , was alto

gether without points. It was a consonant text. But even this needs to be de

termined by a thorough revision of the Massoretic Kºthîbh , by a careful study of

MSS. , the Massora, the Ancient Versions, and citations, and the conditions

of the text itself. The rules of external and internal evidence should be applied

with scientific accuracy and precision .

(a ) The American Revisers agree to the change of the consonants sax into

yax, in 1 Sam . VI . , 18, as Dr. Chambers says, “ one of the few instances in which

the existing Hebrew text is corrected , on the authority of the Early Versions , the

internal evidence in their favor being overwhelming.” Here Dr. Chambers seems

to use the internal evidence to strengthen the external evidence of the Versions.

But he has said that “conjectural emendation is worthless , ” and that the Versions

are of uncertain authority . How can two such weak reasons make a strong one ?

But there are other examples of departure from the Massoretic text which the

American Revisers allow.

* This divine name is probably a prosaic addition . It is quite frequent, in Hebrew Poetry,

that divine names are inserted , against the original rhythm .
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( 6 ) In Isa. IX . , 2 , they follow the Qerîys , and reject the Kºthîbh '%. The

Bab. Codex agrees with the western codices here. The Peshitto , Targum and

Saadia agree with the Qʻrî ; but Symmachus and the Vulgate are with the Kºthîbh ,

The LΧΧ . gives it το πλείστον του λαού και κατήγαγες εν ευφροσύνη σου . The document

ary evidence is in favor of the Köthîbh , and the Versions are divided . Following

the example of the LXX. , several modern critics change the text to 49977, as

Selwyn , or 220, as Krochmal and Cheyne . The Qºrî is easy ; but the is

would be in an unnatural position , and apparently superfluous to the sense

and the rhythm. If we render “ whose joy thou didst not increase , " as Hitzig,

Hengst . , et al . , we have a contrast which is in accord with viii ., 23. The is

the more difficult reading, and is to be preferred on that account. The three

great critical principles count for 85. There is no such “ imperative necessity

for departing from the Kºthîbh as the American Revisers require: Textual Criti

cism sustains the Kºthibh.

There are very many textual changes which ought to have been made from .

better critical authority.

( c) Ps. LXVIII., 23 is given by the R. V .:

“That thou mayest dip thy foot in blood ,

That the tongue of thy dogs may have its portion from thine enemies. ”

The Massoretic text is :

T

םדבךלגרץחמתןעמל

והנמםיביואמךיבלכןושל

Theץחמתintoץחרת,andוהנמintoותנמ English Revisers change

??

, .

The American Revisers agree to the rendering of the last line. They may

have followed Perowne, in taking 1739 as a noun , 1 with the archaic nominal

suffix 17 ; but there is no lexical authority for such a word as ja ” portion .”

It is better to correct the text by a single letter, to get a good word , than to keep

the text and forge a word . The rendering “ portion ” we presume comes from

1939, which the Revisers saw to be a proper change in the text. But it is not

a necessary change. The A. V. renders 1732 as preposition 13 with sufix , in

the same. " Some interpreters supply a verb, and render drink " of it,” or “ of

them . " External authority for the change of text, and corresponding change

of rendering, is wanting. The internal evidence is probable, but not necessary .

The other change of gina into yr77, which the American Revisers reject, has

strong evidence in its favor. Several Versions, such as LXX. , Vulgate and Syr

iac, give external evidence for it. It is easy to explain a copyist changing 'm7

into pna, owing to the proof verse 22. Moreover, intrinsic probability is so

strongly in favor of the change, that the American Revisers are forced to supply

the very verb which they decline to find in the original ; so that they render

" crush them , dipping."
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isהוהיינאיכתעדי, supported by the LXX . But the Babylonian Codex reads

(d) Psalm vil ., 1 is rendered by R.V. , “ Who has set thy glory upon the

heavens.” The American Revisers allow it to stand , and yet object to the margin

so some ancient versions,” which justifies it . The Massoretic text cannot be

rendered in that way. There is no documentary evidence for the change in Hebrew

MSS. We must go to the Versions. These require us to change 770N into 700 .

There is , however, an easier change of 171m into 71m , suggested by Ewald, and

followed by Riehm and others, which retains the Köthîbh , and only changes a

single point. This commends itself to our judgment as best explaining all the

facts of the case .

(e ) The current Massoretic text reads in Hos. II . , 22 , 107. nx nyy . This

. ' > .

This is supported by the Vulgate “ quia ego Dominus." The authority of the

documentsand the Versions is divided. Cheyne refers to the usage of Hosea

elsewhere as an internal evidence in favor of the common text ; but it seems to

us that the context of chap. II . is decisive for 107 X ' ) , on account of the

, a

name of Israel's God, in order to the use of 7777.

( *) The Massoretic text of Hos. V. , 11 , is 13 °908 7777; but the LXX. and

Peshitto read XIV. This better reading is mentioned in the margin . The omis

sion of the x was an easy scribal error, in the unaccented text, which read

'JXI XU 'Unk. The omission of the x would force the change of " to 3 .

(g) Psalm XXXII ., 5 , is somewhat difficult of construction . The difficulty is

removed if , with Hupfeld, we transfer inox from the second line to the first

line of the verse , and read ,

as a lawfulלעבand the removal of the name,ישאandילעבcontrast between

יתיסכ־אלינועוךעידואיתאטחיתרמא

יתאטח־ןועתאשנהתאוהוהיליעשפ־ילעהדוא y

The Revisers ignore the difficulty by rendering the imperfect 77'71X “ I ac

knowledged , ” which is contrary to good grammar as well as to the parallel 1718,

which they render“ I will confess .” Thenox must be supplied in sense, in

order to translate correctly.

(h) Psalm LXXII. is composed of three strophes. The strophes begin with im

peratives or jussives,e.g. , in, verse 1 ; 77'), verse 8 ; ' 17 ' ), verse 15 ; which then

pass over into future indicatives, e. g. , 1-7, 8–14 , 15–17 . These jussives are ig

nored in the Revised Version, where they are all rendered as futures. The

margin proposes to ignore the indicatives, and translate all as jussives , ignoring

the difference in form . The strophes are uniform , save that the middle one has

an extra line. When we compare the line

ולרזעןיאוינעעושמןויבאליצייכ

withJob.,12,ולרזעאלוםותיועושמינעטלמאיכ, xxIx., , ) ,

we see that it is a free reproduction of it. The clause with ') is different from
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6 Remove,

and,ריסה,םירה,The Massoretic text gives three infinitive constructs

all the other clauses of the previous and the subsequent context, which are all

clauses of direct statement in future indicatives in progressive parallelism . We

cannot escape the conclusion that the line has come into the text from a marginal

note, and that it should be stricken out.

(i) Ezekiel xxI. , 31 , is rendered by the A. V. , “Remove the diadem , and

take off the crown : this shall not be the same : exalt him that is low, and abase

him that is high .” The R. V. substitutes “ mitre ” for “ diadem ," " be no more

the same
” for “ not be the same," " exalt that” for “ exalt him ," and “abase

that ” for “ abase him . ” The R. V. gives in the margin “ I will remove,” etc., for

," etc., and “ Heb ., not this " for “ no more the same." The American

Revisers do not object to the R. V.

, , ,

9007, and one infinitiveabsolute n2n . The A.V. , R. V. , margin of R. V. and

American Revisers all follow the Versions against the Massoretic text, and point

these four forms alike as infinitive absolutes. The text renders the infinitive

absolutes as imperatives, the margin as first person of imperfect ; either of which

is correct if the forms be really infinitive absolutes. There is a clear inconsist

ency here between the one infinitive absolute and the three infinitive constructs,

but the textual principle of consistency requires that we should correct the one

infinitive absolute after the three infinitive constructs, rather than the reverse .

Hence Ewald renders :

" Zu entfernen ist der Kopfbund und wegzunehmen die Krone ! das ist nicht

das ! das Niedrige ist zu erhöhen und das Hohe zu erniedrigen !”

There is certainly here no “ imperative necessity ” or any "extreme diffi

culty , ” to require a departure from the Massoretic text and a following of the

Versions . Ewald is here stricter in his adherence to conservative critical princi

ples than the Revisers.

Furthermore, we are constrained to inquire why the Revisers did not give the

“ that ” of the clause “ exalt that which is low " in italics, in order to show that

this word was not in the text , and that it was of the nature of an interpretation .

The A. V. is more careful here ; for although they interpret differently , they give

their interpretation in italics, and render “ him that is low " and "him that is hihg."

The same objection may fairly be taken to the rendering “ This shall be no more

the same,” as against the more careful A. V. , “ this shall not be the same. "

more ” is an interpretation. The Hebrew gives simply the negative 87, as the

margin “ Hebrew , not this.”

The R. V. leaves the A. V. “ I will overturn , overturn , overturn it ; this

also shall be no more,” in its inexactness. The margin “ An overthrow , overthrow ,

overthrow will I make it " ought to have gone into the text. And the last clause

ought to have been rendered correctly. 777 XS OXY DJ cannot be rendered

“ this also shall be no more .” The verb is perfect and masculine, and cannot

- No
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have a feminine subject before it , or be rendered as future. The Oxi Di belongs

to the previous clause , and 7797783 to the following . This is clear from the dif

ference in gender.

(k) Psalm LXXXVII. is a charming little pentameter, whose movement es

capes the Revisers. We shall arrange it correctly, and then arrange it as the

Revisers translate. It should be arranged

ל

הוהיבהאשדקיררהבותדוסי

בקעיתונכשמלכמןויצירעש

םיהלאהריעךברבדמתודבכנ

יעדיללבבובהרריכזא

םש-דליהזשוכםע-רצותשלפהנה

הב־דלישיאושיארמאיןויצלו

הוהיןוילעהננוכיאוהו

םש־דליהזםימעבותכברפסי

ךביניעמלכםיללחכםירשו

fall my fountains=ךביַנָיְעַמלכclose of verse 5. The Massoretic text reads

pointing,יֵניעמ
ב

This arrangement disregards the accents which separate verses 1 and 2. : The

margin of the Revision is correct here . We also remove 71779 from verse 6 to the

= “

are in thee . ” But the LXX. katolkia , and the Vulgate habitatio imply a different

" dwellers in thee,” a construct of participle j'y to dwell.

Accordingly, we translate :

“ His foundation in the holy mountains Jahveh is loving ;

The gates of Zion more than all the tabernacles of Jacob .

Glorious things are being spoken in thee , city of God .

I mention Rahab and Babylon as belonging to them that know me ;

Behold Philistia and Tyre with Ethiopia, this one was born there,

Yea, as belonging to Zion , it is said , One and another was born in her.

And He himself establishes her — the Most High, Jahveh ,

He counts , in writing up the people, This one was born there,

And singing as well as dancing are all who dwell in thee . ”

The Revisers arrange the Psalm :

שדק-יררהבותדוסי

ןויצ-ירעשהוהיבהא

בקעיתונכשמלכמ

ךברבדמתודבכנ

םיהלאהריע

יעדיללבבובחרריכזא

שוכ־סערוצותשלפהנה

םש־דליהז

הב־דלישיאושיארמאיןויצלו

ןוילעהננוכיאוהו
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םימעבותכברפסיהוהי

םש-דליהז

םיללחכםירשו

ךביניעמלכ

Any one can see that there is no poetry here.

The Revisers seem capricious in their treatment of Hebrew Poetry for ( 1 )

their arrangement of the parallel lines is not in accord with the laws of Hebrew

Poetry , ( 2 ) they neglect the poetry of the prophets altogether , ( 3 ) they make the

Old Testament discordant with the New Testament, for the Revisers of the New

Testament Version give the parallelisms of the poetic extracts from the proph

ets, and at times differ from the Old Testament Company in the parallelisms,

that both have given , e. g. , Heb. III . , 9 ; Mark XII. , 36 ; Acts II. , 17 .

We have given a sufficient number of examples to show that the attitude of

the Revised Version to the Textual criticism of the Old Testament is an incon

sistent and untenable one. The Revisers appear not to have followed the well

established rules of Textual criticism . They have neglected to build on a correct

Hebrew text ; they have not sought a correct Massoretic text ; they have departed

from the current Massoretic text in a few cases, but with caprice, making depart

ures that were not necessary, according to their own restrictions, and which are

not sustained by the laws of Textual criticism , and yet declining to make changes

which the rules of Textual criticism imperatively demand. The Textual criticism

of the Old Testament is in its infancy. It is desirable that the defects of the

Revised Version , in this respect, should arouse Hebrew scholars and the general

Christian public to a realization of what needs to be done, and to an earnest

resolve and an enthusiastic endeavor to accomplish the work . A Christian Bible

loving people will never be satisfied with a version which does not rest upon a

thoroughly revised and carefully sifted Hebrew text.
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By Rev. WILLIAM HAYES WARD, D. D. , LL. D. ,

Editor New York Independent.

Sippara is known in Scripture as Sepharvaim . We are told that it was one of

those cities whose inhabitants , with those of Cuthah (supposed to be Tel Ibra

him) , Avva (or Ivvah, locality unknown) , and Hamath , were carried to Samaria

to replace the children of Israel carried captive in the reign of Hoshea (2 Kgs.

XVII. , 24 ) . The Sepharvites, we are told, burned their sons in worship of their

gods Adrammelech and Anammelech (2 Kgs. XVII . , 31 ) . The Rab - shakeh of King

Sennacherib , sent by him to Jerusalem from Lachish , mentions Hamath and Ar

pad, and then Sepharvaim , Hena and Ivvah, as cities which could not withstand

the royal armies (2 Kgs . XVIII . , 34 ; Isa. XXXVI. , 19 , where Hena and Ivvah are

omitted ) ; and a little later the king sends a letter to Hezekiah in which these

towns are mentioned in the same order (2 Kgs. XIX . , 13 ; Isa. XXXVII . , 13 ) .

In the Fragments of Berosus, Sippara is also called Sispara, Sipphara , and

Pantabibla , the latter name being an obvious but incorrect translation of the

Semitic name of the city . Of the ten kings before the Flood, he says that five

( Euseb ., Armen . Chron ., p. 5 , ed . Mai ) were from Pantabibla, preceded by two

from Babylon , and followed by three from Larancha. As quoted in Syncellus

( p . 39 B) four of these kings were from Pantabibla (so also Syncellus quotes Bero

sus from Abydenus, p. 38 B) .

Syncellus (p. 30 A) and Eusebius (Armen. Chron ., p. 14 , ed. Mai) report Bero

sus as saying that before the Flood Kronos commanded Xisuthrus to bury in

“ Sippara , the city of the Sun ” (no longer Pantabibla) the record of all things,

beginning, middle and end ; and further, that after the Flood , when his ship had

settled on one of the Cordyæan mountains of Armenia, he was bidden by the god

to dig up these records , which was done when he went south to Babylon . The

same legend , quoted through Abydenus, is told more briefly elsewhere ( Syncellus ,

p . 38 D ; Euseb . Armen . Chron ., p. 22 , ed. Mai ) , Sippara being also called Heliop

olis , or the City of the Sun.

In Ptolemy ( V. 18 , 7 ) the form Sipphara is given , and it is one of the few

towns of the twenty-two on the Euphrates which are easily recognized. The

same town is probably designated as Hipparenum in Pliny's Natural History (VI.

p. 691 , ed . Franz, 1778) . He says that in Mesopotamia the city of Hipparenum is

famous for the learning of the Chaldees, and is near the canal Narraga , and that

its walls were thrown down by the Persians. He mentions Babylon and Orchæ

( Warka, Erech ), farther south , as the other seats of Chaldean learning.
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It would be interesting and important, did space permit, to trace the town in

the later literature of Zosimus, Ammian , the Talmud of Babylon , Abulfeda,

Benjamin of Tudela , and others . It bore different names, and it is a task of dif

ficulty to disentangle these names, and those of the Royal Canal, Nahar-malka,

at whose exit from the Euphrates it lay . Apparently the name Hipparenum , or

Harpanya , was transferred to a spot north of the canal, now called Sufeireh , and

Sippara took the names of Persebora , Firuz-Sabor, Shabor, and Anbar or Ambar.

Persebora is called by Zosimus the largest city in Assyria, after Ctesiphon , which

had 600,000 inhabitants.

In the Talmud , which contains a mine of information about Babylonian

geography, yet but imperfectly worked , Sippara seems to be mentioned under

several names . Neubauer, Geog. de Talmud, p . 340 , shows that the Talmudic city

of Nehardaa, was at the junction of the Nahar Malka , or Royal Canal, and the

Euphrates, and on the south bank of the canal, which he identifies with the

present Nahr Isa. Nehardaa is the same, he shows, with the Naarda of Ptolemy,

and the Naharra of the Peutingerian Tables, and also identical with , or close to

Hipparenum , which was also at the point of departure of the Nahar Malka from

the Euphrates . Nehardaa was one of the chief places of Babylonia , and one of

the districts was named after it (Neub. , p. 342 ) . This was the most ancient Jew

ish community in Babylonia. From Nehardaa the Jews sent their alms to Jeru

salem , and here they found a refuge from persecution.

We now turn to the Assyrian inscriptions to learn what they can tell us about

this once famous city . Its Akkadian designation was Ud - kib - nun , with the

determinative sign ki added. In the Semitic Assyrian it is Sippar or Sipar.

There is no likelihood that the word is derived from a root meaning a book , "

notwithstanding the Greek translation of Pantabibla. Perhaps the derivation

given in the four-column syllabary W. A. I. , V. 23 , 1 , Reverse (mistake for ob

verse ) 1. 29 , from Zimbir, the meaning of which is not easy to guess , is equally

incorrect. The existence of two Sippars has long been recognized , a Sippar of

Anunit, apparently identical with Agane, otherwise read Agade or Akkad, and a

Sippar of Shamash , the sun - god ; and these two have been regarded as two fau

bourgs of a single city , separated by a canal, and thus making the city double ,

and accounting for the Hebrew dual Sepharvaim ( see Fr. Delitzsch's Wo lag das

Paradies ? pp . 209-212 , for the fullest account of Sippar in cuneiform records) .

Sippara is always mentioned in such a way as to indicate that it was one of

the oldest and largest cities of Babylonia.

In W. A. I. , II. 13 , 1. 26 , d , a , grammatical bilingual text, the fortress of Sip

par is mentioned , following the mention of the fortresses of Nipur and Babylon

(cf. Lenorm. Etud . Accad . 7 , 3 , p . 16 ; Oppert et Menant, Doc. Jurid . p . 11). This

text distinctly identifies the Akkadian form Ud-kib-n un with the Semitic Sipar.

In a bilingual list of towers (ziggurat) in Babylonia , W. A. I. , II . 50 , 1. 8 , Sippar

66
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is mentioned , and l . 9 , Agane. These are preceded by Babylon and Nipur. A

bilingual tablet , W. A. I. , II . 48, 1.55 , a , b ( Lenormant, Etud. Accad. , III. p. 211 ) ,

mentions “ the star of Sippar, " following it by “ the star of Nipur,” and “ the

star of Babylon ," Other passages could be quoted which indicate equally that

Sippara, Babylon and Nipur were the chief towns of Akkad .

Sippara was on the Euphrates river. Indeed the Euphrates is called in a syl

labary, W. A. I. , V. 22 , Rev. 30 , 31 ( Budge's Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon ,

p: 7 , N. ) the River of Sippar. The two lines read :

Idicnu = Nahar Bartiggar,

Puranunu Nabar Sippar,

or “ The Idicnu (Sumerian name] is the River Tigris, and the Puranunu

[Euphrates] is the River of Sippara .” Also a clay cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar II.

W. A. I. , V. 34 , col. 1 , 1. 39 (Budge's Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, p . 22 ) , in

a description of the building of the quay along the bank of the Euphrates at

Babylon , calls that river “ the River of Sippara.”

Among the passages which distinguish the Sippar of Shamash from the Sip

par of Anunit may be mentioned the Synchronistic Table, W. A. I. , II . 65 , 18, 19.

( Lotz's Tiglath Pileser, pp . 200 , 201 ; Records of the Past , V. p . 89 ; Menant's An

nales de l'Assyrie, p . 51 ) where we are told that Tiglath Pileser I. (1120-1100 B.C.),

in the second year of his reign , destroyed in Upper Akkad the cities of “ Dur

kurigalzu (Akerkûf), Sippar of Shamash , Sippar of Anunit, Babylon and Upe

(Opis) , great cities , and their fortresses.” This locates Sippara in the district

which extends not much south of Babylon , and recognizes the two places of the

Other similar passages could be cited .

The Sippara of Shamash had a temple to the sun-god called E - babbara

(otherwise vocalized Bit - parra) ; while the temple of Anunit at the Sippara

of Anunit was called E - ulbar (otherwise Bit - ulbar) . We have noticed

above that Berosus is quoted as calling Sippara the city of the Sun. Thus on the

barrel of Nabonidus from Mugheir , W. A. I. , 69 , 3 , 1. 27 , 29 , 42 (Oppert , Exped . en

Mes., I. , pp . 273-275 ; Menant, Bab . et Chald ., p . 257 ; Lenormant, Berose , pp.

293–295 ), we read , “ E - babbara , the temple of Shamash of Sippara, and E

ulbar , the temple of Anunit of Sippar.” The temple E - ulbar , built or

repaired by the ancient king Sagaraktiyas, is said, ib. , col. 2, 1. 29 , to have been

in Agane, and, col . 3 , 1. 28 , to have been the temple of Anunit of Sippara. The

identity of Agane with Sippara of Anunit is further indicated by W. A. I. , IV .

59 , 3 , 1. 54 , where Anunit is mentioned as the goddess of Agane ; and W. A. I. ,

III. 43 , 1 , 1. 19 , where E - ulbar is mentioned in close connection with Agane

(ib . , 1. 23 ) . Menant, Bab . et Chald ., p . 96 , mentions a “ Nahar Agane,” Canal of

Agane, which he supposes to flow between the Sippara of Shamash and the

Sippara of Anunit , but I fail to find the text which confirms it.

Sippara appears finally in the history of the capture of Babylon from Nabon

name.
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idus by Cyrus . In all his memorial inscriptions Nabonidus records his repairs of

the temples in Sippara of Shamash and Sippara of Anunit, describing his search for

the old foundations and memorial tablets of Sagaragtiburyas, and Naramsin, son

of Sargon I. , 3200 before, W. A. I. , V. 64 , col . 2 . The tablet which gives the

capture of Babylon by Cyrus , Transs. Soc. Bib. Arch . , VII . p . 158 , says that on the

fifth of Nisan the mother of Nabonidus “ who dwelt in the fortress and camp on

the Euphrates river above Sippara , died .” Eight years later Sippara was cap

tured by Cyrus " without fighting.” This passage clearly indicates that Sippara

was on the Euphrates. Agane is mentioned also by Cyrus in his cylinder, W.A.I. ,

V. 35 , 31 , as one of the places where he restored the shrines of the gods.

From these, and other passages which might be cited , but which add little

geographically , we would safely gather that Sippara was on the Euphrates river ,

above Babylon , near the north line of Akkad, that it was one of the very oldest

and largest cities of Akkad, the seat of the earliest great conqueror Sargon , and

that it continued down to the time of Cyrus to be a city of the greatest import

ance.

This place Mr. Rassam claims to have discovered at Abu Habba, a ruin a little

to the left of the caravan road from Baghdad to Babylon and Hillah . He has car

ried on extensive excavations there , and found a great number of tablets bearing

date at Sippar of Shamash . A large stone tablet also found there describes the

repair of the temple of Shamash of Sippara . It has generally been admitted ,

since the discovery of these remains, that Abu Habba must be the site of Sippara.

I visited Abu Habba twice , while with the Wolfe expedition to Babylonia.

It was the first tel I visited after reaching the country , and my time was limited,

and my results unsatisfactory. After visiting Southern Chaldea , on my return

to Baghdad , I paid it a second visit , for the purpose of discovering if it could be

made to agree with the description given of Sippara in the monuments. It is a

large and very important ruin , though scarcely of the first class. The walls are

nearly square, perhaps seven hundred yards long, and the enclosure is divided

into three principal parts by two cross walls which are not parallel to the northern

and southern walls. Of these included sections only the middle , shaped nearly like

the letter V, is occupied by ruins. The explorations made by order of Mr. Rassam

are very extensive , having opened scores of rooms , but they are chiefly about the

south -west corner, and large spaces are undug. The deepest excavation is about

a large , square tower, but nothing was found there. The men who conducted the

excavations for Mr. Rassam showed us all about, and pointed out the place where

was found the stone with pictures of “Noah and his three sons " ( the Sun-god of

Si ppara) , and assured us that they knew , by the indications of ashes , where fur

th er tablets could be found by a day or two's digging. I looked especially to see

if there was any thing to correspond to the " double city ” which Sippara has been
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supposed to be , but there is nothing duplex about it . It is a single faubourg in the

enclosing walls , with no marked depression , or canal course dividing it. It has

been supposed that the ed-Deir, distant about five miles , might be the Sippara

Anunit, or Agane, while Abu Habba is the Sippara of Shamash ; but ed-Deir,

which I did not visit , was described to me as an unimportant ruin , where digging

has failed to discover any thing. Another thing which troubled me about making

any identification was the fact that Abu Habba is not on the Euphrates, but is

some seven miles distant , or nearly a third of the distance which separates the

Euphrates from the Tigris . It has been suggested that perhaps the Euphrates

used to run near Abu Habba ; but this is very improbable. There is , south-west

from Abu Habba, along the east bend of the Euphrates, a long hill of conglomer

ate stone , sixty feet high , which would prevent the Euphrates from taking a

detour so far to the east as Abu Habba. We may safely conclude that Abu Hab

ba never was on the river, and never could have given its name to the Euphrates.

That it was the Sippara of Shamash seems , however, to be beyond question, judg

ing from the tablets , so dated , found there, and the stone tablet of the Sun - god,

W. A. I. , V. 60 , 61 .

It was in view of the difficulties that I have indicated that I determined , on

my way from Baghdad to the sea - coast, by the route of the Euphrates and the

Syrian Desert , to visit the ruin of Sufeirah , where, before Mr. Rassam's excava

tions at Abu Habba, Sippara had been generally located ( Oppert , Exp . Scient . , I.

271 ; Menant, Bab . et Chald ., p. 96 ; Delitzsch , Wo Lag das Par., p . 212 ; T. G.

Pinches, Transs . Soc. Bib . Arch . VII. p . 173 ) as late as 1880. Sufeirah is situated

just north of the Nahr Sakhlawieh , which is a chief canal, or river , and is about

four or five miles from its point of outflow from the Euphrates. I went com

pletely over it , and found it a low , unimpressive mound , about 250 yards wide ,

over which there were scattered much less than the usual quantity of bricks and

slag. It had no salient elevations or gullies that would make a photograph . I

was very much disappointed about it.

Fortunately we were detained in the Arab mud village Sakhlawieh by the rain ,

and called on the Mudir. Asking him about ruins in the vicinity , he mentioned

one called Anbar, which he said was larger than Sufeirah . Not expecting very

much , but anxious not to let any chance escape , I walked three miles down the

river that night , and again the next morning, to make a more careful examination .

I found it not only much larger than Sufeirah , but larger even than Abu Habba,

and of a size to compare with those capital ruins of Warka and Niffer. It is a

double city , and the principal, or , apparently, older city, is surrounded by walls

from thirty to fifty feet high, and with the city nearly on a level with these walls .

To the east of this city and its wall , is another city on a lower level , separated

from the first by what seems to have been a canal , or moat. The wall , or bank ,
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on the east side is not continuously clear, but on the west side it is a marked feat

The chief, west city is of irregular height and construction , and there are in

it two large courts , on a much lower level than the rest, of irregular shape, and

surrounded by high banks, as if they were the courts of ancient palaces or

temples that surrounded them. These courts are now used as wheat fields, and,

gathering the rains of the banks around them, do not require irrigation. Over

large spaces this western city is covered thick with fragments of bricks, with con

siderable pottery and glass , but I saw no inscribed brick , and I doubt not these

fragments belonged to a period of Parthian or Abbassid domination. On the east

side of the old city , and on the vertical sides of what looked like a gate , I saw a floor

of brick laid in mortar above and below it. The eastern city is large, but on a lower

level . As its eastern extremity was a space about two hundred yards square, sur

rounded by walls of sun -dried bricks, and with a building projecting into the en

closure from the western side. A large bay runs in on the north side , I think

between the two cities , almost surrounded by walls . The two cities can hardly be

less than a mile long. On the south side is a little Arab village , and on the west

a dilapidated ziarrat, or Moslem holy place. There is no marked ziggurat, or

tower , as at Hammam, or Akerkuf, although some elevations suggest one. The

faces are nearly to the cardinal points. There were a number of little outlying

tels to the south and south -west. Anbar is but about a mile from the present bed

of the Euphrates.

I was extremely surprised and much delighted to find this enormous mound

in a place where it had attracted so little attention from previous travelers that it

was not on the large Kiepert's map of Tu ey, of 1884 , which was our constant

guide. In about this location a mound , apparently not important , is mentioned

under the name of “ Tell Akar," in Kiepert’s map Ruinenfelder, etc. I was con

vinced, on seeing it , that this must be the original and larger Sippara , the dual

Sepharvaim of Scripture , as no other Babylonian city could have been large

enough to compete with it. Allowing, if we must, Abu Habba to be the Sippara

of Shamash, I am inclined to put Sippara of Anunit , the old capital of Sargon ,

and the seat of the antediluvian kings , at Anbar. It fulfills the conditions, being

the only great city north of Babylon on the Euphrates , and situated on the Sakh

lawieh , which is very likely to be the Nahr Agane, and is certainly the Nahar

Malka on which the great cities were located which occupied the site of Sippara

and supplanted its name in the period from the historians of Alexander's cam

paigns to Benjamin of Tudela and Abulfeda. I regret that space will not allow

me to develop this most interesting portion of the subject, showing how the name

of Anbar, which is retained from Arabic writers on the maps down to the early

part of this century , and is familiar in the middle ages ; and , in the Talmud , the

names of Nehardaa, and Shabor ( the latter possibly a relic of Sippara, possibly con
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nected rather either with the name of king Sapor, or with Persebora , another earlier

name for this place which Zosimus says to have been the largest city but one in

Babylonia ) have been applied to the old Sippara. Under various slight disguises

the name Nehardaa is known to Josephus , Ptolemy , Stephanus Byz . , and the Peu

tingerian Tables , as well as to the Talmud. I take room only to quote Abulfeda ,

who says that the Isa Canal ( formerly the Nahar Malka, now the Sakhlawieh)

passed by El Ambara, under the bridge Dahama, in the territory of Feluja ; that

Anbar, or Ambara , is a day's journey from Baghdad (a long one ); and that here the

first of the Abbasid Khalifs, the blood -thirsty Abdul Abbas Sefah , settled ; but

that it was a very old city , built long before by Nebuchadnezzar, who was the first

to dig the Nahar Malka , and who settled the nomad Arabs here as tillers of the

soil.

A single other point will close this discussion . A little fragment of a tablet

in my possession , to whose character Mr. Pinches , of the British Museum , kindly

called my attention , is only about an inch square , but it contains complete the

four lines -- all there were in that section , of the Sumerian column of a bilingual

inscription which has an important bearing on this subject. These lines are thus

read by Mr. Pinches :

( 1 ) Sipar D. S.

(2 ) Sipar edina D. S.

( 3 ) Sipar uldua D. S.

(4 ) Sipar utu D. S.

This geographical tablet gives a clear indication that there were not one , or

two , but four cities or districts called Sippara. By the first we may understand

is meant the chief or original Sippara , while the last is the Sippara of Shamash ,

utu being the Sumerian form of Shamash . The second and third forms are new ,

although Sipar ulla D. S. is found W. A. I. , IV . 38 , 1 , 1. 22 b . The second

Sipar edina , or Sipar of Eden , or of the plain , deserves special attention ,

which I cannot give it now. I only call attention to the fact that this is , so far

as I know, the first inscription discovered in which Eden occurs as the designa

tion of a geographical region , and so it is very important as confirming Delitzsch's

argument in his Wo lag dus Paradies ? As no Sippara of Anunit is distinctively

mentioned, it is safe to infer that it is this chief and old Sippara that is meant by

the first line where the simple name occurs with the determinative sign only.

It is my conclusion that, while the Sippara of Shamash has been discovered

by Mr. Rassam at Abu Habba, the original Sippara , that known as Sippara of

Anunit, the Sippara of the most ancient Sargon I. , who was exposed in his in

fancy like Moses in the bulrushes, the Sippara of (Xisuthrus, the city captured

by Cyrus “ without fighting,” the seat of a famous Jewish school, after Ctesiphon

the largest city of the times of the Arsacidæ , the Sassanidæ and the Khalifs, is

!
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now to be found south of the point of the effluence of the Sakhlawieh from the

Euphrates in the mound which I have discovered still bears its mediæval name

of Anbar, and which is one of the very largest tels in the valley of the two rivers .

It is much to be desired that this mound, never yet touched by the spade of the ex

cavator, might be investigated by American scholars , and the literary treasures

buried in this old Pantabibla, whose fame as a city of books is carried by tradition

to a period before the Flood , might be recovered for our study.

It may be proper to add here that for much politeness and ma favors, while

making explorations in the East , I am indebted to Hemdi Bey, who has charge of

the Constantinople Museum of Antiquities , and to the Turkish governors of

provinces, cities and villages , who never failed to give all the assistance I desired .



INSCRIPTION OF AŠURBANIPAL, FROM A BARREL-CYLINDER

FOUND AT ABOO -HABBA. V. Rawl. 62 , No. 1 . 8274-14

Transliterated and translated by JAMES A. CRAIG and ROBERT F. HARPER, Leipzig .

I. TRANSLITERATION .

mudy 2 cá clony

1. (m ilu) Ašūr-bân-apal šarru rabû šarru dan -nu šar kiššati šar (mâtu) A$Sur šar Aneteg ke

las (1903 222

kib-rat irbit- ti

2. šar jarrâni rubû la ša-na-an sa ina a-mat ilâni ti- ik-lê-šu ul-tu tam -tim ê -lit

3. a-di tam-tim šap -lit i -bê -lu -ma gi-mir ma -lik ú -šak -niš šê- pu -uš -šu ;

4. apal (m ilu ) Ašûr-âh -iddin-na šarru rabû šarru dan -nu šar kiššati šar (mâtu )

Aššûr šakkânâku Bâbili (ki )

5. šar (mâtu ) šumêr u Akkadi mu- šê -šib Bâbîli (ki ) ê-pêš Ê-sag-ila

6 . mu -ud - diš eš -rê - ê - ti kul-lat ma-ha-zê ša ina ki-rib-ši-na iš -tak -kan si -ma- ti

7. , sat-tuk -kê-ši -na bat-lu -tu ú-ki-nu ; bin -bin (m ilu ) Sin -ahê-êrbâ šarru rabû

8. šarru dan-nu šar kiššati šar (mâtu ) Aššûr a -na-ku -ma. Ina palê -ê -a bêlu rabûn

( ilu ) Marduk ina rê-ša-a- ti

9. a-na Bâbîli ( ki) i -ru -um -ma ina Ê-sag- ila sa da - ra - ti šu- bat-su ir-mê

10. sat- tuk -kê Ê -sag- ila u ilâni Bâbîli ( ki ) ú-kin ki-tin ( din( ))-nu -tu Bâbîli ( ki )

11. ak- sur aš-šu dan -nu a- na ênšu la ba-ba - li. (m ilu ) Šamaš-šum -ukîn âhâ

ta- li-mî

12. a-na šarru-u-ut Bâbîli ( ki ) ap-kid ŭ ši- pir Ê -sag-ila la ka- ta -a

13. ú-šak-lil ina kaspi hurâși ni-sik-ti abnê Ê-sag-ila az-nun-ma

14. ki -ma ši -tir bu-ru-mu u-nam-mir Ê-ku-a ŭ ša ěš-rê-ê- ti ka - li -ši-na

15. hi- bil -ta-ši -na ú -šal-lim ê-li kul-lat ma-ha-zê ú-šat-ri-și an dul-lum ( ? ) .

16. Ina û-mê-šu-ma Ê -babbar-ra ša ki- rib Sippar ( ki ) bît ( ilu ) Šamaš bêli rabê

beli-ia sa la -ba - riš

17. il-lik-u-ma i-ku-pu in -nab -tu aš - ra - ti - šu aš-tê-, ina ši-pir ( ilu ) [ Libitti(?)] *

18. eš -šiš ú-šê- piš-ma ki-ma šadi - i rê-ê-ši - i -šu ul -li a-na šat- ti ..

19. dânu rabû ilâni belu rabû bêli-ia @p -šê- ti -ia dam -ka - a -ti ha-diš lip - ſpa -lis-ma]

20. a-na ia - a -ši (m ilu ) Ašûr-bân -apal šar (mâtu ) Aššûr rubû pa -lih -šu balât û-mê

rûkûtê šê -bê - ê lit- tu -ti]

21. tu -ub šêri u hu-ud lib -bi li-šim ši-ma-ti u ša (m ilu ) Šamaš-šum -ſukîn]

22. šar Bâbili ( ki ) Khi ta -lim - ia û-mê-šu lê -ri -ku liš-bi bu -'- a- ri . Ma-[ti -mal

23. ina ah -rat û-mê rubû ar -ku - ú ša ina û -mê palê -šu ši-pir šu - a - ti in -na- hu -ma

24. an -hu -us-su lu-ud -diš šu -mî it-ti šumi-šu liš -țur mu-sar-ú-a lê -mur-ma

25. šamni lip-šú-uš ( immêru ) nikâ lik-ki it-ti mu-šar-ê-su liš-kun ik -ri -bi-[šu]

26. ( ilu ) Šamaš i- šim -mê ša šu -mî šat-ru ŭ šum ta - lim - ia ina ši- pir ni-kil-ti

27. i -pa -aš-ši -tu šu-mî it-ti šumi-šu la i -šat-ta -ru mu-šar-ú-a
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28. i -ab -ba - tu -ma it-ti mu -šar - ê -šu la i- šak -ka -nu ( ilu ) Šamaš bêl ê-la- ti u šap-la-ti

29. ag -gi- iš lik -kil -mê-šu -ma šumi-šu zêri -šu ina mâlâti li -hal -lik

II . TRANSLATION.

1. Ašurbanipal , the great king, the powerful king, the king universal, the king

of Assyria, the king of the four quarters of the world ,

2. the king of kings, the prince without an equal , who , by order of the gods,

from the upper sea

3. to the lower sea ruled and brought under his subjection all princes ;

4. the son of Esarhaddon , the great king, the powerful king , the king universal,

the king of Assyria, the mayor of Babylon ,

5. the king of Sumeria and Akkadia , who caused Babylon to be inhabited, who

built Esagila,

6. who repaired the temples of all cities , who adorned their interior,

7. and established their discontinued sacrifices ; the grand -son of Sennacherib ,

the great king ,

8. the powerful king , the king universal, the king of Assyria , am I. During my

reign, the great lord Marduk, with rejoicing ,

9. entered Babylon , and , in Esagila , he established his dwelling forever.

10. The sacrifices of Esagila and of the gods of Babylon I established, the priest

hood of Babylon

11. I strengthened , so as not to injure either powerful or weak . Šamaš-sum-ukîn ,

my real-brother,

12. I appointed to the sovereignty of Babylon, and the work of Esagila , which

was incomplete,

13. I finished . With silver , gold and precious stones, I decorated Esagila,

14. and like the variegated heavens , I caused it to shine. Êkua and all the other

temples,

15. their damages I restored , over the whole city I spread out my ( protecting )

shadow ( ? ) .

16. In those days, Ê -babbar-ra, which is in Sippar, the temple of Šamaš, the great

lord , my lord ,

17. which had become old , had fallen in , and was destroyed , its sanctuaries I

sought out , with the work of the [Brick -god( ? )]

18. I caused to be built anew, and , like a mountain , I raised high its spires [ .... ]

19. May the great judge of the gods , the great lord , my lord, look with joy upon

my good works.

20. To me, Ašurbanipal, the king of Assyria , the prince, his worshiper, a long

life , abundance of offspring ,

21. health of body and joy of heart , may he determine as my lot. And as for

Šamaš-šum-ukîn ,
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22. the king of Babylon , my real-brother, may his days be long , and may he be

satisfied with glory ,

23. In the future, may the later prince, in whose reign this work shall fall into

ruin ,

24. repair its ruins , my name with his name may he write, my inscription may he

see, and

25. with oil may he cleanse ( it ) , a sacrifice may he offer, with his inscription may

he place ( it) , his prayer

26. shall Šamaš hear. Whosoever my name so -written and the name of my real

brother in a work of deceit (i.e., treacherously, deceitfully)

27. obliterates , my name with his name does not write, my inscription

28. destroys, and with his inscription does not place it , may Šamaš , the god of the

upper and lower regions ,

29. in wrath look upon him , and from the face of the earth blot out his name and

his seed.

>

Nov. 28th, '85.

!



ADVANTAGES OF A SLIGHT KNOWLEDGE OF HEBREW,

BY FREDERIC GARDINER, D. D. ,

Professor in Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown , Conn .

The importance to every student of theology of a thorough knowledge of the

original language of the Old Testament is so evident as to require little argument.

It is not so generally realized that even the slight knowledge of Hebrew acquired

in the ordinary routine of our divinity schools is of great value. Men who lay

aside their Semitic studies as soon as they enter upon the practical duties of life

are apt to think the time they have spent upon them has been almost or wholly

wasted . Is this true ?

It is to be remembered that the whole Bible , the New Testament as well as

the Old, was written by men trained in Semitic habits of thought and modes of

expression . Any thing which enables us to better understand those habits and

forms of expression must therefore necessarily be of value to the student of

Scripture. We believe that even a slight study of Hebrew , or of any other Semitic

language, will fix in the mind, in a way never to be forgotten, some important

knowledge of this kind which cannot be so well acquired in any other way.

Almost the first lesson learned by the tyro in Hebrew is that the language was

originally written only in consonants. Except the meager indications of the

“ matres lectionis , ” the vowels have been subsequently supplied . Of course these

vowels are not arbitrary ; they constantly determine the grammatical forms and

frequently seriously affect the sense. Still they are secondary ; the radicals are all

consonants. It is not so in our Western languages ; what may be learned at the

start from this difference ? Is it not that to the Semite the root- idea of his words,

as expressed by their radicals, had a greater relative importance than with us ?

He cared relatively less than we about its modifications and shades of meaning ;

his main point was in the fundamental idea.

After mastering the alphabet, the learner will very soon attack the para

digm of the verb . The first thing that will strike him here, so at variance with

every thing to which he has been accustomed in the Indo - European languages, is

the starting- point. It is no longer the Infinitive, nor the first person of the Pres

ent ; but the third person of the Narrative tense. This not merely carries us back

to the dim beginnings of the growth of language ; it shows us what the Hebrews

must have been always accustomed to look upon as the starting -point in all they

had to say :-narrative, or in other words , facts . The history of what had occur

red before them was the foundation on which they rested . And the recognition

of this , which may be called the historical habit of mind , is a most important

factor in understanding the Scripture writers . Is a divine law to be given re
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quiring the heart's obedience of the people to its Author ? It starts with the

story of the creation of all things by Him . Is the Evangelist to show that Jesus

of Nazareth was the promised and expected Messiah ? He begins with His gene

alogy. Are apostles to proclaim to a lost world salvation through Christ ? They

set out from the historic fact of His resurrection .

The next peculiarity of the verb which is very surprising and perhaps per

plexing to one who has been hitherto occupied with the study of the classic

tongues is the poverty of the Semitic languages in tense -distinctions. Evidently to

the Semites of old , as to the Semitic races now , ideas of time were not prominent,

and the nicer distinctions, so accurately expressed in Greek , were almost or quite

unknown. It is true that the New Testament authors wrote in Greek and had

learned to use its tenses, when they had occasion , with accuracy . Still , their an

cestral speech and their sacred books were in a language in which time was a

matter of secondary importance. They lived much nearer than we to the idea of

“ the Eternal Now ," to the divine omnipresence in all time as in all space . What

a flood of light does this fact cast upon a large part of the prophecies , and espe

cially upon that New Testament prophecy of the tapovoia which has been so much

misunderstood . To the IIebrew -born apostles the important point was the thing ;

the time of its manifestation was altogether secondary . In fact, its overshadow

ing importance gave it the effect of nearness , just as the overhanging cliff, seen

through the vista of a clear air , makes us tremble as if it were upon us , though

we may know it to be distant. They thought of it , not in its relation to time,

but in its relation to the end of all things.

When the student has learned the Qăl of the simple verb, with only its com

plete and its incomplete tenses, supplemented by its Imperative, Infinitive and

Participle, he turns to the other conjugations ” ' which answer to our Western

“ voices." Instead of the two of the Latin , or the three of the Greek , he

finds in Hebrew seven , in Syriac eight, and in Arabic no less than thirteen

forms of the regular verb active and as many of the passive ; so that it becomes

difficult or impossible to express in English , even by periphrasis , the precise force

of each of this multitude of " voices.” Here it is at once seen that, although the

Semitic mind was singularly indifferent to the time idea in its verbs , it was cor

respondingly alive to other modifications of the verbal idea.

Space would fail to speak of all the peculiarities of Semitic grammar which

throw light upon the modes of thought and expression in writers of Semitic origin .

Passing allusion only can be made to the juxtaposition of nouns, by which the

latter is made to qualify the former (often indicated by what is called the con

struct state of the former) ; so that the two together form one complete idea, thus

largely supplying the place of compound terms , and making good the poverty of

these languages in adjectives. This throws light upon the use of the Genitive in

the New Testament, and should have absolutely forbidden such a marginal read
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ing in the Revision as “ judge of unrighteousness ” for “unrighteous judge ”" in

Luke XVIII. , 6. This is as absurd as “ hatred of violence ” would be for

“ violent hatred ,” for instance in Ps. XXV ., 19.

In conclusion , a single word may be said of a common Hebrew method of

comparison which , especially when it passes into the language of the New Testa

ment, is often misunderstood . When our Lord says, “ I thank thee , O Father,

that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed

them unto babes ” (Luke x . , 21 ) , we are not to understand that He is thankful

that they are hidden from any one, but that they are revealed to babes rather than

to the wise and prudent. So when He said to the seventy , rejoicing in their power

over evil spirits through his name, “ In this rejoice not......but rather rejoice ,"

He does not mean to forbid the lower joy , but only to point them to one infinitely

greater. Perhaps the passage where inattention to this form of comparison has

been most productive of misunderstanding is St. Paul's quotation from Malachi

(Rom. IX . , 13 ; Mal . 1. , 2 ) “ Jacob have I loved , but Esau have I hated .” It is

true that this passage refers not so much to the individuals mentioned , as to their

descendants ; yet even so , it is a comparison : “ I have loved Jacob more than

Esau.” Familiarity with Hebrew would have prevented any misunderstanding.

It is not to be supposed that the tyro in Hebrew , especially if he takes little

interest in its stndy , will distinctly formulate to himself these and many other

facts which help to the knowledge of the meaning of the Sacred Word . But as

we all come to have impressions of our acquaintances which guide our conduct

towards them , though we may never make any philosophical analysis of their

character; so one can hardly learn even a little of the structure of a Semitic lan

guage without, even if it be unconsciously , coming to know what he could hardly

learn otherwise of the modes of thought and habits of expression of writers of

the Semitic race .
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By EDWARD G. KING, D. D. ,

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, England.

In Dr. Cheyne's note on this word in the April number of HEBRAICA, he

seems to assume that the name “ Jehovah -jireh ” ( Gen. XXII . , 14 ) represents the

original reading. There is no one point in which the Hebrew text has suffered

more change than in the names for God . I have given several examples of this in

my Hebrew Words and Synonyms, Part I. The Names of God . Perhaps one example

may suffice for the present purpose .

In Ps. civ . , 16 , the present Hebrew text has 920 777779 'SY “ The trees of

Jehovah are full of sap.... We may, I think , prove beyond a doubt that the

original text was 78'sy or 5X 'Sy, for the LXX. reads tà góra to✓ mediov ; i . e . ,

the text from which the LXX. translated did not read ,7177 ', but 78 ; for, if we

turn to Ps . XLII. , 2 , 90 anyo Sox , Aquila badly translates os avhàv k. 7. 7. ,

while Versions V. and VI . give ô Tpónov mediav K. 7. 8. , i . e . , the Hebrew 78 was

translated rediov . If now we turn back to Ps . CIV ., 16 , we may confidently assert

that the MSS. from which the LXX. translated had ( 38 or ) 5'8'sy where now

we read 717 ' sy . Whether this word 7 were intended for El , god , or for

oak -trees I do not care to dispute ; but that a reviser of the text deliberately

changed into 71 ' is evident. This is only one case out of hundreds.

There is no one point in which the Hebrew text is so little to be trusted as in

the reading of the names for God . Wholesale changes have taken place even since

the date of the Septuagint translation . Scholars would do well to attend to the evi

dence for this before they base arguments on Elohistic or Jehovistic passages . I

believe it will be proved that the name 17107 ' had no place in the original text of

Genesis ; but that the far older name 17 ' was of frequent occurrence , was known

to Abraham , and was originally pronounced Ah or Eh, as I have endeavored to

prove in my Names of God. This name 7' would naturally be changed by a re

.

Let us now turn to the name Moriah . I admit , with Dr. Cheyne, that it
may

very possibly be a form of 77io, but I should not call it “ a lengthened form ” but

a , ,

The Moreh of God, or the high Moreh . But the word Moreh signifies also a

teacher. Consequently when Abraham is commanded to go to the land of 73797

(Gen. XXII . , 2 ) the name may well have suggested to him the fact that “ God is

teaching.” With this thought in his mind, he answers Isaac's question by the

words (verse 8 ) “ God will provide,” possibly in the very words 77-7770 ; and ,

viserהוהי. into

etc. Thus it would denote,הָיְלִפְתַמהָיְתֶבֶהְלַׁשrather a form after the type
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afterהירמbutהי־הארמ; his deliverance ,he calls the name of the place ,not

T **

, , ;

i . e . , the “ Mountain of God ” has become to him a place “ Shown of God ; " it is

henceforth a sacred spot . The writer of Genesis translates this into the language

of his own day , and paraphrases Abraham's 17-1789 by 7877177 (verse 14 )

and adds 1787 177 din 2 Ux) ; i . e . , just as , to Abraham , the

“ Mountain of God ” (777 ) had become a consecrated spot “ Shown of God ”

(9-77879 ); so , says the writer, “ It is said to - day, In the Mount of the Lord a

man must appear " ( before God , for worship ).

Scripture nowhere identifies the Moriah of Abraham with the Moriah of Sol

omon (2 Chron . III . , 1 ) . Indeed it is impossible to suppose that they were the

But both were scenes of Revelation , and therefore, like Bethel, spots con

secrated for worship . Few scholars will be found to maintain that the language

spoken by Abraham was the Hebrew of Genesis. If therefore the record con

tained in Genesis xxII . be an ancient one , it must be a translation . The name

for God, used by Abraham , would date back to Akkadian times. This condition

is not fulfilled by 7177, but it is by 17 , pronounced Ah or Eh , which is , I believe ,

identical in origin with the name for God (An and E a) among the Akkadians.

same .



A NOTE IN REFERENCE TO THE " MASSORA AMONG THE

SYRIANS."

BY PROFESSOR ISAAC H. HALL , PA. D. ,

Metropolitan Museum , New York City .

66

On page 22 of HEBRAICA for October, 1885 , in Dr. Warfield's translation of

the Abbé Martin's section on the Massora among the Syrians, the spelling of

Ebediesu is given once as · Aud -Icho ; " and a few lines below the spelling

" Audicho ” is given as representing that which “ the Nestorians call ” the name

of “ Ebed - Jesu .” To those not familiar with the subject, it might seem that the

Nestorians had a different orthography ; which is not the case . The Nestorians

spell the name in the same way as the other Syrians (vocalizing the waw , however

as 0 ) ; and the“ Au ,” supposing it to be a tolerable French representation , is merely

a matter of pronunciation , chiefly of the beth , for which the reasons and procedure

may be read in Stoddard and Nöldecke. As to the “ ch ," that is apparently the

French method of expressing our “ sh ; ” for the consonant is shin . * As the

ee or ' ă în in both words is unnoticed in the spelling, neither is an adequate

representation of the Syrian pronunciation ; but that alone would call for no

remark .

Is it out of order to protest against the representation , in this generation , of

şade by “ ts , ” as in “ Bar- Tsalibi,” on page 23 of the same article ? To say

nothing of the general facts on the subject, and the special fact that “ ts " is the

perpetuation of a former European misapprehension , which the Europeans them

selves are now dropping, it is not possible that Bar Salîbi himself or his contem

poraries could have so pronounced the name -- any more than the modern Arabic

or Syriac -speaking peoples do , among whom the name Salîbi is still common . We

are gradually outgrowing some of the early mistakes about Oriental conso

nants-among which was the representation of ' ă în by ng, a sound so difficult

for the Orientals that they commonly reproduce it in speech as either n or nk. It

is hard to get at the facts in such matters from books alone, even from such an

admirable statement of them as is to be found in Wright's Arabic Grammar ;

but it is worth while to try to keep on outgrowing mistakes.

Dr. Warfield deserves the thanks of the readers of HEBRAICA for his transla

tion . It is but fair to say, however, that , as is implied in Dr. Warfield's foot

note on page 13 , this article of the Abbé Martin's by no means exhausts the

subject, nor, so far as I am aware , presents any thing more than a short sketch of

The author's mode of transliteration differs slightly from that which is generally followed

in this Journal .
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facts and inferences more fully presented elsewhere . Also , that the Abbé Mar

tin's general conclusion presented itself as a possibility to Wiseman about sixty

years ago , as to others since . My own conclusion , from going over the ground

pretty well , a few years ago , was that the balance of argument favored the exist

ence , past if not present, of a Karkaphensian version of at least a portion of the

Scriptures, and that , so far as could be ascertained or conjectured , it was based

on the Peshitto. A partial hint of the reasons is all that can be given here . The

fact is suppressed by Martin that the same MS. which contains the 12óss yol

Présid_which Rosen and Forshall ( not Forschall) translated by secundum

VERSIONEM Karkaphensem !" ( I take the italics , ete ., from HEBRAICA , for

Rosen and Forshall do not have them , of course )—mentions also several times

the Peshitto version and the Harklensian version, both of which it calls by the

name of 12 &iöses , in the sense of version . The same phenomenon occurs in

other manuscripts. At the same time , the manuscript ( it is 7183 Rich ,

British Museum ) gives other Massoretic matters besides those taken from

the Karkaphensian , Peshitto , and Harklensian “ versions,” taking them from a

series of authors and treatises ; but it calls none of these latter sources by the

above name of 120isesaso . Moreover, Rosen and Forshall expressly state in a

foot -note, at their rendering " versionem ,” that “ Eodem voce Jacobus Edessenus

versiones Simplicem et Heracleensem designat, fol . 99.b ;' showing that they had

considered the matter. The statement of their foot-note , however, needs a little

explanation : instead of James of Edessa designating the Peshitto and Harklen

sian by the same word , it is this MS. that does so , at the place which they cor

rectly cite , viz . , fol . 99. b.; and the whole MS. is ascribed by its title to James of

Edessa , though it - original composition , as well as this copy - is probably much

later than his time. Rosen and Forshall might doubtless have cited Gregory Bar

Ebraeus for the same use of the term ; but their quotations from the latter's

“ Treasure of Mysteries ” only show that he put the Peshitto , the Harklensian ,

and the Karkaphensian on the same footing as Scripture , by a common designa

tion , as if all were versions ; while other sources that were not versions have a

different designation . Rosen and Forshall might have further fortified their

rendering by citing the title to the Hexaplar, where the same word is used of the

Septuagint version . So !Assemâni, Wiseman , Rosen and Forshall, and others,

have a pretty sound basis to stand upon , which the Abbé Martin does not (at

least in the matter translated by Dr. Warfield ) care to show to his more popular

readers , although he is well aware of its existence . In this light his capitals and

exclamation point do not quite suit Saxon frankness . A study of the use of

1201sedaso in Syriac literature would still further diminish the scarecrow force

of his exclamation point and capitals ; but into this we need not go-at least no

further than to remark that the tradition " in the word means rather " delivered ”

than “handed down,” or than “ received from old time.” In that sense it is much
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like παράδοσις and παραδίδωμι ; andin several places where, from our English version

or the Greek , we might expect to find it, it is replaced in the Peshitto New Testa

ment by tiesa), teaching, doctrine, ( teacher’s ) commandment. As applied to a

version , the etymology might make us suppose that the medial step was to indi

cate the translation delivered by-e . g. , the Seventy ; but etymological reminders do

not outweigh usage in the definition or understanding of a word .

Just two things more may be mentioned . One is that , if the quotation from

Assemâni had included two more of his lines, it would appear that the above triple

assemblage of versions, or whatever the common designation of them means, were

reckoned as occupying a higher plane than the Nestorian copies of the Scriptures.

These lines read : “ Demum singulis fere paginis notantur variæ lectiones , seu

punctationes Nestorianorum , hoc est, Chaldæorum , qui Nestorii labe infecti sunt.”

The other thing is , that it is hard to explain all the statements and Scripture

extracts in Wiseman , under the general Karkaphensian subject , as belonging

merely to the Syriac Massora , to a correctorium whose scope was larger, or even

to an exegetical work . I may say , also, to show that a short extract may seem to

be from an exegetical work , and yet be part of a double version , that Syriac MSS.

exist (one of the sort is in my hands just now) in which two versions of an entire

composition occupy the same pages ; a sentence of one version following a sen

tence of the other, all through - much after the fashion of an interlinear transla

tion , only it is not interlinear, but in interrupting portions.

Had we only these Syriac Massora MSS ., and not the actual Peshitto and

Harklensian too (and perhaps we may include the Septuagint also ) , the Abbé

Martin's arguments would inevitably sweep them out of existence along with

the Karkaphensian. His statement that all the mountains of Europe and Asia

have been ransacked , and every crack and cranny searched , is hyperbolical, and

not enough to show that no fragment of a Karkaphensian may yet turn up. The

European libraries alone have not yet told all their secrets to the ransackers. It

is better to study the Syrian Massora, and reap its benefits, holding in suspense

the question of the existence of a Karkaphensian version , than to throw away the

stimulus which the balance of argument seems now to furnish in the line of pos

sible discovery. Unless , indeed , we may see another alternative, in the Abbé's

conclusions, and begin a general ransacking for MSS. which present hitherto

unknown Massoras, but which must exist somewhere as the Peshitto , Harklen

sian , Septuagint, and other - traditions.”



ON THE PENITENTIAL PSALM " DE PROFUNDIS ."

BY PROFESSOR PAUL HAUPT, Ph. D. , ,

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

In the prospectus for the second volume of HEBRAICA, it was announced

that I should publish a commentary on the fifteen so-called Songs of Degrees, He

brew hisyon '90 , i . e . , The Songs of the Return ) (from the Exile ) ,2 Psalms

CXX . -CXXXIV . I fear that I shall not, in the near future, find time to complete

this task , and will therefore content myself , for the present, with offering Psalm

CXXX .,3 heretofore commonly misunderstood , in text and translation . As to the

commentary, I shall limit myself to some brief preliminary remarks .

The text of this fervent penitential song is , according to my opinion , to be

restored in the following manner :

הלעמריש

הוהיךיתארקםיקַמֲעַּמִמּוא

ילוקבהעמשיָנדא

תובֶׁשָקךינזאהנייהת

ינונחתלוקל

1 Cf. Ezra vii . , 9 : 5233 obynn. I will note here that my predecessor in the chair of Semitic

Languages at the Johns Hopkins University, Thomas C. Murray , (whom an untimely death

called away), in his interesting and suggestive Lectures on the Origin and Growth of the Psalms

(New York : Scribner, 1880), p . 295, adopts the explanation proposed by Agellius, Herder, Hitzig,

Hengstenberg, Reuss, Kamphausen, and others , -Songs of Feast Journeys, or Pilgrim Songs. Cf.

also Friedlaender, Zur Erklaerung der Psalmen , Stettin , 1857, p . 16 .

This of course can also mean “ Songs of the first period after the return from exile ." Con

cerning the plural nibyn , it will be useful to bear in mind that “ A Song of the Return from

Babylon ” would be in Hebrew han obyn ' v , without the article before orhyo. The plura ?

to this, " Songs of the Return , ” can be expressed in three different ways, either byn rv or

ninyo n'v (cf. Hitzig, Psalmen 11. , 365 : “ den Plural nibyn wuerde nicht die Stelle Ez. xi., 5,

sondern nur Plur. auch des Stat. const. rechtfertigen .” ), or finally nibyo 70. In the same

way in Ethiopic there occurs as plural to beta krestiyan church either ab yata kresti

yan or abyata krestiyanat or beta krestiyanat. See Dillmann's Grammar, p. 365 ;

Muller-Robertson , Outlines of Hebrew Syntax, 2d ed., Glasgow , 1883, 877 ; Gesenius -Kautzsch ,

Hebrew Grammar, $ 108, 3. nobyan 70 , with the article before the nomen rectum, can only

mean , like nibynn 70, " the songs of the return," and is therefore out of place as the super

scription of a single Psalm .

3 Luther once termed this Psalm , along with Psalms xxxii . , li . , and cxliii . , as Psalmi Paulini ;

see Moll, Der Psalter, theologisch -homiletisch bearbeitet. Part II . Bielefeld and Leipzig , 1871, p. 185 .

Also A. Tholuck, in his Uebersetzung und Auslegung der Psalmen , 2d ed ., Gotha, 1873, p. 704, says,

“ the Psalmist here promulgates the true evangelical doctrine of the New Testament; teaching,

according to Exod . ii . , 6 and 7 , that the enduring existence and prosperity of sinful people is

only possible through divine forgiveness.”

- Cf. Ps. Ixix . , 3 : D'o - poyna 'ng] I am come into deep waters ; Ps . Ixix . , 15 : NJUN Obsix

din pornoi let me be delivered from them that hate me and out the deep waters ; Isa . li. , 10 :

1
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הי־רמשתתונועםאה

:דמעיימיָנדא

החילְסהְיְךְמָע־יכ

אָריֵּתןעמל

הוהייתיוק

ישפנהתוקורבדלו

ינדאלישפנהליחוה

:רֶקֹּבַלםיִרְמׁשִמ

רקבלםירמשוט

הוהי-לאלארשילחי

דסחההוהי־סע־יכ

תּודְפומעהברהו

thedepths.,34:ְךִבָרֲעַמםימ-יקמעמבםיִּמַיִמָּתְרַּבְׁשִנָּתע of the sed ; Ezek .xxviiםִי־יקמעמ

:ולפנךכזתבךַלהק-לכו
now art thou broken (Jonah i . , 4 ; 1 Kgs. xxii., 48) from the seas , in the

depths of the waters thy merchandise and all thy company in the midst of thee are fallen ..

5 If I could find the time to carry out a long entertained plan of publishing a Hebrew Chres

tomathy, I should but partly vocalize all the texts, and arrange the words in the Glossary

according to the stems. That the latter system gives the beginner too much difficulty, is an

erroneous supposition . The student who can look up a verbal form like or under 70) , will, I

presume, also be able to find out the stem of nouns like 7php?, etc. For more complicated cases

an Analytical Index could be added . As to the vocalization of the texts, I consider it superfluous

etc. ,throughout .An entirely unpunctuated text ,on the,םיהלארמאיו,ץראהto point wordslike

other hand, like the Liber Genesis sine punctis exscriptus cur. Muehlau and Kautzsch (ed , altera ,

Lipsiae , 1885 ) is hard to employ for educational purposes. Certain difficult words should, by all

means, be pointed. But then, above all, a critical text, with emendations of the corrupt passages,

should be established . The more this departs from the Massoretic text, the better for practical

linguistic,תַדֲעהל־הרְּבְחֶׁשריעְּכהיונבהםלשורי training . Ps .cxxii .,3 ,5 ,e .g .I should write

,.AndEzra i.יונותואְסִכובשיםָּׁשֶׁש:םֵׁשֹלתודוהְלהי-יטבשםיטבשולעהמָׁשיכ:וָדֹחלארשי

3:'וגותולעוילעולעיוםהילעהמיאאביכותנוכמלעחבזמהוניכיותוצראהימעֵמופסאיו

:

It stands to reason that the first extracts must be vocalized throughout ; but the points

should gradually become more scarce . This is the only way to really learn Hebrew . “ In order

that I may not be misunderstood , ” says Lagarde ( Symmicta . II. , 23 ), “ I will add that it is no proof

of an acquaintance with Hebrew to have attended , or for that matter to have given , lectures on

the Old Testament." Cf. also Mittheilungen von Paul de Lagarde, Goettingen , 1884, p . 164, and

Hitzig, Psalmen . I. , p. iv .

Cf.2Chron.,40::הזהםוקמהתלפתלתובְׁשָקךינזאותוחְתפךיניעאנ-ויהייהלאהתע .vi6

“ Now , my God , let, I beseech thee, thine eyes be open and let thine ears be attent unto the

prayer that is made in this place." Cf. ibid ., vii . , 15.

though we have rebelled against him .”

thouart.9:ינדאל a God of pardons ;" Dan .ix"17:תוחילסהולאהתא,Ct .Neh .ix1

,To the Lord our God belong mercies and forgiveness"ובונדרמיכתוחַלְפהוםימחרהוניהלא:ֹ

Wait on the*2ְךָלעַׁשיִוהוהילהֵּנִק,.Ilook for him ; "Prov .xx"17ֹ:וליִתיִנְק,.Ct.Isa .vii8

:2,.Hesent redemption unto his people ; "Isa .l"9:ומעלחלשתורפ,.Cf.Ps .exi9 רוצקַה

Is my hand shortened at all thatit cannot redeemi"ליצהלחכיבןיאםאותודפמידיהרצק

or have I no power to deliver? ”
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- ' לארשיתאהדפיאוהואכ

ויתונועלכמ

הוהי-לאלארשילחי

םלועדעוהתעֵמ

This Prayer for the Forgiveness of Sins on Atonement- day, as Rev. Robert

Weberi has appropriately superscribed the poem , I translate as follows:

Out of the depths? I have cried unto thee, Yahweh.

O Lord ! hearken unto my voice ;

Let thine ears be attentive

To the voice of my supplications .

4

If thou shouldest keep3 iniquities , Yah ,

O Lord ! who then shall endure ?

For with thee is forgiveness

For the sake of the Religion.5

1 See Die poetischen Buecher des Alten Testaments uebersetzt und erklaert von Robert Weber,

evang. reform , Pfarrer. Stuttgart : C. P. Scheitlin , 1853, p. 323. According to Adolf Kamphausen

(Die Psalmen, Leipzig : Brockhaus, 1863, p. 253, reprinted from Bunsen's Bibelwerk ) only verses 7

and 8 treat of the people of Israel; otherwise, he says, the Psalm appears to be entirely personal.

Hitzig (Die Psalmen , Vol. II . Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1865, p. 386 ), on the other hand, remarks,

that the Psalmist appears here as interceder for the sins of the people. E. W. Hengstenberg

( Commentar ueber die Psalmen , Vol. IV . , 2d ed. Berlin, 1852, p. 401 ) is right in saying, “ Out of the

depths of misfortune the congregation cries unto the Lord , praying that, according to his com

passion , he may forgive their sins through which they have been cast into distress.” It is also

possible that only strophes 1 , 3 and 5 were said by the congregation , and strophes 2 and 4

by the priest . Rosenmueller's conjecture ( Scholia in Vetus Testamentum ) that the Psalm was

first sung at the general penitential day, Ezra ix . , 5, cannot be proved .

2 This does not mean “ Out of the deep abyss of sin " (Geier, Weber ), but " sunk in the deep

waves of distress ” which have come over us in consequence of our sins . Cf. Ps. Ixix ., 2 and 3,

and ibid ., 14 and 15 . As is well known, Luther begins his beautiful penitential song , which

closely follows this Psalm : "Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu Dir ."

3 If thou shouldest keep in memory , that is, cherish against, put to the account of. Accord

ing to Ewald (Die Dichter des Alten Bundes, I. , 1, 3d ed . Goettingen , 1866, p. 373 ) = if thou dost

not overlook, condone, forgive. The meaning is nearly the same.

Supply : But thou wilt not deal with us after our sins ; nor reward us according to our in

iquities ; Ps. ciii. , 10 : 1395 y hoan wingiya xbo 135 wyn 1'xona xS. German : Aber Du

wirst Gnade fuer Recht ergehn lassen .

6 That is : We in our sins are unworthy of thy grace, but do forgive us for the sake of the

true Religion revealed by thee, of which we are the only though unworthy representatives. In

spite of all our misdeeds, we are still thy people and the sheep of thy pasture . Therefore, de

liver us and purge away our sins, for thy name's sake. Help us, O God of our salvation , for

the glory of thy name. Wherefore should the heathen say, Where is their God ? Pour out thy

wrath upon the heathen that have not known thee, and upon the kingdoms that have not called

upon thy name. But show mercy to us that fear thee, to such as keep thy covenant, and to
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I hope for Yahweh ,

And for his word1 hopeth my soul ;

My soul waiteth for the Lord

More than they that2 watch for the morning.

Ye that watch for the morning !3

Wait, Israel, for Yahweh !

For with Yahweh is grace ,

And in abundance4 is with him redemption.

And He will redeem Israel

From all his iniquities.5

Wait, therefore, Israel for Yahweh

From now and for evermore !

The reading X70 , with · instead of , at the end of the second strophe, is

authenticated by Saint Jerome.6 Graetz, in his critical commentary to the Psalms ,?

remarks for this passage : “ X7in jyage is quite incomprehensible, the reading

being uncertain . Symmachus and Theodotion render it by νόμος Or νόμος σου , 9

LΧΧ . by ονόματος σου,10 probably misread for νόμος. Worthy of note is Jerome's

רבד-לעונעְׁשִייהלאונרזעךמשןעמלוניתאטחלערפכוונליצהךתיערמןאצוךמעונחנא

תוכלממ-לעוךועדי-אלרשאםיוגה-לאךתמחךפשםהיהלאהיאםיוגהורמאיהָּמָלךמשדובכ

םתושעלךידקְפירכזלוךתירבירמשלךיארי־סעדסחהשעוארקאלןמשברשא

,II , Yahaneh1.,6:יתוצמירמשלויבהאלםיפלאלדסחהשעךיהלאהוהייכנאCf.Exod .xx

those that remember thy commandments to do them. Ps. lxxix . , 13, 9, 10, 6 ; Ps. ciii . , 17, 18 :

? , - .

- - - -

.

1 .,6 : , , ,

thy God .....will show mercy unto the thousandth generation of them that love me and keep my

commandments. According to Ewald, “ the everlasting word of God through all time, the word

of salvation and redemption .”

2 After a night's vigil.

3 For the morning glow of his grace, with which a new day breaks after the night of sins.

4 For many, and even for the greatest distress.

5 And the sufferings that follow them. Cf. jin, Isa. v. , 18, and my remarks in my article

Wateh -ben -Hazael, p. 3 (HEBRAICA , Vol. I. , No. 4).

6 I should like to call attention here to the useful little book by Wilhelm Nowack (now Pro

fessor of Old Testament Exegesis in Strassburg ), Die Bedeutung des Hieronymus fuer die alttesta

mentliche Textkritik untersucht, Goettingen , 1875 .

7 Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen nebst Text und Uebersetzung. Von Dr. H. Graetz , Vol .

II., p . 651. Breslau : Schottlaender, 1883 .

8 The Syriac Version and the Arabic Version of the xhu'vd Psalms, published in the Libanon

at Quzhayya in 1610 , omit these two words entirely.

9 In the Vulgate : propter legem tuam sustinui te, Domine, The Psalterium juxta Hebræos

Hieronymi (e recognitione Pauli de Lagarde, Lipsiae, 1874 , p. 136 ) has : cum terribilis sis ; cf. Ps.

Lxxvi., 8 : cum terribilis es, et quis stabit adversum te ? Heb. : 7'395 799-91 One xy One

10'EVEKEV TOū óvóțatóc gov seems to me simply guessed at by reference to passages like Ps.

lxxix ., 9 ; xxiii., 3, etc.
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(

thisארית,notארותorהרותב ,the text contained

erroneously regarding,אריתtoo ,seems to have read2,םיבותכםוגרתThe

itהאר:אָריִּת= as scriptio plena of theimperfectum apocopatum Niphal from

We:ךבגםורא find there as the translation of our verseאָרֵּת=הֶאָרֵּת

tradition on this point (Epistola ad Sun[niam) et Fretſelam ), No. 78 ) : “ Pro

nomine sive lege apud eos ( Hebraeos) legitur Thira , quod . ...Symmachus et

Theodotion vópov interpretati sunt .... , putantes Thora , propter literarum simili

tudinem Jod et Vau , quae tantum magnitudine distinguuntur.” According to

,

, ,

=

= . :

' 552 ja xnypor for with thee is forgiveness that thou mayest be seen.4

I read Xy'n , and consider it a rare synonym of 787. It seems to be a form

with prefixed n from xy to fear, like p'm south , properly the right side, from

here ., ::10,.inPs XIXהאריlive must have the same meaning asאריתThe word.ןמי

וָדחיוקדצתמאהוהי־יטפשמדעָלתדמועהרוהטהוהיתארי

The Yahweh religion is pure, enduring forever ;

Yahweh's ordinances are truth and righteous altogether.

.,
6 :

,.cf.Job IVהוהיwithout the followingהאריFor the use of

ךיכרדםתךתָוקתושךתָלְסִּכךתארי-אלה

and transposed,הליחוהtoיתחלוהIn the third strophe I have changed

Is not thy piety thy confidence ; thy hope the uprightness of thy ways ?

I ,

172757. These emendations are confirmed by the Ancient Versions .

The LΧΧ. translate : υπέμεινά σε , κύριε, υπέμεινεν η ψυχή μου εις τον λόγον σου " ήλ

πισεν η ψυχή μου επί τον κύριον

The Vulgate :8 sustinui te , Domine , sustinuit anima mea in verbo ejus ; sper

avit anima mea in Domino, etc.

xhu'wa :9 : ' 2
Theܙ9:5ܐܝܪܡܠܬܝܟܿܣ:ܗܬܠܡܠܝܫܦܢܬܝܟܺܣܳܗܐܪܡܟܬܪܟܿܣ Nn55

Psעַדֵי;הכליאforהָכְלא .cxxxvi .,6 ,forהֶׂשֲעַּת;עדייExod .xxv .,31 ,forהשעית.Cf3

orעדותןעמל. simply,ןרבדעדותןעמלwhich Graetz proposes to read

i That the choice of the rare word xyn is an intended assonance to 77in law is not excluded .

2 Hagiographa Chaldaice. Paulus de Lagarde edidit. Lipsiae, 1873, p. 77 .

3 . ., ; . . , YT

Mich . i . , 8 .

4 Cf. also the rendering of the Sexta : ÉVEKEV TOŪ Ywoonvar hóyov cov , on the strength of

, .

6 Cf. Olshausen , Lehrbuch der hebraeischen Sprache, Braunschweig , 1861, p. 399 ; Stade, Lehr

buch der hebr. Grammatik , Leipzig, 1879, 8 261 a ; Gesenius-Kautzsch, $ 85, 51. If we prefer to vocal

ize *7'n we must compare forms like 777, Isa. xli., 19 ; 1x. , 13 : vion, etc. ( Olshausen , 399 ), or

the feminine forms 7?pa hope, 177ın strife, Ps. xxxix. , 11 ; 7997A perfection, Ps. cxix ., 96.

6 In the Massoretic text the 1 is placed before the following on. Thipn 777 ori as Um

breit ( Das Buch Hiob, 2d . ed ., Heidelberg, 1832, p . 34 ) proposes to read, would destroy the rhythm .

7 Observe the chiasmus. For the pre- position of the predicate cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch , $ 145 . 1. b.

8 In the Psalterium juxta Hebraeos Hieronymi, on the other hand, we read in accordance with

the Massoretic text : sustinui dominum, sustinuit anima mea , et verbum ejus expectavi ; anima

, :

.... ,717705 x7'718 ( cf. Job vi ., 11) 'VD) .

9 For the name of the chief Syriac version of the Bible see Professor Isaac H. Hall's remarks

in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. XI . , No. II . , p.CXXIII (Proceedings at New

meaםיבותכםוגרתhas:תיכירואהירקיאלוישפנתנתמהוהיתיניתמא ad dominum ,etc. The
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in:..يودجدججnجوعمديمداويجnجو Hebrew transcription

So we read also in the four Arabic Versions edited by Paul de Lagarde : 1

تیجرتبرای

یسفنتجركتملكلو

برلاىلعتلكوتىسفن

كتوجربرای

كسومانیسفنتمزل

برلاىلعتلكوتیسفن

برلابنيجترا

هتملكلا

یسفنترظتناو

برلاتيجرت

تربص

كلوقيفيسفنتربص

برلاىلعيسفنتلكوت

برايكل

Yâ rabbi tarajjaitu

wa-likálimatika rájat nafsi

nafsf tawakkalat 'ala- r-rabbi, etc.

Yâ rabbi rajaútuka

lazimat nafsî nâmûsaka

nafsî tawakkalat 'ala -' r- rabbi, etc.

Irtajaitu bi-'r - rabbi

wa - 'ntazarat nafsî likálimatihi

tarajjaitu -' r-rabba, etc.

Sabartu laka yâ rabbi

şábarat nafsî fî qaulika

tawakkalat nafsi 'ala- r-rabbi, etc.

York, October, 1882). Cf. also Friedrich Baethgen , Untersuchungen ueber die Psalmen nach der

Peschita , Kiel, 1878, p . 7, and Noeldeke, Syr. Grammar, $ 26 , B.

1 Psalterium Job Proverbia Arabice . Paulus de Lagarde edidit. Goettingen , 1876, lpp. 21415 .

No, 1 is the Versio Romana of 1614, No. 2 the Parisina (in the Paris Polyglot), No. 3 the Quzhay

yensis (cf. p. 101, n . 8) , No. 4 the Bercensis (Abulfath's Version , after the Aleppo edition of 1706 ).

Cf. Lagarde, Symmicta , II. , Goettingen , 1880, p . 10 .

2 Sabartu laka I wait for thee (cf. X7'718 'Voj, p. 102 , n . 8) is modern Arabic, sabarat

nafsi,on.هسفنلجرلاسبحول the other hand ,is used also in the classicallanguage ;cf

یسفنتربص
لاق

هديريءيشىلع
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and to the third,תלחוהorתלחואwould beהָליִחֹוהIn Aramaic ,the form

.hasany connection with this fact is difficult to assumeיתלחוהtoהליחוהof

,

pers. fem . sing. perf. there is attached sometimes in Syriac a parasitic as a dia

critical mark, e.g. , Alte she has killed , for Ashe qițlathi That the change

.

The repetition of the pas d'man in the beginning of the fourth strophe

has heretofore been commonly misunderstood , since no one perceived that the

words, with a delicate turn of the figure , are used as accosting the congregation .

,

!!

Bickell2 in his metrical3 translation of the Psalms , entirely omits this sig

nificant repetition . De Wettet considers the second 7pa5 O'mo® merely

“ Wiederholung im Geiste des Stufen -rhythmus; ” so, too, Olshausen ) says, it has a

significance only for the outward form of the recitation . Graetz thinks, the repe

tition might be intended as an antiphony of the chorus. Hengstenberg remarks :

The night seems long to the watchers and so to the suffering the night of afflic

tion .
“ Schmerzliche Sehnsucht liebt die Wiederholung . ” According to Delitzsche

Theלארשילחי, vocative construction is implied in the following imperative

whichלֵחorלֵחִיי is by no means to be altered to a jussive

or

i Cf. Noeldeke, Syrische Grammatik , Leipzig, 1880. p . 35. The ' was perbaps added by analogy

to the second person : Asale, fem. wash . The w in wo she may also have had some influ

ence. Similarly , in the third pers. fem. impf. , e . g. , whoZ. Duval's theory ( Traite de Gram

maire Syriaque par Rubens Duval, Paris, 1881, p. 173) that “ le youdh quiescent de la troisieme

personne du feminin sing. vient sans doute d'une ancienne voyelle i, ou qui formait la desi

nence de l'imparfait,” like the Arabic yaqtulu, taqtulu , seems to me untenable. I do not

believe that this w was ever pronounced .

3 See Dichtungen der Hebraeer, Zum ersten Male nach dem Versmasse des Urtextes [?] ueber

setzt von Gustav Bickell. III . Der Psalter, Innsbruck, 1883 , p . 250. Bickell renders the passage :

“ Ich hoff ' auf Gott, auf Sein Wort | Harrt meine Seele . | Mehr als auf Fruehrot Waechter, 1

Harr', Israel , Sein ! ” Cf. also Johann David Michaelis Deutsche Vebersetzung des Alten Testamente,

mit Anmerkungen fuer Ungelehrte. Part VI. , 2d ed ., Goettingen , 1782, p. 206 : “ Meine Begierde

sieht nach dem Herrn aus, | Mehr als einer, der zur Nachtzeit reiset, auf den Morgen wartet. !

Israel hoffe auf Jehova," etc. In the notes, however, on p . 276, he gives the correct translation :

“ more than they that watch for the morning." Ernst Meier, Die poetischen Buecher des alten

Testaments uebersetzt und erlaeutert, Part II . , Die Psalmen , Stuttgart, 1850, p. 156 , translates: “ [ Es

hofft) meine Seele | Auf den Herrn , | Mehr als Waechter | Auf den Morgen. Il Israel, harre," etc.

3 Bickell is right in assuming, in his translation of our Psalm, strophes of four lines. Ols

hausen , in his commentary on the Psalms (Leipzig, 1853), deemed it proper to arrange this psalm

in four strophes of two verses each . Also Julius Ley (Grundzuege des Rhythmus, des Vers- und

Strophenbaues in der hebraeischen Poesie, Halle, 1875, p. 148) says that the division of this poem

into distichos was recognized by the ancient interpreters. His metrical analysis is : first, three

strophes of two hexameters, then a fourth of one octameter and an octametric hemi-stich = two hexa .

meters.

4 Commentar ueber die Psalmen , 5th ed ., ed . by Gustav Baur. Heidelberg , 1856 , p. 591 below .

6 Die Psalmen erklaert von Justus Olshausen. Leipzig , 1853, p. 463. On Olshausen compare

Eberhard Schrader's Gedaechtnissrede auf Justus Olshausen ( Transactions of the Royal Prussian

Academy of Sciences), Berlin , 1883.

6 Franz Delitzsch , Biblischer Commentar ucher die Psalmen , 4th ed . Leipzig , 1883, p. 806.
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the repetition gives the impression “ des langhin sich dehnenden schmerzlichen

Wartens. " Likewise the Ancient Versions fail to find the point. Jerome

translates in his Psalterium juxta Hebraeos : anima mea ad dominum a vigi

lia matutinal usque ad vigiliam matutinam ; Symmachus : åtò ovakis pwi

νής έως φυλακής πρωϊνής ; the LΧΧ . even : από φυλακής πρωίας και μέχρι νύκτος, and following

this the Vulgate : anima mea in Domino a custodia matutina usque ad noctem .

Rabbi Saadia , also, says that for the sake of the sense the first “ morning ' ' must

denote the day, the second the night!

In the last strophe I have added the final verse of the following Psalm . In

Psalm cxxxi. , which I regard as the fragment of an Epitaph on the first post

exilic High - priest Jeshua,3 these words are out of place and without connection

with what precedes. That Psalm cxxxII. already in the time of the Chronicler

was placed near cxxx. is shown by 2 Chron . VI . , 40–42.4 Accordingly we may

safely assume that Psalm cxxxi. followed Psalm cxxx. at that time, and there

is no difficulty in supposing that, even at that early period , the end of Psalm

cxxx. was added to the Fragment Psalm cxxxi. , 1 and 2 , in order to give it a

proper conclusion .

Further explanatory remarks I reserve for a future article.

POSTSCRIPT .

It is only to -day that I was able to look up , in the original , the passage cited

by Graetz from St. Jerome's Epistola CVI. ad Sunniam et Fretelam , & 78 ; and I

found that the remarks omitted by Graetz are the very ones that confirm my con

jecture deym jyas for the sake of the religion . It might be well , therefore, to add

the entire passage, together with the foot-note in the Paris5 edition :

“ 78. Centesimo vigesimo nono, Propter legem tuam sustinui te, Domine (Ps.

CXXIX. , 4 ) . Dicitis vos in Graeco invenisse : Propter nomen tuum , et nos confite

superscription:קרזוירבעֹוׁשְילערמאתמ of this Psalm we And18אתטישפth ,141 B.C. !In the

1 Vigilia matutina is pannpoor. I take this opportunity of calling attention to Friedrich

Delitzsch's essay on Die drei Nachtwachen , No. III. of his Assyriologische Notizen zum Alten Testa

ment in Dr. Bezold's Zeitschrift fuer Keilschriftforschung, Vol. II. , Part III. , July, 1885 .

2 See Ewald, Ueber die arabisch geschriebenen Werke juedischer Sprachgelehrten . Stuttgart,

1844 , p . 70. On Saadia's translation of the Psalms cf. also Samuel Hirsch Margulies, Saadia Al

fayumi's arabische Psalmenuebersetzung (Leipzig Inaugural- Dissertation ). Breslau , 1884 .

3 Hitzig (Die Psalmen , II. , 388 ), to be sure, thinks that Ps. cxxxi. was written about September

! ind :

X21 X3772 . Cf. Graetz, 1. c. , p . 652.;

4 See Carl Ehrt, Abfassungszeit und Abschluss des Psalters zur Pruefung der Frage nach Makka ,

baeerpsalmen . Leipzig, 1869, p. 72 ; Delitzsch , 1. c. , p . 804 below ; Riehm in Hupfeld , Die Psalmen ,

2d ed . Vol. IV. Gotha , 1871, p. 330.

6 Hieronymi Stridonensis Presbyteri Opera Omnia , ed . J. P. Migne, Tom . I. , Paris , 1864, col.

865/6 = pp. 674/5 of Vallarsi's edition , Tom . prim ., Pars prima, editio altera, Venetiis MDCCLXVI .
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mur plura exemplaria sic reperiri. Sed quia veritati studemus, quid in Hebraeo

sit, simpliciter debemus dicere. Pro, nomine, sive , lege, apud eos legitur THIRA,

quod Aquila interpretatus est póßov, timorem : 1 Symmachus, et Theodotion? vóuov ,

id est , legem , putantes THORA , propter litterarum similitudinem Jod , et Vau , quae

tantum magnitudine distinguuntur. Quinta3 Editio , terrorem , interpretata est,

Sexta ,3 verbum ." PAUL HAUPT.

Baltimore, Ma., Dec. 24 , '85 .

1 Cf. Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt; sive Veterum Interpretum Graecorum in Totum

Vetus Testamentum Fragmenta , ed . Fridericus Field, Oxonii : e typographeo Clarendoniano,

MDCCCLXXV, p. 285 : 'A. Évekev páſov inépeiva küprov. - Sic adhoc apud Chrysost . - Theodoret.:

αντί του ονόματος, ο μεν ' Α . και ο θ . φόβον ήρμήνευσαν, ο δε Σ . νόμον. Aliter Hieronym . in

Epist. ad Sun. et Fret. 78 : " Dicitis ,” etc. , etc.-Cf. also ibid . , p. 287, n . 4 : Montef. sine auctore

affert : E ' . Éti oóſov.

2 Obstat Theodoretus, qui ÉVEKEV TOV 063ov, juxta Aquilam etiam Theodotionem interpreta

tum fuisse asserit. Quoad Hebraeam vocem Thira, textus hodiernum habet Thora, Xyin, quod

tamen vocabulum , quod cum Aleph scribatur, non He, Lex verti Latine, aut vóuoc Graece , non

debuit. Itaque hallucinationis occasio non ex similitudine 1 et ' oritur, quae litterae sola magni.

tudine differant, sed ex sono postremae litterae & scilicet aut 17 qui fere idem est, et potuit Sym

machus et Theodotion in ea voce xin censere ; cum fuisse permutatum ; quamquam istud ,

quod Breitingerus animadvertit, 17717 jun's in Hebraismo insolentius.

3 Cf. Delitzsch , Psalmen, p. 36.
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one.

After a careful examination of this work , and a protracted comparison in the

course of my Hebrew reading, I am unable to acquiesce in its conclusions, and I

beg leave to state briefly, for the consideration of scholars, my reasons for dissent.

The main position of the book is that the primary and essential distinction

between the so-called Præter and Future tenses in Hebrew, is that the former

denotes a fully completed act or condition , and the latter an inceptive or incomplete

This point the author elucidates by a detailed application to the various

uses and constructions of these forms of the Hebrew verb , including an attempt

to solve thereby the mystery of the “ vav conversive." Much of the reasoning is

very indirect and intricate . I take room to examine only the main point, and

that in relation chiefly to the use of the so-called “Future tense ; " which is the

most difficult and peculiar. I give the author's doctrine in his own words : “ One

[form ] is calculated to describe an action as incipient and so as imperfect ; the

other to describe it as completed and so as perfect ” (p. 6 ) .

In the first place , I suppose no one will deny that in a very large proportion ,

probably a majority , of instances the so -called “Future tense ” actually does

denote a future event. It is not an adequate explanation of this fact to say that

the event is “preparing to take place , or developing” (p. 24) . There are usually

no signs whatever of its occurrence ; it is not merely or properly incomplete ; it is

not yet even begun , except in the mind of the writer. Surely the fundamental

import of the form in question cannot be so disguised or varied , in this very com

mon use of it , as not to be distinctly recognizable. The attempt to translate the

verb, in these exceedingly numerous instances, as an incipient act would be pre

posterous, and the author accordingly passes over this very important usage with

a few general and vague remarks (p. 25) ; not even illustrating it by a single

example ! This seems a notable failure at the very threshold of the discussion .

Many of the distinctions made by the author in the subsequent portion of his

disquisition are clear and sound , such as the use of the Future for the Imperative

( 8 23 ) , the uncertain (824 ) , the potentialor Subjunctive ( 824 ) ; but there is nothing

novel in all this , nor does it at all support his main position . None of these are

incipient acts, nor in any legitimate sense incomplete ; they are simply contingent

or conceptual . In fact , the use of the tense in question as a proper Imperfect, to

* A TREATISE ON THE USE OF THE TENSES IN THE HEBREW. By S. R. Driver, M. A., Fel

low of New College. Oxford : At the Clarendon Press. 1884. 12mo , pp. xviii and 356. Price, $ 1.95
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denote an uncompleted act, is quite rare in Hebrew , and the author himself

adduces but few examples ( % 27 ) , nor are they very clear. Most or all of them are

more readily explainable on the usual theory of the tense. Perhaps I cannot do

better than to examine these very passages, in order to show the fallacy and

inadequacy of Mr. Driver's chief point.

In Deut. xxxII., 18, 'vim is not " Thou begannest to forget the Rock that had

borne thee , ” but is a relative,dependent upon the preceding Præter (77779), as the

Future following with vav conversive shows (nown) ; and the whole should be

rendered thus : “ A Rock bore thee, whom thou neglectest ; and thou hast forgotten

God thy former. ” In Job 111., 3, 12 72718 Dj is not to be rendered “ The day

I was being born in ” [ sic ]; but evidently as a relative clause, “ The day on which

I was born ” - (dies quo natus fuerim , not nascerer , nor natus fuissem ). In Ps. VII. ,

16 , ya' is not “ The pit he is (or was) making, ” but again as a relative clause ,

“ The pit which he had justmade; " for he could not fall into it until it had been

completed. In Gen. II . , 10 , 779 be does not mean “ from there it began to

divide,” nor in xXXVII. , 6, does 7330m mean that the other sheaves “ began to

move round " Joseph's ; but only that the division and the surrounding were ap

parent acts, the objects “ seemed ” to do so ; like the 777y or apparent ascent of

the mist, and the other Futures in 11. , 5 , 6.* In Num. xxiv., 17 , to render 13878

“ I see him , but not now ,” is a clear contradiction in terms. In Jer. VI., 4 , 103. is

not to be rendered " The shadows of evening are beginning to lengthen ,” but “will

(soon ) be lengthened." In like manner , the instances of an alleged frequentative

use of the Future ( p. 32 ) may more naturally be resolved as acts depending upon

the will of the parties, and not necessarily repeated .

I conclude that, while the “ Future ” in Hebrew evidently denotes a qualified

or dependent act or condition , it does not contain or represent the form of lim

itation selected by Mr. Driver, namely inchoation or incompletion .

* This last verb may perhaps be explained on the same principle as the above, namely the

equivalent of the Latin rule that a relative clause requires the Subjunctive ( "There was a mist that

went up " ) ; to which however, in Hebrew at least, must be added the proviso that it is intended to

express a subordinate thought, and not a principal or independent fact. In such cases the subject

properly precedes the verb, because the main emphasis is thrown upon the former, and the

latter is merely suppletive to the general idea . The relative x is suppressed for terseness ,

as in English, “ the money (which) I earned I spent."
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תואבצ,times76;תואבצםיהלאהוהי,times6;םיהלא,times52;הוהי

717,occurs ,in allהוהי;times8,הוהיינדא;times6,ינדא;times53,םיהלא

In the Book of Isaiah 1107 occurs, as a separate name, 341 times ; 17179

1833 , 60 times ; 09728, 63 times ; 8 , 14 times ; Dinh8777' , 20 times ;

278, 36 times ; 1717' 'J7X, 15 times ; Wyp, 25 times ; 1717 occurs , in all, 436

times ; 0973 and 78, 97 times ; '978, 51'times.

In the Book of Jeremiah 7177 occurs, as a separate name, 574 times ; 17177

, ; , ; , ;

, ; , ; , 8 ; , ,

times ; 09728 , 105 times .

It will be noticed that, in most cases where D'x occurs in Jeremiah , it is

with some suffix, and is in apposition with 107 .

In the Book of Ezekiel 7177 occurs , as a separate name, 215 times ; '978,

5 times ; 171779 1978 , 215 times ; 0728, 37 times ; 7177 ' occurs, in all , 430 times;

'978, 220 times ; G1X37117 does not occur.

In Hosea 71,7 occurs, as a separate name, 44 times ; 09778, 26 times.

In Joel 71,76 occurs , as a separate name, 33 times ; D'728, 11 times.

In Amos 7177 occurs , as a separate name, 52 times ; D'778, 3 times ; 7177

occurs, in all , 79 times ; Dinx, 8 times .

In Obadiah 17117 occurs, in all , 7 times.

In Jonah , 117 ' occurs, in all , 26 times ; 09768 , 13 times.

In Micah 7777 occurs , in all, 36 times ; D'728, 9 times.

; , 1 ; , .

In Habakkuk 77,7 occurs 13 times ; 09728, 3 times.

In Zephaniah 7177 occurs 34 times ; O'68 , 4 times.

In Haggai 7177 occurs 21 times ; Dix37717 ", 14 times ; 097728 , 3 times.

In Zechariah 7777 occurs , as a separate name, 79 times ; nix 3 17117 , 52

times ; 09728, 11 times ; 17177 occurs , in all , 131 times .

In Malachi 7107 occurs , as a separate name, 21 times ; nix3 17177 , 24

times ; 17177 occurs , in all, 45 times ; DX, 6 times .

It will be of interest to compare these results with the use of the names for

God in the Psalms, to see if the date of any Psalm can be determined by the name

that prevails.

These prophetic writings cover quite completely the period from 880 (cir. ) to

the close of the 5th century B. C. At least they belong to the periods when

Psalms were produced. If these books do not show that there were periods when

.times2,תואבצהוהי;time1,םיהלא;occurs 11 timesהוהיIn Nahum
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one or the other name was exclusively employed (and they do not) it certainly can

not be claimed that the one or the other name occurs ina particular Psalm or col

lection of Psalms, because that name was the prevailing one at that period.

The predominance of the name 717 throughout can be accounted for by

the fact that this name distinguished God from the idols of other nations. It

would be especially appropriate in the mouths of the Prophets in times of idol

atry, and of hostilities with other nations.

In Ezekiel the name nix3 7107 does not occur. He does not speak of

God as the warrior, leading his people in their battles . But in his book 7107 1978

occurs 215 times. With him 7107 is the “ Lord of all the earth .”

It is most natural that, in the poetry of the Psalms, the more general, the

more universal name for God , should be more often used. The ideas, the views

of the poet, often regarded God as the D728 , the Mighty, the Adorable One ,

without further distinction from the idols of the nations.

Without attempting here even to suggest reasons why in some Psalms 1710

prevails, while in others o ' prevails , it is maintained , in view of the facts

given above in erence to the use of the different names in the Prophets, that

the reason is not a chronological one. It is not determined by the date of the

Psalm .
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In the Universities of Germany the following lectures are delivered in the

Old Testament and Semitic departments during the present Semester :

BERLIN : Dillmann , 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) History of the Text of

the Old Testament, 3 ) Psalms . Kleinert, Genesis . Strack , 1 ) Job, 2 ) Proy

erbs, 3 ) Hebrew Grammar, with exercises , 4 ) Institutum Judaicum.

Barth, 1 ) Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy of Derenbourg, 2 ) The Syriac

Apocrypha, 3 ) The Annals of Tabarî, with Introduction to the oldest Arabic

historical writings. Dieterici, 1 ) Arabic Grammar, 2 ) Poems of Mutanabbi

with the Commentary of Wahidi , 3 ) Exposition of “ Thier und Mensch.”

Jahn , 1 ) Arabic Syntax in Comparison with the other Semitic Languages,

especially Hebrew , 2) Arabic Authors. Sochau , 1 ) Syriac Grammar, with In

troduction to the Aramaic Dialects , 2 ) Old Semitic Epigraphy, 3 ) Arabic

Poems of Magattalijjat, 4 ) Beidhâwî , 5 ) Exercises in Reading and Explaining

Arabic MSS. Schrader, 1 ) Elements of Assyrian Writing and Language, 2 )

Reading of selected Assyrian Inscriptions , 3 ) Grammar of the Chaldee Lan

guage and exposition of the same in Daniel and Ezra, 4 ) Assyrio - Babylonian

Archæology. Erman, 1 ) Elements of Egyptian Writings and Language, 2 )

Coptic Grammar, 3 ) The neighboring lands of Old Egypt.

BONN : Kamphausen , 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Old Testament Seminar. Budde, 1 ) Old Tes

tament Introduction , 2) Exercises in Hebrew. -Gildemeister, 1 ) Arabic

Grammar, Müller's Caspari, 2 ) Syriac Reading, 3 ) Arabic Reading, 4 )

Hamâza.

BRESLAU : Räbiger, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Job, 3 ) Old Testament

Seminar Schultz, 1 ) Biblical Theology of Old Testament, 2 ) Prophecies of

Isaiah.—-- Praetorius, 1 ) Hebrew Grammar, 2) Arabic Grammar, 3 ) Hariri's

Dura, 4 ) Ethiopic. Fränkel, 1 ) Elements of Syriac, 2 ) Grammar of Biblical

Aramaic, 3 ) Annals of Tabarî .

ERLANGEN : Köhler, 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Genesis , 3 ) In Seminar, Ecclesiastes.

Spiegel, 1 ) Arabic Grammar, 2 ) Modern Persian Grammar.

FREIBURG : König, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Biblical Archæology.

GIESSEN : Stade, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Isaiah , 3 ) In Old Testament

Seminar, Jeremiah with written productions .

GOETTINGEN : Bertheau, 1 ) Psalms , 2) Old Testament Seminar, 3 ) Syriac. Duhm ,

1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Genesis . de Lagarde , 1 ) Psalms , 2 ) Syriac

or Arabic. Shultz, Isaiah.--- Wuestenfeld , Arabic Grammar.

GREIFSWALD : Giesebrecht, 1 ) Psalms, 2 ) Minor Prophets. Meinhold, Old Testa

ment Introduction. -Ahlwardt , 1 ) Arabic Grammar, 2 ) Persian Gram

mar, 3 ) Muallakât .

HALLE : Riehm , 1 ) History of Text of Old Testament, and thecritical and herme

neutical methods pertaining to it , 2 ) Isaiah 1.-XXXIX. , 3 ) Introduction to the

* Long dashes stand between Theological and Philosophical Faculties.
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canonical Books of the Old Testament, 4 ) Old Testament Seminar. Schlott

mann , 1 ) Messianic Prophecies of Old Testament, 2 ) Genesis, 3 ) Biblical

Theology of the Old and New Testaments, 4 ) Exegetical Exercises.

Gosche, 1 ) Connection between the Oriental and Occidental Culture , 2 ) Ele

ments of Arabic compared with Hebrew , 3 ) Hamâza, 4 ) History of the liter

ature of Islam .

HEIDELBERG : Merx, 1 ) Biblical Theology of the Old Testament, 2 ) Isaiah , 3 )

Old Testament Seminar . Kneucker, Genesis . Weil, 1 ) Muallakât of

Lebid , with exercises in reading Arabic MSS. 2 ) Exposition of “ Thousand

and one Nights ” with exercises in modern - Arabic conversation , 3 ) Persian,

4) Gesellschaft devoted to Hebrew, Arabic, Persian and Turkish Languages

and Literature . Eisenlohr, 1 ) Egyptian Texts , 2) Topographical description

of Egypt.

JENA : Hilgenfeld , Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments. Siegfried ,

1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Isaiah , 3 ) Exercises in Old Testament

Seminar. Schmiedel, 1 ) Old Testament Exercises , 2) Elementary Exercises

in Hebrew .--- Stickel, 1 ) Hebrew Exercises, 2 ) Chaldee, 3 ) Syriac, 4 )

Arabic Grammar and Writings.

KIEL : Klostermann, 1 ) Job , 2 ) Minor Prophets, 3 ) Exercises in Old Testament

Seminar. Baethgen , 1 ) Hebrew Exercises, 2 ) History of the Jews from Cyrus

to Hadrian . Hoffmann , 1 ) Hebrew Syntax, 2 ) Isaiah , 3 ) Syriac or

Arabic, 4) Modern Persian .

KOENIGSBERG : Sommer , 1 ) Genesis, 2 ) Psalms , 3 ) The political and civil Antiq

uity of Israel. - -Mueller, 1 ) Chaldee Portions of the Old Testament with

outlines of Chaldee Grammar, 3 ) Hebrew Grammar with exercises, 3 ) Arabic

Grammar.

LEIPZIG : Delitzsch , Franz, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Genesis, 3 ) In

Predigergesellschaft I. , The History in the last of Genesis and first of Ex

odus, 4 ) In Institutum Judaicum , Biblical Chaldee and Targum , 5 ) In Anglo

American Exegetical Gesellschaft, “ Volksreligion und Weltreligion ” of

Kuenen. Baur, Pre -exilic Minor Prophets. Guthe, 1 ) Psalms, 2 ) Topogra

phy and History of Jerusalem , 3 ) Modern Palestine , its inhabitants, religion

and culture , 4 ) In Old Testament Gesellschaft, the most important Messianic

Prophecies of the Old Testament. Ryssel, 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Isaiah LIII . , and the

History of its Interpretation . König, 1 ) Biblical Theology of the Old Testa

ment. 2 ) In Society of Old Testament Exegesis and Biblical Theology, Inter

pretation of the Old Testament Passages quoted in the New Testament.

Fleischer , The Koran according to Beidhâwi . Krehl, 1 ) Arabic Grammar of

Socin , with exercises in translating easy passages , 2 ) Muallakât, edition of

Arnold , 3 ) Dillmann's Ethiopic Chrestomathy. Ebers, 1 ) The Writings and

Grammar of the Language of Egypt , 2 ) History of the Pharaonic Kingdom

down to the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses. Delitzsch, Frdr. 1 ) Koran, 2 )

Introduction into the whole realm of investigation in the cuneiform inscrip

tions, together with Inscription of 3d ed . of the “ Assyrische Lesestuecke, " .3)

Cursory reading of the Old Testament with a brief explanation of the Books

of Kings and Psalms 1. - XLI., 4 ) Persian Grammar, with Interpretation of

Gulistan .

MARBURG : Graf von Baudissin , 1 ) Geography of Palestine, 2 ) Biblical Theology

of Old Testament, 3 ) In Theological Seminar, Interpretation of Isa . xv. sq .
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Cornill, Old Testament Introduction . Kessler , 1 ) Genesis, 2 ) Chaldee Gram

mar of Bible and Targum , with reading of Daniel. Ranke, Messianic Prophe

cies of the Prophets. Wellhausen , 1 ) Elements of Arabic , Socin's Gram

mar, 2) Syriac, Rödiger's Chrestomathy, 3 ) Ethiopic , Dillmann's Chrestom

athy, 4 ) Ibn Hischam's Sira interpreted.

MUNICH : Schönfelder, 1 ) Genesis, 2 ) Old Testament Introduction , 3 ) Hebrew ,

with exercises , 4 ) Syriac , with exercises. -Hommel, 1 ) Continuation of

Persian, reading of selected portions of Nizami and Anvari Sohaili, 2 ) Reading

of Muallakât continued , 3 ) The cultivated plants and domestic animals among

the Semitic peoples. Lauth , 1 ) History of Egyptology, 2 ) The more difficult

chapters of the Book of the Dead, 3 ) Papyrus Anastasi I. Bezold , 1 ) Syriac

for beginners, 2 ) Assyrian , 3 ) Arabic continued , Houtsma's Ja'qûbî, Part II.

ROSTOCK : Bachmann, 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) History of the Old Covenant. -Phillippi,

1 ) IIebrew Grammar, 2 ) Chaldee portions of the Old Testament and selected

portions of the Targum of the Prophets, 3 ) Arabic Grammar, with exercises

in translation .

STRASSBURG : Novack , 1 ) Genesis, 2 ) Hebrew Seminar for beginners , 3 ) Old Tes

tament Seminar. Reuss, Selected portions of Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

Duemichen , 1 ) Egyptian Grammar, with translation of hieroglyphic Inscrip

tions , Course I. , 2 ) Selected hieroglyphic and hieratic Texts , Course II . , 3 )

Geography of old Egypt according to the monuments. Noeldeke, 1 ) Arabic

for beginners , 2 ) Ibn Hischam , Life of Mohammed , 3 ) Mutanabbi, 4 ) Syriac.

Euting, 1 ) Semitic Inscriptions, first half, 2 ) Oriental Calligraphy.

TUEBINGEN : Kautzsch , 1 ) Biblical Theology of the Old Testament, 2 ) Job, 3 )

Kimchi's Mikhlol. - Socin , 1 ) Arabic Authors , 2 ) Syriac, 3 ) Genesis.

WUERZBURG : Scholz, 1 ) Minor Prophets, 2 ) Hebrew Grammar, with exercises

in translation .

Perhaps of no less moment or interest may be the Old Testament and Semitic

lectures as given in the Universities of Switzerland during the winter. They are

as follows :

BASEL : Smend , 1 ) General and special Introduction into the Old Testament, 2 )

Prophecies of Isaiah, 3 ) Old Testament Seminar. Orelli, 1 ) 1 Samuel, 2 )

Arabic, 3 ) Old Testament Conservator.

BERNE : Oettli, 1 ) Job , 2 ) Biblical Theology of the Old Testament, 3 ) Syriac .

Steck , Arabic .

GENEVA : X , 1 ) Psalms 1.-XLII . , 3 , 2 ) Old Testament Introduction , 3 ) History

of the Old Testament Text and critical helps thereto, 4 ) Hebrew Grammar,

5 ) Genesis XVI. -XVIII. -Montet , 1 ) Arabic , 2 ) History of Arabic Litera

ture .

LAUSANNE : Vuilleumier, 1 ) Selected Messianic Passages, 2 ) Selected Psalms , 3 )

History of the Text and the most important translations of the Old Testa

ment, 4 ) Biblical History of the Old Testament, 5) Hebrew Grammar : Weak

Verbs, 6 ) Hebrew Syntax with written exercises , 7 ) Reading and Interpreta

tion of Judg. XVII .-XVIII. , and 1 Sam. IV .-VII .

NEUCHATEL : Ladame, 1 ) History of Israel from earliest times down to the estab

lishment of the kingdom , 2 ) Biblical Archæology, social and religious life of

Israel. Perrochet, 1 ) Pentateuch Criticism, 2 ) 2 Sam . XIV .-XXIV. and Isa .

XLIX . -LVII ., 3 ) Hebrew Grammar, 4 ) Hebrew , reading and exercises.
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ZURICH : Steiner , 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2) Genesis , 3 ) Theological

Seminar : Exegetical exercises in 1 Sam. , 4 ) Arabic , Course I. , 5 ) Arabic ,

Course II., Arnold's Chrestomathy . Egli, 1 ) The Alexandrian Version of

the Pentateuch , 2 ) Exercises in Old Testament Interpretation . Heidenheim ,

1 ) Biblical Archæology. 2 ) Syriac .

Compare the two lists given above . The Lectures of the six Universities of

Switzerland are certainly few as compared with those of the twenty Universities

of Germany. But the variety of subjects treated is almost as great as in Germany.

The range of topics , however, does not follow entirely the beaten path of Germany.

We find in the Swiss Universities a course of lectures on Pentateuch Criticism , a

subject not handled in any German University lecture ; also one on History of

Israel and another on Biblical History , important and much neglected topics.

The beaten path of exegesis in Germany is very plain from a careful reading

of its lectures. The three favorite and principal books almost always appear,

Genesis , Psalms and Isaiah , while now and then Job, Proverbs and the Minor

Prophets receive attention . But where are Ezekiel and Jeremiah and Deuteron

omy ? Jeremiah is treated in one Gesellschaft, and some selections of it and Ezekiel

are taken up at Strassburg. That is the extent of work on these books represented

in lectures. Messianic Prophecy, as such , is treated in two institutions . Biblical

Archæology appears just once in German and twice in Swiss institutions. The

History of the Text , a sadly neglected subject, appears in two German and in as

many Swiss Universities. Old Testament Introduction occupies a large place in

both countries , being found in twelve German and three Swiss Universities.

Likewise, Old Testament Theology is a large claimant, being found in seven

German Universities and butone Swiss institution . Biblical Hermeneutics appears.

but once , and that in Halle in connection with History of text of the Old Testa

ment. Whether the grounds of German exegesis are so firmly established that

they need no repairing , or whether the condition of the criticism question has so

disarranged the old “ order of things ” that an attempt to repair at present would

not be advisable, does not at once appear. At least, the number of exegetes

does not seem to diminish , nor does the apperance of the usual number of new

exegetical works wane.

From a careful comparison and study of the lectures as given , one can see

exactly the trend of study in Germany, if the lectures represent the work done.

But this latter could scarcely be otherwise, as most of the progressive Old Testa

ment workers are members of one or the other University faculties.

For students of the Old Testament will shortly appear in Freiburg, among a

lot of theological works : “ Old Testament Introduction " by Prof. Budde in Bonn ,

and “ Old Testament Theology ” by Prof. Smend in Basel .

In the public library at St. Petersburg there has lately been discovered a

manuscript of the Pentateuch with the Arabic translation of Saadia Gaon . It

probably belongs to the beginning of the eleventh century.

A few prominent promotions and one change have taken place among the

faculties connected with Old Testament and Semitic study.

Dr. Heinrich Thorbecke , Prof. extraordinay of Arabic in Heidelberg, has

been called to Halle .

Privatdocent Hommel of Munich has been made Prof. extraordinary , to fill

the chair of Oriental Languages and Literature made vacant by the death of

Prof. Trumpp.
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Dr. Ferd. Mühlau, Prof. ordinary of exegetical Theology in Dorpat, has re

ceived the degree of Doctor of Theology from the University of Leipzig.

Privatdocenten Guthe , Ryssel and König have been made Professors ex

traordinary in the Old Testament department of the Theological faculty of the

University of Leipzig.

Dr. Frdr. Delitzsch , Prof. extraordinary of Assyriology, has been made Prof.

ordinary honorary, in the University of Leipzig.

Leipzig, December 5th , 1885.
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intheיִחְמַק Bibliotheque Imperiale ,in which the name was vocalized,לולכמthe

Qambi. - In an article in the HEBRAICA for October, 1884, I wrote the name

of the celebrated grammarian as Qamhi , not Qimhi , basing it upon three MSS. of

, , ?,

and referring (p . 82 , note 2 ) to the discussion in the London Athencum , of March

22d, 1884. In a “ Notiz ” in the Monatsschrift fuer Geschichte und Wissenschaft des

Judenthums, for November, Dr. M. Steinschneider says that he has found the

name"Napin Arabic ( vol.II. of theCatalogue of Oriental MSS. in the Bodleian

Library, p. 568) in the Arabic form 'nap38, and that this is vocalized by Uri

and Pusey as Alcamahi. Dr. Steinschneider is , however, seemingly unconvinced .

At all events, he continues to write the name “ Kimchi."

CYRUS ADLER,

Johns Hopkins University.

On Genesis I. , 1-3.-A friend has pointed out to me that, in the Note pub

lished in HEBRAICA, October, 1885 , p . 49 , I have made no reference to Wellhau

sen's theory , described in Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels ( 1883 ) p . 411. In fact,

the Note was in substance written before the star of this acute critic had risen

upon the horizon . Wellhausen bluntly calls the Ewaldian view of the construc

tion “ verzweifelt ;" it is certainly out of character with the rest of the narrative.

The difficulty about the omission of the article in J'exp ( if we choose to retain

that punctuation) does not strike me as a very serious one. (Delitzsch , I observe,

renders èv åpxi John 1. , 1 , by D'UX) . I have referred already to next in

Isa . XLVI ., 10. And if this be designated poetry, why is Gen. 1. to be called

prose ? Doubtless in plain narrative style we should expect - , though rather

nux than 'win (as Dr. A. McCaul long ago observed ): the latter

indeed might have suggested wrongly that the creation mentioned in the verse

was the first in a series of creative acts . Wellhausen's remark , so ingenious, so

plausible , in Geschichte Israels ( 1878 ) I. , 399 , that the temporal sense of Yux

is borrowed from Aramaic, has been justly criticized by Prof. Driver ( Journal of

Philology, XI . , 232 , note ), who also maintains, -and he is probably right,-that 'n

in the temporal sense occurs as early as Hosea (1x. , 10) . The difference in form

between the parallel passages in Wellhausen is very interesting ; it shows how

carefully he revised his work . PROF. T. K. CHEYNE,

Oxford , England.

A Prayer in Hebrew . - It occurred to Mr. Benjamin Douglass, of Chicago,

one of the Lecturers during the session of the Summer School , that it might

stimulate some of the students to the more earnest study of the Holy Tongue if

he should offer the usual opening prayer in Hebrew : and he accordingly thought

out and spoke the prayer which follows. As a further incitement he has added

the accents.
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IT

־לָכְלדֶסֶחַהְותיִרְּבַהרֵמֹׁשאָרֹוּנַהְולֹודָּגַהלֵאָהּוניֵהֹלֱאהָוהְיהָּתַאְךּורָּב

:דָחֶאהָוהְישֶדקַהַחּוְרִיןֵּבַהבָאָהאּוההָּתַא:ְךָלּוניֵרֹוהְךיֵבֲהא

:ץֶרָאָה־לָּכ־תֶאְךֶדֹובְכאֵלָּמִידֹועתֹואָבְצהָוהְיׁשֹודָקׁשֹודָקׁשֹוְדָק

לֶגֶרףַּכִמּוּונְדָרָמּוּונֲעַׁשְרִהּוניִוָעְוּונאָטָח־םַגְוּונְדַלֹונםיִאָטַחּונְחַנֲא

ָךֶדיִחְיְךְנִּבחָלְׁשִּתַוּונָּתְבַהֲאיִּכּונָּתְחַמְׂשִהלָבֲא:ּונָלםֹותְמ־ןיֵאׁשאִר־דַעְו

ויָדיִמְלַתְלןֹורָאָהַחיִׁשָּמַהַעּושִירֶּבִּדרֶׁשֲאםיִרָבְדַּב:ּוניֵרּובֲעַּבתָמָּיַו

ְךְנֹוצָריִהְיְךֵתּוכְלַמאבָּת:ְךֶמְׁשׁשֵדָקִיםִיַמָּׁשַּברֶׁשֲאּוניִבָא:לֵּלַּפְתִנ

־תֶאּונָלחַלְסּו:םֹויַהּונָלןֵּתּונֵקְזםֶחְל:ץֶרָאָּבםַּגןֵּכםִיַמָּׁשַּברֶׁשֲאַּכ

יִּכהָּכַמְלּונֵאיִבְּתלַאְו:ּוניִבֹוחיֵלֲעַּב־לָכְלםיִחְלִחּונְחַנֲארֶׁשֲאַּכּוניֵתֹבח

םיִמָלעיִמְלֹועתֶרֶאְפִּתַהְוהָרּובְּגַהְוהָכָלְמַמַהְךְליִּכעָרָה־ןִמּונֵליִצַה־סא

:ןֵמָא

ול

A Note on the Relative (728).-It might easily be inferred from a note by

Professor Sayce , in HEBRAICA, October, 1885, that to that distinguished author

must be referred the suggestion that wx originally meant “ place ,” correspond

ing to the Semitic words which contain this meaning. A few quotations will

correct this impression :

Says Professor Sayce in his Assyrian Grammar for Comparative Purposes

,as aru ,like So place,רשא(=רתאSa must not be connected with“,(1872)

,שא(("(,). )which , in Chinese) while the Phænician ⓇX (ys) is probably wi" X " (pp . 45 , 46 ) .

Mühlau did not make his similar comparison for the first time in 1878 , when

the 8th ed. of Gesenius's Lexicon appeared , but, at that time , simply added “ Ass.

a šar ” (which , however, Norris had connected with 78 in his Assyrian Dict. ,

published in 1868) to the number of related words which he had named twelve

years before. He had said , in his edition of Böttcher ( 1866 ) , “ Anders verhält es

, , , . , .

Ort, Arab . jf vestigium, Spur combinirt. U8 wäre dann ein ursprüngliches

Nomen im allgemeinen Sinne von Ort, vgl . unser vulgäres relatives wo ; " and he

does not claim to be the first to say so.

Indeed Tsepregi had furnished a pretty strong hint in the same direction .

Gesenius , in his Thesaurus ( 1835 ) says : “ Tsepregi in diss . Lugd. p. 171 , relationis

notionem ducit a signo et vestigio , coll. » et vestigium , signum , hinc ads

32 °.Syr,רתא.mitChaldרשא,sich ,wenn man ,was mir das Wahrscheinlichste

.(165.p)יי.post

Whether the last was the earliest suggestion which has been published , the

present writer cannot say . Nor was it suited to his purpose, in HEBRAICA,

April, 1885 , to use any of the passages here quoted . It seemed best to select

Hommel as the representative of an opposing view , because the latter had said

more than any one known to him in argument for that view , and had attempted
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to show, from Semitic usage , that such a view was tenable. Similarly , Kautzsch

speaks in 1885 : “Nach F. Hommel in ZDMG. , Bd. 32 , S. 708 ff. ist wx als ur

sprüngl. Subst. zu trennen von - v und -- in als ursprüngl. Pronominalstamm ,"

etc. (Heb. Gram. , p . 309 ) .

For the opinion that X is prosthetic, good names may be cited. So Böttcher

( Lehrbuch I. , p . 79) ; Schröder ( Phoen. Sprache, p. 90 ) ; König (Lehrgebäude, p . 140 ).

Schröder speaks also of 70X as " eine jüngere Weiterbildung aus dem ursprüng

licheren X ," etc. (p . 162 ) , of “ das noch primitivere ® , " etc. (p . 163) , and of ys

Relativ bei Plautus aus ursprüngl. x " (p . 128 ) . For the final r, may be compared

the Coptic equivalents, musar and mus, štufar and štuf,* where the first noun

of each of the pairs can hardly be regarded as compound.

The difficulty of supposing that 70X is to be connected with 78 and its

cognates is well stated by König, p. 140 : “ Es scheint mir demnach zu sehr der
SLE

Analogie zu entbehren , wenn man mit Aram . 78 (Ort) , Arab . I,3

(Spur) identificirt. Und obschon die oftmalige Verbindung von B Dipa,

W x Dipo sich bei dem Erlöschen jedes Bewusstseins von diesem Ursprunge des

nux verstehen liesse ; so wäre es doch zu auffallend , dass die Hebräer bald das

jenige Wort (70X ) zum Relativum selbst gemacht hätten, dessen Aram. Aequiv

alent 18 so oft vor dem Relativprono
men

erscheint.”.

CHARLES R. BROWN,

Newton Centre, Mass .

* These words are selected upon the authority of Stern , Koptische Grammatik , p . 53, Leipzig,

1880 .
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The Study of the Hebrew Vowel -System . - American students have given far

too little attention to the Hebrew vowel-system . Until the appearance of Bickell's

Outlines of Hebrew Grammar * in an English translation and of Davidson's Ele

mentary Hebrew Grammar ,† there was really nothing in the English language from

which one could obtain a clear idea of the relative value of the Hebrew vowel

sounds. Bickell's Outlines , however, is too advanced for a beginner, while David

son's Elements, although an elementary treatise , is often obscure and not well

arranged. Gesenius' grammar in its present formſ is perhaps the best in use .

With successive editions, however, it has become a conglomerate mass of mate

rial ,-a mine from which much that is of value may be obtained , but only by

digging.

Although Gesenius and Davidson have been studied in America for so many

years, the impression produced upon the minds of their students , at least so far

as concerns the vowel-system , have been very indefinite. The ordinary student,

who has given attention during three years to the Hebrew language , knows

almost nothing of the vowel-system. The chief practical result of a greater part

of the Hebrew instruction given in this country, has been to create the feeling

that the vowel- signs and points of the Hebrew Bible are a complete jumble ; and

consequently the mass of our students, discouraged and hopeless, have thrown

aside the study, although a sufficient amount of time had been devoted to it to

enable them to master the language .

Many students, and not a few teachers , have endeavored to justify their neg

lect of this important part of the work upon the ground that the vowel-system , as

we have it , is wholly the work of the Massorites , and is uncertain , artificial ,

arbitrary . We may remark briefly :

1. IIowever unreliable the Massoretic system may be in its application to

given words , as between two or more pointings for that word , the particular

pointing in question is consistent with the general laws of the vowel-system .

E. g. , the Massorites may have pointed the consonants 727 , 727, when it should.

have been 727 , or 777, or 737 ; but their mistake , if it is a mistake , is one of

interpretation , not necessarily one of grammatical form . So far as the language is

concerned , any one of these forms is , in itself , correct. The pointing was in no

sense an arbitrary one . They may have been entirely wrong in their division of

* OUTLINES OF HEBREW GRAMMAR , by Gustavus Bickell, D. D. , Professor of Theology at

Innsbruck, revised by the author, and annotated by the translator, Samuel Ives Curtiss , Jr.

Leipzig : F. A. Brockhaus.. 1877.

+ AN INTRODUCTORY HEBREW GRAMMAR with progressive exercises in Reading and Writing.

By A. B. Davidson , M. A., LL. D. , Prof. of Hebrew, etc. , in the New College Edinburgh . 7th ed .

Edinburgh ; T. & T. Clark . 1885 .

# That is, the last edition issued under Prof. Edward C. Mitchell, D. D. , published ( in 1884 ) by

W. F. Draper, Andover. Not all Hebrew students in this country seem to be aware of the fact

that in this edition pp. 203-210 are entirely new pages. The treatment of noun -formation here

given us is vastly superior to the old treatment .
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words and in their choice of vowel-points, but a hundred thousand such mistakes

would not in the least affect the scientific value of the vowel-points in reproducing

the words as they were spoken . However corrupt, therefore, the results of scien

tific research may show the Massoretic text to be, the Massoretic system of punc

tuation , as a system , will remain , in general, untouched .

2. The Massoretic vowel-system is the starting-point. He who would learn

Hebrew must master the principles in accordance with which this system is used .

When one comes to look into it he finds , instead of confusion , the most wonderful

order ; instead of arbitrariness , the most marked scientific regularity . The study

of the system soon reduces itself to the study of phonetics , and the laws of human

speech which hold good every-where . The beginner soon discovers that a given

original sound , placed under certain conditions , suffers certain changes. The

study of the IIebrew vowel-system becomes, in short, a mathematical study .

It is no longer a matter of memory, but a thing to be reasoned out. Is it not

worth our while , in view of this, to teach and to study the vowel-system until we

shall have mastered it , in its details and in the great principles which regulate

these details ? Here, and only here , is the basis for all efficient work in the study

of Hebrew . WILLIAM R. HARPER .

To Hebrew Students.-The constituency of HEBRAICA includes two classes :

1 ) Hebrew professors and scholars ; 2 ) Hebrew students. For the latter class ,

which includes a large number of persons who are endeavoring, in the midst of

other pressing duties , to acquire a living knowledge of Hebrew, this note is written .

HIEBRAICA is intended to furnish help to you as well as to those who have

become professional scholars. The managing editor acknowledges, however, that

the Journal has not in the past furnished altogether that kind of material from

which you could gain most profit. Scholars write , more easily , for scholars than

for students . The present number, containing, as it does , a fair proportion of

both kinds of articles, will serve, it is hoped, as a stepping -stone to future num

bers which we shall try to make even more satisfactory to you.

In this number the student, as distinguished from the scholar, even if he has

been a student for but a short time, will surely find much that is of interest in

the articles of Professor Briggs, Dr. Ward , and Professor Haupt ; while in the

shorter articles and notes, particularly in Professor Gardiner's suggestions , Prof.

Taylor's resumé , Prof. Brown's note on yox, and in the Hebrew prayer of Mr.

Douglass , a large portion of which will be found quite familiar, there is val

uable and stimulating matter for those even who are beginners. The attention

of students is especially invited to the notice of Prof. Strack’s new Hebrew grammar.

Matters stand thus. Unless the students of Hebrew will aid in supporting

HEBRAICA, and their aid cannot be expected if the Journal does not contain

material which will help them , the Journal cannot continue . It is a sad fact , yet

a true one , that America has not a sufficient number of Semitic scholars to sup

port a distinctively linguistic journal. We trust, therefore, that in our effort, the

students will render excellent aid . In turn , we shall do every thing possible to

repay them for their sympathy and co -operation . WILLIAM R. HARPER .



→ BOOK : NOTICES.

[Any publication noticed in these pages may be obtained of the AMERICAN PUBLICATION

SOCIETY OFHEBREW, Morgan Park , Ill. ]

A CRITICISM OF DRIVER'S HEBREW TENSES. *

This brochure is from the pen of a layman , a gentleman wlio , amid the

demands of large business interests, has made the study of Hebrew and of proph

ecy the employment of his leisure, and has acquired a very wide knowledge of his

subjects.

Mr. Douglass is among those who hold that the primary distinction of the

Hebrew tenses is that of past and present time , and not of complete and incom

plete action , as is maintained by a discussion of the passages used by Driver in

illustrating the use of the tenses as he holds them. It is held that the frequenta

tive use of the Future ( Imperfect) expresses the use of the tenses in many of the

cases where it has been rendered by a simple past. F. J. GURNEY .

AN UNPOINTED TEXT OF GENESIS. †

Many teachers have felt the need of an unpointed text of at least one book

of the Old Testament. Genesis , being the Hebrew “ first reader ,” may be most

appropriately chosen for this purpose . To one who has not practised reading the

unpointed text, the work may seem unimportant, and the results of small conse

quence . There is , however, no better way of teaching Hebrew grammar , no bet

ter way of teaching the language, than to require of the student the pronunciation

of the Massoretic text, with only the unpointed text before his eyes. Professor

Haupt's suggestion in this number (p. 99 ) that difficult words be pointed , or par

tially pointed , is a good one. The book has no distinctive features. The type is

good ; the paper , fair. It is especially a class - room book.

WILLIAM R. HARPER.

THE EARLY CHAPTERS OF GENESIS. I

The discussion in Old Testament criticism started by Wellhausen's Geschichte

Israels is still carried on in Germany, and the interest in the Pentateuch shows

no sign of abatement. If any one topic might seem to be worn threadbare , it

would be the composition of the Book of Genesis , especially its early chap

ters ; for these chapters have been more closely scrutinized than others, be

* A LETTER TO PROFESSORS , SCHOLARS, AND FRIENDS OF THE HOLY TONGUE ; criticising

Driver's Hebrew Tenses, etc. By Benjamin Douglass, Chicago : Published by the author, 1885 .

Pp. 12 .

* LIBER GENESIS. Sine punctis exscriptus. Curaverunt Ferdinandus Muehlau , et Aemilius

Kautzsch , editio altera . Lipsiae : impensis Joannis Ambrosii Barth . 1885. Pp. 78. M. 1.80.

* DIE BIBLISCHE URGESCHICHTE (Gen. 1.-xii . , 5) untersucht von Lic. Karl Budde. Giessen

1883. Pages xii and 539, 8yo.
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cause they, more than almost any others, show the distinct phenomena on

which the documentary hypothesis is based . Nevertheless , the volume before us

shows that these chapters still afford a field for new and ingenious speculation , if

nothing more . The present reviewer confesses that he took up the book with the

impression that it could not say any thing new, and at the same time valuable, on

its theme. In this he has been agreeably disappointed ; and while the minuteness

of the analysis often leads one to question its certainty, there is much in the book

that is not only interesting but profitable.

The problems of Old Testament criticism are two ,-first, to separate as

clearly as possible the different documents ; secondly , to determine their relation

in general, and their order of time in particular. All who concede the right of

literary analysis of the Pentateuch must admit further discussion of both these

problems. Whatever danger to the “ views commonly received among us ” arises

from such analysis can hardly be greater for one succession of documents ( for one

order of time , that is ) than for another. Professor Budde argues for the later date

of the Elohist ( A of Dillman , Q of Wellhausen ). That fact , in itself , does not

render his book more suspicious than Dillmann's ( for example ) who prefers the

reverse order.

Instead of giving a running commentary on this section of Genesis, our

author gives us twelve topical discussions, with the following titles : ( 1 ) the Mar

riages of the Sons of God , ( 2 ) the Tree of Life , ( 3 ) the Sethite Genealogy , ( 4 ) the

Cainite Genealogy, ( 5 ) Jahvistic Fragments in the Sethite Genealogy, (6 ) Cain's

Fratricide , ( 7 ) Conclusion of this section , ( 8 ) the Flood , ( 9 ) Noah and Canaan, ( 10 )

Babel and Nimrod , ( 11 ) Home and Migration of Abraham , ( 12 ) Relation of the

Documents to each other. In the whole inquiry, his eye is mainly directed to the

Jehovistic document, on the supposition that the Elohistic narrative is already

tolerably well settled . As an appendix , he gives the Hebrew Text of the oldest

part of the Jehovistic document (Ji he calls it , with Wellhausen ), as he supposes

himself able to restore it . It includes Gen. II . , 4b , to IV . , 2 ; IV . , 16-24 ; VI., 1-4 ;

X. , 9 ; XI. , 1-9 ; IX. , 20-27 , arranged in this order ; and the author proposes to

transfer the difficult verse vi . , 3 from its present location , inserting it after III ., 21 .

The analysis can hardly count on universal acceptance, in the present divided

state of opinion . No one, however, can follow the investigation without feeling

that the author has carefully studied his text , with an earnest desire to solve the

literary problem it presents . Many of his observations are of real value , aside

from his critical theory . For example , the following on the Tree of the Knowl

edge of Good and Evil :

“ It is constantly made evident how heaven -wide the biblical narratives

( steeped as they are in Israel's knowledge of God ) are removed from the myths of

Assyria, however like they may superficially seem to be .... The Tree of Life is

found amongmany peoples ....and we may believe that it occurs in the Assyrian

literature . But the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil has never yet been

discovered there, and we may well believe that it never will be discovered . The

cylinder published in Smith's Chaldean Genesis, and now in Delitzsch's Wo lag

dus Paradies, may be briefly examined here."

The description and argument that follow are too long to quote . They show

conyincingly that there is no evidence for the identification of the Assyrian tree

with the biblical ; and the conclusion is that the Tree of Knowledge of Good and

Evil is original to the biblical account; and this means that the biblical account

is distinguished by the ethical element.
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The author's exegesis seems in general sound , and his occasional proposals to

alter the text are called forth by real difficulties. He supposes , for example, that

the verse Gen. VI. , 7 , is corrupt. It now reads, “ And Jehovah said : I will wipe

out man which I have created from the face of the ground , from man to cattle, to

reptile and to bird of the heavens; for I repent that I made them . ” The words in

italics are not in accordance with the rest of the verse. They are probably not a

part of the original narrative therefore.

Another difficult verse is Gen. IX. , 26 , though the difficulty is of another kind .

We now read :

“ And he said : Cursed be Canaan , a servant of servants may he be to his

brethren .

And he said : Blessed be Jehovah God of Shem, and Canaan shall be servant

to him .

May God prosper Japhet, and may he dwell in the tents of Shem , and may

Canaan be servant to him . "

The grammar seems to be right, but the thought is not so clear. In the first

place we expect Shem , the ancestor of Israel , to receive a blessing , but he re

ceives none. In the second member we read only “ Blessed be Jehovah .” In

this same verse , “ Canaan shall be servant to him ” would naturally mean Canaan

shall be servant to Jehovah , who is the main subject. In view of these facts , Dr.

Budde proposes to omit one word , and with a slight change of pointing to read :

“ The Blessed of Jehovah is Shem ,

And let Canaan be servant to him . "

This would certainly meet all the requirements , and may be called at least plausible.

Enough has been said to prove our assertion that there is room for new and

ingenious speculation in the territory under discussion. That the ingenuity is

sometimes too ingenious will be readily discovered . The paragraph (p . 184 sq . )

in which our author accounts for the story of Cain's fratricide is a striking ex

ample . Readers will , therefore , exercise a healthy scepticism in regard to many

passages ; and such a scepticism is what the author himself would desire . He

himself exercises it in regard to many assertions of his teacher Wellhausen . He

declines , for example , to accept Wellhausen's hypothesis that the original narrative

of the Creation made God's work cover seven days , leaving no Sabbath . So with

the current tendency to derive the primeval history of the Bible from Assyrian

(Assyro -Babylonian) sources. We have already noted one example of this in re

gard to the Tree of Knowledge. Another concerns the first chapter of Genesis ,

in regard to which he decidedly rejects “ the neck - breaking conjecture that the

biblical account was borrowed [from the Babylonians] during the Exile ” (p. 292 ) .

Dr. Budde closes his book with a protest against the accusation that the

Higher Criticism aims at “ a barren naturalistic construction of history , arranged

according to the principles of an infidel philosophy which allows the possibility of

raw evolution processes only.” For his own part, he adds “ that the results of

this inquiry cannot harm the Christian faith is my firm conviction , because I

have not dropped ' the anchor of my faith and hope in the sandy shallows of

theory’or of any traditional view of the aetas patriarchalis et Mosaica, but have

learned , and am minded to cast it elsewhere." " The Revelation of God in Israel

shows itself in our inquiry at every step.... in the purifying power which Israel's

knowledge of God demonstrates on all the material which is appropriated

thereby. " PROF. H. P. SMITH,

Cincinnati , ().
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PROFESSOR STRACK'S HEBREW GRAMMAR . *

A review of the Porta Linguarum Orientalium , published in The Hebrew Stu

clent, Vol . II . , pp. 126 , 127 , closed with these words : “ These hand -books have

received deservedly the highest commendations of linguistic critics. They supply

a demand which exists and which is all the while increasing. Our only wish is

that a translation of these, or a similar series, might be published in English . ”

With this we compare the publisher's announcement : “ To meet many wishes,the

parts which appear from the year 1885 either altogether new, or in a new edition ,

will be published at the same time in two languages, German and English , or

German and Latin , the Latin being employed only in special cases."

Thus far only two English versions have appeared : ( 1 ) an Arabic Grammar,

from the pen of one of the greatest living Arabic authorities, Professor A. Socin ,

and (2 ) the Hebrew Grammar of Professor H. L. Strack , which lies before us .

The series was at first edited by Prof. J. H. Petermann (died in 1876 ) , but is now

under the editorial charge of Prof. Strack .

The grammar is intended for students wishing to prepare themselves in the

shortest possible time for attendance upon the easier exegetical lectures.

The peculiar features of the volume are ( 1 ) the taking of the vocabulary from

Genesis and the Psalms ; (2) the allowing in the grammar only those forms

which actually occur in the Bible ; (3 ) the transcribing in italics of hypothetical

forms adduced to explain the origin of forms in use , and (4 ) the peculiar ar

rangement of the paradigms of weak verbs in order to prevent a mechanical

learning by rote . These features must certainly commend themselves to stu

dents . The great bane of grammatical study is the mechanical memorizing of a

paradigm .

Besides the grammar proper (pp . 1-150 ) there are 67 pp. of paradigms , litera

ture and exercises . The “ literature ” is very valuable.

While the treatment accorded the various points as they come up is , of neces

sity, very brief, it is surprising to see that so much material of an advanced char

acter, fundamental in its nature , could have been included in so small a space .

Many interesting statements occur which one does not meet in the grammars

ordinarily used . We refer briefly to a few of these statements which will be of

interest to many who do not have access to the book :

1 ) is also used to indicate the open e -sound è or å arising by vocalic mod

ification (Umlautung) out of a , e . g . , yn zèra' (from zar' , 8 288 ) , 17387 rènā

( % 74gy ).

2 ) Instead of the long and involved statement concerning the occurrence of

at the end of a word, generally in use , Prof. Strack sums up the matter by

saying that it occurs at the end of a word “ when the word ends in in two

consonants."

3 ) Syllables are ( a ) open , ( b ) shut, (c) opened ( i . e . , syllables whose originally

double close has been removed by a helping vowel) , (d ) loosely shut ( i . e . , those

which were originally followed by a vowel which has been dropped ) . Examples

of opened syllables are wypand.all Segholates, iny ) (= nă““-rô ); of loosely shut

Tor

* PORTA LINGUARUM ORIENTALIUM : HEBREW GRAMMAR with Exercises, Literature and

Vocabulary, by Hermann L. Strack , Ph. D. , D. D., Professor Extraordinarius of Theology in

Berlin . Translated from the Second German Edition . Carlsruhe and Leipzig : H. Reuther. New

York : B. J'estermann & Co. 1886. Pp. 150, 67 .
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9 )

syllables , the first inDD (kăn -phê-hěm ), the S'wâ under , being treated as

silent. Professor Strack's theory of the syllable was published , in detail , in

HEBRAICA , Vol . I. , pp. 73-75 .

4 ) The D. 1. in Dipe is explained on the ground that the punctuation pre

supposed the pronunciation ěštăyim .

5 ) When the Hē Interrogative is written 7 before gutturals, the guttural is

said to have D. f. implied .

6 ) The Inseparable prepositions before noare said to be pointed with

Păthăḥ and D. f. , as in 703, 727

7 ) Section 46 B. , on the use of Waw Conjunctive , is especially good , though

of course condensed .

8 ) Instead of " tenses," the word " moods ” is used , as being a more suitable

term . The terms “ Perfect” and “ Imperfect” are used rather than “ Past ” and

“ Future . " “ Voice ” is used instead of " stem ," " species," " 6 conjugation.”

“ The Hebrew verb had its origin in the combination of a noun with the

personal pronoun . ” “ The different position of the pronoun (at the end of the

Perfect, at the beginning of the Imperfect ) , is easily intelligible , psychologically ;

in the completed action we are more particularly interested in the fact ; in an

action which is not yet completed , we take more interest in the person of the

agent.”

10 ) Verbs Middle E and O are termed respectively “ verbs with simple in

transitive vocalization ,” and “ verbs with strong intransitive vocalization .” The

-passive is indicated ( in Půăl and Hõphål) by the dark vowel ( ŭ or ).”

11 ) The î of the Hįph. Impf. , Inf. and Part. , is thought to be lengthened

from an original î after the analogy of the vowel in O '??; while the î of the

Hyph . Perf. is thought to have arisen through the influence of that of the Impf.

The 7 of " y Hyph'îl is said to be completely thrust out by the heterogeneous î .

12 ) The change of a to é is called (p . 5 ) a vocalic modification , on p. 114 , a

half- lengthening (umlautung ). The peculiar character of this é, as distinct from ě ,

is thus clearly recognized.

13 ) Baer's policy of inserting D. I. in consonants other than aspirates is crit

icized as indefensible and, as carried out, inconsistent. The repetition by Baer

of the accents Séghöltā, Zărqā and the Tºlíšās is claimed to be without authority .

Instead of Qerî, Qörê is used as the only correct form .

These are only a few of the items of peculiar interest to which we might call

attention . The book is exceedingly free from error. While not all the views

presented are entirely acceptable , we find very much that is new and , at the same

time , well taken . A few of the questions which have suggested themselves are

these : Why is the letter j used every -where, in a book for English readers , to rep

resent ? Could not a more judicious use of italic type , e . g. , in the printing of

the English equivalents of Hebrew phrases have been used to advantage ? Why

is the spelling “ genetive ” adopted throughout ? Is not the change of į to ē or

of ŭ to ő better expressed by the term “ heighten ” than by the indefinite term

“ lengthen ” which applies more particularly to the change of į to î or of ŭ to û ?

When a full vowel becomes šºwâ (vocal) is it, strictly speaking, (p. 20 ) dropped ?

If there is still a sound , is it not merely the change from one sound to another ?

Not shortening, but volatilization ? Is it best to regard 9NX occurring before
ןִמ
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as a real construct ? Even in an elementary treatise, should not the old and ridic

ulous doctrine of a union-vowel be discarded ? Is the e of the Pr'ēl (sometimes ) ,

Hìph., Hõph. and Hythp . Inf . abs ., ē or ê ?

In this work, Dr. Strack has given an indication of the Hebrew learning for

which he is so well-known , not only in Europe, but also in America. But more

than this, he has indicated his ability as a practical teacher. The book is fresh ,

vigorous, scientific . There is no student of Hebrew who would not receive

great profit from a thorough reading of it. It is a mistake to confine our work to

any one grammar. Every author will throw new light on some points. For this

work , as well as for the other important services of Prof. Strack , all biblical

students are greatly indebted to him . WILLIAM R. HARPER .
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II.

PSALMS .

II ., 7. “ Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.”

When the time of the advent of Messiah will be near , then the blessed God

will say to him : With him I will make a new covenant. And this is the time

when he will acknowledge him as his son , saying " This day have I begotten

thee . " -- Midrash Tillim , fol . 3 , col . 4 .

II . , 8. “ Ask of me, and I shall give thee," etc.

Rabbi Jonathan said , there are three who used the word “ ask ” (180) , viz. ,

Solomon , Ahaz and the King Messiah . Solomon , for it is written , " In Gibeon

the Lord appeared to Solomon in a dream by night, and God said : Ask what

I shall give thee ” ( 1 Kgs. III. , 5 ) . Ahaz, for it is written : “Ask thee a sign

of the Lord thy God ” ( Isa. VII . , 11 ) . King Messiah , for it is written : Ask

ofme,” etc. - Bereshith Rabba , sec. 44 .

II . , 12. “ Kiss the son , lest he be angry."

A king was angry with his subjects . They appeal to his son requesting him

to intercede on their behalf before his father. When their wish was com

plied with , they sang songs of praise to the king. But he rebuked them, say

ing : Not unto me , but unto my son belongs your thankfulness ; for were it

not for his sake , my wrath would have destroyed you . — Midrash Tillim ,

fol . 4 , col . 2.1

92

1 Not only the ancient Synagogue, but 'also the rabbis of the middle ages interpreted the

second Psalm of the Messiah . Thus Rashi (+ 1105 ) said : " Our rabbis have explained this psalm

with respect to King Messiah . ” David Kimchi (+ about 1240) says : “ Some interpret this psalm

of Gog and Magog , and the Messiah is the King Messiah ; thus our forefathers have explained

this psalm .... The Christians interpret it of Jesus , and for this they refer to ' The Lord hath

said unto me, Thou art my son .' ” Aben Ezra (+ 1167), who gives a double interpretation, apply

ing either to David or to the Messiah , evidently prefers the Messianic application , and says, " but

if it be interpreted of the Messiah, the matter is much clearer.”
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XVIII. , 50. “ Great deliverance giveth he to his king ; and sheweth mercy to his

anointed, to David , and to his seed for evermore."

Rabbi Jehuda , the son of Simeon , said in the name of Rabbi Samuel , the son

of Rabbi Isaac , The King Messiah , whether he belong to the living or to the

dead , his name is to be David . Rabbi Tanchuma said , I give the reason : it

is not written " great deliverance giveth he to his king, and sheweth mercy to

his anointed and David ," but “ to David , and to his seed for evermore ." '

Midrash Echa or Lamentations I. , 16.

The rabbis say , The King Messiah, whether he belong to the living or to the

dead, his name is to be David . Rabbi Tanchuma proves this from Ps. XVIII . ,

50. Rabbi Joshua said , Tsemach ( i . e . , branch ) will be his name ; Rabbi

Judan, the son of Rabbi Ibu, said , Menachem ( i . e . , comforter) will be his

name. Rabbi Ilanina , the son of Abahu , said , One must not think that they

contradict each other, since both names are one and the same thing. The fol

lowing, narrated by Rabbi Judan, the son of Rabbi Ibu , will prove it : A

certain Jew was engaged in ploughing. His ox bellowed . An Arab passing,

and hearing the ox bellow, said, Son of a Jew, son of a Jew , loose thy oxen ,

and loose thy ploughs, for the temple is laid waste . The ox bellowed a sec

ond time. The Arab said to him , Yoke thine oxen , and fit thy ploughs, for

King Messiah has just been born . The Jew said , What is his name ? Men

achem ( i . e . comforter ). He asked further, What is the name of his father ?

Hezekiah , replied the other. Whence is he ? asked the Jew. From the royal

palace of Bethlehem-Judah , replied the Arab. At this the Jew sold his oxen

and his ploughs , and became a seller of infants' swaddling-clothes . And he

went about from town to town till he reached Bethlehem. All women

bought of him ; but the mother of Menachem bought nothing. When the

other women said to her, Mother of Menachem ! mother of Menachem ! come

and buy something for thy son, she replied , I would rather strangle the enemy

of Israel , for on that same day on which my son was born , the temple was

destroyed. They replied, We hope that as the temple was destroyed for his

sake , it will also be rebuilt for his sake . The mother said , I have no money.

The Jew replied , What matters it ? Buy bargains for him, and if you have

no money to-day, after some days I will come back and receive it. When he

came back and inquired of the mother after the welfare of the child , she re

plied : After the time you saw me last , winds and tempests came and snatched

him away from me . - Jerus. Berachoth , fol . 5 , col . 1.1

XX. , 7 (AV. verse 6 ) . “ Now know I that the Lord saveth his anointed ."

Targum : Now I know that the Lord redeemeth his Messiah .

XXI . , 2 (AV. verse 1 ) . “ The king shall rejoice in thy strength , O Lord.”

Targum : The King Messiah shall rejoice in thy strength , O Lord .

1 A parallel passage is in Midrash on Lamentations i . , 16, which see further on .
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XXI., 3. “ Thou settest a crown of pure gold on his head .”

An earthly king does not suffer another to use his crown . But in the future

God will set his own crown on King Messiah , as it is said : “ His head is as

the most fine gold, his locks are bushy , and black as a raven (Song of Sol .

V. , 11 ) , and “ thou settest a crown,” etc. — Midrash on Exodus, sec. 8 .

XXI . , 5. “ IIonor and majesty thou hast laid upon him .”

God covers the King Messiah with his garment.--Bemidbar Rabba, or Mid

rash on Numbers, sec. 15 .

XXI. , 7. “ For the King trusteth in the Lord .”

Targum : For the King Messiah trusteth in the Lord.1'

XXII., 7. " All they that see me laugh me to scorn , they shoot out the lip , they

shake the head . "

Our rabbis have handed down : At the time when Messiah comes , he will

stand on the roof of the temple and will call to the Israelites, saying : Ye

pious sufferers, the time of your redemption is at hand , and if you believe ,

rejoice over my light, which rises upon you , for it is said : “ Arise , shine , for

thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee ” ( Isa . LX . , 1 ) .

And upon you alone it rises, for it is said : “ For behold , the darkness shall

cover the earth , and gross darkness the people " (verse 2 ) . In that same hour,

the Holy One, blessed be he ! will make rise his light, which is the light of

the Messiah and of the Israelites , and all will walk to the light of King Mes

siah and of Israel, as it is said : “ And the Gentiles shall come to thy light,

and kings to the brightness of thy rising ” (verse 3 ) . They will come also

and lick up the dust under the feet of King Messiah , as it is said : “ And lick up

the dust of thy feet ” (Isa. XLIX. , 23 ) . They will come and fall upon their

faces before Messiah and before Israel and exclaim : We will be thine and

Israel's servants, and each Israelite will have 2800 servants , as it is said :

“ In those days it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold of the skirt

of him that is a Jew , saying, We will go with you ; for we have heard that

God is with you ” (Zech . VIII . , 23 ) . Rabbi Simeon ben Pasi said : In that

hour, the Holy One , blessed be he ! lifts up the Messiah to the highest heav

ens and spreads over him the splendor of his glory before the nations of the

world and before the impious Persians. The Holy One then said to him :

Ephraim ,-Messiah , our righteousness ! judge them and do as thy soul pleas

eth ; for were it not for my compassion which I have shown unto thee in such

a degree, they would have soon killed thee atonce , as it is said : “ Is Ephraim

my dear son ? Is he a pleasant child ? For since I spake against him , I do

earnestly remember him still ; therefore my bowels are troubled for him ; I

will surely have mercy upon him, saith the Lord ” (Jer. XXXI . , 20 ) . Why

1 That this Psalm was interpreted by the rabbis of the Messiah, is also admitted by Kimchi in

his commentary on verse 1 .
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does he say : I will surely have mercy ? It is written : " I will have mercy , ' '

because at the time when he was bound in prison they gnashed with their

teeth and twinkled with their eyes and shook their heads and opened their

mouths, as it is said : " All they that see me laugh me to scorn , they shoot

out the lip , they shake the head,” etc. ( Ps. XXII . , 7 ) . It is written , “ I will

surely have mercy " because at the time when he goes forth from prison , not

only one kingdom or two kingdoms will surround him , but one hundred and

forty kingdoms. But the Holy One , blessed be he ! says to him : Ephraim ,

Messiah , my righteousness ! be not afraid of them , for all they will die by the

breath of thy lips , as it is said , “ And with the breath of his lips shall he slay

the wicked ” ( Isa. XI . , 4 ) . The Holy One , blessed be his name ! at once made

seven baldachins of precious stones, pearls and emeralds , and through each

baldachin flow four streams of wine , milk , honey , and pure balm . The Holy

One , blessed be he ! embraces him then in the presence of the righteous, and

leads him to the baldachin , and all the righteous see him . The Holy One ,

blessed be he ! then speaks to them : Righteous ones of the world ! Ephrain ,

the Messiah , my Righteousness, has not received half of his pains, there

is yet one measure which belongs to him , and which no eye in the world has

seen , as it is said : “ An eye hath not seen , O God, beside thee ” ( Isa . LXIV .,

4 ) . In that hour, the Holy One , blessed be he ! calls the North and South

and says to them : Accumulate and gather before Ephraim the Messiah, my

Righteousness , all kinds of spices of the garden Eden , as it is said : " Awake,

O north wind , and come, thou south ; blow upon my garden , that the spices

thereof may flow out,” etc. (Song of Sol. iv . , 16 ) , and “ Arise, shine, for thy

light is come ( Isa. LX . , 1 ) . In that hour, the Holy One, blessed be her says.

to Zion : Arise . It answered before him : Lord of the Universe ! Stand

thou at the head, and I behind thee ! He said : Thou hast spoken very well ,

for it is said : " Now will rise , saith the Lord ; now will I be exalted ; now

will I lift up myself ” (Isa. XXXIII. , 10 ).— Yalkuton Isa . LX . , fol . 56 , col . 4 .

XXII. , 15 . My strength is dried up like a potsherd.”

When the Son of David will come, they will bring iron sticks and place them

on his neck , till his stature is pressed down and he cries and weeps and , lifting

up his voice , says : Lord of the Universe ! how much strength have I still ! how

much spirit have I yet ! how much breath is still in me, and how many mem

bers are there yet ! Am I not of flesh and blood ? At that hour the son of

David weeps and says : My strength is dried up like a potsherd .” The

Holy One , blessed be he ! then says to him : Ephraim , Messiah, my Righteous

ness ! Thou hast already taken upon thee this ( suffering) since the days of

creation ; let thy suffering be like mine which I felt at the time when Nebu

chadnezzar, the impious, went up and destroyed my house, and burned the

temple, and has banished me and my children among the nations of the world .

66
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By thy life and the life my head ! ever since I have not re urned to my

throne. And if thou wilt not believe this, behold the dew which is upon my

head, as it is said : “ Formyhead is filled with dew " ( Song of Sol . V. , 2 ) . In

that hour Messiah says to him : Lord of the Universe ! now my mind has be

come easier within me, for it is sufficient for the servant to be like his master.

- Yalkut on Isa . Lx . , fol . 56 , col . 4 .

XXIII. , 5. “ Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies."

God said to the Israelites : In the days of the Messiah , I will prepare before

you a table, and the Gentiles , by seeing this, will be confused , as the psalmist

says : “ Thou preparest,” etc., and as the prophet says : “Behold my servants

shall drink , but ye shall be thirsty ” ( Isa . LXV. , 13 ).- Midrash on Numbers,

sec . 21 .

XXXVI. , 9. “ In thy light shall we see light.”

What is meant here ? No other light than the light of the Messiah. -Yalkut

II . , fol . 56 , col . 3 .

XLV ., - Thou art fairer than the children ofman .”

Targum : Thy beauty, O King Messiah , is superior to that of the sons of men .

L. , 2. “ Out of Zion , the perfection of beauty , God hath shined ."

There are four appearances. The first in Egypt, for it is said : “ Give ear, O

Shepherd of Israel , thou that leadest Joseph like a flock ; thou that dwellest

between the cherubims, shine forth ( Ps . LXXX . , 2 ) . The second, at the giving

of the law , for it is said : “ He shined forth from Mount Paran ” ( Deut.

XXXIII., 2 ) . The third is in the time of Gog and Magog, for it is said : “ O

Lord God , to whom vengeance belongeth , O God , to whom vengeance be

longeth , shew thyself ” ( Ps. XCIV ., 1) ; and the fourth is in the time of the

Messiah , for it is said : “ Out of Zion , ” etc.--Siphre (ed . Friedmann) p . 143a.

LXI . , 6. “ Thou wilt prolong the king's life.”

Targum : Thou wilt prolong the days of King Messiah .

In Pirke Elieser, c . 19 , Adam is thus introduced : God shewed to me David ,

the son of Jesse , who was to rule in the future ; at this I took seventy years

of my years of life and gave it to him , as it is said : “ Thou wilt prolong the

king's life.”

LXI . , 8. “ That I may daily perform my vows."

Targum : And in the day when the King Messiah will be magnified to reign

as a King.

LXVIII. , 31. “ Princes shall come out of Egypt.”

Egypt will bring presents to the Messiah . Lest it be thought that he (Mes

siah ) would not accept them from them , the Holy One , blessed be he ! said to

Messiah " Accept them , for they prepared a reception to my children in

Egypt.” — Talmud Pesachim , fol . 118, col. 2.1

1 A similar statement is given in the Midrash on Exodus, sec . 36 .
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LXXII. , 1. “ Give the king thy judgments, O God , and thy righteousness unto

the king's son .”

Targum : O God , give the decrees of thy judgments to the King Messiah , and

thy righteousness to the Son of David the king.

The Midrash on the Psalms refers this to the Messiah , with reference to Isa .

XI. , 1. 5 (fol. 27 , col. 4) .

LXXII. , 10. “ The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents,” etc.

One of the common people said to Rabbi Hoshaya : In case I tell you a nice

thing, would you repeat it in the college in my name ? What is it ? All the

presents which our father Jacob gave to Esau the nations of the world will

once return to the King Messiah, as it is said : “ The kings of Tarshish ," etc.

It is not written “ they shall bring ( IX ) '), but “ they shall return ” (110 ).

Truly, said Rabbi Hoshaya, Thou hast said a nice thing, and I will publicly

repeat it in thy name.- Midrash on Genesis or Bereshith Rabba, sec . 78 .

LXXII . , 16. “ And there shall be an handful of corn in the earth upon the top of

the mountains. "

When will this be ? In the days of the Messiah.— Tanchuma, fol. 79 , col . 4 .

As the first redeemer fed the people with manna (cf. Exod . XVI . , 4 ) , so too

will the last Redeemer send manna down , as it is,said : “ And there shall be ,"?

etc.- Midrash on Ecclesiastes I. , 9 .

The Talmud refers to our passage in the following manner : Rabban Gama

liel was sitting one day explaining to his disciples that in the future ( i. e .,

Messianic days ) a woman will give birth every day ; for it is said : “ She

travails and brings forth at once " (Jer. XXXI . , 8 ) . A certain disciple sneer

ingly said , “ There is no new thing under the sun ” ( Eccles . I. , 9 ) . Come,"

said the rabbi, " and I will show thee something similar, even in this world ;"

and he showed him a hen which laid eggs every day . Again Gamaliel sat

and expounded that in the future world the trees will bear fruit every day ;

for it is said : “ And it shall bring forth boughs and bear fruit ” ( Ezek . XVII.,

23 ) . As the boughs grow every day , so will the fruit grow every day . The

same disciple sneeringly said : “ There is nothing new under the sun . ”

“ Come, ” said the rabbi , “ and I will show thee something like it even now,

in this age ; " and he directed him to a caper-berry which bears fruit and

leaves at all seasons of the year. Again , as Gamaliel was sitting and expound

ing to his disciples that the land of Israel in the Messianic age would produce

cakes and clothes of the finest wool , for it is said : “ There shall be an hand

ful of corn? in the earth .” That disciple again sneeringly remarked : “ There

is nothing new under the sun ." 2—Talm . Shabbath , fol . 30 , col . 2 .

i He translates noo clothes from DDD in Gen. xxxvii . , 3, 23 , and 7 he takes to mean food ,

cake .

? A parallel passage is found Kethuboth , fol . 111 , col . 2
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LXXII . , 17. “ His name shall endure for ever ; his name shall be continued as

long as the sun ."

The application of this verse to the Messiah is very often found in the Tal

mud. Besides the passage already quoted to Gen. XLIX . , 10 , we read : Seven

things were created before the world . These are the Law , for it is said “ The

Lord possessed me in the beginning of his ways , before his works of old ”

( Prov . viii . , 22 ) . Repentance, for it is said : “ Before the mountains were

brought forth , or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world ....thou

saidst : Return , ye children of men ” ( Ps . XC. , 2 , 3 ) . The garden of Eden,

for it is said : “ And the Lord God planted the garden before (Dpa)" (Gen.

II . , 8) . Hell , for it is said : “ For Tophet is ordained of old ” ( Isa. XXX. , 33 ) .

The glorious throne, and the site of the sanctuary, for it is said : The glori

ous throne called from the beginning, and the place of our sanctuary (Jer.

XVII . , 12 ) . The name of the Messiah , for it is said : “ His name shall endure

for ever , before the sun (existed ) his name was Yinnon .”:1—– Talm . Pesachim ,

fol . 54 , col . 1 ; Nedarim , fol. 39 , col . 2 .

LXXX. , 17. “ And upon the son of man whom thou madest strong for thyself.”

Targum : And upon King Messiah whom thou hast strengthened for thee .

LXXXIV ., 9, “ And look upon the face of thine anointed .”

Targum : And look upon the face of thy Messiah .

LXXXIX. , 27. “ And I will make him my first-born.”

I will make the King Messiah my first-born , for it is written " And I will,” etc.

LXXXIX. , 51. “ Wherewith they have reproached the footsteps of thine an

ointed ."

Rabbi Jannai said : If you see one generation after another blaspheming, expect

the feet of the King Messiah , as it is written , “ Wherewith they have,” etc.

Midrash on the Song of Solomon II . , 13 .

XC. , 15. “ Make us glad according to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us , and

the years wherein we have seen evil.”

This passage is quoted twice in Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 99 , col . 1 , with refer

1 In one of the prayers for the day of atonement we read the following concerning Yinnon,

showing that the Synagogue always regarded Yinnon as the Messiah : “ Before He created any

thing, He established His dwelling and Yinnon the lofty armory He established from the begin

ning, before any people or language. He counselled to suffer His divine presence to rest there,

that those who err might be guided into the path of rectitude . Though their wickedness be fla

grant, yet hath He caused repentance to precede it when He said : “ Wash ye , cleanse your

selves.” Though He should be exceedingly angry with His people , yet will the Holy One not

awaken all His wrath . We have hitherto been cut off through our evil deeds, yet hast thou , O

our Rock ! not brought consuinmation on us . Messiah our Righteousness is departed from us ;

horror has seized us , and we have none to justify us . He hath borne the yoke of our iniquities,

and our transgression , and is wounded because of our transgression , He beareth our sins on His

shoulder, that He may find pardon for our iniquities. We shall be healed by His wound , at the

time that the Eternal will create Him as a new creature . O bring Him up from the circle of the

earth , raise him up from Seir, ſto assemble us a second time on Mount Lebanon, by the hand of

Yinnon ."
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ence to the Messianic age , in the following manner: A certain Sadducee came

to Rabbi Abahu : When will the Messiah come ? He replied : When dark

ness covers this people . He said to him : Will you curse me ? He replied :

The Scripture writes “ For behold the darkness shall cover the earth , and

gross darkness the people ; but the Lord shall arise upon thee, and his glory

shall be seen upon thee ” ( Isa. LX . , 2 ) . Rabbi Elieser says : The days of the

Messiah are forty years, because it is said : “ Forty years long was I grieved

with this generation ” ( Ps. XCV. , 10 ) . Rabbi Eleasar, the son of Asariah ,

said, Seventy years, for it is said : “ And it shall come to pass in that day,

that Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years , according to the days of a king ”

( Isa. XXIII., 15 ) . Who is that strange king ? Answer, It is the Messiah .

Rabbi says , Three generations, as it is said : • They shall fear thee as

long as the sun and moon endure, from generation to generation ” ( Ps. LXXII . ,

5 ) . Rabbi Hillel said : There will be no Messiah for Israel, because they have

enjoyed him already in the days of Hezekiah . Said Rav Joseph : May God

pardon Rabbi Hillel. When was Hezekiah ? During the first temple ; and

Zechariah prophesied during the second temple , and said : “ Rejoice greatly,

O daughter of Zion ; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem : behold thy king com

eth unto thee : he is just, and having salvation ; lowly , and riding upon an

ass , and upon a colt the foal of an ass ” (Zech . ix . , 9 ) . We have the tradition

that Rabbi Elieser said : The days of the Messiah will be forty years. It is

written in one place : “ And he humbled thee , and suffered thee to hunger,

and fed thee with manna ” ( Deut. VIII . , 3 ) , and in another place : “ Make us

glad according to the days ” etc. (-showing that the blessedness under the

Messiah must be in exact compensation for previous misery ) . Rabbi Dosa

said , Four hundred years , because in one place it is written : “ They shall

afflict them four hundred years ” ( Gen. XV ., 3 ) , and in another place : “ Make

us glad according to the days,” etc.

Rabbi Berachya said in the name of Iiya : The days of the Messiah will be

six hundred years , for it is said : “ For as the days of a tree are the days of

my people ” ( Isa. LXV . , 22 ) . The root of a tree lasts 600 years. Rabbi Elieser

says , One thousand years , because it is said : “ The day of vengeance is in my

heart ” ( Isa. LXIII . , 4 ) . A day of the blessed God is a thousand years. Rabbi

Joshua says, Two thousand years , because the Scripture teaches : “ Make us

glad according to the days,” etc. The word “ days ” signifies at least two

days of God.-- Yalkut on Psalm LXXII . , 5 .

XCV. , 7. “ To-day if ye will hear his voice.”

Rabbi Acha said in the name of Rabbi Tanchum , the son of Rabbi Hiya : If

the Israelites would only repent one day , the son of David would soon come ;

this is the explanation of “ To-day if ye will hear,” etc .-- Jerus. Taanith , fol .

64 , col . 1 .
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Rabbi Jochanan said : God said to the Israelites , Though I have fixed a cer

tain time for the coming of the Son of David , he will come at that time,

whether they repent or do not repent. But when they repent only one day ,

I will bring him even before that time . This is the meaning of the words :

" To -day, if you will hear,” etc.— Midrash on Exodus, sec. 25 .

Rabbi Levi said : If the Israelites would only repent one day, they would be

redeemed and the Son of David would immediately come. Why ? “ For he

is our God , and we are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of his hand .

To -day if ye will hear his voice . ” —Midrash on Song of Solomon v. , 2.

Rabbi Joshua, the son of Levi, once found Elijah standing at the door of the

cave of Rabbi Simon , the son of Yochai, and said to him : Shall I attain the

world to come ? Elijah replied : If it pleaseth to thee , Lord . Rabbi Joshua,

the son of Levi , said : I see two , but I hear the voice of three . He also asked :

When will Messiah come ? Elijah replied : Go and ask himself. And where

does he abide ? At the gate of the city. And how is he to be known ? He

is sitting among the poor and sick , and they open their wounds and bind them

up again all at once ; but he opens only one , and then he opens another , for

he thinks, perhaps I may be wanted, and then I must not be delayed . Rabbi

Joshua went to him and said : Peace be upon thee, my master and my Lord.

He replied , Peace be upon thee, son of Levi . The rabbi then asked him :

When will my Lord come ? He replied , To -day. Rabbi Joshua went back

to Elijah , who asked him : What did he ( Messiah ) say to thee ? Ile replied ,

Peace be upon thee , son of Levi ; to which Elijah said : By this he has as

sured thee and thy father of the world to come . Rabbi Joshua said : He has

deceived me , for he said to me that he will come to-day , and yet he did not

come . Elijah said to him : IIe said to thee “ to-day," that is “ to -day if ye

will hear his voice .” — Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 98 , col . 1 .

CX. , 1. “ Sit thou at my right hand.”

In the future God will seat the King Messiah at his right, for it is said : “ The

Lord said unto my Lord , Sit thou at my right hand ,” and Abraham will be

seated at the left . And Abraham's face will become pallid and he will say :

The son of my son sits at the right and I sit at the left . But the Holy One,

blessed be he ! will appease him , saying : The son of thy son sits at my right,

and I sit at your right hand.--Midrash on Psalm XVIII . , 35 (36 in Hebrew ).

CX. , 2. “ The Lord shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion , rule thou in

the midst of thine enemies .”

In a very curious and mystic interpretation of the pledges which Tamar had ,

according to Rabbi Hunya , by the Holy Ghost , asked of Judah , our passage

and Isa. XI . , 1 is referred to . Thus the “ seal” is interpreted as signifying

the kingdom , as it is said , “ Set me as a seal upon thy heart” (Song of Sol .

VIII. , 6 ) , and “ Though Coniah, the son of Jehoiakim king of Judah, were the

77

-
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signet upon my right hand , yet would I pluck thee thence " (Jer. XXII . , 24) .

The " bracelets ” denote the Sanhedrim , which is marked by a lace of blue, as

it is said : “ A lace of blue ” ( Exod . XXXIX. , 31 ) , and “ thy staff ; " this de

notes the King Messiah , for it is said : “ And there shall come forth a rod out

of the stem of Jesse ” (Isa. XI . , 1 ) , and “ The rod of thy strength shall the

Lord send out of Zion . ” — Midrash Bereshith or on Genesis, sec . 85 (on chapter

XXXVIII . , 18 ) .

On Num. XVII ., 6 , 8 , the Midrash remarks that Aaron's rod was in the hands

of every king till the destruction of the temple , when it was hid . This same

rod will in the future be again in the hands of the Messiah , as it is said :

“ The Lord shall send the rod of thy strength , ” etc. — Midrash Bemidbar or on

Numbers, sec. 18.

CXVI. , 9. “ I will walk before the Lord in the land of the living.”

Why did all the fathers wish to be buried in the land of Israel ? Rabbi Eleazar

said : There is some mystery about it. Rabbi Joshua the son of Levi referred

to “ I will walk before the Lord,” etc. Our rabbis said in the name of Rabbi

Chelbo : There are two reasons why the fathers wished to be buried in the

Holy Land, 1 ) because the dead of this land will rise first to a new life in the

days of the Messiah , and 2 ) because they enjoy the years of the Messiah.—

Midrash Bereshith Rabba or on Genesis, sec. 96 (on chapter XLVII . ,

CXVI . , 13. “ I will take the cup of salvation ."

In the future God will give the Israelites to drink from four cups, as it is

said : “ The Lord is the portion of mine inheritance and of my cup ” (Ps .

XVI. , 5 ) ; “ I will take the cup of salvation ,” and “ Thou preparest a table

before me in the presence....my cup runneth over (Ps. XXIII. , 5 ) . It is not

written (Ps . CXVI . , 13 ) " cup of salvation ,” but “ cup of salvations , "l which

means one cup in the day of Messiah and one in the day of Gog and Magog.

- Midrash Bereshith Rabba or on Genesis, sec. 88 (on chapter XL. , 9 seq. ) . 2

CXXXII. , 17. “ There will I make the horn of David to bud ; I have ordained a

lamp for mine anointed . "

29) .

1 In the Hebrew the word " salvation ” is in the plural .

2 The Talmud quotes our passage in the following manner : " The Holy One, blessed be He !

will make a banquet for the righteous, on the day when He will accomplish His loving kindness

to the seed of Isaac , At the close of the banquet, they will give the cup of blessing to Abraham

to bless. No, he will say , I begat Ishmael. They will hand it to Isaac saying , Take and bless it .

No, he will say , I begat Esau . Take and bless it, they will say to Jacob . No, he will say to them ,

because I married two sisters simultaneously , which the law will afterwards prohibit. Take and

bless it, they will say to Moses. No, he will say, I was not found worthy to enter the land of

Israel either alive or dead . Take and bless it, they will say to Joshua. No, he will say, I was

not found worthy to leave behind a son , as it is written : " Nun his son , Joshua his son " ( 1 Chron .

vii., 27). Take and bless it, they will say to David . I will do so , he will say , and it becomes me to

do so, for it is said : “ I will take the cup of salvation , and call upon the name of the Lord . " The

same we also find in the Yalkut on our passage, fol. 959, col. 1.- Pesachim , fol. 119, col . 2.
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Rabbi Hanina said : Since you keep a continual lamp, you will be found

worthy to receive the light of the Messiah , as it is said : “ There will I make

the horn,” etc.-- Vayikra Rabba or Midrash on Leviticus, sec. 31 (on chapter

XXIV . , 3 ) .

CXLII. , 5. “ I cried unto thee , O Lord ; I said , Thou art my refuge and my por

tion in the land of the living.”

It is written “ I cried unto the Lord,” etc. , but is there another land of the

living besides Tyre and her surroundings, because there is every thing in

abundance, and you (David) say : “ My portion is in the land of the living ? ”

But the meaning is , there is a land whose dead will rise at first in the days

of the Messiah . — Bereshith Rabba or Midrash on Genesis , sec . 74 (on chapter

XXXI. , 3 ) .

77
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a-na

lâ ga -mil tu -ku -un -tê mâr Ašûr-naşir-apal

šar kiššati šar mat? Aššûr mâr Tukulti -Adar

šar kiššati šar mat Aššur-ma ka-šid ištu tam-di elit

10. a -di tam -di šaplit mat Hat- ti mal Lu -hu -tê

mat Ad-ri mal Lab-na-na mat Ku-i

mat Ta-hu-li mal Mê-li-di a-lak-ma

ê -na -a - tê ša nar Idiglat u naru Pu - rat- tê

a -na tu -ur gi-mil-li šam .Marduk -šum -iddin

15. mat Ak-ka-di-i lu a-lik

Col. II . 1. [ m . Marduk )-bêl- u -sa [-tê âhâ du-bu-us-su abikta-šu

am -ha)aşa-na Kûtu ki Bâbîlu ki Bar-sip ki

êru-ub immeru nike-ja a-na ilânê ma-ha-zi

ša mat Ak-ka-di-i ak-ki a -na mat Kal-di ú-rid ma-da-tu

5. ša šarrâ- ni šamatKal-di kali-šu -nu am -hur

ê-nu-ma dûru rab-a sa âli-ja Ašur ŭ dûru šal-hu-šú

ša šarrâ -ni âbe-ja abê-ja a-lik mah -ri -ja

ina pa- ni ê-pu -šu dûrâ- ni šu -nu -ti ê-na-hu -ma

la-bi-ru-ta illi -ku ištu abulli eri.... a -di

10. êlî naru Idiglat kî mê-li -su-nu a-na ešt-ên

ni-ki-ja aş-bat a-šar-šu-nu lu-ma-si

dan - na -su -nu lu ak-šú-da inaêlî ki- şir

šad-i dan - ni uš-ši -šú-nu a-di

tah -lu -bi-šu - nu ar-şip ú-šak-lil narâ

15. narâ ša šarrâni abê-ja a-na aš -ri-šu -nu ú- tir

Col. III. 1. ina um -mê - šu -ma ilu Ki-du-du må-sar dûri

it- ti dûri -ma šú - a -tu 'a-a-bit a-na

eš-šu -tê êpu -uš rubu - u arku - u an -hu-ut

dûrâ -ni lu -ud-diš šuma šat-ra a-na aš-ri-šú

5. lu - tir Ašur ik - ri-bi -šu i -šê-im

šum dûri rabi -ê sa mê-lam -mu -šu mâta kat-mu

šum dûru šal -hi -šu Mu- nir- ri- ti -- kib - ra -a -tê

ilu U-la- a ma - șar âli -šu ilu Ki -du-du ma-șar abulli -šu

šum abulli êri .... ša dûri dan -ni ni -rab kâl mâtâtê

10. sa-ni-ka-at mal-kê abulli éri .... ( ? ) ga-at

eli um -ma-ni ša abulli ni-rab šarru muš-tê -šir

mu- sar-ši-da .... rat-tê-ê abulli si -kur-ra-a-tê Ašur

mu-i -niš šab-şu- tê abulli Ašur ba-na-at ..

dûru rabû uš-šib Šamaš ni- ir mul-tar -hi abulli Šamaš

15. ra ( ? )-si-mat ku -ru -nu ilâni abulli ma-gal- a ......

ik-kib-ša lå ma-ga-ri abulli ti-sir(şir( ? ) )

1 In all the italicized words a and e stand for â and ê .
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TRANSLATION.

Col. I. 1. Salmaneser, the powerful king, the king of multitudes,

the king without a rival, the monarch ( ? )

the subduer ( ? ) of the four regions, who breaks (the might)

of princes, who crushed the totality of all his enemies like vessels ,

6. the manly, the mighty , who neither spares

nor favors in battle, the son of Asurnazirpal ,

king of multitudes , king of the land of Assyria, son of Tiglathadar,

king of multitudes, king of the land of Assyria . The con

10. queror from the upper sea to the lower sea . The lands of Chatti, Lubuti

Adri, Lebanon , Kui

Tahuli , Mytelene I traversed, and

to the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates.

To the help of (or , to avenge ) Merodach -sum -iddin

15. to the land of Akkad I went.

Col. II . 1. Merodach-bêl-usate , his step-brother (?), I

defeated . Into Cutha, Babylon , Borsippa

I entered. Sacrifices to the gods of the cities of

Akkad I sacrificed . To the land of Chaldea

I descended. Tribute from all the princes of the land

5. of Chaldea I received. -At that time

the great wall of my city Ašur and its (outer) wall , which

the kings , my forefathers, who preceded me, formerly

had built - these walls were fallen down and

had become old . From the bronze .... ( ? ) gate of the city

10. as far as to the river Tigris, during high water, for the first time ,

I brought my sacrifices. Their places I cleansed,

their foundations I reached . With huge mountain stones

from their foundation to their top

I built them . I prepared a tablet.

15. The tablets of the kings , my fathers, I restored to their place .

Col. III . 1. In those days the god Kidudu, the guardian of the wall ,

together with the wall itself , had become ruined . I made it

-May a future prince renew the walls

(when) fallen , (and ) return the inscription to its place .

5. Ašur shall hear his prayer.

The name of the great wall ( is ) Ša-Melammušu -Mata -Katmu

The name of its (outer ) wall , Munirriţi-Kibrâtê [gate

The god Ula ( is ) the guardian of its city, the god Kidudu the guardian of its

The name of the bronze gate of the city which belonged to the great wall is

Nirab -Kâl-Mâtâtê -Sanikat -Malkê.

anew.
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The doubtfulness of the signs so indicated in the remaining lines makes the

translation difficult, inasmuch as the construction in itself is peculiar. I shall,

therefore, offer only a few notes by way of explanation .

NOTES,

For convenience sake I have denominated the above inscription the Throne

Inscription of Salmaneser II . , the name being suggested by the throne -like seat

upon which a life -size figure of the king is sculptured. The stone, which is of dark

granular basalt, in consequence of which the writing is somewhat indistinct, was

found by Sir A. H. Layard about fifty miles below Nimroud on the Tigris in the

great mound of Chalah - Shergat, which is supposed to have been the site of the

Aššur, the primitive capital of Assyria . It is now in the British Museum , where,

during my visit in the summer of '85 , I made the above copy , which may be com

pared with that published in Layard's “ Cuneiform Inscriptions," pp. 76, 77.

COL . I.

1. The remaining traces of the last sign in Salmaneser are of šak , riš, not

bar, maš , as in Layard .

2. usu mg allu .-I have translated this word “ monarch ( ?),” regarding it as

the same word which occurs in Sb 125 (Del . AL. 3 ) where the sign tak , šum is

written , and the whole equated with the non - Semitic ušumgal . The ideogram

equals bu ] ( pull+gal . Now gal equals rabû great, and bul equals u -šum

= êdiššu , Sb 171 , cf. Sc 17. The word would , according to this, mean "the

one great (one)” “ monarch," " supreme ruler , ” etc. In Asurnaz. I. 19, we find ,

u šumgallu êkdu kâšid âlâni u huršâni, i . e. , " the powerful ušumgallu

the conqueror of cities and mountains. " Lhotzky , “ Inaugural Dissertation , ” trans

lates without remark " eine jugendkräftige Hyane (?) " etc. This meaning seems to

agree better with the passage II R. 19. 62. b : kakku ša kîma u šumgalli

šalamta ikkalu , i . e . , “ the weapon which, like an usum gallu , devours the

dead body.” In view of this passage, the latter sign of the ideogram may be better

explained through Sb 172 , where, in the non -Semitic column , pur is given , and in

the Assyrian column pašaru set loose , free, the original idea being doubtless that

of the Aramaic 709 divide, separate.

3. ka -ba - nit - tu . - Unknown. I have translated “ subduer( ?),” the context

requiring some word like " overcome " or " crush . "

4. kullâtê ša kullât.-For this double construction cf. I R. 68, col . I. , 1 .

29 : šar ilâni ilâni ša ilani equals " the king of all the gods."

5. Cf. Khorsabad Inscription, 1. 14 : mâtâlênąkirê kâlišun karpanis

ubappi all hostile lands likepots I broke to pieces. Oppert translates karpaniš

uhappî by " terrore implevi, " which is altogether wrong. Cf. also Sargon I R.

36. 9 : mâtâtê kališina kîma haş - bat - ti (= haşbâtê) u dakkiku. Cf.

further Botta 164. 10, and see Lyon's Sargon, p. 60. Cf. Aram. Xaym tub , pot,

andܐܳܒܨܚ. Syriac
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6. udakkiku .-II , from dakâku = Heb. and Aram . Pp7 to break to pieces.

From this stem comes the abstract noun dukkakûtu, a syn. of sih hiritu , etc.,

explained through the Sum . tur + tur := small small or very small. See Del . in

Lotz Tig. p . 149.

10. Luhutê. — This country , or rather mountainous district, is also men

tioned by Asurnazirpal in connection with Lebanon , he having sacked the country

and harvested its crops : šê'am u šinnu ša mat Luhuti êşidi , I R. 25. 82 .;

1. c . 83, âlâni ša mat Luhuti aktašad . Norris , Dic . , p . 664, referring to this

passage, says it is . " a district upon the Orontes ;” but he reads it falsely Labuti .

11. Kui.-- In south - east of Cilicia.

;

COL . II .

Marduk -bel-usate.- According to the " synchronous history," etc. ( II R.

65 ; II . 50 seq . , and Salm . Ob . 74 seq . , etc. ), after Merodakšumiddin, the king of

Kardunias ( i . e . , Babylon ) , had ascended the throne of his father , Mardukbélusate

( i . e . , Merodak is the lord of help ) revolted against him . Salmaneser descended

from the north to the assistance of Merodakšumiddin, and put to death his rival

brother and those who rebelled with him .

5. šarrâni....kâlišunu. - Cf.the Heb . construction with 022, e . g. , Ps.

VIII.,8 : ? .

9. abulli êri ( ?).- The sign following abulli is rendered, SV 114, by êr û

bronze ; but whether it is to be taken alone here, and the following sign likewise

to be regarded independently as an additional defining word, perhaps equal to

rapšu ( šal rapašu , e.g. , V R. 30 , 73 , a. o . , and the sign in question is evi

dently composed of šal + u) wide, or whether both signs form one ideogram , is

not certain . They are, however, usually combined . Cf. V R. 33 ; II. 24, and fur

ther, I. c . , IV . 88 , and VI. 39.

COL. III .

1. ilu Kidudu . - Otherwise unknown in the Assyrian Pantheon. Likewise

ilu Ula ( 1. 8 ) .

6. ša -melammušu -mata -katmu - i. e. , “ the one whose splendor covers

the land.”

7. dûru .-Here determinative before šalhu . The dûru proper was the

wall inside of the moat ; šalhu , the one on the outside. See Lyon's Sargon , p .77.

Munirriţi - kibrate the one who causes the four) regions to tremble.

narâțu means “to wage war," V R. III.58 ; VI. 72 ; also “ to waver , " " give way:"

Sm. Asurb. 125, 19, ul iniruța šê pa ka thy feet shall not give way, shake. Lay.

33. 9, etc.

9 , 10. nira b - kâl-mâtâtê - sanikat - malkê the entrance of all lands, the

oppressor of princes.

11. ummânu. There are two words : 1 ) "army," " host ;" 2) “ skill," " art. "

muš - tê - šir .-Part. III2 from 7" direct, be right, III2, rule.
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13. muiniš -sabşûtê the one who weakens the powerful. - muiniš II , from

anašu to be weak ; II , weaken ; root WJX . šabşu , syn . of dannu strong ; cf.

Asurn . II. 106 ; Del . Lotz Tig. 224 ; cf. also II R. 29, 10, c , d ; V R. 20 ; Rev. 14,

6 ; V R. 28, 12 , e, f ; II R. 29, 10, c, d ; V R. 9 , 106, etc., etc.

14. uššib .-Probably a Pr'ēl form from en sit, dwell.

nîr multarhi the subjugator of the powerful. - Equals mustarhi.

16. ikkibša la magari the merciless punishment.

It is to be noted further, that, in the last three lines, the names of the gates

occur, though the usually accompanying šumu name is omitted :

14. abulli Šamaš door of the Sun -god .

15. abulli Magal nâri ( ? ) door of the river Magal.

16. abulli ti - sir ( ? ) ( Lay. ri ( ?? ) ) door of ti - sir ( ? ) .
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We first meet with this name in the table of nations in Gen. x . While this

table traces the totality of the nations existing at the time of the author to the

sons of Noah, in verse 22 it designates Sem (see art. Noah , vol . X. , page 618) as

the progenitor of the nations called Elam, Asshur, Arphaxad, Lud, and Aram .

Conformable to the interpretation of eastern nations and to the biblical use of

words, as also to the geographical situation of the countries, Elam is the people

and land east of the lower Tigris, south of Assyria and Media, answering nearly

to the later Susiana and Elymaïs ; Asshur the province of Assyria, in the original

sense the province situated east of the Tigris with its capital Nineveh opposite to

the modern Mosul ; Arphaxad 'Apparaxit ( ? ) , according to Schrader, Babylonia.

But according to the table of nations , Hebrews and Arabians are also to be con

sidered as descendants of Arphaxad . For Eber, from whom Joktan and Peleg

spring , is represented as a grandson of Arphaxad. The Joktanites are Arabians,

although by Arabian genealogists Joktan is regarded as the ancestor of the pure

Arabians in Arabia proper under the name ulosis ; from Peleg, however,

Terah springs , the father of Abraham , the ancestor of the Hebrews in the stricter

sense of the word , and of the Arabians sprung from Ishmael and Keturah . The

name Aram designates, according to the Old Testament use of terms, the peoples

dwelling in Syria, in Mesopotamia as far as the plains of the Upper Tigris and in

the valley districts within the Taurus, the Aramæans or Syrians; finally under

Lud, judging from the resemblance between the names, from the geographical

situation and the old authorities, we generally think of the Lydians of Asia

Minor.

These nations comprehended under the name Sem , whose enumeration

begins, as we see , in the south -east extends northwards, then turns from the

North to the West, in order to terminate south of this Northern range , are re

garded according to the table of nations as genealogically related . Is now this

genealogical relationship confirmed by a lingual affinity ? A certain group of lan

guages , closely related by their rich stock of words and by their grammar,is called

Semitic . What languages are thus designated ?

The Semitic stock of languages branches out in two main divisions : the

North Semitic and the South . To the first belongs ( 1 ) the Aramaic, which again

divides into East and West Aramaic. ( The language of the Babylonian Talmud ,
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the so -called Syrian written language, the Mandaic and certain still spoken dia

lects are to be reckoned as East Aramaic ; on the other hand , the Biblical Ara

maic, commonly ( yet improperly ) called Chaldee, the language of the Targums and

of the Jerusalem Gemara , the Samaritan language and that of the Palmyrene

and Nabatæan inseriptions pertain to the West Aramaic.) ( 2 ) The Canaanitish ,

namely , the Phænician (and Punic) and the Hebrew of the Old Testament which

agrees with it, with unimportant exceptions. ( 3 ) The Assyro -Babylonian, which

forms by its grammatical peculiarity the bridge between the North Semitic lan

guages and the South . To the South Semitic belong ( 1 ) the Arabic , that is ,

the Koranic dialect , the language of the Koran , the Arabic written language ; ( 2 )

the Southern Arabic ( Sabaïtic and Himyaritic ); (3) the Ge'ez or Æthiopic and the

Amharitic . Thus the languages of the Hebrews and Phænicians, of the Arame

ans, of the Babylonians and Assyrians in the North and North-east, of the Central

and Northern Arabians, of the Southern Arabians and of the Abyssinians in the

South , are designated Semitic . But though the statement of the table of nations

in regard to the relationship of Assyrians, Babylonians, Aramæans ( ? ) , Hebrews

and Arabians is also confirmed by their language , the case is different with the

Elamites and Lydians on the one hand, and with the Phænicians on the other.

From a very ancient time , as the inscriptions which have been discovered show ,

the Elamites have spoken a language related neither to the Semitic idiom nor to

the Indo-Germanic , but to the Sumero -Akkadian ; and as to the Lydian language,

on both ethnographical and geographical grounds it is highly improbable that it

was Semitic . Moreover, the Phænicians, who spoke a Semitic language and, as

already remarked , a language nearly related to the Hebrew , are according to the

table of nations as Canaanites descendants of Ham , and on other grounds were

not certainly of Semitic nationality . Here an exchange of languages took place ;

whether also in the case of the Elamites and Lydians , who, if of Semitic origin ,

exchanged their language for a non-Semitic one, we leave undecided . How un

fitting in this state of the case is the term Semitic languages , which came into use

after the time of Eichhorn and Schlözer, and from deference to them became so

general that, so far as was then known, the nations desending according to Gen.

X. , 21 seq . from Sem were regarded as speaking languages resembling the Hebrew ,

will now appear. Other designations have been proposed . Renan would call this

group of languages Syro -Arabic. But that this name is better than the other

may be considered doubtful.

That all these languages termed Semitic by us and also the nations speaking

them formed at one time a unity and then first through emigration began to di

vide themselves into new families with new dialects , in order finally to become

new nations with new languages , appears from a comparison of these languages

in respect of the copiousness of their words and their grammar. They all exhibit
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the same type ,* and are perceived to be daughters of one mother, of one primitive

Semitic language. We understand by this term the language of the Semites in

the last stage of its division . For in the form in which the Semitic languages lie

before us in various literatures, no single one can claim to represent the primitive

Semitic, to constitute the Semitic language from which all the others could have

been developed , not even the Arabic which some would identify with the original Se

mitic . But there exists no doubt , that in the Arabic the type of the Semitic stand

ing nearest of all to the primitive Semitic is to be sought. But if the case stands

thus with the Arabic , the conclusion is obvious that Arabia was the original seat

of Semiticism ; that from this place it diverged ray - like North , East, South, and

West. Only the ancient purity of the Arabic language — it has been justly replied

-points no more to this conclusion , than the fact that the language of the Greeks

and Indians from being most closely related to the Indo -Germanic primitive lan

guage, warrants the conclusion that India or Greece was the original seat of the

Indo -German. If the part of the Semites called the later Arabians immigrated

into Arabia not till after the Semitic division of language , this alone- the en

trance into this wonderful land , closed on three sides by water and on one by the

desert for thousands of years from all intercourse with the nations - would deter

mine the character of the language to all later times , and it would maintain itself

as pure and unchanged as possible. The old Hebrew tradition points to Meso

potamia — the land of the two rivers -- as the starting -point of all the Semites .

And , indeed , that their original seat in the stage immediately preceding their

division is to be sought, not in Arabia, but in the deep Mesopotamian plain , is

confirmed on unassailable grounds. A. von Kremer and recently Fritz Hommel

have the merit of pointing out these grounds . They indicate them from a com

parison of the different names of animals and plants in connection with the study

of the fauna and flora of the lands under consideration and of their historical do

velopment in the same. The existence of animals for the early Semitic fauna has

been shown , which appear not at all in Arabia , or at least only sparsely . Thus

there is wanting in ancient Arabic ( 1 ) the early Semitic word dubbư “ bear.”

That this word is really primitive Semitic, is shown by the Æthiopic debb , the

Hebrew 37, the Aramaic dabba , and the Assyrian dabu , with which agrees

the real appearance of the bear in Habeseh , Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia ,

while by the natural condition of Arabia the appearance of this animal is ex

cluded . The word “ bear,”” which the Arabic lexicons give, appears first in

Moslem authors and poets , when long since the intellectual centre of gravity no

longer lay in Arabia . (2 ) There is wanting in Arabic the primitive Semitic word

ri’mu (Heb. OX), Assyrian rîm u ) signifying in Northern Semitic “ the wild

بد

* Stade has given in his compendium of Hebrew grammar the peculiarities of the family of

Semitic languages ( Part I. Leipzig, 1879 ).
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ox," whose real appearance in the Northern Semitic lands is confirmed by the

symbolical representations of the Assyrian Monuments, while wild oxen were

never in Arabia and are not to be found there at the present time . The Arabians

have indeed this word also , but they designate thereby the Antilope leucoryx , to

which they have transferred the term . (3 ) Hommel calls attention to the very

seldom appearance of the early Semitic word for panther (Æthiopic namr , Ileb .

79 , Aramaic nemra and Assyrian nimru) in the ante -Mohammedan poetry :

an animal seldom found at the present time in Arabia , though it must have been

there in early times. On the other hand there are names of animals which are

alone peculiar to the Arabian fauna , and for which the various other Semitic

languages have either no names at all , or no modern ones . This second kind of

proof serves to confirm the first named conclusion , that the abode of the prim

itive Semites is not to be sought in Arabia . It shows by lingual evidence that

before the division and formation of dialects the Semites had knowledge of the

camel but not of the ostrich . They abode thus not in Arabia , where the ostrich

is indigenous , and Arabia cannot consequently be regarded as the original place

of the camel . The statement of Kremer, that before the formation of dialects

the Semites could not have known the palm - tree and its fruit , that the oldest

true expression for the date -tree is found in the language used by the Aramaic

peoples inhabiting the Babylonian valleys — this statement Hommel feels com

pelled to question , and affirms that the tree must certainly have been known

to the Semites , although its artificial fructification and production took place

first only in historic times and indeed in Babylonia , the true seat of Semitic

husbandry, in the Assyrian as also later in the Aramaic time. We conclude,

then , that the abode of the primitive Semites shortly before their division can

not possibly be located outside the later Northern Semitic provinces ; for in the

old time the district in which the date-palm spread itself did not extend beyond

the chain of mountains terminating the Semitic lands in the North and North

east. And since the oldest native soil of the date-palm is the region of the

middle and lower Euphrates and Tigris , and moreover since the tradition of

the Semites from time immemorial bas placed it there, we find ourselves re

ferred again to that part of the land of the two rivers lying between Assyria

and Babylonia . There the last station of the Semites before the division should

be sought. The common primitive home of the Semitic as well as of the Aryan

peoples is assigned by Kremer to High Asia. In the IIigh Turan, west of Bo

lartag and of the high plain of Pamir, the primitive Semites could have dwelt

in close contact with the Aryans, whence, following the course of the great

water - courses, especially of the Oxus, the migration of the Semites might have

taken place first towards the West and then round the southern shore of the

Caspian sea and ever further towards the South-west. Thence they ght have

pressed their way through one of the Elburz -passes into the mountainous coun
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try of Media, and then through those old invasions from and towards Media,

through the rocky defile of Holman , the entry in the deep basin of the Assyro

Mesopotamian low country might have taken place. We pursue these conjec

tures of Kremer no further. We content ourselves with the result, that the

Mesopotamian plain was the abode of the Semites before that last migration

which resulted in the form of the Semitic group of nations known to us and

meeting us from the beginning of history . According to Hommel's conjecture,

already before Media and Elam a part of the still united Semites (namely ,

those who afterwards became Babylonians) could have separated in order to

migrate through the narrow Holman pass into the land of the Euphrates, while

the remainder on and past the southern shore of the Caspian sea and then more

northerly from above down over Mesopotamia could have occupied the later

Semitic lands , then dwelling together here still a long time , they could have

become one after another by further migrations and separations the different

Semitic nations (Aramæans, Hebrews, Arabians ). Again , there are lingual

grounds which favor this view, just as there are lingual grounds which necessi

te the conclusion , that the Semites who afterwards broke up into Northern and

Southern Arabians (Sabæans) , from which last again the Abyssinians branched

off, must have been after their separation from the rest, and even in Central Ara

bia , somewhat longer together. On good grounds we are admonished against

further attempts at reconstructing from the greater or less number of affinities

between these or those of the Semitic languages the succession of the divisions

and particular migrations of the Semitic peoples .

In the earliest historical time , to which we now turn , the eastern spurs of the

Taurus mountains form the boundary of the Semitic nations on the North , the

Zagros chain (from Lake Urmiah southerly to the Persian Gulf) on the North

east, the Persian Gulf on the East , the Arabian Sea on the South , the Red Sea,

the Isthmus of Suez and the Mediterranean Sea on the West. With the individ

ual nations dwelling in ancient times within these bounds in mind, we direct our

attention in the first place to Babylonia , the mother-land not only of the

Babylonio- Assyrian , but also of the whole Northern Asiatic civilization in general .

By Babylonia we understand the country on the lower course of the Euphrates

and Tigris , from the place where the two streams approach each other to the

Persian Gulf. When in the cuneiform inscriptions the kings of Babylon bear the

title “ king of Sumir and Akkad ,” these names designate South and North Baby

lonia, in the latter of which the city of Babylon lay . The cuneiform inscriptions

enable us to discern in the Sumero -Akkadians the original (not Semitic ) inhabi

tants of the land and the real founders of its civilization . Their language on ac

count of its agglutinated character is counted to the so -called Turanian family.

They were also the inventors of the cuneated letters. These , originally hiero

glyphics, were gradually transformed into a writing by syllables, only without
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ever losing their hieroglyphical character. With that non -Semitic element the

Semitic element coming in by immigration now associated itself, which , first es

tablishing itself in Northern Babylonia and then in South , contended a long time

with the former for the mastery, until by degrees it triumphed and more and

more impressed its stamp upon the country , only without being able ever com

pletely to efface the traces of the non -Semitic element. From the Sumero-Akka

dians the Semitic Babylonians obtained writing, religion and other elements of

civilization which deeply impressed their national life, and which they themselves

still further improved . As to Babylon , as a city , it is indeed a beginning of the

Semites. Its history begins towards the last third of the third thousand years

before Christ. Over a thousand years it was the metropolis of the country. Then

it falls behind the newly flourishing daughter-city of Nineveh , which for over

half a thousand years (from Tiglath -pileser I. to Assurbani-pal ) maintains the

ascendancy, till for Babylon under Nebuchadnezzar a last and indeed only short

continuing prosperity begins , when it becomes “ the capital city not only of Bab

ylonia with Assyria but also so to speak of half the world .” In 538 B. C. Cyrus

brought the Babylonian kingdom to an end . The Babylonio - Assyrian language

yielded to the Aramaic. ( See art. Babylonia, vol . II . , p . 42. ) In regard to the

Assyro -Babylonian religion , different articles of this work deal with the same , to

which we must here refer. We remark only here -- and this is of the highest im

portance in forming a judgment of Semiticism--that most of the gods supposed

till now to be of purely Semitic origin , are not of Semitic, but, as can be shown,

of Sumero- Akkadian origin . But not only religious considerations , but, as already

remarked , other elements of civilization carried the Babylonians over in part from

the Sumero - Akkadians, such as we perceive in the accurate astronomical annota

tions which we meet with in the old clay - tablets found in the ruins of Nineveh

and Babylon , in the strict regulations for money , measure and weight in Babylon ,

and in the habitable structures and other things. We possess a number of epic

and lyric poems which were translated from the Akkado-Sumerian into the Se

mitic idiom , together with poetic productions of Semitic origin . As to the Assyro

Babylonian literary works held by us , three epochs are to be distinguished : ( 1 )

The Old -Babylonian (from about 2000 to 1500 years B. C. ) to which pertain the

oldest Semitico -Babylonian royal inscriptions, the so - called legends of Izdubar,

the great national epic of the Babylonians, which celebrates the deeds of King Iz

dubar of Erech , etc .; ( 2 ) the Assyrian , with the longer historical royal inscrip

tions ( from about 1200 to 600 years B. C. ) ; ( 3 ) the New-Babylonian , to which the

inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar and his successors , then the Assyrian translation

of the tri-lingual Achæmenidæan inscriptions are to be assigned . If it is asked

finally, what place is occupied among the Semitic languages by the Assyro-Baby

lonian , which has disclosed to us the cuneiform inscriptions, we reply , as already

remarked, that it forms the bridge between the Northern Semitic and the Southern .
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If the Arabic, in the antiquity and primitiveness of its forms , stands in the first

place , the Assyro - Babylonian stands in the second . While the Assyrian strongly

reminds us of the Hebrew in the sounds of its consonants, its pronouns are of

the nature of the Hebrew , its numerals with their istin ( comp. 'ney) and ihit

show a near relation of the Hebrew to the Assyro -Babylonian , just as the Niphal

structure, closely joined on the other side with the Aramaic, shows such near

relation through its predilection for reflexive forms, for the absence of an article ,

and the paraphrastic expression of the genitive through the relative pronoun

and otherwise . Again the Assyrian shares with the Northern Arabic as well as

with the Southern the vocalic termination of the nouns , the nasalizing of the

pronunciation at the end of the same , especially with the Southern Arabic (Æthi

opian ) in the forms terminating in â for expressing tense , and in the form for

expressing person in the Imperfect, etc. The Assyrian has conformed its re

flexive forms to those found otherwise only in the Arabic and marked by an

inserted t ( iktatala ).

We have above particularly indicated the districts of country which the

Aramæans possessed in early times . If 77 occurring in Amos 1x . , 5 is the

region on the river Kur, the Kūpoc of the Greeks, which flows between the Black

and Caspian seas and , uniting with the Araxes , discharges itself with the latter,

then we get the idea that the immigration of the Aramæans to the territory after

wards occupied by them was from the country lying north of Armenia . Though

considerable objections stand in the way of this supposition . ( See art . Aram ,

vol . I. , p . 600. ) Looked at from the passage in Gen. X. , 22 seq . ( see vol . V., p .601 )

078 is never used in the Old Testament as a collective name, but for designating

particular races, provinces and kingdoms; consequently, when it is more accu

rately read, an appositional word is added, as PONT DIX 2 Sam .VIII., 5 seq.;

1 Chron . XVIII. , 5 seq . , as by the Israelites before the Exile by far the greatest

part of the Aramaic district is often simply called 78. Under Tiglath -pileser

Aram, especially Damascus, whose last prince was Rezin , who combined with

Pekah of Israel against the kingdom of Judah , was conquered by the Assyrians

and made a dependent province. Later it was under Babylonian , then under

Persian rule , till after the death of Alexander the Great it constituted a kingdom

of Syria under the Sileucidæ and thus embraced Judea also. After Pompey ( B. C.

64) it came under Roman sway. The religion of the old Aramæans has its roots

in Babylonia . As to the language , the Aramaic dialects referred to above stand

as far from that which we call primitive Semitic , as the Arabic stands near to it .

Concerning the peculiarities of Aramaic see vol . I. , p . 603.

Finally , the Aramaic language and writing were really long ago the commer

cial language and writing of anterior Asia, and filled nearly the place which pos

sibly the English or French fills at the present time . After the fifth century B.C.

not only the Assyro - Babylonian in Babylonia , but also the Hebrew in Palestine
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yields to it. To the Aramaic pertain the “ Chaldaic ” portions of the Old Testa

ment , which are better known as West or Biblical Aramaic. The principal part

of Aramaic literature possessed by us begins, however, with the Syro -Christian

literature, which embraces Biblical Interpretation, Dogmatics and Polemics, Mar

tyrology and Liturgies . The oldest Syrian document still extant is the translation

of the Old and New Testaments, which belongs probably to the last part of the

second century after Christ. In the old Aramaic districts dialects of the East

Aramaic are still spoken , as in Tûr Abdîn on the upper Tigris. The so -called

New Syrian is the present written language of the Nestorian Christians near Lake

Urmiah and in Kurdistan ( see art. “ Aram ” ) .

Passing to the Hebrews in a narrower sense we take our starting- point again

from the ethnological table of Genesis x . , as supplemented by chapter XI. În

Gen. x . we see the genealogy which , in the enumeration of the descendants of

Japheth and Ham , gave names to most of the races and countries , as they were

seen at the time of the narrator, with Arphaxad, the ancestor of the Abraham

ites and Joktanites who appear as persons. For the names Arphaxad , Salah ,

Eber and the sons of Eber are names of persons. Then the younger branch of

Eber's posterity diverges and is continued (Gen. x . ) in the great number of peo

ples which sprang from him , while the other branch (Gen. XI. ) proceeds in the

patriarchal line till it comes to the sons of Terah : Abram , Nahor and Haran .

For the history is intended to be a record of the descendants of Abram . The

house of Terah was still a family when Abram was born , and not a tribe, but a

family with numerous servants. It lived among growing and extending clans,

which became nations which warred with one another, so that slaves came of

prisoners of war. The place where the family of Terah lived is called in Gen. XI . ,

28 O'713 718, Ur of the Chaldees , the present El-Mugheir, south of Babylon

on the right bank of the Euphrates. Terah left his native country after the death

of his son Haran and migrated further north with Abram and with his grandson

Lot. The termination of his wandering is called the land of Canaan . But the

course his journeying took appears from the circumstance that Terah remained

on the way in Haran , the subseqent Káppar , and thus in the neigborhood of the

later Edessa. We see that Terah ascended the Euphrates , in order to come to a

place where he might more easily cross over. That he really had such place be

fore him , appears from the fact that in the direction in which he approached the

Euphrates, the later Thapsacus (Heb. ndan = passage, ford ) lay . What could

now induce him to journey to the land of Canaan , lying between the Jordan and

the Mediterranean Sea ? He went thither in order to widen the sphere in which

up to this time the descendants of Sem had spread abroad . From the land in

which the Semitic races had already extended themselves , he went forth into one

not yet Semitic, perhaps into one not yet generally occupied . It is worthy of

notice , as appears from Gen. X. , 18 , how the narrative proceeds after speaking of
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er.

the descendants of Canaan : afterwards the families of the Canaanites were spread

abroad , and even southwards to Gaza and even to Lasha, which probably lay at

the entrance into the vale of Sodom, and thus in the Jordan valley. Could now

this spreading abroad of the Canaanites , since it is expressly indicated as occur

ring afterwards, not have taken place at the time when Terah left his home, so

that he might seek out a yet uninhabited land ? Then would Gen. XII . , 6 be more

intelligible, where it expressly declares that at that time , when Abram came into

Canaan, the Canaanite was in the land. Terah himself, however, abandoned his

project of continuing his journey to Canaan, and remained on the other side of

the Euphrates, probably because he perceived that in the mean time the Canaan

ites had spread themselves abroad from the Sidonian coast over the land into

which he would migrate. Then Abram would be drawn to Canaan under alto

gether different circumstances from those under which his father Terah formed

the purpose of migrating thither. The latter had himself chosen the land to

which he would go , and then of his own accord gave up the design of going thith

Abram received a divine revelation , which summoned him to finish the

migration which his father had given up. According to the representation of

Genesis, great importance attaches to the fact that it was not Abram's own decis

ion , but a divine manifestation made directly to him , which lead him to leave his

father's house and , accompanied only by the son of his deceased brother, further

to journey into the country which was already occupied by strangers. In a country

where, severed from connection with the Semitic race , he ran the risk of losing his

own and his nephew's posterity among a strange people , he should - so ran the

promise - become a great nation . IIis descendants, and he in and through them ,

should become a blessing to all the nations of the earth , that is , should be the

medium of the realization of that salvation which , according to Genesis , had been

revealed from the beginning to mankind as the goal of their history. Abram ,

believing the promises which had been spoken to him , obeys the divine command

and journeys to Canaan. With this act of obedient faith on his part begins the

history of that people of Semitic lineage, whom we call the people of the history

of salvation , because to them was made the revelation of the living God touching

the salvation of the world ,-the revelation which issued in the coming of Jesus

Christ, the Saviour of Israel and of the world . In this place we pursue no further

the history of this people , which , as appears from its own testimony, is not to be

placed on the same line with the history of the other Semitic nations. Nor as we

here combat the modern view of the history of Israel as it is set forth in the

Reuss -Wellhausen criticism of the Pentateuch . The newly deciphered Assyro

Babylonian and Egyptian monuments lend substantial support to the credibility

of that history, not only as it pertains to a later period , as the time of Israel's

sojourn in Egypt , but also to the time of the patriarchs , especially the time of

Abram. Recently an attempt has been made to show traces also of a non-Semitic
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(Sumero -Akkadian ) influence in the language and civilization of the Hebrews.

Such traces are indisputably present. Since the Assyro - Babylonian antiquity has

been disclosed , an agreement has been pointed out between its traditions and the

history contained in the Sacred Scriptures. We call to mind among others an

account of the flood in the cuneiform inscriptions forming an episode in the so

called Izdubar-legends, which strikingly reminds us of the biblical account. Here

manifestly we have a common tradition . But as with every thing that is com

mon , we must not forget the distinction , which is perceptible bere and there in the

estimate of such traditions, and we must especially guard against extending in a

manner to the Semitic generation generally that which constitutes Israel's relig

ious peculiarity , and thus consider a development which characterizes Israel as a

development peculiarly Semitic . The Old Testament religion is unique , in that it

rests upon the revelation of the living God and demands as such an unique history

-a history not to be estimated in the same manner as profane history . As opposed

to the conclusions of the negative criticism , which certain Assyriologists have

attempted to draw from the close connection of the Mosaic with the Babylonian

ancient traditions , the high age and the original and significant character of

the tradition of the creation , of paradise, of the fall , and of the deluge, have been

pointed out and defended , so that instead of seeing in them a later plagiarism , we

may rather see an old monotheistic parallel to the succeeding polytheistic Izdubar

legends of the Babylonian literature. Here , however, we pursue these thoughts

no further; but this is the place to consider the influence which Egypt has had

upon the development of Semiticism . Manifold relations always existed between

Egypt and the Semites. The Old Testament tells us of a journey to Egypt twice

made by Abram , and of Israel's sojourn in Egypt of four hundred years ; and we

know of the expeditions of the Pharaohs to Syria and Mesopotamia for plunder,

made two thousand years before Christ. Semites , the so-called Hyksos, ruled a

long time in the eastern part of the land of the Delta, adopted the manners and

customs , the language and writing of the subdued Egyptians, but impressed their

own stamp -- a stamp never more to be entirely effaced - upon the entire civiliza

tion , the religion and art , and even upon the language of the Nile Land . The

time of the Hyksos was the occasion of the influence of that Egyptian civilization

upon Phænician antiquity, whose first and most important expression was the

borrowing of the Phænician writing from the Sacerdotal, which became the

mother of all the Semitic alphabets.

In regard to the language spoken by the descendants of Abram , the Hebrew,

much may be said for the opinion that it was first received from immigrants to

Canaan coming from an old Aramaic land, from western Mesopotamia , and thus

originally speaking Aramaic. In Isa . xix . , 18 , the Hebrew is designated as noin

Ty ). That the Canaanites spoke a language related to the Hebrew , appears

from the names of races , provinces and places in Canaan , which for the most part
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are older than the Israelitish migration ; moreover the old Canaanites stood in

close relationship to the Phænicians; and that their language was closely related

to the Hebrew has already been remarked . But how came these peoples with a

Semitic language, if they, as the ethnological table declares, belonged to the

Hamitic race ? In the first place there is the assumption of an exchange of lan

guages. The only question is , whether such exchange took place. Have we to

assume an original Semitic population in Canaan , from whom the Semitic idiom

passed over to the immigrating Canaanites, or had there been a long and close

living together of the Hamites and Semites in the southern districts of the Eu

phrates and Tigris , before the former journeyed westward ? For the latter sup

position there are weighty reasons . In its favor it may be said , that the Sacred

Record indicates a future important position to the Hamitic race on the Euphrates ,

since it ( Gen. X. , 8 seq. ) refers the founding of the Babylonian empire to the

Hamitic Nimrod ; that otherwise an ascendancy of the Hamites in the land of the

Euphrates , before the Semites came upon the scene , would be out of the question ;

that the manifold contact of the civilization and religion of the Phænicians, among

others , with those of the Babylonians proclaim also the eastern descent of the

former. Be this, however, as it may : that an exchange of language took place

with the Terahites in their migration , is evident from the testimony of Gen.

XXXI. , 48. Jacob and Laban have each the same family origin , and still the

latter called the heap of stones, which they erected, xmi100 ( Aramaic ), and

the former 71 72 (Hebrew) . The only explanation of this is the supposition

that Abram adopted the dominant language of the country, into which by divine

command, he journeyed. While we refer the reader for information concerning

the Hebrew language and its history to the article of this work which deals with

the subject, we only remark further, that the Old Testament exhibits dialectical

differences of the Old Hebrew, especially a Northern Hebrew, influenced by the

neighboring Aramaic, in distinction from the pure Judean Hebrew , whose classic

representatives appear in Micha and Isaiah ; perhaps also a Southern or Eastern

Hebrew which approaches the Arabic. The old Hebrew was spoken not only in

Canaan , but also in the country east of the Jordan , particularly in Moab, with un

important dialectical deviations. This last has been shown by the successful

finding in 1868 of the Moabite stone among the ruins of old Diban . After the

fifth century before Christ the Hebrew in Palestine yields to the Aramaic . The

Phænician , according to all those inscriptions and particular words, which have

been correctly read , agrees, with unimportant exceptions, with the Hebrew ; only

as correctly written it has this peculiarity, that in it the vowel-letters ( 9 and 9 )

are usually omitted where they quiesce, which may be regarded as a remnant of

the old orthography. Finally , the greater number of existing monuments are not

really old . Comparatively speaking the more important inscriptions belong to

the time immediately before Christ, the coins to the period of the Seleucidæ and
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the Romans, the inscription of Marseilles made known in 1846 to the fourth cen

tury before Christ, while the Phænicians of Ipsambul are considerably older.

Upon the soil of North Africa the Phænician got its peculiar character. The Pæ

nulus of Plautus and Inscriptions make us acquainted with the New Punic.

Touching the Arabic group of languages, of which it can be said that they

are strongly marked by the genuine Semitic type , we would refer our readers for a

discussion of most questions which here come under consideration to the article

" Arabien ” (vol . I. , p . 589 ) , where also an explanation is given of the wordsof Holy

Writ concerning the descent and ramification of the Arabians. We confine our

selves to the following observations. We distinguish between the Central and

Northern Arabians, usually simply called Arabians, and the Southern Arabians

or Sabæans (Himjarites).(Heb.X78 ); also the Abyssinianswho wandered from

Southern Arabia into the mountainous regions of Africa. While the Northern

Arabians were only first at a late date, indeed only first by Mahomet formed into

one great, well arranged commonwealth , the Southern Arabians had already in

a more ancient time distinguished themselves not only by the building of great

cities , but also by the founding of great States, and generally by a stable civiliza

tion . According to the Old Testament the Sabæans were celebrated for their

wealth in frankincense, spices , gold , and precious stones ( 1 Kgs. x . , 1 sq.; 2

Chron. IX. , 1 sq .; Isa. LX . , 6 ; Ezek . XVII. , 22 sq.; XXXVIII . , 13 ; Ps. LXXII. ,

and at the same time greatly by their trade ( Ps. LXXII . , 10 ; Job vI . , 19 ) . Indeed

in early times they were , next to the Phænicians, the most important commercial

people of anterior Asia. According to the tradition of the Arabians, the great

grandson of Kachtan , the ancestor of the Southern Arabians, built Abd-Schams ,

equivalent to Saba , the capital of Sabæa, which the ancients called sometimes

Saba (since they applied the name of the people to the city ) , and sometimes Mareb
),

14) ,

( upon inscriptions Marjab,byArabian geographers to) , and which was dis

covered again in 1843 , east of the present San'â . In the first century before

Christ, IIarith , a descendant of Himjar, gained the ascendancy over the kingdom

of the Sabæans. Since then the Himjarites have been the ruling people in

Yemen. In Gen. X. , 28 ; 1 Chron . 1. , 22, the XIV appear as the sons of Joktan,

a descendant of Eber, as also in the Arabic traditions ; in Gen. XXV. , 3 ; 1 Chron .

1. , 32 , as a descendant of Abraham by Keturah , in both cases thus as Semites ;

whereas in Gen. x . , 7 ; 1 Chron . 1. , 9 , the xv are Cushites, and thus Hamites,

like the XD, with whom they are named in Isa. XLIII , 3 ; XLV . , 14 ; Ps. LXXII . ,

10. By Xd we are to understand according to Josephus (Ant. 2 , 10 , 2 ) , Meræ, a

province of Æthiopia enclosed by the White and Blue Nile (the present Sennar)

with a similarly named capital. If we assume — and we have seen above that much

may be said in favor of the supposition — that the Hamites, crowded from the

lands of the Euphrates to the south-west, mingled with the Semites in Southern

Arabia , whence then followed their migration to Habesh, it becomes clear on the
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one hand that the table of nations recognizes Cushites also in Arabia (XIV and

1777), on the other hand that the same races are represented as Abrahamitic,

doubtfully Joktanitic, and thus as Semites, just as the table of nations names the

Havilæans and Sabæans (Gen. X. , 7 , 28 seq. ) as Cushitic and thus as African,

also as Joktanitic and thus as Semitic. That the African Sabæans are fundamen

tally identical with Arabians, cannot be doubted. The Æthiopians stood in close

contact with the Sabæans. The commercial relations of the two peoples are old ,

their languages strongly resemble each other ; the Æthiopic writing originated in

the Sabæan. We know the Southern Arabic from numerous Himjaritic and Sa

bæan inscriptions, some of which date back even to the 8th century before Christ.

The Æthiopic or Ge'ez ( that is , the language of the free) exhibits a literature

from the time when the Æthiopians went over to Christianity ( third century after

Christ ) . It is closely related to the Northern Arabic as well as to the Southern,

is not less rich and improved than the latter, and has moreover a considerable

number of words common to the Hebrew and Aramaic, which are not found in

the Arabic. It differs also still further from the latter, for example, in the for

mation of the Imperfect and case -endings (excepting the accusative ). In many

respects it has preserved an ancient type as have all the Semitic languages, among

which it stands alone and peculiar through the development of the u having the

guttural and palatal sound.

In the fourteenth century after, Christ this language, by a change of dynasty,

was displaced by the Amharic dialect which is still spoken in Habesh , while the

Ge'ez language remained only for sacred and ecclesiastical uses. The present dia

lects , the Tigre and Tigrina, are to be regarded as a dialectical development of

the Ge'ez , with which the Amharic stands in remote relationship.

The Arabic, which has most faithfully preserved the Semitic type, is one of

the richest and most polished and , by its diffusion and importance for literary

and historical purposes, one of the most remarkable languages of the world .

What we call the Arabic is the northern - the chief dialect spoken at Mecca, the

language of the Koran , and wbich was made by Mohammed the language of liter

ature and general intercourse. The Arabic literature and, of course , our knowl

edge of the language begins shortly before Mohammed with numerous poems of

diverse character, followed by the Koran . After the first Abbasides and the

building of Bagdad (in the ninth century ), besides being used in the national

literature, it flourished also indeed on foreign soil and was employed in treating

of scientific subjects , as philosophy , mathematics , and the natural sciences. The

true national literature of the Arabians consists in an important succession of

poets , grammarians and rhetoricians, historians and geographers, which closes

only with the fourteenth century after Christ. A language like the Arabic could

hardly be wanting in dialectical variations, and it is worthy of note that many of

its dialectical peculiarities agree more with the Hebrew than does the common
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written Arabic language. This is true especially of the so - called vulgar Arabic .

This exhibits again various dialects , as at the present time an Algerian, an Egyp

tian , a Maltesian, and a Syrian.

We have already remarked that in the fifth century before Christ the Baby

lonio-Assyrian and the Hebrew yielded to the Aramaic. With the advent and

diffusion of Islamism the Arabic became the dominant language not only in the

old Semitic lands , but also beyond these , not only in Middle and Northern Arabia ,

in Palestine, Syria and the Euphrates region , but also from the north-west of

Africa along the entire northern coast to Egypt inclusive , small tracts of country

excepted, where at the present time the Aramaic still prevails, or where, as in

Abyssinia the Amharic , or, as in Southern Arabia, a daughter -language of the

Sabæan --the Machri, is spoken .

If we consider the age of the literary works preserved to us in the different

Semitic languages, we meet with this peculiar phenomenon , that the literature of

that Semitic people whose language is marked by the greatest antiquity of forms,

namely , of the Arabian people , is in respect of age the youngest. After this ,

going backwards, we should first meet the Æthiopic, then the Aramaic, then the

Phænician monuments which have been preserved to us. Then would follow the

New Babylonian and the oldest Southern Arabic inscriptions, then the Assyrian .

Next following would be the oldest portions of Old Testament literature, as the

song of Deborah, parts of the Pentateuch , etc. The highest age would be ad

judged to the Old Babylonian monuments, to the oldest Semitico - Babylonian

royal inscriptions , to the so - called Izdubar-legends , etc. There lies then between

the oldest assignable date of the Assyro -Babylonian literature and that of the

oldest Arabic a period of more than 2000 years .

We have now, having attempted a survey of the Semitic races and languages,

to pass to the question of the character of the Semites , and to point out what part

they have accomplished in the general work of civilization as in contradistinction

from the Indo-Germans . In the first place , the keen dialectics of the understand

ing, the aiming above every thing at logical separation and analysis, has been

pointed out as characteristic of the Semites in contrast with the comprehensive

intuition and thought of the Indo -Germans. With the latter there is a tendency

from the particular to the general under which it is comprehended , while with the

former it is from the general to the particular into which it is analyzed . Accord

ingly the Semite, especially the Hebrew, has no word for world. He designates

the same-- and we find this in the first verse of the Old Testament — by the two

fold name of Heaven and Earth . And as illustrative of the peculiarities of Sem

itic grammar as contrasted with the Indo -German : the blending into unity of

the diverse elements of the latter, is wanting in the former. The Semitic , with

the exception of proper names, knows nothing of compounding, nothing of ar

ranging matter in periods ; the thoughts follow each other without connection .
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If now we must concede to the Semites greater gifts of reasoning, greater consis

tency of thought, and also greater energy of action and feeling than those which

characterize the Indo -Germans, on the other hand we must grant to the latter

greater diversity of talent, greater originality, which has fitted them for perform

ances in which they stand incomparably higher than the Semites, with whom at

the same time the undiminished merit will ever remain , that they — we speak here

of the civilization derived from Babylon - mediately transmitted the elements of

civilization , important to the Indo -Germans and first borrowed indeed by other

nations, and that later , as this was done through the Arabians, they then appro

priated for half a thousand years the culture created by the Indo -Germans, and so

saved the western lands.

A natural disposition for monotheism has been ascribed to the Semites, and

it has been asserted that this is the original form of religion with all the Semites.

But proofof this assertion has not yet been produced. The religion of the people

passing for the oldest civilized Semitic nation , is in its first and oldest phase poly

theistic . As regards the Israelitish nation, we find indeed monotheism with them;

but this was not developed in a natural way from their history. There is no

stronger argument against the assumption of a natural disposition to monotheism

on the part of this people, than is furnished in their own history, which shows us

what sorrows befel them , till they learned , immovably to hold by one God, who

had revealed himself as their Redeemer. Finally, in regard to the Arabians, the

religion of the old pre-Islamitish Arabians is fundamentally a star-worship , and

the monotheism introduced by Mahomet is no product of an Arabian Semiticism ,

but flowed from the two monotheistic religions, the Jewish and the Christian ,

which already at the time of Mohamet had gained a strong footing on the Ara

bian peninsula.
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developsשקב a spiritual meaning more frequently and profoundly thanשרד

The difference in meaning in these verbs is so slight that they are generally

used indiscriminately to express the idea of seeking or searching. The primary

meaning of ep3 seemsto be to cleave, with the purpose of penetrating a thing to

ascertain its contents. It does not designate a searching with the hands , i . e . , a

feeling, groping after something, as the habit of the blind is , which idea is ex

pressed by wwa, vw , or vion ( ynnapáw ). On the contrary, it presupposes the

power and use of vision , viz ., to look into a thing, or to look after something not in

sight, hence to seek . » 977 reaches a similar idea of seeking from the primary

meaning of rubbing, or wearing off the surface, and so of penetrating, breaking in ,

for the purpose of finding something.

From their common relation to material things (“ The asses which thou went

est to seek, ” upah, 1 Sam. x.,2 ;pas, 1 Sam . X. , 2 ; “ And Moses diligently sought, w77077,

the goat , ” Lev . X. , 16 ) , both words pass into higher spiritual relationships; but,

while still almost parallel in meaning, we perceive a tendency to differentiation .

a .

The latter even in its higher application to prayer or supplication , whether offered

to an earthly monarch ( Esther iv . , 8 ; Neh . II . , 4 ) , or to God (Ezra VIII., 23 ) , looks

more to the external act, while the former looks more to the internal state or atti

tude of the suppliant. *pā, accordingly, is used in the common phrase to seek

the face of Jehovah, a theocratic expression for appearing before him in his temple ,

the place where his “ face ” or presence is revealed , and where he enters into in

tercourse with his people (Ps. XXIV. , 6 ; XXVII . , 8 , etc. ) . In the simpler phrase,

071779-7X wpas to seek the Lord , this term still preserves its outward , theocratic

aspect toward the worship centering in Jerusalem , as in 2 Chron . XI . , 16 , “ Such

as set their hearts to seek the Lord God of Israel came to Jerusalem to sacrifice ;"

XX. , 4 , “ Out of all the cities of Judah they came to seek the Lord ; ” Zach . VIII . ,

22 , “ Many people and strong nations shall come to seek the Lord of hosts in Jeru

salem .” But when, on the contrary , Jehovah is approached , not for the purposes

of ordinary worship, but with an anxious desire to obtain his help in some per

sonal ( Gen. XXV. , 22) , or national ( 2 Chron . XXXIV. , 21 ) danger, or to ascertain

his will in respect to any contemplated enterprise ( 1 Kgs . XXII . , 5 ) , 77 is in

variably used, for this directs attention to the inner condition of the mind or

heart, rather than to the mere outward act. This distinction is very apparent in

such a passage as Deut . IV.,29 , “ If from thence ye shall seek , onup) , the Lord
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thy God, thou shalt find him , if thou search , 1997 , for him with all thy heart

and all thy soul . ” That the condition implied in onepa was regarded as liter

ally as circumstances permitted after the people had been carried into captivity,

we learn from Dan . IX. , 3. The exiled prophet could not present himself before

Jehovah in the temple , for it lay in ruins. But he who habitually prayed with

his windows “ open toward Jerusalem ,” would certainly not neglect to do so when

on an occasion of supreme importance, he “ set his face unto the Lord God, to

seek , wpas, prayer and supplications, in fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes.”

Here the preponderating reference in the word plainly is to the external, elabo

rately formal aspect of the seeking, while the burdened spirit of the suppliant is

sufficiently indicated in the prayer itself .

,

exhibits itself in an 'active striving after the person or thing which is sought.

Hence it becomes the most appropriate , as it certainly is the most frequent, term

used to denote the soul's seeking after God. When used in connection with the

law of the Lord , it points to a seeking for that which does not lie upon the sur

face, but which can only be attained by a deeper penetration into its spirit. “ I

have sought, no77, thy precepts,” Ps. CXIX . , 94 ; “ Ezra prepared his heart to

seek, w777, the law of the Lord , ” Ezr. vii . , 10 , i . e . , to study it so as to master

its contents . Hence w779, a study or commentary on an inspired writing, a

search into its deeper sense. But when a mere outward , superficial knowledge

of the law is spoken of, such as the people received from the priests, Mal. II . , 7 ,

points to a real trouble or concern of the soulthatשקבשרדFar more than

.isthe word usedשקב

In many, perhaps most, occurrences, these words may be rendered , as in fact

they are, by seek , qucerere, Snreiv ; yet in many places the inclination of the one to

ward the outward , formal act, and of the other toward the inner spiritual process,

is quite manifest, even when it may not be possible to carry this distinction into

a translation , as in Ps. cv . , 4 , TON 130 1073 191 111' 1077, where the

AV. renders both verbs by seek , the Vulg. by quærite , and the LXX. by SnThoate.
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At the request of Prof. W. R. Harper I propose to give a series of articles

upon Hebrew Poetry, in order to set forth the doctrine of its structure. Those

who desire information with regard to the history of the discussions on this sub

ject will find it briefly set forth in my Biblical Study (pp. 255 seq. ) . It is sufficient

to state here that the statements of Josephus , Eusebius and Jerome that Hebrew

Poetry is composed of hexameters, pentameters and trimeters are essentially cor

rect. But we must banish from our minds any measurement of the feet such as we

find in Greek , Latin and Arabic poetry. Moreover, we cannot agree with Dr. Bickell

that Hebrew poetry is measured by syllables, without regard to quantity, as in .

Syriac poetry, so that there is a constant succession of accented and unaccented

syllables , and hence either iambic or trochaic feet. Hebrew poetry is at a still

earlier stage of development than Syriac poetry. It does not count the syllables

or measure the feet ; but it counts the words and measures by the beats of the

accent.

The Măqqēph is used in the Massoretic system as a guide to cantillation . It

is frequently placed where the rhythm requires it. But cantillation is very differ

ent from the proper rendering of poetry. It is necessary, therefore , to disregard

the Massoretic Máqqēphs. However, the use of the Măqqēph for cantillation rests

upon an older use for the rhythm . The Măqqēphs must be inserted , therefore,

wherever the rhythm requires it , for this is a device whereby two or more words

are combined under one rhythmical accent.

I. THE HEBREW TRIMETER.

The simplest and earliest form of Hebrew verse is the trimeter, measured

by three rhythmical accents . There are dimeter lines , but there is no piece of

poetry in the Hebrew Bible that is constructed of dimeters . They are used merely

to give variation to the trimeters, especially at the beginning or close of a strophe,

or where it is important that there should be a pause in the movement of the

thought or emotion .

The Book of Numbers has preserved for us several pieces of poetry that are

ascribed to Balaam . These all have the trimeter movement. We shall use them

as illustrations , and from them , by induction , describe the several kinds of paral

lelism .

! קלבינחניםראןמ

םדקיררהמבאומךלמ
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בקעייל־הראהכל

לארשיהמעזהכלו

לאהבק-אלבקא-המ

הוהיםעזאלםעזא-המו

ונאראםירצשארמיכ

ונרושאתועבגןמו

ןכשידדבלםעןה

בשחתיאלםיוגבו

בקעירפעהנמ-ימ

לארשי'עבר-תארפס-ימו

םירשי-תומישפנתמת

והמכיתירחאיהתו

Numbers XXIII . , 7-10.

Every line has the three rhythmical accents except the eighth , which is a

dimeter. Such lines frequently occur in the trimeters. They were often designed

by the poet ; but there are instances in which we may doubt whether the Masso

retic text has preserved the original line of the poem . There are also examples

where the secondary accent of a long word has the power of a rhythmical accent.

It is our opinion that line 8 of our poem , in its original form, read

ונרושאתועבגיןמו

We.רפסמinstead ofרפסימaccordance with the parallelism ,so as to read.

There is no consistency of usage in the Massoretic text in the use of the prep

osition 10. Sometimes it is separable and at other times inseparable, and again

it is separable and combined by a Máqqēph . Mistakes of copyists were so easy

here that we cannot be sure , in many cases , in which way the original text existed .

And in the lines of poetry , where there is no clear reason for departing from the

rhythm , the prepositions should be separable or inseparable, as the rhythm re

quires . In this piece we have removed one Massoretic (Máqqēph in line 2 , where

it combines two words of four syllables under one accent and reduces the line to

a dimeter. We have inserted the Máqqēph in four cases , in no instance making

more than three syllables. We have corrected the text of line 12 after Orelli , in

,

translate this piece into English prose , preserving the parallelisms :

1. From Aram Balaq brings me,,

2. The King of Moab from the mountains of the East ;

3 . 60 come, curse for me Jacob ,

, .”

5. How can I denounce whom 'El doth not denounce ?

6. Or how can I execrate what Jahveh doth not execrate ?

7. For from the top of the rocks I see him ,

8. And from the hills I spy him.

9. Lo, a people alone , he dwelleth ,

And.יי 0 come ,execrate Israel.4
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10. And he reckons himself not among the nations.

11. Who hath numbered the dust of Jacob ?

12. Or who hath counted the fourth of Israel ?

13. Let me, myself, die the death of the upright,

14. And let my last end be like his.—(Num . XXIII ., 7-10. )

There are several fine specimens of parallelism in this piece. Lines 5 and 6

give us a complete synonymous distich in which the three terms are synonymous

with each other, “ denounce ” with " execrate ,” twice , and " ' El” with “ Jahveh ."

Lines 11 and 12 are synonymous in two terms, “ counted ” with “ numbered , " and

“ Israel” with “ Jacob ,” but there is a progress in the third term from “ dust ” to

“ fourth part.” Lines 1 and 2 are synonymous in “ King of Moab ” with “ Balaq”

and “mountains of the East " with “ Aram ," but the third term of line 1 does

not appear in line 2 ; it is implied , however. Lines 3 and 4 give the second and

third terms as synonymous, but the first term is identical. Lines 9 and 10 are

synonymous in thought, but there is no close correspondence of the terms. Lines

13 and 14 give the synonymous parallels in the single term “last end ” and

“ death ,” but in other respects the thought is synonymous without exact corre

spondence of terms. Thus this poem is composed of seven couplets all synony

mous and yet varying, so that sometimes the correspondence is in a single term ,

and then it extends to two or three terms , and then again it is general and with

out correspondence of any one term with its mate.

The second poem of Balaam (Num. XXIII . , 18–24) has the same trimeter

movement, but it extends to twenty-two lines. There is but one short line (1. 20 ) .

But this may be explained in the same way as in the previous poem , by making

the preposition separable ( cf. Exod. xv . , 5 ) . We remove the Máqqēphs in three

instances and insert them in four cases :

1. Rise up , Balaq, and hear thou ,

2. O give ear unto me, son of Zippor.

3. 'El is no man that he should lie,

4. Neither a son of mankind that he should be sorry .

5. Hath he said and will he not do it ?

6. Or hath he spoken and will he not establish it ?

7. Lo , to bless I have received ( commandment) ;

8. And if he bless I cannot reverse it .

9. He doth not behold trouble in Jacob,

10. And he doth not see misery in Israel .

11. Jahveh his God is with him ,

12. And the shout of a king is in him .

13. 'El has been bringing him out of Egypt ,

14 . As the swiftness of the yore-ox has he .

15. For there is no magic in Jacob,
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16. And no divination in Israel ;

17. At the due time it will be said of Jacob ,

18. And of Israel, what hath 'El wrought !

19. Behold , the people rises up as a lioness ,

20. And as a lion lifts himself up :

21. He will not lie down until he devour prey

22. And drink the blood of the slain .— (Num . XXIII . , 18-24 .)

There is synonymous parallelism of three terms in lines 5 and 6 , 9 and 10, 15

and 16 ; of two terms in lines 1 and 2 , 3 and 4 , 19 and 20 , 21 and 22 ; of one term

in lines 7 and 8 , and 11 and 12. There are several distichs that present new feat

Lines 13 and 14 give progressive parallelism, in that line 14 is a comple

ment of 13. “ ' El has been bringing him out of Egypt," and in this bringing up

he is like the gigantic ox of ancient times. The progression here is in the form

of a simile . Lines 17 and 18 give a specimen of the marching parallelism . The

RV. mistakes it by attaching “ of Israel ” to the previous line , destroying the

rhythm of both lines and the parallelism at the same time. The first member of

line 18 is synonymous with the last member of line 17 , and from this as a base the

line advances to the climax “ What hath 'El wrought!” Lines 7 and 8 give a

specimen of mixed parallelism . There is the identical term “ bless ” which serves

to emphasize the antithetical parallelism in the single term “ reverse
79 with

“ received . "

The third poem of Balaam (Num. XXIV . , 3-9) has exactly the same structure

and length as the second poem. We remove two Măqqēphs and insert three. We

amend the text by omitting the relative pronoun of line 4 , as a prosaic addition

to the text. It is not common to use the relative pronoun in Hebrew poetry. No

poet would destroy his rhythm by using it where it is unnecessary. We change

the Massoretic accents of verses 6 and 7 so as to read

רשייךיתנכשמ
םילחנכילא

רהנ-ילעיתונגכי
ויטנ

ץח

The text of verse 8 is corrupt and the versions differ in their renderings . The

Massoretic = arrow, is against the context, which refers to the yore-ox and

the lion, and the use of arrows is inappropriate to these animals. It seems to us

that the original reading of line 18 was

I ץחמויםרגייםהיתמצעו

has arisen by a mistake in rewriting the endץַחְמִיןיְצִחְוThe Massoretic

letters and y. There are three dimeter lines , e . g . , 14 , 21 and 22 , where the

variation seems to be intentional.

1. The oracle of Balaam , son of Beor ;

2. Yea, the oracle of the man with closed eyes,

3. The oracle of one hearing the sayings of 'El ,

4. Who beholds the vision of Shadday
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5. Fallen down and with eyes uncovered .

6. How excellent are thy tents , Jacob,

7. Thy tabernacles, Israel, as vales,

8. Spread forth as gardens by a river,

9. As lign-aloes which Jahveh planted ,

10. As cedars beside waters .

11. May water flow from his buckets,

12. And his seed be on many waters,

13. And may his king be higher than Agag,

14. And may his kingdom exalt itself ,

15. 'El has been bringing him forth from Egypt,

16. Yea, as the swiftness of the yore-ox has he.

17. He eateth up the nations his adversaries,

18. And their bones gnaweth and crusheth ,

19. He doth couch , doth lie down as the lion,

[ 20. And as a lioness ; who would stir him up ?

21. Blessed be those blessing thee ,

22. And cursed be those cursing thee .

This poem gives additional features of parallelism . The poem opens with a

pentastich describing the condition of the prophet under the influence of the

prophetic mania . The first three lines begin with an identical term , “ oracle ."

The second line has its second term synonymous with the second term of the first

line , but its third term is a new idea , “ with closed eyes.” The third line has its

second term synonymous, but its third term is new, “ sayings of 'El.” The fourth

line gives three terms which are synonymous with the second and third terms of

the previous line . The fifth line is progressive to the fourth , presenting a new

thought in the climax of the pentastich .

We then have a second pentastich. Lines 6 and 7 have two terms in syn

onymous parallelism , but the third term of line 7 is progressive in the simile “as

vales.” This is followed by three other similes in steady synthesis of the lines.

We have next two tetrastichs, the first composed of two synonymous couplets.

The second begins with a tetrastich in which Israel is compared with a yore-ox .

Line 16 is progressive to line 15. Lines 17 and 18 are synonymous, save that the

object is emphasized in line 17 , “nations , his adversaries;” but the verb is em

phasized in line 18 , “ gnaweth and crusheth .” We next have a distich which is

synonymous in the terms “ lion ” with “ lioness,” in order to the strong antithesis

of “ doth couch , doth lie down " with “ who will stir him up ? " The poem closes

with an antithetical distich .

The fourth poem of Balaam is composed of a longer piece and several short

ones (Num. XXIV. , 15-24 ). The larger poem is composed of sixteen lines describ

ing the subjugation of Moab and Edom to Israel. The oracle against the Ama
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lekites is a distich , and those against the Kenites and Assyria , tetrastichs. We

remove one Măqqēph and insert five. We change the text by transferring “his

enemies ” to line 16. It is a plural and inappropriate, where it is, both to the

structure of the line and the sense. It is , moreover, needed in line 16 to supply

the verb with an object and complete the line. Furthermore , the line to which it

is attached is a repetition of the previous line, with the single exception of the use

of Seir for Edom , and it should be stricken out. We also change the meaningless

ryo into 'yu in line 17. There is but one dimeter in this poem and it is

where we would expect it , at the beginning of the oracle against the Kenites.

1. Oracle of Balaam , son of Beor,

2. Yea, oracle of the man with closed eyes,

3. Oracle of one hearing the sayings of 'EI ,

4. And of one knowing the knowledge of 'Elyon ,

5. Who beholds the vision of Shadday,

6. Fallen down and with eyes open .

7. I see it , but it is not now ;

8. I observe it , but it is not near ;

9. A star doth advance out of Jacob ,

10. Yea, a sceptre doth arise out of Israel ,

11. And it doth smite through the corners of Moab ,

12. And it doth break down all the sons of tumult.

13. And Edom has become a possession.

14. Yea, Israel is a doer of valient deeds ,

15. Yea, let one out of Jacob have dominion over his enemies

16. And destroy the remnant of Seir.

The parallelisms of this piece present few additional features. The poem

opens with a hexastich . It differs from the first pentastich of the previous poem

only by the insertion of an additional line (1. 4) which is entirely synonymous

with the previous line. This hexastich is followed by another hexastich which

is composed of three synonymous couplets. These three couplets are completely

synonymous within themselves, but are each progressive to its predecessor. The

poem concludes with a tetrastich of introverted parallelism , that is , the

of the four is in synonymous parallelism with the first line. The middle lines

are also in synonymous parallelism , save that the third line has an additional

term defining more closely the dominion .

The oracle against Amalek is an antithetical distich :

First of the nations was Amalek ,

But his last end ( extends) unto one ready to perish .

The oracle against the Kenites is a tetrastich composed of antithetical

couplets :
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Strong is thy dwelling -place,

And set in the rock thy nest :

Nevertheless Kain will be for wasting ;

How long ere Asshur carry thee away captive ?

The oracle against Asshur is a progressive tetrastich :

Alas, who can live when 'El establishes it ?

But ships will come from the coast of Kittim ,

And afflict Asshur and afflict Eber,

But he also shall go on unto one ready to perish.

These four poems of Balaam illustrate the regular flow of the trimeter move

ment in Hebrew poetry and the great variety of parallelisms. I give a repro

duction of the Hebrew trimeter in English poetry by my pupil George H, Gilbert,

Ph. D. , who has succeeded in reproducing the sublime Poem of Job in English

poetry of the same movement.

If I with falsehood have walked ,

And my foot hasted after deceit

Let Him weigh me in righteous scales ,

That Eloah my virtue may know !

If my step turned aside from the way,

And my heart followed after my eyes,

And a blemish did cleave in my palm :

Let me sow , and another one eat ,

And my shoots , let them be rooted up.—(XXXI . , 5–8 .)

If gold I have made my support,

And to fine gold have said , O my trust !

If I joyed that my wealth was great,

And my hand had acquired much goods ;

If I saw the light when it shone,

And the moon in majesty moving ;

If my heart became foolish in secret,

And my hand did cle ve to my mouth :

This, too , were a crime for the judges,

For to God above I had lied.— (XXXI. , 24-28 .)

In our next article we propose to present some specimens of the strophical

organization of the trimeters and also examples of the use of rhyme, assonance

and alliteration .



MISCELLANEOUS NOTES .

By John P. PETERS, Ph. D. ,

Professor in the Protestant Episcopal Divinity School, Philadelphia, Pa .

Nebuchadrezzar I.-In HEBRAICA, January, 1885 , I called attention to cer

tain difficulties in the way of attributing to Nebuchadrezzar I. the Boundary

Stone Inscription (V. R. LV.-Lix . ) . Further consideration has induced me to

suppose that the inscription is in reality an historical inscription of Nebuchad

rezzar son of Nabopolassar (cf. Proceedings of Soc. Bib. Arch. , Jan., 1886 ) . So

far as I know no reason has been assigned for attributing the inscription to Neb

uchadrezzar I. , 1150 B. C. ( cf. HEBRAICA, Oct. , 1884, p . 118 ) . We know nothing

about this monarch, except what we learn from the Synchronous History (II R. ,

LXV. ) , that he was defeated by Aššurešiši,father of Tiglath -pileser I. of Assyria.

This inscription was assigned to Nebuchadrezzar I. without argument, and has

been accepted apparently without demur. I must, therefore, imagine the argu

ments which I shall endeavor to answer.

( 1 ) The characters used are archaic. This, as all know , is something very

common in the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar son of Nabopolassar. The char

acters used in the Boundary Stone can be matched almost character for character

from a Nebuchadrezzar inscription in the Metropolitan Museum, New York

(HEBRAICA, Jan., 1885 , p . 185 ) , and my chief aid in deciphering the latter was

Hilprecht's edition of the former. The characters on the Boundary Stone are

not unlike the archaic script of the great East India Company Inscription ( I R. ,

LIII .-LXIV . ) .

( 2) The titles given to Nebuchadrezzar. Other Nebuchadrezzar inscriptions

agree in celebrating that monarch as a great builder, more particularly as “ the

restorer of E-saggil and E-zida,” and in adorning him with a number of religious

titles. The Boundary Stone Inscription , on the other hand , ascribes to its Nebu

chadrezzar chiefly warlike titles. In explanation of this difference it must be

remembered that the other Nebuchadrezzar inscriptions are all of them votive

and architectural, the Boundary Stone alone is military and administrative. We

should expect different titles . For example , the titles given to Ašurbanipal in

the barrel cylinder from Aboo -Habba (V R. , LXII. ; cf. HEBRAICA , Jan., 1886 )

are so colored by the votive and architectural character of the inscription , that

we can scarcely recognize the war-waging monarch familiar to us elsewhere. The

character of titles to be used is largely determined by the contents of the inscrip

tion to follow. This will explain the absence of the customary votive and archi

tectural titles from a military and administrative inscription. The method of titu
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lation in this inscription is , however, singularly like that employed in the well

known Nebuchadrezzar inscriptions. The great inscription , above referred to ,

spends twenty-two lines in heaping up titles appropriate to a devout temple

builder. Out of a total of 100 lines the inscription in the Metropolitan Museum

devotes sixteen to a similar accumulation of religious and architectural titles (HE

BRAICA, April , 1885 ) . In a precisely similar manner the Boundary Stone inscription

opens with eleven lines in which titles appropriate to a warrior and fixer of boun

daries are heaped one upon another ( Proceedings Soc. Bib . Arch ., April , 1884 ) . But

besides the general resemblance of style and method , there are , further, several

specific points of resemblance. Rubu nâd u “ prince glorious," narâ m Mar

duk “ favorite of Marduk ," šar kinâti ša din miša ri idinnu “ king of

justice who judges righteous judgment " have identical or similar parallels in al

most every Nebuchadrezzar inscription of any length .

( 3 ) The Nebuchadrezzar of the Boundary Stone does not call himself son of

Nabopolassar, whereas in the votive and architectural inscriptions , and on the

stamped bricks, of which we have so many, the great Nebuchadrezzar always so

calls himself. This does , of course , establish a negative presumption against the

Boundary Stone Inscription. But , assuming Nebuchadrezzar son of Nabopolas

sar to be the author, an exact parallel can be found in the inscriptions of Tiglath

pileser I. of Assyria (Lotz , Tig. Pil. ). The stamped bricks of that monarch , and

the inscription found at the source of the Tigris, call him the son of Aššurešiši,

but in the great prisma inscription his father's name is not mentioned . Similarly

in the Bavian and prisma inscriptions Sennacherib omits all mention of his father.

It should be said further that, if the Nebuchadrezzar of the Boundary Stone does

not call himself son of Nabopolassar, neither does he call himself son of any one

else .

But there is , also , a strong positive argument in favor of ascribing the Boun

dary Stone Inscription to Nebuchadrezzar son of Nabopolassar. As soon as the

recitation of titles is completed ( 1. 12 ) Marduk is introduced as inspiring Nebu

chadrezzar to act. This, even to the phraseology used , is a genuine finger -mark

of Nebuchadrezzar son of Nabopolassar (cf. , in addition to the inscriptions above

cited , the Borsippa and Senkereh cylinders , I R. , LI. , the Phillipps ' barrel I R. ,

LXV . , etc. ).

In the Boundary Stone Inscription (col . 1. , 10 ) Nebuchadrezzar calls himself

kašid mat aḥarrî “ subduer of the West-land.” Now a comparison of the

Synchronous History and the Hebrew records seems to justify us in affirming with

a fair degree of positiveness that a king of Babylon did not subdue Phænicia or

Palestine in 1150 B. C. On the other hand , we have evidence that Nebuchadrez

zar son of Nabopolassar did subdue those countries.

In the Boundary Stone Inscription (col . 1. , 43 ) Nebuchadrezzar claims to have

conquered Elam. Both Jeremiah and Ezekiel testify that Nebuchadrezzar son of
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Nabopolassar conquered that country (Jer. XXV. , 25 ; XLIX . , 34 seq.; Ezek.

XXXII., 24 ) .

These are the reasons which oblige us to attribute the Boundary Stone In-

scription to Nebuchadrezzar son of Nabopolassar. The references in Jer. XLIX . , .

24 seq. , and Ezek . XXXII. , 17 , 24 , fix the date of the events narrated in this in-

scription between 595 B. C. and 585 B. C.

Eine unedirte Nebukadnezar - Inschrift . — Under this title Dr. Bezold publishes -

in the January number of the Zeitschrift fuer Assyriologie, from three small cylin

ders in the British Museum, a short inscription of Nebuchadrezzar, consisting of

thirty- six half lines in all , regarding the restoration of the temple of NIN MAG

in Babylon. In his Expedition en Mesopotamie, I. , 237 , M. Oppert published the

same inscription from a cylinder in the collection of the Duc de Luynes ; and, if

I remember aright, he mentions three other identical cylinders , one in the Louvre,

and two in Berlin . There is another specimen of the same cylinder in the Metro

politan Museum , New York . This latter is not so well preserved as those of

which Dr. Bezold made use ; but fortunately it is entirely legible in one half-line

(34 ) , where Dr. Bezold has been forced to resort to conjecture . It does not con

firm his conjecture.

The Date of Sargon of Akkad . - In the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archæology, Nov. , 1882 , appeared Mr. Pinches' notice of the famous cylinder of

Aboo -Habba (V R. , LXIV. ) , in which Nabonidus tells ofhis discovery of “ the cyl

inder of Naram-Sin , son of Sargon , which for three thousand two hundred years no

king before me had seen .” This would make the date of Naram-Sin 3750 B. C. ,

and that of Sargon about 3800 B. C. Since Mr. Pinches ' discovery , these dates

seem to have been universally accepted . Now it seems to me that, tested in the

same way in which we test Hebrew numbers, the number 3200 can not be main

tained, on present evidence at least. In 1 Kgs. VI. , 1 , we are told that Solomon

began to build the temple in the 480th year from the exodus. Most scholars, I

suppose , regard this , not as an accurate number, but as the Hebrew way of ex

pressing "twelve generations.” Forty years is their reckoning of a generation ,

as in the wanderings in the wilderness , and more than once in the Book of Judges.

The writer of those words in 1 Kgs. VI . , 1 , simply counted up twelve generations ,

of names, and expressed the result, after the Hebrew idiom, as stated above.

The number 3200 , of which Nabonidus makes use , is a round number, divisible

by forty. I think the scribes of Nabonidus have reckoned after the method just .

outlined . They counted up eighty names between Nabonidus and Naram -Sin ,

and expressed that number of generations by the proper multiple of forty, which

is 3200. The number 3200, then , means nothing more than eighty generations.

Now, in actual practice a generation , particularly a royal generation , is much less
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than forty years. The eponym canon gives the average length of reign of the

Assyrian kings as nineteen years. In Judah , taking the Bible numbers, from

David to Josiah inclusive , the average length is twenty-seven years. In Israel,

taking the Bible numbers from David to Jeroboam II. inclusive, twenty years.

Averaging these , then , we should have twenty -two years for a royal generation.

The Babylonian canon of Ptolemy, from Kuvnnadávov to 'Apwyou inclusive, gives the

same average . Multiplying twenty -two by eighty we obtain 1760 years, in place

of Nabonidus 3200. This would place Naram-Sin about 2400 B, C. , and Sargon

about 2450 B. C.; dates not far removed from those conjectured for the earliest

Babylonian monarchs before this discovery was made. The dated tablets noticed

in the Proceedings of the Soc . Bib. Arch. for May, 1884, and the astronomical argu

ment with reference to the Izdubar epic and the precession of the equinox both

seem to me to harmonize better with the later than with the earlier date.

use

23

Hebrew Use of Numbers. - The use of forty as a round number, and of forty

years for “ generation ” has been often commented upon, but I donot think atten

tion has been sufficiently directed to an analogous use of certain other numbers.

So “ five " is often used as we use " few ” or “ half -a -dozen , ” and “ two ” as we

couple .”

" FIVE :" Gen. XLIII., 34 ; XLV. , 22 ; XLVII . , 2 ; Lev . XXVI. , 8 ; Judg. XVIII.,

1 Sam . XVI . , 20 (for non substitute 70077 ), XVII . , 40 ; XXI . , 3 ; XXV. , 18,

42 ; 2 Kgs. VII . , 13 ; XVIII. , 19 ; XXV. , 19 ; Isa. XVII., 6 ; XIX. , 18 ; xxx. , 17 ;

Matt. XIV . , 17 ; 1 Cor. XIV. , 19 .

“ Two: " Gen. IV. , 24 ; XXII . , 22 ; Deut. XVII . , 6 ; Judg. V. , 30 ; XI . , 37 ; 1

Sam. XXV. , 18 ; 1 Kgs. XX . , 27 ; 2 Kgs . II . , 24 ( ? ) ; V., 22 ( ?) ; Isa . XVII . , 6 ; Hos.

VI . , 2 ; Amos IV . , 8 ; Matt. XIV . , 17 .

This use of " two " involves a somewhat analogous use of “ three " as its com

plement , as in Hos. VI. , 2. Compare, for example , the Hebrew idiom " yesterday

the third day,” etc. , Deut. XIX. , 4 ; 1 Sam. IV. , 7 ; XIX . , 7 ; 2 Sam. III . , 17 ; XIII. ,

4 ; and the corresponding idiom for future time , Luke XIII . , 32.

Numbers 11. , 1 , 17 , etc. , give us an example of the literalizing and ren

dering accurate of this general and indefinite use under the influence of a

precise ritual. The origin of this use of “ five,” as also the similar use of “ ten '

as a round number, like our “ dozen ," is to be found, presumably , in finger count

ing ( cf. Proceedings Soc. Bib . Arch . , May, 1883. )

The use of the numbers “ ten ” and “ seven ” has received more or less atten

tion . The multiple of those two numbers is used in Hebrew to indicate indefinite

extent, Gen. IV . , 24 ; Judg. IX. , 56 ; 2 Kgs . X. , 1 ; Jer. xxv. , 11 ; XXIX . , 10 ( cf. 28 ) ;

Matt. XVIII. , 22. Also, as a variation from the above , “ seventy years ” is used to

indicate the period of a long, or full life, Isa . XXIII . , 15 , 17 ; Ps . XC . , 10 , and , per

haps , Gen. V., 12 ; XI . , 26 ; Exod . I. , 5 .
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Amos VI., 2. - In his KAT. (444 seq . ) , Prof. Schrader calls attention to the his

torical references in this verse as indicating a date as late as 711 B. C. He also

quotes Prof. Bickell to show that grammatically and metrically the verse bears

every mark of being an interpolation. Any one who will read Amos vi . , 1-7 , in

the original, omitting the second verse , and then read it supplying that verse , will

need , I think , no further argument to convince him of the correctness of Prof.

Bickell's view . But the same thing occurs in at least one other passage in the

same book. In IV. , 13 , a song is commenced , and at once dropped , to be resumed

again in the same meter in v. , 8 , 9. In this case the inserted matter is itself of a

poetical character, and seems to be of the nature of a discursive comment, sug

gested by the first verse of the song. In the former case the inserted matter,

which is prose , is also of the nature of a comment in support of the first verse of

the song. On merely metrical grounds it is impossible to affirm that such com

ments do or do not come from the hand of the prophet. As to the historical ref

erences, it must not be forgotten that it is quite possible for Amos to have been

alive in 711 B. C. The earliest reference in his book which we can date is ,

apparently , the reference to the eclipse of 763 B. C. ( VIII . , 9) . The date 711 B. C.

for Amos VI. , 2 , agrees in a very interesting manner with Prov. xxv ., 1. Put

ting the two together, we see that Hezekiah did not merely cause a collection of

the proverbs of Solomon to be made, but that that was a part of a collection of writ

ings to constitute a library . Presumably the idea of a library, like the step -clock

of Ahaz (2 Kgs. XX. , 11 ) , was due to Assyrian influence. Amos VI . , 2 is a finger

mark , showing the book to have been edited, whether by the prophet himself or

by royal scribes , for the library of Hezekiah . The Book of Hosea seems to me to

bear, but less distinctly , marks of a similar editing.

Amos V. , 6.-7772 in this verse seems to be a metrical error. The word

belongs neither to the first half of the verse , nor to the last half. It is a gloss of

? ., inIsa.,ד.. .VIIIֹודֹובְּכ־לָּכ־תֶאְורּוׁשַאְךֶלֶמתֶאthe simplest character like

Isaiah VII. , 14.- There is a striking resemblance between this verse and

Gen. XVI. , 11 .

., )

( ., .)

Is there any proper ground for translating the tenses'differently in the two verses ?

(IsaVIL.,14.).......לאונמעומשתארקוןבתדליוהרה

(Gen.xVI.,11.)...לאעמשיומשתארקוןבתדליוהרה



THE WORD " KIDRON ."

BY REV. Thos. LAURIE ,

Providence , R. I.

The New Revision, in a marginal note opposite John xvIII., 1 , gives, as the

interpretation of the name Kidron , “ of the cedars.” I hardly dare to question

the interpretation of such learned men , and yet I am perplexed by it. It is very

true that rédpos in Greek means “ cedar tree,” and of course rédpwv would mean

“ of the cedars.” But then the question arises, Was Greek the language our Sav

ior spoke ? The words Talitha kumi , Ephphatha and L’ma Sabacthani

would seem to indicate that, at least in ordinary intercourse , he spoke Aramean ;

so that the name of a place , or, as in this case, the glen of a winter torrent, would

not be likely to be derived from a foreign language, but from the vernacular.

Add to this the fact that here we have a word familiar to all Arabs, who speak,

in the language of common conversation , of Moi Kidder muddy (or, as a Scotch

man would say , drumlie) water ; just as the opposite is Moi Safie clear water .

In written Arabic it is jár Tó (Ma Kadara).

In the Hebrew, Gesenius gives 77? to be turbid , and , as J and P are often

used interchangeably, 1177 ? The Turbid, and says expressly, it is the proper

name of the brook or torrent flowing in winter through the valley between Jeru

salem and the Mount of Olives . A full description of it is given in Robinson's

Palestine, I. , pp . 396–402, 1st ed. On this last page he tells us that ,

“ It is nothing more than the dry bed of a wintry torrent, bearing marks of

being occasionally swept over by a large volume of water . No stream flows here

now except during the heavy rains of winter. Yet even in winter there is no

constant flow , and our friends (missionaries) , who had resided several years in the

city, had never seen a stream running in the valley."

Of course such a stream , when it did flow , would be very drumlie, or, as the

Arabs would say , kidder, and what name more fitting for such a năḥăl than the

Hebrew form of it, Kidron , -not the wady of the cedars, but the wady of muddy,

turbid water.

It may be said that Westcott and Hort's Revised Text of the Greek New

Testament settles the question in favor of the rendering of the New Revision .

But that is fairly open to question , on the following grounds :

1 . The MSS. on which that Revision rests for authority were not the original

MSS. of the inspired writers , but copies made at many removes from the originals ,

and some of them as near to our own date as to that of the original writing.

2 . These MSS. differ among themselves , and , in some passages, more recent

transcripts seem to be more correct than older ones . Moreover, the selection
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made between different readings is made on grounds not absolutely certain , but

only probable , and in some cases the degree of probability is less inthan others.

3. Many transcribers of the New Testament have dealt less scrupulously

with their MSS. than the Jews did with those of the Old Testament, and have

ventured to alter and amend the text , sometimes bringing in a sentence from an

other place that seemed to guard the text from misconception , or make it plainer,

and sometimes adding what in their estimation rounded out the narrative.

4. Many of these emendations had reference to names . Hebrew names were

made to wear a Greek dress , e . g . , Elias for Elijah, Eliseus for Elisha , and Esaias

for Isaiah .

5. Many copyists were Greeks , without any knowledge of Hebrew ; and

nothing would be more likely than that they should change the Hebrew form of

the proper name before us into the form which to them would be more intelligible .

6. Josephus began to decline the name in his writings,-Kédpwv , -05 , —~, —ov,

etc.,-and so laid a foundation for the change in question . But,

7. The LXX. always give it as an indeclinable proper name, e . g.. Ac. Tòv.

X. kéŠpov (2 Sam. XV. , 23 ; 2 Chron . XXIX. , 16 ; XXX ., 14 ; 2 Kgs. XXIII. , 6 ) ; Dat.

Tý X. Kédpuv ( 2 Kgs . XXIII. , 6 ) ; Gen. Pl . ¿ v TV X. TūV KÉSpuv ( 2 Sam . XV. , 23 ; 1 Kgs.

XV. , 13) . If this had been kedpovwv, it would have favored the rendering of the

New Revision ; but as it is, it is only the same indeclinable proper name un

changed .

It may be asked , Why put it in the plural, as well as Genitive ? The answer

is much more likely to be , because the Heb. O'p is never used in the singular.

And so the Hebrew writer would naturally use tõv in the Greek to express what

we in English express by the singular , muddy or turbid water. This at least is

much more probable than cedar trees, which , both in Hebrew and Aramean , are

called Arz or Erez , Heb. 178 , Syriac or Aramean 11 :1 ( Arzo) .
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BY WILLIAM R. HARPER.

In General. — It is the purpose of the writer to furnish under this head in

successive numbers of HEBRAICA, some material which , it is hoped , may prove to

be interesting and profitable to that large class of the journal's constituency,

those who are beginners. The word beginner is not, however, in this connection

taken in its literal sense . While some of the suggestions made , and some of the

hints offered may be of value only to those who are actual beginners , the mate

rial, in general, will be intended for those who have made at least some progress.

in the language . The “ Notes " will be varied in their character, and designed

to stimulate study in lines which perhaps the student, if left to himself, might

overlook .

Origin of Various Vowel- sounds . - In the study of Hebrew the greatest diffi

culty experienced is the mastery of the principles which regulate the use of the

various vowel-points. The question which one must ask and answer, several

times perhaps in the case of every word , is this : How does there come to be here

a šéwâ, or a short vowel , or a long vowel ? And in this question there are implied

many subordinate questions . E. g. , if it is a šºwâ, it must be known ( 1 ) whether

it is silent or vocal; (2 ) if vocal, from what earlier full vowel-sound it is derived ;

and ( 3 ) why it was changed from this original sound to a šºwâ . If the vowel under

consideration is long, the questions are : ( 1 ) What kind of a syllable is this ? (2)

Is the vowel tone-long or naturally long ? (3 ) If naturally long, has it arisen from

contraction , or in compensation , or because it is characteristic of a nominal form ?

(4 ) From what original sound or sounds has it come ?

These questions can always be answered ; and the man who has studied his

Hebrew grammar through without learning the principles which furnish the an

swers, has studied it in vain. It is to be remembered , that a knowledge of the

Massoretic sys of vowel-points lies at the basis of all truly accurate and scien

tific knowledge of Hebrew. With this once mastered , the remaining work is.

comparatively easy.

Relative Occurrence of Vowel-sounds.-It may be of interest to know the

relative frequency of occurrence of half-, short and long vowels in Hebrew,

There is given below a table from which a reasonably accurate idea may be

gained. The first four chapters of Genesis have been taken as a basis for calcula

tion . This table shows that the ave ge word has 2.76 vowel-sounds ; that of a

hundred vowel-sounds nearly sixteen are half - vowels, twenty-nine are short
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vowels, fifty- five are long vowels. The long vowels are nearly twice as numerous

as the short vowels, and three and a half times as numerous as the half - vowels.

In this calculation no account has been taken of Păthăḥ-furtive, and no distinc

tion made between simple (vocal) and compound šºwâ.

Verses. Words. Vowel-sounds, Half -vowels. Short vowels . Long vowels.

Chapter I.

Chapter II .

Chapter III .

Chapter IV.

Total

31

25

24

26

363

283

298

290

1042

769

821

784

173

124

117

121

316

217

225

240

553

428

479

423

1234 3416 535 998 1883

inשפנה one case andםיהלאהis really the subject of which,אוה,.phrases,viz

The Nominative Absolute. -A construction not sufficiently emphasized in

most grammars , and one worthy of careful study is that of the Nominative Abso

lute.1 Consider the subject in the following way : ( 1 ) Note the use of y*?* 7 in

Gen. XXVIII. , 13 , and find a similar construction in Gen. XXVI. , 15 ; Deut. 11. , 23 ;

XIV ., 27 ; Josh . IX . , 12. (2 ) Note the use of Dar in Gen.XXXIV. , 8 and find a

similar construction in Deut. XXXII. , 4 ; XXXIII., 17 ; 1 Sam. III . , 11. (3 ) Note

the use of 779 w'x7 in Judg. XVII . , 5 and find a similar construction in Lev .

VII . , 7 , 33 ; Job XXII. , 8. (4) Note the use of JX in Gen. XVII . , 4 and find a sim

ilar construction in Gen. XXIV. , 27 ; XLII . , 11 ; Deut. XVIII . , 14 .

Now study the phrases Dign 417 min Jehovah, HE ( is ) the God ;

N93 817 07 the blood , That is the life. What is called the copula in these

., ,

in the other is the predicate ; while the first word in each phrase is strictly speak

ing a nominative absolute, although logically the subject of the sentence. Com

pare with this similar cases in Gen. 11. , 14 , 19 ; ix. , 18 ; XV . , 2 ; Isa. IX. , 14 ;

XXXIII., 8 .

The following statement will serve now as a summing up of the matter : For

the sake of emphasis and for the avoidance of unwieldy sentences a noun or pro

noun is frequently placed at the beginning of the sentence with , strictly speaking,

no grammatical relation to the other words of the sentence, but represented in

the body of the sentence by a pronominal suffix . This noun or pronoun may be

logically the object of the sentence , or its subject, or the object of a preposition ;

or standing as the logical subject, it may be resumed by the pronoun 8 :977 which

then , though really the grammatical subject of the following predicate, is equiv

alent, or nearly so , to a copula.

Other particulars might be noted , but for the first study, this is sufficient.

The Word 25 or 295. - Many students never take up their dictionary ex

cept to examine it with reference to something which has come up at the very

1 See, however, Appendix V.1, The Casus Pendens in Driver's Use of the Tenses in Hebrew ,

upon which this is based .
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moment of examination . To read a dictionary , to study a word in all its various

usages , without having at the time any particular purpose in view, is , in the opin

ion of this class , a sheer waste of time . But the fact is , these men make a great

mistake. He who would know a language , must study its words one by one ,

and exhaustively . As an exercise of this kind let us take the Hebrew word for

“heart ” 39 or 397. Take it up as follows :

( 1 ) Ascertain from the lexicon the various forms of the word which it assumes

in inflection.

( 2 ) By means of a concordance , study up the occurrence of the word . How

often does 3? occur ? How often 25? In what books is either form most com

mon ? Where is the phrase my heart, his heart found most often ?

( 3 ) Ascertain its fundamental meaning. Does the root from which it comes

mean to cover , to envelop, or to be fat ? Are there any roots of similar form and

meaning ?

(4 ) So far as you may be acquainted with the cognate languages, search out

the words which correspond etymologically to that which is under consideration .

( 5 ) Ascertain also , if you are able , the words generally used to translate the

word 24 (and 25) in the Septuagint, the Targums, the Peshitto, and the Vul

gate.

(6 ) Look up any synonyms of this word which occur, noting particularly , by

means of a concordance, any other words or expressions for which the translation

" heart ” is given in the English Bible .

( 7 ) Now study the usage of the word, noting (a ) its use in a physiological

sense ; ( b ) its use in the sense of self; ( c) with the signification midst; (d ) its use in

the sense of life ; (e ) as the seat of the affections and emotions, and so of love, sor

row , confidence, contempt , despair, bitterness, etc.; (f ) as referring to disposition ,

character , and so described as high , great, double , crafty, froward , contumacious,

sincere , upright, faithful , clean , perverse , etc. , etc ; ( g ) as referring to will, pur

pose , and so in the sense of desire, determination, pleasure ; (h ) as referring to intel

ligence , wisdom , understanding.

( 8 ) Collect any idioms containing the word, which are worthy of special

note ; e . g. , speak upon the heart, place upon the heart, pour out the heart , a heart

and a heart , a fat heart , the heart knoweth, steal the heart .

In this work observe two general rules, viz . : (a) study closely and classify the

largest possible number of texts ; ( b ) constantly compare with the usage of 3 in

Hebrew the corresponding usage of " heart ” in English.

Circumstantial Clauses .-- It often takes the beginner a long time to appreci

ate what grammarians call the circumstantial clause or sentence . This kind of
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= OUT own ene

Gen. XI. ,
.Withits top in the heavens4,םימשבושארו

And he18,הנשםיעבראלארשיתאטפשאוהו....תמיו,.Sam.IV1

sentence is , however, very common , and also idiomatic . An understanding of it

will do away with the difficulty which in many cases attends the use of the con

junction ) .

1 ) Note the following examples of this sentence :

Gen. XVIII . , 12, ipi 4789 And my lord is old = seeing thatmy lord is old .

Deut. XXXII . , 31 , O'DON 12X1 And our enemies are judges

mies admitting it.

Ruth 1. , 21 , ') 739 171779 When Jehovah hath testified against me.

, .

Ps . XXVIII . , 3 , daha ny7 Though evil is in their hearts.

Gen. XVIII . , 1 , 37x7 nng 209 1977 ) ...." 1978 1979 and Jehovah

appeared unto him while he sat at the door of the tent.

Ps . VII . , 3 , 5232 79889 Without any one to deliver.

1 ., ,

died after having judged Israel forty years .

Gen. XXXVII . , 2 , 793 x17 ).... 799777 Hewas tendingthe sheep , being a boy .

2 ) Note also the following examples which have no conjunction :

Gen. XII . , 8 , D'pa 'yni bira 87' ) Bethel (being ) on the west and Ai on

the east.

Ps. XXXII. , 8 , ' j'Y 774 757'X I will give counsel with my eye upon thee .

Num. XVI . , 27 , DS3 13 They came forth stationed .

Ps. VII.,3,5039 1889 779 Rending with no one to deliver.

3 ) Note the following negative clauses :

Lev . 1. , 17,592 * 3 .... 188 yow And he shall cleave it ....withoutdividing.

Isa. XLVII . , 11 , 'y7n x5 1780 ... 7788937 And destruction shall

upon thee ....without thy knowing it .

., , went

without having gone fár.

4 ) Note the following cases in which the circumstantial clause precedes the

principal clause :

Gen. XLII., 35,.... 737101'p o'pina On 77') And it came to pass , as

they were emptying their sacks , that behold , étc .

Gen. XV. , 17 ,.... ) Vounny And it came to pass, the sun having gone

down , that , etc.

5 ) Now sum up the case in the form of a few general statements :

a . The circumstantial clause generally follows the principal clause , and is

joined to it by a conjunction ; yet cases are quite numerous in which the conjunc

tion is omitted , and other cases occur in which the circumstantial clause precedes.

b. In the circumstantial clause the subject, either a noun or pronoun ( though

sometimes the latter is implied in the verb ) stands first, because there is always

They pent out of the city4,וקיחרהאלריעהתאואציםה,.Gen.XLIV
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a contrast between this subject and the subject of the principal clause, or between

this predicate and the predicate of the principal clause referring to the same

subject.

c . The verbal form employed is chosen with reference to the kind of action

described .

d . The circumstantial clause “ describes the condition or circumstances in

which the person or thing denoted by the noun or pronoun was at the time of the

principal action . "

e . In the translation of these clauses , it is impossible to be literal ; conjunc

tions , determined by the context, are to be employed , such as , while , as, though ,

seeing that, etc.



UNIVERSITY NOTES FROM ABROAD .

BY IRA M. PRICE , M. A. ,

Leipzig , Germany.

The opportunities of study afforded the Semitic and Old Testament Profes

sors of America by the long summer vacation , are every year coming more into

prominence. Many will perhaps during the coming summer spend several

months on the continent of Europe, getting acquainted with the men and work

in their particular lines . Germany will be, undoubtedly , the point visited by

some. As it is not always an easy matter for all to learn where they could best

occupy their time, I give in outline here the Semitic and Old Testament lectures

to be delivered in the German Universities during the summer Semester, begin

ning about May 1st , and closing August 15th .

BERLIN : Dillmann , 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Smaller Exilic Portions of Isaiah . Strack, 1 )

Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Psalms, 3 ) Proverbs XX.-XXIV . Kleinert,

Ecclesiastes. -Schrader, 1 ) Assyrian , selected inscriptions , 2 ) Ethiopic.

Sachau , 1 ) Syriac , selected writers, 2 ) Modern Hebrew Grammar, 3 ) Arabic

Syntax according to Mufaşşal . Dieterici, 1 ) Quran and Arabic Syntax , 2 )

Treatise “ über die Anfänge,” 3 ) Thier und Mensch . Barth, 1 ) Arabic

Syntax and Quran according to Beidhâwi , 2 ) Dillmann's Ethiopic Chres

tomathy, 3 ) Reading of Targum and related Aramaic Texts. Jahn, 1 )

Hamasa with Introduction in Arabic Poetic Literature, 2 ) Arabic exercises.

Ērman, 1 ) Egyptian Writing and Language, 2 ) Coptic Grammar.

BONN : Kamphausen, 1 ) Job, 2 ) Outline of History of Israel . Budde , 1 ) Genesis ,

2 ) Hebrew Exercises. Biblical Archæology , 2 ) Psalms. Reusch ,

Selected Portions of Prophetical Old Testament Books. -Gildemeister, 1 )

Arabic, continued , 2 ) Arabic Writers , 3 ) Zamakhshari's Mufaşşal. Prym , 1 )

Beladhori's History of Moslem Conquests , 2 ) Tabari's Annals .

ERLANGEN : Köhler, 1 ) Old Testament Theology , 2 ) Minor Prophets, 3 ) In Semi

nar, Old Testament Introduction. Caspari, Deuteronomy. -Spiegel, 1 )

Arabic, continued , 2 ) Syriac Grammar.

FREIBURG : König, 1 ) Biblical Hermeneutics in connection with History of Exe

gesis , 2 ) Minor Prophets.

GIESSEN : Stade, 1 ) Minor Prophets, 2 ) History of the Messianic Idea, 3 ) In Sem

inar, Exodus. Schuerer, History of the Jewish People in the Time of Christ.

GRIEFSWALD : Giesebrecht, 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Introduction to Daniel , 3 ) In Semi

nar , Selected Portions of Historical Books, Bredenkamp, Messianic Prophe

cies. Meinhold , Genesis. -Kessler, 1 ) Hebrew for Beginners, 2 ) Elements

of Syriac, with Rödiger's Chrestomathy, 3 ) Arabic Grammar, with special

reference to Hebrew, 4 ) Ibn Hischâm's Life of Mohammed.

HALLE : Riehm , 1 ) Psalms , 2) Isaiah XL .-XLVI . Schlottmann , 1 ) Job , 2 ) History

of Israel , 3 ) Geography of Palestine, 4 ) In Seminar, Semitic Epigraphs.

Gosche, Quran. Thorbecke , 1 ) Hebrew or Arabic Grammar, 2 ) Comparative

Hebrew Grammar, 3 ) Arabic Grammar, 4 ) Hariri.

HEIDELBERG : Merx, 1 ) Job, 2 ) Dogmatics of Post -exilic Jews to Time of Christ

Kaulen ,
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( II . Part of Biblical Theology ). Kneucker, IIistorico-Critical Introd tion into

Canonical Books of Old Testament. -Weil, 1 ) Exercises in Reading

Arabic MSS. , 2 ) Gulistân. Eisenlohr, 1 ) Egyptian Texts , 2) Topographical

Description of Egypt.

JENA : Siegfried , 1 ) Biblical Theology of Old Testament, 2 ) Psalms , 3 ) Pirqe

Aboth , Schmiedel, 1 ) Old Testament Exercises , 2 ) Elementary Hebrew Exer

cises. -Stickel, 1 ) Hebrew Exercises, 2 ) Arabic Grammar and Writers , 3 )

Chaldee, 4 ) Syriac.

KIEL : Klostermann , Genesis. Baethgen, 1 ) Psalms , 2 ) Chaldee in Old Testament,

3 ) Hebrew Exercises. Hoffmann , 1 ) Syriac, Arabic , or Modern Persian ,

2) In Seminar, Songs of Solomon .

LEIPZIG : Delitzsch , Fr2 ., 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Old Testament Heilsgeschichte, 3 ) In Pred

igers Gesellschaft, Selected Portions of Leviticus , 4 ) Anglo -American Exe

getical Gesellschaft, Relation of Ezechiel to the Mosaic Law. Hölemann ,

Gen. I.-III . Baur, Psalms. Guthe, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Job , 3 )

In Old Testament Gesellschaft , Giving of Laws of Deuteronomy. Ryssel,

Genesis . König , 1 ) Hebrew Grammar, 2 ) Exegetical Gesellschaft.

Krehl, 1 ) Syriac Grammar and easier texts , 2 ) Arabic Chrestomathy of

Arnold , 3 ) Mu'allakat of Tarofa. Delitzsch , Frdr., 1 ) Assyrian , easier texts ,

2 ) Quran , reading continued , 3 ) Gulistân, continued .

MARBURG : Graf von Baudissn, 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) “ Opferdienstes ” in Old Testament.

Cornill, 1 ) Old Testament Introduction , 2 ) Old Testament Exegetical Exer

cises. -Ley , 1 ) Hebrew Grammar with Exercises, 2 ) Meter of Hebrew

Poetry . Wellhausen, 1 ) Arabic , continued , 2 ) Elements of Syriac .

MUNICH : Schönfelder, 1 ) Job , 2 ) Syriac, continued , 3 ) Exercises in Hebrew.

Hommel, 1 ) Mu'allakat, continued , 2 ) Persian Grammar, with Reading of

easier passages , 3 ) Arabic Literature of first three hundred years after

Mohammed's Flight, 4 ) Religion of the old Babylonian and Assyrian . Lauth

1 ) Elements of Egyptian , 2 ) Coptic Reading, 3 ) Geographical Texts. Bezold ,

1 ) Arabic , continued , 2 ) Syriac or Ethiopic, 3 ) Assyrian.

STRASSBURG : Nowack , 1 ) History of Israel , 2 ) Minor Prophets. Reuss , Job .

Duemichen , 1 ) Introduction into Hieroglyphic Writing with Exercises in

Translating Hieroglyphic Inscriptions, 2 ) Selected Hieroglyphic and Hieratic

Texts , 3 ) The Biblical Representations and the same as found in the Sepul

chres of the Memphitic and Thebic Necropolis. Noeldeke, 1 ) Kariris Durra,

2 ) Arabic Geography , 3 ) Syriac , 4 ) Ethiopic . Euting, 1 ) Semitic Inscriptions,

Second half.

TUEBINGEN : Kautsch , 1 ) Isaiah , 2 ) Pirqe Aboth . Kuebel , Most important Mes

sianic Prophecies of Old Testament. Himpel , 1 ) Isaiah XL .-LXVI . , 2 ) Intro

duction into the Deutero - canonical Writings.-- Socin , 1 ) Elements of

Arabic, 2 ) Arabic Authors, 3 ) Oldest Hebrew and Phönecian Inscriptions.

WUERZBURG : Scholz, 1 ) Minor Prophets, 2 ) Arabic Grammar, with Exercises in

Translation , 3 ) Exegetical Exercises.

Prof. II . L. Fleischer, the Arabist , of University of Leipzig, has been freed

from the responsibility of lecturing, on account of age .

Prof. Geo . Ebers, the Egyptologist, has not lectured during the last two Sem

esters, nor will he lecture during the next Semester, on account of sickness.

Dr. Wilhelm Lotz , author of “ Die Inschriften Tiglath pileser I.," has been
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made Prof. ordinary in the Protestant Theological Faculty of the University of

Vienna.

Several valuable books are appearing, in which all Semitic scholars have a

peculiar interest. Josephi Flavi , Opera. Edidit et apparatu critico instruxit

Benedictus Niese. Vol . II.,” has just appeared , and will be made welcome by all

students of history . This is a critical edition of the Greek original based on the

best manuscripts. Where the manuscripts differ, the variants are indicated at

the bottom of the page . The parallel passages of the Bible are also indicated .

The text is broken up into small paragraphs, numbered on the margin . Vol . I.

will appear later, and contain the Prolegomena to the entire work .

Gesenius ' “ Hebräischen und Chaldäischen Handwörterbuch über das Alte

Testament ” will appear in the tenth edition at Easter. It will be a thoroughly

improved and enlarged edition , by the former editors , Professors Mühlau and

Volck of the University of Dorpat.

“ Zeitschrift für Assyriologie,” is the new name for the journal hitherto

called “ Zeitschrift für Keilschriftforschung . ” It is edited by privatdocent Carl

Bezold in University of Munich, in connection with Professors Oppert in Paris,

Sayce in Oxford , Schrader in Berlin , and others.

The second part of De Sarzec's "Decouvretes en Chaldée " is announced for

May .

Kurzgefasster Ueberblick über die Babylonisch -assyrische Literatur " is the

title of a book in press, by Dr. Carl Bezold, of Munich. A few words will show

how invaluable this work will be to all Semitic scholars. It will contain a com

plete list of all inscriptions hitherto published . The first part of the work will

contain an account of the historical inscriptions in chronological order. The

second part will contain an account of the non-historical inscriptions, such as

poetry and science. The book will also contain an index to 1500 tablets of the

British Museum, published or captioned, translated or quoted in modern papers ;

also two indices, one for all plates of inscriptions published , the other for cunei

form proper names. Finally , a full list of abbreviations, both for the inscriptions

and for modern books .

Vol . II . , second edition , of the “ Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia ,"

is announced for this month .

Probably the most epoch-making work of modern times in the matter of

Old Testament Lexicography appears to-day . Its title is “ Prolegomena zu einem

neuen hebräischen u . aramäischen Wörterbuch Alten Testaments ," by Prof.

Friedrich Delitzsch , University of Leipzig. It is the product of about two years'

work ; and deals with 500 Hebrew and Aramaic words and roots , each of which

receive either an entirely new or partially new explanation. These explanations

are among the “ things new and old ,” which this indefatigable delver has brought

to light from the mines of lexicography in the languages of Babylonia and

Assyria.

Leipzig, March 6th , 1886 .
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TAE thanks of the managing editor are due many friends of HEBRAICA for

the words of appreciation and encouragement which have been received. It must

be confessed that the task of making a scientific journal which will at the same

time sustain itself and be satisfactory to all its constituents is no easy one . Again

the kind consideration of those interested in the success of the effort is requested .

There is a good basis upon which to rest the opinion that , if the undertaking can

but be carried through the present volume and the succeeding one , its establish

ment is certain . We ask , therefore , for your continued forbearance , and for your

hearty co-operation , and we promise you a journal which will , in time , accom

plish much in the interests of a true scientific Bible-study.

THE readers of HEBRAICA are aware of the Schools of Hebrew to be con

ducted during the coming summer under the auspices of the Institute of Hebrew.

Special attention is invited to the opportunities offered for becoming acquainted

with the cognate languages . At Philadelphia those who desire to undertake or

continue the study of Arabic will have the privilege of enjoying the instruction of

Dr. Lansing, of New Brunswick, whose new Arabic Manual is almost ready for

distribution . Dr. Peters, of Philadelphia , offers both elementary and advanced

instruction in Assyrian. Provision also has been made for classes in Syriac,

under Prof. Lovejoy, of Philadelphia , and in Aramaic, under Mr. Gurney, of

Morgan Park. At Morgan Park, Arabic and Syriac will be taught by Prof. Wil

son , of Allegheny, and Aramaic by Dr. Terry , of Evanston . At Newton Centre ,

Dr. Lyon , of Harvard, will have both elementary and advanced classes in Assyr

ian ; Dr. Burnham , of Hamilton , will teach Syriac , and Prof. Brown, of Newton

Centre, Aramaic . At Chautauqua, instruction in Arabic , Syriac and Aramaic

will be given by Dr. Schodde, of Columbus, O. At the University of Virginia ,

Assyrian will be taught by Mr. James A. Craig , a graduate of McGill University

and of Yale Divinity School, who is just finishing his doctorate course at Leipzig ;

Arabic and Syriac , by Mr. Robert F. Harper, who for two years has been studying

at Berlin and Leipzig ; and Aramaic by Dr. Foster, of Lebanon , Tenn .

Surely no better opportunities have in this country ever offered themselves in

the line of Semitic study. Shall there not be many to avail themselves of this

instruction ?

NO PORTION of the Old Testament has been more sadly neglected than the

“ Minor Prophets ." Yet no portion deserves greater attention . In the Schools

to be held this summer these books are to receive special study . Under Dr. J. P.

Peters, at Philadelphia , Dr. W. G. Ballantine, at Morgan Park, Dr. Francis

Brown, at Newton Centre, Dr. W. J. Beecher , at Chautauqua, and Dr. Foster, at

the University of Virginia , there will be done a work in this field , from which

those who participate in it will derive a benefit that can scarcely be estimated.

This subject, and these instructors, offer students in Hebrew a rich treat.
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THE HEBREW students of America have reason to congratulate themselves

that our Associate-Editor, Dr. Haupt, has finally decided to remain in this coun

try. It was feared , for a time , that a tempting offer from a German university

would draw him back to his native land. He will , however, continue his work in

the Johns Hopkins University, at Baltimore. Among other things we have

the privilege of announcing that Dr. Haupt will conduct a Winter School for the

study, particularly , of Assyro - Babylonian and Sumero -Akkadian. This Winter

School will be held in January next, and like our Summer Schools, will continue

four weeks. During this time , Dr. Haupt's regular work in Hebrew, Syriac,

Aramaic, Arabic and Ethiopic will be discontinued , and he , assisted by the two

fellows in Semitic languages, will give instruction in the branches above named .

A full programme will be announced later. Those who desire to attend are

advised by Dr. Haupt to prepare themselves , so far as possible , in the Summer

Schools of Hebrew . A knowledge of Hebrew will be required of those who take

part, and a preparatory study of Arabic and Syriac, even though slight, will be of

great advantage. We trust that the time is coming when the opportunities for

the study of the Semitic languages shall be as numerous and as valuable in Amer

ica as in Germany.

WE GIVE below an extract from a letter to Prof. Isaac Hall, Ph . D. , of New

York , by the celebrated scholar and author Prof. Th. Nöldeke, of the University

of Strassburg. It is self -explanatory. We trust that the desire to preserve the

good reputation heretofore enjoyed by the publishing firm referred to, may lead

them to reconsider their decision in this matter.

“ I have had it in mind to write to you concerning a matterwhich is of a very

disagreeable character. A Mr. McDonald , M. A., of Westminster, England,

undertook to translate my Syriac Grammar into English. When asked with ref

erence to the matter two years since, I replied that Iwould be entirely satisfied .

He made an agreement with T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh,and drew half of his pay

in advance. He sent me a few samples of his work , and I at once became aware

of the fact that he did not sufficiently understand either Syriac or German. I

thoroughly corrected one printed sheet for him , but the task was too heavy a

I wrote him that the matter could not thus go on. Whether he informed

the publishers or not I do not know ; but a letter written by them to Mr.

McDonald shows them to be of such a character that I can have no further deal

ings with them . Since five years have passed sincethe publication of my book ,

my publisher cannot prevent the issue of this translation . T. & T. Clark, how

ever, are determined to publish it in spite of my objections. In view of all this,

I am taking steps to announce in England that thebook, which would be a mon

strum , is to be issued contrary to the wishes of myself and my publishers , and

that the translation is of no value. Perhaps you will help meto announce the

same thing in America. In the meantime, we must wait and see what Mr.

McDonald and the Messrs. Clark will do . "

one .

72

As we go to press, a copy of Professor Friedrich Delitzsch's Prolegomena *

reaches us. An extended notice will be published in the July HEBRAICA. Two

great works have been promised by Professor Delitzsch , a Hebrew lexicon which

shall incorporate the latest results of Assyrian research , and an Assyrian lexicon.

The first part of the latter is promised July 1st. Professor Delitzsch would

* PROLEGOMENA EINES NEUEN HEBRAEISCH -ARAMAEISCHEN WOERTERBUCHES ZUM ALTEN

TESTAMENT. Von Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, Prof. Ord . Hon . fuer Assyriologie und Semitische

Sprachen an der Universitact Leipzig . Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung. 1886. pp. 217.
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change quite radically the arrangement of the Hebrew lexicon . He would , for

example , place in separate lists the Aramaic words and proper names. He would

arrange the words according to their roots and not alphabetically. These, in our

estimation , would be decided improvements. The argument that for beginners

the alphabetical arrangement is the better one has little to sustain it. We believe

that the next decade is to witness a most remarkable advance in the methods em

ployed and in the helps furnished in the department of Semitic languages.

IN A recent number of HEBRAICA a notice was published of an unpointed

text of Genesis . Many inquiries were received as to the possibility of obtaining

an unpointed edition of the entire Pentateuch . After some investigation , several

editions have been found . Of these, one particularly pleases us. We give its

full title -page :

ארוקהורפוסהןוקת
ללוכ

הרותישמוחהשמח

םג

רתסאתלגמ

.םימעטילבותודוקנילב

םינינעראשוסינידתופסותםע

םהש

הרותהיבתוכםירפוסהתרזעל

.להקבהבםיארוקהתלעותלו

בטיהןויעבהגומוןכותמוךורעלכה

ידילע

בודףסויהיראןבקחצי

םייהלעדער

.עבאגזיואעטרידיֿפעריונעגעטייווצ

S. Baer.

RÖDELHEIM ,

Druck u . Verlag von J. Lehrberger & Comp.

1815.

The paper is good , the type plain , the impression clear, and the book , taken

as a whole , every thing to be desired. This statement is made for the benefit of

those who desire such an edition , but have not known where to procure it.*

THE October HEBRAICA contained a complete list of the Old Testament and

Semitic Professors in the United States and Canada . A similar list of English

Professors was promised for the January number. It was not possible , however,

to get the required material into proper shape at the date of issue of the January

number. This list will be found in the present number. We shall give in the

July number a similar list of Continental Professors , for which the material is

already in hand. It will not be amiss for the world to know how many and who

are engaged in this special work , and for them to know each other.

* Price, 75 cents ; it may be ordered through the American Publication Society of Hebrew,

Morgan Park, Ill .
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SOME NEWLY - DISCOVERED TEMANITE AND NABATEAN INSCRIPTIONS.

In a very excellent work “ Studia Biblica , Essays in Biblical Archæology and

Criticism and Kindred Subjects, by Members of the University of Oxford , ” re

cently published by the Clarendon Press , Dr. Ad. Neubauer publishes an inter

esting article under the above heading. The inscriptions are a very valuable lot,

some of them baving been translated by Nöldeke , Halevy , D. H. Müller and Cler

mont-Ganneau. To translate and comment upon such inscriptions requires a

thorough and comprehensive knowledge of Semitic languages, ancient history and

geography, and although the paper is extremely able, Dr. Neubauer is not equally

strong in all the allied fields. The Assyriologist will observe not a few errors ,

the most glaring of these occurring in an attempted etymology of the name of a

Temanite god-Sangala. We are treated to the statement that the name of the

Babylonian god Nergal occurs in the form Sergal , and this is declared identical

with Songala. Then in a note the conjecture is hazarded that ner in Nergal may

be connected with ner in Abner and Neriah , while gal may be contained in the

names Goliath and Abigail !

As a matter of fact the name of the god Nergal does not occur in the form

Sergal . Nergal is Akkadian ne-uru-gal " lord of the great city ,” i . e . , Hades .

Another Akkadian word negal which means " ruler ” and is connected with an

Akkadian stem ner " to rule " occurs in Sumerian — the sister dialect - in the form

shermal, and a half-knowledge of this fact is what led Dr. Neubauer to his absurd

etymology

Of a piece with the same is the explanation of the name Bildad “ which can

not be any thing else but a compound of Bel and Dad .” Proper names composed

of the names of two divinities are extremely rare and scholars have some time

since pointed out that the Benhadad of the Book of Kings the Bir-dada men

tioned in the annals of Sardanapalus and Bil-dad the Shubite in Job are variant

forms of the same name and mean “ son of Dadda,” the Syrian god of the atmos

phere. CYRUS ADLER ,

Johns Hopkins University .

BROWN'S ARAMAIC METHOD. *
*

The first part of this excellent Manual , embracing text, notes and vocabulary ,

appeared a little less than two years ago, and was favorably noticed in the October

number of HEBRAICA for 1884. The second part now before us supplies the

leading facts of the grammar of the Aramaic language , and occupies a supple

* AN ARAMAIC METHOD. A Class-Book for the study of the Elements of Aramaic , from

Bible and Targums. By Charles Rufus Brown . Part II. Elements of Grammar, Chicago :

American Publication Society of Hebrew . Morgan Park, 1886. 96 pp. 12mo.
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mentary and complementary position to the first. While it may offer little or

nothing that is, strictly speaking, novum , it certainly treats the subject matter

nove, i . e . , in the field of Aramaic grammar. Its method is the inductive . From

the selections given in the first part , and from other portions of the Targums.

where these selections did not suffice, the facts to be taken into consideration and

of special importance to the student coming from Hebrew to the Aramaic are

mentioned , and from these facts the underlying principles are drawn . Professor

Brown has thus transferred to the Aramaic the method so successfully applied by

Professor Harper to the Hebrew. In fact our author presupposes the grammar

of Professor Harper in the hands of his pupils , and never repeats what may be

found there . In the application of this method we think that Professor Brown

has been very successful , and the result of his labors is quite a multum in parvo ..

It is only occasionally, as, e.g. , in II . and VI. , that the references of the grammat

ical statements to the examples placed above are not so clear as they might be,

and here and at one or two other places that the grammar is not as transparent as

it ought to be. In general, it might have been well to have increased the number

of examples under many of the heads, and then by very direct and exact refer

ences of letters and figures between the examples and the principles adduced to

have made perfectly clear to the beginner what the import and purpose of each

example was. This would not have increased the bulk of the book, for the Par

adigms could have been omitted , as they are already found in Part I. , and the

purpose of their repetition here is not quite clear. But taken as a whole , the

Method is a manual of exceptional merit , and richly deserves the recognition and

success the first part has secured and the second undoubtedly will secure . It is

just the kind of a book we need for our seminaries, our summer-schools and for

private study . The road from the Hebrew into the dialects naturally leads by

the way of Biblical and Targumic Aramaic, and Professor Brown is entitled to .

the gratitude of teachers and pupils for having smoothed this way to a marked

degree . GEORGE H. SCHODDE,

Capital University, Columbus, O.
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NOTES ON THE USE OF THE HEBREW TENSES .

BY WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT.

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, England.

The work upon which these notes are based originated in a sense of dissatis

faction with the treatment of the subject in some of the best known elementary

grammars, e. g. , Davidson's Grammarl and Müller's Syntax. One would have

been quite prepared to have found the treatment of so difficult a subject incom

plete in parts and to have found points left uncertain . But statements as to the

tenses have an air of completeness and symmetry and certainty which raises high

expectations, and it seemed to me that these expectations were not realized and

that the enquiring student does not derive from such works so much help to

wards comprehension as he might expect. I found also that these impressions

were shared by others.

Probably the form in which ideas about Hebrew tenses first shape themselves

in the student's brain is that, where possible , a Perfect is translated as a past

tense and an Imperfect as a future , and that, if such translations are impossible,

considerable latitude is allowed in translation and the best must be made of the

verb in the interests of the sense. It is felt, however, that this theory of the

tenses can be only temporary and the student turns to statements of the syntax

of the verb in the hope of attaining a better and more permanent theory.

He finds a statement of this syntax which might be briefly represented by the

following complete and symmetrical table :

Perfect = Imperfect with Waw Cons . Imperfect = Perfect with Waw Cons.

Past I did I was doing

I have done I used to do

I had done

Present I do I do

Future I shall have done I shall do

1 This statement must not be understood as implying any want of appreciation of Davidson's

Grammar as a whole. But having as a teacher some little experience of its use as a text-book ,

I have become more and more convinced that it must be the author's intention that it should

be explained, supplemented or qualified by oral teaching ; so that probably many of the crit

icisms in these notes would be obviated when the book is used by Prof. Davidson himself.
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There is an air of mathematical accuracy about a statement of this kind. It

suggests that, given your tense , the statement of the syntax thereof is a kind of

function of the tense which can be obtained by a known process of expansion .

Perhaps, however, an air of mathematical accuracy is a little suspicious in syntax.

The student wishes to understand the principles that determine the occurrence

and distribution of the several tenses, and to know why in any given case a par

ticular Hebrew Imperfect is to be translated by one rather than another of its

possible English equivalents. He feels that his first impression from the syntax

is that there is still left a free choice without any special preference for past or

future, or possibly any special attention to the sense . If his faith in the possibil

ity of Hebrew syntax is not destroyed he is apt to feel dissatisfied with the present

method of its exposition . These statements of syntax suggest a neat key of con

venient size which can be inserted in a lock and turns right round in the lock , but

unfortunately does not turn the lock.

It may, of course, be suggested that these impressions are due to the elemen

tary state of the student's knowledge, but as elementary works are presumably

written for elementary students , they ought to add to his comprehension of the

subject even when his knowledge is in an elementary stage.

Moreover, it is still the case that the old theory of the tenses is maintained

and taught, and that there are students whose first introduction to the subject

has been through such teaching. These students, when told that their original

teaching is not orthodox, would gladly find in the hand -books of the new school

some statement of the difference between the two theories and especially of the

practical result of the change of the theory on interpretation and translation .

This statement seems as a rule not to be forthcoming. It stands to reason that a

total change of theory is likely to affect translation , and if left without exact in

formation the convert from the old theory to the new is apt to imagine almost all

translation affected . If his reading is confined to historical portions and he finds

that the translations suggested by his old theory still very largely hold good , he

may become a little sceptical as to the importance of holding a correct theory. If

the students of an ancient system of astronomy had been in the habit of calculat

ing the date of eclipses under their ancient theory, conversion to the Copernican

system might seem to them to involve the discarding of these dates ; and if with

out previous explanation they were allowed to discover that after all the eclipses

occurred on the dates calculated on the old theory, their views as to the relative

merits of the two systems might again become unsettled .

There are other points, too, on which the student might reasonably look for

clear statement, even if it were only of the fact that grammarians ( if such be the

case) have not yet completely mastered the subject. It is obvious at a very ele

mentary stage that the conditions and methods of use of the tenses in poetical

sections are very different from those in narrative sections ; but beyond fragmen
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tary notices in the symmetrical expansion already referred to there is no plain

statement of the main differences of poetic and prosaic style.

Again , we learn our Hebrew too much at second hand through German and,

naturally, translations of a German syntax. Grammars that reproduce the phrases

of Ewald are apt to forget to connect the usage of the Hebrew tenses with those

of the English tenses.

As the standard text-books are supposed to state the current views clearly

and concisely for the benefit of the student, it seemed that the next step might be

to attempt to apply the results as given in these books to the reading of some

.considerable portions of the Old Testament, rather than to seek the further and

more detailed exposition of them in larger grammars.

I was specially interested in trying to observe the amount of practical change

involved in the substitution of the ideas of Perfect and Imperfect for those of

Past and Future ; it seemed simpler to begin with narrative portions of the Old

Testament, and the Pentateuch together with Joshua seemed to present a fairly

convenient whole.

Accordingly I read these books specially attending to the use of the Perfect

and Imperfect tenses, and noting each occurrence of these tenses in a table of

twelve columns arranged thus :

Perfect

1. Cases where the Hebrew Perfect may be translated as a Past Tense with

out any difficulty as regards context.

2. Cases where such a translation is difficult.

3. Cases where such a translation seems rendered impossible by the context..

Imperfect with War Cons.

4.

As in case of Perfect , substituting “ Imperfect with Waw Cons." for
5.

“ Perfect."

6 .

Imperfect.

7. Cases where the Hebrew Imperfect may be translated by an English

Future , Present, or Subjunctive, or by may , can, etc.

8. Cases where the Imperfect has a frequentative sense.

9. Cases where it seems necessary to translate the Imperfect by the English

Past Imperfect or other past tense.

Perfect with Waw Cons.

10.

As in case of Imperfect, substituting “ Perfect with Waw Cons." for
11 .

“ Imperfect "

12 .

It will be seen that the second and third columns under each tense will con

tain the cases which seem specially to strain the “Past and Future ” theory and

which seem to be more manageable under the “Perfect and Imperfect ” theory.
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They may be stated as those in which on the one hand a Perfect or Imperfect

with Waw Cons. has to be translated as a Future, and on the other an Imperfect

or Perfect with Waw Cons. as a Past. The use of either tense as present, and

the Subjunctive, Potential Imperative and Optative uses of the Imperfect seem to

give no special difficulty under either theory.

Before giving the results of this work , it may be as well to point out that it

is not intended to imply that the results are due to careful and thorough consid

eration of difficult cases ; these are simply noted as difficult. Moreover, many

cases are put in the first column under each tense, which might possibly be as

signed to the second . In this arrangement I have been guided by the possibil

ities of translation into English Pasts and Futures or allied tenses, and I have

also followed recognized translations. However, something more will be said on

this point below.1

The results were as follows :

Perfect 1 3

2827 5 1

Imperfect with Waw Cons. 64

4829 2

Imperfect 7 8 9

4116 51 33

Perfect with Waw Cons. 10 11 12

2584 46 22

Neglecting for the present the extremely small number of instances in 2, 3 ,

5 and 6, we see that we may state the following approximate rules :

1. That the Perfect, or Imperfect with Waw Cons . , may be translated as the

English Perfect or Pluperfect.

2. That the Imperfect, or Perfect with Waw Cons. , is only rarely used of

the past.

3. That the Imperfect, or Perfect with Waw Cons., occurs very occasionally

in a frequentative sense of past time.

It may also be noticed that 1 , 4 , 7 , 10 contain the cases where translation

is not affected by change of theory ; and that the matter affording the chief ground

for debate and some of the data for argument are comprised in the other columns;

and that the debatable matter is extremely small in proportion .

It will be seen from the table and rule 1 , that the cases where the Perfect,

i It will be obvious that to be perfectly sure that no errors from inadvertence have crept in

would require much time, more time than I have had at my disposal. But this is perhaps less

important than it would be in some other cases, as the proportion between the numbers in col

umns 1 , 4, 7, 10 and those in the other columns is too great to be affected by mere inadvertencies .
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c .

etc., are used for prophetic perfect, strong affirmation , and where in English we

use a present which implies a perfect, are included by a certain elasticity of inter

pretation in rule 1. The defence of this position is reserved for a section on the

use of the English tenses as illustrating that of the Hebrew tenses.

If the cases mentioned in the last paragraph were separated from those in

which the Perfect and the Imperfect with Waw Cons . are used as simple past

tenses, it would be found that the former are few in comparison with the latter

and that for the great bulk of occurrences of these forms the following rules

might be laid down :

1. That in narrative the Perfect is used as the ordinary narrative tense when

the verb is not immediately preceded by a Waw, i . e . ,

a. In Oratio Recta .

b. In dependent, interrogative and negative sentences.

In cases where some emphatic word (or words) is placed before the verb .

It is, of course, to be understood that “ narrative tense ” is confined here to past

tense used in narrative.

2. That in narrative the Imperfect with Waw Cons. is used as the ordinary

narrative tense in independent sentences except in interrogative and negative

sentences and where other words are placed before the verb for the sake of em

phasis.

One or two limitations of the latter rule will be noticed further on . It is only

attempted here to give such rough statements of usage of the tenses as might

fairly be submitted to students with the caution that they might have to be some

what modified .

The uses of the Imperfect and its allied Perfect with Waw do not readily

lend themselves to wide and simple generalizations.

It now remains to notice briefly the cases not included in our rules , namely,

those in 2, 3, 5, 6 , 9 and 12.

2,3. Gen. XVIII.,12 727-00m. Both AV. and RV. translate as

future, which is doubtless the most idiomatic English equivalent of the Hebrew ;

but might not the literal meaning of the root and force of the tense be fairly rep

resented by “ Has pleasure come to me ? ”

Gen. XL. , 14 ' IN OX '). Driver, p. 169 n . , and Ewald as quoted by him ,

both treat this case as exceptional and reject the translation as imperative given

by AV. and RV.

Exod . IX . , 15 inmov nmy's. The RV. changes the future of the AV.

into a past conditional, which removes all difficulty as to use of tense and context .

., 1, ., 9 ,

XXII. , 13 no ix av . It might indeed be possible to translate the Perfects

without Waw strictly , e. g. , "and shall slay it or have sold it,” but such a trans

Exod.XXI.,37ֹורָכְמֹואֹוחָבְטּוXXII.,9הָּבְׁשִנֹוארַּבְׁשִנֹואתֵמּו
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lation seems very awkward . Might not, however, the ix connect the latter verb

with the former so closely as to bring the latter so to speak under the vinculum

of the Waw ?

5. These two cases are Imperfects with Waw , co -ordinate with the Perfect

in Exod . ix . , 15 , already referred to, and may be similarly explained .

Thus the only case that presents any serious difficulty so far is that in Gen.

XL. , 14 , and the amount of exception to the rule 1 on p. 196 is very slight indeed.

It will also be seen that of the cases included under 9 and 12 many might

fairly be taken as frequentative.

9. In the first place , 24 out of the 33 occur in poetical sections, Exod. XV .;

Deut. XXXII.; Exod . XXXIII ., 8 , 9. Two are frequentative , Exod . XXXVI. , 29 ,

Gen. VI . , 4 (so Driver) . One, Deut. XXXIII . , 3 , may without any great difficulty

be taken as a future. There remain six cases which cannot be explained satis

factorily unless as referring to past time , and not frequentative ; four of these ,

Gen. XXXVII . , 7 ; Exod . VIII . , 20; Num. XXIII., 7 ; Deut. 11. , 12 , are taken by Driver

as analogous to our Historical Present ; and the other two, Gen. II . , 25 and XLVIII. ,

10 , are left as unsolved problems.

12. Of these 22 , 12 might be taken as frequentative : Five , Gen. XXXI . , 7 ;

XXXVII. , 3 ; Josh . VI . , 8, 13 ; Exod . XXXVI. , 29 , are referred to by Driver as fre

quentative ; five others , Exod . XXXVI. , 30, 38 ; XXXVIII . , 28 ; XXXIX ., 3 , are in a

similar context to Exod . XXXVI. , 29. The other two are Gen. XXI . , 25; XLIX. , 23 .

One, Num . XXI . , 15 , might fairly be taken as a future ;1 one , Deut. XXXIII ., 2, is

in a poetical section . There remain eight which do not seem to yield to any satis

factory explanation , except as referring to past time and that not in a frequenta

tive sense ; one of these , Gen. XV . , 6 , Driver speaks of as an “ isolated irregular

ity ; " the others are , Gen. XXVIII . , 6 ;2 XXXIV. , 5 ; XXXVIII. , 5; XXXVIII . , 9 (two

cases ) ; Josh . ix . , 12 ;1 XXII . , 4. One is naturally tempted to consider these as

cases of the Perfect with weak Waw, and some of them are so taken by Driver,

But perhaps it might be preferable to leave these eight cases all of them an

“ insoluble enigma,” for the following reasons :

Because we have seen that similar cases occur in the Imperfect where we

cannot resort to any change of force of the Waw .

b. Because these cases are so “ exceedingly rare ” in historical sections of

the earlier books. I

Because the change from the obsolete construction with Waw Cons. to

the current construction with weak Waw was a species of error in the copying

a.

C.

i This list of eight would , according to Driver, have to be extended to ifteen. It is beyond

the scope of these notes to enter minutely into individual cases ; most of Driver's cases are in

cluded in those wbich seem to need translating by the Past Imperfect ; and in the further anal.

ysis of this class I only attempt to show that in some cases there are plausible grounds for set

ting aside this seeming necessity. (Cf. Driver, p. 187) .,

2 Cf. preceding foot - note and Driver, p. 189.
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that scribes would be peculiarly liable to , and these cases may be cases of corrupt

text.

Thus we see that out of nearly 7000 cases, rules 1-3 on p . 196 cover all but

about 14. Hence we maintain that as far as the historical sections of the Hexa

teuch are concerned, it is misleading to co - ordinate the use of the Imperfect in

the Past with its Present, Future and Subjunctive and kindred uses. Yet it is

so co -ordinated in Davidson and Müller, and the student is left to gather from

incidental remarks that even the frequentative use is comparatively rare and that

in historical sections any other use of the Imperfect of past time is most excep

tional. Surely , therefore , rule 2 on p . 196 would better help the student to a clear

understanding of the usage ; while the exceptional cases might be referred to or

even enumerated in a note.

THE SEQUENCE OF THE TENSES .

The rules given on page 197 are not only empirical in form rather than scien

tific, but they omit and ignore the usual statement that the Imperfect with Waw

Cons. depends on an initial Perfect. Now I do not in any way deny or even crit

icize the orthodox theory that the use of the Imperfect with Waw Cons. origin

ated in such a construction , nor, of course, do I deny that a Perfect followed by

Imperfects with Waw is a common construction. But I maintain that the usual

statements on the subject are misleading, inaccurate and sometimes a trifle absurd .

It would , of course, be utterly unreasonable to ascribe these characteristics to any

want of knowledge or appreciation of the language on the part of the writers ; it

seems merely to be due to an enthusiasm of the scientific statement and elabora

tion of theory to which a clear statement of the actual usage of the tenses is alto

gether subordinated .

The following are some of the statements referred to :

1. Bickell's Outlines of Hebrew Grammar, % 152 Curtiss' translation : “ If a

narrative begins with the Perfect, it is continued in the apocopated form of the

future with va ."

This is the only reference in a very brief outline of syntax as to the use of the

“ future with va.” Standing by itself it would certainly convey to the reader the

idea that the “future with va ” never occurred except under these conditions ; or

at any rate that this use of it was much more common than any other.

2. Davidson's Grammar, pp. 60 , 61 : " After a simple perfect events conceived

as following upon this Perfect are expressed by the emphatic Vav joined with the

imperfect."

This is given conspicuously in the largest type used in the book as " the usage; ">

at the bottom of the next page in a note dealing with two other points and printed

in the smallest type used in the book , we read :

" The conversive tenses are properly used after simple tenses, but the usage

has pervaded the language to such an extent that they may be employed when no
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simple tense actually precedes ; and in translating into Hebrew and with a verb

may generally be expressed by the conversive tense."

The impression obviously conveyed by words, position and type is that the

construction spoken of as " the usage ” is by far the most common , and that the

construction which may be " employed is infrequent, if not exceptional.

3. Müller's Syntax, Robertson's translation , pp. 13 , 14 : “ The Imperfect

with 1 appears in its use as quite equivalent to the simple Perfect ; and indeed

even stands instead of it in all places where a discourse begun with the simple

Perfect is carried on uninterruptedly in the context ; it can , moreover , be used in

continuation of other verbal forms instead of a simple Perfect wherever the latter

would be admissible .

“ Rem . a. As soon as a new order of thought begins, which is not to be taken

as closely connected with what precedes, the Perfect is necessary."

This statement leaves us with more latitude ; we should still suppose that

the construction of Imperfect with Waw was usual and most frequent , but that

it sometimes occurred after other verbal forms.

Later on this is modified in a guarded and limited fashion , but we are left to

suppose that the use “ with any word whatever " is entirely subordinate .

The lessons which the student would suppose intended to be taught by the

above statements would be :

1. That the Imperfect with Waw is most commonly found after a simple

Perfect ; less frequently after other verbal forms and occasionally after “ any

word whatever. "

[Müller indeed states that the latter construction or rather a large group of

constructions of which this is one , is found “ very often.” But in a syntax “very

often ” at the head of a subordinate paragraph after the broad and general state

ment at the beginning of the quotation would only be understood to mean that

the construction occurred often enough to be considered regular and not excep

tional ; apart from such a context we should use “ occasionally " for what would

here be understood by “ very often . ”]

2. That the Perfect is commonly found as the first verb of a paragraph and

that the Imperfect with Waw is never found . .

While the mode in which the construction of the Perfect and of the Imperfect

with Waw is stated in Bickell and Davidson would suggest some such conclusion ,

Müller's statement that at the beginning of a new order of thought not closely con

nected with what precedes a Perfect is necessary , almost shuts the student up to

such a conclusion . In fact the tendency of the student, accustomed in other lan

guages to a syntax that deals chiefly with sentences, is to apply these statements

to sentences. He has visions of a series of Hebrew sentences, each beginning

with a Perfect and containing one more Imperfects with Waw Cons. Müller's
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“ Remark ” may suggest to him that sentences are often closely connected with

each other and do not always begin a new order of thought ; but he probably sup

poses that a new order of thought may be understood to begin with a new para

graph, a new chapter, when chapters are at all reasonably divided . One might

suppose , for instance , that a new order of thought began at Gen. XXXVIII . , 1 ,

where the story of Tamar interrupts the history of Joseph .

These then are the ideas that the student would derive from such works on

Hebrew syntax as to the distribution of the Perfect and Imperfect with Waw

Cons. , and their relation to one another. The impression given by the actual

reading of the Hexateuch is entirely different. Instead of a series of sentences,

each beginning with a Perfect, he finds that the main verbs of the independent

sentences are almost always Imperfects with Waw Cons . and that the occurrence

of a Perfect in such a capacity is rare , the Perfects are mostly found in dependent

sentences and oratio recta .

These Perfects being rare, it follows that the construction Perfect followed by

Imperfect with Waw Cons. is also comparatively rare . Taking a few chapters or

sections in which Perfects and Imperfects with Waw Cons. occur pretty freely we

get such results as the following :

Gen. V.–VI. , 8 D7% 77710 750. The construction occurs once , after

the oxy of verse 2, the main verbs are Imperfects with Waw Cons. for thirty

eight verses .

The ??? of VI. , 4 is parenthetic and the 8079 of verse 5 takes up the narra
tive from vi . , 3.

Gen. X.-XI., 9. In verse 1 , 17519 following the bare names Shem, Ham

and Japhet ; then in verses 8 and 9 a series of three Perfects and then an Imper

fect with Waw Cons. Though the section is rich in Perfects the construction in

question is only found again in verses 11 , 19 (though it seems strained to connect

77 ' with either of the two preceding Perfects, 29 ; XI . , 1 , whence the series of

Waw Cons. continues for eight verses , the 777 in verse 3 is parenthetic.

Similarly in Exod. 1. and II. , out of forty -seven verses this construction is

found in five cases , I. , 6 , 7 , 17 ; 11. , 3 , 19 ; in two of these, I. , 17 and 11. , 3 , the use

of the Imperfect is rendered impossible by the presence of x7 and another, 11. , 19 ,

is in the oratio recta .

In Lev. IX. , out of 24 verses this construction is found in verses 1 , 11 , 13 , 21 .

In Num. XVII. , out of 28 verses this construction is found in verses 7,12 and

23 , in each case in a parenthesis , the main line of narrative consisting of a series

of Imperfects with Waw Cons. , and if we look for an initial Perfect, we have to

go back to the preceding chapter.

Deut. XXXIV. Out of twelve verses the construction occurs once in verses 7 ,

8 , and even there12' does not seem to connect with the previous Perfects .
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Josh . ix. Out of twenty -seven verses the construction occurs in verses 3 , 14 ,

18 , 24 , 27 ; in 18 the presence of the Perfect is due to the is, and in 14 and 27 the

sequence seems doubtful.

It follows from examples like these that the cases in which the Imperfect

with Waw Cons. occurs within reach , i . e . , within two or three verbs of a simple

Perfect, are rare . To use symbols, let P denote a simple Perfect, I an Imperfect

with Waw Cons., then the combinations P+I , P+21, P + 31, occur but rarely ;

when the Imperfects are traceable to any Perfect we find series of the type P+nI

where n is large, and consequently the number of such series is in inverse ratio to

the average value of n , and the number of series and number of Perfects occur

ring at the head of series are small. Hence in most instances the actual sequence

in the case of Imperfects with Waw Cons. is that one such Imperfect follows.

another; by continuing the process you may ultimately get back without any

serious break to an initial Perfect, or as we shall try to show, you may not .

The most crucial test of the actual dependence of Imperfects with Waw

Cons. on preceding words will naturally be found by examining the beginning of

paragraphs, and the same investigation deals with our second point as to the

presence or absence of Perfects, and of Imperfects with Waw Cons. in such a po

sition . If the Imperfect with Waw Cons. is always or most often in dependence

on something else , and a series of such Imperfects must ultimately rest on a

Perfect or its equivalent, then an Imperfect with Waw Cons. will never or only

rarely be found at the beginning of a paragraph. As Müller says, it will only be

foundwhere a “ discourse begun with the simple Perfect is carried on uninterrup

tedly in the context ” and whenever “ a new order of thought begins” the Perfect

is necessary .

Unfortunately for the purpose of investigation , the process of division into

suitable paragraphs is largely a subjective one . An author who has laid down

the rule that whenever a new order of thought,begins , the Perfect is necessary ,

will be apt to consider the presence of a Perfect a sufficient indication of a new

order of thought. In criticizing such an author one is tempted to err in an oppo

site direction . However, to avoid this difficulty, I have followed almost exclu

sively certain recognized divisions , as follows :

1. The Hebrew divisions of the Pentateuch .

2. The chapters.

3. The books of the Bible (O. T. ) .

4. Kayser's Elohist sections of the Pentateuch .

5. The paragraphs of the Book of Joshua in the Revised Version .

1. The Hebrew divisions of the Pentateuch .

a. The larger divisions. Of these a large majority begin immediately with

an Imperfect and Waw Cons. in all the five books except Deuteronomy. In Deu

teronomy two of these divisions begin thus , one begins similarly , namely , with a
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Perfect and Waw Cons. , one has a simple Perfect for its first verb and three oth

ers are irrelevant, since they contain exhortation and not narrative.

b . The smaller divisions. Here , too, there is a large majority of those begin

ning with an Imperfect and Waw Cons. over those in which such an Imperfect is

introduced by a tense or phrase . Here also there is so little direct narrative in

Deuteronomy that little evidence can be obtained thence.

2. The chapters. Here again , Deuteronomy being for the above reason

excluded and Joshua being now included , the result is the same as in 1 , only the

preponderance of initial Imperfects with the Waw Cons. is greater.

3. The books of the Old Testament (historical, or beginning with a historical

section ).

Eleven , viz ., Leviticus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges , 1 Samuel , 2 Samuel , 2

Kings, Jonah , Ruth , Esther and 2 Chron . begin with Imperfect and Waw Cons.

Six, viz ., Genesis , Exodus, 1 Kings, Job, Daniel and Ezra have an initial

Perfect.

Three, viz ., Deuteronomy, Nehemiah and 1 Chronicles do not fall into either

of the above classes .

The fact that some books now separated were originally combinations of

others weakens but does not destroy the evidence given above.

4. Kayser's Elohist sections of the Pentateuch (as given in C. V. Rysell's

De Elohista Pentateuchi Sermone).

I have used these, simply because it seems likely that where a writer selects

passages of three or four or more verses and separates them from their context as

belonging to a different author, he recognizes some break in the order of thought

at the beginning and end , and such sections , as well as the sections left when

these are taken away, are a kind of paragraph . In using these paragraphs we are

following the independent judgment of a distinguished scholar.

Here again the sections beginning with Imperfects with Waw Cons. are in a

great majority.

5. The paragraphs into which the Book of Job is divided in the RV .

The paragraphs in the Revised Version follow so closely the divisions of

the Hebrew text that it did not seem worth while to investigate both sets for the

same book . For the sake of variety , we have taken the paragraphs of the RV.

in this one book with a very similar result to that obtained in all the other cases.

We may also notice that the Imperfect with Waw Cons . is often found after

speeches, sometimes long speeches in the oratio recta . Here surely we can

scarcely say that the original discourse has proceeded uninterruptedly, or that

there is no break in the order of thought. Striking instances of this are : after

the last charge of Jacob , Gen. XLIX . , 33 ; after the Song of Moses, Exod . xv., 20 ;

after the last prophecy of Balaam , Num. XXIV, 25 ; after the Blessing of Moses,

Deut. xxxiv . , 1 .
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We may also notice the sections beginning with 71771n ng or similar

words. With the exception of those in Num . III . , 1 seq . , Ruth iv . , 18 seq ., these

are all found in Genesis. The presence of these initial words renders it impossi

ble to have an Imperfect with Waw Cons . at the head of the section . In seven

cases we have following this heading or title a Perfect followed by Imperfect and

Waw Cons. In another case ( Gen. II. , 4 ) , we have two verses with no main verb

expressed , then an Imperfect in a frequentative sense , and somewhat later an

Imperfect with Waw Cons. In five other cases an Imperfect with Waw Cons .

follows a clause or clauses in which no main verb is expressed , and in Ruth I. ,

18 seq , we have a series of Perfects extending over five verses. One would scarcely

expect the order of thought to change so constantly in the course of a genealogy.

Thus the result of this investigation is that so far from the Imperfect with

Waw Cons . never or rarely occurring at the beginning of a paragraph , this con

struction occurs at the beginning of paragraphs much oftener than the simple

Perfect, and is perhaps the most common beginning.

On the strength of these facts we maintain that there is no sufficient evi

dence in these six books of any conscious dependence of Imperfect with Waw

Cons. on Perfects , other than the dependence always suggested by a Waw. If the

writer had felt that grammar demanded a Perfect or its equivalent before an

Imperfect with Waw Cons.; this feeling must have had a perceptible influence on

the way in which paragraphs begin.

If it is said that in all cases where the Imperfect with Waw Cons. begins a

paragraph, the division is so slight as to allow the connection to be carried back

over the division to a preceding Perfect, we reply that the division in thought is

often as great as it can be in a connected historical work, and that the breaks

after which the Perfect is used are no more marked than those after which we

have the Imperfect with Waw Cons.

As to the division in thought, we have already pointed out that this Imper

fect is found when the narrative style is resumed after a long speech in oratio

recta , and again where the scene and subject of a narrative suddenly change, as

when the history of Joseph is interrupted by the episode of Tamar.

Then as to the occurrence of the Perfect after slight breaks, let us take the six

Toledoth sections which have an initial Perfect ; five of these sections, Genesis v .,

1 seq.; VI . , 9 seq.; XI. , 27 seq.; XXXVI . , 1 seq.; XXXVII. , 2 seq. , follow closely some

mention of the subject of the Toledoth ; in the case of Gen. xxv. , 19 , the Tole

doth of Isaac naturally follow those of Ishmael.

We may also notice that Perfects like Imperfects with Waw Cons. have a

tendency to run in series ; for instance while the Toledoth Adam , Gen. V. , 1 , con

sists of an unbroken series of such Imperfects, in the Toledoth of the sons of

Noah the main ne of the genealogy is kept up by a series of Perfects. Compare

also the genealogy which concludes the Book of Ruth ; also in Gen. XIV. , 2–5 there
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is a series of five Perfects, in Gen. XIX ., 23 , 24 we have a series of three Perfects,

and so again in Gen XXVII, 37 .

The Perfects at the beginning of these Toledoth sections perhaps follow as

marked a break in the narrative as any Perfects ; while those within these

sections follow as slight a break as any ; and the range between these two

extremes is about the same as that between the most and least marked break

which is followed by an Imperfect with Waw Cons.

We are now in a position to recur to the case of a long series of Imperfects

with Waw Cons. with an initial Perfect. We stated as a deduction from the

frequency of such series that the tense most often preceding an Imperfect with

Waw Cons. was a similar tense . It would have been scarcely worth while to

notice this for its own sake ; it might seem too obvious, and yet many less obvi

ous facts are stated in grammars ; and the fact that an indefinitely long series of

such Imperfects may depend upon a single Perfect is sufficiently novel and strik

ing to be explicitly stated . The ordinary student has forgotten all about the ini

tial Perfect by the time he has had six or seven Imperfects , and if these tenses

really are dependent on the initial Perfect, it is well that the student should

be reminded of the fact.

But if we decide that the initial Perfect is not to be credited with this long

line of Imperfects , then the series is chiefly important as illustrating the principle

that the Imperfect with Waw Cons. is the ordinary tense in simple narrative. It

not only illustrates the principle, but furnishes new evidence to establish it . We

bave pointed out that the Perfect of Gen. V. , 2 is followed by a series of sixty - five

Imperfects with Waw, a series unbroken except by Perfects in dependent sentences

and parentheses. According to the ordinary statement of current syntax these

can only belong to a discourse uninterruptedly following an initial Perfect or its

equivalent , expressed or understood , and here the Perfect is expressed . Apart

from the presence in this series of what seems to be an important break at vi . , 1 ,

the mind recoils from the supposition that the writer deliberately attached sixty

five Imperfects to one Perfect with the consciousness that the presence of the

Perfect at the beginning was a necessary condition to the expression of past time

by an Imperfect with Waw thirty verses further on . If it be said that, having

once fallen into Imperfects with Waw, the same tense was used till something

happened to break the even flow of the narrative, and that the writer used each

particular Imperfect with Waw because he knew that the tenses immediately pre

ceding it were the same ; then , surely, as a matter of syntax each later Imperfect

with Waw is due to the preceding ones , and the fact of such a dependence should

have been so stated . But the number of instances in which such Imperfect is

found with no very close connection with any previous Perfect or similar Imperfect

seems to render even this modified statement of the usual theory unnecessary .

On these grounds we maintain that the two rules given on p. 197 fairly de
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scribe and account for the facts of the language. They need some little explana

tion and may perhaps be put on a fairly scientific basis . Thus we may lay down

the following premises :

1. The ordinary style of Hebrew narrative consists of a series of co - ordinate

sentences connected by the conjunction Waw, as against the more complicated

constructions and greater variety of conjunctions in other languages.

2. That the verb is usually put first.

3. That instead of using for narrative the ordinary Waw and the Perfect,

the Waw pointed as the article is used with the Imperfect.

Thus the ordinary narrative tense will be this Imperfect with Waw . Doubt

less the origin of the usage was that which modern theory suggests ; but we main

tain that the origin had been forgotten . It now remains to account for cases in

which this ordinary tense gives place to the Perfect.

As the connection of the Waw and Imperfect is an essential part of the con

struction , and the Imperfect is not so used without Waw. It will follow :

1. That the substitution of any other conjunction or of a relative for Waw

will render it necessary to use the Perfect, hence the Perfect will be found in

dependent, relative, interrogative sentences.

It is , of course , to be understood that this need only apply to the first verb in

such a sentence ; a second verb may be connected with this by Waw ,and then the

Imperfect may follow as usual. As a matter of fact such sentences do not very

often contain more than one verb, and when they do , there is some tendency to

follow up one Perfect by another, e.g. , Gen. VI. , 1 .

2. Anything which alters the position of the verb will separate it from the

Waw and cause it to fall into the Perfect.

Thus a, as the negative t's always precedes the verb, the Perfect is found in

negative sentences.

b. Wherever some other word than the verb is placed first for the sake of

emphasis, the verb will fall into the Perfect.

3. The oratio recta in its statement, as to past time may use either a narra

tive or a rhetorical style. In using a narrative style nothing more is intended

than to state the facts to the hearer ; when the style becomes rhetorical there is a

conscious intention that the statement of facts should move the feelings or the

will of the hearer . In the former case the Imperfect with Waw is naturally used ,

in the latter case the statements are rendered more emphatic by the use of the

Perfect. It is chiefly in long speeches that the oratio recta becomes narrative.

Moreover, the principles laid down fully account for the feeling that an Im

perfect with Waw is connected with something preceding. Naturally the use of a

form, the first member of which is a conjunction will suggest a connection with

something preceding. Again it is natural that a series of Imperfects with Taw

should have an appearance of smoothness and regularity ; any unbroken series of
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tenses has some such appearance ; and in this case the fact that any departure

from the usual order of the words renders it impossible to use this Imperfect im

plies that the presence of this Imperfect indicates an absence of emphasis. Thus

also the Hebrew language gains an added emphasis of form from the fact that an

unusual order of words must also be accompanied by a less usual tense . But the

question as to the use of Perfect or Imperfect with Waw is not one of sequence

or connection, but of emphasis ; the unbroken series of these Imperfects implies

continuity of style rather than of thought. For, while a change of thought may

be indicated by a change of style, yet the different parts of a train of thought may

be as closely connected as possible , and still their mutual relation and relative

importance may give rise to a variety of construction . One might perhaps illus

trate the theory that an Imperfect with Waw Cons. implies an initial Perfect by

comparing a series of Imperfects to a straight line and a Perfect to a point , then

in the nature of things every such series must begin with a Perfect; and the con

tinuity of a narrative will be that of a straight line when Imperfects are used and

as broken as a row of isolated points when we have Perfects. According to the

view we have tried to maintain , the series of Imperfects may be compared to a

gently undulating curve , and the Perfect to a loop ; or where a Perfect interrupts

a series of Imperfects there would be a loop among the curves . The continuity

is the same in each case ; there is no necessary sequence , but the change from

wave to loop would arrest and detain the attention ,

It surely follows that the methods of stating the use of the Imperfect with

Waw Cons. are misleading ; those of Bickell and Davidson , as being the whole of

their statements on this head , would never lead the student to suppose that the

facts were as they have been stated above . As to Müller it may be fairer to give

a synopsis of his statements on the subject. According to him the Imperfect

with Waw Cons. may follow

1. A Perfect.

2. Any other tense used where a Perfect would have been admissible .

3. Another expression in a present sense instead of a Perfect.

4. Any word whatever, which it in a manner elucidates.

5. It may serve as apodosis to a preceding noun placed absolutely.

6. A simple Imperfect under certain conditions.

If it were not that Müller's anxiety to establish a connection in each case

leads him to impose limitations on the use under each head , we might say that

his statements might gain in clearness and conciseness if they were summed up

in a statement in Gesenius, that the Future with Waw Cons . stands only in con

nection with something preceding. Even then Gesenius' statement is for most

cases a truism , since, as we have pointed out, a form introduced by Waw natu

rally stands mostly in connection with something preceding ; and in historicalnar

rative most sentences stand in connection with something preceding. Doubtless,
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however, Gesenius intends something more than a truism , as he guards this state

ment by saying that “ If there be any connection with an earlier advent, the Fut.

with Waw may even begin a narrative or a section of one.” As, however, all

narrative has a connection with earlier events, especially in sacred history, un

less indeed it be the history of the Creation , this latter statement only removes

the truism a stage further back . A single Perfect in the first verse of Genesis

would justify Imperfects thence to the end of the Old Testament. In fact such a

statement virtually amounts to saying that an Imperfect with Waw Cons. may

occur anywhere, and so justifies the position that apart from the Waw there is no

conscious dependence of this Imperfect on any previous tense .

In Müller, however, I cannot find any such admission that an Imperfect with

Waw may begin a section . We might indeed apply the mathematical interpreta

tion to “ any word whatever," and understand it as including “ nothing ” or “ no

word at all ;" but the limitation " which it in a manner elucidates " shuts us out

from this refuge ; a series of tenses can scarcely be intended to elucidate

"nothing. "

Again it is difficult to see how Müller's statements include the numerous in

stances in which an Imperfect with Waw Cons. resumes the narrative after a long

speech in the oratio recta ; though as this is virtually beginning a section , it

might perhaps be left as another view of the difficulty stated above.

If, however, these gaps in Müller's statement were filled up , we see that they

would amount to the elaboration of a truism , and to a virtual admission that the

Imperfect with Waw Cons. may be used, whatever precedes . If Müller's state

ment were intended to show how the usage of this form , at a time when its origin

in a dependence on the Perfect was forgotten, might be deduced from this origin ,

it would seem eminently useful and instructive ; but an attempt to explain and

describe the actual usage as if the authors of these books were conscious of an

origin they seem to have entirely forgotten , is as mischievous and misleading as

if we tried to make out that people were influenced in their use of a word by some

long forgotten etymology.1

1 It may be noticed that this statement is almost identical with that by which Driver intro

duces his chapter on the " Imperfect with Strong Waw " (ch . VI. , p . 83 ) :

" By far the most usual method in which a series of events is narrated in Hebrew consists in

connecting each fresh verb with the clause which precedes it by means of the so -called waw

conversivum ( •)) and the Imperfect."

Now it has been shown that this mode of describing the usage of the “ Imperfect with Strong

Waw ” involves an important modification of the statements in such grammars as Bickell, Da

vidson and Mueller. But the student would understand from the general drift of the book that

Driver was thoroughly at one with the current views on syntax and would not be likely to notice

a modification unless it were dwelt upon as such. A student, for instance, who read Driver after

Davidson would be apt to suppose that the words " clause which precedes" were to be under

stood in the light of Davidson's statement as to the usage of the Imperfect with Waw Cons.; and

that some connected and preceding clause would contain the necessary simple Perfect.

Students would be more likely to profit by Driver's careful accuracy of statement, if the

same characteristic prevailed in elementary works.
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I. BIBLICAL STATEMENTS.

There is no direct testimony that the Hebrews were acquainted with the art

of writing before the time of Moses. It was not necessary that letters should

have been engraved upon the signet ring of Judah (Gen xxXVIII. , 18 ) ; the record

in Gen. XXIII. could even be urged as an argumentum e silentio for the time of

Abraham ; and the office of the '90, of whom Exod. v . , 6 seqq . , speaks , does

not mean precisely “ scribe,” but “ director, overseer . ” Nevertheless , it is evi

dent from the way in which mention is made of the writing of Moses, and at the

same time of the writing of priests and others,3 and also of the engraving of

names and other words in stone and metal ,4 that the art of writing was then

somewhat diffused among the Hebrews, and was , therefore , no new discovery .

In the Book of Joshua, we may compare viII . , 32 (17wa noin ving, written

upon stones) and xvIII. , 6 , 8 , 9 (a description of Canaan drawn up with a view to

disposing of it by casting lots) . Even in the times of the Judges the knowledge

of writing must have been widely extended ; for ( Judg. VIII. , 14 ) a boy of Succoth ,

accidentally captured , is able to write down the names of seventy -seven princes

and elders of that city ( cf. 1 Sam . X. , 25 ) . Songs , such as those in Num. XXI. and

Judg. V., must have been recorded at an early age ( cf. also Josh . x. , 13 , 730

). Consequently the assertion of Hartmann , Vatke , and von Bohlen ,

that the art of writing could only have become known to the Hebrews shortly

before or even after the time of Solomon , is indefensible . From the time of the

kings there come to us numerous notices of the employment of writing in public

as well as in private life , on the part of adults,5 and also of children (Isa. X. , 19 ) .

From Isa. VIII . , 1 (wijX 070) it may be concluded that, in the time of Isa

iah , beside the customary script there was a somewhat more cursive , perhaps

רָׁשָּיַה).

1 Legal, Exod. xxiv ., 4 , 7 ; xxxiv ., 27 ; Deut. xxxi., 9, 24 ; historical, Exod. xvii . , 14 ; Num.

xxxiii., 2 ; Song of Moses, Deut. xxxi . , 22 ; compare also Num. xvii . , 18 [E. V. 3] .

Num. v . , 23 .

3 Only in Deut. vi., 9 ; xi . , 20 ; bill of divorcement, xxiv. , 1, 3.

4 Exod . xxviii . , 9, 36 .

5 2 Sam . xi., 4 ; 1 Kgs. xxi., 8, 11 ; 2 Kgs. V. , 5 seqq .; X. , 1 ; Isa . viii . , 1 ; x. , 1 , 19 ; xxix. , 11 seq.;

XXX. , 8 ; xxxvii . , 14 ; xxxix ., 1 ; Jer. xxix . , 1 ; Hos. viij., 12 ; Hab. ii . , 2 ; Ps . xlv. , 2 ; 2 Chron . ii . , 10 ;

xxi. , 12 ; bill of purchase, Jer. xxxii., 10 ; judicial procedure, Job xiii . , 28 ; xxxi. , 35 ; the State Sec

retary, 191D, 2 Sam. viii., 17 ; xx. , 25 ; 1 Kgs. iv. , 3 ; 2 Kgs. xii . , 11 ; xix . , 2 ; xxii . , 3 ; the king's

annalist,ריִּכְזַמ.
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shows thatthe Hebrew script differed from the(תיִמָרֲאבּותָּכ)7,.EzraIV

smaller, script, which could be read only by the more learned. According to

many 'X'ni denotes the ancient Hebrew writing in contradistinction to that which

came into Palestine with the Aramaic language,l the latter being then indeed very

similar to the former , but nevertheless already so different as not to be generally

readable.

., 7 ( )

Aramaic at least in the time of Artaxerxes.

We must take it that paper (xáprns 2 John , 12 ) was the material upon which

persons ordinarily wrote . To be sure, this is not expressly affirmed in the Old

Testament, but there is just as little indication in it that they used the prepared

skins of beasts, though this is a common assumption . For the LXX . have rightly

translated Jer. XXXVI. ( Sept. XLIII.) xapriov and xáprns ; and as for Num . V. , 23,

we should take into account that fresh writing in ink can be washed from papyrus

also . Papyrus grows abundantly in Palestine even now ; for example, beside

the sea of Huleh , in the plain of Gennesaret, and beside the Jordan in the vicinity

of Jacob's Bridge. Parchment, discovered much later, is mentioned only in the

New Testament (2 Tim. IV . , 13 , tàs reußpávas ).

The books were in the form of rolls ( 7999 Jer.XXXVI ; Ezek. 11. , 9 ; 111. , 1

seqq.; Ps. XL. , 8 ; Zech . V. ,

They wrote with a reed ,3 cut to a point with the scribe's knife,4 and with

ink.5 The writing utensils were carried in a girdle ( Ezek. as cited above ) . For

engraving on metal or stone, eventually also for carving in wood , an iron style6

was employed ; because of a similar use the oa (Isa. VIII . , 1 ) had its name (Orn,

to carve, engrave .)

Beside the literature hereafter cited , we may name : E. A. Steglich , Skizzen

ueber Schrift- und Buecherwesen der Hebräer zur Zeit des alten Bundes , Leipzig,

1876 , 4to, pp . 16.

HISTORY OF THE HEBREW SCRIPT .

A. The history of writing among the Hebrews is closely connected with that

of writing in general , especially Semitic .

The ancient Semitic alphabet was not, indeed , originated by the Hebrews.

The names of the letters are not pure Hebrew, neither is there any tradition or

legend respecting it. The honor belongs to “ a people speaking Canaanite and

in intimate intercourse with the Egyptians ; 197 the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings

1 , 2 ) .

II .

i Isa. xxxvi., 11 .

2 “ Despite his violent anger the king would not have thrown whole pieces of leather upon

the open oriental fire -pan . ” - Schlottmann .

3 oy, Ps. xlv. , 2 ; Jer. viii., 8; kálapos, 3 John 13.

+607 Vyn, Jer. xxxvi.,23.

0997, Jer. xxxvi., 18 ; uédav, 2 Cor. iii . , 3 ; 2 John , 12 ; 3 Jobu ,13 ; inkstand , 7967 nop, Ezek . IX . , .

2, 3 , 11 .

obyna oy, Jer. xvii . , 1 ; Job xix . , 24 .

7 Schlottmann , p . 14300 .
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have been suggested . The inventor was certainly acquainted with the hiero

glyphs ; but, despite their exterior similarity, it is very doubtful whether the

Egyptian and the Semitic signs are identical , and the latter, therefore , derived

[from the former ).

In the Semitic script the principle of acrophony rules ; that is , each letter is

represented by the picture of an object whose name begins with the letter under

consideration : for example , the letter d by A , the outline of a tent-door, dalth ,

deleth , dāleth . It is to be further noted , that all the letters are in the first place

only consonants . Probably there were not twenty - two letters at the beginning :

it is quite possible that ,/ , , 0 , 3 were developed later from n, n, i , , through

differentiation, and each of these last four represented two related sounds , as did y

also later, similar to the Arabic
E
and Ė: At least the meaning of the names of

17, 4 , 5, is entirely unknown ; and 1 and 3 break into related groups of letters.1

The order of the letters is shown to be very old by the alphabetical Psalms ( ix .

seq. , XXV. , XXXIV. , XXXVII . , CXI . , CXII. , CXLV . ) , by Prov . XXXI. , 10–31 , and by

Lam . I.-IV. ,
and still more certainly by the ancient Greek alphabet. It has no

fundamental plan of arrangement; yet an intentional classification is evident in

several places.

In the north-Semitic group of languages , if we except the Assyro -Babylonian

cuneiform literature , a Western and an Eastern , or a Canaanitic and an Aramaic,

development are to be distinguished. The same is true as to the characters used

in writing.2

B. The oldest known witness , at present, to the development of the north

Semitic script is the thirty-four line inscription of Mesha' , king of Moab, found in

the year 1868 , by the German minister, F. H. Klein , among the ruins of Dibon

(Dhibân ) . It is of the ninth century before Christ ( cf. 2 Kgs. III . , 4 seqq. ) . Con

cerning this inscription of which fragments, unfortunately incomplete , are now in

the Louvre in Paris , see in particular : Th . Nöldeke , Die Inschrift des Königs Mesa

von Moab erklärt, Kiel , 1870 , page 38.; Const. Schlottman , Die Siegessäule Mesa's,

Halle, 1870 , 51 pp.; ZDMG ., XXIV. ( 1870 ) , page 253 seqq . , 483 seqq. ,

XXV. ( 1871 ) , page 463 seqq.; L. Diestel , in the Jahrbb . f. Deutsche Theologie, 1871 ,

page 215 seqq .

Closely related are the characters of the Siloam inscription , discovered in

June , 1880 , and belonging probably to the time of Hezekiah . Cf. especially, A.

Socin , Zeitschr. d. Deutschen Palästina - Vereins, III. (1880) , page 54 seq.; E.

Kautzsch, ZDPV. IV . , pages 102–114, 260-271 (with a lithograph ); V. , pages 205–

218 ; H. Huthe , ZDPV. IV . , 250–259 ; ZDMG . XXXVI. ( 1882 ) , pages 725–750 (with

a sun - print plate ).

645 seqq.;

1 Schlottmann is inclined also to strike ; and p from the oldest alphabet.

2 The attempt made by W. Deecke (ZDMG . xxxi. 107 seqq .), to derive the ancient Semitic alpha

bet from the later Assyrian cuneiform writing, has not found anywhere a lasting endorsement.
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Twenty seals with ancient Hebrew inscriptions belong probably to the period

from the eighth to the seventh century B. C. See particularly M. A. Levy, Siegel

und Gemmen mit aramäischen , phönizischen , althebr. , himjar..... Inschriften , 1. c. ,

1869 , pp. 55 , plates 3 .

Here we should place the Phænician inscriptions, concerning which we are

now receiving continuous disclosures, in a style worthy imitation , through the

Paris Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum ab Academia inscriptionum et litterarum

humaniorum conditum atque digestum . Pars prima inscriptiones Phoenicias con

tinens, of which the first two numbers (Tom. I. , fasc. 1,2 ) , have appeared ( 1881 and

1883) . The epitaph of Eshmun'azar is to be especially noted in this connection .

It is certainly of the first half of the fourth century B. C.: C. Schlottmann , Die

Inschrift Eschmunazars, Königs der Sidonier, IIalle, 1868 , pp . 202 , plates 3 ; C. J.

Kämpf, Phönizische Epigraphik. Die Grabschrift Eschmunazar's, Königs der

Sidonier. Urtext und Uebersetzung, Prag , 1874 , pp. 83 .

Essentially the same script is on all Hebrew coins , of which we have not a

few , perhaps from the time of Simon Maccabæus ( 143-135 ) , 1 safely from John

Hyrcanus I. ( 135–105 ) , down to the time of Bar Cochba. Cf. especially Fred . W.

Madden , Coins of the Jews (second volume of The International Numismata Orien

talia ), London , 1881 , pp. xi , 329 , large 4to , 279 wood-cuts and 1 plate.

This script was the one exclusively used by the Jews up to the time of Ezra.

Then , as will hereafter be shown, it was gradually exchanged for (displaced by )

the Aramaic.

The Semitic writing is a younger, calligraphic remodeling of the ancient

Hebrew ” (Stade , Hebr. Grammatik , page 26 ) . Several specimens of writing may

be found in Rosen's essay : " Alte Handschriften des samaritanischen Penta

teuch ,” Z DMG ., XVIII . ( 1864 ) pages 582–589 .

From the foregoing account, we have purposely omitted the portions of an

epitomized compilation of Deuteronomy brought to Europe in 1883 by the Jerusa

lem book-dealer W. M. Schapira. These are written , it is true, with letters very

similar to those of the Moabite stone ; but, as the writer of this article, who first

saw the entire thing, said to the owner, it is an altogether modern production .

The appearance of age has been skillfully given it by using the blank upper and

lower edges of leather synagogue rolls as material for writing upon . Cf. my let

ter of August 31 , addressed to the publisher of the Times ( in the number for Sept.

4 , 1883 ) ; my notice of Guthe's publication , named below , in Theol. Lit.-Blatt ,

No. 40 ; Franz Delitzsch’s article , " Schapira's Pseudo-Deuteronomium ,” in the

Allgem. Ev. - Luther- Kirchenzeitung , Nos . 36–39 ; H. Guthe , Fragmente einer Leder

handschrift, enthaltend Mose's letzte Rede an die Kinder Israel, mitgetheilt und

geprueft , Leipzig , 1883, pp. 94. In view of the fact that the pieces of skin (some

1 adden , p . 61 segg.

? de Sauley, Ewald, Derenbourg .
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years since declared a forgery , by C. Schlottmann, upon the ground of communi

cations made in correspondence by Schapira ) and the “ Moabitica " l were brought

to Europe by the same dealer, we may refer merely to the most important litera

ture respecting the latter. Const. Schlottmann , ZDMG ., vols. 26–28 ; H. Weser,

ib. vols. 26 , 28 ; Ad. Koch , Moabitisch oder Selimisch ? Stuttgart, 1876 , pp . 98 ; E.

Kautzsch and A. Socin , Die Aechtheit der Moabitischen Alterthuemer geprueft, Strass

burg, 1876. pp. 191 .

C. The oldest authenticated documents in respect of the Eastern or Aramaic

development of the north-Semitic writing, are the old Aramaic seal inscriptions ,

which differ but a little from the ancient Hebrew . The main point in these

gradual changes can be stated thus : Opening of the closed heads (3 , 7 , 7 , later

also y) , rounding of the angular forms.

The development proceeds very well , if we shall arrange the material at hand

for critical examination in the following manner : The Assyrian clay tablets with

conventions in the cuneiform character and Aramaic letters . The papyrus writ

ten by Aramæans in Egypt during the Persian domination , upon which final

letters for 2 , 5 , are already distinguished. The Cilician coins of the fourth

century (B. C.) . The stone of Carpentras (in the department of Vaucluse ) . The

Nabatean and the Palmyrene inscriptions . The inscription of 'Arâq el -Emîr

(half -way between Rabbath Ammon and Jericho) , probably soon after 176 B. C.

The inscription of the priestly family , the 70'22 , on “ the Tomb of St. James "

(Valley of Kidron ) , presumably of the first century B. C. The word of Christ

(Matt. V. , 18) , iðra êv i pia kepaía ou ui) Tapéãón árò toð vóuov, has reference, doubtless ,

not to the ancient Hebrew characters, but to those of the Eastern development .

The Kefr Bir'im inscriptions (seven and a half miles NNW. from Safed ) which ,

according to Renan,2 belong to the end of the second or the beginning of the third

century after Christ, while Levy and Schlottmann maintain that they are older.

Out of this style of writing with its many ligatures , by the isolation of the

letters and a tendency to calligraphy , the square character (vaga ino) has

arisen .

D. The adoption of the Aramaic script on the part of the Jews, did not

occur all at once , but by degrees. The oldest witness which attests the entrance

of this script into Palestine, is the ' Arâq el -Emîr inscription, consisting, unfortu

nately , of only five letters, 1310 : it has the ancient Hebrew Yodh . The later

inscription on the so - called " Tomb of St. James," already mentioned , shows only

the Aramaic type of writing. Though all Hebrew coins , even those of Bar Coch

ba , have legends in the ancient Hebrew script, yet we may hardly hold that this

is the act of a cultured patriotism which had knowledge of the old national script

that had become obsolete , but we must conclude that the ancient script was then

1 [ The Berlin “ Moabitica ; ” to be distinguished, of course, from the Moabite stone. Tr.) .

2 Journal Asiat., 1864, Vol . IV . , p. 531 seqq.; 1885, Vol. VI . , p. 561 seqq.
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quite generally known ; for what is illegible can bardly command the patriotism

of the ordinary man , and beside this the writing upon the coins was essentially

that of the Samaritans whom the Jews so hated . The knowledge , nay more, the

use , of the ancient script follows from the Mishna Yadayim IV. , 5. Here also are

to be noted two statements of Origen by way of citation which can scarcely be

assigned to a later period. According to Montfaucon , Hexaplorum Origenis quce

supersunt, I. , 86 , he says that the Greeks use kúpios for the unpronounceable divine

name , and then he continues : και εν τοις ακριβέσι των αντιγράφων Εβραϊκούς γράμ

μασι , αλλ' ουχί τοις νύν φασί γάρ τον "Εσδραν ετέροις χρήσασθαι μετά την αιχμαλωσίαν. And in

respect to Ezek . IX . , 4 (Montf. 11., 282) he says that a baptized Jew told him : tà

αρχαία στοιχεία εμφερές έχειν το θαύ τα του σταυρού χαρακτήρι . There is no indication

whatever that the ancient script has been used by the Jews since the second cen

tury of the Christian era.

How is this complete disappearance to be explained ? Only upon the hypothe

sis that earlier than this the Aramaic script (the square character) had come to

be considered sacred , the ancient Hebrew profane. Even in the above -cited

Mishna, it stands as an incontrovertible dogma that the Hebrew manuscripts of

the Bible were only to be deemed sacred in case they were written in the square

script (D'718) with ink upon leather (79%) , but not if the ancient) Hebrew

( ) , Whence the sacredness of this script ?

The view that Ezra brought the square writing with him from Assyria out of the

exile - a view attested so early as the second century after Christ (Rabbi Jose ,

Rabbi Nathan ) -is significant in this connection.1 Even if Ezra did not bring

the Aramaic script with him ( it came without him, along with the Aramaic lan

guage), it is nevertheless most probable that he caused the Aramaic writing to be

used in the numerous copies of the law which were made at his procurement.

Inasmuch as the letters of the law came more and more to be regarded as divine,

and the difference between the two types of writing constantly increased, at a

later period such a change in the script would not have been possible.

E. From various statements in the Talmud (e. g. , Sabbath , 103 , 104) , we per

ceive first, that the square writing employed in its time had long since attained a

defined form , and second, that the character found in manuscripts and imprints

corresponds with it. This stability is explained by the peculiar respect enter

tained for the law, which was written with these letters. There is a diversity in

the characters employed in the manuscripts of the Bible , but one that in no way

makes against the correspondence just spoken of. By this diversity we are

enabled to determine, often with certainty , as to the nationality of respective

,were employed(ירבעבתכ)writing

1 Jerusalem Talmud, Megilla i. , 11 (Shitomir's edition , i . , 9) , fol. 71, col. b , 1.56 seqq .; Babylo

nian Talmud, Sanhedrin , 21 , col. b.

2 Cf. A. Berliner, Beitraege zur hebr. Grammatik Talmud und Midrasch , Berlin , 1879, pp. 15–26 .

3 Cf. my article " Massora," PRE. ix . , 389, and the bibliography given therein , Remark 2.
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manuscripts or of their transcribers ; e . g. , it is very easy to distinguish between

Spanish and German codices of the Bible. To a far less extent are we able, from

the characters used , to speak with assurance respecting the age of a manuscript ;

many statements in catalogues purporting to be absolute are purely suggestive,

and may be in great measure incapable of proof.

As old witnesses regarding the state of the square script in the earlier cen

turies (of the Christian era ), we may here name: the ten tomb inscriptions in

Venosa, Lavello and Brindisi - of the first half of the ninth century - published by

G. J. Ascoli ;1 and the codex of the prophets with the Babylonian punctuation - of

the year 916.2

On the contrary we are not to take into account : first, the epitaph of the

Mashta found in Aden ; for, to the date “ 29 Seleuc.," we have to restore not only

the order of thousands, but of hundreds also ( 1029 Seleuc. : 717 A. D. ) ;3 second ,

very many " finds ” of the Karaite, Abr. Firkowitsch , who died at Tschufutkale in

the Crimea , 1874, viz . , all epigraphs which are said to have been written earlier than

the year 916 , and almost, if not quite , all epitaphs which now bear date as of the

fifth or even the fourth millenary , Jewish chronology ( therefore before 1240 or

even 240 after Christ). The epitaphs are collected in the 1973? 'S2X 750 ,

published by A. Firkowitsch (Wilna, 1872 ) . D. Chwolson has especially main

tained the genuineness of the Firkowitsch finds.4 Cf. on the contrary, what the

writer has observed concerning the numerous forgeries of Firkowitsch ( also touch

ing upon the history of the punctuation and the Massora) in A. Firkowitsch und

seine Entdeckungen . Ein Grabstein den hebr. Grabschriften der Krim , Leipzig, 1876,

pp . 44 ; Theol. Litztg ., 1878 , No. 25 , col . 619 seq .; Die Dikduke ha-teamim des Ahron

ben Moscheh ben Ascher, Leipzig , 1879 , Introduction ; ZDMG . XXXIV . ( 1880) , pages

163–168 ; Lit. Centralblatt, 1883 , No. 25, cols. 878–880.

Concerning the peculiar embellishments of numerous letters, the so - called

qan or o'rns, cf. Talmud, Menachoth, 29, cols. a, b ; Sabbath , 89 , col . a ; 105 ,

col. b ; Jan 70D, Sepher Taghin, Liber coronularum ....edidit.....J. J. L. Barges,

Paris , 1886 , pp. xxxi, 42 , 55 , 16mo.; J. Derenbourg , Journal Asiatique, 1867 , Vol .

IX . , pages 242-251.

The literature relating to the punctuation I have given in the article “ Mas

sora,” [PRE.2] Vol. IX. , page 390 , Rem. 2 , and page 393 , Rem. 3 .

1 Iscrizioni inedite o mal note, greche, latine, ebraische, di antichi sepolcri giudaici del Napoli .

tano, edite e illustrate , Turin and Rome, 1880 , pp . 120 , 8 sun-print plates.

2 Prophetarum posteriorum codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus.... edidit Hermannus Strack , St.

Petersburg and Leipzig, 1876 .

3 Against Levy , Stade, Schlottman , and others.

4 Achtzehn hebraeische Grabschriften aus der Krim , St. Petersburg, 1865, pp. 135, large 4to ,

9 plates; and Corpus inscriptionum Hebraicarum ( 1882) [ Title given in Bibliography) . Although

the author in the second work concedes that Firkowitsch has forged much, still his point of view

is wholly uncritical; and the invectives and charges vociferated against the undersigned do not

conceal this from the learned .
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Facsimiles of Hebrew manuscripts : The Paleographical Society. Facsimiles

of Ancient Manuscripts. Oriental series . Edited by W. Wright, London ; Part I. ,

fol . 13 , Hebrew Lexicon of Menachem ben Saruq, of the year 1091 ; fol . 14 , ib . of

the year 1189 ; fol . 15 , Rashi, Comment. on the Talmud , 1190 ; Part II . , fol . 30 ,

Moses ben-Shem-Tob of Leon , Sepher ha-Mishkal , 1363-4 , Algiers ; Part III . , fol.

40 , Manuscript of theBible ; fol . 41 , ib . , Jan. , 1347 ; Part IV. , fol . 54 , ib .; fol. 55 , Al

Charisi, Tachkemoni, 1282 ; fol. 56 , Jerusalem Talmud, 1288-9 ; Part V. , fol . 68 ,

Isaac ben -Joseph, Sepher Mitzvoth Katon (poD), 1401.1 M. Steinschneider, Cat

alogus codicum Hebræorum bibliothecæ Lugduno-Batavo , Leyden , 1858, 11 plates ; Die

Handschriftenverzeichnisse der Kgl. Bibliothek zu Berlin , Vol . II . , Verzeichniss der

hebr . Handschriften , Berlin , 1878 , 3 plates with 27 specimens of writing ; Die

hebr. Handschriften der K. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek in Muenchen , Munich , 1875 ,

Facsimile of the Talmud Manuscript No. 85. M. S. Zuckermandel gave a fac

simile of each of the Erfurt and Vienna manuscripts of the Tosefta (Tosefta,

Pasewalk, 1880. Supplement, Treves, 1882 ) . Chwolson, Corpus etc. B. Stade,

Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Berlin , 1881 , seqq.

Copies of Hebrew epitaphs: Firkowitzsch in 1721 ( imperfect ) ;

Chwolson in both his works already named ; Ascoli, as cited above ; The Paleo

graphical Society, etc., Part II . , fol. 29 , Epitaph of the Mashta , ostensibly of the

year 717-8 , in reality later (see above) . The practiced hand of Prof. Jul. Euting

has given a detailed graphical exposition of the history of the Hebrew alphabet

three times , in Outlines of Hebrew Grammar, by G. Bickell (translated by S. I.

Curtiss ) , Leipzig, 1877 ; The Hebrew Alphabet, The Paleogr. Soc ., Part VII. , Lon

don , 1882 ; Chwolson , Corpus etc.

LITERATURE. Beside the works already cited we may here name, J. L. Hug,

Die Erfindung der Buchstabenschrift, ihr Zustand und fruehester Gebrauch im Alter

thume, Ulm , 1801 ; U. Fr. Kopp, Bilder und Schriften der Vorzeit, 2 vols. , Mann

heim , 1819 and 1821 ; W. Gesenius, article “ Paläographe," in the Allgemein .

Encyklopädie of Ersch und Gruber ; J. Olshausen , Ueber den Ursprung des Alphabets,

Kieler philologische Studien , 1841 , page 4 seqq.; H. Steinthal, Die Entwicklung der

Schrift, Berlin , 1852 , pp . 113 ; Heinrich Brugsch, Ueber Bildung und Entwicklung

der Schrift, Berlin , 1868 , pp. 30 (a collection of popular scientific productions by

Virchow and von Holtzendorff, 3d series, No. 64 ) ; H. uttke, Geschichte der

Schrift, Vol . I. , Leipzig, 1872 , pp. 782 ; Abbildung zur Geschichte der Schrift,

No. 1 , Leipzig, 1873 , pp . 25 , plates 33 ; J. Evans , On the Alphabet and its Origin ,

London, 1872 ; Ph . Berger, L'ecriture et les inscriptions semitiques, Paris , 1880 (a

reprint from Lichtenberger's Encyclopedie des sciences religieuses, Vols. IV. and

VI. ) ; Madden, Coins of the Jews, Cap. 3 , pages 24-42 ; Isaac Taylor, The Alpha

bet . An Account of the Origin and Development of Letters, 2 vols. , London , 1883 ,

i The editors are disposed to hold that the codices used for folios 40 and 54 were written in

the twelfth century. It is doubtful whether this is correct,
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pp. 358 , 398 ( 1st , Semitic Alphabets ; 2d , Aryan Alphabets), particularly Vol. I. ,

pages 268-283 ; A. Kirchhoff, Studien zur Gesch . des griech . Alphabets, 3d edition ,

Berlin , 1877 , pp . 168 with illustrations .

Emm . de Rougé, Memoire sur l'origine egyptienne de l'alphabet phenicien [writ

ten 1859)....publié ....par Jacques de Rougé, Paris , 1874 ,pp .110 ; E. van Drival,

De l'origine de l'ecriture , 3d edition , Paris, 1879 , pp . 170 ; M. de Vogüé, Melanges

d'archeologie orientale, Paris , 1868 ; Syrie centrale. Inscriptions semitiques publices

avec traduction et commentaire, Paris , 1868 seq .; Ernest Renan , Mission de Phenicie ,

Paris, 1874 ; F. Lenormant, Essai sur la propagation de l'alphabet phenicien dans

l'ancien monde , 2 vols. , Paris, 1872 , 1873 ; 2d Edition 1875 .

Wilh . Gesenius , Geschichte der hebräischen Sprache und Schrift, Leipzig , 1815 ,

page 137 seqq . (nearly antiquated ); J. G. Eichhorn , Einleitung in das alte Testa

ment , 4th edition , 8% 63–78 , 342-377,Göttingen , 1823 , Vols. I. and II .; H. Hupfeld ,

“ Kritische Beleuchtung einiger dunkeln und missverstandenen Stellen der alttes

tam . Textgeschichte , ” Theol. Studien und Kritiken , 1830 , Nos. 2-4 , and 1837 , No.

3 ; Ausfuehrliche hebräische Grammatik (not completed ], Kassel, 1841 , 87 seqq .; Ad .

Merx, article “ Schreiber, Schreibkunst,” in Schenkel's Bibel- Lexikon , V. , 240-217 ;

H. L. Strack , “ Die bibl . und die massoretischen Handschriften zu Tschufutkale

in der Krim ,” Zeitschr. f. luth . Theologie und Kirche, 1875, pages 585-624 ; B.

Stade, Lehrbuch der hebr. Grammatik, Part I. [all] , Leipzig , 1879 , pages 22–24

[this also treats of other matters of literary interest] ; C. Sehlottmann , article

“ Schrift und Schriftzeichen ," in Riehm's Handwörterbuch des bibl . Alterthums,

Part XV. ( 1881 ) , pages 1416–1431 (of great value ) ; D. Chwolson , Corpus Inscrip

tiorum Semiticarum , containing epitaphs from the Crimea and other epitaphs, in

the early Hebrew square characters, as also specimens of the script from the ninth

to the fifteenth century, St. Petersburg, 1882 , 528 cols. , folio , 4 photo - lithographs,

2 photo - type plates , and one in script (fails to accomplish its peculiar purpose, the

defence of the Firkowitsch " finds ;" but is valuable by reason of its specimens of

writing and as a collection of much literary material that had else been scattered ) .

Leopold Löwe, Graphische Requisiten und Erzeugnisse bei den Juden , 2 parts,

Leipzig , 1870 , 1871 (alternate title : Beiträge zur juedischen Alterthumskunde, Vol .

I. ) , pp . 243, 190. Contents : Material upon which they wrote ; Materials and

utensils for writing ; Scribe ; Records . — Noteworthy because of its careful use of

the Jewish literature . For the names of the ancient Hebrew script compare

, , , ,

Ztschr. fuer die alttest. Wissensch. , 1881 , pages p . 334-338.

,by Georg IIofmann,האנובילבתכandץעדבתכ,moreover ,the essay



ŠUZUB THE BABYLONIAN AND SUZUB THE CHALDÆAN ,

KINGS OF BABYLON.

BY PROFESSOR C. P. TIELE ,

Leyden, Holland.*

With pleasure I avail myself of the opportunity which has been offered to me

to furnish a small contribution to the album which is to be presented to Dr.

Leemans. I should be very loth not to take any part in the homage to the

esteemed scholar, the friend of my father , who constantly honored me also with

his hearty friendship .

I have not, indeed , any important discoveries to communicate , but a short

historical- critical contribution to the history of the reign of Sennacherib may suf

fice.

In the inscriptions of this king , especially in the Taylor -Cylinder (Hexagon )

š uz ub occurs several times as the name of an obstinate enemy. But it seems to

be difficult to reconcile the various accounts concerning him .

First, in the course of his expedition against Marduk-bal-iddin , of Bit

Yakîn (fourth campaign ) the king gains a victory over šuzub , the Chaldæan ,

who dwelt in the marshy districts near the sea. Šuzub flees and disappears en

tirely ( ul in namir ašaršu ) . A few years later ( in the sixth campaign ) when

returning from his adventurous voyage to Nagitu, Sennacherib gains a victory

over Šuzub, the Babylonian , who had taken advantage of the disorder and

anarchy of the country ( ina ešiti mati) to usurp the dominion of Šumer

and Akkad , and with him his ally the king of Elam. Šuzub he takes prisoner,

brings him in fetters to Nineveh and there shuts him up in the great gate ( cf. the

Tabl . in Smith's Sennach ., p. 105) . The account in III. R. 4 , that Šuzub fled

and fell from his horse probably has reference to this capture . But again a few

years later šuzub still sits on the throne of Babylon , makes an alliance with

Ummanmênanu of Elam, and Sennacherib directs against him his eighth cam

paign , which , according to the Assyrians, results in the defeat and the flight of

the allied kings. The Taylor-Cylinder written in 691 B. C. ( limu Bel-êmur

a ni, governor of Kargamiš) is still ignorant of his imprisonment. Only the

Bavian inscription , composed at a later time, speaks of a second expedition to

Babylon ( ina šani harraniya ) in which the city is destroyed, and šuzub is

taken captive.

On the supposition that all these accounts refer to the same šuzub , it was

supposed that he had either escaped from his prison , or had received mercy at the

* See the note on " The Memorial Volume of Dr. Leemans," p. 243 ,
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hands of Sennacherib. The first is improbability itself , the other is not in accord

ance with the disposition of the most unmerciful of the Assyrian kings, and if it

had occurred it certainly would have been mentioned by him in order to show the

ingratitude of š u zub .

But even a careful comparison of these passages shows plainly that we have

to do here, not with one šuzub, but with two persons bearing the same name.

The one is called (Tayl . III . , 45 and v. , 8 ) “ the Chaldæan ” (amelu ) Kal-d à -a -a

(var.-da -a-a) or (Nebi-Yun . 28) mâr m. Ga-hul , the other (Tayl. IV . , 35 ) “ a

born Babylonian ,” tur -ka -dingir-ra-ki (or mâr Bâbili ) which by no means is

the same thing. The Chaldæan was originally ruler of a small State in Lower

Chaldæa, who in 699 had rebelled against the governor of Lachir, to whom he was

subordinate , and then , after having been defeated by the Assyrian army, had fled

to Elam . This is related twice , the second time a little more fully, in the Taylor

Cylinder (III . , 45 seq. , and v. , 8–14 ) . The repetition serves as an introduction to

the account of his ascending the throne, and his war against Assyria, in alliance

with Elam. The writer of the document from which 111. , 45 seq . is drawn, did not

know whither he had gone ; afterwards it appeared that he had taken refuge in

Elam , but had fled thence to Babylon , where they crowned him as king. The

other was a Babylonian by birth , who reigned at an earlier period . He is men

tioned (besides Tayl. IV. , 35 ) Tayl. V. , 5 , where it is related that the Babylonians,

-evil devils ,-had shut the gates of their city against the Assyrians after

šuzub had been carried off. Arki Šu-zu-bi is-si-bu can not mean : “nach

dem š. sich empört hatte ” (Hörning), nor “ after š. was driven away.” Smith , but

only “after š. had been carried off.” Nasah u always, also Deluge II. , 45

(where Haupt translates very freely : Dibbara enterfesselt die Wirbelwinde) has

the meaning of "conveying, leading," either conveying to,” or “ away from .”

This š. , therefore, is the Babylonian who was imprisoned in the gate at Nineveh.

After this the account proceeds to the other Šuzub , the Chaldæan , describes his

various vicissitudes, and then comes to its real subject, the eighth campaign of

Sennacherib .

This distinction , grounded on an accurate interpretation of the historical

texts of Sennacherib , is now, according to my judgment, made certain by the

Babylonian Canon recently discovered , and by the fragment of the corresponding

Chronicles, found at the same time. See Pinches in the Proceedings of the Soc . of

Bibl. Archæology , May 6 , 1884 .

There, after Sennacherib's brother there follow first the king Nêrgal

ušezib , who reigned one year and six months (693–2 ), and whose name has been

corrupted to 'Pryeſhaoc in the Ptol. Canon , and after him, during four years (692–

689 ) . Mušêzi b-Marduk, who is identical with the Mɛonoluopdákus of the Canon

of Ptolemaeus. Both names are compounded with š uzubar (from êzib u ).

Probably they were both originally named simply š uzub, one of the elliptical
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proper names, so common among the Semites. It seems that the name also

occurs in the inscription of Tema, recently discovered by Euting. On ascending

the throne they changed this name into Nêrgal-u šêzib and Mušêzib -Mar

duk, but both continued to be called , with a certain amount of contempt, simply

Šuzub by the Assyrians, who did not acknowledge their legitimacy , just as con

versely Tiglath-pileser II . and Shalmaneser IV. were called Pulu and Urlâlâ i

by the Babylonians, for the same reasons .

That what the Babylonian Chronicles relate of the two kings, taking into

consideration the different point of view of the Assyrians and the Babylonians,

agrees very well with what the Assyrian sources tell us of the two Šuzubs , and

that the chronology also admits of no other interpretation is certain , but cannot

here be further elaborated .



AN ASSYRIAN RECORD OF RECEIPTS OF TAXES .

BY THEO. G. PINCHES,

British Museum , London, England.

The short text given herewith is one of the tablets of the K. (Konymyik ) col

lection in the British Museum , discovered by Sir A. H. Layard. It is inscribed

on a small tablet, 24 inches long by 1 } inch broad , six of the eight lines of writing

it bears being upon the obverse , and continued, as is usual with tablets of this

class, round the edge on the reverse. The style of the writing is Babylonian, and

the reproduction here published gives a fair idea of the forms of the characters in

the original ..

K. 764.

《 饮 及 T 公 要 以为

轻 处 任 或 致 公引 《 开

的程度

Y 然 -公子 刚

于 《 开 庄

m

然处于 有 机厂

TRANSCRIPTION .

ša Ymot Aššur- šum -iddi-na:

šelašā zērî ina mu-da-bi-ri ;

šuššu zērî ina âl ga-mu-za-a-nu.

会 松 4T 双 蛋 父 LA

ša Ynt Šamaš -di-ni - a-mur :

sibā zērî ina mu-da -bi-ri

ša mât Ra -sa -pi;

šelašā zērî ina bi-rit šadāni

Šuššu zērî ša | Ki-şir » Šur .

TRANSLATION.

From Aššur-šum-iddina :

30 of seed from the pasture ;

60 of seed from the city Gamuzanu .
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From Šamaš-dîni-âmur:

70 of seed from the pasture

of the land of Reseph ;

30 of seed from the midst of the mountains.

60 of seed from Kişir -Šur.

Aššur-šum - id dina “Aššur has given a name."

Muda biri, oblique case , after ina , of mudabiru , defectively written for

mudabbiru , participle - noun from the Pu’ul (dubburu) of dabāru, He

brew 727 to lead ( flocks and herds ) to pasture. Whether mudabiru is

the same as mudbaru or not is doubtful- mudbaru has probably the mean

ing of " desert ” only. ( Compare 7272 ( 1 ) a pasture, (2 ) a desert.)

Al Gamuzānu , probably “ the city of cypresses.” Compare the Heb. 1103

( = fira ). Most likely near Reseph .

Šamaš- dîni - âmur , probably " I have seen the Sun of judgment " ( = " I have

seen the Sungod , the judge” ). Šamaš was especially regarded by the Babylonians

and Assyrians as " the judge."

Mât Raşāpi , 757, Reseph, the well -known district of Palmyra (see Fried .

Delitzsch , Wo lag das Paradies ?

Ina birit šadâni, " in the midst of the mountains," probably the district

west of Aleppo . The character MAT-MEš may also be read mâtāti countries,

but this meaning does not fit so well .

Kişir - šur is probably for Kişir - Aššur, “ Aššur's bond,” the defective

writing indicating either a vulgar pronunciation or a mistake of the scribe .

This interesting little text belongs , probably, to the time of Aššur-banî-apli,

and is valuable in showing that the Assyrian dominion over the outlying provinces

was at the time real . The three names quoted on the tablet can hardly be other

than those of Assyrians ; and far though they were from the centre , they had , like

all the rest, also to submit to the visits of the tax -gatherer, who was , probably not,

at times , over-welcome.

p. 297) .



THE STUDY OF HEBREW AND THE DIALECTS.

BY PROF. GEORGE H. SCHODDE, Ph . D. ,

Capital University, Columbus, Ohio.

That the student of Hebrew who would go beyond the mechanical kātàl and

search out the rationale and spirit of the language as well as learn the bare facts

lying upon the surface , must also pay more or less attention to the other Semitic

dialects , goes almost without saying. This claim of the sister tongues was

accepted even when there was no deeper than a practical interest taken in

Hebrew ; but it has secured a scientific basis and recognition only in the philologi

cal methods of our own day and date . The historico -comparative method is now

generally accepted as the correct principle of scientific research . The philosophy

of this method consists in this , that it seeks to understand its science as a growth ,

as the resultant of historical factors and agencies , and does so largely with the

assistance drawn from related and allied departments. Although applied most

consistently and with the richest results to the natural sciences , it has been

employed also with marked success to theological, historical, and other research .

In philology this comparative method has , since the introduction of Sanskrit, and

chiefly through its instrumentality , revolutionized the study of the languages and

culture of the Indo - European nations , and has been the principle means of estab

lishing modern comparative philological science . In the Semitic studies the dia

lects were appealed to even at an earlier date than was the case with the Indo

European ; but this was done rather on the principle of stat pro ratione voluntas.1

It is only within comparatively recent times that order and system was brought

into this work, and even to the present day questions of method in this respect

have not been settled , so that in regard to both the grammar and the lexicon of

the Hebrew language Semitic scholars are not a unit as to the influence and voice

which should be accorded to this or that dialect. In fact, the publication of

Friedrich Delitzsch's “ The Hebrew Language viewed in the Light of Assyrian

Research ” ( 1883 ) , and his “ Prolegomena ” to a new Hebrew and Aramaic Lexi

con (1886) , has, as far as the lexicography of Hebrew is concerned , started anew

questions of the deepest fundamental importance.

The study of the dialects by the thorough student of Hebrew is accordingly

already demanded by the best scientific method of the day , and this demand is

1 On the comparative method in general cf. Whitney, Language and the Study of Language,

1867, p. 240 seq.; Benfey, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft, 1869, p. 313 seq . et passim . The etymo

logical adventures made by some of the Hebrew scholars of two and three centuries ago are as

crude as those found in Cicero and other old writers, cf. Benfey, 1. c. p. 149 seq.; p. 229 seg .
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fully sustained and emphasized by an examination of the relation and connection

sustained by the various dialects to the Hebrew. In this connection it is of prime

importance to remember just what position this study should occupy in the He

brew student's work. It is a fact beyond dispute , but yet one not always remem

bered or acted upon , that the first thing necessary for the student of Hebrew, or

of any other language, is to acquire the facts of that language as they are given in

its literature. Nothing is more fatal to a solid and lucid study of a language than

to approach it with a preconceived notion as to its origin , character, or relation

with other dialects and languages. The right method of learning a language

intelligently and correctly is the synthetic and constructive , and the materials

that should be employed in this process are not this or that philological hypothe

sis , or this or that related tongue . Thus the principle and first source from which

to draw our knowledge of the Hebrew is the Hebrew itself . In both the gram

mar and the lexicon of Hebrew this principle has not been allowed full sway. It

is one of the weaknesses of Ewald's grammatical system that he approaches the

phenomena of the Hebrew language with certain fixed ideas of the character and

growth of language in general and of the Hebrew in particular ; while it is equally

a fault in the antithesis set up against Ewald's ideas by Olshausen , that he first

constructs, chiefly upon the basis of the Arabic , a scheme of a proto-Semitic gram

mar, and explains the Hebrew forms as developments from this, but it has the

redeeming feature that, to a great extent at least, this reconstruction of primitive

Semitic forms is the result of previous deductions on the basis of correct compara

tive work. On the other hand, it is the charm of the ever popular grammar of

Gesenius that for the most part he takes the facts pure and simple as he finds them

in the Sacred Records and seeks to explain them rationally with whatever help he

can find in the Hebrew itself , or in the cognate tongues. It is the merit of the

inductive method, which is now being adopted by nearly all the Hebrew teachers

of the land , that it carries out with a rigor and a vigor hitherto unknown, the idea

of making Hebrew its own interpreter , of collecting and systematically arranging

the facts of the language , and then from these facts deducing the principles that

underlie them . While in no wise despising the help drawn from the cognates or

from philological science in general, it nevertheless seeks in all cases to draw first

from the Hebrew itself the data for an intelligent conception of Hebrew gram

mar. While as a system and in its conception of the language it may bear a close

resemblance to the ideas of Olshausen and Bickell , yet in the manner of reaching

these conclusions it resembles mostly the ways of Gesenius.

In Hebrew lexicography, too, the self -interpreting principle has not always

been faithfully observed , and here, probably more than in the grammar, have the

dialects been allowed a primary where they should have had only a secondary

voice . The temptations here were all the more dangerous to resist, both on ac

count of the meagre material afforded for a full and methodical lexicon by the rem
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nants of the literature of the Hebrewş preserved to us in the Old Testament, as

also because the cognate tongues offer in this regard more complete and in many

respects more satisfactory material than they do to the Hebrew grammarian. For

a number of reasons the editors of the last two editions of Gesenius ' Handwörter

buch , Professors Mühlau and Volck of Dorpat, Russia, have been singled out as

the representatives of this false principle in Hebrew lexicography , although they

have probably not been the chief of sinners in this regard . These two editions

more than any of their predecessors are under the spell of the Arabic school ; and

the principle of a biliteral basis of large classes of Hebrew roots with one general

meaning out of which the various special meanings have been developed has been

carried out to such an extent that impossibilities were attempted. The attack

of the younger Delitzsch on this feature of the lexicon is in its main outlines cer

tainly justifiable, although many of the etymologies which he proposes for Hebrew

words on the basis of the Assyrian are equally unsatisfactory , at least in their pres

ent shape. But the principle he pronounces on p. 21 of his Prolegomena is certainly

correct. There he says : “ Hebrew lexicography must in the future also direct its

chief attention , without swerving (abschweifen ) to the other Semitic dialects , to

ward getting the meaning of the Hebrew and the Biblical-Aramaic words first of

all from the Old Testament usus loquendi. Only when this has been done and

found fruitless, has the time come for consulting the related languages.” Delitzsch

was not the first to enunciate this principle , but he was the first to give it such

general application . His forthcoming Hebrew lexicon must yet show whether he

has not , pendulum -like, swung to the other extreme and given to Assyrian priv

ileges which he justly denies to Arabic.

The Hebrew has many cruces which even the Assyrian , now seemingly re

garded by some as a panacea for all the ills that IIebrew grammar and lexicog

raphy are subject to , may not solve. Kautzsch’s programme on the word 273

and Baudissinºs on Ⓡ7 are fair examples of the manner of determining the

meaning of Old Testament words on the basis of a full and fair comparison of the

words as found used by the Old Testament writers, without assigning to the ety

mology - true or imaginary-of the word the decisive voice in determining the

signification . Indeed philology in general demonstrates , beyond any fair doubt ,

that the etymology of a word in itself , and even if this be based upon the most

learned research in the related tongues, cannot settle the actual meaning of a

word . This can be done only by the usus loquendi of a people , however important

testimony as to this use may be offered by the dialects , especially in regard to

änaš neyóueva and other rare words. Following only the etymology of a word as a

1 Far more arbitrary, only in a somewhat different direction , have been Fuerst and his follow

ers. Delitzsch , Sr. , also in his Jesurun , 1838 , took a very radical stand-point. His work was

written as a Prolegomena to the concordance of Fuerst and “ contra Ewaldum et Gesenium , " (see

title page ).
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guide , even if that etymology is the correct one , may lead the investigator to an

altogether false idea. For an independent student of Hebrew a concordance is as

necessary as a dictionary.

But among the secondary helps of the Hebrew student the dialects undoubt

edly hold the first position , both in grammatical and in lexicographical research .

No thorough student of a language is, of course , satisfied with the mere mechan

ical acquisition of the facts of the language as such ; he aims to understand the

genius , the character, the growth of the language , in other words , to understand

it philosophically and intelligently as the expression of thought. It is one thing

to be able to conjugate a verb and another thing to be able to determine what ele

ments enter into the composition of each form of the verb and each conjugation ,

and how these elements combine to express the shape and shades of thought actu

ally conveyed by them . It is only when a language can be intelligently analyzed ,

both as to its forms and as to the peculiarities of its syntax , that it can be said to

be understood by the student.1 In order to be able to do this in Hebrew , a greater

or less knowledge of the related tongues is indispensible ; and this for the simple

reason that these tongues are so closely related that one will naturally throw a

great deal of light upon the growth and character of the other ; they all will com

bine to form a clear idea as to the peculiarities of the Semitic class of languages.

over against the Indo -European and the Turanian , and this knowledge of the

whole class will throw a reflected light upon the nature of the individual mem

bers of this class and help to solve the enigmas suggested by an examination of its

etymology and syntax . These tongues are all closely related and connected with

one another and show the same general character and spirit ; but the one or the

other has developed more extensively and more consistently some one special

feature of the whole class, while in a second dialect this feature may show itself

only enough to perplex the student, who can relieve himself of his perplexity

only by following out this feature in its more developed form in the related dia

lects . Thus the various Semitic dialects are supplementary and complementary

to each other. Examples of where the Hebrew receives a flood of light from the

related tongues will occur at once to those who have an acquaintance with these

tongues. Gesenius , in his Lehrgebäude ( 1817 ) has, probably with a greater full

ness than any other grammarian , compared the Hebrew forms with those of the

other dialects, and while his work may at places require some changes, yet it as a

whole stands without a rival and is simply indispensable to the accurate student

of Hebrew . By other authors work of a similar kind has been done , though not .

as extensively. As far as the Semitic verb is concerned Wright's Arabic Gram

mar in two volumes (1875 ) offers much and good material for comparative pur

poses. Naturally the least progress has been made in comparative work in the

1 On the difference between the practical and the philosophical study of a language, cf.

Benfey, l . c. p. 1 seg .
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syntax , as there are but few who venture to undertake the laborious task of writ

ing a Hebrew syntax - laborious chiefly because but little material has as yet been

collected for the work - although we have been promised three from competent

hands , namely, from Stade and König , in Germany , and Harper, in America. But

what can be done by the comparative method in syntax also , when elaborately

carried out, can be seen from the excellent little volume of Driver on the Hebrew

Tenses. Of the work done, and to be done , by this method in Hebrew lexicog

raphy, we have already spoken , and mention here only the fact that a wealth of

material for this purpose is found in another work of Gesenius, namely in his

Thesaurus, completed by Rödiger. The dialects , methodically and scientifically

applied to the elucidation of Hebrew , are yet a mine full of rich treasures .
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JAMES STRONG , S. T. D. ,

Professor in Drew Theological Seminary, Madison , N. J.

I.

A vernacular knowledge of any language has the immense advantage over a

book knowledge of it , in the sure and intimate acquaintance with the facts

and forms of speech ; but it is certain that in a scientific and philosophical

acquaintance with the principles of dead languages , modern scholars are greatly in

advance of the ancients who spoke those tongues. The blunders and inaccuracies

of Roman authors in treating the etymology and structure of Latin are often

amusing ; and a Greek grammar of the days of Homer or Demosthenes, if such

there were, would be a literary curiosity in more senses than one. In like man

ner Hebraists of the present day have investigated the peculiarities of “ the

sacred tongue " with a thoroughness and a comprehensiveness unknown to any

other age . Not even the Massorites , who possessed next to a living knowledge of

Hebrew, and who have fixed its vocalization for all time, exhibit anything com

parable to the minute analysis and searching comparison of forms and construc

tions that characterize the latest inquiries into Hebrew grammar. The depart

ment of syntax especially has hitherto been defectively treated , and students

therefore have occasion to welcome the introduction into schools of Ewald's

Hebrew Syntax, which the Messrs . Clark of Edinburgh made accessible to English

readers by translating in 1879 that part of the learned German's Ausfuerliches Lehr

buch . We will not have space , in the two short papers which we propose to devote

to the subject , to examine in detail the many important suggestions and elucida

tions of this comprehensive and ingenious book ; we will therefore confine our

attention to the doctrines and relations of the so - called tenses, especially the

“ Future ” (or, as Ewald prefers to call it , the “ Imperfect ” ); which is confessedly

the most difficult and lea satisfactory point in modern treatises on IIebrew

grammar.

The author sets out with an admirable statement of the ground difference in

these two verb - forms :

“ The simplest distinction of time in an action is , that the speaker first of all

merely separates between the two grand and opposite aspects under which every

conceivable action may be regarded . Man has first acted , passed through an ex

perience, and sees before him something that is finished , or has taken place; but this

very fact reminds him of that which does not yet exist , that which is behind and is

expected . The former, or positive side , is that of experience, objective contem
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plation of action ; the latter or negative side , is the higher subjective side of

human thought and inference ” (p . 1 ) . Here the basal distinction of the objective

( or past), and the subjective (or future) is clearly and truthfully drawn . But when

the author proceeds , as he does in the very next sentence , and thereafter through

out his discussion , to draw the division thus : “ Hence, with reference to action ,

the speaker views everything as already finished , and thus before him, or as unfin

ished and non -existent, but possibly becoming and coming,” we conceive that he

has materially departed from his former line of separation ; for a positive action

is not necessarily finished , nor is a negative one in the process of becoming at all .

The exact and essential distinction had already been indicated, namely, the

objective fact, and the subjective conception . This, and not the other, namely ,

of complete or incomplete execution , we find to be the true key to the intricacies

of Hebrew usage with regard to the verb -forms. When the author proceeds to

remark (p. 3 ) that “ the names • Preterite ' and ' Future ’ are unsuitable, and

have merely been derived from modern languages,” we do not quite agree with

him ; for it is certain , even according to his own basis and the passages which he

meanwhile has himself cited , that these are often , if not predominantly, the actual

meanings of the two forms. But when he adds, “ We designate them Perfect and

Imperfect, understanding these names , however, not in the narrow sense attached

to them in Latin grammars , but in a quite general way,” we entirely disagree

with him , and that for two reasons : 1. These names do not indicate the

primary and real distinction ; which is not the degree of completeness in an act,

but the point of view from which it is regarded by the speaker (backward or for

ward , outward or inward ), as Ewald himself set out by defining ; 2. They, just as

much as “ Praeter ” and “ Future,” are borrowed from other languages, with which

the Hebrew has comparatively little analogy ; and they are hampered with the

additional disadvantage that, as Ewald himself confesses in adopting them , they

must be taken , not as ordinarily understood in grammar, but in a peculiar and

" quite general, " i . e. , very indefinite , way . We gain nothing, but lose much , by

such a substitution . In proposing a new nomenclature , if we must entirely cut

loose from conventional names, let us call them at once the Objective and the

Subjective forms of the verb , and then we shall say just what we mean , and hit

the nail on the head, and the right nail , too .

We have but little criticism to make on Ewald's further specifications of the

use of the Praeter, but when he says (p. 6 ) , that in such expressions as “they

almost consumed me” (Ps. CXIX . , 87 ) , it means “ they would have killed me; "

“ one of the people almost lay with thy wife," as meaning " might have lien ,"

etc., we demur ; for in our judgment the intention of the verb -form being not so

much to express a perfect act, or, as the French say , un fait accompli, but rather an

objective one , the meaning is that these acts really did come near being effected,

not by reason of an actual attempt, but because there was a direct opportunity
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and provocation therefor. The danger or proximity (Dy9D) was real, and not

imaginary or even hypothetical; as it would have been represented had the

Future been employed . It was not merely true that the calamity might possibly

have occurred ; but it was in fact imminently nigh . Nothing but the “ almost ”

intervened . So we often say, “ I almost fell, ” not meaning “ I partly fell,” or

“ I might have fallen ,” but “ I came near falling,” or “ I was on the point of

falling, ” by reason of some positive occurrence, which , however, did not include

any actual degree of falling at all, although it did involve the fact of falling out

right. That event was obviated, not by any subjective cause , but by an objective

intervention . This last distinction is in harmony with our view of the essential

distinction between the two Hebrew verb -forms.

Turning now to the second and more idiomatic of these, the so - called Future ,

Ewald's Imperfect, we shall note his two divisions of this latter idea, and then

the subdivisions under them . We will take them up in his order : first as nota

tions of time , i . e . , tenses (pp. 7-13 ) ; and secondly as indications of manner , i . e . ,

moods (pp. 14-25 ).

The equivalent of a present tense he evolves out of the notion of incipiency

still continued . As an illustration he cites XSA ( 1 Sam. XVII. , 8 ) , which he

translates " ye are marching out.” But we would render the clause thus, " Why

should you come out,” etc. The purpose there is not to express the fact of march

ing, nor yet its mode, much less its time or degree ; but simply to demand its

reason or cause ; and as this lay in the feelings of the enemy , the subjective verb

form is the appropriate one. Ewald goes on to compare D 18 (or its equiv

alent) with xan 189 (or its equivalent) as interchangeable, both meaning

“ Whence comest thou ? ” But this obliterates a nice distinction intended by the

two phrases ; for in each instance the former denotes (besides the question as to

the locality) the (objective) fact of a journey , while the latter indicates its ( sub

jective) purpose. This is especially obvious from the first passage which he cites

(Gen. XVI., 8) , where they ( in substance ) occur together, and are clearly contrasted ,

“And he said, Hagar, Sarai's maid , from whence hast thou come (182712 'X)?

and whither wilt thou go (93700 78?) ?” This passage is singularly inappropriate

as an instance of the present tense ; for one part of the journey was past and the

other future .

A similar fallacy inheres in the author's extension of this principle of equal

ity to the exchange of the two tenses in the respective members of poetic paral

lelism . This is a very common occurrence. Ewald cites but two examples ,

remarking that the interchange is made “merely for the sake of variety ;" and

this is the common supposition . But we apprehend that such a view does injus

tice to the genius of the usage. A real difference is always meant , although perhaps

not an essential one ; and the prevalent practice of translators, who plane out the

distinction by the convenient use of the English present tense , is a vicious one ,
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detrimental to the delicate shade of signification . Thus, in the first of the two

examples , Prov. XI . , 7 , “ In the death of a wicked man hope will perish (280) ,

and the confidence of iniquities has (then) perished (17779 ) , ” the common idea is

disappointment, but the former clause regards the sinner prospectively as count

ing upon the future, while the latter contemplates him retrospectively as now no

longer to be counted upon . So in the second passage cited , Prov . XIV . , 18 ,

“ Simple ones have [always) inherited (1903) folly , but cunning ones — they shall

crown themselves with (1993) knowledge ;" the contrast is with respect to char

acter and success , the former clause under the figure of an inheritance (which

points backward to the bequest) , and the latter under that of coronation ( pointing

forward to a reign thus begun ). In like manner, we think we could show that in

every such supposed case of equation , there is a skillful shifting in the kaleido

scope of parallelism , not only by the variety of terms employed (which are studi

ously non -synonymous ), but also in the tenses used to enhance their effect. It is

a great pity that versions will go on perpetually confounding and obscuring what

the original meant to be diverse and perspicuous. This scholastic artifice of in

troducing a present tense , which the language systematically ignores, has robbed

Hebrew poetry of a subtle significance, and greatly stripped it of its terse beauty.'

But whether the distinction in question can be made palpable in a translation or

not , it certainly lies on the face of the text ; and plain English readers are entitled

to be made aware of its existence , instead of having it effaced by the substitution

of an intermediate present tense. The two verb -forms were evidently not employed

by the sacred writer at random ; and we see no other way of reproducing them so

simple and truthful as by means of the corresponding tenses in English. These

surely would not be the Perfect and the Imperfect , but some form of the Preterite

and the Future or Conditional .

When Ewald goes on to argue that the Hebrew Future may “ indicate what

was becoming realized in the past, " we still more emphatically object to his doc

trine of its use , although we recognize the subjective principle to which he ascribes

this usage , “ animated description ,"?? “ the fancy of the speaker.” The poetical

passages which he cites do not require or sustain this view. In Job III . , 3 , " The

day in which I was born ” (7918) , is not “ in which I was to be born, ” but is

simply the usual conditional relative, when the fact is assumed. In Job Ii., 11 ,

“ Why did I not die ? ” (drag) , is rather “ Why should I not have died ?” and , by

the way , the second memberdoes not carry on the question and the negative , but

reads “ From a womb I issued , and I should [then) have expired .” Ewald's other

poetical'passages , Job xv. , 7 ; Ps. cxxxix. , 16 , are merely additional instances

of the Future in relative clauses and in additional statements. He admits that

this construction is rare in prose, and confined to certain combinations, especially

with the particles 79,7x , etc. To these has often been attributed a conversive

force , but that explanation is unnecessary , although Ewald seems to favor it .
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With on this sort of attraction is most striking. It is resolvable , however, by

the ordinary influence of a relative clause ; for this particle is really a noun , and

its construction is elliptical, q. d. , “ there was a not-yet that it should ,” etc.

Hence , like all other relative phrases, it is occasionally used with a past tense ,

when the fact is intended to be definitely and independently asserted . The con

struction of the verb with X usually exhibits nothing very peculiar ; the particle

simply marks exactness of time , whether past or future. We note here a curious

fallacy respecting it into which Delitzsch has fallen in his commentary on Job

XXXVIII . , 21 ( Clark's edition , II . , 318) , where he cites Ewald here “ on the Future

joined with 7X regularly in the signification of the Aorist," and accordingly trans

lates “ thou knowest it, for then thou wast born (95710 ).” Now to reßder the

sense appropriate we need a Pluperfect, not an Aorist, “thou then hadst been

born ," for a child just born at the time would have known nothing. But this is

not the force of the Future here. It is subjective , as ever, and therefore highly

ironical, “ For at that time thou must [on thy own presumption ) have been born !”

The sarcasm does not lie in mym , “ thou knowest ” (a preteritive,strictly past18

certained ; like oida from eidov) , which is simply declarative, as laying the basis for the

demand of an answer. That iX with a Future does not necessarily form an Aorist

is plain from Ps . II . , 5 , where no one would think of rendering 737? " he spoke . ”

See also Ps. XCVI., 12 , etc. The conversive force of X , in the comparatively few

cases where it occurs, seems to depend upon the fact that a corresponding

tense ( the Praeter) precedes, with which it is co-ordinated , imitating in this

respect the law of 1 conversive , e . g. , with a Future, Exod . XIV . , 1 ; Num. XXI . ,

Deut. IV . , 41 ; Josh . VIII. , 30 ; X. , 12 ; 1 Kgs. VIII . , 1 ; but not with the Praeter,

for Exod . xv. , 15 ; Judg. V. , 11 , are not to the point. In the above passage of

Job , however, this co -ordination is not found .

While upon this matter of , conversive, we wish to call attention to what we

conceive to be an error in grammarians and translators, who neglect the above

law of co-ordination in its use. Even with the Future tense, despite the distinc

tive pointing which it always then has, we find the verb often rendered as a Future

still; and yet more frequently is the connection with the preceding Praeter disre

garded . Some go so far indeed as to deny the necessity of this last condition

altogether. But although it is obscure in some cases , we believe it is never

entirely absent; and that if the reader will diligently search he will always find

the antecedent Past tense, either expressed or implied. A remarkable example

occurs in Ps. VIII., where the first verb in verse 6 [ English , 5] (1777DMI) is co

ordinated parenthetically with 'm?op implied before verse 5 , as a part of the

oratio directa , which is likewise resumed in the second member of verse 7 (70e );

( ) -

the oratio obliqua in verse 5. The observance of these connections adds variety to

the language, and illustrates the bearing of the declarative (objective ) statements

17 ;

are co -ordinated with(ּוהֵליִׁשְמַּתandוהֵרְטַעְּת)ּwhile the intermediate verbs
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upon the constitution of man in creation , and of the dependent (subjective ) ones

upon his position in providence. Rare instances, we admit, may be cited in which

there is no appearance whatever of a Praeter antecedent in co - ordination with a

converted Future ; but these are due to the highly elliptical nature of the Hebrew

language, which allows constructions of its laws difficult to make appreciable in

English . For example, in Hosea viii . , we have a converted future (1998 )

immediately following a simple future ( inar ), “ They will sacrifice flesh, and

have eaten . ” But it should be noticed that an incomplete clause ( 217317 'nI)

" the sacrifices of my holocausts,” precedes, which is put forward as an absolute

statement (like a nominative independent), and is therefore regarded as equivalent

to a Praeter tense. We may therefore resolve the construction , by filling up the

sentence thus , " [They have taken ] the sacrifices of my holocausts, [which] they

[are pleased to ] sacrifice [as] flesh ; and they have eaten (them ).” This brings out

the crime of these formalists, who went through the routine of worship perfunc

torily, sacrificing the victims merely as flesh , and eating them accordingly ; even

when these should have been wholly consumed as a burnt-offering. Other instan

ces may similarly be resolved on the principle of an elliptical or undeveloped pro

tasis, as is often the case with simple y consecutive . They do not, therefore ,

invalidate the law of co -ordination .

It would be a curious and interesting question why the Hebrew alone of all

the Semitic family exhibits this feature of 1 conversive. Perhaps it would be

found to be because it adheres more closely than any of its sisters to the distinc

tive use of the two tenses. The Aramaean , for example, which was its nearest

neighbor and most intimately allied to it historically - for Laban spoke Aramaean

( Gen. XXXI . , 47 ) , and that was probably the vernacular of Abraham himself (cf.

Deut. XXVI . , 5 , where Jacob is called an Aramaean by descent )-has no trace of

it ; and this is very lax in it ; constructions of the verb, going so far — at least in

its later forms - as to construct a new Praeter out of the Participle .
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By PROFESSOR A. KUENEN,

Leyden University. Translated from the Dutch .

The true reading of this prophetic word has been preserved in more than one

ancient version , and after Houbiganti a few have substituted it for that of the

Massoretic text. But there are still commentators of note who do not follow it

in their explanation of Micah ,3 or even pass it by without mention,4 and the cor

rupt textus receptus serves as a proof-text in the history of the religion of Israel.

It does not seem to be superfluous, therefore , once more to treat the critical prob

lem åvoutev, and , if possible , reach some permanent conclusion concerning it by a

careful consideration of its pros and its cons.

After Micah has depicted the appearance of Jahwe in its fearful effects ( I. ,

3 , 4 ) he continues as follows, according to the Massoretic text :

-

°

תאז-לכבקעיעשפב

לארשיתיבתואטחבו

ןורמשאולהבקעיעשפימ

םלשוריאולההדוהיתומבימו

and this was the,עשפcorresponds toתאטח

The meaning is clear : Jahwe comes to exercise judgment over his people ;

the apostasy of Jacob and the sin of Israel cause his wrath . In the second mem

ber the first word has been regarded, certainly erroneously , as plural, and there

fore it was written with wāw.
,

reading of the LXX. among others. But otherwise the first half of the verse is

perfectly clear. The Synonyms “ Jacob ” and “ House of Israel,” are used to

designate the nation as a whole , and thus including the two kingdoms. In the

second half, when they are named separately , each with its capital, Jacob stands

for the northern kingdom , but the southern must be designated by its own

proper name, Judah . The question : “ Who is the apostasy of Jacob ? Is it not

Samaria ! ” is logically not strictly justifiable, because Samaria was not itself

“ the apostasy ” of Northern Israel. But psychologically it is easily explained

and justified . For Micah , the countryman , the sin of his people is concentrated

in the capital and its corrupt aristocracy, and what he regards as certain in respect

to Jerusalem , he also applies unhesitatingly to Samaria.

1 Notae Crit . in V. T. libros II . , 570 seq .

2 J. A. Dathe, Proph. Minores ed ., p . 211. T. Roorda, Comment. in Val. Michae, pp. 11-14 . T.

K. Cheyne, Michah ( 1882) pp. 18, 19 .

3 Among others, Hartmann, Justi , van der Palm .

4 Among others, Ewald , Bunsen , Caspari, Umbreit , Hitzig -Steiner, Keil .

6 E. g., by R. Smend ( 1875 ), Moses apud Prophetas, p. 55 seq .. 57, 61. C. J. Bredenkamp, Gesetz und

Propheten ( 1881 ), p . 167.

6 Of course , in connection with the reading nipa in the fourth member, concerning which I

shall speak presently .
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There remains the fourth member,which we desire especially to treat : " And

who [are) the high places of Judah ? Are they not Jerusalem ! ” Let us suppose

for an instant that an entirely unanimous tradition bears witness for these words.

Even then we should decide that Micah could not have written thus. In the first

place , we have the parallel of Jerusalem and the high places of Judah , in the

plural-a mistake in the form which surprises us , at least in the case of this

prophet. But in the second place , the idea itself, the identification of those high

places with Jerusalem strikes us as much more strange . Even though the capital

had its bamôth ,1 yet it had fewer of them than any other city in Judea, because it

had the temple , which is opposed to the bamôth , and in whose interest these were

put away by Josiah? if not before this by Hezekiah.3 To make Jerusalem respon

sible for that which took place outside of its walls, and in opposition to its wishes

—this certainly could not occur to Micah . The relation of the members of the

verse furnishes a further difficulty . Just as the third corresponds to the first, so

also the fourth must refer to the second . But then it ought to read : “ and who is

the sin of Judah ? Is it not Jerusalem ! ” There is really no one who denies

this . But it is thought that the prophet has purposely expressed this idea in

another form , and so enriched it with a new element . Hitzig expresses this as fol

lows : “ Die Fortsetzung sollte eigentlich lauten : und wer die Suenden Israels u.s.w.

Statt dessen benennt Micha diese Sünden ; über das Präd. hinaus eilt er zum

Subj . , welches er als Präd. eines neuen Subj. erscheinen lässt. Thus : the wor

ship of the high places proceeding from Jerusalem , and = the sin of Judah ! How

strange the first must have sounded to his contemporaries we have already

remarked . But now the second : Is it possible that Micah has identified the

bamôth with the sin of his people ? That would have been formidable enough

even for the Deuteronomist and for the Redactor of the Book of Kings, but for

Micah it is inconceivable. He does not name the bamôth once . It is true, he ex

pects that Jahwe in the future shall put away from the midst of his people not

only the horses and chariots, the fortified cities and the forts, but also the graven

images, the maççebas and the asheras. But who warrants us to seek these

things only in the bamôth , and even if we were warranted in this , to take for grant

ed that in their use the prophet saw the sin of Judah ? He himself forbids us this .

The perverting of justice , murder, corruption of judges , priests and prophets

these constitute, in his own words , “ the apostasy of Jacob , and the sin of Israel,”

against which , filled with the spirit of Jahwe, he must prophesy. No one who

interprets him by his own words can permit the bamôth in chap. I. , 5 , to stand.

But also the tradition obliges us to take them away. They belong to the official

text, established in the second century after Christ. It is true, a few MSS. have

12 Kgs. xxiii ., S. 22 Kgs. xxii . 3 2 Kgs, xviii ., 4 ; cf. verse Isa . xxxvi ., 7. · Chap. V. ,

9-13 . 5 Compare rather 2 Kgs. xxiii . , 4. 6, 7, 11 . 6 Chap. iii. , 8, cf. verses 9-11, and 1 seq .
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-Thelast testi.הדוהיתיבתאטחcan be based only on(םלשוריאלההדוהי

nxon for rias , but this can hardly be any thing else but a correction , either

involuntary , or carefully weighed, and at any rate perfectly justifiable. For Sym

machus2 rendered tà inná, and two centuries later Jerome excelsa . Neither is

there any indication of a Talmudic variant. But opposed to the manuscript

which was followed by the Palestinean scribes, we have the much older one whose

reading is given by the LXX. With some unessential variations all the Greek

Codices read : kaì tíç ii åpapría oikov 'Ivída ; also the descendants of the LXX. as far

as we can consult them, defend this reading.4 But above all it is confirmed both

by the Peshitto, and by the Targum , whose free translation (127 VON XO'X

) .

mony especially seems to be very noteworthy, and when taken in connection with

the other considerations , decisive. He who depends upon authority for the estab

lishment of the text , has in truth no choice.

But, it is objected, even in this case the textus receptus deserves the prefer

ence. For : “ probabilis prae ceteris ea est lectio , quae reliquarum ansam dedisse

vel etiam earum elementa in se continere videtur. " 5 Undoubtedly , but also this

highest canon of textual criticism must be applied with discrimination. The pos

sibility that nina was changed to Oxon on account of the parallelism I have

already granted . But nia can just as easily have arisen from Oxon. First,

an accident may have taken place ; 1717 ng may have been changed to

“ nO2,6 and when this had taken place nxon had to yield. But another sup

position is more probable, namely , that a congenial spirit to the Deuteronomist

added “ bamôth ” in margine to “ the sin of the house of Judah ," and a later

copyist inserted this , to him , correct explanation , and then omitted ny for the

sake of euphony . The one possibility seems to stand opposed to the other ; but

only as long as it is thought possible , (which we have seen can not be supposed ),

that Micah wrote 77117 no . He who has been convinced by the foregoing

that these words do not furnish a correct sense can not regard them as original,

: n and:הדוהיתיבתאטחימו must acknowledge the true reading to have been

םלשוריאלה

1 See Kennicott.

2 According to a marginal note in the Versio Syr. Hexaplanis ; cf. Origenis Hexapl., ed. II. , 988.

The version of Aquilla and of Theodotion have not come down to us, probably because they did

not depart from the LXX .

3 Roorda (p. 12), names him among the witnesses for the reading Oxon . Unjustly, as excelsa

in the reading of all the MSS. of the Vulgate, and is expressly cited by Jerome as the reading

of the Hebrew as opposed to that of the LXX . See his Comment, in Michaeam (Opp. ed . Vollers .

T. VI. , 483 ).

- Vetus Lat. (Sabatier. T. II.: 944. Fragm . Vers. Antehier. Ed. Ranke, II. , p. 16 ) Arm . , Syr. ,

Hexapl. , Arab. (cf. Ryssel in Tal. W. V.: 102 seq . ).

6 Tischendorf in Proll. ad. Ed. N. T. Tam . majorem , p. xxxiii, coll . xlii , seq .

• Just as, on the other hand, Vollers ( Tal. W. IV : 3) supposes that n'a is a mistake for

and that áưapria was subsequently added by the translator, from the preceding. His meritori

ous work on the Dodekapropheton der Alexandriner, would have gained in value, both here and

elsewhere, if he had examined the " plus und minus des Alexandriners " and his “ Varianten "

at the same time, and so had presented them to the reader,



ON THE TEXT OF PSALMS XIV , AND LIII.

BY EDWARD G. KING, D.D. ,

Madingley Vicarage, Cambridge, England .

A study of parallel texts might, I believe , throw much light on questions of

Old Testament criticism .

I offer the following suggestions on the origin of the variations in Pss . XIV.

and LIII . in the hope that other students may be induced to follow out or to con

trovert the views here suggested .

I omit the headings and superscriptions as not belonging to the original texts.

All other variations as they exist in the Massoretic texts will be seen in the fol

lowing table :

Ps. XIV . Ps. LIII .

םיהלאןיא.ובלבלבנרמא

בוט-השעןיא..הלילעוביעתהותיחשה לוע

םדאינבלע.ףיקשהםימשמהוהי
םיהלא

םיהלאתאשרד.ליכשמשיהתוארל

רסלכה גסולכ

וחלאנודחי

בוטהשעןיא

דחאםגןיא

ועדיאלה

ןואילעפלכ (omitלכ)

ימעילכא

םחלולכא

וארקאלהוהי

דחפודחפםש

דחפהיהאל

קידצרדבםיהלאיכ רזפםיהלאיכ

ושיבתיִנֶעתצעהתשיבה[LXX.ףֵנָחךנחתמצע

והסחמהוהייכ םָסָאְמםיהלאיכ

The Psalm begins with an elegiac movement of four pentameters of accented

syllables, after which it breaks into a rapid movement expressive of indignation .

This movement consists chiefly of triplets and is continued to the end of the

Psalm .

, , ,

ing been misled by similarity of sound (cf. Ps . LXXXV., 7 , where the LXX. evi

).

-acopyist hav,ּועְדָיאֹללֵאwere ,I believe ,originallyועדיאלהThe words

'ל

If this emendation be admitted the rhythmis.(אלהforאללֶאdently read
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,.inPs .Lהָוהְיםיִהֹלֱאלֵאbutit should be compared with the name

besides other changes of similarךנחintoינע!bonesתומצעcounselintoתצע

improved and we observe a remarkable alternation in the Divine Names, 097778

and 7107 occurring alternately three times before and three times after the name

7. This adaptation of Divine Names may, of course, be the work of a reviser,

?, , 1 .

A point , however, of much greater interest is the text which underlies the

strange variation in the last three lines of our Psalm .

The common theory of a later Psalmist adapting the words of an existing

Psalm to some special needs of his own time cannot possibly account for the vari

ations in Ps. LIII .

It requires , indeed , a large credulity to believe that an inspired writer should

have alterd 17) into Ho, omitted the word corresponding to p'73, changed

y ! ,

sounding letters and all to destroy all possibility of rhythm and , in the end, to

get such a sense as this : “ For God hath scattered the bones of him that en

campeth against thee ; thou hast put them to shame , because God hath rejected

them .” (RV. ) 1

A writer would scarcely speak of an enemy whose bones had been scattered

as afterwards “ put to shame " and " rejected.”

But, apart from this, we have a better text suggested by the LXX. , which

evidently read an hypocrite instead of Ton him that encampeth against thee.

But though the text in Ps. LIII . is in confusion, we cannot, therefore , assume

that the parallel passage in Ps. XIV . represents the original text.

' in one clause doubtless corresponds to 's in the other ; so that we are not

justified in translating

“for God is in the generation of the righteous ” .

" because the Lord is his refuge."

Again , who are they that are addressed in the disconnected words “ The

counsel of the poor ye put to shame " ?

There is then a strong a priori probability in favor of a common text from

which these two texts diverged .

Towards the construction of such a text I offer the following suggestions :

A verb is needed where 773 now stands. The parallel text ( LIII .) suggests

79. Now the Chaldee 772 (Dan. IV . , 11 ) signifies to scatter and is only another

.

If any one should object that 77) is Chaldee, I suggest a which is another

synonym of 79 (see Ps. LXVIII . , 31 ) and which might easily have been mistaken

.

Again, instead of pity which unfortunately has no equivalent in theparallel

text of Ps.LII., I suggest yuny, making indeed the same correction which all

critical scholars agree to make in the text of Isa . XLIX . , 24 , where pozy, is un

a

formרזפ. of

andרדב then pointedרדבfor

doubtedlyץיִרָע a very old mistake for
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Again , on comparing the parallel texts, n % y is more likely to be a correction

than nosy ; consequently I retain the latter, but point it nagy " weighty

counsels."

Of the three readings 'sy (Ps. XIV . ) , JUN (Ps. LIII . ) and 7 ” (LXX. on Ps.

LIII . ) I prefer the latter . So the whole passage, as I propose to restore it , would

run ,

, ץיִרָערַזְּבהיִּכ

שיִבֵהףֵנָחתמצע

TTםָסָאְמ"יִּכ :

i . e . , “ For God hath scattered the proud ,

The weighty counsel of the hypocrite he hath put to shame ,

For the Lord hath despised them .”

The historical allusion being probably to the frustration of the counsel of

Ahithophel (2 Sam . xv. ) .

1 See Isa. xli . , 21 , “ bring hither your weighty counsels Darningy saith the king of Jacob. "



MORE PHOENICIAN INSCRIPTIONS IN NEW YORK,

BY PROFESSOR ISAAC H. HALL, Ph. D.,

Metropolitanم.م Museum, New York.

The principal purpose in presenting the following Cesnola inscriptions here is

to correct mistakes of various sorts , which appear in former publications. Some

times fragments of the same object have been separated , as if belonging to differ

ent objects, some have been incorrectly read , and one , at least, had not been read

or deciphered at all . The labors of other decipherers, however, are not to be

undervalued . When Rödiger and Schröder tried their hands at them , the prob

lem was more difficult than after they left them .

Former publications of these inscriptions , to which reference is here made,

have been made , in whole or in part, and with various degrees of correctness , by

Ceccaldi , in the Revue Archæologique, at various times from 1869–1871 ; by Rödi

ger, in Monatsbericht der Königlich - Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin , May, 1870 , pp. 264–272 ; by Schröder , in the same for May, 1872, pp. 330

341 ; By W. Hayes Ward ( a few omitted by Schröder) in Proceedings of the Ameri

can Oriental Society, May , 1874 , p . lxxxv ; by di Cesnola, in Cyprus, Appendix , pp.

441 , 442 , and plates 9-12 ; and by Renan , in Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum ,

Tom I. , Pars Prima , p . 44 seq. , and Tabulæ V.-VIII .

In citing these publications, I give only the author's name and the number by

which he designates the object. Ceccaldi I have not cited , as his work was

scarcely that of a decipherer.

Two, and perhaps three, inscriptions formerly published I have omitted . One

is Schröder's No. 9 , or Rödiger's XLIX. d. , which I do not remember ever to have

seen in the collection , and which does not appear in Cesnola's Cyprus . Renan

gives it as his own No.24 , from a squeeze by Ceccaldi. It reads ....Sonux ...

being identical in matter with parts of other inscriptions ; as of Ward's No. 3 ,

Cesnola's No. 10. The other is Rödiger's “ Citſiensis ] XLIX. b , which Renan

gives as his own No. 26, copying it from a squeeze taken by Ceccaldi, and remark

ing its absence from the present collection , as well as from Schröder's and Ces

nola's publications. Schröder (pp . 333 , 334 ) had remarked already, in 1872 , that

he could not find it , though he had searched for it diligently , for days , among all

Cesnola's Phænician objects in Cyprus . Schröder shows ( it will also be seen

below ) that in several instances Rödiger published two , or even three , different

copies of the same inscription , supposing them to be of different objects. This

one reads 7759....,which is to be found on other and actual inscrip

tions. The third is Rödiger's XLIX. n , which Renan gives as his own No. 38 ,
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..לענבננחןתי....

....אנןבלערדננ(שנא....

from a drawing by Ceccaldi. It reads op .... as there given. The numbers

here used to designate the inscriptions are those which the objects now bear in

the museum .

The following are the inscriptions. They are all from the temple of Eshmun

melqarth , near Citium, and are votive inscriptions. The additions in brackets

are only made where the missing matter seemed obvious.

II. (Schröder, 2 ; Cesnola , 4 ; Renan , 15. ) Marble fragment. Two lines,

obscure and fragmentary.

]

(

Hananba’al ( i . e . , Hannibal) gave .... which he vowed in behalf of [his]

s [on...."

III. a. ( Rödiger, xlix . a.; Schröder, 7 ; Cesnola , 14 ; Renan , 16 , a . )

III . b. ( Rödiger xliii. and xliv . ; Schröder, 3 ; Cesnola , 1 ; Renan , 16 , 6. )

Parts of the same inscription , though not continuous. On the rim of a

marble bowl .

] ) ( ) inghe .... (a . )

“ .... so]n of Melekyathon .... my Lord's servant gave to my Lord , to Eshmun

Melq [arth . ” The first part doubtless belongs to the date sometime in the reign of

Pumiyathon son of Melekyathon, king of Citium and Idalium. In the second

part, instead of “ my Lord's servant,” may be read the proper name 'Ebedadoni.

The full legend of this inscription may be gathered from inscription No. I , the

longest in the collection , which was published in HEBRAICA Vol . I. , p . 25 .

IV . (Ward, 2 ; Cesnola, 11 ; Renan , 19. ) On the straight rim of a marble

dish . Letters of very fine strokes.

תרוקלמנמשאלינדאלינרוא]דבעןתינ(8.)...

לינדאויתכךלמ...

.... king of Citium and Ida[lium ....

Part of the date of a votive inscription.

V. a. (Rödiger, xliii . and xlvii.; Schröder, 4 ; Cesnola, 3 ; Renan, 23. )

V. b. ( Cesnola , 12 ( ? ) Renan , 17 , a. and b. )

V.c. ( Schröder, 20 ; Cesnola, 13 ; Renan , 20.)

All are parts of the same inscription , but not continuous, except that V. b. is

in two continuous pieces. On rim of marble dish .

( ) [ 1 (6.) / ) .)

“ [In the day) 19 of the month ...[in the year] 4 ( ? ) of king Melek[yathon king of

Citium ] and Idalium , an offſering.....

The number of the year is uncertain , but it was 4 or more.

VI. (Rödiger xlv.; Schröder, 5 ; Renan , 22. ) On rim of heavy marble bowl.

(.d)...[ןתינכלמךלמל\ו(6.)...חרילווווווווורימיב)...(.c)חנומליראו...

ל•םיסרכץלמןתי

the royal interpreter gave to
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VII. ( Renan , 39. ) Fine letters on edge of marble bowl, much obscured , but

perfectly legible.

) ....

....[’Ebed-]melqarth to his Lord , to Eshmun [-melqarth ...."

VIII . ( Rödiger, xlvi.; Ward, 3 ; Cesnola , 10 ; Renan , 23.) On rim of gyp

sum bowl or vase .

תרקלמונמשאלינדאלתרקלמודבע...

תרקנלמנמשאלינראל

".... to his Lord, to Eshmunmel[ qarth ...."

IX. (Rödiger, xlviii .; Schröder, 6 ; Renan , 18. ) On rim of marble bowl.

ךלנמןתיכלמךלומל...

[of ki]ng Melekyathon, ki[ng of 'Citium and Idalium ] ...."

Part of the date of a votive inscription.

X. ( Rödiger, part only, xlix . l.; Schröder, 15 and 21 ; Ward , 1 ; Cesnola, 21

and 30 ; Renan 25. ) On rim of marble bowl.

ךרביתרקולמנמשאל

• •

' .... to Eshmunmel]qarth . May he bless .”

End of a votive inscription.

XI. (Rödiger, xlix . C.; Schröder, 8 , Cesnola, 15 ; Renan , 27. ) On rim of

marble bowl.

ךרנביתרקולמנמשאל

“ .... to Eshmunmel[qarth . May he ble(ss) . ”

XII . ( Rödiger, xlix . 0.; Schröder, 17 ; Cesnola, 16 ; Renan, 34. ) On rim of

marble bowl.

םלצרדנ....

vowed an image ...."

XIII. (Rödiger, xlix . k.; Schröder, 14 ; Cesnola, 23 ; Renan , 37. ) On con

vex outer surface of marble bowl. Two lines. (The bowl may have been the

same of which No. XII. is a fragment.)

אל

The first line , perhaps “ L [ord ]," or the beginning of a proper name; the sec

ond, "to [his ] L [ord ), ” or “to E [shmunmelqarth ].”

XIV. (Rödiger, xlix . i.; Schröder, 13 ; Cesnola , 20 ; Renan , 29. ) On rim of

marble bowl.

זאלמס

“ .... this image (or, fictile object) ...."

XV . a . ( Rödiger, xlix , h . q. f.; Schröder, 11 ; Cesnola, 19 ; Renan , 31. )

XV. b. (Rödiger xlix . m .; Schröder, 18 ; Cesnola , 17 ; Renan , 35. ) Parts of

the same inscription, but not continuous. On rim of marble bowl.
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* ja nopagay] ( 6 . ) .... jd' ux....(a.)

which [ Eb'edmelqar ]th son of A ..... gave ..... "

XVI. ( Renan, 30. ) On rim of gypsum vase or bowl.

;

an offe]ring this , which .... "

XVII. (Rödiger, xlix . e .; Schröder , 10 ; Cesnola , 6 ; Renan , 32. ) On rim of

blue marble bowl. The last letter partly broken off, and uncertain .

שנאזתחנמ

תחאקמ

Uncertain .

XVIII. (Rödiger, xlix . g.; Schröder, 12 ; Cesnola , 5 ; Renan , 33. ) On rim

of marble bowl , and apparently the end of an inscription .

.תח

preceded by a letter which may be 7, 7 , 3, or p. Wholly uncertain , but probably

of similar purport to XVII.

XIX . (Rödiger, xlix. p.; Schröder, 18 ; Cesnola, 17 ; Renan, 28. ) On rim of

fine marble bowl.

תרקנלמנמושאל

. . . .

“ .... to Esh ]munmel[qarth ...."

XX. “Schröder, 19 ; Cesnola, 22 ; Renan , 36. ) On a splinter from the rim of

a fine marble bowl .

ןב

Probably, son



NOTES FOR BEGINNERS .

BY WILLIAM R. HARPER .

II.

The Origin of Long Vowels in Hebrew .In the study of etymological forms , we

must start with the fact, for it is a fact, that all vowel-sounds of whatever quan

tity , character, or value, can be traced back to one of the three short vowels ă, î, ů .

In the case of every long vowel , therefore, we must ask the questions :-(1 ) From

what original (short) vowel has this vowel come ? (2) What influence was exerted

to make it long ? It is taken for granted that a vowel which was originally short

would have remained short, had there not been some reason for its change. All

long vowels, therefore, may be classified under four heads :

1. Those which have arisen from the contraction of two distinct vowels ; here

belong

(a ) â (= ata), as in 07 = qâm = q = -ăm for gă-wăm ; so also nipg = šâth

for šā -yăth .

( 6 ) i(= ity oryti), as in fein! = yî-xăn = yựy -šăn,and op: = yā -qim =

yəq-yỉm for yəq-wim .

( c) û ( = u + w or w + u ) as in 1017 = hû-şăr = hủw-şăr, and in

těš -wúbh.

( d ) ê (ati= or y), as in 1 ? = bên bảy(*)n ; 12 = pºnc = pºnly ; 20h

= tê- tîbh = těy-tîbh; WY = ""sê = "*săy.

( e ) ô ( = a + u or w) , as in D1: = yôm = yăwm ; 7910 = hô-lidh ( = hăw -lidh ).

In an exhaustive treatment there must also be included under this class the com

paratively rare '_- ( e ) which , like ! everywhere comes from a contraction of ay .*

As the result of contraction , therefore, arise a very large number of the Hebrew

long vowels. This is a principle common to all languages.

2. A second class includes those which have become long, as being character

istic of a nominal form ; here belong

( a ) â (from an original ă ) as in 239 = gănnâbh , no k thâbh .

(6 ) î ( from an original î ) as in 12. = yā-mîn = yă-myn ; T'On = ḥā-şîdh =

hă - şidh.

( c ) û (from an original ů ) as in 5107 = qā-țûl = gă-țăl ; 2199 = kérûl ) h =

ků-růbh, or ky-růbh.

* This vowel, indicated for the sake of distinction, by an italicized e, is found ( a ) in ob Im

perfects and Imperatives before the fem. plur. term . 77 , and after the analogy of these forms,

also as the separating vowel in similar \ " y and y'y forms ; (b) in forms of plural nouns before

the suffixes 7 and T.
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(d) ô ( obscured from â, which is from an original ă ) as in Siop (502) = qā

tôl = qă -țâl = qă -țăl ; win? qā-dhôš = qə-dhâš = qắ-dhăš; soup

(5øp) = qô- tēl = qâ-țil = q= -xl.

It will be worth our while here to note carefully the origin of the forms of the

Qăl Inf. abs. and Part. act., viz. , 407, 407, or, as they are often , but improp

, , ,

The original stem -form , after the loss of the final ă, is qă -țăl ; to get a noun

form , which shall serve as an infinitive, the ultimate ă is lengthened characteristic

ally to â . Subsequently, because of certain euphonic laws in force every where in

Hebrew, the penultimate ă is heightened to ā, the â is obscured to ô. Compare ,

now , the corresponding forms in Arabic and Assyrian qătâl and qă - tâl(u ), which

are , indeed, identical with the ground - form of Soz

Starting again with the stem qă-țăl , by a characteristic lengthening of the pe

nultimate ă, there was obtained a second nominal form qâ-țăl , which served as a

participle. Here again by the working of the laws of heightening and obscuration

qâ-tăl becomes (through qâ - til) qô-tēl . With the intermediate form qâ -țil compare

the Arabic and Assyrian participles, which have precisely this form .

It is to be remembered that vowels which became long as being characteristic

of a nominal form belong to the primitive Semitic ; that is to say , these vowels

arose before the Arabic, Assyrian and other Semitic languages had become sepa

rate tongues . We do not mean to say that every instance of each of these forma

tions was in existence before these languages had become separate ; but that the

use of a long (unchangeable) vowel to mark a nominal form originated in the so

called primitive Semitic tongue, and that all instances of this in these languages

have arisen in accordance with this original usage . A distinction something like

;

the noun ( participle ).

By the principle of lengthening (which is the change of ă to â , to i , ŭ to û,

not that of ă to ā, i to ē , ŭ to ō ) we may therefore explain a very large number of

long vowels in Hebrew , the lengthening, in these cases , being understood to char

acterize the nominal form .

3. The third class includes those which have been lengthened ( not height

ened ) in compensation. The cases are few and doubtful . As examples may be

? ?, ? . a

vowel is heightened in compensation for the loss of a consonant, but in a few cases

real lengthening takes place. Forms also like Dip?, which = năTâm = năT

wăm = nă-qăm, contain a vowel lengthened in compensation for the loss of ) .

This class , however, needs no further notice .

4. The fourth class includes those vowels which have become long through

the operation of that great euphonic law, the law of the tone ; here belong

theלָטְקִנ verb andלַטְקִנthe noun ;inרָבָּדthe verb andרַבְדthis is seen in

Under ordinary circumstances aשֹומְקforרֹוטְקׁשֹומיִקforרֹוטיִקcited
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ןֵּב

;from ni -'*siyהֶׂשֲעַנ;from arbבְרֶע;from 'a -hadhדָחֶאtonet )as in

.fromtiq -ra -naהָנאֶרְקִּת

(a ) ā (always from an original ă and standing directly before or under the

tone* ) as in 727 from dă - bhăr ; max from 'ă -kbăl-tă ; non from

yăb- bă-țăth ; Dipp from měq -wăm .

(6 ) ē (from ỉ, and standing directly before or under the tone), as in from

břn (for ??? ) ; 395 from 18-bhăbh ; 171 from ză-qîn ; 790 from șšphr;

w from yi-šībh (for yiw -šỉbh ).

( c) 7 (from ả. and standing directly before or under the tone ) as in Siop from

q*țăl ; 5 from küll ; una from går-răš; 17en from þúšk .

(d ) é (always from an originală, and standing directly before or under the

) 'ă- ; ' ; , “ ;

) .

The vowels of this class have arisen by heightening, not lengthening. The

term heightening is a technical one ; the change is an artificial increment, or

strengthening, brought about by the introduction of a foreign element, viz . , an

a-sound ( cf. the guna in Sanskrit ). The original vowel in these cases is there

fore increased , heightened (e . g . , ĭ to ē, ŭ to 7 ), and not merely prolonged , length

ened (e. g. , ĭ to î , ŭ to û) . These vowels may be described more distinctly as

follows :

( 1 ) They are tone-long ; i . e . , their length is due to the tone or accent of the

word . They are long because of their proximity to this tone.

(2 ) They are artificially long ; i . e. , they are not long by nature, or by origin .

They were short, and would now be short but for the tone. Contracted long vowels

and characteristically long vowels are so by nature , tone -long vowels are so by

position .

(3) They are euphonically long ; i . e . , they are long merely for the sake of

euphony. The heightened form has no meaning. It sounds better, and hence it

is preferred.

(4 ) They are changeable ; i . e .. if the tone, to which they are indebted for

their very existence, should be moved , they no longer have any reason for exist

ence and so must suffer change.

(5 ) They are, for the most part, tonic and pretonic ; i . e . , they must stand with

the tone or before it. The most important euphonic law of the Hebrew language,

connected with this , may be stated thus : A short vowel standing directly before

or under the tone must be heightened.

It is to be noted in connection with this very brief and general statement of the

law, (a) that heightened vowels occur sometimes in the antepretone , and likewise

* This ā stands rarely two syllables before the tone, as in D787 , where, however, it is pro

tected by Methegh ; and, sometimes, in the post-tone syllable, as in mor.

+ As in the case of tone- long a , this vowel occurs rarely two syllables before the tone, as in

Dyn?, where, also like a it is maintained by means of Methegh .

# That is, without an intervening consonant.
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in the post -tone yllable ; and (6 ) that, within certain rigid limitations a short

vowel is allowed to stand in a tone-syllable. All cases , however, of either of these

seeming variations from the general law are capable of satisfactory explanation.

By the principle of heightening, therefore, we may explain a large number of

long vowels ; and this principle, like that of contraction and lengthening, is one

common to all languages.

Repetition of Words. — We frequently find a word repeated in Hebrew, e . g.:

1 ) Gen. XVII . , 2 782 7X2 in high degree, high degree ;

1 Sam. 11., 3777 proudly, proudly.

2 ) Gen. VII . , 2 nyan nyaw seven by seven ;

Exod . xvii . , 16 97 970 from generation to generation .

3 ) Gen. xiv . , 10 nigang many wells;

2 Kgs. III . , 16 O'Z O'z many ditches.

4 ) Gen. xv.,18 779 773 5790 1797 the great river, the river Euphrates.

From the study of these cases, it will be noted that different ideas are con

veyed by the repetition . In the first cases cited ( cf. also Gen. X. , 21 ; XXII . , 20 ) the

idea is that of emphasis or intensity. In the second class ( cf. also Gen. XXXII. ,

17 ; Exod . xvi. , 5 ; XXIII. , 30 ; XXV. , 35 ; XXXVI. , 4) , there is indicated the idea

of distribution, entirety. In the third class the idea indicated is that of multitude.

The fourth class ( cf. also Gen. XXV. , 30 ; XXXV . , 14) is quite different from the

preceding classes. Here the noun is repeated in order to make it possible for a

new idea to be added without rendering the construction a faulty one.

A Noun in the Construct Relation with a Clause . — This construction may at

first trouble the beginner. Note the following examples :

Exod. vi. , 28 in 727 Di On the day ( that ) Jehovah spake.

1 Sam. xxv. , 15 Onx 1325007 the days we walked with them .

Ps. LVI., 4 X9X DI' theday I fear.

Cf. also Gen. XXXIX ., 20 ; XL. , 3 ; Exod. IV . , 13 ; 1 Sam . III . , 13 ; 1 Kgs.

19.

It will be seen ( a ) that the clause is a relative one , though the relative may

be omitted ; ( b ) the noun which stands thus is one expressing a general idea of

place, time, or manner.

XXI . ,
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Some Hebrew Lines.It was my good fortune to take a volume in my hands

in which I found the lines I give below . They are , I think , very beautiful, and

may interest you as well as the readers of HEBRAICA.

TT

הָציִלְמיֵרְבִדאֹל

;יתבתכהרישאל

הָעיִקָאָויִּתְנַׁשָיְךַא

יִּתְבְצעֶגיִמֹולַחמּו

יתיִּכדניחורבו

החנאחנאאו

יִסֵרְטְנִקְּבהָנֶחיִׁשֵאְו

:הָחָוְריִלחַוְרִיְו

T

:

Read and accentuated as it would be by the Jews of Central and Eastern

Europe, the meter reminds one of the lesser Sapphic , and indeed of the Sapphic

stanza as employed by Horace.

Excepting the last word in the seventh line , the language is classical . I ap

pend a paraphrase :

No word of wisdom ,

No song have I written.

But I have slept, and then awoke,

And am by my dream , with dim dread possessed ;

And in spirit am I broken ,

And with sorrow sorely pressed .

Then I sighed it to this leaflet,

And relief did then release me.

B. BERENSON .

Harvard College, Dec. 22 , 1885 .

The Memorial Volume of Dr. Leemans. - A unique and valuable collection of

articles on biblical, Assyriological and other antiquarian topics has lately made

its appearance in Europe, from which I have selected one or two for translation

for HEBRAICA. It seemed to be desirable to publish an English translation of

them not only because the articles which I have translated are in the Hollandish

language, understood by only a few of our Semitic scholars in America , but also

because there are only a very few copies of the collection in the country. The

occasion of publishing the collection was the celebration of the fiftieth anniver

sary of the appointment of Dr. C. Leemans as Director of the Archæological

Museum of Leyden, Holland . A circular was sent to the various Oriental and

other scholars of Europe asking for a short contribution on some topic on which

they had made recent original investigations. The articles thus obtained were

collected in one volume, only a limited number of which was printed , and dedi

cated and formally presented to Dr. Leemans on December 3 , 1885.

ABEL H. HINZINGA.
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The Emendation of 1 Sam . XVI. , 20.—You will permit a reader of your val

uable quarterly, who, while not disputing for a moment the scholarship of Dr.

John P. Peters, of Philadelphia, must positively take exception to some of his

assumptions, and notably to one advanced in the number of HEBRAICA for April,

1886. In a note under the name “ Hebrew use of Numbers,” Dr. Peters directs

attention to the biblical use of certain numbers for certain words ; as, for instance,

“ five ” for “ few ,” etc. But his suggestion concerning 1 Sam. XVI . , 20 , where

for nyan he would substitute 70on would seem to lack any authority. For ,

while the Hebrew construction of the verse which begins

)

is certainly very peculiar, if not incorrect, I can perceive no warrant for the

change, other than a mere conjecture ; nor do the commentators consulted on this

point appear to favor any such substitution.

I know full well that Dr. Peters is not one of those who are given to flimsy,

ridiculous , and even destructive ideas about the sacred text, so common now -a

days. It is , therefore, in a spirit actuated by high regard for his abilities that I

humbly disagree with him on the matter in question.

Philadelphia , Pa., May 7 , 1886 . HENRY S. MORAIS .

..םחלרומהישיחקיו

....

An Assyrian Precative in Dan. II. , 20.-In reading my Hebrew Bible yester

day, for a wonder I found an error of the press. A. Hahn's 8vo edition , Lipsiae,

1833 , in Dan. 11. , 4 , has geogy for qays. I mention it that others may not

be puzzled by it as I was.

Then in verse 20 of the same chapter I was delighted to find an Assyrian

or if you prefer it, a Babylonian - Precative mood , which is formed by prefixing

lu or li to any one of the forms of the Aorist. ( Prof. A. H. Sayce's Assyrian

Grammar, p. 66. ) The form in Dan. 11. , 20 is in

Prof. Gesenius says of it in his Lexicon (Boston, 1844 , p. 252, col. 2 Note .)

“ In the formation of the future of this verb there occurs this singularity , that in

the third person singular and plural is found the prefix — where we should expect

the preformative * ; and this with the regular and usual signification of the future

or subjunctive.” Then he refers to this passage among others and adds “forms of

the same kind are found in the Targums. From all this it appears that the forms

are not Infinitives, as is sometimes supposed , but that in such examples either

they is put for the nun of the Syrians, or else these forms have arisen out of the

? "

The learned professor, had he lived to see the light shed on the Hebrew by

the cuneiform inscriptions, would have found a far better and perfectly simple

explanation of the form which perplexed him . Prof. A. H. Sayce says in his

“Lectures on the Assyrian language and syllabary ,” p. 91 , " The precative is gen

erally used only in the third person ; occasionally , however, it is found in the first

and once or twice in the second. " The third person singular precative of

sakanu is liiskun, and here we have lehevae with precisely the preca

tive meaning. “ Let the name of God be blessed from eternity to eternity," or

literally , “ Let it be that the name of God be blessed ,” etc.

It is a beautiful illustration of the help afforded by the Assyrian to the right

understanding of the Hebrew scriptures. THOMAS LAURIE.

Providence, Dec. 14 , 1885 .

insteadלטְקִי." ofלטְקִלHebrew usage which began to put
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Hebrew in College.-For several years there has been a steadily increasing

demand for Hebrew instruction in the College. There has never existed a really

good reason why such instruction should not be offered . Those especially inter

ested have been the professors of Hebrew and the Old Testament in the theolog

ical seminaries. For the sake of the strictly biblical work , which is crowded out

by the necessity of giving time to the study of the language, for the sake of

the linguistic study itself, which has suffered greatly from the lack of time given

it and from the lack of interest which necessarily accompanies the unfavorable

circumstances under which it has been pursued , a strong plea has been made for

the introduction of Hebrew into the College curriculum as an elective. The results

of the agitation made in this line already begin to show themselves. Within five

years , it may safely be predicted, every first -rank institution in the land will have

made provision for the study of Hebrew. With such instruction already offered in

Harvard , Yale , Johns Hopkins, Columbia, Princeton and others, Brown, Dart

mouth , Williams, Rochester, Ann Arbor and the colleges of equal rank cannot

afford much longer to delay making similar provision .

The Summer Schools of Hebrew . -At this date, July 20th , the Philadelphia

School of Hebrew is past, the Chicago School is approaching its close, and the

New England School is just opening. Thus far, the Schools of 1886 are in very

many respects ahead of those of 1885 .

It was supposed by many, and the supposition was a well- grounded one , tbat

after one or two years the interest in such Schools would die out. The facts in

the case seem to indicate the very opposite. Satisfactory as was the first session

of the Philadelphia School, the second session , just closed , in point of numbers,

interest and results accomplished , far exceeded it. Of the six sessions of the Chi

cago School , the one now in session is , by all, conceded to be the the most encour

aging. It is too early to speak definitely concerning the New England School.

Its outlook , however, as well as that of the two remaining Schools ( Chautauqua

and Southern ) is much better than last year.

It is sometimes suggested that there are too many Schools ; that it would be

better to consolidate them. There would be some advantages, it must be con

fessed , in such a plan . But when we consider that only by means of a School in

a given section of the country, can that section be interested in this particular

work, that not the least among the results accomplished by the Schools is the bring

ing together of the teachers, and the mutual profit which they thereby obtain , that

in this work , everything else being equal , the greatest good will be accomplished

by reaching the largest possible number of students , it may be doubted whether

the consolidation of the Schools would not practically defeat the very ends sought.

for in the work of the Institute of Hebrew.

There is a measure of disappointment when the attendance in any school

falls below fifty. It should be remembered , however, that with the establish
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ment of each new school, the territory of each school already established is nar

rowed. Five schools with an attendance of fifty each will accomplish far more

than one with an attendance of one hundred . Nor is the success of the work to

be measured by the results directly manifesting themselves. A public sentiment

is being created in the several sections in which schools are established , which in

time will do much toward bringing about the ends directly sought in the work of

these schools. Were it not for the extreme difficulty of obtaining means with

which to carry on the work , it is certain that still other schools might be inaugu

rated with great advantage.

And further, are there not many institutions in the country fully equipped

with instructors, the number of whose students does not reach fifty ? There is no

reason why we should not have a hundred or more students in each of our Sum

mer Schools ; but so long as fifty can be brought together for work in a line

which has hitherto been so neglected , there is real ground for encouragement.

What we need is , not a less number, but a greater number of schools, and the in

dications are that the number will increase .

Professors of Hebrew . - In the several numbers of the present volume of

HEBRAICA , there have been published the names of the various professors of

Hebrew (and kindred subjects) in this country, in Britain and on the continent.

It is , perhaps, too much to hope that in these lists no mistakes have been made

and no names omitted . They furnish , however, a comparatively accurate idea of

the number of men engaged in this department of study. A careful study of these

lists is not without profit. Many of the names have become very familiar to all

Bible -students . Others, now unknown to many, will become famous in the years

to come. From one stand -point, we may be surprised that so many men are en

gaged in a department which to the world seems narrow and unproductive. But

when we compare the number with the vastly greater number at work in nearly

every other line of scientific and theological study, and when we consider the

magnitude of the department and the extreme practical importance of many of

the questions which must be settled in it , we must at once feel that there is room

for many more workers.

Those engaged in Semitic work should find in the examination of these lists

much encouragement. With so large a number of men at work in a given line ,

surely valuable results may be expected.

Assyrian Manual. When this number of HEBRAICA reaches its readers , the

Assyrian Manual by Prof. D. G. Lyon, published by the American Publication

Society of Hebrew , will be ready for delivery to purchasers. The distinguishing

feature of this work is that it makes transliterated Assyrian inscriptions the basis

on which the beginner is to build . While making it possible , by reading largely

in transliterated texts , to gain a good knowledge of Assyrian grammar and the

lexicon , without the task of memorizing the cuneiform signs, the Assyrian Man

ual also supplies ample means for acquiring the signs and for practice in reading

texts in the original . The book will prove a welcome aid to those Hebrew stu

dents who for linguistic or theological reasons desire to make the acquaintance of

a great literature cotemporaneous with the Jewish , and presenting many of the

most interesting points of contact with the Old Testament .
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A REVIEW OF THE HEBREW TEXT OF EZECHIEL . *

This book breaks new ground. It flows in rich land, but sometimes throws

up an unprofitable subsoil over the productive upper layers. It is the first system

atic attempt made on the basis of the best critical material available , and with a

learned acumen found only in few gifted scholars, to restore the Hebrew text of

Ezechiel as far as possible to its original form . It is a critical text of the prophet,

the author attempting , as he himself repeatedly states, to edit this text in the same

manner and method in which thorough classical scholars edit Latin and Greek

authors. It is thus an attempt to solve the most difficult problem of lower or

textual criticism in the case of one of the greater prophets, and thus to apply to

practice what the theoretical discussions of European and American scholars ,

especially since the publication of the revised translation of the Old Testament,

have proved a pium desiderium . What New Testament scholars have in the last

century , and especially in the last three decades, done for the text of the New

Testament, that now is to be attempted in the case of the Old also, and Cornill is

the first to step forward with the results of his studies.

Starting out from the hypothesis of Lagarde, maintained with a great deal of

learning in his “ Remarks on the Greek Translation of Proverbs ” in 1863 , " that

our Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament are based upon a single copy, the

corrections of whose errors in writing they also copy as corrections, and whose

accidental incompleteness they have adopted ,” Cornill expects little or no help

for the restoration of the primitive from the Hebrew MSS. , especially as this He

brew prototype manuscript dates back probably only to the times of Hadrian , all the

more importance must therefore be attached to the earlier and other critical helps ;

in the first place, to the Septuagint, which represents a text three hundred and

fifty years earlier than the Massoretic archetype , and in the second place , to the

Targums, the Peshitto and the Vulgate. As the leading stress is laid upon the

Septuagint, and the value of this aid can be estimated and utilized only when the

acknowledged corrupt form of the Greek translation is sifted , weighed and cor

rected , the greater portion of the Prolegomena of 175 pages is devoted to the dis

cussion of the Septuagint as a critical help to restore the original text of Ezechiel .

This discussion covers pages 13–109, and it must be pronounced probably the

fullest and most satisfactory, though rather sanguine, treatment of the trouble

some problem . The whole Prolegomena are indeed a model of industry and of

patient and painstaking detailed investigation. In studying them we were

impressed by the fact that Cornill has done nearly all of this work with literary

aids which are also at the disposal of scholars on this side of the Atlantic. With

the exception of the treatment of the Ethiopic translation made from the Septua

* Das Buch DES PROPHETEN EZECHIEL, herausgegaben von Lic. , Dr. Carl Heinrich Cornill,

A. 0. Professor der Theologie in Marburg . Leipzig : J. C. Hinrich. 8vo , pp. xii , 515.
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gint, we do not think that any portion of his argumentation is based upon manu

script authority. In America the problem of textual criticism and the correction

of the Massoretic text has been discussed in its whole length and breadth . The

manner of Cornill's research shows that American scholars have also tools at hand

with which to engage in similar work .

On the basis of these critical aids Cornill has then given us what in his judg

ment is a text as near as possible to the original as this came from the hands of

the prophet himself. The text of Ezechiel has always been acknowledged to be

of a troublesome character, and Cornill has made wide use of his critical pruning

knife. His changes and departures from the Massoretic text are exceedingly

many, and but comparatively few verses have been left in the traditional shape .

Thus , e . g. , in chapter 1. only verses 19 and 28 are left unchanged ; in chapter II . ,

only verses 1 and 7 ; in chapter iv. , only verses 1 , 2 , 15 , 16 , 17 ; in chapter V. ,

only verses 1 , 3 , 10 ; in chapter xix . , only verses 3 , 4 , 6 ; in chapter xxv. , only

verses 1 , 2 , 4 , 5, 11. Sometimes a chapter undergoes fewer alterations, as , e . g. ,

chapter ill . , where verses 3 , 4 , 7 , 8 , 10 , 11 , 17 , 22 , 23 , 24 and 26 are left intact.

We think , though, that on the average at least from twenty to twenty - five changes

are made in every chapter, so that the forty -seven chapters of Ezechiel will show

up more than one thousand departures from the received text. Many of the

changes are quite radical, e. g. , chapter 1. , 1 is considered a gloss , as are also some

verses in nearly every chapter, e. g. , VIII . , 8 ; X. , 1 , 5 , 8–18 (entire) ; XI . , 11 , 12 ;

XII., 10 (almost the entire verse ) ; XVI . , 21 , 27 , 42 ; xx . , 29 ; XXII., 8 ; XXIII . , 26 ;

XXXII ., 25 ; XL. , 12, 40, 41 , and others. These are all inclosed in brackets and at

once recognized. It must be remembered that these are rejected on subjective

grounds alone, and against the unanimous voice of the critical apparatus. Where

omissions are made on the basis of this or that ancient authority, or changes are

made which are sanctioned by even one of these authorities, no special note is

made of it in the text, and the difference in the reading can be learned only by a

comparison of the traditional text with the proposed revision . Occasionally an

entirely new arrangement of the verses or sections of verses is made. Thus, e. g. ,

in chapter VII. , the following is the order : 1 , 2, 6 (part ), 7 (part ), 8 , 9 , 5 , 6 (part) ,

10 , 7 ( part ), 11 , 12 , etc .; in chapter xli . the following order is found : 1, 2, 3 , 4 , 5

(part) , 6 (part ) , 5 (part ), 7 (part) , 6 (part), 7 (part ), 9 , 11 , 8 , 10, 12 (part ), 15 , 12

( part ), 13 , etc.

As to the merits of the result it may be difficult to judge. We certainly have

a smoother and an easier text than the traditional ; but have we one that is more

historical and correct ? In many respects most assuredly , but just so assuredly

not in all . Cornill presupposes that Ezechiel of a necessity wrote a model and

classical Hebrew ; and on the score of style, and it seems to us on the basis of

modern and not ancient rhetoric , he allows himself to make alterations, and

especially omissions , that do not seem warranted by a cautious criticism . We

were especially astonished at the number of omissions made from the Massoretic

text ; and in the first six chapters, which we examined especially with a view to

this feature, we are inclined to think that Cornill reduces the bulk of the Ezechiel

text by one -twelfth or one -fifteenth . The additions made to the text, marked by

asterisks, are comparatively rare , and never embrace more than one or two

words. The result is that Cornill's text is considerably shorter than the tradi

tional ; and with our knowledge of the origin and history of the Massoretic text

we do not think this entirely justified . We are convinced that Cornill has
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omitted matter on the ground of style and for the purpose of securing clearness,

which the great prophet himself penned . This is but one ground on which we

object to the multitude of changes made. Other reasons could also be urged.

But notwithstanding this we cordially welcome this work . Its purpose is excel

lent and its method good , only it seems to us not cautious and careful enough .

But as the critical apparatus is complete , the reader has the means at hand to con

trol the alterations and correct wherever necessary . We are glad to hear that the

author proposes to publish the text of Isaiah and Jeremiah in a similar manner.

GEORGE H. SCHODDE.

A NEW COMMENTARY UPON THE BOOK OF JOB.*

The Book of Job , which in regard to its linguistical structure as well as in

regard to its contents is one of the most difficult in the whole Hebrew Bible , has

found a new and , let us say it right here in the beginning, a fully competent com

mentator in the erudite Dr. Szold , who is a rabbi in one of the Jewish congrega

tions of Baltimore. Our only desire , here , is to call the attention of Bible students

to this excellent commentary. In his introduction the author treats upon many

interesting points. He discusses the questions, What is the real purport of the

Book of Job ? Is it based upon real historical facts, or is it only a didactic poem ,

the fundamental story of which is but a parable ? To what class of literature is

the book to be assigned ? At what time was it written ? Is it originally the pro

duction of a Hebrew writer, or is it a translation from the work of an elder non

Hebrew author ? and so forth. As to the purport of the book, Dr. Szold comes to

the conclusion that it is not a so - called Theodicy, as has been and still is com

monly supposed ; that it is not a vindication of Divine Providence ; not an at

tempt to solve the ancient riddle, Why is the way of the wicked happy, and vice

versa ? Its purpose, according to Szold , is rather to demonstrate that and how a

truly God -fearing man remains steadfast and firm in his piety amidst all tribula

tions. A metaphysical problem is not to be solved by the Book of Job, but its

aim and intent are to give an important moral lesson . The running commentary

to the book itself is very lucid and instructive, and many difficult and dark pas

sages are made clear by it. That here and there explanations should have been

given , to which we might not so readily consent , is certainly to be expected . But

at any rate, Szold's exegetical labors command fullest consideration. With the

previous exegetical literature on Job the author is familiar. He is not polemical ,

yet it soon becomes evident that he has studied the commentaries of Delitzsch ,

Ewald, Hitzig , Schlottmann , Dillmann , etc., as well as those of the elder and

later Jewish commentators, Rashi, Ibn Ezra , the Qimḥides, Moses ben Nahman,

Luzzatto , Malbim , and others.

Szold's commentary is written from beginning to end in neo -hebraic language.

But the language is flowing and easy. Bible- students who have had not much

practice in reading Hebrew post-biblical or neo -hebraic books, can be assured

that they will find the study of Szold's commentary easy enough and at the same

time highly profitable, after having devoted some hours to the same. The excel

lent typographical execution of the book deserves our special appreciation .

B. FELSENTHAL.

* THE BOOK OF JOB WITH A New COMMENTARY . By Benjamin Szold. Baltimore : H. F.

Siemers, 1886. Pages xxiv and 498.
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VOL. III. OCTOBER, 1886 . No. 1 .

THE ALLEGED COMPOSITE CHARACTER OF EXODUS I. , II .

BY PROFESSOR W. HENRY GREEN , D. D. , LL.D. ,

Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J.

The character and cogency of the arguments for the critical division of Exodus

may be illustrated by testing them in their application to the opening chapters of

this book . Exodus 1.-XI. contain an account of Israel in Egypt until the institu

tion of the Passover and the plague of slaying the first -born on the night of the

departure out of the land. This may be conveniently divided into three sections,

viz . , ( 1 ) I. , II . , the multiplication of Israel , their oppression , the birth of Moses and

his flight to Midian ; (2 ) 11. 1–VII. 7 , the call and mission of Moses ; (3) VII. 8–

XI. 10 , the plagues of Egypt.

The first section is parcelled by different critics as follows:

Knobel, Elohist , 1. 1-7, 13, 14 ; 11. 23-25 .

Jehovist , 1. 8-12 , 15–22 ; 11. 1-22 (he follows the Kriegsbuch in II. 11-22 ).

Kayser, Elohist , 1. 1-4 , 56, 7* , 13, 14 ; 11. 236-25.

Jehovist, 1. 6, 8-12 , 15-22, 11. 1-23a .

Redactor, 1. 5a.

Nöldeke, Grundschrift , 1. 1-5, 7* , 13, 14* ; 11. 23 ( from 1NJA ' ) ) - 25 ; VI . 2 seq .

Second Elohist, 1. 6 , 8–12 .

The Redactor has inserted from B in 1. 7 ( 1034 ') ... 1890'9) see verse 9,

( )

see chapter V.

Dillmann , A, 1. 1-5 , 7 , 13 seq.; 11. 236-25 ; VI. 2 seq . ( 1.6 probably does not belong

to A).

B , I. 8-12, 15-22 ; II . 1-14.

C , II . 15-23a.

Wellhausen, Q , 1. 1-5 , 7* ( except 1037 127 see verses 9 , 20 ), 13 , 14 * ( except

second half of 14a and prefixing 148 ) ; II . 236-25 ; VI. 2 seq.

orםינבלבו) at least14(םינבלבורמחב.andfrom other sources in r

* An asterisk attached to a figure indicates that the verse is not retained in its original form ,

but has undergone more or less modification .
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J,7,1.6*(ומצציוובריו),8-10,(הדשבהדבעלכבוםינבלבורמחב)

JE , 1. 6, 8–12, 15–22 ( some words from verses 7, 14a) ; 11. 1-23a .

J, ,7 ( ), , )

14a *, 206 , 22 ; II . 11-22.

E , 1. 11 , 12, 15–20a, 21 ; 11. 1-10.

Schrader, Annalist, I. 1-6 , 7, 13, 14 ; II . 236-25 .

Theocratic, 1. 8-12, 15-22 ; 11. 1-14.

Prophetic, 11. 15-23a .

According to these critical schemes the Elohist says nothing whatever of the

birth of Moses, or the cruel edict of the king of Egypt to slay the Hebrew children ,

nothing of Moses being found by Pharaoh's daughter or brought up by her , and

nothing of his flight to Midian. He is not once mentioned, until God suddenly

reveals himself to him in Egypt without any antecedent explanation (VI. 2 seq. )

and commissions him to be the deliverer of Israel. The Elohist's account preced

ing the call of Moses is limited to a brief recapitulation of the sons of Jacob , who

came with him and with their households into Egypt, and their immense multi

plication (verse 7 ) . Upon this follows without any further explanation the state

ment (verses 13, 14) of their being grievously oppressed by the Egyptians ; then

( 11. 236-25 ) their sighing by reason of their bondage and God's gracious purpose

to deliver them ; whereupon he reveals himself to Moses and summons him to this

work ( vi . 2 seq. ) without the reason having been told that such a person as Moses

existed. Kuenen (Hexateuch, p. 69 ) owns that Moses could not have been so ab

ruptly introduced . “ This revelation must have been preceded by some details

concerning Moses , which have not been able to hold their place by the side of the

more elaborate narrative of Exod . II.-V. drawn from other sources."

These verses thus arbitrarily sundered from the context in which they stand ,

and where they are in every case appropriate and suitably connected , are assigned

to the Elohist on the ground of their alleged peculiar style and diction and allu

sions which they contain to other parts of the Elohim document. The name Elo

him occurs in the last three of these verses ( II . 236-25 ), but so it does in 1. 17, 20,

21 , which are not referred to him , and in fact Elohim is the only name of God

that occurs in the course of these chapters, so that it affords no criterion of parti

tion . The genealogical list of the sons of Jacob ( I. 1-5 ) , it is said , must belong to

the Elohist, since he is partial to genealogies and it is he that invariably records

them . And yet the critics differ among themselves on this point. The detailed

list of Jacob's family that went with him into Egypt (Gen. XLVI. 8-26 ) is indeed

referred to the Elohist by Dillmann , Schrader and Nöldeke ; but Hupfeld and

Böhmer assign it to the Jehovist, to whose preceding statements it contains many

manifest allusions (Kays. p . 30, note), and Kayser maintains that it belongs neither

to the Elohist nor to the Jehovist, but has been inserted by the Redactor (p. 31 ,

yet see his statement p . 36 that all such lists belonged to the Jehovist). In this

conflict of opinion the list of names of itself can hardly be regarded as deciding in
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favor of the Elohist in this instance ; nor can the expressions (1.5) “ souls ” in the

sense of persons, and “ came out of the loins of ,” which are common to both lists,

be classed as peculiarly Elohistic . Kayser, in fact, claims (p. 36 ) that the first

part of 1.5, in which these expressions occur, viz . , “ and all the souls that came

out of the loins of Jacob were seventy souls ” is an insertion by the Redactor, be

cause it interrupts the connection ; and that the last clause of verse 5 should be

joined directly with verse 4. Exod. 1. 5 :77! ?X} and Gen. XLVI. 26 157??

are the only passages in which this phrase occurs; in Gen. xxxv.11 183° 7'yano

the same idea is somewhat differently phrased , and the critics would cite this in

evidence of diversity of writers if it suited their purpose . And further , the affir

mation that this list ( Exod. 1. 1-5 ) belongs to the Elohist because that in Gen.

XLVI. , upon which it is evidently based and from which it is condensed, belongs

to him , is directly in the face of the critical dictum that parallel passages are an

indication of distinct writers, and that one renders the other superfluous.

In 1. 7 the vast multiplication of the children of Israel is expressed by heap

ing together a number of synonymous terms and adding intensive adverbs, 175

),

and multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty." Now this would answer very well

for the Elohist, who is said to be very diffuse in his expressions and to be very

fond of multiplying words, an instance of which is alleged in 1. 1 ; and all of these

words but osy occur singly or together in other Elohistic passages. But the per

plexing thing about it is that some of these same words are used with evident

reference to this passage in the verses that immediately follow, which are by the

critics assigned to an independent writer. In verse 9 the king of Egypt says , “ the

children of Israel are 1871 37 more and mightier than we, ” a plain allusion to

) ) “

people multiplied and waxed very mighty " alludes to 782 722 1237 127

of verse 7 , " multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty." The natural inference

from these cross references would be that chapter I. is continuous throughout, the

product of a single writer. But the critics have decreed otherwise , though they

show their perplexity by their lack of unanimity as to the mode of dealing with

this difficulty. As " be fruitful and multiply " 127) 17 often occur together in

Elohistic passages ( Gen. I. 22, 28 ; XVII. 20 ; XXVIII. 3 ; XXXV. 11 ; XLVIII . 4) ,

Nöldeke claims that these were the only verbs in the verse in its original form as

,

inserted by the Redactor from the other document, which must have contained a

parallel statement. Each writer spoke of the multiplication of the children of

Israel and used two different verbs to describe it. But the Redactor (or compiler)

has fused both sentences together and retained all four of the verbs ; though it is

somewhat singular that in doing so he sh ld thrust one verb from each writer

between the two of the other, taking the first and third from one, the second and

and the20,דאְמּומְצַעַיַוםָעָהבֶרִּיַוof verse 7. So verseומצעיוובריוthe

wereומצעיו....וצרשיוit stood in the Elohim document ,and that the other two
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fourth from the other. But as fave also often occurs in theElohist ( 1. 20 , 21 , etc.),

and that too in immediate connection with 7779 and 127, e . g . , Gen. viii. 17 ;

IX . 7 , Knobel thinks that these three verbs were in the verse in its original form

and only the remaining one (DSV) was supplied by the Redactor. This , however,

loses sight of the fact that both 727 and Dyy are plainly alluded to in the

Disyn of verse 9, which is attributed to the other document. Accordingly , to

make the critical jargon complete, Wellhausen pares away both of these verbs from

verse 7 , leaving only 1779 and you“ were fruitful and increased abundantly ” to

it in its original form ; although these two are never joined together elsewhere

without n accompanying them .

There is a critical disagreement also about verse 6, “ And Joseph died and all

his brethren and all that generation.” Hupfeld (p. 86 ) and Schrader leave it with

the passage assigned to the Elohist, to which it naturally belongs and of which it

is an appropriate part. But this evidently prepares the way for verse 8 and the

narrative that follows, thus binding the whole together as one continuous passage.

Consequently Nöldeke , followed by Kayser, Dillmann and Wellhausen , felt it to

be necessary to cut verse 6 out of its proper connection and assign it to the other

document as the beginning of the account continued in verses 8 seq .

With this diversity among the critics themselves, and the facts of the case

being as already stated, it can scarcely be said that any very clear proof has been

given that the opening verses of this chapter are to be sundered from what follows,

and assigned to a separate Elohist document.

I pass now to the next passage which the critics unanimously assign to the

Elohist, verses 13, 14. Here we suddenly find without any intimation of a change

of policy that the Egyptians, who with their king were so friendly to Jacob and

his descendants, “ made the children of Israel to serve with rigor.“ This needs

for its explanation the very verses which have here been cut out and assigned to

the other document, verses 8–10. But it is alleged that verses 13, 14 simply repeat

what is already contained in verses 11 , 12, and moreover they have a peculiar dic

tion which shows them to belong to the Elohist. But these verses are not super

fluous in connection with what precedes. It is evident on inspection that there is

no mere tautology, nor even unnecessary redundancy, but rather an endeavor on

the part of the writer to impress his readers with the severity of the bondage im

posed on the Israelites ; so that he dwells upon the subject, using more intense

expressions and adding fresh particulars. That the one passage is not a bare rep

etition of the other is further apparent from the confession of some of the critics

themselves, who claim that these verses imply a different conception of the tasks

imposed upon the Israelites from the preceding. One passage speaks of “ burdens"

or loads which they had to carry and of cities which they helped to build , the other

of “ hard bondage in mortar and brick and in all manner of service in the field . ”

But this is no contrariety in the view taken of Egyptian bondage ; it is simply an
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additional item in its description , and involves therefore no suspicion of a diver

sity of writers. The mention of " brick ,” verse 14, evidently prepares the way for

the account in chapter v. of the tasks demanded of them in making bricks (asso

ciated v . 4 ,5 with “ burdens," as " burdens” . 11 with “ bricks ” verse 14) , which

binds this passage with that, and yet chapter V. is by the critics referred to the

Jehovist. So that Nöldeke thought it necessary to strike out D2521 " and in

brick " or perhaps D2210 ) in mortar and in brick , " as not belonging to

1. 14 in its original form , but introduced by the Redactor. Wellhausen even thinks

it advisable to expunge the entire latter part of the first clause , and then to trans

pose the remainder with the second clause, which is closely related in its expres

sions to the preceding verse , so that the text thus doctored will read , “ And the

Egyptians made the children of Israel to serve with rigor : all the service wherein

they made them serve was with rigor ; and they made their lives bitter with hard

bondage." In regard to which we can only say that if the critics are allowed to

remodel the text at their pleasure and erase whatever stands in their way , they

can probably prove any point that they wish to prove.

Knobel points out two expressions in verses 13, 14, which he says are Elohis

tic, viz., :779 rigor and nejp 77ay, hard bondage. The former,which occurs

twice here, is found in but one other passage in the Pentateuch , where it is three

times repeated , Lev. XXIII. 43, 46, 53, and is probably employed with definite ref

erence to the passage before “ Thou shalt not rule over him with rigor,” car

ries with it the thought , thou shalt not deal oppressively with him as Egypt did

with Israel. Besides this the word is used but once in the entire Bible , viz . , in

Ezek . XXXIV . 4, where the AV. has “ cruelty,” but the Revision “ rigor.” The

whole mind of this prophet was steeped in the earlier Scriptures , and he often re

vives the obsolete expressions of the Mosaic law. It is obvious that so rare a

word as this is no criterion of style. If it is found in but two Elohistic sections

in the Pentateuch and is absent from every other section by the same author, it

is not surprising that it should not occur in the Jehovist sections, seeing that the

writer found no occasion for its employment. The other expression 1707 1772y

is found but twice besides in the Pentateuch , in Exod. vi. 9, where it is also

referred to the Elohist , and in Deut. XXVI . 6 , where the critics refer it to an en

tirely distinct writer, the Deuteronomist. We, on the contrary, refer it to the

same writer every time whom we believe to be no other than Moses himself. Nöl

deke compares “ they made their lives bitter ” 07'n ng 1779') verse 14 with

197 nin " bitterness of spirit” or grief of spirit in Gen. xxvi. 35, an Elohistic

passage ; but a much more analogous expression is 1701" they made it bitter

for him ," Gen. XLIX. 23 , a Jehovist passage , as the critics reckon it , and the only

other place in the Pentateuch in which the peculiar form of the verb is used

which is here employed .

us.
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I pass now to the next passage which is assigned to the Elohist 11. 236-25.

Here I remark that by lopping away the first clause of verse 23, this passage is

made to begin in the middle of a sentence . The fact that this is capable of being

attached to 1. 14 and yet make good sense does not prove this to have been its

original connection. It might with an equally good result be joined to the first

clause of verse 11 , which the critics say belonged to an entirely different docu

ment. The scene at the burning bush in chapter III . , though attributed by the

critics to the Jehovist , is filled with allusions to these verses. “ The God of Abra

ham , the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob,” 111. 6, corresponds with the mention ,

11. 24 , of God's “ covenant with Abraham , with Isaac and with Jacob .” Jehovah

says ( 111. 7 ) , “ I have seen,” and “ have heard," and " I know ,” which corre

sponds precisely with “ God heard ” (verse 24 ), “ God saw ” and “ God knew "

(verse 25 ) (AV . “ looked upon ” and “ had respect unto ,” verse 25 ) . " The cry

( pyy) of the children of Israel is come (x ?) unto me” (111. 9 ) corresponds in

thought , if not in exact verbal expression, with “ they cried (1py?'y),and their

cry came up (Symi.unto God ” ( 11. 23). Such a number of coincidences could

not occur in totally independent documents, but they are altogether natural in

contiguous paragraphs by the same writer.

These verses have their root likewise in what is recorded in the Book of Gen

esis . The covenant with Abraham " ( verse 24 ) plainly refers back to Gen. XVII .

(but see also xv. 18 of the Jehovist) . The covenant with Jacob may refer to Gen.

XXXV . 9 seq. , also an Elohim passage , though one might more naturally think of

Gen. XXVIII . 13 seq. , which is Jehovistic. But there is absolutely no covenant

with Isaac mentioned in any Elohim section , for it is plain that Gen. xxv. 11 , to

which Kayser appeals ( p. 37 , note) cannot be so considered. The only covenant

with Isaac is that recorded Gen. XXVI. 2 seq . , 24 and these passages are Jeho

vistic. So that according to the division made by the critics , we have here an Elo

hist paragraph in Exod . 11. 24 referring back to something recorded in the Jehovist

document, which is inconsistent with any form of the divisive hypothesis ever yet

proposed . Knobel cites two words in these verses as belonging to the diction of

the Elohist. The first is 77%) , a rare word , which is found but once besides in

the Pentateuch , Exod. vi . 5 , where it is used with direct reference to this

place , and which therefore can give no criterion of a writer's habitual style. The

second is remember, said of God . God is several times spoken of as remem

bering in Elohist passages , e . g . , Gen. VIII . 1 ; 1x. 15, 16 ; XIX, 29 ; Exod . vi . 5 ;

Lev. XXVI. 42, 45. But that it is not peculiar to the Elohist is plain from Gen.

XXX. 22, which Knobel is alone in referring to him ; (Hupfeld, Nöldeke, Kayser,

Schrader, Dillmann ascribe it to a different document) ; as well as from Exod .

XXXII . 13, which is universally attributed to the Jehovist.

It can scarcely be said that the separatist hypothesis has a very strong foot

hold in the alleged Elohist passages of the first two chapters. Let us turn now to

seq. ,
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the remaining sections of these chapters. Here an account is given of the cruel

edict of the king of Egypt directing that every Hebrew child should be put to

death , which Knobel considers utterly improbable, and numbers this among the

reasons why this must have been written by the romancing Jehovist. It further

records the infancy of Moses, the peril to which he was exposed, his being found

and taken in charge by Pharaoh's daughter, his fleeing to Midian and his abode

there , where he married the daughter of the priest of Midian . Of all this it is

said that the Elohist knows nothing whatever .

In fact, the critics tell us, the account which is given of the parentage of Moses

in 11. 1 is at variance with that given elsewhere by the Elohist ; so that this must

be taken from quite a different document (so Dillmann ) . According to 11. 1 the

father and mother of Moses are unnamed persons of whom nothing further is

known than that they belonged to the tribe of Levi . But the Elohist in Exod . vi.

20 and again in Num. XXVI. 58, 59 not only gives the names of both the father

and mother of Moses, Amram and Jochebed, but says that the former was the

grandson and the latter the own daughter of Levi . This , it is said , is quite a dif

ferent representation from the other, and implies that the account in Exod. 11. can

not be from the Elohist . With this I. 15-22 is indissolubly connected, because it

is necessary to explain the circumstances under which Moses was born and the

perils to which he was subjected in his infancy. Now, as Elohim is the name of

God used in this paragraph (1. 17, 20, 21 ) , it cannot be from the Jehovist, but by

the other Elohist, and this , it is said , is confirmed by its peculiar diction . Dill

mann notes four words that occur here as characteristic of the second Elohist

73. 1.17 seq.; 11. 3 , 6–10 ; 74.7 11. 4 ; 7PX 11.5 ; ) in the sense of here,11. 12 ;

two of these, 779 and 777, Knobel adduces with equal confidence as character

istic of the Jehovist. So that the proof from diction of diversity of authorship

rests on very slender grounds. And the alleged contrariety as to Moses' parentage

is of no force, for it amounts simply to this , that their names are not mentioned

when they are first referred to , but afterwards they are. The Amram who was

Moses ' father was not Levi's grandson , and Jochebed was not Levi's own daughter,

any more than when Jesus Christ is called the son of David, or a Jew at the pres

ent day is called the child of Abraham , we are to understand that immediate off

spring is intended in either case. And the argument for diversity of author

ship in 1 . 6, 8-12 is just as flimsy. We have seen already that 1. 13, 14 is not super

fluous beside 1. 11 , 12 , and that there is no diversity of view to preclude their pro

ceeding from a common source. And the only additional consideration that verses

8-12 betray an intimate knowledge of Egyptian affairs is of no force , unless it can

be shown that the Elohist was deficient in this respect. If , however, without de

manding further proof we assent to the partition of chaps. I. and 11. , and allow the

assumption of a different writer from the one first considered, the disagreements

and the difficulties of the critics in maintaining their hypothesis have only begun .
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After the Elohist verses , which have been already reviewed , are sundered

from these chapters, Knobel assigns all the rest to the Jehovist , finding abundant

indications of his diction and style in verses which others impute to the second

Elohist, and even claiming as Jehovistic criteria what other critics class as criteria

of a distinct writer. He also counts it among the Jehovist's characteristics that

etymologies are given ( 11. 10 ) of the name Moses and ( II . 22 ) of Gershom ; that

the names of the midwives ( 1. 15) are given , an exaggerated statement made of the

numbers of the Hebrews (1.9 ) , improbable commands attributed to the king ( 1. 16,

22 ), while the fact that Moses ' father-in-law in 11. 18 is called Reuel and in III . 1

Jethro does not prevent his assigning both these passages to the Jehovist. How

weak these arguments are in the esteem of other critics appears from the fact that

in spite of them , they assign the greater portion of this passage not to the Jeho

vist, but to a different writer, the second Elohist.

Further, while Knobel attributes this passage to the Jehovist and finds abun

dant indications of his style and diction , he nevertheless discovers many peculiar

expressions which he can only explain by assuming that the Jehovist has here

drawn his materials from pre-existing documents which contained special accounts

of Israel's condition in Egypt, and that he has imported these peculiarities from

them . It ought here to be observed how this building hypothesis upon hypothesis

weakens instead of strengthening the cause which requires to be supported in this

manner. One of the grounds on which we are asked to believe in the existence of

these hypothetical writers is that the sections assigned to each respectively have

their own peculiar diction and style . But here the section assigned to the Jeho

vist departs so seriously from what is alleged to be his ordinary style that he must

be supposed to be borrowing from some other treatise.

The section assigned by Knobel to the Jehovist is by Schrader and Dillmann

parcelled between the second Elohist and the Jehovist , called by Dillmann B and

C and by Schrader the Theocratic and the Prophetic narrators ; to the former as

far as 11. 14, to the latter from 11. 15 onward the flight into Midian and Moses' resi

dence there . In the section attributed to the second Elohist , however, Dillmann

finds several words and expressions which are commonly regarded as character

istic of the Jehovist. He infers from this that the Jehovist document must have

contained an account of the very same matters as are found in this paragraph taken

from the second Elohist, and that the Redactor, who is always ready on an emer

gency, while copying mainly from the one document, introduced a few words here

and there from the other.

Moreover, while the visit to Midian and Moses' marriage there ( II . 15-23a) is

taken from the Jehovist document, the second Elohist must have recorded the

very same facts . This is shown by his repeated allusions to them ( III . 1 seq .; IV .

18 ; XVIII. 1 seq. ) . It seems , therefore, that the writer of 1. 8–12, 15—11 . 14 must

have narrated substantially what is found in 11. 15-23a ; and the writer of 11. 15–
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23a must have narrated substantially what is found in the preceding section . This

is certainly adapted to awaken the suspicion that the critics have sundered what

belongs together ; that the missing sections are purely imaginary, and that these

successive paragraphs have emanated from one and the same writer.

The reasons adduced to show that 11. 15 seq. are by a different writer from the

preceding verses, seem to have very little stringency. Thus Schrader says that

II. 14 suggests one motive for Moses ' flight and verse 15 another. According

to the former Moses was afraid because his killing the Egyptian had become pub

licly known. According to the latter he fled because Pharaoh sought to slay him.

But these reasons are not only perfectly consistent, but really identical . The rea

son that Moses feared the publicity of his act was lest it should come to the ears

of Pharaoh. Dillmann accordingly dismisses this as of no weight whatever ; and

he makes no account of the occurrence of Wy) 11. 17, which Knobel claims as

Jehovistic , but which occurs, Gen. XXI. 10, in a passage assigned to the second

Elohist. He lays all the stress upon the fact that Moses' father- in -law is in suc

cessive paragraphs called by different names, Reuel in 11. 18, Jethro in III . 1 , hold

ing that this is clear evidence of distinct writers. Knobel , as we have seen , does

not regard this as decisive. He thinks the same writer used them both . And in

fact there is no difficulty in this assumption , for while “ Reuel” was his name,

properly speaking, “ Jethro " was his official title, meaning as it does “ his Excel

lency ;" so that the alternation is just as natural as though some one were to speak

of President Cleveland , and then immediately after refer to him as “ his Excel

lency."

Further, the alleged Jehovah verses II . 15–22 are most intimately related both

with what precedes and with what follows, although Dillmann refers these to a

different writer. The flight to Midian related by the Jehovist is in consequence

of his killing the Egyptian which is related by the second Elohist. So too his

keeping the flocks of his father-in-law, as told by the Jehovist, is pre-supposed in

the account of God's manifestation to him in the bush at Horeb given by the sec

ond Elohist. All forms part of one continuous narrative, every portion of which

is essential to the understanding of the rest.

The identity of the expressions in II . 22 ( Jehovist), and XVIII . 3 (second Elo

hist) explaining why Moses called his son's name Gershon , “ for he said , I have

been a stranger in a strange land,” shows plainly that these verses have not been

independently conceived . And the occurrence ( 11. 16) in a Jehovist connection of

the rare word D'on troughs elsewhere used by the second Elohist (Gen. xxx. 38,

41 ) leads Dillmann to infer that these verses, though taken by the Redactor from

the Jehovist document, had been borrowed with some modifications by the Jeho

vist from the prior document of the second Elohist. According to Dillmann then

we have in II . 15-23a a Jehovist paragraph interposed between two second Elohist

paragraphs, forming parts of one closely connected narrative , no portion of which

2
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is intelligible without the other ; and there are clear indications beside that this

Jehovist paragraph came originally from the second Elohist. And yet all this

jumble of different writers is assumed on the sole ground that Reuel is called by

his proper name (11. 18) , and by his title Jethro , or his Excellency (111. 1 ) . And

when in addition to all this we find the Jehovist in Iv . 19 referring back to this

narrative , and are told that both the Jehovist and the second Elohist must have

given complete and similar accounts of this whole matter, the suspicion very natu

rally arises that perhaps the Jehovist and second Elohist may be the same person,

notwithstanding all this mystification .

Wellhausen again deals with the non -Elohistic portion of the chapters before

us in his own peculiar fashion. While he agrees with Knobel in referring it all to

the Jehovist, he maintains that this Jehovist document is itself composite, being

made up of two prior sources , and thus is so far brought into accord with Dillmann

and Schrader. The division which he actually makes, however, is quite distinct

from theirs, and his nomenclature as well as his symbols are peculiar. His J , the

Jahvist, corresponds to Dillmann's C ,or what other critics call the Jehovist. His E ,

the Elohist, to Dillmann's B , or what other critics call the second Elohist.

He assigns to J 1. 6, the words " were multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty" .

in verse 7 ; also verses 8-10, because of their general resemblance in style to Gen.

XI. 6,7. But verses 11 , 12 are referred to E , because there is a different phrase

for “ taskmasters ” in verse 11, D'DA ' Ring from that which is used 111. 7;V. 6, 10,

13, 14,D'vaj and because 1997 to loathe is in verse 12 used in the peculiar sense

of being afraid of. How little weight Dillmann and Schrader attach to these consid

erations and to the division which is built upon them , appears from their assigning

verses 8-12 to the same writer variously denominated E or B or the second Elo

hist. And in the following paragraph which Dillmann and Schrader assign entire

to the same writer, Wellhausen deviates so far as to sever 206 as disturbing the

connection between 20a and 21 , and attaching the former to verse 22. This he re

gards as merely a varied repetition of what had already been stated, verses 15-21,

and consequently attributable not to E, but to J, which is further confirmed by the

words (206 ) “ multiplied and waxed very mighty ,” which are identical with those

which he attributes to J , in verse 7. And in fact, verse furnishes the key -note

of the entire chapter ; it is the spring in which all that follows takes its rise , and

there are repeated allusions to it and repetitions of its language iu subsequent.

verses, 9, 10 , 12 , 20, thus binding all into unity and showing the critical attempts

at partition to be wholly unfounded .

J

in preparation for chapter V. , and stand in contrast with a different conception by

E , verse 11. But the Redactor could have seen no contrariety, or he would not

have put them together in the same continuous narrative. And at any rate the

arbitrary sundering of these words from their connection is but a shift to evade

are assigned to JהדשבהדבעלכבוםינבלבורמחבIn I. 14 the words
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the evidence which they furnish , that the paragraph in which they are found is

from the same pen as chapter V. , and a confession that this evidence cannot be

set aside by any less violent method .

In chapter 11. he makes a different partition from Schrader and Dillmann , as

signing verses 1-10 to E , and verses 11-22 to J , thus recognizing the fact which

they disregard , that verses 11-14 cannot be sundered from the verses that follow .

While thus attributing the account of Moses' birth and infancy to E , and his res

idence in Midian to J , he nevertheless concludes that J and E alike must have

recorded both , leaving us to wonder whether E's missing account of the life in

Midian is not after all that which he has imputed to J, and whether J's missing

story of Moses' birth is not that which he has ascribed to E , and whether the

chapter is not one indivisible narrative, whose different portions are so necessary

to each other that even after the critics have sundered it in two, they are straight

way obliged to assume that each part had originally just such a complement as

they have severed from it . Wellhausen, however, thinks it quite impossible that

it could have been the same writer who said, verse 10, 750 5739) “and the child

was grown,” and then immediately after in the next verse Tuna 17.1?) “ and

Moses was grown." This, however, did not disturb Dillmann and Schrader, and it

need not disturb us . It requires but little experience to discover that the critics

have an abundance of arguments which they can employ if they have any end to

be answered by them ; but to which they pay no attention if they do not suit their

immediate purpose .

E's account of the infancy of Moses is, however, in Wellhausen's opinion full

of inconsistencies and incongruities, which show that we have not the story in

its primitive form , but that some later account has been intruded into it. Accord

ing to II . 1 , 2 “ a man of the house of Levi took a wife and she conceived and bare

a son ; " from this he infers that Moses was the eldest child , and yet (verse 7 ) men

tion is made of an older sister . In verse 6 she saw the child 7777 and lo ! a weep

ing boy 73; --the two different terms applied to the infant could scarcely, he

thinks, have come from one pen . Further in the same verse she had compassion

on him " is , as he conceives , strangely thrust in between clauses which belong to

gether. “ She saw the child ....and said , This is one of the Hebrews'children . ”

Again the name was presumably given to the child as soon as he was found, but

(verse 10) it is postponed until after he was grown. Now while Wellhausen con

fesses that he cannot carry a division through upon this basis , he infers from the

particulars just recited that there was another version of the story which has been

mixed up with the account here given ,-a version which knew nothing of the older

sister or of the nursing by the mother, but simply said “ lo ! a weeping boy , and

she had compassion on him ( verse 6 ) and (verse 10 ) he became her son , and she

called his name M because she had drawn him out of the er. "

66
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It is needless to reply to such baseless conjectures ; only it does not say much

for the intelligence of this supposititious writer E if he could unwittingly confuse

together two such different accounts of the same transaction ; or if he saw the con

trariety, it does not say much for his honesty, that he should have covered it up as

he has done , until Wellhausen discovered the fraud . And further, if these con

trarieties and improbabilities and varying diction can exist in a paragraph, which ,

Wellhausen confesses, all came from the pen of E , why must we conclude from

the same sort of contrarieties, improbabilities and varying diction , which the crit

ics fancy that they discover elsewhere , that there has been more than a single

writer. The ingenious critic has simply exposed the weakness and fallacy of the

critical arguments.

A similar confusion , though not to the same extent, is found by Wellhausen

in the portion of chapter II . , which he attributes to J , verses 11-22. Inconsistent

reasons are given ( verses 14, 15 ) for the flight of Moses ; and the last two clauses of

verse 15 are not continuous - Moses' sitting down by the well must have preceded

his dwelling in the land of Midian, though it is mentioned after it. The puzzle

about the name of Moses' father -in -law he undertakes to solve by conjecturing

that J mentioned no name in his account , that Jethro was inserted by the Jeho

vist, but that the Reuel of 11. 18 cannot be the same with the Reuel ( or Raguel ) of

Num. X. 29. The father of Hobab spoken of in the latter passage does not corre

spond with the priest with his seven daughters in the former.

The divisions made of chapters I. , II . by the principal critics of the reigning

schools have now been recited , together with the reasons on which they base these

divisions. I think it can scarcely be said that they are very plausible , much less

conclusive. So extensive a hypothesis cannot, it is true , be judged by the inspec

tion of one brief passage. The grounds on which it professedly rests extend

through the entire Pentateuch, and it is only after a full examination that we can

pronounce finally and decisively upon its truth or its falsity. But we can at least

say that, so far as we have seen in this specimen passage, there is not much to com

mend it to sober and judicious minds. It may be very ingenious, and may set

forth a long array of arguments. But we have found no proof that it is true .



THE LAW OF INHERITANCE IN ANCIENT BABYLONIA,

By Theo . G. PINCHES,

British Museum , London , England.

In the study of the manners and customs of the ancient nations who of old

inhabited the plains of Mesopotamia lies a charm seldom to be found either in

their history ( which is often dry and uninteresting where it does not throw light

upon facts already known to us from the Bible or from the classical authors ), or

in the philology of their languages, important and deeply interesting as it is .

This great charm probably arises from the fact that we get all our information

at first hand-from the documents left by the people themselves , enabling us to

see them as they were, not as others saw them . The material is plentiful , and it

is therefore our own fault if the idea which we get be imperfect or malformed.

Time, and much time , will be needed to enable us to understand thoroughly what

they have to tell us about themselves ; but in the end , by patient research , we

may hope to succeed in the work to the very fullest. A beginning has been made,

and , no doubt, scholars will add to what we know as time goes on .

The text to which I now draw attention is a legal document of an exceedingly

interesting nature, on account of the light it sheds in the direction above indi

cated. The principal part was obtained by Dr. Wm. Hayes Ward in Mesopotamia,

whilst conducting the Wolfe expedition ; and it forms part, therefore, of the very

valuable collection of tablets brought home by the talented explorer . Prof. Ward

was so kind as to allow me to copy this document during his stay in London in

June , 1885 ; and owing to this , I was able , shortly after, to identify a fragment

acquired by the British Museum (with a number of other Babylonian antiquities )

on the 30th of April , 1885 , as a part of this very tablet, adding considerably to the

text. The American fragment has twenty-one lines , six of them being imperfect,

and gives the beginning of the obverse and the end of the reverse. The English

fragment has sixteen lines , all imperfect at the ends, but almost completing the

obverse . The tablet probably contained , when perfect , about fifty lines, of which

thirty -three remain . Of the wanting lines , about fourteen probably belonged to

the text proper, the remainder being the names of the witnesses.

The text refers to an application made by Bêl-kaşir to his father Nadinu, to

be allowed to adopt Bêl -ukîn , son of his wife Zunnâ by a former husband, as his

own son . Nadinu objects on the ground that the property of the family ought to

go to his own second son , who , failing heirs lawfully begotten by Bêl -kaşir, was the

one really entitled to it. As the end of the text is lost , we cannot tell what was

the result of the application , but it probably ended either in a refusal on the part
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of Nadinu, or else in a compromise. The document is dated at Babylon, the 15th

day of Sebat, in the 9th year of Nabonidus king of Babylon (546 B. C. ) . Most of

the witnesses of the transaction were members of the family of Saggillâa, the fam

ily to which Nadinu and his son belonged. This interesting text therefore presents

us with a picture of a kind of family gathering, before which the son makes his

application , and the father gives his answer, and which could , most likely, make

an expression of its opinion upon the merits or demerits of the case . This custom

of getting the members of the family to attend as witnesses in family matters was

not uncommon in Babylonia , and probably helped greatly the just settlement of

all questions affecting individual members.

On the following two pages is reproduced the text of this very interesting tablet.

The portion belonging to the British Museum is that below line 11 on the obverse,

and above line 5 on the reverse , the crack extending downwards to line 15 of the

former, and upwards to line 3 of the latter. The registration number of the

British Museum fragment is 85-4-30, 48. STRASS MAASER : Nbd 380

1 See The Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon , p . 104 (No. 70 ).

2 Babylonian tablets turn over top and bottom , not sidewise, as do our books.
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TRANSLITERATION AND LITERAL TRANSLATION.

OBVERSE .

1. | Bêl-kaşir, abli -šu ša | Nadinu , abil | Saggillâa

Bêl-kaşir, his son who ( is ) Nadinu , son of Saggillaa

2. ana | Nadinu , âbi-šu, abli-šu ša | Zēría, abil | Saggillâa

Nadinu , his father, his son who ( is ) Zērîa , son of Saggillâato

Zunnā3. ikbî umma : Ana Bît-turnî tašpuranni-ma

said thus : " To Bît -turnî thou sentest me and Zunnā

u4. áššati âhuz-ma mâra mârta la tûldu .

as wife I took and son and daughter she bore not.

Bêl- ukîn,

Bêl-ukîn ,

5. mâri-šu ša x Zunnā, mâraššatîa , lapani

her son who (is) Zunnā , son of my wife, whom formerly

6. Nikūdu, abil | Nûr -Sin, muti -šu mahrū

( to ) Nikūdu, son of Nûr -Sin , her husband former

7. tûlidu , ana mârūti lîlkê-ma

she had borne , to sonship let me take and

8. lû mârūa šû ; ina IM -DUB mârūti-šu

let be my son he ; on a tablet his sonship

9. tîšab -ma eskēti-ni û mimmu -ni

set and our incomes and our property

10. mala bašû kunuk -ma pani- šu šudgil-ma

as much as there is , seal , and unto him bequeath and

Nadinu âmat
11. lû mâr şabit kâti-ni šû ."

let the son taken by our hands be he.”
Nadinu the word

12. | Bêl-kaşir , mâri-šu , ikbûšu lâ imgur ; Nadinu

Bêl-kaşir, his son , had said to him did not please ; Nadinu

13. ana ûmu rûkūtu manma šanâmma ana lâ lake

“ for days distant anyone other ( is ) not to take
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14. eskēti û NIG-LAG -šunutu ” duppi išţur-ma

incomes and property their ” (on ) a tablet he had written and

15. kâta Bêl-kasir , mâri-šu , irkus-ma ina libbi ušêdi

[known

the hands of Bêl-kaşir, his son , he had bound and in the midst had made

16. umma : “ Umu | Nadinu ana šîmtum ittalku -ma

thus : " The day Nadinu to (his ) fate goes and

17. arki -šu mâr sit
libbi ša | Bêl-kaşir, mâri- šu ,

after him a son proceeding from the heart of Bêl-kaşir, his son ,

18. ittamladu

is born ,

êskēti û NIG -LAG-MEŠ

the incomes and properties

19. ša Nadinu , abi-šu, ilikkî ; kî mâr sit lib [bi]

of Nadinu, his father, he shall take ; if a son proceeding from the heart

20. | Bêl-kaşir lâ ittamladu, | Bêl-kaşir

of Bel-kaşir is not born , Bêl-kaşir

21. âhî-šu û bêl-zîtti-šu ana mârūtu ilikkê [-ma]

his brother and the lord of his property to sonship shall take and

22. eskēti -šu û NIG-LAG-MEŠ ša Nadinu âhi[-šu]

his incomes and the properties of Nadinu his father

23. pani-šu iddagal | Bêl-kaşir manma šanam[ma]

unto him shall bequeath , Bêl -kaşir anyone other

24. ana mârūtu ûl
ilikka ' ; allik âhî[-šu]

to sonship shall not take ; but his brother

25. [ ll ] bel zîtti-šu ana mârūtu ana muh[bi]

[and] the lord of his property to sonship concerning

26. [êskēti] û NIG -LAG -MEš ša Nadi[nu ..... . ]

[the incomes) and properties which Nadinu [has bequeathed]

27. [ ........

[he shall take.

| Bêl -ka]şir mimma ( ? )

Bêl -ka] şir anything ( ? )
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REVERSE .

1. Pân ...

Before ...

2.

3.

4. .. -[abil | Saggil]lâa

son of SaggillâaN., his
son ,

who is N. ,

5. Nergal-.....

Nergal-.....

-[abil | Sag ] gillâa

son of Saggillaahis son , who is N.,>

6. | Lâbaši, abli- šu ša | Dumuk , abil | Saggillâa

Lâbaši, his son , who ( is ) Dumuk, son of Saggillaa

7. * Rittu , Ynt Marduk -bêl-irbâ, abli - šu ša šulâ ,

Scribe, Merodach -bêl- irbâ , his son , who ( is ) šulâ,

8. abil yŪşur-âmat-» Bêl. Tin - tir ki , arah Šabați,îmu hamiššerit,

son of Ûşur-âmat Bél . Babylon, month Sebat , day fifteenth

šar Tin -tir ki
9. šattu tišît, Nabû-na'id,

year ninth , Nabonidus , king of Babylon .

FREE TRANSLATION.

OBVERSE.

“ Bêl-kaşir, son of Nadinu , son of Saggillâa, spoke to Nadinu , his father , son

of Zēría , son of Saggillâa, thus : ' Thou sentest me to Bît -turnî, and I took Zunnā

as my wife, but she has not borne son or daughter. Let me adopt Bêl-ukîn , son

of Zunnā , child of my wife, whom she bore some time ago to Nikudu , son of Nûr

Sin , her former husband , and let him be my son ; record his adoption on a tablet,

and seal and bequeath to him our revenues and our property, all there is , and let

him be the child taken by our hands . ' Nadinu was not pleased by the words

which Bêl-kașir, his son , had said to him . Nadinu had written on a tablet, ' No

one whatever, at a future time , is to take their revenue or property ; ' he had

bound the hands of Bêl-kaşir, his son , and had stated it in the deed thus : “ When

Nadinu goes to his fate, then after him the son proceeding from the loins of Bêl

kaşir his son , who shall be born , shall take the incomes and properties of Nadinu

his father. If a son proceeding from the loins of Bêl-kaşir be not born , Bêl -kaşir
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shall adopt his brother and rightful heir, and shall bequeath unto him the revenues

and properties of Nadinu his father. Bêl -kaşir shall not adopt any other what

ever, but he shall adopt his brother and rightful heir on account of the revenues

and properties which Nadinu [ has bequeathed to him) ...

REVERSE.

" [Before ....

[N. , son of N. , son of Saggil]lâa ;

[Nergal-..., son of N., son of Sag]gillâa ;

Lâbāsi , son of Dumuk, son of Saggillâa.

Scribe : Marduk-bêl -irbâ, son of Šulâ, son of Uşur-âmat -Bêl. Babylon, month

Sebat , fifteenth day , year ninth, Nabonidus king of Babylon.”

NOTES ON THE WORDS, ETC.

OBVERSE.

1. Bêl - kaşir , “ Bêl binds up." Nadinu , “ He who gives " (most likely

an abbreviated name). Saggillâ a , a corruption of E - sagilâa , “ the Ê - sa

gilite , ” that is , one employed at the temple called Ê - sagila , in Babylon .

3. Bît - turnī , “ house of Turnī.” The third character ( ni ) is doubtful , as

there may be only, in reality , one upright wedge , instead of two, intended . If this

be the case , we must read Bît -mâr -banî, “ the house of the born son ,” prob

ably the place where official deeds or declarations of " born -sonship " (mâr -ba

nûtu , a privilege conferred on slaves ) were drawn up, or where such slaves as

possessed that privilege were registered. For translations of tablets relating to

this privilege , see the “ Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon ,” pp . 94 and 96 .

4. tûldu . 3d pers . fem . Kal of âlādu , “ to bear, ” Heb. 77. Bêl - ukîn ,

“ Bêl has established .”

5. lapanî , Heb .1307. In Assyrian not only “ before," but also “ formerly ,”

" at a former time," as here.

6. Nikūdu , Heb . X7ip ? (Friedrich Delitzsch, “ Prolegomena,” p. 212).

Nûr - Sin , “ light of the moon -god," or " a light is the moon-god." mutu , " hus

band," cf. Heb.Din , " men."

7. ana mârūti lakû , " to take to sonship " = " to adopt ; " mârūtu , ab

stract from mâru , " son " ( f. mârtu) ; lîlkê , 1st pers . Precative Kal of laku

or lēkû , Heb. 1727

8. IM DUB, the usual group indicating a sealed tablet. The Semitic tran

scription is doubtful, but is probably ka ngu, from the root kanāku , " to seal,”

( cf. WAI., V. , pl. 32 , 1. 19 abc. By carelessness on the part of the lithographer,

kan is printed as i in both lines 18 and 19 ) .

9. tîšab , a very uncommon form , which seems to be the Aorist Kal , 2d

pers. sing. , with î for û in the first syllable, from âsābu , "to sit ; " but which
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77

is probably (judging from its transitive force, and from its being accompanied by

the Imperative kunuk , line 10 ) Imperative from a Tiphel conjugation of the

same form . Compare the Arabic 5th and 6th forms . @ skēti , plural of esku ,

a ( periodical ) gift,” generally expressed , as here, by the group giš - šub- b a .

10. kunuk , Imperative Kal of kanāku , " to seal," whence kangu ( for

kanku), etc. šudgil , Imperative Shuphul (IV. 1 ) of dagāl , "to look," then

"to look to," " to trust , ” Shuphul “to entrust to," " bequeath . "

11. kâtīni, “ our hands." The dual is not to be read here , as the phonetic

complement i shows. The two short upright wedges merely show that the charac

ter šu has here its common meaning of " hand."

12 . ma n ma š a nâ m m a a n a lâ lakê , “ any other is not to take,”

“ no other whatever is to take,” or “ by no other whatever is to be taken . '

šanâmma , Accusative of šanû , “ other ” with suffixed -ma. an a lâ lake ,

“ not to take,” also “ not to be taken ;" a not uncommon idiom .

14. NIG - LAG , lit. , " what (= that which) is a gift.” nig (Akk.)= mimma,

“ something," "anything ; ” and lag = kurbannu , “ a gift ” ( cf. Heb . 127R ).

The Akkadian nig was also weakened to ni , ig , or i, the first and the last being

the forms most suited to make compounds , so that the accepted Akkadian reading

was probably nilag or ilag. As , in Babylonian texts, we sometimes find the

group nig - lag followed by the character ku , it is not unlikely that the word

was borrowed by them under the form of nîlak ku or ilakk u. The plural

( 1. 18 ) should most likely be ( n ) îlakkāti.

16. ittalku , Pres. or Aor . of the secondary form of the Kal of âlāku “ to

go ” ( ittalku for i'talku). “ To go to one's fate " = " to die."

18. ittamladu (pronounce ittawladu , with consonantal w , not with the

diphthong aw) , secondary form of the Niphal of âlādu ( 'alādu = walādu ),

. :

19. ilikkî , Pres. or Fut . Kal of lak û ( see the note to line 7. This form

is given as ilikkê at the end of line 21 , where , however, it was probably followed

by

21. zîtti (pl. zînāte) , noun from the root zâ nu. Cf. Arab . ulj , “ to

ornament," " to decorate” (houses or walls , with carpet , etc. ). Hence,

apparently, the Assyrian meaning of " property ” for the noun zîttu .

Heb.דַלָי

- m a.

نیز

REVERSE.

8. û şur-âmat-Bel , “ Keep the command of Bel.” The characters

mtr may , however , be read as one of the names of the god Hea (Ea or Ae)

in which case his name must be substituted for that of Bêl .



NOTES ON THE USE OF THE HEBREW TENSES.

BY WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, England.

II.

HEBREW AND ENGLISH .

Our great debt to German Hebrew scholars is not without its disadvantages.

Its necessary indirectness is a misfortune . Our English hand-books, even when

not translations or editions of German works, have something of the character of

an adaptation , for the use of English students , of an exposition of the theory of

Hebrew Syntax prepared for German students , and such an adaptation , however

scientifically correct, is apt to lack force and clearness.

German , too, is not the most desirable medium through which to study He

brew . It is massive , and perhaps somewhat rigid , whereas Hebrew is elastic .

For instance, German rejoices in polysyllabic compounds , and Hebrew , except in

proper names, has no compounds at all ; nor is there anything in the use of the

Hebrew verb parallel to the German custom of accumulating auxiliaries at the

end of a sentence.

Perhaps, however, the disadvantages of studying Hebrew through German

are rather negative than positive. It is not so much that we are misled by Ger

manisms as that we lose the analogies furnished by our own language, and author

ities are not careful to express themselves according to the terms of modern En

glish grammar. They seem to think that modern Hebrew Syntax may be expressed

by English Syntax of the times when English was chiefly looked upon as a vehicle

for translations of Greek and Latin , and its tenses named after the Greek and

Latin tenses they most frequently translated .

Driver, indeed , furnishes us with a beginning of better things; but even here

there seems room for improvement under this head .

For instance, he emphasizes ( p. 2 ) the disinction between order and kind of

time , and states ( p. 4 ) that as regards kind of time we are by no means sensitive .

Now Dr. R. Morris, in his English Grammar (p. 54 ) , having given as the three

tenses Past , Present and Future , adds that each tense has four forms, according

to the state of the action , viz . , Indefinite, Progressive or Imperfect, Completed or

Perfect, Perfect and Progressive. This state of the action corresponds to Driver's

kind of time . Is it fair to say of a language that expresses kind of time so fully

that it is by no means sensitive as regards this quality. True, authors who con

structed English Syntax on the basis of Latin grammar, may have lacked sensi

tiveness in this particular ; but then Hebrew grammars are still in use which

speak chiefly of the Past and Future .
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It follows from this ignoring of the terms of modern English Syntax that the

terms " present,” perfect,," “ imperfect, " etc., are used without any closer defini

tion, and vagueness and ambiguity are introduced , where clearness would have

been gained by using the double terms which express both order and kind of time,

e. g. , Present Perfect.

We may first notice that in English in its present form , as in Hebrew, we

have only two tense forms obtained by inflection , the Present Indefinite and Past

Indefinite . Moreover, the Subjunctive form is now, except in the first and second

person singular, identical with the form of the Present Indefinite, just as in He

brew the same form is used for the Imperfect and for the Jussive. Hence, as

Driver ( p . 74 ) points out, there is an ambiguity in English between the Indicative

and Subjunctive which serves to illustrate that in Hebrew between the Imperfect

and the Jussive. This same coincidence of form between the Indicative and

Subjunctive illustrates Driver's contention (pp. 95 , 96 ) that the coincidence of

form in the Jussive and the Imperfect with Waw Cons . is accidental. We see

that in English the Indicative Present Plural “ berath ” and the Present Subjunc

tive “ beren ” give us in modern English one form , “ bear,” for both Indicative

and Subjunctive ( Morris ' Historical Outlines of English Accidence , pp. 173 , 174 ) ,

just as , according to Driver, in Hebrew the Imperfect after Waw Cons . and

the Jussive arrive at the same form through independent processes of develop

ment and not through connection in sense.

We pass on to the

USES OF THE PERFECT.

a.

In a previous note we implied that the English Perfect might approximately

be held to include the uses of the Hebrew Perfect , as regards the Past, Perfect

and Pluperfect, the Hebrew Perfect of affirmation and the Hebrew Perfect used

as a Present.

Now Davidson's general table of the uses of the Perfect (p . 51 ) is as follows :

The Aorist ( Past) he killed

b. The Perfect he has killed

c. The Pluperfect he had killed

d. The Future Perfect he shall have killed

Here we may notice that Davidson does not feel it necessary to include in his

general sketch the uses of the Perfect as a Present or Future Indefinite.

Again the forms in b , c , d are the three tenses of the English Perfect, thus ,

he has killed Present Perfect

he had killed Past Perfect

he shall have killed Future Perfect

Hence it appears that in English this kind or state of time is fully recognized ,

and that English grammars include under the English Perfect just those forms

which are given in Hebrew grammars as the English equivalents of the Hebrew
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Perfect. Herein at least English grammar seems fully sensitive to kind of time.

Also under this head we may notice another point. The student as he reads

such a sketch as Davidson's is struck with the fact that one Hebrew form may

have so many English equivalents , and mentally notes it as a characteristic diffi

culty of the Hebrew language . The tone of most hand -books on the subject tends

to foster this feeling, and doubtless the feeling is largely true . But similar char

acteristics exist in English , and the difficulty is one of degree rather than of kind .

For instance , in English the form of the Present Perfect, he has killed, is used

as Aorist, Perfect and Future Perfect.

The best illustration of the use of the Present Perfect for an Aorist or Indef

inite Past is perhaps given by those cases in which English idiom compels us to

translate a Greek Aorist by a Present Perfect. For instance, in Luke xiv . 18

àypòv nyópaoa , etc. , the sense is plainly that of an Aorist , and yet it is scarcely pos

sible to translate in English “ I bought a field and therefore I cannot come ;

say rather “ I have bought, etc.” ( Moulton's Translation of Winer , p . 345. )

The use as Perfect or Present Perfect is, of course , the ordinary way.

The Present Perfect form is commonly used for the Future Perfect in such

sentences as : “ If he has finished his work when you see him , ask him to come

here; ” which is equivalent to “ If he shall have finished , etc.”

Even the rarer uses of the Hebrew Perfect have some parallels in those of the

English Present Perfect. Take, for instance , Davidson's example of the Perfect

of Experience, Ps . LXXXIV. 4 , “ The swallow finds 7839 a home," the English

Version “ hath found ” equally expresses a general truth of experience, just as

" Nature has provided birds with wings " is as good English as “ Nature provides

birds with wings.”

In the case of stative verbs and verbs like yog ' it might perhaps be as accu

rate to say that English uses a Present Indefinite for a Present Perfect, as to say

that Hebrew uses the Present Perfect as Indefinite. “ I know ' “ I have

learnt;" “ I am old ” “ I have become old ," and so with many other such

words.

Again, in the case of the Prophetic Perfect and Perfect of Strong Affirmation ,

it is not that a Past tense or Perfect form is used for a Future tense or Imperfect

form ; but the speaker, as in the case of Ephron the Hittite, wishes to represent

the Future or Imperfect as Past or Perfect, and so uses the Past or Perfect, in

tending it to carry its own meaning. The English student feels the propriety of

the Perfect, and feels an English Present Perfect, though not idiomatic, would be

perfectly intelligible , and that " I have given " for would be a fair equiy

alent for the English expression used in such cases “ It is yours already . "

We obtain similar results from examining

THE USES OF THE IMPERFECTS .

Davidson's sketch (p. 54 ) is as follows :
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a . The Present, he kills (especially of general truths ).

6. The Imperfect, he killed ( particularly of repeated past acts ) .

c . The Future, he will kill .

d. The Potential, he may or can , might, could , would , etc., kill .

It is true that the usages thus given as belonging to the Imperfect “ kind of

time " do not cover the same area as those of any one English “state of the

action ; " but curiously enough they have most in common with some of the

usages of the forms of the English Indefinite.

Thus the English forms under a, b , and c, are those of the English Present,

Past and Future Indefinite respectively. The English Present Indefinite is com

monly used of general truths , and we find the Past Indefinite for repeated actions

thus : “ He got up at six every morning.”

Here again many of the meanings included in this group may be expressed by

one English form , either the Present Indefinite or the Future Indefinite.

The Present Indefinite is used of course of the present , very commonly of

general truths ; it is used of past actions whether single or frequentative, as the

Historical Present ; it is also used of the Future in such sentences as : “ Next

year my brother comes home.” It has already been pointed out that a form some

times similar to , sometimes identical with the Indicative Present Indefinite is

used as a Subjunctive, which would cover some of the uses of d. This last

resemblance is , however, accidental.

But on the other hand , the Future Indefinite is also used of general truths,

and even of a single fact , as : “ This will be your brother.” It is true that in the

latter case , as more or less in other cases of the Future , the usage is more or less

due to the influence of the meaning of “ will ” as an auxiliary ; but this does not

alter the fact that the same form is used for these different senses . Again , of

course , the Future Indefinite is used of the Future ; and is in some cases equiva

lent to some of the Potential uses of the Hebrew Imperfect. It is even used of

the Past where the main tense of a narrative is the Historical Present. Thus , in

Byron's Siege of Corinth , stanza xxvi. , the tenses are chiefly Historical Presents,

but we have two lines :

:

“ There is not a banner in Moslem war

Will lure the Delhis half so far."

It is true that this usage may be due to the writer placing himself at the

point of view of the actors in his narrative ; but then a similar explanation

might plausibly account for many Hebrew Imperfects.

The use of the Hebrew Imperfect for repeated action in the past finds its

parallel in English in the use of the auxiliary “ would ” (the past of the auxil

iary " will " ) which is used for the future. So that , though the forms for the

Future and what we might call the Frequentative Past are not the same in

English (as they are in Hebrew) , yet they are very closely connected . Thus we
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claim that English Syntax is sensitive to and capable of fully expressing the

Hebrew kinds of time Perfect and Imperfect ; and also that the usages of English

forms in different senses closely parallel similar usages of the Hebrew Perfect

and Imperfect.

English also affords examples of frequent and rapid change of tense paral

lel to the changes from Perfect to Imperfect in Hebrew poetry . In English

poetry the Historical Present and the Narrative Past alternate pretty frequently

with one another.

TENSES OF JOSHUA XV .-XIX.

In reading these chapters we are struck by the frequent occurrence of series

of Perfects with Waw, where we should have expected either simple Perfects

or Imperfects with Waw.

These series occur in the descriptions of the boundaries of the several tribes.

The most complete are those in ch . xv . and ch . XVIII. 11 , and which give the

boundaries of Judah and Benjamin . The series in xvi. 1-XVII . 10 giving the

boundaries of the sons of Joseph is more broken , and the account seems to

have been curtailed . The accounts of the territories of Simeon and Dan are

quite different in form , and consist almost entirely of lists of cities . In the

cases of Zebulon , Issachar and Asher and Naphtali such tenses as occur are

almost entirely Perfects with Waw, but the accounts consist chiefly of bare

lists of names, and it is noticeable that in these four accounts two verbs, V

and yia , are used freely, though in all the other accounts only you is found ,

and that only once in the case of the sons of Joseph.

This account of the division of the land is interrupted by historical episodes

in which the usual narrative tenses, the simple Perfect and the Imperfect with

Waw Cons. , are used . Moreover , at the head of each account stands a verse

or more in which narrative tenses occur, and some of the accounts conclude

with a note as to the survival of the Canaanites, and here, too, narrative tenses

are used. Sometimes a narrative tense , or tenses , will be found in close con

nection with these series of Perfects with Waw ; here and there a simple Imper

fect is found .

These series are chiefly made up of the verbs 17'07 , 7777, 89 ', 77' , ohy ,

, , , , ,

היהאציהלע

-variousl
yrepeated and combined ;and an ac,רבעיבבסעגפבוש,ראת

countיתואצתויהו.1 often closes with the formula

The reader feels at once that , as Driver says : - In the teeth of the con

stant usage in the preceding portion of the book , it is highly improbable that

the Perfect and Waw should be a mere alternative for . ).” However, in xv. 4

i suggests that these series do not properlyבגנלובגםכלהיהיהזthe clause

1 The tenses in these chapters are dealt with by Driver at some length on pp. 172, 173 ;

and the references to Driver in this note are to one or other of these pages .
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belong to a narrative, but to an address or discourse ; that all these tenses,

difficult as they are in straightforward narrative , would be quite in place in the

text of a decree or law settling the boundaries.

But Driver deprives us of any light or guidance which we might derive

from pas, by setting it down as an undoubted error, arising from a copyist

imagining the verb to express a command. He states that the context is en

tirely out of harmony with such a sense , points out that elsewhere the pro

nouns are all in the third person and appeals to the LXX. which reads avrõv.

The last consideration is not , perhaps, very weighty when we remember that

the LXX . is not without a tendency to avoid difficulties by simplifying the text .

As to the context, if the whole be narrative and the tenses frequentative, it might

be very difficult to take this particular clause or passage as a command ; but we

shall venture to suggest a theory which would remove or account for this diffi

culty and possibly also for the solitary second person . It may be noticed as to

this second person that there are very few personal pronouns in the clauses in

which the Perfects with Waw occur.

One reason on which Driver specially dwells in maintaining that these tenses

are frequentative is the occasional occurrence among them of Imperfects ; it is

obvious that these Imperfects would be perfectly in place if the tenses belonged

to a command.

In opposition to this view of Driver we are inclined to follow the suggestión

( , a ,

into 3 ), and to take these tenses as belonging to a command.

We may suppose that the author of the Book of Joshua had before him offi

cial documents containing the decrees fixing the boundaries of the tribes, that

these decrees naturally ran in Perfects with Waw and Imperfects, “ The boun

dary shall be , etc.” The author selected such portions of these documents as were

suitable for his purpose , and inserted them in his book , preserving them , possibly

out of special reverence and desire for accuracy , in their original form . He found

it convenient to append headings and notes , in which , as part of his own narrative,

he used narrative tenses ; and he may have used some device, such as spacing,

where moderns would use inverted commas, to indicate that he was quoting the

precise words of his authority . Origen's system of obelisks is a proof that marks

within the text are not an exclusively modern idea. It is possible also that to the

writer of the Book of Joshua it may have seemed so obvious that these tenses

must belong to an address rather than to a narrative, that he may not have

thought it necessary to guard against mistake by any mechanical device . That

such mechanical device , if used , should be lost sight of and omitted is rendered

extremely probable by the history of the text of the Septuagint in its relation to

Origen's Hexapla, the double renderings of a single passage being due to the

omission of marks which showed such renderings to be alternative.

beםהל a false reading of the copyist ,who alteredםכלif,םהלor)סכלof the
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We allege in support of this theory

( 1 ) It accounts simply and easily for the tenses in these sections, and ex

plains why, for a few clauses at the beginning and end , and sometimes for what

may be an explanatory note in the middle of an account of a tribe's boundaries ,

we should find narrative tenses, and elsewhere Imperfects and Perfects with

Waw . Driver does not explain why, without any change of subject-matter, we

change from initial narrative tenses to frequentative ones . Why should the writer

always begin to describe a border with narrative tenses and drop off into fre

quentatives ?

( 2 ) This theory also offers us an explanation of the solitary second personal

pronoun 35. In the first place , if we separate xv. 1 , 2 and the last sentence of

xv. 12 on the ground of the occurrence in them of narrative tenses, and confine

ourselves to the verses containing the series of Perfects with Waw and Imper

fects, this is the only personal pronoun referring to the children of Judah which

occurs in the section .

It is thus possible that the document in this particular case may have been

derived from some official archives of the tribe of Judah ; wherein , as specially

intended for the tribe of Judah , the children of Judah might be addressed in the

second person.

( 3 ) Many of those sections of the Pentateuch which are devoted to legisla

tion , use the Perfect with Waw almost exclusively , and the second person does

not occur in them . Yet these are commands addressed to the people or to

Moses as their representative, e . g . , Lev. XIII . Hence the style of these sections .

is the same as that of sections which are undoubtedly devoted to legislation .

(4 ) The theory that the writer used documents written in a different person

to that of his main narrative, may perhaps be slightly supported by the Kºthibh

reading 10727 72 ( Qeri Onay 73) of Josh. v . 1. It is just possible that the

writer intended to alter the persons of a narrative in the first person to suit

a narrative in the third person , and by oversight left this particular case un

altered .

This supposition does not commit us to the view that the original docu

ment was written by a contemporary of the events described . The “ us” ( 93 ) .

may be used of the nation, as an Englishman might say to-day “ We conquered

at Waterloo .”

(5 ) There are other cases which do not seem to yield very readily to the

ordinary Syntax of the tenses ; and in these cases also we can explain the pres

ence of Perfects with Waw, and Imperfects, by assuming the introduction into

the narrative of word -for -word quotations from documents possibly well known.

For instance, in Neh. III . 14 , 15 there occur some rather difficult tenses,

and Driver recommends his readers to examine these for themselves, but does

not offer them any help. These verses occur in the account of the building of
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the wall. Both the verses begin with simple Perfects and contain a clause with

simple Imperfects, in one case two , and in the other, three ; the clause with the

three Imperfects only differs from the others by the insertion of another word.

Is it possible that here also we have quotations from some document which

gave the directions for building as a command , that in the other verses the

quotations have been modified , but here for some reason left unaltered ?

The theory is now very widely current that many books were composed by

a recension and combination of parts of previously existing works. If this is

true, it is scarcely possible but that some such accidents as the one assumed

above should happen .

The presence of simple Perfects here and there in close connection with

Perfects with Waw, e . g . , in xix. 34 , may readily be accounted for

( 1 ) By the close connection with the main series of tenses of what was

originally separated as an explanatory note or addition .

(2 ) By the tendency of copyists to assimilate the tenses to what might seem

to them the more natural narrative tenses.

( 3 ) By other errors of copyists .

,

may be an accidental repetition of the first, the yas and the 70x) may have

been transposed at a time when yob ) and yab .... were used interchange

ably , or the original document may have omitted to state the fact as to the

border westwards , and the author of the Book of Joshua may have added it .

theעגפ second,34םימעגפרשאבובגנמןולבזבעגפו.Thusin XIX



OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES MESSIANICALLY APPLIED
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III .

PROVERBS.

VI . 22. “ When thou goest, it shall lead thee ; when thou sleepest, it shall keep

thee ; and when thou awakest, it shall talk with thee.”

“ When thou goest , it shall lead thee,” in this world ; " when thou sleepest, it

shall keep thee,” in the hour of death ; " and when thou awakest in the days

of the Messiah , it shall talk with thee ,” in the world to come. - Siphire ( ed .

Friedmann ), p . 74 , col . 2 .

ECCLESIASTES.

I. 9. “ The thing that hath been , it is that which shall be ; and that which is

done , is that which shall be done ; and there is no new thing under the sun ."

Rabbi Berachya said in the name of Rabbi Isaac : The last Redeemer will be

like the first ( Moses) , as the first put his wife and his sons upon an ass (Exod .

IV . 20 ) , the last one will also ride upon an ass ; as the first fed his people

with manna (Exod. xvi . 4 ) , so will the last one also bring manna down

from heaven ( Ps. LXXII . 16 ) ; as the first made rise the well , so will the last

one also bring forth water ( Joel 111. 18 ) . Thus here is something of which it

is said , Behold this is something new ; but it has already been.- Midrash on

Ecclesiastes or Coheleth in loco.

I. 11. “ Neither shall there be any remembrance of things that are to come with

those that shall come after. "

Targum : There shall be no memorial of them with the generation which

shall be in the days of King Messiah.

VII. 24 . “ That which is far off, and exceeding deep , who can find it out ? "

Targum : Behold , now , it is far off from the children of men to know all

that has been from the beginning of the days of the world , also the secret of

the day of death , and the secret of the day that King Messiah shall come ;

who is he that shall find it out by wisdom ?

XI. 8. “ But if a man live many years , and rejoice in them all," etc.

If a man lives many years , let him rejoice in the joy of the law , but let him

also remember the days of darkness, for they shall be many ; and much as he

may have learned , yet it is empty before the teaching of the Messiah.

Midrash in loco .
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XII. 1 . “ Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth , while the evil

days come not, ” etc.

Rabbi Hiya, the son of Nehemiah , says, Those days are meant which will be

such that there will be neither guilt nor merit . — Midrash in loco.

“ The evil days ” are old age ; and “ the years ” are the days of Messiah , when

there will be no merit and no guilt.— Talmud Shabbath , fol . 151 , col . 2 .

SONG OF SOLOMON.1

I. 8 .— “ If thou know not , O thou fairest among women, go thy way forth by the

footsteps of the flock , and feed thy kids beside the shepherd's tent."

Targum : The Holy One , blessed be hel said to Moses the prophet , It is

required of them that they may do away the captivity, that the assembly

which is like to a fair virgin whom my soul loveth , walk in the path of the

righteous, that she order the prayers according to the mouth of her princes,

that she guide her offspring, and that she teach her sons , who are like to kids

of the goats, to go to the house of the congregation , and to the house of

inquiry . And in this righteousness they shall be sustained in the captivity

until the time that I shall send King Messiah , and he shall conduct them into

rest to their dwelling places , namely , to the house of the sanctuary, which

David and Solomon and the shepherds of Israel do build for them.

I. 17. “ The beams of our house are cedar, and our rafters of fir.”

Targum : Solomon , the prophet, said : " How beautiful is the house of the

sanctuary of the Lord , which is built by my hands , of wood of Gulmish ; but

far more beautiful will be the house of the sanctuary which shall be built in

the days of the King Messiah, the beams of which will be of the cedars of the

garden of Eden , and whose rafters will be of cypress , pine and box. "

II . 8. “ The voice of my beloved ; behold , he cometh leaping,” etc.

Rabbi Hunya said in the name of Rabbi Eliezer, the son of Jacob , “ The voice

of my beloved , behold he cometh ,” this is the King Messiah . — Midrash in

loco.2

II . 9. “ My beloved is like a roe or a young hart : behold he standeth behind our

wall,” etc.

Rabbi Isaac said : As the roe appears and disappears, so also did the first

Messiah appear before them and then disappear .... Now as the first Re

deemer, so is also the last Redeemer. As the first appeared and disappeared ,

so likewise the last. And how long will he be hid from them ? According

to Rabbi Tanchuma in the name of Rabbi Hama, the son of Rabbi Hanina ,

and according to Rabbi Nehemiah in the name of Rabbi Hoshaya, forty - five

1 Wherever in the Book of Song of Solomon the name Solomon is mentioned , it applies not

to Solomon , but to him who is the peace, excepting viii. 12 , where Solomon speaks of himself.

Talmud Shebuoth , fol. 35 , col. 2.

2 The same we find in the Yalkut and in the Pesikta in loco .
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days, as it is said : “ And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be

taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up , there shall be

a thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he that waiteth , and

cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days ” (Dan . XII.

11 , 12 ) . And how much are the other days ? Forty - five days, in which Mes

siah will appear and then disappear . - Pesikta (ed . Buber) p. 49ab .

II . 10–12 . “ My beloved spake and said unto me," etc.

“ My beloved spake,” i . e . , through Elijah ; “ and said unto me” through the

King Messiah . What does he say to me ? Rise up , my love , my fair one !

for, lo , the winter," i . e . , the reign of the Cutheans , who persuaded the world

and led it astray by its lies “ is past ; the rain ,” i . e . , subjection , “ is gone and

over ; the flowers , ” i . e . , the signs of victory, appear on the earth .” Which

are they ? Rabbi Berachya said in the name of Rabbi Isaac : Those four car

penters ( cf. Zech . 1. 20 ) , viz . , Elijah , King Messiah , Melchizedek and the an

ointed warrior. " The time of the singing is come,” i , e . , the time is come to

redeem Israel ; " and the voice of the turtle , ” i . e . , the voice of the King Mes

siah , “ is heard in our land,” which exclaims : “ How beautiful upon the

mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings” ( Isa. LII . 7 ).

Midrash in loco ; Pesikta (ed. Buber), p . 49 .

II . 13 . “ The fig tree putteth forth her green figs, and the vines with the tender

grape give a good smell.”

Rabbi Hiya bar Abba said : The days of the Messiah will be preceded by a

great plague , which will destroy the wicked . “ And the vines with the tender

grape,” etc. This refers to those who are left, as it is said , “ He that is left

in Zion , and he that remaineth in Jerusalem ” ( Isa. IV. 3 ).- Midrash in loco ;

Pesikta, 1. c .

III . 11. “ In the day of his espousals and in the day of the gladness of his heart.”

This denotes the days of the Messiah, because the Holy One , blessed be he !

is likened to a bridegroom , " as the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride ”

( Isa. LXII . 5 ) ; “ and in the day of the gladness of his heart ” refers to the re

building of the temple (for it is said ) : “ And I will rejoice in Jerusalem , and

joy in my people ” ( Isa . LXV . 19 ).- Yalkut in loco (vol. II . p . 178d ).

IV . 5 . ** The two breasts are like two young roes that are twins,” etc.

Targum : Two deliverers there shall be to deliver thee, Messiah , Son of David ,

and Messiah , Son of Ephraim , who are like to Moses and Aaron, the sons of

Jochebed , who were as two fair gazelles that are twins.

IV. 16 . “ Awake, O north wind , and come , thou south ."

This refers to King Messiah , who is in a northern region , that he may come

and rebuild the sanctuary, which is to be in the south . - Midrash in loco .

VI. 10. “ Who is she that looketh forth as the morning,” etc.

This signifies the redemption of the Messiah . For as , when the morning
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rises , the darkness flees before it, so shall darkness fall upon the kingdoms of

this world when the Messiah comes. And yet again , as “ the sun and moon

appear, so will the kingdom of the Messiah also appear. " 1— Yalkut in loco, ( II . ,

fol . 180 , col . 3 ) .

VII. 6 . “ How fair and how pleasant art thou . ” .

How fair art thou by the exercise of commandments, how pleasant by kind

ness....how fair in good works , how pleasant in this world ; how fair in the

world to come, how pleasant in the days of the Messiah .-- Midrash in loco .

VII. 13 . “ The mandrakes give a smell, and at our gates are all manner of

pleasant fruits ,” etc.

Targum : And when it shall please the Lord to redeem his people from cap

tivity, it shall be said to King Messiah , Now the end of the captivity is come,

and the righteousness of the righteous smelleth sweet before me, as the smell

of balsam .

VIII. 1. O that thou wert as my brother, that sucked the breasts of my

mother," etc.

Targum : And at that time shall King Messiah be revealed to the congregation

of Israel. Then shall the children of Israel say to him , Come, be thou with

us for a brother, and we will go up to Jerusalem , and we will suck with thee

the meanings of the law , even as a suckling sucketh the breasts of its mother.

VIII. 2. “ I would lead thee , and bring thee into my mother's house , who would

instruct me."

Targum : I will lead thee, O King Messiah , and I will bring thee to the house

of my sanctuary , and thou shalt teach to fear before the Lord , and to

walk in his ways , and there will we keep the feast of Leviathan, and we will

drink old wine, which has been reserved in its grapes since the day the world

was created , and of the pomegranates , the fruits which are prepared for the

righteous in the garden of Eden .

1 That the morning was looked upon as the emblem of redemption , we see from the follow .

ing: Rabbi Hiya, the Great, and Rabbi Simeon , the son of Halaphta , once walked together before

sunrise in the valley of Arbela, when the hind of the morning announced the dawn of the day.

Verily , said Rabbi Hiya to Rabbi Simeon, so is Israel's redemption . It commences little and

insignificant, as the prophet says : “ When I sit in darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me "

(Mic. vii . 8) , but with increasing power it completes itself (as is seen from the history of Esther,

cf. Esth. ii . 19 ; vi. 11 ; viii . 15, 16 ).– Jerus. Talmud Berachoth , fol . 2, col . 3.

2 The Jews expect a very sumptuous feast to be made for the righteous in the days of the

Messiah , which will consist of all sorts of flesh , fish and fowl. The Jewish liturgy for the feast

of Pentecost has the following : “ He will certainly bestow on us the portion which he has prom

ised us of old . The sporting of Leviathan with the ox of the high mountains (alluding to the

Behemoth ), when they shall approach each other and engage in battle . With his horn he thrusts

at the mightiest beasts, but the Leviathan will leap towards him with his fins and great strength .

His creator will then approach him with his great sword, and will prepare him for a banquet for

the righteous, who will be seated at a table formed of jasper and carbuncle, with a river of balm

flowing before them . When they will delight themselves and be satiated with the bowls of wine

prepared at the creation , and reserved in the wine-press.”
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VIII. 4. “ I charge you , O daughter of Jerusalem . ”

Targum : King Messiah shall say , I adjure you , O my people of the house of

Israel, wherefore do ye contend against the people of the land , (desiring ) to

go out of captivity ? And wherefore do ye rise up against the army of Gog

and Magog ? Tarry ye a little , till the people be consumed who have gone up

to wage war against Jerusalem , and afterwards the Lord of the world will

remember unto you the mercies of the righteous , and it shall be pleasure be

fore him to redeem you .

VIII . 11 . “ A thousand pieces of silver.”

These words refer to the kingdom of heaven. – Talmud Shebuoth , fol . 35 ,

col . 2 .

ISAIAH.

I. 25, 26 . " And I will turn my hand upon thee," etc.

Rabbi Simlai said in the name of Rabbi Elieser, the son of Rabbi Simeon :

The son of David shall not come till all the judges and rulers in Israel shall

have ceased , for it is said : “ And I will turn my hand upon thee, and purely

purge away thy dross , and take away all thy tin , and I will restore thy judges.”

-Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 98 , col. 1 .

IV.2. “ In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious , and

the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped

of Israel."

Targum : At that time the Messiah of the Lord shall be for joy and for glory,

and the doers of the law for magnificence and for praise , for them that are

escaped of Israel."

VI . 13 . “ But yet it shall be a tenth , and it shall return ,” etc.

Rabbi Seïra said that Rabbi Jeremiah , the son of Abba, said , In the time in

which Messiah shall come, hostilities will increase against the wise men , as

it has been said before that Samuel said one suffering after the other, for it is

said , “ But yet it shall be,” etc .-- Talmud Kethuboth , fol. 112 , col . 2 .

VIII . 14 . “ And he shall be for a sanctuary, and for a stone of stumbling, and a

rock of offence,” etc.

Jehudah and Hezekiah , the sons of Rabbi Hiyah , were sitting at a meal , in

the presence of Rabbi , without uttering a word. Give some wine to the boys,

exclaimed Rabbi, that they may feel encouraged to say something. When they

had drunk the wine, they opened their mouths, and said : The Son of David

will not come , until the two patriarchal houses of Israel shall cease , that is ,

the IIead of the captivity in Babylon , and the Prince in the land of Israel ;

for it is said : “ And he shall be for a sanctuary," etc. My children , exclaim

ed Rabbi , you are thrusting thorns into my eyes . Said Rabbi Hiya, Rabbi ,
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take it not ill of them ; wine is given with seventy , and so is a secret, when

the wine comes in , the secret goes out.-- Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 38 , col . 1 .

IX . 6. “ For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given , and the government

shall be upon ," etc.

Rabbi Samuel, the son of Nachman , said : When Esau met Jacob , he said to

him : My brother Jacob , let us walk together in this world . Jacob replied :

“ Let my lord , I pray thee , pass over before his servant ” (Gen. XXXIII. 14 ) .

What is the meaning of “ I pray thee , pass overl " ? Jacob said to him : I have

yet to supply the King Messiah , of whom it is said , “ Unto us a child is born .”

- Midrash on Deuteronomy, sec . 1 (on chap. II . 4) .

Targum : The prophet said to the house of David , For unto us a child is born ,

to us a son is given , and he shall receive the law upon him to keep it , and his

name is called from eternity , Wonderful , Counsellor, Mighty God, Continuing

for ever , the Messiah ; for peace shall be multiplied upon us in his days.

IX. 7. “ Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end,” etc.

Rabbi Nathan said , “and give thee peace (Num. Vi. 26 ) means the peace of

the government of the house of David , as it is said , “ of the increase,” etc.

Midrash on Numbers , VI . 22 , sec . 11 ; Siphre (ed . Friedmann ), p . 12 , col . 2 .

Bar Kapara expounded at Sepphoris : Why is the word 72705, “ the in

crease," written with a closed mem (the final mem D , and not with the usual

mema) ? The Holy One , blessed be hel wished to make Hezekiah the Mes

siah , and Sennacherib Gog and Magog. But the attribute of judgment plead

ed against it , and said , David the king of Israel repeated so many songs and

praises , and thou hast not made him the Messiah ; and yet thou art thinking

of making Hezekiah the Messiah, for whose sake so many miracles have been

performed , and who, nevertheless , has not repeated one song of praise ! So

that counsel was closed (and hence the closed mem ).— Talmud Sanhedrin , fol .

94 , col . 1 .

X. 27 . " And it shall come to pass in that day that his burden shall be taken

away,” etc.

Targum : And it shall come to pass.... and the people shall be broken before

Messiah .

XI . 1 . “ And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse , and a branch

shall grow out of his roots."

Targum : And there shall go forth a king from the sons of Jesse , and Messiah

shall be anointed from his children's children . See also Ps . cx . 2.

XI . 2 . “ And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him , the spirit of wisdom

and,” etc.

1 The word “ wine " is in Hebrew |" ' , which has the numerical value (i . €. , 1 = 50+ ' = 10 + ' = 10 )

of seventy , so also the word " secret," i . e. , TID : 7 = 4 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 60, = 70 .
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Concerning the Messiah it is written : “ And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest

upon him ," etc. - Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 93 , col . 2. See also Gen. 1. 2.

XI . 3. “ And shall make him of quick understanding ( or scent ) in the fear of the

Lord , and he shall,” etc.

On this the Talmud remarks : Rabbi Alexander says : The word in'n77

( i . e . , his scent) teaches us that the Holy One has laden the Messiah with

commandments and sufferings which were as heavy as millstones .... Bar

Coziba reigned two years and a half, and he told the Rabbis that he was the

Messiah . They replied , It is written of Messiah that he would scent out the

good ; canst thou do the same ? When they saw that he could not do it , they

slew him . - Sanhedrin , fol . 93 , col . 2 .

XI . 6. " The wolf shall also dwell with the lamb. "

Targum : In the day of Israel's Messiah , peace shall be multiplied on earth .

XI . 10 . “ And in that day there shall be a record .”

Cf. Gen. XLIX . 10 .

XIV . 29. “ Rejoice not thou , whole Palestina, because the rod of him that smote

thee is broken , for out of the serpent's root shall come forth a cockatrice,” etc.

Targum : Rejoice not .... for from the children's children of Jesse shall pro

ceed Messiah, and his works shall be among you as flying serpents .

XVI. 1 . “ Send ye the lamb to the ruler of the land ," etc.

Targum : They will bring tributes to the Messiah of Israel .

XVI. 5. “ And in mercy shall the throne be established ."

Then Israel's Messiah shall establish his throne in mercy.

XVIII. 5. “ He shall both cut off the sprigs with pruning-knives,” etc.

Rabbi Hama, the son of Hanina, said : The Son of David will not come until

the despicable government be destroyed from Israel ; for it is said : " And he

shall cut off the sprigs with pruning -knives , " and it is also written further

on : “ In that time,shall the present be brought unto the Lord of hosts of a

people scattered and peeled ” (ibid . v . 7 ).— Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 98 , col . 1 .

XXI. 11 , 12 . “ The burden of Dumah . He called to me out of Seir, Watchman ,

what of the night ? Watchman , what of the night ? The watchman said , the

morning cometh ," etc.

Rabbi Hanina, the son of Rabbi Abuhu, said in the codex of Rabbi Meir, I

found “ the burden of Dumah ” written "burden of Rome." Rabbi Joshua

ben Levi said : When one asks you': Where is your God ? -answer: In the

great city of Rome ; for it is said : “ He calleth to me out of Seïr.” Rabbi

Simeon , the son of Yochaï, said : Wherever the Israelites were banished , the

Shechinah was banished with them . They were banished into Egypt, and

the Shechinah was banished with them , and this is the meaning of “ Did I

plainly appear unto the house of thy father , when they were in Egypt in

Pharaoh's house ? ” ( 1 Sam . II . 27 ) . They were banished to Babylon , and so
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also the Shechinah, for it is written : “ For your sake I have sent to Baby

lon ” ( Isa. XLIII. 14 ) . They were banished to Media, and so the Shechinah ,

And I will set my throne in Elam ” ( Jer. XLIX . 38 ) , where Elam means

Media, as it is said : “ And I was at Shushan in the palace which is in the

province of Elam ” ( Dan . VIII . 2 ) . They were banished to Greece , and so the

Shechinah , as it is said : “ And I raised up thy sons , O Zion, against thy sons,

O Greece ” (Zech . IX . 13 ) . They were banished to Rome, and so the Shechi

nah, as it is said : “ He calleth me out of Seïr, Watchman, what of the night ?”

The Israelites said to Isaiah : Isaiah , our master, what shall yet happen to us

from this night ? Wait, he replied , I will inquire. Having inquired , he re

turned to them and they asked again : “ Watchman , what of the night ? watch

man, what of the night ? ” He replied , “ The watchman said , the morning

cometh.” And night too ? Yes, but not so as you think , replied he ; the

morning comes for the righteous and the night for the wicked , the morning

for the Israelites and the night for the idolaters . They said to him , When ?

He replied : When ye seek ( God ) , he seeks you too , as it is said : “ If ye will

enquire , enquire ye.” They said to him, What keeps the morning back ? He

replied , Repentance; for it is said : “ Return , come. ” —Jer. Taanith , fol . 64, col . 1 .

What is the meaning of “ It is a night to be much observed ” ? (Exod. XII . 42 ).

( A night) in which God did great things to the righteous, as he did great

things to the Israelites in Egypt . In that night he saved Hezekiah ; in that

night he saved Hananiah and his associates ; in it he saved Daniel from the

lion's den , and in that same night the Messiah and Elijah will prove them

selves as great , as it is said : “ The watchman said , the morning cometh , and

also the night” ( Isa. XXI . 12 ) . - Midrash on Exod . XII . 41 ; sec . 18.

XXIII . 15 . According to the days of one king."

What king is this that is singled out as one ? Thou must say, This is the

King Messiah , and no other . — Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 99 , col . 1 .

XXIV . 23 . “ Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed .”

Why the pleonastic waw (in “ and his offering ” 132771 , Num . VII . 13 ) ?

Rabbi Bibi said in the name of Rabbi Reuben , This refers to the six things

which were taken from the first man , but which return again with an off

spring of Nahshon , which is the Messiah . These things are : his splendor,

life , stature, the fruits of the earth , the fruits of the tree, and the light. His

splendor, for it is said : “ Thou changest his countenance , and sendest him

away ” (Job XIV . 20 ) ; his life , for it is said : “ For dust thou art, and unto

dust shalt thou return ” (Gen. III . 19 ) ; his stature , for it is said : “ And Adam

hid himself ” (Gen. III . 8 ) ; the fruits of the earth and the fruits of the tree ,

for it is said : “ Cursed is the ground for thy sake ” (Gen. III . 17 ) ; the lights ,

for it is said : “ Then the moon shall be confounded , and the sun ashamed .”

-Midrash on Numbers VII. 13 ; sec. 13 .
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as

XXV.8. “ He will swallow up death in victory, and the Lord God will wipe

away tears from off all faces."

On the festivals of the new moon , of dedication , and of purim , the mourning

women may wail aloud and may clap the palms of their hands together, but

must not sing funeral dirges ; but when the corpse is interred , they must

neither wail aloud , nor sing dirges ... But of the future ages that are to come ,

it is said : “ He shall swallow up death in victory, and the Lord God will wipe

away tears from off all faces .” — Talmud Moed Katon , fol . 28 , col . 2 .

In this world we are given up to death on account of our sins, but in the

world to come “ he will swallow up death in victory,” etc. - Siphra in Yalkut

on Leviticus, XXIV. 31 .

The ninth sign of the coming of the Messiah will be that death will cease ,

it is said : “ He will swallow up death in victory,” etc.-Midrash on Exod .

XII. 12 ; sec . 15.

XXVII . 13. “ And it shall come to pass in that day, that the great trumpet shall

be blown,” etc.

This passage is quoted in connection with the future deliverance . - Talmud

Rosh ha- Shanah , fol . 11 , col. 2 .

The rabbis have taught: The ten tribes have no portion in the world to come;

for it is said : “ And the Lord rooted them out of their land in anger, and in

wrath, and in great indignation ” (Deut. XXIX. 28 ) . “ And he rooted them

out of their land ,” that is , from this world ; “ and cast them into another land ,"

that is , the world to come . The words of Rabbi Akiva , Rabbi Simeon , the son

of Jehudah of the village Acco, said in the name of Rabbi Simeon , If their

designs continue as they are this day, they will not return ; but if not , they

will return . Rabbi says, they will enter the world to come ; for it is said :

“ And it shall come to pass in that day , that the great trumpet shall be

blown,” etc. — Talmud Sanhedrin , fol. 110, col. 2 .

The Holy One , blessed be hel said : In this world I gave my law with the

sound of a trumpet, but in the future I will gather your exiles with the sound

of a trumpet , as it is said : “ And it shall come to pass in that day,” etc.

Yalkut on Num . X. 2.

XXVIII . 5. “ In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory.”

Targum : In that time shall the Messiah of the Lord of hosts be a crown of

joy .



THE PASSIVE OF QAL.

By L. N. DEMBITZ ,

Louisville, Ky.

Should I ever edit a Hebrew grammar, I would set down as one of the para

digms of the verb , on an equal footing with the others, a Passive of the Qăl

standing in the same relation to it , as Pŭăl stands to Py'ēl and as Hõphål stands

to Hiph'îl .

The current teaching on the subject is , that , in biblical Hebrew, this Passive

no longer exists , except in the Participle Say », but that its Preterit and Future

are lost. Until Jules Oppert proved the contrary, it was also thought that the

Nunnation , and the end -vowels for case and mood were not to be found in biblical

Hebrew ; but we find them now in numerous places even in the voweling of the

Massorites, and can never know in how many other places those gentlemen , in

their zeal for a uniform grammar, suppressed them . They left the endings only

where the letter of the text , aside from any voweling, compelled them to do so.

It is the same with the Passive Qăl . There is a small number of verbs in

which (although there is no Prēl or Hyph'îl) Půăl and Hõphål forms are used in the

Passive sense , or in which these conjugations have not the sense of which the Pas

sive is sought to be conveyed. The foremost of these words is mpy. There

is no room either for an intensive or for a causative, of the verb “ to take.” Yet

we find the Future 72 and the Preterit 1772 ?; the former classed as Hõph‘ål ,

the latter, though without the Dāghēš, as Púál, without any substantial reason

why two conjugations should be chosen to furnish the two tenses. A glance at

an Arabic grammar suggests the answer to the riddle ; both forms are Qăl in the

Passive . The form usually employed in Hebrew to denote the Passive is Nịph'àl ;

but the letters of the text would in neither case lend themselves to Nīph'ål ; in

the Future the loss of the ', precludes the reading op From the root ynd, we

find in like manner ſn? which has no sense as a Hõphřál , but is a Passive Qăl , by

the side of joy ; yet we do not find 71m in the Preterit, probably because the

):

In like manner we have op? " will be avenged ” —a so - called Hõph'ál , with

out a corresponding H ¥phảil —and 1777? a pretended Půål, “ she was born ,”

where the Pyal 779 would furnish an improper meaning, it being applied only to

the act of midwifery. That7p5 is the only word which has its Passive assigned

to two conjugations, other than Nyph'ål, arises from the circumstance that in this

word alone a letter other than ) is elided in the Future ; hence it is the only word

in which the letters cannot in either tense be voweled so as to produce a Niphål .

lettersהָנְּתִנ mightjust as well be read
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One who takes the trouble will find a number of other passages, and of other

verbs, beside the four roots ( 75', ops,ind, mp) that I have named. After

the Massorites had taken up the arbitrary notion that there must not be a short ŭ

or 8 in an open syllable, the Dāghēšh in 777, and the pretense of a Půřál fol

lowed as a necessity . A more rational system of voweling than that which grew

up on the corrupt pronunciation of Galilee, would show a much closer kinship

between Hebrew grammar and that of classic Arabic , than the Massora discloses ,

though even there it may be read between the lines.
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Diqduq. — The word p1777 is derived from the root P27 which signifies to

beat small , to crush, to pulverize, whence the noun p7 a thin covering, a veil ,

and the adjective p7 fine, thin , small, subtle , etc. Although the verb itself, and

its cognatesand derivatives, are classical Hebrew , yet the term 21777 is alto

gether of rabbinical origin . In a figurative sense , the verb signifies to discuss , to

be exact, or accurate, to analyze , separate, refine, criticise, the noun importing

disquisition , accuracy , or exactness. Buxtorf , in his lexicon , defines 217??

thus, “ Subtilis et accurata disquisitio , grammatica .” The term was appropriated

by the Jewish doctors of the Middle Ages to designate grammar, and has been

applied to that department of scientific study by the Jewish grammarians ever

since.

Grammar,” says G. J. Vossius, “ is called by the rabbis p17???, that is

subtilitas, because it treats accurately, and in a refined manner , with utmost pre

cision , the letters , points , inflections , and entire nature and constitution of words

in the Hebrew language.” So Buxtorf, “ Grammar is the ars bene loquendi

Hebrais, hebraice. In Hebrew, it is called p21727. ” Whoever has studied He

brew critically , in such grammars as those of Gesenius , Freytag, Hupfeld , Ewald ,

Stier, Nordheimer, Nägelsbach , or Green , or has been able to read the grammars of

Chayug, Kimchi, or Ben Zeeb, will be at no loss to discover the remarkable pro

priety of the application of the rabbinical term to the critical and philosophical

structure of the language, its phenomena, and laws . The term itself also reveals

the wonderful critical spirit with which the mediæval Hebrew doctors set about

the institution of grammatical science, so far as relates to the holy tongue. It

acquaints us with the nature of their study , refined , incisive , exact , examining,

with shrewdness and care , the letters and words of the language, their origin ,

nature, inflection , structure , and relations. This was the charm that constantly

engaged their attention , since the era of the Massorite leaders , who, for the most

part , contented themselves with the more elementary beginnings of gram

matical science , such as connecting the letters , affixing the points and accents ,

noting the agreement or difference of words, as also their various writing ,

but not advancing, as did the mediæval scholars, to an observation of the

genius of the language , describing its phenomena, ascertaining its laws , anoma

lies , and analogies, investigating its sources, or causes , and kindred relations,

or gathering from the language itself whatever might make for the more sure

interpretation of the Sacred Books . The men of the Massora, 771097282 ,

did great service , in their labor to establish a correct text , giving, in doubt
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theקִּדְקַדְמandקּוּדְקִּדfor the word grammar . The application of the words

ful cases, both ??? and I'ns, and by their system of pointing, preserving

a true pronunciation, as , by their system of accents , not only indicating

the tone-syllable , dividing the sentence, regulating the cantillation , and trans

mitting, in many important cases, the traditional interpretation, thus imparting

great precision to the language, and making succeeding ages debtors to their toil .

But their work , in comparison with that of the doctors of p1777, was rather

that which a Priscian and Aristarchus would have called by the name Gramma

tistica , ” not “ Grammatica .” The work, on the other hand , of the noble Jewish

scholars, beginning with the Karaite doctors in their contest with the Talmudists,

exalted the treatment of the Hebrew language to the dignity of a true science ,

just such a critical and philosophical 21777 as the language required. Alting,

in his admirable Grammar of the Punctuation of the Holy Tongue , has aptly said ,

“ This is a firm persuasion in my mind , that only then will Hebrew grammar come

to be atrue p1777, Subtilitas, when the various reasons of it , and of its pointing,

are deduced from the fundamental principles of the language itself ,” — an antici

pation of the triumphs of more modern times .

Leopold Dukes informs us , in a foot-note to a passage in his Literaturhisto

rische Mittheilungen , that , in the Talmud, there is no distinct technical expression

. ,

former to grammar, the latter to grammarian , is of later date. The words are

indeed found in the Talmud , but are used simply to signify “ to observe with

scrutiny , ” or " to consider accurately ,” or “ observe exactness "- ( Genauigkeit beob

achten ) and , in this sense , are employed to designate the faithful following, or fol

lowers , of the Mosaic commandments. Subsequently , the term P ??? came to

signify the Hebrew punctator, because of the accuracy required in pointing the

text. Dukes also informs us that Rabbi Menahem Ben Seruq was the first Jewish

,

jiwyn for grammarians, of the Holy Tongue, are found . All that is meant,

evidently, by this is that, antecedently to Menahem , the term 21777 was not

used in combination with the other, a statement supported by abundant evidence

drawn from the preceding treatises on grammatical science . The title of Saadia's

“ Grammatical Works” is 217770 NÍNS2 The title of one of Rabbi Jonah

Ben Giannach's book is Kitab Al-Luma, which Ewald renders Buch der Untersu

chung ( Book of Investigation) and substantially equivalent to P1777. SoMunk

in his interesting papers in the Asiatic Journal, 1851 , p. 425 , gives the title and

explanation of Saadia's work “ Kitab Al-Luma, c'est - a -dire Livre du Diqduq, mot

hébreu dont le sens est examen , recherche, et signifie faire des recherches dans la

langue.” The title given by Aben Ezra to his Hebrew translation of Chayug's

grammatical works is 21777 '790 Books of Grammar, and Chayug himself is

denominated fie877272797 the Chief Grammarian, and D'P72797 VNT

Chief of Grammarians . ' The title of Aben Ezra's own work on grammar is simply

forיֵקְּדְקַדְמ grammar ,andןֹוׁשָּלַהקּודְקְּדauthor in whom the expressions
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D'21777 which would be appropriately translated by Grammaticce Variorum .

More evidence of the same sort could be adduced from the works of Rashil and

Kimchi. Bartolocci mentions an anonymous Hebrew grammar, found in the

Vatican Library,with the title winip nie ? p1777 Grammar of the Holy Lan

guage. Not a few Christian writers on Hebrew grammar have , in imitation of

the Hebrew doctors , published their own works under the Hebrew title. This

brief notice of Diqduq may serve to satisfy the justifiable curiosity of students , or

beginners in the study , of the Hebrew language, who may have met with the

word unexplained, and desire to know something of its origin and history. It

is a synonym for “ Scientific Grammar.” Kimchi , at the close of his Michlol,

has a verse which is quoted by both Buxtorf and Bythner, in their grammars,

in which the word occurs ; a verse containing excellent advice to all students .

We subjoin it , for the benefit of such . It is a little sermon .

?

? ? ?

ןָיְנִקְלֹולהָרֹותְודַמָלרֶׁשֲא

ןָבאֹלְוקּוּדְקִּדרֹוסְידַמָלאֹלְו

םיִרָוְׁשןֵהְנִירֶׁשֲאׁשֵרֹוחֹומְכ

ןָּבְרָדְודָמְלַמיִלְּבִמֹודָיְו ? ?

which , in Latin dress , appears thus,

Qui discit, et lex ei (est ) in possessionem ,

Et non discit fundamenta Diqduq, neque intelligit ,

( Est) sicut arator qui agit boves ,

Et manus ejus (est) sine baculo aut stimulo.

NATHANIEL WEST, D. D. ,

St. Paul, Minn.

Notes on Malachi.—MAL. I. 3.—The Revisers well translate mijn jackals

instead of dragons, as Luther (Drachen ) and the Authorized Version have it. The

Septuagint has douata épnuov dwellings of the desert . De Wette, and Gesenius in his

Thesaurus, still translate " domicilia, mansiones ; ” but Ewald (Gram ., & 1756 ) ,

Köhler, Stier, and others , regard jion as a feminine form used here instead of

the more common D'In , from the sing. i wolf, jackal,or a similar animal . The

preposition can be more readily explained if we translate " jackals,” not “ hab

itations . "

I. 9.-We prefer the margin , “ From your hand ” to the text of the Revision ,

“ By your means." The context is : “ Entreat God's favor [looking, at the same

time , at the polluted offerings which God received from your hands]—will he

accept any of your persons ?” Compare verse 13 , 379, which the Revisers

there translate " of your hands."

i Not Rashi the Commentator, but Rashi the Grammarian, Jarchi .
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II . 3 .— “ I will rebuke the seed .” Some ancient versions translate “ I will

curse for you the arm , ” reading yoning instead of yu10. Among German critics

Ewald , Reinke , Köhler, and even Keil , accept the change. The thought would

then be : The priest raises his arm to bless the people ; but the Lord curses it,

yea , does more , strews dung into the faces of the officiating priests, dishonoring

them . Yahweh exercises jus talionis : they have despised him ; now he treats

them with contempt .

II . 12. -njy ?W the Revisers translate “ him that waketh and him that

answereth .” It seems to me that the use of " waketh ” does not make it clear

whether the Revisers thought hy was transitive or intransitive. Wy signifies a

person who is awake. Hitzig has well said that because a man is an 7 he is

not of necessity a pic. Delitzsch ( in his “ Lectures ” ) translates “ him that is

awake and him that answereth . ” He does not regard the words as correlated

poles (as, for example , " head and tail " ) , but as the signification of one human

being ; otherwise , we might expect X.; or baie .

II. 15.-We prefer the margin , “ And not one hath done so, who had a residue

of the spirit,” to the text. The Israelites refer , it seems to me, in their thoughts ,

to Abraham , who disowned Hagar, and sent her away ; they regard him as also

having acted treacherously, that is , as having broken the covenant made with

Hagar. But the prophet answers, The one you think of hath not done so . Now

follows 7x7 1999 “ and what has he done?” ( Hy is implied ) . “ He sought

the seed of God. " Thus we would translate , in preference to the reading of the

Revisers , “ And did he not make one ? "

CONCLUSION .—The Hebrew student will find , in the Hebrew Bible , an addi

tion to the text after 111. 24. There the words fpa'd PPM
are found . The let

, , ,

Threni, and Abop Koheleth . These have a special sign , namely,j» 'D .

In the synagogue , the verse preceding the last verse of these books or scrolls was

to be repeated , because the last verse sounded too harsh . Isaiah closes with “ For

their worm shall not die , neither shall their fire be quenched ; and they shall be

an abhorring unto all flesh ; ” but in the synagogue verse 23 was repeated after

verse 24 , " to close with words of comfort.” Thus also here in Malachi and in

the other books mentioned .

H. J. WEBER,

Philadelphia .

Abraham Firkowitsch . — The article entitled “ Writing among the Hebrews,"

which Professor H. L. Strack contributed to the July number of HEBRAICA,

possesses a peculiar interest to students . I have especially noted his comments

on the manuscripts unearthed in the Crimea by Abraham Firkowitsch , and which

Professor Strack - in opposition to Professor D. Chwolson-asserts were forgeries.

With the main argument, in this particular case , I am not entirely familiar ; but

,scroll of the minor prophetsרשעירת,Isaiahוהיעשיstand forקקתיters

תוניק
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it seems passing strange that many of the best scholars of our century had faith

in Firkowitsch , and considered his discoveries genuine , and of a highly valuable

character. His “ finds” were , besides , the means of introducing to the world of

letters an author whose fame rests principally on his works concerning the history

and literature of the Karaites , based upon these same writings which Firkowitsch

claimed to have found , as narrated above . I refer to Simcha Pinsker, the learned

Galician , whose nipis ?? 'ops (" Collection from the Days of Old ” ), a pon

derous volume, devoted to the Karaites, their origin and religious development

as Jewish schismatics , is recognized as the book on the subject. Pinsker's enthu

siasm over Karaism knew no bounds ; and while some of his conclusions appear

rather problematical, it is hard to believe , in view of all the attending circum

stances, that Firkowitsch wilfully perpetrated , or even countenanced , the mon

strous forgeries with which he is charged .

HENRY S. MORAIS ,

Philadelphia .

27

Mr. Bennett's Articles on the Hebrew Tenses.— The outline of these articles ,

one of which appeared in the July HEBRAICA, the second appearing in this num

ber, will be of practical aid especially to beginners in the study of Hebrew. The

principal works referred to in these articles are

( 1 ) Davidson's “ Hebrew Grammar ;

(2 ) Robertson's “ Translation of Müller's Outlines of Hebrew Syntax ;"

( 3 ) Driver's “ Use of the Tenses in Hebrew ;

( 4 ) Morris ' “ Historical Outlines of English Accidence,” and

(5 ) Morris' “ English Grammar ” (series of Literature Primers ) .

PART I.

1. The Actual Usage of the Tenses in the Hexateuch compared with statements in

Grammars.

2. Statements of Grammars :

( 1 ) Their relation to the old theory of the tenses ;

( 2 ) Their want of clearness as to the differences of style in poetry and

prose ;

( 3 ) Their subjection to German influence .

3. The Occurrences and Usage of the Tenses in the Hexateuch ; Deductions as to

Usage ; Examination of Exceptional Cases.

4. The Sequence of the Tenses ( with special reference to the Imperfect with

Waw Cons. ) :

( 1 ) Statements of grammars ;

(2 ) Way in which they would (naturally be understood ;

( 3 ) Tested by the usage of the Hexateuch ;

(4 ) Deductions ;
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(5 ) Attempt to construct theory on the sis of th results ;

( 6 ) Objections to statements of grammars ; Résumé.

PART II .

1. Hebrew and English :

( 1 ) German indirect and unsuitable medium of Hebrew knowledge ;

(2 ) Modern system of English syntax ignored ;

( 3 ) Two simple tense -forms in Hebrew and English ;

(4 ) Ambiguity as to use of one of these in both languages ;

(5 ) In each language same form in two different uses differently derived .

2. Uses of the Perfect :

( 1 ) Hebrew Perfect includes the uses of the tenses of the English Perfect ;

(2 ) Uses of the form of the English Present Perfect include most of the

uses of Hebrew Perfect.

3. Uses of the Imperfect :

( 1 ) The uses of the Hebrew Imperfect include the uses of the tenses of the

English Indefinite ;

(2 ) The uses of the form of the English Indefinite Present include most of

those of the Hebrew Imperfect ;

(3 ) The same true of the English Future Indefinite ;

( 4 ) Summary ;

(5 ) Alternation of tenses .

4. Tenses of Joshua xv . - xix .:

( 1 ) Statement of facts ;

(2 ) According to Driver, tenses frequentative ;

(3 ) Theory that sections are direct quotations from documents containing

decrees.

An Examination on Psalms XL . - LXXII . — That our readers may gain a gen

eral idea of what an examination in “ Old Testament Exegesis ” means in Eng

land , we subjoin the " paper " of such an examination on Psalms XL.-LXXII. ,

as conducted by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne . The last requirement , namely , the trans

lation , with notes, of a passage of which the pointed text is given , is here omitted .

1. Mention any Psalms in this section which, on internal grounds, may be re

garded as of post-Davidic origin . Are there any which , perhaps, point to a

Maccabean date ? On what grounds has this been held ? How does the ques

tion stand related to the history of the formation of the Canon ?

2. “ Secular poems pressed into the service of religion .” To which Psalm may

this description apply ? If you accept it , can you justify the admission of the

Psalm into the Psalter ?

3. “ Hath brought life and immortality to light.” Illustrate the purioavtos of 2
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Tim. 1. 10 from the Psalms in this section , tracing out the presentiments of

.the Psalmist.

4. Give any one view of the circumstances under which Psalm LXVIII . may have

been written ; trace the connection , so far as it is clear, of the Psalm ; and

illustrate from it the practice of interweaving phrases from the older Scriptures.

5. Translate, with a few brief grammatical or exegetical notes :

:יְלֶעבּותָּכרֶפֵס־תַלְגִמְּביִתאָב־הֵּנִהיִּתְרַמָאזָא(4)

:יָעֵמְךֹותְּבָךְתָרֹותְויִּתְצָפָחיֵהֹלֱאְךְנֹוְצְרתֹוׂשֲעַל

:בָרְךֶלֶמתַיְרִקןֹוְפָציֵתְּכְרַיןֹוּיִצ-רַהץֶרָאָה־לָּכׂשֹוׂשְמףֹונהֵפְי(5)

(e)הָלֶסטֶׁשְקיֵנְּפִמסֵסֹונְתִהְלסֵנָךיֶאֵריִלהָּתַתָנ:

:םיִהֹלאֵלזעיִּכיִּתעָמָׁשּוז-םִיַּתְׁשםיִהֹלֱארֵּבִּדתַחַא(4)

:ּוהֵׂשֲעַמְּכׁשיִאְלםֵּלַׁשְּתהָּתַא־יִּכדֶסָחיָנֹדֲא־ְךְלּו

(e)ןיִכָּתםָיָמאֵלָמםיִהֹלֱאגֶלְפהָנְרְׁשְעַּתתַּבַרָהֵקְקְׂשְּתַוץֶרָאָהָּתְדַקָפ

הָנְגְנֹוְמִּתםיִביִבְרִּבָהֶדּודְגתֵחַנהֶוַרָהיִמָלְּת:ָהְניִמְּתןֵכ־יִּכםָנָנְד

:ְךֵרָבְּתּוהָחְמְצ

:ּוהְנֶכְרָבְיםֹויַה־לָּכדיִמָתֹודֲעַּבלֵּלַּפְתִיְואָבְׁשבָהְזִמֹול־ןֶּתִיְויִחיִו(5)

ריעֵמּוציִצָיְוֹויְרִּפןֹונָבְלַּכׁשַעְרִיםיִרָהׁשאָרְּבץֶרָאָּברַּב־תַפְפיִהְי

:ץֶרָאָהבֶׂשֶעְּכ

:

6. Point and translate , with notes grammatical or exegetical , where required :

ירהוניהלאריעבדאמללהמוהוהילודג:חרק-ינבלרומזמריש

:ברךלמתירקןופציתכריןויצ־רהץראהלכשושמףונהפי:ושדק

:ודחיורבעודעונםיכלמההנה-יכ:בגשמלעדונהיתונמראבםיהלא

:הדלויכליחםשםתזחאהדער:וזפחנולהבנוהמתןכוארהמה

הוהי־ריעבוניארןכונעמשרשאכ:שישרתתוינארבשתםידקחורב

םיהלאונימד:הלסםלוע־דעהננוכיםיהלאוניהלאריעבתואבצ

קדצץראיוצקלעךתלהתןכםיהלאךמשכ:ךלכיהברקבךדסח

:ךיטפשמןעמלהדוהיתונבהנלגתןויצ־רהחמשי:ךנימיהאלמ

היתונמראוגספהליחלםכבלותיש:הילדגמורפסהופיקהוןויצובס

ונגהניאוהדעוםלועוניהלאםיהלאהזיכ:ןורחארודלורפסתןעמל

:תומ-לע
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7. Point and translate, with notes grammatical or exegetical, where required :

:ונממרתסאולידגהילעיאנשמ־אלאשאוינפרחיביוא־אליכ

םיהלאתיבבדוסקיתמנודחירשא:יעדימויפולאיכרעכשונאהתאו

:םברקבםרוגמבתוער-יכםייחלואשודריןימלעתומישי:שגרבךלהנ

החישאםירהצורקבוברע:ינעישויהוהיוארקאםיהלא־לאינא

:ידמעויהםיברביכיל־ברקמישפנםולשבהדפ:ילוקעמשיוהמהאו

ואריאלוומלתופילחןיארשא:הלסםדקבשיוםנעיולאעמשי

:ותירבללחוימלשבוידיחלש:םיהלא
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A New Volume. --With this number HEBRAICA enters upon its third volume.

As in the case of its companion - journal, The Old Testament Student, the

difficulties in the way of its success have been many. Nor have they all been

overcome. It is true , however, that the outlook is brighter than it has ever before

been ; and it is believed that, if those interested in Semitic study will but lend the

aid which ought reasonably to be expected of them , the assured continuance of

the journal would quickly follow. But what, it will be asked , is the nature of the

service asked of them ? The answer is two - fold : ( 1 ) Contributions for publication ,

written in the line to which the journal is devoted , and with the aim which it

seeks to serve . It is not an easy task to secure just the class of contributions

which will accomplish the end sought. (2 ) Assistance in increasing the circulation

of the journal. This is a matter of prime importance. If it is to do a work in

the interest of Hebrew and Semitic study , HEBRAICA must reach those who are al

ready interested in such study and also those who , perhaps, may be led to become

interested in it . If it is to continue , it must receive a sufficient financial support to

make continuance possible . The progress in both of these particulars during the

year just past has been noteworthy. A similar progress for another year or two

will practically settle the question . May not the Managing Editor of HEBRAICA

hope to receive from the friends of Semitic study in America and England such

substantial aid as will make it possible to issue the journal this year without

financial loss.

The Present Number.-We have before referred to the difficulty experienced

in finding material worthy of publication in HEBRAICA, which would , at the same

time , be of practical and immediate value to that large class of our constituency,

comparative beginners in Semitic work . This number, we are persuaded , accom

plishes this end, as perhaps no previous number has done . Mr. Pịnches' valuable

paper will be appreciated only by Assyriologists ; but the student who has read

only the first chapter of Genesis , as well as the professional scholar, will be inter

ested in the clear and sharp presentation by Mr. Bennett of what may well be

called the most practical question in Hebrew Syntax. Prof. Green's paper in the

line of critical inquiry, and Dr. Pick's in that of Jewish interpretation , will , like

wise , be found full of interest to both student and scholar. The “ Contributed

Notes,” also , include topics of general as well as of special interest.

We desire our readers to understand the double stand -point from which

HEBRAICA must be edited , viz . , that of the student, as well as that of the profes

sional Semitist. We trust that we may be able to satisfy both classes of our con

stituency.

" ADr. Jastrow's Dictionary. — We notice with pleasure the prospectus of “

Dictionary of the Targumim , the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Mid

rashic Literature, '' * compiled by M. Jastrow , Ph . D. , of Philadelphia . If there is

any department of IIebrew or Semitic study in which " aids ” for the use of the

* To be published by G. P, Putnam's Sons, New York.
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.
student are needed , it is in the line of the work proposed . The Talmud is a laby

rinth to the ordinary student ; and so truly is this the case that , outside of the

Jewish scholars themselves , there may be said to be almost no students of the

Talmud. With such a dictionary as this at hand , the task will not be the hope

less one it has hitherto been . The following extract from the “ Prospectus” will

furnish a general idea of the work proposed :

“ The lexicon , in its arrangement, method and conciseness , is to be like the

modern dictionaries, which have made classical studies a pleasure. The old fash

ion of unsystematically hunting for phonetic coincidences in all possible languages

has been rejected. But while the work is based on philological principles , it

avoids the abstruse discussions which have made similar works in other languages.

repellent to the student.

“ Presenting the development of the Hebrew and Aramaic languages during

the nine hundred years preceding the eleventh century of the common era, it may

claim to be a contribution to comparative Semitic philology. The foreign ele

ments in those languages will guide the student of post-classical Greek and Latin

to the knowledge of words and meanings which may decide mooted questions of

dialect, and shed light on other obscurities in his province of study. For these

purposes each part of the work as it appears is an independent monograph .

" The work will be completed in about twelve parts of 96 quarto pages each.

Its price ($2.00 a part) has been fixed as low as possible , so as to place it within the

reach of all to whom it may be of service . The first part will be ready for delivery

about the 15th of September , and if the proper support be extended, the parts will

follow each other at intervals of about three to six months."

A Little Knowledge of Hebrew.-A little knowledge is not always a danger

ous thing. It depends a great deal upon the person who has this little knowledge.

If he is a fool , it may do him damage ; if he is a man , and above all , a Christian

minister with common sense and a clear conviction of duty , a little knowledge

will prove to be a good thing. It may not be , quantitatively considered , a large

amount of Hebrew which a student learns during a four weeks' attendance at a

Summer School; but if rightly managed this small beginning may prove the basis

of a solid superstructure. Everything depends upon the use made of this begin

ning. Men that come to a Summer School or who take a course in the Correspond

ence School are supposed to be of a kind that do so in order to learn , men who

need not be driven , but only led . And experience has shown that, with such men ,

even the few weeks instruction in July or August has given them a fair start in

becoming good IIebrew students, whose knowledge of the Old Testament tongue

has been of great aid to them in their work . Then it must be remembered that

most of these men have had some drill in acquiring languages , and this, together

with the matured character of their minds and judgments , helps much toward

making the Summer and Correspondence Schools a success .

Comparison of Greek and Hebrew.-Students who are somewhat advanced in

Hebrew, and have a fair knowledge of Greek , will find it a most profitable study

to compare , verse for verse , the Greek New Testament with the Hebrew transla

tion of Professor Delitzsch ; also the Septuagint translation of the Old Testament

with the original Hebrew. Comparing the differences of the idioms of the two
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languages, seeing how the same thought is expressed in both , will draw special

attention to the peculiarities of both . The law of contrast works here also, and a

close examination of the philosophical Greek diction and thought in the garment

of the simple and natural Hebrew is full of surprise and instruction .

An Essay on the Book of Proverbs . - Attention is invited to the recent offer

of a prize of fifty dollars by the Young Men's Hebrew Association for the best.

paper on “ the Principles of Ethics in the Sayings contained in the Book of Prov

erbs , with an Inquiry into the Social Conditions which they reflect .” We notice

that the judges are to be Drs. Jastrow of Philadelphia , Gottheil of New York and

Felsenthal of Chicago ; that competition is open to all, and that the papers must

be handed in before April 1 , 1887 .

Is not this a movement worthy of commendation , and of imitation ? It is to

be hoped that similar incentives will be offered by other organizations interested

in Hebrew study. We trust that the number of those competing for this prize

may be very great.

A Note from Prof. Hall.—The following Note from Prof. Hall will be self

explanatory . It is sincerely hoped that for the sake of Syriac learning in England

and America, the proposed translation of Prof. Nöldeke's Syriac Grammar may

soon be issued .

TO THE EDITOR OF HEBRAICA :

With reference to an Editorial Note in HEBRAICA of April last, respecting a

proposed translation of Nöldeke's Syriac Grammar, I beg leave to say, with Prof.

Nöldeke's concurrence , that his letter to me was not intended by him for publica

tion ; and that its getting into print was through a misunderstanding. Also that

the translation in HEBRAICA contained some slight oversights, though none unfa

vorable to the parties concerned . It was a mistake, also, to state that the proofs

or sheets therein referred to were printed ; whereas they were in manuscript only,

containing about as much matter as a “ Bogen ” of the original printed German.

Further, that the publishers have assured Prof. Nöldeke that they never thought

of publishing the translation against his wish ; and their direct correspondence

with him has been that of honorable men.

Yours truly,

ISAAC H. HALL.

The Study of Syriac. - In the general awakening of interest in Semitic study ,

it may well be asked if the Syriac has not been neglected. The Hebrew is studied

with renewed vigor , not merely as the medium of revelation and the vehicle of

inspiration , but also linguistically and comparatively as a branch of learning.”

Arabic has long been considered necessary for any one who will thoroughly under

stand the original forms of the etymology , the primitive meanings of the roots ,

and the most perfect development of the syntax of the Semitic tongues. Assyr

ian , too , is pursued with assiduity ; for the history of the mighty peoples who

used it as their vernacular, for the light which it throws upon the history and

traditions of other primitive nations , and especially for its bearing upon the He

brew language, literature and religion . But for the time being , Syriac seems to

be relegated to an inferior position in the great Semitic family . We would not

depreciate the merits of the sister languages ; but it seems to be an opportune

time for emphasizing the importance of giving more attention to this , which in

many respects is the most interesting and attractive of them all. To the church

historian there is no subject more inviting, and none which more needs investiga

.
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tion , than the history of the early controversies about the person of Christ, and of

the sects and schisms which arose out of these controversies ; and yet any thorough

research in this line demands as a pre -requisite a knowledge of the Syriac, that

we may hear both sides in regard to the questions in dispute , and that we may

follow the fortunes of the so - called schismatic churches of the East. The hymns,

also , of the Syrians, while they are stilted in form , and insipid to our taste, are

revelations of the character and faith of the people who wrote and sung them ,

and of the life and doctrines of one of the greatest historic branches of the Chris

tian church . The language is rich in such light literature as fables and tales ; and

possesses in manuscript many biographies and historic narratives which have never

yet been published or translated . Many grammatical and lexicographical works,

and valuable commentaries, such as that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, have never

hitherto been accurately read. Who knows what treasures of learning and piety

lie hidden within the covers of those two immense manuscript volumes of Theo

dore's commentaries, which are found in the Sachau collection in the Royal Li

brary at Berlin ? But more than for its general literature, secular and theological ,

the Syriac language is , and will remain , interesting to the biblical student, and

almost essential to the textual critic of either the Old or the New Testament, be

cause in it we have the oldest known version of the latter and the next oldest of

the former,-the Peshitto ; besides several other versions of great importance .

We want Syriac scholars who will do for the Syriac versions what Tischendorf,

Lagarde and others have been doing for the Greek. We want some American

Gregories in Syriac to supplement the work of Martin , Cureton and Ceriani.

The Syriac language is , moreover, from a purely linguistic point of view, an

interesting member of the Semitic group. Michaelis, in the preface to his Syriac

Chrestomathy, contended that the study of it should precede that of the Hebrew,

-the study, not of the versions, which afford at best but poor examples of what

a language is capable of, but of the masterpieces of its native literature, which

show us the breadth and fullness of its vocabulary , the intricacy and adaptability

of its syntax. He seems to have thought that the Hebrew language, in both

form and spirit, could only be rightly understood , or at least could be much more

thoroughly and quickly understood , by those who had first mastered this cognate

Aramaic dialect. Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch , too , in the Prolegomena to his new

Hebrew dictionary, emphasizes the close relationship existing between the roots

of the Hebrew and of the Aramaic dialects. He says , on page 35 , that “ Hebrew

lexicography in all questions, but especially for the explanation of the rarer He

brew stems and words and for the elucidation of their fundamental meaning,

must resort first of all to the Aramaic, and must not take counsel elsewhere till

recourse to this has been had and had without avail.” Now, what is true of Ara

maic in general, is , perhaps, pre -eminently true of Syriac. It should , therefore,

be thoroughly mastered by all who will teach the Hebrew language or who will

comment upon the text or the meaning of the original Scriptures. It should be

studied , not cursorily and for pastime, but scientifically and with painstak

ing accuracy . The genesis of its vowel-system , and the laws of its consonantal

changes, its word -formation , syntax and prosody , should be studied in the light

of comparative philology, and of its own historical development; so that, not at

hap -hazard nor willfully , but according to law , we may gain a certain knowledge.

of the language itself and of the relation in which it stands to its sister languages,

and of the light which it sheds upon them.
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LYON'S ASSYRIAN MANUAL.*

It is now pretty generally admitted that some knowledge of the Assyrian

language is necessary to every Semitic specialist, and of prime importance in the

work of Old Testament interpretation . Indeed, such strides have been made

within thirty years in the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions, and such

light has been thrown by this means upon the fortunes and literatures of the

ancient Semitic peoples , that students of these can no longer, with any sort of

justice , allude disparagingly to the wide divergence of opinion among Assyriolo

gists, and make the consequent uncertainty and difficulty the excuse for failure to

undertake the study of Assyrian. As substantial agreement has been reached as

to the principles by which Assyrian is to be deciphered and interpreted as we can

hope to reach in the pursuit of any science whatever ; and, as our knowledge of

the Assyrian vocabulary shall improve , we may hope to see further uncertainties

in regard to the values of the cuneiform signs gradually vanish , until there shall

remain nothing but an insignificant minimum to remind us that there could once

have been great difficulty arising from the various values of the signs.

The difficulties which have of late encompassed a beginner's path are well

stated by Dr. Lyon in the preface to his Assyrian Manual , as follows : “ Two

great obstacles have stood in the way of those who desire to become acquainted

with the language ,-the lack of suitable books for beginners , and the large

demand made on the memory for the acquisition of the cuneiform signs.” It is

safe to say that the labor of memory needed to acquire the signs would never

prove irksome enough to drive scholars from the field . There remained , then ,

the lack of proper books for beginners.

And Dr. Lyon has taken a great step in removing this reproach from the door

of the Assyriologists. Observing to what degree the acquisition of the signs has

been complicated for beginners by their meager knowledge of the linguistic pecul

iarities to be expected, he has set before himself the problem of teaching the lan

guage through transliterated texts prior to any very close study of the originals or

large practice with the signs. And therefore, in his selections for reading, he has

given forty-seven pages to these texts against twelve in the cuneiform character.

At the same time , for a gradual and pleasant introduction to the original, he has

given five tables of signs to be used with the cuneiform selections and in prepar

ing brief exercises . These tables offer, ( 1 ) a list of 287 Phonograms, giving all

except very rare syllabic values , (2 ) a selected list of the ninety -two syllabic signs

used most frequently, ( 3 ) twenty-four Determinatives , (4 ) 372 Ideograms, or ideo

graphic combinations, including all used in the texts employed in the work , (5 )

the signs used for numerals when written ideographically. The Outline of Gram

* AN ASSYRIAN MANUAL, for the use of Beginners in the study of the Assyrian language.

By D.G. Lyon, Professor in Harvard University . Chicago: The American Publication Society of

Hebrew . 1886. 8vo, cloth , pp. xlv, 138. Price, $ 4.00 .
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mar contains twenty pages, the Notes thirty , and the Glossary forty -three , all in

brevier type , forty lines to the page, against the fifty -nine pages of text in small

pica and cuneiform , thirty - four lines and less to the page. The Glossary has the

advantage over the Lesestücke of Delitzsch , and other books , in containing all

the words found in the passages to be read (often under both the initial letter of

root and that of derived word ) , as well as in being almost complete as a concord

ance to these passages . The labor involved in this valuable feature must have

been very great. The Notes , while containing chiefly grammatical material, have

such historical information as will throw light on obscure passages , and such

references to the original as will make clear the author's preference in the case of

doubtful readings , or which will explain the doubt. Nearly all the syntax offered

is contained in these Notes .

As illustrating the progress which has been made in Assyrian study , it is

interesting to note that , in the forty- seven pages of transliterated texts , there are

but thirty -one ideograms and twenty-three syllables marked as doubtful , in some

of these cases , even , the meaning being perfectly clear. For a few other words, the

Notes offer different possibilities ; but these are due chiefly to mutilations in the

original . So the Glossary contains, for the fifty -nine pages of text, seventy -three

words not defined at all , five words whose correct transliteration and meaning are

uncertain , ninety-two whose meaning is not quite certain , nineteen whose roots

are doubtful, though the meanings are not, and twenty-nine which , while not

absolutely certain , are brought within very narrow limits of uncertainty ; as,

şum bu a kind of wagon , șip patu a kind of reed.

Probably the book will prove most serviceable in the hands of those who

follow substantially the author's idea of the proper use of it , in his advice to

beginners . After a thorough reading of the Grammar, he would have them begin

with a certain five-page selection in transliterated form , opposite which he has

had printed , in parallel pages , a word -for -word translation into English , and for

which he has furnished very full notes with frequent references to the Grammar ;

and he gives minute directions as to the method here to be employed . At the

same time , the student should commit each day a few of the selected Phonograms,

and practice those learned by writing them and pointing them out in the cunei

form texts . After this , the selections should be taken up in the order of less to

more difficult. Meanwhile , after some familiarity with Assyrian roots , the cune

iform selection of four and a half pages, already studied in transliteration , should

be mastered , and then the remainder of the cuneiform ; it being desirable also , as

the student works on the transliterations, to make constant reference to the orig

nals, in order to become familiar with the signs and methods of grouping them .

As Dr. Lyon says , “ Long before the student has accomplished all that is here

marked out, he will be delighted to find that, if he is tolerably familiar with the

list of signs , he will be in a position to translate , with a good deal of confidence ,

untransliterated historical texts.”

There are few aspects in which this Manual is open to adverse criticism , and

these are doubtless all incident to the pioneer character of the author's work.

Some scholars will consider it a pity that the Outline of Grammar was not made

fuller, particularly in the line of examples , and more systematic , even at the risk

of approaching the analysis of other authors. This will occur to them especially

in connection with the section on Phonic Changes and in those on verbs . The

former might be retained in the memory somewhat more easily had the examples
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been grouped under the old heads of Assimilation , Rejection , Addition and Com

mutation . The distinction between weak and weakest gutturals is not quite

emphatic enough in & 27 to overcome the impression received by % 7. 2 ; nor are

the cases of vowels retained after loss of a guttural (or changed to i ) quite clearly

distinguished from cases where they are lost altogether or where the guttural is

assimilated . Leaving the question open as to whether there were in Assyrian

the vowels ê and ô , it hardly seems possible that a+1 could give i , as appears to

be stated in 30 (but see & 8. 1 ) , without previous change of 1 to 1. A larger

number of examples brought under the phonic principles in the Grammar would

have rendered somewhat clearer the circumstances in which weak letters are

exchanged or contracted , and those in which they are lost altogether. In view of

the examples given under % 8. 2. c . d . , the enquiry is worth making whether the

vowelless letter is not in all the cases first assimilated , and then the m or n added

to avoid a doubled consonant ; the dissolution of doubling and use of n seem to

be allowed in Note on 3713. The change of t to d after vowelless g noted on 1816

should find a place in % 8. of the Grammar. The Grammar might perhaps note in

addition to the repetition of a consonant to indicate the accented syllable ( 21. 3 ) ,

and before suffixes ( 9. 2 ) , the same before ma ( see Note on 4211 ) and merely as

orthographic variation ( Note on 4618 ) and to mark a preceding vowel as long (Note

to 4211 ) . It is gratifying to observe that ašar is not reckoned as a relative . It

might perhaps have been stated in % 16. 2 that participles may form the masc.

plur. in other endings than ûti ( ûtu ), for see Note on 711. So the occurrence of

the noun in u for the construct is frequent enough , and is alluded to in Note on

1917 but is not mentioned in 16. 4. Perhaps the declension of the first member

of a compound, as seen in šanim m a 192 , a hinna 4617 should somewhere have

been noted . Šattišam 1027 finds its only explanation in a note on 1521 , where it

would not be likely to be seen when wanted unless the attention were specially

directed to it . In Note on 3621 , a verbal form with final u in sing. , even outside a

relative sentence is recognized , and ishupu 1020, 1223 , 448 and especially 1025

when compared with ishup 4822 may offer another example of it , though the

Grammar seems to exclude the idea in % 24. 5. It is but occasionally that the

author's method of using the type occasions even temporary uncertainty as to his

meaning. So page 87 , line 2 , where the word “ forward ” occurs ; page 97 , line

30 , where “ or ” separates two meanings , only one of which is allowable ( cf. Note

on 3033 ), while on page 113 , line 17 , the two are allowable , and the proper one to be

determined by a given context ( cf. Note on 1625 ) . Only very rarely do the Notes

show evidence of a change of view after the other portions of the book were pre

pared ; thus kisalla 2416 , 3721 , 3815 , 3917 should become, according to the Notes ,

šam nu ; išar 2026 defined in the Glossary as thriving would seem to have the

meaning abundance, if we follow the translation given in the note. These points

are perhaps too trivial to be noticed , at any rate they can easily be cared for in a

second edition,

No one was better qualified than the author for undertaking such a work as

this. For six years he has given the most of his time to Assyrian investigation ,

Nothing that has been written in this field has escaped him , though the method

exposed in this volume is the elaboration of plans actually adopted and found to

work in his own class -room . By this means , what it is safe to call the best

Assyrian text-book for beginners ( it is indeed the first really practical introductory

book ) has been made. For advanced classes , the book of Prof. Delitzsch will still
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be needed even in this country ; but for elementary instruction , it will doubtless be

displaced here, and Dr. Lyon's book might very well be brought out abroad inGer

man and French . Several instructors have already decided to use it with their

classes. At Newton, where Assyrian has been introduced as one of the electives ,

and will be reckoned toward the required number of hours covering the full

course , a class of three or four will this autumn begin to test the value of the

work as a help in acquiring the language , and they expect to give the best part

of their seventy - five hours of recitation to the material contained in this valuable

Manual..

CHARLES RUFUS BROWN,

Newton Centre, Mass.

LANSING'S ARABIC MANUAL . *

Aside from the intrinsic merits of this book, there are a number of reasons

for giving it a warm welcome. It is a renewed indication that the revival of

Semitic studies in America is widening and deepening ; and an indication the

nature and character of which is entitled to special notice. For the thoroughly

scientific and philological study of the Semitic family of languages , and specific

ally also of the Hebrew , the Arabic must and will retain the fundamental position

accorded to it by the history of the study of these languages. For the rational

grammatical study of Semitic in general , and Hebrew in particular, the Arabic,

by its very nature and genius , entitled to the leading rank : And it is for the

reason that those principles and factors which have controlled the growth and

development of the Semitic languages, and which must be understood before a

rational appreciation of the languages can be secured, find their best expression

and development in the Arabic . It is true that some of the possibilities of

Semitic expression of thought have , through the influence of the more flexible

Greek , found a better development in Ethiopic than they have in Arabic. Nev

ertheless , the latter language, as a whole and in nearly all particulars, stands at

the head of the Semitic group in importance for grammatical study. A convin

cing example and testimony of this fact is the present state in which the matter

of Hebrew syntax stands. A satisfactory exposition of syntax is now the great

desideratum of Hebrew philology, and has been for many years. Many gramma

rians have promised us a syntax, and no one has attempted to furnish one that.

goes beyond the rudiments. We think the reason for this is that, upon investiga

tion , it is found that such a syntax , if it is to be thoroughly scientific, must be

based upon a thorough knowledge of Arabic syntax , in which have found expres

sion those methods of Semitic thought which are latent , or appear only in embryo,

in Hebrew ; and that such an understanding of Arabic syntax is only possible

after a thorough study of the native Arabic grammarians. We doubt whether,

under the circumstances, it will be possible in this generation for one scholar to

cover this ground alone, and write a complete syntax. This is really more than a

life's work . What the interests of the science demand are special investigations

of the different elements of syntax , something on the plan of Driver's treatise on

* AN ARABIC MANUAL. By J. G. Lansing, D. D. , Gardner A. Sage Professor of Old Testa

ment Languages and Exegesis in the Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church at New

Brunswick, N.J. Chicago : American Publication Society of Hebrew . 1886. Pp . xviii, 194. Price ,

$ 2.00.
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we

Hebrew Tenses , or, still better, of Philippi's discussion of the status constructus

a model in the best sense of the word . If the dialects are to be appealed to for the

purpose of grammatical work in Hebrew, the chief stress must be laid upon the

Arabic. The best interests of Semitic philology, in America, as elsewhere, de

mand that we have three Arabists to one Assyriologist. That these figures are

inverted among us is not our good fortune, but our misfortune.

These words are perfectly in place in introducing to our readers what think

is the first Arabic grammar ever published in America . The author is the son of

a missionary in Egypt, has spent twelve years of his life there, and, we understand,

speaks modern Arabic as fluently as a native. This, in itself, uld not of course

enable him to write a good Arabic grammar ; but he has evidently enjoyed a good

philological training, and has succeeded in producing what we do not hesitate to

pronounce an excellent manual. It embraces a grammar proper , a chrestomathy,

containing several chapters of Genesis and several Suras from the Kuran, with

specimens of grammatical analysis ; and , thirdly, a glossary. The grammar proper

is evidently to be the leading feature ; and the other two are neither as complete

as might be desirable , nor as satisfactory . For the grammar we have scarcely any

but words of commendation . We were especially pleased with the terse , concise

and clear-cut definitions which cannot be misunderstood . The general order of

subjects is natural , while a few features , such as the substitution of English for

German spelling of the termini technici, the introduction of " Exercises," and

others, are especially noteworthy. We might differ with the author on this or

that minor particular ; but we do not think it the office of the critic to do so , as

long as the book as a whole is worthy of a welcome . We cannot, however , sup

press the belief that his special introduction on the three vowels in Arabic , as also

the use which he makes of this in % 36 and elsewhere, and upon which the author

seems to lay special stress, will be found to be of little practical advantage to the

teacher or the pupil . We frankly confess we do not fully understand his theory

in all its ramifications, and fear that this will be true also in the case of the begin

ners. His statements, of course , are based upon facts, and only these ought to

have been stated. In a grammar that is intended to be only elementary, fixed

facts and not philosophizing theories can be used , even if the latter are entirely

correct.

The proof has been closely read , and the errata that remain are few and

insignificant. We have examined the work carefully, and have completed the task

with the conviction that Dr. Lansing's Arabic Grammar will purpose
for

which it is intended. It would be an oversight not to mention with words of

praise the typographical excellency of the book . The American Publication Soci

ety of Hebrew is to be congratulated upon the accuracy and elegant finish of the

work. It is fully equal to the best that reaches us from abroad .

GEORGE H. SCHODDE,

Columbus, O.

serve the

BEZOLD'S ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ASSYRIOLOGIE . *

The second number of the “ Zeitschrift für Assyriologie," edited by Dr. Bezold,

of Munich, contains valuable contributions by Professors Oppert and Schrader,

Dr. Jensen and others . A feature of the number is a long article on “ Old -Chal

* Published at München, Price, M.16.- a year.
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dean Art " by Dr. Reber, which is to be continued in the next number. Probably

the most important article is that of Dr. F. Peiser, and certainly the most amusing

that of Prof. Armand of Paris. Dr. Peiser shows by an ingenious method that the

Assyrians followed a fixed order in the arrangement of the numerous signs of

which the cuneiform writing consists . The question is a very important one , and

the value of Dr. Peiser's discovery would have been still further enhanced , had he

succeeded in finding some fixed principle in the succession of the signs . He be

lieves the order to be based on mere graphical resemblances ; but there are many

difficulties in the way of this supposition. It is possible that , by reverting to a

more ancient form of the cuneiform signs , a clearer connection between the signs

that are placed in juxtaposition will become apparent.

Prof. Armand's article furnishes an interesting chapter on the history of

" learned errors.” Some years ago an inscription in cuneiform characters, and pur

porting to come from Cappadocia, fell into the hands of Prof. Sayce , the eminent

English philologist, who expended a great deal of ingenuity in trying to decipher it.

He gave two translations, one in 1881 and one a year later. The second was an im

provement upon the first as far as the number of deciphered words went, but cer

tainly no improvement as far as the sense of the inscription was concerned. Prof.

Armand here shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that the inscription is the work

of some “ Shapeira," who clumsily tried to copy some cuneiform signs , and succeeded

in so disfiguring them as to lead Prof. Sayce to suppose that he had a new form of

cuneiform writing before him . The forger chose a short inscription found on the

well-known bas -relief, coming from Kojundschik , and now in the British Museum ,

which represents Sennacherib sitting on his throne at Lachish in the act of receiv

ing tribute . Above the head of the king are three lines of Assyrian , reading as

follows :

“ Sennacherib the king of the legions, the king of Assyria, sits on the royal

throne and receives the booty of the city of Lakis . "

The inscription is one of the best known , so that it was not difficult for Prof.

Armand , once having found the clue , to complete his happy " guess ." Prof. Sayce

is too great a scholar to feel chagrined at the error into which he has fallen , and

will , no doubt , join in the hearty laugh which scholars are having at his expense .

Prof. Chwolson was led astray by Firkowitsch , Prof. Socin by Shapeira's famous

" Moabite Potteries," and Prof. Sayce will surely not close the phalanx of great

scholars who have been the victims of great forgers. M. Clermont-Ganneau of

Paris published, about a year ago , a little book on the “ Frauds Archeologiques en

Palestine," from which many will learn with surprise on how great a scale the

manufacture of “ antiquities” is carried on in the Orient.

MORRIS JASTROW , JR .

Philadelphia .

PRAETORIUS' GRAMMATICA ÆTHIOPICA.*

This little grammar is No. VII. in the “Porta Linguarum Orientalium "

series, begun by Petermann and , since his death , carried on under the editorship

of Strack , of Berlin .

* GRAMMATICA ÆTHIOPICA cum paradigmatibus, literatura, chrestomathia , et glossario

scripsit Dr. F. Prætorius, Prof. ord . universitatis wratislaviensis. 1886. Karlsruhe & Leipzig :

H. Reuther. Price, M.6.
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It is gratifying to learn that there is a demand among students for an element

ary Ethiopic grammar. It certainly adds still further evidence to the fact that a

new and deep interest in Semitic philology is spreading over Europe and America .

Since the publication of Dillmann's “ ÆthiopischeGrammatik ” in 1857 , very

little has been done in Ethiopic grammar. With the exception of König's “ Neue

Studien über Schrift, Aussprache und allgemeine Formenlehre des Æthiopischen ,”

published in 1877 , nothing of importance has appeared . Dillmann's grammar has

remained heretofore and will still remain the authority. The “ Grammatica

Æthiopica ” cannot , in any sense of the term , be regarded as a rival of Dillmann's.

The book does not claim to be critical or exhaustive . The author has given us,

in a condensed form , the essential elements of the Ethiopic grammar. He has pre

sented , in a clear and precise manner, and in as little space as possible , the neces

sary points of the grammar. One thing worthy of notice is the transliteration in

Roman letters of the greater part of the Ethiopic words used in the text of the

grammar. This is done in almost every case where any difficulty of pronunciation

might present itself to the beginner.

Besides the grammar proper, there is given a full list of paradigms (pp. 1-18 ) ;

a Bibliography (pp . 19-28 ) ; a Chrestomathy , containing the first four chapters of

Genesis , taken from Dillmann's Ochtateuch , and several other small selections

(pp. 29–45 ); and lastly a Glossary to the Chrestomathy (pp. 49–65 ) .

It is a matter of regret that the author did not present us with an English ,

instead of a Latin , translation ; for, as Dillmann remarks in the preface to his

grammar, the latter language appears quite pedantic in an elementary text -book.

ROBERT F. HARPER,

New Haven , Conn .

*
NEUBAUER'S CATALOGUE OF HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS . *

Hebrew bibliography is of comparatively modern date ; but it has already

attained to a high degree of perfection. Comparing the earliest and the latest

Hebrew bibliographical works , we notice among the former the Sifthe-yeshenim ,

of Sabathai ben Joseph (Amst . 1680 ) , with about 2,360 titles ; while in the Ozar

ha -shorashim , of J. A. Benjacob (Wilna, 1880 ) , their number has risen to 17,000 .

This great progress is mainly due to the exertions of trustees and managers of

public libraries in collecting literary treasuresand in making their contents known

to scholars and students at home and abroad by the publication of descriptive

catalogues . The Bodleian Library excels in both these respects. It possesses the

best collection of Hebrew works and the best catalogues. The Bodleian includes

no less than fourteen distinct collections of Hebrew MSS. , foremost among them

being the Hebrew Library founded by Rabbi David Oppenheimer of Prague ( 1707 ) .

This Rabbi was the first among the Jews to collect books and MSS. systematically.

He had a list of desiderata prepared , and employed agents to travel in all direc

tions in search of rare and interesting works . His library was, however, moved

from place to place ; for a long time it lay at Hamburg stored away in boxes , hid

den from the sight of man . No Mecaenas or institution was found on the Con

tinent rich and liberal enough to rescue it out of the darkness. The Bodleian has

* CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY AND IN THE COL.

EGE LIBRARIES OF OXFORD. Compiled by Ad. Neubauer. With Forty Facsimiles. Oxford :

Clarendon Press .
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the merit of having brought this treasure of Hebrew learning to light and made

it accessible to the public . Another important collection , likewise brought over

from Germany, is that of the learned bibliophile Hyman Joseph Michael of Ham

burg ( born 1792 ) .

Of the printed Hebrew books in the Bodleian , Dr. M. Steinschneider compiled

an elaborate catalogue ( 1860 ) , which , as Dr. Neubauer justly remarks, might

rather be called “ Bibliotheca Judaica." Part of the MSS. have been described

by Johannes Uri , 1787 , and also by Dr. Steinschneider in an Appendix to the cat

alogue. The present catalogue, compiled by Dr. Neubauer, includes not only all

Hebrew MSS. contained in the Bodleian , but also those of the college libraries of

Oxford. It possesses all the qualities required to make the work as perfect as

possible. It is a rich source of interesting information, given in a concise and

clear manner, “ without discursiveness and without references to other catalogues

or to periodicals , unless strictly necessary .” The catalogue is not overstocked

with research and learning , like the catalogue of the printed books in the Bod

leian , nor filled with unnecessary and lengthy treatises, like the first instalment

of the catalogue of the Hebrew MSS. in the Cambridge University library. There

is just so much information to be found in Dr. Neubauer's catalogue, and just so

many extracts from the MSS. , as those interested in the subject would desire to

find in a work of this kind , without being compelled to go through a mass of liter

ary discussions . Where necessary , Dr. Neubauer has spared no trouble , and has

given the most detailed information. Such is , e . g. , the case in No. 1390 , which

contains a Hebrew translation of Aegidius? Commentary on Aristotle's De Ani

ma, ” and forty-nine philosophical treatises by various authors. Every one of

these treatises is described by its full title. No. 814 includes forty - two responsa ,

of which likewise a full account is given . Two sections of the Catalogue, viz . ,

Liturgy and Poetry, are especially distinguished in this respect. Siddur, Machzor,

and Divan are unrolled before the reader from beginning to end. Not a single

prayer, not the smallest poem has been omitted.

The age and country of each MS. is correctly stated where possible. That

this is not always an easy task may be noticed even in the first MS. The date , as

it at present stands - on - is 5864 A. M. This is impossible, the present

year being described by Jews as 5646 A. M. Mr. Neubauer, however, noticed an

erasure in the first letter (he ), and is perfectly right in assuming that the original

daleth has been altered into he by some ignorant critic. The correctness of the

conjecture ( though finally abandoned by Dr. Neubauer himself, col . 1149 ) is sup

ported by the error of Leon de Modena, who states that the MS. was written 5064.

This scholar must have read resh instead of daleth ; at all events , there was no he

when he saw the date of the MS. in the year 1628 .

The classification of Hebrew books presents likewise a peculiar difficulty, as

the titles rarely give an idea of the contents of the book . One would hardly expect

to find " Libesbrif ” ( No. 1420 ) in the section “ Ethics,” or Ahabhah betha'anughim

( “ Love in Delights ” ) among theological works (No. 1291 ) .

It is remarkable that this rich collection of Hebrew MSS. , in which every branch

of Hebrew literature is so well represented , contains no biblical MS, of earlier

date than the twelfth century , and no complete copy of the Talmud. To some

extent this fact may be explained by the hostility displayed in the Middle Ages

by Christians towards Jews and their literature. The destruction of Jewish

houses, synagogues, and colleges , with all their literary contents, was no uncom
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mon occurrence in those days of darkness and fanaticism . Cartloads of copies of

the Talmud were confiscated and burnt. The loss of their books was felt, espe

cially by scholars, as a more severe blow than the loss of all other valuables. Ex

pression of this feeling we find in extracts given by Dr. Neubauer from MSS.

Nos . 254 , 326 , 448. The entire absence of early copies of biblical books remains ,

nevertheless , a strange phenomenon .

Students of Hebrew literature , who may have to consult the Catalogue, will

find great assistance in the numerous tables and indexes which Dr. Neubauer has

prepared with so much care , and which are arranged in the most practical way.

But, even independently of the Catalogue, the indexes are in many respects use

ful and suggestive . The antiquary , the philologist, the statistician , and the

historian will find here interesting problems for further research . Of special

interest and value as regards palaeography are the facsimiles which represent in

forty plates almost all variations of Hebrew square , rabbinic, and cursive writ

ings. Thirty-nine of these are taken from MSS. in the Bodleian library ; and one

( xlix .) from a St. Petersburg MS.

In conclusion , we congratulate Dr. Neubauer and the Bodleian upon the pro

duction of this useful and elegant work , and we hope that the British Museum

will follow so excellent an example.

M. FRIEDLAENDER, in The Academy (Aug.28. )
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NOTES ON A COMPARISON OF THE TEXTS OF

PSALM XVIII. AND 2 SAMUEL XXII.

BY WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, England.

The object of these notes is to arrange and examine some of the phenomena

of variation between the parallel texts 2 Sam . XXII . and Ps . XVIII. , to point out

the questions suggested by such an attempt, the data that exist for the solution

of these questions and the direction in which , as suggested by the imperfect

study I have been able to give , the solution of some of these questions seems to

lie . I have added two or three notesl not specially connected with the usual

controversies on the texts, but raising points of interest on which the comparison

of these texts , or the way in which it has been discussed , seems to throw some

light.

I. A CLASSIFICATION OF THE VARIATIONS.

Probable character as compared with variations of New Testament MSS.

The tendency of modern commentators is to attribute the differences between

these two texts rather to the conscious or unconscious mistakes of scribes than to

any critical or literary revision. It may be useful to examine these differences

with a view to ascertaining how far they are such as might naturally arise in the

process of copying. One may expect to find assistance for such a task in the

phenomena , laws and results of the textual criticism of the Greek Testament.

For these the abundance of MSS. , versions and quotations, affords rich material,

and labor has been long and freely spent upon it. Moreover, we should expect to

find that the phenomena of the differentiation of MSS. through the process of

copying would be largely the same in all ages and languages ; and it should be pos

sible to allow roughly for the varying frequency of copying, the clearness of char

acters , accuracy and carefulness of scribes.

1 Each note is indicated by an asterisk at its beginning.

2 Cf. Note III. Appendix to Second Book of Samuel edited by A. F. Kirkpatrick , M. A.
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We may, therefore , begin by attempting to arrange the differences under one

of the fuller systems of divisions of possible errors in New Testament criticism

and perhaps that of Hammond1 will be the most useful , namely ,

A. Unconscious errors : ( 1 ) sight ; (2 ) hearing ; (3 ) memory.

B. Conscious errors as : ( 1 ) incorporation of glosses ; (2 ) corrections of harsh

and unusual expressions ; ( 3 ) corrections due to a desire to harmonize parallel ac

counts ; (4 ) insertions due to the influence of current liturgical forms ; (5 ) altera

tions for dogmatical reasons.

Then it may be necessary or possible to add one or two supplementary divis

ions due to the special characteristics of the Hebrew character and language.

It will often be possible to account for the same difference in various ways,

and so to place it under different heads . The more largely this is the case ,

greater is the probability that the differences are to be wholly or chiefly accounted

for as the errors of scribes ,

A. Unconscious Errors. 1. Errors of Sight. a. Cases of confusion of similar

letters. 7 and 7 : v . 11 , Sam . X7'), Ps . X7') ; v . 43 , Sam . Op 7X , Ps.Op'ng,

cf. A. 1. d . 1 and ' : v . 23 , Sam. 710x, Ps. 7'DX. , and D : 'v . 15 , Sam. Disn,

Ps. 9'90. So Thenius in loco, “ Ps. 1'3N through the defacing of half the D ,” cf.

B. 2. b.

and 7 : v . 12 , Sam . nyen, Ps. noun ) and D : v. 28, Sam . 7971,

Ps . O'lly) . Ewald on Ps.: “ The reading of Sam .......probably arose merely

the

fromםיניעasריניע.יי the false reading of

i and 7 : v . 33 , Sam . 70') , Ps . 107 . Also and D' : v . 28 , Sam . Day,

Ps. 1127. Thenius in loco : “ The 7 of 1127 was closed by the line (Schrift

linie ) beneath , and the shortened .”

To these may be added another case indicated by the Septuagint as a differ

ence between its text in Psalms and that of the Hebrew , Ps. XVIII . 35. and

n : Heb. 10N ), LXX. 1993 ( idov). So Hitzig in loco . Cf. A. 1. c .

6. Transposition of Letters. and 7 : v . 46 , Sam . 170's, Ps . 1977 ).

c . Omission or insertion of a letter or letters , owing to proximity to the same

or a similar letter or set of letters ; also omission or insertion of 1 or ” . ( These

last , from their small size in the square character, might easily be overlooked ,

and so omitted ; and possibly an accidental insertion of them might pass unno

ticed and fail to be corrected for the same reason . )

* The variation in the readings in v . 16 , Sam . O' 'pos, Ps . Oppos ,

may very probably have arisen from a confusion caused by the repetition of Oº ;

possibly the first step was to divide the words D’ | 1997'Ox, and then to correct

the grammar into D' pox . It is possible also that in v . 24 the variations Sam .

), . 1 throughהmay be due either to an omission ofםימתיהאו.Ps,םימתהיהאו

1 Hammond's Textual Criticism , etc., p . 16.
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its similarity to , or to an accidental repetition of , and its subsequent mis

reading as % ; but cf. B. 2. b .

Again , in v . 25 , we have Sam.'92) , Ps . '70 n where the combination

9747 probably led to the assimilation of 7 to 7 and then to the omission of the

second "9. It is , however , just possible that the variation arose from ' n by

the accidental repetition of " and the misreading of the second 7 as 7.

In v . 27 , it is possible that the reading of Sam . ann arose from the acci

dental omission of the second of the two 7's of 772nn, or that the reading of

Ps. 772nn arose from the accidental repetition of the 7 ; but cf. B. 2. 6.

So in v . 28 the similarity of 7 and n may have given rise , by omission or

repetition , to the variations Sam . Ox, Ps . 108

So again v . 35 , Sam . DN), Ps. jong,where the concurrence of two or three

similar letters would increase the chance of a mistake ; cf. A. 1. a.

In v . 44 , the variation Sam. '700n, Ps. 320n may have arisen through

the slight similarity of 7 to ; cf. A. 1. a . , Ewald on v. 28.

Under this head we may possibly include , as caused by the character of the

letters · and ) , a . Some of the inconsistencies in the carrying out of the system

of Scriptio Defectiva in Sam . and Scriptio Plena in Ps. B. The variations some

times between the two texts , sometimes between the Qʻrî and Kºthîbh of Samuel,

between the affixes , and 99 y. The insertion or omission of in 7JY, JIJY,

Ww , 1910 ,etc .; but cf. C. 2. 0. The insertion or omission of the conjunction

1 , especially 1 conversive (or consecutive ) before the of the third person .

d. Omission by Homæoteleuton . Thenius seems to consider that the loss of

. 3, ,

caused by the string of first person affixes. Cf. B. 4. It is possible also that in

v. 43 DUp 7x should stand in the text, and has been omitted in Ps. because of its

ending with O , as does the previous and similar Op TX or Op'7x ; but cf. A. 1. a .

Also in v. 36 of Sam. the omission of "J7YDN 73° .

e. Variations owing either to the accidental repetition of a word and subse

quent differentiation of the two words thus obtained ; or to the accidental omis

sion of one of two consecutive similar words. In v. 12 9700 may be omitted in

., .

In v . 39 , the presence of 53x9in Sam . after ons or its omission in the Psalm

may be due to one of these causes . So too may be explained in v. 43 the insertion

( .) ; .

A. 2. Errors of Hearing. V. 42 , the variation between 7 (Sam. ) and sy

(Ps . ) may be due to this cause ; but cf. B. 2. b.

A. 3. Errors of Memory. Errors classed under this head may be supposed to

arise thus : the scribe grasps the sense of a clause , but attending more closely to

the sense than to the exact words, substitutes for some word or words a synon

ymous equivalent ; also small particles will be omitted or inserted where the

may be due to the confusion,3,יִנֶעְׁשִּתסָמָחֵמיִעְׁשמיִסּונְמּו.theclause in v

Samתוכסויתביבס. .,owing to its slight similarity to the two following words

.butcf. A. 1. d;םקראorסקיראSam.)after)םעקראor omission of
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V.3.יהלאPs.ילא. ,Sam.ףכמbeing probably assimilated to the preceding

רוצbeforeיעשי.

V.7.ארקא, ,Sam.8רוציof v .47 may be a reminiscence of previousרוצThe

omission or insertion only slightly affects the sense ; cf. Hammond, p . 19. It is

difficult to draw the line between errors arising thus and errors arising from the

conscious substitution of usual words and forms for unusual . The same tendency

which would lead to this conscious substitution might also lead to unconscious

substitution . Thus , though differences of grammatical form , etc., are reserved

for a later group , it is possible that many of them are unconscious errors of

memory .

a . Interchange of Synonyms . V.1, Sam . 939, Ps. 7'99 , the reading of Sam .

. , . .

V. 29 , Sam. 7177) , Ps. 978. V. 32 , Sam . , Ps . 7178. V. 47 , Sam. inserts

% .

There is no systematic variation of the names of God between the two texts,

and the few differences that do occur seem to fall fairly under this head . In v . 29

the presence of 7177 ' in the text of Sam. may be due to the neighboring 7777.

. a ? . . ,

Ps. Yox, the reading of Sam . being probably, as elsewhere, assimilated 'to a

previous word. V. 32 , Sam . ' 7y522, Ps. 959 , another instance of similar

assimilation. V. 48 , Sam. 747101 , Ps. 727 ). V. 49 , Sam . 89513, Ps. 989503.

b . Omission or insertion of particles . The reading 'I of v. 5 in Sam. , and the

numerous variations between the two texts and the versions as to presence or

absence of , is doubtless due in part to this cause . Cf. C. 1 .

B. Conscious Errors. 1. The incorporation of marginal glosses into the text.

The variation in v . 7 may be accounted for by supposing that we have the correct

text in the reading 13183 'nyiwa of Samuel ; that this seemed obscure to some

reader, who, by way of explanation of 73x ) , wrote X720 73947 in the margin ;

and that a later scribe incorporated this in the text. The word 7X7 , in v . 29 of

Ps. , may be a marginal gloss inserted in the text; but cf. B. 4. In v . 43, Dypox

a .

2. Correction of harsh or unusual expressions . a. Scriptio Plena and Defect

iva . The change , which has taken place in the orthography of biblical Hebrew ,

in the partial substitution of the Scriptio Plena for the Scriptio Defectiva, is per

haps most clearly illustrated by a comparison of these two texts. It is not so

much that one has consistently one system , and the other the other, but that they

give the process of change in two different stages. While, in most instances, the

text of Samuel has the Scriptio Defectiva, and the text of Ps . XVIII. the Scriptio

Plena, in some cases the relation is reversed , as in the 1597 (Sam . ) , 15p (Ps . )

of verse 14. This change of orthography may be compared to the process by

which , in the transmission of the text of the Greek Testament, classical was sub

stituted for Alexandrine spelling.

b . Changes from one grammatical form to another , and similar slight changes.

. , . . , . . ,

mayםקרא have been originally a marginal explanation of

,5.V.יביא־ןמו.Psיביאמו.V.4 ,Sam.יטלפמו.Psיליטלפמו.v.3 ,Sam
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V.27.רבתת,Ps.ררבתת;Sam.לפתת,Ps.לתפתת. , Sam.רמתשאו

V.42.לא,Ps.לע. ,Sam.התתנ.Ps,התת.V.41 ,Sam.יתחת.Ps,ינתחת

ימקמו,Ps.ימק-ןמ;Sam.םיסמחPs.סמחV.50,רמזא,Ps.הרמזא

insertion of ') in text of Samuel . V. 6, Sam. ' 920, Ps. '91220. V. 15 , Sam.

O'YN, Ps . Y'YN. V. 16 , Sam . 138 ...... ), . .

V. 19, Sam .qvura, Ps. 1yura5. V. 20, Sam . 'nx ........83% ), Ps. °39? .

. ), . . , . ? .

V. 24, Sam. 95 .... .1778 ), Ps.13 y ......'789. V. 25 , Sam. 177000X9, Ps.

. . , . ; . , . .

V. 37 , Sam. 'Innn, Ps . nnn. V. 40 , Sam. " 1710 ), Ps. ' 7180 ) ; Sam.

, . . . ,. . . , .

V. 44 , Sam. 'Oy, Ps . Dy. V. 45 , Sam . ' , Ps . Jund' . V. 46, Sam .

DILDO, P's. Onni . V. 48, Sam. Onn, Ps. non. V. 49 , Sam .

, . ; . ,. . , ,Ps. .

3. Corrections due to a desire to harmonize parallel accounts. a . In the New

Testament this influence seriously affects the text of the Gospels , parts of the

Acts , Ephesians and Colossians. Here this influence might be expected to work

towards the harmonizing of differences between the two texts ; but in such cases

the two texts are rendered identical, and there is no evidence of change, unless

we can have recourse to independent witnesses. Witnesses, more or less inde

pendent, we have in the LXX. and other versions, and in the Qörî . The versions,

however, are most of them wholly or largely influenced by the LXX . The LXX.

seldom differs from the two Hebrew texts when they are agreed ; and the differ

ences which do occur seem more likely to have arisen from mistake, or failure to

understand the text, than from variations in the text ; cf. v. 48 . The Qºrî of

Samuel indicates in two instances a preference for a reading which would intro

duce a variation between the texts ; and this preference may be due to a belief

that the text of Samuel had , in these instances, been adapted to that of Ps. XVIII.

But it is difficult to feel confident as to the nature of the grounds upon which the

readings of the Qörî are based . The instances are , v. 8 , Wyan ' for wyinti

, ) ; v ,

4933 , though the reading 2703 of Ps. might suit- either.

B. There are also readings which may be due to desire to harmonize the text

of the Psalm with that of passages elsewhere which are similar to parts of it.

. ( . )

Ps. LXXXIX . 27 . The of 99 99991 in Sam . (v. 2) might be due to

Ps. CXLIV . 2.

7. Again , the tendency to assimilate the phraseology of different parts of the

Psalm may be placed under this head . The influence of this tendency on Sam.

(vs. 1 , 7 , 32 ) has already been noticed .

* In Ps . XVIII.43,the reading 1717 : 32 sy may be an imperfect reminiscence

of the 717 2 Sy of v. 11 ; and the bar, of Ps. xvIII . 49 , is probably due

to the previous 1999. It may , however, be questioned whether such errors are

not more likely to be unconscious than conscious .

forלודגמpossibly also in v .51 ,in the substitution of;םמהיוfor15,םהיו.v

ofיתעושירוצוin Sam . (V. 47 ) may be due to theיעשירוצThe reading
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4. Liturgical Alterations. It is suggested by Lengerke that the clause

7278 , etc., may have been prefixed to the Psalm by some one who adapted it

for use in public worship . On the other hand , Delitzsch suggests that, the rhythm

of the text in Samuel having been disturbed by the loss of this clause , the words

'D130, etc. , were inserted to restore the rhythm .

* 5. Dogmatic Alterations. The only reading that suggests any doctrinal

motive is the insertion of mxn in v. 29 of Ps . XVIII. Commentators mostly

defend the reading of Ps. XVIII . , and Delitzsch points out that, though God is

spoken of as jx , he is not spoken of as 73 ; but this very fact renders it ex

tremely probable that, if God had been , as in Samuel , spoken of as 73 , the text

would have been modified ; and the practice of the LXX. and the traditional

Tikkun Sopherim in the case of expressions considered derogatory to the divine

majesty would be some ground for supposing that a similar motive might have

led to the insertion of 7x7 here.

C. Other classes than those of Hammond. 1. Errors arising from mechanical

injury to the text from which the copy is taken . MSS. of the Greek Testament

are often found to be variously injured ; portions are missing at the beginning

and end of pages ; the edges have been injured , and the beginning and end of

lines lost ; letters are obliterated or indistinct . Any one copying from such MSS .

might well be led into errors of omission or else of conjectural emendation or

misreading of half effaced letters . Lengerke (p . 11 ) , following Ewald, is inclined

to maintain that such errors are numerous among the variations of these two

texts . This view not only affords an easy way of accounting for the various

omissions , but especially meets the case of such variations as the following :

,. y ; v. , . , .

07 ; v. 33 , Sam. ' yo, Ps. '178277 ; where, in each case, the text of 'Sam

uel looks like a mechanical fragment of the other text, so much injured as to

need some serious cause to account for the injury . Some of the cases of

confusion of similar letters, and some of the omissions of the ) , might be due

to this cause.

2. Errors arising from confusion between cases where the presence or absence

of ºor , was a question of Scriptio, and cases where the or 7 was a root-letter.

From the nature of the case, such a class of errors is peculiar to the criticism of

the Old Testament text. If , at any stage , any systematic revision of the text

took place with a view to completing the system of the Scriptio Plena , amid the

somewhat wholesale insertion of y's and " s, one or two might be inserted where

they were not wanted . If , on the other hand , it may be supposed that scribes

were inclined at times to economize time , space and labor, they might, in some

cases , revert to the Scriptio Defectiva, and sometimes might omit, as quiescent, a )

or really root-letter. To one of these causes ght be attributed the foll

v.15.קרבPs.םיקרבו ,Sam;ודרבורבעויבע......Ps,ורעב.v.13 ,Sam
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7
1

ךתונעו;

(

,be originalםימשהIfץראהsubstituted as an antithesis to the preceding

mightזגרwithםירה. be suggested through the connection of the idea ofםירה

variations : -- v. 26 ( Sam .) 1931, (Ps. XVIII . ) 72 ) ; v. 36 (Sam. ) 7710Y ), (Ps.XVIII.)

; V. 42 ( Sam .) Iyº" , (Ps. XVIII. ) 1910" ; V. 45 (Sam. ) yiow '), (Ps.

XVIII . ) you's.

We have yet to notice a few variations that could scarcely be quoted as

simple cases of any of these groups .

V. 8 (Sam. ) D'9497 717019 , ( Ps. ) 977 7010:-Various ideas of fitness ,

etc. , might give rise to such a variation . If On is original , Diowo might be

. ,

.

In verse 13 , the presence of wx77719 772 at the end might serve to account

for either the insertion or omission of the same clause at the end of verse 14.

Sam. (v. 38 ) DTOUX ), Ps. DJ'89:- This may be either a sort of error of con

fusion of words of similar sense , limited by an attempt to preserve similarity of

form and sound ; or it may be the result of partial obliteration of letters in the

original text . Sam. (v. 39 ) j121p' $S1 , ( Ps . ) 1p 153%837:— Thereading of the

Psalm looks somewhat like an explanation or amplification of Samuel. Lengerke,

however, emphatically approves of the reading of the Psalm ; in this case the text

of Samuel may be due to mutilation of the original text. Thenius, however,

maintains that the Os2x, read by Samuel in the previous verse , belongs to the

original text, and suggests that 15 ' is somehow due to a misplacing and mis

writing of this word . The alteration of the position of ey yow 118 you's in

v. 45 , and of O2 in v.50 , may be an error of sight or memory. The reading

is probably an assimilation to the followingירבשמforילבחof the Psalm

ילבח; ; is scarcely a case of substitution of synonyms, and may be an error of

sight or memory.

EXTENT OF THE VARIATIONS.II .

As our object in noticing the extent of the variations is to compare it with

the extent of the variations between other texts , we may omit mere variations

of Scriptio as being of a special character. We may also omit variations of point

ing, for a similar reason.

With these limitations , we find that, out of about 500 words in the text,

about 130 (counting all omissions ) are affected by the variations ; that is to say ,

about one in four. Such variation is much more extensive than between two

MSS. or two texts of a passage of the Greek Testament. For instance , in Matt.

II . , out of about 440 words, about thirty are affected by the various readings of

Lachmann, Tischendorf and Tregelles ; that is to say, about one out of fourteen .

Again , 1 Chron . XVI . 8-22 , and Ps. cv. 1-15 , give two texts of a part of a Psalm ;

and here the variations only affect eight words out of one hundred , or about one out

of thirteen . In other cases of parallel texts , in different parts of the Old Testa

ment, the variations are more numerous, but seldom so numerous as in this case .
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III . DISTRIBUTION OF READINGS CONTAINING DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL

EXPRESSIONS.

םימת;v.27,רבתתלפתת;v.28,ליפשתםימרלעךיניעו;v.29,התאו

הוהיירינ;v.33,ליחיזועמרתיו;v.36,ךתנעו;v.40,ינרזתו;V.41.התת;

1. In the text of Samuel :—Verse 12, Jen ; v. 25 , ' ; v. 26 , 7123

; . , , ; . , ; . ,

° ; . , , ; . , ; . , ); . 41 , ;

v . 46 , 17 ).

2. In the text of Ps. XVIII . :—v. 6 , '31230 ; v . 11 , 87') ; v . 15 , 0707731;

v. 23 , '10

It is difficult to determine what is sufficiently unusual to put in such a list.

The above are, however, such as may be considered either, ( 1 ) sufficiently unusual

to lead a scribe to correct them ; or (2) sufficiently unusual to give rise to a suspi

cion of carelessness in transcription .

IV. THE TEXT OF THE LXX.

1. The LXX. versions of Samuel and Psalms are both agreed in supporting

the text of Ps . XVIII ., against the text of Samuel , in the following instances :

In v . 7 , the versions of the LXX. , instead of repeating the same word for " cry ,"

as in Samuel (8778 87px ), have two different words, as in Ps. XVIII. (8778

Yux) . The second word in Samuel is Bohoojai , and in Ps . ékékpača . This varia

tion seems to show that , in each case , the LXX. is based on a Hebrew text ; and

that it is not a case in which one of the two versions of the LXX. has been adapt

ed to the other. In v. 12 , the LXX. of Sam. inserts átokpuoju avtoū with the text

of Ps . XVIII . In v. 16 , the LXX. of Sam. inserts kaì with Ps . In v. 25 , the LXX.

of Sam . has katà TÌJV kaJapónta TÕV xelpāv uov with the eye of Ps . XVIII . In

v. 39 , the LXX. of Sam . has nothing to represent o5389, though A adds kai

Tentow avro's. In v . 43 , the LXX. of Sam . has nothing to represent Dypox.

2. Both versions agree in supporting the text of Samuel in the following

cases : In v. 14 , the LXX. of Psalms has nothing to represent 0x71721 772.

In v. 36 , the LXX. of Psalms renders JOIDY as raideia and this rendering seems

ratherהָנֲעthanהָוָנע to referit to
:

inבָרםיִקָרְּב Sam .andקָרָּבin Ps .CXLIV.6 and the readingsקָרָּבקֹורְּבpression

3. In v. 15, the reading of the LXX. of Sam . kai jotpapev korpanÌv with the ex

6 .

in Ps . XVIII.suggest an original reading p72 dip73 (so Thenius ) . It is , how

ever , possible that the LXX. of Samuel is simply a' double rendering of poa.

Thus the LXX. inclines to the text of Ps . XVIII . , but various facts tend to

minimize the authority on the LXX . in a case like this . We are ignorant of the

circumstances under which the translation was made ; but we know that later on

the text was, so to speak , re -assimilated to the Hebrew , and disturbed in other

ways by the Hexapla. Nor does it seem unlikely that , in such a case as this, par

allel accounts in the LXX. as in the Greek Testament have been harmonized in

the present text.
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The Vulgate of Sam. , while in some instances inserting what the LXX. omits,

is in others still more closely assimilated to the text of Ps . XVIII . , and this process

of assimilation seems carried still further in the Syriac (see Thenius) .

These phenomena of the later translations seem to point to a continuous ten

dency to harmonize the text of Sam . to that of Ps. XVIII. , and suggest that the

LXX. , the Vulgate and the Syriac illustrate different stages of the operation of

the tendency.

The translation in Jerome's Hebrew Psalter consists of the Vulgate transla

tion of Sam. , corrected to the Hebrew text of Ps. XVIII. , with a few expressions

borrowed from Jerome's Roman and Gallican revisions of the Old Latin . The

text is mainly the same as the Hebrew.

V. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO TEXTS .

1. Samuel. a. Frequent use of the Scriptio Defectiva . b. Numerous unusual

expressions, especially grammatical forms, see III . c . Tendency to repeat the

same words, see B. 3. d. According to Delitzsch , the rhythm is often less com

plete than in Ps. XVIII . e. There are six '77's,while there are none in Ps. XVII .

2. Psalm XVIII . a. Use of the Scriptio Plena. b . According to some com

mentators more appropriate poetical language , style and rhythm .

3. The differences. It has been noticed that while the differences are similar

in character to those between MSS. of the Greek New Testament, they are much

more numerous than is the case with the differences between such MSS. The

bulk of the differences merely affect the grammatical form and the style of the

composition. The meaning can scarcely be said to be seriously affected in any

case , so that, as far as meaning is concerned , the general effect is the same in both

cases . But the version in Samuel seems to impress many commentators as rougher

and more prosaic than that in Psalms.

VI. EXTERNAL HISTORY OF THE TEXT.

Before attempting to deduce any results from the previous arrangement and

discussion of the text and its details, it may be well to set down what is known

of the history of these texts. We may fairly assume that, before the Psalm was

incorporated in the Psalter and the Book of Samuel, it was written out in a sepa

rate form . Later on the Book of Samuel was included in the volume called

D'X ) and the Psalter in that called O'sind , and later still these volumes to

gether with the min were included in one book. It is also generally supposed

that the volume O'N ' was collected earlier than that of D'ling . We also know

that at first Hebrew MSS. were written in the ancient irregular Hebrew character

and that , probably during the period following the return from the captivity, this

ancient character was superseded by the more regular square Chaldee character.

During the second and third centuries B. C. the Hebrew Scriptures were

translated into Greek at Alexandria , probably by Alexandrian Jews, different
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parts being translated at different times and by different translators, so that the

translations of this Psalm are or were originally independent. Then early in the

Christian era Latin and Syriac translations were made, the Latin directly from

the LXX. , the Syriac largely influenced by it . In the fourth century A. D. ,

Jerome revised the Latin translation from the Hebrew .

There were also other Greek translations in the second century A. D. , but

these were mostly wanting in these sections, or do not present any important

variations.

Also , it is probable that for a long time there were current in the synagogues

oral Chaldee translations or Targums, but the written Targums are too late to be

of much use.

Finally , we know that early in the Christian era a school of Jewish teachers,

commonly called the Massorites , devoted themselves to the study , arrangement

and pointing of the text , and to them we owe it in its present form .

VII. TAE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TEXTS CONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT

OF THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT.

cause.

We will now try to combine our two sets of data, namely , the character of the

differences between the texts and the known history of the texts.

We start with the Psalm as originally composed , probably, according to most

authorities, by David ; or even if not by David, yet in his time and under his

auspices . Lengerke ( p. 50 ) suggests that it may have been for some time trans

mitted orally , and that some of the various readings may have arisen from this

Such an oral transmission is probable enough in itself and might readily

be included among the possible alternative causes of errors. But the differences

between the texts as we now have them are not specially of the kind that arise

from oral transmission . At any rate , the differences of these texts as compared

with the synoptic records of the oral tradition of the Gospel are by no means of

the same character. The proportion of verses left entirely unchanged is much

larger here . It is true that the parallel passages Matt . VI . 24 and Luke xvi. 13 ;

Matt. VII . 3-5 , 7-11 and Luke vi . 41,42 ; XI . 9-13 are almost identical , and the

small variations which do occur are similar in character and even fewer than those

of our sections ; but the fact is most easily accounted for by supposing some doc

umentary relation between the sections in Matthew and Luke. Thus we can

scarcely maintain that the present texts give any clear indications of oral trans

mission .

We come , therefore, to an original copy of the Psalm , and may fairly suppose

that for a longer or shorter time copies were made of this single Psalm and that

during this period divergencies would begin to arise . In this stage we have a

special opening for corruption of the text. A copy of a short work passing from

hand to hand as a small roll would be exceedingly obnoxious to mechanical injury,
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whereby the beginning and end of the roll, the edges and even the body of the

text might be mutilated, or the writing obliterated . The danger of such mechan

ical injury would be diminished when the separate Psalm was incorporated into a

larger volume . Lengerke (pp. 11 and 50 ) following Ewald assigns this cause for

some of the alterations, and it has already been shown that many variations may

be most readily explained in this way.

Here we may ask , When did the divergence between our two texts begin ? It

is , of course , possible , as some suppose, that the author wrote the Psalm in two

forms , and that the Samuel text connects by a series of copies with one form and

the Psalm text with the other. It is also possible that both texts may be linked

by connecting copies with some copy made long after David's time . If the copy

from which the divergence begins is very old , then the agreement of the texts thus

obtained may be equally late. It seems probable that the divergence began before

the separate Psalm was incorporated into larger volumes , and certainly before it

was incorporated in either Samuel or Psalms.

For this view the following reasons may be assigned :

1. Editors of collections of Psalms would naturally be those connected with

the choral services of the temple ; while the writers of annals seem to have be

longed to the schools of the prophets. Diverging copies must soon have arisen ,

and editors belonging to different schools would be likely to have different copies.

2. There are various readings which seem to be best accounted for by refer

ring them to the early period of the history of the text when a small copy would

be specially exposed to mechanical injury ,

3. If the divergence began after incorporation in the books of Psalm and

Samuel, one text must have been borrowed from the other at a pretty advanced

stage , and it ought to be possible to trace the dependence of one text on the other.

But it is now generally agreed that this cannot be done.

4. It is alleged that namn etc , are popular forms. The alteration of a cor

rect form into a popular form is more likely to have taken place before incorpora

tion into a history than afterwards .

It should , however, be noticed that the text of the Book of Samuel in general is

considered to be of the same rough and mutilated character ascribed to the text of

this Psalm in Samuel. Accepting for the present this view of the character of the

text, it may be said that if the Book of Samuel was compiled largely from frag

ments similar in textual character to this Psalm , the character of the text might

well be the same throughout the book.

In order to work out this question thoroughly it would be necessary to ex

amine the state of the text in other early historical books ; which again would in

volve the discussion of even wider questions.

We may also ask at this stage, What was the state of the text when the diver

gence began ?
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But the grounds for an answer are very slight. We might more or less suc

cessfully construct the text from which the two diverged, but we could not say

how far this text accurately represented the original or how far it was corrupt.

Leaving therefore the period during which the Psalm was copied separately ,

the next step is its incorporation into larger volumes. It is generally maintained

that the Psalm had formed part of smaller collections before being incorporated

in 2 Samuel and Psalms. It is difficult to resist the arguments by which many

critics maintain that the Psalter -in its present form was evolved by progressive

integrations, in small collections of increasing size from the original individual

Psalms. It is also generally supposed that the Book of Samuel rests on earlier

documents.

Hence we have no ground for supposing that the transition from the copy of

the individual Psalm to the volume of either Psalter or Samuel was immediate,

but rather that there were intermediate stages of incorporation .

Now there are two main kinds of incorporation ; smaller books may be copied

together on to a larger roll , or may be in some way combined, merely for con

venience and safety , as heterogeneous pamphlets are sometimes bound together

for a library. This process need not affect the text except negatively , by checking

the process of mechanical injury. Again the materials may be arranged to form a

history , or edited as a collection of poems. The occasion of such an editing is an

opportunity and a temptation for adapting the materials to the taste of the editor ;

a poem , however, introduced as a poem into a history or a hymnal is less likely to

be modified than a narrative introduced into a history. As many of the variations

probably arose in the period between the first including of this Psalm in some

small historical fragment or some small collection of poems, and the final editing

of the Psalter or the Book of Samuel in their complete form , it may be well to

consider what changes were likely to take place in this period.

It is likely on the one hand that the oftener a text is copied , the more various

readings there will be ; but on the other hand , the circumstances which lead to

frequent copying may tend to preserve the accuracy of the text, and the circum

stances under which copies are seldom made may afford few safeguards for the

text.

Frequent copies imply manual dexterity on the part of scribes , a wide knowl

edge of the text and copies to compare with . These circumstances would tend to

limit and correct careless errors, while the absence of such circumstances implied

in few copies would leave an opening for careless blunders in transcription and

for the repetition of these blunders . But this technical ability , unless combined

with a very critical spirit , would tend to introduce another class of various read

ings , namely , corrections to the approved grammar, orthography and style of the

time of the copyist. Moreover at each stage of incorporation , whenever a fresh

collection or arrangement of Psalms was made, or a set of annals re - edited , the
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editor would naturally read through his materials in as critical a spirit as he might

be capable of ; he would be more likely to notice details of style and grammar than

the mere scribe , and might consider that his position warranted him in correcting

them . Thus we may conclude that the text oftener copied and edited would be

more free from mere blunders , but would be more likely to have corrections in

style and grammar.

Now it seems likely that Psalms would be both oftener copied and oftener

edited than Samuel . Modern critics incline to recognize many editings of the

Psalms, and it is a matter of common experience that hymn-books are more in

request than histories , and the less literary the age the greater the preference for

hymn-books. It seems reasonable to suppose that the same tendency that gives

us now countless editions of hymn-books would give rise then to collections of

Psalms. Moreover, if these were used, as is commonly supposed , for liturgical

purposes, copies would frequently be made for the choir. The people would

probably be more familiar with the Psalms than with Samuel , and the version of

this Psalm in the Psalter would be better known than that in Samuel .

Hence we might expect the text of Samuel to be rough and mutilated , and the

text of Psalms more free from careless blunders , partly because the more

frequent and careful copying of the text of Psalms would preserve it from such

blunders, and partly because the frequent copying and editing by a somewhat

critical school would tend to the smoothing away of what was rough and difficult.

Now the fact already shown , that careless readings and doubtful grammar are

much more common in Samuel than in Psalms, is entirely consistent with these

views.

Lengerke, indeed , says (p . 9 ) , that all critical art was unknown to the Jews

till the time of the Massorites , but that the amount of critical art assumed above

is very slight.

When this Psalm was first included in a larger work , we cannot say ,
but we

may fairly say that the period of successive editions concluded in the case ofone

text with the publication of the Book of Samuel , and in the other with that of

the Psalter in its present form . It is generally held that the Psalter is later than

the Book of Samuel , so we have reason to suppose that the period of editions was

longer in the case of the Psalter.

Possibly the inclusion of the Book of Samuel in the collection O'X ' ) and the

Psalter in that of Osin may have been the occasion of some slight revision .

It is to be noticed that the fact of the two texts of our Psalm being in differ

ent sections of the Hebrew Bible implies some slight difference in the treatment

of the text.

There are two general changes which probably belong to the latter part of

this period , one is the change from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena , and the

other the change from the ancient or Phænician character to the square character.
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As to the change in Scriptio, there is an appearance of system about it , e . g. ,

y regularly in Samuel and 39 in Psalm XVIII . , and this suggests a conscious

revision of the text. It is , of course , possible that the general influence of the

tendencies at work upon the text of Psalms had largely introduced the Scriptio

Plena , and that the change was completed by a reviser. Any such revision would

imply some degree of critical feeling and care , and would be the occasion of a care

ful reading and some study of the text, and so also an opportunity for other

alterations .

Again, the change from ancient to square characters would have a three -fold

effect :

A. It would check the tendency to one class of mistakes, because letters

which had been similar, and so liable to be mistaken for one another, would be

so no longer.

B. This change might also be the occasion for other alterations.

C. It would introduce new possibilities of error by rendering similar and lia

ble to be mistaken letters previously unlike.

This change of character seems to have been going on when the volume

O'x and the Psalter were being arranged and completed. The coincidence of

these two processes is significant.

We have now brought our text down to the time when the books containing

it had assumed their final form , and were written in square Hebrew characters.

There are variations which must have arisen after this time, namely, the cases of

confusion of similar letters ( A. 1. a . ) ; for the similarity of the letters in question

does not exist in the older character.

The next landmark in the history of the text is the translation of the LXX.

It has already been shown that at this stage we find nearly all the variations

between the present texts ; so that the extent of variation since is comparatively

limited. Here again there is an element of uncertainty in the state of the LXX.

text.

It is pretty generally agreed that after the time of the LXX. the different

MSS. and versions rest on essentially the same Hebrew text, or else in the case of

versions directly or indirectly on the LXX. There come into play the elaborate

system of safeguards for the text , together with the point system , and by these

means the Massoretic scholars stereotyped one form of the text and prevented

further corruption . Wellhausen1 says (p. 16) that “ the Massora brought to stand

in mid - flow a hitherto very flowing text, ” meaning, doubtless , that the Massora

suddenly checked a process of change. In fact the Massora did for the text of the

Old Testament what the printing of the Textus Receptus did for the New. The

result was that it preserved for us in its exact form a text chosen as standard , but

1 Der Text der Bücher Samuelis.
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also that it virtually suppressed that variety of texts and of materials for criticism

which might have enabled later scholars to determine a true text. Besides this ,

the acceptance of an authorized text put an end for centuries to critical work on

the text. It is also probable that this somewhat sudden stereotyping of the text

led to the adoption of recent blunders and their interpretation , when the continu

ation of a free criticism would naturally have eliminated them. For instance , in

v . 12 , the reading niet of Samuel may be a blunder of the scribe , found in

some MS. to which special importance was attached ; and in the natural course of

things, it would have been corrected by comparison with other MSS. to nen ,

but owing to some arbitrary Massoretic canon , intended to enforce absolute

loyalty to the text as received , it may have been preserved .

We will next discuss directly two main questions noticed incidentally in the

note on the history of the text :

I. Did the divergence of the two texts arise from revision or merely from

errors of transcription ?

II . Which of the two texts is the most ancient and which the more correct ?

One group of commentators old that both are Davidic, and therefore both

correct texts ; among these critics are Alexander, and Neale , and Hengstenberg .

It is adopted in the Speaker's Commentary, and alluded to as evident by Scrivener

in his introduction to the Criticism to the New Testament. Eichhorn and

de Rossi are inclined to attribute some of the variations to a Davidic recension.1

Schultens attributes the variations to a revision ,1 and Gramberg2 attributes

the text of Samuel to a late revision from the Psalm-text , so too De Wette.2

But the bulk of modern critics, while admitting more or less revision , assign

most of the variations to errors of copyists , amongst these are Hammond,3 Cleri

cus ,3 Kennicott3 and Rosenmüller.3

Most critics maintain that the text of Psalm XVIII . is the more correct ; but

many admit that the text of Samuel is the more ancient. This view is held by

Ewald , who says “ The copy in the Psalms is certainly the later ......must have

proceeded not from Samuel , but from another ancient and very good source ......

the good and original text is so strongly divided among the two ; ” also by Ols

hausen. Delitzsch is clear in his preference for the text as in Psalms, but admits

that the Samuel-text seems to be of great antiquity. Böttcher speaks of the

Psalm - text as a Priest-recension and the Samuel-text as a lay -recension . It will be

a matter of opinion whether a text would undergo more alteration in the hands of

the temple authorities or amongst laymen . He also , however, expresses an opinion ,

which is endorsed by Thenius, that “ the Psalm -text is fuller and purer, but

that, in Samuel , though faulty , in places preserved in form more true to the

original and ancient text. " 5 Lengerke admits readings from both texts , and leaves

1 Lengerke, p . 8.

5 Thenius in loco .

2 Lengerke, p . 12. 3 Rosenmüller, Scholia in loco. 4 Delitzsch in loco .
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some doubtful , but he favors the Psalm -text, though he holds that the orthog

raphy of the Samuel-text is more ancient.

With some critics the balance inclines to Samuel ; Bleek says ( 11. 251 ) “ 2

Sam. XXII. gives the original readings, not everywhere, but very usually .” Prof.

Kirkpatrick , in his note on the subject, in the appendix to the Second Book of

Samuel , in the Cambridge Bible for Schools , gives the following decision with

some reserve : “ The text in 2 Samuel, although in many respects defective, is as a

whole the better representative of the original form ; and that the text in the

Psalter has been subjected to a careful revision of a later date , in which peculiar

forms, which perhaps were licenses of public usage ,' have been replaced by

classical forms; unusual constructions simplified , archaisms and obscure expres

sions explained .”

Some, on the other hand , give a very strong verdict for the Psalm -text.

Lowe and Jennings incline to such a judgment. Hitzig attributes the variations

to a modification to prose forms , and a carelessness of copying characteristic of

the historical books ; Delitzsch seems to incline to this opinion. Hupfeld seems

to be strongly of this opinion .

Before discussing these questions it seems necessary to define theword " revis

ion .” It may be used to signify a complete examination of the text and a modifica

tion of it to suit the views of the reviser, and in this case all the variations might

be due to such a revision as , for instance , the defenders of the Davidic recension

maintain . But Prof. Kirkpatrick explains the “ careful revision ” he speaks of,

in terms which seem to imply merely a literary revision , not intended to affect

the sense . But besides this , every copyist has opportunities of revision , and both

the phenomena of MSS. and our knowledge of human nature lead us to suppose

that they used these opportunities. Such use is one of the ordinary elements of

the corruption of the text in copying, and scarcely needs to be called a revision.

A revision , therefore , must be systematic and intentional ; it may extend to the

sense or limit itself to the style .

I. We now return to our first question :-Did the divergence of the two texts

arise from revision or merely from errors of transcription ?

It will be convenient to take , as representing the views of those who main

tain that all or most of the variations arose from a recension , the arguments of

Hengstenberg. His first argument, that to admit errors of transcription would

open the door to conjectural emendations , is evidently worthless as argument,

though it has its weight as a warning against hasty judgment on so important a

subject. He next maintains that the variations of these parallel texts are due to

revision , because elsewhere in the Old Testament the variations of parallel texts

are due to revision .

To this it may be answered that there are variations between other parallel

texts which can hardly be accounted for except as errors of the copyist (e . g. , the
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reading Ya'arê 'õrøgîm in 2 Sam . XXI . 19 ) : and further that the variations in this

case are of a different character from those in other cases of parallel texts. For

instance, elsewhere the divine names are systematically altered , and not so here .

Also in parallel texts that bear the signs of revision , there is not the same num

ber of of variations that can be explained by the confusion of similar letters.

He next argues that the alleged carelessness of copyists is only imaginary ;

because neither text suggests carelessness by itself, but only when compared with

the other. It may be said that in Samuel , at any rate , there are obscure and

unusual expressions which must attract attention. In the absence of any parallel

text and any system of textual criticism , it was impossible to say more than that

they were obscure and unusual ; but with the parallel text before us, presenting

plain and intelligible readings, it becomes at least a reasonable theory that

obscurity may have arisen through carelessness . It is understood in New Testa

ment criticism that obscurity may indicate a defective text, though an alternative

intelligible reading may be only a plausible emendation .

He next alleges that many of the various readings could not arise from mis

takes ; but, on the other hand, it has been shown by many critics that most of the

readings could have so arisen . The classification given above seems to show this.

Lastly , he points out that many of the variations may be explained by the

tendency of a reviser to substitute for unusual expressions more grammatical

forms and better known words. But nobody doubts that many of the variations,

as Prof. Kirkpatrick also maintains, might be due to a reviser or revisers ; but

when the former argument, that many of the various readings could not arise

from mistakes , has been shown to be , at any rate, excessively limited in its appli

cation , this last argument loses much of its force. The very same tendency that

would lead a reviser to prefer more usual and grammatical expressions, would

lead to a similar preference on the part of copyists and editors , and would give

rise to both conscious and unconscious alterations. The series of copyings and

editings would of course involve conscious alterations, which might be considered

a casual and continuous revision . It has already been suggested that there was

some systematic revision of orthography in connection with the change from

Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena. Similarly , it is probable that some reviser

may have taken in hand the task of completing that change to later and more cor

rect style which had been already very largely brought about in the process of

transmitting the text. Prof. Kirkpatrick's view , that the changes of style are due

to a careful revision , does not differ essentially from this . The result in each

case would be the same , and the choice between the two views is a matter of a pri

ori probability . One other objection to the view that most , if not all , of the vari

ations arose in the ordinary course of transcription , is the number of variations.

It has been noticed that the extent of variation in proportion to the length of the

text is much greater than that between MSS. of the Greek Testament.
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The answer to this is that the circumstances of transcription were much

more likely to give rise to errors than in the case of New Testament MSS.

These circumstances are as follows :

1. The absence of written vowels , tending to deprive the copyist of the help

to be derived from a ready grasp of the meaning of words copied .

2. The change from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena .

3. The change from Phænician to square characters.

In the case of such changes as 2 and 3 , the copyist largely loses the help de

rived from sight. He depends more on sense.

4. The less literary character of the times.

5. The fact that the Psalm was probably contained successively in what may

be called successive editions of books.

On these grounds we maintain that any systematic revision , except in con

nection with the change to Scriptio Plena ; any Davidic or other recension, while

by no means intrinsically impossible , is not required either by the character or

the number of the variations ; and that the variations are sufficiently accounted

for by copyist's mistakes, together with such casual alterations as would naturally

be made by copyists and editors , and probably a revision confirming and supple

menting these alterations in the matter of style.

II. Which text is the more ancient and which the more correct ?

Here again the terms used are a little ambiguous. In one sense the two texts

may be said to be of the same age, both in their final form dating from the com

pletion of the Massoretic text. Probably what is usually understood by the ques

tion is : “ Was the text used by the compiler of the Psalter more or less ancient

than that used by the author of Samuel ? ” Here again there is ambiguity. Which

compiler ? Is there any special interest and importance in determining the form

of the text as the last editing of the Psalter rather than at any previous stage ?

Perhaps the question may be restated so as to represent more clearly the point

at issue . As to readings that affect the integrity and sense of the Psalm , critics

seem inclined to give the preference to the Psalm -text, and the considerations that

determine their decision in individual instances are mostly so subjective as to

make any comprehensive discussion of these variations very difficult. There re

main the readings which affect the orthography, grammar and mere form of ex

pression . With respect to these it is pretty generally agreed that the orthography

of the Samuel-text, the Scriptio Defectiva , is the more ancient.

There remains the question which seems really at issue under this head . Was

the style of the original text polished and correct, or rough and popular ? Has the

style been marred, as Hitzig , Hupfeld and in part Delitzsch maintain , by the care

less way in which the historical books were written and preserved ; or has an orig

inally rough style been gradually smoothed by a critic or critics of a later and
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more literary time ? (The latter view is Prof. Kirkpatrick's .) Is the style of the

Psalm -text or of the Samuel -text nearer to the original ?

Putting into definite shape and supplementing what has already been said

incidentally, the balance of argument seems to be in favor of the Samuel-text.

It has already been pointed out that popular forms were more likely, if not

original, to creep into the text, when the Psalm was circulated alone, than when

it formed part of a historical work . Consequently such readings would be old.

It is also to be noticed that the view that the Samuel-text has degenerated

from an earlier text with a poetical style like the Psalm -text, seems to imply a

uniformity of poetic style from the time of David to the Restoration ; for the

“ poetical characteristics ” of the Psalm -text supposed to have been reduced to

prose in the Samuel-text seem to be found also in the Psalms of the Restoration .

Moreover, if we accept the view that the Psalm was written by David, we remem

ber at once that a certain roughness of style is supposed to be a characteristic of

Davidic Psalms. The history of David's life as shepherd , warrior, outlaw and

king does not suggest either opportunity or inclination for acquiring a refined

poetic style.

Also the fact of a correction from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena plainly

shows the possibility of a similar correction in other matters, whether by a gradual

half -unconscious process or by a deliberate revision . We have also the analogy of

the New Testament texts in which the bad grammar and bad spelling and other

offences against a later and more critical taste were gradually eliminated . We

may also refer again to the probable frequent copyings and editings of the Psalm

text as occasions for alterations.

Thus on this last question we may conclude that, however defective and pos

sibly mutilated , yet in form and expression the Samuel-text is nearer to the

original. It is possible that its relation to the Psalm -text is similar to the rela

tion of Codex D to some good MSS. of the Byzantine group. In essentials the

Byzantine MSS. might be the more correct, and yet Codex D is older, its orthog

raphy and style are older and its text is of much greater critical value , because

often from the obvious mistakes of an early uncorrected text we may gather what

was originally written ; while the plausible correction of a copyist or editor de

stroys the traces of the earlier reading.

VIII. THE TENSES.

In the Samuel- text there are thirty - six changes of tenses, in the Psalm -text

thirty -three, and in sixteen cases one text has a change of tense where the other

has not ; in most instances this difference depends on the insertion or omission of

a Waw Conversive ( Consecutive ). Though the number of changes is so nearly

the same in the two texts, yet there seem to be traces of an attempt in the Psalm

text to reduce the variety in the tenses. For instance, in vs. 38 , 39 in the Samuel
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but,עַמְׁשִּיַוforעַמְׁשִי

IX .

text there are five changes of tenses, and in the Psalm -text none. In other cases

it seems as if some copyist of the Psalms had begun by altering a tense so as to

avoid a change , but had neglected to change the connected tenses ; for instance in

v. 7 a change of tense is avoided in Ps. XVIJI . by reading
),

a fresh change is introduced by reverting to the tense of Samuel in ' yan ) of v. 8 .

Similarly with Dy?, Dy ?!) and jm of v. 14.

In the LXX. and the Latin versions the changes are much fewer. This seems

to be the result of a struggle between a desire to represent the Hebrew tenses

accurately and a sense of what was due to Greek and Latin idiom . The changes

of tense that do occur in these versions mostly coincide with changes in the

original.

WAW (ESPECIALLY CONVERSIVE OR CONSECUTIVE) .

The number of variations , that consist in the omission or insertion of a Waw,

is specially noticeable .

Out of thirty-three Waws prefixed to tenses twenty- five occur in both texts,

six in Samuel only, two in Ps. XVIII . only ; out of thirty -three Waws prefixed to

other words twenty -seven occur in both texts , one in Samuel only, five in Ps.

XVIII. only.1 Of the eight Waws prefixed to tenses omitted in one text or the

other five are immediately followed by Yodh.

These facts show a special tendency to vary in the matter of Waws, most

frequently in the case of Waws prefixed to tenses. A similar frequency of varia

tion , in a somewhat smaller degree, occurs in New Testament texts in the case of

kai , dè , yàp, etc. The greater frequency of variation between our texts may be ac

counted for by the opportunity afforded by change of Scriptio, the similarity and

insignificance of and 1 in square characters, and possibly (see above) by a ten

dency to alter tenses. The result seems to be that in the Old Testament we may

add to the usual carelessness about conjunctions, an additional liability to varia

tion arising from the above causes.

Such a result would have some bearing on the theory of the Hebrew Tenses,

because the presence or absence of a Waw may make all the difference between

an easy or a difficult construction . In some cases, for instance, in the historical

books, where the long succession of narrative tenses, construable according to the

old view as pasts , is broken by an isolated tense which should according to the old

view be translated as a future , but can only be translated as a past, in such cases

the difference might be due to the loss of a Waw.2

1 This reckoning excludes cases where the omission or insertion of ) is due to an alteration

in the context or structure of the rest of a sentence, and among these the ) of " " in v. 26 is ex

cluded . But it includes the 1 before b'png in v. 15, before IVN and its parallel in v. 38. The }

before 127' and its parallel in v. 48 is reckoned as a ) before a tense .

2 E. g. , nnnn Exod. viii . 20 .
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X. SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM .

A study of the critics who deal with this question shows how widely such

doctors disagree on questions as to the merits of a passage or its harmony with

the context. For instance, Ewald speaks of the Psalm -reading in v. 2 , 77???

P! 117 as “ so peculiarly appropriate that we cannot see why it should be

wanting in Samuel except through a copyist's mistake ;" Lengerke, however, who

in many respects follows Ewald, calls it “ Inanis .... et frigidus versiculus.” So

again Ewald says of the Samuel -reading “ D132 etc. " in v.3" certainly pre

served in its entirety in Samuel ; for ' w stands in the Psalm quite abruptly

and confusedly ;" according to Hupfeld the Samuel -reading is “ very superfluous. "

Again as to the various readings in v. 28 , Sam . 'n D'NT Sy 7 ?!Y !, Ps.

youn niat d''Y ), Hupfeld speaks of the Samuel-reading as " sinnlose,"

while according to Delitzsch it is “ eine der sinnreichsten Varianten ."

In more purely critical questions there is more agreement, or at any rate it is

more easy to understand why the critics differ.

In this connection Ewald's exhaustive denunciation of most other commen

tators in the introduction to his work on the Psalms is interesting ; and we feel

that there is something of poetic justice in the reference to Ewald as an “ over

rated scholar ” in a well -known Cambridge work on the Psalms.1

This “ disagreement of doctors ” lends some support to the student's natural

inclination to protest against the right of a German or English critic of the nine

teenth century to decide dogmatically what was appropriate or in good taste for

David ten centuries before Christ.

XI. CANONS OF CRITICISM.

We have attempted to show that the variations between these two texts may ,

at any rate in most cases , be arranged under the same head as the variations of

Greek Testament MSS. It may also be interesting to notice in what cases the

canons of Greek Testament criticism would at first sight be applied and how far

they would hold.

We take first the canon : Brevior lectio anteponenda verbosiori. The cases

where this might be used are where one text contains words omitted by the other ;

or contains a shorter text as 'Son nya of Sam. XXII . 33 , and 779 of Sam . XXII.

15. However, this canon does not seem to be appealed to by critics, probably

because they felt that the influence of possible mutilation and carelessness renders

it inoperative.

Again : Proclivi lectioni prostat ardua. The character of the difference be

tween the two texts affords ample scope for the application of this canon , and if

it be admitted it will be decisive for the originality of the general style and form

1 Jennings and Lowe, i . 70.
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of the Samuel-text, though in some instances, as in X7 Ps. XVIII. 11 , it would

favor the Psalm -text.

Again : That reading is to be preferred which will explain the origin of the

variations. Amongst other readings where this canon might be applied perhaps

the best case is in v.15 , where the reading poaDip731 would serve to explain

the Samuel-text p73, the Psalm -text 37 dp731 ; the variant in Ps. CXLIV . 6

po pin ) and ' the LXX . kaì hotpapev korpaniv.

Again in I. B. 3 ( y) , there are cases to which we might apply the canon that

in parallel passages a verbal dissidence rather than a verbal concordance is to be

preferred . But it is doubtful whether the parallelisms are not too short, and con

sequently too little conspicuous, to have excited the harmonizing tendencies of

copyists.
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BY M. CLERMONT-GANNEAU ,

Professor of Oriental Archæology , Paris .

[ Translated by ROBERT W. ROGERS, of the Johns Hopkins University .]

Among the enigmatical passages of the Old Testament, there is possibly none

which has stimulated to a higher point the curiosity of the exegetes, and provoked

more numerous and more divergent comments than the one which contains, in the

account of the feast of Belshazzar, these three mysterious words , popularized in

the form Mene, Tekel, Peres,-a form which has originated from the ancient

Greek and Latin versions of the Aramean Book of Daniel .

Without making a pretence of giving a decisive solution of this philological

problem , I wish to try to place it in new terms by introducing an element which

-as far as my knowledge goes — has not yet been considered , and which seems to

me to play an essential role . I hasten to say that the considerations which are to

follow are independent of the question yet under discussion , of the real date of the

Book of Daniel , of its historic value and of the environment to which the author

may have belonged ; they will preserve their import, if indeed any be accorded

them , in each of the more or less plausible systems between which , in that respect,

modern criticism is divided.

I.

Every one recalls the truly thrilling picture in which the biblical writer paints

for us this supernatural manifestation of divine judgment followed, with so brief

delay, by its execution.1

In the midst of a grand feast, the sumptuousness of which has passed into a

proverb, Belshazzar, king of Chaldea , gives the order to bring the vessels of gold

and silver of Jehovah , taken from the temple in Jerusalem by his father Nebu

chadnezzar, and in company with his guests, male and female , drinks from them

in honor of the gods of Babylon . At this moment he sees hand appear before

the candelabra which lighted this impious orgie, a hand which writes upon the

plaster of the wall of the hall some incomprehensible words. Terrified by this

prodigy , the king summons immediately his astrologers and diviners, and promises

them the highest rewards if they succeed in deciphering this inscription and

furnishing the interpretation . But all the science of the Chaldean Magi remains

in default. The queen arrives and counsels the king to summon Daniel , who had

given proof of his wisdom under Nebuchadnezzar, and had been made by him

chief of the astrologers and diviners.

i Daniel v.
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Daniel is brought before the king ; and after recalling the misdeeds of Nebu

chadnezzar and sharply admonishing the son , worthy of him, despiser of Jehovah,

he continues in these words :

24 Then was the part of the hand sent from before them, and this writing

25 was inscribed . And this is the writing that was inscribed ,

ןיִסְרַפּולֶקְּתאָנְמאָנְמ

měnēměnē těqēl û - pharsîn

26 This is the interpretation of the thing : Měnē, God hath numbered (měnāh )

27 thy kingdom , and brought it to an end . Těqēl , thou art weighed (tě qilta)

28 in the balances, and art found wanting. Pěrēs , thy kingdom is dividedi

(pěrīsāt) and given to the Medes and Persians (Pārās) .

Upon this Belshazzar accords to Daniel the promised rewards (though the

latter, according to the account, had begun with a refusal of them ) ; that very

night he is slain , and Darius the Mede seizes the kingdom .

It is clearly shown from this story that the task incumbent on the interpreter

of these prophetical words was double ; it was a question first of deciphering, then

of explaining them. It would be idle and , in any case , it will not be in my plan

to search for what cause the decipherment presented a particular difficulty. Was

it a question , in the thought of the author, of an unknown writing, or simply of

an unaccustomed disposition of known characters ? The rabbins are pronounced

in favor of the second hypothesis and, giving free rein to their imagination ,2 have

assumed that either the characters belonged to a cryptographic alphabet athbash,

i . e . , one in which the first letter has as its equivalent the last :

דוד|א
תה

1011
។ 5 5 x 3

Or that the letters, arranged in three lines in a sort of table, had to be read ver

tically and not horizontally :

D ។

א|א

םנאמנאתקלופרסינ

Some seem to have also thought of a real anagram ,3 which may be represented

thus :

I do not insist upon these more or less dangerous conjectures , the last of

which is perhaps the most plausible , since it is more simple than the first and has

the advantage over the second that it might have appeared in the manuscripts

without breaking in an offensive manner the regularity of the lines.

ןילאא)ןדאandתטי.

1 Or, as some critics translate, broken, destroyed .

2 See, for example, J. Levy, [Neuhebraeisches und Chaldaeisches Woerterbuch , under the words

.

3 See Levy, op. cit . , 85, DX ,
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I only mention them as a matter of curiosity, although we shall be able fur

ther on to draw from them an indirect argument. I will devote myself exclusive

ly to the question of interpretation . A circumstance by which we cannot fail to

be struck , but to which we possibly do not accord all the importance which it

merits , is that the interpretation attributed to Daniel does not agree rigorously

with his decipherment.

This agreement exists only in the Greek and Latin translations. These trans

lations in verse 25, after the phrase " this is the writing that was inscribed ,” sub

stitute for the five words of the original Aramean text měnē měnē tě qēl

u - phårsîn , the transcription pávn, Jenèh , pápes, mane, thekel, phares, of the three

words mě nē, těqēl, parsin which stand only in verses 26 , 27 and 28 of the

original, verses which have for their object the giving of the signification .

Hebraists, guided by the Massoretic vocalization , which is not , be it said in

passing, without singular anomalies, are generally agreed in recognizing that the

five words of verse 25 ought to be rendered literally as participles, numbered,

numbered, weighed and they are dividing ; 2 accepting as well founded this trans

lation which , even from the grammatical point of view, does not escape from all

criticism , and which yields in any case , we must confess, a phrase partly incohe

rent, we see that the interpretation given by Daniel to the following verses ,

regards neither the repetition of the first word měnē, nor the plural form of the

last word parsin , preceded by the conjunction " and .” The biblical writer

is content to draw from this whole the three essential words, in attaching them to

a uniform grammatical type.

měnē “ numbered ”

těqēl “ weighed ”

pěrēs3 “ divided.”

He then draws from it, by one of those jeux d'esprit, of which the Bible offers

many examples, the significations appropriate to the situation which he has in view.

He proceeds for this purpose with a mechanical method, so to speak , which

is seen clearly by this simple synoptic table :

INTERPRETATION EXPLANATION WORD

OF THE SECOND DEGREE. OF THE FIRST DEGREE. TO BE EXPLAINED .

אנמ1
המלשהוךתוכלמאהלא־אנמ

ריסחתחכתשהו אינזאמבאתלקת

סרפוידמלתביהיו ךתוכלמתסירפ

לקת2

סרפ3

1 Particularly for the word spa, which, it is supposed, ought to be equivalent to Sp .

Other commentators, without stopping at the vocalization, translate the words as verbs in the

Preterite and present Participle : numeravit, numeravit, appendit et dividunt. ( Buxtorf, Lex. 8. v .

.

? Or "they are breaking,” according to some exegetes. I believe that the sense of dividing is

pre bie, and my theory tends, as will be seen, to confirm this last meaning of the root 70 .

3 The same reservation is to be made on the vocalization of this word as upon that of těqel.

לקת.)
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1 . NUMBERED : { thy kingdom

God has numbered

} and has finished it.

}
2. WEIGHED :

I thou hast been weighed and hast been found wanting in

in the balances (weight).

3. DIVIDED :
thy kingdom has been and has been given to the Mede

divided and the Persian .

This rational analysis shows clearly that every one of the three parallel

phrases is divided into parts rigorously symmetrical:

1. The word to be explained .

2. A literal explanation of the word , presenting this word at the head of the

phrase, in different grammatical states.

3. A second interpretation following the first, a kind of paraphrase , at once

larger and more precise , of the literal explanation to which it is uniformly

attached by the conjunction “ and .” The last word pheres, furnished even to

the author an opportunity for a veritable doublet applying in the explanation of

the first degree to the verb peras, “ to divide,” and in the interpretation of the

second degree, to the name of the “ Persians ” (Pārās ) . Why, therefore, does

not verse 25 , giving the decipherment of the mysterious inscription, contain in

place of the words měnē , měnē, těqēl u - pharsin , purely and simply the

three words měnē, těqēl , pěrēs , upon the interpretation of which verses 26 ,

27 and 28 exclusively revolve ?

This question is so natural that the ancient Greek and Latin translators have

made no scruple of replying in their way by modifying, as we have seen , the origi

nal text of verse 25 in the sense indicated by the logic . They may besides have

been influenced by another motive , if the manuscript which they had before their

eyes presented the characters composing the phrase in an odd disposition , difficult

of reproduction , and similar to those pointed out above, of which the rabbins

speak.

However that may be , this divergence between the deciphered and the inter

preted text can scarcely be conceived unless one admits that the biblical author

had to do, not with simple words, but rather with a given and prescribed phrase

consecrated by tradition , from which he must produce , by alliterations and allu

sions, certain significations adapted to the circumstances which preoccupied him ,

i . e . , the coming of the Persians.

I will return immediately to this point, which is properly the knot of the

question , and , following the example of the author himself, and of the ancient

translators, will occupy myself, for the moment, only with the three words měnē,

těqēl , pěrēs , separated from their connection , reserving for later consideration

the entire phrase of verse 25.

II .

In 1878 , in the course of an epigraphic mission , which had been entrusted to

me by the Minister of Public Instruction on account of the Committee of the
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Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum , I had occasion to study in the British Muse

um the important set of bronze lion weights, from Nineveh , many of which have

bilingual inscriptions in Assyrian and Aramean . One of these weights particu

larly attracted my attention . It is the one upon which is engraved an Aramean

word , up to that time generally read W77, “ holy,” which was considered an

indication of a " weight of the sanctuary " in opposition to the standard weight.

A minute examination convinced me that the word ought to be read , in reality ,

wm paraš or paras “half, moiety . "

H99

This is confirmed by the casts brought back by me at that time, which have

been placed in the cabinet of the Committee of the Corpus Inscriptionum Semitica

rum, thus permitting a control of the exactness of this reading.1

The lion which bears this inscription having weight perceptibly equal to that

of a half of the light mina, it was evident that we had to consider this word

paraš, " half," directly as the denomination itself of a fixed ponderal quantity ,

viz ., the half -mina.2 The Assyrian and, as we shall presently see , the Hebrew

Aramean agree in confirming this reading. Immediately a comparison arose in

my mind , that we find in the set of weights from Nineveh , engraved in Aramaici

sing characters, in a language approaching to Hebrew , the three names of weights ,

.mand the minaהנמ .

39pu šéqěl , the shekel.

w phārāš, the half -mina.

and that by a coincidence , truly singular, these three names correspond in a

remarkable manner to the Aramean words of the text of Daniel, mě nē , těkēl ,

pěrēs. The slight orthographical differences presented by the Aramean forms

are all rigorously explained by the well known peculiarities of Aramean compared

with Hebrew :

1 M. Oppert had already recognized the true reading of this word, applied also to Assyrian

measures of length, as is evident from the following passage of his memoir upon the Assyrian

standard measures and weights: “The words paras and ginip are found transcribed in

Aramean characters " ( Journ . Asiat., 1874, t. II . p. 431).

2 The light mina is half of the heavy mina.

3 Theולקש.. word appearsin the plural on the weights8
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becomesא= normallyהנמofהThe

Theשofלקש

Theסofסרפ

6 G

7 = N101 mã nã.

= Spo2 těqal.

D = 0733 pěra s .

From this it was only a step to conclude that the names of weights designating

the mina, the shekel and the paraš, or half -mina, might play a role in the text of

Daniel . This step I hesitated for a long time to take, and at first contented my

self with communicating to some savants a conjecture which pressed and still

presses more and more upon me. I do not believe that I ought to withold it

further from criticism , and after having submitted it, to the best of my ability, to

the examination of reason , I now give it to criticism , in the hope that perhaps

some part of it may be accepted , even if it be not received with all its conse

quences

III.

I think it will be admitted without much difficulty that the three words of

Daniel can correspond term by term to the three names of weights. Apart from

the phonetic equivalences noted above , even the paronomasias, in which the bib

lical author delights, come to the support of this identification , and serve as an

acknowledgment of it. In fact he aims expressly , in his allegorical interpretation ,

at the roots

“ ,

Spa “to weigh,"

"

to which every one attaches without hesitation the Semitic names of the mina,

the shekel and the pharaš (pheras) or half-mina.

If, then , it were truly a question of these three isolated words , if by misfor

tune the Aramean original of Daniel had been lost and this book had come down

to us, like several others of the Old Testament, only by means of the Greek and

Latin versions ; if , consequently , the phrase was presented to us in the abridged

state to which these versions have reduced it, Mávn, Vekèn , pápes, Mane, thekel,

to,יי number"אנמorהנמ

לקש

to,יי divide"סרפorשרפ

or

1 The form xip, mina, exists in Aramean.

2 Cf. the Aramean pņ, shekel.

307p is the half-mina in Aramean (nyp hoond, Buxtorf, Lex. Chald ., s . v . ). In the lan

guage of the Talmud, 0791 min , a mina and a peras, means a mina and a half. In various other

passages, given in Neuhebr. und Chald . Woerterbuch , Levy's 6. v. 079 , these two weights are

opposed to one another in a way that leaves no doubt of the value of the pěrās = half -mina.

• Of weights or of money ; for it must not be forgotten that this is all one in the Semitic

languages.

6 It might be well to note that Flavius Josephus ( Antiquities of the Jews, X. , 11, 3) renders the

three words of Daniel not by verbs, but by substantives, MANH = ápcouóf number ; OEKEA =

σταθμός weight ; ΦΑΡΕΣ κλάσμα fragment ..

6 It is to be noted, now, that the Greek transcription implies for these words a vocalization

differing , in certain points, from that of the Massoretic text, and approaching that which my

explanation tends to substitute for it. (See the end of note. )
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phares. If, therefore , we had to deal only with these three isolated words, the

explanation would offer scarcely any difficulty . It is true also that in this case the

coincidence would have only a relative interest, and could be considered an occur

rence curious enough , but, after all , of restricted importance.

But the original of Daniel has been happily preserved , and the original gives

us , in verse 25 , not only the three words in question , but a phrase of five words,

where they play a role which remains to be discovered .

We must inquire whether the introduction of this new element of information

in the study of the phrase of verse 25 is not of such a nature as to clear up the

whole of this obscure text, and to make us see it in a light very different from

that in which it has been habitually regarded up to this time .

Let us admit , for a moment, laying aside the Massoretic vocalization , to which

even the most scrupulous philologians are obliged here to do some violence ,

that it is necessary to read these three isolated words of verses 26 , 27 , 28 , not

mě nē, thěqēl , pěrēs, but mānā, těqāl, pěrās, i. e. , mina, shekel and half

mina, and let us apply this reading to the same three words in the phrase of

verse 25. We shall obtain then for this phrase, mānā, mānā, thèqāl , u -phăr

sîn , “ mina, mina, shekel and half-shekel.”

We establish at first that, while the words designating respectively mina and

shekel are in the singular, that which designates half-mina is in the plural, 1075

parsîn , or pěrāsîn , the regular plural of pěras , 073. This implies already

between the first and last word of the phrase , between the mina and the half

mina, a significant opposition which ought to serve us as a first luminous point in

the darkness in which we are gropingly advancing. But we do not yet hold the

key of the riddle .

The literal translation “mina, mina, shekel and half-minas” does not give us

a sense much less disconnected than that of the received translation . It has,

however, the advantage over this of showing us some elements pertaining to an

order of ideas clearly characterized . But we do not yet see in what manner

these elements ought to be combined , in order to form a logical whole , a con

nected , moving, living phrase. We possess them , so to speak , in a static state ,

it remains for us to put them in a dynamic state , and to discover whether

these words , in place of being simply placed side by side , are not in reality united

among themselves by grammatical functions . In this consists the real problem

for solution .

Although in Aramean several substantives may follow each other in an enu

meration without the interposition of the conjunction “ and,” employed in similar

cases in Hebrew , it is scarcely probable, a priori, that this succession of words

here constitutes a simple statement of weights , such as : “ a mina, a mina , a

shekel and some pheras.”
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IV.

Let us pause at the first word : Mānā . It is twice repeated : Mānā , mānā .

Is this , then , a simple repetition , mina , mina, with which we have to do, a

rhetorical figure, or, on the contrary , a phenomenon of syntax ?

In Aramean and in general in the Semitic languages, the repetition of the

same substantive, without the intervention of any other word , is a grammatical

process capable of expressing different things : e . g. , the idea of a great quantity,

when the substantives are in the plural,—1973, 1979 pits, pits, i . e. , “ nothing

but pits," Gen. xiv. 10 ; but here mānā being in the singular, the idea of plurality

ought, it seems to me, to be put aside ; or the idea of partition , which is expressed

by our word every, –1774 1774 flock , flock , i . e . , " every flock by itself," Gen.

XXXII. 16 ; xay xay people, people, i . e. , " every people ;" 72 ) man , man,

i . e . , "any man,” Num. ix. 10 , etc.; or moreover an idea of distribution , an idea

connected with the preceding , 1 denarius, denarius, i . e . , “every one a

denarius;" 232 two , two, i . e . , “two by two;" 1ks 1 hundred , hundred ,

i . e . , " by hundreds," Mark vi . 40, etc.; finally, an idea of diversity - w

evil, evil, i . e . , “ different evils , ” Mk. 11. 17 ; ses tongue, tongue, i . e . , "dif

ferent tongues,” John v. 4 ; Acts x. 46 , etc. In all these cases the repeated

substantive remains in the singular. This is the case in this passage. We

might, then , endeavor to see if these words X30 x mina, mina, would not

signify, in the phrase of Daniel , of which they form the commencement, something

like " every mina, mina by mina, mina to mina, by every mina, for every mina,”

or even " different minas.” But there is still another possible manner, and one

well conformed to the Semitic genius , of construing these two consecutive words,

mānā , mānā ; that is , to regard the first as subject and the second as attribute

of a small phrase where the verb to be is understood : mina ( is) mina , i . e . , a mina

(is) a mina ; as in Hebrew also 728 71779 Jehovah my God, i . e . , “ Jehovah is my

God.” But we will leave provisionally this question in suspense, and reserving

equally the word těqal , which comes after, pass immediately to the last word of

the phrase, 1'0n , parsin .

V.

Părsîn , or phěrāsîn , has the proper form of a plural. But is it really a

plural ? The peras is , as we have seen , a “ half-mina ; ” i . e . , to make one mina,

two pheras are necessary . Given the presence , at the beginning of the phrase, of

the word mānā , “mina" in the singular, nothing would be more tempting, if we

had before us a Hebrew and not an Aramean text , than to ask if, in place of the

plural, we have not here a dual , which is distinguished , as we know , only by a

very slight vocalic variation , perceptible only in the Massoretic pointing ; and if,

in place of reading parsin half -minas, we ought not to read parsain two

half-minas.
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ןָּדַעגַלְפּוןיִנָּדַעְוןָּדע־דַע

It is true that Aramean seems to have allowed the dual to fall into disuse ;

and that is a serious objection . It has, however, preserved some traces of it

which appear in the very language of the book of Daniel: 7:7??? in the two hands,

7:2972 the two feet, 1:30:33 the teeth ( considered as distributed in two rows). Syriac

has preserved the form of the dual in the numerals : 2 two (masculine),

252 two (feminine ), ~ 2156 two hundred ; and in the geographical name

jaso Egypt, an imitation of the Hebrew O'yn. At any rate, there is a pas

sage in Daniel4 where it seems that the plural has at least the function

of the dual :

!

to a time , times and half a time.

' id dā nîn times can only be the equivalent of iddānain two times ,5 in this

phrase which , from the declarations of all the exegetes, contains the precise

indication of a period of time numerically determined ,-a year, two years and a

half year, i . e . , three years and a half.

Consequently , even according to the Massoretic vocalization of the word

7077 parsin , all the respect which it perhaps does not deserve, we find

ourselves sufficiently protected by this precedent to attribute to 1075 the value

of parsain , and to translate by two peras or two half-minas, if the context

points in that direction .

VI.

The word parsin, or parsain, is preceded in the text of Daniel by a

) , representing, as every one admits, the conjunction and. If this word parsin,

which closes the phrase, is indeed a substantive, it is to be supposed that the

word tě qēl , to which it is bound by the conjunction , ought to be a word of the

same nature as it , i . e . , another substantive. We have already shown that

těqēl or tēqal® is a rigorously exact equivalent of the Hebrew substantive

spu šéqěl , designating the “shekel . ” Under these conditions the phrase to be

explained could strictly end j'0751 Spo ......a shekel and two pheras.

But it will scarcely be perceived by what association of ideas a shekel (the

word is in the singular), which is a very small fraction of a mina (the sixtieth or

the hundredth , according to the system ), is found in this brief phrase placed with

two peras , the peras being half of the mina. Supposing even that it is a ques

tion of a simple enumeration of certain weights (which is scarcely probable ) , one

1 Daniel ii . 34 . 2 Id ., vii. 4. 3 Id ., vii . 7. 4 Id ., vii. 25 .

5 In spite of the fact that, in the corresponding passage of chapter xii . (verse 7 ) of the Hebrew

part of the Book of Daniel , je? 7 is servilely rendered by the plural D'qvis, and not by the dual

םִיַדעמ.

6 This is the form which the segholate substantives of Hebrew take in Aramean : késeph

silver becomes késăph .
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oughtןיסרפולקת not to beןיסרפולקתinto

would expect to find those weights enumerated in an order regularly increasing or

decreasing ,1 and to see the lighter weight, the shekel , named after the pěras , as

it is after the mina. How shall we escape this difficulty , which seems inextrica

ble ? It consists entirely in the presence of the ) , which , coupled with the word

parsin , can certainly only be the conjunction and.

But is the really in its place ? Does it really belong at the beginning of the

word parsin , which follows it ? Might it not perhaps belong to the end of

the word těqēl , which precedes ? Ought we not to regard with caution the way

in which our editions cut this phrase, a phrase which early became en natical.

The usage of the scriptio continua , which is a proved fact in ancient biblical man

uscripts , authorizes us to ask if the compact group of letters, in place of being cut

, .

In this case they would become an integral part of the word teqēl , and we

should be freed from this conjunction and.

If there was any foundation for the hypothesis , which the rabbins, to explain

the difficulty of decipherment, have put forth on the unusual disposition of the

characters of the inscription , we could draw from them an argument to render

still more admissible the very slight fault of the copyist. The biblical texts show

greater ones than this.

We can see , in fact, that, for example , in the arrangement in three vertical

columns explained above, the , which is at the head of the fourth column is forci

.

The anagrammatical arrangement which I have described as likewise possible ,

and which has perhaps really existed in certain ancient manuscripts, would also

be able to favor the mistake.

VII .

The 7 beingattached tothe word 5pm, the arrangement of the phrase is en

tirely changed . What can 15pn be ? If'we were working upon a territory purely

Hebrew , one could see in this , the pronominal suffix o of the third person of the

masculine singular joined to a substantive. Těqēl could be taken rigorously

andןיסרפ placed nearלקתbly separated from

1 It is this which had prompted me to ask for a moment if peras , the proper sense of

which is " half," did not designate, in place of the half-mina , a very small weight, such as the

half -shekel (the Hebrew ypa, bégăe),or even the obol . But I do not believe that it is necessary

to pause with this idea , the sense of half -mina for peras being too categorically established by

the Assyrian and Aramean lexicons, and confirmed by the weight itself of the lion bearing the

inscription paraš , a weight which is sensibly that of the weak half -mina . I ought to recall,

however, that the Greek version of the LXX ., in disagreement on this point with the version of

Theodotion, followed by the Vulgate , and with the original Aramean itself, places these three

words in an order which would be more conformed to the hypothesis of a regularly decreasing

enumeration, Mávn, Þápes, OeKÉ2. But the version of the LXX. offers for the whole Book of

Daniel such divergences from the original, it is so plainly removed from it, that it is not neces.

sary to pay any attention to this variant, and that it would be imprudent to lend it here, against

documents infinitely superior, an authority which, from antiquity , has been properly refused it.
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in the general meaning of weight, which is the primitive sense of the name of

shekel, although we should rather expect, in this case, the derived form spro

Gown) math qal . The expression would then signify, his weight is two peras,

which , compared with the expression X9 X9, considered as intended to mean

a mina is a mina , would furnish a sense sufficiently plausible : “ a mina is a mina ;

its weight is two peras " ( in other words, two half-minas ).

In place of being a nominal suffix, the , restored to těqēl could be also

continuing always to reason from the point of view of Hebrew-a verbal suffix ,

the verb 2pn, těqā l , the equivalent of pv, šāqál , signifying “ to weigh.” It

would then be with a verb and not with a substantive which is derived from it ,

and which designates the shekel, that we have to do.1 In this case the little

phrase could be translated : " he has weighed it," or, " weigh it,” according as

we read 15pp in the Preterite or 95pm in the Imperative.

But we must reject these hybrid forms. We have to deal with a text too thor

oughly Aramean to permit us to treat the , as a suffix in the Hebrew manner, re

placing the Aramean forms __ and 771.2

In Aramean the7 of 15pn could only be the product of a verbal inflection .

Two forms are possible :

either 99pm “they have weighed ; "

weigh "

.

If těq al is a verb in the second member of the phrase, one would be led to

infer that in the first member X9 = mě nā is equally a verb and that there is a

parallelism in the employment of the two correlative verbs měnāmānā, těqalû

părsa în " he has counted a mina [and ] they have weighed two peras. But it

seems then that the two members of the phrase , thus opposed the one to the other,

ought to be connected by the preposition ) , and ; I deem it wise to resist the temp

tation to make the , which is between těqāl and părsain serve for this pur

pose , making it leap over těqal , to place it before it , although by this ad

venturous expedient one would obtain a rather tempting balance měnā mānā,

(u-)těqál pārsain , " he has counted a mina and weighed two peras;" or

in the Imperative3 mě nē mānā, ( u- ) těqul parsain, “ count a mina and

weigh two peras. " I should not like to go that far. Contenting myself with the

66
or

ּולְקִּת

becomesולקת thenthe direct object ofןיסרפ

1 The transcription Mávn , Jekèm , oápeç , whatever may be the absolute value in the point of

view of the original vocalization, implies at least a relative difference between these three words.

Mávn and pápec , forming a group characterized by the vowel a of the first syllable, different

from genèa , the first syllable of which has an e in place of an a . If the translator had considered

sprasofthesamegrammaticalform as 39 and 079, he ought,it seems to havetranscribed it

Jáken , and not tekéa . One sees that this distinction corresponds plainly to that to which I find

myself led in regarding 8 ]? and no as substantives, and Spn as a verb.

2 But we ind in Daniel the form xx (chap. iv . , verses 15, 16 ).

.
3

3אֵנְמforיֵנְמorיִנְמ.
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1 )

-weighed,in the past Partiלִקְת=ליִקְתis forלֵקתhavesupported ,viz .,that

by(ּוליִהְת=)ולֵקת,with the Participle Pa'il a real inflective Preterite passive

simple glide of the 1 , I accept the reading 153pm, a word which signifies “they

have weighed ” in the Preterite or “ weigh ” in the Imperative.

If this verb was in the Preterite, by making use of the different meanings ,

enumerated above, of which this reading X10 Xia, mina mina, is susceptible ,

we arrive at the following combinations :

1st By taking 1'07) as a plural: “mina by mina, they have weighed the

peras."

2d By taking 7'075 as a dual: “ for every mina, they have weighed two peras.”

If the verb 95p was the Imperative, the combinations would be :

1st " mina by'mina weigh the peras.”

2d " for every mina weigh two peras.'

3d “ a mina is a mina, weigh two peras !”

It would be easy to multiply these combinations.

For example, accepting the conjecture which a number of qualified exegetes

, ., =

ciple passive, one could translate, according to the Aramean rule which forms

a (= )

have been weighed, and consider the two members of the phrase as constituted thus :

XP x has been counted a mina, or

a ;

two .

We may compare, in this respect, another passage of Daniel : 1

1795 1790? 2N! X? the judgment was set and the books were opened.

VIII.

But I pause in this track , where I leave to philologians more minute than

I the task of pushing it further . It suffices me to point it out to them, and

I shall content myself for the present with this conclusion : The two extreme

and essential terms of the phrase in Daniel are two names of weights of which

one is double the other, placed in relation by a third middle term , which is

either a third name of weight ( that of shekel), or the verb to weigh , from

which the name of shekel is derived .

Across the last doubts which may still obscure the precise sense of the

phrase so understood, one easily catches the movement and is conscious of the

aroma of a sort of proverbial sentence , or popular saying, revolving upon the

relation of the mina to the half-mina? and belonging perhaps to that order of

,he has counted a minaאָנָמאָנְמ

.havebeen toeighed too perdsןיסרפּולְקִת

i vii . 10. Verse 24 of the passage which we are studying, furnishes itself an example of this

construction , and that exactly with the inversion of the verb and subject which we have here :

D'07 X378201 878-46 XDD nyv , “ the hand has been sent and this writing has been traced ."

The same, in verse 28: 70125 no'ng, “ thy kingdom has been divided . ”

2 Possibly by allusion to the difference between the light and the heavy mina, which ought to

be divided the one and the other into two corresponding peras in the same proportional relation .

of 1 to 2.
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" mina

ideas with which our modern locutions are connected, such as : "two make a

pair ,”" " two and two make four," “ six of one and half a dozen of the other,"

etc. We may also compare for this image of isoropy, of equipoise, employed

to express by analogy the idea of equivalence or the identity of two things, the

Greek expressions: Εις την αυτήν τιθέναι πλάστιγγα , ισόρροπον πλάστιγγα έχειν, ισόρροπον

πλάστιγγα ταλαντεύεσθαι ..

It is very remarkable that these two words of mānē and pěrās,

and half -mina , ” opposed , as here , to each other, are directly employed by

the Talmudic authors in a metaphorical and proverbial manner well adapted to

confirm that impression , at the same time coming to the support of the pare

miological value which I propose to give them in the Book of Daniel . To the

rabbins a son who is worth less than his father is a pěrās, son of a mānē,

1733 ya D75 ; a son who is worth more than his father is a mānē, son of a

pěrās , Onb 1739 ; a son who is worth as much as his father, a mānē

son of a mānē, 1739 12 7739.1 It is not impossible that there was some allu

sion of this kind in the intention of the biblical author borrowing this aphor

ism from the wisdom of nations.

It is this which seems to come out of the long discourse with which Daniel

introduces his interpretation . This discourse is divided into two parts : the first

recalls the faults, followed by repentance, of Nebuchadnezzar, father of Bel

shazzar ; the second , which sums up those of Belshazzar, begins with this apos

trophe , “ And thou, Belshazzar, his son , hast not humbled thy heart ," 2 etc.,

an apostrophe which emphasizes well the desire of the author to establish a

parallel between the father and son .

IX.

Some may perhaps consider it strange that this phrase written by a celes

tial hand on the wall of Belshazzar's festal hall, that this sentence of the des

tiny that ruled the lot of the last king of Chaldea, should be finally reduced to

a simple saying, and to a saying so commonplace, so prosaic, that it might have

been quite as well scrawled on any wall by the hand of the first malcontent,

and might belong to this “ wall ” literature, not very lofty , which belongs to all

times and to all peoples.3

1 See the examples in J. Levy, op . cit. , under the words 739 and 070. So the two celebrated

Moabites, the prophet Balaam and the king Balaq were both of them a " mina daughter (son ) of a

ḥalf-mina,” since they were said to be greater than their respective fathers. Compare also in the

, : "

78 " lion, son oflion," and Syno ja ' 7 " lion,son of the jackal. ”

2 Verse 22 .

3 The exegetes who have believed that they recognized in the feast of Belshazzar certain

personal allusions to the deeds of Antiochus IV. , Epiphanes, -e. 8. , to the sumptuous and dis

solute feasts given by Antiochus to Daphné (Hitzig, Das Buch Daniel, p. 78 ), - admit, without dif

ficulty , I believe, adaptation of some popular sco ected that bitter enemy of the Jews

who had pillaged the treasure of the temple and who also, having taken refuge at Baby

lon after the check experienced at Elymais, had been chastised by the hand of the Persians, con
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To this objection it would be easy to reply by citing the analogy of certain

oracles of pagan antiquity, which are distinguished by their strangeness and by

their intended platitude. And besides , in the case of Daniel , is it not exactly

this contrast, this disproportion between the littleness of the means and the

grandeur of the intention , which was the better fitted to strike vividly the imag

ination ? What, in fact, is the scope of this story in which the author proposes to

show the fall of the empire of Chaldea ? Belshazzar casts defiance at the God

of Israel, who replies by a menacing prodigy. A hand sent from above writes

upon the wall a phrase which all of the most skilled wise men of Chaldea are

not able, with all their science , to read or to explain . Is this phrase, then ,

something impenetrable, something very abstract ? Not the least in the world .

It is all simply, as the Israelite prophet establishes, an adage of the common

people , a proverb known to all . How easily does this prove the nothingness

of this 'pretended science of the Magi, and gives the measure of this greatly

vaunted wisdom which is held in check by so slight a difficulty. The author

has a visible tendency to find in default this Chaldean science . In two places

already, in the preceding chapters ,1 he has shown the weakness and ignorance

of the Magi in their attempts at the interpretation of the two dreams of Nebu

chadnezzar, the key to which Daniel alone was able to give. This time the

demonstration is decisive. The Magi are not able to recognize in the mysterious

inscription a saying which is upon every lip. First result. Yes, but from this

profane saying, which , once deciphered , ought, it seems , to be understood by

the whole world , Daniel goes on to draw a hidden divine meaning, and to ob

tain an effect so much the more considerable as it was unexpected. Vox populi,

vox dei. He takes one by one the words which compose it , and , using one of the

favorite methods of the Hebrew prophets, a double sense of these words, by

paronomasia he causes some significations appropriate to the events in view to

burst forth . The word which lends itself best to this was assuredly the last,

pārsîn or parsa în , which had the admirable advantage of making possible

the most seducing equivocation upon the name of the Persians.

It is not bold to suppose that it is this word which has determined , among

all the others , the choice of this saying as a fundamental theme of the prophecy

relative to the coming of the Persians and the ruin of the empire of Babylon .

sidered as instruments of the divine vengeance ( F1. Josephus, Antiq . jud . , XII. 9, 1 ; Macc ., I. 3,

31 :6) . Compare Xin , Mávn , and the sobriquet 'Efiuavhs, foolish, furious, into which the official.

surname of Antiochus, Erioavńs, the illustrous, was corrupted. In this case, the phrase taken

as the text of the story of Daniel would be no longer, to speak properly, a proverbial sentence ,

but a kind of double-faced epigram , borrowed from the actual circumstances of the moment :

The mina ( Antiochus) has counted (and) the peras (Perses) have weighed (i . e . , payed ). It is

known that the expedition , as the result of which Antiochus had to succumb, had for its object

the recovering of the overdue taxes owing by the Persians . We must not lose sight of the fact

that Syriac employs precisely the word is to designate the tax of which the passage of the

Book of Maccabees speaks (I. 3, 29 ).

1 Chap. ii . and iv,
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The whole of the fifth chapter of Daniel may be considered as the brilliant

placing of this subject, to which it serves as a frame, and which remains, in

the last analysis, the principal generating element of the whole piece.

X.

I say , the principal element; for it is not the only one. As to the details

of this scene , the actors who figure there, the attitudes they take, the roles they

play, the accessories which constitute the scenery , it is , I believe , by the icono

logical method that we must seek an explanation . I understand by iconology,

the generation of ideas by figured images, by plastic representations more or less

arbitrarily interpreted . If one wishes to understand chap. v . of the Book of Dan

iel, he must read it again attentively in the light of certain representations of

Egyptian and Chaldean origin , which have, in my judgment, exerted a prepon

derating influence on the mind of the author .

For Egypt, it is the representation , so popular upon bas-reliefs and in the

illustrations of the Book of the Dead, of the judgment of souls weighed in the

balance, or psychostasy, to which by a very natural association of ideas, the author

must have found himself conducted ; he has himself made a most direct allusion :

“ Thou hast been weighed in the balance,” says he , " and thou hast been found

wanting in weight."

For Chaldea, there is the representation which recurs very frequently upon

the cylinders, and which is designated , in default of a better, under the conven

tional and , I believe , inexact name of "scene of initiation .”

If we combine together these two plastic representations, we obtain the very

model of the painting of the feast of Belshazzar, with all its details and all its inci

dents ; the king seated upon a throne in the great hall of the feast and drinking

from the sacred vessels ; the banqueters ; the inscription traced upon the wall ;

the candelabra lighting the scene ; the Magi stupefied before the inscription ; the

queen presenting herself to the king ; Daniel introduced in her presence explain

ing the inscription , and dressed in the insignia promised as his reward .

The best commentary which could be given of the fifth chapter of Daniel

would be, on the one side , a vignette from the Book of the Dead , representing

Osiris, king of Amenti , seated in state in the great hall of judgment; the

forty -two judicial assessors and other infernal personages ; the goddess Ma (Goddess

of Justice) introducing the dead ; Thot, the Lord of the divine words, the scribe of

the divine justice , now inscribing , now pronouncing sentence ; Horus and Anubis

examining the weighed ; and on the other side , a cylinderl showing us a god seat

1 Without pretending that the Assyrian scene called the scene of “ initiation," is really con

generous with the Egyptian scene of psychostasy, which is not, however, impossible, I cannot

prevent myself from remarking that we find here two characteristic details which recall the

Egyptian scene : the monkey, (the cynocephalus symbolizing the equilibrium of the balance) ,

and the object in which M. Lenormant has seen a balance (of the steelyard type), and M. Menant

an instr ument of numeration, the staff of measuring, symbolizing justice (cf. the goddess Ma and

her pen ).
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ed on a throne, holding in his hand a vase for libations ; a grand candelabra ; an

inscription1 engraved in the body of the scene ; two persons, one of whom pre

sents the other to the god '; other persons in different mysterious attitudes.

And besides , it is not only the episode of the feast of Belshazzar, but also

other most prominent episodes of the Book of Daniel, the conception of which is

explained to us by iconology: the two dreams of Nebuchadnezzar, the three young

Hebrews in the furnace, Daniel in the den of lions ; not to speak of the symbolic

beasts which people the visions of the prophet and furnish the matter of his

apocalyptic visions.

1 The cuneiform legend of the cylinder serving as a soal.

2 One of them is at times certainly a woman.
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BY PROF. MORRIS JASTROW , JR. , Ph. D. ,
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Biblical exegesis and Hebrew grammar are naturally closely interwoven with

one another. While in general the two may and to -day are kept quite distinct,

still there are many instances - notably in the thorny field of Hebrew syntax

where the dividing line becomes exceedingly faint, if not entirely wiped out. The

bond uniting the two becomes the closer the further back we go, so that , in the

period of which these articles treat, it is difficult to separate the Jewish gram

marians from the Jewish commentators of the Bible . Works on Hebrew gram

mar are invariably interspersed , and in general very liberally interspersed , with

disquisitions and discussions of a purely exegetical nature , and the interpreter of

the biblical text as frequently trespasses on the field of the grammarian .

I.

The middle of the ninth century , in more than one respect, marks a turning

point in the history of the Jews. The contact with Mohammedan civilization and

the rise of Karaism succeeded in inaugurating a new period of intellectual activ

ity among them . Just as some thousand years previous, the meeting of the Jews

with Grecian culture in Alexandria resulted in that remarkable product, the

Hellenic- Judaic literature, so the encounter with Islam in Spain and on the

northern coast of Africa gave rise to a rich and valuable literature. The great

schism in the Jewish church ascribed to Aven about the year 850 of the common

era , gave the fresh current a fixed direction . Whatever else Karaism may in the

course of time have become , it was at its origin a reaction against the overweening

authority which the Talmud had acquired . The watch - cry of the movement was

- Return to the Bible .”

But in thus acknowledging the authority of the Bible alone, Karaism - and

this was perhaps its most important result -- led to a taking up of a sadly neglected

study. The Karaites, as well as the upholders of rabbinical tradition , were forced

to study the Bible ; the former by the sheer necessity of their principles, the lat

ter in order to furnish themselves with weapons against their opponents. For

more than five hundred years the Talmud , to the exclusion of the Bible, had

engrossed the thought and attention of the Jews. After the final redaction of the

Mishna, in the early part of the third century, the laws embodied in that codex

formed the subject of discussion in the various talmudical schools from genera

tion to generation . When about the middle of the fifth century these discus

sions, constituting the so -called Gemara, were in turn also collected and arranged ,
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it was now the entire Talmud , i . e . , the Mishna and Gemara, which furnished the

mental food for the Jews.

The Amoraim ( speakers ), as those rabbis were termed who lived after the

redaction of the Mishna in contradistinction to the Tanaim (teachers) , were suc

ceeded by the Saburaim ( reasoners), who stood in the same relation to the entire

Talmud as the Amoraim to the Mishna. But during all this time, the source of

all Jewish tradition , the fountain-head of all laws , ceremonial and otherwise , was

neglected . The Mishna took the place of the Bible in the eyes of the Amoraim ,

and the Talmud in turn was the Bible of the Saburaim — the supreme authority.

It was quite natural, therefore , that the Bible itself -- and consequently classical

Hebrew-was but little studied , since it was but little réquired . The Talmud

was the book of life for the Jews. According to its dictates they regulated their

conduct . To the Talmud recourse was had in all cases of doubt, and a decision

directly or indirectly derived from it was final. With the advent of Karaism the

great change occurred . It is a sufficient proof for the assertion that the Karaitic

movement was the direct cause of the revival of the study of Hebrew, that the

eminent Rabbi, Saadia, or Saadia Gaon , as he is commonly known, who is the

greatest opponent of the founder of Karaism , is also the one with whom the new

period takes its rise . It is true there is one who precedes Saadia by a few years,

and who well deserves a place by his side , viz . , Jehudah Ibn Koreish , but his

influence on his cotemporaries was exceedingly limited , and it is only the fact

that he was so closely followed by a Saadia that saved him from becoming entirely

lost to memory. Still , Koreish must not be omitted among the great commenta

tors and grammarians of the Middle Ages . And since, at any rate, he too is ,

without question , influenced by Karaism , and thus a product of the times , it is

but proper to commence with him , although , as already intimated , and as will

be shown still more clearly in the course of these articles , Saadia is the real

inaugurator of the new period . We might term Jehuda Ibn Koreish a forerunner

of it .

II .

Jehuda Ibn Koreish . As is the case with so many of the men of this period

who have left their impress on the course of events, we know but little of the life

of Ibn Koreish . Through a notice in a grammatical treatise of the famous Abra

ham Ibn Ezra ,? we learn that he was born in Tohart in Morocco . The year of his

birth is not known , but from several indications it is clear that he did not live

after Saadia . Ibn Ezra , in the already quoted passage of Moznaim, which gives a

list , chronologically arranged, of prominent Jewish grammarians, indeed places

Saadia before Koreish , but this might just as well indicate that Koreish was

1 Gaon, which is the exact equivalent of the English " Highness," was the title which Saadia

bore as the chief of the Talmudical school in Pumbaditha (Babylon).

2 Moznaim (Preface).
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cotemporary with Saadia, and that the latter takes precedence on account of his

greater importance. It is probably the safest to place him between 850 and 900.

He wrote a book which he called OX) 2X , “ father and mother,” probably of a

lexicographical character. The work is, unfortunately , lost, so that we can only

conjecture from quotations to be found in later writers what it contained. A sec

ond work of his , upon which his fame rests, is a “ Letter to the Jewish Congrega

tion of Fez.” It is a plea for the study of Hebrew . From this alone it is clear

that he stands under the influence of the Karaitic movement. Indeed Pinsker

an authority on the subject - believes that he was a Karaite ; but while there are

passages in this letter which may be construed as implying a censure of the Rab

banites, this in itself is not sufficient evidence that he was himself a member of

the new party . The way in which Ibn Ezra and Menahem ben Saruk , and others

who are of the party of tradition , speak of him, makes it very unlikely that he was

their opponent in religious views. Ibn Ezra , more especially, who loses no oppor

tunity in dealing a blow at the Karaites, would scarcely have mentioned Jehuda

Ibn Koreish at all among the eminent grammarians, much less spoken in such

terms of praise of him as he does , had he known Koreish to have been one of the

“ Sadducees ” as he ironically terms the Karaites . An important fact which must

not be overlooked is that Koreish wrote his letter in Arabic, and that , more than

this, he shows the importance of a knowledge of Arabic for the study of Hebrew .

He is indeed the first, as far as we know, to advocate the comparison of Hebrew

with the cognate tongues, and thus laid the foundation for a method which was

perfected by some of his successors . He also urges the congregation in Fez , in the

most earnest terms, not to abandon the reading of the Chaldaic translation of the

Bible, the so - called Targum-a custom introduced in Palestine when the knowl

edge of Hebrew could no longer be presupposed among the mass of the population

-since the " Syriac,” as he calls the dialect of the Targum , is of great importance

for the explanation of the Hebrew. The language of the Mishna he also declares

to be essential for a thorough training in Hebrew , so that, according to Ibn Kore

ish , Arabic, Aramaic, and the Mishna, ought to be mastered by every student of

the Bible . He then proceeds to substantiate his theory by facts. Numerous

instances are given of words which are explained by a reference to their Arabic or

Aramaic equivalents, as the case may be. It is interesting to observe that Kore

ish has already a conception , naturally inexact, of the law of " consonantal trans

ition between the several Semitic languages. Thus, he shows that a Hebrew

Zayin becomes in Aramaic a Daleth , e. g. , yo is equivalent to XyOT. The

whole Risalet - as the Arabic title reads — is divided into three divisions besides

the introduction ; (a) the explanation of difficult Hebrew words occurring in the

Bible , by the aid of the Targum , ( 6 ) by the aid of Mishna and also Talmud, and

(c) a comparison of the Hebrew with the Arabic . It needs scarcely be said that

Koreish's comparative philology is of a very primitive kind . His errors are
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frequently of a nature which almost every beginner in Hebrew to -day can verify,

but that in no way detracts from his chief merit, which lies in having indi

cated the way to future investigators. He is still groping in the dark , but he is

nearing the right road to a systematic study of the knowledge. It is , of course ,

impossible to estimate what influence his letter exerted upon the congregation at

Fez - with whom he must have stood in high favor - or elsewhere. At any rate ,

its appearance was a sign of the times, and as such the Risalet is not without its

importance even to -day. The minds of the Jews had been turned to the Bible

through the platform on which Karaism claimed to stand. Jehuda Ibn Koreish

showed that the Bible could only be understood - provided the language in which

it was written be understood - in the full sense of the word . The fanciful inter

pretations of the Rabbis and the arbitrary deductions of the Karaites — both doing

violence to the spirit of the Hebrew language as well as of the Bible - would

vanish before impartial scientific research . This was the profound conviction of

Jehuda Ibn Koreish which breathes in the pages of his Risalet. With his great

successor, however, the study of Hebrew begins in real earnest, and the results

of the renewed intellectual activity in this sphere are soon seen in the remarkable

progress which was made in the knowledge of Hebrew grammar and lexicog

raphy, and with this , in the interpretation of the Bible .
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,18.Eccles.v;תֹומָלְׁשלֶזְרַּבתֶׁשֹחְנבָהָזףֶסָּכהֶנְקִמit ooeurs along with,8

,12,11.sotoo 2 Chr .I!;2,דֹובָכְוםיִסָכְנרֶׁשע.ibid.VI;םיִסָכְנְורֶׁשעwe find

דֹובָכְוםיִסָכְנרֶׁשע.

T

out of the8,הָרֲהַנרַבֲעתַּדְמִי־יִדאָּכְלַמיֵסְכִּנִמ.viz.Ezra VIיֵסְכִנ.constr

In four post -exilic passages of the Old Testament we find a word d’da in

the meaning of " riches, wealth ," Greek xpňuara , Únápxovta or inapgu . Josh . XXII.

, occurs ; ,

; . , ;1 ,

.

In the Aramean portions of the Book of Ezra we find for it the form fog ,

. , 8,

moneys of the king from the tribute of the district Abar-Nahara, i . e . , west of the

Euphrates ; and Ezra VII, 26, l'o?? why. confiscation of goods or a fine, Greek

ζημιώσαι τα υπάρχοντα ..

Usually the stem DS) is regarded as a metathesis from DS to gather together,

to heap up . This explanation is , for example, retained in the latest edition of

Gesenius ' Lexicon. Friedrich Delitzsch , on the other hand , thinks ( p . 181 , n . 1 of

his Prolegomena ) that the word is probably connected with Assyrian nikâsu ,

which, according to its etymology ( ?) , as well as its ideogramm ( ? ) , means some

thing assigned to some one either as a possession or as a deposit.

To this I should like to remark, in the first place , that the long â, in Delitzsch's

transcription nikâsu , does not seem to me to be certain . As far as I know , the

e.1.ةماركوالاموةراسي

1 LXX.: Thoūros kaì Ünáp xovra kaì đóga ; NNOV ) : N7p89 XQJII xoriy. R. Isaak ben

Yehuda Ibn Ghiyath (ühe i. e ., HiNiNNIIN 2 PANDN) in his Arabic translation of the

Book of Koheleth (edited by Jacob Loevy, Leiden , Brill, 1884) has for that hoxydibD1078 ",

. , ,

? That 77? “tax, tribute," as well as the ſcorresponding Aramean xnxys go back to the

Assyrian mandattu or mandantu “ tribute ,” from Assyr. 173 “to give" (= Heb. 113, SFG.

43, 2) , I have already remarked SFG . 16, 4. Why this explanation is attributed to Friedrich De

litzsch in the latest edition of Gesenius' Lexicon (p. 437) I am at a loss to tell . Pognon likewise

in his “Inscription de Mérou -Nérar I.,” p. 42 , n . 1 , remarks: Le mot mandattu , mandatta ,

qui vient du thême NDN, a passé en syriaque, où il est devenu 121 , pl . 121, without

citing my SFG . The combination of 152 , , :

(occurring three times in the Book of Ezra, viz . , Ezr. iv . 13 and 20 ; vii . 24 ) with Assyr. biltu

" tax " goes back to Oppert (EM. II . , 49, 92 , cf. de Goeje-Kautzsch in the Theologische Literaturztg .,

1886 , No. 22 , col. 509 and has never been claimed by myself. Wateh -ben - Hazael , p . 12 , n . 2,

( HEBRAICA, Vol. I. , No. 4) , I cited for it KAT. 377. It might be well to 'note that the form ja

which Kautzsch ( “Grammar of the Biblical Aramean," p. 100 ) would explain as a contraction

from 197 seemsto me very suspicious. For biltu , constr. bilat (from 521 "to bring, ”

. )we should expect in Aramean any , constr . n.13, absol. 9. Besides in Assyr

ian the expression usually is bilat mandatti “ gift of tribute " so that bilat is construct

state to mandatti ; at any rate , biltu always comes first . Perhaps it would be better to change

! ; kaì ., . .

onְךָלֲהַוֹולְג:הָּדְנִמ the other hand ,in the connection

.13.cf.76popcpdstv kat ouvrakoud of the LXX ,Ezr .iv;ְךָלֲהַואָּדְנַמתַלְּבintoְךָלֲהַוֹולבהָּדְנִמ
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word is nowhere written ni-ka - a - su or ni-kas -su. The denoting of the vowel

of the second syllable as â rests, I presume, only on the supposition , heretofore

generally held, that all qital forms are to be assumed in Assyrian as qitâl.1

I have repeatedly shown ( cf. HEBRAICA , vol I. , p . 175 ) that we must read šikaru

strong drink and zikaru man, for instance, with a short a . The shortness of the

a is implied by the occurrence of the syncopated by -forms šikru and zikru.?

Similarly erroneous is the often repeated assertions that all nominal formations

written qatalu , in Assyrian , are to be read qatâlu . Instances of the form

Cătăl , with short a in the second syllable, in Assyrian, are, for example, išaru

straight, righteous (= iašaru ; cf. my SFG . 21 , 1 ) , fem . išartu , Hebr. 7, fem .

770 ); ma'adu much, fem . ma’attu , cf. Hebr. 789 ; batanu son - in -law ( cf.

Schrader, COT. 126 ; V R. 5, 2 ; 40, 36 c ) = Hebr. inn .“

I should , therefore, prefer to read nikăsu, a form like Hebr. 35 heart and

y grape. That D'OS) did not originate by metathesis5 from D'D , but

should rather be combined with Assyr. nikasu , is quite right; yet the original

meaning of nikasu is different from that given by Delitzsch. Nikasu comes

from the common Assyrian verb nakâsu (Impf. ikkis) to cut off or to cut down ;

we find

علض علض

1 Hommel,in the Assyrian Index to his Jagdinschriften,writes, for example, bz

, Kü witb

a long a. The same mistake occurs in the latest edition of Gesenius' Lexicon, s. v. av and No.

139 of the “ Schrifttafel " of Delitzsch's " Assyrische Lesestücke,” (in the Glossary he gives cor

rectly šikaru).

3 Also Assyr. bog “ rib” (with 3a), pl. 1993, is a giti form syncopated from qital. Soy

stands for 28, 28, 328. In Arabic and alongside of another.

3 Vide e . g. Hommel, Jagdinschriften , p . 12.

+ Concerning inn I should like to add that the etymology as proposed by Friedr. Delitzsch

(“Prolegomena,” ' p . 91) from Assyr. ulös " to protect" seems to me rather unlikely. The

same opinion is expressed by Kautzsch in his review of Delitzsch's " Prolegomena ” in Theol.

Literaturzeitung,, 1886, No. 2, col . 508. The correct etymology seems to me to have been indicated

by Wellhausen in his “ Prolegomena ," p. 360. According to him the circumcision of boys is bis

torically explained Exod . iv.25 as a milder equivalent for the primitive circumcision of youg men

before marriage. In a note he adds: That this was the original custom is shown by the word

inn which means both “ circumcision ” and “ bridegroom ,” or in Arabic [and Assyrian) “ son

in -law ." This at once explains the meaning of D'An inn "bridegroom of blood, blood -bride

groom , " in Exod . iv. 25. Even at the present time the primitive custom prevails among some

Arabian tribes, just as Shechem in Gen. xxxiv. was compelled to be circumcised before marriage.

5 On the other hand the stem 703 “ to offer " (cf. Dan . ii.45) a ) 1993 inna nin )

might be due to metathesis from DD). The fact that it is specially used of libations presents no

difficulty. In Assyrian, for instance, ip? means libation and then specially “ sacrificial lamb,”

while * P } in Aramean means “lamb” in general; cf. Praetermissa, 42,53: x *p3 =äşlej na'je,

pl .

T
lej na'âj . The stem 703 has developed the same meanings as the stem 'ps .

The latter means “to pour out, to bring a libation, " then “ to offer ” in general, and finally " to

expiate , to purify, to cleanse." Similarly sms nasaka (from which ätums nasike "vic

tim ” is derived ) in Arabic means “ to offer,” then “to clean ," specially clothes (due); final

ly “to be clean , pure, blameless, pious.” But all these meanings go back to the original meaning

of D?) “ to cut off . ” For the metathesis of dɔj to 703, compare 101" to bite, ” which appears

in Aramean as na . In Amharic we have na sáka and nakása alongside of one another in

the meaning "to bite."

אתוקנ-
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e . g. , kirâtišu ? akkis I cut down his parks, or qaqqâs u akkis I cut off his

head .

We have from the same stem a noun nikasu (constr. nikis) which means

“ slaughter , massacre ." From the meaning " to cut down" there is developed the

meaning " to kill , to slaughter." This is , as is well known, the usual meaning of

the stem DS) in Aramean. The Aramean derivative XNDO') , which is feminine

to Assyr, niksu , means then " slaughter,' 3 and then , at the same time (like Heb .

nay in Mņu 1ņoProv. Ix. 2) , “ what there is to be slaughtered,” “ pecus ad

cultrum destinatum , cattle to be killed ," and then “ animal to be immolated

victim ," or " offering " 4 in general , like Assyr. nikasu ; just as Hebr. not means

both " to slaughter " and "to offer."

In the three -columned vocabulary ASKT. 108 , 4, this Assyrian nikasu cor

responds to the ideogramm LAG, which , in other passages (ASKT. 22, 439 ; 71 , 10 ;

II R. 38, 11e ; V R. 31 , 6 ; Sb . 241) is rendered by qirbânu or qurbânu, i . e . ,

12775 It is preceded by the words qištu ( cf. Hebraica, I. , 179) gift, taklîmu

present, and nindabû , i. e . , Hebr. 1727 free -will offering.6

The original meaning of nikasu is , accordingly , “ victima, hostia, bloody sac

rifice," 791797 -j ? ????, Lev. 1. 2. The original meaning of D'o ? },

other hand, is really " pecus ad cultrum destinatum , cattle to be killed," then gen

erally “ cattle, herds.” And it is from this that the meaning "property , wealth ,

riches" is developed . In Syriac , XDS) possesses not only the signification

" wealth, ” like Hebr. D'D?) , but also the original meaning “ herds of cattle ; " cf.

Lagarde, Praetermissa, p . 42, 4 ; 1. 51 , where XDS) corresponds to the Arabic

sügel XND

The connection between Lat. pecunia and pecus is well known . In the same

way sugullatu in Assyrian means " herd ;" the corresponding Hebrew word

opp, however, “ property. ” On the other hand , the word 17379, which properly

means “ property," from 777 to appropriate,to acquire, has, in Hebrew, exclu

sively assumed the meaning of " animal property, cattle ; " cf. Greek ktivos =

1 That the plural of 172 (cf. Heb . 13 “ meadow ," Isa . xxx. 23 ; pl. 0'93, Ps. xxxvii. 20 and lxv .

14 ) should be kiretu does not follow from the text TSBA. viii. 287 , cited by Pinches, II ZK. 159 , 1 .

For qaqqadsu; cf. Heb.117 , a form like qaqqaru “ ground , ” Heb . * P ???
by dissim

ilation with
Ė

instead of

ofy

: Çf. Acts viſi.32, snO'vo: 99798 xņo?!? *78 7" üç mpóßatov énè opayìn nxen

Heb. Sara naoz npa, Isa. lili . 7.

4 Cf. Aots vii.42 ,ano'vɔ: v4 pinamp xnn37N X105) vìopáyia kaì volaça poonvéykaté piou

= . - . , .

5 CP. Mark vii. 11 : kopßāv ő éotiv dūpov. Dillmann's remark (“ Exodus and Leviticus,” 318) ,

that in the other Semitic languages the word is borrowed from the Bible , naturally does not hold

good for Assyrian . It is very probable that joop is a Babylonian loan-word. Cf. Wellbausen,

“ Prolegomena," p . 414 .

6 Cf. for this Johannes Latrille in ZA . I. 37.
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The passage in the Arabian2שּוכְרand(אָׁשְכַר.Aram)שֶכֶר.for riding ; "cf. Heb

xTkavov, ktīua.] In Syriac the word xp property (Gen. xxxiv. 23, 1???) is

specially used for “ animal for riding ; ” vide Nestle , in ZDMG. XXXIII. 707. Sim

ilarly ruk ûšu , V R. 9 , 36 , does not mean " property ," as Delitzsch , in the glos

sary to the third edition of his “ Assyrische Lesestücke," s . v. 27 (cf. also Pro

legomena, p . 4) , and Lyon, Assyr. Manual, p . 130, would have it ; but " animals

;" ( ) )

Campaign of Sardanapalus,3 — Gam male ruk û šeš u nu u šalliq û 3 an a

ş ûmešu n 4 ištátâ5 dâme6 u me paršu ,78_means “ they cut open the

camels, their riding animals, and for their thirst drank the blood and filthy

water ” ( i . e . , the slimy, bitter, fetid fluid in the water-cells of the stomach of the

camels , in the stomach - cells ).

The result of our investigation , accordingly , is that Hebr. O'D?? wealth, as

well as Assyrian nikasu offering, come from the stem nakâsu to cut off, while

the stem 703 to offer, from which Arabic złami nasîke victim , and Hebrew

O'ID) , Aram . 130 ) libation, are derived , seems only to rest on a metathesis

fromסכנ..

1 Similarly ripy , fem. pass. Part. of '07 (Impf. 187!) “to possess, ” then also "to grant, to

allow ,” means in Assyrian “ herd.” Assyr.Jopais feminine to the form Jyeio justlike
Assyr. niņi? " wife, ” which Zimmern , “ Busspsalmen, ” p . 43, n . 2, erroneously considers as an

abstract form maf'al. So too Assyr. 1717 , fem . n'y “ bond -man , " cited by Zimmern , rep

resents the form Joeso just as Assyr. ninon or nomsn “ drink, " etc., etc.

2 The development of meanings of van is accordingly quite different from that proposed in

Gesenius' Lexicon.

3 This word is important for the passage Bechor. 45a , where it is told of the pupils of Rabbi

, “

anatomized a harlot who had been condemned by the government to death by burning." To

this Fleischer remarks in his addition to Levy's Chaldee Lexicon, p . 579 : “ This anatomizing '

is in such entire opposition to oriental practices, and is so little in accord with the usual mean

ings of pho, Calw that for the present I must doubt the correctness of this translation.”

These doubts are settledbytheAssyrian pw .The Impf. Qal of this verb is po and occurs

V R. 4, 69: PVN “ I cut out their tongues."

1 Assyr! diy “ thirst” (V R.31,4 şu -y -mu) is = px, xpx; cf. SD. 517, 2.

6 Notice here the use of the form Synos of sio to drink, ” on account of the following

jpipis ix "for their thirst."

6 Plene da - a - mu Sh . 223 .

7 The correct reading and translation of this difficult word was first given by A. Delattre ;

see his interesting essay on L'Asie centrale dans les inscriptions assyriennes , Bruxelles, 1885 , p. 115,

n . 2. He remarks there to me - paršu : littérallement " des eaux de paršu .” Paršu est l'équi

valent de l'hébreu una " excrément ” de la même racine ung . But he wrongly translates

" urine ” ! The Hebrewin which occurs in six passages of the Old Testament, viz ., Exod . xxix .

14 ; Lev. iv . 11 (jung: 1277); viii . 17 ; xvi. 27 ; Num . xix . 5 (91 ?. AV19 -hy. mmg-ng? Assyr.

770 vung wüny); Mal. ii . 3, does not mean “excrementum " like , but imus inter

ior corporis, fimus in ventriculo animalis," " contents of the viscera," "contenu d'un ventricule "

just as the corresponding Arabic ifarth.An important parallel passage to this 127

- : (cf. 89191 07 Sanhedrin67 b) is Sennach. v. 83, whichI have for the first timecor

rectly explained in my translation of the cuneiform account of the Battle of Halule, Andover

Review , May, 1886 , p . 546, 12.

8 A complete translation of this highly interesting text has been given by me in the Études

archéologiques, linguistiques et historiques dédiés à Mr. le Dr. Leemans, Leide, E. J. Brill, 1885 ,

pp. 139–142. Cf. HEBRAICA, Vol . II . , p . 248.
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Thus we

FEMININE PLURAL OF VERBS.-In the Journal of the Society of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis for June , 1886, p. 111 , I called attention to the form

177 , Gen. XLIX. 22, as apparently a plural form , and not , as usually supposed,

a singular verb used with a plural noun . The passage reads 710 5y7748 m2).

A similar case occurs in 1 Sam. 1v . 15 , 1797 19'YI , where , however, a few codices

read 122 (cf. 1 Kgs.XIV. 4) . Now, in the Hebrew verb, we find in the Imperfect

a distinction between the endings of the feminine and masculine plural. In the

cognate languages this distinction exists not only in the Imperfect, but also in the

Perfect. In Assyrian we find (permansive) the masculine plural , third person ,

ending in û, the feminine in â ; as, šak nû, šaknâ. The same is true of the

Western Aramaic ; as , 12nd, 20 ) . The Samaritan and Syriac distinguish the

feminine gender by î, instead of â, the latter adding also the letter n .

have in Samaritan qatalû , qatali , but in Syriac qºtalûn , q'țalin . Turning

to the South Semitic , we find the Ethiopic in agreement with the Assyrian ,

while the Arabic , although possessing a separate form for the feminine, has

obscured the original ending. Thus we have in Ethiopic nagalû,nagalâ, but in

Arabic qatalû , qatalna . As endings of the masc. and fem . plural in the

Imperfect , we find : Hebrew, û (ûn ), and nâ ; Western Aramaic and Syriac , ûn ,

and ân ; Samaritan , û , and ân ; Assyrian, û (ni ) , and a (ni); Ethiopic , û, and a ;

Arabic , û na, and na. Comparing these forms, I think we may make bold to assert

that in the original Semitic language the masculine plural of the verb throughout

ended in û , the feminine in â. It accordingly becomes reasonable to explain the

forms 7798, Gen. XLIX . 22, and 7797, 1 Sam . 1v. 15 , as survivals in the lan

guage of the Northern Kingdom of the ancient use , which was lost in classical

Hebrew (but compare possibly 1 Kgs. xiv. 6 , and Micah 1. 9 ) .

This comparison would seem , also , to make it evident that the feminine plural

ending 77 ) in the Imperfect of the Hebrew verb has resulted from an original â by

insertion of the weak euphonic letter I, as in 13., etc. It may further be sug

gested that the reason why the feminine plural became obsolete in the Perfect of

the Hebrew verb is to be found in the peculiar development of the feminine singu

lar ; for, whereas in all the other languages of the Semitic family , the ending at

has been retained as the feminine ending in the third person singular (Samaritan

has an alternative form in â ) , in Hebrew the ending â has been substituted. This

produced an inconvenient identity of form between the singular and plural , which
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resulted in the loss of the latter. In the Imperfect, moreover, the Hebrew seems

to have lost the sense of the essentially feminine character of the ending 773 ;

accordingly, while in the third person the other languages of the family prefix the

the simple sign of the Imperfect ( ", Syriac 3 ) , leaving both gender and number to

be designated by the ending, the Hebrew prefixes the sign of feminine gender ( ) ,

thus producing an accidental identity with the second person .

MASCULINE PLURAL IN ÔTH .-There are in Hebrew a few well known mascu

line plurals in ôth, such as Mizx. All Hebrew grammars which I have examined

explain these forms as feminine plurals with masculine signification . It is true

that in Hebrew these forms have the appearance of being feminines , but a com

parison with the Assyrian will show at once that the of the feminine plural,

and then of the masculine plural have a different origin . The former is from an

original ât , as shown by the Assyrian feminine plural ending âti , the latter from

an original ût , as shown by the Assyrian masculine plural ending ûti . It is true

that, owing to the identity of the resulting forms, some confusion has arisen in

Hebrew use , but that does not affect the question of the origin of the masculine

plural in nj. Another important case where an ô in Hebrew has resulted from an

original u, is the Imperfect of the simple verb. The North Semitic used in the

second syllable of the Imperfect either u , a , or i, as attested by the Assyrian ; for

example , iškun, işbat, iddin . These three vowels are represented in the He

brew respectively by ô,a , ê ; for example, 90 , 97, ina ?. (Itwillbe observed

that in Hebrew the last form is used exclusively in verbs which have a weak ini

tial consonant. ) So also the ô in the Infinitive absolute of the Py'ēl and Nịph'ål

is the representative of an original u , while the ô in the Infinitive of Qăl repre

sents an original â, as is shown by a comparison of the Hebrew shop, sopa,

502, with the corresponding parts of the Assyrian verb šak an , namely, šak ânu,

našku nu, and šukku nu .

WAW CONSECUTIVE WITH THE IMPERFECT .-Turning to Gesenius' Thesaurus,

I find three theories of the origin of . ) presented : ( a ) That it is a contraction from

( ) ; ! was originally 507? 1717,

, ( )

) ? (c )

that it is merely a strengthened form of the simple ? , the Dāghēs-forte represent

ing no assimilation whatsoever . While at that time adopting the first of these

three explanations, Gesenius admits a growing inclination toward the last. The

editors of the ninth edition of the Handwörterbuch and of the twenty -third edi

tion of the Grammatik have adopted the last explanation . Ewald regarded the

Păthăḥ and Dāghēš-forte as proof of the existence in the form of another element

beside the conjunction ), and thought that element to be the adverb iş (archaic

, . a ?

analogy of the language appears to demand the explanation of Dāghēš-forte as due

TT soלטְקִּיַו that;הby loss of initial(הָיָהfor)הָיָה הָוָה

that it is the representative(6);לטְקִּיַוand then by assimilation(לטְקִיהthen

(e);לטְקִיהָיָהְוstands by apocorationforלטְקִּיַוthat50;הָיָהְוof an original TT :

Theלטְקיִזַאְוwould then be a contraction fromלטְקִּיַו(Assyrian adiיִזֲא
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-theDaghes -forte repreלטְקִיןַאְוwould be a contraction froman earlierלטְקִיַו

to the assimilation of some consonant. The article presents phenomena similar

to those of Wāw consecutive . In the case of the article the Dāghēš forte is ex

plained by a comparison with the more remotely connected South Semitic family,

where we find in Arabic the article al . This has been aspirated in Hebrew, from

the same tendency which led to an aspiration of the preformatives of Nịph'ăl and

Hạthpă'ēl,giving us the form 77. The 5 of this form has been treated as a weak

letter, which it is also in Arabic , and hence assimilated, like 5 in 7p5. May we

turn to the Arabic for the explanation of .) also ? We find in Arabic a conjunc

tion an " that, so that, in order that, to ," sign of direct quotation , equivalent, in its

various uses , to ut,quod, őrl. Has this conjunction , lost elsewhere in Hebrew , been

possibly preserved in the Dāghēš-forte of the Wāw consecutive ? In that case

) a ?,

senting, as so often , an assimilated nun . If this hypothesis were adopted , we

should have to suppose that syntactically the represented an ellipsis to be sup

plied in thought before jg. This would involve, apparently, the supposition that

the original force of the Wāw consecutive was the expression of purpose or

consequence, that of mere consecution being a later development. This would ,

moreover, involve the supposition that the use of the Wāw consecutive with the

Perfect was the result of supposed analogy , after the origin and original force of

the Wāw consecutive with the Perfect had been lost sight of. Whether this

proposition be worthy of consideration or not, at least it seems to me that both the

form and sense of compel us to reject the theory that it is a mere variation of 9 .

THE USE OF NUMBERS IN HEBREW.-In HEBRAICA for April , 1886, I called

attention to some peculiarities in the use of numbers in Hebrew. Every one, con

servative as well as radical , has doubtless been perplexed by the astonishingly

large number of persons who are stated by Hebrew writers to have perished in

certain battles and the like . In a few places , the editors of Scriptures Hebrew

and Christian have offered an explanation of puzzling numbers of this sort , which

may be of interest to those who have not seen it. 1 Kgs . XX . 30, we read :

!

:

In its apparent sense, this sounds like a physical impossibility. The editors

of Scriptures Hebrew and Christian have done it into English thus ( p . 375 ) : “ And

Ben -hadad, with twenty-seven thousand of them that were left , fled to Aphek ,

into the city ; and the wall fell upon them . And Ben-hadad took refuge in an

inner chamber in the hold . ” Similarly, in the same story, the number of Syrians

said to have perished in the battle , verse 29,is referred back in sense to verse 27,

as the total number of the Syrian army. A third instance of the same sort will be

found on page 473 of the above-mentioned work . 2 Kgs . XIX. 35, we are told :

ףֶלֶאהָעְבִׁשְוםיִרְׂשֶע־לַעהָמֹוחַהלֹּפִּתַוריִעָה־לֶאהָקִפֲאםיִרָתֹונַהּוסָנָּיַו

:רדחברדחריעָה־לֶאאֹבָּיַוסָנדַדֲה־ןֶבּוםיִרָתֹונַהשיא

םיִנֹומְׁשהָאֵמרּוׁשֵאהֶנֲחַמְּבְךַּיַוהוהיְךַאְלַמאציַואּוהַההָלְיַּלַּביִהְיַו

:םיִתֵמםיִרָגְּפםָלְּכהֵּנִהְורֶקֹּבַבּומיִּכְׁשַּיַוףֶלָאהָּׁשִמֲחַו
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The number in this verse the editors have understood to refer to the total

number of Sennacherib's army , and not literally to the number that perished .

A word or two will explain the principle on which the Hebrew idiom has been

thus interpreted. We say in English that an army perished utterly, where we

have no intention of saying that all the individuals composing it perished . It is ,

literally considered , a hyperbolical statement. We might say that so and so

invaded such and such a country with an army of one hundred thousand men , and

that he was defeated, and his whole army perished. No one would suppose the

narrator to mean that one hundred thousand men were actually killed . And yet,

by a very slight change of wording, which , if both parts of the former statement be

literally understood, involves no real change of meaning, we might narrate the

same thing thus : So and so invaded such and such a country, and was defeated ,

and one hundred thousand men perished . The editors of Scriptures Hebrew and

Christian have assumed the existence of the latter idiom , and translated it into

terms of the former.

JUDGES v . 30.—The Revised Version translates this verse :

Have they not found, have they not divided the spoil ?

A damsel, two damsels to every man ;

To Sisera a spoil of divers colours,

A spoil of divers colours of embroidery,

Of divers colours of embroidery on both sides, on the necks of the spoil ?

Scriptures Hebrew and Christian translates it thus :

Do they not find and share the spoil ?

A vulture crest or two for the head of the warrior,

A spoil of gay robes for Sisera,

A spoil of gay embroidered robes,

A gay embroidered robe or two for the neck of the spoiler ?

ללשוקלחיואצמיאלה

רבגשארלםיתמחרםחר

ארסיסלםיעבצללש

המקרםיעבצללש

ללשיראוצלםיתמקרעבצ

Examining this with a special view to its parallelism of external form , we

find that line 2 corresponds to line 5 , and 3 to 4 , word for word . It is evi

dent that the first two words of line 2 refer to some sort of booty. Om7, or

DN7, means “ womb ;" but in no place does any word from that root mean

woman .” Here, however, tradition has assigned to it that sense, apparently on

the ground that it meant some sort of booty, and that was the only sort which

could in any way be brought into connection with the root sense " womb." But

the word 875 creates a new difficulty. Commentators have argued that it is

used in the sense of “ individual," as we sometimes use " head.” To say the least ,

this would not be an apt occasion for the use of " head," meaning " individual."

Moreover, in the parallel line we have " neck ” used in its literal sense , which

certainly creates a strong presumption that " head " is also used in its literal sense.
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т т

לָלָׁש

infrequentיקלמעההדשבאומהדש,הרש in Hebrew ,so that we have

-etc. In this sense it is a syn,םיתשלפןעצהדשםודאהדש,םראהדש

In view of the parallel line, and indeed of the contents of the entire stanza, which

represents very graphically a woman's interest in dress , we expect to find in on7

some article of dress or adornment for the head. Now, we have in Hebrew a word

On ), a Semitic root, meaning “ vulture .” This has led Heilprin ( The Historical

Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews, I. , 146 ) to suggest that the word meant vultures of

precious metal, used as adornments of the helmets of men of station . At least I

think it may be argued much more plausibly that it means vulture-crests, either

as vultures of precious metal, or as much esteemed wings or plumes, like ostrich

feathers among us, than that, following the old tradition , it means woman."

A comparison of lines 2 and 5 also shows us that 72 Y and 5 are

parallel . The editors of the ninth edition of Gesenius ' Handwörterbuch regard

as a nomen agentis, in which sense it is a äraç deyóuevov. I think it quite

possible that the pointing should be changed to 5300; but in any case the paral

lelism proves a nomen agentis.

There is a looseness of grammatical use , in line 5, in the case of the dual

D'nap. The proper translation is suggested by the parallel words in line 2.

THE MEANING OF 770.-In Assyrian the same sign ( ) is used as a

determinative for either land or mountain. In the former sense the word is not

, , ,

, , , ,

onym of the more common for & ; it is accordingly used in 1 Chron . XVI. 32 and

Ezra XXVI. 6 , 8 , as a synonym for another sense of the word '7X , namely , “ dry

land . ” But by far the most common use of the word in Hebrew is in the sense of

" country,” as over against “ city ,” and , a secondary sense to this one, “ fields,” as

over against vineyards and the like . The editors of the ninth edition of Gesenius'

Handwörterbuch give , as the first meaning of the word , “ flat country, ” in distinc

tion from " mountain land." This is one of the cases in which the editors have

abused their position as lexicographers. They have invented a meaning to accord

with their theory of the etymology of the word . There is absolutely no support

for their theory in Hebrew usage. They refer to only one passage , Hos. XII . 13,

fled Aram .

names of countries used in the Old Testament with the prefix 70 will show any

one that this statement of the Handwörterbuch fairly deserves to be characterized

as ridiculous.

In Judges V. 18, we find the phrase 770 179 Sy. It is very evident

that here not only does 1776 not mean “ level ground ,” in distinction from " hill

country," but it actually means the latter . Another passage looking in the same

direction is Judg. xx. 31 ; perhaps also Jer. XIII. 27 ; XVII . 3, and Ezek. XXI. 2 .

Num . XXIII . 14, also , becomes much more intelligible if we understand by 076

" hill country” or “ mountains," instead of " field , ” thus , “ And he took him to

Watchers' Mountains, to the top of Pisgah." Probably , however , the most inter

And Jacob_ided to the land of Aranm . A glance at theםָרֲאהֵרְׂשבקֲעַיחַרְבִּיַו
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and translate flofty,תומרתודשוintoתומורתירשוwould propose to amend

esting passage in this connection is 2 Sam. 1. 21. Here we have '70 used as

parallel to and synonymous with ' 707. Wellhausen (Sam . 152) has pointed out

that the true LXX. text here read ópn Javátov, and Thenius is of the same opinion .

Both , moreover, recognize a corrupt text, and both object to the form '70, which

is found nowhere else. Adopting, not the LXX. text, but a suggestion from it, I

, "

mountains" ( cf. Judg. V. 18) .

The sign in Assyrian ,when referring to a country , is read matu , when

referring to mountains šadu . The words šadu and 770 are manifestly the

same . But while 1770 is used in Hebrew as the determinative of country , and

the meaning " mountain " has almost vanished , the word šadu in Assyrian means

only " mountain , " while another word has taken its place in the meaning " coun

try .” But the use of the same determinative for both words shows us that šadu

in the earliest Assyrian times carried the meaning " land," as well as " mountain."

And I believe that the passages which I have adduced above show us that in

Hebrew the word originally meant “ mountain ” as well as “ land."
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21,יֵנְבִלץָרָח־אל
.SomeTextual Remarks on the Old Testament .-Josh .x

was doubled and the secondלארשיthe Lamedhin:ֹונֹׁשְל־תֶאשיִאְללֵאָרְׂשִי

Lamedhשיא. was pushed forward to the following

was carried over fromאוכלההthe Aleph in:24,ֹוּתִאאּוכְלָהֶה.Josh.x

-whichshould be written with(וכלהה)to the preceding wordותאthe following

:

has arisen fromהמיהthe IIe in:12,לֹודָּגַההָּמָּיַהםָילּובְגּו.Josh.xv

theלודגה. IIe of the following

in my opinion the Mem in:7,ןֵּדְרַּיַהרֶבֵעְמםֶהיֵחֲא-םע.Josh.XXII

isמofםהיחא. quite superfluous and has arisen from theרבעמ

.thetext ofJosh .xv.18 is correct:14,הֶדָּׂשַהָהיִבָא־תֶאֵמלאְׁשִל.Judg.I

:

The 17 before 173X has been doubled , as Studer has already correctly conjectured .

. . 8, - ) :

gard the 7 as having arisen from the initial letter of Dyn.

:

-andreדצone should perhaps read:8,םָעָההָדֵצ-תֶאּוחְקִּיַו,Judg .VII

ה

readתֹולֲעַהְל with Studer:38,ןָׁשָעֶהתֵאְׂשַמםָתֹולֲעַהְלבֶרֶה.Judg.xx

withoutמofתאשמ. Mem . The Memis superfluous and has arisen from the

theהלגנה first He of:27,יִתיֵלְגִנהלְגִנֵההָוהְירַמָאהּכ.Sam.II1

probablyהוהי. arises from the He of

went over to theְךְמַעְּבthe final Kaph of:23,לֵאָרְׂשִיְכְךְמַעְכ.Sam.VII2

,onlyהתארone should read:1,הָתֲאָרֹוּוהָיְזַחֲאםֵאהָיְלַתֲעַו.Kgs.II2

.,הוק:

as the IIeַחֵּבְגַהלָפָּׁשַהit should read:31,ַהֵּבְגַההָלָפָּׁשַה.Ezek.XXI

without Waw, as the final Waw of 790X was doubled .

Jer. XXXI . 39 , 7797 112: read 12 without He.

. , : He

arose from the doubling of the first letter of Ain . Pirchon , in his grammar,

notes that the He in 777907 is superfluous, but does not give any reason for it .

. , ,

:

the Waw arising fromthe first,אציread with Smend:10,ואצי.Ezek.XLVI

11word,םיגחבו. in verse

without IIe . Theלעit should read:17,16,לַעַה:הָאִרְּבֹולָכֲאַמ.IIab.I

IIeהארב. appears to have arisen through the doubling of the last letter of

has arisen throughtheךדגנthe Kaph in:20,יָרְרֹוצ-לָּכְךִּדְגֶנ.Ps.LXIX

doublingלכ.Readיררוצלכדגנ. of the first letter of

isitלֵאיִּתִא perhaps to be read:1,לָּכֶאְולֵאיִתיִאְללֵאיִתיִאְל.Prov.xxx

Godיי? is with me and I shall triumph)**,לָכּואְו

-Thisis the reward or por*:13,לֵא־םַעעָׁשָרםָדָאקֶלֵחהֶז.JobxxVII

.ע . ,tion of the bad with God ” is entirely unintelligible. As xx . 29 proves, the y of
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Dy arises from the y in your and the D is to be connected with 58, “ This is

the reward or portion of the bad from God .” The sentence is thus rendered in

, ! , ?

., , : 7

fluous . It should be wou ( it is fat ).

. , ? :

. Waw .

1 . , , - : 5 .

5 .

, ! ? :

as long as we stand by the traditional reading, this verse remains obscure . It can ,

, a ,

“ We pledge our sons and daughters and buy corn .” The conjecture is confirmed

by verse 3 . M. A. ALTSCHUELER ,

Warsaw , Poland .

Translated from Stade's Zeitschrift f. Alttest. Wissenschaft by Robert F. Harper.

telligibleּוחָקִייַדשִמםיִציִרָעתַלֲחַנְו ,and corresponds to the parallel

-issuperשפטרinרthe:25,24,ֹורָׂשְּבׁשַפֶטְר:רֶפֹכיִתאָצָמ.JobXXXIII

withoutםירחאלit should be:4,םיִרֵחֲאַלְוֹותּוכְלַמׁשֵתָּנִתיִּכ.Dan.XI

Wawותוכלמ . The War is doubled from

It has.החמשלinלcancelthe:16,הָחְמִׂשְללֹוקְּבםיִרָהְל.Chron.xv1

arisenthroughtheלofלוקב doubling of

Neh.v.2,ןָגָדהָחְקִנְוםיִּבַרּונְחַנֲאּוניֵתֹנְבּוּוניֵנָּבםיִרְמֹארֶׁשֲאׁשִיְו:

isםיִבְרע, a miswriting forםיברhowever ,be understood at once if we acceptthat

An Old English Semitic Series. — It is commonly stated , or left to be implied ,

by the Syriac scholars and bibliographers, that no Syriac grammar was printed in

England during the eighteenth century . That, however , is a mistake. A series

of grammars was prepared and printed at London , whose scope may be learned

from the title to the Hebrew grammar of the series , which runs as follows :

“ THE | Compleat Linguist.. OR, AN UNIVERSAL |GRAMMAR | Of all the

Considerable | TONGUEs in Being. | In a Shorter, Clearer , and more Instructive |

METHOD than is extant. , - | Collected from the most Approv'd Hands.

| To be publish'd Monthly, One Distinct GRAMMAR each Month ,

till the whole is perfected : | With a PREFACE to every Grammar, relating to

each Tongue. | NUMB. VI. | For the Months March, April, & May,

1720. | BEING | A GRAMMAR of the Hebrew Tongue. | By JOHNHENLEY, M.A. |

--- | LONDON : | Printed for J. ROBERTS, in Warwick - Lane ; and J.

PEMBERTON, at the Buck and Sun against | St. Dunstan's Church in Fleetstreet.

1720. Price 2 s ."

All of the series which I own are bound in one volume, and are the following :

Hebrew grammar (No. VI. ) , Chaldee grammar (No. VII . ) , Arabic grammar (No.

VIII. ) , and the Syriac grammar ( No. IX . ) . The title of the Syriac grammar, mu

tatis mutandis, is precisely like that of the Hebrew grammar, except that it omits

the names of the months (and their year) for which the number was issued , and

bears the date 1723 (at the place where the Hebrew grammar has the date 1720

for the second time ) . The size is a small octavo . Contents : False title , true title ,

dedication “ To the most Reverend Father in God , William , Lord Archbishop of

Canterbury ,” eight pages, signed by John Henley ; Preface, pp. xviii ; grammar

proper, pp . 77. It is a very respectable work, and shows a pretty good knowledge

of the work that had been done in the field of Syriac study and printing in Europe.

Of course the author was not in advance of his times , and the book has a number

of misprints . The Syriac is stated to have been “ the vernacular Tongue of our

Blessed Saviour ; " the defects of previous grammars (except that of Dr.Beverege)
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on .

are attributed to their authors ' lack of opportunity to study the Old Testament ;

Hebrew and Chaldee are laid down as prerequisites to a study of Syriac; and so

The Syriac translation of the Old Testament " is thought more Antient than

all that have been made since the Time of Christ ; and to have been written in the Time

of Jude the Apostle, when the Syriac Version of the New Testament was penn'd .”

The author's comments on the New Testament are worth quoting, since they

show bis clear bibliographical knowledge . " The latter ” [the N. T.] , says he, “ is

extremely Pure and Elegant, and was composed either by the Apostles, or Apostolical

Men . In the truest Edition of it , that of Widmanstadius, are wanting some parts of

the New Testament , which were not then receiv'd by the general Consent of the whole

Church ; the 2d Epist. of Peter ; 2d and 3d of John ; that of Jude , the Apocalypse,

and the Accusation of the Adulteress ; which is also wanting in Chrysostom , Theo

phylact, and Nonnus. But doubtless , these were turned into Syriac, when receiv'd

into the Canon . Lud . de Dieu put out the Apocalypse , Dr. Pocock, the Epistles, and

all together were in the Polyglott."

The lexicons recommended are those of “Trostius , Buxtorf, Junior, or Ferra

rius ( the last of them ).” It is also stated that “ Dr. Beverege, who wrote his Gram

mar of this Tongue, while very Yong, promis'd a fuller Lexicon of it , than any extant.

With regard to the other matters , such as Syriac idioms and words in the New

Testament, the printing of the Syriac Old and New Testament, the grammars ,

and so on , the preface is worth reading to-day , notwithstanding some fossil errors .

We need not go into the merits of the grammar, but the titles of its chapters will

be interesting : " Chap. I. Alphabet, Consonants , Vowels, Diphthongs, Sheva,

Dagesh , Raphe, Mappic, and the diacritical Points.” Chap. II . Noun, Declen

sion , Pronoun.” Chap . III . Verbs Perfect or Regular " (the Paradigm has

“ PEAL," " Benoni,”: “ Pebil," " Infin .," "," " Imper." [s .C.-ative] ; “ ETHPEEL ” (with

same moods ) ; “ PAEL ” (with same moods) ; “ ETHPAAL ” ( with same moods ) ;

“ APAEL ” ( with same moods ) ; and “ ETATAPHAL ” ( with same moods) ) . Chap .

IV. Verbs Defective and Irregular, Adverb, Conjunction , Preposition , Interjec

tion . " “ Chap. V. Syntax, in all its Parts, Figures , Accents." Under accents is

one paragraph about “ Syriac Verse,” which , as it states , " does not depend upon

Quantity, but the Number of Syllables and Feet ; Kinds of Verse are two ; taking

their Names from the Authors of them , Aphræn and Jacob . ”

It need scarcely be said that this grammar, in giving the names of the vowels ,

not only gives the now ordinary ones , but also those in which the modern Syrians ,

especially the Maronites , so much delight, viz . , “ Abrohom , Eshajo, Ischok , Odom ,

Urijo " ( i . e . , Abraham , Isaiah , Isaac , Adam , Uriah ).

Long as this bibliographical note is , the reader will doubtless pardon an added

though digressive remark . A Peshitto New Testament has lately come into my

hands which is not in Nestle's bibliography. It was printed at London by Mac

intosh , in 1836. Its text I have had no opportunity to examine. Also , on the

occasion of a correction of the plates of the New York edition of the American

Bible Society's Ancient Syriac New Testament and Psalms , the Committee on

Versions have permitted the Antilegomena Epistles to be corrected from the

Williams Manuscript in cases of obvious error . The gain is very great, and one to

be thankful for. ISAAC HI . HALL,

New York .
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JEWISH LITERATURE.*

A recent Italian dictionary of Hebrew abbreviations bears the title “ This

Great and Wide Sea.” If any work deserves this title it is rather one on the liter

ature of the Jews . For the sons of Israel have had their part ( usually an honor

able one) in almost every great literary period . From Josephus down to Mendels

sohn they have been influenced by the intellectual activity of their Gentile neigh

bors , and shared in it . In a sense the literature of the Jews is , therefore , a world

literature, just as the history of the Jews is the world's history .

This fact renders the subject an extremely difficult one to treat. If by Jewish

literature one means the literature produced by Jews (as our author does ) it is

first a literature in a dozen different languages. No one can have an adequate

knowledge of such a literature. All he can do is to summarize or digest the

knowledge furnished by others . We cannot, from the nature of the case , make

the same demands upon the author of such a work that we should make upon the

historian of English or of German literature—that he should be familiar with his

subject by personal study , and should give us the results of his own critical inves

tigations.

That such a work as we have in hand may have real scientific value , there is ,

however, one thing we may rightfully demand. This is : that the author should

name for us the secondary sources from which he draws, so that for a particular

period or even a particular statement we may go to some one who will be respon

sible , and whose line of study we can follow out for ourselves. This our author

has not done . He is undoubtedly familiar with the literature of the subject. He

often quotes at length from the authors on whom he dep ds. But we are never

referred to the book from which the quotation is taken , and never informed

whom we may consider as authority for any statement - even one which we might

be inclined to call in question . The extensive Literaturnachweise (23 pages) at the

end of the work , while valuable , do not answer the purpose we have in view.

That a history of Jewish literature should be one volume of a comprehensive

“ History of the Literature of European ( ! ) Peoples " is a thought worthy of an

Irishman rather than a German or a Jew . This arrangement - indicated on the

title-page of our work—is probably to be laid at the door of the publisher and not

of the author . But the author must bear the blame of more serious faults. We

will not emphasize the matter of style ; for here tastes differ, and what seems to

us bombastic may meet the popular demand . Clearness and definiteness, how

ever, we have a right to ask-and we ask too often in vain . What shall we make

of the following paragraph ?

“ Is now this . Man Moses ' the author of the Pentateuch by divine inspira

tion ? The unbiased judgment will probably answer - Yes. Biblical criticism

opposes its decided - No. According to the Christological conception , the ' Law '

was the writing of Moses. Paul and James , John and Jesus himself speak often

* GESCHICHTE DER JUEDISCHEN LITERATUR . Von Gustav Karpeles. Berlin , 1886. viii and

1172 pages octavo .
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of this Law, and therefore the church has consistently made the authenticity of

the Tora and its Mosaic authorship one of her articles of faith .... Seven centuries

before the origin of Christianity there was no doubt that Moses received the Tora

by divine inspiration . "

What is the christologische Auffassung of the Pentateuch question ? Where

has the church made the Mosaic authorship an article of faith ? How shall we

know that it was already such seven centuries before Christ ? What does the

author himself think of the critical argument ? To these questions we receive no

answer. Very often we are left in doubt as to how much of the assertion of tra

dition which the author quotes he himself believes. Such inaccuracies, also , as

are noted above , are frequent. When we receive the legendary account of the

making of the Septuagint translation we get the impression that the whole Old

Testament canon is the subject. We learn that twelve men from each tribe are

sent by the high - priest to Egypt , making 72 in all ( ! ) . The author is certain that

this version “ attracted the attention of curious Greeks.” Whereas it seems tol

erably certain that its language would be incomprehensible to any one who had

not been trained in the jargon of Greek -speaking Jews. The author, indeed , con

fesses as much a little later on— “ Whether the version was known also to the

heathen is not yet established .” ( Cf. pp. 217 and 220. ) What shall we make of this

statement ? — “ Long before the Exile, Jews were living in Spain , and the prophet

Jonah (according to the legend ) fled to this land from the wrath of the Lord .”

The author, while certain that the story of Jonah is legendary , yet makes a posi

tive statement concerning the Jews in Spain for which there is not even legendary

authority. “ The present Hebrew alphabet was introduced by Ezra " —this asser

tion is made without any qualification . “ The Book of Samuel was originally two

books and redivided in the sixteenth century ” ( p . 45 )—no authority is given .

“ That the Book of Daniel does not belong to the prophetic writings is shown by

its place among the Hagiographa of the Hebrew Bible , while in the Christian

canon it follows Ezechiel for dogmatic reasons p . 126 ) . “ The historian Josephus

received this whole library from the Temple as a present , and it consisted , as can be

proved , of exactly the books which we now know as constituting the Biblical writ

ings ” ( p. 133 ) . The true reason for the antipathy of the Greeks for the Jews was

this , " that they feared lest they be surpassed intellectually by these foreigners »

( p. 211 ) . “ The Jewish literature migrated with the Jewish race over the earth ,

and so became in truth a world literature.” Except the Bible , the Jewish literature

is not in truth a world literature , and the cosmopolitan importance of the Old

Testament is not due , in any sense , to the migrations of the Jews .

But enough . We have indicated distinctly by our italics the objections that

every reflecting reader must find to many statements of the author. They suffice

to show the caution with which the book must be read. Yet we have read it with

interest. It treats of many things which are obscure and little known . It treats

them generally in an interesting manner. In spite of its many inaccuracies of

detail , it probably gives a good general picture of the literature of Judaism . For

this, many passages would , however, better be pruned away. That the author's

point of view is that of the Jew , according to which the Talmud is born of the

spirit of prophecy ," cannot, of course , be urged against him , however incompre

hensible we may find it . H. P. SMITH .

Cincinnati .
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FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH'S PROLEGOMENA.*

These prolegomena are intended to lay the groundwork for the author's new

Hebrew and Aramaic dictionary , which is now, we believe , almost ready for pub

lication . In chapter one , he maintains that the dictionary to the Aramaic por

tions of the Bible shall be kept separate from that for the Hebrew ; because by the

present method of mingling the vocabularies , the beginner in Hebrew is confused ,

and because the keeping of the Aramaic glossary by itself will afford a quick and

useful review of its contents, while at the same time it will enable us to make of

it a useful preparation for the study of the other Aramaic dialects. The author

maintains, also, that the proper names be put in a section by themselves. He

will thus shorten as much as possible the dictionary proper , while he will escape

the difficulty of attempting to classify them according to roots. In the third place ,

it is insisted upon that the true principle of arranging the words in the Hebrew

dictionary , as the analogy of the dictionaries of the other Semitic languages sug

gests and favors, is the arrangement according to roots . The present method is

useless for the teacher. It is hurtful to the student, since it is liable to cause him

to forget the principles of etymology already learned , and necessitates the burden

ing of his memory with a multitude of derivatives where a few root-meanings

might suffice. Moreover , this arrangement has two great practical advantages.

It takes up less room , and the space saved is to be filled with references to all

the places in the Old Testament where the word occurs , thus rendering a con

cordance superfluous . Secondly , each root, or word without root, is to be num

bered , and the indexes will be made with reference to these numbers and not to

the pages on which the words occur, thus rendering unnecessary a completely new

index with each revised edition. In order to cut out extraneous matter from the

vocabulary proper, all notes , such as those containing translations, comments and

conjectures from the Septuagint and other sources, are to be placed at the foot of

the page.

The other five chapters are taken up with the subject-matter. In chapter

two , he treats of the relation in which Hebrew stands to the other Semitic lan

guages, prefacing his remarks with the statements that each of them has some

words peculiar to itself , that in many cases we have two roots with the same rad

icals , but of entirely different meaning, that there is no historical tradition of the

meaning of the Hebrew words , nor any substantial dependence to be placed upon

the old versions and commentaries, and that hence our main reliance for the der

ivation and meaning of the Hebrew words must after all be upon the Old Testa

ment text itself . That this source of information has not been exhausted , he

attempts to prove from Ox7 and 5073, of which the meaning “ wild ox ” for the

former and “ to rest ” for the latter he takes to be clear from the usage of the Old

Testament writers , and to have been misunderstood on account of the injurious

influence of the Arabic . He illustrates further the danger of depending too close

ly on the Arabic by such examples as w'ya, of the Song of Songs iv. 1 ; vi . 5 ,

which some have interpreted by means of the Arabic curls « to sit," but which

should rather have the sense of " to move downwards,” as it is in modern Hebrew .

* PROLEGOMENA EINES NEUEN HEBRAEISCH-ARAMAEISCHEN WOERTERBUCHS ZUM ALTEN

TESTAMENT. Von Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch , Prof. Ord . Hon . für Assyriologie und semitische

Sprachen an der Universität Leipzig . Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung. 1886 .
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In articles 9 and 10 he attempts to show the insuffici ncy of the Arabic for the ex

planation of the Hebrew by giving lists of important Hebrew roots, which either

have a different meaning in the Arabic , or else are not found in it at all . We fail

to see that he has proven in article 10 , that Aramaic is superior to the Arabic as

a help for the elucidation of the Hebrew . He shows that this is true in the case

of the fifty words which he mentions , of most of which the very roots are absent

from the Arabic, ( notice, however yle,Ogs, vízü, cui, doi and others ) ; but

he does not show that there are not fifty words also which have analogies in the

Arabic, but not in the Aramaic. Nor does he show that there are more words in

the Hebrew which can be explained by the Aramaic than by the Arabic.*

Too little attention , doubtless, has been paid to the Aramaic ; but too care

less , or unscientific, rather than too much reliance has been placed upon the

Arabic. Bearing well in mind the consonantal changes and the root theory of

chapters five and six , little harm can come from the use of any of the other

Semitic languages for the illustration of the Hebrew.

Article 12 will be to most readers the most interesting in this chapter,

because it shows the close relationship of the Hebrew to the Assyrian , and gives a

list of words and a number of sentences and grammatical forms by way of illus

tration . Chapter three exemplifies and amplifies the importance of the Assyrian.

It is , certainly , the most noteworthy contribution which Assyriology has yet fur

nished to biblical science . Almost four hundred roots, or words, are mentioned

whose meaning or derivation has been confirmed or discovered by means of the

Assyrian . However much doubt there may be about a few of these , the proof for

most of them seems to be convincing. It is especially gratifying to see the num

ber of araç heyóạeva that have been explained , such as Joan Ps. LXVIII.24 ,

which is compared to the Assyrian mahâsu “ to wash, ” « to pour over ; " hwn )

Ezek. XVI. 36 , shown by the Assyrian to be a synonym of 17 ; 1x Ezek.

XXI . 20 , which is the Assyrian abûhu “ torture.” Words hitherto of doubtful

meaning have been satisfactorily explained : e.g. , whg “ a kind of goat;" 913!

“ an owl;" 9007 ( 1 ) “ work, ” ( 2 ) “ pottery ; " 79 Exod. III. 2 , " flicker, flame;">

,“ , ,, , , ,

'70, and others , has most probably been conclusively settled ; while almost con

vincing arguments are given in favor of the author's derivation of 235, jon,

In general, we think , if the facts of the Assyrian are found upon

review to be as stated in this chapter, that the positions taken will be mainly ten

able and that the book will be an epoch -making one in Hebrew lexicography and

for biblical exegesis. It will revolutionize lexicography by introducing a new ele

ment on a par with the Aramaic and the Arabic. It will work many changes of

front in certain schools of exegesis ; for Assyriology has shown not merely that

most of the words hitherto thought to be of Persian origin are of true Semitic

stock or usage (compare 7ha, JJD ) ; but in almost every instance, it confirms the

Theהָנָבְלריחמ,רׂש,הדש,ןאצ,דרפ, root meaning ofיי.Obad.7 , *netרוזמ

םִאandבָא.

* There are 87 roots in Hebrew beginning with 3. Of these, 47 occur in Arabic and 46 in the

Aramaic dialects with the same or a similar meaning. 15 do not occur in Arabic and 24 cannot

be found in any of the Aramaic dictionaries in my possession . In this calculation there may be

slight errors ; but the strictest rules of consonantal changes have been followed.
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Massoretic text as against the LXX. ( Proleg. pp. 69 , 71 , 77 , 80 et al.), and in many

cases it overthrows , while in others it establishes, the emendations proposed by

our modern scholars (pp. 70 , 74 , 76 , 89 et al . ) . R. D. WILSON ,

Allegheny City, Pa .

SMEND AND SOCIN : DIE INSCHRIFT DES KÖNIGS MESA VON MOAB.

It is now more than fifteen years since the German missionary, C. F. Klein ,

upon his return to Jerusalem from a journey in the district of ancient Moab,

informed Dr. Petermann , then acting German Consul at Jerusalem , of a curious

monument lying among the ruins of ancient Dibôn , and showed him a few speci

mens of the writing on the stone . Dr. Petermann at once recognized the charac

ters to be Phænician , and soon satisfied himself of the value of the stone. The

romantic story of the stone , with the rather tragic end , how Prof. Petermann

received orders from the Prussian government to purchase , how, meanwhile , the

Frenchman M. Clermont-Ganneau also learned of the existence of the stone and

endeavored to secure it , and how the rivalry between the two governments finally

ended in the destruction of the stone by the native Arabic tribes-all this has fre

quently been told and is well known to scholars.

The literature on the Moabite stone has assumed gigantic proportions. We

are certainly not going too far if we estimate the number of books , pamphlets ,

articles and letters on the subject which have appeared in England , France , Ger

many, Austria, Italy , Holland , Russia, Hungary, and America , at five hundred .

It might be concluded from this that another edition of the monument is super

fluous. This, however, is far from being the case. Notwithstanding the large

number of eminent scholars who have occupied themselves with the stone, there

is still something, if not much , to be done . The unfortunate state of some of the

fragments and the numerous gaps have caused difficulties which could only have

been expected to yield gradually to the combined efforts of many minds. This

hope is being fulfilled , and the new edition of Professors Smend and Socin marks

a further and decided advance upon previous publications.

The number of new readings for doubtful places are numerous and in the

main correct. The most important one is that proposed for king Meša's father.

Instead of uns, Smend and Socin show , beyond a doubt, that it is to be read

750093 - a correction which is as striking as it is happy. Dr. Neubauer, in a

recent number of the Athenaeum , takes exception to the reading yoo yun

(1.3 ) as not being idiomatic Hebrew. It strikes us as again being exceedingly

happy ; and if the genius of the Moabites resembled that of the Hebrews in any

way , this propensity to play upon proper names, so common in the Old Testament,

is certainly exceedingly characteristic. The “ pun , ” it may be added , is continued

on through the phrase ' yun '). In the fifteenth chapter of Isaiah, with the

heading “ The Doom of Moab ” —which reads almost like a reply to king Meša's

vainglorious words—we have instances of two such plays upon proper names .

The word 97yyºis very clearly an allusion to the city of Aroer, and the other,

7129 ( verse 9 ) , which is Dibôn , and where the ) is intentionally changed to 93 - a

very slight one , as the Assyrian , where a similar interchange is constant, shows

in order to play upon the following 07. The whole verse , as has already been
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79

recognized , refers to the miracle of the “ waters red as blood” related in 2 Kgs . III .

22. Possibly , also , there is in 707p (verse 2 ) a play upon the place K R HH of

the Moabite stone . Smend and Socin take the final Waw in 1999 as radical, and

not, as has sometimes been done, as the suffix of the third person masculine.

This will meet , I think , with the approval of the best authorities. Besides the

fact that the suffix of the third person masculine is always n on the stone , the

construction with the suffix followed by the object to which the suffix refers is

decidedly Aramaic idiom , and in the whole inscription there is scarcely a trace of

a leaning in this direction , unless it be the plural in în , for which , however,

another explanation may be offered .

The reading 727) is certainly correct, as Dr. Neubauer in the above -quoted

notice ( Athencum , 3072 ) justly points out. It seems to me that there is scarcely

room for the two letters 7 which Smend and Socin see proper to add . We

might read i ) , which would have the advantage at least of being idiomatic

usage , but even the preceding word 70X is by no means clear, so that it is best

to hazard no further conjectures. The reading "SN in line 8 , though extremely

ingenious, appears to me very doubtful indeed. The line would read , “ And he

(Omri ) dwelt therein during his days and half the days of his son apart from

the fact that the chronological difficulties would only be enhanced thereby , it cer

tainly must strike one as strange to find such an expression as “ half the days of

his son ” in an inscription of this nature . It is entirely too accurate ; we would

in this case be obliged to suppose that Meša knew exactly how long Ahab reigned ;

that he outlived him and only erected this monument after Ahab's death . Fur

thermore, Ahab having reigned twenty-two years , the rebellion must have broken

out in the twelfth year of his reign , and we must then further suppose that the

war lasted at least until Ahab's death , or that Meša postponed the erection of this

monument for a long period . Neither supposition is plausible. Besides , it is

highly improbable that Meša should have rebelled during the reign of the powerful

Ahab. It is far more likely , and in accordance with what we know of the times ,

that a change of rulers should have been seized upon as a favorable moment for

revolt ; and if we bear in mind the weak character of Ahab's immediate successor,

and his long illness , there is every reason to place the beginning of the rebellion

at the death of Ahab, in accordance with the Jewish tradition ( 2 Kgs . 1. 1 and 111.5 ) .

The question , of course , would still remain whether the victories celebrated by

Meša occurred previous to the defeat of the Moabites through the combined forces

of Judah , Israel and Edom , or whether — which seems to me far more plausible-

the war finally turned in favor of Moab, and that our inscription refers to the

defeat of the Israelites so obscurely alluded to in 2 Kgs. III . 26 and 27. At any

rate , it is clear that these two verses have no connection with what precedes , and

have reference to a different and , as I believe , later stage of the rebellion .

I would also call attention to the fact , which Smend and Socin seem to have

overlooked , that the 3 and part of the stand on an isolated fragment, and that

possibly the fragment is entirely misplaced . There is certainly room for it else

where. At any rate , it appears to me that everything points to a reading "ng sa

1702 “ all the days of his son .” Forty years would then be a round number, as it

so frequently is in the traditional Jewish chronology. The 7787y) which Dr.

Neubauer takes for a locality, I am inclined to consider a verb , the 7 at the end

representing the suffix . If the close of line 31 is correct, it is easy to supply at
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least the sense of the beginning of line 32 , where there must have been a phrase

similar to the xa nx nyx of line 6. In the same way it is quite safe to fill

up the gap at the beginning of line 3 with 1 On or possibly in .

The most obscure passages are now the close of 27 , and beginning of 28 'and 31 .

It but remains for me to call attention to the splendidly executed copy of the

inscription which accompanies the work . It is in the full sense a masterpiece for

neatness and accuracy . With it and the copious notes and references given by

the German professors, every one is placed in a position to study this important

monument of antiquity for himself. The work cannot be too highly recom

mended . We should like to see an edition of the Siloam inscription of equal

excellency . MORRIS JASTROW , JR. ,

University of Pennsylvania .
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ONהדעANDלהק. THE SYNONYMS

By Rev. PHILIP A. NORDELL, D. D. ,

New London, Conn .

A study of these words is important not merely because of their frequent oc

currence and intimate relationship , but because of their reflecting the evolu

tion of political and ecclesiastical institutions. This interest is greatly increased

by the unusual difficulty experienced in drawing a well-defined line of demarca

tion between them. Both seem to designate popular gatherings, especially of the

people of Israel. Like many other closely related synonyms, they are sometimes

used in this general sense without any discernible effort on the part of the writer

to discriminate between them .

The root 77" (to make fast, fix , or determine), which gives 7919 (a fixed time

or place , and hence a fixed or predetermined gathering ), gives also 177y , which is

often taken to be an assembly or congregation gathered at some fixed time or

place . But this sense, so fundamental and conspicuous in 7710 is far less ap

"parent in 77y . It may be said , indeed , that no well-defined instance of 774

being used in this sense of 7yia exists in Hebrew literature. In 1977 the radical

meaning passes from the participial form of the verb 50p la calling together or

summoning) , to a designation of the assembly so called or summoned. Etymolog

ically it means the convocata societas, and corresponds to the érkanoia called together

by the Greek magistrates. Still a 477 is not always a convocation ; it may

designate a spontaneous and unpremeditated gathering, as in Num. XX. 4 , 6 ;

Ezra II. 64. An 77y , on the contrary , seems in many places to partake of the

nature of a sop in that it is formally summoned to the place of meeting, Ex.

XXXV. 20 ; Lev. VIII . 3 ; Num. I. 18 , etc. The etymology, therefore , cannot be

relied on in determining their meanings.

Nor is the result more satisfactory if we turn to writers who have attempted

to state the difference between them . Perfect agreement is found among those

only who, like Bevan in Smith’s Bib . Dict. , s . v. “ Congregation ,” dismiss them

as practically equivalent. Other writers reach the most varied and contradictory

*2
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conclusions. Prof. Plumptre in the same work , s. V. Synagogue,” following

the etymology, makes the predominant idea in 1777 that of an appointed meeting,

and in577 ofa meeting called together. Umbreit understands a pop to be any

general assembly, and an 77y , more precisely , a representative assembly, "sen

atus, Rath der Aeltesten " ( Die Sprueche Salomo's, 5 : 14) . Delitzsch on the same

passage controverts the opinion that these words point respectively to the civil and

ecclesiastical aspects of the Hebrew commonwealth , but is inclined to think that

Sop denotes the “ Gesammtekklesia,” and 77y the “ Gesammtheit ihrer Rep

räsentanten . ” Köstlin , treating of the Church in Herzog's Real- Encyclop ., holds

that an 777 is any general assembly, and that a sop is a gathering for divine

worship. Girdlestone, Hebr. Synonynis, p. 367 , admits that it is not easy to dis

tinguish between 5772 and 77y, but thinksthat “ there is some reason for taking

the first as generally referring to the representative gathering, while the second

often signifies an informal massing of the people .” Bedarshi, a much -prized Jew

ish writer on Hebrew synonyms, whose work dates from the thirteenth century,

following the Talmud, decides empirically that a ruling 777 , i . e . , a quorum for

the transaction of business, must consist of not less than ten representative men ;

50p , on the contrary, is a promiscuous assembly. These are only a few of the

definitions that might be cited .

We naturally turn to the Septuagint Version for light, but the help it offers

is not so satisfactory as it might have been if the LXX. had observed some degree

of uniformity in their renderings. In respect to 1 7y , however, there is little

cause for complaint. In its 148 occurrences it has been translated by ovvaywyh 130

times ; in the remaining 18 it has been omitted , as pleonastic , eight times, Num .

1. 58 ; XXVII. 20 ; XXXI. 12 ; Josh. ix . 18 ; XXII . 12 , 18 ; 1 Kgs. VIII. 5 ; in

three instances, Job xvi. 7 ; Jer. VI. 8 ; Hos. VII . 12 , the translators seem to

have used a Hebrew text in which the word 774 was replaced by some other

expression ; twice , Num. III . 7 ; XXXII . 4 , 17 74 is rendered by vioł’Ispaña ; other

renderings are oknh, Num . xvi . 9 ; émiovotaois,verse 40 ; Fapeußoah , verse 46 ; oikovs,

Job xvi. 34 ; Bovah, Ps . I. 5 , and raptúpia , Jer. xxx . 20. The last six , then , are

the only real departures from practical uniformity, and these variations are easily

justified . The LXX. therefore , treated 1779 and owaywyn as substantially equiv

alent. The same consistency does not appear in their renderings of 5777 ; for, while

ékkanoia prevails , occurring in 76 out of 123 instances, ovvaywyn is also given in not

less than 37 places ; oxios occurs six times , ovvédpov twice , and ovoraorç and habs once

each.1 Whatever conclusion might be drawn from the almost uniform translation

of 774 by ovvaywyn is vitiated by the confusion in the renderings of 5777 .

The English versions attempt to be consistent in respect to 1774 , rendering

1 For an analysis of these renderings as they occurin the various books, see Cremer, Bibl. Theol.

Woerterbuch , s. V. Èkkanoia.
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it “ congregation when it refers to theocratic Israel, and “ company " when it

refers to Korah's conspiracy . The revised version corrects the few exceptions of

the common version in all places but two , Ps. XXII. 16 ; Prov. v . 14 , where both

have “ assembly . ” “ The renderings of 5077 , on the contrary , are strangely arbi

trary . Aside from the sixteen places where it is translated “ company,” the other

renderings are about equally distributed between “ assembly ” and “ congrega

tion .” With a single exception , Num. XXII . 4 , the Revisers give “assembly ”

throughout Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel,

Job , Joel, Micah ; " congregation " throughout Kings, Chronicles, Ezra ; " assem

bly " and " congregation ” in Nehemiah, Psalms, Proverbs ; " assembly " and " com

pany " in Genesis , Jeremiah, Ezekiel. One might suspect that this confusion

originated in the Revisers permitting themselves to be guided by the LXX.

Not at all. The best scholarship of the nineteenth century is able to be independ

ent in its arbitrariness.

What, then , is the distinction between these terms ? Even a brief examina

tion dispels the impression that they are used indiscriminately . Nor is it likely

that the terms employed in such intimate relation to every movement of Israel's

national life denote only the community in general, or a mere fortuitous concourse

of its individual units . The more closely they are scrutinized , the more clearly

it is seen that Hebrew writers not only distinguished between them , but that one

at least , if not both , was used almost invariably with a unique and technical im

port. This is true of 777. is there no passage where it defines itself , or is

defined for us ? Such a definition occurs in Num. 1. 2, “ Take ye the sum of all the

ngy of the children of Israel, by their families, by their fathers ' houses , according

to the number of the names, every male by their polls : from twenty years old and

upward, all that are able to go forth to war in Israel . ” No incidental definition

could be more explicit. Moses and Aaron are commanded to take the census of

the 17% . They find (verse 46 ) that the1774 of Israel numbers 603,550 males of

twenty years and upward . Another census of the n7y is taken at the close of

the wanderings in the wilderness (Num. XXVI. 2) , when it was found to consist

of 601,730 men of twenty years old and upward. At the construction of the tab

ernacle a poll-tax of half a shekel was collected from “ them that were numbered

, " ? " from twenty years old and upward , for 603,550 men ,” Exod .
;

XXXVIII . 25 , 26. When the spies brought up an evil report, and all the 774 in

a riotous outbreak would have stoned Joshua and Caleb , the Lord said “ How

long shall I bear with this evil 774 , which murmur against me ? .... As I live,

saith the Lord , surely as ye have spoken in mine ears, so will I do unto you : your

carcasses shall fall in this wilderness, and all that were numbered of you , accord

ing to your whole number, from twenty years old and upward. I , the Lord , have

spoken , surely this will I do unto this evil 77% ,” Num. xiv . 27–35. Here, then ,

was the central conception of the SX10 ngy . It was the national body politic ,

ofהדע? the
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the rolirai , composed of all the circumcised males above a certain age. It had

a fixed and well-determined constituency , that fluctuated only with the ebb and

flow of the population from age to age. This fact reveals the etymological pro

priety of this technical term , and explains the fact already noted that it never

occurs in the sense of an assembly gathered at a fixed time or place.2 Right here,

too , is the fundamental error in all the definitions cited above, in that they make

the idea of an actual assembly the essential thing in the niy , whereas it is

altogether incidental.

Practically and primarily , then , the 774 stood for the nation in the strength

and maturity of its manhood. Representing the nation in its wholeness, it was often

used where , strictly speaking , all the people were included ; e . g . , " All the 1774

of the children of Israel came to thewilderness of Sin ," Exod. xvi . 1 ; cf. XVII . 1 ;

Num. XXII . 1 , 22 , etc. When the people suffered from hunger or thirst, the 777

voiced the general discontent, Exod . xvi. 2 ; Num. XX. 2-11 . It is the 1979 ,

representing all the people , that kept the passover, Exod . XII . 3-47 ; were com

manded to be holy, Lev. xix. 2 ; sinned through ignorance, Lev. Iv . 13 , 14 ; or

mourned for Aaron , Num. XX. 29 .

To convene so large a body of men in a judicial or deliberative assembly , or

even to communicate directly to them the divine injunctions given to Moses , was

of course out of question. The political organization of the people, which had

developed itself in patriarchal fashion even before the establishment of the the

ocracy , found its natural representatives in the heads of families and tribes , the

. a

represented the whole 777 , as the 77y represented the whole nation. In the

majority of instances where the word occurs , it seems to apply to this smaller

body of elders and princes, but always with a tendency , almost irresistible , to

glide into the larger technical sense of the entire political constituency , in which

it so sinks its own individuality that in many instances it is impossible to distin

guish between them . How large this representative body was there is no means

of knowing, but it was of sufficient magnitude to have necessitated the selection

of a still smaller body of seventy men to assist in the transaction of public busi

These coming together formed a smaller body which.םיאישנand theםינקז

ness.

The X 710 77y was the technical name of the whole body of circumcised males

above twenty years of age , who either represented all the people, or were represented

by the heads of their respective families.

1 From the description of the Sap in Josh. VIII., 35,which included “the women , the little

ones, and the strangers that walked among them ," Girdlestone draws the strange conclusion

that the hop “ properly meant all the male adults of the nation , " p. 363, –a proceeding not legs

remarkable than when , on the same page, he illustrates the meaning of Sop by passages that

.

2 Gousset's definition of the 779 ( Lex , ling . hebr., 1743), as a conventus hominum tempore in

dicto et locum indictum is therefore not only wrong , but unsupported by a single fact.

employהדע.
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Runningלהק through all the occurrences of

for)הדעAssuch ,while it covered the same constituency as the.שדקארקמa

a

we perceive an explicit or im

plied reference to the fundamental idea — that of a gathering summoned, called ,

selected , or elected for a specific purpose or end . Sometimes it was gathered in

view of a secular or social emergency (Num . XX. 10 ; Ezra x . 8) , but farmore fre

quently it designated an assembly of Israel gathered for strictly religious or theo

cratic purposes. Even in Deut. XXIII . 2-8 , which seems to be the foundation of

Vitringa's definition of the 5072 ', it does not point to a close political corporation,

but to a people called , elected from the surrounding nations to be holy unto the

Lord ; and therefore it was commanded to keep itself holy by the expulsion of ille

gitimate contaminations whether indigenous or foreign . In other words , it was

. , (

which it is very rarely interchanged ) , it contemplates this constituency from a

widely different point of view ; e . g . , Num. XX , 8 , where Moses and Aaron were

commanded to gather the 77y , and they summoned the '977p . Plainly this term

would be used to designate the assembled representatives of the 17y , who, either

during the hagiocracy (Lev. IV . 13 ) , or during the monarchy ( 1 Chron . XIII . 2 , 4 ;

XXVIII . 8 , 29 ; 1. 10 , 20 ; 2 Chron . 1. 35 ; XXIII. 3 ) , were formally summoned to

act respecting the secular or religious interests of the people. From this it easily

passed into the designation of a political meeting ( 1 Kgs. XII . 3 ) , or even an army

(Judg. xx. 2 ; 1 Sam. XVII. 47 ; Jer. L. 9 ) . As a rule, however, the 5777

denoted either that part of the 1774 of whatever rank which responded to the

summons for a meeting at the 7990 78 , and such meetings were usually for

religious purposes ; or a solemn assembly of all the people, such as that gathered

before Sinai to receive the law “ in the day of the '907p ," before the courts of the

temple at its dedication and at Hezekiah's passover , or before the Lord in the

days of Ezra and Nehemiah .

The '977p was,in general,the name of any theocratic gathering of the people, and

was composed of those who freely responded to a summons proceeding directly or indi

rectly from Israel's divine king.

Apply the discriminations here made, and the correctness of the above conclu

sions will appear still more clearly . It was the 174 that murmured against

Moses and Aaron , and said ( Exod . XVI . 2 , 3 ) , “ Ye have brought us forth into

this wilderness to kill this whole 577p with hunger. ” The latter term , not the

1 After a prolonged examination he concludes: “ Vocabulum sap valet significatu magis

restricto et determinato quam vocabulum 779. Notat enim proprie universam alicujus populi

multitudinem , vinculis societatis unitam et rempublicam sive civitatem quondam constituentem ,

.cum vocabulum 77 ex indole et vi significationis suae tantum dicat quemcunque hominum

coetum et conventum, sive minorem sive majorem : imprimis tamen condictum statumque, non

integri populi (etsi adeo latae sit significationis, ut et illi applicatur, ceu in textu modo adducto

vidimus) sed certorum quorundam de populo virorum, quales sunt conventus et consilia magis

tratum . ” — De synagoga vetere, p. 80. From this it appears that he laboriously misses the meaning

, asלהק,, well as of,הרעof
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andלהק nevertheהדעfor it is always the;הדעהינקזfurther defined asthe

designated peoples or,םיוגלהקor a,

former , contemplated the people as brought forth , summoned , out of Egypt. The

same distinction applies in Num. XVI. 3. In case the whole 177y of Israel

sinned and the thing was hid from the eyes of the 5777 , then , when the sin be

came known, the 5072 was directed to take a bullock for a sin -offering , upon

which the elders of the 17 % were commanded to lay their hands, Lev . Iv . 13-15 .

The 777 is here the whole body politic , the 707p its summoned representatives,

;

that develops along genealogical'lines. In 2 Chron. v. 2, 3 , it is told that Solomon

assembled "all the men of Israel" of all ranks at Jerusalem . In the sixth verse

this assembly is rightly called the 1777'of Israel. But in VI. 3 , where it is said

that Solomon “ turned his face and blessed all the hoop of Israel , "—the same

assembly ,—the predominant thought is that of a congregation assembled for

religious worship. With this view of 5773 a deeper meaningis seen in the patri

archal blessings (Gen. XXVIII. 3 ; xxxv. '11 ) , than is conveyed by the words “ mul

titude ” or “ company.” A D'Oy7777 ,, ,

nations specially called , and , in so far as called , chosen out of the surrounding

heathenism ; it pointed not so much to a convocation as to an evocation of nations.

In the light of these definitions many facts otherwise inexplicable become

easily understood . Since the constituency of the 177y depended on conditions

beyond the control of the individual, it follows that we never read of a great or

little 1779. Its magnitude was not contingent on the pleasure of those who com

posed it. Whether many or few , they represented the whole 777, and transacted

its business. Hence the pertinency of the Talmudic decision given by Bedarshi,

. ,

on the con

trary , had a constituency measured simply by personal willingnessto respond to

the summons. Because it was liable to be large or small we read of a 3750p ,

Ps. XXII . 11 , a 5198 50p , 1 Kgs. VIII. 65 , and even a 722 5193 60p , 2 Chron .

VII. 8. A man was born into the 777 ; he went to the '9077 or stayed away as

it pleased him . This explains why no census was taken of the latter, but only of

the former. In view of this distinction it is clear also why no instance occurs

where women and children are spoken of as included in the 1977y, and why their

presence is repeatedly mentioned ( Ezra x . 1 ; Neh. VIII. 2 ; Jer. XLIV . 15 ) , or implied

(Deut.v. 22 ) in the popular 50p . Since the former was the technical name for

the Hebrew body politic, it would manifestly be inappropriate to use it of a non

Israelitish body, and it is never so used ; the reverse is true of 5777 , e.g.,through

out Ezekiel. Because of the rebellious murmurings, sentence of death was pro

nounced on the 77y,as we have seen , but not on the 577p. The one naturally

exercised political, judicial, and administrative functions, the other just as natu

rally did not . We meet the expression 5710 ngynp-57 , Num . xiv.5 ;

Exod . XII . 6 ; but never
, a

writer to whom the former phrase was not a mere rhetorical amplification , but a

shouldלהק consist of less than ten elders . Theהדעthat no ruling

an impossible thought to a Hebrew,להקתדע־לכ
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climax of social magnitudes. It is clear, finally , how such a writer might discrim

inate sharply between these terms, and yet , from different points of view , apply

them to the same constituency .

Exceedingly interesting it is to follow these words in their historical evolu

tion , —the 779 into the later synagogue and sanhedrim , and the 507p into the

New Testament ékkanoia ; to trace their bearing on the fundamental conception of

modern national churches , and to notice their misinterpretation and misuse in

recent rationalistic criticism . The length of this paper, longer already than was

anticipated , forbids anything beyond the mentioning of these lines of investi

gation .
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By RICHARD J. H. GOTTHEIL, Ph . D. ,
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DAS SECASTE BUCH DES BELLUM JUDAICUM (SYRISCH ), nach der von Ceriani photolithogra

phisch edirten Peschitta -Handschrift übersetzt und kritisch bearbeitet von Dr. Hermann

Kottek . Berlin : Rosenstein & Hildesheimer. 1886. 8vo . 30 pp. text, 45 pp. introduction

and translation .

This little publication , with its rather ostentatious title, gives us the first two

chapters of the Sixth Book of the περί του ιουδαϊκού πολεμού of Josephus in a Syriac

translation . The text is a copy of the same edited by Ceriani in his photolitho

graphic edition of the Pošiţtâ.1 We must be thankful to Dr. Kottek for placing

this, in many respects , interesting translation within the reach of ordinary stu

dents . At the same time, we would recommend care in the use of Dr. Kottek's

text in its present form . Had he collated his proof-sheets once more with the MS. ,

he would have saved his readers much useless work . The text seems to be very

negligently edited . S‘yâmê points are at times placed , at times not ; neither Wau

'aliştâ nor Yûdh ìºbhista are expressed . In the punctuation , taḥtâyâ and ‘elâyâ

are either not noticed at all , or confounded with zaugâ. Nor is this all . The cop

ula Wau is omitted , an 'âlaph placed for an Hê, Dé ( i ) n for Gê( i ) r, and words mis

spellt in a most confusing manner . In texts of the age and worth of the Ambrosian

Pošiţtâ we have need of accurate diplomatic copies , such as those to which schol

ars like Lagarde, Sachau , Wright , etc. , have accustomed us. Further down I

give a list of corrections, mainly made by collating again Ceriani's text. My own

corrections I designate as such . I omit to note the errors in punctuation, in order

not to swell the list unnecessarily .

The translation bears the superscription ( fol . 679 [320 v .] inaccurately given

Dr. Kottek , p. 5 ) . ?

[ s] ? ? ] [? ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]?

by,).5)ܠܠܐܬܠܬ.ܐܝܡܚܐ̈ܪܦܣܗܟܬܝܐܕܐܝܟ̈ܟܡܕܐܒܬܒܡܠܫ Tr . Kotek

[ܠܠ].ܢܝܕܐܝܚܕܐܪܦܤܗ]ܕܟܠܐ....ܟܝܐ[?ܐܟܠܠܩܣܕܗܪܗ]ܠܠܕܚܘ.ܐܝܫ̈ܩܡ

.[ܐܝܒܟܗ]ܗ̈ܪܕܐܟܠܡܣܘܢܝܤܦܤܗܐ]ܪܟ.ܣܘܛܛܢܡܕ[ܡܠܫܪܘܐ]?ܐܝܪܚܐܐܟܪܘܚ

1 In the preface Ceriani speaks of his having edited the text of this Sixth Book in his Monu

menta Sacra et Profana , vol . V. I was unable to find this publication in any of the New York

libraries. Prof. Lyon of Harvard University, to whom I turned for information , very kindly

wrote to me (Sept. 11 ), “ By reference to vol. V. , fasc. I. of Ceriani's Mon. Sac. et Prof., 1 find that

book 6 ( as far as I. , 1-7 ) of Josephus' Jewish Wars is given in Syriac. The statement is made

that the rest of book 6 would be in fasc . III . , but this fasc. is not in the Harvard Library."

2 The more so, since the editor himself (introd . p . 6) calls attention to the " accuracy and con

sistency " with which the points are placed. Had Dr. Kottek read a few more Syriac MSS. , he

would not have designated the two points placed under the third person feminine sing. of the

Perfect as peculiar to this text . These two points, called mepagg'dhânâ (bridle ), are peculiarly

Nestorian . The Jacobites make use of two points, one underneath and the other above the

final Tau ; cf. Nöldeke, Syrische Grammatik , 87 ; Duval, Traité de Grammaire Syriaque, 8 67.
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"

The headings read ( I correct without further mention the mi kes of Dr.

Kottek ) : fol . 676 ( 328 v. ) across this page and the next : ( sic ) Lansow ? ljem(): . ( .) : (

fol.666.)ܣܘܦܝܤܘܝܕܐܝܚܕܐܪܩܐܚ (323 v;ܡܠܫܪܗܐܕܐܐܝܪܚ[1][ܗ]ܒܪܘܚܠܠܐܕܚܥܟܕ

Dr. Kottek is probably right in assuming that the superscription is not

original ; but not so in his rendering of the last heading . I should translate :

" fifth treatise ; (written ) by Josephus." The mistake seems to be an old one .

' Abhdîšô' bar Bʻrîkhâ, speaking in his catalogue of Syriac books of the biblical

and apocryphal writings, says :2

ܐܪܦܣܗ.ܟܝܕܪܟܕܐܬܪܚܐܒ

܂:ܐܝ̈ܝܝܟܬܕܢܩܠܫܩܕ

ܐܢܟܬܟܡܣܘܦܝܤܘܝܕܗ

ܝܢܕܠܡܫܢ̈ܝܢܟܬܝܥܫܬܘܐܠܬܟ

1
܆ܐܝܟ̈ܘܟܕܒܗܬܐܒܬܒܗ

:ܐܟܠܡܣܕܘܪܗܬܝܥܫܬܗ

4ܐܝܪܚܐܗܟܪܘܚܕܐܟܬܒܒ

ܣܘܛܝܛܝܕ̈ܝܐܟܕܡܠܫܪܗܐܕ

Evidently ‘Abhdîsô' has understood the matter differently , making Josephus

the author of the five treatises here mentioned. Counting the books of the Mac

cabees as one book , the “ last destruction of Jerusalem " will be the fifth in order .

Dr. Kottek is hardly right in speaking of this last as having been admitted into

the Church Canon . Although the fourth book of the Maccabees occurs several

times in biblical MSS. ,5 the Ambrosian is the only one containing the “ last

destruction of Jerusalem . ” Dionysius bar Sâlibi ( A. D. 1192 ), in his commentary

On:6ܒܪܩܐܕܘܿܗܣܘܦܝܤܘܝܕܢܢܝܪܡܐܢܝܕܢܢܚ tlie Old and New Testallmerlt ,says

ܡܠܐܐ̈ܝܓܣܐ̈ܟܬܒܟܬܒܐܗܕܡܠܬܬܐܒܢܘܗܢܡܕܚܬܬܐܢܟܪܐܟܗܐܝܡܘ̈ܪܡܠܬܝܐܝܝܩ

.ܪܫܘܡܠܫܪܘܐܕܗܟܪܘܚܠܥܘܐ̈ܝܟܟܡܢܒܙܒܝܕܢܕܡܕܡ

I believe this to be the notice which has led 'Abhdîšô ' astray . It seems

probable that the whole of the sixth book of Josephus ' “ Bellum Judaicum " once

existed in a Syriac translation , together with the so-called “ fourth book of the

1 On Line Lie see Eusebius on the Theophania , ed. Lee, 4:20, 1. 10 ; 15:16, which Dr.

Kottek (text, p . 30) cites , probably from Payne Smith's Thesaurus ; as, otherwise, he would have

seen that it contains an extract from Josephus, Bk. Vi. See also ibid . 1. 40 .

? Bibl. Orient. III . , p. 6.

3 Hardly the Mišnâh , as Assemâni thinks. Perhaps the Pirkė abhôth . Cf. the beginning of

tract. 03 sela . Badger (Nestorians and their Ritual, II . , p . 362) gives an erroneous

translation of this passage .

41&pi doctog Iordidug . Havercanum , II . , ID . 47, note M.

5 See Zotenberg, Catalogue des MSS . Syriaques, etc. , p. 3. Wright, Catalogue of Syriac MS

I,, pp. 2, 7.

6 Bibl. Orient., II. , p. 165. Cf. Bar 'Ebhrâyâ, Chronic, Syriacum , p. 54.

ܕ
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Maccabees ,” 1 early ascribed to Josephus. This would be the " tašeyâth bºnai

Šemûni” of 'Abhdîšô' . The other items would cover the ground gone over by the

sixth book of the “ Bellum .” See the scope of the same as laid down by Jose

phus himself in the preface, 8 7. That the first part fell away , owing to the exist

ence of the Maccabean books , is not surprising.

In the text I have noticed the following corrections:-p. 1 : 1. 2, -225 . 1.5 :

The reading of the MS. Lam , i . e . , sughâyâ , is correct. It occurs again in

Walton's Polyglott, 2 Macc. viii . 16. See Payne Smith, col . 2521. Targ ;

Levy , TW . , II . p . 143, where Lagoon is a misunderstanding of Castell, p. 578. ibid .

MS. . 1. , . . , ; . shows the

T. MS. 1.9 : For L of the MS. read women , sign = kindív, not

Le divination, as proposed in note c . 1. 11 , MS. Üs ?. 1. 13 , MS. Lejasamso

without Yûdh. The reading of the word rê(i)šâ is not always clear in old MSS. See

Merx , ZDMG ., XXXVII., p . 249. Even where it is so , one and the same MS. gives

the word at times with , at times without the Yûdh . Note a , read W Söl .

p. 2 : Read L. 1.5 , omega ??? is the correct reading . In the note appended

to this word there is a strange confusion . Ils capa?) is the exact equivalent

of Thy Tepi Tò đotv xópav . Dr. Kottek is wrong (text, p . 30, Nachtrag) in assuming

that the word denotes the inner portion of a city. Lee had already (Payne Smith ,

col . 36 ) translated correctly " in its borders." This rendering is supported as well

by the passage in the Theophania of Eusebius, which is a free rendering of Luke

XXI. 21 , where our texts read Lužbes , as opposed to the preceding oras , as it is

by our passage here. In the translation Dr. Kottek has given the proper mean

ing. I mayadd that the word 1.p. occurs again in Hoffmann's Bar 'Ali (Kiel,

1874 ) p. 142 : 10 , where I won has been changed from lö ? neom . 1.6 : The

reading of the MS. is correct, i.e . Life's ; Cf. Prov. XXI. 26,where the Greek

text has apeldās. Payne Smith, col . 1223. 1. 7 , MS. W. 1. 8, MS. näs. 1. 9,

MS. , . . : Read ,

reading of the MS. 1. 12,MS. mäs.

p. 3 : 1. 7 , MS. 12000el . 1.8, MS. a Lojzesoo . 1.9 , MS. podes . 1. 13 :

Lizasy Luses To = decią túx?; where the text, as it now stands , is entirely unin

telligible. 1. 17 , MS. ( s . 1. 18, MS. waï , lases . 1. 20 : MS. 1207.00, Ao

= #piv. See Bickell,Carmina Nisibena, glossary , p . 57. MS. poolszol. In

the text we must read so without Soyâmê, and omit note c . Dr. Kottek has

which may possibly be the|ܐܳܝܳܪܟܘܢINead:11.1̇ܗܠ܂forܗܬܝܒܨܬܨܿܝܗܠ.MS

1 περί αυτοκράτορος λογισμού.

2 Josiphôn ben Gôrion ( ed. Breithaupt, 1710), p. 809, oihurt midia .
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tlietext.ܢܢܚܘܝܬܝܒܕ is correct

been misled by supposing 2017a- to be feminine. George Karmseddinâyâ ( Payne

Smith, col . 1681) says expressly Wie ? Loe lä ;co . Our text is an exact

translation of the Greek πρίν έγγίσαι τοις χώμασι..

p . 4 : 1. 3,MS. jesen . 1.4, MS. isy; note b , read coordo. 1.8 , MS.

Läs, 120.2.700 . 1. 11 , MS. obs. 1. 16, MS. 100 .

p . 5 : 1. 2 , MS. lihas. 1. 3 , MS. L 19 , Libo; delete note b,and cf. Payne

Smith, col . 1705. 1. 13, MS . azofans ', zespoo. 1. 14, MS. ito. 1. 15 ,

MS. L. 1. 16, MS. maig , also 6 : 3. I. 18, MS. Lla , vön . 1. 20, MS. LIA .

p . 6 : 1.4 : The manuscript reading is correct. Wau introduces the apodosis

of the sentence commencing with . 1. 9, after Lusconic MS. adds ? . 1. 11 ,

. ? = ol nepi Tòv ' Iwávvm . See Payne Smith, col.

479. 1. 14, MS . No ; delete note f, and cf.6 :4 .

p . 7 : 1. 7, read as in note a. licy = rovç å7.kiyovs. 1.8, MS. zo . 1. 11 , MS.

s por dei de . 1. 13, MS. Laso pol . 1. 15 , MS. 13keso .

p. 8 : 1. 1 , MS. also, wissco . 1. 2 , MS. lvl to distinguish it from 1pc).

1. 4 , MS. Loomaj . 1. 8, MS. Slasses . I. 12 , for the unintelligible Adão

read with the manuscript A Selös , which is not to be translated “ with few, " '

which would be Selës, but “ with great speed ; " in the same sense as selo

is used ; see Cureton, Ancient Syriac Documents, ed . W. Wright, 56:24, Jes. 5:26 ;

Knös , Chrestomathia Syriaca, p . 70 ; Wright, Contributions to the Apoc. Lit. of

the N. T., 31 : 23 ; or “ suddenly , ” 'Aprêm , I. , 74 D. 1. 15 , MS . des : 1. 16, MS.

1.17 , MS . Aña . We must undoubtedly read 127 , although the

manuscript reading is in Greek perà TOLOÚTW Örhwn . He is omitted in Dr.

Kottek's translation and in the Greek ; but curiously enough , is found again in

Whiston's translation. 1. 18 , MS . visos . 1. 19, read oibos . 1. 20, MS. nepo .

1. 21, MS . Poža ), also 9 : 2. 1. 22, MS. 2001.

p . 9 : 1. 3,MS. l . 1. 4, MS . Pedro, 1 ... 1. 6 , MS . Läsan . 1. 7 , MS.

. , MS. . . ,. , .

1. 11 , MS. Laloo. 1.14, MS. 2 sol?, oo . 1.16 , MS. 11.öms . 1. 17, MS. Ansope .

For the use of this form for some see Wright, The Homilies of Aphraates, I.

list of errata . MS. oa lise . 1. 18, MS. oo also. Readis as in manu

script. For the meaning “ commence see Bernstein's Lexicon to his Chrestom

athy, p . 547.

ܢܝܟܒܕܠܥܒ܂

,l.9.ܐܬܩܝܡܠ܂NIS,10.1.ܐ̈ܢܝܢܟܕ,ܢܝ̈ܠܛܬܡ. NISܢܝܢ̈ܗ܂.NIS,8.1ܢܝܗܝܢ̈ܟܠ܂
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p . 10 : 1.1 , MS. Zeiss 1.2, MS. rooil . 1.3, MS. 1.6,MS.

ol . 1. 11 , Ms. 10. 1. 22, MS. liom . 1. 23 , MS. Beso .

p. 11 : 1. 3 , MS. Lucan . 1.4, MS. Llio. 1.6 : The text here is in perfect

order. I see no necessity whatever for adding so . Such constructions (where

the subject is repeated by a possessive pronoun ) occur often in Syriac (Nöldeke,

Syrische Gram. , 4 317), as in other Semitic dialects. Cf. sul pli cs; Nöldeke,

Mandäische Gram ., 275 , p. 409 ; Caspari-Müller, Arab. Gram. , & 485. For the

intransitive use of So see Payne Smith, col . 1739. 1.7, MS. Loisi. 1. 8 ,after

juny MS.reads sl . 1. 9 , MS. ow as proposed in note c. 1. 10 : Here too the

text, although paraphrasing the original , is correct. The MS. shows a point after

Samso, indicating that this word is not to be construed with the next one , but

with the preceding. I hardly see how Dr. Kottek could translate this sentence as

he has . Son is never construed with . Waving the question raised in note

d , whether Losso can have the meaning " envy, ” as the text stands , we can only

take löase as the plural fem . of Lod's (for this form of the adjective used as a

noun see Nöldeke , Mand. Gram .,8215 a, p . 299 ) that which is stable, firm , Castell

Michaelis , p . 969 ; Bernstein , Lexicon, p. 369. Cf. li..2 two lines lower down

( Bernstein, loc. cit. , 570 ; Hoffmann , De hermeneuticis apud Syros Aristoteleis,

216 : 11 seq , 14 ; L2002 , Wright, Catalogue, 506 b .

p . 12 : 1. 1 , MS. woocotias , Simo!. 1.4,MS.worëza . l . 5, 401033as .

1.6 : The text is here in order. pod refers to a zäuss ( for similar constructions

see 3 : 1 ; 13 : 6 ) ; 402 = wesl . 1. 9 , MS. Petr . 1. 10, MS. Lião . 1. 13, MS..

. , . .

p. 13 : 1. 4 ,MS. odoo 1.5, MS. Lj. 1. 6 , MS. 20 ; $ ?. 1.8, MS. 1 2017 .

1. 14 , MS. Lisa

p . 14 : 1. 3, read Läs 1.5, MS. odcoase . 1.9, read poomismo . 1. 15 ,

MS. reads a sasa in place of Sales , and vice versa .

p . 15 : 1. 5 , MS. 2. 1. 6, MS. coordes. 1. 8 , MS. <? in place of in

1. 16, MS. Iäesos. 1. 17 , MS. emesso . 1. 20, manuscript reads ines , which I

have met with only in the meaning " angustia, tristitia ; ” Castell -Michaelis, 642 ;

Bernstein, 366 ; Hoffmann, De hermeneuticis, 196 : 31, " morbis lethalis," 'Aphrem ,

II . , 83 D , 84 C ; " periculum morbis," ibid ., 96 b . Dr. Kottek is right in reading

So ( 18 : 4 ; 29:14 ), Greek Boi). Land, Anecdota Syriaca , III . , 205 : 15 ; Lagarde ,

l.16.ܐܢܪܩܐܪ̇ܩ܂ , MSܐܬܠܩ̈ܘܝ܂

ܢܕ ܂
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Analecta Syriaca, 119 :22,24 ; Castell- Michaelis gives lö as the plural. Read

1A , Bernstein, p. 366 ; Duval Grammaire Syriaque, p. 260 ; Bar 'Ebhrâyâ,

Grammar (ed . Martin ) , I. , 32 :4,

p. 16 : 1.1, MS. 00 , 1. 8, manuscript has the wrong reading 25. 1. 12,

. , . 1. , . . I ' (

phôn ben Gorion , ed . Breithaupt, 1710 , p. 821, has 719'WIS) is some old corruption

ܕ

,8,,:[

-uwv(Josiܗܳ݁ܬ݈ܢI suppose that 'Apܢܝܪܬ܂.MS,16.1ܐܕ̈ܝܐ܂.MS,14.1ܗܕܠܝܠ܂.MS

.uo'nlܐܕ+of 'Idepog

l.9.ܣܦܝܤܘܝܠ܂ , MSܐܢܩ̈ܣܡ܂.l.2 ,NISܿܗ̈ܣܐܬܫ܂.ID.17 : l .1 , NIS
.l.4

, NIS
ܣܦܝܤܘܝܠ.

l.14.ܢܘܗܝܫ̈ܕܘܩܗ܂ ,MS.!ܢܩܟܬ̈ܝܢܗl .9 ,MS .reads.ܐܕܝܚܐ.l.6 , MSܐܘܿܗܘܿܗ܂

l.ܐܝ̈ܪܒܘܢ,ܟܝܗܛܚ. .14 ,MS.ܢܡܠܬܫܢܕ.MS,1.13ܟܝܬ̈ܚܡܕܗ܂.p.18 :1.12 ,MS

MS,20.1.ܝܿܗ܂l.92,MS.݂ܕܺܩܝ܂

p. 19 : 1. 2 : The change of 9007 into eis is unnecessary , although I know

of no such use of the word. It is guaranteed by p. 17 : 5 . 1.7, Ms. lo . l . 12 ,.1. . :6 . ,

MS.ܿܗܝ̈ܪܘܡܿܥܕ.

pܗܬܓ̈ܪ.:ܢܘܢܿܗ . : :

sary.̈ܢܟܠ܂MS,5.1.ܢܘܗܬܢܝܕܡܠܕܐܒܪܚܢܡ. ; Payne Smith ,col .479. l .3 ,MS

is correct . Ifail to see in what way theܝ̈ܢܟ܂9.1,ܝܬܡܪܒܐܢܪܚܐܘ.l.8 ,MS

p.20: 1.1 : I read the first word 01Ampoz. 1.2 : The addition of pada is unneces

proposed emendation would better the text. “ And another Bar Mattai” clearly

distinguishes him from the four sons of the other of the same name. 1.9, MS.

p . 21 : 1. 1,MS. 14, i. e . , 12, to distinguish it from 12. 'Ebhdokhos

(private manuscript of Professor Sachau , Berlin ) , fol. 55 a ;

l.10.ܝܗ̈ܘ̈ܢܟ܂l.11,NIS.ܝ̈ܢܟ܂ܐܢ̈ܗܟ܂ ,MSܝܢ̈ܟ܂

.ܐܟܛ,e,ܐܶܩܶܛ,ܐܳ݁ܟܳܛ.' : 1 ,

,:;ܘܠܐܰܫ̄ܗ݂ܘܟܶܨ̣ܟܳܛ ),)

in;ܐܒܪܝܠܕ.IS.2.1.ܐܳ݁ܟܶܛܢܡ݁ܗܗܶܒ݂ܬܰܝܘ݂ܽܟܰܛܘܟܬܘܠܼܙ.ܐܳ݁ܟܶܛܐ݁ܟܶܨ.ܟܼܝܦ̈ܝܚܙ

lܘܘܗ;readܢܘܗܝܡ̈ܕܩܘ܂13.1, .9 ,delete ])0int after.ܝܬܝܐforܢܘܢܐnote u read

Ms.܂,ܢܫܒܕ

a . , ; . . ,

MS. IAñojo . 1. 15 , in the MS. the traces of the Søyâmê points over ? are

still to be seen .

ades . 1. 12 : Omit the unintelligible Dålath of wool ? ; it is not in the MS.

.l.9 , MSܝܦܐܠ܂.l.5 , Is.ܢܘܗܬܫܦܢܟ.l.4 MSܗܠܘܟ܂.p.22 :1. 1 , MS

܂:ܝܗܘܬܝܐܕ;

.12.Sol.…ܟܬ.l.10 , NIS.ܠܒl.4 read.ܐܐܠܚ.NIS,1.3:23.[

l.13.ܗܬܠܕܝ. ,NIS.ܠܛܡܗ.l .10 , NIS.ܐܕ̈ܕܚܟܗ.p.24 :1.8 ,MS

.l.15 ,IS.ܝܓ̈ܣܐ,ܝܗܗ.NIS,10.1.ܐܬܘܪܝܓܢ.l.7 , MS.ܡܫܤ.p .2 :1.4 ,IS

l.21.ܢܝܡ̈ܘܝ. , NIS.ܢܗܗܬܘܒܙafter the wordܐܬܠܨܡܒl .16 ,MS .reads.!ܢܿܡ

i,ܕܕ .e,ܐܪܘܛ.cOnI]Dare l .1. l .7 ,NIS,ܐܣ̈ܝܩ.l.5 ,NIS.ܢܝܢ̈ܪܚܐTO .26 :1.2 ,read
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l.11.ܐܝܘܗ. , HIS.ܢܘܗܢ[-]ܢܝܠܝܩܫܕܒRead

l.20.ܣܘܛܛ,readܢܝ̈ܢܒܬܢܕ. ,NIS.ܝܗܘ̈ܡܕܗ.p.19. l .16 , Is

ljós. 1.8 , read L , Duval , Gram . Syr., p . 125. Bar 'Ebhrâyâ, Gram . I. 26:25.

[ ] . . .

p .27: 1.1 , MS. Kä;. Nöldeke , Syr. Gram ., & 239. 1. 2, in the MS. I see the

traces of a bê( i)th before caring . l . 12, MS. media . This mistake between

Dâlath and Riš occurs often in the Syriac Bible ; compare cases such as Ludoro ,

75993, Gen.11. 12 ; jucas , 71y, 1 Chron. XI . 47; js , 77'y, Gen. iv. 18 ;

je ?, no'n , Gen. x . 3 ; ? , 177, Gen. x . 7 ; ? , 7777d, Gen. x. 19 ; jussil,

703078 , Gen. X. 22 ; jest jo , xiv.1 ; Sasie , ibid .; ito, XXII. 22. Bar

'Ebhrâyâ, in his 'ausar ( )râzê, readsime je ibid .; ? , xxv . 3 ; koos xxv.

14 ; Lieb ; s xxvi. 1 ; ZDMG . XXXI . 317. Perles : Melemata Peschittoniana,

p. ,MS. . , MS. , .

p. 28 : 1.5 , MS. int . 1. 7 , MS. d . 1. 11 , read Asőseg . l . 13, the

incorrect reading Lis has been caused by the occurrence of the word in the next

line. MS . Vö . 1. 18, MS. reads poonais , as proposed in note b. What follows

in the MS . I cannot make out. The three points do not indicate a gap. The

following word gives no sense . Nor can the middle letter be a Semkath , as no

MSS. of this age which have come under my notice show this letter bound to the

next one on the left side . See Wright : The Homilies of Aphraates, p. 15, note.

PI does not, in any case , belong here . 1. 20, Dr. Kottek's emendation will not

hold ,as V is unnecessary. Read Los = péya , and translate " is no great thing."

p. 29 : 1.5, MS. woekjö . 1. 12,MS. wameje .

So much for the text. As regards the German translation , I am sorry that I

am not able to speak more favorably. The translation of an Oriental text may be

of use in either of two ways . It may assist the Orientalist in understanding a dif

ficult passage , and in getting at the exact meaning of a certain word . It may,

however , furnish the non-Orientalist with a faithful picture of what the original

text offers. In either case, exactness is demanded, even at the expense of style,

as Gildermeisten has done, Rheinisches Museum , XXVII. , pp. 525 seq . It is true,

Dr. Kottek intended to offer us “ as literal a translation as possible ” (p. 16 ) . I do

not think he has been successful in carrying out his intention . At times he has

allowed himself to be led astray by the Greek “ translation ," in face of the plain

sense of the Syriac , viz . , p. 4:13, the word r(h)ômâyê is omitted as in the Greek ;

p. 4:18, søghâ is translated “ surround " ( opácow ), with which meaning I have never

met ; p. 21 , 1. 9 , “ The former bad the rebels in the presence of the Romans ;" — the

second clause being the Greek και προ των Pρωμαιων ιστάμενοι , which is omitted in the

Syriac. In a translation it is often necessary to add a word or two to render the

sense of the original clear. Such additions should invariably be put in brackets.
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See transl. p . 18 , 1. 11 : " would be compelled to lament;" p. 19 , 1. 1 : " for ;" 1. 11 :

" they asked themselves ; ” p . 21 , 1. 13 : “ although the Roman ; ” p. 22, 1.1 : “ indi

vidualities." Dr. Kottek has not seen that it is but an awkward rendering of the

Greek Suéteon tà opovípara. P. 36 , 1. 4 : " naturally ;" 1. 6 : " in truth , " etc. A

number of passages are insufficiently - some incorrectly-translated . I will only

notice a few instances ; e . g . , p. 1 , 1. 4 “ aufreiben ," instead of some such word as

consume (Gr. véuw) . Dr. Kottek, it seems, has understood the word reâ in the

sense of ra' ; 1. 7 , damkârbîn (h )wau 'amhôn means those who fought with them ”

toīs uaxouévols, and not "those who fought with one another (baḥ'dhâdhệ); 1. 12 is

translated : “ reviled their enemies , and went courageously to battle with them .”

I do not know on what authority Dr. Kottek gives kºlâ this meaning. We must

translate : "they derided (maklê( i )n ) [ the idea of] fighting with their enemies."

For kºlâ with ‘al in this meaning see 29:10 , where the whole construction is very

similar ; 'Aph'el, Bar 'Ebhrâyâ , 'Auşar (')Râzê to Gen. XII. 4 ; Bickell , Carmina

Nisibena , p. 63 ; Michaelis ( Cast.-Mich . , p . 798) doubts that the root kölâ has this

meaning. But see theexamples quoted above, and compare Levy TW. II . , p . 362.

P.3, 1. 12 must be translated : “ nor their courage shaken by their suffering " avá

2wTOV dỀ TÌv énè ouuoopais evdvuíav eival . What follows is also badly translated . It is

an awkward rendering of the Greek, and must read : " for what would they not

enjoy [favored ) with good fortune - depta TúX ? who, through evil , are led to valor "

taknaith Tepòs aanv. The root t`kan is often used in this more ethical sense .

Compare 'abhdê taknê 'Aprêm I. 395 A. 272 C.; dubbârê taknê Wright , Catalogue,

573b ; Eusebius , on Theophania II . c . 71 ; Bernstein, Lexicon , p . 570. taknaîth

Bickell , Carmina Nisibena, p. 70. This makes note 5 on p . 19 trans. unnecessary ,

as also the addition in the text of " they asked themselves . ” L. 18, translate " the

Jews sought to hinder them in their works ; " 1. 20, “ and before they came near to

the banks their hopes were blighted, ” reading ‘adh and tukhlâthhôn . Yuxpótepol

Toys &amídos ; compare tukhlânâ, 7:15 ; p. 4, 1. 1 , supply “ but;" 1. 4, the text reads

w'men , where the Waw does not seem to be in the right place ; p . 20 , trans . note 4

is wrong. 'en hâlê (i ) n nezkºyân l'dhîlhôn = ei távta kpathoslav; ibid ., note 5, read :

"wanting in the Syriac ; " p . 7, 1. 12, "and that the ascent of the wall is difficult, I

am the first to say to you ;” 1. 15 , “ the good fruits of bravery ” belongs to the pre

ceding sentence . In the MS. there is a pointafter d'ḥallîşûthâ. Translate : “ and

first let the hope for a proper commencement-do you not be witheld [by this ar

gument (a free rendering of tò tivàs iows åtorpinov )] — come to you from the perseve

rance of the Jews ;" ibid . note a must be omitted, Nöldeke , & 24 ; p. 9, 1. 11 , read

wokallîl ; p. 10, 1.11 , “ of those , however, who were in the cohort, one did service , by

name Sabinus.” Dr. Kottek seems to have read pâlḥîn , which would agree with the

Greek otpatevouévov ; 1. 19, the translation “ that my power and good-will follow upon

thy victory ” gives no sense. Unless the Syriac translator has taken n'mann • ôn bâthar

as equivalent to the Greek árò Kooviñoai, we must read : dºbhâthar ḥail ( i ) wéşebhyâ
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n( i ) n'mannerôn sâkhôthâkh. Whiston translates " my fortune;" with what authority,

I do not know. The received text has civ. P. 12, 1. 9 , as if through some evil

genius " a( i )kh d'men = avaróyuc ?; p . 13, 1. 14, I would emend the text in the

following way : šuryâ ( h )wâ lakrâbhâ bhéma'lânâ takkîphaith ; p. 15, 1. 4, " a man

whom I had seen in the war' όν εγώ κατ ' εκείνον ιστόρησα τον πόλεμον ; p. 15, 1. 19 , - fell

upon his side ; ' ' p . 16, 1. 1 , the fifth , sixth and seventh words seem to be out of

place , and to belong to the second line , which would then read : w‘men yûkâreh

dºzainâ là 'eškakḥ. P. 16 , 1. 5 , Dr. Kottek gives the curious translation : “ lost

his courage" instead of “ his soul expired,” i . e . , he gave up the ghost. Compare

an exactly similar expression , Wright : Contributions to the apocryphal Literature,

56 :4; Zunz : Literaturgeschichte der Synagogalen Poesie, p . 641. The word naphšâ

is generally omitted, Mark xy.3 ; 2 Macc . 1. 7 , 13 ( Cast.-Mich. ) . P. 17 , 1. 4, the

translation “ On the 17th of Tamus (read Tammûz] all the people were humiliated "

is impossible . Dr. Kottek seems to have read gurgâyê, a word which seldom oc

curs in Syriac literature, Payne Smith , col. 774. If the text reading - gurâgha - is

right, we must translate : " there was an excitement on account of the [scarcity of]

people . ” I regard as doubtful , however, the MS. reading, which ought probably to

be some word corresponding to the Greek áropia ; p. 17, 1. 9 , Dr. Kottek entirely

ignores the word lêh. Translate : “ The offerings should be allowed him ( i . e . , it

should be allowed him to bring offerings ) with the aid (bºyadh ) of such Jews as he

should select for himself ;" 1. 13 , lamºsâph “ to consume it ; " p . 18, 1. 14, 'en is

omitted in the translation , which should read " seeing that foreign nations," and

should be connected with the foregoing. commences a new sentence ;

1. 22 , “ bore captivity.” P. 19 , 1. 13 , k bhar not " perhaps,” but “ already, now , "

Gr. åpa ; p . 20, 1. 16 , “ cheerfully ” is omitted in the translation ; Gr. douévoi; p . 22,

1. 1 , the text here is very difficult to understand. Dr. Kottek's translation gives

no sense . Some emendation is necessary . If in lines 3 and 4 we change the places

of r(h )ômâyê and yûdhâyê respectively , we get a sense approaching the Greek orig

inal : “ and [indeed] so far did all their wickedness (reach]—men who should, by

rights, have been plunged into sorrow and grief, if one of the Romans had shown

the intention ( 'emar) of desecrating (n'awwel and not ne" ôl, as Dr. Kottek takes it.

ÉEvųpícolev, compare 17 :9 trans . p. 37, note 6 ) their ( the Jews' ) sanctuary— [that],

because the Jews were (steeped] in such wickedness, the Romans themselves com

menced to despise [them ).” P. 23, 1. 8 , sºkubhlâ “ opposition ;” p. 25 , 1. 25. It

has been entirely misunderstood, and has unnecessarily occasioned note 1 , p. 41 ,

trans. If we make one or two emendations, the Syriac text corresponds exactly

with the Greek. The word rê’šâ 25:23 ought to have shown the way . We must

read 25:23 dhºkhudhnawâthâ ; 26 :1 wathérênâyâ men 'akhsedra dhê(i )n garbºyaitâ

dh'îthêh “ so that they raised the foremost one of the banks over against that

corner of the inner court which [looked] to the north-west, a second one against

the northern edifice, which was between its two gates . The other two were at the

“ But you
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܀

ܐܐ
ܙ

western and northern cloisters of the temple.” P. 26 , 1. 7 , “ on account of the

long time ; " p. 27, 1. 2 , “ and especially on account of the care (which the Romans

would have to give] tlieir bodies, ) " Greek zpog Neponetc, ; 01 , rotu coruuros & vron- ; l. 21 ,

“ in those days ” bºhânê( i ) n ( yaumâthâ] and not = b'hâdhêdh , as Dr. Kottek seems

to understand it. P. 28, 1. 5 , “ then the Jews cut off ( the roof ]; 1.16, “the thought

also occurred to some-[and] not unreasonably ,” a hard rendering of hoylouos oủk

koúveroc ; p . 29, 1. 4 , the text has 'ûdos or 'eudos ( compare wao 2 Devšāç Nöld . , Syr.

Gram ., & 144 ). Dr. Kottek translates Pudens. Perhaps we ought to read -0.09 .

The Latin translation and Whiston have Pudens ! 1.6 ," because he overestimated ; "

l . 8, and threw himul down ; » " l . 16, the pluralis right here, roig da6yuc euruxovo.

There are a few extracts from Josephus which I have met with in my Syriac

reading. They may as well find a place here . In the Theophania of Eusebius

(ed . Lee ) , 4:21 , there is a passage which is also contained in Ceriani's publication.

It will be interesting to compare both texts. It is from Bell. Jud ., 3 :3. In the

accompanying foot-notes, A = Ceriani, B = Eusebius.

ܐܐ

ܙ

2ܐ݂ܕܟܽܠܪܝܓܐܢܐܐܘܚܡܐܪ̇ܡܐܐܝܦܢܐܠܕܢܘܢܿܗܠܥܕܐܢܦܟܕܗܬܘܦܝܨܚܕܐܵܢܿܘܐܢܗ

ܐܠܗܪܡܐܬܢܕܪܝܓܘܗܐܬܠܗܙܕ.5ܐܗܗ1ܐܝܪܟ̈ܪܟܬܝܒ3ܐܠܦܐܘܐܝܢ̈ܘܝܬܝܟܐܠܗܬܘܒܐܕ

ܐܢ̈ܝܢܒܕܐܒܪܝܠܐܢܐܒܪܘܡܐܬܝܥܫܬܕܪܒܬܣܐܐܠܕܠܛܡܐܢܐܘ.ܐܥܡܝܠܢܡܝܗܬܡ

܂8ܐܐ̈ܝܓܣܐܕܗܣܝܠܐܘܗܬܝܐܝܐܘܒܐܕܐܠܘܠܐܬܝܐܡܝܤܒܐܝܚܠܗܠܬܝܘܗ7ܟܟܫܪܟܒ

ܐܬܠܡܒܬܝܘܿܗ9ܩܟܫܕܬܝܘܗܕܟܠܝ̈ܗܒܐܕܐܠܪܐܟܐܬܪܘܫܦܐܬܘܟܝܛܦܐܢܝܕܬܝܐܢܪܚܙ

ܬܪܒܡܝܪܡܿܗܡܫܕ.10ܢܢܕܪܘܝܕܐܪܟܠܕܐ̈ܪܘܡܿܥܢܡܐܕܚܐܬܬܢܐ.ܐܕܟܠܟܬܶܫܚܕܢܝܢܿܗ

fol)ܐܬܼܝܪܩܢܡ:ܪܙܥܠ .238 r)̇ܗܪܬܘܠܘܗܣܢܓܠܥܐܢܗܢܝܕܥܕܘܡ11ܝܒܗܐܕܐܬܝܒܕ

18ܐܡܠܕܐܒܪܫܡܠ 12ܐܥܝܕܝ

11

είμι γαρ αυτού δηλώσων έργον.

P1ܪܡܐ

32ܠܕܗܐܕܪܝܓܐܢܙܐܬ

܀ܐܠܘ

B4ܐܝܪܟܪܟ

.q= &
paret&ܟܬܟܬܐR&

6 Wanting in B.

ܐܦܪܡܪܒܒܐܢܐܐܥܬܫܡܐܬܠܓ̈ܪܕܢܟܪܬܒܕܐܝܢܐܝ̈ܢܟܠ

Youkur " &quomorrhy ,a very=ܝܬܘܟܐܕA's.ܢܟܙܤܕܢܝܠܝܐ.ܝܠܬܝܐܐ̈ܕܗܣܐܐ̈ܝܓܣܕ

8 B

unusual expression .

11 This seems to be the reading of the MS. , although it is conjectural on my part. Greek

31ySe;3. Patriting in B.

9ܐܦܪܡܕ

B10ܢܝܪܡܠܢܢܕܪܘܝܕܐܪܟܠܒܕܢܘܢܗ

Thetextܐܦܗܙܕܐܬܝܟܗܗܕܟܗܐܬܝܒܕ in A should probably read

ܐܢܗܢܝܕܠܕܘܡ B12ܗܪܬܘܠܗܿܗܡܗܘܛܠܛܡܐܬܠܝܨܝ 13ܐܠܐܐ̈ܝܓܣ

*3
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B

•

ܬܤܘܓܬܐܡܠܫܪܘܐܟ
ܢܘܗܡܠܗܬܤܘܓܬܐܡܠܫܪܘܐܒܐܕܗܕ

ܐܢ̈ܪܚܐܐܕܗܕܿܗܠܝܕ1.ܬܝܟܚܬܐܡܘܝܠܘܟܙ1̈ܘܙܟܿܗܢܝܢܩ

ܗܗܗܢܝܦܛܚܡ
ܐܢܺܝܙ.ܤܗ ݀ܬܝܢܝܐܪܟܠܗܗܢܡܕܐܩܒܐܢ̈ܝܢܩܢܡܕܐܢܵܝܲܐ

ܐܢܟܪܫ.ܘܦܛܚܐܢܗ̈ܪܛܐܬܢܝܕܡܠܬܝܬܝܐܘ|.ܐܬܢܝܕܡܠܐܘܗܬܝܬܝܐܿܗܡܠܐܪܟܟ

4ܤܪܦܬܬܐܪܟܝܤܠܠ:ܢܦܐܕ2.̇ܗܝܙܓܢܡܢܝܕ.ܿܗܠܘ̈ܝܦܕܐܢܶܙܡܢܝܕܐܒܪܝ

ܗܘܗܢܝܦܛܿܚ7ܐܪܨܒܐܝܤܪܘܬܠ
ܢܝܦܛܚܘܘܗܗܢܝ̈ܪܘܝܡܘܝܠܒܟ

.ܬܘܗܐܠܥܐܬܝܫܩܐܬܡܚܗܐܚܠܦ|ܐܕܗܐܬܬܢܐܐܪܝܪܡܢܝܕ'hܓܘܪ.8ܐܝ̈ܝܒ

ܐܬܐ̈ܝܓܣܐܬ̈ܢܟܘ.ܐܬܬܢܐܟܗܟܐܝܚܨܡܕܒܝܓܿܣܘ.ܬܘܗܐܝܠܡܬܡ

ܐܘܗܐܠܨܡܕܟܐܐܓܪܓܡܿܗܫܦܢܠܥܘܐܦܘܛܚܠܬܘܗ
ܐܦܘܛܚܠܐܛܝܠܘ܂ܬܘܗ

ܢܝܕܕܒܢܘܗܠܐܘܗܐܓܪܓܡ̇ܗܝܠܥܗܬܡܚܟܐܠ܂ܕܒ.

ܐܠܘܝܢܐܗܬܡܚܟܐܠ10ܝܗܘܡܚ̈ܕܟܐܠܘ8[ܢܝ̈ܢܐ

̇ܗܠܛܩ
ܐܝܤ[ܪ]ܗܬܚܟܫܬܕܘ

ܡܕܡܚܟܫܬܕܗܗܠܛܩ̇ܗܝܠܥ

ܬܘܗܐܝܐܠܐܢܵܨܚܙܠ61ܬܪܟܝܣܬܘܗܐܠܡܐܢ̈ܕܚܐܠ

ܬܘܗܐܩܝܪܤܪܝ̈ܟܓ
.ܚܟܫܬܕܦܐ.ܗܠܐܘܗܐܟܝܘܦܘܐܒܗܕ

.ܟܝܪܫܿܗܝܥܠܡܟܗܿܗܘܓܟܐܢܦܒܗܗܗܟܝܪܫܿܗܘܓܟܗ̇ܗܝܥ̈ܡܒ

.11ܐܪܝܛܩܡܥܐܙܓܘܪܐܟܠܡܿܗܠܬܟܣܢ̇ܗܬܡܚܗܠܬܘܗܐܕܩܘܡܐܢܦܟܢܡܪܝܬܝܗ

.14ܗܠܐܪ̇ܡܐܒ13ܗܬܦܛܚܘ.ܩܢܿܝܕܕܚ12ܐܪܒܢܝܕ̇ܗܠܐܘܗܬܝܐ.ܬܥܤܐܢܝܟܠܠܗ

ܬܘܗ

ܡܚܪܡܕܟ

܂

ܠܟܢܡܠܟܢܡܘ

συνεπολιόρκειτο.1 Wanting in A, =

Read
?

3 Gr. Kåv ei tl. Perhapsel? of

aܺܗܝ̈ܪܲܓ Rewa

s .

.E; zDNMG .,XXXI .,374 :4 ; Bar 'Ephraya , Grammo ,I. ,24 :26 ; Svr408ܙ.Cf. 'Aprem , I

Gram . des Mar Elias von Tirhan, 33:14 .

5 This construction is admissible , although not usual. Nöldeke, Syr, Gram ., p. 154 .

6 Note the Wau here.

T Expolresses the ri in Te fp09 c .

8 Read

9 Read with B wil

10 = b'bni

R11ܐܪܝܛܩܡܠܐܦܐܚܿܗܠܬܟܣܢ(ctuBoulou)ܐܟܠܡܠܥܟܗ

R?1ܐܠܘܠ

butܐܘܗܬܝܐ before,ܬܦܛܚܿܗܪܟܠܘB18

P11ܬܪܡܐܘ
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.ܐܘܗܬܐܕܟܠܐܝܠܟܘܗ̈ܪܐܘܠܕ.ܟܠܐܢܐܐܪܛܿܢܢܿܡܠܐܝܫܘܓܫܟܘܐܢܦܟܒܗܐܒܪܩܟ.ܐܝ̇ܡܕ

.ܢܘܢܐ:ܢܝܫܩܢܝܪܬܢܡܐܚ̈ܪܡ.ܐܢܦܒܐܬܘܕܟܠܠܢܝܕܿܗܠܡܕܟܡ.1ܐܚܬܕܐܘܗܢܢܐܦܐ

ܐܬܝܥܘܫܐܡܠܥܠܐܬܠܟܟܢܐܝܘܓ̈ܝܠܘ ܐܬܪܟܝܤܝܠ8ܝܗܗܐܬ

ܬܠܶܨܩ
6ܢܝܠܗܬܪܠܟܐܕܟܘ ܐܝܕ̈ܘܗܝܕܢܘܗ̈ܝܝܚܠ4ܬܘܗܐܪܝܣܚ_5̇ܗܝܕܘܚܠ

.ܬܪܛܢܒܬܝܤܒܐܒܪܝܗ
ܬܠܟܐܗܓܠܦܗ

ܬܝܘܛܗ7ܿܗܪܟ

4
4ܐܕܗܝܗܕ

Bk. V. , 10 : 5 = Eusebius Theophania, IV. , ܕ.22

8ܪܡܐܢܘܢܝܕܝܢܟܢܕܐܚܟܫܡܐܠܢܘܗܬ̈ܫܝܟܢܡܐܕܚܐܕܚܠܠܠܠܝܟܗܐܠܬܫܢܕ

ܐܬܕܘܠܝܬܘܗܡܘܬܡܡܐܬܒܪܫܐܠܦܐܐܢܫܚܢܝܗܠܒܢܝܠܗ.ܐܬܪܚܐܐܬܢܝܕܠܟܐܠܕ

ܐܠܕܟܢܘܟܬܟܢܐܝܡܘܗ̈ܪܕܣܢܘܢܿܗܘܦܚܤܐܬܢܝܕܡܠܪܝܓܿܗܠ%ܐܕܗܟܝܐܐܬ̈ܝܝܟܕ

ܬܘܠ
.ܪܒܘܠܐܠܕܗܪܓ10ܗܬܥܫܪܟܘܐܬܪܝܫܒܐܬܘܒܙܒܢܘܗܠ.ܗܗܗܢܝܨܠܐܢܝܒܿܨ

.ܘܟܟܐܠܘܢܘܗܠ.ܦܐܒܐܠܗ.ܗܙܚܐܬܝܠܠܐܬܢܝܕܠܟܢܡ11ܗܟܐܕܩܝܕܐܪܘܢܘܐܠܟܝܗ

10

In Ceriani's Hexapla, p . 112 b , note , I find the following ܙ:

ܐܟܪܗܕܐܥܗܠܕܝܗܠ12ܐܬܝܕܘܗܝܐܬܩܝܬܠܐܬܝܥܫܬܢܡܣܘܦܝܤܘܝܢܘܝܠܘܟܣ

ܐܠܘ܆ܐܠܟܝܗܢܡܩܦܟܠܐܢ̈ܗܒ12ܐܝܕܘܥܠܗܠܗܗܗܢܝܛܦܚܠܟܐܪܐܕܒܕ.ܪ̇ܡܐܗܪܝܡܐ

ܢܝܕܬܢܝܟ.ܐܝܠܫܟܢܝܘܿܗܐܠܢܐ.ܐܬܘܡܢܘܗܠܡܓܙܓܪܕܟ.ܼܐܗܠܐܒܠܘܿܥܢ

.ܚܩܨܙܐܚܝܨܢ10ܐܩܝܠܙܐܓܠ.ܐܠܟܝܗܓܠܦܬܐܕܒܗ.ܐܥܪܐܠ15ܚܠܲܕܐܥܘܙ14ܢܝܠܿܗ

1ܐܠܢܘܗܬܘܠܐܚܬܟܛܢܐܦܐ

2

14

Bulängeo A follows here theGreek text more closely.

181ܝܘܗܘ

4 Wanting in B.

6ܗܝܕܘܚܠܒ

ܐܠܬܘܗܐܪܡܐܐܕܚܟܐܢܝܠܗܕܒܗ

B7ܗܪܟܠܗܠܛܩ ܢܒܗ

το πύρ .

7Boissosolo with following

8 vnDe26vre " eiately.

9 The next four lines are wanting in the Syriac.

10 Some such word as nûrâ seems to have been omitted here

11 The Greek text has here the temple and not the fire as object.

12 "Iouu"k?) aprotoloyic . Bk. IX. , ch.x., $ 4.

13 Gr. 'Aglpou.

14 As the Syriac cannot use bainåth alone, hålê ( i) n is added . Over the word de ( i ) n are three

points, which generally are a sign that the word is to be omitted , Here, however, de( i)n stands

for the Greek de.

ܐܙ

.yeg€ܕ....Pa'el ,indicated bythe point above , = exa'yy /ge15

,(2438,1125.Adatump'o.ParneSmith ,cols=ܐܚܝܨܢ,Qtymos=ܐܩܝܠܙܕ(ܐܓܠܙBeakd16
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2.ܼܐܗܪܡܠܐܒܪܓܐܕܚܡܢܿܡܝܗܘܠܠܕܐܢܟܝܐ
1.ܐܚܡܐܟܠ̇ܡܕܝܗ̈ܘܦܐܠܥܘ

ܘܿܗܕ4ܗܓܠܦܚܠܬܬܢ ܀.ܐܪܘܛܕܐܚܠܬܐܝܪܩܬܡܕܝ݀ܗܐܠܘܠܐܬܢܝܕܡܢܝܕܡܕܩ

ܦܐܕܐܢܟܝܐ.ܘܡܩܐܝܚܢܕܡܐܪܘܛܬܘܠ.ܢܘܕܛ̈ܣܐܐܥܒܪܐܠܠ:ܩܡܠܕܒܘ.ܐܒܪܥܡܠܕ

.ܐܝܟܠ̈ܡܐܤܝܕܵܨܦܘ.ܒܐܬܣܢܐܬ̈ܘܟܠܡ
.

These extracts are, as the notes show, literal translations. The comparison of

the first with the text of the Ambrosian P •šiţtâ shows the different style of its

translation . At the same time it becomes apparent that that translation also

follows the textus receptus.

There is one point more touched upon by Dr. Kottek in his preface, which I

cannot omit to notice here. The idea that this Syriac translation is one made

directly from the Aramean ? in which the Bellum was originally composed, is so

novel that we look with eagerness for the proofs to substantiate such an assump

tion . Of external evidence , Dr. Kottek is able to adduce only three words which ,

he claims, are not in use in Syriac . Granting these, and keeping in mind that the

Syriac is probably a translation and not a free rendering of the original ( preface,

p. 9 ) , we would expect to find some traces of this original either in the syntax or in

the position of single words ; and all the more since the Syriac does not read flu

ently , and many constructions tax even the pliant nature of the Syriac. Dr. Kottek

does not seem to have been able to find such traces, nor have I. On the contrary ,

some constructions remind one very forcibly of the Greek. See , for instance,

3 : 13-15, men yammînâ dhudhrâná = deţia TuXy ; the position of metul hâdhê,

1 This word is used in preference to nephal to express the repos in a pooÉTÉOEV, although I

know of no example of møha with 'al. cf. Lus ? Los Lagarde, Anal. Syr ., 114 : 13.

2 This un - Syriac expression is a literal translation of śmiðpaueiv.

3 Margin EPSTH. For tlaḥâ see Lagarde, Anal. Syr. , 142 : 24 ; 143 : 28 ; 144 : 4 ; Ryssel, Text

kritischen Werth , etc., I. , 41 .

• Gr. Tow opous. The translator had just mentioned the word gûra.

5 This hardly expressesthe Greek kullèv ; the use of 'al is curious here .

6 Read You

7 Dr. Kottek calls this language " Syro -Chaldaic " (7 :9 ; 9:15, 16 of the preface ). It were indeed

time that this misleading expression , taken probably from Fabricius, de Josepho, etc. (Haver

camp, II . , App. p. 38 ), be laid aside. I fail to see in what way the addition of the word “ Syro "

adds to the clearness of the term. ZDMG . , XXIV ., 129 ; XXX ., 184. The only proper scientific term

is “ Jewish -Palestinian -Aramaic " (ZDMG . , XXII., 444) in contradistinction to the Christian dialect,

once spoken in those regions. On page 15, the term “ Aramaic " is used in a sense calculated to

mislead. Franz Delitzsch (see HEBRAICA, I. , p. 101 ) holds still to the opinion (Havercamp, II . ,

App ., p . 58, note p ) that the Hebrew was the original language of the Bellum . But I cannot see

that Josephus wrote this work originally for Jews alone . The Toiç åvo BapBápocs (prooemium

$ 1 ) cannot refer to his Jewish brethren ; notwithstanding the Christian parallel (Havercamp,

loc.cit.) and the term nekițâ barbarâyâ viknths Bapßapūv, which the Midhraš puts in the mouth

of the Romans. See the following section, where Josephus enumerates the åvw Bap3ápou

and mentions his own co -religionists separately , as to útèp δράτην ομόφυλον. Compare also

Levy NHW ., I. , 260 ; Kohut 'årûkh hašsalêm , II . , 183.
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3:15 ; men kulhôn , 4 : 5 = Távtuv; šabhkê, 4:16 åpethpua . If the following words

of the text are correct, -perhaps we ought to read hânôn , -they are a poor render

ing of the Greek rov spoonduvtu . 'adh nê'thê....kérâbhâ l'îdhaihôn , p. 5 , 1.2 =

siç xeipaç aJEīv ; nettebh 'al şewârhôn , p . 8 , 1. 21. Dr. Kottek affirms (preface, p. 15 )

that there occur in the translation many words which are only to be found again

in the Aramaic-by which , I suppose , he means the dialects of the Targumîm and

Talmûdhim . I have been unable to find such , and am sorry that Dr. Kottek has

so limited the number which he himself quotes . And even these three vanish ,

when looked at a little closer. The word šºbhak , " permit " does occur in Syriac ,

Mark 1. 34, wºlâ šâbhek ( h )wâ l'hôn . This passage , as well as the others cited

Cast.-Mich. p. 888, s . v. šâbhôkâ, belong under the rubric šºbhak. Bernstein, Lex

icon, p. 500. For the 'Ethpeel in the same meaning , Hahn and Sieffert, Chresto

mathia Syriaca ( 1825 ) , p . 224. For k‘nâ " envy," Dr. Kottek could have cited, in

support of his theory, its occurrence in Christian Palestinian Aramaic (Franciscus

Miniscalchi Erizzo , Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum , etc., p. 393 ). My collec

tions for Syriac lexicography do not contain the word in that meaning in Edes

senian Syriac. k‘nê'thâ, Job v . 2 ( Bernstein, p . 449) is simply the Hebrew kin'âh .

Dr. Kottek would , however, have done better to have left this word out of his ar

gument, as it rests (p . 11 , 1. 10 and note d ) on the very slender basis of conjecture

and emendation . I have shown above how untenable both are . Compare also 18:15.

The form of the root gûph , 24:11 ( not gaph , as Dr. Kottek has it) can as well be

read mºghayyºphîn in Pa “ el, for which Payne Smith, col . 687, gives one authority.

The Targumîm seem also to use this word as an 'Ayỉn-U one. Levy, TW. , I. , 131

(the place to which Dr. Kottek refers) gives gûph .

If the external arguments fail thus to support the theory propounded, so do

the internal ones taken from a comparison of the Syriac with the Greek text.

From a consideration of the general character of the text, very little can be won.

Few of the translations from the Greek-if we except those of the Aristotelian

Canon-keep closely to their original . Few translators are as conscientious as

Sargis Riš'ainâyâ ( Lagarde, Analecta Syriaca, p . 134 :23 seq . ) . On the contrary,

they seek rather to give only the meaning conveyed by their originals . On this

point, Licentiat Ryssel has summed up the evidence in his two excellent essays,

Ueber den text-kritischen Werth der Syrischen Uebersetzungen Griechischer Klas

siker, I., II. Leipzig, 1880.

Our translation of Josephus belongs to the second of the three divisions of

Ryssel ( I. , p . 4) . But this would surely be no reason (Kottek, preface, p . 9 ) to

doubt its having a Greek original . The other arguments might be noticed here .

ch.1 , & 5 : If we accept the very probable conjecture of Dr. Kottek himself, both

texts will agree. 5 : The opening sentences of the speech, as it stands in the

Syriac version , seem to me more in accord with what has preceded than in the

Greek. Josephus says expressly that Titus was of the opinion that “exhortations
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It may

and promises would strengthen the courage of his soldiers . ” ch . IV . & 1 : I have

not the Syriac text at hand ; though I doubt whether there is any real difference

between it and the Greek . I understand the Syriac to mean that the Romans first

weakened and partly demolished the gate , and then applied ladders and fire. ch.5.

23 : The Syriac translator has simply blundered here, having been led astray by

the preceding mention of the night of the festival . In the same way , many of the

" additions " (as 3:10 ; 5:13) can be explained as omissions on the part of the Syr

iac translator. On the whole, he seems to strive after conciseness of expression,

ch. 2 : 3, n . 2 ; ch . 3 : 1 . In ch . 1,8 6, note 3 , opuſ tivi da povío did not suit the Chris

tian Syrian ; for which reason he altered it. Ryssel , loc. cit . , I., 4 ; II. , 50. To the

same category belong the changes in ch. 2 , 4 , note 3, ch. 2, § 10, Pudens suc

cumbs to Jonathan rather than to chance . See ch . 1, 81 , note 6, 8, note 1 .

oºk donuos nu ávýp is omitted as not necessary for the sense ; ibid . note 9, it is only

the first five words which are left out in the Syriac . The translator did not deem

it necessary to add these words , as the fact is easily understood from the narrative

itself.

be permitted me to call attention to some lexicographical points which

I have noticed while reading the text. 1:10 méphalpal in the sense of “ stained ”

øúpw . Hex . Jerem . 2 :3 ( Cast. -Mich . ) ; Bar 'Alî ed . Hoffmann, 228 : 7; Payne Smith,

col . 1504 ; 'Aprêm I., 205 A. Compare farther on 21:18, where it is a translation

ad sensum of Jepuác tàs reipaç é xovTES ; 29:10 in the meaning of the German “ wäl

zen ” ( Sindban , ed. Baethgen, 9:10 ) ; Targûmish 22 (Levy, TW . , II . , 271). p. 2 ,

1.2 , dºlâ bhûnâyâ = ánóvous " desperation ” (to be added Payne Smith , col. 469 ).

p . 2, 1. 4, kudhnawâthâ . Payne Smith, col . 1181 , has a remark on this passage.

p . 2 , 1. 9, tašbeyâthâ. Jer . 2:32 , 4:30 ; ’Aprêm I. , 345 D ; Spicilegeum Syriacum ,

26:16, 48 : 3 . In the same sense sebhtâ, l . 12 ; Eusebius , Theophania, I. , 4 : 1 ; Jes.

3:18 ; Hoffmann, de hermeneuticis, 203: 27 . Curious is the use of nestakbal. p. 2,

1. 12 , " arrive, come to." Levy TW. , II . , 185. p . 14, 1. 15 it has its usual significa

tion. p.3, 1.3, t'hebh, of which the Peal is not given. Cast.-Mich. p. 936 ; see

ZDMG . , XXIV . , 268 :25 ; Bar 'Ebhrâyâ to Jes . 19 :2 , Tullberg 14, note p . 12 ; Dio

nysius Telmaḥrensis 117 :8 , note, p . 303 ; Bickell , Carmina Nisibena, p. 69 s.v. p.4,

1. 1 , 'eth pakkah ; 29:16. Bickell , loc . cit. p . 60 , 'Ebhdokhos (private MS. of Prof.

Sachau, Berlin ) fol. 26a .
:

1

in the meaning “ pacare," ’Aprêm, II.,242 C ; “ temperare,” ibid . I. , 10 A ,16,5 C ; Spic.

Syr., 21 : 3. p. 5 , 1. 19, madam (sic ) 24:11; " scutus" ? p.8 , 1.3, šu " lâyâ ,

" superbia . ” ’Aprêm , II. , 119 D , 124 F ; I. , 339 E. p . 10, 1.2, šuph'ân , " profusio .” 1.15,

šîyûthâ, “ color of the face," where the masc. 'ukkâmâ next to h'wâth is strange .

Nöldeke , ZDMG. , XXXVII. , 535 , note 1. The citation from Titus of Bostra is a

slip of the pen , as the word mentioned there is šanyûthâ. 'Ebhdokhos also gives

the pronunciation as trisyllabic (fol.137b ). La ä 12m with the marginal

.ܬܝܰܐ

نا.جامسلانم
هت

(!)

.ܐܬܘܗܝܪ݂ܰܦ݁ܟܗܰ݁ܟܰܦܬܐ
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مكلايفلخدييذلاديدح.ازمحےكاخبتقداب5لتقم

note xl Xiu |La p. 11 , 1 , 4 , mºargºlân “ roll. ” Prov . XVI. 3 ; Hex. MS.

or. Berl . Petermann, 1:19 ( Sachau, Kurzes Verzeichniss der Sachau'schen Samm

lung, p . 34, No. 49:4). Ta joji vis lynas ab Jane Sans Ethpa, " roll

oneself. " Spic. Syr., 27:25 ; Sony Levy, TW. , II . , 243. p. 13, 1. 7, ḥal , “ dig ," add

to Payne Smith, col . 1268. durţê, “ lances," 14 :4, Payne Smith, col . 858. I think

that the Greek dópv, dóparos ( doupatos) is in this word . p. 5 , 1. 4 ; 15, 1. 22, sâphyê,

Bernstein, Lexicon, 530. Bar 'Alî (private MS. of Prof. Sachau in Berlin ) .

. limas

Scieni Leul D. ( ? ) js (2 Cor.XII.7)was laas sobásl .
p . 17:12,

math’em ( ? )-of which I do not know the meaning . Dr. Kottek , in his translation ,

has mistaken Castell's ( p . 948 ) " gemino " for " gemo." Bar 'Alî , ed . Hoffmann,

269 :25 seq. p. 23, 1.3, šammar, “ send ,” 'Aprêm, I. , 517 F , etc. p. 24, 1.5, methdag

gøšîn = 'adhgeš, Payne Smith , col . 823. p. 24 , 1. 14, yulpâ'nâ. p. 26, 1. 4, t'aša

" labor ." 'Aprêm , II., 118 A ; I. , 195 F , 420 F ; Elias of Tirhân, 3:10.

There are other matters to which I would gladly call attention ; but I have

already gone beyond the limits I had placed for myself. In conclusion , I can only

hope that Dr. Kottek may soon be able to give us the rest of this interesting trans

lation -- perhaps, too, in a little better form .



THE STROPHICAL ORGANIZATION OF HEBREW TRIMETERS.

BY PROF. CHARLES A. BRIGGS, D. D. ,

Onion Theological Seminary , New York .

An absence in Europe for eight months prevented me from continuing the

series of articles on Hebrew Poetry , begun in the HEBRAICA in April, 1886 , until

the present time. In the first article I presented some specimens of the trimeter

movement, with a study of the lines and their interrelation in the varied forms

of Parallelism . I now purpose to consider the strophical organization of the trim

eter poems. The strophes are sometimes marked externally by the initial letters

of the strophes being in alphabetical order, or by refrains. But in most cases , the

strophical organization can be determined only by a careful study of the poem ,

with reference to the breaks in the sense and emotion , and of the parallelism of

the sections on a larger scale . There is great freedom and variety in the strophi

cal organization.

1 ) The simplest strophe is the distich . We have an example of this in the

alphabetical Psalm xxxiv.

תעלכבהוהי-תאהכרבא

יפבותלהתדימת

ישפנללהתתהוהיב

וחמשיוםיונעועמשי

יתאהוהילולדג

ודחיומשהממורנו

יננעוהוהי־תאיתשרד

ינליצהיתורוגמלכמו

ורהנווילאוטיבה

ורפחילאםהינפו

עמשהוהיוארקינעהז

ועישוהויתורצלכמו

These six strophes sufficiently illustrate the movement. The strophes con

tinue through the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. There is one letter omitted ,

, , . There is also an additional.זandהnamely ,the \that should come in between
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strophe at the end with 5. This shows that the original poem has been changed

by omission and addition in these two instances, and opens our eyes to look for

other similar modifications of Hebrew poems where the alphabetical structure

does not aid us to determine them . These lines are all trimeters except the first

in the strophe with y . The tetrameter here seems to be designed to make an

antithesis between the calling and the answering.

2 ) We have a specimen of a trimeter poem with strophes of four lines in the

prayer Psalm III .

I.

ירצוברהמהוהי

ילעםימקםיבר

ישפנלםירמאםיבר

םיהלאבול־התעושיןיא

II .

ירעב־ןגמהוהיהתאו

ישארםירמוידובכ

ארקאהוהי־לאילוק

ישדקרהמיננעיו

III .

הנשיאויתבכשינא

ינכמסיהוהי־יכיתוציקה

םעתובברמאריאאל

ילעותשביבס־רשא

IV.

יהלאינעישוהימוק

יחליביא־לכ־תאתיכהיכ

תרבשםיעשרינש

ךתכרבךמע־לעהעושיההוהיל

This is.הלסAtthe close of strophes I. and II .the Massoretic text gives.

thought by some to mark strophical divisions at times . I do not believe this ..

These strophes are so arranged that the second is antithetical to the first and the

fourth to the third . But the strophes are really in introverted parallelism , in that

the two middle strophes are antithetical to the strophes that begin and close the

prayer. The lines are trimeters with the exception of the initial and the conclud

ing lines of the last strophe. Here the movement is changed to the tetrameter

in the last line , in order that it may become more deliberate and quiet at the end ,
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expressing the firm confidence of the Psalmist in his God. But we can see no

reason for a change to the tetrameter movement in the first line. Accordingly

we have stricken out the 1777 which is unnecessary to the thought and really out

of place in the rhythm . We have found a large number of examples in Hebrew

poetry and prophecy in which divine names have been inserted by later editors

.

in the closing line of the third strophe is such a prosaic addition . It may be com

bined with 220 by Maqqeph, but it is more commonly omitted in Hebrew

poetry..

3 ) Psalm CXLVIII. gives us an example of strophes of six lines.

whoרשא did not understand the rhythm . It is also probable that the relative

I.

םימשהןמהוהי-תאוללה

םימורמומבוהוללה

ויכאלמלכוהוללה

ויאבצלכוהוללה

חריושמשוהוללה

רואיבכוכלכוהוללה

II .

םימשהימשוהוללה

םימשהלעמרשאםימהו

הוהיםש-תאוללהי

וארבנוהוצאוהיכ

םלועלדעלםדימעיו

רובעיאלוןתנקח

III ..

ץראהןמהוהי־תאוללה

תומהתלכוםינינת

רוטיקוגלשדרבושא

ורבדהשעהרעסחור

תועבגלכוםירהה

םיזראלכוירפץע

IV .

המהבלכוהיחה

ףנכרופצושמר

םימאללכוץראיכלמ
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ץרא־יטפשלכוםירש

תולותבםגוםירוחב

םירענםעםינקז

V.

הוהיםש-תאוללהי

ודבלומשבגשניכ

םימשוץרא־לעודוה

ומעלןרקםריו

וידיסחלכלהלהת

יברקםעלארשי-ינבל

There.היוללהThis is a Hallelujah Psalm indicated by its appended titlea

can be no doubt that there is a division at the third strophe, where there is an

antithesis between

and

םימשהןמהוהי-תאוללה

ץראה-ןמהוהי-תאוללה

This would seem to divide the Psalm into two parts. There is, however,

manifestly another strophe, beginning with

הוהיםש-תאוללהי

This last strophe has but six lines. It therefore seems necessary to break the

previous parts in two, if the strophes are to be uniform . Such a break is given in

the first part by rising to the more general statement in the

םימשהימשוהוללה

and in the second part by passing over to the animal kingdom .

Furthermore, the last strophe is as closely related to the second part, as the

second strophe is to the third part. For in the third line of the second strophe

we have

הוהיםש-תאוללהי

followed by the reason

וארבנוהוצאוהיכ

and it is evident that the first and second lines are in parallelism with them :

הוהיםש-תאוללהי

ודבלומשבגשניכ

Thus the Psalm is composed of two parts , with two strophes in the first and three

in the second . It is of the nature of the hymn thus to swell in ascriptions of

praise.

One modification of the text seems to be necessary . The second line of the

, but I can see no propriety in such a,םימורמבPsalm is a dimeter if we read
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dimeter here . It is probable that we should separate the , and write it after the

poetic style and so get the third beat of the accent.

4 ) We have an example of a strophe of seven lines in Psalm 11. We shall

give the two strophes of the first part :

I.

םיוגושגרהמל

קירוגהיםימאלו

ץראיכלמובציתי

דחיודסונםינזורו

וחישמ־לעוהוהי־לע

ומיתורסומתאהקתננ

ומיתבעונממהכילשנו

II .

קחשיםימשבבשוי

ומלגעליינדא

ומילארבדיזא

ומלהביונורחבוופאב

יכלמיתכסנינאו

ישדקרהןויצ־לע

The second strophe is here antithetical to the first strophe. This antithesis is

complete , extending through every line but the fifth , which is omitted in the

second strophe. It seems to us clear that the original poem has been mutilated

a8ץראיכלמוםיוגby theomission of this line which ought to have giventhe

It would seem thatthis latter line is a.וחישמ־לעוהוהילעthe antithesis to a

dimeter in order to make a pause of a single beat before giving the words of rebel

lion . The Massoretes have incorrectly arranged the third and fourth lines of the

second strophe by attaching 13x) to the third line and thus making the fourth

line a dimeter. There would be a sufficient reason for this if it was the original

line preceding the words of Jehovah to the rebels, but this is probably not the

Furthermore, the rhyme is preserved if we make the three lines close withcase .

The Hebrew poet is fond of rhyming through a few._ומand,ומל,ומילא

lines, as here ; but he does not care to carry it on to any great length .

5 ) Psalm XLIX . gives us strophes of eight lines .

I.

םימעה-לכתאזועמש

דלחיבשי־לכוניזאה
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שיא־ינב־סגםדא-ינבםג

ןויבאורישעדחי

תומכחרבדייפ

תונובתיבלתוגהו

ינזאלשמלהטא

יתדיחרונכבחתפא

II.

ער־ימיבאריאהמל

ינבוסייבקעןוע

םליחילעםיחטבה

וללהתיםרשעברבו

שיא־הרפיהדפ־אלחא

ורפכםיהלאלןתי־אל

םשפנןוידפרקיו

םלועללדחו

III .

חצנלדועיחיו

תחשההאריאל

ותומיםימכחהארי-יכ

ודבאירעבוליסכדחי

םליחםירחאלובזעו

םלועלומיתבםברק

רדורודלםתנכשמ

תומדאלעםתומשבוארק

ןילי־לברקיבםדאו

ומדנתומהבכלשמנ

Refrain .

IV.

ומללסכםכרדהז

וצריםהיפבםחירחאו

ותשלואשלואצכ

תולבלםרוצוםעריתומ

וללבזמלואש

רקבלםירשיםב־ודריו
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ישפנהדפיםיהלאךא

ינחקי־יכליאשדימ

V.

שיארשעי־יכארית־לא

ותיבדובכהברי-יכ

לכהחקיותומבאל-יכ

ודובכוירחאדריאל

ךרביוייחבושפניכ

ךלביטית-יכךדויו

ויתובארוד־דעאובת

רואואריאלחצנ־דע

.Refrainןיבי-אלורקיבםדא

ומדנתומהבכלשמנ)

This Psalm is clearly divided into two parts by the refrain . The first part

has an introductory strophe, and then two strophes that have in parallelism the

two strophes of the second part. It is common not to distinguish these two

strophes and to treat the poem as if it had anintroductory strophe of eight lines,

and then two long strophes, each with a refrain . But it is easy to divide the

second part into two strophes of eight lines, and these correspond in length with the

introductory strophe. There are but two difficulties. Theformer is the absence of

the refrain . But this difficulty is met by the opinion that here, a's elsewhere, the

scribe has omitted the refrain from the intermediate strophes. The principal

difficulty is in the connection between the first line of the third strophe and the

last line of the second strophe. It is common so to connect them that there can be

no break in the sense . We agree, however, with Hitzig and Graetz in the opinion

a

so

of the strophe begins with

Bickell attaches these two words to.דועיהיוthat a new sentence begins with

and the first lineדוע-יהיוםלועללדחוthe previous line ,So that it becomes

תחשההארי-אלחצנל

It seems to me that my ' n7 ", is the usual congratulatory wish , such as we found

in Ps. XXII. 27 , where , as here, the verb 70X is to be supplied . The clause.. . , , ,

הארי-יכתחשההאריאל

reminds us of Isaiah xxvi. 11 , in its contrast,

ושביווזחיןויזחילב

The last line of the strophe is four-toned with y ; we may reduce it by writing

. However ,Bickell thinks the textis corrupt and makes two lines.תומדא־לע
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וארקרשאוחכשי

תומדאילעםתומשב

He is followed by Cheyne. In this way he gains the line that he loses above. It

would suit our arrangement just as well . The second part is difficult in the third ,

fourth and fifth lines. These are variously arranged by critics . Hupfeld , Bickell ,

Cheyne , and others, transpose lines four and six . This is the easiest way of over

coming the difficulty .

6 ) We have an example of strophes of ten lines in the Penitential Psalm LI .

I.

ךדסחכםיהלאיננח

יעשפהחמךימחר-ברכ

ינועמינסבכהברה

ינרהטיתאטחינמו

עדאינאיעשפ־יכ

דימתידגניתאטחו

יתאטחךדבלךל

יתישעךיניעבערהו

ךרבדבקדצתןעמל

ךטפשבהכזת

In this strophe we notice the constant recurrence of the ending in empha

sizing in expression , as well as in the idea, the personal guilt of the Psalmist. In

the ninth line we have an example of the attraction of 77727 ) into an unusual

grammatical form by the parallel 705V) . The strophe ends with a dimeter,

which is not uncommon. But there seems to be no good reason for a dimeter in

.

the archaic form of the preposition.

II ..

lineינמו four . Therefore we separate the preposition from the noun and read

יתללוחןוועבןה

ימאינתמחיאטחבו

תוחטבתצפחתמא-ןה

ינעידותהמכחםתסבו

רהטאובוזאבינאטחת

ןיבלאגלשמוינסבכת

החמשוןוששינעימשת

תיכדתומצעהנלגת

יאטחמוינפרתסה

החמיתנועלכו
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III .

םיהלאיל-ארברהטבל

יברקבשדחןוכנחורו

ךינפלמינכילשתלא

ינממחקתלאךשדקחורו

ךעשיןוששיל-הבישח

ינכמסתהבידנחורו

ךיכרדםיעשפהדמלא

ובושיךילאםיאטחו

יתעושת־יהלאםימדמינליצה

ךתקדצינושלןנרת

The second strophe is entirely plain . There is but one difficulty in the second

strophe : 097778 makes the ninth line too long. It has been inserted by a later

writer, probably from dittography .

IV.

חתפתיתפשינדא

ךתלהתדיגייפו

חבזץפחת־אליכ

הצרת־אלהלועהנתאו

הרבשנחורםיהלאיחבז

הזבתאלהכדנורבשנבל

ןויצ־תאךנוצרבהביטיה

םלשוריתומוחהנבת

לילכוקדצ-חבזץפחתזא

םירפךחבזמ־לעולעיזא

This strophe has several difficulties in the Massoretic text. The rhythm is

better if we attach 173NX to the fourth line . The sixth line is too long if the

divine name Ding is retained. It is unnecessary . The poet would not have so

lengthened his line without cause . The ninth line seems to have been enlarged

and make it correspond withלילכto explain the unusualהלועby inserting

line four. It is held by some that the last four lines are a later liturgical addi

tion . But they are necessary to complete the strophe and are in entire accord

with the rest of it . This theory of a later liturgical addition will not save the

traditional theory expressed in the title that the Psalm is Davidic. Its doctrine

is exilic , and the conclusion of the Psalm is in accordance with its historical sit

uation ..
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7) Fine specimens of the strophes of twelve lines are given in that group of

Psalms XCV.-C. We shall give the one strophe of Psalm c.

ץראה־לכהוהילועירה

החמשבהוהי־תאודבע

הננרבוינפלואב

םיהלאאוההוהי־יכועד

ונחנאולוונשעאוה

ותיערמןאצוומע

הדותבוירעשואב

הלהתבויתרצחואב

ומשוכרבול־ודוה

הוהיבוט־יכ

ודסחםלועל

ותנומארדורוד־דעו

sense.

The eighth line is a dimeter, the verb 9x) should be inserted to make it a

trimeter. There is no good reason for a dimeter line here. It would be natural

for a scribe to omit the second x3 which he would think unnecessary to the

The tenth and eleventh lines are dimeters in order to metrical pauses at

the close of the lines, in order that the trimeter might close the piece with the

more vigor.

8) There are many Hebrew trimeters that have strophes of fourteen lines.

We shall give as an example four strophes from the great poem of the origin and

early fortunes of our race preserved in the narratives of the Jehovist in the ear

lier chapters of Genesis. The story of Cain and Abel is given in four strophes :

I.

ותשאעדיםדאהו

ןיק־תאדלתורהתו

הוהי-תאיתינקרמאתו

ויחאתאתדללףסתו

לבהתאומשארקתו

ןאצהערלבהיהיו

המדאדבעהיהןיקו

םימיץקמיהיו

הוהילןיקאביו

החנמהמדאהירפמ

*4
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אוה־םגאיבהלבהו

ןהבלחמוונאצתורכבמ

ותחנמ־לאולבה-לאעשיו

העש־אלותחנמ־לאוןיק-לאו

toהוחתא its original form . In the first line the editor has inserted the name

as the object of theהוהיתאin order ,if possible ,to prevent our takingשיא

The poem has been modified here and there by the Jehovist and the final

redactor of the Pentateuch . But it is easy to trace his work and restore the poem

.

as he did in the poem in the previous chapter. In the third line he has inserted

, ,

verb . The style of this poem is to give the names of the children . Accordingly

, .

requires us to transfer 71793 from the end of the verse to the end of the previous

line after in the ninth line . The editor has inserted 1779 in the thirteenth

line. The parallelisms and the steady flow of the rhythm is manifest in the poem

as we have given it above.

in the fifth line . The poetic orderומשארקתוwe insert the usual phrase

II ..

ראמןיקלרחיו

וינפולפיו

ןיק-לאהוהירמאיו

ילהרחהמל

וינפולפנהמלו

תאשביטיתםאאלה

ביטיתאלםאו

ץברתאטחחתפל

ותקושתךילאו

ובולמשתהתאו

לבהלאןיקרמאיו

הדשהילאהכלנ

הדשבםתויהביהיו

והגרהיולבהלאןיקםקיו

There are but few editorial changes here. The LXX. and Samaritan codex

The.הדשהילאהכלנand most critics justify the insertion of the twelfth line

editor has inserted 11X in the last line to bring out more distinctly the idea of

fratricide. There are two dimeters that seem to be designed, namely, in lines

two and nine.
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{

III .

ןיק-לאהוהירמאיו

ךיחאלבהיא

יתעדיאלרמאיו

יכנאיחארמשה

תישעהמרמאיו

ךיחאימדלוק

המדאה־ןמילאםיקעצ

התארוראהתעו

המדאהןמךיתשרג

היפתאהתצפרשא

ךידימךיחאימדתאתחקל

המדאהתאדבעתיכ

ךלהחכ-תתתסת-אל

ץראבהיהתדנוענ

The only editorial change in this strophe is the omission of 7'nun in the

ninth line. The use of it in the next strophe, line three, seems to require it here

also .

IV .

הוהי-לאןיקרמאיו

אושנמינועלודג

םויהיתאתשרג־ןה

המדאהינפלעמ

רתסאךינפינמו

ץראבדנועניתייהו

ינגרהייאצמ־לכהיהו

הוהיולרמאיו

ןיקגרה־לכןכל

םקיםיתבש

תואןיקלםשיו

ותואתוכהיתלבל

הוהיינפלמאציו

דונץראבבשיו

In the fifth line it seems necessary to separate the preposition from the noun

. a .There is no reason for a dimeter here . The.ינמand write the archaic form
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andןיק in the thirteenth lineהוהי

tenth line is a natural dimeter. In the eleventh line it is better to strike out

'

as prosaic addition . It is not necessary

to do this, because they may be combined with the verbs by Maqqephs, but it

seems better to do so .

Thus, with a very few easy modifications that have been caused by editorial

work , where the poetical character of the piece was lost sight of, the original

poem stands before us with all its original beauty and power.

We have given a sufficient number of examples to illustrate the strophical

organization of the trimeter poems. There are strophes of longer lines in the

Psalter and the prophets, and in the historical books. The song of Moses,

Deut . XXXII. , is composed of three parts , and the scheme of the strophes in these

parts is 12 , 10 , 10 , 15, | 12 , 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 , 12 , 15 , 10 , with a refrain of four lines,

Proverbs VIII.-Ix. have the scheme 10 , 12 , 10 , 10 , | 10 , 12 , 10 , 12 , 12 , 12. Job .

III . has the scheme 20 , 18, 14 ; Job. XXXI. has the scheme 8, 9 , 8 , 6, 6 , 10, 10, 8,

12, 6. Job. XXXVIII . - Ix . has the scheme 8, 8 , 8 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 8 , 1

8 , 12, | 15, 10.

Psalm XLV . gives us an example of a bridal song in which the first strophe is

six lines with its refrain , the second twelve lines with its refrain , and the third ,

twenty - four lines with its refrain .

Psalm Lxxx . gives us two strophes of eight lines , the third strophe of six

teen lines, and the fourth strophe of eight lines. The third strophe has been

doubled to embrace the allegory of the vine , and has a double refrain on that

account.

We shall conclude with a specimen of responsive trimeters — Psalm XXIV .

1-6.

CHORUS.

האולמוץראההוהיל

הביבשיולבת

הדסיםימי־לעאוהיכ

הננוכיתורהנלעו

QUESTION

הוהירהבהלעי-ימ

ושדקםוקמבםוקיימו

RESPONSE.

בבל-רבוםיפכיקנ

ושפנאושלאשנאל

המרמלעבשנאלו
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הוהי-תאמהכרבאשי

ועשייהלאמהקדצו

CHORUS.

וישרדרודהז

בקעיךינפישקבמ

The UX should be stricken out in second line of the response. Another

specimen of such songs is found in xxiv. 7–10. See also Hosea XIV. , Isaiah LXIII.

1-6 , and Psalm XX .

These examples will be sufficient to illustrate the great variety of strophical

organization that we find in Hebrew trimeter poems. In our next article we shall

give some specimens of tetrameter poems .



INSCRIPTION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR, VARIANTS OF AN

UNPUBLISHED DUPLICATE OF THE NEW

YORK CYLINDER.

By J. F. X. O'CONOR, S. J. ,

1.4.81:7-14 :649 :631:

megre: Brizg.WSSERTES

Woodstock College, Md.

Through the kindness of the assistant of the British Museum and of my

learned confrère , J. N. Strassmaier, I have been enabled to secure for the readers

of the New York inscription , the text of an unpublished duplicate of this cylinder

of Nebuchadnezzar, which was brought to light by the publication of the New

York original in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The value of the first text as published , becomes enhanced by, this corrobo

ration of its general accuracy , though differing in some minor points , especially

where the original was partly indistinct. This new copy of the text, besides con

firming the substantial correctness of the first translation , supplies us with a

number of variants that will be of interest and value, to the students of the first

text who wish to become familiar with this peculiarity of the Babylonian scribes.

The first publication supplied three styles of writing , which give a useful

table for the study of variations between Assyrian and early and late Babylonian

characters. The present notes indicate in one inscription several instances of

variants in the Babylonian text itself. The text of this new cylinder of the

British Museum , is the same as that published in my pamphlet, in January ,

1885 , but the division of lines is quite different, as well as many of the characters,

as will be seen from the accompanying plate , and the following parallelism . In

both cylinders there are the same number of lines , one hundred . In the duplicate

of the British Museum , column I. continues as far as line 35 inclusive ; in the New

York cylinder, column I. continues as far as line 28 , a difference of eight lines.

Column II . in each ends at line 70. On the British Museum cylinder, lines

47 and 48 are represented by one line . It is the reverse for lines 76 , 77. These

two lines of the British Museum cylinder are represented by one line on the New

York cylinder. · Lines 92, 93 , and lines 97 , 98 are also represented by one line on

the cylinder of New York.
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DIVISION OF LINES

BRITISH MUSEUM (unpublished ). NEW YORK CYLINDER (O'Conor).

Col. I.

Line 29 is seven lines from the begin

ning of Column II.

Col. II .

Line 29 is precisely the beginning of

Column II .

30 . a-na ma-na-ma šarri ma-ah -ri-im

31. la im -gu -ur -ma

30. a-na ma-na-ma

31. šarru ma-ah -ri -im

Col. II.

36. a- na e-bi-eš eš-ri-e-ti

37. li -ib -bu -am

38. ti-is-mu-ur-ma

39. i-na ši-ga-ti

40. u-sa-ap-pa ša-aš-ši

44. ni - iš ga- ti - ia

45. im -hu -ur -ma

47.
"

36. a-na e-bi-eš eš -ri- e - ti

37. li -ib-ba

38. u -ga-ru am-ša-as-si ( ? )

39. aš-ši ga-ti

40. u -sa -ap -pa ša-aš-ši ( ? )

44. ni- iš ga-ti-ia im-hu -ur-ma

one line. 47. e-bi -eš biti ša il Šamaš

48. il Šamaš il Ramanu u il Marduk48 .

Col. III .

71. li-bi- it ga-ti - ia šu -ku -nu

75. i -na ki-bi - ti-ka

Col. III .

71. li -bi-it ga-ti -ia šu-ul-bi -ir

75. i -na ki -bi -ti -ka ki - it-ti

76 . lu-uš-ba- ' li -it- tu -ti76. ki-it-ti lu-uš-ba-a

}
77. li -it-tu-ti

78. ba - la -tam u-ûm ru -ku -ti

79. ku-un kussi

80. lu -ši-ri-ik -tu -um -ma ri-' u - a

81 . a-na da-er-a- ti

92. i -ša-ri-iš

93. a -pa-la-an -ni

94. i -na a-ma-ti -ka

77. ba -la -tam ana û-um ru-ku-ti

78. ku -un kussî lu - si -ri-ik -tu -um -ma

79. li - ri -ku li -iš-ša-li -bu

80. ri-'-u-u a-na da-ra-a-ti

92. i-ša-ri -is a-pa-la-an -ni

|

93. ina a-ma-ti-ka

95. el -li -ti 94. ša- li-mu

96. šu la šu -pi-e-su

97. lu- ti -bu-u

98. lu - za-ak -tu

95. šala (ma bi-e-ri ) uttakaru

97 . lu-ti-bu-u lu-za-ak -tu

98.

For the rest the division of lines is the same .
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OTHER INSCRIPTIONS OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR .

The name of Nebuchadnezzar has been handed down to us, not only in the

Sacred Writings , and in early profane history, but especially and with peculiar

interest in the cuneiform inscriptions.

The records of this king , however, confine themselves, for the most part, to

descriptions of edifices erected or restored by him ; and not one document has yet

been brought to light which may be termed strictly historical ; none that recount

his military expeditions or conquests, as we find so abundantly with regard to the

Assyrian Kings Tiglath-pileser , Sennacherib and Assurbanipal. It may be that

future excavations will reveal such a monument, but up to the present, there has

been a remarkable contrast in this regard between the Babylonian and Assyrian

documents.

Those who have been interested , hitherto, in one or other of these texts , will

be pleased , no doubt , with an enumeration , complete, as far as known , of the pre

viously published texts.

The inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar already edited , independently of recent

ones , are thirteen in number. They are familiar to many readers of Assyrian ,

not so to others . They vary in length and importance from the seal of the king,

bearing simply his title , to the standard inscription including over six hundred

lines. This last is usually known as the East India House Inscription . It was

published in I R. , and has been translated and commented upon by various

authors.1

In recording the inscriptions we begin with the smallest.

No. I.-This is a seal containing the profile of the king, with the inscription ,

“ Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon , to Merodach , his Lord ; he made it for his

own life .” This cameo is preserved in the Berlin Museum . It was published by

Schenkel in his Bibel - lexicon , and in the monthly journal of the Academy of

Science, Berlin .

II.-Among the incriptions found by Smith in Babylon , one is inscribed on

the pupil of the eye of a statue of the god Nebo ,2 “ To the God Nebo, his Lord,

Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon , son of Nabopolassar, King of Babylon , for his

preservation he made.”

III. — Three contract tablets, discovered by Smith , bearing the date of the

reign of Nebuchadnezzar :

1 ) City of Babylon , month of Tammuz, 15th day, 20th year of Nebuchadnez

zar, King of Babylon.

2 ) City of Babylon, month of Iyyar, 21st day , 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar,

King of Babylon.

12

1 See Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, Rawlinson , Schrader, Menant, Lenormant, Budge, Flem

ming, Brunengo, etc.

2 Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, p. 385.
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3 ) City of Babylon , month of Kisleu , 8th day , 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar,

King of Babylon .

These are of special interest on account of the dates.

IV . - Numberless bricks with the inscription “ I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of

Babylon , restorer of the Temple of Saggil and the temple of Zida, oldest son of

Nabopolassar, am I ' - (Menant, Schrader ).

V.-The epigraphs of Larsam (Senkereh ), and Mugheir ( Ur ) , which , in addition

to the preceding inscription , add that this king restored the temple of the Sun at

Larsam , and of the Moon at Ur .

VI.-On the side of a brick was found a record of the palace of the great king.

This inscription begins like No. IV , and continues thus : “ I built a palace for the

sojourn of my majesty in the city of Babylon , situated in the land of Babylon .

And I dug foundations to a great depth , below the water of the river, and wrote

there the record on cylinders , covered with bitumen and brick. With thy aid , I ,

Merodach, God of the gods, I built this palace in the heart of Babylon. Come

and dwell there , multiply its progeny , and make the people of Babylon, by my

hand , victorious forever.” On the gate of one of the palaces of Babylon is the

short inscription , “ Palace of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon , restorer of the

temple Saggil and Zida, constant in the adoration of Nebo and Merodach , son

of Nabopolassar, King of Babylon ."

VII.-Among the ampler inscriptions is that of the temple of Zarpanit (My

litta) of which there are four copies , two in the Berlin Museum and two in the

Bibliothèque Nationale , Paris : “ I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon , son of

Nabopolassar, King of Babylon , I.

" I founded , I built the august temple , the temple of Zarpanit in the midst of

Babylon , in honor of Zarpanit, the august sovereign , within the limits of Babylon.

I had built of brick and bitumen a square sanctuary . I dug the arches of its

niches in the depth of the earth .

“ O Sovereign of the gods, august mother, be propitious to me, my work is

perfected with thy assistance . Favor the increase of families, watch over the

mothers at the time of bringing forth , thou who presidest over the birth of chil

dren . " 1

VIII .-Similar in style , but longer, is the inscription of Senkereh or Larsam.

After the usual titles and salutations to the god , the king recounts his building

the temple of the Sun in the City of Larsa .

It ends with the invocation , “ O Sun, great God , bless thy offering in its

beginning and end , the temple of the Sun , the glorious work of my hands. By

thy help , give me a happy life for long years, the permanency of my throne, and

the victory of my arms. May the arches, porticoes, the columns of the temple of

the Sun , my glorious works , make perpetual remembrance of me in thy sight.”

1 Menant, Babylon and Chaldea , p . 215 .
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seum.

IX.-As at Larsam , so at Sippara (Abu Habba ), there was a temple of the

Sun , Eparra, which had fallen to ruin . This Nebuchadnezzar restored , and left a

record of it on the recently discovered cylinder, now in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art . It has been named the New York cylinder, in contradistinction to the

cylinder of Senkereh , and to the duplicate of the same text in the British Mu

The variants of the British Museum duplicate cylinder are given in the

plate in parallel lines with the New York original.

X. - Among inscriptions of greater length is the famous inscription of Bor

sippa , where Nebuchadnezzar built the great temple Bît Zida to Nebo .

XI. - Next in order comes a cylinder of the British Museum, in two columns

of thirty lines each . It describes the defences of Babylon (Menant, Babylon et la

chaldee.

XII .—The cylinder of Sir Thomas Phillips, similar to the preceding, with the

additional enumeration of the building and restoration of temples in other Chal

dean cities, at Cutha, Sippara, Larsam , Ur, Nipur, Uruk, in honor of Nergal,

Šamaš , Sin , Anu and Ištar.

This inscription of 170 lines is in three columns , in the cursive cuneiform .

It was published first by Grotefend, in 1848 , and then by Sir Henry Rawlinson

in I R. , 65–66 . This, with the exception of the following , is the largest of the

inscriptions.

XIII. — This, perhaps the best known of the inscriptions, has been named the

Standard Inscription . It is inscribed on a block of black basalt, one meter high ,

ten centimeters wide . It includes ten columns with 619 lines of writing in

archaic characters. For a long time it remained in the museum of the East India

Company, and hence it is sometimes called the East India Inscription . Sir John

Hartfoot was the first to translate it , and later it was published with modern

transcription by Sir Henry Rawlinson in the I R. , 56-64. Oppert read the entire

translation to the Academy of Rhiems , Nov. 3 , 1865. A complete version was

given by Menant, and subsequently by Lenormant, Rawlinson, and in 1883 , a

transcription with translation and commentary was published by Flemming.

This list includes the earlier published inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar. The

number of cuneiform cylinders is not large ; but the vast multitude of contract

tablets of the time of Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonidus, Neriglissar, Cambyses, Cyrus

and Darius, not yet translated , but pregnant with knowledge of those times , leave

a useful task for the lover of Assyrian.

The writer acknowledges the generous welcome extended by the Assyriolo

gists of America and Europe to the first translation and publication in America

of a Babylonian original.
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JEWISH GRAMMARIANS OF THE MIDDLE AGES .

BY PROF. MORRIS JASTROW , JR . , Ph . D. ,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

III.

“ Wie er

Is it altogether an accident that, as a general thing, we know very little,

frequently nothing, about the lives of great men ? It cannot be said that this

applies only to such as lived in very remote times ; for many instances in quite

modern periods may be cited , -Shakspeare being perhaps the most prominent ,

of eminent men , even such as had gained renown during their life -time, concern

ing whom we are in profound ignorance . Besides , hero -worship was surely as

strong in antiquity as to -day, if not indeed , as there is every reason to suppose ,

stronger ; and people no doubt observed eagerly the doings and noted the sayings

of those whom they regarded with awe and reverence , or even looked upon as

superior beings. Eminent minds in all probability were in every age surrounded

by Boswells and Eckermanns, who watched the object of their worship .

räuspert und wie er spuckt.” And while they may not have committed their obser

vations to writing on stone, clay, wax , papyrus or parchment, still there was oral

tradition ; and it is yet a question whether memory , untrustworthy as it is in

transmitting exact knowledge , is not as capable of ensuring permanence to events

as the stylus , pencil , quill, or even printing -press. We to this day remember what

we are told better and much longer than what we read ; and how much more so was

this the case at a time when the average memory was so much stronger because

so much more needed . A more satisfactory explanation of this rather curious

phenomenon that we know so little about those who are best known seems to be

that the personalities of great men are overshadowed by their achievements ;

the man is lost in the hero , the father in the scholar , the neighbor in the writer.

But however this may be , the fact remains that, of some of the greatest produc

tions of the human mind , not even the authors are known. Almost all of the Old

Testament is anonymous ; for the fanciful and crude conjectures of a later age in

parceling out the authorship of the various books among certain personages are

rejected to -day by most critics as utterly without foundation and incongrous. Of

the writer of the Iliad nothing is known, and by many the very personage of

Homer is regarded as mythical . Who wrote the Vedas ? the Zend - avesta ?

the Nibelungen ? The fact that the question has been asked “ Who wrote Shak

speare ?” must at all events be taken as an evidence of uncertain and defective

knowledge concerning him.
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Saadia ben Joseph , or as he is more commonly known , Saadia Gaon , by virtue

of his position as head of the Rabbinical Academy at Sura, a man who left an

indelible impress upon his age , forms no exception to the rule . We know but

very few of the facts of his life . He was born in Fayum ; but the exact year of

his birth has not been ascertained . The date ordinarily assumed , 942 , can scarcely

be correct, and it is safer to place it between 870 and 875. More than half of his

life he spent in his native place, though it is not known in what capacity. His

energetic opposition to Karaism brought him into prominence and secured for

him the honor of being chosen head of the school in Sura. This was in the year

928. A controversy with the “ Resh Galutha ” ( Prince of the Exile ) the highest

dignitary of the Babylonian Jews, cost him his position , and he retired into private

life for a period of about five years. He utilized his seclusion by writing the

work on which his chief claim to immortal fame rests , the “ Kitab al-Amânât w'al

Itikâdât,” i . e . , Book of Faith and Knowledge, or as we might say in modern phra

seology, Religion and Science , which , as its title shows, is a treatise of religious

philosophy. It is the first attempt, as far as we know , at harmonizing the faith of

Judaism with reason . Apart from the intrinsic merits of the work , the fact

itself that such a book was written is significant for the period in which Saadia

Gaon lived . Necessity, no doubt, called it forth ; and its appearance is a signal

proof of the mental activity of the times. While upholding Rabbinism in all its

essential particulars, Saadia's treatise is characterized by a spirit of free inquiry.

He is as violent against those who shun the light of reason from being shed on

religion as against those who reject rabbinical tradition . His philosophy is nat

urally quite crude, his reasoning anything but deep, and at times very shallow , his

arguments frequently childish ; butno one can fail to be impressed with his broad

spirit and his great sincerity . The book is of course written with a purpose, -

namely , to crush Karaism ; and while it did not accomplish this, there can be no

doubt that Saadia was instrumental in checking the progress of Karaism , which at

one time threatened to assume large dimensions. The rebellious spirit against

the tyrannical sway of Talmudical authority was abroad, and the new movement

had a most important result in bringing about a reconstruction of the old party,

This was due , in a great measure, to Saadia, who fought his opponents with

their own weapons and met them on their own territory . Opposition to Karaism

was no doubt a prominent factor also in his numerous grammatical and exeget

ical works. Unfortunately almost all of the former and most of the latter have

become lost ; and it is only through numerous quotations in later writers that we

learn the nature of their contents. The great fertility of his mind is best seen by

the large list of his publications, as follows :

1. Kitâb al-lugât (Book of Speech ) .

2. Kitâb al-Daghesh w'al- Rafē ( Book of Daghesh and Rafē ).

3. A treatise on the Vowel and Massoretic Points.
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4. On the Gutturals.

5. Sefer Sachoth (Book of Elegance) , no doubt of a grammatical character.

6. Tafsir el-Sabîna lufsât el -farâd, i . e . , Explanation of seventy äraš neyójleva

in the Old Testament.

7. Sefer Hâ-Igarôn (Book of Gathering ) , probably a collection of difficult

words occurring in the Old Testament.

Besides these , there is to be mentioned his famous translation of large parts

of the Bible into Arabic, accompanied by copious commentaries . Some scholars

are , indeed , of the opinion that Saadia made a complete translation of the Bible .

But there is no positive evidence for the fact. It is probable that such was his

intention , but that he did not live long enough to carry it out. The parts extant

comprise the Pentateuch , Isaiah , Psalms , Proverbs and Job. Owing to the loss

of his grammatical works, it is rather difficult to form an accurate picture of his

method, and we are left to reconstruct it chiefly from the general traits of his

commentaries on the biblical books, and secondly, as already intimated, from

quotations in such writers as Menachem ben Saruk , Donash ben Librat, Ibn

Ganach , Ibn Ezra, Rashi and Kamchi . There is one feature which deserves

special mention . He did not confine himself, in his explanation of the Bible , to

the Hebrew of the Bible , but frequently sought the aid of the language of the

Mishna and the Gemara, besides—and not rarely — the Arabic . In his little

treatise on the seventy words occurring but once in the Old Testament, this trait

is especially noticeable. More than half of these äraš heyóueva are brought into

connection with some words of the Gemara.

From the high terms in which he is invariably spoken of when quoted , it is

clear that he must have stood in high repute even when many of his views and

much of his method had become antiquated . A grammarian of the generation

following upon Saadia consecrated an entire treatise to a review of Saadia's com

mentaries and grammatical treatises , in which , while exposing a large number of

errors, he nevertheless speaks in terms of the highest respect for his important

achievements.

The great defect in Saadia's grammatical method consists in his ignorance

of the functions and peculiarities of the so - called vowel-letters, Waw, Yodh ,

He, when present in stems. Here he is all at sea ; and while Donash cor

rects many of his errors , he , as little as Saadia, is able to bring about a syste

matic presentation of the subject. It will be shown later on how , by a single

stroke , Abu Zakarija Hajjug put an end to the confusion prevailing with regard

to the so -called weak stems. Saadia is thus led to make some very childish mis

takes . In the passage Exod . 11. 5 , he takes the word nox as “ her elbow ,”

instead of “ her maid,” confounding 1px with 12x . The stem of AXNWA

(Gen. XXIV. 21 ) he supposes to be Je , and renders , accordingly, " demand a

draught . " His weakness is also apparent in a neglect of nice distinctions. So
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insteadרוא;again,םתענ of,הראIsa .XXVII .11 )he derives from)תוריאמ

Heהדרא stumbles over the dificult.םתעinstead of,עונIsa .IX .18 )from)

in Num . xxiv. 6 , he takes Dosis as though identical with '70% . Again ,

( . . ) , ; , )

. , .

(Isa. XXXVIII. 15 ) in regarding it as a derivative from 173. But for all that,

Saadia shows himself far superior to his cotemporary, Jehuda Ibn Koreish . He

is no longer satisfied with merely guessing and conjecturing, but attempts to frame

his investigations within a system . He has already very clear ideas of the dis

tinction between the letters that form the stem and those that merely serve the

purposes of modifying the same. The mere titles of his grammatical treatises

show that he proceeded systematically , and had already divided the subject of

Hebrew grammar into certain divisions.

But even more than his purely grammatical works, did his translation of the

Bible , with commentaries, contribute towards arousing a great interest in gram

matical studies among the Rabbinites. The next generation already boasts of a

large number who devote themselves, almost to the exclusion of the Talmud , to

Hebrew grammar ; and what is more remarkable still , different schools soon make

their appearance. With Saadia, the revival of the study of the Bible among the

Jews may be said to have fully begun .
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By Rev. PROF. T. K. CHEYNE, D. D. ,

Oriel Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture in Oxford University , England .

.5.IX,אֵסִכְלָּתְבַׁשָי.tioncf

1. Ps. xxix . 10 , 5909. Gen. vi . 4 ; Num. XIII . 33, ? 3.

There are five possible renderings of Ps . XXIX . 10 :

(a) Yahwe sat at the Flood , and Yahwe sitteth on as a king forever ; i . e . ( as

Driver expresses it , Hebrew Tenses, % 79 ) , “from that moment went on and con

tinues sitting ” ( to account for the Imperfect with strong Waw) .

( 6 ) Yahwe sat ( enthroned ) at the flood ; therefore [consequently] Yahwe sit

teth as king forever ; i . e . , the fact that Yahwe controlled the flood , produced by

rain -storm and swollen torrents , increases the Psalmist's faith in the general

truth of His government of the world .

(c ) Yahwe sat (enthroned ) for the flood ( to produce the storm - flood ), etc. Cf.

IX. 8 , “ Yahwe shall be seated forever; he hath prepared his throne for judgment.”

( d) Yahwe sat ( enthroned ) on the flood , and Yahwe sitteth on as king for

ever (i . e . , continueth his royal rule from the time when he erected his throne on

the created heavenly ocean . These waters above the firmament were already

referred to in verse 3 (cf. Gen. 1. 6 , 7 ; Am. IX . 6 ; Ps . civ . 3 ) . For the construc

? ,, . .

As to (a) , an abrupt reference to the Deluge , in this fine descriptive poem,

seems improbable. Remember too that this is the only place where 29 occurs

outside the Book of Genesis , and that Noah himself is very rarely mentioned

except in that book ( see Isa. LIV . 9 ; Ezek . xiv . 14 ) . Until, therefore, some very

cogent reason shall be given for the capital letter in the Revised Version's

“ Flood ," I ask leave to reject it . Against ( b ) and (c ) it may be urged that no

mention of a rain-storm occurs in the foregoing description . One may be sur

prised at this . It is otherwise in the fine description of a storm in the Mu'allaqa

of Imra -al-Kais (see Lyall's translation, Ancient Arabian Poetry, p. 103 ) , which in

other points is strikingly parallel to the Hebrew poem. But one can neither

venture to suppose that a stanza has dropped out of the latter, nor yet that

there is an abrupt reference to a phenomenon which the description has ignored .

Against ( d) is the preposition , which does not harmonize with the construction in

verse 3 ; besides , the construction seems too condensed ( " sitteth on the flood ”

sitteth in his upper chambers, which are on the flood ” ) , and it is too bold an

= , . 6 simplyon.6,לּוּבַּמַהְו! the ground of (Gen. VI,לּוּבַמ=םִיַמassumption that

ץֶרָאָה־לַעםִיַמהָיָה: T T

I venture to propose a fifth explanation , viz. , that 5129 means not “ flood ,"

but “ destruction ,” and so “ destructive storm .” I accept Friedrich Delitzsch's
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ren

standsלפנto which,הלפ,אלפconnecting with the rootיי,traordinary ones

view ,1 that 9999 is connected with Assyrian nabalu to destroy , from which

comes nabalu , nabal destruction or wasting (Esarhaddon , Annals, col. 2 , 26 ,

milic nabali a journey of desert-land 2). I would also ask if nabbâltu ,

dered by Delitzsch “ the wasting storm - flood ,” would not be more precisely ren

dered without “ flood.” Our passage may , then , it would seem , be translated, -

In the wasting storm Yahwe sat enthroned ;

Therefore ( åpa ) Yahwe sitteth as king forever.

I make no reference to Arabic wablun and wa'bilun heavy rain ( cf. Kuran ,

Sura 11. 266 , 267 , and Hamasa , p . 611 , with Freytag's note ), as these must be con

nected with another root.

It remains to account for the enigmatical Dºzvo) . Dillmann (on Gen. vi. 4 )

inclines to Tuch’s view , who renders O'zb3N7 “ the heroes ,” strictly “ the ex

,” ; , ,

in the same relation as 223 to 1752. So too Lenormant , Les origines, vol. I. ,

ed . 1 , p . 344 ; Schrader, KAT. , ed . 2 , p . 99 . The former gives evidence for the

fact that Assyr. naplu is equivalent to the Akkadian ušu - gal unique in great

ness, but not for the existence of an Assyrian root palâ . Schrader, therefore,

in a supplementary note (KAT. , p . 609 ) , points out that Lenormant's naplu

must be the same as nablu destruction ( epithet of Tiglath -pileser ). I see that

the late Edward Norris , in his Assyrian Dictionary , quotes naplu ; but obviously

he might just as well have transcribed nablu ( see Sayce , Syllabary, 168 ) ; so that

we cannot say that there were two forms of the root in Assyrian . Still there may

; - , ,

if, that is , we think it necessary to assume that 9902 and O'zby ever had a

living connection with Hebrew at all , and were not simply loan -words, derived at

different times , and perhaps by different channels, from Assyrian tradition . At

any rate, it seems to me but little less probable that D ??? 5317 means the “ de

struction ” than that sa signifies “ destructive storm .”

2. Eccles. XII . 1. In Job and Solomon ( London , 1886 ) , pp . 225 , 226 , 300 , I

have ventured , with unfeigned reluctance, to abandon the reading which both

Authorized Version and Revised Version translate “Remember thy Creator "

( Professor Briggs, " thy great Creator ” ). Besides Prov . V. 15–18, I might have

adduced a passage from the Mu'allaqa of Zuhair, rendered thus by Mr. Lyall, -

Whoholds not his foe away from his cistern with sword and spear,

It is broken and spoiled , etc.

Mr. Lyall adds, “ The cistern is a man's home and family and whatever he

holds dear.” Some readers might perhaps have been conciliated had I adopted Mr.

Lyall's wider interpretation of the “ cistern .” The purity and beauty of Jewish

family life is well known, and the figure in an oriental poem most appropriate .

1 Wo lag das Paradies, p. 156. Cf. Haupt, in Schrader's Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Tes

tament, ed . 2, p . 66 , n . 3.

2 Budge, History of Esarhaddon , p. 59 .

wouldרזפandרזב, co -exist ,likeלבנandלפנ;have been in early IHebrew



SOME CORRECTIONS TO THE TEXTS OF CYLINDERS A AND

B OF THE ESARHADDON INSCRIPTIONS AS PUB

LISHED IN I R. , 45-47, AND III R. , 15 , 16 .

BY ROBERT F. HARPER, PH. D. ,

New Haven, Conn.

79

The inscriptions of Esarhaddon were first published in Layard's Inscriptions

in the Cuneiform Character from Assyrian Monuments, 1851. Cylinder A is given

on pages 20-29 under the title “ On an Hexagonal Cylinder , ” and B on pages 54

58 under the title “ On lower half of an Hexagonal Object of Baked Clay. ” The

text of this edition is of no value for critical study . It is , however, as good as

could have been expected at that time . The text of A appeared later in 1 R. ,

45–47. This edition is vastly superior to that of Layard , and can , in general , be

depended on . Cylinder B appeared again in III R., 15, 16 , edited by George

Smith . This edition is not as trustworthy as that of A in I R. , on account of the

extremely bad condition of the original of B. The texts of A and portions of B ,

with transliteration and translation , were published for the last time by Ernest

A. Budge , in his History of Esarhaddon, London , 1880. Budge's edition of these

texts is untrustworthy. As it appeared as late as 1880 , and “ after a careful ( ? )

collation of all the principal texts , has been received by many as an authority .

One need only compare it with the originals to see that this is not the case. Cf.

Delitzsch’s review in the Literarisches Centralblatt , May 21 , 1881. Paul Haupt, on

the other hand (vid . HEBRAICA, I. , p . 229 ) , says : “ Since Mr. Budge's laborious

work has been censured beyond measure , I take pleasure in being able to state

that I consider The History of Esarhaddon fully as good as George Smith's His

tory of Assurbanipal and the History of Sennacherib by the same scholar.” Even

if this were true , one must take into consideration that Smith's Assurbanipal was

published in 1871 , and Budge's Esarhaddon in 1880. Haupt's comparison , how

ever, is unjust to Smith and does little credit to Budge's book .

In the summer of 1885 , while studying in the British Museum , I collated A

and B, and copied C.1 This collation forms the ba of the corrections which I

have to offer to the texts as published by Rawlinson , Smith , and Budge.

In conclusion , I wish to express my indebtedness to Mr. Theo . G. Pinches , of

the British Museum , both for his kindness in helping me while at work in the

Museum , and especially for the collations of several difficult passages contained

in a letter of Jan. 24 , '87 . I am also under very many obligations to my highly

honored teacher, Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, for the assistance which he has

rendered me.

1 The text of Cylinder C (heretofore unpublished ), as copied by me from the original in the

British Museum, will be printed from photo -engraved plates in the July number of HEBRAICA .

*5
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CORRECTIONS TO CYLINDERS A AND B OF THE ESARHADDON

INSCRIPTIONS.

art

A. I.,29.

A.1,1-4.From the comitist and from bricks( I.Xmok ) I have

restored the first four linesas follows:

[ Yoof « ***
***

*

[HE I mot « et foron onthe pla * -

{ * T « ht ]

-Ħak naf] p

The restoration of the first lineisdoubtfulTheremay havel.

been one or two lines more atthe top of thiscolumn. Thename

A šūrāh iddira couldbe written in severalother ways,but thiswrit

ing .suits the allotted space.better than any other.Caloo A.1.,30.

A11 Read - instead of po aguinst Budge,HE.)

React K .. *#77.Ofnow Lyons Ussyr Man .

po 19,2 ; alse Lanyard, fo 20,29 Budges mading(HE) #meem

isnot worthy ofnotice

A.1.,30. Ireston as follows:(147*17 Yan* **), etc. Budge(HE)

and Strafomaier(ÁVAAW ,nobirojmend *****.degori (sayos

Man , fé 19,2 )reads: alle.Důmz ilu

A. 1,52.The End of this lineis badly broken . I.R.,Norris Dich zost

and Budge(HE read < H # * < Pinches(letter of fan.241787)says:

"Iread itti Bpnârz <HT "Lyon (Assyr.Mar.,po.19,17 )

reads: itti imitles TIB Alzikaruk??if danh Taylor,21.,39,40,che.

A.1.,54.Read MTYTRI ETF. Jo-BudgeHĖ)alss.

A. 1,55. Thislineis almost entirely broken awayon
on the original

DreadManaweneng
mali pomenutimunanuno

.Pichcefletiralfaring

FF)writes:Yourreading seems to bequite correct, but I cannotace

-
Aššur ]
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resultof these

thetwo charactersuş-yi at the end I see ifnot ,ferhaps tracto

of 7839/ana naħal )"Comparewith this.Cyl. C'7.,7 where dread

***Y MKT.G.alsoK 3086,K. 3052, S. 202.Ž.As a result,

comparisons,Iam inclined to read:[ša ina its)nahal

Muşri,or,perhaps[w /Wheels to A." Punches !!

A.1.1.This lineisenhrelybroken awayon the orig.I couldnot

distinguish anysignswhakwer. Purcheofletter of fam.24 78

writés: can

only seeseeme writt a few dents where lor

3 charactershave been. Ja nexu hasprobably been taken from

aduplicatefragt. "Cffordakésiuly !. C2,6,meet< HF .

A.1.3. The text in I. R.45,4,3, vigi TAY, che.Cefaloo,Norris,

Dict.229,808)us correct.Budges reading(HE)FS ** isentirely

wrong .
Vid Haupts Watch-ben-Hazael

, Hebraica.,1., 229.

Az. 4.Insert after thesign <, which can be seen

byonthe orig. After the < 'some other sign was writtenand

afterwardstrased by the seribe. It looksasif the scribe

had first written <METand,afterwards,scratched offall

butthe c. Budgemahirally passesthe Imewilttait comment

A.1.,10.( C)/so Kaurlinson, LayardandBudge)is not on any

of the three cylinders

A... ,10 . Read ki - p - di mstead of ki- f-di.

A.1.,17.Read the inshack #kl.The latter really standson the

oriz,butmust beregarded asamistakeof the seribehimself

Cul.B...9and Cył. C.z.,20 both have at Budge(HE)reada

Senting without comment,asifitwere on the original.

A.1.,23. The text in I. R. is correct. Budgt attempts to

.Comeet the published Sept byreading aśibu -17.

A.1.,444. Read ka-zhu- < .

ever
y

plain
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A.TL,2.

A.11.,51 Read ( 6 sik Sir -âhê- ,ck

A. 1,5 €.Read [ i] ba-nu -u-a, Ete.

A.1.,56. Pinches letter of Jan.24787)writes:Before rof Tomo I

dann inclined toread WHICAL MANTENER .Thelast 2

charactersseem to bealmostcertain ? Budge(HE)reads

MAISHADE AVETKX

A.7.,1. Read { YET6778&a =! ***

Read PESTO TF.Ithink that this word formsthe

whole line. Perches letter of Jan 24(74)writes:fupaparoba

bly quite correct,and,as jou say , theonly word on Thiline.

Theu ,however, is broken offand the ra is doubtful.Budige

(HE)reads With UNESIM VINTE ETTE

AJI.,3. React # *#PKY 5 .

A.71., 41. Insert [ v ]

A.7 .,46. Read TFFY[477/or€7]172)

A_77,60.This line is entirely broken away on the original,

butirundoubtedly containsafurthe enumerationof

thearticlesmantioned inlines 98454

A. IV., 1. Read ATERTHYE-VERKTHET

A.22.,2.Read u- šar-hi-is-sett etter f.Asurb.Smith,133,

44.Gre Friedrich Orlitzsch in the dit.Centralblatt
,many31, 31.

A. IV., dRead šaitê HMTX( se Pinches also).44.B TÝ.3

(the test in II.R.is incorrecA )and Part19, I., 5 .

A.ZZ,s . Read [1][Cyt.B.1.,6 hab 77-21).Hardley,

emough for18*** at the beginning,but 'wereldfet Rochas.

A.Žr.,59. The first partof this lineis entirelybroken

awayonthe orig. It is toberestored according Cyl.C.

col.Ir.lastline,where it is well preserved .

noun
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A.Y.,1.Rrail H7%Tant***** - TH187.Budget (HE)

reading is entirelywrong. A...
1 , 2. Read Hal-lu ?

A.L, 2.Read fir-šik-ku.inskadol1717-šik- ku. Tinches

Hletter of Jan.24 J3p\writes:"Yourreadingisquite correct,

but ium iswritten asdup' with Kuprightwedges."

A.1.,6. Read kaķ - as - rw ; read aloo 57-hax - tim -ma (so

Punches and Straß ATAAW ,10.4404).

A.1;12. Read ka - li -4-nu.

A. Z.,15.Strab (AVAAW.10.235 ]reado: ATITE #F, etc. iş a -tap-fois

AL / 9.Read - ** ** ***** . .Delibosch,LitCenhalblatt,Mayz/

A.Z.,49.Read [ 44 ]. Pinchesfletter)saryo:"The patchlooks

like I."Norrio (Dict.944,801,87éjrea
ds
Ħ -18.Strab (WAW.

90.5477}neads S.Buda (HE)has , cke.

A1.,51. Read rak - .A.V.,512. Read mab-sa-a - [* ]

A.L.;53. Readar
r_f89 ).

A. Z.,54. Read i-na -at-ta-[ ]ki-la- taan ki-rib -sa

okme Budet(HE)omits this line entirely .Shraþ
laraw.

10. 64310)reads:maß-sa-a -ofša a ki- -na-apára u ar

[ ]# map WereRdki-la -taanki-ribša aparitie,This

reading isquiteimpossible.On lyl.Anothing whatever of

this linecan beseen. It is,however,very well preservedon

Cyl.C.L.,23.fromthech Ihaverestored it.Jensen(ZK reads

ú-[kirjenítead of ulfur Thus,readingis also wrong,as

**]isplainly disible on theoriginal of Glc.

A.Z, Readete tottinuteadof all!So Prches also. G.Cl.

C / ,24.Hudge incorrectly readsHexie Foare

A.1,5. Read ki-li.37. Sólyl C.7,2844.Delitzsch flit-lentral

blatt,May21,51). This word is completelybrokenoffon lyl.A.
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4.IL, 4. Cyl.C.hasni-bi-fuu # -as-ku.

A.2,6 The latter partof this line isrestored from Cylc.

Budge(HE,p.862) had évidentlynotread all of the

Esarhaddon tablets -- not surutke cyls.

A.1,7Read and Torre.A.usbroken butthereis notroom

forat Gl.C hasonly want to

4.4 ,13.Read m m. l.Jo Pinchesaloo.fl
.Delitzschtlit.

Centralblatt, May 21/1)

A.2., 32. The tejfisi R.is correct.Budge(HE) changes

the text into a un

A.1.,39.Read virt-ki-va instead of write-ki-ma.Cl.Sanh Kej.1942

for this readingdam indebted to Pref.Delitzsch .

A.Z.,40 Read u - đa - ki. Do Pinches also.

A.2.,54. Read 18 - sır.A.7,56.Read ( - tab- ru -ve .

A12.,56.Cyl.A endswith thisline. Z.,57–27,73/in J.R )

is restored from lyls.B.and C.

ssettebraica

Cylinder BL < ") (1868)A 1484

TIL .R.15,16.722.1 *** in the British Museum .

B.I., Pincheofletteref Jan.24/ 7yreads: U -bar-bidma

u -Ša-as-Sunnmunikukuunamu .

B1., 3. Ireadmipintse Punches also) Delitzsch (ALS87. )

reads mi-pi- A #

B1,9.According tomy reading(so Pinches)gir -efikri-i-ka

stundson the orig. Belikzsch(ALS u779/readsHome

BI.15.Read Akar' = 7997- in -tii; Readalsomu-up -w -ar- ši.

B.1.,16. Iread for the fortA Fifapofx/TAHYT( so Pinchesand Craigalies

Iprefer, however ,toregardffandHIVasmistakesof the
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scribe, and read unthe DelitzoehfACS317,7,16 ) 14 and

- 74 amofopft ,etc Budges reading anakt fab

kha-akh i-ri-tsi is utterlyworthless,

BI.18. Read* instead of x 3.1,19.ReadHTFF TisoDelibzschalid

B.I.,25. Reach oft ta ' < ( so Pinches and Delitzsch also )

.

B1.26.Finches(litterofJan. 24/57)reads: " » ( BK

seup RAUKA FTF FAMAVALA A SVIY Report the < ?

" Gfalso,

Delitzsch (ditCentralblatt,May21,87). Budge's readingis

worthless. R.cs also wrong.

BZ.27.Icouldnotdistinguish any charactersinthesline

Delitzschwriks: -tak-ka-lu-honnkich noch ziemlich elartehor?

B. 1,1.Rinches reads: mathe < BRE DE LA TIET*****-PRIR

B.I., 2. "W.A.I.ZIL correeta - Rinches

BIH. Read12-tu ; B.22.,4 . Read mu-# - a - bu .

BL,11 Read iš- * ?;BT.,12 .Read # -mê- ê-ma.

B.7.,15.ReadA instead ofme.

3.1.,15. Read Nabî -kêr-rapišti-EV. Budgereado- af

B.IJ. Read 99-mêma; B.21.,16.Read i'n - -bit.

B.2 ,18Readmax - tu instead of x-tu .

B.1., 29.Read and instrad of the

B.Z., 30. Read mitmq[19 ](v0 Pinchesalso). Pilihzsch(PD283)

reads ſitkufiuu ]

B.21.,4.Read a -še-bu-rk inskad ofa- ši-bu-uferi

B.mm.6. Read to toena Šu-nu insteadof * - šuru .

B27.1., 12 ReadM18XYinstead of- A.

B.14,16. Read At

B.7,18 Read mu - 4 - Zi-bi- šu .

*

B.171.,19 Read 17.
PT;B . ,20. Readhab -bi-DT.
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B.11.,23. Read na-e - nu -us;B.7,24.Read i -du - C .

Bw.l. Read MorningPHPWarner LTX 977

B.12., 2. Read#andapinya MURAATT EN X 447 777F DEM

B.12.,3.Omil the ram Smithisrestoratimgf makuPa-tuwus-arina

B.IV., 3. ReadAYTY( 50 Pinches aloo).

B.72,1 :Read şu -E -mê instead of su
--mê

B.11.,12. Read firstUSF &# (80 Hilprechtalsoin ZK 1.1932)

also 7214
.

B. IV .,18.Read šal - ta -niš- « c.

B.12,19. Lines 19-22 are very badly broken and hencemost

difficult to decipher.In line 19 Iread " TV -pi-a-te,

while Delitzsch (PD.306) and Schrader [KGF-104)read Maken

pi-a-te. Pinches alsoreacto Futon both Band7-19

13.14,20. Read *******-19897 177.44719 Delitzschwrites:

"schatte ich auch auf Cyl
. B.gelesen,

B.IV., 21 Readatravessa afiroPinches also)
. Budge's

edition (HE)of this partof the test is practically a reprint

of II.R. and hencequteworthless from a critical stancepoint.

B.12,24 Pinches(letterof fam.24f8fiwrites: Sread the first

half of thusline <& * # 1077 )AANW< F. Forthe 3rd

character see Z.K.F.vol.II., 349.(I scattered about thecorpses

of theirwarriors likecorn".To determine the kind of cornis

thedifficulty )." I R.has kima ** . Hudge(HE)neado :

ki-ma(17) kéze. This reading- as,indeed , the great

majority ofBudge'sreadingsof difficultpassages---

altogetherworthless.

B.z:,1-5. The latter half of these lines is to berestored from

Cyls. A and C.
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B.z.7. The first-parkof thisline is broken.Pinches(letterof

Jan.2% %87)nads. Florbyf)SI E TF TEE # niść

mâtāti hubut kašti-ia ."

B.1.,8. Read Hal-lu instead ofHal-lu (so Pinchesalse).

B.1.,8. Read FAMsik -ku insteadof 77šik-ku

B.E.,10 .Read Fam fim -ma/so Pinchesalso).

BL,1.This line as published in AIR.is full ofmistakes.

Read 17 SIERPASSTREET

HOPPIM so Pinches also ).

B.L.,12.ReadHTF-mal-li inskad of fat mal-li( soPinches also).

B.Z.,19-24.Thelist of the king ,asgiven inTIR.is very facility,

Iwill not attempt'to correct This list fon accountoflack of space)

andwill refer only to Schraders Kubik der hrschriften Tiglath

filesers.I ,des sarhaddon und des Asurbanipal.Berline 30

B1,26.ReadAPL (against mr.R.and Budge(HE )

B21,1.Completely broken off;B.Z.,2.Read u - ša -BĚ- Asochrchesalis

B2,5 Read TTE B.2,7. Readmoteadoff

B. ,& Read u-nu- Y Aahâge

B.Z., 12 . Read ka-bit -ti

B21,16 Read AE -Na-bu instead of Fe -na-hu.

BZ.,17. Read " Stinstead of

B.L. 13.Read <r -taburu -u .

B.21,22 Read e -šim -mu-H7F

B4,24.Read betrapt instead of+44 (s Penches)
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Neubauer's Etymologies. It is a cause for regret that men of large scholar

ship and profound thought will, at times , lend themselves to the promulgation of

ideas, built upon airy bases, the utter weakness of which their own knowledge

should be the means of discovering. What applies to this class of men may also

hold good when referring to those who employ Procrustean methods in the inter

pretation of the Bible , whether in a religious, historical, or geographical sense , to

suit certain original views of their own-so original that, if advanced by the un

tutored , or the novice , they would excite derision .

I was recently perusing a short article by Dr. Adolph Neubauer, of Oxford ,

published in the London Notes and Queries, of January 29 , 1887 . Therein I

found statements which (though I bow with respect to the man whose literary

attainments have earned for him a deservedly wide reputation ) forced a smile ,

that soon changed to a feeling not at all akin to humor. That so eminent a

Hebraist should assert that “ Jeremiah , as it is known , came over to Ireland,

married an Irish princess , and brought over a copy of the Law , which is now

buried in the Mount Tara (from Thorah, “the Law '),” must surely cause one's

eyes to open in amazement. Who is the Irish historian that has made so impor

tant a discovery ? And as for Tara having any meaning in common with Thorah ,

I would like to learn upon what authority Dr. Neubauer maintains it. Perhaps

even stranger are other arguments aiming to prove an ancient settlement of Jews

in the United Kingdom , as , for example , Edinburgh ” being derived from

“ Eden ” (what about the termination ? ) , “ Eboracum ” (or “ York ” ), from " Eber?

or “ Ebrac " (can this be related to “ Abrech ” ? ), and " London " from " Lan -Dan ,"

which Dr. Neubauer renders “ the dwelling of Dan , ” but for which term , as a

compound , he will find no support in the sacred text. The translation of “ Lan,"

as “ the dwelling,” I am at a loss to understand, since “ Lun ” or “ Lin ” to lodge

( or rather, to remain temporarily) does not convey the idea of permanence , as he

attempts to show . Nor does the word " lan , ” occurring in Gen. XXXII. 22 , have

any other signification than that of “ lodged .”

But Dr. Neubauer ventures still further when he claims that "old London

was, therefore , inhabited by the Danites ( perhaps, a part of them went over to

Denmark , although not yet claimed by the Danes).” What do students think of

such an argument ? Again , the Oxford Librarian writes , “ the Guildhall may

have been the lepers ' house , connected with the Hebrew word 770 ( Job XVI.

15);” and “ in the name of Dublin is most likely to be found a reversed form , that

name seeming to be Dublan , the dwelling of Dub or Dob. This word , which

means , usually, in Hebrew , a bear, could dialectically mean a wolf (hardened

from Zeeb ). The wolf represents the tribe of Benjamin ( Gen. XLIX . 27 ) , conse

quently a part of the Benjaminites settled in Dublin ,” etc. Apart from the point

regarding the affinity of Dob and Zeeb (which may be possible, though it seems

remote ) , what weight attaches to the main statements ? In a more recent article,

“The Anglo - Israel Mania ,” of Feb. 12th , he writes : “ Not only from names of
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towns can I prove the settlement of Israelitish tribes in the United Kingdom , but

also from family names. So , for instance, would I suppose that the name of

Labouchere is nothing else but Hebrew 1999 = Lavusar (in softened form )

the Prince of Levi. Will not this bring over to my ' craze ' Truth , which has done

me the honor of noticing my recent communication to ' N and I? " "

HENRY S. MORAIS,

Philadelphia, Pa.

66

Syriac and Assyrian . - At the last meeting of the Oriental Society (see Pro

ceedings, 1886 , p . XXV ) my friend, Professor Jastrow , of the University of Penn

sylvania, opened up a new field of research for us in showing the affinities between

Samaritan and Assyrian. If I put in a plea here for the Syriac , both as regards

the Assyrian and the Samaritan , it is because, in these studies, this language has

been unnecessarily neglected . Of all the Aramean dialects, the Syriac of Edessa

( ' Urhậi ) and Nisibis ( Neşîbhîn , Sôbhâ) is the one which has played the greatest

part in history . Its vocabulary is therefore the most extended ; and in studying

Samaritan , our first recourse must of necessity be to the Syriac, to see whether a

a word is not of general Aramaic use. For instance, the stem ŠLM, as Professor

Jastrow ( p . xxvi ) correctly shows, has the meaning " die ” in Assyrian and Samar

itan . The Syriac , however, has this meaning as well . od old Castell ( ed .

Michaelis , p . 916 ) had already cited Mark xv. 37 [39] ; 2 Macc. VII . 7 , 13 ( ed .

Lagarde, p . 230 ) . Trost adds Luke XXIII . 46. See also Wright , Contrib . to Apoc.

Lit. of N. T., 56 : 4 , Šelmath naphšê. The Syriac shows the same development,

complete , end ,” as the Assyrian . So also the Jewish Aramaic. Levy, TW. , II . ,

487.1 The Samaritan translation for s'bhu'âthî , Gen. xxiv . 8, 9X , is merely the

Syriac îmi, îm â , Payne Smith , col . 1602 ; Jewish Aramaic, XO' , Levy , TW . ,

II . , 335. For the similarity of the verbs X " and " I see Nöldeke , Mandaische

Gram. , 8 179 (and note), ZDMG. , XXII. , 500. ŠLK cut open , tear open has the

same meaning in Bºkhôrôth , 45a (Levy , TW. , II . , 490 ) . For the Arabic see Lane,

I. , p . 1410 seq . As regards the MS. reading of Gen. XIX . 29 , see Kohn in ZDMG. ,

XXXIX. , 220. In the same manner themeaning “ fight ” does not attach to the

stem KRB in Assyrian and Samaritan only . For the ' Aph'el in Syriac “ bellavit"

see the passages in Cast.-Mich . , p . 825. “ Contendere, ” with ' am , ’Aprêm , II . ,

32 E ( cf. Ethiopic takarba bellavit ). Likewise kºrâbhâ (not kârbâ , as in

Cast.) bellum ; makrºbh â nê- bellatores , 'Aprêm , III. , xxix ; kºrabhthânâ bel

licos , Land, III . , 211 : 12 ; Josephus , 15 : 5 , etc. Jewish Aram . kerâbhâ, Levy ,

II . , 385 . Samaritan yuno comes from a form akin to the Syr. madhn'hâ :

7378 is the Syriac ' adh lâ .

For the derivation of Vox from VX7 , Professor Jastrow has the support of

Castell in his Heptaglott Lexicon , p. 237 , where he compares Samar. Wnx with

Heb. next “ per metath . ” For the Samar. telîm and the Assyr. talimu ,

see Smith's Chaldäische Genesis, trans. by Delitzsch , p. 272 , n . 1 . =

10X , Gen. XLI. 2 , see Löw, Aramaische Pflanzennamen , p . 42 , who cites Geiger ,

ZDMG ., XVI. , 732 . RICHARD J. H. GOTTHEIL,

Columbia College.

1 According to Wahrmund, Handbuch der Arab,u. Deut.Sprache,1., 920, theArabic plus
arrives at a similar meaning in a different way : “ du bist glücklich davon gekommen , d. h . der

nach welchem du fragst ist gestorben ."

Onומילת=
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VATKE'S OLD TESTAMENT INTRODUCTION . *

In 1835 , Wilhelm Vatke published his Religion des Alten Testamentes, one

of the first works in which was broached the theory now known by the name of

Graf, Kuenen or Wellhausen . This maiden effort was so saturated with Hegel

ian philosophy as to be almost incomprehensible to the uninitiated , and Prof.

Reuss himself holding the same theory of the Pentateuch , confesses that he was

unable to read the book . On account, possibly , of the cold reception met by this

work , Vatke gave up authorship almost altogether, and although he continued

to lecture in Berlin until his death ( 1882 ) , he published very little . We now

receive from one of his pupils his lectures on " Old Testament Introduction.”

A comparison with the earlier work shows some remarkable changes . The

Hegelian terminology which makes the earlier work almost unreadable has dis

appeared. The style is now clear and simple. A transcendental philosophy

nowhere shows itself. We have the common sense almost commonplace view

of things which we expect to find in a work of this kind . The author begins with

a definition and a brief history of the science . He then takes up general introduc

tion , treating first of the people of Israel and the Semites in general. A second

chapter treats the Hebrew language ; a third , the Hebrew alphabet. The canon

and text are then taken up including the history of the printed text. A history

of Old Testament exposition concludes this first part. The special introduction

takes up the books in their usual order. About forty pages at the end are given

to the Apocrypha.

I have said the transcendental philosophy of the earlier work nowhere shows

itself. This statement must be modified so far as to admit the following state

ment which is purely speculative. The Hebrew principle first stepped into

life by prophets as organs of revelation . The earlier theological order of stand

points in the Old Testament which put the law first, the prophetic order next, is

to be exactly reversed . The first stand-point of revelation can be only the pro

phetic , while all legal definitions, and the objective view involved in them , em

body an application of the already existing principle to the actual world .” This

is , to be sure , a serious matter , and lays the author open to the charge freely

made against his earlier book , that it is constructed a priori. But this is the

only instance in which the principle is distinctly avowed in the present work .

The point at which the most interest will be manifested, is probably the

treatment of the Pentateuch . As has been said , Vatke was one of the first to

put the document known as A or Q-the first Elohist — not earlier than the cap

tivity. We find , with some surprise , not only that he places his document earlier

* WILHELM VATKE'S HISTORISCH -KRITISCHE EINLEITUNG IN DAS ALTE TESTAMENT. Nach

Vorlesungen herausgegeben von Dr. Hermann G. S. Preiss , mit einem Vorwort von Dr. A. Hil

genfeld . Bonn, 1886. 8vo , pp. xviii, 754 .
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1

in point of time than Deuteronomy , but that he holds to a new order of the

documents . Dillmann , who uses the signs A B C D, supposes this order to

represent the relative age of the documents. Wellhausen makes the chronology

BCD A, while Vatke now comes in and asserts that it is С A B D. He

adds, however, that the time of composition of the three earliest probably

falls within the same half century (which he makes to be from 720 to 670 B. C. ) .

One of the supposed surest data for determining the age of Deuteronomy, bas

been the Book of the Law in the Temple in the time of Josiah . This Book of

the Law has been almost uniformly identified with Deuteronomy. Vatke now

declares this to be an error , and asserts that that book was a composite of the

three older documents , while Deuteronomy was not composed till the last decade

of the kingdom of Judah (p . 387 ) .

Beyond this , there is little which calls for special remark in the book . The

author shows some acquaintance with American literature (p . 266 ) . We are ac

customed in such works to more or less ingenious and baseless hypotheses ; as

that the name 71774 was originally min , or that Ps. LXXII. and Isa. xix . 16–25

refer to the time of Ptolemy II . These, however , are sparingly used. The

author leaves us Moses , believes him , indeed , to be the author of the Decalogue,

therefore a monotheist who made religion bear upon the moral life of the people.

He supposes the Decalogue to have been given in a briefer form than the present

text.

We have found occasional inaccuracies or infelicities of expression. Is it

true that all the Semitic dialects have the same method of constructing sentences

—that their syntax is similar, in other words ? (p . 178) . Bleek- Wellhausen does

not put Joel under Jeroboam II. ( Welthausen the name is spelled here, and we

have noticed several similar errors, due of course to the proof- reader ). The liter

ature is generally brought down to a quite recent date. As Abulwalid's lexicon

is mentioned as having been made known by Gesenius and others, it would be

well to add that it was published by Neubauer. DeBiberstein Kazimirski ap

pears as Kazimirski de Biberstein . Ugolino's Thesaurus is in thirty -four (not

fifty - four) volumes . It is said that Zebulon ( instead of Simeon ) is not mentioned

in Deut. XXXIII .

But it is a thankless task to be making minor criticisms. Accuracy is doubt

less more difficult to obtain in a posthumous work than in one which the author

himself is permitted to see through the press . H. P. SMITH ,

Cincinnati, Ohio .

S. A. SMITH'S KEILSCHRIFTTEXTE ASURBANIPALS. *

This volume contains a transliteration of the Asurbanipal text ( V R. , 1-10) ,

a translation of the same into German , some notes by the author, a few notes by

Mr. Pinches, and a vocabulary. For students of Assyrian there is great need of

carefully edited texts , with grammatical and philological notes. Such transliter

* DIE KEILSCHRIFTTEXTE ASURBANIPALS, KÖNIGS VON ASSYRIEN ( 668-626 v . Chr. ) nach dem

selbst in London copirten Grundtext mit Transcription , Uebersetzung, Kommentar und voll

ständigem Glossar von Samuel Alden Smith . Heft I. Die Annalen nach dem Cylinder Rm 1 .

(Vgl. V R. 1-10) . Leipzig : Verlag von Eduard Pfeifer , 1887.
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ations , wherever possible , should be accompanied by the cuneiform text. The

work of Lotz ( Tiglathpileser ), Pognon ( Bavian ), Lyon ( Sargontexte ), in this line, is

known even to those who have but begun the study. It is greatly to be regretted

that the work of Mr. Smith is not in all respects so reliable as that of his prede

cessors . One must infer that the work has been done too rapidly . There may

have been circumstances, beyond the control of Mr. Smith , which have compelled

this haste. For the sake of those who need such help as is here offered, it is cer

tainly unfortunate.

In the transliteration there is a sad lack of uniformity. Not to speak of the

typographical errors, which are very numerous, and the omissions , which occur

too frequently , there are so many cases of inconsistency (at least a hundred or so )

as to bewilder a beginner. Among many others , the following forms are used

indiscriminately : kibit and kibit , kirib and kirib , šâdu and šadû , êlî

and eli , âhu and a hu , âbu and abu . If one reads ê - mêd , why not also

e - pê , ê - rêb , ê - kêm , etc. Wrong transliterations are not infrequent, as

haršânu for buršânu , Bêl - ba - ša for Bêl - ikîša , etc. Why should be

read palah for the Participle of palâhu , instead of palih .

The translation in some places does not accord with the transliteration , there

being occasionally what seem to be mistakes as to the precise grammatical form

of the Assyrian word . In the vocabulary , words are not in all cases classified

under the roots to which they properly belong ; still there is ample room here for

difference of opinion. The notes are not what either the student or the scholar

would have liked . They are too few and too fragmentary for the former; too

elementary for the latter. The notes of Mr. Pinches are most excellent. One can

only regret their small number.

The zeal of Mr. Smith in his Assyrian labors is most commendable. It is

gratifying to know that Americans are not neglecting this important branch of

Semitic study . In such work , however, there is needed great care . With the

careful work of Schrader, Delitzsch , Haupt, Pinches, Lyon, and others, before us,

work even slightly imperfect suffers by comparison . In the succeeding volumes,

it is to be hoped that Mr. Smith will not feel himself so hurried .

WILLIAM R. HARPER,

New Haven , Conn .
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THE TEXT OF JEREMIAH .

BY PROF. HENRY PRESERVED SMITH , D. D. ,
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It has long been known that the Septuagint version of Jeremiah differs

remarkably from the Massoretic text. Probably the case is not quite so des

perate as that of Ezekiel ; for the current Hebrew is generally readable . But

the fact of the variation is still remarkable and one that deserves investigation.

Recent commentators have been content to pronounce in favor of the MT. , and to

use the LXX. occasionally “ as at the most a secondary or tertiary source for the

restoration of the text ” (von Orelli, p. 217 ) . A systematic study of the text crit

ical questions , however, is still needed , such as Professor Cornill has given us in

his edition of Ezekiel . The same author promises to edit Isaiah and Jeremiah ;

and for a decisive answer to the questions raised we may have to wait for these

monographs. Meanwhile, however, it is well that the attention of others be di

rected to the problem. The following notes are intended to state some of the

facts that must be taken into consideration .

In the notoriously confused condition of the LXX. text itself, the first point

is, What shall we use as the best representative of this text ? A provisional an

swer to this question may be given by means of Origen’s Hexapla . Although

this work as a whole has perished , fragments enough have come down to us to be

of very great use . Especially with regard to the diacritical points we are in a

favorable condition . In the Book of Jeremiah several MSS. are extant in Greek

(besides the Syriac Hexapla) which testify to these diacritical points . These

points distinguish the plus and minus of the LXX. That is to say : it was Ori

gen's intention to mark with an asterisk everything not found in his LXX . which

he inserted from the Hebrew (or from Theodotion's version ) , and to mark with

an obelos everything in his LXX. which is not in the Hebrew. Evidently , if we

find a MS. which omits whatever the hexaplar MSS. give with an asterisk , and at

the same time contains what these mark by an obelos , we may safely claim that
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we have Origen's text before us . The MS. which most nea app mates this

may be taken as the best one for our purpose until we get the really critical edi

tion for which we have been waiting so long. Very little study will show us that

the Vatican MS. (and the Roman edition based upon it) more nearly than any

other now accessible fulfills these conditions. The following figures are fairly

correct, I think ; absolute accuracy is difficult to attain . In making them up I

have counted every instance of the omission or insertion of a particle which

would affect by a single letter the Hebrew text (as kai = 1 ) .

Asterisks are expressly testified in 739 instances in the Book of Jeremiah .

The words so marked are omitted from Tischendorf's text in all but fifty cases.

On the other hand, Tischendorf omits one or more words in 357 cases in which

the asterisk seems not to be certified . As these last are in large proportion parti

cles or small words, we might easily suppose the scribes not to have thought them

worth designating in copying. More difficult is the case of the plus of the LXX.

The obelos occurs in seventy -four instances, of which all but twelve correspond

with our Greek text . But, in addition , our Greek text inserts a word or more in

no less than 245 cases. Whatever else we may conclude from these figures, we

can hardly suppose ( for Jeremiah at any rate ), as Cornill does, that the Vaticanus

is a copy made from the Hexapla with the intention of restoring the genuine

LXX . under the guidance of the diacritical marks (cf. Cornill, p. 84 ) . The value

of our edition for the comparison in hand , however, will be quite as great,

because , by its greater variation from the MT. it shows itself even nearer the

original LXX . than any text we can now command. For a brief consideration of

the variants in Holmes and Parsons' edition shows that they have almost always

arisen from hexaplar intermixture.

Taking Tischendorf's text, then , as on the whole a satisfactory representative

of the Greek version , how does it differ from the received Hebrew ? The answer

is well known - it is considerably shorter. How now shall we account for this

difference ? The accepted answer is “ by the careless and arbitrary manner in

which the translators dealt with their text, leaving out words which they did not

understand or which seemed to them superfluous." But while this is the current

answer, another is, to say the least, conceivable ---we may suppose that the plus of

the MT. is in large part the insertion of scribes .

As between the two answers , it will readily be confessed that the probabili

ties , as judged by the ordinary observation of the laws of transmission , are on the

side of the latter . A text is more likely to grow in the process of transmission

than to shrink . The rhetorical expansion of an obscure phrase is more likely

than its omission . The insertion of synonyms is more likely than their omission .

The influence of parallel passages tends to swell the shorter form . The a priori

probability then is in favor of the shorter text - in this case in favor of the LXX.

The argument from age is in the same direction . The LXX . represents a He
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brew text considerably earlier than the time to which we can trace the type per

petuated in the MT. But , after all, these arguments only create a presumption .

The presumption is strengthened by the ordinary conduct of the Greek transla

tors, and , indeed , as the figures given above will show, even in the Book of Jere

miah they have often inserted words as well as omitted them , if the variations

are to be referred to them at all , and this would be inexplicable. That is to say,

while we might explain the omissions on the ground of a desire to be as concise

as possible , we could not, in consistency with this , account for the insertions at all.

It may be said, indeed , that the argument will apply equally well to the MT.

If its plus is the result of insertions, then we are at a loss to account for its minus.

But this is only an apparent difficulty. The general rule is that the shorter text

is original. Both LXX. and MT. have suffered from the tendency of scribes

(continued through a long series of hands it must be remembered ), a ten

dency to expand their text. Only they have not been affected uniformly, and the

MT. has suffered more than the other. If this natural explanation be the correct

one , an examination of the variations ought to show it. It is scarcely possible

that the omission of some thousands of words from a book the size of Jeremiah

should leave no traces in the resulting text.

The phrase 7777 DXI occurs in the Hebrew of Jeremiah 168 times , if

we may trust the concordance. In 46 of these it is lacking in the LXX. It

needs no reflection to see that the phrase , from the very fact of its occurring,so

often , would easily be inserted in new passages. If the phrase were original in all

cases, we should expect it to be omitted where the omission would least disturb

the sense. In such cases as the following : “ Therefore behold the days come, saith

Yahweh , that it shall no more be said ” ( VII . 32 ) , “ At that time , saith Yahweh ,

they shall bring forth ” ( VIII . 1 ) , “ For these should I not visit , saith Yahweh , or

upon such a nation ” ( IX . 8 ) , “ And it shall be if ye hearken to me , saith Yahweh ,

not to carry a burden ” (XVII . 24 ) ,--in these cases the LXX. testifies to the reading,

while the cases of apparent omission are many of them where the phrase occurs

at the end of a verse.1

The cases of the divine name may be grouped together. The combination

( ) .

In only three of these it is witnessed by the LXX . In two of these , which are cases

of direct personal address ( 1. 6 ; IV . 10 ) we find Skotora kúpie, in the other we have

kupio Okö ( L. 25 ) . It is probable that the first two are the only original instances . If

the '917x was omitted or 0ɛóc substituted for it eight times , why not in the other

two ? That a Jewish editor , however, should insert '9178 cannot be considered

.isfound_ten times in the Ilebrew text(תואבצהוהיינודאor)הוהיינודא

1 It is probable that the discrepancy was originally larger than is indicated above. The great

majority of cases in which the phrase remains in the Greek render it héyel kúploc. Those MSS.

which have inserted it later generally render φησί κύριος. But φησι κύριος ο rs in a few in

stances in the Roman text. It is natural to suspect that they also are not original.
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surprising. The phrase 7107 10x 7 occurs over a hundred times in the

MT. , while in thirty -two instances we find nix3 7107 10x n ; once we

7 ; 1

; ) ;

thirteenתואבצהוהירמאהכ times;תואבציהלאהוהירמאהכhave

threeלארשייהלאתואבציהלאהוהירמאהכ; times;לארשייהלא

In contrast with this confused.לארשייהלאהוהירמאהכthirteen times

condition of things we find that the LXX. reads kuptos except in the following :

xv . 16 ; XXIL 27 ; XXXII . 14 , and xliv . 7 , in which we find kúpos Tavrokpátwp

(which is elsewhere the translation of six377177 ') and six other cases wherewe

have kúploc ó Ocòc Iopaja. According to this , Jeremiah used Yahweh of Hosts or

Yahweh God of Israel only rarely , and , as we may suppose , when he wished to be

emphatic , and he never strung together Yahweh God of Hosts God of Israel, or

like long drawn out titles. This usage is consistent and tells in favor of the

LXX. , while it is only too easy for a copyist to multiply titles under the impres

sion that he is adding to the solemnity of the address. Outside the phrase 02

. ' , in one it has,תואבציהלאהוהיthe MT . has in one instanceהוהירמא

In all these cases2.תואבצהוהיand in fourteenלארשייהלאתואבצהוהי

fourהדוהיךלמ,twiceלבבךלמ,that of Jeremiah )is omitted twenty -four times

times;אצארדכובנbeforeלבבךלמ
Theהלבב omission of

.areprecisely similarרבדוסכשהthree )and)הוהירמאהכ,(three times)

but six , the LXX . has simply kúploc, and in these six (three of them are in chap

ters L. and Li . ) it reads kúpoç tavrokpárop. The LXX. is thus consistent with

itself .

We may next group together explicative words and phrases. In thirty - five

cases of the Hebrew has no equivalent in the Greek,-one of the easiest words

to insert ; 7985 is omitted eight times ; X237 after a proper name ( usually

) ,

;

seven times.

( , ( .

In all of them the insertion by a scribe is almost to be expected , and the shorter

form is original. Notice the following like examples , where the brackets indicate

the omission by the LXX.: XIII . 7 , “ And I took the girdle from the place where I

had hidden it , and behold [the girdle] was spoiled." The omission of the subject

is characteristic of the Hebrew . XIX . 9 , “ In the siege and in the straitness

with which their enemies ( and those seeking their life) shall straiten them .” xx .

5, “ And I will give all the treasure of this city and all its property (and all its

precious things ), and all the treasures of the kings of Judah (will I give] into the

hand of their enemies [and they shall plunder them and take them) , and they

shall bring them to Babylon .” XXV . 9 , “ Behold , I will send and take [all] the

1 One passage (xxxiii. 12) reads kúproç dvvauéwv in our present Greek text. The second word ,

however, is omitted by a considerable number of MSS. , and is on the face of it suspicious,

because we find elsewhere Tavrokpárop. For the sake of completeness it may be added that

3 71779 178 OX) is found twice , and 3 77117 ' Ox) twice ; in three of these the LXX . has

simply κύριος, once it reads κύριος ο Θεός σου , apparently borrowing from the frst half of the

same verse ( ii . 19 ) .

2 It is possible that I have overlooked some, as the concordances are not very reliable on

such frequently recurring phrases.
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families of the north ( saith Yahweh and unto Nebuchadressar, king of Babylon ,

my servant], and will bring them upon this land.” In all these instances the

shorter reading makes perfectly good sense .

To enforce this point I will now give a few examples in the Hebrew form

witnessed by the LXX. , and then give separately the additional matter of the

MT. If this additional matter really belongs to the text, the fact will easily be

discovered ..

XIII. 4.

18.1.-הדוהייכלמלתשחנתומוחלורצבמריעלםויהךיתתנהנהו

:ץראהםעלוהירשל

MTינא,לזרבדומעלו,ץראהלכלעandהינהכל. .inserts

MT .inserts.17.-:םלשוריתוצוחבםישעהמההמהארךניאה.VII

והדוהיירעב.

VII.26.-םתובאמםפרעתאושקיו,insertedוערה-

XI.4.--הוצארשאלכםתישעוילוקבועמש,insertedכםתוא.

XII.3,-ךתאיבלתנחבוינתעדיהוהיהתאו,insertedינארת.

XI.4.--ךינתמלערשארוזאהתאחק,insertedתינקרשא.

.XIII.17.-העמדיניעדרתוהוגינפמישפנהכבת-addedעמדתעמדו.

andרמחכMT.inserts.4.=ודיבהשעאוהרשאילכהתחשנו.XVIII

changesודיבintoרצויהדיב.

XIX.5.יבללעהתלעאלויתיוצאלרשאשאבםהינבתאףרשל.

MTלעבלתולעandיתרבדאלו. .inserts

XXI.4-םתארשאהמחלמהילכתאבסמיננההוהירמאהכ

ריעהךותלאהמוחלץוחמםכילעםירצהםידשכה־תאםבםימחלנ

:תאזה

andלארשייהלא,םכדיברשא,ולבבךלמ-תאThe insertions are

םתואיתפסאו.

xxII.25.-םהינפמרוגיהתארשאךשפנישקבמדיבךיתתנו;

insertionsםידשכהדיבandדיבולבבךלמרצארדכובנדיבו.

Cf. further the following :

VI . 16 , 17 , “ Thus saith Yahweh :

Call to the mourning women that they may come,

And to the cunning women send thatthey may hasten,

And let them take up for us a lamentation .”

The structure, which is here quite regular, is disturbed by the Massoretic inser

tions. XXV. 3 , 4 , “ From the thirteenth year of Josiah , son of Amon , king of

Judah , and to this day , three and twenty years I have spoken to you , rising early

and speaking , and I have sent to you my servants the prophets, rising early and

sending , and you have not heard and have not inclined your ear.” Eight wordsל
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-wherethe clause in brackets really duplicates the sufix im,הנעל[הזהםעה

are inserted by the MT. xxv. 33 , “ And the slain of Yahweh in that day (LXX. ,

in the day of Yahweh) shall be from the end of the earth to the end of the earth ,

and shall not be buried ; for dung on the face of the ground they shall be.” MT.

inserts “they shall not be mourned and shall not be gathered .” XLI . 1-3 , “And

in the seventh month came Ishmael, son of Nethaniah , son of Elishama , of the

seed royal, and ten men with him , unto Gedaliah to Mizpah , and they ate bread

there together. And Ishmael and the ten men with him arose and smote Geda

liah whom the king of Babylon had appointed in the land , and all the Jews which

were with him in Mizpah , and the Chaldees which were found there .” For the

more than twenty words inserted by the MT. I will refer to the original. The

sense is entirely clear without them .

While the insertions in the above passages are in general easily accounted

for, there are some plain instances of duplication , as ix . 4 , -nx] O3x93377

,

mediately preceding. In this way arose apparently the reading 1772 17772x

in x . 25. In XI . 13 , we read “ And as the number of the streets of Jerusalem ye

have placed altars to Bosheth , altars to sacrifice to Baal; ” LXX. haş simply pwuous

ovuav tì Báar.. The substitution of Bosheth for Baal is known from other parts

of the Old Testament . Here the two readings are combined in the Hebrew, but

not yet in the Greek . Another example is in the passage already quoted ( XLI. 3 ) ,

where MT. reads , “ And all the Jews which were with him with Gedaliah .” Cf.

. , .

Heretofore we have considered the plus of the MT. Let us look at some of

the alternate readings. After Jeremiah is shown a 1153 7'd he adds ( 1. 14 )

“ And Yahweh said to me : From the North evil is opened (nan ) upon all the

inhabitants of the land.” The LXX . reads apparently hain , preserving the

paronomasia. In 11. 22 the Hebrew has no797x ; for the second

word we find tà outpiuata ipū which of course represents an1700 . xv .

14 now reads, “ And I will make thine enemies to pass over into a land thou

knowest not. ” For 73yni LXX. reads 773yn ) — “ And I will make

thee to serve thine enemies in a land thou knowest not,” evidently more in

accord with the context , confirmed also by the Targum which has 1972ynen ).

“And ye shall serve there other gods which shall not show you mercy (so LXX .

in xvi . 3 ) ; MT. has the difficult phrase 73'31 ODS ins XS TƏX . A well

known case is XXIII . 33 , “ And when this people or prophet or priest shall ask

thee saying, What is the burden of Yahweh ? then thou shalt say to them Ye are

the burden ” -X0On Onx for which in the MT. we find the incomprehensible

xw979-7X . XLI . 9 , “ And the pit into which Ishmael cast all whom he had

smitten was the great pit”—so LXX. reading 5772 712 for which MT. gives

again an incomprehensible reading 1705 70 72. In one or two of these in

alsoLI.56,דדושלבבלעהילעאביכ.
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-wecan hardlylayit to careהָּמָׁשandסֵנּהָמָׂשandםיעֵרסָנandםיער

areרוגתforדונת(Iv.1),ודליforוכלי(XII.2),םיתבשוהוforםיתובישהו

(XII.15),ובושיforועמשי(XII.17)ןמאforרמא(xv.11).ךיערforךתער

XLI .8 ,this and the preceding)סבforםש,(38.XXV)ןורחforברח(22.XXII)

.(15.IX)הכforהב,(.areprobably right in the LXX

stances we might be in doubt whether the LXX. deserves the preference ; but they

show at least that the translators did not simply guess, but if they made mistakes,

the mistakes arose from the confusion of similar forms for which their Hebrew

copy is to be held responsible. So when they in an unvocalized text confused

?, !, ,

lessness . Further examples of confusion of similar letters in their Hebrew copy

( 1), ° ( . 2), )

( ), ( . ), ( . ),

( . ), ( . ), ( . 8,

. ) , n 1 ( . ).

There is plenty of evidence therefore that the MS. from which the version

was made has suffered in transmission . The influences which affected it are the

same in kind as those we have discovered affecting the MT. Although the LXX.

is so much shorter, it has in places suffered the same kind of inflation , as in XXI .

3 , where it adds after Zedekiah Barinéa Iovda, or xxi. 5 , where it inserts závras, or

XXIV. 1 , where it adds a fourth class to the three carried captive according to the

Hebrew , or XXXII . 28 , where it inserts after Yahweh ó Oeòc ' Iopaña . In fact the

same tendencies affected the LXX. after its translation ; for a considerable group

of MSS. (the same which Cornill supposes to represent Hesychius' recension ) has

in several instances + ó Okoç from which the other groups are free.

The principle that the more difficult reading is to be preferred , is often

abused . There is a sense in which an ungrammatical expression is more difficult

than a correct one. To take one more example from Jeremiah (XXV. 26 ) ; the

. -

Any tyro knows that yooxn ni7927 is ungrammatical . The LXX. omits

and is therefore in a sense less difficult. But if we state the rule as it is

stated by Westcott and Hort - that reading is original which will account for the

existence of the other-we shall have a better guide . If the shorter reading is

the original we can easily account for the longer as the work of an absent-minded

scribe to whom the phrase "287 mikoa na was familiar. But we cannot

account for the longer reading as the work of Jeremiah at all. Such glaring

instances are , of course, rare , but some of those quoted above are scarcely less

convincing

Adequate treatment of the text of Jeremiah would require a volume . The

cases treated in this paper are , however, I think fair examples of the state of the

text, and , if so , they justify the conclusion that the LXX. was made from a better

text than the one preserved for us by the synagogue. The LXX. is therefore a

source for the text of the very first importance . Both LXX . and MT. , however,

have suffered from the same tendencies, and by judicious criticism it is possi

ble to construct from both a better text than that now shown by either one. This

critical work is our need .

readingהמדאהינפלערשאץראהתוכלממה־לכ־תאו. of the MT .is

ץראה
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Two questions have not been referred to here. One concerns the original

arrangement of the prophecies , the other concerns the longer sections not found

in the LXX. The answer to these questions is not necessarily influenced by pro

nouncing in favor of the LXX. in general . It is entirely possible that a better

MS. should suffer dislocation and mutilation from which another has escaped .



THE MONOLITH INSCRIPTION OF SALMANESER II.

BY JAMES A. CRAIG, Ph . D. ,

Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio.

In the following paper is found for the first time a translation , with accom

panying transcription, in syllables, of the valuable Monolith Inscription of Sal

maneser II . , whose reign forms one of the most interesting chapters in Assyrian

history. Before commencing this work, a collation of the text was an indispen

sable prerequisite, as may be seen from the number of corrections which , for pur

pose of comparison , I have here inserted . The collation of this text, which was the

main object of a visit to the British Museum , where, during the summer of '85 , I

spent six weeks in the copying of texts , was done with the utmost care , the doubt

ful portions being frequently revised under the best attainable lights. The text,

as edited in WAI. , vol . III . , seems to have been hurriedly executed , as even the

most common signs are not exactly reproduced , as may be seen by referring to

corrections No. 189. Where those minor variations occur , I have not always

attempted to reproduce them, as this would make the work too cumbrous, and

could satisfactorily be done only by a complete re -editing of the texts ; and as

they are of importance only as showing the exact form of writing .

The essential improvements which I have been able to make in the text, such,

e . g . , as the reading of the god “ Nanir,” etc. , as well as my rendering of the text

on this basis, will, I trust , be of some value to the science. Partial translations

have hitherto been given , as in Prof. Schrader's KÅT. and KGF. , by Menant, in

Annales des Rois d'Assyrie, and a translation in Records of the Past , by Prof. Sayce.

A comparison of these with that here contained will show the necessity of the pres

ent undertaking. Compare , e . g. , Prof. Sayce's translation of Col. II. 1. 10 with

the correct translation : “ To the land of Atalur, an uninhabited place of deserts

and low-lying, I went. Its tribute I appointed .” This is a mere guess. It is a

good example of “ giving a sort of rough guess at the signification of a sentence ,”

which Prof. Sayce, in his Lectures on the Assyrian Language, p . 7 , so justly con

demns. The passage reads : “ To the mountains of the land of Atalur, where an

image of Ašur-irbê was erected , I went. An image with his image I erected.”

Still there is not even an interrogation mark affixed ! Menant begins to translate

at line 13 .

NOTE.-In the transcription I have adhered to the value of the signs as represented in Prof.

litzsch's Lesestuecke, indicating the length of the vowels otherwise only where ideographs

occur.
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I embrace this opportunity of acknowledging my indebtedness to my friend ,

Mr. Pinches, of the British Museum , who spared no pains to render me every aid

for the facilitation of my work , and , above all , to my esteemed Professor, Dr.

Friedrich Delitzsch , whose advice and instruction and friendly feeling bind me

to him as a thankful pupil in lasting obligation .

INTRODUCTION .

The Name of Salmaneser plays an important role in Assyrian history , there

being no less than four kings of this name, viz . , Salm . I. , B. C. 1300–1271, the

father of Tukultiadar I .; Salm . II . , 860–824 ; Salm . III . , 783–773 , and Salm . IV . ,

727-722 . The various methods of writing the name cannot be produced here.

For the pronunciation , šulmânašarêd “ Šulmân is prince," see Schrader ,

ZKF., Bd. II . , 197 , f .

Life. Salmaneser II. , the son of Asurnazirpal and grandson of Tukultiadar

II . , whose long reign of thirty- five years was full of military activity and achieve

ment, occupied the throne of Assyria from 860-824 B. C. He followed hard in

the footsteps of his father, Asurnazirpal, extending his rule in all directions and

carrying terror and bloodshed wherever he went. After he had seated himself,

with all the accompanying ceremonial pomp, as he expressly tells us , upon the

throne, he lost no time until he began his work of conquest. Having defeated

Ninni of Simesi , and taken tribute from the adjacent tribes , he extended his march

to Hupuskia on the upper Zab , overwhelmed and defeated his opposers and , hav

ing imposed on them taxes and tribute , pushed his way up through the Nairi-land

with like results to the land of Urartu along the Araxes. After other expedi

tions on the Tigris he began operations on the Euphrates, receiving tribute from

Katazilu of Kummuh, and afterwards from the confederate forces on the west of

the Euphrates. The Phænician coast was next the scene of his triumphal march .

In 858 he overcame Ahuni of Til-barsip on the Euphrates, descended upon the

other side and destroyed the neighboring towns. In the following year he

repeated the attack on Til-barsip , took the city, committing the usual atrocities ,

built a palace within it , and changed its name to Kar -Salmaneser. Ļn 856 Ahuni,

after a terrible battle in Mount Šetamrat, was captured and , with his forces, etc.,

was carried off to Assyria. In 854 he left Nineveh again , crossed the Euphrates,

took tribute from Carchemish and Kummuh , and later, having attacked Archu

lina of Hamath , engaged in a battle at Karkar against the confederate forces of

twelve kings , among whom were Benhadad 11. , of Damaskus,and Ahab , of Israel.

The losses on both sides were heavy and the victory a doubtful one . After having

turned his strength against the Babylonian usurper Merodachbalusate (see appen

dix ) whom he put to death , he repeated his attacks on Syria. In 851 , 850 , 846 we

find him in the west . The latter year , with 120,000 men , he marched against
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Benhadad, put to flight the Syrians, pillaged their cities and took their spoil ; but

in 842 Syria was still unsubdued. According to III R. , V. , No. 6 , he had again

to contend for the mastery with Hazael of Damaskus, and three years later there

was only tribute as before. Further expeditions, particularly to the northward of

the Armenian mountains to the land of Namri, and westward to Media , were

made. When he became too infirm to take the field , he gave the command to

Dânašur, commander -in -chief, and, while he himself was obliged to remain in

Chalah, his forces were executing his commands in the north country of Urartu

and Patúi . The end of his reign , which was followed by the subjugation of

Babylon to Assyria , largely through the extension of power due to him , according

to Samsibin( ? ) was disturbed by an insurrection , set on foot by a faithless son ,

which was afterwards quelled by his faithful son and successor Samsibin ( ? ).

Inscriptions.

1 ) The Monolith Inscription found at Kurkh on the Tigris , about twenty

miles distant from Diarbekhr, and now in the British Museum. The monolith

measures 2 m. 16 cm . in length , 85 cm . in width , and 21 cm. in thickness . The

writing extends on the back 1 m. 89 cm . , and on the front , 1 m . 20 cm. On the

front side is a life-size sculptured figure of the king in the usual royal attire.

Owing to the fringe of the garment and the partial decomposition of the stone,

the writing is sometimes difficult to decipher.

2 ) The Black Obelisk. Compound of basalt . It narrates the events accord

ing to the years of his reign , and exhibits in five beautiful bas reliefs , which ex

tend completely around the four sides , tributary peoples bringing various ani

mals and objects, cloths and ivory to their acknowledged conqueror.

3 ) The Bull Inscriptions. Both these and the obelisk were found in the palace

of Salmaneser at Chalah . The texts are to be found in Layard's Inscriptions .

4 ) Bronze Gates-a wonderful work of art - bear representations of battles ,

tortures , etc. , etc. , and an inscription . They were discovered by Mr. Rassam at

Balawat. Another set of doors crumbled to pieces in being removed .

5 ) The Throne Inscription . Given in Appendix , which see .

6) A small inscription containing an account of Salmaneser's expedition

against Syria during his eighteenth year. Contained I R. 5, No. 6 , Delitzsch's

ALS. , p. 98 .

7 ) Several bricks. One which I copied in the British Museum , a duplicate of

which Rev. Mr. Parry, D. D. , was kind enough to send me a copy , is in his pos

session . They read as follows :

“ Salmaneser, the great king, the powerful king , the king of multitudes, the

king of Assyria, the son of Asurnazirpal , the great king , the powerful king, the

king of multitudes , the son of Tiglath - adar, the king of multitudes, king of As

syria , who rebuilt ? ( ri -şip-tu ) the tower of the city of Chalah .” Cf. Layard's In

scriptions, p . 78 .
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TRANSLITERATION .

( III R. , pp. 7 , 8. )*

COL. I.

1. ilu A-šur belu rabu-ú šar gim-rat1 ilâ- ni rabûtê ilu A-nu šar ilu Igige u

ilu A -nun -na -ki bêl mâtâtê ilu Bêl a-bu ilâni mu-šim šîmâti

2. mu-şir ê -su - rat [šamê -ê irşi]tim ilu Ê-a ir- šú šar apsê [ rabu ]2d -ú nik -la - ti

ilu Na3 -nir samê- ê irşitim ilu ê- têl -lu ilu Ša-maš

3. dân kibrâtê muš-tê-širt tê - ni5 -šê - ê -tê ilu Ištar bê-lit kabli u taħâzi sa mê-lul

ta-ša tukuntu ilâni rabûtê râ'im -ut šarrû -ti- ia

4. bêlû-ti kiš-šú-ti u ša6-pi -ru -ti úč-šar-bu šú -mê kab-tu zik - ri şi8-i -ra muh ? t-bur

bêl -ê ma - 'a -diš iš -ku -nu i-ni - ni .

5. Šulmânu -ašarêdu šar kiš-šat nišê rubû-ú šangû Ašûr šarru dan-nu šar mâtuAššûr

šar kul -lat kib-rat arba' - i ilu Šam-čú kiš-šat nišê

6. mur-tê -du - ú ka- liš mâtâtê šarru ba- 'a - it [ ilâ ]ni ni-šit ê- [ni] & a [ ilu ) Bêl šakkânâk

Ašûr pit-ku -du rubû - ú na - a -du a-mê-ru

7. [du ]-ur- gê ŭ sap-sa -kê mu -kab -bi- is ri -se-ti -ê ša šadê-ê ka-liš hur- sa -a - ni ma-hir

bilti ' ŭ i- gi- si- e

8. [kali -šji -na kibrâtê mu-pat-tu-ú tu-da-ti ša ê - lis ŭ šap-liš sa a-na ti -ib tahâzi-šu

dan -ni kibrâtê ul- ta-nap-sa-ka

9. i-hi-lu mâtâtê ina mê-dil id-du-ti-šu iš-da-ši -na ; zikaru dan-nu sa ina tukul-ti

Ašûr ilu Ša -maš ilâni ri - şê-ěú ittala-ku -ma

10. ina mal -kê ša kib-rat arba ' - i ša-nin -šu lâ išu-ú šar10 mâtâtê šar-hu ša ar-hê pa

aš-ku -tê ittala -ku iš -tam -da -hu šadê-ê u tâmâtê

11. apal m .Ašûr -nâşir-pal šakan ilu Bel šangû Ašûr sa sangû -su élî ilani i-tê-bu -ma

mâtâtê nap-har-ši-na a-na šêpê-šú u-šak-ni-šu nab -ni -tu ellu -tu ša m. Tukultî

Adar

12. šá kul - lat za - i - rê - šúll i - ni- ru -ma is - pu -nu a -bu-ba- ni -iš. Ê -nu -ma Ašûr belu

rabû- ú ina ku -un [libbi12-]šú ina13 înâti -šul4 ellâti ud -da -ni-ma

13. rê- 'u -ut mâtu Aššûr ib -ba-an-ni kakku dan -nu [muf ]-šam - kit lâ ma-gi -ri u -sat

mê-ha-ni -ma a -ga -a (și - ra) u - pir-ra15 bêlu - ti nap -har mâtâtê

14. tu . [na- ki ]-ru -ut Ašûr a -na pê- li u šuk -nu -šê ag-giš u -ma -' i- ra -an - ni

ina ûmê ? -šú -ma ina šur-rat šarru17-ti - ia ina mah -ri -ê palî-ia

15. ina kussê šarru -ti rabi-iš u-šê-bu narkâbâte ummânâtê- ' a16 ad-ki ina ni - ri -bi ša

mâtu Si-mê-si êru -ub18 a 19-20-na aluA -ri-di âl dan -nu -ti-šu

16. sa m . Ni-in 21 -niak189 -tê - rib âla a-si-bi ak189- ta -šad dîkta -šu ma'attu a-duk šal

la -su22 aš-lu-la a - si-tu ša kakkadê ina pu-ut âli-šu ar- şip

17. 23batûlê -šu -nu šal24 ba-tu -la -tê-šu-nu a-na ma-ak -lu -tê ašrup. Ki-i ina álu A -ri

di-ma us25-ba-ku-ni ma-da-tu ša mâtu Har-ga -a-a26-27 mâtu Har-ma-sa-a -a

* The numbers above the signs refer to “ Corrections.”

+ The remaining traces of the sign (in R. “ u ” “ nap " ) seems to be in favor of muh.

# R.
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TRANSLATION.

COL. I.

1 . Ašur , the great lord , the king of all* the great gods , Anu , king of the

Igigi and Anunnaki, the lord of lands, Bêl, the father of the gods the deter

2. miner of destinies , 2who fixes the bounds ( bands ) of ( heaven and ) earth, Ea,

the decider , the king of the abyss , great in wise devices , Nanir, of heaven and

3. earth , the majestic, Šamaš, 3the judge of the ( four) quarters of the globe,

the ruler of mankind, Ištar , the queen of war and battle , whose command is

4. war ; the great gods , the favorers ofmy sovereignty, lordship , might and rule

have they increased , my renowned name , my majestic title , ist come before

5. rulers , abundantly have they (the gods ) established my i-ni -ni ( or me ? ) . 5Sal

maneser, the king of the multitude of men , the prince , the priest of Ašur, the

mighty king, the king of the land of Assyria , the king of the whole of the

6. four regions , the sun of all mankind, the ruler ( who rules fully ) of all lands,

the king chosen of the gods , the beloved of Bêl , the governor of Ašur, the cir

7. cumspect, the great, the majestic , who looks upon ?paths and declivities , who

treads the peaks of mountains ( and ) forests everywhere, who receives the

8. tribute and presents of Sall regions, who opens up the roads both above and

below , who, by the approach of his mighty battle , distresses the regions and

9. 'shakest countries to their foundations in the power of his might,-- the manly ,

the mighty , who by the aid of Ašur (and ) Šamaš, the gods his helpers, marches,

10. and 10among the princes of the four regions has no rival ; king of countries,

the powerful (one) who marches over declivitous routes, traverses mountains

11. and seas , 11the son of Ašurnazirpal, the governor of Bêl , the priest ( servant)

of Ašur, whose priestship being well - pleasing unto the gods, || they subjected

12. all lands to his feet, the brilliant descendant of Tiglath -adar 12who subjugated

all his enemies and hurled them down as a deluge.--At the time when Ašur ,

the great lord , in the fide (or fixedness) of his heart , with his clear eyes

13. recognized (knew ) me and to the 13 sovereignty of the land of Assyria called

me, a powerful weapon , the overthrower of the insubordinate, he bestowed1

upon me, and with a majestic crown adorned ( decked ? ) my sovereignty , all

14. lands 14. .. the enemies of Ašur to subjugate and subdue sternly

did he command me .

15. In those days, at the beginning of my rule, in my first year of rule, 15(as)

upon the throne of sovereignty ceremoniously I seated myself, the chariots,

my forces , I assembled ; into the pass of the land of Simesi I entered . To

16. the city of Aridi , the stronghold 16of Ninni, I approached . The city I be

sieged , I took. Many of his warriors I slew . His spoil I carried off. A

column ( row) of heads , at the entrance of the city-gate, I fixed together.

17. 17Their young men , their young women , I burned up. While I was quartered

* = totality .

+ See notes .

Professor Sayce leaves out the word “ ihilu " and supplies " hope " instead (which robs the

passage both of its poetry and meaning), or perhaps had in mind: n , nynin .

The sign ša might mean šiknu ; but in view of Sargon -Inscr. 3, šaknu is certainly correct

here.

1 Lit. , whose priestship was well-pleasing unto the gods and they, etc.

1 Lit. , caused me to hold .
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18. mâtu Si-mê-sa-a- a mâtu Si-mê-ra-a-a mâtu Si-riš-a-a mâtu Ul-ma-ni -a-a sîsê şimd

at nîri alpê şêni karânê ambur ištu 1891 âlu A - ri-di

19. at -tu -muš arhi pa -aš-ku -tê šadê mar-su-ti ša kîma šê -lu -ut patri parzilli a-na

šamê- ê zi -kip -ta šak -nu ina aggulat êrê siparri ak-kur narkabâtê28 *

20. ummânâtê ú-šê-tik a-na alu Hu-pu-uš-ki - a ak - tê- rib álu Hu-pu -uš-ki- a a-di C

âlâni29 ša li -mê -tu - šú ina išâti aš-ru-up m . Ka-ki -a

21. šar mâtu Na-i-ri ŭ si -tê -it ummânâtê -šu ištu pa-an na -mur - rat kakkê- 'a ip -la

hu-ma šadê-ê dan -nu - ti iş - ba-tu arki-šu -nu ana šadê-ê ê-li

22. tabâzu dan -nu ina ki- rib sadê -ê aš-ku-un abikta-šu- nu am -ha -aş narkabâtê

ummânâtê30 sîsê şimd-at nîri ištu1899 ki-rib sadê-ê ú - tê - ra pul -hê mê-lam-mê

23. ša Ašûr beli-ia is -hu-pu-šu-nu-ti ur31- du -ni šêpê-ia iş -ba -tu biltu u ma -da- tu

êlî -šu-nu ú-kin ištu1892 áluHu-pu-uš-ki-a at - tu -muš

24.
a - na álu Su - gu -ni- a âl dan -nu- ti - šu ša m . A -ra189-mê mậtu U - ra189 -ar - ta -232 ak -tê

rib âla a- si -bi ak189- ta-sad dîkta -šu -nu ma- ' a - tu a-dûk

25. šal33-la-su aš-lu-la a-si - tu ša kakkadê ina pu-ut âli -šu ar-şip XIV âlâ -ni šá 189

li -mê-tu -šu ina išâti aš-ru -up ištu âlu Su -gu -ni-a

26. at-tu -muš a-na tâm - di ša mâtuNa-i-ri at -ta - rad kakkê-ia ina tâm-di ú-lil immêru

nike ana ilâni-ia ak-ki ina û-mê-šú-ma şa -lam bu-na-ni-ia

27. êpu -uš ta -nit -ti Ašûr beli rubi -ê bêli -ia u li -ti kiš-šú-ti-ia ina ki -rib -šu al-țur

ina êlî tâm -di u -šê - ziz ina ta-ia -ar-ti-ia

28. ša tâm34.di ma-da35-tu ša m . A -su36 - ú mântu Gu -za -na -a36a mat ( ? ) sîsê alpê şêni

karânê II ud37 -ra - a -tê šá šinâ gu-un -gu-li -pi am-hur

29. a -na âli -ia Aššûr ub-la . Ina arah Airi ûm XIII ištu189 âlu Ninua at-tu -muš

nâru Idiklat ê -tê -bir sadû Ha-sa-mu šad û Di -ih -nu-nu [at]-ta -bal-kat

ana åluLa- 'a -la -' a - tê sa m .A-hu-ni apal A-di-ni ak -tê-rib pu -ul -hê mê-lam-mê

ša Ašûr beli- ia is -hu -pu - šu39 -nu40 a-[na] .

31. ê-lu - ú âla ab-bu-ul aķ-ķur ina išâti aš-ru -up iš-tu alu La- 'a-la- 'a-ti at -tu -muš

a41-[na]

32. ša m . A -hu-ni apal A -di -ni ak -tê-rib m .A-hu-ni apal A-di-ni a-na gi -biš umm42[â

nâtê -šu it -ta -kiljt-ma kabla u taháza (ana ê -piš] . . a- ni . I-na tukul- ti Ašûr

33. u ilâni rabûtê bêlê - ia it43 -ti - šu am-dah-hi- iş a -bi- ik-ta- [šú) 44aš -kun i - na ali-šu

ê - sir45 -šu ištu âlu Ki-[ra] ?-ka at- tu -muš

34. a-na álu Bur-mar-' a -na ša A -hu - ni apal A-di - ni [a- liki âla ] a46-si-bi ak -ta -šad

V sú-ši mun -dah - se- šu -nu ina kakkê u -sam-[kit47) a- si- tu ša kakkadê

35. [i - na48 pu-ut âli - šu ar-şip] . 16 cm . broken .1. . ma-da - tu ša m . Ha- pi - ni âlu Til-ab

na-a ša m . Ga- 'a-u - ni âlu Sa - ru ? m. Gi -ri -Rimmân

36. kaspa hurâșa alpê şêni karânê am-bur ištu álu Bur-mar- 'a-na

at- tu -muš ina flippê mašak tah50 -ši -ê nåru Purâtu

37. e -tê -bir ma -da -tu ša50a m.Ka- ta -zi- 11500 matu Ku -mu-ha -a - a kaspa hurâşa alpê

şêni karânê am-hur a-na mâtus [Pa -kar-ru ]-uh -bu -ni

* No pl . sign on Monolith , hence prop. narkabta .

+ Restored by comparison with Obv. II . , 15, III R. , 5, No. 6, 42 and 43 . # or [ak - tê -rib ).

a ?
49
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18. in the city of Aridi , the tribute of the Hargæans, the Harmasæans, 18the

Simesæns , the Simeræans, the Sirišians, the Ulmanians, horses trained * to

19. the yoke, oxen , sheep, wine I received . From the city of Aridi 191 departed .

Steep roads and difficult mountains , which like the point of an iron dagger

raised their peaks to the skies , with hatchets of bronze (and ) copper I broke

20. down . Chariots (and ) 20forces I brought through . To the city of Hupuskia I

advanced . The city of Hupuskia together with one hundred bordering towns

21. I burned with fire. Kakia, 21the king of the land of Na'iri , and the remainder

of his troops before the brilliancy of my weapons became afraid and betook

themselvest to the mighty mountains . After them to the mountains I

22. ascended . 22 A great battle in the midst of the mountain I fought. Their

overthrow I accomplished. Chariots , forces, horses trained to the yoke out of

23 the mountain I brought back . The fear of the splendor 23of Ašur, my lord ,

overwhelmed them ; they descended and laid hold of my feet. Taxes and

24. tribute I laid upon them . From the city of Hupuskia I departed. 24To the

city of Sugunia , the stronghold of Aramu of the land of Urarțu , I advanced ;

25. the city I besieged , I took. Many of their warriors I slew. 25His spoil I

carried off. A column of heads at the entrance of his city I fixed together.

Fourteen of its neighboring towns I burnt with fire. From the city of Sugu

26. nia I departed . 26To the sea of the land of Na'iri I descended . My weapons

27. in the sea I washed. Offerings to my gods I sacrificed. In those days 27I

made a life- size image of myself ; the glory of Ašur, the great lord , my lord ,

and the might of my power, I wrote upon it and placed it above the sea. On

28. my return 28from the sea , tribute from Asû of the land of Gozan , horses,

29. oxen , sheep, wine , two dromedaries, I received ; 29to my city Aššur, I brought

(them ). In the month of Iyyar, the 13th day, I departed from Nineveh , I

crossed the Tigris , the mountain of Hasamu, the mountain Dihnunu, I

30. passed over . To the city of 30 Lâ'lâ'tû which belonged to Ahuni, the son of

Adini, I approached. The fear of the splendor of Ašur my lord overwhelmed

31. them . To (the mountains etc. ?) they went. 31The city I destroyed (and)

devastated . With fire I burnt it . From the city of Lâ'lâ'tû I departed. To

32. ( the city of Kiraka, the city ) of 32Ahuni, the son of Adini, I advanced . Ahuni,

the son of Adini, trusted to the multitude of his forces , and to offer engage

33. ment and battle ( he advanced against me ) . With the help of Ašur 33and the

great gods , my lords, I fought with him . His overthrow I accomplished. In

34. his city I shut him in . From the city Kiraka ? I departed. 34To the city of

Burmar’ana, belonging to Ahuni , the son of Adini , (I went. The city ) I be

sieged , I took . Three hundred of their fighting men I brought down with my

35 . weapons. A column of heads 35( at the entrance of his city I fixed together ).

Tribute of Hapini of the city of Tilabnâ, of Gâ'uni of the city of

36. Sa - ru ? .. a ? Giri-Ramman · 36silver, gold ,

oxen , sheep , wine I received. From the city of Burmar'ana I departed . In

37. ships of lamb-skins 371 crossed the Euphrates. Tribute from Katazilu of the

land of Kumuhu , silver, gold , oxen, sheep, wine I received . To the land of

? ..

* Span of the yoke.

+ Lit. , took the mighty mountains.

* = did me obeisance.
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38. âlâni ša m.A -hu-ni apal A-di -ni ša šêpâ am-ma-tê ša nâru Purâtu ak -tê-rib a-bi

ik -ti mâti aš-kun âlâni -šu na -mu-ta

39. ú -sa-lik abikta ku -ra -dê -šu şêru rap-šú ú -mal -li I M.III C şâbê ti -du -ki -šu -nu ina

kakki u -šam -kit52 ( nothing wanting )

40. ištu189 âlu Pa-kar-ru-uh-bu -ni at-tu-muš a-na âlâ-ni ša m.Mu-tal -li aluGam - gu

ma-a-a ak -tê -rib ma-da-tu

41. ša m.Mu-tal -li aluGam -gu -ma - a - a kaspa hurâșa alpê şêni karânê mârat-su 53

iš-tu nu -du -n154 ša ma- 'a- di [am]-bur ištu álu Gam - gu -mê

42. at-tu -muš ana alu Lu -ti-bu âl dan -nu-ti-šu ša m . Ha-a-ni mâtu Sa-am- 'a-la-a-a

ak -tê -rib m.Ha-a -nu mâtu Sa-am 54a 'a- [ la -a]-a m. Sa-pa-lu-ul-mê

43. mâtu Pa-ti -na-a-a m . A -hu -ni apal A-di - ni m. Sa-an -ga-ra mâtu Gar-ga-miš-a-a

a-na ri -şu -ut55 56a- ha-mêš [ it- ]tak -lu -ma ik -şu -ru

44. tahâza a - na ê - piš êtêku560 -ma56b a-na irti-ia it-bu-ni ina idâti şi -ra-a57- ti ša

ilu Urugallu a-lik pâni-ia ina kakkê êz-zu58- tê .

45. ša Ašûr bêlu iš-ru -ķa it -tê-šu -nu am-dab-hi-iş a -bi -ik -ta - šu -nu aš-kun mun

dah -hi- si-fu-[nu59]

46. ina kakkê u-sam-kit kîma ilu Rammân êlî-šu-nu ri-hi-il - ta u - ša -az -nin60 ina

hi -ri-şê at-bu - uk -šu -nu šal -mat

47. ķu -ra -di- šu -nu şêru rap-šú ú -mal- li dâmê-su -nu kîma na-pa-si šada-a aş- ru -up

narkabâtê 60d [ma]- 'a-tu sîsê

48. şimd-at nîri-šu ê-kim-šu a-si - tu ša kakkadê ina pu-ut âli-šu ar-şip âlâni-šu

ab -bul ak -kur ina isati [aš -ru61 )-up

49. ina û -mê-šú -ma ad-lu-ul nar -bu -ut ilâni rabûtê ša Ašûr u ilu Ša-maš kur-di-šu-nu

ú-sa-pa ana şa-a-tê şa -lam sarru -ti- ia

50. šur-ba-a êpu-uš il -ka-kat kur-di- ia ép-šit ur-nin 62-ti-ia ina ki -rib-šu al-tur ina

reš ê-ni nâru Sa-lu- a-ra

51. ša šêpu šadê-ê mậtu Ha-ma-ni ú-šê-ziz iš -tu mâtu Ha-ma-ni at-tu-muš nåru A -ra

an -tu e-tê- bir âlu A - li- şir(muš)

52. âl dan -nu - ti-šú ša m . Sa-pa-lu -ul -mê mậtu Pa-ti -na- a - a ak -tê-rib m . Sa-pa -lu -ul -mê

álu Pa -ti -na - a - a a-na šu - zu -ub63

53. napšâtê -šu m. A -hu -ni apal A-di-ni m . Sa-ga -ra álu Gar-ga -miš -a -a m . Ha-a-a-nu

mâtu Sa -ma -' a -la - a - a m. Ka -tê -šu65 ?

54. mâtū Ku- u -a- a m . Pi - bi - ri ( ? )* mâtů Hi -lu -ka -a-a m. Bur- a -na -tê måtu Ja-as-bu

ka-a-a m . A-da( ? ) (the last three signs very doubtful)

COL. II .

1 . ka-a

2 . u -pár-ri-ir âla a-si -bi ak -ta-[ šad ]

3. narkabâtê68 - šu ma’adu sîsê şimd69 -at pîri-šu . . [að]-lu-la [dîkta -šu ma'adu]

4. [ina) kakkê u-šam-kit ina ki -rib tam-ha-ri šú-a- ti m. Bur -a -nå - tê [mátu Ja-as

bu-ka-a-a)

a - na

66

67
.

.

.

* Not legible .
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38. ( Pakaru )hbuni , 38the cities of Ahuni, the son of Adini , on the farther side of

the Euphrates, I approached . The overthrow of the land I accomplished .

39. The cities 391 turned to destruction , (with ) the overthrow of his soldiers (brave

ones ) I filled the wide district. One thousand and three hundred of his war

40. riors with the weapons I brought low . 40From the city of Pakaruhbuni I

41. departed, to the cities of Mutalli the Gamgumian I advanced . Tribute 41from

Mutallu the Gamgumian , silver , gold , oxen , sheep, wine , his daughter with her

42. large dowry, I received . From the city of Gamgumê 421 departed. To the

city of Lutibu, the stronghold of Hânu , the Samalæan I advanced. Hânu

43. the Samâ'læan , Sapalulme , 43the Patinær, Ahuni, the son of Adini, Sangara

the Carchemisian , trusted to their reciprocal aid , and collected together.

44. 44 Battle to make they advanced , and came up before me ( lit. , to my breast) .

In the exalted power of Nergal, who goes before me , with the strong weapons

45. which 45 Ašur, the lord, presented , I fought with them ; their overthrow I

46. accomplished ; their fighting men 46with the weapons I brought low. Like

the god Ramman, over them I caused to pour an inundation . Into

47. the ditches (of the city ) I cast them . 47The corpses of their warriors

I caused to fill the wide field. With their blood like wool I colored the

48. mountain . Many of their chariots , horses 48trained to the yoke I took from

him. A column of heads at the entrance of his city I fixed together. His

49. cities I destroyed , I devastated, I burnt with fire . 49In those days I was

obedient to the will ( lit. greatness) of the great gods in causing the bravery

of Ašur and Šamas to shine for future ( days ) . A sovereign image of great

50. size I made. The course of my bravery, the deeds of my power, I wrote upon

51. it . At the head source of the river Saluara, 51which is at the foot of the

mountain of the land of Hamani, I erected ( it ) . From the land of Hamani I

departed. The river Orontes I crossed . To the city of Alisir (muš), the

stronghold of Sapalulmu , the Patinian , I advanced . Sapalulmu, the Patinian

53. to save 53his life, Ahuni the son of Adini , Sagara the Carchemisian , Hânu the

Samâ’læan Katâšu ? the Kûean Pihiri, the Cilician Burânatâ, the Jasbukean

Ada ?

COL. II .

1. . .

•

ka

2.
I broke, the city I besieged , I took

3. his chariots many, horses trained to the yoke
I carried off.

4. (His many warriors) 4with the weapons I brought low . In the same battle

* Power ,

+ Lit. lives.

#Sagara . Probably the same as Saugara, I. 43 ; II . 19, 27 , 82 .

*3
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5. ka-a- ti lu ik-šú-du alu ma-ha-zê rabûtê ša âlu Pa-ti-na-a-a ?70

6. ê- li -ni -tê sa mâtu A-har-ri u ? tâm -di DUP * ilu Šam-ši kîma ti -lu a-bu-bê lu aš

hu71-[up-šu-nu - ti ]

7. ma-da-tu ša šarrâ -ni ša a -hat tâm -di am-hur ina a-hat tâm -di ra -pa - aš -tê mê72.

šê - riš šal - tê- is

8. lu at- ta189 - lak şa -lam belu- ti - ia mu -kin šumi -ia a-na da-ra-a-ti @pu-uš ina elî

tâm- di u73- [sê- ziz]

9. a-na šadê-ê mấtu Ha-ma-ni ê-li işu ga - šu -rê işu ê -ri-ni İşu bu-ra-šē74 275-kis a-na

adê-ê

10. mátu A - ta - lu -ur a- šar şalmu ša Ašûr- ir-bi zak -pu a-lik şalma itti76 şalmi-šu

u-šê-ziz ištu tâm-di at-tar7-7[rad ]

11 . âlu Ta- ia- a78 alu Ha-za -zu alu Nu-li -a alu Bu-ta-a-mu ša m. Pa-ti -na-a-a akšu

ud MM.DCCC. dîkta -šu-nu

12. a-dûk xiv M.viC šal-79-la-su-nu aš- lu - la ma-da-tu ša m. A-ra-mê apal Gu-si

kaspa hurâşa alpê

13. şêni karânê işusº iršu hurâșu ka-sap amhur, Ina li-mê šatti šumi-ia ina81 arah

Airi âm XIII ištu alu [Ni-nu-a]

14. at -tu -muš nâru Idiķlat ê -tê - bir šadân Ha-sa -mu šađâu Di -ih -nu -nu at - ta -bal-kat

a-na alu Til -bur[ si - ip ) âl dan -nu-[ti-šut ša] m. A -hu-[ni]

15. apal A -di -ni ak -tê-rib m. A - b [u - ni ap]al A -di-ni a - na gi -biš ummânâtê -šu it-ta

kil-ma a-na irti-ia it- [ba a - bi ]-ik -ta -šú aš-kun ina Câli -šu ]

16. ê -sir - šu ištu álu Til-bur-si -ip at -tu -muš ina élippê ša mašak tah -ši -ê nåru Purâta

ina me- li189 - ša e -tê -bir âlu .. a ?-ga-a âlu Ta-gi

17. álu Su - ú -ru -nu alu Pa-ri -pa alu Ti182 -ba -šê -ri- ê alu Da -bi-gu VI âlâni-šu dan-nu

ti sa m . A -hu -ni apal A -di-ni [lu) ak - ta-šad dîkta -šu

18. ma'adu a-dûk šal-la-su-nu aš-lu -la 11 C âlâni sa li-mê-tu-šu-nu ab-bul aķ -ķur

ina išâti aš-ru-up ana âlu Da-bi -gi - i

19 . alu Sa-za-bi -ê âl dan - nu-ti -šu šá189 m. Sa-an- ga-ra189 âlu Gar-ga-miš- a - a aķ

tê -rib âla a-si-bi ak [ta-šad ] dîkta -šu -nu ma'adu a-dûk

20. šal-la-su -nu aš-lu-la âlâ- ni ša li -mê-tu-šu ab -bul aķ -ķur ina išâti aš -ru -up šarrâ

ni šá mâtu ana si -hir - ti -su -nu

21. ištu pân na-mur-rat kakkê-ia dan-nu-ti u tahâzi -ia šit-mu-ri ip-lah-ú-ma šêpê

ia iş-ba -tu83 m . un ša84 måtu Pa-ti-na-a-a

22. m Gun hurâși 1C Gun kaspi III C Gun siparri III Gun parzilli i M dikârê

siparri 1 M, kulu-bul - ſti bir-mê kus ]kitû mârat -su

23. it-ti nu -du -ni- ša ma'adi XX Gun sig argamâni D alpê v M. şêni am -hur-šú I

Gun kaspi II Gun argamâni ?C işu gašurê işu ê -šu861-ni

24. ma-da-tu ina êlî-šu aš-kun šatti -šam-ma ina âli-ia Aššâr am-da-har m. Ha-ia-a

na apal Gab-ba-ri ša šêpu šadî Ha-ma-ni X Gun kaspi XC (or XXX} ? Gun

.

ana

* Perhaps êrib. + II . 19. šu instead of ri is probably a mistake of the scribe .
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5. Burânate (the Jasbukean ] my hand took ( captive ). The great cities of the

6. Patinians upper (cities ) of Phænicia and ? the sea of the setting ?

sun , like the ruins of a deluge , I destroyed them ( lit. , I cast them down ) . The

7. tribute of the kings on the coast I received . On the coast of the broad sea

8. (Mediterranean ) upright and triumphant 8I marched . A royal* image, the

preserver of my name forever, I made. Above the sea I (erected it) . To the

9. mountains of Hamani I went up. Beams of cedar wood , cypress wood , I cut

10. down. To the mountains 10of the land of Atalur, where an image of Ašur-irbi

was erected, I went. An image with his image I erected. From the sea I

11. descended . 11 The city of Tajâ , the city of Hazazu , the city of Nulia, the city

of Butamu of the Patinians, I took . Two thousand, eight hundred of their

12. warriors 121 killed . Fourteen thousand , six hundred of their prisoners I

13. carried off. Tribute from Aramu, the son of Gusi, silver, gold , oxen , 13gheep ,

wine , a bed of gold and silver I received . During the archonship of the year

14. of my name, in the month of Iyyar, on the 13th day , 141 departed from Nine

veh ; I crossed the Tigris (and ) passed through the land of Dihnunu. To the ,

15. city of Tilbarsip, the stronghold of Ahuni, 15the son of Adini , I advanced.

Ahuni, the son of Adini, trusted to the number of his forces and advanced

16. against me. I accomplished his overthrow. In (his city) 161 shut him . From

Tilbarsip I departed . In ships of lamb-skins I crossed the Euphrates during

17. high water . The city of .. agâ ?, the city of Ta-gi .. 17the city of

Sûrumu, the city of Paripa, the city of Til -bašêrê, the city of Dabigu, six

18. strongholds of Ahuni, the son of Adini , I took . Many 18of his warriors I

killed ; their booty I carried off. Two hundred neighboring townsI destroyed,

19. devastated (and) burnt with fire . To the city of Dabigu, 19to the city of

Sa-za-bû , the stronghold of Sangara, the Carchemisian , I advanced . The city

20. I besieged ( and ) took . Their many warriors I killed . 20Their booty I carried

off. The neighboring cities I destroyed , devastated (and ) burned with fire .

21. The kings of the land of all about, before the brilliancy of my

powerful weapons and my raging battle became terrified , and embracedi my

22. feet. un from the land of Patina, 22three talents of gold , three

talents of silver , three talents of copper , three hundred talents of iron , one

thousand vessels of copper, one thousand (pieces ) of variegated cloth, linen ,

23. his daughter 23with her large dowry , twenty talents of purple cloth , five

hundred oxen, five hundred sheep I received from him. One talent of silver,

24. two talents of purple cloth , x hundred beams of cedar, 24as tribute I laid upon

him . Every year in my city Asur I received ( it ) . Hajânu, the son of Gabaru,

at the foot of mount Hamanu, x talents of silver, (90 ? 3 ? ) talents of gold,

# took .* Lit., “image of my rule ." + Lit. “ according to their circumference."

$ According to present value of gold , a talent would be equal to about $ 32,400.00.
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25. siparri XXX87 Gun parzilli III C. ku lu-bul-ti bir -mê kitû 111 C al -pê in M.

şêni 11 ( işu ga-šu-rê işu ê -ri -nj88 11 X* Bêpl . işu ê-ri- ni

26. mârat -su it-ti nu -du -ni- ša am-hur-šú X ma-na kaspi 1 C189 işu gašurê işu ê - ri -ni

C'90 X * __ Bê -pl. işu ê -ri-ni ma-da-tu ina êlî-šu91 aš -kun šatti - sam -ma

27. am -da -har m . A - ra -mu apal A -gu -si X ma-na hurâși VI Gun kaspi D alpê v

M. şêni am-buržú m. Sa -an -ga -ra alu Gar-ga -miš 11192 Gun

28. hurâși LXX Gun kaspi XXX Gun siparri C Gun parzilli XX Gun síq arga

mânu D93 işu Kakkê mârat-su it- ti nu-du-ni ŭ C mârâtê rabûtê -šu

29. D alpe94 v M. şêni am -hur-šú LX ma-na hurâşi I Gun kaspi II Gun fíg arga

mâni ina êlî-šu aš-kun šatti-sam-ma am-da-har-šú m. Ka -ta -zi - lu

30. mätu Ku-mu-ha-a-a XX ma-na kaspi 111. C işu gašurê ê-ri-ni šatti-šam -ma am

da- bar. Ina li -mê m. Ašûr -bêl -ka - in ina95 arah Dû96zi ? ûm XIII ištu alu

Ninua at- tu -muš

31. nåru Idiķlat ê - tê - bir xadû Ha -sa -mu sadû Di-ih-nu-nu-nu at-ta -bal-kat ana alu

Til-bar-si- ip âl dan -nu -ti-šu ša m . A-hu-ni apal A-di-ni ak - ta - šad m . A -hu -ni

32. apal A-di-ni ištu pân na -mur-rat kakkê-ia iz -zu -tê u tahâzi- ia šit -mu - ri a-na

šu-zu-ub napšâte -šu (ina mê-li]-ša nâru Purâtu e-bir

33. a -na mâtâtê ša - ni- a - ti ib -bal-kit ina ķi-bit Ašûr bêli rabî bê97li -ia alu Til -bar

si-ip alu A - li - 189 gu . . 10 cm . . . ša-gu-ķa a-na âlu šarrûti- ia

34. aş-bat amêlê amêlu Aš-šú-ra-a-a ina lib-bi u-šê-šib ēkallâtê a-na šú-bat sarrûti

ia ina ki-rib -šu ad-di alu Til-bar -si- [ip ] alu Kar - Šulmân -ašarêd

35. šum alu Nap-pi-gi álu Li -ta -Ašûr šum alu Al-li-gi âlu Aş-bat?la-ku-na šum álu

Ru - gu - li -189- ti alu Ku(Dur)-bi- it(d ) [99ğume]-šu -nu ab - bi ina ûmi-šu-ma

36. a -na alu Ašûr- u -tir -aş -bat šá189 amêlê mậtu Hat-ta -a -a alu Pi100- it -ru i-ķa-bu

šu-ni $4189 êlî nåru Sa -gu-[ra] šá šêpa -am -ma sa naru Purâti

37. ŭ alu Mu-ut-ki-i-nu šá189 šêpa? an -na -tê šá nâru Purâtu šá m. Tukulti-pal- êšar

ra âbû rubu - ú âlik pâni-ia u -ša- [aş101- bi?-tu ) ina tar102-şi103 m. Ašûr-kirbi103 ?

38. šar matu Aššûr šar mâtu A-ra-mu ina da-na-ni ê-ki-mu-ni âlâ-ni šú-nu-ti a-na

aš-ri- šu -nu ú -tê -ra mârê amēlu Aš-šu-ra-a-a ina lib-bi ú-šê-šib .

39. Ki-i ina alu Kar -Šulman -ašarêd us-ba-ku-ni ma -da -tú ša šarrâ -ni ša a -Chat]

tâm -di ŭ šarrâ-ni ša a-hat nåru Purâti kaspi hurâșa anâkupl. siparra

40. diķârê siparri parzillu pl.105 alpê şêni ku . lu -bul- ti bir-mê u ku . kitûpl. am -hur

ištu Alu Kar-Šulmanu -ašarêd at - tu -muš šadâ Su -mu106 at -ta -bal-kat

41 . a-na mậtu Bît - za -ma -ni at- ta - rad ištu189 mâtu107 Bît-za-ma-a-ni at- tu -muš sadân

Na -am -da-nu šadê Mê-ir - ? -108gu a -ta -bal-kat ar-hê pa -aš-ķu -tê šadê- ê

42. mar - šu -ti ša kîma šê-lu-ut pațri a-na šamê- ê zi -ķip -ta išku-nu ina ag -gul- lat

êrê aķ - ậur109 narkabâtê ummânâtê ú -šê -tiķ a-na mâtu En -zi -tê ša189 mâtu Išúca

* See correction 90 for the representation of this sign , the syllabic value of which is not

known. See also note .

109 Nor. Lex . 154 , correct.
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25. 25thirty talents of copper, thirty talents of iron , three hundred (pieces ) of

variegated cloth , linen , three hundred oxen , three thousand sheep, two hun

26. dred beams of cedar, two X-Bê of cedar, 26his daughter with her large dowry

I received from him . Ten mana of silver , one hundred beams of cedar, one

hundred ? X-Be of cedar as tribute I laid upon him . Every year in my city

27. Ašur 27I received it . Aramu, the son of Agusu , ten mana of gold , six talents

of silver , five hundred oxen , five thousand sheep, I received of him . Sangara

28. of the city of Carchemish, three talents of 28gold, seventy talents of silver ,

thirty talents of copper, one hundred talents of iron , twenty talents of varie

gated cloth, five hundred weapons, his daughter with dowry, and one hundred

29. daughters of his nobles,29five hundred oxen , five thousand sheep I received

from him . Sixty mana of gold , one talent of silver , two talents of variegated

30. cloth , I laid upon him . Every year I received ( it) from him . Katazilu , 30the

Kumuhian , twenty mana of silver, three hundred beams of cedar, every year

I received (of him )-- In the archonship of Asurbelkain , in the month of Tam

31. muz , on the 13th day , I departed from the city of Nineveh . 31The river Tigris

I crossed , the mountain of Hasamu, the mountain of Dihnunu , I traversed.

To the city of Tilbarsip , the stronghold of Ahuni, the son of Adini , I came .

32. Ahuni , 32the son of Adini, before the brilliancy of my mighty weapons and

my raging battle , to save his life , during high water, crossed the river

33. Euphrates. 33To other lands he crossed through. By command of Ašur the

great lord , the city of Tilbarsip , the city of Aligu : .. (city of ) Sagukka

34. to my royal city I brought. 34The men of * Assyria within ( it ) , I settled .

Palaces, for my royal residence in its midst I built. The city of Tilbarsip,

35. Kar-Salmaneser, the name of the city Nappigi, Lita - Ašur, 35the name of the

city of Aligu , Azbat( ? )lâkuna, the name of the city Ruguliti , Ku ( dur ) bit( ? ) their

36. names I called .-In those days also , 36to the city of Ašur -utir - aşbat which the

men of the land of Chatti call the city of Pêthor, which is above the river

37. Sâgûr, beyond the river Euphrates, 37and the city of Mutkînu which is on

this side of the Euphrates which Tiglathpileser, the father who was (went)

38. before me, had violently taken , ( which) in the time of Asurkirbi ( ? ) 38the king

of the land of Assyria( ? ) the king of Aram (Mesopotamia)t had by force

taken away ; these same cities I restored to their place . The sons of Assyria

39. ( i . e . Assyrians) I settled within (them ). 39While I was quartered in the city

of Kar-Salmaneser, the tribute of the kings of the sea-coast, and the kings

40. along the shores of the Euphrates, silver, gold, lead, copper, 40vessels of

copper and iron , oxen , sheep, variegated cloth and linen I received. From

the city of Kar-Salmaneser I departed, the mountain of Sumu I crossed over.

41. 41To the land of Bit -Zamâni I descended. From the land of Bit-Zamâni I

departed. The mountain of Namdanu , the mountain Mêirsu I crossed . De

42. clivitous roads and 42difficult mountains, which like the point of a dagger

raised (made ) their peaks to the skies , with hatchets of bronze I broke down.

Chariots ( and ) forces I caused to go through ( forward ) . To the land of

* Lit. “men , Assyrians."

+ I. e . , evidently an agreement had been made by which the king of Aram received it baek

again .
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43. at- ta -rad mậtu En -zi-tê a-na si-hir -ti-ša ķâtî ik-šu-du âlâ-ni-šu-nu ab-bul aķ

kur ina išâti aš -ru -up šal-la110-su-nu bu-sa-šu-nu ŠA-GA-šu-nu a -na lá mê-ni

44. aš - lu - la şa -lam šarrû -ti - ia šur -ba- a êpu-uš ta -na-ti Ašûr bêli rabê bêli-ia u lê-ti

kiš-šú-ti-ia ina ki- rib - šu al- țur âlu Sa-lu-ri-a šaplu111* [ šadû ? ] 112 Ki-ri-ê-ķi ú

šê -ziz

45. Ištu mâtu Ên- zi- tê at-tu-muš nåru Ar- za -ni- a ê -tê - bir a-na mâtu Su-uh-mê a-na

ak -tê - rib alu Ú-aš-ta-al âl dan -nu- ti- šu ak -ta - šad (mátu ]* Su- uh-me a-na si

hir -ti-ša

46 . ab-bul aķ-ķur ina išâti aš-ru - up m. Su-u-a bêl âli-šu-nu ina ķâ-ti aş-bat

ištu mâtu Su-uh-mê at-tu-muš a113-na mậtu Da-ia-ê-ni a - ta - rad álu Da-ia-e-ni

47. a-na si- hir -ti-ša ak-šud âlâ -ni - šu - nu ab-bul aķ-ậur ina išâti aš-ru-up šal-la -šu

nu bušâ -šu-na ŠA-GA ma- 'a-du al-ḥa-a ištu mátu Da-ia-e-ni at-tu-muš

48 . a -na alu Ar-zalşa )-aš -ku âl šarrû-ti-šu ša m. Ar-ra-mu alu Ú -ra-ar-ta -a-a ištu

pa-an na -mur- rat kakkê-iaf dannû -tê

49. u114 tahâzi -ia šit-mu-ri ip - lah -ma âla-šu ú-maš-šir115 a-na šadê-ê mậtu Ad-du-ri

ê-lî arka-šu a-na šadê-ê êlî tahâzu dan -nu ina ki-rib šadê-ê aš-kun 111 M. iv C

50. mun-dah-hi-și-šu ina kakkê u-šam-şit kîma ilu Rammân ina elî-šu -nu ri-[hi

il ] 116 -tu ú -ša-az-nin 116% dâmê-su-nu kîma na -pa -si [šadâ lú) aş-ru- up || 118 uš

ma-nu119 -šu ê-ki-im-šú

51. narkabâtê - šu bit - hal129-lu -šú sîsê189 -šu imêru pa -rê -šu a-ga-li ŠA-GA-šu šal-la-su

bu-ša-šu ma - ' a - du ištu ki -rib šadê-ê ú-tê-ra189 m. Ar-ra189-mu a -na šú-zu-ub

52. napsâtê -šu a -na šadê-ê mar-ši ê- li ina ki-şir zikrûti-ia mât-su kìma alpu rîmi121

a-di -iš âlâni-šu na-mu122-ta ú-sa-lik alu Ar-za( ş )-as-ku adî âlâ- ni

53. šá li189-mê- tu - šú ab -bul [ak -ķur ina išâti aš- ru -up] a - si- ti- a -tê šá124 kaķķadê125

ina pu -ut abulli-šu ar-şip . ma ? -( pl.)-tê ina lib- bi

54.
. || [ a ] n -nu -tê ina ba-tu (bat -tê -ša] a -si- ta -a - tê ina zi-ķi-pê ú-za-Ķip

ištu álu Ar-za -aš-[ku ] at-tu -muš a-na šadê - ê

55. [mâtu Ê -ri-ti-a a-lik şa-lam šarrû ] - ti- ia šur- ba -a êpu-uš ta -na - ti [ša] Ašûr belu

rabû 126 beli -ia u lê- ti kiš- šú - ti-ia sa ina mátu U -ra-[ar]te ê-tap-pa-šú ina ki

rib - šu

56. [al127-tur ina måtu Ê -ri]**-ti-a ú- sa - zi- iz ištu mátu E-ri -ti-a at-tu- [muštt ... klu ]

A-ra-ma-li-ê aķ -tê- rib âlâni-šu ab -bul aķ-ķur ina išâti aš-ru -up

57. ištu âlu A -ra -ma- li 189 - ê at-tu-muš a-na álu Za -an -zi-ú-[aķ128 -tê -rib

ú dla- na tahâ129 za ê-du-ur130 šêpê- 'a iş-bat

. .

.

* “ Kita , ” not " ku -ta ," as in R.

+ “ Matu " probably omitted , occasioned by the preceding " šad .”

# " ti" instead of plur, sign is probably an oversight.

8 Schrader's supposition ( KGF. 132 ) correct.

I Line 54 restored by reference to Asurnaz. I. 91 .

1 18 cm. broken out.

** By Sayce and Schrader correctly restored .

# Lacuna 14 cm .

## 16 cm. broken out .

86 Cir . 12 cm . broken out, illegible , pot as in R.
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43. Enzite of the land of Isua 431 descended . The land of Enzite in its whole

extent my hands took. Their cities I destroyed (and ) devastated (and ) burnt

44. with fire. Their spoil , their possessions and goods without number 44I carried

off. My royal image , of great size , I made. The excellence of Ašur , the great

lord , my lord , and the might of my power I wrote upon it . (In ) the city of

45. Saluria at the foot of mount( ?) Kirieķi I erected it ? 45From the land of Enzite

I departed. The river Arzania I crossed . To the land of Suhmê I advanced .

The city of Uaštal, his stronghold, I took . ( The land ) of Suhmê in its whole

46. extent 461 destroyed, devastated and burned with fire. Sûa , the governor of

their cities, I took with my hand . From the land of Suhme I departed. To

47. the land of Dajaêni I descended . The city Dajaêni, 47in its whole extent I

conquered. Their cities I destroyed, devastated and burnt with fire. Their

spoil and large possessions I took forth. From the land of Dajaêni I departed.

48. To 48the city of Arzašku , the royal city of Aramu, from the land of Urartai,

I advanced . Arramu of the city of Urartai, before the brilliancy of my

49. mighty weapons 49and my raging battle became afraid. His city he aban ,

doned (and ) to the mountains of the land of Adduri he ascended . After him

I ascended the mountains (and ) a hard battle in the midst of the mountains I

50. made. Three thousand four hundred 50of his fighting men I brought low

with the weapons . Like Ramman , over them an inundation I poured. With

51. their blood , as with wool , I colored the mountain . His baggage I took from

him , 51 His chariots, his riding horses, his horses trained to the yoke, steers,

calves , his goods, his spoil , his large possessions out of the midst of the moun

52. tains I brought back . Aramu, 52to save his life betook himself to the difficult

mountains. In the might of my manhood , his land , like a wild ox , I trod

down , his cities I turned to destruction . The city of Arzašku together with

53. 58the neighboring cities I destroyed (devastated and burned with fire .) Col

umns of heads at the entrance of the city gate I fixed together

54. some in the midst 54 others round about the columns on

stakes I gibbeted. From the city of Arazašku I departed. To the mountains

55. 55 (of the land of Eritia I went, my royal image) of great size I made . The

excellence of Ašur, the great lord , my lord, and the might of my power , which

56. in the land of Urartu I exercised, I wrote upon it. 56 In the land of Eritia I

erected ( it ) . From the land of Eritia I departed [ Against

of the city] of Aramalu I approached. His cities I destroyed , devas

57. tated and burnt with fire. 57From the city of Aramalu I departed. To the

city of Zanzin I (advanced . Battle he avoided ,

.

.

.

* Here evidently the name of the governor is omitted . See “ Sûa ” next line.
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58. sîsê şimd-at nîre alpê şêni am-hur-šú rê-mu-tu aš-ku -na -aš[šu] . .

bia a-na tâm-di

59. 8á mậtu Na-i-ri at-ta-rad kakkê A&ur iz-zu -tê ina lib-bi tâm- di ú-lil* immeru131

nike [ak-ķi sa - lam šarrû -ti - ia šur-ba- a ]t êpu -uš ta -na- ti

60. Ašûr bêli rabî bêli-ia al -ka-kat ķur-di-ia u êp-ši-ti ur -nin - ti- ia ina ki-rib-šu al

tur (ištu tâm -di] at-tu -muš a-na mâtu Gil-za-a-ni

61. aķ -tê -rib m. A-sa-a-ú šar måtu Gil-za-a-ni a-di ahê132-šu aplê-šu ina133 irti- ia

u - sa - ú 134
šarru ?-ti ? sîsê

62. şimd-at nîri alpê şêni karânê VII ud-ra-tê ša II gu - un -gu - l¡189-pi-ši-na am

hur-šú şa-lam sarrû-ti - ia šur- ba - a êpu-uš ta-na-ti Ašûr beli rabi-ê bêli-ia

63. u lê-ti kiš-šu-ti-ia šá ina mâtu Na- ' i-ri ê -tap - pa-aš ina ki-rib-šu al-tur ina ķabal

âli-šu ina ê -kur-ri-šu ú-šê-ziz ištu mâtu Gil-za-a-ni at-tu-muš

64. a-na álu Ši -la-ia âl dannu - ti- šu ša m. Ka-a-ki šar alu Hu-pu-uš-ki-a aķ-tê-rib

âla a -si-bi ak - ta - šad dîkta -šu -nu ma'adu a -dûk In M. šal-la-su-nu alpê-su -nu

65. şê-ni-šu-nu sîşê imêru pa-ri-ê a-ga-li a -na la mê-ni aš-lu-la a -na âli-ia Aššûr ub:

la ina ni -ri-bê sa mâtu En - zi -tê êru-ub ina ni-ri-bê ša matu Kir-ru -ri135

66. ina rêš âlu Arba'il ú-și-a m. A-hu-ni apal A-di-ni šá189 ištu189 šarrâ -ni âbê -ia

ši136 -ip - şu [u] 138 dan -na -ni138 il- ta -kan -nu ina šur- rat šarrû- ti - ia ina li189-mê

67. šanat šumi- ia -ma139 ištu alu Ninua at-tu-muš alu Til-bur-si-ip âl dan-nu-ti-šu

a-si-bi ķu-ra-dê-ia: al-mê-šu mit -hu140- şu141 inal lib-bi-šu aš -kun

68. kirê-šu ak-ki-is nab-li mul-mu - li189 êlî-šu ú -ša -za- nin ištu pân na -mur -rat

kakkê-ia mê68 -lam -mê142 [ša] || bêlu-ti-ia ip - lah -ma âli -šu ú-maš-šir

69. a-na šú -zu -ub napiš-ti pl . -šu nâru Purâtu ê-bir ina šani- tê šat-tê ina li189-mê m.

Ašúr-bân -a - a -uşur arki- šu ar - tê -di xadů Ši -i -ta -am -rat ubân šadê- ê sa a-hat

nâru Purâtu

70. ša kîma irpitti ištu šamê- ê šu -ķal- lu -la -at a-na dan-nu-ti -šu iš-kun ina ki-bit

Ašûr beli rabê bêli-ia u ilu Urugallu a-lik pâni-ia a -na šadû ši -ta -am -rat aķ

tê - rib

71. šá ina šarrâ -ni âbê-ia mu -um -ma ina ki-rib -šu145 la it -hu - ú ina III û -mê ķar

ra -du sadu - ú i -hi-ta146 ga -ab -čú libbi - gú tu -ķu147 -um148-ta ub-la ê -lî ina šêpê-šu

šâdu-ú

72. u-sah-hi - ip m . A - hu -ni a - na rupuš ? ſ ummânâtê -šu it-ta-kil-ma ina irti-ia ú-sa-a

si -dir149 - tu lu - is-kun kakkê Ašûr beli- ia ina libbi- šu -nu ú -tar- ri-şi abikta - šu -nu

73. aš-kun ķaķķadê muķ150-tab-lê- sú ú-na-kis dâmê mun-dah-se-šu šadu - ú aș - ru -up

ma -' a -du - ti- šu a -na ka- a -pi šà šadê- e i -ta -na -ķu -tu -ni tabâzu dan157-nu ina

libbi âli-šu

74. aš-kun pu-ul -hi mê-lam -mê sa Afûr beli - ia is -hu -pu -šu -nu ú - ri-du -ni šêpê-ia

iş-bu-u -tum. A -hu-ni it-ti ummânâtê-šu narkabâtê bit-bal-lu -šú ŠA -GA

êkal152** li-ši- na ma- 'a -du

* Schrader corrected to " u - lil- lu ku ." + So to be restored ! Cf. I. 50 ; II. 44, 55 , 62.

# On the monolith 3 cm . broken out, probably before written upon.

$ Nothing wanting , as in R. I Instead of " šur," R. Haupt, ASKT. , pp . 24 , 493 . ** Cf. II. 89 .
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.

.

65. oxen ,

58 . my feet he embraced . 58Horses trained to the yoke , oxen , sheep I received

from him . Favor I granted him (On my return ) , to the

59. sea of 59the land of Naʼiri I descended . The powerful weapons of Ašur I

washed in the sea . Sacrifices (I offered . My royal image of great size ) I

60. made. The excellence of Ašur, 60the great lord , my lord , the course of my

bravery and the deeds of my power , I wrote upon it. From the sea I departed .

61. To the land of Gozan 611 advanced . Asâu , the king of the land of Gozan

together with his brothers, his sons, came forth against me ( Battle I made)

62. horses 62trained to the yoke , oxen , sheep, wine, seven dromedaries, I received

from him . My royal image , of great size I made . The excellence of Ašur the

63. great lord , my lord , 63 and the power of my might which I exercised in the

land of Na'iri I wrote upon it. In the midst of his city within his temple I

64. erected. From the land of Gozan I departed . 64To the city of Si-la-ja , the

stronghold of Kâki , the king of Hupuškia, I advanced . The city I besieged ,

I took . Many of their warriors I killed . Three thousand prisoners, their

65their sheep , horses , steers, calves without number I carried off ; to my

city Aššur I brought ( them ) . In the passes of the land of Enzitê I entered .

66. In the passes of the land of Kirruru 66above the city of Arbêla I came out.

Ahuni , the son of Adini , who since the kings , my fathers, supreme power and

67. might hath exercised, in the beginning of my rule, in the archonship of 67the

year of my name I departed from the city of Nineveh , the city of Tilbarsip,

his stronghold , I besieged. In my strength I attacked it, and made battle

68. within it. 68Its parks I cut down. The destruction of the javelins I poured

out upon it. From before the brilliancy of my weapons , the splendor of my

69. lordship he became afraid ; his city he abandoned. 69T0 save his life he

crossed the river Euphrates. In a second year , in the archonship of Ašur

banâuşur I pursued after him . The mount of Šîtamrat, the top of the mount

70. ain , (or high m . ) on the shore of the Euphrates, 70which like a cloud from

the skies hung down , he had made his stronghold. By command of Ašur , the

great lord , my lord , and Nergal , who goes before me , to the mount of Šî

71. tamrat I advanced , into whose midst, among the kings my fathers no one had

approached , in three days the mighty mountains he saw ; his strong heart

72. carried the war within, by foot he ascended , the mountain he destroyed.

Ahuni trusted to his numerous forces and came forth before me. Battle

array he made . The weapons of Ašur, my lord , I directed into their midst.

73. Their overthrow I 73accomplished. The heads of his warriors I cut off, with

the blood of his fighting men I colored the mountain . Many of his ( lit. his

74. many) fled hurriedly to the rocks of the mountain . A hard battle 74I made

in the midst of his city. Fear before the splendor of Ašur, my lord , over

came them , they descended and embraced my feet. Ahuni , with his forces ,
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75. ša KI-LAL. šú la şab-ta-at a-na pâni-ia ú -tê -ra189 nâru Idiķlat ú-šê-bir a-na

âli-ia Aššûr ub-la a -na nišê mâti-ia am-nu-šú-nu. Ina šatti-ma ši- a - ti a -na

mátu Ma-za-ma-a al-lik ina ni-ri-bi

76. šamátu Bu -na-is - lu êru-ub a -na153 âlâ - ni šam. Nik -di-mê m. Nik -di- ê -ra189

aķ -tê -rib ištu pân na-mur-rat kakkê-ia dannûtê u tahâzi -ia šit -mu -ri

ip -la -hu-ma

77. ina elippê işu ur-ba -tê a - na tâm -di it -tab -ku ina élippê mašak tah -ši-ê arkatê

šu-nu lu -aş-bat tahâzu dan -nu ina ķabal tâm-di lu êpu-uš abikta -šu -nu lu

aš-kun

78. tâm-di ina155 da-mê-ẵu-nu kima na-pa-si lu aç-ru - up. Ina li -mê m . ilu Dân-Asur

ina156 arah Airi âm XIV ištu álu Ninua at - tu -muš nâru Idiķlat e-tê-bir a-na

âlâ- ni

79. šá m . Gi-am -mu nâru Kaš-šat- a aķ -tê -rib pul157-ha-at bêlu -ti - ia na -mur-rat

kakkê-ia iz -zu -tê ip-la-hu-ma ina kakki ra189 -ma-ni- šu -nu m . Gi-am-mu bêl

šu -nu

80. i-du-ku a - na âlu Kit-la-la u alu Til-šá -tur-a-hi lu êru -ub ilâni -ia ana ēkallâtê -šu

lu ú-šê-ri - ib ta-ši -il - tu ina ēkallâtê -ſu lu aš-kun

81. na-kan - tê - šu158 lu ap -ti ni -şir-tú-šú lu a -mur159 ŠA-GA-šu bušâ-šu aš -lu - la a-na

âli - ia Aššûr ub -la ištu âlu Kil-la-la at - tu -muš a-na âlu Kar-Šulmânu-ašared

82. aķ -tê- rib ina élippê mašak tah -ši -ê ša šanî-tê šanîti nâru Purâta ina mê -li189 -ša

ê-bir ma-da 189-tu šá189 Šarrâni ša šêpa am -ma-tê šá189 nâru Purâti ša160 m .

Sa -an -gar

83. klu Gar-ga -miš-a-a ša m . Ku -un -da189-as-pi alu Ku-mu-ha-a-a ša m . A -ra189 -mê

apal Gu-si ša189 m .Lal - li alu M € 161-li-da - a -a sa m . Ha -ia -ni apal Ga- ba-ri

84. ša162 m. Kal- pa- ru-da mâtu Pa-ti -na -a - a šá m. Kal -pa-ru -da mâtu Gam -gu

ma163 - a - a kaspa hurâșa anâkupl. siparra diķârê siparri

85. álu ( ina )164 Ašûr-ut- tir -aş - bat ša šêpu am 165-tê166 ša nâru Purâtu ša êlî nâru Sa

gu-ri189 ša amêlê167 mâtu Hat-ta-a- a alu Pi-it- ru

86. i-ķa-bu-šu-ni ina lib-bi am-hur ištu êlî nâru Purâtu at - tu -muš a-na alu Hal

man aķ -tê-rib ta-ha-za ê -du -ru šêpê-ia 168 iş-bu- tú

87. kaspa hurâşa ma -da - ta - šu -nu am-hur immêru nîkê ana pân ilu Rammâni ša189

Hal-man-man êpu - uš ištu álu Hal -man at-tu-muš a- na

88. šá m. Ir -hu - li -ê -ni mậtu A-mat-a -a aķ-tê--rib alu A -di- ên -nu alu Bar-ga-a álu

Ar-ga -na - a âl sarrû-ti-šu akšu-ud sal-la- su bušâ-šu

89. ŠA-GA @ kallâtê -šu ú-šê - sa- a a -na ekallâtê - su išâti ad -di170 ištu alu Ar-ga

na-a at-tu-muš a-na alu Kar-ķa189-ra aķ-tê-rib

90. alu Kar-ka -ra al sarrû- ti- šu171 ab -bul aķ189 -ķur ina išâti aš- ru -up I M. II C nar

kabâte I M. II C bit- hal - lu xx M. şâbe172 šá Hadad- ' idri

91. [ša* mâtu] Imêri-šu vii C narkabâtê vii C bit -hal- lu x M. şâbê ša m. Ir-hu

li189 - ê - ni mậtu A -mat- a - a II M.narkabâtê x M. şâbê šam. A-ha-ab-bu

164 See corrections. 165 " am " doubtless omitted .

* Cf. Lay. Inscrip ., p. 16, 1. 44, " Hadadidri sa mât , " etc.

alu
169 âlâ-ni
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75. chariots, riding horses , goods of their palace , 75whose weight was not taken ,

before me I brought back , caused to cross over the Euphrates (and) to my

city Aššur I brought ( them ) . To the inhabitants of my land I reckoned them.

76. In the same year to the land of Mazamua I went. In the pass 76of the land

of Bunaislu I entered ; to the cities of Nikdimê, Nikdiêra I advanced. Before

the brilliancy of my mighty weapons and my raging battle they became afraid

77. and 77in ships of wickerwork (withes ) they betook (turned) themselves to the

sea . In ships of lamb-skins I followed them , ( lit. took their rewards). A

hard battle in the middle of the sea I made. Their overthrow I accomplished .

78. 78The sea with their blood I colored as wool . In the archonship of Dânašur,

in the month Ijjar, on the 14th day , I departed from the city of Nineveh .

79. The Tigris I crossed (and) to the cities of Giammu on the river Kaššata I

advanced. The fear of my dominion, the brilliancy of my mighty weapons

filled them with fear (or terrified them ) . With their own weapon (s) they put

80. to death Giammu, their governor. To the city of Kitlala and Tilsaturâņi I

entered. My gods I brought into his palace ; a festival in the palace I made.

81. 81His store -house I opened, his treasures I saw , his possessions I carried off,

to my city. Aššur I brought ( them ). From the city of Kitlala I departed. To

82. the city Kar-Salmaneser 82] advanced. In ships of lamb-skins the second

time, the Euphrates, in high water, I crossed . The tribute of the kings

83. beyond the Euphrates , ( viz . , ) Sangar, the Charchemisian, Kundaspi, the

Kumuhean, Arame, the son of Gusu, Lalli of Mytilene, Hajani, the son of

84. Gabaru, 84 Kalparuda, the Patinian , Kalparuda, the Gamgumean, silver, gold ,

85. lead , copper, copper vessels, in* 85the city of Ašurûtiraşbat which is beyond

the river Euphrates, which is above the river Saguri , which the Hittitest call

86. the city of Péthor, within it, I received.I From above the river Euphrates I

departed . To the city of Halmang I advanced , they avoided battle , they

87. embraced my feet. 87Silver , gold , their tribute I received. Sacrifices to the

god Ramman of the city of Halman I made . From the city of Halman I

88. departed. 88To the cities of Irhuliềna of the land of Hamath, I advanced .

The city of Adiênu , the city of Barga, the city of Arganâ, his royal city, I took .

89. His spoil , his possessions, 8ºhis goods I brought forth out of his palace (and)

I set the palace on fire. From the city of Argana I departed. To the city of

90. Karkar I advanced . 90 The city of Karkar , his , royal city , I destroyed , devas

tated (and ) burnt with fire, One thousand two hundred chariots, one thou

* See transcription and corrections. The writer changed the order evidently of “ ina âli ” to

"âlu ina" by mistake.

+ Lit. “ men of the land of Chatti.”

# Sentence complicated by the explanatory phrases : briefly = “ I received the tribute of the

kings beyond the Euphrates within the city Ašurûtiraşbat.”

8 i. e. , Aleppo. Del. PD. 275 .

11 Nom. gentil.
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+

92. mậtu Sir- 'a-la-a-a v C şâbê šá189 måtu172aGu-a-a I M. şâbê ša mâtu Mu- uş-ra189 -a - a

X narkabâtê x M. şâbê ša måtu Ir -ķa -na -ta -a - a

93. 11 C şâbê sa m. Ma173-ti-nu -ba -'a -li189 alu Ar-ma-da-a-a 11 C şâbê ša mâtu Ú -sa

na-ta-a-a XXX narkabâtê ?174 M. şâbê

94. ša m. A -du -nu -ba - 'a - li189 mâtu Ši-a-175na-a-a 1 M. imêru gam-ma-lu ša m.Gi-in

di-bu- 'a mêtu Ar-ba -a - a . .8cm. . ? M. şâbê

95. ša m. Ba-a' - sa apal Ru-hu-bi mậtu A-ma-na-a-a XII šarrâni an-nu-ti a - na nirâ

rû-ti-šu il -ķa-a a-na176,177 [ê-piš]

96. kabla u taháza ana irti-ia it -bu - ni ina idâti şîrâti šá189 Ašûr bêlu iddi177 -na ina

kakkê dannûti ša ilu178 Urugallu a-lik pâni-ia

97. iš -ru -ķa it-ti-šu -nu am-dah - hi -iş ištu alu Kar-ka - ra a-di alu Gil -za-ú abik -ta

šu-nu lu aš-kun XIV M. şâbê

98. ti179-du-ki-šu-nu ina kakkê u-šam-ķit kîma ilu Rammân êlî-šu-nu ri-hi-il -ta

ú -ša-az-nin 180 ú -ma181-şi182 šal183-mat-šu -nu

99. pa-an na-mê-ê ú -šam -li189 rapšâtê ummânâtê - šu -nu ina kakkê ú-šar-di dâmê

šu-nu har-pa-lu ša-na-gu?

100. i-mê-iş şêri ana še184 - tar185 napšâtê -šu nap186-ra -ru ú -rap187 -šu a-na du-pu -ri

šu -nu ah ( ih ? ) - li -iş ina * pagrâni-šu -nu188

101. nâru A -ra189 -an -tu kîma188 ti-i -ri ak-šud ina ki-rib tam -ha -ri šú-a-ti narkabâtê

šu-nu bit-hal - la -su-nu

102. sîsê- šu-nu şimd -at işu ni -ri-šu-nu ê -kim -šu -nu

* The sign “ be ” (mit) doubtless to be supplied after " amêlu .” Three cm . are broken out.

-
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91. sand two hundred riding horses, twenty thousand soldiers of Benhadad 910f

Damascus , seven hundred chariots, seven hundred riding horses, ten thousand

soldiers of Irhuliena of Hamath, two thousand chariots , ten thousand soldiers

92. of Ahab 92 of Israel, five thousand soldiers of the Guians, one thousand sol

diers of the Egyptians, ten chariots, ten thousand soldiers of the Irķanateans;

93. 93two thousand soldiers of Matninbâ’al of the Arvadites, two hundred sol

94. diers of the Usanatians, thirty chariots, ten * thousand soldiers of 94 Aduni-bâ'al

of the Sianians, one thousand camels of Gindibû ' of the Arbeans

95. ten thousand soldiers 950f Bâ’sa , the son of Ruhribi , of the Amaneans (Am

96. monites ? ) : these twelvet kings came to his aid. To make war69 and battle

they came forth before me. In the high power which Ašur the lord bestowed,

97. with the powerful weapons which Nergal who goeth before me 97presented , I

fought with them . From the city of Karķar to the city of Gilzan I accom

98. plished their overthrow . Fourteen thousand 98of their warriors with the

weapons I brought low. Like the god Ramman upon them an inundation I

99. poured out, (I ) scattered their corpses. The 99face of the plain I filled with

their numerous troops. With the weapons I made their blood to flow over

100. the extent of the field . To preserve their (his, its) lives they increased con

101. fusion (viz . by flight) ? After them I rushed . Upon their dead bodies 101the

river Orontes, like a bridge , I crossed . In the same battle their chariots,

their riding horses, their horses 'trained to the yoke, I took from them .

* Mon. 10 ? ? See cor .

+ Only eleven !

# Might mean “ arrive at.” Kašâdu has both meanings of attain and overcome.
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NOTES.

1. ilu A nû šar, etc.-Just as Anu is here mentioned as the king of the Igige

and Anunnaki do we find, II R. 66 , No. 1 , 5 , Béltis as the uršânât Igigê, i. e . ,

the powerful (goddess) of the Igigê . Similarly, II R. 66 , 3, Béltis is the “ li'at

Igigê,” and I R. 9 , 3 , the god Bêl is the šar gimir ilu Anunnaki, i . e . , " king of all

the Anunnaki; " V R. 51, 27 , Merodach is the “ pâkidu rabû sa Igigê, " i . e . ,

“Merodach, the great overseer (ruler) of the Igigê. ” The rule over these spirits of

the lower and upper regions seems thus not to have been the special prerogative

of any one of the higher deities , but was exercised by all the higher determining

deities, which, according to K. 4629 , Str. 95 , were seven in number : “ ilâni šûnâti

sibittišunu.” The same fragment mentions the “ ilâni rabûti ” ( great gods) as

five in number, “ hamšatšunu." The Igigê seem to be confined to the upper re

gions , whereas the Anunnaki, as appears from the above quoted fragment, are

mentioned both of heaven , “ ša šamê” ( five in number) and of earth , “ ša irșiti."

muším .-II . , O'* 1. to place , appoint ; II . determine. šîmâti pl . of šîmtu lot,

destiny. The same appellative is given to Merodach , I R. 67 , 1. 7 .

2. mûşir .-II . , from 7334 ? enclose, surround. Cf. , for the form , u - di-lu

from ( 578- ) êdêlu bolt , fasten , from which we have médilum , II R. 23 , 34d ;

médil , IV R, 17 , 8a, and mêdilutum ( II R. 23 , 22c; d) hinge . .

ê şûrât .-From the same stem and with the same meaning as uşûrtu , Sarg.

St. In . , where we read , “ ša êpšit ķâtî'a unakkaruma uşûrât êşêru

ušamsakûma" whoever the work of my hands changes, the boundaries I fixed removes,

etc. The same evil invocation occurs in the Bronze Ins . , but with êşurât instead .

The root -meaning of the word is " enclosure,”," “ bound ” in general, and then

more specifically, perhaps, “ wall,” Lyon , “ Mauer.” Cf. the phrase , V R. 65, 1 ,

7 , where Nabonidus calls himself the “ muşşir (u )şşurâti bîtât ilâni ” the one who

built (enclosed ) the walls of the temples.

niklâtê .—Pl . from nikiltu cunning, craft, 923; cf. Heb. 523. Cf. with

this line, and particularly for the restoration of rabû niklâtê , Sarg. Cyl. 47 ,

“ ša ina ķibît šar apsê bêl nimêķi tašimta zunnunûma malâ niklâtê ” which by order

of the king of the abyss , the lord of wisdom , was made full of decision (v . “ Proleg."

v . 73 ) . Here we have mal û corresponding to the supplied " rabû," and, at the

same time confirmation of the correctness of the reading nik - la - ti .

ilu Na -nir.-With this reading one great difficulty of this inscription is re

moved. We have now the number of gods , seven , as is to be expected , and the

unknown god (see No. a) of Rawl. disappears. It is another reading for the more

commonly occurring appellative of the god Sin , viz . , Nannaru , e. g . , V R. 64 , 1 ,

17 ; in the bilingual hymn in IV R. 9 , etc., where it stands as an attribute of the

god Sin . Here it stands alone for Sin . Sm. As . 126, 8 : “ ilu Sin na -an -nir šamê

u irșiti. ” Lenorm . “ Lettres Assyr.,” Tom. II . , p. 123 , we read the same word as

in No. 6 .
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3. muštešir . - 111:., from root v to be straight , III2 , rule.

mêlulta .-Fem. from root 550 ; mêlultu decision , command; cf. Heb.

599 to speak. See also the same word I R. 7 , IX . D. , where Schrader reads

mên arti; Sayce , mêlulti, but derives from 528 .

râ'imût. For this writing of the sign râ’mu see Asurn ., I. , 37 , where

both forms, given in No. c , are found .

4. šâpirûti .-See corrections and cf. Asurn. , I. , 42, “ ana peli

šuknuše u šapâri aggiš umâ'irûni,” also l . 14 of Mon. below. Root 750 to send,

dispatch , III . rule. Šâpirûtu here means “ rule ” * and the whole phrase seems

to be best translated as I have given it . This translation rests upon a different

reading from that in the text, viz . , upon the reading muh - hur ( instead of u

nap - har ) which seemed to me, when I copied it , the more natural decipherment

of the remaining traces of the broken sign. The whole passage is exceedingly

difficult ; and as the reading of the above sign is doubtful, I avoid further com

ment. Sayce's translation , “ who extend lordship over multitudes and union , the

glory of my fame , empire , and all princes mightily have they made for me, ”

seems to miss the sense entirely, and to overlook the derivation of the words as

well as the grammatical construction .

5. Šulmânu -ašarêdu . - This reading rests on the writing of the name

found in the Babylonian chronicle given by Mr. Pinches , PSBA. '84 , 198 , where

the successor of Tiglath-pileser is given as Šul-man-a-ša-rid . See for detailed

discussion Prof. Schrader's article in ZKF. , II. Bd . , 197 sqq. , also ZA. , Bd . I. , p .

126 seq. The writing here is defective , probably owing to the scribe . The sign

“ di ” Šulmu , Sb . 186 (Del . ALS3 . ), is here omitted ; the full reading is found in

Lay. , 12 : 1 , etc.

6. murtêdû . - Part. 12. from root 777 , I. tread , march ; 12. go ( for one's

self) ; rule, govern . A frequent phrase . Cf. Sh . Phul, I R. 32, 28 , " murtêdû

kâliš mâtâtê.”

ba'ît . - Root nya .

amêru. - Part . 1. 70X see, look . Sayce translates “ ruler ' of roads and lord

of streets " here. It is simply a poetic use of the word “to see ” in the sense of

surmounting, overcoming. Cf. Khors. 15 , where , speaking of the mountains, he

(Sargon) says , “ nêribšunu upattîma âmura durugšun ” their entrances (or

interior) I opened up and their paths I looked upon (saw ). Oppert translates âmur

falsely by " amovi.”

7 . i - gi - si - ê .—The meaning “ tribute,” “ present,” etc., seems clear from

the parallel passages, in which mandattu occurs with biltu , or madattu

* For the meaning of šapâru, apart from the argument from contexts, see ASKT. p. 15, No.

196. See d, ša-pa-ru 195, = ta-a-ru , p . 23, 247. See e, = ta -a -ru , 473. See f, = ta - a -ru 474 a -pa - lu

= " subdue" (from which åpilu master of the house ), and lastly V R. 39 ; 30 d , where the sign (which

above = ta - a - ru = a -pa - lu ) = ’ârû leud, guide.
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mandantu , from nad â nu to give, e . g . , 1. 23 , and repeatedly in Tig. I. The

present phrase " bilti ŭ igisê ” occurs also in Salm . Ob. 106 , where Salmaneser

reports having received from twenty -four kings of the land of Tabali igišunu .

In the inscription of Sh . Phul , I R. 32, 37 , we have , “ Salmaneser mâr

Ašârnâşirpal mâhir bilti u igisî ša kâliš kibrâtî.” So also Nebuchad ., I R. 60 ,

35 sqq. , after narrating his capture of prisoners, his reception of gold , silver,

pearls, palm and cedar wood, the product of mountain and sea , he adds, “ ipti

kabitti igisâ šummuhu ana Bâbili ušêrib ” a rich gift, a magnificent (lit. pros

perous, how thrive, prosper ) present In the parallel passage, Lay ., 12 , 3 ,

below , we have, word for word , the same as here in lines 7 and 8 ; but there we

have perhaps “ ši + di” ( see g. ) instead of “ igiše ." Dr. H. Zimmern , in his ex

cellent work “Babylonische Busspsalmen,” etc., p . 105 , 60 , in arguing for the

value " pik ” for the sign (see i ) refers to this passage and also to Mon. 1 , 7 , viz .,

the passage before us, where, he says, šiſpik ] “wohl zu lesen ist.” It will be

seen by referring to " correction ” number 9 , that “ ši ” before ŭ is erased , and, as

I remember, quite deeply. That “ ši” is erased is proof sufficient that no emen

dation is here admissible . *

8. mupattû . - Part. 11. from 'Xing open . Cf. I R. 10 , 86, “ mupitti durug

šadâni ” opener of the road ( through ) mountains. CF. II R. 22, for derivatives.

tûdâtê .-Pl. from tâdu way. Syn . of harrânu and girru , according

to K. 4195 (Prof. Del. Lect. , W. S. '85 ) . This word forms its pl. also tûdê , e. g. ,

ef. Sanh. IV . , 4 , etc.

ulta na pšaķa = uštan a pšaķa (according to the rule of Assyrian pro

nunciation , the sibilant passes over into the liquid l before the dentals ; cf. also

rihiltu ribiştu heavy rain , deluge ; altu for aštu = aššatu anšatu ,

etc., etc. ). Root pus from which we have the adjectives pašķu and šupšų ķu

steep, difficult, etc. ulta na pšaķa is a Shafel ( 111. ) reflexive form with “ tan,”

Pres. pl . 3 f . To denote it as an “ Iftaneal of the Shafel” is inexact (cf. Pognon ,

' L'inscription de Bav. , ' ' 204 ) .

9. ihîlû .-1 . from yn shake, tremble. From this root also comes the well

known þ âlti Sintfluth, 124 , ALS., “ imtahşu kîma hâltu.” cf. n9in , Jer.iv .

21.+ See, now, Del. Proleg.

10. istam dahu . - ištam dahu = ištandahu = išta nádahu, from

root 17w to go about, Is . Impf. 3 s. Note also the Inf. const . of the same form in

I R. 46 ; IV, 59 , ana šitmur sîsê šitamduh narkabâtê ” for the keeping of the horses,

for the movement of the wagons. From this stem also comes mašdahu , syn . of

sûķu . V R. 8 , 98.1

* To be noted , however, in this question is IV R. 9, 36a, where , according to Hommel, ZKF .

Bd . I. 168, " igi” was originally “ igis " (?).

+ See Halevy, ZKF. , Bd. I. 262 seq.

# Cf. also Budge, Esarh . 116, 11, "šade marşûtê rêmâniš aštamdih ” difficult mountains like a

wild bull I traversed .
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ana rê'ût . .

12. kûn [ libbi ) -šu .-kûn : st. c . from kûnu fixedness, fidelity . In the

sense of fixedness, durability, in frequent use , e . g . , Neb. Borsip ., I R. 51 ; II , 21 ,

“ kûn kusse labâri palê ” a stable ( stability of ) throne, long reign . So also I R. 52 ,

4 , 18 , in a similar passage, “ kûn kussi ŭ labâr palê. ” kûnu in sense of fidelity

is of frequent occurrence with libbu heart, (see I R. 8 , No. 6, 5 ) ; and conse

quently I have supplied libbi here , for which the break in the inscription offers

about sufficient space. Cf. Asarh ., I R. 47 , VI , 32 , “ ilâni šâtunu ina kûn libbi

šunu iktárabû šarrûti'a " the same gods in the fidelity of their heart favor my rule

(sovereignty ); Tig. I , VII , 46 , “ ša Ašûr ina utût kûn libbišú ibšuhma

ibbûšu.” Cf. also I R. 8 , Vi. 4 and 5 , with this last, “ iluIzar-pa

ni-tum bi-bil ? ku-un libbi ilu Nabû u Marduk."

12. uddâ.- Probably 11. form from yol (id û ) know , recognize . udd â

would then equal the obsolete original * yujaddi'a , just as we have in the

Shafel III . ušêşâ = jušêşi’a from âşû (X3) , išm â 1. (you ) * jašmi'a

he heard , etc. , etc.

upirra . - See corrections. Assuming the correctness of my reading, this

would seem to be an irregular 11. form from a pâru to cover.
The regular form

would be uppir , like uššib , from a šâbu. The form u pirra would more

naturally refer to a root pâru (710 ) . Such a root exists with the meaning “ to

be strong,” etc., from which we have pûru wild ox , and the fem . pûrtu ; but

this meaning does not suit in our passage, though the form could well be com

pared with upîra , like ukîn from kânu ( 91) ) . In Tig. I. , col . 1. , 21 , we read

in a similar passage the pl. form of the 11. form from a pâru , agâ şîra tupirrâšú

ana šarrût mât Bêl rabeš tukînâšú.” The form , however, does not favor my read

ing. Notice , however , here the form êtabru for êtêbiru , Asurn . III . , 27 .

14. Cf. here Asurn . I. , 42 , huršâni dannûtê ana pêli šuknuše u

šapâri aggiš umâ'irani ” mighty mountains to overcome, to subject and to subdue, he

sternly commanded me.

aggiš .-Adverb , from a root dag be fierce, angry .

u mâ’iranni.- 11. from 7X22 3 8. m.

16. asibî .-From (1724 ) ša b ân oppress , attack , overcome.

a sibî astibî = aštibî .-1 . Prt . 1 s . The regular form would be

a šta bî , the vowel of the second syl. due to the final long “ 1” and the loss of the

reflexiye “ t.” This, however, uncommon .

a sîtu.- This word occurs in the singular in Col. I. , 11. 25 , 34 , 48. The plural

occurs twice , in lines 53 and 54 of Col. II . , and in both as a sî tâtê . Another

form is found in Asurnaz. , the sing . , as isîtu (var. a ) , Col. 1. , 90 ( isîtê , i . e . ,

Genitive ) , and the pl . , as isîtâti , 1. 109. The reading a - sa - ia - tê , I R. 14 , 27 ,

points to a long vowel in the second syllable. That the meaning " pillar , " " col

umn” is approximately correct is not only clear from the context, but also from

the passage in Tig. I. above, where the a - sa - ia - te of the great wall was built

*4
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of brick . Is the representation on the bronze gates of Balawat, wherein appear

to be four upright posts, apparently quite a good deal larger, or at least as high ,

as a middle -sized man , upon which is represented ten heads, four to be seen on

the two outside ones and one on each of the two in the middle (according to my

own drawing ), not instructive here ? * These posts could easily be covered with

the skins , as in the inscriptions it is narrated , and by the insertion of spikes the

heads could be fastened on. Close to this representation on the bronze gates

is another gibbeted with outstretched legs upon a slender pole (probably the

“ zaķpu " ); the hands and feet lie at the bottom . Asurnazirpal, I. , 89 , tells us

thàt, having built an “ asîtu ,” he flayed the insurrectionists and covered it with

their skins ; some he walled within it, some upon it he gibbeted , and with others

( ina ziķîpê ) on gibbets ( spikes ) he surrounded the asîtu . These large posts,

together with the heads , seem to me to be the a sîtâtê , the single spike-like

stake on which the accompanying figure is gibbeted to the zaķpu , and the board

like stick upon which victims were impaled with the head bent forward and the

hands hanging down , the body being perforated from the abdomen , representa

tions of which are to be seen in the British Museum, appears to me to be the

gašišu upon which the corpses were hung. Cf. V R. 9 , 123,“ pagrâniina gašīši

alul ; ” also V R. II . 3. In view of this representation , as well as the passages

referred to , and others similar, where it is specifically said , “ I hung their corpses

upon gašîšê , Dr. Haupt’s rendering of gašišû as “ boat-hook ” does not appear

to me tenable .

17. batûlu young man . - For the ideog. see V R. 42 , 55 , e , f , where “ lú ” is

to be restored .

batûltu .-The fem . of batûlu . See line 56 of the same page, also line 61 .

. .

maķlûtu.- From a root 75p to burn, with prefixed a .

usbak ûni. - Derivation uncertain . Schrader refers to 239.

18. şimdat. - Fem . const. from şimittu şimidtu = span ; from

şam âdu to span together. The sign is = şamâdu (ASKT. 745 ) , also = sar

âdu . Cf. Sanh . v . 30 , șindusu , and for the same writing as here, Asurn . III .

21 , and also Sanh. Tayl . vi . 50 , for the derivative naşmadu . In II R. 27 , 24,

a, b , we have “ şamâdu ša narkabtu .” Cf. for the signs IS.IS the parallel II.

102 , “ şimdat nîrišunu , ” also Asurn . I. 86.

19. attumuš .-Pinches and others read attusir . But see the readings

at - tum - ša , I R. 25 , 101 ; 26 , 109 ; 22 , 91. In the latter at - tu ( var. tu m )-ša .

Better derived from WDX to break up . Cf. Heb . WON evening.

šêlût point, top . — Here st . c . fr. šêlûtu , 78, with prefixed vj.

patri. -Gen . fr . patru dagger. 700 split, open .

Cf.Heb.הָלּותְּב

* On another is a double row of heads eight in number.
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šaknû .-Perm. I. 1 , 3 pl. , fr. šakânu .

agullat . - The sign given No. j is probably an ideog. for aggulatu . Cf.

II. 42 , where aggulat is phonetically written . As (see k. ) ša = šiknu and (see l .)

gul = Sb 338 , a bâtu destroy, the two together could well mean “ instrument

of destruction . "

20. a kțêrib . - Impf. 12. I. s. from ķarabu approach, with change of the

reflexive “ t ” into “ t” (i. e.resp. 77 and ) after the p .

21. namurrat .-St. c . from namûrratu , 'from stem ho to be bright,

brilliant. Of this , however, I am not certain . We find the writing, Bal. Gates,

Col. III . , 1.3 , na - a m (var.nam ) ru - rat , which can be most readily traced to the

stem 770 to be bitter, as the stat. c . from namrurtu . In II R. 35 , 5 , nam -ri

ir - ru = ša - ra - ru from 3 to be clear, bright, shine.

22. pulhî. - Pl. from pulhu fear, from a root 72 to be afraid .

23. urd ûni.-- Impf. 1. from 779 arâdu. Cf. Heb. 777.

25. limitu . -09's surround.

27. tanittu = tanid tu excellence , loftiness, from nâdu to be great, high,

majestic. From a root 7X) . The same as tanattu .

39. u šâlik .—III . from 778 go ; III. I caused to go.

44. irti .-Gen. s . fr . irtu breast. Yux to go against. Cf. mahru front,

from mahâru'to advance, meet.

46. hirîşê .-Gen. of hirîşu ditch, from harâșu dig, etc.

ušaznin. - 111. from zanânu rain , III . cause to rain, pour out.

49. narbut . - From ,727 to be great, greatness in the sense of majesty.

Cf. II R. 65 , 1 , Rev. 50 , a, where we find “ ta -na - ti mậtu Aššûr lidlulu.” Cf. IV.

61 , No. 1 , 39 , “ narbîka li ( id-lu-la ) kâl dadme may all lands be subjeot to this

greatness . IV R. 66 , 61 , a , f, " ludlul nirbîka lutta'id ilûtka nišê ali'ia lišêpa

ķurdika may he be subject to thy greatness, may he exalt thy divinity, may the

people of my city cause thy strength (bravery) to shine, etc. Cf. Zimmern " Buss

Ps.” 97 , and Haupt, ASKT. , p . 121 , Rückseite, 1. 2 , “narbî tanâttika nišu lidlulâ ."

50. ilk a kât. - Perhaps a Pilel form fr. alâku . Note also the form " alka

kâtu , " Neb. Bors. I. 4. Cf. also the forms urnintu , irnintu , from a root

, urnatu

,
kiššu from a root was to be strong.

51. u šêziz .-111 . 1 p . s . of nazâzu (173) put, place, from which stem man

zazu place.

êtêbir .-12. from êbêru to cross over . Cf. Heb . 2y . Note the writings

** ê-tê -ib -bi-ru,” Sarg. Cyl . 11 ; cf. Beh . 35, and also “ ê-tab -ru , ” Asurn . III . 27 ,

and the III. form " u -šê-bi-ra ,” Sanh . Tayl. iv. 32.

COL. II .

2. uparrir .-11 . 1 s . , from a root 77 to break. Heb. 779 .

7. mêšêriš. - Adverb formed from the noun mê šêru , from the root 709

to be straight, right. Cf. Asurn . I. 22 , “ šarru ša ina tukulti Ašur u Šamaš

ןרא,
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mêgêriš ittalakuma ; see also III . 128. Note also the form “ išartu ,” Neb . II . ,

IV . 19 ; 1. 45 , etc. Bors. I. 14.

šaltiš. - Likewise adverb from a root 50 plunder, carry off

16. mašak .-St. c . from mašku skin , hide.

tahšê .-Gen. from tabšu . Cf. the Heb. wirin niy and see Prof. Fried .

Delitzsch in Baer- Del. “ Ezechiel," p . xvii, and Del. “ Proleg.” Note also the

writing Asurn . III. 64 .

21. šitmuri .-Gen. from šitmuru boisterous, raging. An 12. form from

a root how to be boisterous.

23. The sign " aš " Sb 66 = êdu IV R. 19 , 46/47 (AL.3 54 ) = êštin . Note

also K. 4604 , or V R. 12, 31 , where it pi - du (u ) .

24. šattišamma , i . e . , šattišáma .-The adverb šattiš from šattu

šantu year, with affixed “ ma,” which has a generalizing force . Also written

“ šattišam .”

25. X. Bế. *

31. attabalkat .-1V2. Impf. 1 s . from the quadriliteral stem nosa rend

in pieces, go forward, pass over,
also revolt.

33. ibbalkit .-IV . from same.

34. addî .-Impf. 1. 1 s . from 773 ( nadll ) throw, to lay, etc.

37. ina tarsi .-A compound prepositional phrase = at the time of, also

when . “ tarşu," from " tarâşu ” to put or place straight, direct.. More strictly

speaking, it would seem as if “during the reign of” ( Haupt, “Nachrichten v .

Kön. Gesellschaft,” etc., '83 , No. 4 , p . 95 ) were more exact. The sign employed

(No. n ) is the equivalent of “ êtillu ” lord , Sb 130 , of “ malku ” prince, II R. 26,

15 , e , of “ šarru " V R. 16 , 7a, and of “ tarâșu ,” V R. 31 , 64 , e. (Note the reading

in l . 63 , “ it -ta - in -ra -as." ) See ZKF. II . 106 .

40. lubulti lubušti. - Like rihiltu ” for “ rihiştu ,” etc , From a

root was clothe. “ lubulti birmê ” = woven stuff, better than variegated stuff

( cloth ), as I have translated II . “burrumu
ܕܕ
= weave .

The meaning of these signs I do not know ; but to be noted is II R. 62, 66, g, h , from which it

follows that this sign " imêru " (cf. Aram. x?pin trestle, pedestal of a column). In this list we

have given the different parts of a vessel, - " kakkaru," " išdu , ” “ karnu,” “ şilu ," "igâru, " "kiš

ķitti " (cf.Aram. xpxap), and then “ imēru,”followedby “ markasu,” dimmu,” “ arkatu,” etc.
The sign “ bê" could mean large or finished , according to ASKT. 13, 130 and 127 resp . ( Cf. AL $ .,

p. 86, small frag ., - or II R. No. 6, 47, -where “ imêru " accompanies " kussû ” seat, throne.) The

words "imêri êlippi" mean literally ass of the ship. So also Del . Assyr. Stud . Connected with

the fact that the ass is proverbially the beast of burden , and that the sign is also used as a deter

minative before the words for horse, ox , etc., may it not be possible that this combination

X+Bê may mean finished (or wrought) prows for such galleys as are represented on the bas

reliefs in the north-east corner of the Assyrian Department in the Louvre ? The prows of these

vessels are surmounted bythe figure ofa horse's head, upon which , together with an upright in

the stern of the vessel, part of the ship's burden of logs is transported, while the remainder is

towed behind . If this be so , the upright and horizontal wedges of the sign (corrections No. 90)

would then be thre usual " me" = 100 .
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66

kitû linen . Cf. Arab. “ kutun " ? and for the reading of the ideog. see

II R. 44 , 7 , g, h , etc.

50. mundahhişê = mumdahhişê = muntahhişê .-II . Part. pl . fr .

uno strike, beat, etc.

51. Ša - ga.—I have not ventured on a reading. Though in view of V R. 11 ,

38 , 39 , a, b, c , it would seem as if " ma-ak -ku- ri ” were at least a possible reading.

The last sign , however, in V R. , as also in AL.3 127 , 3b , is so uncertain as to

leave us in doubt here. The oft- repeated “ bušâšunu šallasunu namkurğunu ” in

Tig. 1. would seem to favor the reading “ makkuru . " In Col. v. 52 and 61 ,

however, we find maršišunu " instead of namkuršunu.” The passage, Tig . II .

30 , f , “ rukkê êri, v . nirmak siparri itti ilâniðunu hurâşi kaspi” and then the ap

positional or explanatory phrase with the verb " aššâ ,"" * " dumuķ namkurrišunu , "

would seem to point to a greater value ascribed to the “ namkurri ” than to the

" šallasunu bušasunu, ” to which is added the verb “ ' ušêşa. ' For a discussion of

the ideog. “ ŠA -GA.” see ZKF. 11. 303 , 4 , where the author thinks that, if any

transcription be admissible , it is that of “ makkuru,” reading “ makkuru ” in

V R. 11 , without any doubt.

55. kiššûti .-From a root Uus to be strong, from which we have the

reduplicated adjective “ kaškâšu ” † very strong, like “ dandânu . ”

60. urninti.-- From a root 778e to be powerful. “ urnâtu ” is a synonym

of “ kiššu ," fr . the above root.

69. šadê .-Gen . of “ šadû ” mountain , from a root now , which V R. 28,

h , apparently gives as a syn. of “ gablu ” and “ šaķû ” high . Halévy, ZKF.

Bd. 11. 306 , would compare with the Aram . X7w throw , project, i . e . , lengthwise.

See Fried. Del . , “Hebrew Language,” and “ Proleg.”

75. KI- LAL . - The reading I do not know ; but the meaning “ weight ”

seems certain . In I R. 25 , 66 , we read “ unût ekâllêšu ( note the reading as

confirming correction ) madîtê sa Ki -Lal la şab-ta-at ; ” 1. 75 the same. In K.

177 , 10 , we read “ 5 mana 50 šiklu hurâșu KI-LALğunu five mana and fifty

shekels their weight. “ Lal” (see q ) alone = " šaķâlu ” weigh, Sb 145 ; but whether

the ideog. “ Ki-Lal” (see r) is to be explained by the same root I do not know .

77. urbatê . - V R. 47 , 1. 50 , gives “ urbatu urbanu ,” with which cf.

the Chaldee X97981 (and Syr. Sii) willow , rush, as distinguished from * ° 37]

hart reed .

ittabkû .- 13.pl . 3. m . from “ abâku ” to turn ( 79x2).

81. nakanti.8— “ nakamtu ” from a root od to heap up, pl . “nakam

âtê. ”

* lifted up , gathered together, as smaller, more precious articles could .

+ I R. 35 , No. 2, 2, etc.

82 , 8 ,

66

*Alsoאָיְנַּבְרַאandאָנָּבְרּוא

& This change of m to n before the dentals and sibilants is frequent. Cf , in our text “ mun

dahişu ” = “ muntahişu ; " also the words " tênšu ” = “ têmšu , " " hanțu " = " hamțu ,” “ tanšilu ”

= " tamšilu , " " hanšÀ ” = " hamşa . ”
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86. iķabû šuni.- " iķábû ” 1. pres. pl. fr . X3p speak, call, etc.

99. harpalu . - Derivation unknown. The meaning of this word , as well

as of " imiş,” I have conjectured from the context. They appear to me to stand

in the same construction , and certainly the meaning attached gives at least sense .

100. imiş .-Seems to be a st. con . from a noun “ imşu .” The reading “ im

işşir ” ( Schrader) seems very doubtful.

šê - Tar .-I have thought may equal “ fuzubu," and " Napraru " I have

referred to “parâru " * break , etc. , from which could come the idea of confusion ,

commotion .

urapšu .-Might be 11. from a root 27 = “ urappišu .”

duburi .-Seems to me back. See Zimmeru “Bab. Buss . " for stem " dapâru "

which probably means “ turn,” etc.

These last notes on 99 and 100 I have given only to explain the ideas which

govern my translation of these difficult lines.

* Cf. “ napharu” fr. 100 , “ nalbašu ,” fr. vas , etc., etc.
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TIKKUN SOPHERIM,

BY REV. OLIVER TURNBULL CRANE,

Princeton , New Jersey.

There are various passages in the present Massoretic text of the Hebrew

Bible which in the past have frequently been charged as willful alterations made

by Jewish scribes in what may be called the true original text. These changes, it

is contended , were intentionally made, in conformity with the traditional decrees

of the ancient scribes , transmitted from generation to generation , for the purpose

of removing certain objectionable anthropomorphic characteristics attributed to

the person of Yahweh , which were shocking to the reverential spirit of a pious

Israelite, and inconsistent with his exalted conception of the dignity, character

and attributes of the deity ; or, in other words , there were expressions in the true

original text which the scribes deemed had a tendency to degrade or detract from

the holy and supreme attributes of Yahweh . These, under the pious sanction of

tradition , they deliberately altered , so as to bring the words of the Book into con

formity with their religious ideas . Whether this indictment is sustained by the

evidence is a question for students of biblical criticism to decide. It is the inten

tion of this article simply to specify the particular passages thus arraigned , being

prompted by the conviction that this specific branch of textual criticism has been

hitherto unwarrantably neglected .

The emendations above referred to have , in Rabbinical lore , received the

name of “ Tikkun Sopherim ” ( O'7910 11p 'n corrections of the scribes ), and are

eighteen in number , confined to no individual book or portion of the Old Testa

ment, but occurring promiscuously throughout the whole body of the canon .

Their complete enumeration is found carefully preserved among the compilations

of the Massorah Magna and the Ochlah W - Ochlah (770x7772x ), or alphabetic

lists of Massoretic comments or notes . Mention is also frequently made of them

in the numerous writings of the Rabbins , with , however , an apparent apologetic

tone , or with a somewhat labored and almost superstitious attempt at their justi

fication . This defensive position , during the middle ages , was in no small degree

demanded by the writings of the celebrated Spanish orientalist, Raymond Martin1

( 1220-—1287 ) , who directly and publicly charged these emendations upon the He

brew scribes as “ willful corruptions and perversions introduced by them into the

sacred text.” As a fair illustration of the character and weight of these apolo

getics, we may cite the introduction to the Bomberg Rabbinical Bible of 1526 ,

written by the eminent Jewish scholar, Jacob ben Chajim , of whom it may be

1 Author a wo entitled Pugio Fidei Christianae, published in 1278, in which he shows great

knowledge and familiarity with the writings and opinions of the Jews, and combats them with

keen arguments drawn from the works of their own Rabbins.
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truthfully said that, as an authority in Hebrew tradition and lore , he had no su

perior. A brief quotation must suffice . In refutation of the charge he says :

“ Thus it is that they ( i . e . , the Sopherim) made no willful changes. But if they

( i . e . , those making the charge ) will persist in it in spite of what the Ga’on ( i . e . ,

Rabbi Nathan Ben Jachiel , 1030–1106, author of the celebrated lexicon Aruch

7970 ), of blessed memory, says , we can repel them with the power of the argu

ment as follows : Can any man believe that , if one intends to make willful altera

tions and changes, he would say , See what willful changes I have made, especially

in the Prophets ? Yet we find the Massorah declares, In five passages the Waw

( ) has been removed by the scribes ( D'7310 710Y) , etc. Again , eighteen words

are emendations of the scribes (O'N910 11PM ), etc. Now, if they had intended

to make willful changes , they would surely not have proclaimed what they have

changed and said , ' eighteen words are Tikkun Sopherim as given in the Mechil

tha' (Xn52 a Midrashic exposition of Exod . XII. - xxxv . 3 , composed in the

first century A. D. ) . Moreover, the Sopherim made no changes or corrections;

they only submitted that the text ought originally to have been so and so , but is

veiled in other expressions , out of respect to the Shechina, as you will find out by

examining the subject. The same is the case with the Qʻrî and Köthầbh (" 777

an ): they ( i . e . the Sopherim ) point out what they have altered , if peradven

ture you choose to characterize them as alterations. We, of the class of believers,

however, believe that they all are a law of Moses from Sinai ( i . e . the original

readings) including the emendations of the scribes (0n10 ipin ). But

( ),

the alterations in question neither raise nor lower the points upon which the her

etics rest . Consult also the work done for Ptolemy, the king ( i . e . The Septua

gint) and you will see that in the thirteen instances where they made changes,

they state the reason why they have made these alterations, and what these altera

tions are , in what they did for him . In conclusion , the heretics can have nothing

to say in this matter” ( Dr Ginsburg's translation , 1867 ) .

For an exposition of the views heretofore commonly entertained by the

Christian ( as distinguished from the Jewish ) critics on these matters, perhaps no

abler exponent can be found than Johanne Leusden ( 1624-99) whose utterances

in reference to the subject in question , have been , more than once, cited as of

no little authority. We will therefore quote from his Philologus Hebraeus (third

ed. 1686 ) . In vol. I. under the section headed , De Ordinatione Scribarum , page

270 , after having given a full list of the Tikkun Sopherim , he continues : “ Occa

sione horum locorum quaeritur, An ex hac correctione Scribarum in octodecim

illis locis non sequatur corruptio Textus Hebraici ?

Respondeo. Galatinusl lib . I. cap . 8. probaturus Scribas multa in S. Script

1 Peter Galatin , a learned Franciscan monk, who lived early in the 16th century and wrote a

treatise entitled “ De Arcanis Catholicae Veritatis.” A work of great merit and often since

quoted . It is hostile to Rabbinical views on the questions in dispute. Buxtorf succinctly states

even(םירפוסהונקת, if you still insist that the Sopherim did make alterations
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ura depravasse, utitur argumento desumpto ab octodecim vocibus, quae vocantur

07010 npn correctio Scribarum . Non quidem vult Judaeos depravasse Tex

tus illo malo animo, sed propter rationes probabiles, et addit has depravationes

esse restituendas ex Talmude Judaico : nam credit ea loca aliter olim fuisse

lecta quam jam legunter. Sed falsa est haec Galatini assertio : nunquam S.

Scriptura a Judaeis datâ operâ corrupta est. Obstat enim specialis Judaeorum

reverentia sive potius superstitio erga S. Scripturam , quam Philo Judaeus pro

bat cum ait : Quemlibet Judaeum potius centies esse moriturum , quam utpateretur

Legem in aliquo mutari. Sed instabit forte nonnemo. Octodecim voces vocantur

Correctio Scribarum : ergo Scribae videntur quaedam loca mutasse , quae antea

erant depravatae.

“ Respondeo ( 1 ) Si per Scribas intelligantur Ezras et Viri Synagogae magnae,

tum dicendum est illos S. Scripturam in octodecim illis locis non depravasse, sed

emendasse, et antiquam lectionem restituisse . Multi non sine ratione per

Din210 Scribas intelligunt Ezram et Viros Synagogae magnae ; et non sine

ratione : nam Numer. 11. 15 , Masora pro O'ng10 mp'n Ordinatio Scribarum

expresse dicit 877.nipo Correctio Ezrae. (2 ) Si per Scribas intelligantur Mas

orethae post-talmudici, tum responderi potest illos testari non quid re vera fac

tum sit, sed quid factum esse Hebraeorum Rabbini tradunt. ( 3 ) Mihi verosimile

videtur per Scribas esse intelligendos ipsos Auctores librorum , scil. Mosen et

Prophetas, qui sic scripserunt , prout hodie scriptum est : verum Sapientes He

braeorum viderunt inconvenientiam quandam in illis locis , ideoque judicarunt

primos Auctores propter antecedentia et consequentia aliter loqui et scribere

debuisse ; sed maluisse ita scribere , prout hodie scriptum est. Hanc sententiam

approbat S. Jarchi in Comment. ad Geneseos Caput 18 , ubi ait :-17.15777

scribendum ipsi (Mosi ) erat, Dominus stabat. Jarchi non asserit Mosen aliter

scripsisse quam jam in Textu invenitur ; sed judicat Mosen aliter debuisse vel

potius potuisse scribere . Sapientes ergo Hebraeorum observarunt honorem Dei

sive cohaerentiam Textus aliter quidem requirere ; sed quia Scribae , hoc est,

Auctores librorum ita scripserunt, ideo monuerunt talem lectionem esse retinen

dám ; et propterea dixerunt , Scribarum est ordinatio, sive ipsi Auctores ita ordi

narunt. In hanc sententiam etiam inclinat Buxtorsius apud Glassium pag. 57."

This , it will be noticed , is substantially the plea of the scribes , only perhaps

more perspicuously stated . And such practically for the most part remains to

this day the argument ( i . e . as far as any advance based upon thorough critical

investigation is concerned ) , adduced by the very few critics who have at all

given their attention to this question .

As one of the many preliminary researches, necessary to a thorough sifting

and proving of the Massoretic text , and as a further incentive to the study of the

whole subject of Lower Criticism , as it is related to the Hebrew Scriptures , it

the argumentative position of De Arcanis when he says “ Galatinus lib . I. cap. 8, ait loca ista

[i . e . D'1010 1'pin ) a Scribis fuisse CORRECTA ET CORRUPTA. ” Lex. Rad.ipn.
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weh(םהרבאינפלדמעונדועהוהיו).יי still remained standing before Abraham

hamהוהיינפלדמעונדועםהרבאו).יי still remained standing before Yahweh

cannot but result in good to give a list of these disputed passages, though they

be only accompanied with the briefest of critical comments. Meanwhile leaving

to others, better fitted to undertake the laborious, though far more important task

of exhaustively inquiring into and passing final judgment upon the whole matter,

which , though hitherto to a large extent overlooked , is now too important to be

superficially treated or longer ignored , we proceed to present these emendations,

in the order in which they occur in the Hebrew Bible , designating for conven

ience , the, what may be called , true original text, with the letter as an abbrevia

tion of the word ' n , and the present Massoretic text, with the letter n as an

abbreviation of the phrase O’rbid 11p'n , and withal with a fixed purpose of

confining the accompanying remarks and critical comments to as brief a compass

as the requirements of each case will allow .

I. First in regular order then we take up Genesis XVIII . 22 .

(> ) . “And the men turned from thence, and went toward Sodom : but Yah

( ).

(9) . “ And the men turned from thence , and went toward Sodom but Abra

( )).

It is absolutely necessary that the context should be carefully studied , not

only in connection with the above passage, but also with all others that may here

after be quoted . Indeed in this particular instance , the force of the immediate

context has such weight, as to almost irresistibly impel one to the conviction of

the probability and reasonableness of the reading in > , and so violent ( if the

expression be permitted ) is the rupture in the logical continuity of thought in a

that almost any unprejudiced reader is constrained to pause after finishing it , and

go over it a second time , impressed with the idea that he could not have read it

aright. But mere probability, however reasonable , it must be allowed , unsup

ported by extraneous evidence of authenticity , will not warrant the adoption of

:) , in any case, as the true text. To the question, whether there is sufficient

circumstantial and corroborative testimony , we shall have something to say here

after. For the present let us see what a few of the critics have to say ad hoc.

Leusden in Philologus Hebraeus (3d ed. Vol. I. page 269 ) says : “ Gen. XVIII. 22.

“ Ubi Abraham dicitur stetisse coram JEHOVAH. Judaei putant magis ad honorem

Dei esse , si scriptum fuisset , et JEHOVAH stabat coram Abrahamo. Masora parva

1999 n' " octodecim voces, quae vocantur Ordinatio

Scribarum . Scribae cogitarunt: fotasse homines quidam hunc Textum poste

riori modo legent, eamque depravabunt : ideo ordinarunt , ut omnes versum illum

legerent, sicuti scriptus est , etiamsi Textus verba aliquid gloriae divinae videan

tur detrahere .”

Dr. C. C. H. Wright, in his work entitled , “ The Book of Genesis in Hebrew "

( London, 1859 ) , has the following : “ This is one of the eighteen passages marked

in the Massora as D'ha10 7pm . In these passages the Massorites thought

annotatםירפוסןוקת esse
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that there was something derogatory to the glory of God ; e . g. , in the passage

under consideration they thought it would have been better expressed, -Jeho

vah stood yet before Abraham ; but lest it should be read in that way, they have

noted that the reading in the text is the true one (page 60).

Dr. Wright, it will be seen, has followed Leusden , as to argument, very

closely, even to the verge of being illogical ; for how is to be reconciled the state

ment, “ In these passages [i . e . , as they now read ] the Massorites thought that

there was something derogatory to the glory of God," and the words of Jacob ben

Chajim as quoted above, viz ., " that the text ought originally to have been so and

so , but is veiled in other expressions, out of respect to the Shechina” ? One can

hardly credit the scribes with employing such contradictory lines of defense,

though Leusden does charge them with declaring for the integrity of the present

text " etiamsi Textus verba aliquid gloriae divinae videantur detrahere.” It would

seem as if these critics had not materially strengthened the position of the Rabbins.

Far more frank and consistent, however, is the modern Jewish opinion on this

subject, as expressed in the valuable commentary, “ The Scriptures , Hebrew and

English,” by De Sola, Lindenthal and Raphall, published at London , 1844, where

in Vol . I. , page 96 , referring to this passage we read : “ Rashi remarks that ac

cording to the context it should have been , the Lord yet stood before Abraham , but

the Massorites have altered it to the present reading. The reason seems to be

that the expression to stand before another implies , in scriptural language, a state

of inferiority and homage.” The honest candor and almost anti - Jewish tone so

prominent in the above comment, and considering the eminent source from which

it springs, adds greatly to its intrinsic value , and contributes no little support to

the position taken by Bleek in his “ Introduction to the Old Testament ” (2d ed . ,

translated by Venables) Vol . II . , page 459 , where treating of the whole subject

of the “ Tikkun Sopherim ,” he , specifically referring to this passage, says , The

words, Abraham stood yet before Jehovah ” ( Gen. XVIII . 22),are a correctio scriba

rum for, Jehovah stood yet before Abraham . I consider that it is very probable

that the latter is the original reading , for this mode of expression is better suited

to the context. They were induced to make the alteration , because it was con

sidered unseemly to say , that Jehovah stood before Abraham , this phraseology

often being made use of to point out a relation of dependence . ”

The nature and scope of this article do not admit of further comment on this

verse ; indeed the limits of our alloted space will hereafter compel us to confine

ourselves to little more than the bare enumeration of the remaining passages of

the list.

II . Numbers xi . 15 ,

() ) . “ And if thus thou art about to deal with me, then slay me, I pray thee,

at once , if I have found favor in thy eyes : that I may not see thy evil,
( )

i . e . the punishment wherewith thou wilt visit Israel .

(ךתערב)יי
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םתערב

that I may not see the evil of*ךמעדןוהתשינבימחאאלו:rendered thus

( ) . “ And if thus thou art about to deal with me, then slay me, I pray thee,

at once, if I have found favor in thy eyes : that I may not see my evil ( 'nin) . "

The reason for this emendation ( if it be one ) is very readily apparent, for >

was possibly liable to be construed as ascribing “ evil ” (1797) to Yahweh ; the

removing, therefore , of this possibility would be forsooth a most sufficient justifi

cation in the eyes of the scribes for the correction .

It is necessary here to add, that besides the reading in given above, there is

a second form of the last word handed down by the Massorites, viz. ,

malum ipsorum , and what is remarkable , one of the Targums ( Jerusalemi) corrobo

rates this tradition ; for, among its preserved fragments, we find the last clause

: “ I

them who are thy people .”

If now this latter text (onyną) be adopted as the more probable original

form of ) , then there would seem to be some justification for the conservative

argument adduced by Leusden and quoted above (see page 235 commencing with

“ ( 3 ) Mihi verosimile videtur, etc. , ” through to the end of the extract ); for there

would then be no apparent reason which could lead the scribe to substitute

another reading for the one already existing, as it would obviously be already the

most natural mode of expressing the idea which the tenor of the context logic

ally demands , and that, too , without having any features which could possibly be

conceived of as derogatory to the Deity. But if on the other hand, we take the

former reading ( 799m )) to be the correct recension , then there arises an inevit

able presumption, more or less conclusive, that the emendation did originate as

charged , because of the cogency of the evident motive in the case. To which text

the final preference ought to be given is a question to be decided solely by a pre

ponderance of evidence , based upon a thorough critical investigation , and such

we cannot here enter upon .

III . and IV. Num. XII . 12 .

(> ) . “ Let her not, I pray , be as the dead , through whose proceeding from the

( ), ( )

consumed . "

(7 ) . “ Let her not, I pray, be as the dead born child, which when it comes out

of its mother's (10x) womb, has half of its flesh (170) ) consumed. ” '

Here it will be noticed are two Tikkun Sopherim , the causes for which are

not very apparent. Possibly the motive might have been , that by ) a reflection

seemed somehow to be cast upon the mother of Moses. At any rate it seems

difficult to conceive how anything stated in ) could possibly , by the most fer

tile imagination, yea, even that of a Hebrew scribe , be considered as expressing

or implying disrespect to Yahweh .

V. 1 Sam , III . 13 .

Would thaus be(ונרשב)the half of our own flesh,(ונמא)womb of our own mother
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(5 ) . “ And I tell him that I will judge his house forever, for he iniquity

which he knew , for his sons cursed me ( 97 ) , and he rebuked them not.”

(5) . “And I tell him that I will judge his house forever, for the iniquity

which he knew, for his sons did bring a curse upon themselves (077) , and he

rebuked them not. "

The Septuagint renders this clause as follows :-ότι κακολογούντες θεόν οι υιοι

avtoū which significantly corroborates ) , if it does not, in fact, lend weight to the

view that the original reading was d'72 (Okòv) rather than y . But at all

events , the idea is identically the same, as Buxtorf indicates when he says , “ 47

mihi, scil . Deo . " 1 The motive underlying the emendation in this case is obvious

enough . It was too offensive to believe that the sons of Eli could openly blas

pheme God, and Eli be cognizant of it, and yet not reprimand them .

The text, as it now stands, in n , confessedly presents many difficulties to a

lucid interpretation ; this fact conjoined with the above evidence strongly leads to

the conclusion that it has undergone a corruption.2

VI . 2 Sam. XVI. 12 .

(>) . “ Perhaps Yahweh will behold with his eye ( 13'12 ), and Yahweh will

requite me good instead of his cursing this day.”

(0) . “ Perhaps Yahweh will look on my eye ( '9'yı ) , and will requite me

good instead of his cursing this day.”

There is great doubt and uncertainty as to the correct reading in this verse ,

the Massorites, for once , being far less explicit than we could wish that they had

been . The above recension has been adopted , as , on the whole , the more proba

ble one ; though it must be confessed , not without considerable doubt as to its

correctness. Perhaps we cannot more clearly show the confusion which rests on

this matter, than by quoting from Buxtorf3, “ Hunc locum Massora utroque loco

adducit : recensetur quoque in libro Tanchuma, in Parascha Beschallach in Exo

do :4 sed in qua voce 11p ' consistat, non explicant. Commentatores hic quoque

nullius 7pin meminerunt, cum alias R. Solomon et R. David loca ista adducere

et explicare soleant. Pro " ya , ut Massora ponit , in textu scriptum est ' 932 ,

quod interpretes dicunt esse idem quod " ya afflictionem meam, sed legitur

"I'v) oculum meum , id est, lachrymas oculorum meorum .”

The form 13y ) found in ) , undoubtedly might be open to the imputation

of conveying anthropomorphic ideas of Yahweh , and hence would of course be

objectionable to the scribes ; but what should induce the alteration of ' giya my

1 Lex . Rad ., iph .

: Cf. Lange -Schaff Com ., vol. on Samuel, note 13, p. 87.

3 Lex . Rad., iph.

4 “ The Commentary Tanchuma (Consolation ) on the section Beschallach (chapter xiii. 17 to

chapter xviii .) in Exodus." This is a Midrashic work probably written early in the ninth cen

tury . It covers the entire Pentateuch .
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(ויהלאל).

tents(וילהאל).

iniquity ( i . e . the wrong done me) , if this be indeed the original reading, to ' l'V

my eye ( i . e. my tears), or even to the more reasonable " yyy my affliction , is by no

means apparent, nor does Dr. Erdmann shed much light upon it , when he remarks,

“ The Massorites were not able to comprehend how David, guiltless in respect to

this reviling, could acknowledge himself guilty , ”'l for the term does not neces

sarily imply any acknowledgment whatever, of personal guilt, on the part of

David .

VII . and VIII. 1 Kgs. XII. 16 and 2 Chron . x. 16 .

(> ) . And when all Israel saw that the king hearkened not unto them,
the

people answered the king saying, “ What portion have we in David ? nor have

we an inheritance in the son of Jesse ; [ every man ] to his God (1977833 ), O Israel !

now see to thine own house, David !" So [ all] Irsael departed to their God

( ).

( ). And when all Israel saw that the king hearkened not unto them, the

people answered the king saying, “ What portion have we in David ? nor have

we an inheritance in the son of Jesse : [ every man] to thy tents ( 797783), O

Israel! now see to thine own house David ? ” So [all] Israel departed to their

( ).

Here the wording of , graphically brings out the idea that the rebellious

separation of Israel from the house of David , was , in the mind of the writer, noth

ing less than a renunciation of Yahweh, and a direct transition to idolatry ; but

it is readily conceivable that the terms employed might be considered by devout

scribes as altogether too vigorous language, and besides as intimating , not alone

disrepect, but even open defiance of Yahweh , and the subsequent delay of

merited punishment might by some be perversely construed as a circumstance

going to show that Yahweh could be contemptuously treated with impunity. In

fact n does not, in reality change the idea contained in ) , but only clothes it

in a less objectionable dress , for Israel did forsake the sanctuary at Jerusalem for

the worship of idolatry in tents at Bethel and Dan .

IX . Jeremiah ii . 11 .

(3 ) . “ Hath a nation changed its gods ? and yet they are no gods, but my

people have changed my glory ( '712) ) for that which doth not profit (i . e . an

idol)."

( ). “ Hath a nation changed its gods ? and yet they are no gods, but my

people have changed their glory (1712 ), for that which doth not profit."

Here the , as we have seen in previous instances, does not alter the essen

tial thought in the least, but by a slight modification of one small letter , an

offensive feature in ) is removed . There can be do doubt but that “ their glory ”

refers to the Lord ; the context imperatively demands such an interpretation .

Neumann , arguing in favor of this point , is constrained to say : " Daher konnte

i Lange Schaff Com., p . 509.

77
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Petrus Galatinus meinen (De Arcanis Cath . Verit. I. c . 8 , p . 30 ) , es heisse ursprüng

lich ' 7123.1 The correction in this case is of the same character as those in XI.

and XV. and the motive underlying each is identical .

X. Ezekiel viii . 17.

(3 ) . “ Then said he unto me, Hast thou seen this , 0 son of man ? Is it a

light matter to the house of Judah to commit the abominations which they com

mit here ? for they have filled the land with violence and they constantly repeat

to provoke me to anger , and , lo , they put the branch to my nose ("ON ).”

(n) . The same, except the last clause which reads : "and, lo , they put the

branch to their nose (DEX ). ”

This passage perhaps requires no comment, and yet there is one view of it

which we do not wish to overlook. The anthropomorphism in ) is so pronounced ,

taken in connection with the immediate context, as to almost awaken repugnance

in one, even though not a Jew, unfamiliar with this reading. How much greater

then , the painful recoil which it would always have produced in the minds of

devout Hebrews, had it been the received recension . But on a closer unprej

udiced inspection , much of its seemingly objectionable character disappears.

The generally adopted interpretation put upon the word7107 " branch ," is

that it is connected with some idolatrous practice of the Persians in their worship

of the sun. Now if this be correct, what is more reasonable or appropriate than

that the Lord , in enumerating the great abominations committed by the house of

Israel, should culminate the recital by saying : And, lo , they flaunt the very insig

nia of their idolatry in my face, and thus we would obtain a most forcible exposi

tion of a passage otherwise very obscure , for certain it is, that the critics and

commentators hitherto have not, on the basis of the textus receptus ( " put the

branch to their nose” ) , altogether satisfactorily explained this verse.3

XI . Hosea IV . 7 .

(3 ) “ The more they increased , the more did they sin against me : my glory

( ).”

(9 ) . “ The more they increased, the more did they sin against me : I will

( ).

A full explication of the verbal changes implied in this Tikkun is wanting.

In most of the authorities we find simply the most meagre statements. As an illus

tration of this, take Leusden's remark4 “ 071 ) gloriam ipsorum pro '7123 glo

riam meam ,” which literally carried out would result in the unintelligible phrase :

“ My glory I will change into shame;" for it is utterly incongruous with the con

text, and besides, has no relevancy or harmony with the explanations given by

they(ורימהןולקבידובכ)יי changed into shame

change(רימאןולקבסדובכ).יי their glory into shame

1 Jeremias, vol. I. , p . 200. Leipzig , 1854 .

? But as to the use of the expression 'DX , elsewhere, by Yahweh, consult Isa, lxv . 5.

: Cf. Lange -Schaff Commentary ad hoc loco .

4 Philol. Heb. , vol. I. , p . 270 .

* 5
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answersתומתאל. toרוצcontrary to the Massora and LXX .in d,תומנof

the Rabbins, as to the origin of Tikkun Sopherim ; or yet with the theories of

their opponents. It is too irrational a supposition to be entertained for a mo

ment, that the ancient scribes thus intended it to be understood . I have , there

fore, adopted in ), the only consistent interpretation that has presented itself in

the course of a somewhat careful investigation : it is, at least, in perfect accord

with the analogous changes to be found in IX. and XV . The motive leading to the

alteration in this case is self -apparent. It was offensive to think that wicked

mortal man had the power to debase , in any degree, the glory of the infinite

Yahweh .

XII. Habakkuk 1. 12 .

() ) . " Art not thou from everlasting, O Yahweh, my God, my Holy One ?

Thou diest not (Dian 83) . O Yahweh , thou hast ordained him for judgment ;

and thou , O Rock , hast established him for correction."

(n) . “ Art not thou from everlasting, O Yahweh , my God , my Holy One ? We

shall not die (1193 X3), ” etc. , etc.

It almost seems unnecessary to do more than simply quote Ewald upon this

passage ;he says, verse 12 , “ bovins and 1731776 , according to the sense of the

passage , refer as plainly to the Chaldean himself, as nian must be read instead

, d .

The phrase which appeared objectionable to a good many ancient readers, really

expresses only our idea of immortality ; but, we shall not die, or nisi X3 LXX .

[kai ou un arodávwuev ] that we die not, is a thought which is quite foreign to the pas

sage ."

In this opinion Bleek also concurs , for he says : from the context it is

very probable,as Ewald also thinks , that nianses is the genuine reading,

which on account of the expression seeming offensive, they (the Sopherim ] thought

they ought to alter . "2 This is , moreover, substantiated by the Targum , which

thus paraphrases the clause in question : goo.gy's op 17an “ Thy word

endureth forever.” R. Sol. Isaaci (Rashi) also adopts this reading, quoting it as

the original writing of the prophet. In this connection it is a significant fact

worthy of note, that the Revised Version of 1884 has to this particular verse the

marginal comment, “ According to an ancient Jewish tradition , thou diest not."

Undoubtedly to the ancient Scribes, it was considered unbefitting to speak of

death at all in regard to Yahweh, even though , as in this case , the direct denial

of the Lord's ever experiencing it, was predicated.

XIII . Zechariah 11. 12. (A. V. verse 8.)

(» ) . For thus saith Yahweh of hosts , (for the sake of your glory hath he sent

me unto the nations which despoil you) , ‘ He that toucheth you toucheth the apple

( )."

971

of(יניע).ייי my eye

i Commentary on the Prophets, Smith's translation , vol . III., p . 36 .

3 Introduction to the 0. T. , 2d ed. , by Venables , vol. II . , p . 459.
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(n) . “ For thus saith Yahweh of hosts, for the sake of your glory hath he

sent me unto the nations which despoil you, for he that toucheth you toucheth

the apple of his eye (13'Y ).”

Here the Sopherim thought that they could detect a tendency toward anthro

pomorphism , similar to that displayed in X. The main objectionable element in

both these passages, appears to have been , that the pronominal suffix employed

( * my) seemed to imply that Yahweh himself ascribed to himself certain degrading

anthropomorphic characteristics. Moreover the Lord is never elsewhere repre

sented as himself using the personal pronoun my in conjunction with so pro

nounced an anthropomorphism as, “apple of the eye." Its use , therefore , in

this exceptional case, might be construed as an inconsistency , and hence deroga

tory to the divine character.

XIV. Malachi 1. 13 .

() ) . “ And ye have said , Behold , what a bore it is . And ye have snuffed

at me ( 1x ), saith Yahweh of hosts ; and ye have brought that which was taken

by violence , and the lame , and the sick ; thus have ye brought the offering :

should I accept this from you ? saith Yahweh .”

( 77 ). “And ye have said, Behold , what a bore it is ; and ye have snuffed at

it ( nix ), saith Yahweh of hosts ,” etc.

Commenting on this verse , Keil and Delitzsch remark : “Jerome thinks that

instead of inix we might read Nix , which is found in a good number of

codices. " 1 They, however, feel constrained , on general principles, to reject the

reading, and stand upon the textus receptus. The exact words of Jerome, above

referred to , are , ut in Hebraeo legi potest, et exsufflastis me, haec dicendo, non

sacrificio, sed , mihi cui sacrificabatis, fecistis injuriam .” In support of this view ,

R. Sol . Isaaci is quoted by Buxtorf as saying : “ In textu sacro fuisse scriptum

Prix et postea per Scribas correctum inix ut hodie legitur. " 2 The expression

as well as the idea contained in has , it cannot but be admitted , a tendency to

awaken a revulsion of feeling in a sensitive reverential heart. Therefore , if the

emendation was made , the motive that actuated it was good.

XV. Psalm cvi . 20 .

() ) . “ Thus they changed my glory ( "7122 ) into the similitude of an ox , that

eateth herbage.”

(n ) . Thus they changed their glory (0912 ) into the similitude of an ox

that eateth herbage.”

The remarks under IX . will equally apply here, for the cases are almost iden

tical. As a circumstance tending to show that a certain degree of uncertainty

as to the true text, has from remote time existed , we may cite the fact, that the

Vulgate here reads, gloriam suam , which is supported by some codices of the

>

i Commentary on the Minor Prophets, vol . II . , p. 440 .

2 Lex . , Rad ., ipn .
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LXX . where we find dóžav avrov ; both indicating a single suffix ( 1712) ) . Consult

the striking parallel in Rom . 1. 23 .

XVI . Job . VII . 20 .

(3 ) . “ If I have sinned , what injury can I cause unto thee, O thou Watcher of

men ? Why hast thou set me up as a target for thee to strike at, and why have I

become a burden unto thee ( 797y ).”

(n ) . The same except thelast word which here reads : “ unto myself (978 ).”

This is a case where the presumption raised , in favor of being the original

reading, is very strong. The Septuagint so has it , eiui dè erè go popriov ; and many

of the ablest critics have given their decision in its favor. We have space but to

mention only one or two of the numerous authorities which have endorsed it.

The eminent Jewish Commentator Ibn Ezra ( 1092-1167 ) adopts it as the original

form written by the author . Houbigant, in his Biblia Hebraica cum notis criticis,

1753 , says : " Xurshy 77'7789 etc., sum mihi gravis. Imo 75y tibi, quod

scribae mutarent ingy. Id vocant correctionem scribarum , h. e.D'90107177 ,

quod indignum divina majestate arbitrarentur ut homuncio Deo esset oneri.

Sed num fuerunt sapientiores Deo ? Haec Drusius, ex ipso Aben - Ezra Judaeo ,

qui sic aiebat : correctio est scribarum licit expositio ejus absque correctione recta sit."

Sapienter vero id Aben - Ezra, cum 75y sui simile habeat 77 in priori membro,

et cum scriptum habuerint 77y'Graeci interpretes.” And in our day, such

an able and conservative critic as Dr. Delitzsch feels himself constrained to ac

cept this reading in preference to that of the Massora ; he thus expresses his

conviction : Why, says Job , hast thou made me a mark of hostile attack ,

and why am I a burden to thee ? It is not so in our text ; but according to Jewish

tradition , my , which we now have, is only a o'ngid 11pn correctio scribarum ,

for 77y, which was removed as bordering on blasphemy.' This reading I should

not consider as the original , in spite of the tradition , if it were not confirmed by

the LXX.”? In this he is followed by the Lange- Schaff Commentary. It does

indeed seem as though it were only a matter of time before 7o7y would again

obtain its due recognition and take its rightful place in the printed text. May we

not with confidence assert that, when that much desired critically revised Hebrew

Text shall appear , as appear it certainly must, this will be one of the corrections

to be found incorporated in it .

XVII. Job . XXXII . 3 .

( ) ). " And against his three friends was his wrath kindled , because they had

found no answer to Job and also because they had condemned divine justice

( 1 77 ).”

(n) . “ And against his three friends was his wrath kindled , because they

had found no answer, and yet had condemned Job (21X OX )."

Tradition has preserved an alternative reading in ), viz., 0972xnx .

1 Commentary on the Book of Job, translated by Bolton , 2d ed . 1886 .
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isבויאתאועישריו,misses it with the remark , *According to the Jewish view

But it is not the friends who have been guilty of this.םיהלא־תאועישריו

“ God :” if this be adopted , the clause of course would be : “ And also because

they had condemned God.” It is not indicated which is the more probably true

reading. At any rate , the idea is evidently precisely the same , whichever term

be employed.

Hitzig, though not giving his support to the traditional view ( i . e . , that the

scribes have here made an emendation ), still suggests that the reading on

may be the foundation for the rendering found in the LΧΧ. , διότι ουκ ηδυνήθησαν

αποκριθήναι αντίθετα Ιώβ, και έθεντο αυτόν είναι ασεβή.1 The reasonableness of the state

ment found in > , as viewed in the light of other expressions met with in the

poem , has been seriously attacked by some : e . g . , Dr. Delitzsch peremptorily dis

, “ , - )

one of the eighteen D'ha10 '31pm (correctiones scribarum ), since it shouldbe

.

sin of y'ºn against God, but Job , ch . XL. 8 , to whom Elihu opposes the sen

tence y'ur-805 98 , ch . xxxiv. 12. Our judgment of another such tikkun , ch .

VII. 20, was more favorable . "2

This objection seems to us to be without solid foundation , and rests upon a

strange misconception and failure to apprehend the true trend of the various

arguments, nor is it sustained by the passages referred to as authorities when

they are rightly construed ; for ch . XXXIV. 12 is obviously addressed to the three

friends, and not to Job , as it is most commonly interpreted ; this is plainly indi

cated by the form of address employed in verses 2 and 10. This whole passage,

as we take it , is a fervid discourse addressed to the three friends for the purpose

of instructing them as to how they could and should have effectively answered

Job , which they had undoubtedly in their arguments failed to do , and for which

palpable failure Elihu's anger was excited against them . And ch . XL . 8 does by

no means preclude the idea that the three friends were guilty of condemning

divine justice in their arguments, as is shown by the words employed by the Lord

in the epilogue , where he explicitly censures them for not having spoken of me the

thing that is right (ch. XLII . 7 , 8 ) . Now the statement here made manifestly pre

sents an incongruity when considered in the light of the common interpretation

as founded upon the reading 24X AX in ch . XXXII . 3 , to obviate which the

translators of the LXX. here have made clearly an intentional correction and

thereby bring into harmony these discordant statements ( i . e . , ch . XLII. 8 , ov yàp

thahnoate á noès katà toð Depátovtós pov 'Iwß) ; and what is quite remarkable, some

MSS. of the Hebrew exhibit a like reading ( i. e . , dix Oxy) against my

servant Job ) ; - all of which certainly tend to demonstrate the reasonableness of

the reading found in ) .

1 "Das Buch Hiob," 1874 , Note b, page 240.

2 "Commentary on the Book of Job,” Bolton's translation, 2d ed. , 1863 .
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Dr. Green has, with rare insight, detected and exposed the necessary logical

result to which the argument of the three friends leads, when he says, “ The

friends undertook to justify God's providential dealings. The failure of their

argument apparently leaves the divine proceedings open to censure and without

any adequate vindication . They had really inculpated the providence of

God by their professed defense of it. By disingenuously covering up and ignoring

its enigmas and seeming contradictions they had cast more discredit upon it than

Job by honestly holding them up to the light. Their denial of its apparent ine

qualities was more untrue and more dishonoring to the divine administration , as

it is in fact conducted, than Job's bold affirmation of them. Even his most start

ling utterances, wrung from him in his bewilderment and sore perplexity, were

less reprehensible than their false statements and false inferences. " 1 Viewed in

this light, is it in anywise strange or unreasonable that the inspired writer should

predicate of “the messenger of God, who came to plead God's cause," for such

Elihu undoubtedly was, that " against his three friends was his wrath kindled ,

because they had found no answer to Job , and also because they had condemned

divine justice " ?

Moreover, if a Tikkun Sopherim is anything at all, it is one oftwo things : ( 1 )

a record of what the author actually wrote in a particular case ; or, ( 2 ) a notice

indicating what the ancient scribes considered the sense of the context naturally

and logically demanded . If the former be true, then verily these critics have

become wiser than the spirit of inspiration. And if the latter be true, then they

certainly convict the Hebrew scribes of an egregious misunderstanding of an

argument expressed in their own language, and what is more , contained in their

so carefully studied Sacred Scriptures ; which is indeed as improbable as that Dr.

Delitzsch has discovered the only construction which can be put upon ch. XL . 8 .

It hardly needs mention , that the reason which might have influenced a scribe to

consider a correction desirable , was the offensiveness of a statement implying that

mortal man had audaciously condemned the infinitely wise and just God.

XVIII. Lamentations III . 19-21 .

(5 ) . O remember my wretched and forlorn condition , it is wormwood and

gall . Yea, verily thou wilt remember, and thy soul will condescend unto me

19053 hy mriwny): this I recall to my heart, therefore have I hope. ”

( 17 ). “ O remember my wretched and forlorn condition , it is wormwood and

gall. My soul indeed remembers, and is humiliated within me (ogy meni

"W53 ) ; this I recall to my heart, therefore have I hope."

If, in this case n be a correct translation of the Massoretic text, and such it

most probably is , then there is even to the English reader, evidently a marked

lack of cohesion between the clauses, and a painful want of logical concatenation

1 "The Argument of the Book of Job unfolded ," pages 245 and 519 .
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in the thought; while, on the other hand, the clearness and beauty of the idea

brought out in cannot but awaken an involuntary sanction and approval in the

mind of every candid reader . If it be a fact that an emandation has been incor

porated into the text here, then , indeed , it is to be regretted ; for great has been

the loss sustained , through the over -zealousness of Hebrew scribes in removing

a seeming offensive anthropomorphism , which resulted well nigh in an annihila

tion of the sense. But if this view seem to lack support, then by far the most

reverential attitude to assume is , that the text, as we now possess it, has suffered

corruption during the process of time. Such indeed, is the view entertained by

eminent commentators, who have been prolific in suggesting various emanda

tions. But, after all, what is more reasonable or natural than to adopt the sug

gestion supported by the oldest tradition , and which so beautifully and consist

ently removes all ambiguity .

In conclusion , we feel confident that we cannot do better than quote the

judgments expressed upon the Tikkum Sopherim by two such eminent authorities

as Eichhorn and Bleek. The former concludes from “ the character of the

readings ” that “this recension took note only of certain errors which had crept

into the text through transcribers, and which were corrected by collection of

MSS.1 The latter thus expresses himself : “ It is usually assumed that the notes

called Tikkun Sopherim were merely alterations of incorrect readings in many

manuscripts, according to others which were more exact, and it is supposed , un

questionably, that the readings brought forward by the Sopherim , which are just

those of our present MSS. and editions , were the genuine and original ones. But

• in what we find stated , there is nothing to the effect that they were emendations

from other MSS.; thus, then , the question would arise how the readings set aside

by the corrections of the Sopherim were introduced into MSS.; as from the nature

of many of the readings, they could not have got in by mere accident. Partly

from the statements of the Massorites, and partly from the nature of many of the

readings set aside by the Tikkun Sopherim as compared with those introduced by

the latter and now existing in the text, we are led to look upon the matter in the

following way : -that in these passages there actually existed generally, or at

least in most of the manuscripts in use , other readings which , because in some

points of view they presented certain offensive or doubtful expressions , the So

pherim considered themselves justified in altering . Thus, in a critical point of

view , these earlier readings which are specified as being altered , always deserve

much attention, and at least in many cases , it may be really assumed with great

probability that they are the original ones. It may , however , be assumed with

probability , that these correctiones scribarum existed in ancient times, indeed

before the date of the Talmud, and that it is only by accident that they are not

1 Einleitung in das Alten Test ., 1823 , % 116.
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expressly mentioned in the latter. But the fact that the knowledge of them was

afterwards preserved serves as a direct proof of the anxiety that was shown as to

the form of the text. " 1

Our main purpose in the writing of this article has been ( 1 ) to attempt to

demonstrate the fact that there was a cogent motive in each case , sufficient to

induce the Sopherim to change the original text ; and (2) to establish , by external

as well as internal proof, the basis for the presumption that the original text

has actually suffered corruption at the hands of the ancient scribes, if not in all,

at least in some of the cases considered , whether we have succeeded in our ob

ject, or not , is a question to be decided by the verdict of each unprejudiced

reader. If it be proven that the scribes have , in truth , made one single correction

in the original writings in the places designated as Tikkun Sopherim , then their

whole line of defense must fall to the ground ; for it is no longer entitled to the

least credence, and the value of each Tikkun must be determined solely by the

weight of evidence in its favor, in each individual case , totally irrespective of

any statements or explanations handed down by personally interested scribes.

Falsus in uno falsus in omnibus is a well established principal of legal evidence for

determining the credibility of witnesses, and it is equally applicable to the case in

hand .

In closing, we have only to say that there has been , throughout this discus

sion , an honest intention to bring to light only the truth , and while so doing, to

endeavor to be fair and just in the criticisms indulged in and the judgments

expressed .

1 Introduction to the 0. T. translation of Venables, vol. II., p. 459 .
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A SYNOPSIS OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY BY BAR 'EBHRÂYÂ.

BY RICHARD J. H. GOTTHEIL , PH . D. ,

Columbia College, New York City.

In his “ Lamp of the Holy Things” Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has given us a compendium

of his logical, physical, metaphysical, and theological writings. In its general

construction it is very similar to the “ Book of the Bee ” and to the “ Causa

Causarum” attributed to Ya'ķubh 'Urhâyâ (ZDMG. XV . 648 ) . The “ Mºnârath

Kudhšê ” is perhaps one of the least known of the larger works of Bar 'Ebhrâyâ.1

MS. copies of it are quite rare. At some future date I hope to edit the whole of

it . It is especially interesting as giving us a picture of the state of science in

Syria during the thirteenth century. It furnishes also important additions to our

Syriac lexicon , and has not been sufficiently excerpted by Quatremere for the

“Thesaurus Syriacus.” In a small publication , I have already edited the chapter

on plants and their medicinal properties. The following contains the chapter on

the Greek philosophers , taken from the Berlin MS. It is much more scientific

than the accounts in the Syriac Chronicle and Arabic “ Historia Dynastorum .”

I do not think that Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has himself gone very deeply into Grecian

philosophy. It is probably based upon some such synopsis as those ofAristotle

in the first book of the “ Metaphysics," Plutarch in Eusebius , “ Prepar. Evan .”

XIV . 14 , and Stobaeus, “ Eclogae Physicae,” 1. 12. The names are written too

correctly for it to have come from an Arabic source ; though Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has

otherwise drawn largely from Ibn Abi Oseibia , El Kifti and Sa'id (Steinschneider,

“ Al Farabi,” pp. viii , 152 , 154 , 157 ) . In what connection this synopsis stands to

one mentioned by Renan in his “ Phil. Peripat. apud Syros ” (Steinschneider, loc.

cit ., p. 128 ) I am unable to say , as I have no means of consulting that book .

Through the kindness of Professor Sachau and Herr Stud . Müller in Berlin

my copy has been once more collated with the MS.

MS. Sachau 81, fol . 22a.

. . ܕܩ.ܐ݀ܬܠܬܐܐܠܦܩܘ.ܐܕܬܘܠܬܝܐܿܗܟܘ.ܠܟܐܢܗܕܐܬܘܝܢܝܟܠܛܡܐܬܝܢܝܪܬܐܬܤܐܬܫ

ܐܢܗܕܐܬܘܝܢܝܟܠܠܐܝܡ̈ܕܩܠܝ̈ܘܗܐܬܦܠ̈ܚܫܡܘܐܬܐܝܓܣܪܝܓܢܿܡܐܬܝܥ̈ܪܬܐܕܩܠ

ܣܝܠܐܬܕܐܢܕܒܐܐ̈ܝܡܠܡܣ(!)ܐܢܥܙܬܬܡܐܝܝܪܕܚܢ̇ܡܢܘܗܢܡܕܝܿܗܟ.ܠܟ

1 Journal Asiatique, 1834, p. 461, contains a description of the work . Assemâni (B. O. II . 234)

does not say much. A short extract will be found in Frothingham's “ Stephen bar Sudaili," p. 63

2 Vatican ( B. O. , loc. cit .), Paris (anc. fonds MS. 121 ) , Berlin ( Sachau MS. 81 ) . Arabic transla

tions exist in Paris , the British Museum, and the Bodleian.

3 " A List of Plants and their Properties , " etc. Berlin , 1886. For private circulation only.
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ܢܝܕܐܢ̈ܕܚܐ

ܐܬܘܟܝܛܪܢܡܕܐܙܚܕܝܿܗܟ.ܐܬܘܦܘܣܘܠܫܦܚܟܫܐܬܝܐܪܝܟܟܘܗܕ̇ܗܵܗ.ܐܝܢܝܛܝܠܡ

...ܐܓܗܠܟܘ.ܐܬܒ̈ܨܢܢܝܒ̈ܪܿܗ݂ܟܘܢܝܣ̈ܪܐܬܡ̇ܗܢܡܘ.ܐܬܘܝܚܠܟܐܕܠܝܬܡܐܬܝܢܥܪ]

(fol.226)ܢܝܠܗܟܝܐܕܐܛܝܐܘܦܤܘܪܝܡܘܐܪܝܓܦܐ.ܐܝܟܪܬܡܐܟ̈ܒܘܒܗܐܝܡܫܒܐܪܘܢ

ܐܢ̈ܪܚܐ.ܐܪܩܐܝܘ݀ܗܕܐܗ̈ܒܐ.ܐܬܘܟܝܛܪܘܐܡܝܠܬܝܒܘܐܣܐܘܬܝܛܘܢܘܢܝܩܩܠܕܟ.

ܪܐܠܟܝܿܚܕܠܒܕܐܝܦܢܕܪܝܓܘܪܡܐ.ܤܝܢܓܘܝܕܗܣܝܢܫܤܒܐܢܐܕܐܢܕܒܐ.ܘܡܣܪܐܐܠܢܝܕ

ܐܢܙܒܐ.ܘܡܤܐܪܘܢܠ.ܐܢܗܐܡܠܥܠܢܝܪܛܢܪܐܐܗܐܚܘܪܘ.ܐܪܛܢܬܡ

ܐܕܠܘ̇ܡܕܝܗܐܬܘܡܝܡܚܕܪܝܓܘܪܡܐ.ܣܘܛܤܝܪܦܘܐܐܘܣܘܛܝܠܩܪܐܘܣܘܣܐܦܘܦܘܝܕ

ܐܝܝܪܕܚܢܝܕܢܘܗܢܡ.ܠܛܿܟܐܡܠܥܦܐܐܟܠܕܐܕܗܕܒܗܐܛܫܘܫܥܡܘܡܕܡܠܒ

ܐܠܒܘܚܘܐܝܘܗܠܟܠܐܗܗܠܛܟܟܪܝܓܐܢܗ.ܣܝܢܐܦܘܢܤܒܕܐܢܙܟܐ.ܘܩܤܐܢܥܝܙܬܬܡ

ܐܝܝܪܪܡܐܕܚܢܝܕܣܝܕܝܢܡܪܦ.ܐܝܢܓܘܫܠܟܢܡܪܟܠ.ܡܕܡܠܟܘܬܢܐܕܪܡܐܕܚ

ܢܝܕܤܘܣܝܠܝܡ.ܗܪܡܐܐܟܝܣܡܐܕܗܠܛܡܘܕܘܚܠܟܐܬܠܡܟܕܚܐܠܐܐܢܥܝܙܬܬܡܐܠ

ܘܪܩܐܐܐܝܓܤܐܝܝ̈ܪܟܘܐܢܘܗܢܡܗ.ܗܪܡܐܐܟܝܣܡܐܠܘ.ܕܚܗܡܤܐܠܘܗܟܘܐܢܝܢܡܒ

ܣܐܪܘܓܣܟܐܢܐܕܐܢܙܟܐ.ܗܪܡܐܐܬܘܢܡܝܝ̈ܡܕܐܟ̈ܝܣܡܐܠܕܘܗܬܝܐܢܿܡܢܝܠܗܢܡܗ

ܐܝܺܘܗ܂ܢܫ̈ܪܦܬܡܐܕܕܚܢܡܘܐܕ̈ܕܚܠܢܦܩܐܢܬܡܕܒܐܬܘ̈ܢܡܢܝܠܗܢܝܢܐܕܢܝܕܪܡܐ

ܪܝܓܦܐ.ܘܬܝܐܕܡܣܐܢܘܗܠ.ܐܝܘܗܕܐܬܕܘܟܿܠܐܬܠܠܘ.ܢܝܠܡܡܐܠܟܘܚܗ

ܡܕܡܬܝܠܘ.ܐܢܝܡܐܐܝܘܗܘܐܝܢܓܘܫܢܝܢܩܕܐܠܐ.ܪܡܐܐܟ̈ܝܣܡܐܠܐܝܝ̈ܪܣܘܦܝܩܘܠܒ

ܘܬܝܐܘܬܝܐܐܠܘܐܘܬܝܐܬܝܐܪܝܬܝܕ
ܪܡܐܐܟ̈ܝܣܡܐܠܐܝܝ̈ܪܒܘܬܣܝܛܪܩܘܡܝܕܘ

ܒܘܬܣܗܪܘܩܝܦܐܗ.ܢܝܩܣܦܬܡܐܢܪܠܘܣܒܘܠܗ.ܕܘܚܠܒܐܢܘܗܒܕܐܡܝܟܣܐܝܝܢ̈ܕܝܦܣܐ

ܐܬܘܟܪܢܘܗܠܬܝܐܘܐܬܟܝܣܡܐܠܐܬܘܩܝܦܤܒܢܝܥܝ̈ܪܬܬܡܕܐܢܩ̈ܣܦܬܡܐܠܘܐܟ̈ܝܣܡܐܠ

ܐܪܩܘܝܘܐܡܝܟܣܐܒ
ܐܢܕܒܐܐܝܝ̈ܪܠܘܠܩܤܐܟ̈ܝܣܡܢܝܕܐܢ̈ܕܚܐ.ܐܝܝܵܨܠܪܡܐ

ܣܝܠܩܗܕܝܦܡܐܕ
ܐܝܗܗܘܬܝܐܕܐܢܛܠܘܚܠܗܐܫܝ̈ܪܡܐ̇ܣܐܣܒܘܛܣܐܐܥܒ̈ܪܐܐܠܐܢܗ

.ܐܝܝ̈ܪܡܐܿܣܐܬܠܬܢܝܕܣܝܠܛܘܛܣܝܪܐ.ܐܠܒܘܚܘܬܝܐܕܐܢܫܪܘܦܠܘ.ܐܪ̇ܩܐܬܘܡܚܪ

ܙܙ
i The scribe first wrote " d'hene ( i) n , ” which he afterwards corrected .
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ܐܝܕܙܠre]ܠܟܘܚܕܝܿܗܒ.ܡ̇ܣܐܝܝ̈ܪܢܿܡܐܬܘܕܝܠܓܠܘ.ܐܬܘܢܝܠܓܘܐܫܕܐܗܐܠܘܗ

ܟܝܐܢܿܡܘܿܗ.ܐܝܝ̈ܪܘܪܡܐܐܠܘܗܘܐܗܠܐ.ܢܝܕܘܩܝܐܘܛܤܐ.ܐܢܪܚܐܐܝܕܙܘܗܕܘܗܐܬܠܥ

.ܐܡܐܘܪܡܐܡܠܐܒܐ.ܐܬܝܢܠܟܩܡܘܐܬܫܘܫܚܟܝܐܢܝܕܝܿܗ.ܐܕܘܟܠ
ܢܡܢ̈ܝܢܐܗ

ܣܘܪܘܓܐܬܝܦ.ܐܘܩܝܦܤܘܐܢܟܕܗܐܠܗܗܘܐܝܦܢܘܐܗܠܐ.ܐܝܝ̈ܪܘܪܡܐܐ̈ܝܡܚܘܩܝܐܘܛܣܐ

.ܗܡܫܐܦܘܤܘܠܝܦܠܐܦܘܤܘܠܝܦܐܝܡܕܩܘܗܕܘܿܗ.ܐܝܡܐܤܢܡܕܣܘܒܪܐܣܝܡܪܟܢܝܕ

ܬܝܠܘ.ܢܝܡܝܩܡܐܛ̈ܝܫܦܢܡܐܟܒ̈ܪܡܕܪܡܐܕܝܗܟܠܟܐܢܗܕܐܝܝ̈ܪܡܿܣܐܢ̈ܝܢܡܠ

ܐܢܝܢܡܬܝܐܨܠܐܢܝܠܟܗ.ܐܢ̈ܝܒܢܡܢܝܠܛܪܠܕ.ܝܿܗܬܠܠܟ.ܐܢ̈ܝܢܡܢܡܝܛܝܝܦܕ

ܦܩܢܗܠ
ܘܝܗܐܝܡܕܩܐܢܝܢܡܕܟܗܬܪܡܐܘ.ܐܛܝܫܦܘܠܘܘܗܐܟܟܪܡܐܟܒܪܡ

ܐܝܨܿܡܐܠܕܟ.ܘܗܐܵܕܣܥܐܝܠܡܫܡܐܢܝܢܡܘ.ܐܬܝܢܠܟܩܟܐܠܘܗܢܝ̈ܪܬܕܘ̇ܗܘ.ܐܕܘܟ݀ܥ

ܗܟܕܝܿܗܒ.ܘܗܗܬܣܐܬܫܐܓܟ̈ܪ|ܕܐܢܝܢܡܘܗܢܡܪܟܒܐܢܐ.ܝܗܘܠܠܘܦܣܘܡܠ

ܐܪܡܐܡܟܣܘܩܝܛܐ.ܐܥܒܪܐܒܗܐܬܠܬܟܗ(fol.230)ܢܝܬ̈ܪܬܟܘܕܚܒܬܡܐܒ.ܐܠܡܬܫܡ

ܐܕܘܟܠܬܝܐܕܐܢܗܗܢܘܛܐܠܦܐܥܪܬܡܐܝܝ̈ܪܐܥܒܪܐܕܪܡܐܣܘܟܝܠܝܦܕܐܟܬܒܕܐܝܡܕܩ

ܐܬܝ̈ܢܠܟܩܠܡܐܡܐܦܐܕܝܿܗܐܠܗܗܬܝܒܘܐܐܬܒܗܕܒܗܬܘܟܝܛܠܘܫܐܘܠܬܝܒܘܐ

ܗܬܘܠܟܕܟܕܪ̇ܡܐܗܗܠܐܪܲܩܐܪܘܚܦܐܕܘ̇ܗܐܫܕܐܬܝܒ)ܐܡܫܗܪܘ.̇ܗܠܐܪ̇ܩܢܘܢܓܐܡܘܐܗ

ܐܝܝܪܟܝܐܐܠܗܗܟܬܘܗܗܝܬܝܐܐܥܕܡܐܠܕܟܝܕܚܗܕܐܦܢܬܝܒܘܐܐܠܗܐܗ.ܐܢ̈ܝܒܘܢܩܬܬܐ

ܘܗܣܗܐܡܚܛܕܢܿܡܐܒܬܒܒܗ.ܬܘܗܐܥܝܕܬܬܡܬܝܐܣܟܛܡܐܠܘܬܝܐܠܝܠܒܘܐܝܡܕܩ

ܡܕܩܗܬܝܐܬܝܠܬܐܬܠܬ.ܐܢܘܗܘܐܬܒܘܕܘܗܐܢܬܝܐ.ܢܘܗܝܬܝܐܐܬܠܬܢܝܠܗܕܪ̇ܡܐܢܘܛܠܦ

ܐܠܘܗܠܐܬܟܘܕܘ.ܐܫܕܐܠ܇ܐܗܠܐܠܐܪܿܩܢܿܡܝܗܘܬܝܐܘ.ܢܝ̈ܡܫܢܘܘܗܢܕ ܐܠܘܕܠܐܝܘܗܘ.ܐܐܠܘܗܠܐܬܟܗܕܗ

ܝܢܟܡܕܚܠܐܫܕܐܠܘܐܗܠܐܠܕܒܐܝܝ̈ܪܪܡܐܢܝ̈ܪܬܟܘܬܟܘܕܟܘ.ܐܝܦܢܬܝܒܗܐ

ܘܬܘܟܠܘܣܘܢܝܛܘܝܠܦܦܩܢܗܠܕܘܿܗܢܝܕܤܘܝܪܟܝܤܠ.ܕܚܠܐܥܘܙܠܗܐܠܗܗܠܘ

ܝܗܘܢܝܥ̈ܪܠܥܢ̈ܪܝܡܐܐܬܐܓ̈ܘܣܣܘܝܪܘܦܪܦܕܗܢܦܠܡܣܓܒܘܠܦܩܢܗܠܕܘܿܗ

ܡܐܤܐ̈ܝܡܚܢܨܝܕܪܒܢܿܡܐܢ̈ܕܚܐܢܡܗܢ̈ܝܢܐܢܩܟܫܐܬܠܡܝܒܪܐܬܐܠܕܗܢܘܛܠܦܕ

ܕܘܚܠܒܢܝ̈ܪܬܢܝܕܝܢܐܡ.ܐܟܘܫܚܕܐܪܗܘܢܘܐ̈ܝܡܗܐܚܘܪܕܐܪܘܢܐܝܬܝܲܐܬܝܒܗܐܐܝܝ̈ܪ
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ܐܡܠܥܠܗܠܢܝܕܘܡܐܚܗܗܐܠܘܐܝܡܘܬܡܐܝ̈ܪܒܢܝܠܗܢܘܗܠܒܕܠܛܡܘܐܫܝܒܘܐܟܛ

ܐܝܢܟܪܗܐܢܝܪܝܥܡܬܝܒܗܐܐܝܘܿܗܐܢܼܐ.ܐܝܥܡܘܬܟܘܠܕܝ̇ܗܕܩܐܬܕܠܕ .ܐܝܥܡܗܬܠܩܘܠܕܝܿܗܨܩܐܬܕܠܕܐܠܒܘܩܠܕܟ.ܐܢܗ

ܢܝܗܠܟܠܕܝܿܗܟܝܐ.ܢܢܝܪܿܫ(!)ܗܘܝܡܗ݂ܬܡܠܗܢܢܝܪܪܫܡܗܬܘܝܗܗܠܕܟ
.ܗܠܐܕܘܡ

ܐܕܚܐܕܚܠܟܠܟܩܘܠܐܬܝܢܠܝܕܐܬܠܡܕܝܿܗܒ.ܢܢܝܪܬ̇ܣܬܝܐܝܝܢܒܐܬ̈ܪܝܟܫܢܘܗܬܝܥ̈ܪܬ

..ܐܩܝܢܤܐܬܘܢܒܬܟܡܐܕܗܕܢܡܐܟܪܪܝܬܝܕܐܬܘܝܟܒܠܥܣܝܤܐܪܐܢܝܠܗܢܡ

ܕ

Second foundation , on the nature of this universe. In it there are a preface

and three chapters.

I. Preface . Many and different opinions were ( current) among the ancients

regarding the nature of this universe. For some of them assumed water to be the

one moving principle , as Thales of Miletus ,1 he who first originated philosophy.

For he saw that all life springs from the moisture of seed, and that all plants

draw their nourishment from it, and by means of it grow ; and that from [damp? ]

vapors fire, the sun , and the stars are nurtured . The poet Homer also sings

(šabbah ) in the same strain when he calls Oceanus and Tetheus , i . e . , the sea and

moisture , the parents of all existing things.3 Others again have posited (ríðnu )

air [as the first principle) , as Anaximenes and Diogenes. They said that the soul

of everything that lives is preserved by air ; and that wind and air preserve this

world.4 Others posited fire, as Hippasus , and Heracleitus and Theophrastus.

They affirmed that it is heat which brings forth all things , and causes them to

grow ; and that, when this ( fire) goes out, the world also ceases to be . Some of

them posit one moving principle , as Xenophanes. This one denied all generation

and destruction ;5 and one affirms that the essence of all things is altogether un

changeable. Parmenides says that the principle [of all things) is one, immovable ;

but one only in the concept (26yos). On this account he affirmed it to be limited .

Milissus posits the one, identical in number and in substance . He affirmed it to

be infinite. Some of them ( i . e . , the philosophers) assumed many elements . Of

1 Through a clerical error Ms. has “ Melitene," the well-known city in Cappadocia ; Hist.

Dynast ., p . 50, correctly Miletus .

2 Wabhlehg @ dh'nldyya ? ui a'vrb ro ep1010 £ & rowrou ytyhwévuevov. Arist . Metupll . I.3.

: 10. XIV, 102 : 'Ikelyonu rc gewo y & vcrc ', kgul pa /répo Ty90' . In his Hist. Mullust . Bar 'Ephraya

tells us that Theophilus of Edessa, who died in 785, translated Homer into Syriac (Lagarde, Sym

micta , I. 106 ). Severus of Tegrit mentions it also ( ibid .). Bar 'Ali (Payne Smith col. 2081) cites

the expression " mayyâ dhaggâle ” probably from the same source . Cf. also Ibn Abi Useibia , I.

185 , I. 25 .

* The words of Anaximenes himself. Stobæus, Eclogarum physic, I. 296 : olov n yuxh i querépa

αήρ ούσα συγκρατεί ημάς και όλον τον κόσμον πνεύμα και αήρ περιέχει.

Ecvoé&-vyg ...... otire yénvectu owre # op @ u aroletree._Freudenutham, LUeber die Theologie des

Xenophanes, p. 46 Zeller, A Hist. of Greek Phil., I. p . 566 .

6 The sense here is very obscure. I think that Bar 'Ebhrâyâ means Parmenides to say that

the one is identical with itself. Zeller , l . C. , p . 586.

6
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these there were those who assumed infinite quotoutepſ, as Anaxagoras.1 He said

that when these parts (jépn) collide with one another and again separate from one

another, generation and destruction are completed . The active cause of existence

he affirmed to be the vows . Lucippus also assumed infinite elements, but [said]

that they differ [ from one another) and possess real Being, and that “Being is not

more real than not-Being ." 2 Democritus again assumes infinite principles round

in form (oxñua ) , which can be divided off mentally, not in reality . Epicurus,

again , says of the ( first] principles that they are infinite [in number), indivisible,

and are set in motion in an infinite vacuum, and that they possess magnitude,

shape and gravity.

Others posited the principles as finite , as Empedocles. This (philosopher]

set up the four elements as principles, and the mingling (uišus) [of the elements] ,

which is generation , he calls love (giàórns) , and [ their] separation ( diázhašis ), which

is destruction , [he calls hate (veikos )] .3 Aristotle posits three principles , ünn , eidoc

and deprivation (otépnoc).4 He also assumes elements for the otépnois , because the

destruction of every eidos is the cause of another eidos. The Stoics said that the

Deity ( o Jeós) and the üan are the material] principles, the one as working force

( TÒ ToLoiv ) the other as passive ( rò táo xov ) and receptive , i . e . , father and mother.

Some Stoics posited five elements ,-god, the soul ( xvxh), üan , time (kpóvoc) and vac

uum (kevóv ).

Pythagoras, the son of Mnesarchus, the Samian , he who first gave the name phi

losophy to philosophy,5 made numbers the elements of this universe ; saying that the

compound numbers come from the simple ones, and that there is nothing simpler

than number, because it is bereft of all nature , and that every nature , since num

ber necessarily belongs to it , is compound, and not simple. He asserts , further,

that the first number is the active force (TOLTTıróv) , and the second the receptive

(üan) . The full number is ten ( derás ) , because it cannot be added to , but we [com

mence again to] count from it . The number four (Tetpartus) is its [i . e . , ten's ]

foundation ; for by means of it [ the ten] is made full ; namely , by ( the addition

of] one , and two, and three , and four. Atticus , in the first chapter of the book

Philicus [Phillipus ?] says that Plato thought [ there were] four elements ,—vovs,

which is the active force , or deity , praise be to his goodness ; the receptacle

(doxaiov ? ) or ünn , which he also calls the receptive mother and ékyayecov ; 8 the image

1 Arist. Metaph . I. 3.

2 Aristotle, Metaph. 1. 4 , of which our words are a translation : diò kaì ou lèv pārov tò Öv

του μη όντος είναι φασιν..

SA clerical omission in MS,

4 Stobæus, Eclogae Physicae, I. ch . XII . Schahrastâni, “ Kitab al-Milal wan -Nihal, " II . 317 .

Aaron ben Elia, " 'êş hayyim ," ed. Delitzsch , p . 326 .

6 In the Hist. Dynast ., p. 51 , this has become, “ Some say that the first one who philosophized

was Pythagoras."

& ln the MS. this word occurs twice ; but see Hist. Dynast., p. 84 .

7 Timæus, 51 A. & Timæus, 50 D.
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[of the thing generated , i . e . , ápouolovuevov ] or eidos, which he calls the archetype, say

ing that in its likeness the different substances were created ; and motion ( xivnos)

or soul, which until then had existed without knowledge in the ihn as the first

principle, and [which ] had been brought into motion confusedly and not according

to order (årártos) .1 In the book Timæus, Plato himself says that these (principles)

are three , -being, doxelov, and vows , a treble triad, and [one which] existed before

the heavens. Moreover, he called eidos God, and dozelov ünn ; motion or soul

[he called] generation . And in one place also he says there are two principles,

combining the deity and eidoç into one , and inn and motion into one. Syrianus

(MS. Sîbarius ? ) , to whom Plotinus attached himself, and Boëthus (MS. BUTUS) ,

to whom Longinus (MS. LUKGS) , the teacher of Porphyrius, was attached , have

said much about the opinions of Plato ; but we omit them , in order that this ex

position be not prolonged. Of the rest, Bardaişân posited five principles or

beings,4 — fire , and wind , and water, and light, and darkness ; Mani, however,

only two ,-goodness and evil.5 And because all these profane [writers] attributed

eternity and not generation to this world , being in opposition to the holy church ,

which does not attribute to it eternity , but generation , i . e . , temporal beginning,

holding its generation to be true, but denying its eternity, we refute them in a

body , as we do all their frightful doctrines . A separate treatise , however, is

necessary against every one of these heresies on a larger scale than in this writing.

1 Timæus, 69 B, Tayta átáktw ¢ ¢ xovta ó JEòs, KTÀ .

2 Timeus, 52 D, όν τε και χώραν και γένεσιν είναι τρία τριχη και πριν ουρανόν γενέσθαι.

3 Read , “ kârê ' allába ladhšå."

* Cureton, Spic . Syr., p. 3, etc. Cf. also Payne Smith, s. v . “ Schabrastâni," I. 184 ; Aaron ben

Elia, p . 310 ; Bardesandes von Edessa von Dr. A. Merx , Halle, 1863 ; Bardesanes der Letzte Gnos

tiker, Leipzig , 1864 ; W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in early Arabia , p . 220 ; Flügel, Mani,

seine Lehre und seine Schriften , p . 161. MS. or . Berlin Sachau 302 contains a short extract from

Bardaisân . Aprêm , however (B. O. I. 131 ) , has seven instead of five.

6 Titus von Bostra, ed . Lagarde, 6 :1. Flügel, loc. cit ., p. 177 .
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BY RABBI B. FELSENTHAL, PH ., D. ,

Chicago, III.

This dictionary may be designated not only as very interesting and instructive,

but as quite unique in its character. Its full title is given below.1

Of this book which is now in the course of being published in the city of

Warsaw , five numbers, each containing eighty pages, have reached me. These

five numbers comprise the words from the letter X to the word 23. The work

will be completed in twenty numbers. The book is written throughout in an easy

and flowing neo -hebraic language, and no exceedingly great Hebrew learning is

required in order to be able to use this dictionary.

But what is there so unique in this book ? the reader may ask. Have we not

already a very large number of Hebrew dictionaries ? Have not very many such

been written during the last thousand years ? At no time was there a lack of

this kind of literature, since the days when Jehudah ben 'Alan, of Tiberias (died

in the year 932) , wrote his lexicon ,- and since soon after him Jehudah Ibn Qo

reish composed his “ Iggaron , ” 3 down to the present day in which Friedrich De

litzsch is preparing a new Hebrew dictionary which is looked for with great

expectations by the friends of Hebrew philology. ( For, according to all that we

learn of the forthcoming work of Delitzsch , it will , in all likelihood , mark a

decided progress in Hebrew lexicography .) What, then , is there so unique in

Finn's book ? Is it the circumstance that it is composed in Hebrew ? But we

have also such dictionaries , and quite a number of them.4

Our answer is : Finn is the first one who has undertaken to give us a com

plete thesaurus of the entire Hebrew language. All other Hebrew dictionaries

--I speak only of Hebrew dictionaries, and not of Aramaic or Talmudic dictiona

,

' ,

,

, ,

" ,

, . -

2 About him and his grammatical and lexical works see Pinsker's Liqquté Qadmoniyyoth , I.,

100 ; also Geiger in “ Oçar Nehmad," II . , 158 , reprinted in his Hebr. Abhandlungen , p. 32 .

3 See Pinsker, loc . cit . , p. 108. In a passage to be found in his Risalet and quoted by Pinsker,

Qoreish himself mentions that he wrote a dictionary ; comp. also M. Jastrow, above page 105 .

4 Among these Hebrew dictionaries, written in Hebrew and published within a compara

tively recent time, probably the best known is the “ Oçar ha -Shorashim , " by J. Benzeeb (vulgo

Bensew ), the first edition of which appeared in Vienna, in 1807 .

רצואהו

רואבהנשמבוארקמבואצמנשתולמהלכןורתפללוכ,הנשמהוארקמהןושלרצוא

הזםעו,םיפדרנהםילעפהותומשהילדבהו,ןהמתורזגנהתוארוההותונושארהןהיתוחנה

;תודגההותוכלההישרדמב,םידומלתבואבש,הנשמהוארקמהןושלמתורזגנהתולמהןורכז

לכןכו,תיזנכשאותיססורןושללםתקתעהו,םינורחאהלארשיימכחילודגירפסבוםיטויפב

רואלאצוי,אנליוומיײנןיפףסוילאומש'רתאמרבְח.ארקמבורכזנשםיטרפהםימצעהתומש

קיפלוימרתתנש,אשראוו.ןנאמרעקקוצםהרבאוןתיאלליכשמילתפנונדילע
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era .

ries - gather in only the Wortschatz of the Hebrew Bible , and leave Mishnah,

Mekhilta , Sifra, Sifre, Beraithoth , etc., entirely unnoticed . But our author does

not restrict himself to that part of the Hebrew, of which , accidentally, roots and

stems have been preserved in the Old Testament. He defines and explains also

those Hebrew words which are not found in the Bible . And there are a large

number of such Hebrew roots in that part of the post-biblical literature of the

Jews which dates from the apostolic age and the first centuries of the Christian

There are still larger and still more extensive numbers of new derivations,

formed from these Hebrew roots and stems, which were coming into common use

in the Hebrew literature of the Jews in all later ages . Such new word -forma

tions are coined even by Hebrew writers in our present age,-often , it must be

admitted, very clumsily and really un-Hebrew, but often also very happily and

quite in harmony with the genius of the Hebrew language.

The want of such a complete thesaurus has been felt for a long time. Zunz,

more than thirty years ago , in an article containing “ Wuensche fuer ein Woerter

buch der Hebr. Sprache, ''1 declared this to be a great fault and neglect in our He

brew dictionaries that they are so narrow and limited in their scope , and he

thought it not more than right and proper that the lexicographers should take

notice also of the Hebrew as it was spoken and written after the canonical books

of the 0. T. had been collected . And now what this master was looking for

thirty years ago , is gradually being realized .

We are probably not in error when we suppose that to many readers of HE

BRAICA , the post-biblical Hebrew literature is an unexplored and not much -known

field . It may, therefore, not be out of place if we use this occasion for trying to

convey here , by a few illustrations and examples , an idea of the post -biblical

Hebrew ,-not of its grammatical structure, for this would require a special arti

cle , or series of articles , but of its lexical peculiarities and distinctions.

It has been said above that in the Mishnah and its cotemporary Hebrew

literature Hebrew roots and stems are found which accidentally are not to be met

with in the Hebrew Bible. Let us give some such roots as are not to be found

in Gesenius , Fürst , or any dictionary of the Hebrew Bible.

23 , to enter into a riper age , used especially of females ; derivatives :

;

ny ) to amuse, to make merry ; derivatives : inga a

un amusement, entertainment, etc.

( .- , ) ; :

exact; p19 strictness, close examination ; reduplicated : popra , popiga to

take it , or to be taken , strictly ; 217p7 exact knowledge, science of grammar, etc.

700 (not used in Qăl ) , 7021 to cause damage ; 7091 loss, damage, etc.

.themature state of womanhood ,etcתורגב;a maidenתרגוב

orתוחידב;a jester

1 See Zeitschr. d. Deutsch -Morgenland . Gesellsch ., vol. X. , ( 1856) p . 501 sq.; reprinted in Zunz'

Ges . Schriften vol . III . , p. 14, sq .
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wyy pain , suffering, affliction ; Wyso one who causes pain or trouble, etc.

70 to warn ; nxnn warning, etc.

The list could be easily enlarged. That these words are pure and genuine

Hebrew, and were used not only by the apostles and their cotemporaries, but

also in pre-Christian times , there can be no rational doubt .

Another class of neo - Hebraic words are those which in later ages were derived

from , and formed out of, such roots as already occurred in the Bible. For

instance :

73957 the act of releasing a man from the duty of marrying his widowed sister

in -law , (see Dt . xxv. 5 seq .), derived from go'zn to draw of ; 1789387 the widow

thus released , etc.

niod the leviratical status ( see Dt. ibid . ) , derived from the levir, brother

in - law . This word nie is also the title of one of the tractates in the Talmud ,

and is usually read “ Yebamoth .” Joseph Derenbourg, however, a few years ago ,

advanced the idea, and supported it by good arguments, that it would be more

correct to read “ Yabmuth ."

70 in the Bible , the stranger who dwells with us, from the root 710 to dwell ; in

post-biblical literature the proselyte ; therefrom the derivations 70 , 7200 , to

make, or to become, a proselyte ; 100 proselytism ; 11 ) a female proselyte, etc.

( );

Sabbath , in which God is praised 6 who makes a distinction between the holy

Sabbath -day and the profane week -days," etc.

ATIDO Massoreth , or 77109 Masorah (from 09 to transmit),-—technical

terms for the traditions concerning the orthography of the original text of the

Bible and what is connected therewith .

1777 , Halakhah, the rule , the religious law or enactment (from 7777 to go .)?

7an or 7778 Haggadah, Agadah, (from 783 , Hìph'îl to announce, to tell),

the non-Halakhic parts of the Talmud (sentences, maxims, parables , narratives,

homiletical explanations and amplifications of biblical passages , etc. ) .

8929 , in the Mishnah '90 , a court before a house, an entrance into a house ;

in later periods, an introduction into some branch of learning.

una needle ; on a tailor. In the Bible we find only win the thread .

the benediction spoken onthe close of the;(לדבdistinction (fromםקהלדבה

i I cannot forego to submit bere to the consideration of those of my readers who are more

conversant with the New Testament and its exegesis than I claim to be, the following thought.

In the Gospel according to St. John, xvi. 6, we read : Jesus said unto Thomas, “ I am the way ,

the truth , and the life ," etc.— “ I am the way, " -what does this mean? Let us re -translate it

into the language of the educated Jews in Jesus' times, and we will find that Jesus probably

said, 72100 J " I am the Halakhah ( the law), etc. , and no man cometh to the Father but by

me," Now the sentence becomes much clearer, and expresses an idea which is in full harmony

with the theology of the Fourth Gospel. But whatgood sense can be connected with the words

" I am the way ?" In looking into the excellent Hebrew translation of the New Testament by

Prof. Franz Delitzsch, I notice that the words under consideration are rendered there by 'JIK

1977 ,-and this, I must confess, causes me rather hesitation in regarding my rendering as

correct. However, it may be worth examination by experts.
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1

the act of appearingןויָאֵר;the faculty of seeingהָּיִאְר;the argumentהָיָאְרTT ?

ןוקתהנקת

andםור),היחת,הדועס,תונינא,תולבא, this from,המורתfrom)םרת

orהסנכה,הלחתה,הרירב,לישבת,דימלת,לגרה,רתיה,היסנכ

.etc., etc,תסנכ,הגיגחכ

; ;

before God in the Temple; (see Dt. xvi . 16 ) ; "187 to be fit or proper (from the verb

to see ).

A praia 37 is a celebrated or illustrious teacher. pozva, from poza to

shine ; see the biblical äraç heybuevov paid a white spot, Lev.XIII. 39.

, an institution, á firmly established rule ; ipina to be ready ,

established ; derived from 1pm, which is three times found in Ecclesiastes.

1.2 (from biblical 113) to direct the attention ; therefrom 17312 attention , devo

tion .

Tin (from biblical into see) the overseer ; in the Mishnah, 20320 pin the

overseer of the synagogue ; later, the reader , or the conductor of divine service .

177127 , which in the Bible means manual work , or bodily labor , signifies in

later times, service in the temple ; and afterwards divine service in general.

And thus could we multiply these examples by the hundreds ; we could

enumerate whole pages full of such neo -hebraic word -formations, as 724 ,

( , , , , ,

, , , , , , , )

, ,

All these word - formations and derivatives, given above , occur already in the

literature of the Talmudical age. But the Jewish authors in all subsequent ages

coined new words , as necessity required , from the old roots . A furtive glance

into the liturgical poetry of the synagogue (the Piyyutim ) which originated in the

middle ages makes us acquainted with a vast number of such new formations.

(Zunz, in the appendices to his Synagogale Poesie, furnishes several lists of such

new enrichments of the store of Hebrew terms by the Payyetanim .) So we find

a peculiar class of metaphysical Hebrew terms in the writings of the many Jew

ish metaphysicians and theologians of these mediæval times ,—which , of course ,

had to be coined anew . For, who before Saadia Gaon, in the tenth century ,

wrote on systematic theology or on speculative philosophy ? 1777 the necessity ;

will ; ; , existing ; ,

what , quality ; so the how -many, quantity ; 912'x the how ; 1ing the one

ness ; ; ;

soul, etc.; such are some of these abstract philosophical terms.

, ( . , )

in the more ancient post-biblical literature, we find in later periods 17297777 pre

face; 1777???? (e. g. 179? 77 703 payment in advance), etc. In our own times

Hebrew writers have given currency to such words as 21790 literature ; 1177

Judaism , and so forth .

Let us now, after these illustrations from the pecu liar Sprachgut belonging

to the realm of the neo-hebraic language and literature , return to Finn's Thesau

In general, we must say that the author is perfectly competent and

theתוהמ;being , eacistingתושי;possibilityתורשפא;freedom of apillהריחב

immortality of theשפנהתראשה;priorityתומדק;monotheismדוחיי;me88

are found already(םַדָקםֶדֶקetc. (comp .biblicalםֶדֹוקְיםָדְקּומWhile

rus .
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tions -

mention should have been made that,אטבמ.resp,אטבUnder the stem

qualified for his work , and that in the main he is fully reliable. Yet, in a

few instances, it seems that some stems have been overlooked , or that some other

stems are somewhat defectively defined and admit of corrections. Thus, e . g. ,

under D17X the author states correctly that in the Talmudical literature “ Edom ” .

was used as a typical name for the Roman empire , but he forgot to add that at a

later time , after the city of Rome had become the center and capital of the Chris

tian world , “ Edom " was also used to designate Christendom . In some connec

Edom ” means the language of Rome, the Latin language ( see , e . g . , Jehu

dah Ibn Tibbon's Hebrew translation of Jehudah ha -Levi's Cozari, II . , 77 : 80 %

ny2 77 017*2 = neither in the Latin , nor in the Arabic language).

Strange it is that the author forgot to state that the noun 718 is , in some

instances, to be translated by the eve ( preceding a certain day ) . In this sense the

word is used in the very beginning of the Mishnah Pesaḥim .

, . ,

with some philosophical writers xoan hon means the science of logic or of

dialectics.

S. v . ns the author gives a list of seven various definitions, for which the

word stands in the Bible and in the later Hebrew literature. He might have

added an eighth definition ; he might have informed us that no means also in

some connections a stanza or a verse in poetry .

na to shave off, to shear. Under this article the author mentions correctly

: .

not mention the word niqa, used in post - talmudical times , a monk ( literally, a

shorn one , one who wears a tonsure ), and the word ninha , derived therefrom , the

monkdom , also sometimes the language of the monks, the Latin , etc.

But it perhaps too early to expect in our days a perfect and complete the

saurus , which should comprise all the words of the Hebrew found in the large

post-biblical literature of the Jews , and which should give all the meanings and

shades of meanings in which these words have been used by various authors

and in various times . A number of smaller lexical works, collecting and arrang

ing the words used by certain authors, or in certain special branches of learning,

ought first to be written and published before a full and complete thesaurus can

possibly be undertaken . The field is too large and as yet not as much explored

as it ought to be . It would , therefore, be well if , for instance , one would under

take to extract from the grammatical works of the mediæval grammarians their

peculiar grammatical terms and to explain them ; and if he would thereby furnish

, , , , ,

, ', , , , , .

So we ought to have , as a preliminary work , a neo -hebraic philosophical glossary ;

also a glossary explaining medical , mathematical , astronomical and other scien

tific terms. Even in the historical Hebrew literature of the mediæval and mod

But he does.תחלגתandחולג:the Mishnaic abstract nouns derived fromit

usםיכלמ,םיתרשמ,תודוקנתועונתםימעט a glossary in whichthe words

.etc.,would be properly defined,םיזורחדתיתלדרגוס,ןינב)לקשמ
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םיחרפ?

ern Jews we meet words which to the beginner must be puzzling, though they are

seemingly so easy . What, for instance , is to be understood by D'2171 , or by

? Not every one will know that these words are translations of the

European words Gulden and Florins; or that the word oprys is the neo -he

braic equivalent for Minorites, etc., etc.

But after all , despite some shortcomings, Finn's book is highly commend

able.



NOTES ON PSALM LXXIV. 4, 5 .

BY REV. F. H. WOODS, B. D. ,

Theological Lecturer at St. John's College, Oxford , England.

in

The difficulty of these verses hasbeen recognized by all commentators ; and it

is not my intention to discuss the many explanations which have been offered. I

merely wish to propose a solution of a different kind by what appears a simple and

well -warranted emendation of the text. If the suggestion has already been made

by others and rejected , your readers will , I hope , pardon my ignorance . Now it is

certainly noticeable that the chief difficulties lie in the word ging closing verse 4 ,

and y71 beginning verse 5. Leave out these words and the whole passage is

quite intelligible. It runs as follows: “ Thy enemies have roared in the midst of

thy congregations , they have set up their signs ( i . e . , probably heathen idols ) .

As one lifteth axes on high upon a thicket of trees, so now all the carved work

together with hatchets and hammers do they break down.” On the other hand,

these two words, if read , give us two expressions clumsy, unparalleled , and ,

spite of all the labor expended upon them , of very doubtful meaning. This is all

the more remarkable, when we consider that otherwise the style of the psalm is

vigorous , graphic and lucid. We should not, of course , be justified in rejecting

these words on the ground already given , were it not that in this case we can trace

a very probable source of interpolation . In the ninth verse we find these same

words at the beginning and the end of the verse. The only differences are that

the first has the additional suffix W ', and the last, according to the Massoretic text,

is pointed by different vowels . In the Massoretic text also the words , 197y are

joined by Merökha to y71' , and this certainly gives a fair sense ; but it would

suit the parallelism and the context better to take yol absolutely as a synonym

of X3. What the Psalmist complains of is that religious worship and religious

teaching have been alike suppressed . The words 70-7y may have originally

preceded 'n2-7y as the beginning of the new sentence of verse 9 ; or are more

probably an interpolation arising out of 'n0-7y, a cause of interpolation so fre

quent in all languages that it is not necessary to quote parallelisms. Such an inter

polation would have been favored by the ambiguity of construction very similar to

what we meet in verse 4 , where the words Toys 377 may betaken either with

the first or the second clause of the verse. Those who repeated the psalm , or

heard it repeated , being very familiar with the sound of 170-74 immediately

after 1719 might , not unnaturally, have associated these words in sense and so

have unconsciously introduced the interpolation. This view seems to have the

support of the LXX. The final érl of verse 9 is , as the parallel šti of the first
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thenעדויוניתותא the words,יתמ-דעinterpolation ,or should be taken with

clause shows , not so likely a translation of 10-79 as of an hy which naturally

enough arose out of the 7y at the beginning of verse 10. Now , if 70-74 is an

, ,

inclose the whole of verse 9 , and is it not extremely likely that the words ning

171 of verses 4 , 5 , represent an abbreviation of this verse ? There are two

obvious ways in which these words may have become interpolated in verses 4 , 5 .

Either they were originally a marginal gloss, something of the nature of a note,

intended to illustrate or explain the use of ning ; or far more probably they

point to a difference of position in very early MSS. , that is to say , the scribe simply

wished to point to the fact that in some copy or copies he found this verse standing

between 4 and 5. The transposition from verse 9 to the end of verse 4 may have

arisen even unintentionally, the contrast between aning and sing causing

their juxtaposition . That verses got sometimes so transposed we have positive

evidence in Ps. XXXVIII . 21 , 22 , compared with 2 Kgs. xx. 7 , 8. But we prob

ably have a more remarkable parallel to the supposed transposition in this psalm

in Ps . XVIII. 13 , 14 , cf. 2 Sam . XXII . 13 , 14. Here, if we had the psalm alone we

should be inclined to suppose that the phrase ⓇX 5701 702 was genuine in

verse 14 , and not in verse 13. But a comparison with the LXX. and Samuel

shows that the reverse was more nearly the case. The true history of the variant

appears to be as follows . The original reading in verse 13 was probably as in

-beורעבBy transposition of_letters.שאילחגורעבודגנהגנמSamuel

andויבעandודרב this latter word gave rise to the two variants,ורבעcame ,

which eventually found their way into the text. Of this origin of ly there can

be little doubt ; it is possible , however, that 977) , as one word, may have orig

inally been substituted as a synonym of 172 y ,but this does not affect the main

contention , In either case we get by conflation the present reading of verse 13 in

Ps. XVIII . supported in this stage by the LXX . version of the psalm.1 But now

the last words X70707 772 became little intelligible ( as a bright sky , not

“ hailstones and coals of fire,” would be the natural result of the passing away of

the clouds ), and they were transposed to the end of the next verse , where they

suited the context better. The present text of the psalm represents the final

stage of text in which the position found in MSS. before and after the transposi

tion is combined . The only difference between this case and Psalm LXXIV.

is that here the repeated clause , which is very short, appears twice in full ; in the

latter case it is abbreviated in verses 4 and 5.

i The LXX. does not read these words in Ps. XVIII. 14 , in Samuel it agrees with the Hebrew

text.



GENESIS II . 25 AND XLVIII. 10.

BY REV. JOHN EDWARDS,

Wheelock, Indian Territory.

1. I take Past and Future to be the primary significations of the two tenses

in Hebrew. I therefore adhere to the old nomenclature, Preterite and Future .

2 . From these primary significations are derived various ideas and relations

which the tenses are used to express.

3. When used to express any of these derived notions, the time to which it

belongs , whether Past , Present or Future, as in the case of the Participle or the

Infinitive, is wholly indicated by the connection.

4. Some of these derivations are as follows:

FROM THE PRETERITE .. FROM THE FUTURE .

I. Antecedence, or Relative Past. I. Sequence, or Relative Future.

II . Causality.
II . Result.

1. Cause . 1. Of Cause .

2. Reason . 2. Of Reason .

3. Adversative : though , notwith 3. Adversative : yet, nevertheless.

standing, whereas.

By adversative I mean that, from some cause , reason or condition, or from

some statement, a certain result might be expected ; but such is not the case, or

the contrary or an entirely different one issues. That cause , reason or condition

is , in Hebrew , often put in the Preterite, while the Future is used to point out a

result different from , or opposite to , the one which might be expected. The Pret

erite throws the adversative stress on the protasis, indicated in English by

though , notwithstanding, whereas; e. g. , though I went, I did not get there. The

Future in like use throws the stress on the apodosis, indicated in English by yet,

nevertheless ; e. g:, I went, yet I did not get there.

Gen. 11. 25 belongs here. “ They were both naked .” The result naturally ex

pected is that they would be ashamed . But they were not. With this precisely

corresponds 1 Kgs. I. 1 , “ They covered him with clothes, yet he gat no heat.”

Ez. XXIV . 12 , “ So they cried , yet I would not hear ” (the Future of the protasis

as frequentative Past).

This will account for the Future in Is. XLV . 4 , the clauses being inverted . “ I

surnamed thee , though thou knewest me not ” Thou knewest me not, yet I sur

named thee. Ps . LXXIII. 22 , with 'S , “ Yet my heart was embittered , and I was

pricked in my reins.” In the form of Waw cony. Pret. Waw with Future sepa

rated , Ps . L. 21 , “ These things thou didst, yet I held my peace.”
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According to statement 3 above, examples in present time would illus

trate the principle equally well. They are comparatively numerous. I will only

refer to 2 Sam . xiv. 146 ; Is . XII. 1 ; Jer. VIII . 12 ( with Dg) ; Ezek . XVIII . 14 ; Ps.

L. 12 ; Job xix . 4 , 22 .

GENESIS XLVIII . 10.

The Hebrew has three ways of expressing possibility and ability. a. By the

use of Sa, followed by the Infinitive, often with the preposition 5. b. By the

Future tense . This is one of its derived uses. c. By a combination of the two,

i . e . , the Future of 5 , the future form reinforcing the essential idea of the

verb .

The first requires no remark . As to the second, see Driver, 837. There are

numerous instances of the third in present time , e . g. , Gen. XXXIV . 14 ; Exod.

XVIII . 18 ; Num. XXII. 37 ; Deut. 1. 9 ; 1 Sam. XVII . 33 ; Is. LVII . 20 ; Jer. VI .

10 ; Am. VII . 10 ; Hab. I. 13 ; Ps. CXXXIX . 6 ; Prov. xxx . 21 ; Job. XLII . 2 ;

Lam . I. 14 ; Ec . VIII. 17 .

According to statement 3 , it may equally as well be used of Past time.

Under this belong Gen. XLVIII. 10 ; Josh . VII . 12 ; xv . 63 seq.; Jer. XLIV . 22 ;

Ezek . XLVII. 5 ; Hos. v. 13 ; Job XXXI. 23 ; 2 Chron . XXXII . 15a , and, in the

sense of lawfulness, according to the customs of the country, Gen. XLIII . 32 .



OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES MESSIANICALLY APPLIED

BY THE ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE.

BY REV . B. PICK , Ph. D. ,

Allegheny City , Pa.

IV.

ISAIAH.

XXX. 18. “ And therefore will the Lord wait, that he may be gracious unto

you ,” etc.

Rabbi Samuel , the son of Nachmani, said that Rabbi Jonathan said : May

the bones of those who compute the latter days (when the Messiah shall ap

pear) be blown away ; for some say , Because the time has come and himself

has not , therefore he will never come ! But wait thou for him , for it is said :

• Though he tarry , wait for him ” (Hab. 11. 3 ) . Perhaps you will say, We wait ,

but he does not wait ; learn rather to say : “ And therefore will the Lord wait,

that he may be gracious unto you," etc. — Talmud Sanhedrin , fol. 97 , col . 2 .

25 . “ And there shall be upon every high mountain , and upon every high

hill rivers and streams of waters ," etc.

Rabbi Eleazar, the son of Rabbi Hayim , said : All that Abraham did unto the

ministerin
g
angels, God has repaid to his children at their exodus from Egypt,

and will repay yet to them in the future . You find by Abraham : “ Let a

little water, I pray you , be fetched ” (Gen. XVIII . 4) , and God repaid it to his

children (as it is said ) : “ And I will take you to me for a people” (Exod. vi.

7 ) , where “ I will take you to me” stands against “ Let, I pray, be fetched . ”

Rabbi Jochanan said , “ To me” denotes in this world ; but whence ( is it

proved that it refers also ) to the future ! (From) “And the people shall take

them and bring them to their place ” (Isa. XIV.2 ) . Of Abraham it is written

" a little water ;” but God gave his children water at their exodus from

Egypt, (as is seen from ) “ and thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall come

water out of it ” ( Exod. XVII. 6 ) . And how is it proved that it shall also be

so in the future ? From “ for the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good

land , a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths that spring out of

valleys and hills ” ( Deut. VIII. 4 ) . And how is it proved that it shall also be

so in the days of the Messiah ? From "and there shall be upon every high

mountain , and upon every high hill, rivers and streams of water,” and “ I

will open rivers in hi places ” ( Isa . XLI. 18 ).– Midrash Numbers VII. 48,

sect. 14.
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26 . “ Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun."

This verse is quoted as presenting the Messianic age in Talmud Pesachius,

fol . 68 , col. 1 ; Sanhedrin , fol. 91 , col . 2 . God said to them ( Bezaleel and

Moses ) , You have made a candlestick before me, but in the future I will light

a sevenfold larger light, as it is said , “Moreover, the light of the moon shall

be as the light of the sun.- Midrash on Exodus XXXVII. 1 , sect. 50.

XXXII . 20. “ That send forth thither the feet of the ox and the ass."

What is the meaning of “ but thou shalt in any wise let the dam go " ? ( Deut.

XXII . 7 ) . It is to indicate that, by observing this commandment, you will

hasten the coming of the King Messiah , of whom also theword “ send forth "

is written . Whence is this proved ? It is said , “ That send forth thither the

feet of the ox and the ass .” — Midrash on Deuteronomy xxII. 7 , sect. 6.

XXXV. 5 , 6 . "Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened , and the ears of the

deaf shall be unstopped . Then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the

tongue of the dumb sing,” etc.

Come and see ; all that the Holy One has wounded in this world he will heal

in the future . The blind shall be healed ; for it is said , “ The eyes of the

blind shall be opened.” The lame shall be healed ; for it is said , “ Then shall

the lame man leap as an hart.” The dumb shall be healed ; as it is said,

“ And the tongue of the dumb sing .” — Midrash on Genesis XLVI . 28 , sect . 85 ;

Yalkut on 1 Sam . XXVIII . 24 .

The word “ then ” ( 18 ) may refer to the past and to the future. To the latter

refers “ then thou shalt see and flow together ” ( Isa. LX . 5 ) ; “ then shall

thy light break forth as the morning ” ( ibid . LVIII . 8 ) ; " then the eyes of

the blind ," etc.; “ then shall the lame man leap ,” etc. - Yalkut on Joshua

X. 12 .

XL. 1 . “ Comfort ye , comfort ye my people, saith your God.”

When the word of Joseph had such a soothing effect upon the hearts of the

tribes, how much more will be the effect when the Holy One, blessed be he !

will come to comfort Jerusalem ; as it is said , “ Comfort ye , comfort ye,” etc.

- Midrash on Genesis L. 21 , sect. 100.

5. “ And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed , and all flesh shall see it

together,” etc.

On Leviticus XLI . the Midrash remarks : Rabbi Phinehas said , in the name

of Rabbi Hoshaya, this parable : A king showed himself to the son of his

house in his true likeness ; for in this world the shechinah appears to individ

uals ; but in the future the glory of the Lord will appear ; as it is said , “ And

the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,” etc. — Midrash on Leviticus 1. 1 , sect. 1 .

10 . Behold , the Lord God will come with strong hand, and his arm shall

rule for him ; behold, his reward is with him ," etc.

And on account of the sufferings which Israel suffered , will the Holy One,
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blessed be he ! give them a double reward in the days of the Messiah ; for it

is said, “ Behold , the Lord God will come, ” etc. - Yalkut on Exodus XXXII. 6 .

XLI. 18. See under XXX. 25.

25. “ I have raised up one from the north , and he shall come,' etc.

This verse is Messianically applied in the Midrash , where it is said, “ When

the Messiah rises, who is in the north , and comes to rebuild the sanctuary,

which is in the south ; for it is said , “ I have raised up one from the north ,"

etc. — Midrash on Numbers VII. 12 , sect. 13 .

27 . The first shall say to Zion ," etc.

The name of the Messiah is “ the First,” as the Prophet says, “ The first shall

say to Zion , ” etc. — Talmud Pesachim , fol . 5 , col. 1 .

Rabbi Haggai said , in the name of Rabbi Isaac : It is said , The first (came

out red, Gen. XXV . 25 ) , on account of the first day ; (as it is said ) “And ye

shall take you on the first day ” (Lev. XXIII . 40 ) , i . e . , in the merit of the first

day I will reveal myself to you as the first ; as it is said , “ I am the first, and

I am the last ” ( Isa. 'XLIV . 6 ) , and , I will get you satisfaction from the first,

i . e . , Esau ; for it is written , “ And the first came out red ” (Gen. xxv. 25 ) ;

and , I will build you the first, i . e . , the temple ; as it is written , “ A glorious

high throne from the beginning is the place of our sanctuary ” ( Jer . XVII . 12 ) ,

and , Bring you the First , i . e . , the King Messiah , of whom it is written ,

" The first shall say to Zion ,” etc.1 Midrash on Genesis xxy . 24 , sect. 63 .

XLII. 1. “ Behold my servant, whom I uphold .”

Targum : Behold my servant , the Messiah, I will bring him near.

XLIII. 10 . “ And my servant, whom. I have chosen .”

Targum : And my servant , the Messiah , in whom I am well pleased .

LII . 3. “ Ye were sold for nought ; but ye shall be redeemed without money.'

Rabbi Eleazar says : If Israel would repent, they would be redeemed ; as it is

said , “ Return , ye backsliding children , and I will heal your backslidings ”

(Jer. III . 22 ) . Rabbi Joshua said unto him : Has it not been already said ,

“ Ye were sold for nought , but ye shall be redeemed without money ” ? “ Ye

were sold ” among the idolaters ; but ye shall be redeemed without money,

i . e . , without repentance and good works .—Talmud Sanhedrin , fol . 97 , col . 2 .

7 . “ How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth

good tidings."

In the hour when the Holy One, blessed be his name ! redeems Israel, three

days before Messiah , comes Elijah , and stands upon the mountains of Israel

and weeps and mourns for them , and says to them , Ye mountains of the land

of Israel , how long shall you stand in a dry and desolate land ? And his voice

is heard from the world's end to the world's end , and after that he says to

1 In similar connection our passage is quoted in Midrash on Leviticus xxxiii. 40, sect. 30;

Pesikta (ed. Buber), p . 185, col. 2.
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them : Peace has come to the world , peace has come to the world ; as it is

said , “ How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth

good tidings , ” etc. And when the wicked hear it , they rejoice, and they say

one to the other : Peace has come to us. On the second day he shall stand

upon the mountains of Israel and shall say : Good has come to the world ,

good has come to the world ; for it is said , “ that bringeth good tidings of

good.” On the third day he shall come and stand upon the mountains of

Israel , and say : Salvation has come to the world , salvation has come to the

world ; for it is said , “ that publisheth salvation .” And when he will see the

wicked say so , he will say unto Zion , “thy God reigneth .” — Yalkut in loco .

13. “ Behold , my servant shall deal prudently ; he shall be exalted and

extolled , and be very high . "

Targum : Behold, my servant, the Messiah , shall prosper ; he shall be exalted ,

etc. · Behold , my servant shall deal prudently . " This is the King Messiah .

“ He shall be exalted and extolled , and be very high .” He shall be exalted

more than Abraham ; for of Him it is written , “ I have exalted my hand to

the Lord ” ( Gen. XIV . 22 ) . He shall be extolled more than Moses ; for of Him

it is written , “ Thou sayest unto me, Extol ( i . e . , carry ) them in thy bosom "

(Num. XI . 12 ) . And he shall be higher than the ministering angels ; for it is

said : “ As for their rings, they were so high " (Ezek. I. 18 ) . And thus it is

said , Who art thou , O great mountain ? ” ( Zech . IV . 7 ) , i . e . , that is greater

than the fathers. “ But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was

bruised for our iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace was upon Him, and

with His stripes we are healed ” (Isa. LIII . 5 ) . Rav Huna, in the name of

Acha, said : The chastisements (or afflictions) were divided into three parts

one to David and the fathers ; and one to the rebellious generations; and one

to King Messiah.— Yalkut in loco (also Tanchuma in loco ).
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המק

“ Professor Peters' Notes . ” — The January number of HEBRAICA contained

quite a number of suggestive articles, among which were the interesting notes of

Professor Peters . His explanation of the ending ni in Hebrew ( in Midx , for

instance) as identical in origin with the ending ûti of masc. adjectives and nouns

in Assyrian is quite correct. For the sake of preserving the historical character

of our science,1 I should like to call attention to the fact that, in the preface

(p . xxxvii) to his Akkadische Sprache (Berlin, 1883 ), Professor Haupt has already

remarked , " a bûti? Väter = Hebr. 12x , was nicht aus * abâti entstanden

ist.” These few words contain the whole story, since they assert that Hebrew

nix is a masculine and not a feminine formation .

Similarly for his remarks about šad û mountain being equal to 7 field,

Dr. Peters might have quoted HEBRAICA, vol . I , p. 181 , note 1 .

That û and â were respectively the masculine and feminine perfect third

person plural endings in primitive Semitic seems quite probable, if we grant that

primitive Semitic possessed a perfect. More than that, the examples Dr. Peters

cites (the Chinese pronunciation of Ethopic nagarû , nagarâ included ) would

not prove . For the explanation of the forms 17748 , Gen. XLIX. 22 , and

,

1 Sam. IV . 15 , it will suffice to refer to Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, % 146 : 3 and 4 ;

Müller - Robertson's Outlines of Hebrew Syntax, & 507 : 1 ; Wright's Arabic Gram

mar, vol . II . , 146 .

The ingeniousexplanation of the form sop? maysafely be passed over in

silence. Very problematical is the combination of Hebrew X with Assyrian

a dê. I know of no case in which | in Hebrew corresponds to 7 in Assyrian3 and

since we have Hebrew 7y , poetic 'ty , I see no need of setting up a new pho

netic law. CYRUS ADLER,

Johns Hopkins University .

1 See the conclusion of Prof. Paul Haupt's review of Delitzsch's “ Kosseans," in the Andover

Review , July, 1884, p . 98 ; and Dr. Bezold's reference to the passage in the preface ( p . 7) to his

Babylonische Literatur.

2 a bâti itself never occurs ; a parallel form, however, is šibûtu elders, in the Deluge, I. , 31.

3 Nobody would bring forward in support of this the combination of piazu and Arabic

dei hunting leopard, and kurkizammuand Ethiopic karkand (Delitzsch , A8

syrische Studien 61:47 ; Hommel, Saeugethiere, 301 : 2 ), especially since Dr. Jensen has shown, in

the Zeitschrift fuer Assyriologie, I. , 311 , that piazu , or biazu , means “ hog," just like šah u wild

boar, fem .šabitu ; and humşiru , Hebrew In , Arabic

ريزنخ
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BEZOLD'S BABYLONISCH-ASSYRISCHE LITERATUR. *

By the publication of this book Bezold has placed all Assyriologists under

great obligations to him. It contains useful and necessary information for

beginners in this department as well as for advanced students and authorities.

The former can find in it a short history of the discoveries , a list of all the im

portant historical texts together with a complete bibliography of the literature

connected with these texts. Its chief value to the latter lies in the index to the

British Museum and other tablets, and in the bibliography.

The nature of the book is such that an idea of the great amount of labor

expended in its preparation and of the value to all Assyrian students of the

topics treated can only be obtained from a list of contents . After an introduc

tion and a Chronological Excurs, under the HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS, in 88 12

82 , are taken up those of the Kings, viz.: 1. The inscriptions of the old Babylo

nian kings. 2. Those of the old Assyrian kings up to the beginning of the Epo

nym canon . 3. Those of the Assyrian kings from Ašârnâşirpal to Ašûrbanipal . 4 .

Those of the Babylonian kings from Ramânapiliddina up to the end of the New

Babylonian kingdom ; the Achæmenian and Seleucidean inscriptions. Under C,

in 83–95 , we have the contract tablets, letters , etc. II . NON-HISTORICAL

INSCRIPTIONS. A. The poetical literature . 1. Epics ; legends ; fables . 2. Peni

tential psalms and hymns ; prayers and songs. 3. Magical formulas, etc. B.

The scientific litera e. 1. Grammatical and lexicographical collections. 2 .

Geographical lists . 3. Mathematical, astronomical, astrological and mytho

logical inscriptions . 4. Remains of medical and “ literary ” works . By far

the most interesting to advanced students are the separate lists of the tablets

in the Kujundschick , George Smith and Rassam collections. Each one of these

tablets is described as fully as was possible at the time of publication .

The author has given us a book , the intrinsic value, completeness , typograph

ical appearance , etc., of which recommend it to all Assyrian students.

ROBERT F. HARPER .

DERENBOURG'S “ LA SCIENCE DES RELIGIONS ET L'ISLAMISME .”+

A most gratifying testimony to the importance which the young science of

religion has assumed is furnished by the recent establishment at Paris, already so

rich in its provisions for higher studies in all departments of research , of a special

* Kurzgefasster Ueberblick über die babylonish -assyrische Literatur nebst einem chrono

logischen Excurs, zwei Registern und einem Index zu 1700 Thontafeln des Britisch -Museums,

herausgegeben von Carl Bezold . Leipzig : Otto Schulz , 1886. 8vo , pp. 394, price, M.12.

+ LA SCIENCE DES RELIGIONS ET L'ISLAMISME. Par Hartwig Derenbourg. Paris : Leroux .

1886. pp . 95. fr.2.50
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school for the sciences religieuses. As the first of the kind , unless we include the

( former ) theological department of the University of Leyden , which some years

ago was removed from its dogmatic to a purely scientific basis and was practically

incorporated with the historical section of the university , it deserves our special

attention , and its development will be watched with deep interest by all who are

alive to the important results which may be expected from the scientific investi

gation and critical study of religions, of the development of religious thought

and practices, of the growth of doctrines , dogmas and ceremonies . At the head

of the new school stands the eminent Professor of the Science of Religion at the

Collège du France, Albert Reville, whose name alone is a sufficient guarantee for

the high rank which the new departure will take ; and the brilliant array of

scholars gathered around Reville , including such men as Maurice Vernes, Ernest

Havet, Hartwig Derenbourg, E. Lefebure and A. Bergaigne ( to which we should

like to see added Ernest Renan) , warrant the holding out of the very highest ex

pectations. In the spring of 1886 , the faculty, consisting of thirteen professors,

was organized and courses announced embracing a large variety of subjects apper

taining to the religions of India , China, Japan, Greece and Rome, as well as the

critical study of the origin and development of Judaism , Christianity and Mahom

medanism .

The interesting little volume before us embodies two lectures delivered by

Prof. Hartwig Derenbourg as an introduction to the courses in the department as

signed to him , namely, the religion , or rather religions of Islam . He starts out

with a picture of the condition of Arabic studies in France when he began his ca

reer seventeen years ago , which is desolate enough to reassure even those who

take a despairing view of the prospects for the study in this country . With a

good deal of humor he describes the character of a very slim audience that gath

ered around him in a room of the Sarbonne, and who seem to have come more

out of pity for the young savant than because of any attraction which the study

of the Arabic grammar and the Koran had for them. Derenbourg was careful ,

as he tells us , not to impose any tasks on his “ hearers ,” - they could not be

called his pupils ,-for fear of losing them entirely . After holding up in contrast

the brighter picture furnished by the present, Derenbourg enters upon an exam

ination of the scope and aim of the science of religion , the methods of study and

the means at our disposal. He shows that, while the science of religion borrows

largely from philosophy, archæology, anthropology and ethnography, it is prop

erly to be classed as a branch of historical studies . In pursuing his work, the

investigator is to be actuated by no motive save the desire to understand and to

explain in a natural manner phenomena which present themselves to his notice .

He is not to place himself in the position of an advocate or of an opponent; and

while rigidly excluding the supernatural as lying entirely outside of his province ,

he is to maintain that “ spirit of respectful sympathy ” which all religions as

" the great efforts of the human spirit, efforts which represent the best labors and

hopes of mankind,” merit . In the second lecture Derenbourg gives an admirable

sketch of the religious movement inaugurated by Mohammed, such as , for com

pactness and at the same time clearness — the whole covering only sixty pages

we do not remember to have seen surpassed . It reminds one forcibly of Nöl

deke's sketch of the “ Life of Mohammed,” from which one obtains a far better

picture of the general course of the prophet's career than from Sprenger's ex

haustive work , notwithstanding the excellent qualities of the latter. We are
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glad to see Derenbourg lay stress upon the necessity of studying , by such means

as are at our disposal, the period preceding Mahommed as the sine qua non for the

understanding of the religion that bears his name. The notion that any religion

can sprout up, as it were, over night, or that people suddenly wake up to a recog

nition that henceforth their worship must be confined to one Deity , instead of

many, is well-nigh exploded . A religion cannot properly be said to have been

“ founded ” least of all by a single person ; it is a growth , and the appearance of

Mahommed-like that of all religious reformers --marks simply an important

stage - a turning - point, if you will-in the development of religion among the

Arabs, the beginnings of which must be sought in a period long prior to his com

ing . The ground had gradually been prepared to receive the seed sown by him ,

and this preparation was certainly equal in importance to the sowing of the seed .

In addition to such valuable sources for studying the pre-islamitic times as the

“ Kitâb al Agâni” (“ Book of Songs " ) we have now fortunately a number of

ancient monuments, notably the Himyaritic inscriptions, which furnish us with

most precious, though scant, data of pre -islamitic conditions . Such "finds " as

the inscriptions discovered at Teima, some years ago , are an augury of what is

still in store for future explorers. The conviction has gained ground among

scholars that the interior of Arabia , unfortunately at present practically inac

cessible because of the dangers attending the traveler, is filled with stone

monuments of all kinds dating from the days anterior to Mohammed .

Another point upon which Derenbourg justly lays great stress is the services

which Abou Bekr, and more especially Omar, rendered to Mahommedanism . His

summing up in this connection merits quoting : " What the prophets of Israel

were for Judaism , what St. Paul was for Christianity , Abou Bekr and Omar were

for Islam . " The sword of Omar accomplished what the visions of Mahommed

failed to do ; and indeed but for Omar, the efforts of Mahommed would have

resulted in total failure. Not only does Omar's conversion mark a turning - point

in the fortunes of the prophet, who until then had made little if any headway,

but the different tactics introduced by Omar, more particularly after Mahommed's

death , first gained for the new movement a foot-hold among the Arab tribes , so

that, while Mahommed must be put down as the inaugurator of the great move

ment, Omar is the real leader of it. To have united under one banner tribes scat

tered over a great area and engaged in constant warfare with each other, and to

have roused a people cowardly by nature to a pitch of enthusiasm which enabled

them to face death in the battle - field with calm resignation, nay, to hail it with

joy , remains an everlasting testimony to Omar's eminent genius, to which is due

the wonderful spread of a religion that numbers more than one hundred and sev

enty - five millions , and far from ing on the decline, as we sometimes see it

stated , is still growing.

Professor Derenbourg stands to - day in the foremost rank of oriental scholars,

and the high reputation which he enjoys has lately been still further enhanced by

his edition of the grammatical work of the famous Sibawaihi. Suffice it to say

that the little volume before us is worthy of the successor of Silvestre De Sacy ,

whose chair for the Arabic language and literature at the “Ecole Speciale des

Langues Orientales Vivantes ” Professor Derenbourg at present holds.

PROF. MORRIS JASTROW, JR. , Ph . D. ,

Philadelphia .
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